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Welcome Message
Welcome to the 2013 International Meeting on Fully Three-Dimensional Image 
Reconstruction in Radiology and Nuclear Medicine which is being held at the 
Granlibakken Conference Center & Lodge near Lake Tahoe in California.
This is the 12th in a series of meetings that have served as one of the major forums 
for presentation of new results in the ﬁeld of 3D image reconstruction, primarily 
with applications in x-ray computer tomography, PET and SPECT. The proceedings 
of the 2013 and all past meetings are archived at http://www.fully3d.org.
Over the life-time of the meeting the focus has shifted to reﬂect recent 
developments in the ﬁeld. Many of the major developments in fully 3D PET 
and SPECT imaging were ﬁrst presented at Fully3D, as were the key results for 
analytic reconstruction methods in cone beam x-ray CT. While a broad range of 
topics are represented at the current meeting, method for low-dose x-ray CT 
are clearly a major focus of many of the papers at the current meeting. Recent 
meetings have included a separate one day workshop on High Performance 
Computing for Fully3D imaging. For 2013 we decided to integrate this topic as 
a regular component of the meeting, and you will ﬁnd an oral session as well as 
many poster papers on this important topic. On Monday night after dinner we 
invite you to attend a panel discussion led by experts from the major imaging 
companies on the current status and future of 3D imaging.
Fully3D has always been an independent meeting and we have continued this 
tradition. We are therefore particularly grateful to our sponsors (listed on the 
next page) for their valuable ﬁnancial support. We would also like to express our 
appreciation to the Scientiﬁc Committee for their prompt reviews of the large 
number of papers submitted to the meeting and to the members of the Organizing 
Committee for their invaluable help. Finally, our thanks to Gloria Halfacre and 
Seth Scafani (USC), Susie Helton (UC Davis), and the staﬀ at the Granlibakken 
who have all been of great assistance in organizing this meeting.
Social events during the week include a reception on Sunday evening, a dinner 
cruise on Lake Tahoe on Tuesday and a barbeque on Wednesday evening. We hope 
you enjoy the technical program and the opportunity to socialize with friends and 
colleagues here in the beautiful Sierra Nevada mountains.   
Richard Leahy and Jinyi Qi
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Monday, June 17 
Oral Session: CT Reconstruction I                    ( 8:20 - 10:00 AM ) 
Session Chair: Xiaochuan Pan 
8:20 - 8:40 Donghwan Kim, Sathish Ramani, and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Accelerating X-ray CT 
ordered subsets image reconstruction with Nesterov’s first-order 
methods………………………….……………………...………………….………p22. 
8:40 - 9:00 Ludwig Ritschl, Michael Knaup and Marc Kachelrieß: Extending the Dynamic 
Range of Flat Detectors in CBCT using a Compressed - Sensing–Based Multi–
ExposureTechnique……….…………………….…………...……………………p26. 
9:00 - 9:20 Il Yong Chun and Thomas M. Talavage Efficient Compressed Sensing 
Statistical X-Ray/CT Reconstruction from Fewer Measurements………...….p30. 
9:20 - 9:40 Jingyan Xu and Benjamin M. W. Tsui C-Arm CT Image Reconstruction From 
Sparse Projections…………………………..…………..……………..……..…..p34. 
9:40 - 10:00 Helene Langet, Aymeric Reshef, Cyril Riddell, Yves Trousset, Arthur 
Tenenhaus, Elisabeth Lahalle, Gilles Fleury, and Nikos Paragios: Nonlinear 
diffusion constraints for reconstructing subsampled rotational angiography 
data……………………….…..…………….…..…………….…..…..…….…..….p38. 
Oral Session: Motion Estimation                     ( 10:30 - 11:50 AM ) 
Session Chair: Grant T. Gullberg 
10:30 -10:50 Marcus Brehm, Pascal Paysan, Markus Oehlhafen, and Marc Kachelrieß : 
Robust Motion Estimation for On–Board CBCT Imaging using an Angular 
Sampling Artifact Model…….………..…………..…………..……………..…..p42. 
10:50 - 11:10 Qiulin Tang, Jochen Cammin, and Katsuyuki Taguchi: Four-dimensional 
projection-based motion estimation and compensation for cardiac x-ray 
computed tomography……….………..…………..…………….………..….….p46. 
11:10 - 11:30 Chris Schwemmer, Christopher Rohkohl, Günter Lauritsch, Kerstin Müller, and 
Joachim Hornegger: Opening Windows- Increasing Window Size in Motion- 
Compensated ECG-gated Cardiac Vasculature Reconstruction …….…….p50. 
11:30 - 11:50 Wolfgang Wein and Alexander Ladikos: Towards General Motion Recovery in 
Cone-Beam Computed Tomography.………………………………………….p54. 
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Oral Session: PET Reconstruction                   ( 16:00 - 17:40 PM ) 
Session Chair: Paul E. Kinahan 
16:00 - 16:20 Vladimir Y. Panin, Michel Defrise and Michael E. Casey: TOF ML-ACF 
reconstruction using CT based attenuation as a priori information…..…...p58. 
16:20 - 16:40 Se Young Chun, Yuni K. Dewaraja, and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Alternating 
Direction Method of Multiplier for Emission Tomography with Non Local 
Regularizers………………………………………………………………….….p62. 
16:40 - 17:00 Michel Defrise, Ahmadreza Rezaei, Johan Nuyts: Simultaneous 
reconstruction of attenuation and activity in TOF-PET: analysis of the 
convergence of the MLACF algorithm……………………………..……..….p66. 
17:00 - 17:20 Guobao Wang and Jinyi Qi: Edge-Preserving PET image reconstruction 
using trust optimization transfer…………………………………………..…..p70. 
17:20 - 17:40 Thomas Kosters, Michael Fieseler, Tobias Block, Frank Wubbeling, David 
Faul, Fernando Boada, Klaus Schafers: Combined AW-OSEM 
Reconstruction and Mass-Preserving Motion Correction of PET Data.…..p74. 
Poster Session                                    ( 13:30 - 15:30 PM ) 
Session Chair: Johan Nuyts 
• Jang Hwan Cho and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Quadratic regularization design for 3D axial 
CT………………..……………………..……………………..……………………….….…....p78. 
• Steven Oeckl: CT Reconstruction of 3D Wavelet Coefficients and its Application to 
Nondestructive Testing……………..……………………..……………………….…….…...p82. 
• Junguo Bian, Kai Yang, Xiao Han, Emil Y. Sidky, John M. Boone, and Xiaochuan Pan: 
Constrained TV-minimization Reconstruction in Low-dose Breast CT ……………..…..p86. 
• Jian Zhou, Katherine L. Walker, Gregory S. Mitchell, Simon R. Cherry and Jinyi Qi: 
Maximum A Posteriori Image Reconstruction for A High Sensitivity Uncollimated 
Small-Animal SPECT System…………………………………………………………..…...p90. 
• Abhinav K. Jha, Harrison H. Barrett, Eric Clarkson, Luca Caucci, and Matthew A. 
Kupinski: Analytic methods for list-mode reconstruction ……………………...………….p94. 
• Kerstin Müller, Chris Schwemmer, Günter Lauritsch, Christopher Rohkohl, Andreas K. 
Maier, Hein Heidbüchel, Stijn De Buck, Dieter Nuyens, Yiannis Kyriakou, Christoph 
Köhler, Rebecca Fahrig, and Joachim Hornegger: Image Artifact Influence on Motion 
Compensated Tomographic Reconstruction in Cardiac C-arm CT ..…………………….p98. 
• Yunlong Zan, Rostyslav Boutchko, Qiu Huang, and Grant T. Gullberg: 4-D Reconstruction 
of SPECT 123I-MIBG Data Acquired with Slow-Rotation Cameras via Spatial-Temporal 
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Sparse Representations ……….………………………………………………….…….….p102. 
• Fabian Stopp, Adam J. Wieckowski, Marc Käseberg, Sebastian Engel, Felix Fehlhaber, 
Erwin Keeve: A Geometric Calibration Method for an Open Cone-Beam CT System .p106. 
• Yan Liu, Hongbing Lu, Hao Zhang, Ke Wang and Zhengrong Liang: Total-variation stokes 
strategy for sparse-view CT image reconstruction from clinical data……………….. ..p110. 
• Christian Schorr, Michael Maisl: Exploitation of geometric a priori knowledge for limited 
data reconstruction in non-destructive testing………………………………………..… .p114. 
• Yan Xia, Andreas K. Maier, Frank Dennerlein, and Joachim Hornegger: Truncation 
Correction using a 3D Filter for Cone-beam CT……...…………………………….… ....p118. 
• Taek-Soo Lee, Tao Feng, and Benjamin M. W. Tsui: Application of Image-Based 
Registration Method for Simultaneous Compensation of Cardiac and Respiratory Motions 
in Dual Gated Myocardial Perfusion SPECT………..……………………………….…...p122. 
• Marlies C. Goorden, Frans van der Have, and Freek J. Beekman: Optimizing image 
reconstruction for simultaneous sub-mm clustered pinhole PET-SPECT……….........p126. 
• Dirk Schäfer, Peter van de Haar, Michael Grass: Comparison of Gaussian and 
non-isotropic adaptive projection filtering for rotational 3D X-ray angiography….…...p130. 
• Maurice Debatin, Dzmitry Stepankou, Jürgen Hesser: CT reconstruction from few-views 
by higher order Adaptive Weighted Total Variation.…. …………………………….…...p134. 
• Yves Goussardy, Mahsa Golkar, Adrien Wagner and Matthieu Voorons: Cylindrical 
coordinate representation for statistical 3D CT reconstruction……...…………............p138. 
• Yining Zhu, Mengliu Zhao and Hongwei Li: Blood vessel structure reconstruction based 
on SART-TVM and vessel enhancement technique……..............……………….........p142. 
• Jia Hao, Li Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen and Kejun Kang: A Novel Dual-energy CT Scanning 
Strategy and Its Image Restoration Method…….........……………………………….....p146. 
• Ge Wang, Feng Liu, Fenglin Liu, Guohua Cao, Hao Gao, Michael W. Vannier: 
TopTop-Level Design of the First CT-MR scanner…..........………………………........p150. 
• Andrew M. Davis, Erik A. Pearson, Charles A. Pelizzari, and Xiaochuan Pan: Extended 
Axial Field of View in Radiotherapy Cone-Beam CT with Iterative Reconstruction.....p154. 
• Ti Bai, Xuanqin Mou, Qiong Xu and Yanbo Zhang: Noise Energy Estimation Based on the 
Sinogram and its Application to the Regularization Parameter Selection for Statistical 
Iterative Reconstruction.............................................................................................. p158.  
• Stephen M. Schmitt and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Fast Variance Prediction for Iterative 
Reconstruction of 3D Helical CT Images.....................................................................p162. 
• Daxin Shi: Unified Interpretations of Variants of Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction 
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Technique (SART) ........................................................................................................p166. 
• Jakob S. Jørgensen, Emil Y. Sidky and Xiaochuan Pan: Connecting image sparsity and 
sampling in iterative reconstruction for limited angle X-ray CT..................................…p169.  
• Kyle M.L. Champley and Harry E. Martz, Jr.: Statistical-Analytic Regularized 
Reconstruction for X-ray CT.......................................................................................…p173.  
• Yi Zhang, Wei-Hua Zhang, Yi-Fei Pu, Yin-Jie Lei, Hu Chen, Meng-long Yang and Ji-Liu 
Zhou: Few-Views Image Reconstruction with Fractional-Order Total Variation………..p177. 
• Huitao Zhang and Peng Zhang: Model-based X-ray spectrum estimation from scanning 
data of CT phantoms................................................................................................…..p181. 
• Wei Xu, Sungsoo Ha, Ziyi Zheng and Klaus Mueller: A Comparative Study of 
Neighborhood Filters for Artifact Reduction in Iterative Low-Dose CT………………….p185. 
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Tuesday, June 18 
Oral Session: CT Reconstruction II                    ( 8:20 - 10:00 AM ) 
Session Chair: Yuxiang Xing 
8:20 - 8:40 Emil Y. Sidky, Rick Chartrand, Jakob S. Jørgensen, and Xiaochuan Pan: 
Nonconvex optimization for improved exploitation of gradient sparsity in CT 
image reconstruction.................................................................................…p189. 
8:40 - 9:00 Barbara Flach, Jan Kuntz, Marcus Brehm, Rolf Kueres, Sonke Bartling, and 
Marc Kachelrieß: Up–To–Date Prior Knowledge via Motion Correction for Low 
Dose Tomographic Fluoroscopy………………………………………………...p193. 
9:00 - 9:20 Zhou Yu, Lin Fu, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Charles A. Bouman 
and Ken D. Sauer: Nested Loop Algorithm for Parallel Model Based Iterative 
Reconstruction….....................................................................................…..p197. 
9:20 - 9:40 Adam S. Wang, J. Webster Stayman, Yoshito Otake, Gerhard Kleinszig, 
Sebastian Vogt, A. Jay Khanna, Ziya L. Gokaslan, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen: 
Statistical Reconstruction for Soft Tissue Imaging with Low Dose C-arm 
Cone-Beam CT….........................................................................................p201. 
9:40 - 10:00 Lin Fu, Zhou Yu, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Bruno De Man, Madison G. McGaffin, 
and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Space-Variant Channelized Preconditioner Design for 
3D Iterative CT Reconstruction.………………………………………………...p205. 
Oral Session: Dynamic Methods                     ( 10:30 - 11:50 AM ) 
Session Chair: Charles A. Bouman 
10:30 -10:50 Uttam Shrestha, Fares Alhassen, Rostyslav Boutchko, Robert G. Gould, 
Youngho Seo, Elias H. Botvinick, Grant T. Gullberg: Fully 6D image 
reconstruction for myocardial perfusion imaging of tracer dynamics, cardiac and 
respiratory motion………….….………….….………….….………….…..........p209. 
10:50 - 11:10 Wentao Zhu, Bing Bai, Peter S. Conti, Quanzheng Li, Richard M. Leahy: Data 
Correction Methods for Wholebody Patlak Imaging from List-mode PET Data.p213. 
11:10 - 11:30 Dimple Modgil, Adam M. Alessio, Michael D. Bindschadler, Kevin J. Little, David 
Rigie, Phillip A. Vargas and Patrick J. La Rivière: Multi-dimensional sinogram 
restoration for myocardial blood flow estimation from dose-reduced dynamic 
CT ................................................................................................................p217. 
11:30 - 11:50 Michael T. Manhart, Andreas Fieselmann, Yu Deuerling-Zheng, Andreas K. 
Maier and Markus Kowarschik Dynamic: Reconstruction with Statistical Ray 
Weighting for C-Arm CT Perfusion Imaging…..............................................p221. 
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Wednesday, June 19 
Oral Session: High Performance Computing            ( 8:20 - 10:00 AM ) 
Session Chair: Marc Kachelrieß  
8:20 - 8:40 Timo Zinsser, Benjamin Keck: Systematic Performance Optimization of 
Cone-Beam Back-Projection on the Kepler Architecture..............................p225. 
8:40 - 9:00 Awen Autret, Julien Bert, Olivier Strauss and Dimitris Visvikis: Fully 3D PET 
List-Mode reconstruction including an accurate detector modeling on GPU 
architecture...................................................................................................p229. 
9:00 - 9:20 Matthias Baer and Marc Kachelrieß: High Performance Parallel Beam and 
Perspective Cone-Beam Backprojection for CT Image Reconstruction on Pre–
Production Intel R Xeon Phi..........................................................................p233. 
9:20 - 9:40 Eric Papenhausen, Ziyi Zheng, and Klaus Mueller: Cloud X: A Platform as a 
Service for CT Reconstruction Research and Development........................p237. 
9:40 - 10:00 Jeffrey M. Rosen, Junjie Wu, Jeffrey A. Fessler, Thomas F. Wenisch: Iterative 
Helical CT Reconstruction in the Cloud for Ten Dollars in Five Minutes......p241. 
Oral Session: Acquisition Geometries                ( 10:30 - 11:50 AM ) 
Session Chair: Frédéric Noo 
10:30 -10:50 Zhicong Yu, Frédéric Noo, Günter Lauritsch, and Joachim Hornegger: Extended 
volume image reconstruction using the Ellipse-Line-Ellipse trajectory for a 
C-arm system……………………...................................................................p245. 
10:50 - 11:10 Brian E. Nett, Kai Zeng, and Jed D. Pack : Image Reconstruction from an Axial 
Short Scan using a Katsevich type algorithm................................................p249. 
11:10 - 11:30 Rolf Clackdoyle and Laurent Desbat: Full Cone-Beam Consistency Conditions 
for Sources on a Plane.................................................................................p253. 
11:30 - 11:50 J. Webster Stayman and Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen: Task-Based Trajectories in 
Iteratively Reconstructed Interventional Cone-Beam CT.............................p257. 
Oral Session: System Design and Calibration          ( 16:00 - 17:40 PM ) 
Session Chair: Michael A. King 
16:00-16:20 Paul E. Kinahan, Chengeng Zeng, Larry A. Pierce II, Kalpana M. Kanal, 
Lawrence R. MacDonald: Attenuation Correction Using a Single-View 
Mammogram for a 3D PET Scanner........................................................….p261. 
16:20-16:40 Christina Debbeler, Nicole Maass, Matthias Elter, Frank Dennerlein, and 
Thorsten M. Buzug: A New CT Rawdata Redundancy Measure applied to 
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Automated Misalignment Correction.........................................................…p264. 
16:40-17:00 Tobias Schon, Theobald Fuchs, Kilian Dremel, Christian Reuß: A 
Translation-based Data Acquisition Method for Industrial Computed 
Tomography: Experimental Results..............................................................p268. 
17:00-17:20 Abdelmoula Haboub, Alastair A. MacDowell, Stefano Marchesini, Diworth Y. 
Parkinson: Coded Aperture Imaging for Fluorescent X-rays-Biomedical 
Applications..............................................................................................….p272. 
17:20-17:40 Wojciech Zbijewski, J. Webster Stayman, Katsuyuki Taguchi, Erik Fredenberg, 
and Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen: Volumetric Imaging with Sparse Arrays of Photon 
Counting Silicon Strip Detectors………………………………………………...p276. 
Poster Session                                    ( 13:30 - 15:30 PM ) 
Session Chair: Benjamin M. W. Tsui 
• Hung Nien and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Combining Augmented Lagrangian Method with 
Ordered Subsets for X-Ray CT Reconstruction.......................................................….p280. 
• Madison G. McGaffin and Jeffrey A. Fessler: Sparse shift-varying FIR preconditioners for 
fast volume denoising..............................................................................................….p284. 
• Sajid Abbas, Taewon Lee, Hyekyun Chung, Jongduk Baek, and Seungryong Cho: Effects 
of sparse sampling schemes on image quality in low-dose CT…………………………p288. 
• Yanguang Lin, Bing Bai, Wentao Zhu, Ran Ren, Quanzheng Li, Richard M. Leahy: 
Optimized MAP Reconstruction of H2-weighted Fourier Rebinned TOF PET…...……p292. 
• Ahmadreza Rezaei, Johan Nuyts, Michel Defrise: The Effect of Motion on Joint Estimates 
of Activity and Attenuation from Time-of-Flight PET Data……………………………....p296. 
• Jed D. Pack, Zhye Yin, Kai Zeng, Brian E. Nett: Mitigating cone-beam artifacts in cardiac 
CT imaging for large cone-angle scans.......................................................................p300. 
• Stefan Sawall, Matthias Baer, Marcus Brehm, Michael Knaup, and Marc Kachelrieß: Fast 
Computation of Projections from Triangulated Surfaces………………………………..p304. 
• Alexandre Bousse, Kjell Erlandsson, Stefano Pedemonte, Sebastien Ourselin, Simon R. 
Arridge, Brian F. Hutton: Angular Rebinning for Geometry Independent SPECT 
Reconstruction.............................................................................................................p308. 
• Daniil Kazantsev, Sebastien Ourselin, Brian F. Hutton, Simon R. Arridge: A novel method 
of embedding additional information into tensor diffusion filtering as an application for 
multi-modal reconstruction in ET.................................................................................p312. 
• Hao Gao, X. Sharon Qi, and Daniel A. Low: Imaging Quality Improvement and Dose 
Reduction on TomoTherapy via Tensor Framelet: Phantom Study……………………p316. 
• Radin A. Nasirudin, Kai Mei, Petar Penchev, Ernst J. Rummeny, Martin Fiebich, Peter B. 
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Noël: Reduction of Artifacts Caused by High-Z Materials in Dental Spectral CBCT....p320. 
• Jonathan S. Maltz, Lucian Mihailescu, Donald L. Gunter, Tim Aucott, Grant T. Gullberg, 
and Kai Vetter: Grid-free backprojection-maximization algorithm for 3D imaging using a 
vehicle-mounted coded aperture gamma camera....…………………………………….p324. 
• Zakaria Bahi, Julien Bert and Dimitris Visvikis: Volume Splitting Based Multi-GPUs 
Implementation for 3D List-Mode PET Reconstruction................................................p329. 
• Jed D. Pack, Brian E. Nett, Kai Zeng, Guangzhi Cao, Adam Budde, Zhye Yin, Bruno De 
Man, Hye Sun Na, Jiahua Fan, Kyle M.L. Champley, Jiang Hsieh: Cone-beam Analytic 
Reconstruction for Axial Tomography..........................................................................p333. 
• Baodong Liu, Alexander Katsevich, and Hengyong Yu: Interior tomography in a curvelet 
frame............................................................................................................................p337. 
• Christian Riess, Martin Berger, Haibo Wu, Michael T. Manhart, Rebecca Fahrig and 
Andreas K. Maier: TV or not TV? That is the Question................................................p341. 
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Accelerating X-ray CT ordered subsets image
reconstruction with Nesterov’s ﬁrst-order methods
Donghwan Kim, Sathish Ramani, and Jeffrey A. Fessler
Abstract—Low-dose X-ray CT can reduce the risk of cancer to
patients. However, it requires computationally expensive statis-
tical image reconstruction methods for improved image quality.
Iterative algorithms require long compute times, so we focus on
algorithms that “converge” in few iterations. This paper proposes
to apply ordered subsets (OS) methods to Nesterov’s fast ﬁrst-
order methods for 3D X-ray CT problems. Nesterov’s algorithms
use previous iterates to provide momentum towards the optimum
and thus achieve a fast convergence rate of O(1/n2), where n
counts the number of iterations. We also propose to use separable
quadratic surrogates (SQS) (with a non-uniform (NU) approach)
in Nesterov’s algorithms. We use a real patient helical CT scan
to show that the proposed algorithms converge rapidly, and we
investigate the behavior of OS methods in Nesterov’s algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the statistics of X-ray CT, we reconstruct a (non-
negative) image x ∈  Np+ from noisy measurements y ∈  Nd
by minimizing a convex and continuously differentiable objec-
tive functionΨ(x). This paper focuses on a penalized weighted
least squares (PWLS) problem [1]:
xˆ = argmin
x0
{
Ψ(x) 
1
2
||y −Ax||2W + βR(x)
}
, (1)
where A is a projection operator, and the diagonal matrix
W provides statistical weighting. R(x) is a (edge-preserving)
regularization function and β balances the data-ﬁt term and
R(x). Due to the large scale of the problem (in 3D CT),
iterative algorithms for minimizing Ψ(x) require considerable
compute time. Thus, the goal of this paper is to develop
iterative algorithms that “converge” in fewer iterations.
This paper focuses on Nesterov’s fast ﬁrst-order algorithms
[2], [3] that use previous iterates as momentum for additional
acceleration towards the optimum. The former [2] uses two
previous iterates as momentum, while the latter [3] uses all
accumulated previous iterates. Both provide a fast convergence
rate of O(1/n2) where n counts the number of iterations,
whereas usual gradient-based methods have O(1/n) conver-
gence rate [4].
In our recent work [5], we combined ordered subsets (OS)
methods [6], [7] with Nesterov’s early work [2] that has
been used to develop a fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding
algorithm (FISTA) [4]. We also used a separable quadratic
D. Kim, S. Ramani, and J. A. Fessler are with the Dept. of Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109 USA (e-mail:kimdongh@umich.edu, sramani@umich.edu,
fessler@umich.edu).
Supported in part by NIH grant R01-HL-098686 and equipment donations
from Intel. Helical CT data provided by GE Healthcare.
surrogates (SQS) method [7] (and a non-uniform approach [8])
in Nesterov’s algorithm (in [5]). These combinations provided
very promising results as they converged very rapidly even
with relatively small number of subsets. (Using fewer subsets
is preferable, as it decreases inexactness in OS methods and
also reduces the overhead of computing the regularizer.) In
addition, the overhead needed for proposed algorithms with
OS-SQS is minimal as Nesterov’s algorithms are simple. In
this paper, we apply OS and (NU-)SQS methods to the more
recent Nesterov’s algorithm (2005) [3] and observe that this
combination achieves as fast a convergence as the method
in [5] but with improved stability.
We propose to use OS methods here as they can initially
accelerate any gradient-based algorithms dramatically by ap-
proximating∇Ψ(x) using only a subset of measurements. But,
OS methods usually approach a limit-cycle looping around the
optimum [6], [7]. (The more the subsets, the more the initial
acceleration but with increased inexactness in the iterates.)
However, the stability of OS methods in the proposed Nes-
terov’s algorithms is unknown. Therefore, we experimentally
investigated the behavior of OS in Nesterov’s algorithms with
respect to the number of subsets. We found that our newly
proposed Nesterov’s algorithm based on [3] with OS-SQS is
more stable than the previous combination in [5].
In this paper, we propose to combine OS-SQS methods
with Nesterov’s fast ﬁrst-order algorithms for X-ray CT image
reconstruction. We ﬁrst explain two of Nesterov’s algorithms
and illustrate their application to the X-ray CT problem
in (1) with OS-SQS algorithms. Then we show the results
for accelerated convergence of the two proposed algorithms
using a real patient CT scan. We also discuss the stability of
OS in Nesterov’s algorithms.
II. NESTEROV’S ALGORITHMS
Nesterov published a fast ﬁrst-order method using two
previous iterates as a momentum for smooth functions1 in [2],
and it was extended later for non-smooth functions by Beck et
al. [4], which is one of the state-of-the-art methods in image
restoration. In [3], Nesterov also proposed new formulation of
a fast ﬁrst-order method using all previous iterates.
Both algorithms [2], [3] have been used widely for various
optimization problems. They have also been used for X-ray
CT reconstruction showing a noticeable acceleration [9], [10].
However, Nesterov’s algorithms by themselves are not very
1A smooth function f(x) is continuously differentiable with Lipschitz
continuous gradient L satisfying ||∇f(x) − ∇f(z)|| ≤ L||x − z|| for all
x, z ∈  Np .
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attractive in CT, as the cost function Ψ(x) in (1) has a large
Lipschitz constant that slows down the convergence [11]. Here,
we suggest new combinations of Nesterov’s algorithms and
OS-SQS methods that show very promising results.
We ﬁrst review Nesterov’s algorithms brieﬂy. Both [2]
and [3] begin by using an optimization transfer technique
[12]. Nesterov uses a convex cost function Ψ(x) that is
continuously differentiable with Lipschitz constant L, which
can be majorized at the nth iteration as:
Ψ(x) ≤ φ
(n)
L (x) (2)
 Ψ(x(n)) +∇Ψ(x(n))′(x − x(n)) +
L
2
||x− x(n)||2.
The optimization transfer step minimizes the surrogate φ(n)L (x)
at nth iteration:
x(n+1) = argmin
x0
φ
(n)
L (x) =
[
x(n) −
1
L
∇Ψ(x(n))
]
+
, (3)
where [·]+ enforces a non-negativity constraint. Then the
algorithm (3) is accelerated using previous iterates as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 [2], [3]. We use the choice of parameters
suggested in [13] for the algorithm in Fig. 2, which provides
faster convergence than the choice in [3].
Initialize x(0) = v(0), t0 = 1
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
tn+1 =
(
1 +
√
1 + 4t2n
)
/2
x(n+1) =
[
z(n) −
1
L
∇Ψ(z(n))
]
+
z(n+1) = x(n+1) +
tn − 1
tn+1
(x(n+1) − x(n))
Fig. 1. Nesterov’s algorithm (1983) [2].
Initialize x(0) = v(0) = z(0), t0 = 1
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
tn+1 =
(
1 +
√
1 + 4t2n
)
/2
x(n+1) =
[
z(n) −
1
L
∇Ψ(z(n))
]
+
v(n+1) =
[
z(0) −
1
L
n∑
k=0
tk∇Ψ(z
(k))
]
+
z(n+1) =
(
1−
1
tn+1
)
x(n+1) +
1
tn+1
v(n+1)
Fig. 2. Nesterov’s algorithm (2005) [3].
The sequences
{
x(n)
}
generated by both algorithms are
proven to have the following convergence rate [2], [3]:
Ψ(x(n))−Ψ(xˆ) ≤ O
(
L
n2
)
. (4)
This is promising since ordinary optimization transfer in (3)
provides only O(1/n) rate [4]. However, the large Lipschitz
constant L in CT problem causes slow convergence even with
the O(1/n2) rate.
III. PROPOSED NESTEROV’S ALGORITHMS
WITH ORDERED SUBSETS
We suggest combining ordered subsets with Nesterov’s
fast ﬁrst-order algorithms. Ordered subsets algorithms group
projection views into M subsets evenly, and assume
∇Ψ(x) ≈ M∇Ψ0(x) ≈ · · · ≈ M∇ΨM−1(x), (5)
where we deﬁne the subset gradient:
∇Ψm(x)  A′mWm(Amx− ym) +
β
M
∇R(x) (6)
for m = 0, · · · ,M − 1. The matrices Am, ym and Wm are
sub-matrices of A, y, and W corresponding to mth subset.
We accelerate Nesterov’s algorithms by replacing ∇Ψ(·) in
Figs. 1 and 2 with M∇Ψm(·). We count each mth sub-
iteration as 1/M iteration, since M∇Ψm(·) requires roughly
1/M amount of computation of ∇Ψ(·). Then we expect to
have the following convergence rate in early iterations:
Ψ(x(n+
m
M
))−Ψ(xˆ)  O
(
L
(nM +m)2
)
. (7)
This rate will not hold as the sequence
{
x(n+
m
M
)
}
nears the
optimum where the condition (5) fails.
Owing to the acceleration in proposed algorithms based
on the M2 effect of OS in (7), it is possible to use fewer
subsets for better accuracy in OS. However, it is unknown
how the inexactness in OS methods affect the behavior of the
Nesterov’s algorithms. (Ordinary OS methods are known to
reach a limit-cycle looping around the optimum.) Therefore,
we investigated OS algorithms with Nesterov’s algorithms in
Section IV, where we found that Nesterov’s algorithm (2005)
with OS methods is better stabilized than the earlier one.
For CT, it is computationally expensive to ﬁnd the smallest
possible Lipschitz constant L, and the backtracking line search
scheme in [4] would be undesirably slow. Instead, we use
a separable quadratic surrogate (SQS) method [7] for the
optimization transfer step in (3), replacing φ(n)L in (2) by
φ
(n)
SQS(x)  Ψ(x
(n))+∇Ψ(x(n))′(x−x(n))+
1
2
||x−x(n)||2D,
(8)
where D is a diagonal matrix. The advantage of using SQS
is that we can compute an exact surrogate φ(n)SQS(x) with
modest computation. We can further accelerate the SQS-type
algorithms by our recently proposed non-uniform approach
[8].
We summarize the proposed algorithms, namely OS-SQS-
Nes83 and OS-SQS-Nes05, in Figs. 3 and 4 that respectively
combine OS-SQS with the two methods of Nesterov in Figs. 1
and 2.
IV. RESULTS
We used a 3D helical X-ray CT data set of a human shoulder
to show the acceleration of proposed algorithms. We computed
the root mean square difference (RMSD) between the current
and converged2 image within the region-of-interest (ROI) in
2We generated an (almost) converged image by running 100 iterations of
(convergent) NH-ABCD-SQS [8] followed by 2000 iterations of (convergent)
SQS.
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Initialize x(0) = v(0), t0 = 1
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
for m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1
tnM+m+1 =
(
1 +
√
1 + 4t2
nM+m
)
/2
x(n+
m+1
M
) =
[
z(n+
m
M
) −D−1M∇Ψm(z
(n+m
M
))
]
+
z(n+
m+1
M
) = x(n+
m+1
M
) +
tnM+m − 1
tnM+m+1
(x(n+
m+1
M
) − x(n+
m
M
))
Fig. 3. Proposed Nesterov’s algorithm (1983) with ordered subsets (OS-
Nes83).
Initialize x(0) = v(0) = z(0), t0 = 1
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
for m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1
tnM+m+1 =
(
1 +
√
1 + 4t2
nM+m
)
/2
x(n+
m+1
M
) =
[
z(n+
m
M
) −D−1M∇Ψm(z
(n+m
M
))
]
+
v(n+
m+1
M
) =
[
z(0) −D−1
nM+m∑
k=0
tkM∇Ψ(k)M (z
( k
M
))
]
+
z(n+
m+1
M
) =
(
1−
1
tnM+m+1
)
x(n+
m+1
M
) +
1
tnM+m+1
v(n+
m+1
M
)
Fig. 4. Proposed Nesterov’s algorithm (2005) with ordered subsets (OS-
Nes05). The notation (k)M stands for k modM .
Hounsﬁeld Units (HU):
RMSD = ||x
(n)
ROI − xˆROI||2√
Np,ROI
[HU] (9)
versus iteration, to evaluate the convergence rate. In Fig. 5(a),
we used different number of subsets such as 1, 24, and 48 sub-
sets and observed that the ordered subsets highly accelerated
both Nesterov’s algorithms.
However, OS-Nes83 algorithms diverged when we used
more than 40 subsets (as seen in the case of 48 subsets
in Fig. 5(a)), while OS-Nes05 algorithm remained stable with
more than 100 subsets. (Results not shown here.) Based on
our observations, we believe that OS-Nes05 is more stable
than OS-Nes83. We can intuitively understand this behavior,
since OS-Nes05 method uses accumulated momentum that
is less prone to local inexactness, while OS-Nes83 uses the
difference between two previous iterates as momentum which
may be very inaccurate in OS-type methods. However, we
need theoretical justiﬁcation to better understand the behavior
of OS in Nesterov’s algorithms, and we leave it as a future
work.
We also combined a non-uniform (NU) approach [8] with
OS-SQS-Nes05 to investigate the net resulting acceleration.
In Fig. 5(b), we obtained some acceleration when including
NU, but the algorithm reached a larger limit-cycle than the
case without NU. OS-Nes05 with 24 subsets showed promis-
ing acceleration (with a slightly larger limit-cycle), but the
algorithm with 48 subsets reached a quite large limit-cycle
after initial acceleration. Further reﬁnement of NU method is
needed to reach a relatively small limit-cycle while achieving
noticeable acceleration for large M .
Fig. 6 presents the initial ﬁltered back projection (FBP)
image x(0), the converged image xˆ, and reconstructed images
at 12th iteration from four different algorithms for comparison.
Both SQS-Nes05 and OS48-NUSQS at 12 iteration are still far
from the converged image. The proposed algorithms OS48-
SQS-Nes05 and OS24-NUSQS-Nes05 reach low RMSD level
after 10 iterations in Fig. 5(b), and their reconstructed images
at 12 iteration are very close to the converged image. The
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Fig. 5. Plots of RMSD in (9) versus iterations for various proposed Nesterov’s algorithms with OS-NUSQS. (There are no changes in RMSD during the
ﬁrst iteration, since we count the precomputation of D as one iteration.)
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Fig. 6. Center slice of FBP image x(0), converged image xˆ, and reconstructed images at 12th iteration.
results conﬁrm that the proposed combinations of OS and
Nesterov’s algorithms reach a decent image (close to xˆ) in
few iterations.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we used a helical CT data set that corresponds
to 984 projection views per turn with pitch 1.0. From the
results, we were able to assess the behavior of OS-(NU)SQS-
Nes empirically for this speciﬁc geometry. However, the
number of subsets used for this geometry may not be optimal
for other geometries. So, it is important to investigate the
problem of selecting the appropriate number of subsets for
a given geometry that would ensure fast convergence without
encountering stability issues.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed two algorithms that combine Nesterov’s meth-
ods with OS. The proposed algorithms provide dramatic
acceleration in X-ray CT reconstruction with relatively small
number of subsets. We found that the Nesterov’s algorithm
(2005) [3] is more stable with ordered subsets than the other
choice [2] in our experiment. But, this should be examined
on various other data sets, and we leave the theoretical
justiﬁcation as a future work.
Here, we investigated two speciﬁc methods [2], [3] for
combining “momentum” terms with ordered subsets. There
are many other possible ways to introduce momentum into
OS methods and our future work aims at ﬁnding ways that
are fast yet relatively stable for OS-type updates.
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Extending the Dynamic Range of Flat Detectors in
CBCT using a Compressed–Sensing–Based
Multi–Exposure Technique
Ludwig Ritschl, Michael Knaup and Marc Kachelrieß
Abstract—The limited dynamic range of ﬂat detectors is one of the main
reasons for reduced soft tissue visibility in ﬂat detector–based CBCT. Here
the main limiting size is the detector’s background electronic noise which
usually reduces the effective bitdepth of the detector to a range of about 7-9
bit. This limited dynamic results in a trade–off between pixel saturation
in air and weakly absorbing areas and an insufﬁcient grayscale resolution
of strong absorbing areas. While the former should be avoided to enable
for quantitative reconstruction, the latter leads to a loss of low-contrast vis-
ibility inside the object. In this study we propose a multi–exposure tech-
nique which yields two datasets. The ﬁrst dataset is acquired at a very low
dose level and using only a small number of projections and guarantees
that the detector is not saturated. The second dataset is fully sampled at
the standard dose level which is required for visualizing certain soft tissue
structures. The ﬁnal volume will be reconstructed using both datasets si-
multaniosly using a statistically–weighted total variation–constrained iter-
ative reconstruction algorithm. To evaluate the method a simulation study
is performed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flat detector–based cone–beam computed tomography
(CBCT) is a widely used imaging modality. Typical devices in
the medical ﬁeld are C-arms, dental CT scanners and onboard
imaging systems for image guided radiation therapy. Compared
to clinical CT scanners there are several factors leading to re-
duced soft tissue visibility. Beside the lower photon absorption
efﬁciency of ﬂat detectors and scattered radiation the limited dy-
namic range of ﬂat detectors is one of the main sources. In typi-
cal thin ﬁlm transistor (TFT) ﬂat detectors, as they are widely
used, the background electronic noise of the detector can be
assumed to be the limiting size in terms of grayscale resolu-
tion [1, 2]. That means that for a certain x–ray intensity I at
the detector the electronic noise σe− is larger than the Poisson–
distributed quantum noise σq =
√
I. This intensity value will
be denoted with Ilim and is a characteristic size for a ﬂat detec-
tor with ﬁxed ampliﬁcation settings. Now the electronic noise
limited dynamic of the detector can be calculated as
Dynamic Range = I0/Ilim.
This limitation automatically leads to the fact that the smallest
detectable intensity difference ΔI at intensity levels I < Ilim is
ΔI > σe− . Regarding the exponential attenuation of x–rays
I = I0 e−p,
with p being the attenuation value, one can see that for a ﬁxed
entrance dose I0 the minimal detectable intensity difference ΔI
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is correlated to a minimal detectable difference of attenuation
values Δp.
In the following we deﬁne the gain factor g in such a way
that that for g = 1 and a given entrance intensity I0 the detec-
tor is not saturated and it’s full dynamic range is used. This
would be a standard setting to avoid detector saturation which
enables for correct CT image reconstruction. A value of g = 2
would mean that the detector is saturated at I = 0.5 I0 = I0/g.
To realize the gain g we assume an ideal analog ampliﬁcation of
the entrance signal in the detector which does not increase the
electronic noise with the same factor. Now, the electronic noise
limited dose level can be calculated by regarding σe− ≥ g
√
I,
which automatically laeds to
Ig=0.5lim = 0.25 I
g=1.0
lim
in the mentioned case. Using this fact one can deﬁne acqusi-
tion settings combing the entrance dose I0 and the corresponding
gain g to make sure that the desired minimal visible attenuation
difference Δp is limited by quantum noise. In most real world
applications this leads to values g > 1 which results in object
truncation, which makes a quantitatively correct reconstruction
impossible (Figure 1). In literature there are different ways pro-
posed to handle this problem. One way is using different gain
factors during detector read out and combining the acquired im-
ages [1]. This method leads to a reduced detector resolution or
reduced frame rate. [1]. Another approach is the use of so–called
bowtie ﬁlters, which assume a circular motion around an object
in the center of the ﬁeld of view. Now, rays at the border of the
object are preﬁltered and attenuated to levels below I0/g. This
approach limits the applications to strictly centered objects.
In this paper we propopse a new approach to handle this prob-
lem. The main idea is to acquire two datasets, one at the opti-
mum level of g, which is required for soft tissue visualization,
the other one at a reduced entrance dose I0/g, to make sure, that
the detector is not saturated. Both datasets can be acquired dur-
ing one scan using an AEC (automatic exposure control) where
the pulselength of single projections can be varied.
II. METHOD
A. Multiple exposure–based data acquisition
The acquisition of the datasets p1 with intensity I0 and p2
with intensity I0/g would increase the radiation dose by a fac-
tor of 1+1/g. To avoid a signiﬁcant increase of radiation dose
we propose a very sparse sampling in angular direction of the
dataset p2. In this study we used an undersampling factor of
20 regarding the required full sampling number of projections.
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Fig. 1. The left image shows the simulated dataset using a detector dynamic range of 7 bit. The ampliﬁcation is g = 1, so that there is no saturation in air. The
poor soft tissue contrast visibility due to the insufﬁcient detector dynamic is clearly visible. The second image is simulated with the same dynamic range but an
ampliﬁcation of g = 4, which leads to a better soft tissue visibility but also to truncation artifacts and an HU shift due to saturated pixel values on the detector.
The right image shows the simulation at 9 bit dynamics, which is enough dynamic range to avoid saturation and loss of soft tissue visibility. All images are
simulated at the same dose level. All images are windowed C/W = 0 HU / 1000 HU.
Both datasets are reconstructed using a total variation–based it-
erative reconstruction. Additionally a statistical weight is in-
troduced into the reconstruction framework to account for the
different photon statistics of both datasets.
B. TV–constrained reconstruction
To solve the reconstruction problem we aim to minimize the
following cost function:
min ||∇ f (r)||1 subject to
((R1 f (r)− p1)TW (R1 f (r)− p1)
+ (R2 f (r)− p2)TW (R2 f (r)− p2))< ε. (1)
Here R1 and R2 denote the x–ray transform mapping the image
f (r) on the acquired raw data p1 and p2. W is a diagonal ma-
trix with the entries Wi,i = σ−2q . The ﬁrst term in equation 1
enforces a solution with the minimal total variation as described
in references [3–5]. To ﬁnd a solution of equation an approx-
imative method, which has been developed for total variation–
constrained image reconstruction, is used. For a more detailed
description we refer the reader to reference [5].
III. SIMULATION
To simulate the effects of limited detector dynamics we as-
sume a monochromatic 70 keV x–ray spectrum and perform the
simulations and reconstructions in 2D parallel geometry with
512 projection angles and 512 rays per projection. Each ray in
parallel geometry is parametrized by the two parameters ϑ and
ξ such that xcosϑ+ ysinϑ = ξ is the line of integration in the
x–y–plane.
The dataset used in our simulation is a CBCT of high quality
which was used as reference. Raw data for the simulations were
generated by forward projecting this dataset.
The line integrals obtained from the simulations are denoted
as p(ϑ,ξ). The ideal rawdata p(ϑ,ξ) will be deteriorated by
adding noise and simulating overexposure and discretization of
AD converters, as explained in the following subsections.
A. Relative Intensities
The simulated line integrals p(ϑ,ξ) are converted into relative
intensities as
q0(ϑ,ξ) = e−p(ϑ,ξ) . (2)
Since these and all following manipulations are done detector
pixel–wise we will drop the dependency on ϑ and ξ in the fol-
lowing.
B. Quantum Noise
We now add quantum noise as follows:
q2 = q1+N
√
q1/I0. (3)
Here, N is a normal–distributed random number with mean 0
and standard deviation 1. I0 is the number of detected quanta
if no object was in the x–ray path and if the detector had no
saturation limit. For this study, we chose a ﬁxed I0 = 1.0×106
for all simulations.
C. Gain Factor
The previously deﬁned gain is simulated by multiplying the
the noisy intensity data q2 with the gain factor g.
q3 = gq2. (4)
D. Electronic Noise
This step adds electronic noise by performing
q4 = q3+U 2−be . (5)
Here, U is an uniformly distributed random number in the inter-
val [− 12 ,
1
2 ]. be is the effective number of signiﬁcant detector bits
induced by electronic noise. Note that be will be a non–integral
number in general although we restrict to integral numbers here.
E. AD Conversion and Saturation
Up to now, we performed all calculations in double precision
which can be considered as an inﬁnite precision compared to
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Fig. 2. The upper row shows a straight–forward way to extend the detectors dynamic range by combining the fully sampled datasets p1 and p2 in the raw data
domain followed by standard FDK reconstruction. The second row shows the proposed method, where the dataset p2 is sampled very sparse with only 25
projections. All images are windowed C/W = 0 HU / 1000 HU.
the actual detector resolution. In this step, we assume that the
AD converter has a limited precision of bd signiﬁcant bits, i.e.
it can deliver only 2bd distinct values. Note that usual detectors
hold bd > be, i.e. the detector dynamic range is usually limited
by electornic noise, not by AD conversion. In this study, how-
ever, we set bd = be ≡ b for convenience. It ﬁgured out that for
8 ≤ be ≤ bd the actual value of bd (i.e. discretization) does not
signiﬁcantly affect the image quality.
We simulate discretization and saturation by the following
formula:
q5 = ε∨

q4(2b− 1)+ 12
2b− 1
∧1. (6)
The maximum function clips to the small positive ε = 12 (2
b −
1)−1 to avoid q5 becomes zero (which would make troublewhen
taking the log in the next step). The minimum function clips
the digitized value to the maximum relative intensity 1 which
corresponds to a saturation at Imax = I0/g quanta.
IV. RESULTS
The simulation was performed combining different bit scales
and gain factors of the detector. Note that the bit size describes
the electronic noise limited dynamic of the detector. In Figure 2
two methods of detector dynamic extension are shown. The ﬁrst
row shows a straight–forward method where the two fully sam-
pled datasets p1 and p2 are combined in the raw data domain
and reconstructed using ﬁltered backprojection. This method
leads to an effective increase of the dynamic range from 7 bits
to 9 bits as demonstrated in reference [2]. The increase of radia-
tion dose in this case is 25%. The second row in Figure 2 shows
the reconstruction using the proposed method. Here the increase
of radiation dose is 1.25% which can be easily compenstaed by
reducing the exposure dose of dataset p1 for this amount. Com-
paring the result to the simulation at 9 bit dynamic range (Figure
1) one can see that the image quality is comparable to the qual-
ity of a dataset using a more sensitive detector. The full abstract
will also show experimental CBCT data including quantitative
evaluations of the results presented here.
V. DISCUSSION
Extending the detector dynamic range in ﬂat detector–based
CBCT is one crucial step towards quantitative soft tissue visu-
alization on CBCT systems. The method proposed in this paper
shows an efﬁcient way to do this. Compared to hardware–based
methods (bowtie, multi gain), the method is extremely ﬂexible
and can be adapted to a wide range of object sizes and dose set-
tings.
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  
Abstract—High quality (high resolution, contrast, and SNR) 
reconstructed x-ray/CT images can be achieved by emitting many 
photons with relatively high energy. Practical factors require a 
limited number of beams to reduce radiation dose, and minimal 
scanning time is desired to reduce motion artifacts. Compressed 
sensing can be a practical solution that accomplishes both goals 
with high image quality. However, perfect image reconstruction is 
non-achievable for limited measurements by ࢒૚ -norm convex 
minimization. An alternate solution is ࢒ܘሺ૙ ൏ ܘ ൏ ૚ሻ-quasi-norm 
non-convex minimization, an NP-hard problem. To solve this 
practically, a ࢒ܘǡઽሺ૙ ൏ ࢖ ൏ ૚ǡ ૙ ൏ ࢿ ا ૙ሻ penalty is introduced as an 
approximation, and an efficient reweighted ࢒૚  minimization 
algorithm is proposed incorporating majorization-minimization, 
split-Bregman, and noise statistics. Moreover, a combined 
diagonal-symmetric preconditioner is proposed to resolve slow 
convergence caused by non-uniform Poisson noise variance. 
Simulation results exhibit almost perfect image reconstruction 
from limited measurements with rapid convergence. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
OMPRESSED SENSING (CS) can be applied to reconstruct a 
target image from few linear measurements that comprise 
a sparse subset of the full measurement. Assuming a system 
matrix ۯ א Թ୫ൈ୬  with  ൑  , a sparsifying transform ૐ א
Թ୬ൈ୬ , and observations ܡ א Թ୫ , the most sparse solution 
ܠ א Թ୬ of ۯܠ ൌ ܡ is ideally reconstructed using the cardinality 
of the vector, ԡזԡ଴, as 
ܠכ ൌ 
ܠ
ԡૐܠԡ଴, s.t. ۯܠ ൌ ܡ.  (1) 
Because it remains strongly NP-hard [22], (1) is typically 
solved using ݈ଵ -norm minimization when ۯ  satisfies several 
conditions including the restricted isometry property (RIP) [1], 
mutual coherence (MC) [2], and the null space property [2]. In 
practice, however, these conditions are too strong. Therefore, 
weaker sufficient conditions in terms of MC [20] and RIP [3] 
were developed to exactly recover sparse vectors by ݈୮ሺͲ ൏  ൏
ͳሻ -quasi-norm minimization. Specifically, [21] presents 
another version of the weaker sufficient condition in [3] and 
deals with the more realistic case of noisy ܡ: 
ܠכ ൌ 
ܠ
ԡૐܠԡ୮
୮, s.t. ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡଶଶ ൏ ߜ.  (2) 
Non-convex minimization using an ݈୮ሺͲ ൏  ൏ ͳሻ-quasi-norm 
has been shown to recover sparse signals from fewer linear 
measurements than are required for ݈ଵ -norm convex 
minimization [3], [21], [23]. Although this remains a strongly 
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NP-hard problem [5], it has been demonstrated in [3]-[5] that a 
local minimum can be computed in tractable time. 
Using the discrete gradient transform as a sparsifying 
operator, CS theory has been successfully applied to x-ray/CT 
image reconstruction from limited numbers of measurements 
[6]-[8], but these solutions have not accounted for physical 
constraints imposed on the measurements by the actual device.  
Based on [9], the combination of x-ray quantum noise and 
detector electronic noise can be modeled as a compound 
additive Poisson-Gaussian random variable. Note however, that 
the Poisson noise variance is non-uniform, resulting in the 
expectation of slow convergence for iterative methods.  
In this work, we use a ݈୮ǡகሺͲ ൏  ൏ ͳǡͲ ൏ ɂ ا ͳሻ -penalty 
function to approximate ݈୮ሺͲ ൏  ൏ ͳሻ and propose an efficient 
 - and ɂ - dependent reweighted ݈ଵ  minimization algorithm 
based on the combination of majorization-minimization (MM) 
and the split-Bregman (SB) method, and incorporation of noise 
statistics. The reweighted ݈ଵ minimization is known to recover 
sparse signals with lower error than a reweighted ݈ଶ -norm 
minimization algorithm (e.g., FOCUSS) [10], and the SB 
method is known to exhibit rapid and efficient convergence, 
especially when using an ݈ଵ-norm [11]. In contrast with the 
approach of splitting the non-uniform noise variance [12], we 
attacked the shift-variant component directly based on SB with 
a proposed combined diagonal-symmetric preconditioner based 
on the discrete cosine transform—dDCT—to decrease the 
number of splitting variables requiring update and to maintain 
rapid minimization convergence. The dDCT preconditioner 
exhibits faster convergence than any of diagonal, circulant 
(FFT, fast fourier transform), or combined diagonal-circulant 
(dFFT) [13] preconditioners. 
II. EFFICIENT STATISTICAL COMPRESSED SENSING X-RAY/CT 
RECONSTRUCTION WITH NON-CONVEX PENALTY FUNCTION 
A. Problem Formulation with ݈௣ǡఌሺͲ ൏ ݌ ൏ ͳǡͲ ൏ ߝ ا ͳሻ 
from Majorization-Minimization to Compound Additive 
Poisson-Gaussian Noise 
First, the non-convex minimization problem (2) is 
transformed into a reweighted ݈ଵ convex minimization problem. 
Noting ԡܠԡ୮
୮ ൌ σ ȁ୧ȁ୮୬୧ୀଵ ൌ க՜଴ σ ሺȁ୧ȁ ൅ ɂሻ୮୬୧ୀଵ , we can 
approximate the ݈௣ሺͲ ൏  ൏ ͳሻ-quasi-norm as 
ԡܠԡ୮
୮ ൎ ݈୮ǡகሺܠሻ ൌ σ ሺȁ୧ȁ ൅ ɂሻ୮୬୧ୀଵ ǡ  (3) 
taking advantage of Lipschitz continuity. By (3), (2) becomes: 
ܠכ ൌ 
ܠ
݈୮ǡகሺૐܠሻ, s.t.ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡଶଶ ൏ ߜ. (4) 
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 Given that any concave function is majorized by the tangent 
line, the following inequality holds for the ݈୮ሺͲ ൏  ൏
ͳሻ-quasi-norm by linearization around ୧ᇱ: 
ȁ୧ȁ୮ ൑ ȁ୧ᇱȁ୮ ൅ ȁ୧ᇱȁ୮ିଵሺȁ୧ȁ െ ȁ୧ᇱȁሻǡ   (5) 
where  ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ  . Because ݈୮ǡகሺܠሻ  is separable, we can 
construct the following majorization function: 
݈୮ǡகሺܠሻ ൑ ݈୮ǡகሺܠᇱሻ ൅ સ݈୮ǡகሺܠᇱሻ ή ሺȁܠȁ െ ȁܠᇱȁሻǡ  (6) 
where સ݈୮ǡகሺܠᇱሻ ൌ ሾሺȁଵȁ ൅ ɂሻ୮ିଵǡ ڮ ǡ ሺȁ୬ȁ ൅ ɂሻ୮ିଵሿ୘ , ή 
denotes a dot product, and ȁזȁ  indicates the element-wise 
absolute value. Minimizing the majorization function with an 
iterative scheme improves the estimated solution of (4):  
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
୶
൛݈୮ǡக൫ૐܠሺ୩ሻ൯ ൅ સ݈୮ǡக൫ૐܠሺ୩ሻ൯ ή
൫ȁૐܠȁ െ หૐܠሺ୩ሻห൯ൟǡ Ǥ Ǥ ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡଶଶ ൏ ߜǡ   
(7) 
which can be restated as the following convex MM algorithm: 
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
ܠ
ฮ܅ሺ୩ሻૐܠฮ
ଵ
, s.t. ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡଶଶ ൏ ߜ,   (8) 
where ܅ሺ୩ሻ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺܟሺ୩ሻሻ , ୧
ሺ୩ሻ ൌ  ቀቚൣૐܠሺ୩ሻ൧
୧
ቚ ൅ ɂቁ
୮ିଵ
, 
 ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ , and ݀݅ܽ݃ሺזሻ denotes conversion of a vector into a 
diagonal matrix. Based on the general theory described in [14], 
[15], ݈୮ǡக൫ܠሺ୩ሻ൯ converges to a local minimum of ݈୮ǡகሺܠሻ. 
The object linear attenuation coefficient image ܠ א Թ୬  is 
reconstructed with the following transformed unconstrained 
problem derived from the constrained problem (8) (from 
optimization theory, (8) and (9) are equivalent from the 
perspective that the two share the same solution): 
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
୶
ቄฮ܅ሺ୩ሻૐܠฮ
ଵ
൅ ஜ
ଶ
ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡଶଶቅ,  (9) 
where ۯ א Թ୫ൈ୬ is now the sparse forward projection matrix, 
and ܡ א Թ୫  is the measurement where ୧ ൌ ݈݊ሺɏ଴ ɏ୧Τ ሻ  with 
incident photon count ɏ଴ and photon count measurement ɏ୧. In 
practice, the ɏ଴ may vary with projection, but we assume that 
ɏ଴  is constant. Note that because the projection angles and 
beams are not randomly spaced, they result in the uniform 
distribution of energy over the image and a structure which will 
guarantee rapid convergence. 
Although this method works well with Gaussian noise, the 
quadratic term becomes problematic in the presence of Poisson 
noise, such as in x-ray/CT. Because the variance of the noise in 
a Poisson model is proportional to the signal intensity, 
over-fitting and over-smoothing problems can result in high- 
and low-intensity regions, correspondingly. A weighting matrix 
઩ is used to resolve this problem: 
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
ܠ
ቄฮ܅ሺ୩ሻૐܠฮ
ଵ
൅ ஜ
ଶ
ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡ઩ଶቅ.  (10) 
Modeling ɏ୧ as a sum of Poisson random variables with mean 
ɏത୧ , and the electronic readout noise as ࣨሺͲǡ ɐଶሻ , then the 
variance of ୧ can be derived to be ɐ୷౟
ଶ ൌ ሺɏത୧ ൅ ɐଶሻ ɏത୧ଶΤ , and the 
diagonal elements of ઩ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺૃሻ are given by 
ɉ୧ ൌ
஡౟
మ
஡౟ା஢మ
ǡ  (11) 
where  ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ, because ɏ୧ is unbiased estimation of ɏത୧ [9]. 
B. Reweighted ݈ଵ-Norm Minimization by Split-Bregman 
The ݈ଵ -regularized problem (10) may be reduced to a 
sequence of unconstrained problems with a Bregman update:  
൫ܠሺ୩ାଵሻǡ ܌ሺ୩ାଵሻ൯ ൌ 
ܠǡ܌
ቄฮ܅ሺ୩ሻ܌ฮ
ଵ
൅
Ɋ
ʹ
ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡ઩ଶ 
൅
ɀ
ʹ
ฮ܌ െ ૐܠ െ ܊ሺ୩ሻฮ
ଶ
ଶ
ቅ 
(12) 
             ܊ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ܊ሺ୩ሻ ൅ ૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻ െ ܌ሺ୩ାଵሻ. (13) 
To solve ሺͳʹሻ  efficiently, we apply the SB technique to 
decompose the  ݈ଵ and  ݈ଶ components into two sub-problems, 
and solve by iterative minimization with respect to x and d:  
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
ܠ
ቄ
Ɋ
ʹ
ԡۯܠ െ ܡԡ઩ଶ ൅
ɀ
ʹ
ฮ܌ሺ୩ሻ െ ૐܠ െ ܊ሺ୩ሻฮ
ଶ
ଶ
ቅ (14) 
܌ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ 
܌
ቄฮ܅ሺ୩ሻ܌ฮ
ଵ
൅
ɀ
ʹ
ฮ܌ െ ૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻ െ ܊ሺ୩ሻฮ
ଶ
ଶ
ቅǤ (15) 
Note that (15) can be solved efficiently by an element-wise 
soft-shrinkage operator:  
where ݏ݋݂ݐݏ݄ݎ݅݊݇ሺǡ Ƚሻ ൌ ሺ ȁȁΤ ሻሺȁȁ െ Ƚǡ Ͳሻ  and 
 ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ .  
Therefore, the total reconstruction time depends on the 
computational cost to solve (14), analytically as follows:  
ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ݅݊ݒሺ۹ሻܢ,  (17) 
where۹ ൌ Ɋۯ୘઩ۯ ൅ ɀૐ୘ૐ , ܢ ൌ Ɋۯ୘઩ܡ ൅ ɀૐ୘ሺ܌ሺ୩ሻ െ ܊ሺ୩ሻሻ , 
and ݅݊ݒሺזሻ  denotes a linear system solver to obtain ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ 
from Kܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ܢ . If we choose an orthogonal sparsifying 
transform for ૐ, then ۹ ൌ Ɋۯ୘઩ۯ ൅ ɀ۷. 
C. A Combined Diagonal/DCT Preconditioning Methods 
Because ۹  is large, it is prohibitive to store and direct 
inversion is impractical. One of the well-known iterative 
methods to practically solve (17) when ۹ is symmetric positive 
definite, is conjugate gradient (CG). However, CG converges 
slowly and an accurate preconditioner should be chosen for 
acceleration. For rapid convergence, (17) can be solved using 
preconditioned CG (PCG). We can intuitively consider the 
FFT-based preconditoner, because ۯ୘ۯ  has approximately 
Toeplitz-block-Toeplitz (TBT) structure. However, due to the 
non-uniform elements of ઩, this is sub-optimal, and a different 
approach is warranted. Given ۯ୘ۯ is only an approximate TBT 
matrix and that the point spread function (PSF) of ۯ୘ۯɁሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ 
(where ۯ୘ۯɁሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ means that a single pixel at the center of the 
image domain is projected and then back-projected) will not be 
perfectly symmetric, a DCT-based preconditioner with the 
 Input: Measurement y, Ɋ ൐ Ͳ, ɀ ൐ Ͳ, and Ͳ ൏ ǡ ɂ ا ͳ 
 Pre-compute: dDCT preconditioner ۻ ൌ ۵ିଵ۱୘ષିଵ۱۵ିଵ 
                       for۹ ൌ Ɋۯ܂઩ۯ ൅ ɀૐ୘ૐ 
 Initialize: ܠሺ଴ሻ ൌ ݅݊ݒሺۯሻܡ by CG, ܌ሺ଴ሻ ൌ ܊ሺ଴ሻ ൌ ૙, and ܅ሺ଴ሻ ൌ ۷ 
 While ݐ݋݈ሺሻ ൐ Ԗଶ do 
             ܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ݅݊ݒሺ۹ሻ൫Ɋۯ୘઩ܡ ൅ ɀૐ୘ሺ܌ሺ୩ሻ െ ܊ሺ୩ሻሻ൯ by PCGሺۻሻ 
             ܌ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ݏ݋݂ݐݏ݄ݎ݅݊݇൫ૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻ ൅ ܊ሺ୩ሻǡ ሺͳ ɀΤ ሻ܅ሺ୩ሻ൯ 
             ܊ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ܊ሺ୩ሻ ൅ ૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻ െ ܌ሺ୩ାଵሻ 
             ܅ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺ൫หૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻห ൅ ɂ൯
୮ିଵ
ሻ 
 end 
 Output: Reconstructed image x 
Fig. 1. Efficient reweighted ݈ଵ-norm minimization algorithm 
using SB method for statistical CS X-ray/CT reconstruction. 
୧
ሺ୩ାଵሻ ൌ ݏ݋݂ݐݏ݄ݎ݅݊݇ ቀൣૐܠሺ୩ାଵሻ൧
୧
൅ ୧
ሺ୩ሻǡ ୧
ሺ୩ሻ ɀൗ ቁ,  (16) 
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 Neumann-boundary condition can be more appropriate 
[16]-[18]. For the same number of iterations, the DCT 
preconditioner accelerates convergence by obtaining a more 
accurate solution for the TBT-like matrix, even for a strongly 
non-symmetric PSF [17], [18]. 
From [13], we can approximate ۯ୘઩ۯ as follows: 
ۯ୘઩ۯ ൎ ۵ۯ୘ۯ۵, (18) 
where ۵ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺ܏ሻ , ୨ ൌ ටσ ୧୨ଶ୫୧ୀଵ ɉ୧ σ ୧୨ଶ୫୧ୀଵൗ , and  ൌ
ͳǡ ǥ ǡ . Applying (18) yields the following approximation of ۹: 
۹ ൌ Ɋۯ୘઩ۯ ൅ ɀ۷ ൎ ۵ሺɊۯ୘ۯ ൅ ɀ۵ିଶሻ۵.  (19) 
Based on the DCT, (19) becomes 
۹ ൎ ۵ሺɊۯ୘ۯ ൅ ɀ۵ିଶሻ۵ ൎ ۵۱୘ષ۱۵,  (20) 
where ۱ is the orthogonal two-dimensional DCT matrix and 
ષ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃൛݀ܿݐଶൣሺɊۯ୘ۯ ൅ ɀ۵ିଶሻɁሺ଴ǡ଴ሻ൧ൟ. (21) 
Finally, the dDCT preconditioner becomes  
ۻ ൌ ۵ିଵ۱୘ષିଵ۱۵ିଵ. (22) 
This is expected to be a closer approximation to ۹ିଵ than the 
diagonal, FFT, or dFFT preconditioners [13]. The additional 
multiplications associated with ۵ିଵ are negligible relative to 
the two-dimensional DCT. Further, while the cost and storage 
requirements of the DCT are comparable to the FFT, savings 
can be achieved by use of real arithmetic rather than complex. 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Reconstruction algorithms were tested on a two-dimensional 
ͷͳʹ ൈ ͷͳʹ NCAT chest phantom image with isotropic voxel 
size of 1 mm. The sinogram was generated with a ס ൈ ͹ʹͶ 
fan-beam scanner, using ס ൌ60, 72 or 90 views. The ͹ʹͶ rays 
encompass the entire image at Ͳι and are uniformly spaced. 
The ring diameter is assumed to be 1.024 m and the rotation 
range is ͵͸Ͳι. For simulation of noise, a compound additive 
Poisson-Gaussian noise is modeled as 
ɏ୧̱ܲ݋݅ݏݏ݋݊ሺɏ଴ ሺെሾۯܠሿ୧ሻሻ ൅ࣨሺͲǡ ɐଶሻ, (23) 
where ɏ଴ ൌ ͷ ൈ ͳͲ଺ (the number of incident photons, chosen 
relatively high), the electronic noise variance ɐଶ ൌ ʹͷͲ, and 
 ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ . We assume that 100 keV photons (chosen 
relatively high) are emitted from the x-ray tube and the linear 
attenuation coefficient of the bone ൎ ͲǤ͵ିଵ [19].  
For the initial guess the least-square (LS) solution was 
obtained as ܠሺ଴ሻ ൌ ݅݊ݒሺۯሻܡ by CG with 100 iterations. For 
݈ଵ minimization, Ɋ ൌ ͳͲିସ , ɀ ൌ ͷͲͲ . For ݈୮ǡக  minimization, 
Ɋ ൌ ͳͲିସ , ɀ ൌ ͷͲͲ ,  ൌ ͷ ൈ ͳͲିସ , and ɂ ൌ ͷ ൈ ͳͲିସ . The 
parameters Ɋ and ɀ were experimentally determined based on 
best reconstruction accuracy for ݈ଵ -norm minimization. The 
number of iterations for PCG is 2 with warm starting. For ૐ, 
instead of a discrete gradient transform, a discrete Haar 
orthogonal wavelet transform with filter size of 4 was used, 
because it is known better for less-clear edges and less-uniform 
contrast. The stopping criterion can be practically calculated as 
and the algorithm stops when it meets the target tolerance Ԗଶ: 
 
ݐ݋݈ሺሻ ൌ
ฮۯܠሺ୩ሻ െ ܡฮ
઩
ଶ
ԡܡԡଶଶ
Ǥ (24) 
Performance was evaluated using ଵ଴൫ܴܯܵܧሺܠ୲୰୳ୣǡ ܠሺ୩ሻሻ൯. 
A.  Reconstruction with Fewer Measurements 
Images were reconstructed from (60 views) 16.57%, (72) 
19.89%, and (90) 24.86% of the number of target image pixels, 
based on ݈ଵ- and ݈୮ǡக-regularized statistical CS reconstruction. 
In reconstruction accuracy, the ݈୮ǡக-reconstruction outperforms 
the ݈ଵ  approach and accomplishes almost exact image 
reconstruction with only 19.89% of the measurements (Fig. 2 
and Table 1). Fig. 3(b) shows that a larger number of 
measurements results in faster convergence and smaller error. 
Note that one cannot expect always to find a global minimum 
from the ݈୮ǡக algorithm. Use of the ݈ଵ solution as a starting point 
may produce a more effective solution as shown in Fig. 3(c). 
B. Convergence Rate of Reconstruction 
Fig. 3(a) shows that the dDCT preconditioner exhibits faster 
convergence than the dFFT, FFT, and diagonal preconditioners, 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
Fig. 2. Reconstructed ͷͳʹ ൈ ͷͳʹ NCAT phantom images (in ିଵ) from a ͹ʹ ൈ ͹ʹͶ-view noisy sinogram (19.89%):  (a), (e) 
Original image,  (b), (f) LS reconstruction (ܠሺ଴ሻ),  (c), (g) ݈ଵ-regularized reconstruction, and (d), (h) ݈୮ǡக-regularized reconstruction.
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 for both of the ݈ଵ- and ݈୮ǡக-regularized reconstructions.  
The stability and simplicity of the MM algorithm frequently 
comes at the price of slow convergence: Fig. 3(a)-(b) illustrates 
the “waterfall” convergence behavior of the ݈୮ǡக -regularized 
reconstruction. This problem can be resolved by 1) initiation of 
reconstruction with ݈ଵ-regularization and LS initial guess and a 
switch to ݈୮ǡக-regularization with the initial guess being the ݈ଵ 
solution at a reasonable tolerance (Fig. 3(c)); 2) properly 
decreasing the approximation parameter, ɂ; or 3) use of an 
acceleration approach for expectation-maximization. 
 
Table 1 
RMSE COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 
Algorithm 
(dDCT) 
Amount of measurement 
16.57% 19.89% 24.86% 
LS Recon. ʹǤʹ͵ͺͺ ൈ ͳͲିଷ ʹǤͲͶ͵͸ ൈ ͳͲିଷ ͳǤͺͳͻͺ ൈ ͳͲିଷ 
݈ଵ Recon. ͵ǤͲ͹Ͳͳ ൈ ͳͲିସ ʹǤͶ͵ͷͲ ൈ ͳͲିସ ͳǤͺͻͺͷ ൈ ͳͲିସ 
݈୮ǡக Recon. ͷǤ͸ͷ͹͸ ൈ ͳͲିହ ͶǤ͹͵͸͹ ൈ ͳͲିହ ͵ǤͺͶʹͶ ൈ ͳͲିହ 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A statistical CS x-ray/CT reconstruction approach has been 
presented using a non-convex penalty function ݈୮ǡகሺͲ ൏  ൏
ͳǡͲ ൏ ɂ ا ͳሻ, based on MM, SB, and a dDCT preconditioner. 
The method can achieve almost perfect image reconstruction 
from fewer measurements than with ݈ଵ  minimization, with 
faster convergence than using other known preconditioners. 
Preliminary simulation results with phantom images support 
these arguments. Future work seeks to accelerate the 
convergence rate of the MM-motivated algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. Convergence of ݈ଵ - and ݈୮ǡக -regularized statistical reconstructions for NCAT phantom: (a) Comparison of different 
preconditioning methods (from ͸Ͳ ൈ ͹ʹͶ-view sinogram, 16.57%).  (b) Convergence (with dDCT preconditioning) as function of 
number of views. (c) Convergence of ݈୮ǡக-regularized reconstruction (with dDCT) with ܠሺ଴ሻ ൌ ݈ଵ.  
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, ,1752'8&7,21 $1' 027,9$7,21
&DUP &7 KDV VHHQ LQFUHDVHG XWLOL]DWLRQ LQ WKH LQWHUYHQWLRQDO
VXLWH DQG WKH RSHUDWLRQ URRP GXH WR LWV ÀH[LEOH JDQWU\ GHVLJQ
DQG ' UHDOWLPH QDYLJDWLRQ DQG YLVXDOL]DWLRQ FDSDELOLW\ >@
,Q PDQ\ VWXGLHV &DUP &7 PXVW EH SHUIRUPHG PXOWLSOH WLPHV
RQ WKH VDPH SDWLHQW EHIRUH GXULQJ DQG DIWHU WUHDWPHQW ,Q
ORQJLWXGLQDO VWXGLHV D SDWLHQW RU DQ DQLPDO QHHGV WR EH LPDJHG
RYHU D SHULRG RI WLPH WR IROORZ WKH SDWKRORJLFDO DQG SK\VLRORJ
LFDO FKDQJHV ,Q WKHVH VLWXDWLRQV WKH LQFUHDVHG UDGLDWLRQ GRVH
WR WKH LPDJHG VXEMHFW KDV EHFRPH D FRQFHUQ 2QH PHWKRG
WR UHGXFH WKH UDGLDWLRQ GRVH LV WR UHGXFH WKH QXPEHU RI
DQJXODU SURMHFWLRQV VSDUVH SURMHFWLRQ 7KH FRQYHQWLRQDO )'.
DJRULWKP LV XQDEOH WR KDQGOH WKH VSDUVH SURMHFWLRQ ZHOO WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV VXIIHU IURP VHYHUH VWUHDNLQJ DUWLIDFWV
,WHUDWLYH LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV >@ >@ WKDW XVH SULRU
LQIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH REMHFW KDYH EHHQ SURSRVHG WR UHGXFH WKH
LPDJH DUWLIDFWV DQG PDLQWDLQ WKH VDPH RU VLPLODU LPDJH TXDOLW\
,QVSLUHG E\ WKH HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ DQG WKH QRQORFDO PHDQ
¿OWHUV LQ LPDJH GHQRLVLQJ UHFHQWO\ QRQORFDO DQG SDWFKEDVHG
SULRU IXQFWLRQV KDYH EHHQ SURSRVHG IRU HPLVVLRQ >@ DQG [UD\
&7 LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ >@ ,W ZDV IRXQG LQ >@ WKDW WKH SDWFK
EDVHG SULRU IXQFWLRQV DUH OHVV VHQVLWLYH WR WKH K\SHUSDUDPHWHU
YDOXHV $QG SULRU IXQFWLQV WKDW XVH QRQORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG FDQ
EHWWHU XWLOL]H WKH VLPLODULW\ DPRQJ GLIIHUHQW UHJLRQV ZLWKLQ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ YROXPH
:H SURSRVH D SHQDOL]HG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRG XVLQJ
QRQORFDO SULRU IXQFWLRQV IRU VSDUVH YLHZ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
LQ &DUP &7 7KH QRQORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG LV GH¿QHG IURP
D SULRU LPDJH 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP LV LPSOHPHQWHG
RQ WKH JUDSKLFDO SURFHVVLQJ XQLW *38 DQG HYDOXDWHG XVLQJ
FDUGLDF &DUP DQLPDO &7 VFDQV :H LQYHVWLJDWH PRGL¿FDWLRQV
WR ZHOONQRZQ RSWLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKPV WKDW KDQGOH WKH QRQ
QHJDWLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQW DQG LPSURYH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH VSHHG
,, 0(7+2'
A. Problem formulation
7KH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ LV IRUPXODWHG DV IROORZV
Φ(x) =
1
2
‖y −Hx‖2 + βU(x) 
ZKHUH U(x) =
∑
i,j∈Ni
wij(x˜)ψ(xi − xj) 
x ≥ 0
,Q HTQ  x LV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH H LV WKH V\VWHP
PDWUL[ 7KH ¿UVW WHUP RQ WKH ULJKW KDQG VLGH RI HTQ 
LV WKH VTXDUHG GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WKH PHDVXUHG y DQG WKH
HVWLPDWHG SURMHFWLRQ GDWD Hx 7KH SULRU LPDJH x˜ LV XVHG WR
GH¿QH WKH VLPLODULW\ ZHLJKW wij(x˜) EHWZHHQ YR[HOV i DQG j LQ
-LQJ\DQ ;X DQG %HQMDPLQ 0 : 7VXL DUH ZLWK WKH 'LYLVLRQ RI 0HGLFDO
,PDJLQJ 3K\VLFV 'HSDUWPHQW RI 5DGLRORJ\ -RKQV +RSNLQV 8QLYHUVLW\ (PDLO
{M[XEWVXL}#MKPLHGX
WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH x :H GH¿QH WKH ZHLJKWV XVLQJ ORFDO
SDWFKHV DURXQG YR[HO i DQG j LQ WKH SULRU LPDJH >@
wij(x˜) = exp
{
−‖x˜[i] − x˜[j]‖
2
δ2
}

7KH QRWDWLRQ [i] DQG [j] GHQRWH D ORFDO SDWFK FHQWHUHG RQ YR[HOV
i DQG j DQG ‖ · ‖ LV WKH XVXDO (XFOLGHDQ QRUP RI D YHFWRU
$VVXPLQJ WKH SULRU LPDJH x˜ DQG WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH
x KDYH VLPLODU QHLJKERUKRRG VWUXFWXUHV WKH YR[HOGHSHQGHQW
ZHLJKWV wij(x˜) WKHQ HQDEOH WKH XVH RI D QRQORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG
Ni LQ HTQ  )RU WKH iWK YR[HO wij(x˜) DVVLJQV ODUJHU ZHLJKWV
WR WKH jWK YR[HOV LI j DQG i KDYH VLPLODU SDWFK YDOXHV LQ WKH
SULRU LPDJH WKRXJK j FDQ EH VSDWLDOO\ GLVWDQW IURP i
:H XVH WKH TXDGUDWLF SULRU IXQFWLRQ ψ(r) = r2 LQ WKLV
ZRUN 7KH FRQYHQWLRQDO ORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG TXDGUDWLF SULRUV
WHQG WR RYHUVPRRWK WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH VLQFH WKH ZHLJKW
DVVLJQPHQWV RQO\ FRQVLGHU VSDWLDO GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ QHLJKERU
LQJ YR[HOV 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG WKH TXDGUDWLF SULRU LQ HTQ 
XVHV GLVWDQW QHLJKERUKRRGV WKDW DUH GHWHUPLQHG E\ WKH SDWFK
VLPLODULHV LQ WKH SULRU LPDJH
7KH FRQVWDQWV β ≥ 0 LQ HTQ  DQG δ > 0 LQ HTQ  DUH
GHVLJQ SDUDPHWHUV 7KH SDUDPHWHU δ FRQWUROV WKH VHQVLWLYLW\ RI
wij(x˜) ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH YR[HO GLIIHUHQFH LQ WKH SULRU LPDJH
x˜ 7KH VPDOOHU WKH δ WKH PRUH VHQVLWLYH wij(x˜) 7KH SDUDPHWHU
β FRQWUROV WKH RYHUDOO EDODQFH EHWZHHQ GDWD DJUHHPHQW DQG WKH
VPRRWKQHVV FRQVWUDLQW
8QOLNH FOLQLFDO &7 VFDQQHUV WKDW FDQ DFKLHYH VXEVHFRQG
JDQWU\ URWDWLRQ &DUP V\VWHPV KDYH D PXFK VORZHU JDQWU\
VSHHG  VHFV IRU D KDOIVFDQ DFTXLVLWLRQ ,Q FDUGLDF DSSOLFD
WLRQV LQ RUGHU WR UHGXFH PRWLRQ DUWLIDFWV IRXU (&*WULJJHUHG
DOWHUQDWLQJ GLUHFWLRQ KDOIVFDQV VZHHSV DUH DFTXLUHG IURP
ZKLFK SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DW D VHOHFWHG FDUGLDF SKDVH DUH XVHG IRU
LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ >@ 7KH DYHUDJHG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWHG
IURP WKH PXOWLSOH KDOIVFDQV KDV PRWLRQ DUWLIDFWV EXW WKH
QHLJKERUKRRG VWUXFWXUHV LV VLPLODU WR WKDW RI WKH VHOHFWHG
SKDVH :H XVH DV WKH SULRU LPDJH x˜ WKH DYHUDJH RI WKH )'.
UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV RI DOO IRXU VZHHSV 0RUH SUHFLVHO\
x˜ =
1
4
4∑
i
FDKi([yi]).
+HUH i LV WKH VFDQ LQGH[ DQG [yi] LV WKH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD RI WKH
iWK VFDQ
B. The reconstruction algorithms
2XU REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ LV LQ WKH IRUP RI OHDVW VTXDUHV
PLQLPL]DWLRQ ZLWK D TXDGUDWLF EXW QRQORFDO SHQDOL]DWLRQ WHUP
$ JHQHULF UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP FDQ EH ZULWWHQ DV
xk+1 = xk + αdk, 
ZKHUH xk LV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DW LWHUDWLRQ k dk LV WKH GHVFHQW
GLUHFWLRQ IRU WKH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ HTQ  DW LWHUDWLRQ k DQG
α > 0 WKH VWHS VL]H
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1) SSF: 2QH VSHFLDO IRUP RI HTQ  LV WKH IROORZLQJ
xj,k+1 = xj,k − 1
c + 8β
∑
j∈Ni wij(x˜)
∇Φ(xk)+, 
,W FDQ EH GHULYHG XVLQJ WKH VHSDUDEOH VXUURJDWH IXQFWLRQ 66)
DSSURDFK ,I WKH FRQVWDQW c VDWLV¿HV WKDW cI −H TH  0 WKHQ
WKH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ LQ HTQ  GHFUHDVHV PRQRWRQLFDOO\ 7KH
PLQLPDO YDOXH RI c LV λmax(HTH) WKH ODUJHVW HLJHQYDOXH RI
WKH PDWUL[ HTH  DQG c FDQ EH HVWLPDWHG XVLQJ WKH SRZHU
LWHUDWLRQ >@ ,Q HDFK LWHUDWLRQ WKHUH LV RQH IRUZDUG DQG RQH
EDFN SURMHFWLRQ WR HYDOXDWH WKH JUDGLHQW ∇Φ(xk)
2) PCD1: 7R LPSURYH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH VSHHG ZH FRQVLGHU
xk+1 = xk − αM−1∇Φ(xk), 
ZKHUH M  0 LV D V\PPHWULF SRVLWLYHGH¿QLWH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU
PDWUL[ ,I ZH OHW
M = diag(HTH) + 8β diag(
∑
j∈Ni
wij(x˜)), 
WKHQ WKH GHVFHQW GLUHFWLRQ dk = −M−1∇Φ(xk) FRLQFLGHV
ZLWK WKH SDUDOOHO FRRUGLQDWH GHVFHQW 3&' GLUHFWLRQ >@ ,Q
RWKHU ZRUGV HDFK HOHPHQW RI WKH YHFWRU dk LV WKH RSWLPDO
FRRUGLQDWH LQFUHPHQW KDG D RQHFRRUGLQDWHDWLPH XSGDWLQJ
VFKHPH HQIRUFHG DV LQ FRRUGLQDWH GHVFHQW DW WKH FXUUHQW
LWHUDWLRQ xk 7R HQIRUFH WKH QRQQHJDWLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQW xk ∈ R+
IRU DOO k WKH LWHUDWLRQ LQ HTQ  LV PRGL¿HG DV IROORZV
dk ← max
{−M−1∇Φ(xk),−xk} 
xk+1 = xk + αdk, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 
7KH max LQ HTQ  LV WDNHQ FRPSRQHQWZLVH :LWK VXFK D
PRGL¿FDWLRQ HDFK FRPSRQHQW RI dk LV VWLOO D GHVFHQW GLUHFWLRQ
6LQFH ERWK xk ∈ R+ DQG xk + dk ∈ R+ ZH KDYH xk +αdk ∈
R+ IRU 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
7R FDOFXODWH WKH VWHS VL]H α ZH QHHG WR FDOFXODWH Hdk 7KLV
UHVXOW FDQ EH XVHG WR GLUHFWO\ REWDLQ Hxk+1 = Hxk +αHdk
ZKLFK LV QHHGHG LQ ∇Φ(xk+1) 7KHUH LV VWLOO RQH IRUZDUG DQG
EDFN SURMHFWLRQ SHU LWHUDWLRQ LQ HTQ 
3) PCD2: 7R IXUWKHU DFFHOHUDWH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH VSHHG ZH
FRQVLGHU D VSHFLDO FDVH RI WKH VXEVSDFH PHWKRG >@ >@
WKDW H[WHQGV WKH GHVFHQW VSDFH IURP GLPHQVLRQDO WR 
GLPHQVLRQDO 8VLQJ WKH VDPH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU M LQ HTQ 
DQG dk LQ HTQ  ZH KDYH
pk = xk − xk−1 
xk+1 = xk + αdk + βpk. 
&RPSDUHG ZLWK HTQ  HTQ  UHWDLQV WKH SUHYLRXV FKDQJH
GLUHFWLRQ pk ,I ZH GR QRW FRQVLGHU WKH QRQQHJDWLYLW\ FRQ
VWUDLQW WKH DOJRULWKP LQ HTQV  LV HTXLYDOHQW WR WKH
SUHFRQGLWLRQHG FRQMXJDWH JUDGLHQW DOJRULWKP >@ 7R LQFRU
SRUDWH WKH QRQQHJDWLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQW ZH FRQVLGHU WZR FDVHV
 ,I xk + pk ∈ R+ WKHQ ZH OLPLW WKH VWHS VL]HV VXFK WKDW
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, α + β ≤ 1. 
,Q WKLV FDVH VLQFH xk ∈ R+ xk+dk ∈ R+ DQG xk+pk ∈ R+
ZH KDYH xk + αdk + βpk ∈ R+  ,I xk + pk /∈ R+ ZH OHW
β = 0 DQG WKH VXEVSDFH PHWKRG UHGXFHV WR HTQ  6LPLODU WR
HTQ  FDOFXODWLQJ WKH VWHS VL]H β GRHV QRW LQYROYH IRUZDUG
RU EDFN SURMHFWLRQ VLQFH WKH QHHGHG TXDQWLW\ Hpk = Hxk −
Hxk−1 LV UHDGLO\ DYDLODEOH IURP WKH SUHYLRXV LWHUDWLRQ 7KHUH
LV VWLOO RQH IRUZDUG DQG EDFN SURMHFWLRQ RSHUDWLRQ LQ HTQ 
%RWK WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHG JUDGLHQW PHWKRG DQG WKH VXEVSDFH
PHWKRG UHTXLUH diag(HTH) :H GHULYH DQ DQDO\WLF DSSUR[L
PDWLRQ RI diag(HTH) LQ $SS $
,,, 5(&216758&7,21 678',(6
:H DSSOLHG WKH QRQORFDO TXDGUDWLF SHQDOL]HG OHDVW VTXDUHV
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRG WR FDUGLDF &DUP DQLPDO &7 GDWD 7KH
SURMHFWLRQ GDWD ZHUH DFTXLUHG XVLQJ WKH VWDQGDUG FDUGLDF &
DUP &7 SURWRFROV 7KH [UD\ VRXUFH WR GHWHFWRU GLVWDQFH LV
 PP DQG WR WKH URWDWLRQ FHQWHU  PP 7KH ÀDW SDQHO
GHWHFWRU KDV [ PDWUL[ VL]H DQG PP 2 SL[HO VL]H
2QH DFTXLVLWLRQ FRQVLVWHG RI  (&*WULJJHUHG IRUZDUG DQG
EDFNZDUG KDOIVFDQV (DFK KDOIVFDQ KDG  SURMHFWLRQ YLHZV
DW ◦ LQFUHPHQW )URP WKH IRXU DFTXLVLWLRQV RQH SURMHFWLRQ
GDWDVHW DW D VHOHFWHG FDUGLDF SKDVH RI  YLHZV DW ◦
LQFUHPHQW LV DOVR DYDLODEOH :H VXEVDPSOHG WKLV GDWDVHW E\ 
DQG UHFRQVWUXFWHG ERWK WKH IXOO DQG WKH UHGXFHG GDWDVHWV XVLQJ
WKH )'. DQG WKH SURSRVHG PHWKRG
$OO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG ZLWK 3 PDWUL[
VL]H DQG PP3 YR[HO VL]H )RU WKH LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
PHWKRG ZH YDULHG WKH SHQDOL]DWLRQ ZHLJKW β DQG WKH SULRU
VHQVLYLWLYLW\ SDUDPHWHU δ 7KH IRUZDUG DQG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RS
HUDWLRQV DQG WKH QHLJKERUKRRGZHLJKWV w ij(x˜) ZHUH FDOFXODWHG
RQ WKH *38 :H XVHG D SDWFK VL]H RI  [  [  WR GHWHUPLQH
WKH ORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG VLPLODULW\ >FI HTQ @ ,GHDOO\ WKH
QRQORFDO UHJLRQ >Ni LQ HTQ @ VKRXOG HQFRPSDVV WKH HQWLUH
LPDJH %XW WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ WLPH RI WKH SULRU ZHLJKWV w ij(x˜)
ZLOO TXLFNO\ H[FHHG WKDW RI WKH IRUZDUG DQG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
7KLV LV QRZ WKH OLPLWLQJ IDFWRU RI RXU QRQORFDO UHJLRQ VL]H
&XUUHQWO\ ZH XVHG D QRQORFDO QHLJKERUKRRG N i FRQVLVWLQJ RI
 GLPHQVLRQDO DUUD\ RI YR[HOV ZLWK  YR[HOV SHU RUWKRJRQDO
D[LV FHQWHUHG RQ YR[HO i 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WLPH XVLQJ WKH
DERYH SDUDPHWHUV LV DURXQG  VHF SHU LWHUWDWLRQ
:H SORW LQ )LJ  WKH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ YDOXH DV D IXQFWLRQ
RI LWHUDWLRQ QXPEHUV RI WKH WKUHH PHWKRGV LQ 6HF ,,% 7KH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV XVLQJ 3&' DUH VKRZQ LQ )LJ  ,W FDQ
EH VHHQ WKDW 3&' KDV WKH IDVWHVW FRQYHUJHQFH DPRQJ WKH
WKUHH PHWKRGV HVSHFLDOO\ DW HDUO\ LWHUDWLRQV $W ODWHU LWHUDWLRQV
∼ WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ 3&' DQG 3&' LV QHJOLJLEOH
DQG ERWK DUH VLJQL¿FDQWO\ IDVWHU WKDQ WKH VHSDUDEOH VXUURJDWH
IXQFWLRQ DSSURDFK 66) 7KH VDPSOH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV
GHPRQVWUDWH WKDW WKH SURSRVHG OHDVW VTXDUHV PHWKRG ZLWK WKH
QRQORFDO TXDGUDWLF SULRU IXQFWLRQ FDQ SUHVHUYH WKH VKDUS LPDJH
IHDWXUHV DQG HIIHFWLYHO\ UHGXFH WKH VWUHDNLQJ DUWLIDFWV IURP
VSDUVH SURMHFWLRQ
,9 6800$5<
:H GHYHORSHG D QRQORFDO TXDGUDWLF SHQDOL]HG OHDVW VTXDUHV
PHWKRG IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP VSDUVH SURMHFWLRQV
$PRQJ WKH WKUHH RSWLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKPV WKDW ZH LQYHVWLJDWHG
WKH PRGL¿HG ZLWK QRQQHJDWLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQW VXEVSDFH PHWKRG
3&' KDV WKH IDVWHVW FRQYHUJHQFH VSHHG FRPSDUHG ZLWK
WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHG JUDGLHQW PHWKRG 3&' DQG WKH VHSDUDEOH
VXUURJDWH IXQFWLRQ 66) DSSURDFK $OO WKUHH YDULDQWV WDNH
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Transaxial
Coronal
PriorImage(AveragedFDKreconstructionfrom4sweeps)
G =6eͲ6
FDK
FDK
G =2eͲ5
(a) (b)
(c)
G =2eͲ5G =6eͲ6
(d)
(e)
)LJ  D 7KH SULRU LPDJH ZDV JHQHUDWHG XVLQJ WKH DYHUDJHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP DOO  VZHHSV 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV IURP WKH LQSKDVH 
SURMHFWLRQ YLHZV XVLQJ E )'. DOJRULWKP DQG F WKH SURSRVHG PHWKRG DW WZR δ YDOXHV G DQG H DUH SDUDOOHO WR E DQG F EXW XVH 
SURMHFWLRQ YLHZV WKDW ZHUH VXEVDPSOHG E\  IURP WKH  YLHZV $OO LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV DUH DW LWHUDWLRQ  DQG ZLWK β = 500
DQG WZR YDOXHV RI δ
LQWR DFFRXQW WKH QRQQHJDWLYLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQWV LQ LPDJH XSGDWHV
:H DOVR SURSRVHG DQ DQDO\WLF DSSUR[LPDWLRQ RI WKH PDWUL[
diag(HT H) QHHGHG LQ 3&' DQG 3&'
$33(1',; $
$1 $1$/<7,& (;35(66,21 2) 7+( ',$*{+7+}
7R FDOFXODWH diag(HT H) ZH QRWLFH WKDW HDFK RI WKH GLDJR
QDO HOHPHQWV FDQ EH UHJDUGHG DV WKH WRWDO ´HQHUJ\´ RI WKH SRLQW
UHVSRQVH IXQFWLRQ 8VLQJ WKH FRQH EHDP SURMHFWLRQ HTXDWLRQ
g(λ, u, w) =
∫ ∞
0
dtf(a(λ) + tθ), 
θ =
ueu(λ) + wew + Dev(λ)√
u2 + w2 + D2

ev = [− cosλ,− sinλ, 0]
eu = [− sinλ, cosλ, 0], ew = [0, 0, 1]
a(λ) = [R cosλ,R sinλ, 0]
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)LJ  7KH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI WKH LWHUDWLRQ QXPEHUV
RI WKH WKUHH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV LQ 6HF ,,% %RWK 3&' DQG
3&' RXWSHUIRUP WKH VHSDUDEOH VXUURJDWH IXQFWLRQ 66) DSSURDFK
ZH FDQ FDOFXODWH WKH ´WRWDO HQHUJ\´ RI D SRLQW REMHFW ORFDWHG
DW x0 f0(x) = δ(x− x0) LQ WKH REMHFW VSDFH /HW
hλ

=
∫
du dw g0(λ, u, w) =
∫
du dw dt f0(a(λ) + tθ)

8VLQJ D FKDQJH RI YDULDEOHV WKH -DFRELDQ ZKLFK LV HTXDO WR
hλ IURP du dw dt WR WKH &DUWHVLDQ FRRUGLQDWH V\VWHP dx FDQ
EH VKRZQ WR EH
hλ =
D2‖x0 − a(λ)‖
|[x0 − a(λ)] · ev(λ)|3 .
7KHQ WKH QHHGHG GLDJRQDO HOHPHQW
[HTH ]i,i =
∑
λ,s.t.i YLVLEOH
h2λ.
$W HDFK YR[HO ORFDWLRQ i WKH VXPPDWLRQ LV RYHU DOO WKH VRXUFH
SRVLWLRQV VXFK WKDW WKH YR[HO L LV YLVLEOH SURMHFWHG WR WKH
GHWHFWRU VXUIDFH DW WKDW VRXUFH SRVLWLRQ )LJ  LV D WUDQVD[LDO
VOLFH RI WKH diag(HTH) PDWUL[ XVHG LQ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
DOJRULWKPV 3&' DQG 3&'
)LJ  $ WUDQVD[LDO VOLFH RI WKH PDWUL[ diag(HTH) 'XULQJ WKH KDOI
VFDQ DFTXLVLWLRQ WKH [UD\ VRXUFH URWDWHV FORVHU WR WKH ERWWRP KDOI
EULJKWHU RI WKH LPDJH
5()(5(1&(6
>@ : .DOHQGHU DQG < .\ULDNRX ³)ODWGHWHFWRU FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ )'
&7´ European Radiology YRO  QR  SS ± 
>@ *+ &KHQ - 7DQJ DQG 6 /HQJ ³3ULRU LPDJH FRQVWUDLQHG FRPSUHVVHG
VHQVLQJ 3,&&6 D PHWKRG WR DFFXUDWHO\ UHFRQVWUXFW G\QDPLF &7
LPDJHV IURP KLJKO\ XQGHUVDPSOHG SURMHFWLRQ GDWD VHWV´ Medical physics
YRO  SS ± )HE 
>@ ( < 6LGN\ DQG ; 3DQ ³,PDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ FLUFXODU FRQHEHDP
FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ E\ FRQVWUDLQHG WRWDOYDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ´
Physics in Medicine and Biology YRO  SS ± 6HSW 
>@ * :DQJ DQG - 4L ³3HQDOL]HG OLNHOLKRRG 3(7 LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
XVLQJ SDWFKEDVHG HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ UHJXODUL]DWLRQ´ IEEE Transactions
on Medical Imaging YRO  SS  ± 'HF 
>@ - 0D + =KDQJ < *DR - +XDQJ = /LDQJ 4 )HQJ DQG : &KHQ
³,WHUDWLYH LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IRU FHUHEUDO SHUIXVLRQ &7 XVLQJ D SUH
FRQWUDVW VFDQ LQGXFHG HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ SULRU´ Physics in Medicine and
Biology YRO  SS ± 1RY 
>@ $ %XDGHV % &ROO DQG - 0 0RUHO ³$ UHYLHZ RI LPDJH GHQRLVLQJ
DOJRULWKPV ZLWK D QHZ RQH´ Multiscale Modeling & Simulation YRO 
SS ± -DQ 
>@ * /DXULWVFK - %RHVH / :LJVWURP + .HPHWK DQG 5 )DKULJ ³7R
ZDUGV FDUGLDF &DUP FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\´ Medical Imaging, IEEE
Transactions on YRO  SS  ± MXO\ 
>@ * + *ROXE DQG & ) Y 9 /RDQ Matrix Computations (Johns Hopkins
Studies in Mathematical Sciences 7KH -RKQV +RSNLQV 8QLYHUVLW\ 3UHVV
UG HG 2FW 
>@ 0 (ODG % 0DWDORQ DQG 0 =LEXOHYVN\ ³&RRUGLQDWH DQG VXEVSDFH
RSWLPL]DWLRQ PHWKRGV IRU OLQHDU OHDVW VTXDUHV ZLWK QRQTXDGUDWLF UHJ
XODUL]DWLRQ´ Applied and Computational Harmonic Analysis YRO 
SS ± 1RY 
>@ $ 0LHOH DQG - : &DQWUHOO ³6WXG\ RQ D PHPRU\ JUDGLHQW PHWKRG
IRU WKH PLQLPL]DWLRQ RI IXQFWLRQV´ Journal of Optimization Theory and
Applications YRO  SS ± 1RY 
>@ - : &DQWUHOO ³5HODWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH PHPRU\ JUDGLHQW PHWKRG DQG WKH
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Nonlinear diffusion constraints for reconstructing
subsampled rotational angiography data
He´le`ne Langet1,2,3, Aymeric Reshef1, Cyril Riddell1, Yves Trousset1, Arthur Tenenhaus3, Elisabeth Lahalle3,
Gilles Fleury3, and Nikos Paragios2,4,5
Abstract—Interventional imaging with cone-beam C-arm CT
often lacks sufﬁcient sampling. Compressed sensing based recon-
struction algorithms have shown promising results to improve im-
age quality in this context using sparsity constraints. Compressed
sensing theory by itself assumes random measurements and 1-
penalties. In practice, beneﬁts are seen with uniform subsampling
patterns. Here, we investigate substituting 1 total variation with
a nonlinear diffusion constraint and show on a clinical data set
that image quality is also improved. This result adds ﬂexibility
to the design of CS-based algorithms as C-arm CT images may
not be so well approximated by piecewise constant functions.
Index Terms—Rotational angiography, iterative reconstruction,
compressed sensing, total variation, nonlinear diffusion
I. INTRODUCTION
Tomographic reconstruction is computed analytically
through ﬁltered backprojection (FBP) whose discretization
deﬁnes sampling requirements. For interventional imaging
with C-arm systems, because of the low framerate of the
detector, the sampling is not as favorable as what is achieved
for diagnostic imaging with CT scanners. Image quality im-
provement is however much needed to increase the use of
tomography in the interventional practice.
As an alternative to FBP, iterative approaches translate the
tomographic problem into a discrete problem (see Sec. II-A)
to estimate a density mapping that ﬁts the projection data
by optimizing a cost function such as weighted least square
(WLS). Because the solution cannot be uniquely determined
by the data, WLS has to be constrained. The recent devel-
opments of the compressed sensing (CS) theory highlighted,
in particular, the importance of 1 penalties for handling
subsampled data [1]. These penalties can be combined to WLS
through proximal algorithms as shall be recalled in Sec. II-B.
A CS-based algorithm was proposed for reconstructing
‘sparse vessels over a non-sparse background’ [2]. It solves a
series of WLS problems penalized by the 1-norm of the image
combined with positivity, whith decreasing levels of penaliza-
tion. It was shown to segment the high-intensity vessels and
thus signiﬁcantly mitigate the associated subsampling artifacts,
while the background was progressively reintroduced. Such an
approach belongs to ‘homotopy’ strategies whose principle is
described in Sec. II-C.
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(Orsay, France). Corresponding author: cyril.riddell@ge.com. This work was
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Assuming an image is piecewise constant, many works have
exploited penalization by the total variation (TV) for which
there exists efﬁcient minimization algorithms. However, C-arm
CT images may not be so well approximated by piecewise
constant functions. On the other hand, nonlinear anisotropic
diffusion (NLAD) presents edge preserving properties similar
to TV without relying on the piecewise constant assumption.
Section II-D introduces a uniﬁed framework through the alter-
nating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to compute
the proximal operators of TV and NLAD. Results on clinical
data are presented in Sec. III.
II. METHOD
A. Discrete tomographic problem
Let us denote f ∈ RK the vector that is associated with
the imaged object, where K is the number of voxels in the
3D space. Coefﬁcient (f)k represents the linear attenuation at
voxel k. Let us denote p ∈ RJ×N the vector that refers to the
set of measurements, where N is the number of angular posi-
tions and J is the number of measurements at each incidence.
Let us then denote R ∈ RJ×N×RK the projection matrix that
models the rotational cone beam acquisition of p of f , where
a column of R refers to a given voxel, while a row refers to a
given measurement. The tomographic reconstruction problem
is described by the system of linear equations
Rf = p. (1)
This work aims at solving the reconstruction problem in the
underdetermined case where the measurements are severely
subsampled (N small), so that J × N  K. Hence, there
exists an inﬁnity of solutions that are compatible with Eq. 1.
B. Penalized weighted least square (PWLS)
The selection of clinically relevant solutions can be carried
out through PWLS that consists in minimizing a functional
that is the combination of:
• ﬁdelity term QW (f) = 12 (Rf − p)TW (Rf − p), where
.T refers to the transpose of a matrix and W to a positive-
deﬁnite weighting matrix (e.g. a statistical data noise
model);
• and penalty χ(Af), where χ is a convex function (not
necessarily differentiable) and A is a linear operator (e.g.
the identity operator as in [2] or a wavelet transform or
the gradient).
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Let us consider the λ-indexed PWLS problem:
(fχ◦A)λ = argmin
f∈RK
{
QW (f) + λχ(Af)
}
, (2)
where hyperparameter λ denotes the weight assigned to the
penalization. To solve Eq. 2, we rely on proximal splitting as
proposed by Combettes et al. [3] and split the optimization
process into an explicit gradient step for minimizing QW and
an implicit step applying the constraint χ on domain A through
the proximal operator
proxλχ◦A (f0) ≡ argmin
f∈RK
{
λχ(Af) +
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
. (3)
The computation of iterate f (i+1) is then given by
f (i+1) = proxτλχ◦A︸ ︷︷ ︸
implicit step
( f (i) − τ∇QW (f (i))︸ ︷︷ ︸
explicit gradient step
). (4)
C. Homotopy
When using 1-norms, the regularization path is deﬁned as
the family of solutions (fχ◦A)λ of Eq. 2 when varying hy-
perparameter λ over [0,+∞[. Efron et al. [4] have shown that
there exists a series of values (λs) with 0 = λ1 < · · · < λmax,
such that the regularization path is a piecewise linear function
of λ:
(fχ◦A)λ =
λ− λs
λs+1 − λs (fχ◦A)λs+1 +
λs+1 − λ
λs+1 − λs (fχ◦A)λs ,
where λs+1 ≥ λ ≥ λs.
Given that the higher the constraint, the faster the convergence,
homotopy strategies were developed to compute (fχ◦A)λS
by computing a sequence of S solutions ((fχ◦A)λs), where
λs varies from large to small values such that λ1 ≥ λs >
λs+1 ≥ λS and (fχ◦A)λs is used as initialization to computing
(fχ◦A)λs+1 . In practice, each intermediate solution is only
approximated. The number of stages S is not known and
is instead set as a parameter that shall reﬂect some a priori
knowledge on the image structure.
The homotopy approach is relevant to low angular sampling
because the minimization of an underdetermined LS criterion
strongly depends on the initialization. In particular, if initial-
ized by the true image, sampling artifacts are not reintroduced
by the data ﬁdelity term. Thus, minimization at a given λ
identiﬁes a sparse approximation of the solution that best
ﬁts the data with a level of sparsity that is proportional to
λ. Any sparse structure that actually belongs to the solution
will be kept when applying successive lower λ-values so
that the ﬁnal solution veriﬁes the data ﬁdelity term. On the
contrary, if the approximation does not ﬁt the data, it will be
removed by the subsequent minimizations. This is why this
approach is not relevant to fully sampled noisy data because
then the minimization of the LS criterion does not depend on
initialization. In this case, knowledge of the solution does not
eliminate the noise of the LS minimum so that the goal of
regularization is indeed to reach a biased solution to avoid an
overﬁtting of the data ﬁdelity term.
We shall thus not use matrix W to model the noise in the
data, as it would slow the convergence for little beneﬁt, at
least for strong λ.
D. Computing the proximal operator with ADMM
The proximal formalism covers all standard image pro-
cessing operations that are solution of a LS-based variational
approach. When constraint χ is the 1-norm, and when A = I ,
the proximal operator can be expressed as a soft thresholding
shrinkage operator:
proxλ‖.‖1 (f) = shrinkλ‖.‖1(f) (5)
where (
shrinkλ‖.‖1(f)
)
k
=
fk
|fk| max(|fk| − λ, 0).
If we denote g = (gx, gy, gz) the gradient of image f , its
1-norm can be deﬁned either as anisotropic with
‖g‖1 =
K∑
k=0
‖gk‖1 =
K∑
k=0
|gxk |+ |gyk |+ |gzk|
or isotropic with
‖g‖1,2 =
K∑
k=0
‖gk‖2 =
K∑
k=0
√
|gxk |2 + |gyk |2 + |gzk|2
In the case of the isotropic norm, we have
proxλ‖.‖1,2 (f) = shrinkλ‖.‖1,2(f), (6)
using the generalized shrinkage formula(
shrinkλ‖.‖1,2(g)
)
k
=
gk
‖gk‖2
max(‖gk‖2 − λ, 0).
When A is orthogonal and of unit norm (e.g. wavelet trans-
form), one easily proves that
proxλχ◦A (f) = A
−1 proxλχ (Af).
To enforce the piecewise constant nature of an image (i.e.
to preserve the edges and smooth out other areas), a common
approach is to penalize the image gradient with χ = ‖.‖1
or χ = ‖.‖1,2 , using g = Af = ∇f . Goldstein and Osher
[5] suggested the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM) to calculate proxλχ◦A (.) even though A is not
invertible, by iteratively solving a quadratic problem involving
A and replacing proxλχ◦A (.) by proxλχ (.), which in this case
are the above deﬁned shrinkage operators.
ADMM consists in splitting the problem into a joint min-
imization over both the image itself f and variable v = Af ,
thus leading to an optimization problem of the form
proxλχ◦A (f0) = f
∗ (7)
where f∗ is computed according to
(f∗, v∗) = argmin
(f,v)
{
λχ(v) +
μ
2
‖v −Af‖22
+
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
(8)
with μ > 0. A generalized inversion of A is accomplished
through term ‖v −Af‖22. ADMM alternatively minimizes (8)
along direction f with v ﬁxed, then along direction v with
f ﬁxed. This requires to add a variable b that will track the
inversion error v −Af .
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When v and b are ﬁxed to v(j) and b(j) the solution
f (j+1) = argmin
f
{
μ
2
‖v(j) − (Af + b(j))‖22
+
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
(9)
is quadratic and its implementation is independent from both
the regularization term λ and the regularization penalty χ.
When f and b are ﬁxed to f (j+1) and b(j), the computation
of v(j+1) is made via
v(j+1) = proxλ
μχ
(Af (j+1) + b(j)). (10)
Vector b is then simply updated as:
b(j+1) = b(j) + (Af (j+1) − v(j+1)). (11)
In the following we implement three ﬁlters with ADMM:
the anisotropic TV, the isotropic TV and the anisotropic
diffusion.
1) Anisotropic Total Variation (TV-1): The anisotropic TV
ﬁlter was pioneered by Rudin et al. [6] and is the proximal
operator that minimizes the anisotropic 1-norm:
proxλTV1 (f0) = argmin
f
{
λ‖∇f‖1+
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
. (12)
ADMM is thus applied with χ = ‖.‖1, A = ∇ and v = g.
Eq. 10 leads to the shrinkage formula in the gradient domain
g(j+1) = shrinkλ
μ‖.‖1 (∇f
(j+1) + b(j)), (13)
2) Isotropic Total Variation (TV-2): The isotropic TV ﬁlter
is the proximal operator that minimizes the isotropic 1-norm:
proxλTV2 (f0) = argmin
f
{
λ‖∇f‖1,2+
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
(14)
and ADMM is now applied with χ = ‖.‖1,2, A = ∇ and
v = g. Eq. 10 now leads to the generalized shrinkage formula
in the gradient domain
g(j+1) = shrinkλ
μ‖.‖1,2 (∇f
(j+1) + b(j)). (15)
Note that with TV, parameter λ plays both the role of a
threshold parameter in the shrinkage operators and a penaliza-
tion weight in the minimization problem. Thus, it both deﬁnes
an image scale (only edges whose gradients are greater than λ
remain after the shrink) and an amount of ﬁltering (the higher
λ, the ﬂatter the image).
3) Nonlinear anisotropic diffusion (NLAD): TV-2 mini-
mization is equivalent to solving
argmin
f
{
λ
4
‖ϕ(‖∇f‖22)‖22 +
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
, (16)
where ϕ(δ) = 2 4
√
δ, and c(δ) = ϕ(δ)ϕ′(δ) = 1√
δ
can be seen
as some degenerated diffusivity map with an inﬁnite diffusion
in regions where ‖∇f‖22 tends to zero.
In the case of NLAD, function ϕ and c are replaced by
ϕγ and cγ such that cγ satisﬁes conditions discussed in [7].
Scalar γ plays the role of a scale parameter [8]: all gradients
whose norms are greater than γ are considered as edges and
are preserved by the map, while λ tells the strength of the
diffusion between the edges. Hence, the amount of edges we
want to keep is decorrelated from the amount of ﬁltering
between the edges.
NLAD is again a proximal operator deﬁned by
prox(λ,γ)NLAD (f0) = argmin
f
{
λ
4
‖ϕγ(‖∇f‖22)‖22
+
1
2
‖f − f0‖22
}
. (17)
Interestingly, ADMM can again be used here with A = ∇,
v = g and χ = ‖ϕ(‖.‖22)‖
2
. The quadratic problem of Eq. 9
is unchanged, but Eq. 10 now leads to the optimality condition
on the image gradient update g(j+1):[
1 +
λ
μ
cγ(‖g(j+1)‖22)
]
g(j+1) = ∇f (j+1) + b(j). (18)
Eq. 18 is nonlinear and hard to solve in general. To simplify
the problem we adopt the point of view of Chan and Shen [9].
We keep cγ as a ﬁxed map from a previous approximation of
the image gradient g∗(j
′):
c(j
′)
γ = cγ(‖g∗(j
′)‖22). (19)
Eq. 18 is now linear and leads to:
g(j
′)(j+1) =
1
1 + λμc
(j′)
γ
(∇f (j+1) + b(j)). (20)
Thus, instead of shrinking ∇f (j+1) + b(j) as in TV, NLAD
weights it by a nonuniform multiplicative factor varying from
1
1+λ/μ to 1, depending on map cγ . When the scheme reaches
convergence to some image gradient g∗(j
′+1), the map is
updated from the current solution and problem (17) is solved
again, but with diffusivity map c(j
′+1)
γ .
Given NLAD parametrization, a regularization path can
mimic TV homotopy by varying γ from γmax > 0 to 0, while
keeping λ ﬁxed at a high value.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In the following, we consider a clinical non-injected acqui-
sition of 600 projections of the head and provide tomographic
reconstructions with homotopy of a uniformly subsampled
subset of 35 projections, which is far below a clinically
relevant number of projections but exempliﬁes how efﬁcient
the algorithms can be. We rely on a data ﬁdelity term where
W = D is the ramp ﬁlter that is positive and diagonal in the
Fourier domain. We consider a series of S = 11 minimization
problems, each of them being only approximately solved with
a gradient step set to τ = 0.9 and a single iteration in the
proximal splitting. We use the same ADMM framework for
both TV and NLAD minimizations with μ = 1. The quadratic
subproblem of Eq. 9 is solved with 6 Gauss-Seidel iterations.
ADMM algorithm ends after 50 iterations or if the condition
‖f (j+1) − f (j)‖/‖f (j)‖ < 0.5% is met. Both methods are
compared to classical non constrained reconstruction with
Feldkamp (FDK) algorithm.
For TV penalties, parameter λs decreases linearly from 600
to 0 in steps of 60. For NLAD, we keep a constant diffusion
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Fig. 1. FDK reconstructions. WW = 500 HU - WL = 500 HU. Left: from
600 projections. Right: from 35 projections.
strength λ equal to 1000 and we decrease diffusivity map
threshold γs from 100 HU to 0 HU in steps of 10 HU. We
use Weickert’s diffusivity function [8]
cγ(s) =
{
1 (s ≤ 0)
1− exp
(
−3.315
(s/γ2)4
)
(s > 0)
. (21)
We compute the ﬁrst diffusivity map from a smooth version
of the input in order to avoid false edge detections. We found
that the map converged within 2 passes.
Both TV and NLAD starting parameters are chosen to
provide similar ﬁltering strength while removing all streak
artifacts.
Figure 1 (left) shows the FDK reconstruction from 600
projections. Due to various limitations in the measurement
process, the fully sampled image is not made of pure ﬂat
areas as a CT scanner image. Figure 1 (right) shows the
FDK reconstruction from 35 projections, while Fig. 2 (top
left) shows the LS reconstruction obtained by iterating FDK.
Interestingly, iterative FDK and FDK reconstructions differ,
meaning that FDK does not fully satisfy the data ﬁdelity
term at this low number of projections, with the LS solution
being smoother. All nonlinear constraints found solutions
to the data ﬁdelity term of much higher image quality. In
this example, TV-1 (top right) shows slightly more artifacts
than TV-2 (bottom left), while NLAD (bottom right) visually
outperformed both TV penalties.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Compressed sensing based algorithms have been shown to
provide clear improvements when reconstructing rotational
angiography data that are affected by subsampling. The
technical conditions of the theory (1-minimization, random
measurements) limits its rigorous applicability. Fortunately,
streak reduction is obtainable with TV even with a uniform
angular subsampling. Here, we replicated a homotopy strategy
with proximal operators using an alternative nonlinear LS
constraint. For the proposed parametrization on a speciﬁc
example, the latter constraint outperformed TV, suggesting it
better captured the fully sampled solution that is not perfectly
piecewise constant. Because the selected constraint is a well-
known ﬁlter, the procedure is highly intuitive and should allow
for an easier design of constraints for subsampled reconstruc-
tion. Thanks to ADMM, we were able to change the type of
constraints by essentially switching from a gradient shrinkage
Fig. 2. Iterative reconstructions from 35 projections. WW = 1000 HU - WL
= 1000 HU. Top left: LS reconstruction obtained by iterating FDK. Top right:
TV-1 reconstruction. Bottom left: TV-2 reconstruction. Bottom right: NLAD
reconstruction.
operation for TV to a nonlinear gradient scaling operation for
NLAD. Note, however, that NLAD could have been computed
with the scheme proposed by Weickert [8]. This scheme is
potentially faster and above all does not require the large
amount of memory space necessary for storing ADMM joint
variables.
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Robust Motion Estimation for On–Board CBCT
Imaging using an Angular Sampling Artifact Model
Marcus Brehm, Pascal Paysan, Markus Oehlhafen, and Marc Kachelrieß
Abstract—An additional kV imaging system next to the linear
particle accelerator provides valuable information in image–
guided radiation therapy (IGRT). However, due to the limited
gantry rotation speed during treatment the typical acquisition
time is much longer than the patient’s breathing cycle resulting
in low image quality.
Motion–compensated image reconstruction is an interesting
option and capable of providing high quality respiratory–
correlated 4D volumes. The particular challenge is to determine
the required motion vector ﬁelds for motion compensation.
For reasons of inter–fractional variations and shortest possible
duration of treatments, we avoid using knowledge from prior
scans and we do not impose speciﬁc requirements on the data
acquisition. The consequences are that state–of–the–art methods
for motion estimation suffer from image artifacts and tend to
match artifacts rather than anatomy.
We propose a robust motion estimation method using an
angular sampling artifact model that addresses the image artifact
problem. The method is a combination of two approaches. One
part is a cyclic registration method with temporal constraints like
cyclic breathing motion patterns. The second part is a second 4D
image series which models the angular sampling artifacts of the
gated 4D CBCT but which is free of respiratory motion.
We veriﬁed our motion estimation method by motion–
compensated reconstructions using simulated rawdata. Further-
more, we successfully processed patient data and the results
will be presented at the meeting. A low sensitivity on image
artifacts is shown. By using an angular sampling artifact model
the robustness is strengthened of the cyclic registration method
with temporal constraints. In this way, the motion is accurately
estimated and a motion compensation corrects for it.
Index Terms—image–guided radiation therapy, cone–beam
computed tomography, motion estimation
I. INTRODUCTION
ON–board cone–beam CT (CBCT) imaging provides valu-able information in radiation therapy, e.g. for an accurate
patient positioning, for recalculation and veriﬁcation of deliv-
ered dose to the patient on the treatment day, and for on–line
generation of new treatment plans (c.f. ﬁgure 1). However,
the maximum gantry rotation speed of 6◦ per second results
in long acquisition times. In thoracic imaging this leads to
severe artifacts like motion blurring and streaks in 3D CBCT
due to lung and heart motion.
Therefore, gated 4D CBCT has been proposed which con-
sists of a retrospective respiratory binning step followed by
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Figure 1. State-of-the-art treatment delivery system with on–board imager
for 2D and 3D kV image guidance during radiation therapy.
independent reconstructions. However, the respiratory corre-
lation results in a large angular spacing between projections
used for a single reconstruction. This leads to strong streak
artifacts in gated 4D CBCT images.
Several attempts have been made so far to improve image
quality of 4D CBCT from on–board scans. Dedicated acqui-
sition techniques with particularly slow, multiple or adaptive
gantry rotation seek to reduce the streak artifacts. McKinnon
and Bates take a different approach by creating a correction
image that shows the same artifacts as the gated 4D CBCT
image and a subsequent subtraction of the images signiﬁcantly
reduces those artifacts [1]. Other approaches consider that not
all patient regions are moving during the acquisition [2].
Motion–compensated image reconstruction [3] is a promis-
ing solution to the streaking problem of respiratory–correlated
reconstructions. Here, respiratory motion is compensated via
motion vector ﬁelds (MVF) and all projection data are thus
applied for image reconstruction without a loss in temporal
resolution. But inter– and intra–fractional variations in tissue
and motion pattern call for up–to–date vector ﬁelds. Thus, the
necessary MVFs have to ﬁt to the acquired on–board CBCT
data. With this in mind, one possible option is to estimate
the MFVs based on the gated 4D CBCT images. However,
a robust motion estimation is required because of the severe
angular sampling artifacts of gated 4D CBCTs.
Possible solutions of MVFs obtained from an image–based
motion estimation consist of two components due to the
angular sampling artifacts. One part represents the patient
motion and the other contains an artiﬁcial motion pattern
induced by the co–registration of artifacts. Constraints like
the cyclic breathing motion pattern have to be incorporated to
remove the artiﬁcial motion pattern from the MVFs.
Here, we propose a robust motion estimation method that
combines a cyclic registration approach with a model for
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image artifacts due to angular sampling. For this purpose the
artifacts are simulated within a second 4D image series free
of patient’s respiratory motion by using the 3D CBCT image.
A prior image is generated to suppress the information about
patient’s motion included in the 3D CBCT image. Information
from the second 4D image series is used to improve the
robustness of motion estimation by an enhanced separation
of patient’s respiratory motion from the artiﬁcial one.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Simulations
Simulations were carried out for evaluation. The geometry
of the On–Board Imager’s R© and TrueBeam’sTM integrated kV
imaging unit (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) is basis
of the acquisition conﬁguration. To simulate projection data
we used a clinical CT reconstruction of a patient thorax as a
phantom. We created realistic MVFs to simulate respiration.
The deformation intensity is direction–sensitive with a max-
imum of 2 mm in posterior–anterior and 20 mm in superior–
inferior direction. The deformation is directly coupled to the
RPM signal, which was set to be continuous with a rate of
15 respirations per minute. The ﬁeld of measurement was
extended to 46.5 cm by a shifted detector. The rotation speed
was set to the maximum of 6◦ per second. Quantum noise was
added to the simulated projections to obtain an image noise
level of 60 HU in 3D CBCT images.
B. Phase–Correlated Feldkamp (PCF) Reconstruction
We use the well–known Feldkamp–Davis–Kress (FDK)
ﬁltered backprojection as our standard reconstruction algo-
rithm [4] and shifted detector weighting is done according
to reference [5]. Continuity and periodicity of respiratory
motion allow to correlate each respiratory phase with the
corresponding projection data. In this work the projections
were associated by a retrospective phase gating. The cycle
itself is subdivided into several subsets (bins) of ﬁnite length
called phase windows.
To obtain gated 4D CBCT images a phase–correlated Feld-
kamp (PCF) reconstruction considers the relation between
projection data p and respiratory phase by just using the
projections associated to one phase (window) and discarding
all the other projections. For an arbitrary phase bin n the
corresponding operator is denoted as X−1PCF(n) such that the
respective PCF image fPCF(n) is given by fPCF(n) = X−1PCF(n) p.
C. Motion–Compensated (MoCo) Image Reconstruction
In contrast to the subdivision into bins for gated 4D
CBCT, all projection data are applied for motion–compensated
(MoCo) image reconstruction. To prevent the high dose usage
being at the expense of the temporal resolution, respiratory
motion is compensated via motion vector ﬁelds (MVFs).
The relation between two arbitrary respiratory states ri, rj
is described by fi = fj ◦T ij , where fi = fPCF(i), fj = fPCF(j)
are the respective phase volumes with f = f(x, y, z), and Tij
a transformation describing the MVF. Given a retrospective
phase gating with N phase bins and also given that the
transformations T ij are known for each phase pair (i, j) ∈
N × N , the motion–compensated reconstruction fMoCo(i) for
an arbitrary respiratory phase bin i ∈ N is described by
fMoCo(i) =
N∑
j=1
(
X
−1
PCF(j) p
)
◦ T ij .
I.e., to compensate for respiratory motion each single phase–
correlated backprojection is warped by applying the motion
vector ﬁelds T ij corresponding to the respiratory motion.
D. Robust Motion Estimation Using an Artifact Model
1) Cyclic Registration with Temporal Constraints: A cyclic
registration method with temporal constraints [3] being based
on the demons algorithm [6] is part of our robust motion
estimation strategy. Due to a potential interference by image
artifacts as it is the case for gated 4D CBCT images, a cyclic
approach is used. There, motion is estimated between adjacent
phases only and MVFs of non–adjacent phases are given by
concatenation of MVFs from adjacent phases (c.f. ﬁgure 2).
Figure 2. Illustration of the cyclic registration: fj denotes the source images
for the phase bins j ∈ [1, N ]. The motion vector ﬁelds Tj+1
j
describe the
corresponding motion in–between two adjacent phase bins. The approach can
also be applied in reverse order.
In addition to the cyclic approach, the assumption of a
periodic breathing pattern is applied as temporal constraint
by the cost function
E :=
N∑
k=1
‖Ek‖
2 :=
N∑
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎛
⎝N+k−1∏
j=k
Tj+1j
⎞
⎠− Id
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
where
∏
denotes the noncommutative concatenation of several
vector ﬁelds, i.e.
∏N
j=1 T
j+1
j = T
2
1 ◦ T
3
2 ◦ . . . ◦ T
1
N . Note
that all indices are to be understood modulo N . Here, the
deviation of each vector ﬁeld concatenation and the expected
identity mapping Id is penalized. The error or cost function
E is minimized by the iterative scheme over k
j = k : Tj+1j ← T
j+1
j −
Ek
N
j = k : Tj+1j ← T
j+1
j −
Ek ◦
∏j−1
l=k T
l+1
l
N
,
that incorporates the additional information from the concate-
nation error vector ﬁelds Ek into the approximated motion
vector ﬁelds Tj+1j (more details in reference [3]).
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2) Motion–Free Model for Angular Sampling Artifacts:
While non–cyclic parts of the artiﬁcial motion induced by an-
gular sampling artifacts are eliminated by a cyclic registration
approach, cyclic parts may remain. The goal is to separate
also the cyclic components of respiratory motion and artiﬁcial
motion. For this purpose we create a second series of 4D
images, called 4D artifact images, that contain similar angular
sampling artifacts while being free of patient motion.
By using the 3D CBCT image to generate this series,
it has to be considered that respiratory motion is included
in the 3D CBCT image. To suppress the information about
patient motion, we generate a prior image ﬁrst, similar to that
prior image in [7]. For this purpose, air regions, soft tissue
regions, and bone regions have to be identiﬁed ﬁrst. This is
done by applying a simple thresholding with automatically
chosen thresholds to segment the different types. Finally, the
segmented air and soft tissue regions are set to the mean value
of the particular region. Bone pixels keep their values, as they
vary too much to properly model them with just one value.
Figure 3. Prior image derived from 3D CBCT by simple thresholding to the
segments air, soft tissue, and bone. Due to the presence of contrast agent some
parts were classiﬁed as bone which were expected to be soft tissue.
The resulting prior image (c.f. ﬁgure 3) is forward projected
in the same geometry as the rawdata were acquired. These
simulated projection data are retrospectively binned by the
same respiratory signal as the rawdata have been binned for the
gated 4D CBCT. A phase–correlated Feldkamp reconstruction
yields the 4D artifact images.
3) Robust Motion Estimation Using an Angular Sampling
Artifact Model: Our proposed motion estimation method is
illustrated as a ﬂowchart in ﬁgure 4. Two separate registrations
are performed using a cyclic registration approach, one for the
gated 4D CBCT images on the one hand and one for the 4D
artifact images on the other hand. The resulting vector ﬁelds
from the gated 4D CBCT contain cyclic parts of both, patient’s
respiratory motion and angular sampling artifacts. Possible
non–cyclic parts are eliminated by a cyclic registration as
already mentioned. The results from the 4D artifact images
contain only cyclic parts induced by the artifacts. The ﬁnal
step is to subtract these error approximations from the MVFs
derived by gated 4D CBCT.
III. RESULTS
PCF reconstructions and MoCo reconstructions were con-
ducted for subsets with size Δr = 10% and with a step size
of 5%, i.e. for 20 overlapping subsets.
Figure 5 shows mid–exhale phase bin views for different
reconstruction techniques. Using the entire projection data
without regard to respiratory phase 3D CBCT results in
motion–induced blurring and streaking indicated by arrows.
Figure 4. Illustration of the robust motion estimation method using an
angular sampling artifact model: First a prior image is generated from the
3D CBCT by simple thresholding. A second 4D image series is derived
by forward projection and gated reconstruction. For both 4D image series,
gated 4D CBCT and 4D artifact images, MVFs are estimated using a cyclic
registration approach. Finally, the results are combined and can be used for
motion compensation.
Gated 4D CBCT comes with a high temporal resolution
and reduced motion blurring. But its image quality is highly
deteriorated by sparse–view artifacts like increased noise and
prominent streak artifacts. Finer details like the pulmonary
blood vessels cannot be identiﬁed.
To demonstrate, how important it is to consider the presence
of sparse–view artifacts, we also show results for sMoCo,
a standard motion compensation with conventional motion
estimation. Here, the MVFs are obtained directly from their
corresponding phase pair images applying a non–cyclic reg-
istration algorithm. Figure 5 shows sMoCo images that are
strongly deteriorated by streaks and partially suffer from a
low temporal resolution. In particular, lung details are blurred
and impaired by streaks.
The results of aMoCo, a motion compensation using MVFs
obtained from the artifact model–based motion estimation,
show a similarly high temporal resolution like gated 4D
CBCT. In contrast to gated 4D CBCT images the streaks are
almost completely suppressed. Pulmonary blood vessels can
be clearly seen in the aMoCo images.
To highlight also the importance of the artifact model,
we performed a motion compensation (cMoCo) using MVFs
obtained from cyclic registration directly. The results for both
motion compensations, with and without using the angular
sampling artifact model, are shown in ﬁgure 6. Cyclic parts
induced by the angular sampling artifacts remain such that
there are artifacts visible in cMoCo indicated by arrows, in
particular in regions not affected by respiratory motion like
the spinal region. These artifacts are suppressed by aMoCo
due to the improved separation of cyclic patient motion from
cyclic motion induced by angular sampling artifacts.
The so far qualitative results are supported by root mean
square error (RMSE) measurements. Because of the heavy
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Figure 5. Ground truth and reconstructions of the simulated patient using different reconstruction techniques: A transversal (top row), a coronal (middle row)
and a sagittal view (bottom row) of the mid–exhale phase bin is shown here. The ground truth (ﬁrst column left), the standard Feldkamp reconstruction (second
column left), the phase–correlated Feldkamp reconstruction (middle column) as well as the results of motion compensation using MVFs from a standard
motion estimation (sMoCo, second column right) and from our proposed artifact model–based motion estimation (aMoCo, ﬁrst column right) are shown for
the simulation. All images are displayed at a grayscale window of C = −200 HU, W = 1400 HU.
streak artifacts the PCF reconstruction results in the greatest
RMSE value of 473 HU. The visual impression of lowest
motion blurring and lowest artifact impact in aMoCo images
is conﬁrmed by the lowest RMSE value of 122 HU compared
to 183 HU for FDK and 156 HU for cMoCo.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We proposed a robust motion estimation method using an
angular sampling artifact model to compensate for motion in
case of on–board kV imaging units in radiation therapy. It
separates patient’s respiratory motion from cyclic and non–
cyclic artiﬁcial motion parts induced by the angular sampling
artifacts within the gated 4D CBCT images.
Figure 6. Increased robustness: A close–up of the spine region is shown
for the 3D CBCT, and the results of motion compensation using MVFs
from cyclic registration only (cMoCo) and from artifact model–based motion
estimation (aMoCo). Artifacts within results of cMoCo are eliminated by
aMoCo. All images are displayed at a grayscale window of C = 0 HU, W =
1000 HU.
This can be managed with the help of a cyclic registration
with temporal constraints and an artifact motion model based
on a series of second 4D image series, called 4D artifact
images, which models the angular sampling artifacts of the
gated 4D CBCT but free of patient’s respiratory motion.
Based upon the model-based motion estimation a motion
compensation aMoCo is possible which almost completely
suppresses streak artifacts compared to the 4D CBCT images,
while maintaining the high temporal resolution. The crucial
part and therefore the enabling technique for motion estimation
in the presence of image artifacts is the incorporation of the
knowledge of a cyclic motion patterns and the incorporation
of an artifact model. The temporal constraints are maintained
by the model–based correction. Even more, the introduction
of new artifacts is avoided by reﬁning the motion vector ﬁelds
instead of corrections on the volumes. Thus, the robustness
of cyclic registration methods with temporal constraints is
strengthened.
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Abstract—Our goal is to develop a fully four-dimensional 
computed tomography (CT) reconstruction algorithms for time 
resolved, low dose cardiac CT imaging. Toward this goal, two 
steps are required. First, cardiac motion is obtained by 
projection-based motion estimation, Second, motion 
compensated image reconstruction of a time-dependent 
deforming object from cone-beam projections is performed by 
utilizing the obtained cardiac motion.  

Index Terms—Computed tomography, motion estimation, 
motion compensation.  
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A. Projection-based ME algorithm 
7KHJHQHUDOIUDPHZRUNRIWKHSURSRVHGSURMHFWLRQEDVHG0(
PHWKRGLVVLPLODUWRWKDWRI=HQJet. Al., ZKLFKZDVGHYHORSHG
IRUUHVSLUDWRU\PRWLRQHVWLPDWLRQ>@:HKDYHPRGLILHGWKHLU
DSSURDFK WR D ZHLJKWHG SURMHFWLRQEDVHG 0( IRU FDUGLDF
LPDJLQJ
Deformation model
,Q RXU PHWKRG FDUGLDF PRWLRQ LV PRGHOHG E\ D OLQHDU
FRPELQDWLRQ RI FXELF%VSOLQH EDVLV IXQFWLRQV/HW݂ሺݔԦǡ ݐሻ
EH'LPDJHGDWDZKHUHݔԦLVWKH'VSDWLDOYDULDEOHDQGݐLV
WKH WLPHYDULDEOH$'YROXPHDW WLPHݐ௥LV FKRVHQDV WKH
UHIHUHQFHYROXPH ௥݂ሺݔԦሻ 'ZDUSLQJ LV WKHQSHUIRUPHGRQ
WKH UHIHUHQFHYROXPH ௥݂ሺݔԦሻWR SURGXFH DZDUSHG ' LPDJH
௪݂ሺݔԦǡ ݐሻ
 ௪݂ሺݔԦᇱǡ ݐሻ ൌ  ௥݂ሺݔԦ ൅ ݑሬԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻǡ ݐ௥ሻ
ZKHUHݑሬԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻ LV WKH ' PRWLRQ YHFWRU ILHOG 09)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GHFUHDVH WKH QXPEHU RI XQNQRZQVݑሬԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻLV RQO\ VDPSOHG
RQ NQRWV ሺଓԦȁοݔԦȁǡ ߬οݐሻ  ZKHUH ȁοݔԦȁ DQG οݐ DUH WKH NQRW
VSDFLQJ LQ WKH VSDWLDO GRPDLQ DQG WKH WHPSRUDO GRPDLQ
UHVSHFWLYHO\DQGଓԦDQG߬DUHGLVFUHWHVDPSOLQJLQGLFHVLQWKH
VSDWLDO DQG WHPSRUDO GRPDLQV 7KHQ ሬܸԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻDW DQ DUELWUDU\
SRVLWLRQLVREWDLQHGE\FXELF%VSOLQHLQWHUSRODWLRQ>@
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௧
ο௧
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RI FXELF %VSOLQHV 7KHUHIRUH ZH REWDLQ 09)ݑሬԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻE\
REWDLQLQJ FXELF %VSOLQH FRHIILFLHQWVߠపԦǡఛ  7KHUHIRUH ZH
REWDLQ09) ሬܸԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻE\REWDLQLQJFXELF%VSOLQHFRHIILFLHQWV
ߠపԦǡఛ$ODUJHQXPEHURINQRWVPD\DOORZXVWRPRGHO09)V
DFFXUDWHO\KRZHYHULWLQFUHDVHVWKHFRPSXWDWLRQDOFRVWDQGD
ULVNRIIROGLQJSUREOHPRUQRQLQYHUWLEOH09)
Cost function
7KH QRLVH LQ &7 SURMHFWLRQV FDQ EH DSSUR[LPDWHG E\
*DXVVLDQ QRLVH WKXV D VXP RI VTXDUHGZHLJKWHG LQWHQVLW\
)RXUGLPHQVLRQDOSURMHFWLRQEDVHGPRWLRQ
HVWLPDWLRQDQGFRPSHQVDWLRQ
IRUFDUGLDF[UD\FRPSXWHGWRPRJUDSK\
4LXOLQ7DQJ-RFKHQ&DPPLQDQG.DWVX\XNL7DJXFKL
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ZKHUH S LV WKH QXPEHU RI ' NQRWVߙ௫ DQGߙ௧ሺ߬ሻDUH WKH
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WHUPVDQGܥ௫DQGܥ௧DUHGLIIHUHQFLQJPDWULFHVLQWKHVSDWLDO
DQG WHPSRUDO GRPDLQV UHVSHFWLYHO\ ,W FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW
ZHLJKWLQJIDFWRUVߙ௫DQGߙ௧ሺ߬ሻEDODQFHWKHFRQWULEXWLRQVRI
VLPLODULW\ PHWULF  DQG WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ WHUP R LQ FRVW
IXQFWLRQȰ.   
:H FDQ VHH WKDW WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ WHUP R LV FDUGLDF
SKDVHGHSHQGHQW DQG WKH VLPLODULW\ PHWULF L LV
VSDWLDOGHSHQGHQW2QHFDQWDNHDGYDQWDJHRILWE\DSSO\LQJD
ODUJHU ZHLJKW WR DQ DUHD ZLWK D FRPSOH[ PRWLRQ SDWWHUQ
ZKLFKLVGLIILFXOWWREHHVWLPDWHG
Optimization
7KHFRVWIXQFWLRQȰሺߠపԦǡఛሻFDQEHDSSUR[LPDWHGE\LWV7D\ORU
H[SDQVLRQ
Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ ൅ οߠ൯
ൌ Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯ ൅ οߠ்׏Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯ ൅
ଵ
ଶ
οߠ்׏ଶȰ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯οߠ ൅ڮ
ZKHUHοߠ்LV WKH WUDQVSRVH RI YHFWRUοߠ 7KH KLJKHU RUGHU
WHUPVDUHPXFKVPDOOHUWKDQWKHILUVWWKUHHWHUPVDQGWKXVFDQ
EHQHJOHFWHG
Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ ൅ οߠ൯ ൎ ܿ െ οߠܤ ൅
ଵ
ଶ
οߠ்ܣοߠ
ZKHUH
ܿ ൌ Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯$
ܤ ൌ െ׏Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯%
ܣ ൌ ׏ଶȰ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯&
7KH PDWUL[ ܣ  ZKRVH HOHPHQWV DUH WKH VHFRQG SDUWLDO
GHULYDWLYHVRIWKHIXQFWLRQLVDOVRFDOOHGWKH+HVVLDQPDWUL[
ܤDQGܣFDQ EH FDOFXODWHG E\ VXEVWLWXWLQJ (T  LQWR (T
%DQG&UHVSHFWLYHO\
ܤ ൌ െ
߲Ȱ
߲ߠపԦǡఛ

ൌ σ ଵ
ெே
ۃ
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%
ZKHUHۃ݉ǡ ݊ۄGHQRWHVWKHLQQHUSURGXFWRIDUUD\V݉DQG݊
7KHJUDGLHQWRIWKHFRVWIXQFWLRQȰDWߠపԦǡఛFDQEHFDOFXODWHG
E\
׏Ȱ൫ߠపԦǡఛ൯ ൌ െܤ ൅ ܣοߠ
7KHFRVW IXQFWLRQȰLVDWDQH[WUHPXPLI WKHJUDGLHQWRIȰ
YDQLVKHVDWߠపԦǡఛ
െܤ ൅ ܣοߠ ൌ Ͳ
:H XVH DQ LWHUDWLYH FRRUGLQDWH GHVFHQW ,&' DSSURDFK WR
PLQLPL]HWKHFRVWIXQFWLRQFRQMXJDWHJUDGLHQW&*PHWKRG
LV FKRVHQ WR PLQLPL]H WKH FRVW RI RQH 09) EHWZHHQ WKH
PHDVXUHG DQG FDOFXODWHG SURMHFWLRQ GDWD :H FKRVH ,&'
DSSURDFKWRKDQGOHDODUJHQXPEHURIXQNQRZQVHIILFLHQF\
FKRVH FRQMXJDWH JUDGLHQW EHFDXVH LW RIWHQ SURYLGHV IDVW
FRQYHUJHQFHDQGGRHVQRWUHTXLUHDQLQYHUVLRQRIWKH+HVVLDQ
PDWUL[)URPWKHFXUUHQWHVWLPDWLRQߠ௞ WKHQH[WHVWLPDWLRQ
ߠ௞ାଵ FDQ EH REWDLQHG E\ WKH FRQMXJDWH YHFWRU VHDUFKLQJ
GLUHFWLRQ݌௞ାଵDV
 ߠ௞ାଵ ൌ ߠ௞ ൅ ߣ௞ାଵ݌௞ାଵ        
ZKHUHߣ௞ାଵDQG݌௞ାଵFDQEHFDOFXODWHGDQDO\WLFDOO\XVLQJDQ
DSSURDFKVLPLODUWR>@
Implementation: 
7KHSURSRVHGSURMHFWLRQEDVHGPRWLRQHVWLPDWLRQPHWKRGFDQ
EHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQE\IROORZLQJVWHSV
6WHS6WDUWPRWLRQHVWLPDWLRQߠపԦǡఛ ൌ Ͳ7RVDYHVHDUFKLQJ
WLPHWKH09)VHVWLPDWHGE\LPDJHEDVHG0(FDQEHXVHGDV
DVWDUWDOVR
6WHS  *HQHUDWHG HVWLPDWHG SURMHFWLRQV ࣪ ௪݂ሺݔԦǡ ݐ௠ሻ DV
IROORZV
 &KRRVH D YROXPH LPDJH RI TXLHW SKDVH ௥݂ሺݔԦሻ  IRU
H[DPSOHPLGGLDVWROHDVDUHIHUHQFHSKDVH
3HUIRUP'%VSOLQHLQWHUSRODWLRQDFFRUGLQJWRWLPHRQ
ߠపԦǡఛWRREWDLQ09)ͳ͸ ൈ ͳ͸ ൈ ͳ͸ ൈ ͵ͲͲͲNQRWVIRUHDFK
WLPHSRLQWݐ௠
 3HUIRUP ' %VSOLQH LQWHUSRODWLRQ RQ VSDUVH09) WR
REWDLQGHQVH09)ͷͳʹ ൈ ͷͳʹ ൈ ͷͳʹNQRWVIRUHDFKWLPH
SRLQWݐ௠
:DUSHGWKHUHIHUHQFHLPDJH ௥݂ሺݔԦሻZLWKWKHGHQVH09)
DQG SHUIRUP ³GXDO VRXUFH VFDQQLQJ´ WR JHQHUDWH
SURMHFWLRQVZHFDOOLWPHDVXUHGSURMHFWLRQV
6WHS&DOFXODWHBDQGA XVLQJ(T
6WHS8SGDWHWKHߠపԦǡఛXVLQJ(T
6WHS5HSHDWVWHSWLOOFRQYHUJHG
B. MCR algorithm  
:H XVHG 6FKDIHU¶V PRWLRQ WUDFNLQJ FRQHEHDP
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ PHWKRG >@ DQG UHFRQVWUXFWHG YROXPHV DW
FDUGLDFSKDVHVtmm  «Nm.
Schafer’s method ,W LV WKH VWDQGDUG )HOGNDPS DOJRULWKP
H[FHSW WKDW GXULQJ WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ SURFHVV D UD\ WKDW
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

FRUUHVSRQGVWRDQHZSL[HOORFDWLRQݔԦᇱሺݐሻ ൌ ݔԦሺݐ௥ሻ ൅ ሬܸԦሺݔԦǡ ݐሻ
ZLOO EH FKRVHQ ZLWK WKH LQYHUVH VTXDUHGGLVWDQFH ZHLJKW
FDOFXODWHGE\WKHQHZSL[HOORFDWLRQ
,,, (9$/8$7,216
:HLPSOHPHQWHGWKHSURSRVHGDOJRULWKPXVLQJ&DQG&8'$
SURJUDPPLQJ DQG D JUDSKLF SURFHVVLQJ XQLW ERDUG DQG
HYDOXDWHGLWVSHUIRUPDQFHZLWKFRPSXWHUVLPXODWLRQ
A. Projection data 
A patient image Data set
$FOLQLFDOFDUGLDFYROXPHLPDJHZLWKOHVVPRWLRQEOXULQJDQG
DUWLIDFWV LV XVHG DV D SKDQWRP DQG LW ZDV REWDLQHG E\ D
VOLFH &7 VFDQQHU 6HQVDWLRQ  6LHPHQV +HDOWKFDUH
)RUFKKHLP *HUPDQ\ ZLWK D VWDQGDUG FDUGLDF SURWRFRO
GHWHFWRUFROOLPDWLRQRIîîPPZLWKD]IO\LQJIRFDO
VSRW WHFKQLTXH KHOLFDO SLWFK RI URW JDQWU\ URWDWLRQ
VSHHGRIPVHFURWDQGSURMHFWLRQVURW(&*VLJQDOV
ZHUHDOVRDFTXLUHGGXULQJWKHVFDQ7KHYROXPHVL]HLVî
îDQGWKHVSDFLQJZDVPPîPPî
PP
Synthesized cardiac motion
7R VLPXODWLRQ WKH FDUGLDFPRWLRQ 'PRWLRQYHFWRU ILHOGV
09)VZHUHV\QWKHVL]HGDVIROORZV>@
6WHS7KH09)VHVWLPDWHGE\LPDJHEDVHGPRWLRQ0(IRU
WKLV SDWLHQW ZHUH FKRVHQ DV WKH LQLWLDO 09)VݑሬԦ଴ VHH )LJ
D7KH LQLWLDO09)VPRGHOHGD UHDOLVWLF FDUGLDFPRWLRQ
VLQFH WKH\ ZHUH HVWLPDWHG IURP WKH VDPH SDWLHQW GDWD
DOWKRXJKLWPD\EHGHJUDGHGE\PRWLRQDUWLIDFWV
6WHS$GGLWLRQDO09)VݑሬԦ ൌ ൫ݑ௫ǡ ݑ௬ǡ ݑ௭൯ǡZHUHJHQHUDWHG
XVLQJ(TDOVRVHHILJXUHEFRQVLGHULQJUHDVRQDEOH
FDUGLDFPRWLRQVXFKDVH[SDQVLRQFRQWUDFWLRQDQGWZLVWLQJ
ݑ௫ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖǡ ݐሻ
ൌ ݏ݅݊ ቆ
ʹߨሺݐ െ ݐ௥ሻ
ܭ
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ͳͲ
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ܺ
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
6WHS6\QWKHVL]HG09)VݑሬԦ௦ZHUHREWDLQHGE\VXPPLQJݑሬԦ଴
DQGݑሬԦ7KHV\QWKHVL]HG09)VZHUHXVHGDVDWUXH09)6HH
)LJ1FLQWKLVVWXG\
Forward projection:  
6\QWKHVL]HGSDWLHQWSURMHFWLRQGDWDIRUGXDOVRXUFH&7ZHUH
JHQHUDWHGXVLQJWKHSDWLHQWLPDJHGDWDVHWDQGWKHV\QWKHVL]HG
FDUGLDFPRWLRQDVIROORZV7KHSDWLHQWLPDJHGDWDDWDUELWUDU\
WLPH ZDV REWDLQHG E\ ZDUSLQJ WKH LPDJH GDWD E\ WKH
V\QWKHVL]HG09)V7ZRSURMHFWLRQGDWDRDSDUWZHUHWKHQ
JHQHUDWHG E\ IRUZDUG SURMHFWLQJ 7KHUHIRUH WZR VHWV RI
SURMHFWLRQVZHUHJHQHUDWHG
7KH SDUDPHWHUV XVHG IRU FDUGLDF PRWLRQ DQG VFDQQHU DUH
KHDUWUDWHRIESPJDQWU\URWDWLRQVSHHGRIPVHFURW
VRXUFHWRGHWHFWRUGLVWDQFHRIPPVRXUFHWRLVRFHQWHU
GLVWDQFH RI  PP  SURMHFWLRQVURW DQG 
SURMHFWLRQVLQWRWDO
B. ME algorithm 
7KH09)ZDVPRGHOHGXVLQJ%VSOLQHVZLWKhh
h20NQRWVLQWKHxyzLQVSDFHDQGtLQWLPHNQRWVSDFLQJ
ZHUHPPPPPPDQG55LQWHUYDORU
 PVHF UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7R VDYH FRPSXWDWLRQ WLPH GXULQJ
PRWLRQ HVWLPDWLRQ RQO\ RQH ILIWK SURMHFWLRQVZHUH XWLOL]HG
GXULQJ0(
)LJXUHV DQG VKRZV UHVXOWVRI WKHPRWLRQHVWLPDWLRQ$
VXEWUDFWLRQLPDJH)LJVGDQGGVKRZVWKDWWKHGLIIHUHQFH
EHWZHHQ WKH UHIHUHQFH LPDJH f0 DQG WKH LPDJH DW WKH
HQGGLDVWROHZDVTXLWHODUJH%\ZDUSLQJWKHUHIHUHQFH
LPDJHZLWKWKHHVWLPDWHG09)VDQGUHSHDWLQJWKHVXEWUDFWLRQ
)LJV H DQG H WKH GLIIHUHQFHV ZHUH VLJQLILFDQWO\
GHFUHDVHG 7KLV VKRZV WKDW WKH 09)V HVWLPDWHG E\ WKH
SURSRVHG SURMHFWLRQEDVHG 0( ZDV TXDOLWDWLYHO\ DFFXUDWH
7KHPHDQVDEVROXWHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHHVWLPDWHG09)V
DQGWKHWUXWKLV
C. ME-MCR algorithm 
7KHUH LV VWLOO URRP WR LPSURYH WKH DFFXUDF\ RI HVWLPDWHG
09)VVHH)LJVHDQGH:HSODQWRSHUIRUP0&5RQFH
WKHDFFXUDF\RI0(LVLPSURYHG
,9 ',6&866,21$1'&21&/86,216
:H KDYH GHYHORSHG D IXOO\ IRXUGLPHQVLRQDO LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRG ZKLFK FRQVLVWV RI SURMHFWLRQEDVHG
PRWLRQ0(DQG0&5DOJRULWKPV:HFKRVHSURMHFWLRQEDVHG
0( LQVWHDGRI LPDJHEDVHG0( LQ WKLVZRUN7KHPHULWRI
SURMHFWLRQEDVHG0(LVWKDWWKHGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQWLPHIRUHDFK
SURMHFWLRQYLHZLVYHU\VKRUWOHVVWKDQPVHFDQGWKXVWKH
FDUGLDF PRWLRQ GXULQJ WKLV VKRUW GDWD DFTXLVLWLRQ FDQ EH
LJQRUHG,QFRQWUDVWWKDWRILPDJHEDVHG0(LVDVORQJDV
PVHF IRU GXDOVRXUFH&7ZKLFK UHVXOWV LQPRWLRQ DUWLIDFWV
WKDWPD\GHJUDGH WKH DFFXUDF\RI0( HVSHFLDOO\ IRU UDSLG

)LJ 09)VFROXPQDLVWKHLQLWLDO09)FROXPQELVWKHDUWLILFLDO
09)DQGFROXPQFLVWKHV\QWKHVL]HG09)7KHXSSHUURZLVWKHD[LDO
YLHZDQGWKHORZHUURZLVWKHFRURQDOYLHZ
D E F
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PRYLQJSKDVH7KHGLVDGYDQWDJHRISURMHFWLRQEDVHG0(LV
WKDWWKHPRWLRQDORQJWKHSURMHFWLRQUD\LVGLIILFXOWWRREWDLQ
DFFXUDWHO\ 7KH GXDO VRXUFH &7 ZKLFK DFTXLUHV WZR
SURMHFWLRQ GDWD VHWV DW YLHZ DQJOHV SHUSHQGLFXODU WR HDFK
RWKHUGRHVQRWKDYHVXFKDSUREOHP
7KHSURSRVHGSURMHFWLRQEDVHG0(ZDVHYDOXDWHGE\XVLQJ
V\QWKHVL]HGSDWLHQWGDWD7KHHVWLPDWHG09)VDSSHDUWREH
TXDOLWDWLYHO\ DFFXUDWH DQG WKH PHDQV DEVROXWH HUURU RI WKH
HVWLPDWHG09)VZDV
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Opening Windows – Increasing Window Size in
Motion-Compensated ECG-gated Cardiac
Vasculature Reconstruction
Chris Schwemmer, Christopher Rohkohl, Günter Lauritsch, Kerstin Müller, and Joachim Hornegger
Abstract—In interventional angiographic C-arm CT imaging
(rotational angiography), 3-D reconstruction of coronary vascu-
lature is a topic of ongoing research. Due to the slow gantry
rotation speed, motion artefacts corrupt image quality. Many
approaches use retrospective ECG-gating to limit data incon-
sistencies during reconstruction. This poses a trade-off between
gating window size and artefact level. A large gating window
reduces undersampling artefacts, but increases motion artefacts
and vice versa.
In this paper, we investigate how motion compensation can
be used to successively increase the gating window size in a
bootstrapping process. We use a deformable 2-D–2-D registration
between the acquired projection data and a forward projection of
the previous reconstruction to estimate motion inside the current
gating window. We evaluated the approach using the publicly
available CAVAREV platform and on six human clinical datasets.
We found that an increased gating window size leads to better
homogeneity and resolution of ﬁne detailed structures and a
reduction of undersampling artefacts, while motion artefacts can
be controlled well up to a gating window size of 80%, depending
on speed and amplitude of the motion. In addition, the use of
more projection data allows for a sharper ramp ﬁlter kernel,
increasing the sharpness of the reconstructed structures. The
CAVAREV results showed a 10% improvement over the best result
published online at the time of this writing.
I. INTRODUCTION
During coronary interventions, three-dimensional informa-
tion can provide improved guidance and easier assessment,
especially for complex vessel topologies. For intra-procedural
imaging, an angiographic C-arm CT system is a readily
available modality. But the slow rotation speed of these devices
limits their temporal resolution. This leads to motion-related
artefacts like motion blur and streak artefacts. A retrospect-
ively ECG-gated reconstruction of the X-ray projection data
improves temporal resolution. Only images from a speciﬁc
heart phase contribute to the reconstruction. However, this
presents a trade-off regarding the gating window size. Pro-
jection images within a small gating window are expected
to display a similar motion state. But the small amount of
data in turn leads to undersampling artefacts that strongly
decrease 3-D image quality. On the other hand, a large gating
window avoids undersampling artefacts, but then residual
motion within the gated projection data again leads to motion
artefacts.
It has been shown in previous work that motion compensa-
tion can be used to correct for residual motion in ECG-gated
C. Schwemmer, K.Müller and J. Hornegger are with the Pattern Recognition Lab,
Department of Computer Science, and the Erlangen Graduate School in Advanced Optical
Technologies (SAOT), Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen,
Germany, email: chris.schwemmer@cs.fau.de. C. Rohkohl and G. Lauritsch are with the
Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our algorithm.
reconstruction [1], [2]. These approaches have in common that
ﬁrst, a reference image is reconstructed, that is then used for
the motion estimation. Since this image needs to show as little
motion-related artefacts as possible to allow for a stable motion
estimation, a smaller gating window is preferred. The resulting
undersampling artefacts can be reduced by using a smooth
ramp ﬁlter kernel, which unfortunately also reduces spatial
resolution. But still, motion estimation for projection images
far from the reference heart phase (large gating window) is
difﬁcult. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate whether and
how motion estimation and compensation can be used to
“bootstrap” a reconstruction with a large gating window and
a sharper kernel in an iterative manner.
II. METHODS
A. Motion Estimation and Compensation Algorithm
An overview of the motion estimation and compensation
algorithm we used can be seen in Fig. 1. Most parts were
published in [2], where a detailed description can be found. In
the ﬁrst step, an initial ECG-gated reconstruction is performed.
In the second step, non-vascular tissue is removed by a
thresholding operation. The vascular structure is forward pro-
jected using a maximum intensity forward projection. In step
three, the original projection images are pre-processed using
a morphological top-hat operation [1] and a thresholding, so
that non-vascular tissue is also removed as much as possible.
In the fourth step, the pre-processed original projections and
the forward projections are registered using deformable 2-D–
2-D registration in a multi-resolution scheme. In step ﬁve, a
motion compensated, ECG-gated reconstruction is performed
using the deformation ﬁeld from the registration step. In the
sixth step, the procedure is repeated for further reﬁnement
using the same or different gating parameters.
A set of parameters is available for our algorithm. All ECG-
gated reconstructions are deﬁned by the reference heart phase
hr and the size and shape of the gating window centred around
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hr. hr ∈ [0, 1] is expressed as a fraction of the heart cycle. The
gating window is of cosa shape [3], where a ≥ 0 controls the
edge steepness. The total size ω ∈ [0, 1] is given as a fraction
of the heart cycle. For all gated reconstructions, streak reduc-
tion [4] was performed. Thresholding of the reconstructions
before forward projection was performed by retaining only
the tr percentile of the largest voxel values. Thresholding of
the original projections after top-hat ﬁltering was performed
by retaining only the tp percentile of largest pixel values.
The current motion model is a combination of afﬁne motion
and deformable motion, where the latter is modelled by
uniform cubic B-splines. We used only the afﬁne part on the
lower resolution levels and both parts on the higher levels. The
B-spline model is parametrised by the number of control points
c in each dimension. The cost function for registration was
normalised cross-correlation and the optimisation was driven
by a gradient descent method.
B. Bootstrapping Method
Since the initial reconstruction must be performed without
any motion compensation, a small gating window (here:
ω = 0.4) is needed to avoid residual motion as much as
possible. Still, remaining motion inside that window degrades
image quality, which can be compensated by the algorithm
described in Section II-A. A direct increase of ω in the ﬁrst
iteration is difﬁcult for two reasons: Both residual motion
and undersampling artefacts from the small window size limit
the quality of the reference image, increasing the chance
of misregistration during motion estimation. In addition, the
amount of motion within the gating window increases with ω.
A motion model with a larger c would then be desirable, which
in turn decreases numerical stability. We therefore increase
ω in an iterative fashion. For a certain ω, residual motion
is compensated and the result used as a reference image for
a new iteration with increased ω. Since a large number of
parameter combinations is possible, we used CAVAREV to
evaluate different choices and selected the best candidates for
the ﬁnal evaluation on clinical data.
C. Experimental Setup
1) CAVAREV: CAVAREV [5] is a publicly available plat-
form for the evaluation of cardiac vasculature reconstruction
algorithms. We used the cardiac motion-only dataset for our
evaluation, assuming a strict breath-hold protocol. This dataset
consists of 133 simulated projection images created from a
software phantom that shows a thorax and contrasted left and
right coronary arteries. Each projection image has a size of
960 × 960 pixels and an isotropic pixel size of 0.32mm.
Source-isocentre-distance was ~80 cm and source-detector-
distance ~120 cm. The reconstructed 3-D volumes have an
isotropic voxel size of 0.5mm and a size of 983mm3. The
reference heart phase was selected as hr = 0.90.
We created motion compensated reconstructions with 0
(initial reconstruction), 1, 2 and 3 iterations of our algorithm.
Iterations 0 to 2 used ω = 0.4, while in iteration 3 reconstruc-
tions with ω = 0.8 and ω = 1.0 were tested. In addition, each
reconstruction was both done with a smooth and a normal
kernel. After all experiments with 2 iterations, we selected
the best scoring reconstruction for forward projection for the
remaining experiments with 3 iterations.
Table I: Clinical datasets used for the evaluation. The number
of projections correspond to 40%, 80% and 100% gating.
Dataset 3-D Img. Vol. [mm3] Heart Rate [bpm] #Projs. Used
LCA1 1402 × 101 77 ± 0.1 53 / 106 / 133
LCA2 1522 × 107 58 ± 0.4 53 / 105 / 133
LCA3 1522 × 114 52 ± 0.7 54 / 106 / 133
RCA1 1522 × 110 68 ± 1.5 53 / 105 / 133
RCA2 1312 × 109 71 ± 2.1 53 / 105 / 133
RCA3 1432 × 119 54 ± 1.9 54 / 107 / 133
Table II: Motion model conﬁguration for the experiments.
Resolution Level
Low Med High
1. & 2. Iter. afﬁne afﬁne +B-spline, c = 6
3. Iter. afﬁne +B-spline, c = 6 +B-spline, c = 12
2) Human Clinical Datasets: Six human clinical datasets
were used for the evaluation (cf. Table I): In LCA1, LCA2
and LCA3, a left coronary artery was imaged. The patient
in dataset LCA2 had a total occlusion in the proximal part
of the LAD, which means that no contrast agent reached
the LAD beyond this point. In RCA1, RCA2 and RCA3, a
right coronary artery was imaged. All datasets were acquired
using a ﬁve second rotational angiography with selective
contrast agent administration (1–2ml/s) on an Artis zeego
C-arm device (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim,
Germany). Source-isocentre-distance was ~80 cm and source-
detector-distance ~120 cm. Each dataset consists of 133 pro-
jection images with a size of 1240×960 pixels and an isotropic
pixel size of 0.308mm. The reconstructed 3-D volumes have
an isotropic voxel size of 0.5mm. The reference heart phase
was selected as hr = 0.75 for all human datasets.
Again, we created motion compensated reconstructions with
0, 1, 2 and 3 iterations. A smooth kernel was used for iterations
0 to 2 and both kernels were tested for iteration 3, due to the
results of the CAVAREV evaluation (cf. Section III-A). As in
the CAVAREV experiments, a 40% gating window was used
for iterations 0 to 2 and both 80% and 100% for iteration 3.
3) Common Parameters: Thresholding was performed at
tr = 0.005 and tp = 0.2. The size of the morphological
kernel for top-hat ﬁltering was 3.85mm. We employed a
multi-resolution registration scheme with 3 levels. The motion
model conﬁguration for the different experiments is listed
in Table II. The maximum number of optimisation steps
on each level was set to 200 for the afﬁne and 250 for
the deformable registration. Optimisation was stopped if the
gradient magnitude of the NCC was below 3 · 10−4. For
ω = 0.4 and ω = 0.8, a cos4 window was used, i.e. a = 4.
For ungated reconstructions (ω = 1.0), a = 0 was used. Streak
reduction was used for ω = 0.4 and ω = 0.8.
D. Evaluation
Qualitative evaluation was carried out visually. The quantit-
ative evaluation of the CAVAREV experiments was done using
the metric Q3D ∈ [0, 1] provided by the platform [5], which
describes the morphological similarity of a reconstruction to
the ground truth data. Q3D = 1 would indicate the best
possible value.
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Table III: CAVAREV results. The percentage is the size of the
gating window ω.
Q3D
Initial, smooth kernel 0.744
Initial, normal kernel 0.739
1 Iter., 40%, smooth kernel 0.776
1 Iter., 40%, normal kernel 0.771
2 Iter., 40%, smooth kernel 0.776
2 Iter., 40%, normal kernel 0.773
3 Iter., 80%, smooth kernel 0.808
3 Iter., 80%, normal kernel 0.810
3 Iter, 100%, smooth kernel 0.805
3 Iter, 100%, normal kernel 0.821
For the quantitative evaluation of the human clinical data-
sets, we calculated the vessel sharpness [6] of continuous
vessel segments along each reconstructed tree. We selected the
same branch along the LAD and LCX of each left coronary
dataset, and the main branch of each right coronary artery
dataset. The average lengths of the selected branches were
198mm (LAD for LCA1 and LCA3), 174mm (LCX) and
183mm (RCA). The LAD of dataset LCA2 could only be
segmented for the ﬁrst 79mm due to the occlusion. Along each
branch, sharpness measurements were taken with a spacing of
1mm and the reported values are the average values of all
measurements for that branch.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. CAVAREV Experiments and Parameter Selection
Table III lists the Q3D values for the CAVAREV experiments
(Q3D = 0.744 is the best value published online at the time of
this writing). For this dataset, a second iteration with ω = 0.4
and a smooth kernel does not change the result measurably. In
addition, it can be seen that a smooth kernel leads to slightly
better Q3D values. From a theoretical viewpoint, ω = 0.4
results in a low number of projections used for reconstruction,
promoting undersampling artefacts. These are ampliﬁed by
a sharper kernel. Therefore, we suggest a more conservative
smooth kernel for both the initial and all motion compensated
reconstructions that use a 40% gating window size. If a
larger gating window is used, an improved reconstruction
of the vasculature can be obtained, as shown by the higher
Q3D scores. Additionally, a sharper kernel does improve the
achievable quality, since undersampling artefacts are not as
dominant anymore.
Volume renderings of the reconstructions of selected para-
meter combinations can be seen in Fig. 2. Comparing Fig. 2b
(ω = 0.4) and 2c (ω = 0.8), a clear decrease in artefact level
can be observed as indicated by the arrows. In addition, vessel
structures appear more homogeneous with a better visibility of
distal parts. While an ungated reconstruction further improves
vessel homogeneity, motion blur and an increase in artefact
level can be observed in Fig. 2d.
B. Human Clinical Datasets
Table IV shows the vessel sharpness values for all data-
sets and reconstructions. Over all datasets, vessel sharpness
decreased when going from a 40% to an 80% or 100%
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Reconstruction results of the CAVAREV dataset.
(a) Initial reconstruction. (b) 2 iter., 40%, smooth kernel.
(c) 3 iter., 80%, normal kernel. (d) 3 iter., 100%, normal kernel.
The grey scale window was 1000 HU.
Table IV: Average vessel sharpness in 1/mm. The percentage
is the size of the gating window ω, s.k. denotes smooth and
n.k. normal kernel.
(a) Left coronary arteries.
LCA1 LCA2 LCA3
LAD LCX LAD LCX LAD LCX
Initial 0.410 0.368 0.324 0.354 0.453 0.423
1 Iter., 40%, s.k. 0.482 0.446 0.443 0.479 0.512 0.511
2 Iter., 40%, s.k. 0.486 0.464 0.451 0.484 0.524 0.516
3 Iter., 80%, s.k. 0.457 0.441 0.355 0.400 0.497 0.495
3 Iter., 80%, n.k. 0.550 0.523 0.498 0.543 0.633 0.589
3 Iter, 100%, s.k. 0.387 0.387 0.367 0.409 0.429 0.481
3 Iter, 100%, n.k. 0.451 0.456 0.467 0.528 0.537 0.555
(b) Right coronary arteries.
RCA1 RCA2 RCA3
Initial 0.358 0.375 0.447
1 Iter., 40%, s.k. 0.500 0.457 0.483
2 Iter., 40%, s.k. 0.515 0.460 0.484
3 Iter., 80%, s.k. 0.481 0.436 0.451
3 Iter., 80%, n.k. 0.546 0.509 0.535
3 Iter, 100%, s.k. 0.451 0.410 0.427
3 Iter, 100%, n.k. 0.513 0.475 0.491
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: Reconstruction results of dataset LCA3 (left anterior
oblique view). (a) Initial reconstruction. (b) 2 iter., 40%,
smooth kernel. (c) 3 iter., 80%, normal kernel. (d) 3 iter.,
100%, normal kernel. The grey scale window was 1000 HU.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Reconstruction results of dataset RCA3 (left sagittal
view). (a) Initial reconstruction. (b) 2 iter., 40%, smooth
kernel. (c) 3 iter., 80%, normal kernel. (d) 3 iter., 100%, normal
kernel. The grey scale window was 1000 HU.
gating window and a smooth kernel. But this effect can
be compensated by switching to a sharper kernel: The best
sharpness results for all datasets were achieved with ω = 0.8
and a normal kernel.
In Fig. 3 and 4, reconstruction results for two datasets are
shown as volume renderings. Fig. 3 illustrates the beneﬁts of
increasing the gating window size and being able to use a
sharper kernel: Vessel homogeneity is greatly increased (cf.
arrows), which in turn increases the visible length of small
distal vessels. In addition, the depiction of the artiﬁcial valve
is improved both in Fig. 3c and even more in Fig. 3d. While
the same observations about vessel homogeneity and visibility
hold for Fig. 4c, Fig. 4d shows that ω = 1.0 did not improve
but decrease vessel visibility for dataset RCA3 compared to
ω = 0.8. Again, we attribute this to not fully compensated
motion.
IV. CONCLUSION
Gating window size in ECG-gated cardiac reconstruction is
a trade-off between undersampling and motion-related arte-
facts. The latter can be reduced by residual motion compensa-
tion. But motion estimation and compensation becomes more
difﬁcult with large window sizes. We investigated how this can
be overcome by an iterative process that successively increases
the window size (bootstrapping). We found that motion-related
artefacts can be controlled well up to a window size of 80%.
The larger window reduces undersampling artefacts and leads
to better homogeneity and resolution of ﬁne detailed structures.
In addition, more usable projection data allows for a sharper
ramp-like ﬁlter kernel, which in turn increases sharpness and
resolution of the reconstructions.
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Towards General Motion Recovery in Cone-Beam
Computed Tomography
Wolfgang Wein and Alexander Ladikos
Abstract—Irreproducible motion of either the patient or the
device during a cone-beam X-Ray scan remains a major issue
limiting reconstruction quality in many practical applications.
Computational approaches are starting to emerge, which allow
to model general motion parameters during the reconstruction
itself. Besides, intelligent image processing on the projection data
may reveal clues about “what went wrong” during a scan. We
present a novel algorithm which uses a combined analysis in
projection and reconstruction space, to both detect and account
for unknown motion. This allows not only for the detection of
large-scale, non-periodic bulk motion, but also an automatic
recovery of it, required for a reconstruction void of artifacts.
Using the proposed method, we can restore the reconstruction
of clinical head scans with severe unknown motion. Moreover,
we evaluate our method on synthetic data with known motion
trajectories in a radiotherapy scenario.
Index Terms—cone-beam, computed tomography, motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cone-beam reconstruction algorithms used for most
X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) imaging devices today,
strongly rely on the assumption that the geometry of the
X-Ray source-detector arrangement relative to the imaged
subject is correctly known and modeled at all times. However
this assumption is often violated in light of non-reproducible
device inaccuracies (which cannot be modeled during ofﬂine
geometric calibration), as well as patient motion. The latter is
more often an issue in slowly rotating C-arm systems as op-
posed to gantry-based CT scanners. Loss of resolution, severe
artifacts, and completely wrong structures in the reconstruction
appear, when the individual rays are considered with the wrong
geometry. Ultimately it does not even matter if the excess
motion stems from the device or the patient.
Prior work dealing with patient motion has generally focused
on particular clinical applications or anatomic regions. This
allows to constrain the problem in terms of motion charac-
teristics, such as periodicity and typical trajectories occurring
with cardiac or respiratory motion. If a surrogate signal for the
motion phase is available, a binned 4D-reconstruction (with
corresponding loss of signal to noise ratio proportional to the
number of volumes), followed by further reﬁnement [1] is
possible. Other practical solutions require a reference scan not
affected by motion, e.g. using a breath-hold acquisition proto-
col [2]. A more holistic approach is to jointly reconstruct the
target volume and a motion model [3]. This however requires a
reasonably close initialization of the motion parameters, hence
unknown large-scale motion cannot be addressed. General
ImFusion GmbH, Agnes-Pockels-Bogen 1, 80992 Mu¨nchen, Germany.
Corresponding author: Wolfgang Wein, E-mail: wein@imfusion.de.
mathematical formulations of such a joint reconstruction have
been described e.g. in [4] and [5], with only early results on
abstract geometric data though.
We had previously proposed a practical self-calibration ap-
proach for reﬁning uncertain geometric and radiometric pa-
rameters within an algebraic reconstruction framework [6].
Other related methods also repeatedly reconstruct with altered
parameters, using a quality criterion such as the sharpness
of the reconstruction volume or a single slice thereof [7], in
analogy to a camera’s auto-focus. Such methods are able to
tune parameters, however again require close initialization (if
the initial reconstruction is deteriorated, a local optimization
would not converge).
To address unknown large-scale motion during a scan, we
have recently developed a method to analyze successive X-
Ray images in projection space using the epipolar geometry
[8]. It is able to detect and approximately recover the three-
dimensional motion between X-Ray images with a small
baseline (such as successive projections from a cone-beam
scan). However simply concatenating those incremental mo-
tion estimates would yield drift of the entire sequence.
In this work, we extend the motion detection method [8]
by appropriate normalization of the transformation estimates,
such that they actually can be used to improve the recon-
struction. We then combine the results with the self-calibration
approach [6], in order to ﬁne-tune the motion estimates. This
yields a powerful hybrid technique which can fully recover
even large-scale bulk motion. The remainder of this manuscript
is organized as follows. First, we review the basics of self-
calibration and motion detection in projection space. Then
the new transformation normalization scheme allowing to
incorporate the results into the reconstruction is presented. The
combined method which yields the ﬁnal reﬁnement is then
explained. Results on both real clinical and synthetic data sets
are shown, followed by a brief discussion.
II. METHODS
A. Self-Calibration
Algebraic reconstruction techniques generally minimize the
re-projection error between a volume estimate and the mea-
sured X-Ray projection data:
E = argmin
x
‖Ax− p‖ (1)
where A is the system matrix, x the vector with all entries
of the volume estimate, and p the X-Ray attenuation data.
In a perfect scenario void of geometric errors, measurement
noise, and with all details of the X-Ray physics modeled
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in the forward- and back-projection steps, the residual re-
projection error E would converge towards zero after sufﬁ-
cient iterations. It is therefore appropriate to minimize the
same error E with respect to further unknown parameters
(in addition to the individual attenuation values of the re-
construction volume). “Global” parameters which directly
affect the entire reconstruction result, are optimized by re-
computing a reconstruction, using equation 1 as cost function
value to minimize. “Local” parameters such as additional drift
or rotation of individual X-Ray projections, are sequentially
optimized, after which the reconstruction is re-computed. The
latter essentially comprises a 2D-3D registration algorithm of
X-Ray projections to the reconstruction volume. A state of
the art GPU implementation of an ordered subset simultaneous
iterative reconstruction technique (OS-SIRT) is used, such that
executing a non-linear optimization over the reconstruction as
cost function is not computationally prohibitive [6].
For the “global” self-calibration, the number of parameters
one can use is limited, both for increase in computation time
and numerical stability (in terms of ambiguities and local
optima). For the local sequential optimization of individual
projection parameters, a close starting estimate is required,
since otherwise the initial reconstruction would be deteriorated
to start with. Therefore, these computational tools are in
the current form rather suited for self-calibration of device
parameters than for recovering large-scale patient motion.
B. Motion Detection
Using geometric calculations from stereo computer vision,
it is possible to express the attenuation value I(x) of an X-
Ray image I at pixel location x as a linear combination of
pixels along the epipolar line in the next X-Ray image J for
a supposed geometric relationship between the images:
I(x) =
n∑
k=1
wkJ(xk) +wn+1 (2)
Here, xk are a number of discrete sample locations along
the epipolar line in image J , deﬁned from preferred depth
locations where the image structures are most prevalent. The
unknown weights wk are estimated locally within each pixel’s
neighborhood in a least-squares fashion. It is then possible to
derive an image similarity measure for every image location
from that:
Sx(I, J) = 1− |ix − Jxwx|
2
V ar(ix)
(3)
where ix is now a vector of pixel values within a neighborhood
of I , Jx is a matrix with the number of pixels considered
times the number of samples along the epipolar line, and wx
is the vector of weights computed around image location x.
Computed over entire pairs of successive X-Ray images, S
constitutes a similarity measure which is sensitive to the sup-
posed 3D-geometric relationship between the images. Varying
the transformation between the images and hence modifying
the epipolar line segments along which the image relationship
is assessed, allows to detect if additional motion is present.
In addition to the binary decision whether motion is present
for every pair of X-Ray images, the relative motion between
them can be approximately recovered by optimizing over the
motion similarity [8].
C. Transformation Normalization
We describe the projection matrix of a cone-beam X-Ray
frame i as
Pi =
[
K 0
]
M′iRiMi (4)
where the 4 × 4 matrix Ri describes the transformation
from iso-center into detector coordinates (i.e. containing the
rotation parameters of the cone-beam setup), and the 3 × 3
matrix K contains the intrinsic projection parameters. M′i
and Mi contain additional motion in detector and iso-center
coordinates, respectively. Either of the latter ones can be
optimized. For modeling patient motion, one would work in
iso-center coordinates and describe the overall motion during
a frame i as concatenation of incremental contributions from
all previous frames:
Mi =
i∏
k=1
Ti−k+1 (5)
The relative transformations Ti computed by the motion
detection algorithm for each single frame should add up to
the identity matrix when closing the loop to the ﬁrst frame
(for a full 360◦ scan). In practice this is not the case due to
drift and noise in the motion estimation. We therefore need
a method for loop closing which takes the structure of the
relative transformations into account but modiﬁes them in such
a way that they result in the identity transformation when
concatenated.
More formally let us assume that we have n relative
transformation matrices T1,T2, . . . ,Tn and a ﬁnal relative
transformation C. We then want to ﬁnd Ĉi so that
T = C
n∏
i=1
Tn−i+1 =
(
n∏
i=1
Ĉ
)(
n∏
i=1
Tn−i+1
)
=
n∏
i=1
Ĉn−i+1Tn−i+1
(6)
Ĉ is the n-th matrix root of C. Assuming C is of the form
C =
[
A t
0 1
]
; Ĉ =
[
Â t̂
0 1
]
(7)
and A is diagonalizable, we can compute the eigenvalue
decomposition of A = VDV−1 and write Ĉ as above with
M̂ = VD
1
nV (8)
t̂ =
⎛⎝⎛⎝n−1∑
i=1
⎛⎝ i∏
j=1
Â
⎞⎠⎞⎠+ I
⎞⎠−1 t (9)
Since D is a diagonal matrix D
1
n is obtained by simply taking
the n-th root of each entry on the diagonal.
Finally, we need to move the Ĉ matrices into the coordinate
frame of each transformation Ti. The Ĉi in T =
∏n
i=1 ĈiTi
resulting from this coordinate system change are given by
Ĉi = TiG
−1ĈG; G =
∏n−i+1
j=1 Tn−j+1 (10)
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For the transformation chain given in equation 5 the incre-
mental transform C we correct is C = M−1i .
D. Hybrid Reﬁnement
Our new overall algorithm operates as follows.
1) All projection images containing motion wrt. the previous
frame are detected (including motion from the ﬁrst frame
to the last). This relative motion is successively found by
optimizing over rigid transformation parameters for the
detected frames. In the case of a full scan, the scheme
described in section II-C is used to normalize the optimized
transformations in order to avoid drift. A reconstruction
after this step generally exhibits signiﬁcantly reduced motion
artifacts.
2) The main blocks of connected frames without motion
are selected. Rigid parameters for the transformation of all
blocks but the largest (which remains ﬁxed) are fed into the
global self-calibration algorithm. Before every evaluation
of parameters, the transformations of all frames outside of
blocks are normalized according to the interpolation scheme
described in section II-C, in order to maintain the initial
estimate from the motion compensation. This step usually
yields the largest overall improvement, since the rough
motion estimation on projection images is optimized using
the residual error of the reconstruction, eliminating drift but
keeping the overall structure of inter-frame motion.
3) A local self-calibration step (i.e. 2D-3D registration) is
executed for all frames outside of blocks, hence reﬁning
transformation parameters in M′i wrt. detector coordinates. An
improved reconstruction is computed after the optimization of
all frames. This step may be repeated once or twice, until the
residual error does not improve over a selected 
 threshold.
4) Optionally, a local self-calibration step on all frames is
conducted. This would also ensure a ﬁnal compensation of
slight device inaccuracies.
Since both the motion similarity measure S and the self-
calibration residual error E yield smooth cost function val-
ues, an optimization algorithm which internally approximates
derivatives results in a signiﬁcantly lower number of evalua-
tions than other direct search methods. We therefore use the
Bound Optimization by Quadratic Approximation (BOBYQA)
method [9].
III. RESULTS
A. Clinical Data
We have applied our algorithm on several orthodontic head
scans with strong patient motion, however without ground
truth information available. Figure 1 depicts axial and sagittal
cross-sections of a reconstruction before and after our motion
recovery method. In this example, the patient has moved his
head several times during the sequence, with steady phases
in between (which is addressed by the block optimization in
step 2 of our method). The reduction of artifacts is clearly
visible, in particular in the wrong “shadow” of the front teeth
in the original reconstruction. This data set is a full scan with
450 frames and excentric detector motion for enlarged ﬁeld of
(a) original reconstruction
(b) after motion recovery
Fig. 1. Reconstruction result on a real patient before and after motion
recovery
view. Five blocks of consistent successive frames have been
found in this sequence, hence the block-based self-calibration
in step 2 takes (5 − 1) ∗ 6 = 24 parameters. The non-
linear optimization terminates after about 250 cost function
evaluations, a single evaluation takes about 0.5 seconds with
reconstruction volume dimension 256, on a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 670 GPU. All steps combined, therefore including the
local self-calibration of all frames, yield a computation time
in the order of ﬁve minutes. The following table shows the
residual errors averaged over all frames after each step.
step error step error
original 0.00983316 step 3 0.00900554
step 1 0.00926058 step 3 repeated 0.00899732
step 2 0.00903790 step 4 0.00888388
Those values are expressed in average absolute differences
per pixel, with intensities normalized to [0 . . . 1].
B. Synthetic Data
We also evaluated our method on a thorax CT scan with
simulated patient motion, by generating 180 DRRs on a
360 degree trajectory around the patient. The artiﬁcal motion
included rigid bulk motion as well as afﬁne non-uniform
scaling to resemble respiratory motion, with the resting states
after motion being different than before (see dotted lines in
ﬁgure 2). Running the projection-based motion optimization
we were able to approximately recover the motion parameters
(see ﬁgure 2a). Running the self-calibration step on these
parameters further reduced the error particularly in frames
between motion, as seen in ﬁgure 2b. Figure 3 shows an axial
and a sagittal slice through the reconstructed patient volume
(resolution 5123) at different stages of the motion optimization
together with the residual error of the reconstruction. The ﬁnal
reconstruction quality is close to the ground truth, both in
terms of visual appearance and residual error. The average per-
frame spatial error for the center point of the reconstruction
volume and its direction were reduced from 6.53 ± 9.40mm
to 0.66 ± 0.59mm in translation, and from 1.29 ± 0.90◦ to
0.55± 0.34◦ in rotation.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ground-truth and recovered patient motion
IV. DISCUSSION
We have developed a new hybrid approach operating in
both projection and reconstruction space to detect and recover
patient or device motion in cone-beam CT. Detection of large
motion is achieved using the projection based motion analysis,
and approximately estimated with it. Only in combination
with a self-calibration approach can the motion be precisely
recovered however. The link between the intermediate results
of relative motion between frames, and absolute motion pa-
rameters that are optimized using global block based self-
calibration, is achieved by a normalization of the chain of
transformation matrices.
We have shown that this method can restore severely com-
promised head scans, bootstrapping the motion information
without any prior assumptions. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not been achieved before. While these qualitative
clinical results were obtained using a rigid parametrization,
linear afﬁne transformation matrices are supported as well (as
demonstrated in section III-B), and should allow to deal with
a majority of clinical scenarios involving respiratory motion.
In order to tackle complex motion with signiﬁcant local
deformations (i.e. cardiac motion), adapted parametric motion
models can be integrated with our method. For a given pa-
rameter conﬁguration, it can then be evaluated simultaneously
in projection and reconstruction space, how well it describes
the actual motion. While this ﬁrst approach suggested here is
rather straightforward, we believe that such a joint analysis is a
powerful foundation for dealing with motion in general. More
complex motion models are the subject of future work, as well
as thorough experiments on clinical data with ground truth
(e.g. by tracking actual patient motion with auxiliary sensors).
Further work is also required for a more theoretical under-
standing of the connection between the epipolar geometry
in successive X-Ray images with intermediate results during
reconstruction.
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TOF ML-ACF reconstruction using CT based 
attenuation as a priori information
Vladimir Y. Panin, Michel Defrise and M.E. Casey 
Abstract– In modern PET-CT scanners attenuation 
information is acquired by CT machinery. This information may 
not be fully compatible for use in PET data correction. The 
source of PET and CT inconsistency is due to the sequential 
nature of scanning, a shorter CT FOV, and scans of differing 
durations. 
Recent theoretical investigations concluded that both activity 
and attenuation distributions can be obtained from PET emission 
TOF data alone up to knowledge of the sinogram scaling 
parameter. In TOF, attenuation is recovered in the form of 
attenuation factors. This allows for development of a fast iterative 
algorithm, referred to as ML-ACF. In this work we consider the 
combination of attenuation information obtained from a CT scan 
and from TOF PET data for PET data correction. We 
constrained ML-ACF attenuation factor estimations by biasing 
them toward CT information by means of a quadratic prior. 
Preliminary results showed that the activity image can gain noise 
improvement while being free of artifact, induced by mismatched 
CT attenuation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
TOF PET scanners were commercially introduced in the 
past decade, exploiting advances in scanner hardware. The use 
of additional TOF information led to decreased noise and 
therefore potentially better detectability of small lesions [1] in 
studies of large patients (relative to the TOF resolution). It was 
observed that reconstructed images were less affected by the 
bias in the estimated correction factors, such as normalization 
[2], scatter estimation [2], and attenuation [3, 4]. In broader 
terms, the use of TOF information led to better definition of 
the consistent part of the data, regardless of the nature of 
inconsistencies, which may be due to high frequency statistical 
data noise or to lower frequency artifacts in scatter estimation. 
Most data correction factors are specific to the physics of 
PET and to the characteristics of the scanner. Therefore, these 
factors should ideally be estimated based on the PET data 
themselves and on the scanner type. The current practice, 
however, requires using an external device to estimate the 
attenuation correction. In modern PET-CT scanners, 
attenuation information is provided by the attenuation map 
(converted to 511 keV energy) obtained from a CT scan. In the 
past, numerous attempts were made to recover attenuation 
information from PET data alone. In the non-TOF case, only 
limited successes were achieved because it was difficult to 
avoid cross-talk between the activity and the attenuation 
images. Cross-talk artifacts contaminate the reconstructed 
activity image with features present in the attenuation map 
images and vice versa. 
Recent theoretical investigations [5] concluded that both 
activity and attenuation distributions can be determined from 
PET TOF data up to a global scaling of the activity image. 
One limitation of this approach is that the attenuation 
correction factors cannot be determined outside of the support 
of the emission sinogram. This limitation complicates the 
estimation of the scatter background, which requires 
knowledge of the full attenuation map. In addition, the stability 
of the simultaneous estimation of emission and attenuation will 
need more investigation, in particular to determine its 
dependence on the TOF resolution. 
Fortunately, in the current practice of PET imaging, the 
estimation of attenuation from PET data alone is not necessary 
due to the diagnostic value of PET-CT scanning. Nevertheless, 
the available CT-based attenuation information is not fully 
compatible with the PET data. The CT field-of-view is shorter 
and yields only truncated patient data. In addition, the PET 
data are acquired under different conditions. The most 
noticeable mismatch between the attenuation map and activity 
image is due to respiratory motion. In Fig. 1(a) CT image was 
taken while the patient was holding his breath. Therefore, the 
patient diaphragm was in the lowest position. During PET 
acquisition, the liver region was averaged over respiratory 
movement. This mismatch between PET and CT is clearly 
seen in the activity image in Fig. 1(b), which was 
reconstructed using the usual OS-EM algorithm. This image 
shows the liver split in two parts, only the lower of which was 
properly corrected for attenuation. 
The theory [5] was formulated in terms of an attenuation 
factors estimation based on analytical consistency conditions. 
This result suggests that a similar approach, based on 
estimating the attenuation factors rather than the attenuation 
image, should also be possible for a discrete model based on 
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. This led to the TOF 
ML-ACF algorithm [6-8], which has the same complexity as 
the commonly used ML-EM algorithm. The reconstruction in 
Fig. 1(c) was obtained by applying two iterations of ML-ACF, 
starting with the result of one iteration of the OS-EM 
reconstruction. After these two ML-ACF iterations, the liver 
and spleen activity images were significantly changed. 
The first attempts for simultaneous ML estimation of 
activity and attenuation [9-11] were performed by estimating 
the attenuation map rather than the attenuation factors. In this 
case, typical values of the attenuation coefficients can be used 
as prior information, solving the problem of the arbitrary scale 
factor. These approaches also provide additional constraints on 
the attenuation factors, which can lead to better and less noisy 
estimates of the activity. Scatter estimation can be performed 
based on the current estimate of the attenuation map. In 
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contrast, the ML-ACF algorithm has the advantage of fast 
reconstruction, but it lacks the above mentioned possibilities. 
In this paper, we propose to overcome this limitation by 
combining ML-ACF with the use of available, but potentially 
incomplete or inaccurate, CT information on a PET-CT 
scanner. The combination is based on a simple quadratic prior, 
which penalizes large differences between the estimated 
attenuation factors and those derived from the CT scan. 
II. METHODS
A. Objective Function 
TOF prompt data y={yit} with spatial projection (LOR) 
index i and TOF bin index t, can be modeled by combining the 
modeled projection p from the emission object f, corrected for 
scanner efficiency by a known normalization array N and for 
attenuation by an array of attenuation factors a. The 
background events have a known mean b , equal to the sum of 
the estimated, efficiency corrected, scatter, and of the 
estimated randoms. The Poisson Likelihood objective function 
has the following form: 
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where cit,j is the system matrix corresponding to the TOF 
geometric projector. In the following, quantities without index 
t denote quantities summed over the TOF index, e.g. 
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The available CT based attenuation is accommodated in two 
ways. The attenuation of LORs, passing outside the support of 
the activity image, cannot be recovered from emission data. In 
the rest of the paper, prime spatial projection indices denote 
such LORs, for which attenuation values are provided by CT 
and are not estimated. These LORs can be defined by CT 
attenuation sinogram values, which are close to one. For the 
other LORs, the attenuation values are estimated from the 
emission data, but are biased towards the CT values by a 
quadratic prior. We now describe two algorithms. 
B. Nested loop algorithm 
This algorithm alternatively updates a and f. We use the 
following objective function: 
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where β>0 is a regularization parameter. 
This objective function is maximized with respect to a, 
assuming fixed p , using a surrogate based iteration, where the 
logarithmic term in (3) is replaced by the same separable 
surrogate as in the derivation of the ML-EM algorithm. The 
resulting update step is: 
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Instead of this iteration, it is possible to directly obtain a 
closed form solution if one uses data precorrected for 
background. In that case, b is zero in (4), the factor a(n) is
simplified, hence  
)(~ iiii bysmoothyC −≡=       (5), 
and (4) directly yields the maximizer a of (3) in terms of the 
current activity estimate f.  
After updating the attenuation, the objective function (3) is 
maximized with respect to f at fixed a, using the ML-EM 
algorithm. Typically-ordered subsets are used and a single 
iteration of OS-EM is done instead of a full maximization. 
C. Attenuation by-product algorithm 
In the absence of regularization (β=0), the update (4) using 
the pre-corrected data (5) becomes iii pya
~
= . We will refer 
to this solution as the Gaussian approximation, since it 
maximizes the Gaussian approximation of the Poisson 
Likelihood, with data variance approximated by p . We 
proposed this method in our previous work [8], as a way to 
incorporate background events in ML-ACF without requiring 
Figure 1. Reconstruction of patient data. (a) Attenuation map, 
which is a smoothed version of the CT image; (b) activity 
image after the OS-EM 3 iterations, 24 subsets where CT 
based attenuation map was used for attenuation correction; (c) 
activity image after ML-ACF 2 iterations, 24 subsets, where 
1st iteration of OSEM was used as initial condition. The 
activity images were post-smoothed by 4 mm Gauss filter. 
(a)
(b)
(c)
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an alternative nested-loop update strategy because substituting 
iii pya
~
= into (3) leads to a likelihood that can easily be 
maximized. In order to accommodate a similar approach we 
minimize a Gaussian approximation of (1) with a modified 
quadratic prior, 
( ) ( )22~1 ¦¦ −+−
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p
β     (6). 
The prior is chosen to allow a closed form expression for the 
attenuation factors at fixed activity: 
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This expression has valid limits for zero β and large β. 
Substituting (7) into the un-regularized Poisson likelihood 
(1), the following objective function must be maximized: 
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where L' stands for the contribution of the primed indices (first 
line in (3)). A separable surrogate for L is derived as in [6, 8, 
12], with the difference that Jensen's convexity inequality is 
applied to the first log term in (8) by decomposing its 
argument as a sum of J+J2 terms, with the J2 terms for 
¦
′′
′
jj
jjjijitiit ffccpp ,,~ . Maximizing the surrogate yields the 
update equation (including primed indices for LORs with fixed 
CT attenuation), which is: 
(9). 
In the limit of zero β, (9) tends to the ML-ACF used in [8]. 
However, the limit of algorithm (9) for large β does not 
coincide with ML-EM. 
III. RESULTS 
The investigations were conducted on the patient data from 
Fig. 1 (where Fig. 1(c) was the ML-ACF reconstruction with 
the attenuation by-product algorithm of section II.C). The 
patient was scanned for 5 mins per bed position after injection 
with 293 MBq FDG. Only one bed position out of a total of 
eight was reconstructed here. The patient diaphragm was in the 
middle of the scanner. We used the standard mCT sinogram 
size of 400(radial) x168(azimuthal) x621(axial) x13(TOF). 
The reconstructed images are 400x400x109 2x2x2 mm size. 
The TOF resolution of the mCT is 570 ps with 312ps TOF bin 
width. 
We were trying to find the regularization parameter range 
that is the turning point in the definition of liver structure 
between OS-EM and non-regularized ML-ACF 
reconstructions. Fig. 2 represents images obtained with the 
nested loop algorithm of section II.B. Increasing the 
regularization parameter resulted in a worse definition of the 
liver, while the estimated attenuation sinogram became 
noticeably smoother. We measured noise in one planar ROI of 
the liver region. This plane was not affected by the change in 
attenuation due to ML-ACF, since it was low enough to be 
within the liver during the CT scan. Noise decreased by 7.2% 
in Fig. 2(b) and by 13.8% in Fig. 2(c), compared with the 
activity image of Fig. 2(a). 
Fig. 3 presents similar observations for the attenuation by-
product algorithm. Here the noise effect was less understood. 
The attenuation by-product algorithm is less noisy compared 
to the same number of iterations of the OS-EM algorithm, see 
Fig. 1. This was inherited by the regularized by-product 
algorithm. Even in the case of significantly large β attenuation, 
the by-product algorithm was smoother when compared to the 
OSEM reconstruction. Nevertheless, Fig. 4 displays that the 
regularized attenuation by-product algorithm became similar to 
the OS-EM reconstruction on a voxel-to-voxel basis. The 
voxel values inside the patient (an attenuation map defined 
patient boundaries; axial planes, which contain OSEM liver 
artifacts, were excluded) were considered in a histogram of 
absolute difference in each voxel, normalized by the OSEM 
reconstruction voxel value. The histogram became 
progressively sharper around zero difference with a β increase. 
The attenuation by-product images were scaled to match the 
global scaling of the OSEM reconstruction. A significantly 
Fig. 2. Reconstruction by nested loop algorithm. The images 
on the left are estimated ACF sinograms (a-1). The images on 
the right are activity estimations after 2 iterations, 24 subsets, 
4 mm Gauss filter post-smoothing. (a) β=0; (b) β=100 and (c) 
β=500. The initial estimate was the OS-EM reconstruction 
with CT based attenuation, 1 iteration, 24 subsets.
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regularized image, β=1000, was identical in scaling to the 
OSEM reconstruction, while non-regularized reconstruction 
was different by 10%. The resolution-noise tradeoff of the 
attenuation by-product algorithm needs to be investigated to 
understand if the attenuation byproduct algorithm is effectively 
noisier when compared to the gold standard, the OSEM 
reconstruction. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two algorithms for incorporating CT information into TOF 
simultaneous activity and attenuation factors reconstruction 
were presented. The preliminary results suggest that the a 
priori CT information decreases noise in the reconstructed 
activity image, compared to the use of only emission data. At 
the same time, allowing the attenuation factors to deviate from 
the CT-based factors limits the effect of the mismatch between 
sequential data acquisitions. 
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction by attenuation by-product algorithm. 
The activity images are after 2 iterations, 24 subsets, 4 mm 
Gauss filter post-smoothing. (a) β=0; (b) β=1 and (c) β=1000. 
The initial estimate was the OS-EM reconstruction with CT 
based attenuation, 1 iteration, 24 subsets.
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(c) 
Fig. 4. Histogram of normalized absolute differences between 
voxel value of Fig. 3 reconstructions and voxel value of OS-
EM reconstruction with CT based attenuation, 3 iterations, 24 
subsets. 
relative absolute error, %
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$OWHUQDWLQJ 'LUHFWLRQ 0HWKRG RI 0XOWLSOLHU IRU
(PLVVLRQ 7RPRJUDSK\ ZLWK 1RQ/RFDO 5HJXODUL]HUV
6H <RXQJ &KXQ <XQL . 'HZDUDMD DQG -HIIUH\ $ )HVVOHU
Abstract—The ordered subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) algorithm provides a fast image reconstruction method
for emission and transmission tomography such as SPECT,
PET, and CT by approximating the gradient of a likelihood
function using a subset of projections instead of using all
projections. However, for computationally expensive regularizers
such as patch-based non-local (NL) regularizers, OSEM does not
help much to improve the speed of reconstruction because one
evaluates the regularizer gradient for every subset. We propose
to use variable splitting to separate the likelihood term and
the regularizer term for penalized emission tomographic image
reconstruction problem and to optimize it using the alternating
direction method of multiplier (ADMM). This new scheme allows
us to run more sub-iterations for the optimization related to the
likelihood term. We evaluated our ADMM for 3D SPECT image
reconstruction with the patch-based NL regularizer that uses
the Fair potential. Our proposed ADMM improved the speed of
convergence substantially compared to other existing methods
such as gradient descent, EM and OSEM using De Pierro’s
approach, and the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (L-BFGS-B) algorithm.
Index Terms—ordered-subset expectation-maximization, non-
local regularizer, emission tomography, alternating direction
method of multiplier
, ,1752'8&7,21
6WDWLVWLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV VXFK DV WKH
H[SHFWDWLRQPD[LPL]DWLRQ (0 DOJRULWKP FDQ LPSURYH TXDOLW\
RI LPDJHV IRU HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSK\ VXFK DV 3(7 DQG 63(&7
DV FRPSDUHG WR WKH DQDO\WLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ VXFK DV
WKH ¿OWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ )%3 >@ ,W VWDUWHG WR EH XVHG
ZLGHO\ LQ FOLQLFV DQG LQ FRPPHUFLDO 3(7 DQG 63(&7 VFDQQHUV
DIWHU WKH IDVW DOJRULWKP FDOOHG RUGHUHGVXEVHW H[SHFWDWLRQ
PD[LPL]DWLRQ 26(0 ZDV GHYHORSHG >@ %\ DSSUR[LPDWLQJ
WKH JUDGLHQW RI D OLNHOLKRRG IXQFWLRQ XVLQJ WKH VXEVHW RI
SURMHFWLRQV LQVWHDG RI XVLQJ DOO SURMHFWLRQV 26(0 DOJRULWKP
SHUIRUPHG IDVWHU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KLV DSSUR[LPDWLRQ
KDV EHHQ XVHG IRU XQUHJXODUL]HG HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSKLF LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ >@ DQG UHJXODUL]HG HPLVVLRQ DQG WUDQVPLVVLRQ
WRPRJUDSKLF LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ XVLQJ VLPSOH TXDGUDWLF RU
HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ UHJXODUL]HUV 6LQFH WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ FRVW IRU
WKHVH UHJXODUL]HUV LV IDLUO\ ORZ FRPSDUHG WR WKDW IRU WKH
7KLV ZRUN ZDV VXSSRUWHG LQ SDUW E\ 1,+ JUDQW 52 (%
6H <RXQJ &KXQ ZDV ZLWK WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0LFKLJDQ 'HSDUWPHQW RI ((&6
DQG 5DGLRORJ\ $QQ $UERU 0,  86$ DQG LV QRZ ZLWK 8OVDQ
1DWLRQDO ,QVWLWXWH RI 6FLHQFH DQG 7HFKQRORJ\ 81,67 'HSDUWPHQW RI (&(
8OVDQ 6RXWK .RUHD HPDLO GHOLJKW#XPLFKHGX V\FKXQ#XQLVWDFNU
<XQL . 'HZDUDMD LV ZLWK WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0LFKLJDQ 'HSDUWPHQW RI
5DGLRORJ\ $QQ $UERU 0,  86$ HPDLO \XQL#XPLFKHGX
-HIIUH\ $ )HVVOHU LV ZLWK WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0LFKLJDQ 'HSDUWPHQW RI ((&6
$QQ $UERU 0,  86$ HPDLO IHVVOHU#XPLFKHGX
OLNHOLKRRG WHUP WKH 26(0 DOJRULWKP FRXOG RIWHQ DOVR VSHHG
XS SHQDOL]HG OLNHOLKRRG 3/ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
5HFHQWO\ SDWFKEDVHG QRQORFDO 1/ UHJXODUL]HUV KDYH EHHQ
SURSRVHG WKDW LPSURYH LPDJH TXDOLW\ FRPSDUHG WR RWKHU FRQ
YHQWLRQDO UHJXODUL]HUV VXFK DV TXDGUDWLF RU HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ
IXQFWLRQV LQ JHQHUDO LPDJH SURFHVVLQJ >@ 3(7 UHFRQVWUXF
WLRQ >@ DQG 05, UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ >@ 7KH VDPH SULQFLSOH KDV
EHHQ XVHG IRU HPLVVLRQ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RU VXSHU UHVROX
WLRQ XVLQJ KLJK UHVROXWLRQ &7 RU 05, VLGH LQIRUPDWLRQ >@±>@
)RU HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSK\ SUREOHPV VXFK DV >@ >@±>@ PDQ\
RSWLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKPV ZHUH XVHG IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
VXFK DV WKH JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW *' >@ WKH (0 RU 26(0
DOJRULWKP IURP WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ WUDQVIHU XVLQJ 'H 3LHUUR¶V
OHPPD >@ WKH (0 DOJRULWKP XVLQJ RQHVWHS ODWH DSSURDFK >@
DQG WKH TXDVL1HZWRQ DOJRULWKP FDOOHG WKH /LPLWHGPHPRU\
%UR\GHQ)OHWFKHU*ROGIDUE6KDQQR ZLWK D ER[ FRQVWUDLQW /
%)*6% >@ 6LQFH WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ FRVW RI WKH 1/ UHJXODU
L]HUV LV YHU\ KLJK FRPSDUHG WR WKDW RI WKH OLNHOLKRRG WKH 26
GRHV QRW KHOS PXFK WR LPSURYH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH UDWH RI 3/
LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SURSRVH WR XVH YDULDEOH VSOLWWLQJ WR VHSDUDWH
WKH OLNHOLKRRG WHUP DQG WKH UHJXODUL]HU WHUP IRU SHQDOL]HG
HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSKLF LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SUREOHP DQG WR
RSWLPL]H LW XVLQJ WKH DOWHUQDWLQJ GLUHFWLRQ PHWKRG RI PXOWLSOL
HUV $'00 7KLV QHZ VFKHPH DOORZV XV WR UXQ PRUH VXE
LWHUDWLRQV IRU WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ UHODWHG WR WKH OLNHOLKRRG WHUP
7KHUH KDYH EHHQ VRPH PHWKRGV WR XVH D YDULDEOH VSOLWWLQJ IRU
WKH GDWD ¿GHOLW\ WHUP DQG WKH UHJXODUL]HU WHUP >@ >@±>@
+RZHYHU WKHVH SUHYLRXV PHWKRGV VSOLW WKH YDULDEOH WR GHDO
ZLWK QRQVPRRWK UHJXODUL]HUV VXFK DV WKH WRWDO YDULDWLRQ DQG WR
VROYH WKH VXESUREOHP UHODWHG WR WKH UHJXODUL]HUV XVLQJ HI¿FLHQW
PHWKRGV VXFK DV VKULQNDJH 2XU SURSRVHG YDULDEOH VSOLWWLQJ KDV
GLIIHUHQW PRWLYDWLRQ :H GLYLGH WKH RULJLQDO RSWLPL]DWLRQ LQWR
D IHZ VXE SUREOHPV DQG ZH XSGDWH WKH VXE SUREOHP UHODWHG WR
WKH 1/ UHJXODUL]HU OHVV RIWHQ
:H HYDOXDWHG RXU QHZ $'00 IRU ' 63(&7 LPDJH UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ ZLWK D SDWFKEDVHG 1/ UHJXODUL]HU WKDW XVHV WKH )DLU
SRWHQWLDO >@ 2XU ;&$7 SKDQWRPEDVHG VLPXODWLRQ >@ VKRZV
WKDW RXU SURSRVHG $'00 LPSURYHG WKH VSHHG RI FRQYHUJHQFH
VXEVWDQWLDOO\ FRPSDUHG WR H[LVWLQJ PHWKRGV VXFK DV *' (0
DQG 26(0 XVLQJ 'H 3LHUUR¶V DSSURDFK DQG WKH /%)*6%
DOJRULWKP
,, 0(7+2'
A. Statistical image reconstruction for emission tomography
6WDWLVWLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV IRU HPLVVLRQ WR
PRJUDSK\ \LHOG EHWWHU LPDJH TXDOLW\ WKDQ QRQLWHUDWLYH DOJR
ULWKPV 7KH XVXDO IRUP RI VWDWLVWLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV
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WR SHUIRUP WKH IROORZLQJ FRQVWUDLQHG RSWLPL]DWLRQ ZLWK UHVSHFW
WR DQ LPDJH f 
fˆ  argmin
f≥0
L(y|f) 
ZKHUH y LV D PHDVXUHG VLQRJUDP GDWD DQG L GHQRWHV D QHJDWLYH
3RLVVRQ ORJOLNHOLKRRG IXQFWLRQ 7KH QHJDWLYH 3RLVVRQ ORJ
OLNHOLKRRG IRU HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSK\ LV GH¿QHG DV IROORZV
L(y|f) =
∑
i
y¯i(f)− yi log y¯i(f) 
ZKHUH yi LV WKH iWK HOHPHQW RI WKH PHDVXUHPHQW y DQG
y¯i(f)  [Af ]i + si
ZKHUH A GHQRWHV WKH V\VWHP PRGHO DQG si LV D VFDWWHU
FRPSRQHQW IRU WKH iWK PHDVXUHPHQW
)RU 63(&7 LPDJLQJ ZH FDQ LQFRUSRUDWH DQ DWWHQXDWLRQ
PDS DQG D GHSWKGHSHQGHQW SRLQW VSUHDG IXQFWLRQ PRGHO
LQFOXGLQJ SHQHWUDWLRQ WDLOV >@ LQ WKH V\VWHP PDWUL[ A ,Q
RXU VLPXODWLRQ ZH DVVXPHG NQRZQ si EXW LQ SUDFWLFH WKLV
VFDWWHU FRPSRQHQW FDQ EH HVWLPDWHG E\ XVLQJ D WULSOH HQHUJ\
ZLQGRZ 7(: PHWKRG RU E\ 0RQWH &DUOR PHWKRGV >@
8QUHJXODUL]HG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ  LV ill-posed ,Q
WKLV FDVH FRQYHUJHG UHFRQWUXFWHG LPDJHV DUH YHU\ QRLV\ 7KHUH
DUH XVXDOO\ WKUHH DSSURDFKHV WR GHDO ZLWK WKLV QRLVH )LUVW
RI DOO RQH FDQ VWRS LWHUDWLRQ EHIRUH FRQYHUJHQFH +RZHYHU
PRUH LWHUDWLRQ PD\ EH QHFHVVDU\ IRU UHFRYHULQJ KLJKIUHTXHQF\
LQIRUPDWLRQ e.g. GHWDLOV RI LPDJH 6HFRQGO\ RQH FDQ XVH
D SRVWUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ¿OWHU e.g. *DXVVLDQ ¿OWHU WR UHGXFH
QRLVH /DVWO\ RQH FDQ DGG D UHJXODUL]HU WR  e.g. TXDGUDWLF
URXJKQHVV SHQDOW\ QRQORFDO UHJXODUL]HU :KHQ XVLQJ QRQ
ORFDO UHJXODUL]HUV IRU ' LPDJHV WKH FRPSXWDWLRQFRPSOH[LW\
LV XVXDOO\ YHU\ KLJK
B. Non-local regularizer
5HFHQWO\ 1/ UHJXODUL]HUV KDYH EHHQ VKRZQ WR \LHOG KLJK
TXDOLW\ LPDJHV LQ PDQ\ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SUREOHPV >@±>@
>@ $ 1/ UHJXODUL]HU R FDQ EH DGGHG WR  DV IROORZV
fˆ  argmin
f≥0
L(y|f) + βR(f) 
ZKHUH β LV D UHJXODUL]DWLRQ SDUDPHWHU DQG
R(f) 
∑
i,j∈Ωi
p
(
‖Nif −Njf‖
2
)
, 
‖ · ‖ LV WKH L2 QRUP Ni LV DQ RSHUDWRU RQ WKH LPDJH f VXFK
WKDW Nif LV D YHFWRU RI LPDJH LQWHQVLWLHV WKDW DUH RQ WKH FXEH
VKDSHG SDWFK DURXQG WKH iWK YR[HO DQG p LV DQ\ SRWHQWLDO
IXQFWLRQ $ W\SLFDO FKRLFH IRU WKH IXQFWLRQ p LV >@ >@
p(t) = exp
(
−
‖Nif˜ −Nj f˜‖
2
2σ2f Nf
)
t
2Nf

ZKHUH f˜ LV DQ LQLWLDO LPDJH IURP DQ\ DQDO\WLFDO LPDJH UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ e.g. ¿OWHUHG EDFN SURMHFWLRQ >@ RU DQ HVWLPDWHG
LPDJH IURP WKH SUHYLRXV LWHUDWLRQ f (n) >@ ,Q WKLV FDVH p
GHSHQGV RQ i DQG j <DQJ et al. SURSRVHG WR XVH D IHZ QRQ
FRQYH[ SRWHQWLDOV LQFOXGLQJ WKH :HOVK SRWHQWLDO >@
p(t) = σ2f
(
1− exp
(
−
t
2σ2f Nf
))
. 
:DQJ et al. SURSRVHG WR XVH WKH )DLU SRWHQWLDO >@ >@
p(t) = σ2f
(√
t
σ2f Nf
+ log
(
1 +
√
t
σ2f Nf
))
. 
1RWH WKDW ERWK  DQG  GR QRW GHSHQG RQ DQ LQLWLDO LPDJH
DQG  LV FRQYH[ ZKLOH  LV QRQFRQYH[ ,W KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG
WKDW QRQFRQYH[ IXQFWLRQV \LHOGHG EHWWHU LPDJH TXDOLW\ WKDQ D
FRQYH[ IXQFWLRQ >@
:H FDQ DOVR GHVLJQ 1/ UHJXODUL]HUV WKDW FDQ LQFRUSRUDWH
KLJKUHVROXWLRQ VLGH LQIRUPDWLRQ VXFK DV &7 RU 05 LP
DJHV >@±>@ IRU EHWWHU LPDJHTXDOLW\ ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH IRFXV
RQ WKH )DLU SRWHQWLDO LQ  EXW WKH SURSRVHG DOJRULWKP FDQ EH
DSSOLHG WR DQ\ UHJXODUL]HU
C. Alternating direction method of multipliers
:H VSOLW WKH YDULDEOH IRU WKH OLNHOLKRRG WHUP DQG WKH UHJ
XODUL]HU WHUP E\ UHSODFLQJ  ZLWK WKH IROORZLQJ HTXLYDOHQW
FRQVWUDLQHG RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP
fˆ  argmin
f≥0,u
L(y|f) + βR(u), sub. to u = f . 
%\ DGGLQJ WKH DXJPHQWHG /DJUDQJLDQ WHUP  EHFRPHV
L(y|f) + βR(u) +
μ
2
‖f − u− d‖2 
ZKHUH μ LV D VFDODU YDOXH GHVLJQ SDUDPHWHU DQG d LV D
/DJUDQJLDQ PXOWLSOLHU YHFWRU
:H FDQ VROYH WKLV RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP  E\ XVLQJ WKH
$'00 DOJRULWKP >@ >@ DV IROORZV
For n =0 , 1 , 2 , · · ·
u(n+1) ∈ argmin
u
μ
2
‖u− f (n) + d(n)‖2 + βR(u)
f (n+1) ∈ argmin
f≥0
L(y|f) +
μ
2
‖f − u(n+1) − d(n)‖2
d(n+1) = d(n) − (f (n+1) − u(n+1))
End



ZKHUH f (n) LV DQ HVWLPDWHG YHFWRU YDOXH f DW WKH nWK LWHUDWLRQ
:H FDQ VROYH WKH VXESUREOHPV RI  DQG  XVLQJ H[LVWLQJ
PHWKRGV
:H XVHG WKH *' DOJRULWKP WR VROYH  DV IROORZV
u(n+1) = u(n) − α∇Φ(n)(u(n)) 
ZKHUH α LV D VWHS VL]H DQG
Φ(n)(u) 
μ
2
‖u− f (n) + d(n)‖2 + βR(u).
:H SOXJ  LQWR  WR GHWHUPLQH WKH VWHS VL]H DV IROORZV
α ∈ argmin
α
φ(n)(α) 
ZKHUH φ(n)(α)  Φ(n)(u(n) − α∇Φ(n)(u(n)))
∇Φ(n)(u) = μ(u− f (n) + d(n)) + β∇R(u),
∇R(u) =
∑
i,j∈Ωi
(Ni−Nj)
′2p˙
(
‖Niu−Nju‖
2
)
(Ni−Nj)u,
DQG p˙(t) LV WKH ¿UVW RUGHU GHULYDWLYH RI p(t) 6LQFH VROYLQJ 
LV DQ LQWHUPHGLDWH VWHS RI VROYLQJ  ZH GR QRW QHHG WR ¿QG
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DQ H[DFW α YDOXH WR PLQLPL]H  :H FKRVH WR XVH RQH VWHS
RI 1HZWRQ¶V PHWKRG IRU  DV IROORZV >@
α = −
φ˙(n)(0)
φ¨(n)(0)

ZKHUH φ˙(n)(α) DQG φ¨(n)(α) DUH WKH ¿UVW DQG VHFRQG RUGHU
GHULYDWLYHV RI φ(n)(α) ZLWK UHVSHFW WR α
φ˙(n)(0) = −‖∇Φ(n)(u(n))‖2
DQG
φ¨(n)(0) ≈ ∇Φ(n)(u(n))′
(
μ∇Φ(n) +∇R(∇Φ(n))
)
.
:H DSSUR[LPDWH φ¨(n)(α) E\ QRW XVLQJ WKH VHFRQG GHULYDWLYH
RI p(t) DV VXJJHVWHG LQ > S @
(TXDWLRQ  FDQ EH VROYHG XVLQJ 'H 3LHUUR¶V (0 DO
JRULWKP >@ DQG 26 DSSUR[LPDWLRQ FDQ EH XVHG WR VSHHG
XS WKH FRQYHUJHQFH UDWH :KHUHDV :DQJ et al. XVHG 'H
3LHUUR¶V DOJRULWKP ZLWK WKH VXUURJDWH IXQFWLRQ RI WKHLU 1/
UHJXODUL]HU >@ ZH XVH 'H 3LHUUR¶V DOJRULWKP ZLWK D VKLIWHG
TXDGUDWLF UHJXODUL]HU ZKLFK UHTXLUHV IDU OHVV FRPSXWDWLRQ 2QH
FDQ ¿QG D VLPLODU IRUPXOD IRU WKLV VXESUREOHP RI  ZLWKRXW
D /DJUDQJLDQ PXOWLSOLHU YHFWRU LQ >@
,,, 5(68/7
:H VLPXODWHG D ' 63(&7&7 V\VWHP ZLWK WKH QRQ
XQLIRUP DWWHQXDWLRQ PDS FROOLPDWRUGHWHFWRU UHVSRQVH DQG
VFDWWHU FRPSRQHQW 128 × 21 4.82mm2 SL[HO VL]H :H XVHG
WKH ;&$7 SKDQWRP >@ WR JHQHUDWH WKH WUXH 63(&7 LPDJH
7KH GLPHQVLRQ RI WKH 63(&7 LPDJH ZDV 128 × 128 × 21
4.83mm3 YR[HO VL]H :H VHW WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ SDUDPHWHUV DV
IROORZV β = 2−13 σf = 21.5 WKH SDWFK VL]H 3 × 3 × 3
WKH VHDUFK QHLJKERUKRRG VL]H 7 × 7 × 7 ¿YH SDVW HVWLPDWHG
LPDJHV IRU KHVVLDQ DSSUR[LPDWLRQ /%)*6% DQG μ = 2−7
$'00 6L[ VXEVHWV ZHUH XVHG IRU 26(0 DQG $'00 DQG
 WKUHDGV ZHUH XVHG IRU FRPSXWDWLRQ ,QWHO ;HRQ *+] $
XQLIRUP LQLWLDO LPDJH ZDV XVHG IRU DOO PHWKRGV :H PHDVXUHG
D QRUPDOL]HG URRW PHDQ VTXDUH HUURU 506( IRU HVWLPDWHG
LPDJHV DW DOO RXWHU LWHUDWLRQV DQG WKH GH¿QLWLRQ RI WKH 506(
LV
RMSE =
‖fˆ − fTRUE‖
‖fTRUE‖
. 
)LJ  VKRZV WKH SORWV RI 506( YDOXHV YHUVXV FRPSXWD
WLRQ WLPH IRU GLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV *' (0 DQG 26(0 XVLQJ
'H 3LHUUR¶V OHPPD /%)*6% >@ DQG SURSRVHG $'00
26(0 GRHV QRW VKRZ PXFK VSHHG XS DV FRPSDUHG WR (0 GXH
WR FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ H[SHQVLYH 1/ UHJXODUL]HU FDOFXODWLRQ IRU
DOO VXELWHUDWLRQV $'00 VHSDUDWHV WKH OLNHOLKRRG XSGDWH DQG
WKH UHJXODUL]HU XSGDWH E\ VSOLWWLQJ DQG UXQV PRUH VXELWHUDWLRQV
IRU WKH OLNHOLKRRG XSGDWH 2 RXWHULWHUDWLRQV ×6 VXEVHWV WKDQ
IRU WKH UHJXODUL]HU XSGDWH 1 RXWHULWHUDWLRQ 7KHVH VLPXODWLRQ
UHVXOWV LOOXVWUDWH WKDW UHSHDWHG OLNHOLKRRG XSGDWHV DUH PRUH
LPSRUWDQW IRU IDVW FRQYHUJHQFH WKDQ UHJXODUL]HU XSGDWHV
)LJ  VKRZV HVWLPDWHG LPDJHV RI GLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV DW 
VHFRQGV DQG WKH WUXH LPDJH $W WKLV HDUO\ WLPH $'00 \LHOGHG
WKH EHVW FRQWUDVW UHFRYHU\ DPRQJ DOO RWKHU PHWKRGV )LJ 
VKRZV HVWLPDWHG LPDJHV RI GLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV DW  VHFRQGV
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\LHOGHG EHWWHU FRQWUDVW UHFRYHU\ WKDQ RWKHU PHWKRGV
,9 ',6&866,21
:H GHYHORSHG D QHZ DOJRULWKP IRU HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSK\
ZLWK FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ H[SHQVLYH 1/ UHJXODUL]HUV XVLQJ WKH
$'00 %\ FRPELQLQJ ZLWK WKH 26 DSSURDFK RXU SURSRVHG
$'00 DSSURDFKHG FRQYHUJHQFH PXFK IDVWHU WKDQ H[LVWLQJ
PHWKRGV VXFK DV *' (0  'H 3LHUUR 26(0  'H 3LHUUR DQG
/%)*6% 6LQFH LW VHHPV PRUH LPSRUWDQW WR XSGDWH WKH OLNHOL
KRRG SDUW IUHTXHQWO\ RXU $'00 \LHOGHG IDVWHU FRQYHUJHQFH
&RPSDULQJ RXU QHZ PHWKRG ZLWK RWKHU DOJRULWKPV VXFK DV
SUHFRQGLWLRQHG FRQMXJDWH JUDGLHQW FDQ EH DQ LQWHUHVWLQJ IXWXUH
ZRUN
:H GHPRQVWUDWHG WKDW RXU SURSRVHG PHWKRG ZRUNHG ZHOO
IRU 63(&7 LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK WKH SDWFKEDVHG )DLU
SRWHQWLDO IXQFWLRQ >@ 2XU SURSRVHG PHWKRG FDQ EH HDVLO\
H[WHQGHG WR RWKHU FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ H[SHQVLYH 1/ UHJXODUL]
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1Simultaneous reconstruction of attenuation and
activity in TOF-PET: analysis of the convergence of
the MLACF algorithm.
Michel Defrise1, Ahmadreza Rezaei2, Johan Nuyts2
I. INTRODUCTION
Various algorithms have been recently proposed to estimate
both the attenuation and the activity from time-of-ﬂight (TOF)
PET emission data [1-6], without requiring additional CT or
MR information. Initial tests with simulated, phantom, and
clinical data demonstrate that this simultaneous estimation
problem can be solved with a surprisingly good accuracy.
These results corroborate previous works demonstrating that
the TOF emission data contain signiﬁcant information on
the attenuation [7,8], and they offer promising perspectives
for various applications including for instance studies with
partially known or mismatched CT data [5,6].
This work presents a mathematical and numerical analysis
of the convergence of MLACF [4], a maximum likelihood
algorithm that jointly estimates the activity distribution and
the attenuation factors. This algorithm does not reconstruct the
attenuation image, in contrast with the MLAA algorithm [3].
We consider the simplest case where there is no background
due to scatter or random events, and demonstrate that i/ the
MLACF algorithm is monotonic and asymptotically regular,
ii/ if the likelihood function has a unique global maximum
and if there are no local maxima, MLACF converges to the
global maximizer. Although the mathematical analysis of the
continuous version of the problem showed that noise free
emission data determine the attenuation correction factors up
to a scale factor [1,2,6], it is still unclear whether uniqueness
also applies to the Poisson likelihood, except if the TOF data
are consistent (uniqueness in that case was proven in [4]).
Therefore, we present a numerical analysis of convergence
on a simple 2D problem, the results of which suggests that
local maxima of the likelihood, if any, would only occur for
extremely low count data.
II. THE MLACF ALGORITHM
Let λj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,M be the unknown activity image
discretized on a grid of M voxels, and let yi,t ∈ IN+, i =
1, . . . , N, t = 1, . . . , T be the measured emission data for line
of response i and TOF bin t. We wish to ﬁnd an activity
estimate λ∗ and an attenuation sinogram estimate a∗ which
1Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, B-1090, Brus-
sels, Belgium, mail: mdefrise@vub.ac.be, 2Dept. of Nuclear Medicine,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3000, Leuven, Belgium, mail: ah-
madreza.rezaei@uzleuven.be, johan.nuyts@uzleuven.be.
maximize the log-likelihood
L(y, λ, a) =
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
{−ai pi,t + yi,t log(ai pi,t)} (1)
where ci,j,t ≥ 0 is the known system matrix, 0 < ai ≤ 1
are unknown attenuation factors, and pi,t =
∑
ci,j,tλj is the
expectation of the unattenuated data. Note the scale invariance
L(y, λ, a) = L(y, αλ, a/α) for any α > 0, and the fact that
L is concave in both λ and a, but not jointly concave in λ, a.
Owing to the scale invariance, the constraint ai ≤ 1 can be
ignored provided the unconstrained optimizer belongs to the
open set
H =
⎧⎨
⎩x ∈ IRM |xj ≥ 0, and pi =
∑
j
ci,jxj > 0 if yi > 0
⎫⎬
⎭ (2)
Thus ignoring the constraint, the likelihood is easily maxi-
mized w.r.t. a at ﬁxed activity λ, yielding the ML estimate of
the attenuation factor,
a∗i =
yi
pi
i = 1, . . . , N (3)
where yi =
∑
t yi,t and similarly pi =
∑
t pi,t. The same
convention is used everywhere: quantities indexed by i denote
quantities summed over the TOF bins. Substituting a∗ in L
reduces the problem to the maximization of the reduced log-
likelihood (see [4] for details),
L˜(y, λ) =
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
yi,t log
pi,t
pi
. (4)
The MLACF algorithm is based on optimization transfer [9], it
maximizes at iteration n the following concave and separable
surrogate of L˜:
L˜sur(y, λ, λn) =
N∑
i=1
(
− yi log pni −
yi (pi − pni )
pni
+
T∑
t=1
M∑
j=1
yi,t ci,j,tλ
n
j
pni,t
log(
λjp
n
i,t
λnj
)
)
(5)
with pni,t =
∑
j ci,j,tλ
n
j and p
n
i =
∑
t p
n
i,t, yielding the
iteration [4]
λn+1j = T (λ
n)j =
λnj∑N
i=1
yi ci,j
pni
N∑
i=1
T∑
t=1
yi,tci,j,t
pni,t
. (6)
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2Like ML-EM, this algorithm maintains strict positivity if
the initial activity estimate is strictly positive, this property
also guarantees the absence of singularity because pni,t > 0.
However, convergence to zero cannot be excluded, i.e. one
may have λnj → 0 for some voxels. Since L˜ is scale invariant,
we also deﬁne the normalized MLACF iteration TN (λ) =
T (λ)/||T (λ)||, with ||x|| the euclidean norm in IRM . See [4,5]
for the extension of MLACF to the case with background,
which will not be considered here.
Some notations will be needed. We deﬁne the active set of
data bins for a given voxel as:
τj = {(i, t) | ci,j,t > 0 and yi,t > 0} j = 1, . . . ,M (7)
and adopt an equivalent deﬁnition for the TOF-summed data,
ιj = {i | ci,j > 0 and yi > 0} j = 1, . . . ,M. (8)
Note that if τj = ∅,
∂L˜(y, λ)
∂λj
=
∑
i∈ιj
{
−yici,j
pi
}
≤ 0 (9)
and therefore any maximizer of the reduced log-likelihood
satisﬁes λj = 0 (because of the non-negativity constraint).
If in addition ιj = ∅ the reduced log-likelihood does not
depend on the value of voxel j, the maximizer is undeﬁned
and as a logical (but arbitrary) estimate we take λj = 0.
These voxels without active data can be set to zero and must
not be further considered when maximizing the reduced log-
likelihood. Therefore we assume below that τj = ∅ and ιj = ∅
for j = 1, . . . ,M . We also assume that yi ≥ 1 and yi,t ≥ 1
for all non-zero data bins. Finally we deﬁne the constants
ξ = min
j
min
i∈ιj
ci,j > 0 , η = min
j
min
(i,t)∈τj
ci,j,t > 0
ω = max
i
∑
j
ci,j , σ = max
i,t
∑
j
ci,j,t > 0. (10)
III. PROPERTIES OF MLACF
Though previous tests with MLACF showed good conver-
gence and encouraging practical results, two questions remain
unanswered: i/ is the maximizer of the reduced likelihood
unique, are local maxima or saddle points possible?, and ii/
does MLACF converge? This section investigates the latter
question, while the former is adressed through numerical tests
in section IV. Here we summarize our main results, including
only brief comments on the proofs.
Lemma 1. The sequence of normalized iterates λn+1 =
TN (λn) with λ0j > 0 is such that the sequence L˜(y, λ
n), n =
0, 1, 2, . . . is non-decreasing and converges.
• This is the standard monotonicity property of surrogate-
based algorithms, and convergence uses the upper bound
L˜(λ) ≤ 0, which follows from pi,t ≤ pi.
Lemma 2. Let λ˜ ∈ IRM be any positive vector with ||λ˜|| = 1.
L˜(y, T (λ˜))− L˜(y, λ˜) ≥ C ||T (λ˜)− λ˜||
2
max(1, ||T (λ˜)||) (11)
with T the mapping (6) and C = (1/2)min(ξ/ω, η/σ) > 0.
• The proof follows the same line as in [10]. It is based on
a 2-term Taylor development of the surrogate L˜sur(y, x, λ˜)
around its unique maximizer T (λ˜), and on a lower bound on
the curvature of the surrogate (5).
Lemma 3. Asymptotic regularity. The sequence of normalized
iterates λn+1 = TN (λn) with λ0j > 0 is such that
lim
n→∞ ||T (λ
n)− λn|| = lim
n→∞ ||TN (λ
n)− λn|| = 0
lim
n→∞ ||T (λ
n)|| = 1. (12)
• The proof follows easily from the previous Lemma.
Note that asymptotic regularity is not sufﬁcient to prove
convergence of the algorithm.
Proposition 4. The sequence of normalized iterates λn+1 =
TN (λn) with λ0j > 0 has an accumulation point λ
∗. If λ∗ ∈ H
(see eq. (2)), then ∇jL˜(y, λ∗) = 0 for any voxel satisfying
λ∗j > 0. All accumulation points of the sequence λ
n+1 =
TN (λn) have the same value of the reduced log-likelihood.
• It seems reasonable to assume that a limit point belongs
to the set H because otherwise there are lines of response
i for which events have been detected (yi > 0) but which
only receive contributions from voxels with zero activity (pi =
0). This theorem does not guarantee convergence, and even if
there is convergence, it may be to a local maximum or to a
saddle point. Further investigation on the existence of saddle
points and local maxima is therefore warranted. In favorable
cases, one has the
Corollary 5. If the only stationary point of the reduced
likelihood is a unique global maximum λ† ∈ H , then the
sequence of normalized iterates λn+1 = TN (λn) with λ0j > 0
converges to λ†.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Simulation parameters
We digitized a 2D thorax phantom on a M = 64 × 64
image with pixel size 8.027 mm. Simulated TOF-PET data
were generated by forward projecting this phantom with radial
pixel size 8.027 mm, 64 angular samples on [0, π), and T = 8
TOF bins with sampling Δτ = 64.0 mm. The TOF proﬁle
was a gaussian with FWHM 80 mm. The aim of this study
is to get insight into convergence and uniqueness, hence
this coarse discretization was chosen to allow performing a
very large number of iterations with various initial estimates
λ0. All calculations were done in double precision, using a
matched backprojector and without data subset. The emission
and attenuation phantoms are shown in Figure 1. The phantom
support is an ellipse with axes of 300 mm and 470 mm and the
minimum attenuation factor ai was 0.015. A vial with activity
0.5, diameter 40 mm, and water attenuation was added outside
the phantom and used to scale the reconstructed activity image
after reconstruction. Poisson noise was added to the data to
generate three noisy data sets S1, S2 and S3 with respectively
a total of 479705, 15990 and 3198 events, corresponding to
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3respectively 300, 10, and 2 average events in the maximum
data bin yi,t. A large number of data bins are equal to
zero in data set S3 (see Figure 2), allowing to challenge the
algorithm’s behaviour at the edge of the admissible domain.
The MLACF iteration was run up to 105 iterations, starting
with a uniform image estimate λ0j = 1 and with a set of 20
random initial images generated as λ0j = 1+0.8R where R is
a pseudo-random number with uniform distribution in (0, 1).
Fig. 1. The simulated phantom. Emission (left): activity is 0.2 (background
tissues), 1.7 (”heart”), 0.05 (”lungs”), 0.40 and 0.45 (”tumors”), and 0.5 (vial).
Attenuation (right): 0.00966/mm ((background tissues and vial), 0.00266/mm
(”lungs”), 0.0187/mm (”spine”), and 0.01/mm (”bed”).
Fig. 2. One central TOF-bin sinogram of the high noise data set S3, showing
the large number of data bins for which no event have been detected.
B. Results
Figure 3 shows the convergence of the reduced log-
likelihood cost function, with the three data sets and three
of the random initial images. Note the irregular convergence,
especially with data set S2. This phenomenon is tentatively
attributed to the existence of regions where L˜ is almost ﬂat
for this speciﬁc data set. This behaviour is not observed when
the same data sets are reconstructed with ML-EM assuming
exact knowledge of the attenuation factors (Figure 4). Figure
5 shows numerical evidence for the asymptotic regularity of
MLACF.
The three data sets have been reconstructed with MLACF,
using a uniform initial activity and 20 random images. The
relative difference between the maximum and minimum of
these 21 values of the reduced likelihood after 105 iterations
was 3.3 10−14, 1.5 10−9 and 1.77 10−4 for S1, S2 and S3
respectively. The maximum relative RMSE difference be-
tween all pairs of images among the 21 reconstructions was
1.73 10−8, 1.29 10−7 and 0.25 for S1, S2 and S3 respectively.
The difference between the two images corresponding to these
maximum RMSE is negligible visually for S1 and S2. Even
for the highest noise data set S3, the difference is small
(Figure 6) and unlikely to be relevant in practice, where
regularization would be applied. Nevertheless the plot of the
RMSE between all pairs of images (Figure 7) reveals clusters;
it is unclear at this point whether this observation reﬂects a
lack of convergence, the digitization of the Poisson data (the
number of events in the data bins of S3 take only 6 different
values, between 0 and 5), or the convergence to different local
maxima of the cost function. For the two other data sets, the
corresponding RMSE values (plot not shown) are not only
much smaller (see above) but do not show any structure or
clustering.
Finally the loss of image quality caused by the absence
of prior knowledge of the attenuation is illustrated for our
example in Figure 8, which compares the MLACF and ML-
EM reconstructions ”at convergence” (meaning here 105 iter-
ations).
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Fig. 3. The reduced log-likelihood |L˜(y, λn)− L˜(y, λ100000)|/|L˜(y, λ0)|
for the data sets S1 (low noise, blue +), S2 (red circles), and S3 (high noise,
green triangles). The horizontal scale is the number of MLACF iterations n.
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Fig. 4. The log-likelihood |L(y, λn, a) − L(y, λ100000, a)| for the data
sets S1 (low noise, blue +), S2 (red circles), and S3 (high noise, green
triangles) reconstructed using ML-EM with the exact attenuation factors ai.
The horizontal scale is the number of ML-EM iterations n.
V. CONCLUSION
In practice the MLACF algorithm would be stopped be-
fore convergence and/or would be regularized by adding a
smoothing penalty. Other modiﬁcations include an accelerated
ordered-subset implementation and the generalization to ac-
count for a scatter or random background [4,5]. Understanding
the convergence properties of the basic MLACF algorithm
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Fig. 5. The value of ||λn+1−λn||2/||λn||2 for the data sets S1 (low noise,
blue +), S2 (red circles), and S3 (high noise, green triangles). The horizontal
scale is the number of MLACF iterations n.
Fig. 6. The activity image reconstructed from data set S3 using the two
initial images that yielded the largest difference. Grey scale (0, 0.5).
(6) is nevertheless important. In this work we showed that
MLACF is a monotonic and asymptotically regular algorithm,
and that it converges to the maximum likelihood estimate
of the activity image if the only stationary point of the
reduced likelihood is a unique global maximizer, provided this
maximizer satisﬁes condition (2). The results of the numerical
study agree with these mathematical properties.
Uniqueness, up to the global scale factor, of the ML estimate
is an open problem. The discrete Poisson model (1) investi-
gated here does not include any speciﬁcation on the range of
the system matrix ci,j,t : IRM → IRN×T . Clearly, uniqueness
cannot hold in such a general setting, and counter-examples
can easily be found, e.g. by building two disconnected voxel
subsets that are not connected by any ”active” (yi,t > 0) line
of response. In [2], the proof of uniqueness for the continuous
model uses the range (consistency) conditions for the TOF
Radon transform, and similar conditions will need to be added
to the discrete model to give any hope of proving uniqueness.
The numerical results seem to indicate that uniqueness does
hold for the simple 2D problem considered, except possibly
for very low statistics data such as S3.
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1Edge-Preserving PET Image Reconstruction Using
Trust Optimization Transfer
Guobao Wang and Jinyi Qi
Abstract—Iterative image reconstruction for positron emission
tomography (PET) can improve image quality by using spatial
regularization. The most commonly used quadratic penalty often
over-smoothes edges and ﬁne features in reconstructed images,
while non-quadratic penalties can preserve edges and achieve
higher contrast recovery. Existing optimization algorithms such
as the expectation maximization (EM) and preconditioned con-
jugate gradient (PCG) algorithms work well for the quadratic
penalty, but are less efﬁcient for less-smooth or nonsmooth edge-
preserving regularizations. This paper proposes a new algorithm
to accelerate edge-preserving image reconstruction by using two
strategies: trust surrogate and optimization transfer descent.
Trust surrogate approximates the original penalty by a smoother
function at each iteration, but guarantees the algorithm to con-
verge monotonically; Optimization transfer descent accelerates a
conventional optimization transfer algorithm by using conjugate
gradient and line search. Results of computer simulations show
that the proposed algorithm converges much faster than the
conventional EM and PCG for smooth edge-preserving regular-
ization and can also be more efﬁcient than the current state-of-art
algorithms for the nonsmooth 1 regularization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative image reconstruction methods can accurately
model the system response and noise statistics in positron
emission tomography (PET). They have been increasingly
used to improve image quality [1]. Maximum likelihood (ML)
method reconstructs image from projections by maximizing
the log likelihood of PET data and can be elegantly solved by
the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [2]. However, a
true maximum likelihood solution can be very noisy. Common
ways to stabilize the image estimation are either terminating
the iteration before convergence or using a penalty function
to encourage spatially smooth images. Both early termination
of the EM algorithm and using the quadratic penalty function
tend to over-smooth edges and small objects in reconstructed
images. Non-quadratic regularization can preserve edges and
can achieve higher contrast recovery for small targets.
Existing optimization transfer (OT) algorithms (EM-based
[2], [3] and others [4]) work well for quadratic regularization.
However, when applied to a less-smooth nonquadratic penalty
function, these algorithms can be very insufﬁcient (as shown
in the Simulation Studies Section) and they are not applicable
to nonsmooth regularization because the penalty function is
not differentiable at zero. While the preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) algorithm [5], [6] can be faster than OT
algorithms, it still suffers the same problem of slow conver-
gence because the widely used preconditioner was borrowed
from the EM algorithm and contains no information of the
regularization.
This work is supported by NIH grant R01EB00194.
G. Wang and J. Qi are with the Department of Biomedical Engineering,
University of California, Davis, CA, USA.
There has been growing interests recently in developing
algorithms for nonsmooth regularization due to the emerging
area of compressive sensing. The alternating direction method
of mulitpliers (ADMM) has been developed for Poissonian
image deconvolution under different names (PIDAL [8] and
PIDSplit [9]) and has been applied to PET image recon-
struction [10]. ADMM-type algorithms can be very fast, but
are not guaranteed to converge monotonically. The ADMM
for Poisson data involves three parameters that have to be
tuned for fast convergence, which is a nontrival task. SPIRAL
[11] is another new algorithm that utilizes the fast iterative
shrinkage and thresholding algorithm (FISTA). It is fast in its
nonmonotone implementation, but can be slow if monotonicty
is enforced.
In this paper, we develop a new algorithm that achieves
fast monotonic convergence for edge-preserving image recon-
struction. We ﬁrst introduce the optimization transfer descent
(OTD) concept by exploring the descent nature of the original
optimization transfer for minimization problems. Conjugate
gradient and line search [12, p.120] are then incorporated in
the OTD for acceleration. The OTD can be viewed as a PCG
algorithm with an implicitly deﬁned preconditioner which
contains information of both likelihood term and regularization
term. It is therefore expected to achieve faster convergence
than the conventional PCG algorithm. To extend the OTD
algorithm to nonsmooth penalties, we adopt the trust surrogate
concept that has been used in the Levenberg-Marquardt and
trust region methods [12, p.262] for nonlinear optimization.
We approximate the original objective function by a smooth
surrogate and solve the smoothed surrogate by the OTD algo-
rithm. The resulting trust optimization transfer algorithm can
solve edge-preserving image reconstruction very efﬁciently. It
is nearly free of parameter tuning and guarantees monotonic
convergence.
II. PENALIZED LIKELIHOOD PET RECONSTRUCTION
A. PET Image Reconstruction
PET data y = {yi} can be well modeled as a collection of
independent Poisson random variables with the log likelihood
function as
L
(
y|y¯(x)) = ni∑
i=1
yi log y¯i(x)− y¯i(x). (1)
The expected data y¯(x) is related to the unknown image x
through an afﬁne transform
y¯(x) = Px+ r (2)
where P = {pij} ∈ IRni×nj is the system matrix with pij
denoting the probability of detecting an event originated at
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2pixel j by detector pair i, r accounts for background events
such as randoms and scatters. ni is the total number of detector
pairs and nj is the total number of pixels in image.
Penalized likelihood (PL) reconstruction (or equivalently
maximum a posteriori, MAP) estimates the unknown image
by minimizing a penalized negative likelihood function
xˆ = argmin
x≥0
Φ(x), Φ(x) = −L(y|y¯(x))+ βU(x) (3)
where U(x) is an image roughness penalty. Conventionally the
image roughness is measured based on the intensity difference
between neighboring pixels, either in an anisotropic form
U(x) =
nj∑
j=1
∑
k∈Nj
wjkψδ(xj − xk) (4)
or in an isotropic form
U(x) =
nj∑
j=1
ψδ
(√∑
k∈Nj
wjk(xj − xk)2
)
(5)
where ψδ(t) is the penalty function and δ is a parameter that
controls the smoothness of the penalty function, wjk is the
weighting factor related to the distance between pixel j and
pixel k in the neighborhood Nj , and β controls the strength
of the regularization.
A penalty that can preserve edges is the nonsmooth 1
(absolute value function)
ψδ(t) = |t| (6)
which is not differentiable at zero. Smooth 1 functions that are
differentiable at zero have also been proposed. One example
is the Fair function
ψδ(t) = δ
( |t|
δ
− log(1 + |t|
δ
)
)
(7)
which has a continuous second-order derivative. Other exam-
ples of smooth 1 functions include the hyperbola function√
t2 + δ2 and the Huber function. Smooth 1’s approximate
the quadratic function when |t|  δ and approach the 1 for
|t|  δ.
III. OPTIMIZATION TRANSFER DESCENT
The basic idea of optimization transfer (a.k.a. majorization-
minimization) is to construct a surrogate function Q(x;xn)
of the image x at the nth iteration which majorizes the
original objective function Φ(x) by satisfying the following
two conditions [7]:
Q(x;xn)−Q(xn;xn) ≥ Φ(x)− Φ(xn), (8)
∇Q(xn;xn) = ∇Φ(xn). (9)
where ∇ denotes the gradient with respect to x. Then the
minimization of Φ(x) is transferred into minimizing Q(x;xn)
xn+1OT = argmin
x≥0
Q(x;xn). (10)
The surrogate function Q(x;xn) is usually easier to optimize
by design than the original objective function. The new update
xn+1OT decreases the original objective function monotonically,
Φ(xn+1OT ) ≤ Φ(xn). (11)
By setting xn+1 = xn+1OT , the majorization-minimization
procedure guarantees monotonic convergence. The well-
known expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [2] is a
special case of the optimization transfer algorithms [7].
We observe from Eq. (11) that the OT direction
dn+1OT = x
n+1
OT − xn (12)
is a descent direction. This inspires the following more ag-
gressive update on x:
xn+1 = xn + αCdn+1OT (13)
where C denotes the conjugacy operation that is used in
nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm, α is a step size
determined by a line search:
αˆ = argmin
α
Φ(xn + αCdn+1OT ). (14)
A second line search [5] is used to enforce nonnegativity
constraint on x.
To distinguish the new update from the original OT update,
we refer to it as the optimization transfer descent (OTD). The
OTD algorithm moves more aggressively than the OT does,
while still guaranteeing to converge monotonically.
IV. TRUST OPTIMIZATION TRANSFER
The OTD algorithm developed in the previous section is
not directly applicable to the nonsmooth 1 penalty function.
To extend the OTD algorithm to nonsmooth penalties, we
borrow the trust surrogate concept from the classic Levenberg-
Marquardt and trust region methods [12, p.262] for nonlinear
optimization.
At iteration n, the original objective function Φ(x) is
approximated by a surrogate function S:
Sσ(x;x
n) = SL(x;xn) + βSUσ (x;x
n) (15)
where SL(x;xn) is the surrogate of the likelihood term and
SUσ (x;x
n) is the smooth approximation of the penalty term,
with σ being the damping parameter. Note that Sσ(x;xn) is
not an optimization transfer surrogate and does not have to
satisfy the two conditions in (8) and (9).
A new estimate is then obtained by minimizing the surrogate
μˆ(σ) = argmin
x≥0
Sσ(x;x
n), (16)
which can be solved by the OTD algorithm. If
Φ
(
μˆ(σ)
) ≤ Φ(xn), (17)
then the associated surrogate Sσ(x;xn) is so called trust
surrogate. The image estimate is then updated by
xn+1 = μˆ(σ). (18)
If Eq. (17) is not satisﬁed, a new value of σ will be tested
until a trust surrogate is found.
To apply OTD, we use
SL(x;xn) = −L(y|y¯(x)) (19)
SUσ (x;x
n) =
nj∑
j=1
∑
k∈Nj
wjkψσ(xj − xk) (20)
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3where σ is greater than or equal to δ (δ = 0 for nonsmooth 1).
For efﬁcient computation, we do not solve the minimization
in (16) completely. Instead, only one iteration of OTD is used
and we check the monotonicity in Φ(x).
A. Search Rule
In order to determine σ at each iteration, we deﬁne ρ as
the ratio between the changes by μˆ(σ) in the original cost
function Φ(x) and in the surrogate function Sσ(x;xn):
ρ
(
μˆ(σ)
)
=
Φ
(
μˆ(σ)
)− Φ(xn)
Sσ
(
μˆ(σ);xn
)− Sσ(xn;xn) . (21)
If ρ
(
μˆ(σ)
) ≥ 0, then Φ(μˆ(σ)) ≤ Φ(xn).
When ρ
(
μˆ(σ)
)
is large, the value of σ is trusted and will
be used in next iteration. To prevent too many iterations being
spent on the same value of σ with only a tiny decrease in
Φ(x), we measure the relative change in Φ(x) by
ν =
Φ(xn+1)− Φ(xn)
Φ(xn+1)− Φ(xnstart(σ)) (22)
where nstart(σ) denotes the index of the ﬁrst iteration at which
the current σ is used. The rule for determining σ is
σ =
⎧⎨⎩ max(δ, σ/τ1), ρ ≤ 0σ, ρ > 0, ν ≥ τ3/ρ
max(δ, σ/τ2), ρ > 0, ν < τ3/ρ
(23)
where τ1 and τ2 are integers and τ3 is a small percentage
value. We use τ1 = τ2 = 3, τ3 = 0.01. If ρ ≤ 0, σ should
be decreased. If ρ > 0 and ν is greater than a threshold, the
current value of σ will be used again. The threshold τ3/ρ
allows more iterations to be taken for a σ value that results in
a large ρ. When ν is too small, the σ value shall be reduced
in the next step even if ρ > 0.
The initial value of σ is critical for the initial convergence
speed. A large σ results in fast convergence for the surrogate
optimization, while a σ closer to δ provides better approxi-
mation of the original objective function. We empirically ﬁnd
that σ0 = 0.01max(x) or σ0 = 0.1mean(x) is a good initial
value if an estimate of x is known before reconstruction. An
alternative is to determine σ0 from the PET data by
σ0 = 0.1p
T (y − r)/(pTp), p = P1. (24)
V. SIMULATION STUDIES
Computer simulation was conducted to compare proposed
algorithm with several existing algorithms. We simulated a
PET emission image using a 2D brain phantom (Fig. 1(a)). A
real CT image was used to generate the attenuation factor (Fig.
1(b)). The PET image was ﬁrst forward projected to generate
a noise-free sinogram. A 20% uniform background was added
to simulate mean randoms and scatters. Independent Poisson
noise was then generated, resulting in a total of 200k events.
The noisy sinogram was reconstructed using two smooth
1s via the Fair function with δ = 10−2 and δ = 10−6,
and the nonsmooth 1. The De Pierro’s EM (DEM) [3] and
PCG [5], [6] algorithms were used only for the smooth
1 regularizations, because they are not applicable to the
(a) Emission image (b) Attenuation map
Fig. 1. (a) The simulated PET emission image and (b) the attenuation map
from a real CT image.
PCG, 8.10dB Proposed, 8.25dB
(a) δ = 10−2
PCG, 6.71dB Proposed, 8.26dB
(b) δ = 10−6
Fig. 2. PL reconstructions at 100 iteration using (a) the smooth 1 with
δ = 10−2 and (b) smooth 1 with δ = 10−6 by the PCG and the proposed
algorithms.
nonsmooth 1. The ADMM [8] with two different sets of three
tuning parameters (ADMM1 and ADMM2) were implemented
for both the smooth and nonsmooth penalties. ADMM1 was
empirically tuned to converge as fast as possible in a non-
monotonic fashion and ADMM2 was tuned to converge as
fast as possible in a nearly monotonic way. The reconstruction
step in the ADMM was solved by a PCG algorithm with 2
sub-iterations. The initial σ value in the proposed algorithm
was calculated by Eq. (24). The SPIRAL algorithm [11],
downloaded from the authors’ website, was also used with
its default parameter setting for the nonsmooth 1 penalty.
The regularization parameter β was set to β = 2−6 for the
nonsmooth 1 and β = 2−5 for the smooth 1’s to achieve
a good signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed images. All
reconstructions start from the same uniform initial image.
To compare the convergence rate of different algorithms, we
plotted the normalized objective function, which is deﬁned as
En = (Φ(xn)− Φ∗)/(Φ(x0)−Φ∗) where Φ∗ denotes a refer-
ence value of objective function, and the image signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), SNRn = −10 log10
(||xn − xtrue||2/||xtrue||2)
as functions of CPU time.
A. Comparison for Smooth 1 Regularization
Fig. 2 shows the images reconstructed by the PCG and
proposed algorithm using the smooth 1 penalty with two
different δ values. As δ in the smooth 1 function decreases
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4(a) cost function (b) image SNR
Fig. 3. Convergence of (a) cost function and (b) SNR for the smooth 1
regularization with δ = 10−6 by different algorithms.
from 10−2 to 10−6, conventional PCG becomes less efﬁcient,
resulting a substantial decrease in SNR. In comparison, the
proposed algorithm is stable as δ changes, with a slight
increase in image SNR for the smaller δ value.
Fig. 3 shows the cost function and image SNR as functions
of CPU time for PL reconstruction using different algorithms.
The smooth 1 penalty used δ = 10−6. Both the DEM and
PCG have a slow convergence rate and result in a low image
SNR. The two ADMM reconstructions converge very fast
but the faster one behaves nonmonotonically. The proposed
algorithm converges monotonically and is as fast as ADMM1.
B. Comparison for Nonsmooth 1
Different algorithms for PL reconstruction with nonsmooth
1 are compared. The reconstructed images at iteration 100 are
shown in Fig. 4. The convergence plots of the cost function
and image SNR are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of CPU
time.
The SPIRAL converges fast and can achieve a very low
cost function value but each iteration, especially the later
iterations, takes much more CPU time than other algorithms.
Both ADMM1 and SPIRAL have a nonmotonic behavior in the
objective function value. While SPIRAL can be run in mono-
tonic mode, it is slower than its nonmonotone implementation
and may become extremely slow at later iterations.
The ADMM2 is slower than ADMM1 but converges almost
monotonically and has a slightly higher SNR (8.31dB versus
8.29dB) at 100 iteration. Fig. 5 indicate that the proposed algo-
rithm runs fastest among all algorithms in terms of minimizing
the cost function and is as fast as ADMM1 in terms of SNR
convergence.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a trust optimization transfer algorithm
for edge-preserving PET image reconstruction. The fast con-
vergence of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated using
simulated data. Compared with the emerging algorithms such
as the ADMM and SPIRAL algorithms for nonsmooth 1 reg-
ularization, the proposed algorithm is guaranteed to converge
monotonically and its convergence speed is at least comparable
to that of nonmonotoic ADMM and SPIRAL.
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Abstract—Intrinsic motion is one of the major problems
of quantitative PET. Several motion correction methods have
already been described. In this work the combined reconstruction
and motion correction approaches are analyzed. After studying
the orientation of the motion ﬁelds, a possible way to speed up the
algorithm is presented. Additionally, a mass-preserving scaling
algorithm is introduced to account for loss and artiﬁcial creation
of activity. Results on artiﬁcal data are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there have been lots of publications dealing with
combined reconstruction and motion correction [1], [2], [3],
[4]. It has been shown that these methods are superior com-
pared to image based motion correction approaches. In this
work we deal with problems which arise in the implementation
of those algorithms. One topic is the correct choice of the
direction of the motion ﬁelds. We introduce a mass-preserving
scaling method which guarantees that no activity gets lost nor
artiﬁcal activity is created during the reconstruction. Finally
we show how to speed up already existing motion correction
algorithms.
II. METHODS
A. Attenuation Weighted OSEM
First we introduce our notation for attenuation weighted
OSEM (AW-OSEM). The image is deﬁned as a vector b ∈ RV
where V denotes the number of voxels. For L different lines
of response the measured data is given by g ∈ RL. We divide
g into three components, i.e., g = gT + gS + gR, where gT
represents true coincidences, gS scatter and gR randoms or
estimates of random coincidences. The system matrix is given
by X ∈ RL×V where X represents the straight line model
or the discretized X-ray transform, respectively. Hence we are
solving Xb = g for b and the OSEM algorithms reads
bκ+1j =
bκj∑
i
xi,j
·
∑
i
⎡⎣ xi,j · gi∑
k
xi,kbκk + g
R
i + g
S
i
⎤⎦ ,
where κ may indicate the current iteration or subset and j the
corresponding voxel index. In order to correct for attenuation
the elements of the system matrix are combined with the
attenuation correction factors ai, i.e., xij is replaced by xij/ai,
leading to
bκ+1j =
bκj∑
i
(xi,j/ai)
·
∑
i
⎡⎢⎢⎣ xi,j · gi(∑
k
xi,kbκk
)
+ ai ·
(
gRi + g
S
i
)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
The attenuation correction factors using a corresponding linear
attenuation map μ ∈ RV are given by
ai = exp
⎛⎝∑
j
xi,jμj
⎞⎠ .
This notation is similar to the notation for AW-OSEM used in
[5]. For the sake of simplicity the normalization coefﬁcients
ni are omitted. We mention that normalization may either be
performed on the data before reconstruction or analogous to
the just cited paper.
B. AW-OSEM with Motion Correction
As the next step we extend AW-OSEM for combined
reconstruction and motion correction. We assume to work
with n = 1, . . . , N gates which represent the different motion
states. One of these N gates is selected as the reference gate; all
other gates are called template gates. The aim of this approach
is to reconstruct a single image using the acquired data of all
gates to obtain a reconstruction of the reference gate with a
higher signal-to-noise ratio. For each gate we have a set of
sinograms of the same size as g. Hence g is extended from
R
L to RN ·L. According to the larger dataset the system matrix
has to be extended as well. We replace X by P ∈ RN ·L×V .
This new matrix can be divided into two components, i.e.,
P = XM. The structure of X is rather simple since it is
nothing else but a block matrix with X as deﬁned above on
the main diagonal
X ∈ RN·L×N·V =
⎛⎜⎝ X ∈ R
L×V 0 0
0
. . . 0
0 0 X ∈ RL×V
⎞⎟⎠ .
Obviously, in case of N = 1 the matrix X is reduced to X .
The second matrix M includes the motion information and is
given by
M ∈ RN·V ×V =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎝
m1,1 · · · m1,V
...
. . .
...
mV,1 · · · mV,V
⎞
⎟⎠
...
⎛
⎜⎝
m(N−1)·V,1 · · · m(N−1)·V,V
...
. . .
...
mN·V,1 · · · mN·V,V
⎞
⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Each column of each V ×V sub-matrix represents the contri-
butions of all voxels to a single voxel, i.e., column 1 includes
the information which voxels are (partly) mapped to voxel 1.
Each row represents the contribution of one single voxel to all
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2other voxels. More details on the interpretation of M will be
discussed in the motion section II-C. Combining X and M ,
the elements of the new system matrix P can be written as
pi,j =
N ·V∑
l=1
xi,lml,j
=
N ·V∑
l=1
xi%L,l%Vml,j
by using the modulo operator %. Hence the components of the
new system matrix are nothing else but a linear combination
of the old matrix with weights according to the motion
information. Therefore the AW-OSEM algorithm including
motion correction reads
bκ+1j =
bκj∑
i
(pi,j/ami )
·
∑
i
⎡⎢⎢⎣ pi,j · gi(∑
k
pi,kbκk
)
+ ami ·
(
gRi + g
S
i
)
⎤⎥⎥⎦
with a modiﬁed attenuation correction factor given by
ami = exp
⎛⎝∑
j
pi,jμj
⎞⎠ .
C. Motion Vectors
For this reconstruction approach it is necessary to know
the motion of each single voxel in relation to the reference
gate. Depending on the direction of the motion ﬁelds we know
either where a voxel was moved to or where it originates from.
We will see that both choices have their (dis-)advantages. Our
suggestion is a combination of both approaches.
Before we discuss the implementation issues of the different
methods we analyze the structure of M. In order to avoid
a loss of activity / an artiﬁcial creation of activity during
reconstruction, we postulate:∑
j
mi,j = 1, (1)
i.e., one voxel must contribute 100% to other voxels. Al-
though this restriction seems to be obvious it is not guaranteed
in all cases. The next three sections discuss different ways of
using the motion ﬁelds during reconstruction. The title of each
subsection indicates the “direction” of the vectors used and
may differ from the orientation of the given vector ﬁelds.
1) Template ⇒ Reference: As discussed in [3], this ap-
proach can be implemented straight-forward since it relies
on interpolation only. During reconstruction of template data,
each voxel is mapped to its ”initial“ position as illustrated in
Figure 1. The advantage of this method is that classical [6] as
well as more sophisticated algorithms [7] can be used to derive
the system matrix which is joined with the interpolation step
afterwards. In addition, equation 1 is satisﬁed per deﬁnition.
Unfortunately, this method does not guarantee that each voxel
of the reference gate will be hit when template data is
used, because the interpolation needs not be surjective. Hence
the interpolation may introduce errors leading to artifacts.
Keywords for this method: fast, error-prone.
Motion
Motion 
Correction
Reference Template
(Motion vectors 
known in this 
direction)
Fig. 1. For each voxel in the template image its ”initial“ position in the
reference image is known. Hence each voxel can easily be moved during
reconstruction. In this example linear interpolation is shown.
2) Reference ⇒ Template: In this case the exact movement
for each voxel of the reference image into the template image
is known. During reconstruction of template data the probabil-
ity of particle emission in the red voxel and their measurement
on the corresponding line of response has to be calculated. The
image update must be performed at the green voxel. Since
the red voxel is not on the grid of the reference image the
computation of the system matrix is very time demanding
[4]. Lamare calls this method exact, however condition (1)
usually will not be fulﬁlled. In the worst case all voxels of the
reference gate point to a single voxel in the template image.
Hence we propose to introduce an appropriate scaling of the
matrix elements mi,j which relates all vectors pointing on
the same voxels to satisfy condition (1). In contrast to the
method presented in section II-C1, this approach guarantees
surjectivity which prohibits errors in the reconstruction if used
in combination with the described scaling. Keywords for this
method: slow, exact.
Motion
Motion 
Correction
Reference Template
(Motion vectors 
known in this 
direction)
Fig. 2. For each voxel in the reference image the position after motion is
known. Again linear interpolation is shown.
3) Template ⇒ Reference (Inverted Motion Fields): This
third method combines the advantages of the other two meth-
ods to obtain an exact and fast algorithm. The ﬁrst method
is fast because of the simple interpolation step combined with
the standard reconstruction framework. Hence our new method
should work in a similar fashion to be likewise fast. To join
this feature with the exact calculations of the second method
we introduce a preprocessing step. Instead of calculating each
mi,j during the reconstruction, the fraction of each reference
image voxel on each template image voxel is precalculated and
stored in a lookup table. As shown in Figure 3, the overlap of
the red voxel on each yellow voxel is calculated. During the
reconstruction we may now work with the yellow voxels and
hence use the interpolation strategy as in section II-C1. The
precalculation step can be interpreted as an inversion of the
motion ﬁeld and results in a surjective interpolation scheme. In
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3Motion
Motion 
Correction
Reference Template
(Motion vectors 
known in this 
direction)
Fig. 3. The same vectors as in section II-C2 are used. In order to reconstruct
using a similar approach as in section II-C1, the vectors are inverted.
order to satisfy the mass preserving condition (1), the values
in the lookup table are scaled accordingly. Keywords for this
method: fast, exact.
We mention that similar to the problem described in section
II-C1 voxels in the template gate may not be hit. However, we
did not experience any problems with this fact so far. Never-
theless, this problem should be analyzed for completeness.
D. Data
In order to evaluate the different motion correction ap-
proaches the XCAT phantom [8] was used. This enables us to
use ground-truth data as well as ground-truth motion vectors.
Hence the results do not depend on the estimation of the
motion ﬁelds.
In this study we focused on respiratory motion. Eight dif-
ferent respiratory motion states were simulated using forward-
projections and additional poisson noise. For comparison using
a similar signal-to-noise ratio, eight noise realizations of the
reference gate were simulated, summed up and averaged.
Before adding the noise, the negative attenuation coefﬁcients
are used to include the effect of attenuation.
It is well-known [9] that the image based methods are
working well in case each single gate has a reasonable signal-
to-noise ratio. Therefore we are interested to compare the
motion correction approaches when the single gates do no
longer contain meaningful information.
The scanner geometry used for the numerical examples
refers to the Siemens Biograph Sensation 16. The recon-
structed volume has the size 175 × 175 × 47 and the cor-
responding michelogram 192× 192× 175. So far only linear
interpolation was used to apply the motion correction in image
space and data space.
E. Reconstruction
We compare the runtimes and results of several reconstruc-
tion and motion correction approaches, respectively. For all
reconstructions we choose four iterations and ﬁve subsets. All
times were measured on a shared-memory system with 48 GB
RAM and four Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7430 each consisting
of four cores. The runtimes were measured using eight of the
sixteen possible cores. The different reconstruction methods
were implemented in the EMrecon reconstruction framework
[10] and will be described brieﬂy in the next sections. The
method presented in section II-C2 is not investigated in this
work since the implementation can be arbitrarily slow.
1) Reconstruction without Motion Correction (One Gate):
This method represents the classical AW-OSEM reconstruction
of a single gate as presented in section II-A. In order to obtain
a motion contaminated dataset, the eight gates representing the
different motion states were summed up and scaled according
to the number of gates.
2) Reconstruction without Motion Correction (All Gates):
Since we want to compare our relative reconstruction times
to the results presented by Lamare [4] who used Listmode,
we performed this additional reconstruction. It is required
to reconstruct from the identical dataset (same amount of
LORs) as used in the motion corrected reconstruction for a
fair comparison. Regarding the system matrix P = XM, this
case refers to
m(n−1)·V+j,j = 1 n = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , V
mi,j = 0 otherwise.
The resulting image is identical compared to the result of
section II-E1.
3) Reconstruction with Motion Correction (Template ⇒
Reference): Here we are using the method presented in
section II-C1. Since only the ground-truth vectors pointing
in the opposite direction were available, the Matlab function
TriScatteredInterp was used to obtain vectors pointing from
the template gates to the reference. The resulting motion ﬁeld
obviously is only an approximation of the ground-truth data.
Hence we only look at the runtime for comparison but not at
the reconstruction result itself. This is reasonable because it
already has been shown [4] that this method is inferior to the
other methods.
4) Reconstruction with Motion Correction (Template ⇒
Reference, Inverted Motion Fields): The given motion ﬁelds
are used as presented in section II-C3. Therefore the inversion
step is not performed during reconstruction but as a prepro-
cessing before reconstruction.
5) Reconstruction with Motion Correction (Template ⇒
Reference, Inverted Motion Fields, Mass-Preserving): Along
the lines of section II-E4 the motion ﬁelds are prepro-
cessed and used in the reconstruction. In addition, the mass-
preserving scaling is introduced to satisfy equation (1).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The runtimes for the different reconstruction algorithms can
be found in table I. The runtime of algorithm (II-E3) is about
10% longer compared to the uncorrected reconstruction
Reconstruction Type Time in s Time in s Time
pro subset total relative
II-E1 1.44 28 0.19
II-E2 7.55 151 1
II-E3 8.32 166.33 1.1
II-E4 8.27 165.33 1.09
II-E5 8.3 166 1.1
TABLE I
RECONSTRUCTION TIMES FOR RESPIRATORY MOTION CORRECTION.
given by (II-E2). This is comparable to the 5% given by
Lamare [4]. The new proposed algorithms II-E4, II-E5 take
the same time as algorithm (II-E3). Compared to the 10 times
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4longer described by Lamare, this is a huge speedup. One could
argue that the reconstruction may now be faster because the
preprocessing takes so long. Regarding table II we can see
that the preprocessing can easily be done and hardly takes
extra time. In addition, the ﬁlesize of the stored motion data
is rather small.
Reconstruction Type Time in s for Filesize
preprocessing in MB
II-E3 7.3 240
II-E4 8 238
II-E5 8 238
TABLE II
PREPROCESSING TIMES AND FILESIZE OF MOTION DATA FOR
RESPIRATORY MOTION CORRECTION.
The improvement introduced by the mass-preserved scaling
can be seen in Fig. 4. Although the reconstruction without
mass-preserving seems to deliver reasonable results (see Fig.
4(c)), the scaling enables a higher recovery of activity inside
the ventricle as can be seen in Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(e).
(a) Reconstruction of eight noise
realizations of the reference gate.
(b) Uncorrected reconstruction of
motion contaminated data. The cor-
responding sinograms of all motion
states are reconstructed as described
in section II-E2.
(c) Reconstruction using the data
based non mass-preserving motion
correction approach as presented in
section II-E4.
(d) Reconstruction using the data
based mass-preserving motion cor-
rection approach as discussed in
section II-E5.
(e) Difference of both data based
motion correction approaches, i.e.
Fig. 4(d) - Fig. 4(c). For better vi-
sual comparison the colormap has
been scaled to a different level.
Fig. 4. Results for motion correction in case of respiratory motion. The data
based approaches shown in 4(c),4(d) are able to produce reconstruction results
close to the reference reconstruction shown in 4(a). The newly introduced
mass-preservation scaling improves the recovery of update in the ventricle.
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a possible way to speed up existing motion
correction reconstruction algorithms which lead to a remark-
able speedup. In case of datasets which include more motion
than presented in this work, the reconstruction time compared
to the uncorrected reconstructions may increase. Since this
affects all discussed algorithms, the speedup will not get lost.
Additionally, we added the mass-preserving condition to
guarantee an exact algorithm. We mention that our deﬁnition
of mass-preserving motion correction differs from existing
approaches in the literature. Gigengack et al. [11] and Dawood
et al. [12] derive mass-preserving vectors but this does not
replace the necessity of our mass-preserving approach.
In combination, the two presented modiﬁcations seem to be
a good package to tackle the problem of motion correction in
case of bad statistic data.
The next step will be the application of these algorithms
to real patient data. Here it must be possible to obtain the
motion vectors even in case of low PET signal. Therefore
these kind of algorithms should suit optimally to combined
MR/PET scanners like the Siemens Biography mMR. First
datasets are under investigation.
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Quadratic Regularization Design for 3D Axial CT
Jang Hwan Cho and Jeffrey A. Fessler
Abstract—While iterative reconstruction (IR) methods have
potential advantages over conventional FBP reconstruction such
as reduced patient dose and improved noise properties, their use
of statistical weighting and space variant scanning geometries
can lead to nonuniform and anisotropic spatial resolution. Due
to the large number of voxels in the image volume, regularization
design methods based on discrete Fourier transforms would
require prohivitive computational cost. In this paper, we propose
a quadratic regularization design method for 3D axial X-ray com-
puted tomography (CT) that aims to improve resolution isotropy
and uniformity. Simulations and a phantom experiment show
that the proposed method leads to more uniform and isotropic
spatial resolution in 3D axial CT with modest computational cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improved noise and spatial resolution properties are one
of the potential advantages of statistical image reconstruction
methods over conventional ﬁltered back-projection (FBP) re-
construction [1]. Regularized image reconstruction methods,
such as penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) method
or a penalized-likelihood (PL) method, provide noise control
by integrating a roughness penalty into the cost function.
Although statistical weighting and system models are respon-
sible for improving image quality, their interaction with a
conventional quadratic roughness penalty results in images as
anisotropic and nonuniform spatial resolution. This holds even
for idealized shift-invariant imaging systems [2], and becomes
most severe near the end slices of 3D axial or helical CT.
Several previous regularization designs aim to match the
local impulse response of the estimator to a target impulse re-
sponse by matrix manipulations and discrete Fourer transforms
[2], [3]. The matrix and FFT methods need too much com-
putation when applied to an entire image volume. Expecially
for 3D axial or helical CT. A fast analytical regularization
design method for 2D fan-beam X-ray CT that uses continuous
space analogs to simplify the regularization design problem
was proposed in [4]. In [5], the authors addressed the problem
for 3D axial CT, but for a simpliﬁed 3D system that was
modeled as a stack of 2D fan-beam systems. In this paper, we
propose a regularization design for 3D axial X-ray computed
tomography (CT) accounting for cone angle. Simulations and
a phantom experiment show that the proposed method leads
to more uniform and isotropic spatial resolution in 3D axial
CT with modest computational cost.
This work was supported in part by NIH grant R01-HL-098686 and by
equipment donations from Intel. The authors are with the Department of Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI 48109-2122, USA. Email: janghcho@umich.edu, fessler@umich.edu.
II. METHOD
A. Local Impulse Response
Consider a penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) objec-
tive function of the form
Ψ(x) = L- (x)+R(x), L- (x) =
1
2
‖y −Ax‖
2
W
, (1)
where y is the measurement vector, A is the system matrix,
x = (x1, · · · , xN ) is the discretized version of the object
being imaged, and W = diag{wi} is a statistical weighting
matrix. A conventional quadratic regularizer is expressed as
R(x) = β
∑
j
Nl∑
l=1
κl(j)κjr
l
j
1
2
((cl ∗ ∗ ∗ x) [n,m, z])
2
, (2)
where index j is a lexicographical ordering of [n,m, z], Nl
is the number of neighbors (13 in 3D), cl is a function
performs ﬁnite differences between neighboring voxels (see
(11) below), κ’s are the user-deﬁned weights [2] for controlling
spatial resolution in the reconstructed image, and {rlj} are the
directional regularizer coefﬁcients that we will design.
For a quadratic regularizer, the local impulse response (LIR)
at the jth voxel for the PWLS estimator is given as:
lj = [A′WA+R]−1A′WAδj , (3)
where R is the Hessian of the regularizer R(x) and δj denotes
an impulse function at jth voxel [2]. Our purpose is to design
R such that our local impulse response lj matches a target lo
that has more isotropic spatial resolution, at every pixel j. We
simplify this process by turning to the frequency domain.
Assuming A′WAδj and Rδj are approximately locally
circulant [6], we can approximate (3) as follows:
Lj =
F (A′WAδj)
F (A′WAδj) + βF (Rδj)
, (4)
where F (·) denotes the 3-D DFT.
Instead of directly using the discrete Fourier transform, we
use the continuous-space analog of Hj  F (A′WAδj) in
spherical coordinates ν  (ρ,Φ,Θ). We use a closed-form
approximation for Hj that was suggested in [7]:
Hj(ν) ≈ KJ(ν)
w˜j(Φ)
ρ cos(Θ)
(5)
K = ΠΔ3xΔzD
2
sd/D
2
so
J(ν) = sinc(Δxρ cos(Θ) cosΦ)
2
×sinc(Δyρ cos(Θ) sinΦ)
2sinc(Δzρ sin(Θ))
2
w˜j(Φ) =
∑
β∈Bj(Φ)
w¯β,j
dβ,j
√
1− (ζj cos(θj))2 cos2(φj − Φ)
,
where Dso · (ζ
j , φj , θj) denotes the location of the jth voxel
in spherical coordinates, K is a constant depending on voxel
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sizes and scanner geometry, J(ν) is a factor depending only
on spatial frequencies, w¯β,j  wβ(s∗j ) where s
∗
j is the positon
on the detector that maximizes the footprint of voxel j at
source angle β, dβ,j is the distance from the source to the
xy-projection of voxel j, and Bj(Φ) is the set of the values of
β for which the ray passing through voxel j is perpendicular
to the frequency vector ν where the ray and frequency vector
are both projected onto the xy-plane [7]. Substituting (6) into
(4) yields the following expression for the continuous space
analog of Lj :
Lj ≈
KJ(ν)w˜j(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ))
KJ(ν)w˜j(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ)) + βRj(ν)
, (6)
where Rj(ν) is the local frequency response for the regularizer
near pixel j (see (15) below).
B. Target Impulse Response
The local frequency response associated with penalized
unweighted reconstruction is isotropic at the isocenter for a
full scan, so we use it as our target response. At isocenter, (6)
for uniform weights (wi = 1) is given as
Ho(ν) ≈ KJ(ν)
u˜o(Φ)
ρ cos(Θ)
, (7)
u˜o(Φ) = |Bj(Φ)| .
Now the target local frequency response is
Lo ≈
KJ(ν)u˜o(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ))
KJ(ν)u˜o(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ)) + βRo(ν)
, (8)
where Lo is the continuous-space analog of Lo.
Our purpose is to match the local impulse response at jth
voxel to the target impulse resonse, i.e., we want
Lj ≈
KJ(ν)w˜j(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ))
KJ(ν)w˜j(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ)) + βRj(ν)
(9)
≈
KJ(ν)u˜o(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ))
KJ(ν)u˜o(Φ)/(ρ cos(Θ)) + βRo(ν)
≈ L0.
Cross multiplying and simplifying yields the goal
u˜o(Φ)Rj(ν) ≈ w˜j(Φ)Ro(ν). (10)
C. Regularization Structure
We ﬁrst deﬁne a ﬁrst-order differencing function that penal-
izes lth neighbor as
cl =
1√
n2l +m
2
l + z
2
l
(δ(n,m, z)−δ(n−nl,m−ml, z−zl)),
(11)
where nl,ml, zl denote the offset of the neighbor. Taking the
Fourier transform of (11) yields the following expression for
the local frequency response |Cl(ω1, ω2, ω3)|
2
=
1
n2l +m
2
l + z
2
l
∣∣∣1− e−i(ω1nl+ω2ml+ω3zl)∣∣∣2
=
1
n2l +m
2
l + z
2
l
(2− 2 cos (ω1nl + ω2ml + ω3zl)) . (12)
Using the approximation 2−2 cos(x) ≈ x2 [4] (12) simpliﬁes
|Cl(ω1, ω2, ω3)|
2
≈
1
n2l +m
2
l + z
2
l
(ω1nl + ω2ml + ω3zl)
2
.
(13)
We convert (13) to spherical frequency coordinates. The
relationship between frequency and sampling yields ω1 =
2πΔxρ cos(Φ) cos(Θ), ω2 = 2πΔyρ sin(Φ) cos(Θ), and ω3 =
2πΔzρ sin(Θ). Substituting these into (13) yields the follow-
ing expression for |Cl(ω1, ω2, ω3)|
2
≈
1
n2l +m
2
l + z
2
l
(2πρ)2(nlΔx cos(Φ) cos(Θ)
+mlΔy sin(Φ) cos(Θ)+zlΔz sin(Θ))
2 (14)
The local frequency response of the regularizer (2) is now
Rj(ρ,Φ,Θ) = (2πρ)
2κ2j
Nl∑
l=1
rlj (e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2
,
(15)
where e(Φ,Θ)  (cos(Φ) cos(Θ), sin(Φ) cos(Θ), sin(Θ)),
Δ  (Δx,Δy,Δz), ⊗ is element-wise multiplication, and we
assumed that κj ≈ κl for l within the neighborhood of j.
For the target response, Ro becomes
Ro(ρ,Φ,Θ) = (2πρ)
2κ2o
Nl∑
l=1
rlo (e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2
,
(16)
where κo is the user-deﬁned weights for target spatial reso-
lution at the isocenter, and {rlo} is the pre-deﬁned directional
weights, which determines the shape of the target response.
D. Regularization Design
Substituting (15) and (16) into (10) and simplifying yields
Qj(Φ,Θ) ≈
κ20w˜j(Φ)
κ2j u˜o(Φ)
Qo(Φ,Θ), (17)
where
Qj(Φ,Θ) 
Nl∑
l=1
rlj (e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2
. (18)
We solve the following weighted minimization problem
to design the directional weighting coefﬁcient vector rj =
(r1j , · · · , r
Nl
j ) at the jth voxel
rj  argmin
rj≥0
∫ 2π
0
∫ π
2
−π
2
Dw(Φ,Θ)|wˇj(Φ,Θ)
−
Nl∑
l=1
rjl (e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2|2dΘdΦ, (19)
where the nonnegativity constraint ensures the regularizer’s
convexity and we deﬁne the modiﬁed weighting function
wˇj(Φ,Θ) 
κ20w˜j(Φ)
κ2j u˜o(Φ)
Nl∑
l=1
rlo(e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2.
(20)
We choose Dw = cos(Θ) to have more uniform distribution
of sampled points. We view (19) as a weighted projection of
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wˇj(Φ) onto the space spanned by {[e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ]
2}. Inserting
the weight cos(Θ) into the data-ﬁtting part and expanding this
term into 6 orthonormal basis functions, we can decompose∑Nl
l=1 r
l
j cos
2(Θ)(e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2 as PTrj , where
P is an operator whose columns are the six orthonormal
vectors, and T is a 6 × Nl linear combination matrix whose
mth row is the following inner product
Tml =
1
2π2
∫ 2π
0
∫ π/2
−π/2
(e(Φ,Θ) · [e(Φl,Θl)⊗Δ])
2pmdΘdΦ.
(21)
The orthonormal basis functions are given as follows
p1(Φ,Θ) =
√
8
3
cos2(Θ)
p2(Φ,Θ) =
16
√
5
sin(Φ) sin(Θ) cos3(Θ)
p3(Φ,Θ) =
16
√
5
cos(Φ) sin(Θ) cos3(Θ)
p4(Φ,Θ) =
√
96
5
cos2(Θ)(cos(2Θ)−
2
3
)
p5(Φ,Θ) =
8
√
35
cos(2Φ)(1 + cos(2Θ)) cos2(Θ)
p6(Φ,Θ) =
32
√
35
cos4(Θ) cos(Φ) sin(Φ),
and assuming Δx = Δy , the lth column of T is given by⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
3
2 (
1
4Δ
2
x cos
2(Θl)+
1
3Δ
2
z sin
2(Θl))
√
5
5 ΔxΔz sin(Φl) sin(Θl) cos(Θl)√
5
5 ΔxΔz cos(Φl) sin(Θl) cos(Θl)
− 1√
30
Δ2z sin
2(Θl)
√
35
28 Δ
2
x cos
2(Θl)(cos
2(Φl)− sin
2(Φl))√
35
14 Δ
2
x cos(Φl) sin(Φl) cos
2(Θl)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Since P has orthonormal columns, we can represent the min-
imization problem (19) as the following simpliﬁed expression
rj = argmin
r≥0
∥∥Tr − bj∥∥2 , (22)
where P ∗ denotes the adjoint of P and bj  P ∗w˚j(·), i.e.,
bjk = 1/(2π
2)
∫ ∫
pk(Φ,Θ)w˚j(Φ,Θ)dΦdΘ for k = 1, · · · , 6,
where w˚j(Φ,Θ) = wˇj(Φ,Θ) cos
2(Θ). The minimization
problem (22) is much smaller than (19). We solve (22) using
NNLS algorithm [8].
The minimization problem (22) is under-determined and
may have many different solutions rj that are all global
minima. Too many zeros in rj may degrade the image since
there will zeros in the Hessian [4]. To ensure that certain rj
values are greater than some small positive number 
j
l , we
modity (22) as follows
rj = argmin
r≥0
∥∥Tr − (bj − Tj)∥∥2 (23)
= argmin
r≥0
∥∥Tr − b¯j∥∥2 , (24)
where b¯j  bj − Tj . After minimization, we use the
coefﬁcients r¯j = rj + j for our new regularizer (See [4]
for a possible way to select j).
III. RESULTS
We simulated a 3rd-generation axial cone-beam CT system
using the separable footprint projector [9]. The simulated
system has Ns = 888 channels and Nt = 64 detector rows
spaced by Δs = 1.0239 mm and Δt = 1.09878 mm, and 984
evenly spaced view angles over a 360 degree scan. The source
to detector distance was 949 mm, and the source to rotation
center distance was 541 mm. We included a quarter detector
offset in the channel direction to reduce aliasing. The XCAT
phantom [10] was used, and the image was reconstructed to
a 512 × 512 × 122 grid with pixel size Δx = Δy = 0.9766
mm and Δz = 0.625 mm. Poisson noise was added to the
sinogram, and the statistical weighting was chosen as wi =
exp(−[Ax]i). The regularization parameter β was selected
such that the target PSF at the isocenter has a full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of approximately 1.4 mm in xy and
0.9 mm in z.
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Fig. 1. Impulse responses of conventional regularization (middle column)
and proposed regularization (right column) at (-66,217,-17) (mm), which is a
fully sampled location. Target impulse response is given as a reference (left
column). Each row corresponds to xy, xz, and yz proﬁles, respectively. Each
contour was plotted based on its own peak value.
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Fig. 2. Impulse responses of conventional regularization (middle column)
and proposed regularization (right column) at (-117,-67,17) (mm), which is a
insufﬁciently sampled location. Target impulse response is given as a reference
(left column). Each row corresponds to xy, xz, and yz proﬁles, respectively.
Each contour was plotted based on its own peak value.
Figs. 1 and 2 compare impulse responses of conventional
regularization and proposed regularization for two different
voxels with different sampling properties. There is a consid-
erable anisotropy at both locations, especially for voxels with
insufﬁcient sampling. The main reasons for the anisotropy are
statistical weighting and scan geometry. The spatial resolution
of the voxel in Fig. 1 is primarily affected by the statisti-
cal weights, and our proposed method gives more isotropic
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impulse response. The location in Fig. 2 is greatly affected
by scan geometry, and our proposed method achieves limited
improvements.
Fig. 3 compares reconstructed images with various meth-
ods. Iteratively reconstructed images show better noise char-
acteristics compared to the FDK reconstruction, but they
may have more anisotropic spatial resolution especially at
the voxels with less samplings. The true image blurred by
the target impulse response was provided as a reference to
assess the improvements of our proposed method. In Fig. 4
closely compares the reconstructed images with conventional
regularization and the proposed regularization. Overall, the
reconstructed image with the proposed regularizer has better
resolution characteristics, but has slightly more noise. At
locations indicated by the arrows, the proposed regularization
shows noticeable improvements (better match to target).
- -
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3. Reconstructed images at end slice (a) FDK reconstruction (b) True
image blurred by the target impulse response (c) Iterative reconstruction with
conventional regularizer (d) Iterative reconstruction with designed regularizer
IV. DISCUSSION
We proposed a regularization design method for 3D axial
CT that aims to improve resolution uniformity and isotropy.
The proposed regularization showed improved spatial resolu-
tion characteristics compared to the conventional regulariza-
tion for the full scan geometry. However, the designed impulse
responses do not match the target response precisely and lo-
cations with insufﬁcient sampling still suffer from anisotropic
resolution. Since 3D axial short scans can suffer from severe
anisotropy at the end slices due to their scan geometry, the pro-
posed method may have difﬁculties achieving desired isotropic
resolutions for short scans. We hope to compensate for this
with improved regularization design. Furthermore, since edge-
preserving regularization is mostly used in practice instead
of the quadratic regularization, we will investigate using the
designed directional weights in edge-preserving regularization.
Our future work will address these issues and focus on reﬁning
Fig. 4. Reconstructed images with conventional regularization (middle row)
and proposed regularization (bottom row) at different locations on end slices.
True image blurred by the target impulse response is given as a reference (top
row).
the method to obtain better spatial uniformity for different scan
geometries and to further improve the computational efﬁciency
of the method.
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1CT Reconstruction of 3D Wavelet Coefﬁcients and
its Application to Nondestructive Testing
Steven Oeckl∗
Abstract—This paper presents a new approach for multiresolu-
tion reconstruction in cone-beam tomography. The approximative
inverse for feature reconstruction is used to derive ﬁlter kernels
for reconstructing the 3D wavelet approximation and wavelet
detail coefﬁcients directly from the projection data. Beyond
the reconstruction kernels, applications of multiresolution re-
construction in the ﬁeld of nondestructive testing are shown:
The algorithm supports progressive reconstruction and local
tomography for recovering only a region of interest inside the
investigated volume. The features of the reconstruction algorithm
are shown by means of simulation data as well as real data of
an aluminium casting from automobile industry
Index Terms—CT, reconstruction, approximate inverse,
wavelet, multiresolution, nondestructive testing, merging of image
processing and reconstruction, data compression
I. INTRODUCTION
Since wavelet analysis has become a powerful tool for
signal and image processing, the multiresolution approach
provides a solution for many practical applications. In X-ray
computerized tomography (CT) algorithms for multiresolution
two dimensional (2D) parallel beam, 2D fan-beam, and three
dimensional cone-beam (Feldkamp-type) reconstruction using
tensor or quincunx wavelets were introduced in [1]–[3]. These
reconstruction formulas are based on the strong relationship
between the continuous wavelet transform and the Radon
transform as mentioned in [4].
In this contribution we use a different approach to achieve
an algorithm for reconstructing an object at different resolu-
tions: The approximate inverse, introduced in [5], is a method
for solving ﬁrst kind operator equations Af = g in a stable
way. Instead of determining the exact solution f , an inversion
operator for fe is calculated, where fe is associated to f
via the inner product 〈f, e〉 using a molliﬁer e. Applying the
approximate inverse to CT yields a reconstruction algorithm
of ﬁltered backprojection type [6]. In [7] the concept of
approximate inverse was extended for calculating a feature
of f represented as an appropriate operator T directly from
the measured data g. In this case the inner product 〈Tf, e〉
is calculated. Choosing the operator T as the discrete wavelet
transform yields a ﬁltered backprojection algorithm for recon-
structing the wavelet coefﬁcients of f .
We start with a short introduction to the concept of approx-
imate inverse in section II. Necessary basics on nonseparable
multiresolution analysis are given in section III. Section IV
provides the deﬁnition of the X-ray transform and some rele-
vant results. The determination of ﬁlter kernels for calculating
∗ Process Integrated Inspection Systems, A Dept. of the Fraunhofer Institute
for Integrated Circuits, Fu¨rth, Germany
Corresponding author: Steven.Oeckl@iis.fraunhofer.de
the 3D wavelet and approximation coefﬁcients directly from
the measured projection data is presented in section V. We
show the results of our reconstruction method in section VI
and conlude this contribution with a summary and an outlook
in section VII.
II. APPROXIMATIVE INVERSE
For separable hilbert spaces U and V we denote the space
of linear continuous operators from U to V by L(U, V ). The
range of A ∈ L(U, V ) is deﬁned by R(A) and we write A∗
for the adjoint of A.
Let A ∈ L(U, V ) and e ∈ R(A∗). An element κA(e) ∈ V
with
A∗ = e (1)
is called reconstruction kernel for A (concerning e).
Using the reconstruction kernel we can deﬁne the approxi-
mate inverse as follows: Let Ω,Ω′ ⊂ Rn be bounded domains,
U := L2(Ω′), V a separable hilbert space, A ∈ L(U, V ),
g ∈ V and e ∈ L2(Ω× Ω′) fulﬁlling e(x, ·) ∈ R(A∗) for all
x ∈ Ω. The operator
SA(e)g(x) := 〈g, κA(e(x, ·))〉V , x ∈ Ω , (2)
is called approximate inverse of A (concerning e).
Assume the ﬁrst kind operator equation Af = g. The idea
of the approximate inverse is to calculate an approximation
〈f, e(x, ·)〉U of the solution instead of the exact solution f .
This idea can be seen using the above deﬁnitions
〈f, e(x, ·)〉U = 〈f,A∗κA(e(x, ·))〉U
= 〈Af, κA(e(x, ·))〉V
= 〈g, κA(e(x, ·))〉V
= SA(e)g(x) . (3)
Since we are interested in a certain features of f , i.e. the
wavelet coefﬁcients, instead of the solution of Af = g itself,
we extend the above concept to this situation, see [7]. Let
Ω,Ω′,Ω′′ ⊂ Rn be bounded domains, U := L2(Ω′), V a
separable hilbert space, A ∈ L(U, V ), W := L2(Ω′′), T ∈
L(U,W ), g ∈ V and e ∈ L2(Ω × Ω′′) fulﬁlling T ∗e(x, ·) ∈
R(A∗) for all x ∈ Ω. The operator
SA(e, T )g(x) := 〈g, κA(T ∗e(x, ·))〉V , x ∈ Ω,
is called approximative inverse of A (concerning e) for (cal-
culating the property) T . This deﬁnition is again motivated by
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2the following relation
〈T f, e(x, ·)〉W = 〈f, T ∗e(x, ·)〉U
= 〈f,A∗κA(T ∗e(x, ·))〉U
= 〈Af, κA(T ∗e(x, ·))〉V
= 〈g, κA(T ∗e(x, ·))〉V
= SA(e, T )g(x) .
Instead of calculating the exact feature T f we use the ex-
tended approximate inverse to determine an approximation
〈T f, e(x, ·)〉W using again an appropriate molliﬁer e.
In the context of CT the calculation of reconstruction
kernels using the classical approximate inverse is well known,
see [6]. The following result shows the relation between the
classical and the extended approximate inverse for properties.
This relation will lead us to efﬁcient algorithms for calculating
reconstruction kernels for the extended approximate inverse.
Let U , V , X and Y be separable hilbert spaces, A ∈ L(U, V )
and B ∈ L(X,Y ). In addition let T 1 ∈ L(X,U) and
T 2 ∈ L(Y, V ) fulﬁlling
AT 1 = T 2B (4)
and let be e ∈ R(A∗). Then T 1∗e ∈ R(B∗) and
κB(T 1∗e) = T 2∗κA(e) . (5)
To proof this we can write
T 1∗e = T 1∗A∗κA(e) = B∗T 2∗κA(e) .
III. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS
For calculating the wavelet coefﬁcients of f directly from
the projection data using the approximate inverse we introduce
ﬁrst some results from multiresolution analysis, for details see
[8], [9]. Let D ∈ Znxn be a dilation matrix and deﬁne M :=
|detD|. Let {φ, φ˜} be a pair of dual scaling functions of a
n-dimensional multiresolution analysis, and let {ψi, ψ˜i}, i =
1, . . . ,M , be M−1 pairs of dual mother wavelets. For a ﬁxed
J ∈ Z and f ∈ L2(Rn) we have the wavelet expansion
f =
∑
k∈Zn
〈f, φJ,k〉φ˜J,k +
M−1∑
i=1
∑
j<J
∑
k∈Zn
〈f, ψij,k〉ψ˜ij,k ,
where φj,k := |detD|−(j/2) φ(D−j ·−k). We call 〈f, ψij,k〉 and
〈f, φJ,k〉 wavelet and approximation coefﬁcients respectively.
In [1] it was shown that the wavelet and approximation
coefﬁcients are the result of appropriate convolution operators
and therefore can be calculated using the approximate inverse
for properties. Let Ωnr := {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖ < r} be the open
ball in Rn with radius r ∈ R. For r1, r2 ∈ R+, f ∈ L2(Ωnr1)
and ψ ∈ L2(Rn) we have (f ∗ ψ) := ∫
Rn
f(x)ψ(· − x) dx ∈
L2(Ωnr2). The operator
Cψ : L2(Ωnr1) → L2(Ωnr2)
f → Cψf := (f ∗ ψ)
is called convolution with ψ. Let ψ˘ := ψ(−·), j ∈ Z and
D ∈ Mn(Z) a dilatation matrix. Then for all k ∈ Zn with
(Dj)−1k ∈ Ωnr2 holds
〈f, ψj,k〉L2(Rn) =
∫
Rn
f(t)ψ(Djt− k) dt
=
∫
Rn
f(t)ψ˘(k −Djt) dt
=
∫
Rn
f(t)ψ˘(Dj((Dj)−1k − t)) dt
=
∫
Rn
f(t)ψ˘j,0((D
j)−1k − t) dt
= Cψ˘j,0f((Dj)−1k) .
The corresponding equation holds for the approximation co-
efﬁcients. Therefore we can determine the coefﬁcients for the
wavelet expansion directly from the measured data g of the
operator equation Af = g by using the approximate inverse
of A for Cψ˘j,0 .
IV. X-RAY TRANSFORM
The X-ray transform is the mathematical model of cone
beam CT. In this section we restrict our investigations to the
three dimensional (3D) case n = 3. We denote the unit sphere
in R3 with S3. For f ∈ L1(R3), a ∈ R3, θ ∈ S2 we deﬁne
Df(a, θ) := Daf :=
∫ ∞
0
f(a+ ρθ) dρ .
The operator D is called X-ray transform. Next we consider
the X-ray transform as a continuous linear operator concerning
an appropriate curve. Therefore let Λ ⊂ R be a closed interval,
φ : Λ → R3 a curve and Γφ := R(φ) ⊂ R3 the range of φ.
The set of all curves with a range outside of Ω3r is denoted
by Φ3,r(Λ) := {φ : Λ → R3 |R(φ) ⊂ R3 \ Ω3r}. We call
φ ∈ Φn,r(Λ) a Tuy curve, if φ is bounded, continuous, differ-
entiable almost everywhere and if for all (x, θ) ∈ Ωnr × Sn−1
there exists a λ ∈ Λ such that
〈x, θ〉 = 〈φ(λ), θ〉 (6)
and
〈φ′(λ), θ〉 = 0 . (7)
Let φ ∈ Φn,r(Λ) be a Tuy curve. Then the X-ray transform
D is a continuous linear mapping
D : L2(Ωnr ) → L2(Γφ × S3) .
The adjoint operator D∗ : L2(Γφ×S3) → L2(Ω3r) is given as
D∗g(x) :=
∫
Λ
‖x− φ(λ)‖−2g
(
x− φ(λ)
‖x− φ(λ)‖
)
dλ .
The inversion formula in [10] is based on the adjoint X-ray
transform and is therefore suitable for calculating reconstruc-
tion kernels. The formula reads
f =
1
8π2
D∗TMΓφT Df , (8)
where for λ ∈ Λ, ω ∈ S2 and s ∈ R
T g(φ(λ), ω) :=
∫
S2
g(φ(λ), θ)δ′(〈θ, ω〉) ,
MΓφh(φ(λ), ω) := |〈φ′(λ), ω〉|mφ(ω, 〈φ(λ), ω〉)h(φ(λ), ω)
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3and mφ(ω, 〈φ(λ), ω〉) := nφ(ω, 〈φ(λ), ω〉)−1 the inverse of
the Crofton symbol
nφ(ω, s) := #{λ ∈ Λ : 〈φ(λ), ω〉 = s} .
For an efﬁcient calculation of reconstruction kernels for
computing the wavelet coefﬁcients directly from the measured
projection data the following relation between the X-ray
transform and the convolution operation is important. We have
Dφ(λ)Cgf(θ) =
∫ ∞
0
Cgf(φ(λ) + tθ) dt
=
∫ ∞
0
Cfg(φ(λ) + tθ) dt
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
Ωnr
g(x)f(φ(λ) + tθ − x) dx dt
=
∫
Ωnr
g(x)
∫ ∞
0
f(φ(λ)− x+ tθ) dt dx
=
∫
Ωnr
g(x)Dφ(λ)−xf(θ) dx
= Cg(D(·)g(θ))(φ(λ)) . (9)
V. RECONSTRUCTION KERNELS
The approximate inverse for determine a smoothed solution
of Df = g reads
〈f, e(x, ·)〉U = SD(e)Df(x)
=
∫
Λ
∫
S2
Dφ(λ)f(θ)κD(e(x, ·))(φ(λ), θ) dθ dλ ,
(10)
where
κD(e(x, ·)) = TMΓφT De(x, ·) .
This follows immediately from the inversion formula (8)
D∗κD(e(x, ·)) = D∗TMΓφT De(x, ·) = e(x, ·) .
Due to relation (9) the assumption (4) is fulﬁlled. Therefore
we can apply (5) to determine the reconstruction kernel for
calculating the wavelet coefﬁcients C∗
ψ˘j,0
f directly from the
measured data as follows
κD(C∗ψ˘j,0e(x, ·))(φ(λ), θ) = C
∗
ψ˘j,0
(κD(e(x, ·))(·, θ))(φ(λ)) .
The extended approximate inverse for determine the wavelet
coefﬁcients C∗
ψ˘j,0
f reads
〈T f, e(x, ·)〉W = SA(e, Cψ˘j,0)Df(x)
=
∫
Λ
∫
S2
Dφ(λ)f(θ)κD(C∗ψ˘j,0e(x, ·))(φ(λ), θ) dθ dλ . (11)
In [6] it was shown that in case of a circle trajectory formula
(10) provides a stable reconstruction algorithm, although a
circle is not a Tuy curve. We use also a circle trajectory
because this curve is the most common curve in industrial
CT. If the molliﬁer e in this case is translation invariant, then
the inner integral concerning S2 in (10) acts approximately as
a convolution, see [6]. The same holds for the inner integral
concerning S2 in (11). Therefore we get an algorithm of
ﬁltered backprojection type for reconstructing the wavelet and
approximation coefﬁcients C∗
ψ˘j,0
f .
VI. RESULTS
This section is divided into two parts. First we present
some results using our algorithm on synthetic data. Second
we would like to show that the approach of calculating a
3D multiresolution analyis directly from the projection data
provides some beneﬁts in practical applications.
In Figure 1 we show a single slice of a 3D wavelet and
approximation coefﬁcient reconstruction using a coiﬂet and
the 3D extension of the quincunx dilatation matrix. The full
cone angle was two times 7, 78 degrees and 400 projections
consisting of 256x256 pixels were used to reconstruct a
volume data set with 256x256x256 voxels. We choose the
gaussian with standard deviation σ ≈ √2 as molliﬁer.
Fig. 1. Reconstruction of 3D wavelet and approximation coefﬁcients using a
coiﬂet and the 3D extension of the quincunx dilatation matrix. The full cone
angle was two times 7, 78 degrees and 400 projections consisting of 256x256
pixels were used to reconstruct a volume data set with 256x256x256 voxels.
We choose the gaussian with standard deviation σ ≈ √2 as molliﬁer. Left:
Grey value range of [−0, 1, 0.25]. Right: Grey value range of [−0.1, 1.0].
Using the same setup as in the situation of ﬁgure 1 we show
in ﬁgure 2 a comparison between calculating the approxima-
tion coefﬁcients (without downsampling) in two steps and a
reconstruction of the approximation coefﬁcients directly from
the projection data. A two step calculation means performing
ﬁrst a standard reconstruction followed be a 3D low pass
ﬁltering of the volume data set to achieve the approximation
coefﬁcients related to the coiﬂet.
Fig. 2. Comparison between calculating the approximation coefﬁcients
(without downsampling) in two steps and a reconstruction of the approxi-
mation coefﬁcients directly from the projection data using the same setup
as in ﬁgure 1. Left: Two step calculation, i.e. performing ﬁrst a standard
reconstruction followed be a 3D low pass ﬁltering of the volume data set;
grey value range [0.49, 0, 535]. Center: Reconstruction of the approximation
coefﬁcients directly from the projection data using the extended approximate
inverse; grey value range [0.49, 0, 535]. Right: Absolute difference between
left and right image; grey value range [0.0, 0.005].
The possibility to perform a progressive reconstruction is the
main advantage of multiresolution tomographic reconstruction
for practical applications. Reconstructing the approximation
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4coefﬁcients at a high decomposition level yields a ﬁrst im-
pression of the specimen. After selecting a region of interest
within the approximation only the detail coefﬁcients of the
selected region plus a certain border must be reconstructed
to achieve high resolution inside the region of interest. In
non-destructive testing progressive reconstruction can be used
to incorporate previous knowledge about the specimen, the
scanning geometry, and the inspection task efﬁciently into the
reconstruction method.
In ﬁgure 3 we show the result of merging CT reconstruc-
tion and image processing for automatic defect detection in
aluminium castings. After reconstructing the approximation
coefﬁcients the potential defect areas can be determined auto-
matically. Afterwards only these areas need to be reconstructed
at highest resolution the perform an exact defect characterisa-
tion. This approach reduces the amount of data to be processed
and therefore speeds up the casting inspection.
Fig. 3. Merging of reconstruction and image processing speeds up the
process for casting inspection. Only the defect areas need to be reconstructed
at highest resolution. Left: 3D representation of casting inspection result.
Right: 3D multiresolution reconstruction where only the relevant regions are
reconstructed at highest resolution.
A 3D multiresolution reconstruction enables data com-
pression during the reconstruction process. For example a
wavelet thresholding can be performed after every recon-
structed decomposition level. This speeds up the data transfer
and therefore the reconstruction time in case of huge volume
data sets processed using cluster computing. An example can
be seen in ﬁgure 4.
Fig. 4. Data compression during the reconstruction step. Left: 3D repre-
sentation of a huge data set with casting defects inside. Center: Standard
reconstruction using an industrial CT setup. Right: Result of compressed CT
reconstruction using 3D multiresolution analysis with an compression rate of
13.34 %. All relevant structures for automatic evaluation tasks including the
casting defect in the lower right quadrant of the image are still visible.
Also Region-Of-Interest (ROI) reconstruction using multi-
scan approaches is an application ﬁeld of 3D multiresolution
reconstruction.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this contribution we show an approach for reconstructing
3D wavelet and approximation coefﬁcients directly from the
projection data. We use the extended approximate inverse for
calculating properties to derive reconstruction kernels for a
ﬁltered backprojection for a circle trajectory. Beyond results
on synthetic data we present also practical applications in
industrial CT.
Next steps will be the expansion of the kernel determination
to other trajectories, for example the helical trajectory, and
to other properties than wavelet coefﬁcients. For metrology
applications the reconstruction of object edges instead of
absorption coefﬁcients should provide some beneﬁts.
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&RQVWUDLQHG 79PLQLPL]DWLRQ 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ
/RZGRVH %UHDVW &7
-XQJXR %LDQ .DL <DQJ ;LDR +DQ (PLO < 6LGN\ -RKQ 0 %RRQH DQG ;LDRFKXDQ 3DQ
Abstract—In this work, we perform a preliminary study on
image reconstruction by using optimization-based algorithms from
low-dose data of patients collected with a dedicated breast CT scan-
ner. The reconstruction is formulated as a constrained minimiza-
tion program, and the adaptive steepest descend and projection
onto convex sets (ASD-POCS) is used to solve the program. Because
the data were collected with low-dose exposure comparable to that
in a typical two-view mammography examination, they have a
relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and reconstruction from
them is challenging in terms of revealing detailed information of
clinical value. Based upon the reconstruction, we also conduct
characterization studies in terms of visualization and image-
power spectra. The results of our study suggest that, constrained
TV-minimization-based reconstruction may yield breast images
with improvement over those obtained with the standard FDK
algorithm.
, ,1752'8&7,21
%UHDVW FDQFHU LV WKH PRVW IUHTXHQWO\ GLDJQRVHG FDQFHU DQG WKH
VHFRQG OHDGLQJ FDXVH RI FDQFHU PRUWDOLW\ DPRQJ ZRPHQ LQ WKH
86 'HDWK UDWHV IURP EUHDVW FDQFHU KDYH EHHQ VWHDGLO\ GHFUHDV
LQJ VLQFH  ODUJHO\ EHFDXVH RI WKH HDUO\ GHWHFWLRQ RI EUHDVW
FDQFHU 0DPPRJUDSK\ KDV SOD\HG D PDMRU UROH LQ HDUO\ EUHDVW
FDQFHU GHWHFWLRQ +RZHYHU PDPPRJUDSK\ KDV LQKHUHQW OLPLW
EHFDXVH PDPPRJUDSK\ SURYLGHV RQO\ ' SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV RI
D ' EUHDVW ZKLFK \LHOGV RYHUODSSLQJ VWUXFWXUHV DQG WKXV FDQ
OHDG WR IDOVHQHJDWLYH DQGRU IDOVHSRVLWLYH GHWHFWLRQV HVSHFLDOO\
IRU GHQVH EUHDVWV 5HVHDUFKHUV DUH WKXV DFWLYHO\ GHYHORSLQJ
' EUHDVWLPDJLQJ WHFKQLTXHV LQFOXGLQJ EUHDVW WRPRV\QWKHVLV
DQG GHGLFDWHG EUHDVW &7 WR RYHUFRPH WKLV LQKHUHQW OLPLWD
WLRQV RI FRQYHQWLRQDO ' PDPPRJUDSK\ 7RPRV\QWKHVLV FDQ
EH LQWHUSUHWHG DV D &7 PHWKRG DFTXLULQJ GDWD IURP D VPDOO
QXPEHU RI YLHZV RYHU D OLPLWHG DQJXODU UDQJH $OWKRXJK LW FDQ
UHPRYH VRPH RYHUODSSLQJ DUWLIDFWV LQ PDPPRJUDSK\ LW \LHOGV
QRQLVRWURSLFUHVROXWLRQ EUHDVW LPDJHV ZLWK SRRU RXWRISODQH
SODQH SHUSHQGLFXODU WR WKH GHWHFWRU SODQH UHVROXWLRQ %UHDVW &7
ZDV VXJJHVWHG LQ WKH V >@±>@ DQG KDV UHFHQWO\ UHFHLYHG
UHQHZHG LQWHUHVW >@±>@
&XUUHQW GHGLFDWHG EUHDVW&7 SURWRW\SHV DUH EDVHG RQ ÀDW
SDQHO GHWHFWRUV DQG JHQHUDOO\ DGRSW D FLUFXODU FRQHEHDP LPDJ
LQJ FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ $QDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKPV VXFK DV WKH )'.
DOJRULWKP >@ DUH FXUUHQWO\ XVHG IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IRU
EUHDVW&7 SURWRW\SHV +RZHYHU DQDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKPV UH
TXLUH D ODUJH QXPEHU RI GHQVHO\ VDPSOHG YLHZV )RU H[DPSOH
FXUUHQW EUHDVW&7 VFDQV FROOHFW GDWD W\SLFDOO\ DW ∼ YLHZV
IRU DYRLGLQJ VDPSOLQJ DUWLIDFWV LQ LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH
- %LDQ ; +DQ DQG ( < 6LGN\ DUH ZLWK 'HSDUWPHQW RI 5DGLRORJ\ WKH
8QLYHUVLW\ RI &KLFDJR
. <DQJ DQG - %RRQH DUH ZLWK 'HSDUWPHQW RI 5DGLRORJ\ 8QLYHUVLW\ RI
&DOLIRUQLD 'DYLV
; 3DQ LV ZLWK 'HSDUWPHQWV RI 5DGLRORJ\ DQG 5DGLDWLRQ & &HOOXODU 2QFRORJ\
WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI &KLFDJR
RI DQDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKPV %HFDXVH WKH WRWDO LPDJLQJ GRVH
GHOLYHUHG WR WKH SDWLHQW LQ D EUHDVW&7 VFDQ UHPDLQV DERXW WKH
VDPH DV WKDW LQ D W\SLFDO WZRYLHZ PDPPRJUDSK\ H[DPLQDWLRQ
WKH XVH RI D ODUJH QXPEHU RI YLHZV FDQ OHDG WR GDWD ZLWK ORZ
VLJQDOWRQRLVH UDWLR 615 DQG LPDJHV ZLWK KLJK QRLVH 7KH VRIW
WLVVXHV RI D EUHDVW KDYH VLPLODU DWWHQXDWLRQ SURSHUWLHV WR ZDWHU
DQG JODQGXODU WLVVXHV RI D EUHDVW KDYH YHU\ ¿QH VWUXFWXUHV /RZ
FRQWUDVW ¿QH VWUXFWXUH DQG ORZ615 SURMHFWLRQ GDWD WKXV PDNHV
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPSURYHPHQW IURP ORZGRVH GHGLFDWHG EUHDVW&7
GDWD YHU\ FKDOOHQJLQJ
7KHUH H[LVWV LQFUHDVHG LQWHUHVW LQ GHYHORSPHQW DQG HYDOXDWLRQ
RI RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ
FRQHEHDP &7 &%&7 EHFDXVH ZKHQ DSSOLHG WR WKH ODUJH
DPRXQW RI GDWD W\SLFDOO\ FROOHFWHG LQ FXUUHQW DSSOLFDWLRQV WKH\
PD\ \LHOG LPDJHV ZLWK LPSURYHG TXDOLW\ RYHU WKDW RI UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQV REWDLQHG E\ XVH RI DQDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKPV VXFK DV
)'.EDVHG DOJRULWKPV DQG EHFDXVH WKH\ FDQ EH PRUH ÀH[LEOH
IRU DFFRPPRGDWLQJ LPDJLQJ FRQGLWLRQV RI SUDFWLFDO VLJQL¿FDQFH
WKDQ DQDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKPV $ JUHDW GHDO RI UHVXOWV KDYH EHHQ
UHSRUWHG RQ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ E\ XVH RI RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG
DOJRULWKPV IURP GDWD DFTXLUHG ZLWK &%&7 VFDQQHUV >@±>@
$PRQJ RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV GHYHORSHG UHFHQWO\ DOJR
ULWKPV WKDW H[SORLWLQJ LPDJHVSDUVLW\ SURSHUWLHV KDYH DWWUDFWHG
FRQVLGHUDEOH DWWHQWLRQ DV WKHLU SRWHQWLDO WR UHFRQVWUXFW LPDJHV
RI SUDFWLFDO XWLOLW\ KDV EHHQ GHPRQVWUDWHG 7KH DGDSWLYHVWHHS
GHVFHQWSURMHFWLRQRQWRFRQYH[VHW $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP LV
RQH RI VXFK DOJRULWKPV DQG LW KDV EHHQ DSSOLHG WR UHFRQVWUXFWLQJ
LPDJHV IURP GDWD FROOHFWHG ZLWK DQ DUUD\ RI VFDQQLQJ FRQ¿J
XUDWLRQV (YDOXDWLRQ VWXGLHV >@ >@ >@ >@ KDYH VKRZQ
D SRWHQWLDO RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP LQ \LHOGLQJ TXDOLW\
LPDJHV IURP GDWD OHVV WKDQ ZKDW DUH QHHGHG E\ DQ DQDO\WLF
EDVHG DOJRULWKP LQ FXUUHQW LPDJLQJ DSSOLFDWLRQV
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH LQYHVWLJDWH RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG LPDJH UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ IURP ORZGRVH EUHDVW &7 SDWLHQW GDWD E\ XVLQJ $6'
32&6 DOJRULWKP 7KH IRFXV RI WKLV ZRUN LV WR LQYHVWLJDWH XQGHU
FKDOOHQJLQJ ORZGRVH FRQGLWLRQ ZKHWKHU $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP
FDQ \LHOG DQ\ LPSURYHPHQW RYHU EUHDVW&7 LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG
FXUUHQWO\ ZLWK WKH )'. DOJRULWKP 7KH PDLQ SXUSRVH RI WKLV
VWXG\ LV QRW WR GHYHORS QHZ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV EXW UDWKHU
WR FKDUDFWHUL]H DQ H[LVWLQJ RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKP DQG
GHPRQVWUDWH WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKH DOJRULWKP XQGHU SUDFWLFDO
FKDOOHQJLQJ FRQGLWLRQV $OWKRXJK LW LV LPSRUWDQW WR GHYHORS QHZ
DOJRULWKPV LW LV DFWXDOO\ PRUH LPSRUWDQW WR FKDUDFWHUL]H DQG
WDLORU ³QHZ´ RU ³H[LVWLQJ´ DOJRULWKPV WR DGGUHVV SUREOHPV RI
SUDFWLFDO VLJQL¿FDQFH DQG LGHQWLI\ FDQGLGDWHV SDUDPHWHUV WKDW
PD\ EH XVHIXO IRU SUDFWLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQV
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A. The breast-CT prototype and data acquisition
7KH SURWRW\SH EUHDVW&7 VFDQQHU XVHG LQ WKLV VWXG\ FRQVLVWV
RI DQ ;UD\ VRXUFH ZLWK D WXQJVWHQ DQRGH D ÀDWSDQHO GHWHFWRU
DQG DQ LQWHJUDWHG EHDULQJPRWRUHQFRGHU V\VWHP 7KH GHWHFWRU
KDV 1024×768 HOHPHQWV ZLWK D SLWFK RI  FP 7KH VRXUFH
WRGHWHFWRU DQG VRXUFHWRLVRFHQWHU GLVWDQFHV DUH DERXW 
FP DQG  FP UHVSHFWLYHO\ )RU SDWLHQW VWXGLHV WKH VXEMHFWV
ZHUH VHW XS LQ D SURQH SRVLWLRQ DQG WKHLU EUHDVWV KXQJ SHQGDQW
WKURXJK D KROH LQ WKH WDEOH WRS 7KH VRXUFH DQG GHWHFWRU URWDWH
DURXQG WKH SDWLHQW EUHDVWV
7KH SDWLHQW GDWD ZHUH DFTXLUHG DV SDUW RI DQ RQJRLQJ FOLQLFDO
WULDO DW 8&'DYLV PHGLFDO FHQWHU IRU HYDOXDWLQJ WKH FOLQLFDO
XWLOLW\ RI WKH EUHDVW &7 SURWRW\SH )RU HDFK GDWD VHW FRQHEHDP
SURMHFWLRQV DW  YLHZV XQLIRUPO\ GLVWULEXWHG RYHU π ZHUH
DFTXLUHG LQ DERXW  VHFRQGV 7KH SDWLHQWV ZHUH DGYLVHG WR KROG
WKHLU EUHDWK GXULQJ WKH VFDQ 7KH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DUH FRUUHFWHG
IRU FHUWDLQ SK\VLFDO IDFWRUV LQFOXGLQJ GHWHFWRUSL[HO GHIHFWV
VFDWWHU DQG EHDPKDUGHQLQJ EHIRUH LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
B. Optimization-based image reconstruction
$V GLVFXVVHG SUHYLRXVO\ >@ >@ WKHUH DUH WKUHH LPSRUW
FRPSRQHQWV IRU RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZKLFK
DUH LPDJLQJ PRGHO RSWLPL]DWLRQ SURJUDP DQG RSWLPL]DWLRQ
EDVHG DOJRULWKP IRU VROYLQJ WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ SURJUDP ZKLFK
ZH GLVFXVV EULHÀ\ EHORZ
1) Imaging model: :H XVH D OLQHDU GLVFUHWH V\VWHP PRGHO
IRU PRGHOLQJ WKH &%&7 LPDJLQJ SURFHVV LQ RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
g0 = Hf , 
ZKHUH H LV DQ V\VWHP PDWUL[ PRGHOLQJ WKH FRQHEHDP ;
UD\ WUDQVIRUP YHFWRUV g0 DQG f GHQRWH GLVFUHWH PRGHO GDWD
DQG GLVFUHWH LPDJH WR EH UHFRQVWUXFWHG (DFK HQWU\ RI g0 RU
f GHQRWHV D PRGHOGDWD YDOXH ZLWKLQ DQ GHWHFWRU HOHPHQW RU
DQ LPDJH YDOXH ZLWKLQ D YR[HO ,Q SUDFWLFH ZH RQO\ KDYH
PHDVXUHG GDWD g LQVWHDG RI PRGHO GDWD g0 ZKLFK QHFHVVDULO\
FRQWDLQV FRPSRQHQWV QRW FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK WKH OLQHDU V\VWHP
5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI LPDJH f LV HTXLYDOHQW WR LQYHUWLQJ WKH OLQHDU
V\VWHP LQ (T  IURP NQRZOHGJH RI PHDVXUHG GLVFUHWH GDWD
2) Reconstruction program and algorithms: %DVHG XSRQ
(T  DQ RSWLPL]DWLRQ SURJUDP KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG >@±
>@ IRU &%&7LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ ZKLFK WKH LPDJH WRWDO
YDULDWLRQ 79 LH WKH 1QRUP RI WKH JUDGLHQW PDJQLWXGH
LPDJH LV PLQLPL]HG VXEMHFW WR FRQVWUDLQWV RQ GDWD ¿GHOLW\ DQG
LPDJH SRVLWLYLW\
f∗ = argmin||f ||TV s.t. D(f) ≤  and fn ≥ 0, 
ZKHUH D(f) GHQRWHV (XFOLGHDQ GDWD GLYHUJHQFH EHWZHHQ WKH
PHDVXUHG GDWD DQG PRGHO GDWD
D(f) = |Hf − g|, 
||f ||TV WKH LPDJH 79 3DUDPHWHU  > 0 GHWHUPLQHV D OHYHO RI
DOORZDEOH LQFRQVLVWHQF\ EHWZHHQ WKH PHDVXUHG GDWD DQG PRGHO
GDWD :H KDYH DOVR GHULYHG D QHFHVVDU\ FRQGLWLRQ cα(f) = −1
RQ DOJRULWKP FRQYHUJHQFH 'HWDLOV DQG SK\VLFDO PHDQLQJ RI WKLV
SDUDPHWHU FDQ EH IRXQG LQ 5HIV >@ >@ )RU UHDO GDWD VWXGLHV
RXU H[SHULHQFH LV WKDW WKHUH LV QR VLJQL¿FDQW FKDQJH LQ WKH LPDJHV
ZKHQ cα(f) LV OHVV WKDQ −0.5
:H XVHG D PRGL¿HG DGDSWLYH VWHHSHVW GHVFHQW DQG SURMHFWLRQ
RQWRWKHFRQYH[VHW $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP >@ >@ IRU VROY
LQJ WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ SURJUDP 7KH SVHXGRFRGH RI $6'32&6
DOJRULWKP FDQ EH IRXQG LQ 5HIV >@ >@ 7KH PRGL¿FDWLRQ WR
WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP LV WKDW :KHQ D(f) ≤  LV DFKLHYHG
ZH WKHQ XVH D JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW PHWKRG LQVWHDG RI WKH 32&6
PHWKRG IRU IXUWKHU FDOFXODWLQJD(f) XQWLO cα(f) LV VPDOO HQRXJK
>@ >@ ,Q WKLV ZRUN DQ LQLWLDO LPDJH f = 0 LV XVHG LQ WKH
$6'32&6 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
C. Reconstruction characterization
$ FRQVLGHUDEOH QXPEHU RI SDWLHQWGDWD VHWV KDYH EHHQ FRO
OHFWHG GXULQJ WKH FOLQLFDO WULDO RI WKH EUHDVW&7 VFDQQHU LQFOXG
LQJ FDVHV ZLWK GLIIHUHQW EUHDVW VL]HV DQG GHQVLWLHV 7KH VFDQQLQJ
SDUDPHWHUV DUH FKRVHQ DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH VL]HV DQG GHQVLWLHV RI
WKH EUHDVWV :H WKHQ UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV XVLQJ WKH DOJRULWKPV
GHVFULEHG DERYH IURP WKHVH SDWLHQW FDVHV DQG FRPSDUHG WKH
LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKPV WR WKRVH
LPDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI )'. DOJRULWKP 7KH
JHQHUDO SURFHGXUHV IRU VHOHFWLRQ RI DOJRULWKP SDUDPHWHUV KDV
EHHQ GHVFULEHG LQ GHWDLO LQ 5HIV >@ >@ 9LVXDO LQVSHFWLRQV
DUH ¿UVW SHUIRUPHG WR FRPSDUH WKH WZR VHWV RI UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
LPDJHV IRU HDFK SDWLHQW FDVH :H KDYH DOVR FRPSXWHG LPDJH
SRZHU VSHFWUD IRU FKDUDFWHUL]LQJ DQDWRPLFDO QRLVH IURP LPDJHV
UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVLQJ $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP DQG )'. DOJR
ULWKP $FFRUGLQJ WR >@±>@ WKH SRZHU VSHFWUD RI EUHDVW &7
LPDJHV FDQ EH FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\ D SRZHU ODZ S(k) = α/kβ 
ZKHUH k LV WKH VSDWLDO IUHTXHQF\ α DQG SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW β
DUH IUHH SDUDPHWHUV %XUJHVV DQG KLV FROOHDJXHV >@ KDYH VKRZQ
WKDW WKH SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW LV D FULWLFDO IDFWRU LQ GHWHUPLQLQJ
WKH VL]H DW ZKLFK D OHVLRQ UHDFKHV GHWHFWLRQ WKUHVKROG DQG
D ORZHU SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW UHVXOWV LQ HDUOLHU GHWHFWLRQ RI D
JURZLQJ OHVLRQ 5HFRJQL]LQJ WKDW WKH LPDJH SRZHU VSHFWUD GRHV
QRW VWULFWO\ REH\ DVVXPSWLRQV RI VKLIW LQYDULDQFH DQG QRLVH
VWDWLRQDULW\ LW VWLOO SURYLGHV D XVHIXO TXDQWLWDWLYH UHODWLYH PHWULF
RI WKH QRLVH PDJQLWXGH DQG WKH SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW FDQ VWLOO
SURYLGH FHUWDLQ PHDVXUHPHQW RI WKH DQDWRPLFDO QRLVH LQ EUHDVW
LPDJHV :H DOVR SHUIRUPHG D SUHOLPLQDU\ KXPDQREVHUYHU VWXG\
LQ ZKLFK WKH REVHUYHUV ZHUH DVNHG WKHLU SUHIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ LP
DJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI )'. DQG WKH SURSRVHG DOJRULWKPV
DQG ZLOO UHSRUW WKH UHVXOWV DW WKH FRQIHUHQFH
,,, 5(68/76
:H KDYH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV XVLQJ WKH DOJRULWKPV GHVFULEHG
DERYH IURP D FRQVLGHUDEOH QXPEHU RI SDWLHQWGDWD VHWV RI GLIIHU
HQW EUHDVW VL]HV DQG GHQVLWLHV VFDQQHG ZLWK GLIIHUHQW SDUDPHWHUV
7KH YDULHW\ RI WKH SDWLHQW FDVHV SURYLGHV D WKRURXJK FKHFN
IRU WKH UREXVWQHVV RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV ,Q RXU
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV HIIRUW ZDV PDGH WR PLQLPL]H WKH EORFN\ DUWLIDFWV
WKDW DUH W\SLFDOO\ REVHUYHG LQ LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI
79PLQLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV IURP KLJKO\ QRLV\ GDWD VHWV
A. Visualization-based reconstruction characterization
:H GLVSOD\ LQ )LJV   DQG  LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG IURP
WKUHH VHOHFWHG FDVHV EXW SODQ WR UHSRUW DGGLWLRQDO FDVHV DW WKH
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)LJXUH  ,PDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH )'. DOJRULWKP WRS
DQG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP ERWWRP IRU
SDWLHQW FDVH  DW GLIIHUHQW GLVWDQFHV WR WKH PLGGOH SODQH 7KH GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ
LV [0.15, 0.25] FP−1
FRQIHUHQFH )RU HDFK FDVH ZH GLVSOD\ VOLFHV DW GLIIHUHQW GLV
WDQFHV WR WKH PLGGOH SODQH 7KH LPDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG
E\ XVH RI )'. DOJRULWKP DUH GLVSOD\HG LQ WKH WRS URZ DQG
WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VOLFHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6
DOJRULWKPV DUH GLVSOD\HG LQ WKH ERWWRP URZ ,PDJHV RI SDWLHQW
FDVHV  DUH GLVSOD\HG LQ )LJ  ZKLFK KDV ¿QH VWUXFWXUHV LQ WKH
JODQGXODU WLVVXHV 8SRQ FDUHIXO H[DPLQDWLRQ LW FDQ EH REVHUYHG
WKDW LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP VKRZ
HQKDQFHG GHWDLOV DQG EHWWHU FRQWUDVWV :H DOVR GLVSOD\ EUHDVW
LPDJHV RI SDWLHQW FDVH  LQ )LJ  ZKLFK KDV FDOFL¿FDWLRQV
,W FDQ EH REVHUYHG WKDW WKH WZR VHWV RI LPDJHV DUH RYHUDOO
FRPSDUDEOH +RZHYHU WKH VPDOO FDOFL¿FDWLRQV FDQ EH EHWWHU
GLVFHUQHG LQ WKH LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6
DOJRULWKPV ,Q )LJ  ZH GLVSOD\ D SDWLHQW FDVH ZLWK ODUJH EUHDVW
EXW VFDQQHG ZLWK D VPDOO P$V ZKLFK PHDQV WKH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD
DUH RI ORZHU 615 WKDQ RWKHU FDVHV ,W FDQ EH REVHUYHG WKDW WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPDJHV DUH DOVR QRLVLHU WKDQ WKRVH RI WKH RWKHU
WZR FDVHV +RZHYHU WKH ¿QH GHWDLOV LQ LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG
E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKPV DUH VWLOO PRUH HQKDQFHG WKDQ
LPDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI )'. DOJRULWKPV ZKLFK
LV VLPLODU WR RWKHU FDVHV
B. Image-power-spectra-based characterization
)URP WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPDJHV ZH DOVR FDOFXODWHG LPDJH
SRZHU VSHFWUD >@ >@ IRU FKDUDFWHUL]LQJ DQDWRPLFDO QRLVH RI
WKH EUHDVWV LPDJHV ,Q RUGHU WR FDOFXODWH WKH LPDJH ÀXFWXDWLRQV
LQ D VPDOO 52, ZLWKLQ D UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH ZH VHOHFW L VTXDUH
VKDSHG 52,V RI HTXDO VL]H DW GLIIHUHQW ORFDWLRQV ZLWKLQ WKH
EUHDVW (DFK RI WKH 52,V LV ZLWKLQ WKH EUHDVW VNLQ DQG HDFK 52,
FDQ RYHUODS ZLWK RWKHU 52, EXW QR PRUH WKDQ KDOI RI LWV VL]H 7KH
LPDJHSRZHU VSHFWUXP LV ¿UVW FDOFXODWHG RQ D &DUWHVLDQ JULG
:H WKHQ FRQYHUWHG SRZHU VSHFWUD RQWR D SRODU JULG IROORZHG
)LJXUH  ,PDJH FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH )'. DOJRULWKP WRS
DQG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP ERWWRP IRU
SDWLHQW FDVH  DW GLIIHUHQW GLVWDQFHV WR WKH PLGGOH SODQH 7KH GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ
LV [0.15, 0.25] FP−1
)LJXUH  ,PDJH FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH )'. DOJRULWKP WRS
DQG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP ERWWRP IRU
SDWLHQW FDVH  DW GLIIHUHQW GLVWDQFHV WR WKH PLGGOH SODQH 7KH GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ
LV [0.15, 0.25] FP−1
E\ DYHUDJLQJ WKHP RYHU WKH SRODU DQJOH WR REWDLQ SRZHU VSHFWUD
Pp(k) DV IXQFWLRQV RQO\ RI GLVFUHWH UDGLDO IUHTXHQFLHV k >@
>@ )RU HDFK FDVH ZH XVH VOLFHV ZLWKLQ PLGGOH SODQH IRU WKH
FDOFXODWLRQ
:H FDOFXODWHG SRZHU VSHFWUD IURP LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\
XVLQJ )'. DOJRULWKP DQG $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP DW GLIIHUHQW
LWHUDWLRQV ,Q )LJ  ZH SORW WKH SRZHU VSHFWUD FDOFXODWHG IURP
LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVLQJ $6'32&6 DOJRULWKPV WRJHWKHU
ZLWK SRZHU VSHFWUD FDOFXODWHG IURP LPDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQ
VWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI )'. IRU WZR SDWLHQW FDVHV ,W FDQ EH REVHUYHG
WKDW SRZHU VSHFWUD RI )'. LPDJHV DUH LQ EHWZHHQ WKH SRZHU
VSHFWUD RI $6'32&6 LPDJHV DW WK DQG WK LWHUDWLRQV IRU
ERWK FDVHV :H KDYH DOVR SHUIRUPHG FXUYH ¿WWLQJ DQG HVWLPDWHG
WKH SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW β 7KH β YDOXHV FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WKH
SORW RQ WKH OHIW RI )LJ  DUH  )'.  $6'32&6
WK LWHUDWLRQ DQG  $6'32&6 WK LWHUDWLRQ $QG WKH
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)LJXUH  ,PDJH SRZHU VSHFWUD FDOFXODWHG IURP SDWLHQW EUHDVW LPDJHV UHFRQ
VWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI )'. DOJRULWKPV + DQG $6'32&6 DOJRULWKPV DW WK 
DQG WK  LWHUDWLRQV
β YDOXHV FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WKH SORW RQ WKH ULJKW RI )LJ  DUH
 )'.  $6'32&6 WK LWHUDWLRQ DQG  $6'
32&6 WK LWHUDWLRQ ,W FDQ EH VHHQ WKDW IRU ERWK FDVHV LPDJHV
UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP KDYH D VPDOOHU
β :H KDYH DOVR FDOFXODWHG SRZHU VSHFWUD IURP LPDJHV DW RWKHU
LWHUDWLRQV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP DQG WKH
SRZHU VSHFWUD VKRZ OLWWOH FKDQJHV DIWHU DURXQG  LWHUDWLRQV
:H DOVR FDOFXODWHG SRZHU VSHFWUD IRU RWKHU SDWLHQW FDVHV DQG
VLPLODU UHVXOWV KDYH EH REWDLQHG
,9 ',6&866,21
,Q WKH ZRUN ZH KDYH LQYHVWLJDWHG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP
ORZ615 SDWLHQW EUHDVW GDWD LQ EUHDVW &7 VWXGLHV 7KH FOLQLFDO
GDWD VHWV DUH RI GLIIHUHQW EUHDVW VL]HV GHQVLWLHV DQG GLIIHUHQW
VFDQQLQJ SURWRFROV DQG WKH\ SURYLGH D ULJRURXV WHVW IRU WKH
UREXVWQHVV RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV %DVHG XSRQ YLVXDO
LQVSHFWLRQ WKH 79PLQLPL]DWLRQEDVHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ VHHPV WR
UHYHDO PRUH FOHDUO\ GHWDLOHG VWUXFWXUHV ZLWK HQKDQFHG FRQWUDVW
WKDQ WKH )'. DOJRULWKP :H DOVR LQYHVWLJDWHG WKH SRZHU VSHFWUD
RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ %XUJHVV DQG KLV FROOHDJXHV >@ VKRZHG
WKDW WKH SRZHUODZ H[SRQHQW β KDV UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK WKH SUH
ZKLWHQLQJ REVHUYHU SHUIRUPDQFH PHDVXUHG E\ WKH FRQWUDVWGHWDLO
GLDJUDP )RU OHVLRQV RI VDPH VL]H D VPDOOHU β ZRXOG UHVXOW
LQ D ORZHU FRQWUDVW OLPLW IRU GHWHFWLQJ WKH OHVLRQV E\ DQ LGHDO
REVHUYHU 7KXV LI WKH VFDQQLQJ SURWRFROV RI EUHDVW &7 UHPDLQ
XQFKDQJHG WKLV PD\ LPSO\ WKDW D ORZFRQWUDVW OHVLRQ LQ WKH
LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP FDQ EH
EHWWHU LGHQWL¿HG WKDQ WKRVH LQ WKH LPDJHV FXUUHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG
E\ XVH RI )'. DOJRULWKPV 7KLV IDFW PD\ EH XWLOL]HG HLWKHU WR
LPSURYH WKH OHVLRQ GHWHFWLRQ RU IXUWKHU UHGXFH LPDJLQJ GRVH IRU
WKH FXUUHQW EUHDVW &7
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1Maximum A Posteriori Image Reconstruction for A
High Sensitivity Uncollimated Small-Animal
SPECT System
Jian Zhou, Katherine L. Walker, Gregory S. Mitchell, Simon R. Cherry, and Jinyi Qi
Abstract—A high sensitivity single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) system has been constructed by positioning
two detectors in close proximity of the subject without using any
collimator. In this paper, we present a reconstruction method
for an uncollimated SPECT system recently reported in [1]
and [2]. We derived an analytic formula for accurate calculation
of the system matrix. It can model the solid angle effect, photon
penetration and crystal gaps. We also developed a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) reconstruction method to regularize the noise by
using an image smoothness prior. We veriﬁed our analytic model
using Monte Carlo simulations. Experimental results show the
efﬁcacy of the proposed MAP method.
I. INTRODUCTION
High sensitivity preclinical single-photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) system has many advantages such
as rapid imaging capability and low radiation dose. It has
various applications in molecular imaging where good spatial
resolution is not necessary. Mitchell and Cherry [1] have devel-
oped a prototype high-sensitivity SPECT imaging system with
no collimator in Fig. 1. It consists of two planer, parallel scin-
tillator detector heads. Such an uncollimated SPECT system
has extremely high sensitivity owning to its compact geometry
and wide coverage of solid angle. A 40% sensitivity has
been reported for 99mTc with 3-mm thick NaI(Tl) scintillation
detectors.
Tomographic image reconstruction for this uncollimated
SPECT system is very challenging. The measured data are
only two individual two-dimensional projection images while
the image being reconstructed is three dimensional. Thus the
reconstruction problem is severely underdetermined as com-
pared to conventional tomography systems. In addition, be-
cause of no collimators the typical system response generates
highly blurred measurement data that adds more degrees of
ill-posedness to reconstruction. Mitchell and Cherry [1] used
the maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM)
algorithm and singular-value decomposition (SVD). Barrett
and Holen [3] studied a similar uncollimated SPECT system
which they referred to as a proximity-based imaging system.
They described an analytic SVD reconstruction method based
upon a pure solid angle-based system model. This model
allowed them to derive an iterative Landweber algorithm that
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Fig. 1. A conceptual design of high-sensitivity preclinical SPECT system
(left) and the ﬁrst-generation prototype device (right). Pictures are taken
from [1].
approaches reconstruction without explicitly calculating the
system matrix.
In this paper, we propose a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
reconstruction method for a new uncollimated SPECT system.
MAP uses an image prior to regularize the image reconstruc-
tion and to avoid the ill-posedness of the inverse problem.
Rather than using the EM algorithm, we developed a precon-
ditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm to maximize the
log-posterior density function.
The remaining sections of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we describe the imaging model of the uncolli-
mated SPECT system and MAP reconstruction. An analytic
formula will be derived to calculate the system matrix. In
Section III, we ﬁrst validate our analytic system model by
comparing it with Monte Carlo simulations. Then we apply our
MAP method to experimental phantom data acquired from the
second-generation uncollimated SPECT system [2]. Finally,
we draw conclusions and discuss future work in Section IV.
II. METHODS
A. System model
To model the physics of the data acquisition process, we
start with a simple model ignoring scattering effects in the
object and detector crystals. Let μc be the linear attenuation
coefﬁcient of the detector material for a given photon energy.
For an inﬁnitesimal volume dV ≡ dudvdw inside this detec-
tor, the probability that a single photon emitted from a voxel
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Fig. 2. An illustration of single photon detection.
j being detected by this volume is proportional to
prob ∝
(
cos θdudv
r2j
)(
aoe
−μcL
)(
1− exp (−μc
dw
cos θ
)
)
(1)
where θ is the angle between the photon travel path and
the detector normal direction, rj is the distance between
voxel j and dV , L is the photon travel distance inside the
detector before reaching dV . ao represents the effect of object
attenuation along the photon travel path. See Fig. 2 for an
geometrical illustration.
The ﬁrst term on the right side of (1) accounts for the
solid angle effect based on the particular system geometry;
the second term models the attenuation effect due to the
object and the scintillator material itself, which describes the
probability that a photon can reach dV ; the third term is the
probability that a photon can be absorbed inside dV . Using
the approximation: 1 − e−t ≈ t when t is small, (1) can be
simpliﬁed to
prob ∝
aoμce
−μcL
r2j
dV. (2)
Now considering a pixelated detector whose ith crystal is
with a volume Vi, the probability of a photon emitted from
voxel j being detected by crystal i can be calculated by
pij = iμc
∫∫∫
Vi
aoe
−μcL
r2j
dV (3)
where we have included an additional factor i that models
the ith crystal efﬁciency. In practice, we compute this quantity
using numerical integration. Note that ao, L and rj can vary
when sampling each individual crystal. Also in (3) we have as-
sumed that each image voxel behaves like a delta function. For
other advanced voxel functions, additional volume integration
in image space may be applied.
B. Image reconstruction
Let yi be the number of photons detected by crystal i. Deﬁne
y = [y1, . . . , yI ]
T (where T denotes the vector or matrix
transpose) as a collection of measurements by a total number
of I crystals. We assume that y is Poisson distributed whose
mean, denoted by y¯, is
y¯ = Px+ s¯ (4)
where x = [x1, . . . , xJ ]
T is the unknown image with a total
number of J voxels, P is the system matrix whose element
pij is determined by (3), and s¯ = [s1, . . . , sI ]
T models the
mean of background scatters.
For a given y, a MAP reconstruction of x is found as
xˆ = argmax
x0
Φ(x), Φ(x) = L(y|x)− βU(x) (5)
where L(y|x) is the Poisson log-likelihood function
L(y|x) =
I∑
i=1
{yi log(y¯i)− y¯i − log(yi!)} (6)
and U(x) is the prior energy function, and β is a parameter
adjusting the strength of the image prior. In this paper we use
a Gaussian prior whose energy function takes the form of
U(x) =
1
2
J∑
j=1
∑
k∈Nj
ωjk(xk − xj)
2 (7)
where Nj represents the neighborhood of voxel j and ωjk is
a weighting factor that is chosen to be the inverse distance
between voxels j and k.
Since the MAP reconstruction has no closed-form solution,
an iterative algorithm has to be used. The classic EM algorithm
has slow convergence, so here we adapt the PCG algorithm
proposed in [4] which converges faster. An advantage of using
an iterative method as compared to the SVD methods [1][3]
is that we can enforce the nonnegativity constraint.
III. RESULTS
A. Model veriﬁcation
To verify the accuracy of our analytic system model, we
simulated the uncollimated SPECT system in GATE [5]. It
consists of two identical planar sodium iodide scintillation
detectors separated by 22 mm (face to face). Each detector
is 3-mm thick and contains a 50 (u) × 25 (v) crystal array
with crystal pitch of 2 mm (u) × 2 mm (v). A spherical
monoenergetic gamma-ray source of diameter 0.2 mm was
placed at location (u = 0 mm, v = 0 mm, w = 5 mm)
(see Fig. 3). We simulated three energies: 30 KeV, 140 KeV
and 511 KeV. For analytic calculation, we forward projected
each point source using a precomputed system matrix with no
object attenuation, and no crystal efﬁciency variability and no
background scatters.
Fig. 4–6 compares analytic calculated singles images and
those obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. We see that
Z
X
Y
3RLQWVRXUFH
XSSHUGHWHFWRUKHDG
ORZHUGHWHFWRUKHDG
Fig. 3. A simulated uncollimated SPECT system geometry for point source
acquisition.
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Fig. 4. A comparison for point source at 30 KeV. Proﬁles are taken across the center of image.
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Fig. 5. A comparison for point source at 140 KeV. Proﬁles are taken across the center of image.
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Fig. 6. A comparison for point source at 511 KeV. Proﬁles are taken across the center of image.
our calculation agrees very well with Monte Carlo results.
This validates the proposed analytic formula (3). We observed
slight mismatches in the proﬁles when the source energy is
higher. We believe that it is caused by inter-crystal scatter
effect which is not considered in our analytic model.
B. Experimental phantom study
We acquired real phantom data using the second-generation
uncollimated SPECT system. Each detector head contains one
scintillator crystal array read out by two Hamamatasu H8500
multichannel photomultiplier tubes (see Fig. 7). Details on
the system design can be found in [2]. The two detectors are
separated by 25 mm. In our experimental study, we used two
pixelated NaI(Tl) arrays with different pixel dimensions: 1.5
mm (u) × 1.5 mm (v) × 3 mm (w) for the upper detector and
2.0 mm (u) × 2.0 mm (v) × 3 mm (w) for the lower detector.
The gap between crystals is about 0.2 mm. The number of
pixels are 41 (u) × 21 (v) and 51 (u) × 24 (v) for the upper
and the lower detector, respectively. The total active areas of
the two detectors are roughly the same.
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4Fig. 7. The second-generation uncollimated SPECT imaging system. Picture
is taken from [2].
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Fig. 8. A comparison of MAP reconstruction for a letter phantom. In (c)-(f),
each subimage is an image plane perpenticular to the w axis. The distance
between each plane to the origin is indicated in label (unit in mm).
A phantom consisting of three letters (‘UCD’) less than
1 mm deep was created and ﬁlled with 99mTc (energy 140
KeV) as shown in Fig. 8(a). The phantom was placed against
the upper scintillation detector window (about 3 mm below the
NaI(Tl) crystal). The total activity in the phantom was 100 nCi
and a 10-min acquisition was performed. Fig. 8(b) shows the
acquired singles image from the upper detector head. The total
number of recorded singles counts is about 4M. Only a very
loose energy cut was applied to the collected data, which had a
trigger threshold of roughly 30 KeV. We precomputed a system
matrix using an image dimension 51 (u) × 25 (v) × 20 (w)
with a voxel size 2 mm (u) × 2 mm (v) × 1 mm (w). Neither
object attenuation nor background scatters was considered. We
ran 300 PCG iterations for all MAP reconstructions.
Fig. 8(c)-(f) show reconstructed images using various β
values. Fig. 8(c) is equivalent to the ML reconstruction since
β is equal to zero. Obviously it is very noisy. The MAP
reconstructions shown in Fig. 8(d)-(f) are smoother, and one
can easily recognize those three letters. The image quality
varies with different β value. In this study, β = 10−6 appears
to be a good choice. Note that the spacing between letter ‘U’
and letter ‘C’ is 10 mm, so a spatial resolution less than 10 mm
(in u and v directions) is clearly achievable near the detector
head.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied image reconstruction for a uncollimated
preclinical SPECT imaging system. We have derived an an-
alytic model for system matrix calculation, which achieved
good accuracy for low energy photons. To overcome the
ill-posedness of image reconstruction, we have developed
an MAP reconstruction with a Gaussian image prior. Our
preliminary results showed that the proposed MAP method
works very well with real experimental data. Our ongoing
work includes a study on edge-preserved image priors. In
addition, more experimental studies using small animals and
plants will be performed in future.
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1Analytic methods for list-mode reconstruction
Abhinav K. Jha, Harrison H. Barrett, Eric Clarkson, Luca Caucci, and Matthew A. Kupinski
Abstract—List-mode (LM) acquisition of imaging-system data
does not suffer from information loss due to data binning. To
take advantage of this acquisition mechanism, efﬁcient methods
are required to perform object reconstruction using LM data.
Current methods to perform reconstruction using LM data
reconstruct discrete representation of the object, but since object
functions are essentially deﬁned on continuous domains, this leads
to information loss. In this paper, we exploit the fact that LM data
are deﬁned on a continuous domain, and design analytic methods
to reconstruct the object function from LM data. A general
procedure to design analytic LM reconstruction algorithms is
ﬁrst formulated. We use this procedure to reconstruct the object
function for a linear shift-invariant imaging system with a Gaus-
sian point spread function. We then consider the problem of LM
reconstruction in single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) imaging systems. We present an analytic method to
perform LM reconstruction for a hypothetical SPECT system
with an inﬁnite object support and inﬁnite angular sampling. We
extend this method to ﬁnite angular sampling, and realize that
due to the inﬁnite support of the object, the reconstruction cannot
be performed using our scheme, but with a ﬁnite support, such a
reconstruction should be possible. The developed reconstruction
schemes can aid in accurate comparison of LM and binned-data
acquisition techniques from a task-based perspective.
I. INTRODUCTION
List-mode (LM) acquisition and processing of data is gain-
ing wide popularity for photon-counting imaging systems [1]–
[4]. A major advantage of LM acquisition is that they do
not suffer from information loss due to binning unlike the
more conventional sinogram-based storage and processing of
data. However, while LM data contain more information,
in the absence of efﬁcient information-retrieval algorithms,
this extra information is not of much use. To retrieve this
extra information from LM data, often the ﬁrst step is to
design methods to reconstruct the object from the LM data.
Algorithms have been developed to reconstruct the object
from LM data [1]–[3], but these methods reconstruct discrete
representations of the object. The objects in imaging are
functions deﬁned on a continuous domain, and reconstructing
a discrete representation of the object leads to information
loss. A more appropriate methodology is to reconstruct the
object as a function deﬁned on a continuous domain. Our
primary interest is in performing this object reconstruction
for single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
imaging systems, but we will keep the problem general.
Interestingly, much literature on reconstruction in SPECT
is based on a continuous-continuous (CC) formulation of the
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SPECT imaging system [5]. These analytic algorithms, such
as the well-known analytical ﬁltered-backprojection (FBP)
algorithm, reconstruct the object function. However, most
SPECT imaging systems bin the data, and therefore, the re-
construction methods developed for CC systems are modiﬁed
to instead work with discrete image data, and reconstruct
discrete object representations [5]–[7]. In this context, LM
acquisition presents us with another advantage: It yields data
that is deﬁned on a continuous domain, and thus ﬁts the
CC formulation of the SPECT imaging system. The primary
objective of this work is to design analytic algorithms that can
exploit this advantage to reconstruct object functions from LM
data deﬁned on a continuous domain.
There are many motivations to design analytic reconstruc-
tion algorithms. Analytic algorithms can leverage the true
potential of LM data by exploiting the CC nature of LM acqui-
sition, and avoid information loss that would otherwise occur
in algorithms that reconstruct discrete object representations.
Another advantage of analytic algorithms is that they offer
a method to compare information-retrieval techniques without
being affected by the limitations of simulation studies, such as
discretization requirement and ﬂoating-point issues. Analytical
algorithms also offer insights on the information content and
information-retrieval capacity from the data, which can help
improve the design of the imaging system and the algorithm.
There are also computational and economic advantages to
using analytic approaches [5]. For example, although nonlinear
iterative reconstruction algorithms can account for factors
such as noise, they require signiﬁcantly higher computation
compared to the one-step analytic methods. Various assess-
ment schemes can compare analytic algorithms with other
reconstruction approaches, but these assessment schemes also
require development of the analytic method.
We begin with deriving a general framework to reconstruct
the object in any imaging system that acquires LM data, and
then apply this framework to speciﬁc imaging systems.
II. GENERAL RECONSTRUCTION APPROACH
We assume that the object being imaged is a scalar-valued
function of spatial position r, where r is a vector with s
components lying in Rs. We will denote the object by the
function f(r) and assume that the object function lies in
the Hilbert space L2(Rs). This object is viewed over a mea-
surement time τ by some photon-counting imaging system,
which detects the photons and then, for each detected photon,
estimates attributes such as direction, energy, and the position
of interaction of the photon with the detector. For the jth event,
these estimated attributes are grouped into a q-dimensional (q-
D) vector Aˆj . The LM data can be described using the point
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2process u(Aˆ) given by
u(Aˆ) =
J∑
j=1
δ(Aˆ− Aˆj), (1)
where δ(. . .) denotes the Dirac delta function. Taking the mean
of this point process gives [4]
u¯(Aˆ|f , τ) =
∫
Sf
dsr τpr(Aˆ|r)s(r)f(r), (2)
where s(r) denotes the sensitivity of the detector to activity
occurring at location r and Sf denotes the support of the
functions in object space. Eq. (2) can be written in operator
form as
u¯(Aˆ|f , τ) = [Lf ](Aˆ). (3)
where L denotes the linear LM imaging operator. The kernel
for the operator L is given by
l(Aˆ, r) = τpr(Aˆ|r)s(r). (4)
In LM acquisition, the function u¯(Aˆ|f , τ) lies in L2(Rq−t)×
E
t, where Et denotes the t-D Eucledian space, and where
q > t. Thus, the operator L maps from the set of functions
f(r) that lie in L2(Rs) to the set of functions that lie in
L2(R
q−t)×Et. If u¯(Aˆ|f , τ) lies in L2(Rq), i.e. if t = 0, and
if q ≥ s, then it is possible that the operator L has no null
space. This is unlike in binned-data acquisition, where we map
from the set of functions lying in L2(Rs) to vectors in the Eq ,
a mapping that deﬁnitely has null space. Even if u¯(Aˆ|f , τ)
lies in L2(Rq−t) × Et where q > t, the operator L should
have a smaller null space compared to a system in which data
is binned. Since the operator L might have no null space or
a reduced null space, LM acquisition provides an avenue to
reconstruct the object with lesser information loss compared
to binned-data acquisition.
To derive the reconstruction technique, we determine the
expression for the pseudoinverse of the LM operator, which
requires performing a singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the L operator. Let us denote the singular values and the
singular vectors of L in object and data space by μi,wi, and
vi, respectively. The pseudoinverse of the L operator, which
we denote by L+, can be represented as
L+ =
R∑
i=1
1√
μi
wiv
†
i . (5)
Our reconstruction approach is to apply this pseudoinverse to
the acquired noisy image data:
fˆ(r) = [L+u](r). (6)
The reconstruction in the noise-free case is given by
fˆnfree(r) = [L+u¯](r). We can verify that Eq. (6) will lead to
this solution in a mean sense, i.e. 〈fˆ(r)〉u|f = fˆnfree(r), where
〈· · · 〉 denotes the mean of the quantity inside the parenthesis.
To compute the SVD of L, we must determine the expres-
sion for L†L, where L† denotes the adjoint of L. We can
derive the kernel for the L†L operator, which we denote by
k(r, r′) to be
k(r′, r) = τ2
∫
Su
dqAˆ s(r)s(r′)pr(Aˆ|r)pr(Aˆ|r′), (7)
where Su denotes the LM-data support. We now investigate
whether, for speciﬁc imaging systems, we can perform the
SVD of the L operator.
III. A SYSTEM WITH GAUSSIAN POINT SPREAD FUNCTION
Let us consider a simple imaging system that satisﬁes
similar assumptions as made in Caucci et al. [4]. The system
consists of a 2-D object f(r) imaged to a 2-D detector.
The LM attributes acquired are the x and y coodinates of
the detection. Thus Aˆ is a 2-D vector, which we henceforth
denote by Rˆ. The optics of the imaging system and the
detector is assumed to be linear and shift invariant (LSIV),
and characterized by Gaussian point spread functions (PSFs).
With these assumptions, we can obtain that Rˆ conditioned on
r is normally distributed:
pr(Rˆ|r) = 1
2πσ2
exp
[
− (Rˆ− r)
2
2σ2
]
, (8)
where σ2 is the sum of the variances due to the optics of the
imaging system and the detector. We also assume that s(r) is
equal to unity for all r. Using Eqs. (4) and (8), we ﬁnd that
l(Rˆ, r) =
τ
2πσ2
exp
[
− (Rˆ− r)
2
2σ2
]
, (9)
and thus L resembles a convolution operator. Therefore, the
pseudoinverse of L can be derived to be represented as
L+ = 1
τ
∫
d2ρ exp(2π2σ2ρ2) exp{2πiρ · (r − Rˆ)}. (10)
where ρ = |ρ|. Thus, for this imaging system, the object
function can be reconstructed by taking the Fourier transform
of the acquired data, dividing it by the Fourier transform of
kernel of the LM operator at that frequency, and then taking
the inverse Fourier transform of the result. In theory, the L+
operator should be applied to u¯(Aˆ|f , τ), but in practice, it can
be used as in Eq. (6) to obtain fˆ(r) from u(Aˆ).
IV. TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM
Consider a tomographic 2-D SPECT imaging system in the
x-y plane. The SPECT imaging system consists of a parallel-
hole collimator with bores on a regular grid, followed by a
1-D detector. The system rotates about the z axis to acquire
data at multiple angles θ, where θ denotes the angle that the
detector makes with the x-axis. Let us assume that the parallel-
hole collimator accepts photons only normal to the detector
surface. Also, let us ignore attenuation in this analysis. In
each LM event, the coordinate of the position of interaction
of the gamma ray photon with the scintillation crystal is
estimated and recorded. We denote the estimated position of
interaction by pˆ, and its corresponding true value by p. The
angular orientation of the detector θ is also recorded. To derive
the expression for the L operator for this system, we have
to determine the expression for pr(pˆ, θ|r). Using marginal
probabilities, pr(pˆ, θ|r) can be written as
pr(pˆ, θ|r) = pr(θ|r)
∫
dp pr(pˆ|p, θ, r)pr(p|θ, r). (11)
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3The probability of the position of interaction p given a
particular value of the detector angle θ and object location
r is simply the delta function δ(p− r · nˆθ), where nˆθ is the
normal to the detector face when the detector is aligned at an
angle θ. Thus
pr(p|θ, r) = δ(p− r · nˆθ). (12)
Let us assume that pˆ was estimated using a maximum-
likelihood (ML) scheme, where all the scintillation photons
were used to estimate the attribute. Then using the asymptotic
properties of ML estimates, it can be shown that pr(pˆ|p, θ, r)
is normally distributed with the mean given by the true value
p and the variance σ2p given by the Crame´r-Rao lower bound
for the estimate on p [4]:
pr(pˆ|p, θ, r) = 1√
2πσp
exp
[
− (pˆ− r · nˆθ)
2
2σ2p
]
. (13)
Under the assumption that s(r) is unity for all values of r,
using Eqs. (4), (11)-(13), we can obtain the kernel of the LM
operator L to be
l(pˆ, θ, r) = τpr(θ|r) 1√
2πσp
exp
[
− (pˆ− r · nˆθ)
2
2σ2p
]
. (14)
Having derived the general form for the kernel of the LM
operator, we now analyze the possibility of the pseudoinverse
of the LM operator for some speciﬁc cases.
A. Inﬁnite angular sampling and inﬁnite object support
Consider a SPECT imaging system with inﬁnite object
support and inﬁnite angular sampling. Due to the isotropic
emission of photons, for this system
pr(θ|r) = 1
2π
. (15)
Inserting this expression into Eq. (14), the kernel of the LM
operator is given by
l(pˆ, θ, r) =
τ
2π
1√
2πσp
exp
[
− (pˆ− r · nˆθ)
2
2σ2p
]
. (16)
Using Eq. (7), the kernel k(r′, r) for the L†L operator can be
derived to be
k(r′, r) =
[ τ
2π
]2 1
2
√
πσp
∫
dθ exp
[
−{(r − r′) · nˆθ}2
4σ2p
]
.
(17)
We note that k(r′, r) is a function of r − r′ and therefore,
the eigenanalysis of the L†L operator can be performed via
Fourier analysis. The eigenvectors of L†L are the complex
exponentials given by
w(ρ0)(r) = exp(2πiρ0 · r). (18)
The corresponding eigenvalues for these eigenvectors are
determined by computing the Fourier transform of the con-
volution kernel (Eq. (17)). Denoting the Fourier transform of
this kernel at frequency ρ by K(ρ), we can derive that
K(ρ) =
1
ρ
[ τ
2π
]2
exp(−4π2σ2pρ2). (19)
Expressing the vectors r and ρ in terms of the basis vectors
nˆθ and nˆ⊥,θ as r = r1(θ)nˆθ+r2(θ)nˆ⊥,θ and ρ = ρ1(θ)nˆθ+
ρ2(θ)nˆ⊥,θ, the singular vectors for the L operator in data
space can be derived to be
v(pˆ, θ) =
√
ρ exp(−2πipˆρ1(θ))δ(ρ2(θ)). (20)
Using Eqs. (5), (18)-(20) the pseudoinverse of the L operator
is represented as
L+ = 2π
τ
∫
dρ1(θ)ρ1 exp[2πiρ1(θ)(r1(θ) + pˆ)] exp(2π
2σ2pρ
2
1).
(21)
Using Eq. (6), the reconstructed object fˆ(r) is given by
fˆ(r) =
2π
τ
∫
dθ
∫
dpˆ
∫
dρ1(θ)ρ1(θ)×
exp[2πiρ1(θ)(r1(θ) + pˆ)] exp(2π
2σ2pρ
2
1)u(pˆ, θ). (22)
B. Finite angular sampling and inﬁnite object support
We now consider a more conventional SPECT system that
acquires data at multiple angles θj , where the index j varies
from 1 to J . For this system, each LM event consists of the
position estimate pˆ and the detector angle index j. Thus this
system maps from a set of functions that lie in the space
L2(R
2) to a set of functions that lie in the space L2(R)× E,
and the LM operator for this system has the kernel given
by l(pˆ, j, r). To determine the expression for this kernel,
we consider the general expression given by Eq. (14). The
expression for Pr(θ|r) in this case is equal to 1J . Thus the
expression for the kernel of the LM operator is given by
l(pˆ, j, r) =
τ√
2πσpJ
exp
[
− (pˆ− r · nˆj)
2
2σ2p
]
, (23)
where nˆj denotes the normal to the detector surface, when
the detector is aligned at angle θj . We can derive the kernel
of the L†L operator to be
k(r′, r) =
[ τ
J
]2 1
2
√
πσp
J∑
j=1
exp
[
−{(r − r
′) · nˆj}2
4σ2p
]
.
(24)
We again note that L†L resembles a convolution operator, so
its eigenvectors are the complex exponentials. The eigenvalues
corresponding to these eigenvectors are determined by taking
the Fourier transform of the convolution kernel in Eq. (24).
These eigenvalues are given by
K(ρ) =
[ τ
J
]2 J∑
j=1
exp(−4π2σ2p(ρ · nˆj)2)δ(ρ · nˆ⊥,j), (25)
where we have expressed r and ρ in terms of the basis vectors
nˆj and nˆ⊥,j as previously. Due to the delta function, the sum
over j exists only when ρ is parallel to nˆj . The delta function
complicates further analysis. For example, to ﬁnd the singular
vectors in data space or to determine the expression for L†,
we must divide by the square root of the eigenvalues K(ρ),
which requires taking the square root of the delta function.
We can avoid this issue when determining the singular vectors
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4in data space by obtaining the SVD representation of L and
then using that to compute the data space singular vectors.
However, the issue cannot be avoided when computing the
pseudoinverse. Thus, it seems unlikely that the pseudoinverse
of L can be determined for this case. A physical interpretation
of the absence of the pseudoinverse is the following: The ﬁnite
angular sampling leads to a set of null functions. Also, the
inﬁnite support leads to an inﬁnite number of solutions when
ρ is parallel to nˆj , and thus the absence of the pseudo-inverse.
Having a ﬁnite support for the object might cause this problem
to disappear. We consider this case now.
C. Finite support and ﬁnite angular sampling
Following a similar treatment that led to Eq. (23) but
constraining the object support Sf to be ﬁnite, we obtain the
transformation from the object to the image space as:
u¯(pˆ, j) =
τ
J
1√
2πσp
∫
Sf
d2r exp
[
− (pˆ− r · nˆj)
2
2σ2p
]
f(r).
(26)
Fourier analysis of the L†L operator is not useful in this case
due to the ﬁnite object support. However, if the detector and
the collimator are aligned at equally spaced angles, then this
system has a discrete rotational symmetry. This property can
be used to obtain the singular vectors, and thus determine
the pseudoinverse operator of this system. The basic idea
behind the approach is to evaluate the singular vectors of the
system for one particular detector orientation, and then use
this rotational symmetry to determine the singular vectors of
the complete system. For this system, rotating the detector
and collimator by θj is equivalent to rotating the object by
−θj . Let Tj be a functional transform corresponding to the
geometric rotation Rj . Then
Tjt(r) = t(R−1j r), (27)
for an arbitrary function t(r). Let us now denote the LM
operator at detector orientation of θ = 0, by L0, and at θ = θj
by Lj . Also, let us denote the complete system matrix, which
includes the LM operators at all the angles, by L. Then, we
can show that [5]
Lj = L0T †j . (28)
Therefore, the adjoint of the Lj operator is given by
L†j = TjL†0. (29)
The adjoint is a back-projection operation that smears the 1-
D projection data acquired by the detector back into the 2-D
space described by the object support. Therefore, performing
the backprojection operation for the data acquired at all the
angles amounts to summing up all the backprojections. This
leads to an easy representation for the backprojection operator:
L† =
∑
j
L†j =
∑
j
TjL†0. (30)
The expression for the L†L operator is then given by [5]
L†L =
∑
j
L†jLj =
∑
j
TjL†0L0T †j . (31)
Therefore, we observe that the L†L operator can be expressed
in terms of the L0 operator. The L0 operator can also be
thought of as the planar imaging system operator. Currently,
we are investigating that given this relation, how the singular
vectors of L0 and L operator are related. We can show that
when pˆ = p, i.e. we estimate the true value of the position of
interaction, the singular vectors, and thus the pseudoinverse of
the L operator can be found by following a similar approach
as in Davison et al. [8]. However, we need to perform further
investigation to derive the reconstruction approach when we
account for estimation statistics.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of re-
constructing object functions from LM data. We have ﬁrst
suggested a general framework to perform this reconstruction,
and then applied this framework to an LSIV imaging system
with Gaussian PSF, and to SPECT imaging systems. We have
presented the reconstruction solution for a SPECT system with
inﬁnite object support and inﬁnite angular sampling. We have
also shown that for ﬁnite angular sampling but inﬁnite support,
the reconstruction cannot be performed using the proposed
framework. Finally, we have considered a SPECT system with
ﬁnite support and ﬁnite angular sampling, and shown that for
this system, the tomographic LM operator is related to the
planar LM operator. We are currently investigating the use of
this property to perform the reconstruction for this system. As
one of the ﬁrst investigations on analytic LM reconstruction,
we have begun with problems in 2-D tomography, but we
are also interested in developing these approaches for 3-D
tomography, where this work will be very useful. We are also
interested in using the developed reconstruction methods to
compare systems that acquire LM data to systems that instead
bin the data, by evaluating these systems based on objective
measures of image quality. These studies will highlight the
usefulness of the information that is not lost when data are
stored in LM format.
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Image Artifact Inﬂuence on Motion Compensated
Tomographic Reconstruction in Cardiac C-arm CT
Kerstin Müller, Chris Schwemmer, Günter Lauritsch, Christopher Rohkohl, Andreas Maier, Hein Heidbüchel,
Stijn De Buck, Dieter Nuyens, Yiannis Kyriakou, Christoph Köhler, Rebecca Fahrig, and Joachim Hornegger
Abstract—In C-arm CT, electrocardiogram (ECG)-gating of
data from a single C-arm rotation provides only a few projections
per heart phase for image reconstruction. This view starvation
leads to prominent streak artifacts and a poor signal to noise
ratio. Motion compensation techniques allow for the use of all
acquired data for image reconstruction. Cardiac motion can be
estimated by deformable 3-D/3-D registration processed on initial
3-D images of different heart phases. The initial 3-D images
are computed from the few, ECG-gated data. In this paper,
the sensitivity of the 3-D/3-D registration step to the image
quality of the initial images is studied. Different reconstruction
algorithms are evaluated for a recently proposed cardiac C-arm
CT acquisition protocol. An iterative few-view reconstruction,
and a ﬁltered backprojection method (FDK) with and without
a bilateral ﬁlter are investigated with respect to the ﬁnal
motion compensated reconstruction quality. The algorithms were
tested on a phantom and on a porcine model using qualitative
and quantitative measures. The phantom projection data and
geometry is publicly available and can be downloaded from
conrad.stanford.edu/data/heart. The results show minor differ-
ences between the three motion compensated reconstructions. For
two heart phases a relative root mean square error (rRMSE) of
≈ 0.09 and 0.06 and an universal image quality index (UQI)
of ≈ 0.98 and 0.99 was achieved. The motion compensated
reconstructions that use all of the projection images show a clear
improvement compared to the initial reconstructions. Given the
relatively small differences in ﬁnal image quality, the algorithm
of choice is likely to be the one with smallest computational
complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of this Work
Today, an angiographic C-arm CT system is standard in
interventional cardiology laboratories. By acquiring a set of
2-D high-resolution X-ray images from various directions a
3-D image can be computed. Due to the long acquisition
times of several seconds, 3-D imaging of moving objects
such as the heart is still an open problem. Commonly, an
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is recorded synchronous with
the acquisition and a relative heart phase can be assigned
to each projection. In order to improve temporal resolution,
the reconstruction can be performed with the subset of the
projections that lie inside a certain ECG window centered at
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the favored heart phase [1]. However, the available number of
projections is insufﬁcient for imaging of the heart chambers.
Streak artifacts hamper the use of the reconstructed volumes.
One possible solution is the use of all acquired projection data
in combination with compensation for the cardiac motion in
the reconstruction step. The cardiac motion can be estimated
by registration of initial 3-D volumes of each heart phase
to one reference heart phase. The goal of this paper is to
ﬁnd a suitable reconstruction algorithm for the initial 3-D
volumes that can provide image quality sufﬁcient for 3-D/3-D
registration.
B. State-of-the-Art
Motion estimation is already investigated in the area of
CT imaging. Cardiac motion is calculated by using 3-D/3-D
registration of initial images. The deformation of the heart
between heart phases is computed by various optimization
algorithms. The individual algorithms differ in the objective
function, constraints and optimization techniques [2],[3]. In
C-arm CT the reconstruction of initial images at different heart
phases with projection data acquired during one single C-arm
sweep is still an unsolved problem. The reconstruction quality
of the initial images is highly dependent on the choice of the
acquisition protocol. In recent studies, an image acquisition of
multiple-sweeps of the C-arm is used [1], [4]. The number of
gated projection images increases and few-view artifacts are
avoided. Techniques of 3-D/3-D registration can be applied
to estimate the cardiac motion. However, the longer imaging
time results in a higher contrast burden and radiation dose for
the patient. Therefore, a new protocol for cardiac C-arm CT
was presented [5]. It is a single sweep protocol with 10 - 15
s scan time. The quality of the reconstructed images is still
critical, even when using compressed sensing algorithms [6].
In this paper, we investigate whether initial images might be
generated from this protocol that are of sufﬁcient quality for
cardiac motion estimation.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Initial 3-D Image Generation
1) ECG Selection: The ECG-gating is performed by insert-
ing a weighting function with respect to the relative heart phase
into the standard FDK approach. The weighting function is
centered at a speciﬁc heart phase and has the shape of a cosine
or rectangular window [7]. Here, we use a strict rectangular
gating function of minimal width, i.e. only one view per heart
cycle is considered. A certain number H of volumes fh(x),
with h = 1, . . . , H at speciﬁc heart phases are reconstructed.
Every heart phase h corresponds to a relative heart phase of
[0%, . . . , 100%] between two successive R-peaks[1].
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2) 3-D Image Reconstruction:
a) ECG-gated Filtered Backprojection Volume Recon-
struction (FDK-VR): For this approach, the volumes are
reconstructed with a FDK reconstruction algorithm. The ECG-
gated FDK images are highly corrupted by noise and have
severe streak artifacts.
b) Filtered ECG-gated Filtered Backprojection Volume
Reconstruction (FFDK-VR): The FDK-VR volumes in para-
graph II-A2a are ﬁltered by a 3-D bilateral ﬁlter [8] to reduce
the streak artifacts and eliminate noise. The edge-preserving
bilateral ﬁlter can be applied due to the high contrast inside
the heart chambers compared to the streak artifacts.
c) Few-view Volume Reconstruction (F-VR): Images are
reconstructed with an iterative few-view reconstruction al-
gorithm that considers the sparse sampling condition. Here,
the prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) and
the improved total variation (iTV) algorithm are used [9],
[10]. The optimization is performed iteratively with a gradient
descent scheme and with the same parameters as described in
[6]. The resulting volumes have fewer streak artifacts, but are
smoother than a standard non-gated FDK reconstruction.
B. Motion Field Estimation via 3-D/3-D Registration
For cardiac motion estimation, one heart phase needs to
be selected as reference phase. The corresponding volume is
called reference volume and all other volumes are registered
to the reference volume. In this paper, a toolbox for nonrigid
registration of medical images called elastix is used for
the 3-D/3-D motion estimation [11]. Here, the deformable
registration is based on a uniform cubic B-spline. A multi-
resolution scheme of 4 levels is used with a sampling factor of
2 on each pyramid level. A number of c = 16 control points
in each dimension are used at the highest image resolution.
The negative normalized cross correlation (NCC) is used as
the objective function and is minimized with an adaptive
stochastic gradient descent optimizer. Empirical experiments
showed that 500 iterations on each pyramid level are sufﬁcient
to result in a minimal objective function value. In order to
restrict the motion vector ﬁeld to a certain region of interest
(ROI) where the heart motion is expected, a motion mask
delimits the motion. In this ﬁrst implementation the mask
volume is generated manually by the user.
C. Motion Compensated Reconstruction
For ﬁnal image reconstruction, motion is compensated using
Schäfer’s method [12]. The resulting volumes are denoted
by the type of ECG-gated volume reconstruction with the
subscript r (FDK-VRr, FFDK-VRr, F-VRr,).
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Phantom Model
The presented 3-D/3-D registration approach has been ap-
plied to a ventricle data set comparable to the XCAT phantom
[13], [14]. It is assumed that all materials have the same
absorption behavior as water. The bloodpool density of the left
ventricle was set to 2.5 g/cm3, the density of the myocardial
wall to 1.5 g/cm3 and the blood in the aorta to 2.0 g/cm
3
.
We simulated data using a clinical protocol with the same
parameters as for the porcine model presented in the following
Section III-B. Poisson distributed noise was added to the
simulated projections such that the noise characteristic of
the reconstructed image ﬁts to that of the clinical data. The
phantom projection data and geometry is publicly available
and can be downloaded from conrad.stanford.edu/data/heart.
B. Porcine Model
The methods were also applied to an experimental data set
of a porcine model. Image acquisition was performed using an
Artis zee system (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim,
Germany). The acquisition time was 14.5 s capturing 381 pro-
jection images with 30 f/s, and an angular increment of 0.52◦
during one C-arm sweep [5]. The isotropic pixel resolution
was 0.31 mm/pixel (0.19 mm in isocenter) and the detector
size 1240 × 960 pixel. The heart rate was synchronized with
the framerate of the imaging acquisition through external heart
pacing to 131 bpm. A total of 32 images per heart cycle
are acquired resulting in a number of reconstructed heart
phases H = 12. A volume of ∼ 150 ml contrast ﬂuid was
administered intravenously at a speed of 10 ml/s beginning 5
s before the X-ray rotation was started. Image reconstruction
was performed on an image volume of (25.6 cm)3 distributed
on a 2563 voxel grid.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Complexity Analysis
The three approaches (Section II-A2) have different compu-
tational complexity. The most complex part for the FDK-VR
is the backprojection step with a complexity of O(N · n3),
with n the side length of the volume and N the number of
projections. The backprojection is performed on the GPU. The
FFDK-VR utilizes the FDK-VR and additionally performs a
ﬁltering step. The used bilateral ﬁlter is implemented in a
straightforward manner on the GPU and has a complexity of
O(n3 ·r3), where r denotes the ﬁlter size (r = 5 in this paper).
Most parts of the PICCS+iTV algorithm are implemented on
the GPU, but the runtime of the iterative F-VR reconstruction
algorithm still exceeds the FDK-VR and FFDK-VR because it
consists of several forward/backprojection steps and a whole
optimization routine.
B. Quantitative Results: Phantom Data
For the dynamic phantom data the 3-D error and a quanti-
tative 3-D image metric can be evaluated. In order to measure
only the artifacts introduced by the heart motion, the non-gated
FDK reconstruction using all projections of the static heart
phantom of the same heart phase is used as gold standard. The
error as well as the image quality metric were evaluated inside
a mask around the ventricle. The relative root mean square
(rRMSE) was used to quantify the 3-D reconstruction error
[15]. As a 3-D image quality metric the universal image quality
index (UQI) was computed [15]. The UQI ranges from −1 to
1, with 1 as the best overlap between both reconstructions. The
results at two different relative heart phases (30%, 80%) are
given in Table I. All three motion compensated reconstructions
achieve comparable results, and the image quality improved
with respect to the initial images.
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Table I: The rRMSE and the UQI of the dynamic phantom
model for heart phases 30% and 80%. The best values are
marked in bold.
30% rRMSE UQI 80 % rRMSE UQI
FDK-VRr 0.09 0.98 FDK-VRr 0.06 0.99
FFDK-VRr 0.09 0.98 FFDK-VRr 0.06 0.99
F-VRr 0.08 0.98 F-VRr 0.06 0.99
FDK-VR 0.15 0.95 FDK-VR 0.12 0.96
FFDK-VR 0.12 0.97 FFDK-VR 0.08 0.98
F-VR 0.11 0.97 F-VR 0.08 0.98
Non-gated FDK 0.15 0.96 Non-gated FDK 0.08 0.97
C. Visual Inspection
The results of the phantom data are presented in Figure
1. The ground truth at a heart phase of 80% is illustrated
in Figure 1a. The non-gated FDK reconstruction has motion
blur around the left ventricle and the myocardial wall is
hardly visible (Fig. 1b). In Figure 1c, the FDK-VR depicts the
myocardial wall, but is severely degraded by noise and streak
artifacts. The FFDK-VR and F-VR have less streak artifacts
and a lower noise level, but have a smoother image impression
(Fig. 1e and 1g). All three motion compensated reconstructions
show comparable and good delineation of the left ventricle
(Fig. 1d, 1f and 1h). The results of the porcine data in Figure 2
illustrate that the non-gated FDK reconstruction averages over
all heart phases, as highlighted by the doubled catheter and
blurred endocardium edges (Fig.2a). The FDK-VR displays
the sharp contours of the endocardium, however prominent
streak artifacts are apparent (Fig.2c). A better result is pro-
vided by the FFDK-VR and F-VR reconstruction (Fig. 2e, 2g).
However, both exhibit blurred streak artifacts and are severely
smoothed. The motion compensated reconstructions yield the
best results (Fig. 2d, 2f and 2h).
D. Edge Response Proﬁles
The edge response functions of the different volumes are
illustrated in Figure 3. The edge response proﬁle is computed
as mean edge proﬁle of the lines indicated in Figure 2. It
can be seen that the non-gated FDK reconstruction blurs the
edge between the endocardium and the epicardium. The three
registration approaches achieve a reasonably good edge proﬁle.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented cardiac motion estimation from initial
3-D volume data sets with a deformable B-spline registration.
Using motion compensation, the reconstructed image quality
is improved compared to the initial image reconstructions.
Despite the noise and streak artifacts of the initial images,
estimation of a useful motion ﬁeld is possible. For this image
acquisition, non of the presented approaches to enhance the
image quality is necessary. This enormously reduces the com-
putational complexity of the framework for dynamic cardiac
reconstructions with a C-arm CT system.
Disclaimer: The concepts and information presented in this paper are based
on research and are not commercially available.
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14-D Reconstruction of SPECT 123I-MIBG Data
Acquired with Slow-Rotation Cameras via
Reduction in Spatial and Temporal Dimensions
Yunlong Zan, Rostyslav Boutchko, Qiu Huang, and Grant T. Gullberg
Abstract—Dynamic 123I-MIBG SPECT imaging is capable of
assessing the severity of heart disease and prognosis in patients
with heart failure. However, it is not widely applied in clinics
for several reasons, for instance, the lack of reconstruction
algorithms with both high accuracy and high efﬁciency. The
goal of this work is to develop a fast algorithm to accurately
quantify the metabolism of 123I-MIBG in a clinical SPECT
system with slow-rotation cameras, where the greatest challenge
of the quantitative analysis involves the inconsistent
underdetermined projection data and the high computational
load. The novel algorithm presented in this work obtains the
blood input function and myocardium time activity curve
directly from projections by utilizing the spatial information
from the static reconstruction and the nonuniform temporal
B-spline basis functions to reduce the spatial and temporal
dimensions. Then the kinetic parameters are estimated through
a compartmental model with the extracted time activity curves.
Compared with the conventional dynamic SPECT
reconstruction method without spatial dimension reduction in
both phantom simulations and rat experiments, the proposed
method provides less-biased time activity curves and more
accurate kinetic parameters with less computation time, which
makes it practical for small animal studies using clinical
systems with slow camera rotation.
Index Terms—Dynamic SPECT, slow-rotation, dimension
reduction, B-spline, ML-EM.
I. INTRODUCTION
123I-MIBG is an analogue of the norepinephrine uptake in
the presynaptic portion of the sympathetic neurons that
innervate the heart [1]. Dynamic 123I-MIBG SPECT reﬂects
sympathetic nervous integrity and predicts clinical outcome
in patients with chronic heart failure [2]. Conventionally, the
dynamic study includes two steps. Firstly, the time-activity
curves (TACs) of the tracer in different tissues are extracted
from region of interests (ROIs) on a series of reconstructed
images. Secondly, the metabolic parameters are estimated
through the kinetic modeling with the TAC of radioactive
tracer in the arterial plasma as an input function. The input
function is acquired from the frequent blood samplings after
the injection of the radioactive tracer. This tedious invasive
procedure is not trivial, especially for small animal studies.
Alternatively, many researchers have derived the input
function from the time series of reconstructed images, which
is valid for PET and SPECT with stationary detectors.
Y. Zan and Q. Huang are with School of Biomedical Engineering, Shanghai
Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China. e-mail:(huangjone@yahoo.com).
R. Boutchko and G. T. Gullberg are with Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA.
However, it is not effective in the SPECT system with slow
rotating cameras, due to the lower detection efﬁciency and
the slow rotation of the camera. Therefore the extraction of
TACs directly from the projection is proposed for a SPECT
system with slow rotating cameras [3–7]. Nontheless, large
number of parameters to be estimated in these methods not
only degrade the accuracy, but also require high computation
expenditure.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to estimate the
TACs using the prior spatial knowledge from the
segmentation of the static reconstructed image to reduce the
spatial dimension of the dynamic reconstructed image, as
well as using the quadratic B-spline to reduce the temporal
dimension of the dynamic reconstructed image. The spatial
and temporal dimensions reduction increases the constraints
on the process of TACs estimation, improves the accuracy of
the TACs and the kinetic parameters, and reduces the
computation time. This method is validated in a computer
simulation and processing data from rat studies of
123I-MIBG, where 123I-MIBG was used to evaluate the
change in neural activity in the heart of a Wistar-Kyoto
(WKY) normal rat and in a spontaneously hypertensive rat
(SHR) with the progression of left ventricular hypertrophy.
The difference between the uptake and washout of the tracer
in WKY and SHR reﬂects the severity of cardiac
hypertrophy. The proposed method in this paper combined
with the SPECT imaging of 123I-MIBG can be translated for
patient imaging for improved diagnosis and management of
therapy for patients with heart failure.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II demonstrates
the algorithm, including the 3-D static reconstruction, spatial
dimension reduction, temporal dimension reduction, dynamic
reconstruction and compartmental modeling. Section III shows
experimental results, where comparisons are made to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, Section IV
concludes the paper.
II. METHODS
A. Dual Head Pinhole SPECT system
The dataset for the simulation and the rat study were
simulated/acquired using a dual-head pinhole GE Millennium
VG3 Hawkeye SPECT/CT scanner with the detector heads
arranged in H-mode and equipped with pinhole collimators,
as it is shown in Fig 1. For both the simulation study and
the rat study, the projection data of 120×88 for each frame
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2were acquired for 100 min in 1-sec time frames with an
angular step of 2 degrees per frame, which makes the
projection data set to be 120×88×180×66.
Fig. 1: Clinical dual-head SPECT/CT scanner with custom pinhole
collimators
B. 3-D Late Static Reconstruction
To locate the left ventricular blood pool and myocardium
tissue, the static image was reconstructed from the acquired
late data summed from 1.5 min to 100 min after injection using
maximum likelihood expectation maximization (ML-EM) [8]
algorithm. The static reconstructed image was then segmented
to construct the sparse basis matrix used for 4-D dynamic
reconstruction.
C. 4-D Dynamic Reconstruction
1) Spatial dimension reduction
By assuming the radioactivity in each functional region of
the image was distributed uniformly, the static SPECT image
was segmented to different uniform regions, which allowed
us to construct the sparse basis matrix in order to rewrite the
conventional SPECT system model P = FX as
P = FX = FΨS = ΘS, (1)
where Ψ is the N×M sparse basis matrix constructed from
the segmentation of the 3-D static reconstructed image. The
column vector in Ψ corresponds to the n-th functional
region, and the nonzero elements in this vector represent the
membership of these voxels belonging to this functional
region. S is the M × 1 column vector of the sparse
coefﬁcients. Θ is an I×M transform coding matrix, which is
used in the 4-D reconstruction. Since MN , the matrix Θ
reduces the number of unknown parameters from N to M ,
which reduces the problem of underdetermination and thus
results in improved reconstruction accuracy and decreases
computational complexity.
To reduce the error propagated to the 4-D reconstruction
from the inaccurate segmentation due to the poor spatial
resolution, we separated the sparse basis matrix into two
sub-matrices: Θ = [R,O]. The column vectors in R
represented those functional regions segmented with a high
conﬁdence, while the column vectors in O represented those
ambiguous regions, such as the transitional areas between
different functional regions. We used the Fuzzy C-means
algorithm [9] combined with a manual modulation to
determine the membership value of each voxel to these
regions represented by the vectors in R. If the voxel had a
high membership value to a certain region in R, then the
corresponding element in R was set to be 1. Otherwise, the
voxel was considered to belong to a transitional area
between different functional regions, which determined a
nonzero element in O.
The Fuzzy C-means algorithm [9] is a soft classiﬁcation
method based on the fuzzy theory. In standard classiﬁcation
methods, the voxels are enforced to be inside or outside of a
certain functional region with a binary characteristic function,
ucj =
{
1, if xj ∈ Region(c)
0, otherwise,
(2)
while in the soft classiﬁcation methods, the characteristic
function is generalized to be a ’membership function’, of
which the elements are between zero and one rather than a
binary value: 0 ≤ ucj ≤ 1. The sum of the membership
value ucj for each voxel belonging to all regions is 1,
C∑
c=1
ucj = 1, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N. (3)
The algorithm is an iterative process to ﬁnd the optimal
cluster center and calculate the optimal membership of every
voxel that will minimize the objective function. The
objective function is,
J =
N∑
j=1
C∑
c=1
uqcjd
2
cj , (4)
where d2cj = ||xj − vc||2 represents the standard Euclidean
distance; vc is the cluster center of the c-th fuzzy division; q
is a positive integer (for instance, 2 in this study) to control
the fuzzy degree of cluster results. In order to minimize the
objective function J , let{
∂J
∂ucj
= 0
∂J
∂vc
= 0.
(5)
Deducing from equation (7), the membership ucj and cluster
center vi are updated in the iterations by,
ucj = 1/
C∑
l=1
(
dcj
dlj
)
2
q−1 , (6)
vc =
N∑
j=1
uqcjxj/
N∑
j=1
uqcj . (7)
2) Temporal dimension reduction
The process of temporal dimension reduction uses the
B-splines to reduce the number of the unknown parameters
in the temporal dimension. The dynamic system model for
SPECT P (t) = Θ×S(t) is rewritten after the temporal
dimension reductions as
P (t) = Θ×S(t) = Θ
K∑
k=1
CkBk(t), (8)
where P (t) is the projection data at time t, S(t) is the
coefﬁcients of the transform coding matrix at time t, B(t) is
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3the B-spline basis function. The nonuniform sampling
intervals of the B-spline basis functions in this paper were
0-1s, 1s-3s, 3s-8s, 8s-13s, 13s-18s, 18s-23s, 23s-36s and
35-90s for the simulation studies, as well as 0-1s, 1s-6.5s,
6.5s-20.5s, 20.5s-32s, 32s-90s for the rat studies, as shown
in Fig. 2. Ck is the coefﬁcient of the k-th B-spline basis
function. Thus, reconstruction of S(t) is replaced by
reconstructing Ck.
Since KT and MN , the spatial and temporal
dimensions reduction method reduces the number of the
unknown parameters from N×T to M×K, which improves
the accuracy of the reconstructed TACs and reduces the
computational complexity.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: B-spline basis functions for the simulation study (a) and rat
studies (b)
3) 4-D reconstruction
The unknown parameters in the vector {C1, · · · , Ck}T
after the spatial and temporal dimensions reduction were
reconstructed through the modiﬁed ML-EM algorithm:
Cˆn+1m,k =
Cˆnm,k∑
i
ΘimBk(t)
∑
i
ΘimBk(t)
Pi(t)∑
m′
Θim′Bk(t)Cˆnm′,k
.
(9)
The TACs of different functional regions were retrieved
through the vector {C1, · · · , Ck}T by
S(t) =
K∑
k=1
CkBk(t). (10)
D. Compartmental Modeling
The Levenberg-Marquardt method [10] was used to ﬁt the
time-activity curves acquired from the dynamic
reconstruction to a one-tissue compartmental model (Fig. 3)
to obtain a quantitative estimate of the metabolic rate of the
tissue. The tissue uptake was modeled as
Ce(t) = (1−fv)K1·
∫ t
0
e−k2(t−τ)Cp(τ)d(τ)+fv ·Cp(t) (11)
where K1 is the uptake rate, k2 is the washout rate, and fv
is the fraction of vasculature in the tissue incorporating the
effect of spillover from the blood pool to the tissue.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We compared the proposed method and the 4-D
reconstruction method with the same temporal processing
without the spatial dimension reduction in a simple phantom
Fig. 3: Two compartmental model
study and experimental rat studies in this section. The TACs
estimated by the method without spatial dimension reduction
were averaged over voxels in the ROI from the same
segmentation process constructing the sparse basis matrix in
the proposed method. The TACs were ﬁrst reconstructed
with two methods, and then the kinetic parameters were
estimated using the same compartmental model.
A. Sphere Phantom
The performance of the proposed method and the method
without spatial dimension reduction were ﬁrst compared
using a simple 64×64×64-voxel phantom with two spheres
(Fig. 4), denoted as A and B. The estimated TACs of region
Fig. 4: Sphere phantom
A and region B for the two methods are shown in Fig. 5.
The kinetic parameters obtained from the time-activity
curves with proposed method and the method without spatial
dimension reduction are shown in Table I. It is evident that
the proposed method offers more accurate time-activity
curves and kinetic parameters, which provides a more
reliable estimation of neuronal activity.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: The true TACs and the estimated TACs of (a) region A and
(b) region B by the proposed method and the method without spatial
dimension reduction for the sphere phantom
B. Rat Study
The rat data were acquired on a dual-head GE Millennium
VG3 Hawkeye SPECT/CT scanner with the detector heads
arranged in H-mode and equipped with custom designed
pinhole collimators of tungsten with apertures of 1.5 × 2
mm. In each study, about 5 mCi of 123I-MIBG was
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4TABLE I: Kinetic parameters of region B in the simulation study
estimated from time-activity curves obtained with different dynamic
reconstruction methods (1/sec)
Parameter Ground Truth Proposed method Method without SpatialDimension Reduction
K1 0.0600 0.0600 0.1012
k2 0.0300 0.0294 0.0491
administrated into the rat with the simultaneous dynamic
data acquisition. Data were acquired for 100 min in 1-sec
time frames with an angular step of 2 degrees per frame.
The late data acquired 1.5-100 min after injection were
summed and reconstructed. The 3-D static reconstructed
images are shown in Fig. 6 for a WKY normal and an SHR.
(a) WKY normal (b) SHR
Fig. 6: The late 3-D static transverse images of rat heart
The estimated TACs of the blood pool and the
myocardium with the two methods are shown in Fig. 7.
Table II lists the kinetic parameters of the WKY normal and
the SHR estimated from the TACs of the two methods,
which indicates that the SHR has a slower washout than the
WKY normal; however, the rate of uptake is much slower
indicating poor chance of survival. As in this case the rate of
uptake can be a stronger indicator of survival than the
washout rate constant. These results clearly indicates
changes in neuronal activity during the development of heart
failure. Comparing the kinetic parameters obtained with the
two methods, the difference of kinetic parameters between
WKY normal and SHR from the proposed method is much
more obvious than that from the method without spatial
dimension reduction. As a result, this implies that the
proposed method can provide a more accurate and stable
indicator for heart failure.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: The estimated TACs of WKY (a) and the SHR (b) by the
proposed method and the method without spatial dimension reduction
for the rat studies
TABLE II: Kinetic parameters of the myocardium in the rat study
estimated from time-activity curves obtained with different dynamic
reconstruction methods (1/sec)
Rat Parameter Proposed method Method without SpatialDimension Reduction
WKY K1 0.0262 0.0244
k2 0.0120 0.0111
SHR K1 0.0026 0.0140
k2 0.0013 0.0095
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we utilized the spatial and temporal
dimensions reduction method to improve the accuracy and
reduce the computational complexity of the dynamic
reconstruction. This method provides more accurate input
functions for compartmental modeling, through which the
uptake and washout of 123I-MIBG in the myocardium can be
quantiﬁed accurately, offering a reliable approach to assess
the severity of heart disease and prognosis in rats with heart
failure.
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 Abstract—The image quality of cone-beam CT systems depends 
directly on the precise knowledge of position and orientation of 
the X-ray source and the detector. The current methods to 
determine this geometric information are mainly focused on 
conventional cone-beam CTs with planar or near-planar scanning 
trajectories. Due to the fixed alignment of X-ray source and 
detector, such systems have disadvantages in intraoperative use. 
Therefore, we develop a first prototype for cone-beam CT 
characterized by a free alignment of X-ray source and detector. 
This results in an open system allowing an intraoperative access 
to the patient and the implementation of non-planar scanning 
trajectories in the operating room.  
In this paper, we present a geometric calibration method to 
determine the position and orientation of X-ray source and 
detector for any arbitrary projection. Enhancing the theoretical 
method proposed in Mennessier et al. [1] by introducing an 
asymmetrical marker arrangement, we realized a calibration 
method suitable for practical use. We analyzed the resulting 
accuracy and applied our approach to the open cone-beam CT 
prototype. 
Index Terms—Computed tomography, cone-beam, geometric 
calibration, non-planar scanning trajectories. 
I. INTRODUCTION
n cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) an object can 
be three-dimensionally (3D) reconstructed by acquiring X-
ray images of this object from different directions. 
Conventional CBCT systems are characterized by a rigid 
configuration of X-ray source and image detector, mostly fixed 
on a C-shaped arm or inside a closed gantry. For 3D image 
acquisition, source and detector are rotating on a planar 
trajectory around the patient. With such systems a high image 
quality is achievable, but the intraoperative use during surgery 
can be time consuming and complicated. Due to the fixed 
arrangement of X-ray source and image detector on opposite 
sides, the patient is surrounded by the system setup and the 
access for the surgeon is restricted. Therefore, we develop a 
first experimental open CBCT system for interventional 
surgery (ORBIT, fig. 1 and 2). The X-ray source is fixed on a 
This work is funded by the German Federal Mininstry of Education and 
Research (BMBF), research grant 13EZ1115A-C.  
F. Stopp and Prof. Dr. E. Keeve are with the Department of Maxillofacial 
Surgery and Clinical Navigation, Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, 
Augustenburger Platz 1, 13353 Berlin, Germany (e-mail: keeve@charite.de).  
A. J. Wieckowski, M. Käseberg, S. Engel, F. Fehlhaber and Prof. Dr. E. 
Keeve are with the Fraunhofer-Institute for Production Systems and Design 
Technology IPK, Pascalstrasse 8-9, 10587 Berlin, Germany. 
robot-arm and the digital flat-panel detector is mounted on a 
self-constructed motorized mechanism directly connected to 
the patient table. This system allows a free alignment of X-ray 
source and image detector towards the patient and offers new 
opportunities for non-planar scanning trajectories (e.g. fig. 2). 
The essential precondition for CBCT is the knowledge of 
the exact projection geometry of each acquired image. 
Therefore the position of the focal spot of the X-ray source 
and the position and orientation of the X-ray image detector is 
needed. This information, described by nine parameters, can 
be determined by a geometric calibration. Most of the 
available calibration methods use dedicated objects with a 
known geometric configuration of small balls of high 
attenuation. By acquiring X-ray images of these objects and 
identifying the ball projections, the needed parameters of each 
single image can be determined. But the majority of proposed 
methods were developed for conventional CBCT systems with 
planar or near-planar scanning trajectories (e.g. in [2]-[7]). 
Other approaches without constraints on the scanning 
trajectory or the alignment of source and detector use complex 
numerical optimization techniques, e.g. in [8]. In [1] a fully 
analytical calibration method for near-planar trajectories 
(using a six points calibration phantom) and for arbitrary 
scanning trajectories (using a 14 points calibration phantom) 
were introduced and first simulated results were shown. In 
further work the direct calibration method for near-planar 
trajectories was realized and applied to an isocentric c-arm X-
ray system using a 6 balls calibration object [9]. 
Based on the work presented in Mennessier et al. [1], we 
developed, applied and evaluated a direct geometric 
A Geometric Calibration Method for an 
Open Cone-Beam CT System  
Fabian Stopp, Adam J. Wieckowski, Marc Käseberg, Sebastian Engel, Felix Fehlhaber, Erwin Keeve 
I
Fig. 1.  Current prototype of the open cone-beam CT system (ORBIT)
consisting of a pulsed X-ray source (Ziehm Vision R 20 kW) on a robot arm
(Kuka KR 150 R2700 extra) and a currently fixed flat-panel detector (Varian
PaxScan 3030+). 
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calibration method with a subsequent optimization of the 
parameters for arbitrary scanning trajectories. In contrast to the 
simulations in [1], no additional features of the calibration 
markers are used for marker identification, like absorption 
coefficients or marker size. After first simulation results, we 
applied our calibration method to the open CBCT prototype. 
II. OUR GEOMETRIC CALIBRATION METHOD
To calibrate and determine the nine geometric parameters of 
an arbitrary image acquisition (X-ray source position, image 
position and image orientation), we defined the marker 
arrangement of the calibration object. 
A. Marker arrangement 
Similar to [1], we align four ball markers on each of the 
three orthogonal axes and two additional markers on the 
diagonal axis (x1..x4, y1..y4, z1..z4, s1, s2). For the marker 
assignment to be independent of additional marker features, 
like size or X-ray absorption coefficients, we defined five 
constants K1, K2, x, y, and z and modified the arrangement 
of M = 14 ball markers (fig. 3). The arrangement of the four 
markers on the x-axis is:  
xx K ex 11 α−= xK ex 12 −=
 (1)
xK ex 23 = xx K ex 24 α=
The arrangement of the eight markers on the y- and z-axis 
(using y and z) is equivalent to (1). The three unit vectors ex, 
ey and ez represent the axes of the calibration object’s 
coordinate system. The two diagonal markers are aligned as 
follows: 
)(11 zyxK eees ++−= )(22 zyxK eees ++= (2)
Depending on the system characteristics of our open CBCT 
setup (image size of 298 x 298 mm² and a cone-beam opening 
angle of 16°), we used the following values:  K1 = 25 mm, K2 = 
35 mm and x = 1.4, y  = 1.7, and z = 2. These constants 
fulfill our basic precondition for good calibration results: the 
14 marker must be fully contained and fill as much as possible 
of the X-ray image. 
B. Marker detection 
To detect the regions of the projected ball markers in the X-
ray images, we apply the following four steps: 
1.  Segmenting the regions of the ball marker projections 
by an adaptive threshold. 
2.  Classification of the segmented regions. 
3.  Analyzing the blob response of the region using the 
determinant of Hessian. 
4.  Analyzing the foreground to background intensity 
difference. 
A region is described by a set of N pixel positions rk and 
intensities Ik. Given the neighborhood of that region with a 
mean intensity of background b, the projection of the marker 
center is estimated as the center of mass with background 
suppression [10]: 
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In the following section, we assume that all 14 marker 
projections are detected in the image. The degenerated cases 
(e.g. marker overlaps) are described in section II E. 
C. Marker assignment 
We divide the detected marker projections di (i = 1..M) into 
four groups, representing the three orthogonal axes and the 
both diagonal marker. From each found line of four markers, 
we can infer the respective axis of the calibration object. We 
identify the lines by retrieving an approximation of the 
constant  from the X-ray image. Assuming d1…d4 are the 
four detected marker projections, classified as a line (ordered 
along that line), and c is the projection of the calibration 
object’s origin o (symmedian point of the triangle bound by 
the three detected lines [1]), an approximation of j (j∈ {x,y,z})
is given by:
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Using the value j obtained from (4), we can determine the 
corresponding axis of the marker projections. But we cannot 
infer the order of the markers in terms of direction nor can we 
assign both diagonal marker projections. Because each group 
is assigned in two ways (e.g. the projections of the markers on 
the x-axis: {(x1, d1), (x2, d2), (x3, d3), (x4, d4)} and {(x1, d4), 
(x2, d3), (x3, d2), (x4, d1)}), we are considering 16 possible 
marker assignments. 
Fig. 3.  The arrangement of the 14 ball markers of the calibration object. 
Four markers are placed on each orthogonal axis and two on the diagonal. 
The exact positions are defined by the constants K1, K2 and x, y, and z. 
Fig. 2.  Open cone-beam CT system ORBIT with an X-ray source fixed on a 
ceiling-mounted robot arm and a robot-guided flat panel detector directly 
connected with the patient table. The red path and the blue path indicate an 
exemplary non-planar scanning trajectory of the X-ray source and detector. 
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D. Geometric parameter determination 
We directly determine the geometric parameters for each 
possible marker assignment by solving a linear equation 
system as described in [1]. Each set of geometric parameters is 
verified using a score based on the re-projection errors erepr,i
(fig. 4) of this configuration: mean e, variance e
2
 and 
maximum emax. Because of the unambiguity of the marker 
projections (imposed by the asymmetry constraint K1  K2), the 
best score indicates the correct marker assignment and 
geometric parameter set.  
In the last step we refine the geometric parameters using a 
non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm to 
minimize the sum of squared re-projection errors erepr. Because 
of the good initialization with the directly determined 
parameters, the optimization problem can be solved efficiently. 
E. The degenerated cases 
There are two basic problems that might occur when dealing 
with X-ray images of the marker arrangement described in 
section II A (for example fig. 5 right): 
-  Marker overlaps: two or more ball markers form an 
overlap in the image. 
-  Structural overlaps: two axes of markers form nearly 
the same line in the image. 
The detection of marker overlaps is not fully possible by 
using features like size or intensities of detected regions 
(especially with oblique X-ray projections and elliptical 
marker regions). We recognize marker overlaps, if less than 14 
regions were detected in the image. We then assume for each 
region that it is an overlap and divide all 14 markers 
accordingly into four groups (representing the three orthogonal 
and one diagonal axis). The respective marker centers di of an 
overlap are approximated by determining the center and the 
main axis of this region. All marker groups are verified by the 
following criteria: 
-  Each detected line must contain exactly the same 
number of marker projections on each side of c. 
-  We dissolve a structural overlap with eight marker 
projections, by verifying both identified lines using (4). 
-  There must be either none or two marker projections 
not assigned to any line (s1 and s2). 
-  In case a marker projection is detected near c, we 
assume that the X-ray projection is in direction of an 
orthogonal or diagonal axis and these marker 
projections are ignored. 
For each marker group in accordance with the criteria, we 
perform a marker assignment (section II C) and verify the 
resulting parameter set using the score function (section II D). 
The approximated marker centers di of an overlap are only 
used for marker assignment and not for the determination of 
the geometric parameters. 
III. CALIBRATION OBJECT
We constructed and manufactured a calibration object with 
14 drill-holes to perform a geometric calibration of single X-
ray projections images acquired with our open CBCT system. 
By the defined arrangement and depth of the drill-holes, 14 
steel balls with 3 mm diameter can be placed accordingly to 
the previously described marker arrangement in section II A 
(Fig. 5 left). To verify and compensate manufacturing 
inaccuracies, we scanned the calibration object with an 
industrial CT and measured the exact steel ball locations. By 
taking arbitrary X-ray projections of this calibration object, the 
geometric parameters of each image can be determined using 
our proposed method (fig. 5 right). 
IV. RESULTS
At the current project state, the image detector of our open 
CBCT prototype is fixed on the patient table (fig. 1). 
Therefore, we first applied our calibration method on a 
scanning trajectory similar to tomosynthesis: a circularly 
moving X-ray source above an object on a fixed image 
detector (fig. 6). 
A. Simulation results 
Using our simulation environment, we generated 360 
artificial projection images of our calibration object equally 
distributed along this scanning trajectory. The acquisition 
parameters were defined according to our open CBCT system 
setup: 298 x 298 mm² image size with 1024 x 1024 px and a 
distance from X-ray source to image center of approximately 
1050 mm. The artificial images are ideal projections of our 
marker arrangement without noise or motion artifacts. We 
calculated the nine geometric parameters of all images and 
compared the results with the defined parameters of the 
Fig. 5.  Calibration object with 14 steel balls (left) and exemplary X-ray 
image of the calibration object with our CBCT system ORBIT (right). 
  
Fig. 4.  The projection geometry: X-ray source position s, image position q
and a calibration object at o with a ball marker. The X-ray projection of o is 
called c. The real image position of the projected marker center is p, the 
detected position is d (the difference of both is the detection error edet). 
Position p’ is the re-projection of the marker using the calibrated parameters 
s’ and q’ (the difference of p’ and d’ is the re-projection error erepr). 
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simulation environment. Additionally, we calculated the 
accuracy of our marker center detection algorithm (edet) and 
the re-projection error of the calibrated configuration (erepr). 
The results are shown in table 1. 
B. Experimental results 
Furthermore, we applied the calibration method on the open 
CBCT prototype and acquired 360 images of our calibration 
object. We calculated the geometric parameters of each 
acquired image and repeated the scanning trajectory with 
vertebral bodies of the lumbar spine. Based on the calculated 
geometric parameters and the 360 projection images, we 
reconstructed the scanned volume with a simultaneous 
algebraic reconstruction technique. Fig. 6 shows the vertebral 
test bodies and an axial and coronal slice of the reconstructed 
volume. As a quantitative measurement of the experimental 
result, we calculated the re-projection errors erepr,i using the 
calibrated parameters and the found marker assignment of each 
image of the calibration object: μ = 0.058 mm,  = 0.047 mm, 
emax = 0.583 mm. 
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The errors in the simulation (shown in table I) result from 
the marker center detection of the projected ball markers and 
the parameter determination with our calibration method. 
Discrepancies between the real and calibrated geometric 
parameters mainly occur in direction of the projection 
(indicated with symbol || in table I), but these deviations have 
little impact on the accuracy of the x-ray projections. 
Regarding the image plane, the maximum error of the image 
center position is less than a pixel size of 0.29 mm. 
By applying our method on the open CBCT system, 
additional errors influence the resulting accuracy: the 
repeatability of the X-ray source positioning by the robot-arm 
and inaccuracies of the manufactured calibration body. Errors 
caused by the movement of the X-ray source during the image 
acquisition are excluded at the moment, as the image 
acquisition is currently done in defined fixed positions. In 
further project work we will develop a motorized mechanism 
to move the flat-panel detector independently of the X-ray 
source and execute freely definable scanning trajectories. To 
compensate occurring mechanical instabilities, we will 
perform an additional online calibration method during the 
image acquisition. 
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TABLE I 
SIMULATION RESULTS
  max 
Marker detection error edet  [mm] 0.009 0.005 0.036
Image center position error [mm] u 0.029 0.026 0.166
v 0.033 0.035 0.239 
n 0.046 0.037 0.237 
 0.066 0.054 0.344
 0.004 0.002 0.015 
X-ray source position error [mm] u 0.634 0.548 3.375 
v 0.672 0.722 3.988 
n 0.940 0.770 3.954 
 1.375 1.110 5.680 
 0.136 0.104 0.554 
Image orientation error [°]  0.004 0.004 0.022 
	 0.005 0.005 0.027 

 0.006 0.004 0.040 
Re-projection error erepr [mm] 0.008 0.005 0.038 
The image center and source position errors are given in image 
coordinate system u-v-n. The symbols || and  indicate position deviations in 
direction (||) and perpendicular () to the central X-ray beam. The angles , 
	, and 
 describe the image rotation errors in uv-, vn- and un-plane of the 
image coordinate system. 
Fig. 6.  a) Executed and calibrated scanning trajectory with a fixed flat-panel 
detector; b) Vertebral bodies of the lumbar spine; c) Axial slice of the 
reconstructed volume; d) Coronal slice of the reconstructed volume. 
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 Total-variation stokes strategy for sparse-view CT image 
reconstruction from clinical data 
Yan Liu, Hongbing Lu, Hao Zhang, Ke Wang and Zhengrong Liang 
 
Abstract – Previous works have shown that computed 
tomography (CT) images can be reconstructed from sparse-view 
data by minimizing the constrained TV of the to-be-estimated 
image.  Considering the incompressible velocity field of the image 
voxels along the tangent directions of the isophote lines, this 
paper proposes a new total variation stokes (TVS) strategy for 
CT image reconstruction from sparse-view projection data.  In 
this newly-proposed algorithm, a tangent field is first 
consolidated for tangent vector estimation, and then a 
minimization problem based on estimated vector is addressed and 
resolved in computation.  The to-be-estimated image is iteratively 
solved by this two-step framework with constraints from the data 
fidelity.  By introducing this tangent vector estimation, the effects 
of staircase and patchy artifacts in the uniform region, which are 
often observed in TV minimization problem, can be efficiently 
suppressed without sacrificing edge information.  In this study, 
the TVS method was evaluated by patients’ thorax raw data 
acquired from a clinical multi-slice CT scanner.  From the results 
we observed that the proposed TVS strategy can accurately 
reconstruct the images and mitigate the patchy artifacts from 
sparse-views data, comparing to the TV-projection onto convex 
sets (TV-POCS) method and its general case: adaptive weighted 
TV-POCS (AwTV-POCS) method.  In addition, an improvement 
was also observed in universal quality index (UQI) measurement 
study by TVS method compared to AwTV/TV-POCS method.  
Further evaluations on the proposed TVS using more data are 
under progress. 
Index Terms – total variation, stokes, sparse-view, image 
reconstruction. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
otal variation (TV) model has been proved that it could be 
successfully applied to computed tomography (CT) image 
reconstruction for solving the sparse-view problems over the 
last several years [1] [2] [3].  However, the resulting images 
from the TV minimization are always reported to suffer the 
effects of undesired staircase or patchy artifacts [3] [4].  Those 
small patchy artifacts can mimic small lesions which are 
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potentially harmful for medical diagnosis.  A recently 
proposed adaptive weighted total variation-projection onto 
convex sets (AwTV-POCS) method is an attempt to solve the 
over-smoothing and patchy artifacts by introducing anisotropic 
weights to the conventional TV model [5].  The results from 
AwTV-POCS method show better noise suppression and edge 
preserving than using the conventional total variation-
projection onto convex sets (TV-POCS) method. However, 
small patchy artifacts are still observed under the extra sparse-
view cases.  Recently, a total variation-stokes (TVS) method 
was introduced for solving image denoising and inpainting 
problems in [6] [7].  The authors demonstrated that the TVS 
method can efficiently suppress noise and mitigate the patchy 
artifacts without sacrificing the fine structure of the images.  
However, due to the lack of prospective images, the TVS 
method can’t be directly utilized for CT image reconstruction. 
In this study, a modified TVS method is proposed to show its 
potentials for image reconstruction from sparse-view data.  To 
show our respect to original authors of the TVS method [6] 
[7], we use the same TVS name.  However, it should be 
noticed that the TVS method introduced in this study has been 
modified for solving specific reconstruction problem of CT 
imaging. 
In our TVS method, a two-step approach is introduced 
involving a smoothing along the tangential filed and a surface 
fitting with constraints in image domain.  The motivation of 
this method is the introduction of a tangential field 
corresponding to an incompressible velocity field.  In addition, 
in our study, we assume that the tangential field is divergence 
free, which indicates the possibility to recover missing and 
noise data along the tangential field.  Therefore, the effects of 
the staircase and patchy artifacts caused by the over-smoothing 
along the normal direction can be efficiently mitigated. 
This paper is organized as follows.  In section two, we 
present the methodology of our new TVS strategy for image 
reconstruction from sparse-view data.  In section three, 
preliminary results from the proposed TVS methods are shown 
and compared to the results from conventional AwTV/TV-
POCS methods.  Finally, a discussion and preliminary 
conclusion are given in section four. 
II. METHODS 
For a given 2D image ( )f P , where P is the desired 
attenuation coefficient in CT image, two orthogonal vectors in 
image domain: the normal vector n and the tangential vector 
τ  of the image are mathematically defined as: 
T 
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τ , (1) 
where  denotes the differential operator, T represents the 
transpose operator, and A  is the orthogonal differential 
operator.  The two vectors should satisfy the irrotationality and 
incompressibility conditions separately, which can be 
mathematically expressed as [6]: 
0u  n       and    0  τ .                         (2) 
The left equation shows that the cross product of the 
differential operator and vector n is equal to zero, which 
indicates the curl of the normal vector is zero.  The right 
equation shows that a dot product of the differential operator 
and vector τ  is also equal to zero, which indicates the 
divergence of tangent vector is zero.  Unlike the TV-POCS 
algorithm introduced in [4], which assumes the image is 
piecewise constant and estimates the desired image along the 
normal field, the TVS strategy requires to restore the missing 
data along the tangential field.  Although the piece-wise 
assumption can help us to propagate information to the 
missing data along the normal field, it can’t guarantee the 
consistency along the tangent directions.  Thus, the results 
from AwTV/TV-POCS always show undesired patchy 
artifacts.  In our proposed TVS method, the image restoring is 
executed along tangent direction and the consistency along the 
tangent direction is well considered.  Therefore, the undesired 
patchy artifacts can be eliminated efficiently due to the 
consistency along both of the normal direction and tangent 
direction. In this study, we find that this strategy always show 
a pleasant image and preserve the edges quite well.  Inspired 
by previous study, we choose the two steps iterative 
framework as introduced in [6] to solve this problem.  
In the first step, the tangent vector is estimated by 
minimizing the TV norm of the tangential vector with 
incompressibility constraints, which indicates the tangent field 
is a passive vector field.  This step is called as tangent field 
smoothing (TFS) step in the following.  The minimization 
problem of this step can be written as: 
min dW P: ³τ      subject to        0  τ        (3) 
To solve such partial differential equations (PDE), the 
Augmented Lagrangian (AL) method is utilized [6].  The 
updating function of Eq. (3) is: 
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where u and v are the gradient along y and x directions,  1t'  
is a relaxing parameter which can control the updating step 
length in the TFS step, xD
r  and yDr  are defined as 
forward/backward difference operators along x and y 
directions, 1xC  and 1yC in Eq. (8) and (9) are defined as the first 
order centered difference operators along x and y directions, 
xM and yM are the first order neighbors’ mean along x and y 
directions, which can be expressed as: 
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y
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            (10) 
In the second step, the desired image is reconstructed by 
fitting the normal vector of the desired image to the estimated 
normal vector n* with constraints from data fidelity.  This step 
is called as image reconstruction (IR) step in the following.  
Mathematically, the result can be obtained by solving the 
following minimization problem: 
min nf f d
nP
P:
§ ·  ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹³   subject to  P AP H d  (11) 
where P is the acquired projection data and A represents the 
system transfer matrix, which depends on the projection 
geometry 
However, it is numerically difficult to solve such problem 
by using the AL method directly.  Thus, the second step is 
decomposed into two parts and solved separately. The first 
part of Eq. (11) is for normal vector fitting which can be 
solved by Euler-Lagrange (EL) method [6].  The updating 
function is: 
1
2 1 2
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2t'  is another relaxing parameter to control the updating step 
length in the IR step.  The constraints part in Eq. (11) can be 
solved by POCS strategy [1].  Therefore, the desired image 
can be obtained by solving the two minimization problem (i.e., 
TFS and IR) iteratively. 
III. RESULTS 
In this study, to analyze the proposed method, two thorax 
CT raw data sets (i.e., normal-mAs scan and low-mAs scan) 
were acquired from a clinical multi-slice CT scanner in non-
FFS model (Stony Brook Hospital, Stony brook, NY).  The 
number of channels in each detector row is 672, the fan angle 
increment for each channel is 0.0775862° and the bin size 
along the z axis is 0.75mm.  The tube angle increment is 
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0.3103448° (i.e., 1160 projection views per 360°).  The radius 
of the focal spot circle is 570mm, and distance between the 
source and the detector plane is 1040mm. The tube voltage 
was set to be 120kVp and tube current was set to be 100mAs 
for normal-mAs scan and 20mAs for low-mAs scan.  The field 
of view (FOV) is 51.2×51.2 cm2, with corresponding pixel size 
is 1×1 mm2.  For the spiral CT system, the raw data is often 
rebinned to fan beam projection data for research purpose by 
considering the effects of pitch (i.e., the movement of the 
patient along the z axis).  In our study, we use the rebinning 
method as introduced in [8] to rebin our spiral projection data 
to multi-slice fan beam sinogram data.  In this patient’s case, 
about 264 slices of sinogram data were obtained for normal-
mAs scan and 139 slices for low-mAs scan for clinical 
purpose.  In this study, we choose the 60th slice from normal-
mAs and 91st slice from low-mAs full-views projection data 
for analysis. The transverse images of the projection data by 
FBP method with Hanning window at Nyquist cut-off 
frequency are shown in Fig 1.   
  
(a)                                             (b) 
Figure 1:  Thorax image reconstructions from full-view projection data 
acquired at (a) 100mAs and (b) 20mAs by FBP method. The display 
window is [0, 0.03] mm-1.  :  The ROIs of the reconstructed images of the 
lung is displayed by the window [0.011, 0.023] mm-1. 
 
A. Normal-mAs case 
Visualization-based evaluation 
In this section, 116 and 58 projection views are extracted 
evenly from the rebinned 100-mAs sinogram data.  Thus, the 
associative dosage are reduced to about 1/10 and 1/20 of the 
normal dosage, respectively.  The reconstructed results are 
shown in Fig. 2.  Regions of interests (ROIs) as indicated in 
Fig. 1(a) were selected to examine the fine structure of the 
reconstructed images in a small display window.  The 
corresponding zoomed ROIs are shown in Fig. 3. 
 
            FBP                TVS            AwTV-POCS           TV-POCS 
  
  
Fig. 2:  The reconstructed images of the lung in 100mAs.  The display 
window is [0, 0.03] mm-1. 
          FBP                   TVS               AwTV-POCS        TV-POCS 
 
 
Fig. 3:  The ROIs of the reconstructed images of the lung in 100mAs.  
The display window is [0.011, 0.023] mm-1. 
From figure 2, we can observe that in 116-view case, all the 
three methods can produce satisfied results when displayed in 
a large display window.  However, in Fig. 3, the results from 
AwTV-POCS and TV-POCS show some small patch artifacts 
in the uniform area when examining in a small display window 
which are consistent with previous report [4].  In the contrary, 
the results from TVS method show smoothed images in the 
uniform area, which is consistent with the results in [6].  In 
addition, in the 58-view case, the image from TV-POCS shows 
undesired larger patch artifacts in the uniform area.  Although 
the AwTV-POCS method shows ability to mitigate such 
patchy artifacts, the TVS method is more efficiently as shown 
in Fig. 3.  
 
Universal quality index (UQI) measurement study 
The universal quality index (UQI) is one of the image 
quantitative merits to measure the similarity between the 
reconstructed image and the reference image.  Three factors: 
loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion 
are considered in the UQI [3].  In this study, we selected a ROI 
as indicated in Fig 1(a) to exam the UQI value. It should be 
pointed out that the image 0f reconstructed from normal-dose 
full-view data by FBP method yields a desired baseline and is 
used as reference image due to the lack of true image.  
Although different reference images could lead to different 
evaluation results, the image obtained from high-dose full-
view data by FBP method has been generally accepted as a 
baseline for low-dose CT image reconstruction evaluation.  
We use 1f  to denote the testing images. 
For 'N  pixels ROIs, the means, variances and covariances 
are defined as [3]: 
'
1
1 ,
'
N
j jn
n
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 ¦                         (17) 
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where j=0 and 1, and 
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N
n n
n
Cov f f f f f f
N  
   ¦ ,      (19) 
Then, the UQI is defined as: 
1 0 1 0
2 2 2 2
1 0 1 0
2 { , } 2Cov f f f fUQI
f fV V   ,                   (20) 
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Figure 4:  The UQI versus projection views curves from the lung image study. 
 
The curve of UQI values within the selected ROIs versus 
the projection views (i.e., 58, 116, 290 and 580-view) by 
different methods (i.e., TVS, AwTV/TV-POCS and FBP) are 
shown in Fig. 4.  From figure 4 we can observe that the results 
from TVS method have the highest UQI values and the results 
from AwTV-POCS method have the lowest UQI values.  It 
should be mentioned that due to the weights for edge 
preserving in the AwTV model, which didn’t considered in 
TV-POCS and TVS methods, the results of AwTV-POCS have 
a lower similarity to the results from normal-mAs full-view 
data by FBP, which only used spatially invariant filtering. 
B. Low-mAs case 
In this section, 116 and 58 projection views are extracted 
evenly from the low-mAs (i.e., 20mAs) projection data.  
Compared to the low-dose scan, the associative dosage are 
reduced to about 1/10 and 1/20 of the original dosage, 
respectively.  The reconstructed results are shown in Fig. 5.  A 
ROI as indicated in Fig. 1(b) was selected to examine details 
of the reconstructed image.  The corresponding ROIs results 
are shown in Fig. 6. 
 
            FBP                TVS            AwTV-POCS           TV-POCS 
  
  
Fig. 5:  The reconstructed images of the lung in 20mAs.  The display 
window is [0, 0.03] mm-1. 
          FBP                   TVS               AwTV-POCS        TV-POCS 
 
 
Fig. 6:  The ROIs of the reconstructed images of the lung in 20mAs.  The 
display window is [0.011, 0.023] mm-1. 
In figure 5 and 6, the images show more artifacts compared 
to the results from normal-dose case due to the inconsistent of 
the projection data.  In addition, more patchy artifacts are 
observed in the results of AwTV/TV-POCS methods as the 
number of projection decreases.  The results from TVS 
methods show fewer artifacts in the uniform area, which is 
consistent with our previous observation in normal-dose case.  
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In this work, we presented the TVS method for low-dose 
image reconstruction from sparse-view data.  This method is a 
new attempt to eliminate the effects of staircase and patchy 
artifacts caused by the piecewise constant assumption.  The 
preliminary results indicate that the TVS method has 
advantages over the AwTV/TV-POCS methods at the uniform 
region for image reconstruction from sparse-view data.  In 
addition, although it is numerically hard to prove the edge 
preserving property of the TVS, the results suggest that the 
TVS method can preserve edges quite well. 
In our preliminary study on the sparse-view cases, we 
observe some patchy artifacts in the uniform area from the 
results of AwTV/TV-POCS methods which follows a 
piecewise constant assumption.  However, through this TVS 
strategy, the undesired patchy artifacts are eliminated 
efficiently due to the consistency along both of the normal 
direction and tangent direction.  In our future work, we will 
focus on the evaluations of this new TVS method using more 
simulated and experimental data. 
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
Abstract²Computed tomography (CT) is a very powerful tool in 
medicine and non-destructive testing but is unsuitable for planar 
objects. A solution can be found in the use of computed 
laminography (CL), a technique where the object is irradiated by 
an oblique angle thereby circumventing the problems arising in 
CT. Due to the limited amount of angular coverage and the 
special geometric set-up, filtered backprojection methods [4] 
cannot be employed for the reconstruction in this case. More 
flexible iterative algorithms like SART (simultaneous 
reconstruction technique) [1,2] provide an answer to this 
challenge. One of their important advantages when compared to 
filtered backprojection methods is their ability to incorporate a 
priori information about the object into the reconstruction 
process [6]. Often the object's geometry is known from CAD files 
or other technical specifications. Especially in the case of limited-
angle data, where only a part of the object can be measured, and 
laminographic geometries, additional information is of great  
importance. This geometrical a priori knowledge can be exploited 
to restrict the reconstruction  volume to areas where material is 
definitely present, resulting in correct object contours even in the 
limited-angle case. This reduces artifacts and increases contrast 
thereby allowing for a better defect detectability and thus an 
easier and more reliable inspection of the object. 

Index Terms— A priori knowledge, computed laminography, 
computed tomography, iterative reconstruction, limited data 

, ,1752'8&7,21
RPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ &7 LV D ZHOOHVWDEOLVKHG DQG
ZLGHO\ XVHG QRQGHVWUXFWLYH LQVSHFWLRQ PHWKRG IRU
LQVSHFWLQJWKHLQWHULRUVWUXFWXUHRIREMHFWV$SSO\LQJVWDQGDUG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV IRU FLUFXODU RU KHOLFDO VDPSOLQJ WR
SODQDU REMHFWV WZR IXQGDPHQWDO SUREOHPV DULVH
LPSHQHWUDELOLW\ LQ ORQJLWXGLQDO GLUHFWLRQ DQG FROOLVLRQ ULVNV
EHWZHHQ ;UD\ VRXUFH DQG REMHFW DW KLJK PDJQLILFDWLRQV
'XULQJD&7WKHREMHFWLVURWDWHGE\GHJUHHVZKLOHEHLQJ
LUUDGLDWHG 3ODQDU REMHFWV DUH FKDOOHQJLQJ VLQFH WKH\ H[KLELW
YHU\GLIIHUHQWLUUDGLDWLRQOHQJWKV,QQRUPDOGLUHFWLRQWRWKH

6XEPLWWHG WR )XOO\' FRQIHUHQFH RQ WK )HEUXDU\ 
&6FKRUULVZLWKWKH)UDXQKRIHU,QVWLWXWHIRU1RQGHVWUXFWLYH7HVWLQJ,=)3
&DPSXV (   6DDUEUXHFNHQ *HUPDQ\ HPDLO FKULVWLDQVFKRUU#
L]ISIUDXQKRIHUGH
00DLVO3K'LVZLWKWKH)UDXQKRIHU,QVWLWXWHIRU1RQGHVWUXFWLYH7HVWLQJ
,=)3 &DPSXV (   6DDUEUXHFNHQ *HUPDQ\ HPDLO
PLFKDHOPDLVO#L]ISIUDXQKRIHUGH

VXUIDFHDEVRUSWLRQ LVYHU\PXFK ORZHU WKDQ LQ ORQJLWXGLQDO
GLUHFWLRQ 7U\LQJ WR FRPSHQVDWH IRU WKLV E\ LQFUHDVLQJ WKH
HQHUJ\RI WKH;UD\VRQHDXWRPDWLFDOO\ UHGXFHVFRQWUDVW DQG
JHRPHWULFDO UHVROXWLRQ WKHUHE\ SRVVLEO\ UHQGHULQJ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQXVHOHVV7KHRSHQLQJDQJOHRIWKH;UD\VRXUFH
DOORZV IRU D YDULDWLRQ RI PDJQLILFDWLRQ E\ FKDQJLQJ WKH
GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ ;UD\ VRXUFH DQG REMHFW 6PDOO REMHFW
IHDWXUHVFDQEHLQVSHFWHGLQGHWDLOWKLVZD\(VSHFLDOO\SODQDU
REMHFWV ZLWK YHU\ ILQH VWUXFWXUHV FDQ UHTXLUH VXFK D KLJK
PDJQLILFDWLRQ WKDW WKH UHTXLUHG VRXUFHGHWHFWRU GLVWDQFH JHWV
WRR VPDOO WR DOORZ IRU D IXOO  URWDWLRQZLWKRXW ULVNLQJ D
FROOLVLRQ EHWZHHQ VRXUFH DQG REMHFW &LUFXPYHQWLQJ WKLV
SUREOHPE\LQFUHDVLQJERWKVRXUFHREMHFWDQGVRXUFHGHWHFWRU
GLVWDQFHVZKLOHNHHSLQJWKHGHVLUHGPDJQLILFDWLRQUDWLRUHVXOWV
LQDVHYHUHO\OLPLWHGRSHQLQJDQJOHZKLFKLQWXUQUHVWULFWVWKH
ILHOG RI YLHZ PDNLQJ PXOWLSOH VFDQV QHFHVVDU\ WR FRYHU WKH
HQWLUHDUHDRILQWHUHVW&RPSXWHGODPLQRJUDSK\&/FDQVROYH
WKHVHSUREOHPV ,QFRQWUDVW WR VWDQGDUG&7JHRPHWULHVZKHUH
;UD\VRXUFHDQGGHWHFWRUDUHSHUSHQGLFXODUWRHDFKRWKHUDQG
WKHD[LVRIURWDWLRQDQGDIXOOFRYHUDJHLVQHFFHVVDU\&/
FDQDOVRZRUNZLWKD OLPLWHGDQJXODU UDQJHRI  OHVV WKDQ
6ZLQJ ODPLQRJUDSK\ RU FRPSOHWHO\ GLVSHQVH ZLWK WKH
WUDGLWLRQDOVHWXSDQGXVHOLQHDUWUDQVODWLRQDOWUDQVODWLRQ&/
SODQDU URWDWLRQDO FODVVLF &/ RU WLOWHG JHRPHWULHV &/$5$
&RPSXWHG /DPLQRJUDSK\ $QG 5$GLRJUDSK\ >@ 7KH
DGYDQWDJH RI DOO WKHVH WUDMHFWRULHV OLHV LQ WKHLU SRVVLELOLW\ WR
SODFH WKH REMHFW FORVH HQRXJK WR WKH VRXUFH WR DFKLHYH WKH
GHVLUHG UHVROXWLRQ ZLWKRXW FROOLGLQJ ZLWK WKH ;UD\ WXEH
$GGLWLRQDOO\ PRVW RI WKHVH JHRPHWULHV DOORZ IRU D FRQVWDQW
REOLTXH LUUDGLDWLRQ DQJOH WKURXJKRXW WKH HQWLUHPHDVXUHPHQW
7KLV HOLPLQDWHV WKH SUREOHP RI ZLGHO\ GLIIHULQJ REMHFW
WKLFNQHVVHVZLWKDOOWKHGUDZEDFNVPHQWLRQHGDERYH










([SORLWDWLRQRIJHRPHWULFDSULRULNQRZOHGJHIRU
OLPLWHGGDWDUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQQRQGHVWUXFWLYH
WHVWLQJ
&KULVWLDQ6FKRUU0LFKDHO0DLVO
&


)LJ&/$5$JHRPHWU\WKHREMHFWLVVLWXDWHGRQDVZLQJEHDULQJWKXV
DOORZLQJWKHVRXUFHEHQHDWKWRLUUDGLDWHLWE\DQREOLTXHODPLQRJUDSK\
DQJOHODPEGD7KHGHWHFWRULVDUUD\HGSHUSHQGLFXODUWRWKHFHQWUDOUD\RI
WKHVRXUFH)RUWKHPHDVXUHPHQWWKHREMHFWLVURWDWHGDURXQGWKH
URWDWLRQD[LV
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,, 0$7+(0$7,&$/%$&.*5281'
7KH 6$57 DOJRULWKP LV LGHDOO\ VXLWHG WR LQFRUSRUDWH
JHRPHWULFDSULRULNQRZOHGJH ,W FRPSXWHV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIWKHGHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQRIDQREMHFWE\LWHUDWLYHO\VROYLQJD
V\VWHP RI OLQHDU HTXDWLRQV 7KH SK\VLFDO SURFHVV RI D &7
PHDVXUHPHQW LV PRGHOOHG DV D PDWUL[YHFWRU HTXDWLRQ DQG
VROYHGLWHUDWLYHO\HPSOR\LQJWKH.DF]PDU]DOJRULWKP>@

%HvDYROXPHFRQVLVWLQJRINFXELFYR[HOVjZLWKFRQVWDQW
YDOXHV vj )XUWKHUPRUH EH p WKH YHFWRU RI PHDVXUHG UD\V RI
GLPHQVLRQ M ZLWK pi WKH UD\ VXP DORQJ WKH i UD\ SDVVLQJ
WKURXJKv. 7KHQWKHUHODWLRQEHWZHHQvDQGpFDQEHH[SUHVVHG
E\WKHIROORZLQJHTXDWLRQ

ܹݒ ൌ ݌ǡ σ ݓ௜௝ݒ௝ே௝ୀଵ ൌ ݌௜ǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ݉

ZKHUHW LV DPDWUL[ RI GLPHQVLRQM x NZLWK HQWULHVwij
UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKHZHLJKWLQJ FRHIILFLHQW LQ YR[HO j DORQJ UD\ i
wij FDQ EH LQWHUSUHWHG DV WKH FRQWULEXWLRQ RI WKH HQWLUH UD\pi
O\LQJLQYR[HOj%Hݒ௝௞WKHYDOXHRIYR[HOjDIWHUkSURMHFWLRQV
lDUHOD[DWLRQIDFWRUDQGPWKHSURMHFWLRQEHORQJLQJWRDQJOH
M7KHQWKH6$57DOJRULWKPLVGHILQHGDV

ݒ௝
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

2IWHQ NQRZOHGJH DERXW WKH REMHFW WR EH LQVSHFWHG LV
DYDLODEOH EHIRUH WKH PHDVXUHPHQW 7KLV D SULRUL LQIRUPDWLRQ
XVXDOO\ FRQVLVWV RI JHRPHWULF LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH IRUP RI
WKH REMHFW DQG LWV GLPHQVLRQV([SORLWLQJ D SULRUL NQRZOHGJH
FDQKHOSWRLPSURYHWKHTXDOLW\DQGWKHFRQYHUJHQFHVSHHGRI
WKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ*HRPHWULFDODSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKH
FRQWRXUVRIWKHREMHFWLVLPSOHPHQWHGE\DQDGGLWLRQDOYROXPH
RI WKH VDPH GLPHQVLRQV DV WKH YROXPH WR EH UHFRQVWUXFWHG
7KLVZHLJKWLQJYROXPHGFRQWDLQVYR[HOVRIYDOXH݃௝ א ሼͲǢ ͳሽ
VLJQLI\LQJ WKH YR[HOV
 SUREDELOLW\ WR FRQWDLQ HLWKHU QRWKLQJ
DLURUPDWHULDO$GLUHFW DSSURDFK >@ZRXOG WKHQEH WRXVH
WKHVH gj DV DQ DGGLWLRQDO ZHLJKWLQJ IRU WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
UHVXOWLQJLQWKH$3,6$57DOJRULWKP

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
$GUDZEDFNRI WKLVPHWKRG LV WKH ORVV RI ÄPDWHULDO³ VLQFH
WKH DGGLWLYH FRUUHFWLRQ YDOXHV cj DVVLJQHG WR YR[HOV D SULRUL
ZHLJKWHGE\GXULQJEDFNSURMHFWLRQDUHORVW
8VLQJ WKH IROORZLQJ UD\ OHQJWK FRUUHFWLRQ SURFHVV >@
DOOHYLDWHV WKLV SUREOHP $IWHU FRPSXWLQJ WKH YR[HOV j LQWR
ZKLFK ZLOO EH EDFNSURMHFWHG DQG WKHLU UD\ OHQJWKVwij  WKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJZHLJKWVgjZKLFKVDWLVI\gj DUHGHWHUPLQHG
7KHFRPSXWDWLRQRIWKHFRUUHFWHGRYHUDOOUD\OHQJWKWDNHVRQO\
WKRVHYR[HOVjLQWRDFFRXQWZKRVHFRUUHVSRQGLQJgjz:LWK
WKLV DGDSWHG RYHUDOO UD\ OHQJWK WKHZHLJKWV XVHG LQ WKH EDFN
SURMHFWLRQ FKDQJH VLQFH WKH RYHUDOO UD\ OHQJWK KDV EHHQ
GLPLQLVKHG ZKLFK LQ WXUQ LQFUHDVHV WKH YDOXHV RI wij 7KLV
FRQFHSWOHDGVWRDUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWHGZHLJKWLQJ݃௝ோ௅஼IRUWKH
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
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೒೙సభ
൱݃௝ǡ ݓ௜௡ǡ ݃௝ א Թ

6XEVWLWXWLQJgj LQWKHEDVLFDSULRUL6$57DOJRULWKPE\
WKHUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWHG݃௝ோ௅஼IURPOHDGVWRWKHUD\OHQJWK
FRUUHFWHG$3,6$57PHWKRG
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,,, (;3(5,0(17$/5(68/76
7KH SURSRVHG DOJRULWKPZDV WHVWHG ERWK RQ VLPXODWHG DQG
UHDOGDWD)RUWKH&/$5$JHRPHWU\DVLPXODWHGSULQWHGFLUFXLW
ERDUG3&%SKDQWRPZLWKDFUDFNZDVJHQHUDWHG)LJD
7R LQYHVWLJDWH WKH DOJRULWKP
V SHUIRUPDQFH RQ UHDO REMHFWV D
VNL ERRW EXFNOH PDGH RI D PDJQHVLXP DOOR\ DQG FRQWDLQLQJ
SRURVLWLHV RI GLIIHUHQW VKDSHV DQG VL]HV ZDV VFDQQHG ZLWK D
OLPLWHGDQJOH&7RI)LJE
7KH 3&%SKDQWRP ZDV VLPXODWHG XVLQJ WKH VRIWZDUH
6FRUSLXV ;/DE $ VLPXODWHG  &7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH
SKDQWRPZLWKRXWFUDFNFRPSXWHGIURPSURMHFWLRQVVHUYHG
DVDVWDUWLQJSRLQWIRUWKHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKHDSULRULZHLJKWLQJ
YROXPH 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZDV ELQDUL]HG ILOOLQJ LQ DOO
LQWHULRU GHIHFWV WR JXDUDQWHH DQ D SULRUL YROXPH FRQWDLQLQJ
RQO\WKHRXWHUFRQWRXUVRIWKHREMHFW7KUHHVXFFHVVLYHOD\HUV
RIYR[HOVWKLFNQHVVHDFKZLWKDSULRULZHLJKWVDQG
 UHVSHFWLYHO\ ZHUH DSSOLHG WR WKH ERXQGDULHV RI WKH
ELQDUL]HG PDWHULDO DUHD LQVLGH WKH YROXPH VHH ILJ DQG  $
&/$5$JHRPHWU\PHDVXUHPHQWRISURMHFWLRQVDQGl 
ZLWK FUDFNZDV WKHQ VLPXODWHG DQG UHFRQVWUXFWHG XVLQJ WKH D
SULRULYROXPHIURPWKH&7VLPXODWLRQ
)RU WKHVNLEXFNOHSURMHFWLRQVZHUH WDNHQXVLQJD&7
VFDQQHUHTXLSSHGZLWKD3HUNLQ(OPHU;5'&1GHWHFWRU
RI  SL[HOV DQG D9LVFRP;7';UD\ WXEH)URP
WKHVH GDWD D&7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZDV FRPSXWHG DQG ELQDUL]HG
'HIHFWVLQWKHUHVXOWLQJYROXPHZHUHWKHQHOLPLQDWHGDQGWKH
VDPHOD\HULQJSURFHVVDVGHVFULEHGDERYHZDVDSSOLHG$
UDQJHRISURMHFWLRQVWDNHQIURPWKHIXOOGDWDVHWZDVXVHG
LQ FRQMXQFWLRQ ZLWK WKH D SULRUL YROXPH WR UHFRQVWUXFW WKH
EXFNOH
$OOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVZHUHFRPSXWHGXVLQJLWHUDWLRQVRIWKH
UHVSHFWLYH DOJRULWKPV ZLWK D UHVROXWLRQ RI  YR[HOV 7KH
FRQWUDVWIRUHDFKSLFWXUHZDVFKRVHQGLIIHUHQWO\WRGHOLYHUWKH
PRVW VXLWDEOH UHVXOW IRU RSWLFDO LQVSHFWLRQ E\ WKH XVHU DV LV
XVXDOLQ1'7SUDFWLFH
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:KHQFRPSDULQJ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRI WKH3&%SKDQWRP
WKHHIIHFWRIWKHDGGLWLRQDODSULRULZHLJKWLQJLVREYLRXV7KH
IURQWDO )LJYLHZFOHDUO\VKRZV WKHFUDFN LQ WKH3&% LID
SULRULPHWKRGVDUHXVHGFDQGHVSHFLDOO\LIDQDGGLWLRQDOUD\
OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ G LV DSSOLHG $ VWDQGDUG 6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQEVXIIHUVIURPSRRUFRQWUDVWZKLFKUHQGHUVWKH
FUDFN KDUG WR GHWHFW 7KH VLGH YLHZ )LJ  RI WKH 6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQERIIHUVWKHW\SLFDOVPHDUHGRXWFRQWRXUVRID
ODPLQRJUDSKLFVHWXSZLWKl OHDYLQJRQO\RQHEUDQFKRI
WKH FUDFN MXVW EHQHDWK WKH PLGGOH EDOO YLVLEOH:LWK D SULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQF WKHFRQWRXUVDUHVKDUSEXW WKHVHFRQGEUDQFK
RIWKHFUDFNLVRQO\GHWHFWDEOHLIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLVDOVRUD\
OHQJWKFRUUHFWHG G )LJ  VKRZV WKH JUD\ YDOXH SURILOHV
WKURXJKWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDORQJWKHUHGOLQHVLQ)LJDDQG
)LJ  D7KH LPSURYHG D SULRUL 6$57 DOJRULWKPZLWK UD\
OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQVLJQLILFDQWO\ LQFUHDVHVFRQWUDVWFRPSDUHG WR
ERWKDVWDQGDUG6$57DQGDSULRUL6$57DOJRULWKP7KLVFDQ
EH VHHQ LQ )LJ  D EHWZHHQ SL[HOV  DQG  DQG E
DURXQG SL[HOV  DQG  ZKHUH WKH FUDFNV DUH ORFDWHG ,W
DOVR LQWURGXFHV D VPDOO DPRXQW RI VWUXFWXUHG QRLVH ZKLFK LV
HDVLO\RIIVHWE\WKHLQFUHDVHGGHIHFWGHWHFWDELOLW\
7KH IURQWDO YLHZ )LJ  RI WKH VWDQGDUG 6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ERI WKHVNLERRWEXFNOHGDWDVHWH[KLELWV WKH
HIIHFWV RI WKH  DQJXODU UDQJH UHVWULFWLRQ 7KHUH DUH VWUHDN
DUWLIDFWVDORQJWKHREMHFWVFRUQHUVDQGWKHLQWHULRUVHPLFLUFXODU
FDYLW\LVUHFRQVWUXFWHGDVDTXDUWHUFLUFOHRQO\,QFRUSRUDWLQJD
SULRUL LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH EXFNOH¶V JHRPHWU\ UHVXOWV LQ D
PXFK EHWWHU FRQWRXU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ F $Q DGGLWLRQDO UD\
OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ G UHQGHUV WKHSRURVLWLHV LQ WKH ORZHU ULJKW
SDUWZLWKDQLQFUHDVHGFRQWUDVW)LJVKRZVWKDWWKHFRQWUDVW
EHWZHHQ 6$57 DQG D SULRUL 6$57 LV DOPRVW HTXDO ZKHUHDV
WKH UD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWHG DOJRULWKP LPSURYHV FRQWUDVW
VLJQLILFDQWO\ 2EVHUYH WKDW WKHUH LV DOVR D VOLJKW LQFUHDVH LQ
QRLVHDVDOUHDG\VHHQLQWKH3&%SKDQWRP

   D        E

   F       G

)LJ3&%3KDQWRPIURQWDOYLHZDDSULRULYROXPHE6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKRXWDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQF6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZLWKDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQG6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDSULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ

    D        E

   F       G

)LJ3&%3KDQWRPVLGHYLHZDDSULRULYROXPHE6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKRXWDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQF6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZLWKDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQG6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDSULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ

D

E
)LJ3&%SKDQWRPDJUD\YDOXHSURILOHDORQJUHGOLQHLQILJD
EJUD\YDOXHSURILOHDORQJUHGOLQHLQILJD6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZLWKRXWDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQEOXH6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDSULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQJUHHQ6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQDQG
UD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQUHG
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D           E

   F          G

)LJ3&%3KDQWRPIURQWDODDSULRULYROXPHE6$57
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKRXWDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQF6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZLWKDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQG6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDSULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQDQGUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ

 
D   E

)LJ7HVWREMHFWVD3&%SKDQWRP'YLVXDOL]DWLRQEVNLERRW
EXFNOH
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,9 &21&/86,21
7KHSURSRVHGDSULRULVWUDWHJ\LVDEOHWRVLJQLILFDQWO\LPSURYH
WKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHREMHFW¶VFRQWRXUV,QWURGXFLQJDQG
DGGLWLRQDOUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQLQWRWKHDSULRUL6$57
DOJRULWKPJUHDWO\LQFUHDVHVWKHFRQWUDVWZKHQFRPSDUHGZLWK
VWDQGDUG6$57UHVXOWV)RUODPLQRJUDSKLFPHDVXUHPHQWV
ZKHUHRQO\DQREOLTXHLUUDGLDWLRQDQJOHLVSRVVLEOHDQGIRU
OLPLWHGDQJOH&7GDWDLQFRUSRUDWLQJJHRPHWULFDSULRUL
NQRZOHGJHSURYHVWREHDQSURPLVLQJDSSURDFKWRLPSURYH
GHIHFWGHWHFWDELOLW\LQVSLWHRIWKHDUWLIDFWVLQWURGXFHGE\WKH
OLPLWHGGDWDDYDLODEOH7HVWRQERWKVLPXODWHGDQGUHDO
PHDVXUHPHQWVIRU&/$5$DQGOLPLWHGDQJOH&7JHRPHWULHV
KDYHVKRZQWKHXVHIXOQHVVRIWKHSURSRVHGDSULRUL6$57
DOJRULWKPZLWKUD\OHQJWKFRUUHFWLRQ7KHUHLVDFHUWDLQ
DPRXQWRIVWUXFWXUHGQRLVHLQWURGXFHGE\WKHUD\OHQJWK
FRUUHFWLRQEXWWKHLQFUHDVHLQFRQWUDVWE\DIDFWRURIPRUH
WKDQFRPSHQVDWHVIRUWKLVHIIHFW,ISODQDUREMHFWVOLNH3&%VRU
VKHHWVRIILEUHUHLQIRUFHGFRPSRVLWHVDUHWREHVFDQQHGD
SULRULHQKDQFHG6$57DOJRULWKPVFRPELQHGZLWK
ODPLQRJUDSKLFJHRPHWULHVDUHZHOOVXLWHGIRUSUDWLFDOXVH
5()(5(1&(6

>@ $ $QGHUVHQ DQG $ .DN ³6LPXOWDQHRXV DOJHEUDLF UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
WHFKQLTXH 6$57 D VXSHULRU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH DUW DOJRULWKP´
Ultrasonic ImagingYRO, QR, SS. 81-94,
>@ 3*LOEHUW³,WHUDWLYH0HWKRGVIRUWKH7KUHHGLPHQVLRQDO5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ
RIDQ2EMHFWIURP3URMHFWLRQV´Journal of Theoretical BiologyYRO36, 
QR, SS. 105-117,
>@ 6 *RQGURP ³5HNRQVWUXNWLRQ YRQ 2EMHNWHEHQHQ DXV
5|QWJHQGXUFKVWUDKOXQJVDXIQDKPHQ EHL XQYROOVWlQGLJHQ 'DWHQ XQWHU
9HUZHQGXQJ YRQ D SULRUL ,QIRUPDWLRQ´ 3K' WKHVLV 8'6 6DDUODQG
*HUPDQ\
>@ / )HOGNDPS / 'DYLV DQG -.UHVV ³3UDFWLFDO FRQHEHDP DOJRULWKP´
Journal of the Optical Society of America AYRO, QR, SS. 612-619,
.
>@ 6 .DF]PDU] ³$QJHQlKHUWH $XIO|VXQJ YRQ 6\VWHPHQ OLQHDUHU
*OHLFKXQJHQ´ Bulletin International de l’Academic Polonaise des 
Sciences et des LettresYRO, SS. 355-357,
>@ /%0H\HUDQG*7+HUPDQ³$OJHEUDLFUHFRQVWUXFWLRQWHFKQLTXHVFDQ
EH PDGH FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ HIILFLHQW´ IEE Transactions on medical 
imagingYRO12, QR, SS. 600-609,
>@ ) 3RUVFK 8 +DVVOHU 0 0DLVO DQG & 6FKRUU ³;UD\ FRPSXWHG
ODPLQRJUDSK\ DQ DSSURDFK RI FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ IRU DSSOLFDWLRQV
ZLWK OLPLWHG DFFHVV´ LQ Leitfaden zur industriellen Röntgentechnik: 
Zerstörungsfreie Prüfung mit Bildverarbeitung, 11WKHG(UODQJHQ
>@ )3RUVFK&6FKRUUDQG00DLVO³&RPSXWHGODPLQRJUDSK\IRU[UD\
LQVSHFWLRQ RI OLJKWZHLJKW FRQVWUXFWLRQV´ Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Zerstörungsfreie Prüfung e.V. (DGZfP): International Symposium on 
NDT Aerospace%HUOLQ*HUPDQ\
>@ & 6FKRUU DQG 0 0DLVO ³&RPSXWHG ODPLQRJUDSK\ XVLQJ D SULRUL
LQIRUPDWLRQ´ 3UHVHQWHG DW 3URFHHGLQJV Conference on Industrial 
Computed Tomography (ICT), :HOV$XVWULD
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D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6$57UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKRXWDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQEOXH6$57
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JUHHQ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1Truncation Correction using a 3D Filter for
Cone-beam CT
Yan Xia, Andreas Maier, Frank Dennerlein, and Joachim Hornegger
Abstract—Recently, a novel method for region of interest
(ROI) reconstruction from truncated projections with neither
the use of prior knowledge nor explicit extrapolation has been
published, named Approximated Truncation Robust Algorithm
for Computed Tomography (ATRACT). It was derived by analyt-
ically reformulating the standard Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK)
algorithm into a reconstruction scheme that is by construction
less sensitive to lateral data truncation. In this paper, we present
and investigate a variation of the ATRACT that is to apply
ATRACT in 3D by decomposing the ramp ﬁlter into the 3D
Laplace ﬁlter and a 3D residual ﬁlter. ROI reconstruction can
be readily realized by performing these two successive ﬁlters
on projection data stack at once and followed by standard
backprojection. Real data evaluation shows that the new method
at least performs as well as the native ATRACT in terms of
truncation correction. However, for off-center reconstruction, the
linear gradient artifact arose in native ATRACT is essentially
reduced by the new method.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the X-ray radiation dose exposed to
the patient during a CT exam is proportional to the volume
that is irradiated during the scan. Several medical applications
require only a small volume to be imaged. For example,
in the neurointerventional radiology only micro devices, e.g.
implanted stents or coils, are required to be examined in
multiple times. Although only the small area is of diagnostic
interest, conventionally, a scan with a full ﬁeld of view (FOV)
was performed, resulting in a considerable dose to the patient.
Hence, a restriction of the X-ray beam to only that area would
signiﬁcantly reduce radiation dose. This is simply done by
deploying a collimator near the X-ray source. However, the
resulting lateral truncation in projections, poses a challenge to
the conventional tomographic reconstruction algorithms.
So far many algorithms specially concerning the ROI re-
construction have been proposed. Some are based on the
requirement of prior knowledge on the reconstructed object so
that the ROI problem can be exactly solved [1], [2], [3]. Other
approaches estimate the missing data using an extrapolation
procedure as a pre-processing step [4], [5], [6], [7].
A novel method (ATRACT) has been suggested for ROI
reconstruction with neither the use of prior knowledge nor
explicit extrapolation [8]. In this method, the standard ramp
ﬁlter is decomposed into the 2D Laplace ﬁltering and a 2D
Radon-based ﬁltering step or 2D convolution-based ﬁltering.
Y. Xia, A. Maier and J. Hornegger are with the Pattern Recognition
Lab, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg, 91058 Erlangen,
Germany. Y. Xia and J. Hornegger are also with the Erlangen Graduate School
in Advanced Optical Technologies (SAOT), Friedrich-Alexander-University
Erlangen-Nuremberg, 91052 Erlangen, Germany. (e-mail: yan.xia@cs.fau.de;
andreas.maier@cs.fau.de; joachim.hornegger@cs.fau.de).
F. Dennerlein is with Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, 91052 Erlangen,
Germany (e-mail: frank.dennerlein@siemens.com).
In this paper, we present and investigate a variation of the
original ATRACT that is to apply ATRACT in 3D by decom-
posing the ramp ﬁlter into the 3D Laplace ﬁlter and a 3D
residual ﬁlter. We expect the 3D convolution-based ﬁltering
will gain more stability than its 2D counterpart, especially in
the truncated edge.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the
ATRACT algorithm and presents new 3D ATRACT algorithm.
Experiment setups are speciﬁed in section III, and reconstruc-
tion results from these setups are presented in section IV. The
paper ends with conclusions, in section V.
II. TRUNCATION CORRECTION METHODS
A. 2D ATRACT
Intuitively, the idea behind ATRACT is to adapt the
Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) algorithm [9] by decomposing
the 1D ramp ﬁlter operation into two successive 2D ﬁltering
steps — the 2D Laplace ﬁltering and a 2D Radon-based
ﬁltering step — one acting locally and one acting non-
locally on the projection data. We refer to this method as
2D ATRACT in the following. In presence of lateral data
truncation, 2D ATRACT allows us to exclude the artifacts
typically occurring during ﬁltering, simply by removing the
singularities (spikes) at the edges of lateral data truncation
after the Laplace operation. With the FDK method, such a
removal is not straight-forward, due to the non-local character
of the ramp ﬁlter. In its later version, the Radon-based ﬁlter
was substituted by a 2D convolution-based ﬁlter for increasing
computational performance [10], [11]. This naturally inspires
the idea of an alternative decomposition of the 1D ramp ﬁlter
in 3D convolutions, to further improve the image quality.
B. 3D ATRACT
As discussed above, the 3D ATRACT algorithm is also
obtained by a modiﬁcation of the standard ramp ﬁlter in FDK
algorithm. That is to decompose the ramp ﬁlter into the 3D
Laplace ﬁlter and a 3D residual ﬁlter.
Fig. 1 shows the associated notations in the cone-beam
short-scan imaging geometry. The mathematical expression of
3D projection data stack g (λ, u, v) can be written as follows:
g (λ, u, v) =
∞∫
0
f (a (λ) + tα (λ, u, v)) dt , (1)
where u, v are ﬂat detector coordinates and λ indicates angular
coordinate.
Using the notations that are shown in Fig. 1, the 3D
ATRACT algorithm can be written as follows:
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Fig. 1. Cone-beam geometry and associated notation: The curve a (λ) =
(R cosλ,R sinλ, 0) describes the trajectory of the X-ray source, with the
scan radius R and the rotation angle λ. The planar detector is parallel to the
unit vectors eu (λ) and ev (λ) and at distance D from the source. ew (λ)
is the detector normal. We use the 3D function g (λ, u, v) to describe the
projection data stack at the point (u, v) acquired at angle λ.
Step 1: Cosine- and Parker-like weighting of projection data
to obtain pre-scaled projection data g1 (λ, u, v):
g1 (λ, u, v) =
Dm (λ, u)√
D2 + u2 + v2
g (λ, u, v) (2)
where m (λ, u) is Parker weight for short-scan data.
Step 2: 3D Laplace ﬁltering to obtain projection data
g2 (λ, u, v):
g2 (λ, u, v) =
(
∂2
∂λ2
+
∂2
∂u2
+
∂2
∂v2
)
g1 (λ, u, v) (3)
Step 3: 3D convolution-based residual ﬁltering to get ﬁltered
projection data gF (λ, u, v):
gF (λ, u, v) =
u2∫
u1
v2∫
v1
λ2∫
λ1
g2 (λ− λ′, u− u′, v − v′)
h3D (λ
′, u′, v′) dλ′du′dv′ (4)
Step 4: 3D cone-beam backprojection to get the estimated
object function f (ATRACT ) (x, y, z):
f (ATRACT ) (x, y, z) =
λ2∫
λ1
RD
[R− x · ew (λ)]2
gF (λ, u, v)dλ
(5)
where x = (x, y, z).
As illustrated in Fig. 2, reconstructions from the truncated
data can be readily realized by performing two successive
3D ﬁlters on pre-scaled 3D projection data stack at once and
followed by standard backprojection. Similarly, 3D ATRACT
is able to exclude artiﬁcial high frequencies (removal of high
spikes) after the 3D Laplace ﬁltering step. Unlike the 2D
ATRACT, additional removal of the spikes in λ direction
is required. That means either removal of the ﬁrst and last
projections or constantly extrapolate them to avoid abrupt
changes. Subsequently, the 3D residual ﬁltering is carried out
to obtain the desired ﬁltered projections. In practice, the 3D
Laplace operation can be achieved using a 3 × 3 × 3 kernel
with a different angluar weighting in spatial domain. The 3D
residual ﬁltering can be implemented by using 3D FFT-based
convolution, and the residual kernel in Fourier domain is given
by:
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the 3D ATRACT algorithm. ROI reconstruction can be
readily realized by performing two successive ﬁlters on the data stack at once
and followed by the standard backprojection.
H3D (ωλ , ωu , ωv) = −
|ωu |
ω2
λ
+ ω2
u
+ ω2v
(6)
Also note that discretization in u and v (i.e. du and dv) is
identical (square pixels assummed) while discretization in λ
differs a lot. Thus, in numerical implementation we choose a
different discretization in λ, i.e. μdλ, where μ = 0.025 is a
scaling factor.
III. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The proposed algorithm was evaluated by the following
datasets in terms of spatial resolution, low contrast resolution
as well as robustness of correction quality. All datasets are
acquired on a C-arm system (Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector,
Forchheim, Germany) and contain 496 projection images
(1240× 960) with effective pixel size of 0.308× 0.308 mm2
in 2× 2 binning mode.
To evaluate the spatial resolution and low contrast resolution
of the reconstructions from the new algorithm, we used a
Siemens cone-beam phantom that contains several low- and
high-contrast inserts useful for evaluation of image quality.
We also used two clinical datasets acquired from St. Lukes’
Episcopal Hospital (Houston, TX, USA), to quantify the
robustness of the truncation correction in practical application.
In the following evaluation, two scenarios were considered.
In the baseline scenario, no collimation was applied during the
scan, yielding non-truncated projections on the entire area of
the detector. In second scenario, we virtually cropped projec-
tion images so that only the small region of interest was kept.
The non-truncated projections were reconstructed by FDK,
which was used as the reference here. The virtually truncated
projections, in which only up to 30% of the FOV remained
compared to non-truncated projections, were reconstructed by
the new algorithm. We also investigated the performance of the
2D ATRACT method, and compared it to the new correction
method.
Analogous to the 2D ATRACT algorithm, the new algorithm
also suffers from a global volume scaling artifact. A correction
of scaling and bias was performed to align the range of values
between FDK and the new method.
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3Fig. 3. Reconstruction results of the line-pair inserts phantom. Slice thickness
is 0.25mm. A) and C): Standard FDK reconstruction from non-truncated
projections, B) and D): 3D ATRACT reconstruction from virtually truncated
projections.
Fig. 4. Reconstruction results of the low contrast inserts in the gray
scale window [-200HU, 0HU]. Slice thickness is 0.3mm. A): Standard FDK
reconstruction from non-truncated projections, B) and C): 2D ATRACT and
3D ATRACT reconstruction from virtually truncated projections. Line proﬁles
along yellow-dashed line in all methods are also provided.
IV. RESULTS
A. Spatial Resolution and Low Contrast Resolution
Fig. 3 shows the reconstructions of the line-pair phantom.
The investigated line-pair inserts (shown in yellow dashed box)
in a clockwise direction have modulation of 1.4 lp /mm, 1.6
lp /mm and 1.8 lp /mm, respectively. The noise level of the
given slices, estimated by computing the standard deviation
Fig. 6. Transversal slices of the clinical dataset 2 by the three algorithms,
in the grayscale window [-1000HU, 1000HU]. Slice thickness is 0.4mm.
A): Standard FDK reconstruction from non-truncated projection, B): 2D
ATRACT-based ROI reconstruction, C): 3D ATRACT-based ROI reconstruc-
tion.
Fig. 7. Coronal slices of the clinical dataset 2 by the three algorithms, in the
grayscale window [-1000HU, 1000HU]. Slice thickness is 0.4mm. A): Stan-
dard FDK reconstruction from non-truncated projection, B): 2D ATRACT-
based ROI reconstruction, C): 3D ATRACT-based ROI reconstruction.
within the yellow cycles, is 81.55 HU for the standard FDK
reconstruction, and 82.93 HU for the 3D ATRACT-based ROI
reconstruction. The reconstruction results conﬁrm that 3D
ATRACT reconstruction yields, for the investigated inserts,
identical spatial resolution to the full FOV reconstruction by
FDK.
Reconstructions of the low contrast inserts from FDK, 2D
ATRACT and 3D ATRACT are represented in Fig. 4. The
line proﬁle along the yellow-dashed line in each slices is also
given in right bottom. No signiﬁcant differences are observed
between ROI reconstructions and the reference reconstruction
in terms of low contrast resolution. We found the result from
Fig. 8. Proﬁles along the yellow-dashed line shown in the transversal slices
of clinical dataset 2.
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4Fig. 5. Reconstruction results of the clinical dataset 1 by the three algorithms, in the grayscale window [-1000HU, 1000HU]. Slice thickness is 0.35mm. A)
and E): FDK reconstruction from non-truncated projection, B) and F): constantly extrapolated FDK-based ROI reconstruction, C) and G): 2D ATRACT-based
ROI reconstruction, D) and H): 3D ATRACT-based ROI reconstruction. The regions outside the ﬁeld-of-view are masked in black.
2D ATRACT avoids the cupping artifact, but comes with a
small linear gradient due to off-center reconstruction. Note
that such artifacts were also observed in previous work [10].
A better result is obtained by 3D ATRACT that yields a
reconstruction close to the reference.
B. Correction Quality
Reconstruction results of the clinical dataset 1 are shown
in Fig. 5. It is clear that the straightforward FDK algorithm
with a constant extrapolation cannot completely avoid the
radial gradient-like truncation artifacts. As opposed to FDK-
based ROI reconstruction, satisfying results are obtained by
the proposed method and 2D ATRACT. No radial artifacts in
the FOV are observed, which implies that truncation artifacts
are essentially suppressed by the two methods.
In the clinical dataset 2, we deliberately applied an asym-
metric collimation and thus resulted in the off-center ROI
reconstruction. Transversal slices are represented in Fig. 6
and coronal slices are in Fig. 7. We observed that the overall
correction quality in the reconstruction by both methods is
maintained. However, it is noted that intensities tend to in-
crease near the outmost edges of the 2D ATRACT reconstruc-
tion (shown by the arrows in Fig. 6(B) and Fig. 7(B)) while
not observed in 3D ATRACT. The proﬁles along the yellow-
dashed line shown in Fig. 8 also demonstrate this observation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel method that adapts the
previously suggested ATRACT method in three dimensional
by decomposing the standard ramp ﬁlter into the 3D Laplace
ﬁlter and a 3D convolution-based ﬁlter. As opposed to the
native ATRACT, the new method is able to handle the off-
center ROI reconstruction caused by an asymmetric collima-
tion. However, the 3D convolution is more computationally
demanding than its 2D counterpart, which would consequently
affect the reconstruction speed.
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 Abstract—We developed a 4D SPECT image reconstruction 
method with simultaneous cardiac and respiratory (R&C) 
motion compensation based on the image-based registration 
method for improved 4D gated MP SPECT images and 
evaluated its performance using realistic simulated R&C dual 
gated myocardial perfusion (MP) SPECT projections. Using the 
4D XCAT (eXtended CArdiac Torso) phantoms, a cycle of 
respiratory motion (RM) was simulated as 24 equally-spaced 
time frames while a cycle of cardiac beating motion was divided 
into 48 equally-spaced time frames for each of the 24 respiratory 
phases to simulate simultaneous R&C dual gating scheme. 
Almost noise-free projection data were generated using the 
SimSET simulation techniques that include the effect of 
collimator detector response, photon attenuation and scatter to 
simulate a typical 99mTc Sestamibi MP SPECT projection 
dataset, and were scaled and combined to form 6 equal 
amplitude respiratory gates and 8 equal time cardiac gates for 
R&C motions, respectively. Poisson noise was then added to 
model clinically acquired data. The noisy projection dataset was 
reconstructed using the 3D OS-EM with attenuation correction. 
Using a group-wise B-spline non-rigid image-based registration 
method with the iterations of the gradient-descent line search, 
the deformation fields of the R&C motions were estimated and 
the estimated deformation fields of the respiratory motion (RM) 
were applied to each cardiac phase of the dual gated SPECT 
images for the RM correction. Then, the RM compensated gated 
MP SPECT images were transformed by using the estimated 
deformation fields of the cardiac motion. Total Error was 
calculated to evaluate how much the reconstructed image is 
deviated from its phantom. The results showed that while the 
RM compensation improved the dual gated SPECT image 
quality in terms of reducing the motion blurring compared with 
the 3D OS-EM with no compensation, additional cardiac motion 
compensation with the optimized multi-resolution spacing of the 
control points further reduced the noise level significantly. We 
conclude that the proposed 4D SPECT image reconstruction 
method with R&C motion estimation and compensation allowed 
significant reduction of image blurring and noise level due to the 
dual R&C motions in the dual gated SPECT images. The 
realistically simulated dual R&C gated MP SPECT projection 
data set provides a powerful tool for developing a 4D image 
reconstruction and correction methods and the evaluation of 
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their effects for clinical R&C gated MP SPECT/CT study. 
 
Index Terms— respiratory and cardiac motion, dual gating, 
compensation, 4D image reconstruction, SPECT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that cardiovascular and respiratory 
motions are a major source of image artifacts in myocardial 
imaging. Thus, the importance of corrective 4D image 
reconstruction method with motion compensation has been 
emphasized in emission computed tomography. 
Recently, there have been clinical attempts for 
investigating the feasibility of dual cardiac-respiratory gating 
in emission computed tomography acquisition (ECT). 
However, such a task is extremely complex due to the many 
parameters that it entails.  
In this study, we develop a realistic 4D simulation dataset 
that can model various cardiac and respiratory (R&C) gating 
schemes to study the effects of the motions, and also develop 
a 4D SPECT image reconstruction method with R&C motion 
compensation and evaluate its performance using the R&C 
dual gated dataset for improved accuracy and precision in 4D 
gated myocardial perfusion SPECT images. 
II. METHODS 
A. The 4D Dual-Gating Dataset 
The four-dimensional (4D) eXtended CArdiac-Torso 
(XCAT) phantom was used to simulate simultaneous dual 
gated R&C motions (Fig. 1). The respiratory motion (RM) 
excluding the heart was modeled by a total of 24 equally-
spaced time frames of phantoms over a respiratory cycle 
(with a period of 5 seconds). The body phantom includes six 
separate organs; lung, liver, stomach, kidney, gall bladder, 
and background body.  
 
   
                       (a)                                                          (b)        
  Fig. 1.  XCAT phantom (a) anterior view of the XCAT torso, (b) heart 
phantoms with end-systolic (left) and end-diastolic (right) phases. 
Application of Image-Based Registration Method for  
Simultaneous Compensation of Cardiac and Respiratory Motions in  
Dual Gated Myocardial Perfusion SPECT 
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 The beating heart which is consisted of myocardium and 
bloodpool was simulated separately with 48 equally-spaced 
time frames per cycle (with a period of 1 second) for each of 
24 respiratory phases so that we can generate any 
combination of cardiac-respiratory gating schemes. Table 1 
shows summary of the dataset. 
 
TABLE I.  THE 4D DUAL-GATING DATASET OF THE 4D XCAT PHANTOM 
 Cardiac Dataset Respiratory Dataset 
Phantom Heart only (myocardium, blood pool) 
Lung, liver, stomach, 
kidney, gall bladder, 
background body 
Frames/cycle 48/1 second 24/5 seconds 
Possible 
Gating 
Schemes 
8, 16, 24 equally space 
time gates/cycle 
3, 4, 6 equally space 
time gates/cycle 
 
B. Generation of Projection Data 
As shown in Fig. 2, an almost noise-free projection dataset 
modeling a typical Tc-99m Sestamibi SPECT study was 
generated for the entire 4D XCAT phantom which includes 
the heart, blood pool, lungs, liver, kidneys, stomach, gall 
bladder, and remaining body using a long Monte Carlo 
simulation that include the effect of collimator detector 
response, photon attenuation and scatter. The separate 
projection datasets for body organs and the heart were 
combined to represent the complete torso of the body.   
The entire projection dataset is able to effectively model 
the simultaneous dual R&C gated ECT/CT. As shown in Fig. 
3, each grid of the 24 x 48 matrix represents a frame of a 
specific phase of R&C cycle. Using the master dataset, 
various kinds of R&C gating schemes can be generated by 
different combinations of R&C phases, and some sample 
gating schemes are shown in Fig.3. In this study, 6 equal 
amplitude gating and 8 equal time gating were used for the 
respiratory and cardiac motions, respectively. 
 
C. The group-wise B-spline non-rigid image-based 
registration method 
The group-wise B-spline non-rigid image-based 
registration method was adopted for RM estimation based on 
respiratory-gated images. The assumption for the method is 
that there exists an underlying reference frame, which is the 
“middle point” of all the images to be registered. It is 
formulated as the following: 
 ^ `
   1 1 2 1
2 1 1
2
1
ˆ ( ), 1, 2, ...,
arg min ( ) ( )
g
G G
g g g g
g g g
T r g G
f T r f T r dxdydz
z  :
  
ª º¬ ¼¦ ¦ ³³³
   (1) 
  
where ( )gT r  is a transform function modeling the respiratory 
motion from the reference frame to frame g, and ( )g gf r , 
1,2,...,g G  are the continuous representations for the 
respiratory-gated images of G frames, and  , ,r x y z  is the 
spatial coordinate for the reference frame defined by the 
following constraint: 
1
1 ( )
G
g
g
r T r
G  
 ¦ . The spatial position of 
every point in the reference frame is the mean or average of 
its corresponding positions in all frames or images. If the 
spatial positions of a point in all frames distribute along a 
straight line, then its position in the reference frame is the 
middle point of the line. Here, we modeled ( )gT r  as the cubic 
B-spline non-rigid transform which has been widely used in 
the non-rigid image registration of medical images from the 
same or different modalities [6, 7]. 
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                            (a)                                                  (b) 
    
 (c)                                                  (d) 
Fig. 3. Various respiratory-cardiac gating schemes which can be generated 
from the dataset. Each different color block represents one frame. (a) 
ungated, (b) No respiratory gating with 8 frames cardiac gating, (c) 6 frames 
respiratory gating with no cardiac gating, (d) simultaneous 6 frames 
respiratory and 8 frames cardiac gatings.  
   
(a)                      (b)                         (c)                         (d) 
   
            (e)                          (f)                         (g)                          (h) 
Fig. 2. Anterior view of the projection data generated using Monte Carlo 
simulation for different organs (a) myocardium, (b) blood pool, (c) lung, (d) 
liver, (e) stomach, (f) kidney, (g) gall bladder, (h) background body. 
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 where 
, , ,( , , )
g g g
x i l y j m z k nD D D    are the displacements of the control 
points to be estimated in the x, y and z directions, 
respectively for frame g, and ( )lB u  is the l
th basis function of 
the B-spline. Other notations in (2) are as the following: 
[ / ]-1, [ / ]-1, [ / ]-1x y zi x d j y d k z d                (3) 
/ -[ / ], / -[ / ], / -[ / ]x x y y z zu x d x d v y d y d w z d z d     (4) 
where [ ]x  is the largest integer less than the real number x 
and (dx,dy,dz) is the initial spacing of the control points. ( )lB u  
is the lth basis function of the B-spline. The B-spline basis 
functions of order 0 to 3 are defined as the following: 
  
3 3 2
0 1
3 2 3
2 3
( ) (1- ) / 6,   ( ) 3 -6 4 / 6
( ) -3 3 3 1 / 6,   ( ) / 6
B u u B u u u
B u u u u B u u
  
     
        (5) 
The gradient-descent line-search optimizer was employed 
to search for the optimal displacements of control points 
which minimized the cost function in (1) under its constraint. 
The gradient of the cost function was analytically computed 
and a line search was performed along the gradient direction 
to determine the step size. The iterative minimization process 
was terminated after a pre-set number of iterations. 
To reduce the computational cost, we employed a multi-
resolution scheme for the spacing of the B-spline control 
points. In the first stage of registration, we started with 4 x 4 
x 4 control points in the central regions of the extracted 
image from the entire SPECT images. Then we increased the 
number of control points to 6 x 6 x 6 for the second stage and 
further to 8 x 8 x 8 for the third stage. At each stage of the 
control-point spacing, we sampled the images also in a multi-
resolution scheme using ‘level’ for the cost function 
evaluation and gradient computation to further reduce the 
computation time. As we moved up to a higher level at a 
given stage, the number of B-spline control points was 
doubled. For example, starting from 4 x 4 x 4 level 1 and 2 
would increase B-spline control points to 8 x 8 x 8, and from 
8 x 8 x 8 and 16 x 16 x 16, respectively. 
The noisy projection dataset was reconstructed using the 
3D OS-EM with attenuation correction with an attenuation 
map averaged over the RM. The deformation fields of the 
R&C motions were estimated and the estimated deformation 
fields of the RM were applied to each cardiac phase of the 
dual R&C gated SPECT images for the RM correction. 
Finally, the RM compensated gated MP SPECT images were 
transformed by using the estimated deformation fields of the 
cardiac motion. 
The total error for the ith cardiac gated image was 
calculated for the region-of-interest (ROI), a cubic volume 
which encompassed the entire heart (ROIheart), in the 
reconstructed image compared to its corresponding phantom 
frames (true). During the calculation of the total error, the 
reconstructed and phantom images were normalized 
individually by dividing by its mean so that the differently 
scaled images could be compared. The total error for the ith 
gate is defined as following;  
2
1Total Error
heart
i i
j j
i
j jj ROI x
x
n
O
O
§ ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹¦                 (6) 
where i
jx  is jth pixel value of the ith cardiac gate of the 
reconstructed image, i
jO  is jth pixel value of the ith cardiac 
gate of the phantom slice, 
jx  is the mean of ROIheart of the ith 
cardiac gate of the reconstructed image, 
jO  is the mean of 
ROIheart of the ith cardiac gate of phantom slice, and n is the 
number of pixels in the ROIheart.   
III. RESULTS 
We first optimized the multi-resolution spacing of the 
control points in the group-wise B-spline non-rigid image 
registration method. Fig. 4 shows reconstructed images of the 
heart in the end-systolic phase with R&C motion 
compensated. It demonstrates that the resolution of the B-
spline control-points spacing in terms of the number of grid 
and level affect the accuracy of the motion estimation. 
 
 
            (a)                  (b)                   (c)                  (d)                  (e) 
Fig. 4. Reconstructed images of a cardiac frame in the end-systolic phase 
with R&C motion compensated. (a) Grid 4 with 2 levels, (b) Grid 6 with 1 
level, (c) Grid 6 with 2 levels, (d) Grid 8 with no level, and (e) Grid 8 with 1 
level. 
 
Based on the results, we employed 6 x 6 x 6 uniformly 
spaced B-spline control-points with 1 level and performed the 
gradient-descent line search for image-based RM estimation 
with the group-wise B-spline non-rigid image registration 
method. 
The RM compensation improved the dual gated SPECT 
image quality in terms of reducing the motion blurring 
compared with the 3D OS-EM with no compensation, as 
shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). Fig. 5 (c) demonstrates an 
additional cardiac motion (compensation further reduced the 
noise level drastically without compromising the motion blur.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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                                                        (c) 
 
                                                        (d) 
Fig. 5. MP SPECT image frames. The left-most frame is in End-Diastolic 
phase and 4th frame from the left is in the End-Systolic phase. (a) No R&C 
motion compensation, (b) RM compensated only, (c) R & C motion 
compensated, and (d) corresponding image slices of the phantom. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the profiles of the MP SPECT image frames 
in the Fig. 5(c). It demonstrated the movement of 
myocardium across the cardiac frames. However, since the 
R&C motion compensation technique was applied, the 
position of the heart was not significantly shifted through the 
cardiac cycle. 
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Fig. 6. Profiles of the MP SPECT image frames shown in the Fig. 5 (c) R&C 
motion compensated images.   
 
Fig. 7 shows the significant reduction of the total error in 
the R&C motion compensated images as well as in 
respiratory motion only compensated images, compared to 
the no motion compensated images.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Total error in the 4D reconstructed images with no motion 
compensation applied, respiratory motion compensation only applied, and 
R&C motion compensation applied. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The proposed 4D SPECT image reconstruction method 
with R&C motion estimation and compensation with 
optimized parameters allowed significant reduction of image 
blurring and noise level due to the dual motions and dual 
gating in the cardiac gated SPECT images.  
The realistically simulated simultaneous dual R&C gated 
MP SPECT projection data provides a powerful tool for 
developing image reconstruction and correction methods and 
the evaluation of their effects for clinical SPECT/CT dual 
gating study.  
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Abstract— A newly developed Versatile Emission Computed 
Tomography system (VECTor) enables simultaneous imaging 
of SPECT and PET tracer molecule distributions at sub-mm 
resolutions in mice. VECTor uses a dedicated collimator with 
clusters of small opening-angle pinholes that is mounted on a 
SPECT system with stationary NaI detectors. The novel 
pinhole geometry and the extended energy range of imaged 
gamma photons require a new evaluation of image 
reconstruction software instead of only slightly adapting 
standard SPECT methods. The preliminary results presented 
in this paper demonstrate that such a reconstruction 
optimization strongly improves VECTor’s performance. 
Projections from different pinholes slightly overlap on the 3 
gamma detectors of VECTor. Near the edges of the pinhole 
projections, a small amount of mismodeling -which is often 
unavoidable- leads to a large loss of information about the 
emission direction of the detected gamma photons. We tested 
if uniformity of SPECT images was improved by simply 
ignoring detector pixels located near the pinhole projection 
edges. Secondly, we investigated if accurately modeling the 
varying depth-of-interaction (DOI) in the NaI detector and 
including a larger portion of the point spread function (PSF) 
tails improved PET resolution phantom images. 
Reconstructed SPECT images of a syringe were most 
uniform when the detector pixels within a 1 to 2 pixel distance 
from the edges of the pinhole projections were ignored. 
Furthermore, we found a remarkable improvement in PET 
resolution phantom reconstructions when a large portion of 
the PSF tails was used in the reconstruction and when DOI 
was modeled. To conclude, we have shown that the 
performance of VECTor can be significantly improved by 
optimizing its image reconstruction software. 
 
Index Terms—SPECT, PET, pinholes, fully 3D iterative 
reconstruction 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
PECT and PET imaging of small animals has recently 
been combined in a single Versatile Emission 
Computed Tomography system (VECTor) [1]. VECTor 
attains cutting edge image resolution (<0.5 mm) for SPECT 
while simultaneously imaging PET tracers at sub-mm 
resolutions. An example of quadruple PET-SPECT tracer 
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imaging in a mouse is displayed in Fig. 1. Since VECTor 
fully integrates PET and SPECT, the tracer distributions in 
such an image are perfectly aligned in space and time and 
can therefore be directly correlated. As a consequence, 
VECTor enables a whole new range of applications in 
biomedical research, notably applications in which the 
correlation of multiple biological processes is of 
importance. 
VECTor is based on a novel collimation technique that 
exploits clusters of pinholes [2, 3] with each cluster 
sampling the same field-of-view as a single traditional 
pinhole (Fig. 2(a)). Since each of the pinholes in the cluster 
has a relatively small opening angle, pinhole edge 
penetration –which would be a major problem when 
imaging 511 keV annihilation photons with a standard 
SPECT collimator- is reduced. The clustered pinhole 
collimator is placed into a SPECT system with stationary 
NaI gamma detectors (U-SPECT-II, MILabs BV, The 
Netherlands [4]). 
A key ingredient to obtaining high-resolution images 
with complex pinhole geometries is the use of iterative 
reconstruction algorithms that (partly) compensate for 
effects like spatially variant sensitivity and resolution. 
Ideally, these algorithms are based on an accurate 
knowledge of point spread functions (PSFs), the system’s 
response to a point source. For practical reasons, we require 
that VECTor is calibrated with a limited number of point 
source measurement of a single isotope (99mTc) but we 
model the energy dependent PSFs for each isotope 
individually.  
Being a new modality, optimizing VECTor’s image 
reconstruction software may have a significant impact on its 
performance. This is confirmed by the preliminary results 
that we present in this paper. We have focused on aspects in 
which VECTor differs from the standard U-SPECT-II 
collimators. First, in contrast to these standard collimators, 
the projections of the clustered pinholes onto the 3 gamma 
Optimizing image reconstruction for simultaneous 
sub-mm clustered pinhole PET-SPECT 
Marlies C. Goorden, Frans van der Have, and Freek J. Beekman 
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Fig. 1.  Simultaneous PET-SPECT quadruple isotope imaging with 
VECTor. Maximum Intensity Projection are shown of a 60 minute total 
body mouse scan with 100 MBq 99mTc-HDP (Gray), 35 MBq 18F-FDG 
(Green), 19 MBq 111In-Pentetreotide (Magenta), and 5 MBq 123I-NaI 
(Rainbow). 
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detectors of the system slightly overlap when an extended 
source is imaged (Fig. 2(c)). Note that across the edge of 
the ellipsoidal projection area belonging to a certain 
pinhole, a very abrupt change occurs in the probability that 
a detected gamma photon originated from that pinhole. This 
means that even a slight amount of mismodeling of the 
exact location of these edges, which can occur due to 
manufacturing uncertainties, leads to a considerable loss of 
information about the emission direction of gamma photons 
detected near these edges. Therefore, for some detector 
pixels in these edge regions, the sensitivity that is gained 
when their signal is used in the image forming process may 
be completely offset by the ambiguous information they 
carry. With this in mind, we investigated if it helped to 
simply ignore the signal of certain detector pixels in image 
reconstruction. Secondly, high-energy annihilation gammas 
have broad PSFs with longer tails than is common in 
SPECT as well as an increased variation of the depth-of-
interaction (DOI) in the gamma detector. We investigated 
whether including the tails and the varying DOI into the 
PSF model visually improved PET images. 
II. METHODS 
A. Pinhole Geometry and System description 
The clustered pinhole collimator (Fig. 2(a)) contains 48 
clusters of four pinholes placed in four rings.  It was 
integrated into the U-SPECT-II/CT system [4] which has 
three large-area NaI(Tl) gamma detectors placed in a 
triangular set-up (Fig. 2(b)). The projection of an extended 
99m
Tc source on the 3 gamma detectors is shown in Fig. 
2(c); projections of different pinholes slightly overlap. A 
detailed description of the collimator geometry can be 
found in [1]. 
B. Image reconstruction and calibration 
The scanning focus method [5] was used for data 
acquisition. A Pixel-based Ordered Subsets Expectation 
Maximization (POSEM) algorithm with 32 subsets was 
used for image reconstruction [6]. Scatter was corrected for 
by using a standard triple energy window correction [7]. 
A 
99m
Tc point source measurement [8] was done to 
correct for small geometrical misalignments that can occur 
due to slight rotations and translations of the collimator or 
the gamma detectors with respect to the expected 
(designed) position and orientation. The detector position 
model used in the fit was based on projecting a point source 
location through the pinhole centers on the detector plane 
[8]. Since an arbitrary translation + rotation can be 
described by 6 parameters, we fitted 24 system parameters 
to the point source experiment (3 detectors + 1 collimator). 
It was assumed that relative pinhole positions and 
orientations in the collimator were as designed.  
Based on this fit, PSFs were calculated with a ray tracing 
code that calculated the path length L of gamma photons 
through the collimator material. In our code, we could set a 
cut-off C which had the effect to only save those parts of 
the PSFs with attenuation exp(-μL)>C. Here μ is the 
collimator’s energy dependent attenuation coefficient. 
Furthermore, the varying DOI in the gamma detector was 
modeled by also using a ray tracing code for the NaI 
scintillator. In our code, DOI modeling could be turned on/ 
 
Fig. 2.  Integration of the clustered multi-pinhole collimator into an existing SPECT/CT platform. (a) A traditional pinhole with opening angle  and a 
cluster of four pinholes with approximately the same field-of-view and opening angle /2. The clustered multi-pinhole collimator optimized for imaging 
SPECT and PET tracers, into which a mouse is placed, contains 48 cluster of 4 pinholes each. (b) The collimator is mounted in a SPECT/CT system with 
three large-area gamma detectors. (c) Projection image of an extended 99mTc source onto the detector; pinhole projections slightly overlap. Subfigures (a)  
and (b) were reprinted from [1]. 
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off at will. When DOI modeling was used in the ray tracing 
code, a DOI correction was also used in the detector 
position model for the point source fit. Detector resolution 
was modeled by a Gaussian detector response with 3.5 mm 
FWHM. Finally, our code read in a detector mask in which 
some of the detector pixels could be set to zero and 
therefore not be incorporated in the system matrix. 
C. Reconstruction optimization  
 The pinhole projection areas for each pinhole were 
determined by means of fitting overlapping ellipses to the 
measured 
99m
Tc flood source projection (Fig. 2(c)), where 
the position of the center, length of major and minor axes 
and angle of each of the ellipses were fit parameters. We 
tested different detector masks (Fig. 3). The basis was 
formed by mask (a) which included all active detector 
pixels. We subsequently left out more and more pixels; first 
those that were not located in at least 1 of the ellipsoidal 
pinhole projections (b), subsequently pixels at the edges of 
the pinhole projections (c) and then all pixels within a 1, 2, 
3 or 4 pixel distance from the edges (d-g). Compared to Fig. 
3(a), masks (b-g) contained 97%, 92%, 82%, 73%, 67%, 
62% of the pixels, respectively. We tested how use of these 
masks influenced uniformity in reconstructions of a 12 ml 
syringe filled with 225 MBq 
99m
Tc and scanned for 9 hours. 
These tests were done for a cut-off C=20% and no DOI 
modeling.  
Secondly, we lowered C from 20% to 1% and 
subsequently incorporated DOI modeling. For this, we 
assumed an attenuation coefficient of 0.012 mm
-1
 in the NaI 
scintillator based on previous simulations and experiments 
[9]. We tested how changing these parameters influenced 
PET resolution phantom images. To this purpose, a 
Jaszczak resolution phantom with capillary diameters of 
0.7-1.5 mm was filled with 102 MBq 
18
F solution and 
 
(a)        (b)      (c)            (d)        (e)         (f)        (g) 
Fig. 3.  Different detector masks that were applied in system matrix generation; the black areas represent those pixels that were not used in image 
reconstruction. (a) The active area of the 3 gamma detectors was fully used. (b) Pixels not contained in any pinhole projection were ignored. (c) Pixels at the 
edges of the pinhole projections were also left out. In subsequent masks, pixels within a 1, 2, 3 and 4 pixel distance were also ignored (d-g).  
 
 
Uniformity: 17.5%      15.4%        13.7%           12.9%       13.0%        13.2%       13.5% 
(a)        (b)      (c)            (d)        (e)         (f)        (g) 
Fig. 4.  Two mutually perpendicular slices (slice thickness 2mm) through reconstructions of a 12 ml syringe filled with 99mTc. Reconstructions (a)-(g) 
correspond to detector masks of Fig. 3 with the same label. Uniformity in the cylindrical region-of-interest (red line) is provided below each 
reconstruction as a percentage of the mean activity in the same region. 
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scanned for 4 hours. The distance between capillary centers 
was equal to twice the capillary diameter.  
RESULTS 
In Fig. 4 we show slices through the 
99m
Tc uniform 
phantom reconstructions for all tested detector masks. 
Below each of the reconstructions, uniformity in a 
cylindrical region-of-interest (also shown) is provided as a 
percentage of the mean activity in the same region. Clearly, 
line-shaped artifacts are present in Fig. 4(a) which uses all 
detector pixels in the active detector area. As one does not 
use detector pixels in areas outside the pinhole projections 
(Fig. 4(b)) and leaves out more and more pixels near the 
edges (Fig. 4(c)-4(g)), these artifacts gradually disappear. 
Both visual inspection and calculated uniformity indicate 
that there is an optimum; it is best to leave out all pixels 
within a 1 or 2 pixel distance from the edges (Fig. 4(d) and 
4(e)).  
 PET images of the resolution phantom are shown in Fig. 
5. Lowering the cut-off from 20% (a) to 1% (b) resulted in 
images which appear less noisy. However, the rods in 5(a) 
and 5(b) are somewhat triangularly shaped. Including DOI 
modeling into the matrix generation obliterates this effect 
(c). In the latter figure there is no visual deformation of 
rods. 
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have very convincingly demonstrated 
that optimizing image reconstruction software of VECTor 
can significantly improve image quality. We found that 
uniformity in SPECT images improves if one ignores the 
gamma photons detected in detector pixels near the edges 
of the pinhole projections. Images with the best uniformity 
only used 70 to 80% of the detector pixels. Apparently, the 
increased sensitivity that is obtained if these gamma 
photons would be taken into account does not outweigh the 
ambiguous information they carry. This is reminiscent of 
what other studies have found on the effect of overlapping 
pinhole projections on reconstructions [10, 11]. 
Furthermore, we found that for imaging high-energy 
annihilation photons resulting from PET tracers, it is 
important to model large portions of the PSF tails and to 
also model the variable DOI in the gamma detector. Such 
modeling has a significant impact on the appearance and 
visibility of small structures. 
Here we have presented preliminary results. In the near 
future we plan to extend our study to systematically 
investigate the influence and interplay of these parameters 
on SPECT, PET and combined SPECT-PET images of 
several phantom and animal scans.  
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    (a)        (b)          (c)       (d) 
Fig. 5.  PET images of a resolution phantom. (a) System matrix generated with a cut-off of 20% and no DOI modeling.  (b) System matrix generated with a 
lower cut-off of 1%, DOI modeling not included. (c). Cut-off kept at 1%, DOI modeling included. (d) Rod sizes in each segment. Slice thickness of the 
reconstructions was 2 mm.  
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Comparison of Gaussian and non-isotropic adaptive projection
ﬁltering for rotational 3D X-ray angiography
Dirk Schäfer, Peter van de Haar, Michael Grass
Abstract—We present a noise-adaptive, edge-preserving pro-
jection ﬁlter with subsequent ﬁltered back-projection (FBP)
reconstruction for 3D rotational angiography. Contrast agent
ﬁlled vessels are high contrast objects, which favor the application
of edge preserving ﬁltering in the projection domain. We propose
a method based on minimization of the total variation (TV)
and compare the performance to isotropic Gaussian ﬁltering at
equal background noise. For the phantom data the visibility of
small vessels is better preserved with the TV ﬁlter compared to
Gaussian ﬁltering at equal background noise level. This behavior
is conﬁrmed on a clinical liver angiography data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Noise and noise streaks are a limiting factor of image quality
in tomographic X-ray imaging especially in large and obese
patients or for very low dose acquisitions. High noise levels in
the X-ray projections translate to 3D streak artifacts and high
3D noise levels. Adaptive projection or sinogram ﬁltering has
been investigated already for a long time and is still of interest
due to increasing dose awareness.
Hsieh derived the link of noise characteristics of projection
data before and after logarithmic transform and developed
an adaptive mean ﬁlter to be applied before log-transform
[4] for noise reduction in CT imaging. Isotropic triangular
ﬁlter kernels have been used in all three sinogram directions
[5], or isotropic Gaussian kernels [11] have been applied
in 2D projection space. Manduca et. al. investigated edge
preserving bi-lateral ﬁltering for CT dose reduction [6] and
recently Maier et al. applied anisotropic adaptive 3D sino-
gram ﬁltering to cone beam CT data [7]. They used the
computationally complex and time-consuming estimation of
local orientations with the structure tensor to steer their ﬁlter.
Another computationally efﬁcient method for denoising is the
minimization of the total variation (TV) of an image [8], which
has been used extensively in the last years for TV based
volume regularization in iterative reconstruction (e.g. [9]).
Projection or sinogram ﬁltering with TV methods has been
received much less attention. Zanella et. al. applied a TV based
regularization method to dental radiographs [12]. Brown et. al.
used TV projection ﬁltering to obtain a better start image for
iterative reconstruction for improved convergence [1]. They
also showed that reconstructing with a combined projection
and image TV approach is nearly equivalent to performing a
DS and MG are with Philips Research Europe - Hamburg, Röntgen-
straße 24–26, 22335 Hamburg, Germany. PvdH is with Philips Health-
care, Veenpluis 6, 5684 PC Best, The Netherlands. corresponding author:
dirk.schaefer@philips.com
full iterative reconstruction algorithm for a low dose simula-
tion.
In this article, we present an adaptive noise removal algorithm
based on edge preserving Huber regularized TV minimization
(hTV) in the projection domain as pre-ﬁltering step with
subsequent FDK reconstruction [3] for rotational 3D X-ray
angiography. The goal is to remove noise while preserving
even small high contrast vessels. The hTV ﬁlter is compared
to isotropic Gaussian ﬁltering at equal background noise. In
Sec. II the ﬁltering methods are presented and evaluated in
Sec. III on phantom and clinical data.
II. METHODS
A. Isotropic adaptive ﬁltering
The raw projection intensity data is denoted g(u, v), where
u is the coordinate corresponding to the number of columns
and v to the number of rows. The denoised data gag(u, v) is
adaptively ﬁltered with Gaussian kernels [11] with variance s:
gag(u, v) = gag(u, v : t, s) = gag(t, s). (1)
Following the reasoning in [4] only intensities below the
threshold t are ﬁltered. Because the after-log noise variance
σ2after−log of the projection data is inversely proportional to the
measured Poisson signal g (neglecting electronic noise) [4]
σ2after−log =
1
g
,
we choose the Gaussian parameter s inversely proportional to
the signal s ∝ 1/g.
B. TV based adaptive ﬁltering
To ﬁnd a denoised version z of the projection g, we minimize
the total variation of the signal, while keeping the quadratic
deviation to the original signal small:
argmin
z
[∫
Ψδ(∇z) dudv + λ
∫
(z − g)2 dudv
]
. (2)
The Huber-function Ψδ is chosen as an approximation of the
absolute value function to avoid discontinuities in the ﬁrst
derivatives [10]:
Ψδ(ν) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
2
ν2 for |ν| ≤ δ
δ ×
(
|ν| − δ
2
)
otherwise
, (3)
where δ is a positive parameter. The corresponding Euler-
Lagrange partial differential equation is obtained by ﬁnding
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the zeros of the partial derivatives of the cost function with
respect to z:
0 = −∇ · ∂
∂z
Ψδ(∇z) + λ(z − g) with ∂z
∂n
∣∣∣∣
∂Ω
, (4)
where n denotes the (vanishing) outer normal along the
boundary ∂Ω. Using the derivative of Ψ(∇z)
∂
∂z
Ψδ(∇z) =
⎧⎨⎩
∇z for|z| ≤ δ
δ
∇z
|∇z| otherwise
, (5)
one gets:
0 = −∇ ·
[
δ
∇z
max(|∇z|, δ)
]
+ λ(z − g). (6)
The update formula can be derived following the discretization
steps in [2] for a pixel O and the corresponding neighborhood
Λo with the directions E,N,W, S:
z(n+1)o =
δ
∑
p∈Λo w
(n)
p z
(n)
p + λgo
δ
∑
q∈Λo w
(n)
q + λ
, (7)
with the weights:
wp =
1
max(|∇zp|, δ) p ∈ Λo = {E,N,W, S}. (8)
Following the rationale in [1], [2] we set the parameter λ in-
versely proportional to the after-log noise variance and ﬁltering
is only applied to regions below a certain threshold t like the
adaptive Gaussian ﬁltering. The hTV-ﬁltered projection ghTV
is then obtained after a pre-deﬁned number of iterations I:
ghTV(u, v : t, I, δ) = ghTV(t, I, δ) = z
(I)
o , (9)
with the update formula from eq. 7.
III. RESULTS
The adaptive ﬁltering methods presented in Sec. II are evalu-
ated on a vessel phantom in a water bath and on abdominal
angiographic patient data using a ﬂat-detector C-arm system
(Allura Xper FD20, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Nether-
lands). The ﬁlter settings have been adjusted in such a way that
equal noise levels in homogeneous regions of the reconstructed
volume are obtained. This allows to compare the visibility and
sharpness of the vessels at equal background noise.
Fig. 1. Transaxial slice through the vessel phantom, level/window =
100/1500 HU: non-ﬁltered normal dose (a), non-ﬁltered 10% dose (b), 10%
dose with Gaussian ﬁltering (c), 10% dose with hTV ﬁltering (d).
A. Vessel phantom
The vessel phantom consists of aluminium wires of different
diameters in an almost cylindrical water background. The
phantom has been scanned twice using 300 projections on
200 degree, once with standard clinical settings and once with
only 10% of the X-ray dose by lowering the tube output.
A transaxial slice through the non-ﬁltered reconstruction ac-
quired at normal dose is shown for comparison in Fig. 1a. A
MIP view is shown in the left image of Fig. 2. The low dose
acquisition has been ﬁltered with the isotropic Gaussian and
the TV based method. The ﬁlter threshold t has been set to
75% of the direct radiation for both ﬁlters. Reconstructions
from the acquisition at 10% dose are shown without ﬁltering,
Fig. 2. Maximum intensity projection (MIP) in caudo-cranial direction of the vessel phantom: standard dose, L/W=900/2000 HU (left), Gaussian ﬁltered
low dose (middle), hTV ﬁltered low dose (right), both L/W=300/500 HU.
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Gaussian ﬁltering and hTV ﬁltering in Fig. 1b-d, respectively.
The noise standard deviation has been measured for the low
dose reconstructions in the green area indicated in Fig. 1a as
354 HU for the unprocessed data and 49 HU for both adaptive
ﬁlters. A greater loss in spatial resolution can be observed for
the Gaussian ﬁltering compared to hTV ﬁltering as indicated
by the red arrow. This effect is better visualized by comparing
the caudo-cranial MIPs of the ﬁltered low dose reconstructions
with the MIP of the non-ﬁltered standard dose reconstruction
(see Fig. 2). Especially the small vessels are better preserved
by TV based ﬁltering as indicated by the green arrow.
B. Clinical data
A rotational XperCT angiography of the liver with 308 pro-
jections on 200 degree has been processed with the adaptive
ﬁltering. The effect of Gaussian and hTV ﬁltering on a single
projection compared to non-ﬁltered processing is shown in
Fig. 3. The catheter and the proximal liver artery are slightly
blurred by the isotropic Gaussian ﬁlter (red arrows) and better
retained by the hTV ﬁlter (green arrows).
These projections from Fig. 3 have been used for the recon-
struction of the corresponding volumes presented in Figs. 4,5.
The noise standard deviation is measured in the homogeneous
area highlighted by the rectangle (see blue arrow in Fig. 4).
The noise is 44 HU for the non-ﬁltered processing and 29 HU
for both ﬁltering methods. The reduced noise in the hTV
ﬁltered MIP allows better visualization of small vessels (see
green arrows in Fig. 4), while the Gaussian ﬁlter deteriorates
especially the visibility of vessels oriented in lateral direction
that corresponds to the direction of strongest attenuation (see
Fig. 3. Detail of a lateral projection of the liver angiography shown in Fig. 4: non-ﬁltered (left), hTV ﬁltering (middle), adaptive Gaussian ﬁltering (right).
Fig. 4. Example of an angiographic liver scan, non-ﬁltered (left column), hTV ﬁltering (middle column), adaptive Gaussian ﬁltering (right column), transaxial
slice with 5mm thickness, level/window 100/500 HU (top row), caudo-cranial MIP with level/window 1000/1500 HU (bottom row).
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Fig. 5. Example of an angiographic liver scan with proﬁles, non-ﬁltered (left, red proﬁle), hTV ﬁltering (middle, green proﬁle), adaptive Gaussian ﬁltering
(right, blue proﬁle), transaxial slice with 0.65mm thickness, level/window 300/900 HU.
red arrow in Fig. 4). This vessel is also shown in the transaxial
slice in Fig. 5 and marked there by a red arrow as well.
The proﬁles show the noise removal capabilities and a better
preservation of spatial resolution for hTV ﬁltering compared
to Gaussian ﬁltering.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We presented a TV based projection ﬁlter for adaptive ﬁltering
of rotational angiographic projections and compared the per-
formance to well-known isotropic adaptive Gaussian ﬁltering.
For the phantom data the visibility of small vessels is better
preserved with the hTV ﬁlter compared to Gaussian ﬁltering
at equal background noise level. This behavior is conﬁrmed
on a clinical liver angiography data set.
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Abstract— Dose reduction in X-ray Computed Tomography 
(CT) is of high practical relevance. Compressed Sensing allows 
for efficient under-sampling while still achieving an acceptable 
image quality. Especially Total Variation (TV) regularization 
obtains accurate, robust and stable results. However, it often 
suffers from the loss of fine structures and  stair-casing artifacts. 
In order to overcome these limitations, we propose a
generalization of TV by higher order derivatives. We 
demonstrate in this paper that both stair-casing and the loss of 
small structures in TV-based iterative tomographic 
reconstructions can be overcome.  
Index Terms— CBCT, higher order derivatives, Anisotropic 
weighted Total Variation, low-dose 
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&HOOVDUHKLJKO\VHQVLWLYHWRLRQL]LQJUDGLDWLRQ(VSHFLDOO\IRU
&7WKHREVHUYHGGRVHLVLQWKHUDQJHRIP6YLHRQHRUGHU
RI PDJQLWXGH KLJKHU WKDQ WKH DQQXDO GRVH +HQFH GRVH
UHGXFWLRQ LQ GLDJQRVWLF DQG WKHUDSHXWLF LPDJLQJ LV RI
VXEVWDQWLDO LQWHUHVW ,Q LPDJHJXLGHG UDGLDWLRQ WKHUDS\ZKHUH
FRQHEHDP&7LVXVHGGDLO\&7LPDJLQJFRXOGDFFXPXODWHWR
DGRVHWKDWLVFRPSDUDEOHWRWKHELRORJLFDOO\UHOHYDQWGRVHIRU
WXPRU FRQWURO 7KLV XQGHUOLQHV WKH VXEVWDQWLDO LQWHUHVW LQ
GHYHORSLQJORZGRVH&7UHJLPHV
$SURPLVLQJVWUDWHJ\WRUHGXFHWKHGRVHLVWRXQGHUVDPSOHWKH
WDUJHW+RZHYHUXVLQJRQO\DSRUWLRQRIWKHDYDLODEOHGDWDVHW
LQWURGXFHV DUWLIDFWV LQ DQDO\WLF UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV OLNH
ILOWHUHGEDFNSURMHFWLRQ >@ DOWKRXJK LW LV VWLOO WKH VWDQGDUG LQ
PRGHUQ&7V>@
,WHUDWLYH DOJRULWKPV OLNH 0D[LPXP /LNHOLKRRG ([SHFWDWLRQ
0D[LPL]DWLRQ 0/(0 >@ SUHVHQW DQ DOWHUQDWLYH WR
VROYH WKH GDWD PRGHO ZKHQ RQO\ D OLPLWHG DPRXQW RI
PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH DYDLODEOH &RPSUHVVHG 6HQVLQJ &6 >@
OLNH7RWDO9DULDWLRQ79>@SDUWLDOO\RYHUFRPHVWKHSUREOHP
RIGDWD LQVXIILFLHQF\ZKHUHDVHULHVRIUHVXOWVGHPRQVWUDWHDQ
DFFXUDWH DQG VWDEOH VLJQDO UHFRYHU\ IURP D KLJKO\ OLPLWHG
QXPEHU RI REVHUYDWLRQV >@ 7KH SHUIRUPDQFH RI 79
ZDVHYDOXDWHG>@DQGLWVFOLQLFDOXWLOLW\DSSURYHG>@,W
FDQ VXSSUHVV QRLVH DQG XQGHUVDPSOLQJ DUWLIDFWV DQG DW WKH
VDPHWLPHLWSUHVHUYHVSURPLQHQWHGJHV'HVSLWHWKHVXFFHVVRI
79 >@ WKHUH DUH FRQVLGHUDEOH GUDZEDFNV $PRQJ WKHP



0DQXVFULSW UHFHLYHG)HEUXDU\   LQ ILQDO IRUP$SULO  7KLV
ZRUNZDVVXSSRUWHGLQSDUWE\%0:)DQG')*
0'HEDWLQ'6WVHSDQNRX -+HVVHU DUHZLWK WKH'HSDUWPHQWRI5DGLDWLRQ
2QFRORJ\0DQQKHLP0HGLFDO&HQWUH8QLYHUVLW\RI+HLGHOEHUJ0DQQKHLP
HPDLO^0DXULFH'HEDWLQ']PLWU\6WVSHQDNRX-XHUJHQ+HVVHU`#PHGPDXQL
KHLGHOEHUJGH

DUH VORZ FRQYHUJHQFH UDWHV WKDW DUH DFFHOHUDWHG E\ *38
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV >@ RU RSWLPL]HG YHUVLRQV RI 79 >@
$QLVRWURSLFIRUPXODWLRQVRI7RWDO9DULDWLRQHLWKHUE\JUDGLHQW
UHGHILQLWLRQ >@ SDUDPHWHUZHLJKWHG >@ RU *DXVVLDQOLNH
IXQFWLRQZHLJKWHGIRUPXODWLRQV>@RI79FDQRYHUFRPH
WKH ORVV RI ILQH VWUXFWXUHV  +RZHYHU WKH VWDLUFDVLQJ HIIHFW
ZLWKVWDQGVDOOWKHVHIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQWVLQ79DQGLQUHFHQW
UHIRUPXODWLRQVDV$GDSWLYHZHLJKWHG7RWDO9DULDWLRQ$Z79
>@$SURPLVLQJVWUDWHJ\XVHVKLJKHURUGHUGHULYDWLYHV >
@IRUWKHGLVFUHWL]DWLRQRIWKHJUDGLHQW
,Q RXU ZRUN ZHZLOO VKRZ WKDW D FRPELQDWLRQ RI ILUVW RUGHU
$Z79 DQG VHFRQG RUGHU 79 RYHUFRPHV WKH VWDLUFDVLQJ
DUWLIDFW ZKLOH NHHSLQJ WKH DGYDQWDJHRXV IHDWXUHV RI $Z79
QDPHO\KLJKVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQDQGUREXVWQHVVWRQRLVH
,, 0$7(5,$/$1'0(7+2'6
A. The CT imaging model 
7KH JHQHUDO DFTXLVLWLRQ SDUDGLJP LQ ;5D\ WRPRJUDSKLF
LPDJLQJUHDGV
݃ ൌ ܯ ή ݂    
ZKHUH݃DUHWKHSURMHFWLRQGDWD0LVWKHV\VWHPPDWUL[DQG݂
DUH WKH DEVRUSWLRQ FRHIILFLHQWV ௜݂ EHLQJ WKH DEVRUSWLRQ
FRHIILFLHQWIRUYR[HO݅7KHDSSUR[LPDWHGPHDVXUHGSURMHFWLRQ
GDWD LV FRQVLGHUHG DV D UDQGRP YDULDEOH ݃ ZLWK D 3RLVVRQ
GHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQDQG WKHPHDVXUHGYDOXH ෤݃ LVD UHDOL]DWLRQ
RI݃
 ෤݃ ൎ ܱܲܫܱܵܵܰሺσ ݉௜ ή ௜݂௜ ሻ   
7KLV DSSUR[LPDWLRQ LV YDOLG DIWHU SURSHU 1RLVH (TXLYDOHQW
&RXQWV 1(& VFDOLQJ >@ )RU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ GHWDLOV VHH
6WVHSDQNRX HW DO >@ 7KH VWDWLVWLFDO ELDVIUHH PD[LPXP
OLNHOLKRRG HVWLPDWH RI ଴݂ PLQLPL]HV &VLV]DU¶V ,GLYHUJHQFH
>@7KHRSWLPL]DWLRQIXQFWLRQIRUWKHPD[LPXPa posteriori
DSSURDFKWKXVUHDGV
଴݂ ൌ ܽݎ݃݉݅ ௙݊ ቆܫ ቀ
ெή௙
௚෤
ቁ ൅ ߚ ή ߰ሺ݂ሻቇ 
ZKHUHܫ ቀ௔
௕
ቁ ൌ σ ܾ௜ ή ݈݊ ቀ
௕೔
௔೔
ቁ െ ܾ௜ ൅ ܽ௜௜ 
3ULRU NQRZOHGJH FDQ EH LQFRUSRUDWHG LQWR  E\ XVLQJ D
VSDUVLW\HQIRUFLQJUHJXODUL]DWLRQIXQFWLRQ߰ሺ݂ሻ
7KHLPDJHUHVWRUDWLRQPRGHOEDVHGRQ79>@LVDVWURQJWRRO
WRVPRRWKQRLVHDQGDWWKHVDPHWLPHWRNHHSSURPLQHQWHGJHV
0RUHRYHU LW WHQGV WR SUHVHUYH WKH PRQRWRQLFLW\ RI
QHLJKERULQJ SL[HO YDOXHV LQ WKH DEVHQFH RI QRLVH 7KH 79
JUDGLHQW PDJQLWXGH FDQ EH DSSUR[LPDWHG E\ OHIW VLGHG
GLIIHUHQFHVDQGGHILQHGLQGLPHQVLRQVDV

ԡ׏݂ԡଵ ൌ   
෍ห׏ ௫݂ǡ௬ห ൎ෍ට൫୶ǡ୷ െ ௫݂ିଵǡ௬൯
ଶ
൅ ൫୶ǡ୷ െ ௫݂ǡ௬ିଵ൯
ଶ
൅ Ԫ;
௫ǡ௬௫ǡ௬


&75HFRQVWUXFWLRQIURP)HZ9LHZVE\+LJKHU2UGHU
$GDSWLYH:HLJKWHG7RWDO9DULDWLRQ0LQLPL]DWLRQ
0DXULFH'HEDWLQ']PLWU\6WVHSDQNRX-UJHQ+HVVHU
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 
Ԫ LV D VPDOO SDUDPHWHU XVXDOO\ VHW WR Ԫ ൌ ͲǤͲͳ LQ RUGHU WR
HQVXUH GLIIHUHQWLDELOLW\ DW ]HUR [ DQG \ DUH WKH LPDJH
GLPHQVLRQLQGLFHV$GHILQLWLRQRIDWKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO79FDQ
EHGHULYHGDQDORJRXVO\
,Q WKH SUHVHQFH RI QRLVH 79 FDQQRW DOZD\V JXDUDQWHH
SUHVHUYLQJWKHPRQRWRQLFLW\RIQHLJKERULQJSL[HOYDOXHV$VD
FRQVHTXHQFH VWDLUFDVLQJ DUWLIDFWV RFFXU ZKLFK PHDQV WKDW
VXSSRVHGO\ ³WUXH´ HGJHV DUH LQ IDFW QRWKLQJ HOVH EXW ODUJH
JUDGLHQWV ZKLFK DUH PLVLGHQWLILHG EHFDXVH RI KLJK QRLVH
FRQWULEXWLRQ )XUWKHUPRUH 79 FDQQRW VPRRWK QRLVH
SHUSHQGLFXODU WR WKH HGJH FDXVLQJ WKH ORVV RI ILQH VWUXFWXUHV
DQGORZUHVROXWLRQ
8SWRDFHUWDLQQRLVHOHYHOWKHLPDJHUHVWRUDWLRQPRGHOEDVHG
RQ $Z79 >@ FDQ GLIIHUHQWLDWH EHWZHHQ GLVFRQWLQXRXV
FRPSRQHQWV UHODWHG WR SURPLQHQW HGJHV DQG UHJLRQV WKDW DUH
ZHOO DSSUR[LPDWHG E\ PRGHUDWH EXW QHDUO\ FRQVWDQW VORSHV
7KH $Z79 JUDGLHQW PDJQLWXGH FDQ EH DSSUR[LPDWHG LQ 
GLPHQVLRQVE\OHIWVLGHGGLIIHUHQFHVDQGUHDGV
ԡ׏௪݂ԡଵ ൌ σ ห׏௪ ௫݂ǡ௬ห ൎ௫ǡ௬    
σ ට൫୶ǡ୷ െ ௫݂ିଵǡ௬൯
ଶ
ή ݓ௙ೣ ǡ೤ǡ௙ೣ షభǡ೤ ൅ ൫୶ǡ୷ െ ௫݂ǡ௬ିଵ൯
ଶ
ή ݓ௙ೣ ǡ೤ǡ௙ೣ ǡ೤షభ ൅ Ԫଶ௫ǡ௬ 
ZKHUHݓ௔ǡ௕ ൌ ݁ି
భ
మቀ
ೌష್
ഃ ቁ
ଶ
DQGԪ ൌ ͲǤͲͳ
7KHZHLJKWLQJIXQFWLRQݓ௔ǡ௕VHSDUDWHVQRLVHDQGHGJHVXSWRD
FHUWDLQQRLVH OHYHO7KHVHSDUDWLRQ LVFRQWUROOHGE\SDUDPHWHU
ߜ:KHQߜLVVPDOOODUJHUJUDGLHQWVDUHQRWSHQDOL]HGEHFDXVH
ݓ௔ǡ௕ ൎ Ͳ&RQVHTXHQWO\ WKHHGJHVFDQEHUHVWRUHGZHOOVLQFH
WKHFRQWULEXWLRQRIUHJXODUL]DWLRQLVORZDWVXFKUHJLRQV:LWK
DODUJHߜWKH$Z79LVFORVHWR79LQLWVEHKDYLRU
,Q D ORZQRLVH VFHQDULR$Z79 WHQGV WR UHGXFH WKH VWDLUFDVH
HIIHFW )XUWKHUPRUH LW FDQ LQFUHDVH WKH VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ LQ
FRQWUDVW WR 79 VLQFH WKH VPRRWKLQJ FDQ EH VWRSSHG DW ODUJH
JUDGLHQWV+RZHYHULIWKHQRLVHVXUSDVVHVDFHUWDLQWKUHVKROG
WKH $Z79PRGHO ZRXOG VWLOO SUHIHU VWDLU FDVLQJ RYHU UDPSV
HVSHFLDOO\ LQ DUHDV ZKHUH WKH XQGHUO\LQJ LPDJH LV
KRPRJHQHRXV
$SRWHQWLDOZD\ WR WDFNOH WKLVSUREOHP LV WRXVHKLJKHURUGHU
GHULYDWLYHVLQRUGHUWRPRUHSHQDOL]HMXPSVDWVXFKUHJLRQV
,QWXLWLYHO\ FRQVLGHU D GLVFUHWH VWHS IXQFWLRQ DW D KHLJKW RI
݄ ൌ ͳ7KHILUVWRUGHUGHULYDWLYHRI WKLV IXQFWLRQ LV ଵ
௛
DQG WKH
VHFRQGRUGHUGHULYDWLYHLV ଵ
௛మ
ب ଵ
௛
ZKHQ݄ ൎ Ͳ&RQVHTXHQWO\
KLJKHURUGHUGHULYDWLYHVSUHIHUVPRRWKOLQHDUWUDQVLWLRQVRYHU
MXPSV
:HWKHUHIRUHSURSRVHDQHZIXQFWLRQDOZKLFKFDQGLVWLQJXLVK
MXPSV SURPLQHQW HGJHV IURP VPRRWK WUDQVLWLRQV
KRPRJHQHRXVDUHDVHYHQLQWKHSUHVHQFHRIKLJKQRLVH6XFK
D IXQFWLRQDO FDQ EH GHVLJQHG E\ FRPELQLQJ ILUVW DQG VHFRQG
RUGHU GHULYDWLYHV >@ 7KH FXUUHQW LPDJH HVWLPDWH ݂ LV
GHFRPSRVHG LQ WKHVXPRID IXQFWLRQ WKDWFRQWDLQV WKH MXPSV
DQG D VPRRWK IXQFWLRQ :H SURSRVH WR XVH RXU QHZ
UHJXODUL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQ ߰ሺ݂ሻ LQ  LQ RUGHU WR DGGUHVV WKH
DIRUHPHQWLRQHG SUREOHPV FDXVHG E\ 79 DQG $Z79 ZKLFK
FDQEHGHILQHGLQGLPHQVLRQVDV
ሺͳ െ ɉሻ ή ԡ׏௪݂ԡଵ ൅ ߣ ή ԡȟ݂ԡଵZKHUH  
ԡȟ݂ԡଵ ൎ
σ ට൫ ௫݂ǡ௬ ൅ ʹ ή ௫݂ିଵǡ௬ െ ௫݂ିଶǡ௬൯
ଶ
൅ ൫ ௫݂ǡ௬ ൅ ʹ ή ௫݂ǡ௬ିଵ െ ௫݂ǡ௬ିଶ൯
ଶ
൅ Ԫଶ௫ǡ௬ 
Ԫ ൌ ͲǤͲͳ DQGԡ׏௪݂ԡ LV GHILQHG LQ  [ DQG\ DUH WKH LPDJH
LQGLFHV 7KH ILUVW SDUW RI  LVPHDVXUHG XVLQJ$Z79 VLQFH
WKLV IXQFWLRQDO KDV WKH EHVW HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ SURSHUWLHV 7KH
VHFRQGSDUW LVPHDVXUHGXVLQJ WKHKLJKHURUGHU79ZKLFK LV
DEOHWRVXSSUHVVWKHVWDLUFDVHVVLQFHODUJHJUDGLHQWVDUHPRUH
SHQDOL]HG7KHUDWLRQLVFRQWUROOHGE\SDUDPHWHUߣ
,W LV WKHWDVNRIWKHPLQLPL]DWLRQSUREOHPWRFRUUHFWO\KDQGOH
WKHSUHFLVHGHFRPSRVLWLRQRI ERWKSDUWV:H WKHUHIRUH OHW WKH
PRGHO GHFLGH IRU LWVHOI ZKHUH WR DSSO\ $Z79 DQG ZKHUH WR
DSSO\79ð
B. The reconstruction algorithm 
0D[LPXP /LNHOLKRRG ([SHFWDWLRQ 0D[LPL]DWLRQ 0/(0
>@ LV XVHG WR VROYH WKH PLQLPL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQDO 
5HJXODUL]DWLRQ LV LQFOXGHG E\ WKH 2QH 6WHS /DWHDSSURDFK
26/ >@ :H DEEUHYLDWH WKH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP XVLQJ WKH GLIIHUHQW UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
IXQFWLRQDOV 79 $Z79 RU $Z7979ð E\ 0/(0^79
$Z79$Z7979ð`
)RUZDUG DQG EDFNZDUG SURMHFWLRQ DUH WKH PRVW
FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\FKDOOHQJLQJRSHUDWLRQVZKLFKZHPDSSHGRQ
D *UDSKLFV 3URFHVVLQJ 8QLW *38 %DFNZDUG SURMHFWLRQ LV
YR[HO GULYHQ ZLWK ELOLQHDU LQWHUSRODWLRQ RQ WKH SURMHFWLRQV
)RUZDUGSURMHFWLRQLVVDPSOHEDVHGDQGXVHVWH[WXUHPDSSLQJ
ZLWK WULOLQHDU LQWHUSRODWLRQ :H VLPXODWH UHDO FOLQLFDO &7
GDWDVHWVE\UHFRQVWUXFWLQJWKHDYDLODEOHGDWDXVLQJWKHVWDQGDUG
)'.DOJRULWKP
,,, 5(68/76
7KH&DWSKDQSKDQWRPZDVVFDQQHGRQDQ(OHNWD6\QHUJ\
.9&%&7;9, V\VWHPZLWKD WXEHFXUUHQWRIP$VDQG
UHFRQVWUXFWHGXVLQJDOODYDLODEOHSURMHFWLRQPHDVXUHPHQWV
DQGWKH)'.DOJRULWKP>@7KHQIRUZDUGSURMHFWLRQVZHUH
VLPXODWHG XVLQJ D VFDQQHU DQJOH LQWHUYDO RI  GHJUHHV $
SKDQWRP VLPLODU WR WKH GLJLWDO NRQXQLIRUP UDWLRQDO EDVLV
VSOLQHN85%6EDVHGCaUGLDFTRUVR1&$7SKDQWRP>@
ZDV UHFRQVWUXFWHG LQ D QRLVHIUHH DQG VFDWWHUIUHH VFHQDULR
ZLWK VLPXODWHG VHWWLQJV DQG D JHRPHWU\ VHWWLQJ RI DQ (OHNWD
6\QHUJ\.9&%&7;9,SURMHFWLRQVRXWRIDYDLODEOH
PHDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH WDNHQ IRU WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK D
VFDQQHUDQJOHLQFUHPHQWRIGHJUHHV7KHSURMHFWLRQVRIWKH
1&$7SKDQWRPZHUHVLPXODWHGZLWKDGHWHFWRUVL]HRIൈ
 SL[HOV DQG D SL[HO VL]H RI  PP ൈ  PP $OO
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV DUH RI WKH UHVROXWLRQ ൈൈ
YR[HOVZLWKWKHYR[HOVL]HFKRVHQDVPPൈPPൈ
PP0/(079  DQG 0/(0$Z79  ZHUH VHOHFWHG
IRUWKHUHJXODUL]DWLRQDQGFRPSDUHGWRWKHUHVXOWVREWDLQHGE\
RXU QHZ DSSURDFK 0/(0$Z7979ð  :H XVHG WKH
IROORZLQJSDUDPHWHUVHWWLQJV
7KH UHJXODUL]DWLRQSDUDPHWHUߚZDV VHW WRߚ ൌ ͲǤͲ͵ LQ ILJ
DQG ߚ ൌ ͲǤͲ͵ͷ LQ ILJ  ߜ ZDV VHW WR ͷ ή ͳͲି଺ IRU ERWK
UHJXODUL]DWLRQIXQFWLRQVDQG,QߣLVFRQWUROOLQJWKH
UDWLREHWZHHQILUVWDQGVHFRQGRUGHUGHULYDWLYHVDQGPXVWOLHLQ
WKHLQWHUYDO>@)RURXUH[SHULPHQWVߣ ൌLQILJDQG
ߣ ൌ  LQ ILJ  SURGXFHG WKH EHVW UHVXOWV EDVHG RQ WKH
TXDOLW\PHWULFLQVSHFWLRQLQWDEOHDQGWDEOH
,Q RUGHU WR DVVHVV WKH QRQKRPRJHQHLW\ FDXVHG E\ HJ VWDLU
FDVHV LQ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ UHVXOWV ZH LQWURGXFH WKH NRQ
UQLIRUPLW\ EUURU IQGH[ 18(, DV D UHOLDEOH PHDVXUH 7KH
18(,LVFRPSXWHGE\FXWWLQJRXWD5HJLRQ2I,QWHUHVW52,
DW D ORFDWLRQ ZKHUH WKH WUXH LPDJH LV NQRZQ WR EH FRQVWDQW
7KH52,FDQEHRIDUELWUDU\OHQJWKDQGZLGWKEXWVKRXOGFRYHU
DOO DYDLODEOH VOLFHV LQ GHSWK 7KHQ WKH GLPHQVLRQDO 3L[HO
9DULDQFH0DS390FDQLGHQWLI\ MXPSVDQGLQKRPRJHQLWLHV
E\ FRPSXWLQJ IRU HDFK SL[HO LWV ʹ ൈ ʹ ൈ ʹ QHLJKERUKRRG
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YDULDQFH7KHQWKH6WDQGDUG'HYLDWLRQ6'RIWKH390FDQ
EH XVHG WR QXPHULFDOO\ GHWHUPLQH KRZ KRPRJHQHRXV WKH
UHVXOWVDUH$YDOXHRIUHIHUVWRDFRPSOHWHO\KRPRJHQHRXV
UHVXOW7RVXPPDUL]HWKLVWKH18(,FDQEHFRPSXWHGE\
ܷܰܧܫ ൌ σ ௌ஽ሺ௉௏ெሺோைூ೔ሻ೔
௜
ZKHUH݅LVWKHQXPEHURI52,V
7KH UHVXOWV LQ ILJ  DQG WDEOH  VKRZ WKDW XVLQJ
$Z7979ð DV UHJXODUL]DWLRQ WKH VWDLUFDVLQJ DUWLIDFW FDQ EH
VXSSUHVVHG 2XU SURSRVHG PHWKRG LV XS WR  WLPHV PRUH
KRPRJHQHRXV WKDQ $Z79 DQG XS WR  WLPHV PRUH
KRPRJHQHRXVWKDQ79)RUWKHYLVXDODVVHVVPHQWRIWKHVWDLU
FDVHVZHFRPSXWHWKHFRQWRXUPDSOHYHOOLQHV,QILJLW
FDQ EH FOHDUO\ VHHQ WKDW IRU RXU SURSRVHG UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
PHWKRG  LQ KRPRJHQHRXV DUHDV WKH OHYHO OLQHV RI WKH
FRQWRXUPDSDUHDOOVSDFHGIDUDSDUW LQFRQWUDVW WR WKH UHVXOWV
SURGXFHGE\DQG7KHUHWKHOHYHOOLQHVZKLFKDUHO\LQJ
VLGHE\VLGHRURYHUODSLQGLFDWHDQHGJHZKLFKLVXQGHVLUHG
,QWXLWLYHO\ WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ EDVHV RQ WKH
DELOLW\WRGLIIHUHQWLDWHOLQHSDLUVIURPWKHEDFNJURXQGLQILJ
7KHUHIRUHDIWHUQRUPDOL]DWLRQWRWKHSL[HOLQWHQVLWLHVRIWKH
OLQHSHDNVDQGWKHEDFNJURXQGYDOOH\VFDQEHPHDVXUHGDQG
WKHLU UDWLR FDQ EH GHWHUPLQHG E\ FRPSXWLQJ WKH (XFOLGHDQ
GLVWDQFH $ YDOXH RI  ZRXOG FRUUHVSRQG WR WKH KLJKHVW
SRVVLEOH UHVROXWLRQ :H KDYH H[DPLQHG OLQHSDLU QXPEHU 
7DEOHVKRZVWKDW0/(0$Z79DQG0/(0$Z7979ð
KDYH D UHVROXWLRQ WKDW LV QHDUO\ WKH VDPH DQG ERWK DUH
DSSUR[LPDWHO\KLJKHUFRPSDUHGWR0/(0792QHFDQ
WKXV FRQFOXGH WKDW WKHUH LV SUDFWLFDOO\ QR WUDGHRII UHJDUGLQJ
UHVROXWLRQ ZKHQ $Z7979ð LV XVHG DV UHJXODUL]DWLRQ DV LI
VROHO\ ILUVW RUGHU GHULYDWLYHV KDG EHHQ XVHG HJ $Z79
+RZHYHU IRU ERWK UHJXODUL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQV 79 DQG $Z79
VWURQJVWDLUFDVHDUWLIDFWVPDNHWKHUHVXOWVORRNXQQDWXUDOO\LQ
FRQWUDVWWRRXUSURSRVHGPHWKRG$Z7979ð


)LJXUH5HVXOWVVKRZLQJWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRI WKH WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO1&$7
SKDQWRPSURMHFWLRQVZHUHXVHG IRU WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ$OO ILJXUHV LQ WKH
ILUVW DQG VHFRQG URZV KDYH JUD\ YDOXHV LQ >@ WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ ]RRPHG
YHUVLRQVVKRZDFRQWRXUPDSOHYHOOLQHVRIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVDWKHJURXQG
WUXWK E 0/(0$Z79 F 0/(079 G RXU QHZ DSSURDFK 0/(0
$Z7979ð 1RWH WKDW IRU RXU SURSRVHG PHWKRG 0/(0$Z7979ð LQ
KRPRJHQHRXVDUHDVWKHOHYHOOLQHVRIWKHFRQWRXUPDSDUHDOOVSDFHGIDUDSDUW
LQFRQWUDVW WR WKHRWKHU UHVXOWV LQE DQGF7KHUH WKH OHYHO OLQHVZKLFKDUH
RYHUODSSLQJRUO\LQJGLUHFWO\VLGHE\VLGHLQGLFDWHDQHGJHZKLFKLVXQGHVLUHG

)LJXUH  5HVXOWV VKRZLQJ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH WKUHH GLPHQVLRQDO
VLPXODWHG&DWSKDQSKDQWRP7KH0/(0DOJRULWKPDQGSURMHFWLRQV
ZHUHXVHGIRUWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ$OOILJXUHVLQWKHILUVWDQGVHFRQGURZVKDYH
JUD\YDOXHVLQ>@WKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJ]RRPHGYHUVLRQVVKRZDFRQWRXUPDS
OHYHOOLQHVRIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVDWKHJURXQGWUXWKE0/(0$Z79F
0/(079 G RXU QHZ DSSURDFK 0/(0$Z7979ð ,W FDQ EH FOHDUO\
VHHQ WKDW RXU DSSURDFK G FDQ GUDVWLFDOO\ UHGXFH WKH VWDLUFDVLQJ HIIHFW ,Q
KRPRJHQHRXVDUHDVPRVWRIWKHOHYHOOLQHVOLHIDUDSDUWQRWVRIRUWKHUHVXOWVLQ
E DQGFZKHUH WKH OHYHO OLQHVZKLFKDUHYHU\ FORVH WRRQH DQRWKHURU HYHQ
RYHUODSLQGLFDWHDQHGJHZKLFKLVXQZDQWHG
7$%/(,
12181,)250,7<(5525,1'(;


0/(0
$Z7979ð 0/(0$:79 0/(079
 &$73+$1 1&$7 &$73+$1 1&$7 &$73+$1 1&$7
18(, 1.58 0.94    
7KH 1RQ8QLIRUPLW\ (UURU ,QGH[ RI WKH 5HJLRQ 2I ,QWHUHVWV VHOHFWHG LQ
ILJDQGILJ0/(0$Z7979ðKDVWKHVPDOOHVW18(,,WLVWKHUHIRUHWKH
PRVWKRPRJHQHRXVUHVXOW$OOYDOXHVKDYHEHHQVFDOHGE\DIDFWRURIͳͲ଺

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
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7$%/(
63$7,$/5(62/87,212)/,1(3$,512&$73+$15(62/87,216/,&(
5HVROXWLRQUDWLR
>@
0/(0
$Z7979ð
0/(0
$:79
0/(0
79
PHDQ  0.78 
7KH PHDQ UDWLR RI IXQFWLRQYDOXH EDVHG SHDNV DQG YDOOH\V LQ WKH
QRUPDOL]HG OLQHSDLU QXPEHURI WKH&DWSKDQSKDQWRP1RWH WKDW0/
(0$:7979ðDQG0/(0$:79KDYHQHDUO\WKHVDPHVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQ
,9 ',6&866,21$1'&21&/86,21
:H KDYH VKRZQ WKDW KLJKHU RUGHU GHULYDWLYHV XVHG LQ WKH
UHJXODUL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQ RI &7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV FDQ
VXSSUHVVWKHVWDLUFDVLQJHIIHFW2XUSURSRVHGPHWKRGLVXSWR
WLPHVPRUHKRPRJHQHRXVWKDQ$Z79DQGXSWRWLPHV
PRUH KRPRJHQHRXV WKDQ 79 ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR WKDW FRPELQHG
ZLWK ILUVW RUGHU $Z79 SURPLQHQW HGJHV VPDOO GHWDLOV DQG
VWUXFWXUHV FDQ EH UHVWRUHG 7KH VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ IRU ERWK
UHJXODUL]DWLRQ PHWKRGV $Z79 DQG RXU SURSRVHG RQH
$Z7979ð LV DSSUR[LPDWHO\ KLJKHU FRPSDUHG WR79
&RQVHTXHQWO\ RQH FDQ FRQFOXGH WKDW WKHUH LV QR WUDGHRII
UHJDUGLQJ VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ ZKHQ ILUVW DQG VHFRQG RUGHU
GHULYDWLYHVDUHXVHGLQFRPELQDWLRQDVUHJXODUL]DWLRQLQ[UD\
&RPSXWHG7RPRJUDSK\7KHH[DPLQDWLRQRIWKHFRQWRXUPDS
LQGLFDWHV WKDW RXU PHWKRG SURGXFHV WKH EHVW UHVXOW VLQFH DOO
OHYHO OLQHV LQ FRQVWDQW UHJLRQV OLH IDU DSDUW LQ FRQWUDVW WR WKH
RWKHUPHWKRGVZKHUHOHYHOOLQHVZKLFKDUHFORVHWRHDFKRWKHU
RUHYHQRYHUODSLQGLFDWHDQHGJHZKLFKLVXQGHVLUHG
5()(5(1&(6
>@ )HOGNDPS / $ / & 'DYLV DQG - : .UHVV 3UDFWLFDO FRQHEHDP
DOJRULWKP-26$$
>@ 3DQ;LDRFKXDQ(PLO<6LGN\DQG0LFKDHO9DQQLHU:K\GRFRPPHUFLDO
&7 VFDQQHUV VWLOO HPSOR\ WUDGLWLRQDO ILOWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ IRU LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ",QYHUVHSUREOHPV
>@ 'HPSVWHU $UWKXU 3 1DQ 0 /DLUG DQG 'RQDOG % 5XELQ 0D[LPXP
OLNHOLKRRGIURPLQFRPSOHWHGDWDYLDWKH(0DOJRULWKP-RXUQDORIWKH5R\DO
6WDWLVWLFDO6RFLHW\6HULHV%0HWKRGRORJLFDO
>@ )HVVOHU -HIIUH\ $ DQG $OIUHG 2 +HUR 6SDFHDOWHUQDWLQJ JHQHUDOL]HG
H[SHFWDWLRQPD[LPL]DWLRQDOJRULWKP6LJQDO3URFHVVLQJ ,(((7UDQVDFWLRQV
RQ
>@ 'RQRKR 'DYLG /HLJK &RPSUHVVHG VHQVLQJ ,QIRUPDWLRQ 7KHRU\ ,(((
7UDQVDFWLRQVRQ
>@ &DQGHV(PPDQXHO-DQG7HUHQFH7DR1HDURSWLPDOVLJQDOUHFRYHU\IURP
UDQGRP SURMHFWLRQV 8QLYHUVDO HQFRGLQJ VWUDWHJLHV" ,QIRUPDWLRQ 7KHRU\
,(((7UDQVDFWLRQVRQ
>@ &DQGHV(PPDQXHO - -XVWLQ.5RPEHUJ DQG7HUHQFH7DR 6WDEOH VLJQDO
UHFRYHU\ IURP LQFRPSOHWH DQG LQDFFXUDWH PHDVXUHPHQWV &RPPXQLFDWLRQV
RQSXUHDQGDSSOLHGPDWKHPDWLFV
>@ 5XGLQ/HRQLG,6WDQOH\2VKHUDQG(PDG)DWHPL1RQOLQHDUWRWDOYDULDWLRQ
EDVHG QRLVH UHPRYDO DOJRULWKPV 3K\VLFD ' 1RQOLQHDU 3KHQRPHQD 

>@ 6LGN\ (PLO < &KLHQ0LQ .DR DQG ;LDRFKXDQ 3DQ $FFXUDWH LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP IHZYLHZV DQG OLPLWHGDQJOH GDWD LQ GLYHUJHQWEHDP
&7-RXUQDORI;UD\6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\
>@ 6LGN\(PLO<DQG;LDRFKXDQ3DQ,PDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQFLUFXODUFRQH
EHDP FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ E\ FRQVWUDLQHG WRWDOYDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ
3K\VLFVLQPHGLFLQHDQGELRORJ\
>@ 6LGN\(PLO<DQG;LDRFKXDQ3DQ,PDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQFLUFXODUFRQH
EHDP FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ E\ FRQVWUDLQHG WRWDOYDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ
3K\VLFVLQPHGLFLQHDQGELRORJ\
>@ 7DQJ-LH%ULDQ(1HWWDQG*XDQJ+RQJ&KHQ 3HUIRUPDQFHFRPSDULVRQ
EHWZHHQ WRWDO YDULDWLRQ 79EDVHG FRPSUHVVHG VHQVLQJ DQG VWDWLVWLFDO
LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV3K\VLFV LQPHGLFLQH DQG ELRORJ\ 

>@ %LDQ -XQJXR HW DO (YDOXDWLRQ RI VSDUVHYLHZ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP IODW
SDQHOGHWHFWRU FRQHEHDP &7 3K\VLFV LQ 0HGLFLQH DQG %LRORJ\ 

>@ .LP'DH+RQJHWDO³(YDOXDWLRQRI5HFRQVWUXFWHG,PDJHVRQWKHPLFUR&7
V\VWHPXVLQJ7RWDO9DULDWLRQ0LQLPL]DWLRQ´1660,&,(((,(((

>@ 6WVHSDQNRX ' HW DO (YDOXDWLRQ RI UREXVWQHVV RI PD[LPXP OLNHOLKRRG
FRQHEHDP&7UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKWRWDOYDULDWLRQUHJXODUL]DWLRQ3K\VLFVLQ
0HGLFLQHDQG%LRORJ\
>@ 7LDQ =KHQ HW DO /RZGRVH &7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ YLD HGJHSUHVHUYLQJ WRWDO
YDULDWLRQ UHJXODUL]DWLRQ 3K\VLFV LQ 0HGLFLQH DQG %LRORJ\  

>@ &KHQ *XDQJ+RQJ -LH 7DQJ DQG 6KXDL /HQJ 3ULRU LPDJH FRQVWUDLQHG
FRPSUHVVHGVHQVLQJ3,&&6DPHWKRGWRDFFXUDWHO\UHFRQVWUXFWG\QDPLF&7
LPDJHVIURPKLJKO\XQGHUVDPSOHGSURMHFWLRQGDWDVHWV0HGLFDOSK\VLFV

>@ &KRL .LKZDQ HW DO &RPSUHVVHG VHQVLQJ EDVHG FRQHEHDP FRPSXWHG
WRPRJUDSK\UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDILUVWRUGHUPHWKRG0HGLFDOSK\VLFV

>@ /D5RTXH 6DPXHO -(PLO<6LGN\ DQG;LDRFKXDQ3DQ $FFXUDWH LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP IHZYLHZ DQG OLPLWHGDQJOH GDWD LQ GLIIUDFWLRQ
WRPRJUDSK\-26$$
>@ .LQRXFKL6KRNRHWDO³7RWDOYDULDWLRQPLQLPL]DWLRQIRULQEHDP3(7LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ´1660,&,(((,(((
>@ &KRX +XQJ<L ³7LPHRI)OLJKW ,PDJH 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK 79
0LQLPL]DWLRQ &RQVWUDLQW IRU D 'XDO+HDG 6PDOO $QLPDO 3(7 6\VWHP´
1660,&,(((,(((
>@ 1HWW %ULDQ HW DO 7RPRV\QWKHVLV YLD WRWDO YDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGSULRULPDJHFRQVWUDLQHGFRPSUHVVHGVHQVLQJ3,&&6RQD
&DUP V\VWHP 3URFHHGLQJV6RFLHW\ RI 3KRWR2SWLFDO ,QVWUXPHQWDWLRQ
(QJLQHHUV9RO1,+3XEOLF$FFHVV
>@ -LD ;XQ HW DO *38EDVHG IDVW FRQH EHDP &7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP
XQGHUVDPSOHGDQGQRLV\SURMHFWLRQGDWDYLDWRWDOYDULDWLRQ0HGLFDO3K\VLFV

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Abstract—Iterative statistical reconstruction methods appear as an
increasingly interesting alternative to conventional, analytical techniques.
However, performance improvement in terms of amount of computation
and memory footprint is a major requirement for wider adoption of
the approach. This communication deals with one element that has a
strong impact on the overall performance of 3D iterative reconstruction
techniques, i.e., representation of the object, and its impacts on the
structure of the projection matrix and on the implementation of the
projection and backprojection operations. More speciﬁcally, we focus on
representation of the object in a cylindrical coordinate system, which
presents the advantage of considerably reducing the memory footprint
of the projection matrix by taking advantage of a large number of
rotational invariances. We investigate the properties of the representation
with respect to implementation, computational efﬁciency, development
of penalized likelihood reconstruction techniques and elements that can
impact the convergence of such estimators.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Iterative algebraic or statistical reconstruction methods (SRMs)
are now recognized as useful alternatives to analytical methods for
obtaining highly accurate computed tomography (CT) reconstruction
results. However, widespread use of SRMs is hindered by their
high computational load memory footprint, particularly in three-
dimensional (3D) X-ray CT, due to the large size of the object and
of the projection data. Whichever speciﬁc SRM is used, most of the
computational effort is spent during projection and backprojection
operations. Therefore, parsimonious representation of the projection
matrix and efﬁcient implementation of the left and right matrix-vector
products involving it have a strong impact on the performance and
usability of SRMs.
In conventional approaches, the whole object to be reconstructed
is discretized on a regularly spaced Cartesian grid. Even if symmetry
properties and rotational invariance are taken advantage of, simple
and efﬁcient manipulation and storage of the whole projection are
almost impossible to achieve. The solution generally consists of
computing a signiﬁcant part of the entries of the projection matrix “on
the ﬂy”, which clearly results in a loss of computational efﬁciency.
In order to circumvent these difﬁculties, alternative approaches have
been proposed. In targeted CT, it is assumed that high quality
reconstruction is required only in a small region of interest (ROI) of
the object. One may split the object into two separate regions: a coarse
background and the high resolution ROI, each of them discretized on
Cartesian grids with different stepsizes [1]; interesting results have
been obtained, but computations remain heavy, and implementation
and practical use present a signiﬁcant level of difﬁculty. One may also
discretize the object on an adaptive irregular mesh, with a high vertex
density in the ROI and low vertex density in the background [2]. This
raises questions about mesh construction, practical computation of the
projection matrix and conditioning of the reconstruction problem.
In rotation-based approaches, the general idea is to use a partial
projection operator limited to a single or a small number of projection
angles and to rotate the object appropriately so as to perform
the complete projection and backprojection operations. This clearly
results in a dramatic reduction in the size of the projection matrix,
particularly when the number of projections is large, as in X-ray CT.
The object may be discretized on a regular Cartesian grid [3]; rotation
of the object then requires interpolation, which is time and memory
consuming and generates approximations. These approximations may
make the projection and backprojection operators not exact transpose
of each other, which generally hinders the convergence of SRMs. This
explains why the approach has received a relatively limited attention.
The object may also be discretized in a sector-invariant manner, each
sector corresponding to the angular scope of the partial projection
operator. Sector-wise rotation of the object corresponds to a simple
circular shift of the vector holding the discretized object samples,
and the complete projection set can thus be computed efﬁciently by
repeated application of the partial projection operator to the circular-
shifted object. In addition, the partial projection operator can be
easily precomputed and stored. This approach has been used mainly
in PET reconstruction, for which several sector tessellation schemes
have been proposed [4], [5]. Unfortunately, the complexity of the
tessellation schemes makes computation of the partial projection
operator far from trivial, and does limit the ﬂexibility of the approach.
In 3D X-ray CT, a similar idea has been proposed, in which
the object is discretized on a regular cylindrical grid, the angular
stepsize being equal to the difference between consecutive projec-
tion angles [6]. The limited projection operator is very small in
size and easy to compute, due to the geometric simplicity of the
discretization scheme. The approach retains the same computational
advantages as the other sector-invariant approaches. However, using
such a representation raises several questions that could affect the
effectiveness of SRMs, among which (i) computational efﬁciency of
projection and backprojection, particularly regarding parallelization;
(ii) conditioning of the reconstruction problem, which could be
poor due the variable size of the object samples; (iii) derivation
of penalty functions consistent with the cylindrical discretization
scheme; (iv) actual quality of reconstructions results. This communi-
cation provides answer elements to these questions.
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND RECONSTRUCTION FRAMEWORK
We consider a 3D axial CT reconstruction problem in which the
data formation model can be written as:
y = Pμ+ b (1)
Here, y ∈ RMN , μ ∈ RKN and b ∈ RMN respectively denote
the vectors containing the complete set of projection data, the object
samples and measurement noise. P represent the complete projection
operator. It is assumed that the object is discretized onto a regular
cylindrical grid with number of angular samples N equal to the
number of regularly spaced projections. Scalars K and M represent
the number of radial samples of the object and the number of data
samples per projection angle, respectively. It is assumed that the
samples in y and μ are regularly arranged by increasing angle values.
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Model (1) is a useful approximation to a wide class of transmission
and emission tomography problems.
Assuming b  N (0,Σ−1) and an exponential prior distribution
of μ, MAP reconstruction corresponds to solving:
μˆ = argminμ J(μ) (2)
J(μ) = 1
2
‖y −Pμ‖2Σ + λR(μ) (3)
Matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix that can be used to account for
the Poisson distribution of X-ray photon counts [7]. λR(μ) is a
regularization function that applies a L2 (quadratic) or L2L1 (edge-
preserving) penalty on μ itself and/or on its ﬁrst differences on
ﬁrst- or second-order neighborhoods. In the sequel, it is assumed
that optimization problem is solved using an iterative, descent algo-
rithm which requires at least one projection and one backprojection
operation per iteration. A large fraction of commonly used SRMs
do present such a characteristic, and evaluation of projections and
backprojections then dominate the computations.
III. PROJECTION AND BACKPROJECTION
Recall that, under our assumptions, the number N of angular sam-
ples of μ is equal to the number of equally spaced projections. Let yn
denote the projection data for projection angles θn ; 0 ≤ n ≤ N −1
and let P0 represent the partial projection matrix for a reference
projection angle that can be set to θ0 without loss of generality.
P0 can be evaluated easily using a ray-driven approach (see [6] for
details), and one can easily account for ray thickness several thin
rays per detector. The relatively small size and sparse structure of
P0 make it easy to pre-compute and store.
Computation of yn requires rotating μ by angle −θn prior to
applying operator P0; in the cylindrical coordinate used for discretiz-
ing μ, this rotation corresponds to the repeated application of S−1μ
n times, where Sμ is a simple, K-sample circular shift operator
corresponding to the rotation of angle θ1. Therefore, the complete
projection operator P can be expressed as:
P =
[
Pt0 | (P0S−1μ )t | · · · | (P0S−N+1μ )t
]t
(4)
Now, observe that computing P0(S−nμ μ), i.e., applying P0 to
the Kn-sample, up circular-shifted version of μ is equivalent to
computing (P0S−nμ )μ, i.e., applying the Kn-sample, right circular-
shifted version of P0 to μ. In other words, P exhibits a (N,N)
block-circulant structure with ﬁrst block-row P0 given by:
P0 = [P0,0 | P0,1 | · · · | P0,N−1] (5)
where each P0,n ; 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 is a (M,K) block.
The block-circulant structure of P lends itself to efﬁcient imple-
mentation of projection and backprojection operations. For comput-
ing projections, the block-row decomposition of (4) is appropriate,
since application of S−nμ involves no arithmetic computation and
can be handled through index manipulations; furthermore, efﬁcient
representation of and products by P0 can be achieved by using one of
several publicly available libraries. In addition, projections at different
angles {yn} can be computed independently from one another. This
computational structure lends itself to easy parallelization, as access
serialization must be imposed on constant vector μ only. This makes
general purpose parallelization libraries such as OpenMP R© trivial to
use.
For computing the backprojection of y onto a vector μ(b), it can
easily be seen from (4) that:
μ(b) =
N−1∑
n=0
SnμP
t
0yn (6)
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Fig. 1. Eigenvalue spectra of the normal matrix PtP+ λI in the Cartesian
and cylindrical representations. 2D framework, λ = 10−3.
where we have made use of the orthogonal structure of Sμ. The
computations in (6) are easy to implement, but their structure does not
lend itself to parallel implementation because the accumulation into
μ(b) must be serialized. However, the difﬁculty can be circumvented
by using the block-circulant structure of P; partitioning P in a block-
column manner yields:
P =
[
Q0 | S−1y Q0 | · · · | S−N+1y Q0
]
(7)
with
Q0 =
[
Pt0,0 | Pt0,N−1 | Pt0,N−2 | · · · | Pt0,1
]t
(8)
where Sy denotes the M -sample circular shift operator of appropriate
size. (7) and (8) show that Pt can be decomposed in the exact
same manner as P in (4). Therefore, efﬁcient computation and
parallelization of backprojection operations can be achieved in the
same way as for projections. Therefore, the above elements clearly
indicate that the cylindrical representation does present interesting
characteristics with respect to memory footprint and efﬁciency of
projection and backprojection operations.
IV. CONDITIONING
Discretization of the object onto a regular cylindrical grid yields
a variable voxel size. One may conjecture this will result in a
deterioration of the conditioning of the reconstruction problem, and
therefore in a slower convergence of SRMs. This point is conﬁrmed
experimentally by comparing the eigenvalue spectra of the normal
matrices of the reconstruction problem when the projection matrix is
expressed in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. A typical example
of such spectra is presented in Fig. 1. It can be observed that, when
the cylindrical representation is used, the eigenvalues are spread
over a range signiﬁcantly wider than with the Cartesian represen-
tation. In order to alleviate the difﬁculty, one may attempt to use
preconditioning techniques. Compensation of the variable voxel size
resulting from the cylindrical representation suggests the derivation
of a diagonal preconditioner, either based on some heuristics related
to the voxel size or derived from the computation of the diagonal
elements of the normal matrix1. Fig. 1 also presents the spectrum
of the cylindrical normal matrix preconditioned by the inverse of its
diagonal elements. The spread of the eigenvalues is greatly reduced,
which strongly suggests that diagonal preconditioning can alleviate
the deterioration of the conditioning of the reconstruction problem
associated with the cylindrical representation.
1For the cylindrical representation, these diagonal elements can be com-
puted rather easily using (4).
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Fig. 2. Computation time of the projection and backprojection operations, as
a function of the number of threads.
V. PENALTY FUNCTION IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES
As indicated in Section II, regularization term R(μ) generally
applies a penalty on ﬁrst differences of μ. The rationale for this
approach is to penalize some numerical approximation to the gradient
of μ. When μ is discretized onto a regular Cartesian grid, little
difﬁculties occur since the distance between neighboring voxels is
identical along each direction in which the differences are taken,
and does not vary widely across directions. However, when μ is
discretized onto a cylindrical grid, the distance between neighboring
voxels in some directions (i.e., tangential) varies signiﬁcantly, thereby
giving a very strong weight to voxels located near the rotation
axis and potentially affecting the conditioning of the reconstruction
problem. For these reasons, it is unclear whether the ﬁrst differences
should be weighted by the inverse of the distance between voxels,
which would be consistent with the physical meaning of the penalty
term, or whether the ﬁrst differences should be weighted in a uniform
manner. This point will be investigated experimentally.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Parallel implementation of projection and backprojection
The goal of these experiments was to assess the effectiveness of the
simple parallelization scheme for the projection and backprojection
operations outlined in Section III. The experiments were conducted in
a 2D framework on realistic-size simulated data: (512, 512) images,
512 equally spaced detectors, 1024 projections per rotation. The
size of the polar grid used to discretize μ was (256, 1024) and
covered a disk whose diameter was equal to the sidelength of the
square Cartesian image. Sparse projection operators P0 and Q0
were computed and stored using an incremental CRS scheme [8].
Encoding of the sparse matrices and sparse matrix-dense vector
products were programmed in C++ using Albert-Jan N. Yzelman’s
publicly available SparseLibrary2. Parallelization was performed in
an elementary manner using the OpenMP R© library.
Fig. 2 depicts the computation time of one projection and one
backprojection averaged over 30 runs, as a function of the number
of threads used, on an Intel multi-threaded 6-core processor running
Linux. One can observe the typical behavior of simple parallelization
schemes, which loose efﬁciency as the number of threads increases.
However, these results were obtained at a very little cost and
the reduction in computation time is signiﬁcant with respect to a
sequential implementation, which is encouraging for the potential
effectiveness of more sophisticated parallelization schemes.
2Library and documentation available at http://people.cs.kuleuven.be/
∼albert-jan.yzelman/software.php.
B. Penalty function
As discussed in Section V, it is unclear whether the ﬁrst differences
should be weighted uniformly or in proportion to the inverse of the
distance between neighboring voxels in the cylindrical coordinate
system. The question was addressed in an experimental manner,
through simulations performed in a 2D framework. Typical results are
presented in Fig. 3: a Shepp-Logan numeric phantom was used with
discretization and scanner geometric parameters identical to those
used in Section VI-A, and Poisson noise was added to the projection
data so as to obtain a global 30 dB signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio.
Regularization function R(μ) consisted of a L2 penalty applied to all
ﬁrst differences of μ over second-order neighborhoods, with uniform
and non-uniform weighting. Minimization of the resulting criteria was
perform with a L-BFGS algorithm with a large number of iterations
(i.e., 500) in order to make sure that convergence was achieved. It
can be observed that the uniformly weighted penalty function yields
more accurate ﬁnal reconstruction and faster convergence toward
the actual attenuation map than the non-uniformly weighted penalty
function. These kinds of results, which were observed in a variety
of experimental conditions, strongly suggest that uniformly weighted
penalty function should be preferred even when μ is discretized in a
cylindrical coordinate system.
C. Preconditioning and convergence
We now investigate the convergence of the proposed approach
with respect to standard discretization on a Cartesian grid, and we
also assess the efﬁciency of the diagonal preconditioning technique
proposed in Section IV. The experimental conditions were identical
to those used in Section VI-B. Uniform weighting was applied to the
ﬁrst differences in the L2 penalty term; reconstructions were stopped
after 100 iterations in order make the differences between methods
appear more clearly. The results are presented in Fig. 4. As expected,
the cylindrical approach without preconditioning presents a slower
convergence than the standard Cartesian approach. However, a simple
diagonal preconditioning based on the pixel size corrects for this
deﬁciency, as no signiﬁcant difference between the Cartesian and pre-
conditioned cylindrical approaches can be observed. As similar results
have been obtained with other types of penalty functions (e.g.,, edge-
preserving L2L1), one can conclude that diagonal preconditioning
compensates for the effect of variable-size voxels in the cylindrical
representation.
D. Real data reconstruction
We now illustrate the use of the proposed approach for recon-
struction of real 3D data. A section of the Catphan 600 phantom
was scanned using a Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 16 tomograph
in axial mode (SpineSeq L3-L4 protocol). The data were composed
of 1160 projections of (672 × 12) samples each. The reconstructed
volume was a (250× 9) mm. cylinder sampled on a 256× 1160× 6
polar grid. Multiple rays (9 per detector) were used to compute the
projection operator, edge preserving L2L1 penalization was used in
the regularization term and diagonal preconditioning was employed
during reconstruction. A central slice of the reconstructed object,
converted into Cartesian coordinates, is presented in Fig. 5. It does
not exhibit any signiﬁcant difference with reconstructions performed
with standard SRMs, albeit being obtained with signiﬁcantly lower
reconstruction time and memory footprint.
VII. CONCLUSION
Representing the object in a cylindrical coordinate system for 3D
CT reconstruction presents appealing characteristics: low memory
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Fig. 3. Comparison of uniform and non-uniform weighting of the ﬁrst differences in the penalty function. (a) Relative L2 distance to the actual object;
(b) ﬁnal reconstruction, uniform weighting; (c) ﬁnal reconstruction, non-uniform weighting. Note the poor reconstruction in the center of (c).
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the proposed approach. (a) Relative L2 distance to the actual object; (b) ﬁnal reconstruction, cylindrical representation without
preconditioning; (c) ﬁnal reconstruction, cylindrical representation with diagonal preconditioning; (d) ﬁnal reconstruction, standard approach.
Fig. 5. Slice 3 of the (512, 512) reconstructed volume converted to Cartesian
coordinates.
requirements, simple structure, easy computation of the projection
operator, straightforward parallelization of the projection and back-
projection operations. Furthermore, the regularization schemes used
in Cartesian coordinates seem to remain appropriate in cylindrical
coordinates, and simple diagonal preconditioning appears to guaran-
tee satisfactory convergence speed, even though this point should be
investigated further. Therefore, the cylindrical representation can be
viewed as an interesting alternative to standard, Cartesian represen-
tations.
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Blood vessel structure reconstruction based on
SART-TVM and vessel enhancement technique
Yining Zhu, Mengliu Zhao, Defeng Chen and Hongwei Li
Abstract—Cardiovascular disease is one of the main threats
to the human beings’ health. To diagnosing the disease, a
conventional method in clinic is that imaging the blood vessel
with X-ray CT and then enhancing and segmenting with image
processing. However, these steps are independent between each
other, hence, low quality of the CT imaging results would make
the ﬂowing enhancing or segmenting not to be satisﬁed. In this
paper, we propose a hybrid approach which involves iteration
reconstruction algorithm and blood vessel enhancement tech-
nique e.g. Frangi’s vesselness. This approach utilize the Frangi’s
vesselness to feedback the SART process in each iteration and
reconstruct the structure of the blood vessel from the projection
data directly in ﬁnal. Experiments show that our approach has
a better performance than the conventional method especially in
sparse-view and low dose case.
Keywords—SART-TVM; Frangi’s vessel; blood vessel recon-
struction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases were ranked as the top fatal
diseases (non-communicable) to middle-aged and older adults
worldwidely, and will probably cause 25 million of deaths in
the year 2030 [1]. To help diagnosing the disease in clinic,
varied non-invasive imaging methods are wildly applied, such
as Computer Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). Medical images constructed from these methods usu-
ally contain not only blood vessel but also other structures,
e.g. soft tissue,muscle and bones. Meanwhile, the density of
the vessel and the blood is lower than the surrounding tissue,
for which the vessel is hard to be distinguished in the images.
For this case, in X-ray CT, the conventional processing method
includes three steps: ﬁrst, injecting contrast medium into the
patient’s vein; then, scanning the patient while the contrast
Yining Zhu is with School of Mathematical Sciences, Peking University,
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Mengliu Zhao is with the Medical Image Analysis Lab, School of Comput-
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Defeng Chen and Hongwei Li are with the CT Laboratory, School of
Mathematics, Capital Normal University, Beijing, 100048, China.
medium is transmitted to the target organ by the blood ﬂow and
reconstructing the corresponding CT images; ﬁnally, process-
ing the CT images to enhance the blood vessel structure, for
instance, vessel enhancement or segmentation techniques. The
contrast medium could make the vessel and the blood have a
much higher CT value in the reconstructed images than usual,
for which would be helpful to the vessel enhancement. The
enhancement (or segmentation) results of the CT images could
be used to be analyzed by the doctor, or for further processing,
such as registration or measurement. However, it is noticed that
the reconstruction of the CT image and the enhancement of the
blood vessel are independent steps in usual. In this case, the
low quality reconstruction images will reduce the performance
of the enhancement of the vessel. Hence, in this paper,
we proposed a hybrid approach which involves SART-TVM
(Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique - Total
Variation Minimum) reconstruction algorithm [2] and vessel
enhancement technique [3], [4]. By our approach,the structure
of the blood vessel could be reconstructed directly from the
projection data rather than two separate steps. Furthermore,
considering applications which have high temporal resolution
such as interventional therapy, we also study the blood vessel
structure reconstruction from sparse-view and low dose data.
Compares with the conventional method, our approach has a
better effect for reconstructing the vessel structure especially
in sparse-view and low dose case.
II. METHOD
A. Preliminaries
1) SART-TVM algorithm: The X-ray CT imaging process
usually can be written as a linear system in ideal condition,
P = RF , (1)
where P denotes the projection data vector, F is the image
factor and R is the projection matrix. The formula (1) means
that an object is expressed by expansion coefﬁcients R and
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generates a set of line-integration values P using the projection
matrix. Since R is a huge and sparse matrix, the linear
equations set is usually solved by iteration methods. SART
algorithm is one of the famous method to solve the formula
(1) by iteration as follows,
f
(k+1)
j = f
(k)
j +
1
N∑
n=1
rn,j
N∑
n=1
rn,j
Pn −RnFk
J∑
j=1
rn,j
, (2)
where indicates fj the j-th component (pixel) of the vector
(image) F , k is the iteration index, rn,j is the element of R
which means the intersection-length between the n-th X-ray
and the j-th pixel in F .
In recent years, TVM based on compressive sensing
theory is a very popular research ﬁled in CT reconstruction
[5]. If F is a sparse (or piece-wise constant or piece-wise
polynomial) image, the CT reconstruction can be regarded as
a convex optimization problem by TVM,
min
F
{1
2
||RF − P||2 + ||∇F||} (3)
where
||∇F|| =
J∑
j=1
√
(
∂F
∂x
)2 + (
∂F
∂y
)2.
By solving the optimization problem above, it is a typical
SART-TVM algorithm by which we could obtain reconstructed
images with better quality especially in low dose or spares-
view condition.
2) Multiscale and Frangi’s enhancement: One of the
most effective vessel enhancing techniques is the Frangi’s
vesselness [6], which is based on characteristics of eigenvalues
of Hessian matrix under multiscales. Multiscale concept in
computer vision ﬁeld was ﬁrst introduced by Witkin [7]
and later developed by Koenderink [8] and Linderberg [9],
who built up the fundamental theories and developed the
normalization formulae. Vessels with different widths are
regarded as under different scales, which could be modeled
as being convoluted with Gaussian kernels using different
variances. Sato [10] analyzed the behaviors toward eigenvalues
of the Hessian matrix in multiscales. Suppose F(x, y, z) is
the volume image deﬁned on 3D domain Ω, Gσ(x, y, z) is
Gaussian kernel with standard variance σ, then the Hessian
matrix under scale σ could be written as follow:
Hσ(x, y, z) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
∂2
∂2xGσ
∂2
∂x∂yGσ
∂2
∂x∂zGσ
∂2
∂x∂yGσ
∂2
∂2yGσ
∂2
∂y∂zGσ
∂2
∂x∂zGσ
∂2a
∂y∂zGσ
∂2
∂2zGσ
⎞⎟⎟⎠∗F(x, y, z)
Suppose λ1, λ2, λ3 are eigenvalues of Hσ(x, y, z) and |λ| ≤
|λ2| ≤ |λ3|. Deﬁne:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
RA = |λ2λ3 |
RB =
|λ1|√
|λ2λ3|
RC = λ
2
1 + λ
2
2 + λ
2
3
Then Frangi’s vesselness ν is as following:
ν(x) =
⎧⎨⎩ 0 if λ2 ≥ 0||λ3 ≥ 0
(1− e−
R2A
2α2 )e
−R
2
B
2β2 (1− e−
R2C
2S2 ) otherwise
(4)
The vesselness ν is close to 0 in background areas and close
to 1 in center areas of vessels, which makes it very effective
for vessel enhancement.
B. SART-TVM-Frangi algorithm
As we mentioned above, if the reconstructed results of
blood vessel are not satisﬁed then the corresponding results
of segmentation are also not positive. Hence, in this paper, we
consider a hybrid approach which enhancing the blood vessel
in the iteration process of CT reconstruction. Our SART-TVM-
Frangi algorithm can be processed as follows:
1) Initialize the image as F (0) and the corresponding result
of Frangi operator υ(0);
2) Utilize SART algorithm and Frangi operator for itera-
tion:
f
(k+1)
j = f
(k)
j + λυ
(k)
j
1
N∑
n=1
rn,j
N∑
n=1
rn,j
Pn −RnFk
J∑
j=1
rn,j
,
(5)
where indicates υ(k)j the j-th pixel of the image calcu-
lated with the Frangi’s vesselness(formula 4) after the k-
th iteration, λ is relaxation factor. In order to accelerate
the iteration process, the value range of λ is [2, 10]
which is much bigger than the original SART algorithm.
3) Solve TVM (based on ROF model [11]) for the iteration
result in the previous step;
4) Downscale the value of the image because the iteration
result in step 2) is too big to match the projection
equation (formula (1)),
F (k+1)ds = αF (k+1), (6)
where α is the scale factor calculated as follows
α =
∑J
j=1 Pj∑J
j=1(RF (k+1)j )
.
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5) Judge the current image is satisﬁed or not and then
ﬁnish the iteration process or turn to step 2) for the
next iteration.
In order to solve TVM in step 3), Chambolle gave a fast
algorithm with dual-formulation in [12] as follows:
pn+1 =
pn + τ(∇(div(pn))− f/λ)
1 + τ |∇(div(pn))− f/λ| (7)
un+1 = (f − λdiv(pn+1)) (8)
where un+1 denotes the image calculated for TVM after the
(n+1)-th iteration, f the original image, div(·) the divergence
operator and τ the pseudo time step, which should be less than
1/4 for 2D images to guarantee convergence. Meanwhile, we
also demonstrate the ﬂow chart of the above process in Fig.1.
In SART-TVM-Frangi algorithm, the pixel fj is calculated by
Fig. 1: The ﬂow chart of the SART-TVM-Frangi algorithm.
Frangi operator for the possibility of whether in blood vessel in
each iteration and then allocated the residual error adaptively
to enhance the blood vessel and weaken the other tissues so as
to reconstruct the vessel structure directly. It is should pointed
out that the result reconstructed by our approach is not the
real CT value but the structure information of each pixel e.g.
the blood vessel or others. For practical application, in some
sense, the information which presents the blood structure is
more useful than the simple CT value.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We test our approach with two real medical CT images as
shown in Fig.2. The liver image came from the biotechnology
department of Shanghai Jiaotong University and the lung
image came from ISBI’s VESSEL12 challenge [13]. These
two CT images are reconstructed from the data scanned with
full-view and ordinary dose.
We ﬁrst simulate the projection data in the low dose
condition (about 30% of the ordinary dose) with two CT
images and then select fewer views in the two projection data
sets so as to form spare-view cases.
(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 2: The organs which contain blood vessel: (a) is the
liver; (b), (c) are the lung with the view inside and outside
respectively.
In the low dose case, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (c), the
conventional reconstruction method such as SART-TVM will
lead a low quality of the CT image caused by the noise and
the blood vessel is difﬁcult to distinguished especially in the
lung. However, the blood vessel structures by our approach are
demonstrated well. As we mentioned above, Frangi operator
could enhance the vessel and weaken other structure as well
as noise in the reconstruction iterations.
As shown in Fig. 4, the blood vessel structures are
reconstructed with sparse-view projection data. The results by
the SART-TVM algorithm are blurred with the surrounding
tissue while the images reconstructed by our approach still
remain blood vessel structures.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a hybrid approach to re-
construct the structure of blood vessel from projection data
directly. This approach integrates vessel enhancement tech-
nique to the iteration of reconstruction process by using
Frangi operator and derives the structures of the blood vessel.
Experiments on real CT data show that our approach has a
better performance than conventional reconstruction algorithm
such as SART-TVM in the low dose and sparse-view case.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3: The reconstruction results of blood vessel in liver and
lung with low dose: (a), (c) are reconstructed by SART-TVM;
(b), (d) are reconstructed by our approach.
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Abstract— Dual-energy CT has better ability in material 
discrimination and quality assurance. In this paper, we propose a 
novel dual-energy CT scanning strategy using two X-ray tubes. 
The low-energy scans the object with normal dose, while the 
high-energy scans the object with much sparser view to reduce the 
radiation dose. In this condition, the high-energy attenuation map 
suffers from severe artifact and noise. As we know, the low-energy 
and high-energy images should have the same structure as they 
scan the same object and the images should be well aligned. Based 
on this knowledge, a structure similarity based restoration method 
is proposed for this scanning strategy. The structure information 
is obtained by a non-local pixel similarity measurement in the 
low-energy attenuation map, and then the high-energy attenuation 
map is restored by weighting average with the similarity 
relationship established. Using the method the artifact is 
effectively suppressed and the image quality is improved. With 
this novel dual-energy CT scanning strategy and reconstruction 
method, the total dose is reduced and the image quality is well 
preserved. Experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the 
effective of the proposed configuration and method. 
Index Terms— Dual-energy CT, sparse view, image restoration, 
artifact reduction. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Although dual-energy CT was first conceived in the 1970s, 
it was not widely used for CT indications since recent years 
[1]. In 2005, Siemens launched their CT SOMATOM 
Definition, which generates two spectra by installing two 
x-ray tubes into one CT [2]. Recently, the simultaneous 
acquisition of volumetric dual-energy data has been 
introduced using multidetector CT (MDCT) with two X-ray 
tubes and rapid kVp switching (gemstone spectral imaging). 
Two major advantages of DECT are material decomposition 
by acquiring two image series with different kVp and the 
elimination of misregistration artifacts [3].  
Dual-source CT is composed of two X-ray tubes and two 
detectors arranged at an angular off-set on the rotating gantry 
(see Fig.1). This configuration allows for the evaluation of 
the coronary arteries at a high temporal resolution or for the 
acquisition of dual-energy CT data. When both X-ray tubes 
are operating at different tube voltages, two different X-ray 
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spectra are simultaneously obtained, giving rise to 
dual-energy tissue characterization. Due to the angular 
off-set of the tube-detector combinations, image registration 
is needed and dual-energy processing has to be performed in 
the image space. Since the images are dependent on the 
attenuation of the x-ray beam, which depends on the voltage 
applied across the tube, each image acquired is energy 
dependent. Attenuation is also dependent on the density of 
the material through which the beam passes, and knowing 
the energy of the beam allows assumptions to be made about 
the attenuating material based on the spectral properties of 
the detected radiation. 
Fig.1 Dual-energy CT scanning geometry with two X-ray tubes. 
With the rapid development of CT scanning, radiation 
dose becomes a significant concern for both patients and 
doctors. Different dose reduction strategies have been 
proposed and researched. In this paper, we propose a novel 
scanning strategy for dual-source CT. Reducing the 
sampling number during CT scanning is a common and 
popular method. Here we follow the similar idea and design 
a novel scanning configuration. The low-energy X-ray tube 
scans the object with normal dose while the high-energy 
scans the object with lower dose by reducing the view 
number. After image registration the low-energy and 
high-energy attenuation map should have the same structure 
and edge as they represent the same object. Then we propose 
a non-local image restoration scheme for this kind scanning 
geometry, which effectively reduce the artifact and will 
preserve the image quality.  
Jia Hao, Li Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen and Kejun Kang 
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II. BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
A. A Novel Dual-energy Scanning System  
The proposed dual-energy CT configuration uses two 
rotating tubes to acquire both high and low voltage images. 
One of the tubes scans the object with normal dose and 
another scans with sparse view, as presented in Fig.2. The 
two tubes rotate simultaneously, however they works on 
different voltage and pulse frequency in generating X-ray.  
In medical application, low-energy X-ray has better ability 
to discriminate low-contrast materials. Thus, the low-energy 
tube scans the object with normal dose. The high-energy 
tube scans with fewer angular views. Using this scanning 
geometry, the reconstructed high-energy attenuation map 
suffers from severe artifacts and the image quality is 
significantly degraded.    
                     (a)                                              (b) 
Fig.2 The proposed scanning configuration. (a) and (b) represent the 
low and high X-ray scanning, respectively. The low-energy X-ray tube 
rotate around the object and generates X-ray with full angular sampling 
while the low-energy X-ray tube scan the object with reduced 
sampling.
B. Non-local Image Restoration Algorithm 
Different methods have been proposed to reduce 
under-sampling artifacts. The most attractive and popular 
method is based on compressed sensing theory. In 2006, 
Sidky et al [4] proposed a constrained, total-variation 
minimization algorithm for sparse view scanning 
configuration. However the iterative reconstruction method 
needs quite long computational time. Consider that the low 
and high energy attenuation maps should have strict same 
structure and edge, as they scan the same object and are well 
registered. The low-energy attenuation map should have 
useful information for the high-energy image restoration. 
Thus, we establish a relationship between the two images by 
a non-local scheme. Structure information is first extracted 
from the normal dose image by pixel similarity computation. 
The reconstructed under-sampling image should follow the 
same structure similarity with the normal dose image. Thus 
we design a non-local image restoration method for 
under-sampling artifacts reduction. 
Specific to the proposed dual-energy CT configuration, 
low-energy attenuation map is artifact-free and has much 
better image quality. The structure and detail information are 
well preserved. To restore the high-energy attenuation image, 
the structure information of low-energy image is helpful. In 
this condition we can adopt the attenuation map as a 
reference image and restore the effective atomic number 
image. The proposed method is motivated by non-local 
means which achieve excellent results in image noise 
reduction [5]. The implementation of this algorithm is shown 
in Fig.3, and the low-dose image serves as the reference 
image in this method. 
                     (a)                                              (b) 
Fig.3 Searching scheme and weighting function establishing 
method. (a) is the reconstructed low-energy attenuation image with 
normal dose,  it serves as the reference image; (b) is the 
under-sampling high-energy attenuation map from the conventional 
CT reconstruction method. 
Then we briefly introduce our method.  Suppose the 
reference image is expressed as refI , and the degraded image 
to be restored is expressed as I . The two images are strict 
registered and have the same structure. For a selected pixel i ,
the value is ( )jP . Compute the weighting coefficients 
( , )w i j  in refI  between pixel  i  and the other pixels in the 
reference image. It is measured by the distance between two 
n nu  blocks iN  and jN  centered at pixel i  and j
respectively. The distance ( , )d i j  can be calculated by a 
Gaussian-weighted Euclidean distance between the two 
blocks:
2
2,
( , ) ( ) ( )
a
d i j N j N i      (1)
a  is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function. The 
weighting coefficient between pixel i  and j  can be 
formulated as: 
2
2,
2 2
( ) ( )( , )( , ) exp( ) exp( )a
N j N id i jw i j
h h

      (2) 
where h  is a smooth parameter. For all the pixels in refI ,
compute the weighting between the selected pixel i  and the 
other pixels. In the image to be restored, weighted all the 
pixels use the weighting value in the corresponding pixel in 
the reference image, and the pixel value after restoration 
( ( ))R iP  is obtained as: 
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( , ) ( )( ( ))
( , )
w i j jR i
w i j
PP  
¦                          (3)
In this method, the weighting function ( , )w i j  is 
computed in the reference image however the weighting 
average step is implemented in the high-energy attenuation 
image.  
It is also worth mentioning that the statistic value accuracy 
is not impacted by this method, because of the normalized 
weighting average is only a numerical redistribution step. 
The image singularities and structure errors are smoothed by 
the weighting processing, however, the mean value in a 
selected region maintains the same. If the reference image is 
the same with the current image, it will fall back to the 
non-local means denoising method. 
III. EXPERIMENT
Experiments are implemented on an explosive detection 
dual-energy CT system. The low and high X-ray spectrum 
used here is presented in Fig.4.  In total of 360 projections 
are acquired during the low-energy X-ray scanning, while 
only 60, 30 and 15 projections are acquired using 
high-energy spectra. The dose from high-energy X-ray is 
reduced from 1/6 to 1/24. The original reconstructed images 
are shown in Fig.4. (a) is the low-energy attenuation map 
and (b) is the high-energy attenuation map. It can be found 
severe under-sampling artifacts, which degrade the image 
quality. 
Using the proposed image restoration method, the 
under-sampling artifacts are significantly reduced. The 
results are shown in Fig.6. In the first line, reconstructions 
without processing are displayed. They are reconstructed 
from 60, 30 and 15 projection views respectively. The 
second line are the restoration images, which can be found 
much better in image quality and SNR. Quantitative 
comparison is shown in Fig.7. In dual-energy CT, 
reconstructed value is always important in material 
discrimination. Here we use a full-view reconstruction 
image as the ground-truth. The results demonstrate that our 
method has excellent performance in accurate reconstruction 
for under-sampling dual-energy CT reconstruction. 
Fig.4 The high and low energy spectrum used in the experimental 
dual-energy CT system. 
                     (a)                                              (b) 
Fig.5 The reconstruction from the proposed dual-energy CT 
scanning configuration. (a) is the low-energy attenuation image from 
360 projection views and (b) is the high-energy attenuation image from 
60 projection views. 
.
Fig.6 The original and processed 
high-energy attenuation images 
from the proposed dual-energy 
CT scanning configuration. (a) is 
the original images without any 
processing. The total view 
number is 60, 30 and 15 
respectively. (b) is the 
restoration images using the 
proposed non-local method. The 
greyscale display window is [0, 
0.03]. 
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Fig.7 Pixel value comparison along the profile of the reconstructed 
images.The red line can be recognized as the ground-truth 
reconstructed from 360 projection views. The green lines show the 
value from under-sampling projections without processing in Fig.5(a). 
The blue lines indicate the restoration image results in Fig.5(b).
   To demonstrate the effective of the proposed method, we use 
a more complicated object. A draw-bar box with a phantom was 
scanned in the dual-energy CT. The number of angular views of 
high-energy X-ray projections is 60, while the low-energy view 
number is 360. The reconstructed high-energy attenuation 
image is shown in Fig.8 (a), and the restoration is shown in 
Fig.8 (b). 
                     (a)                                             (b) 
Fig.8 The high-energy attenuation maps reconstructed from a 
under-sampling dual-energy CT configuration. (a) is the original 
image from 60 views and (b) is the restoration result using the 
proposed method. The display graeyscale is [0,0.05]. 
                              (a)                                 (b) 
Fig.9 The zoomed in image of the images in Fig.7. (a) is the original 
reconstruction from the under-sampling projections, and (b) is the 
restoration result using the proposed method.  The display graeyscale 
is [0,0.05]. 
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Why this algorithm works? 
The proposed method establishes a relationship between the 
low and high energy attenuation map. The structure information 
is obtained from the full-sampling projection image. Thus, this 
method preserves the structure and the value accuracy. 
It differs from previous compressed sensing based methods 
in that: this method is only an image restoration method. It is a 
post-processing method after reconstruction, and it is much 
faster than iterative method. The results are better than TV 
constrained iterative method as we have researched. Also, the 
strategy can be extended to the other applications: when there is 
a high-quality reference image, it can be used to process a noisy 
or artifact degraded image. The two images should have the 
same structure and be well aligned.  Dual-energy CT is only one 
of the applications of this method, as it can obtain high-energy 
and low-energy attenuation maps, and they have strict the same 
structures.
B. Algorithm optimization 
This method has been demonstrated effective in artifact and 
noise reduction. However, the searching scheme is quite slow. 
The high computational complexity is due to the cost of weights 
calculation for all pixels in the image. In practical application, 
the weighting calculation area is limited to a smaller window 
instead of the whole image for computational aspects. In this 
study, processing a 256h256 image takes about 30 seconds. 
Other methods can be used, such as lower the searching window, 
using pre-classification method and so on.  
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel dual-energy CT scanning configuration. 
One of the tubes generates X-ray with lower frequency, thus the 
projection sampling is reduced.  With the conventional CT 
reconstruction method, severe under-sampling artifacts degrade 
the image quality.  We introduce a non-local restoration 
algorithm for this scanning configuration, which uses the 
high-quality image as reference information and process the 
under-sampling reconstruction image. Experiments 
demonstrate the effective of this method. 
This is only a preliminary research and result. There are a lot 
of problems to be further studied. As we know, attenuation 
maps under low and high energy X-ray may differ significantly, 
especially near the K-edge of the scanned material. In this 
condition, the proposed algorithm should be carefully evaluated. 
And here the scanned object is a little simple. We will further 
our study with different phantoms and samples, in order to 
demonstrate the configuration and method.   
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 Abstract—Omni-tomography is conceptualized based on 
interior tomography developed over the past five years. By 
omni-tomography, we envision that the next stage of 
biomedical imaging will be the grand fusion of many 
tomographic modalities into a single gantry (“all in one”) 
for simultaneous data acquisition of many complementary 
features (“all at once”). This integration has great 
potential, because physiological processes are often 
dynamic and complicated, and must be observed 
comprehensively and promptly. As an inspiring simple 
example of omni-tomography, here we design the first 
CT-MRI scanner for vulnerable plaque characterization, 
and suggest exciting research opportunities. 

Index Terms—Compressive sensing, interior tomography, 
modality fusion, omni-tomography, CT-MRI, vulnerable plaque 
characterization 
I. INTRODUCTION
KLOH&705,3(763(&7DQGXOWUDVRXQGKDYHWKHLU
ZHOOGHILQHG UROHV IRU PHGLFDO LPDJLQJ RYHU WKH SDVW
GHFDGHPXOWLPRGDOLW\ V\VWHPVEHFRPH LQFUHDVLQJO\ SRSXODU
VXFK DV 3(7&7 DQG 3(705 VFDQQHUV IRU VHTXHQWLDO RU
FRQWHPSRUDQHRXV GDWD DFTXLVLWLRQ +RZHYHU WKHVH SDLUHG
PRGDOLWLHV LPSRVH OLPLWDWLRQV WKDW PD\ FRPSURPLVH RXU
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI SK\VLRORJLFDO SURFHVVHV UHODWLYH WR ILQH
GHWDLOVDQGUDSLGFKDQJHVGULYHQE\DEHDWLQJKHDUWDQGQRWDOO
SDLUV RI WRPRJUDSKLF VFDQQHUV FDQ EH HQJLQHHUHG FORVHO\
WRJHWKHU RU ZLWKLQ D VLQJOH JDQWU\ JLYHQ WKH EXONLQHVV RI
LQGLYLGXDO V\VWHPV VXFK DV &7 DQG 05, VFDQQHUV DQG WKH

7KLV ZRUN ZDV VXSSRUWHG LQ SDUW E\ 1,+1,%,% 5 (%
16)05,  DQG DQ LPDJLQJ IXQG IURP 5HQVVHODHU 3RO\WHFKQLF
,QVWLWXWH7UR\1HZ<RUN86$
*:DQJLVZLWKWKH%LRPHGLFDO,PDJLQJ&HQWHU'HSDUWPHQWRI%LRPHGLFDO
(QJLQHHULQJ5HQVVHODHU3RO\WHFKQLF,QVWLWXWH7UR\1HZ<RUN86$
JHZDQJ#LHHHRUJ
)/LXLVZLWK6FKRRORI,QIRUPDWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\	(OHFWULFDO(QJLQHHULQJ
8QLYHUVLW\ RI 4XHHQVODQG %ULVEDQH 4OG  $XVWUDOLD
IHQJ#LWHHXTHGXDX
)//LXLVZLWKWKH.H\/DERI2SWRHOHFWURQLF7HFKQRORJ\DQG6\VWHP
0LQLVWU\ RI (GXFDWLRQ &KRQJTLQJ 8QLYHUVLW\ &KRQJTLQJ  &KLQD
OLXIO#FTXHGXFQ DQG FXUUHQWO\ D YLVLWLQJ VFKRODU ZLWK WKH %LRPHGLFDO
,PDJLQJ &HQWHU 'HSDUWPHQW RI %LRPHGLFDO (QJLQHHULQJ 5HQVVHODHU
3RO\WHFKQLF,QVWLWXWH7UR\1HZ<RUN86$
*+&DRLVZLWK6FKRRORI%LRPHGLFDO(QJLQHHULQJ	6FLHQFHV9LUJLQLD
7HFK%ODFNVEXUJ9$86$JKFDR#YWHGX
+*DR LVZLWK'HSDUWPHQWV RI0DWKHPDWLFVDQG&RPSXWHU6FLHQFH DQG
5DGLRORJ\DQG,PDJLQJ6FLHQFHV(PRU\8QLYHUVLW\$WODQWD*$86$
KDRJDR#HPRU\HGX
0:9DQQLHU LVZLWK'HSDUWPHQWRI5DGLRORJ\8QLYHUVLW\ RI&KLFDJR
&KLFDJR,/86$PZYDQQLHU#JPDLOFRP
*: 2YHUDOO )/ 05, VXEV\VWHP )// &+& &7 VXEV\VWHP +*
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ0:9ELRPHGLFDOUHOHYDQFH

FRQIOLFWLQLPDJLQJSK\VLFVVXFKDVURWDWLQJPHWDOOLFSDUWVIRU
&7DQGPDJQHWLFILHOGVIRU05,
5HFHQWO\ RXU JURXS KDV EHHQ SHUIRUPLQJ SLORW VWXGLHV RQ
ZKDW LV FDOOHG RPQLWRPRJUDSK\ >@ 7KLV VWUDWHJ\ LV
FRQFHSWXDOL]HGEDVHGRQ LQWHULRU WRPRJUDSK\GHYHORSHG RYHU
WKHSDVWILYH\HDUV>@%\RPQLWRPRJUDSK\ZHHQYLVLRQWKDW
WKHQH[WVWDJHRIELRPHGLFDOLPDJLQJZLOOEHWKHJUDQGIXVLRQ
RIPDQ\ WRPRJUDSKLFPRGDOLWLHV LQWRD VLQJOH JDQWU\ ³all in 
one´ IRU VLPXOWDQHRXV GDWD DFTXLVLWLRQ RI PDQ\
FRPSOHPHQWDU\IHDWXUHV³all at once´
1RZ QRYHO PXOWLIXQFWLRQDO SUREHV PXOWLSK\VLFV
PRGHOLQJ KLJKWHFK HQJLQHHULQJ DQG DGYDQFHG LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ HVSHFLDOO\ LQWHULRU WRPRJUDSK\ DQG
FRPSUHVVLYH VHQVLQJ SUHVHQW QHZ RSSRUWXQLWLHV WR SHHN LQWR
OLYLQJ ELRORJLFDO V\VWHPV QRQLQYDVLYHO\ V\VWHPDWLFDOO\ DQG
FRQFXUUHQWO\%XLOGLQJEORFNVDUHHLWKHUDYDLODEOHRUHPHUJLQJ
IRU WKH LQLWLDO GHYHORSPHQW RI RPQLWRPRJUDSK\ $V DQ
LQVSLULQJ FDVH RI RPQLWRPRJUDSK\ KHUHZH GHVLJQ WKH ILUVW
&705, VFDQQHU IRU YXOQHUDEOH SODTXH FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ
GHVFULEHG DV WKH ³holy grail´ RI FDUGLRORJ\ LQ QHZV VXFK DV
KWWSZZZQ\WLPHVFRPEXVLQHVVZRUOGEXVLQHVV
LKWKHDUWKWPO"BU 
:LWK WKH &705, VFDQQHU &7 DQG 05, VFDQV FDQ EH
VHDPOHVVO\PHUJHGIRUVSDWLRWHPSRUDOUHJLVWUDWLRQH[WHQGDEOH
WR LQFOXGH RWKHU LPDJLQJ PRGDOLWLHV &7 SURYLGHV VWUXFWXUDO
GHILQLWLRQ LQ VQDSVKRW 05, UHYHDOV EORRG IORZ VRIW WLVVXH
FRQWUDVW IXQFWLRQDO FHOOXODU DQGPROHFXODU IHDWXUHV 1HLWKHU
&7QRU05, LWVHOI FRXOG FRYHU DOO ELRPDUNHUV RI YXOQHUDEOH
SODTXHV LQFOXGLQJ FDS WKLFNQHVV OLSLGFRUH VL]H VWHQRVLV
FDOFLILFDWLRQKHPRUUKDJHHODVWLFLW\LQIODPPDWLRQHQGRWKHOLDO
VWDWXVR[LGDWLYHVWUHVVSODWHOHWDJJUHJDWLRQILEULQGHSRVLWLRQ
HQ]\PH DFWLYLW\ PLFURELDO DQWLJHQV DSRSWRVLV DQG
DQJLRJHQHVLV DQG VR RQ ,W ZRXOG EH H[FLWLQJ WR KDYH DOO RI
WKHVH IHDWXUHV LQ KLJK VSDWLDO FRQWUDVW WHPSRUDO UHVROXWLRQ
ZLWKLQ D FRPPRQ FRRUGLQDWH V\VWHP (YHQ LI 05, RI
YXOQHUDEOHSODTXHVFRXOGKDYHVXIILFLHQWUHVROXWLRQDQGVSHHG
UHWURVSHFWLYHLPDJHUHJLVWUDWLRQEHWZHHQ&7DQG05,LVQRWD
GHVLUDEOH DOWHUQDWLYH EHFDXVH RI UHJLVWUDWLRQ HUURUV GXH WR
QRQUHSHDWDEOH FRQWUDVW G\QDPLFV RUJDQ PRWLRQ DQG
GHIRUPDWLRQ 05,LQGXFHG JHRPHWULF GLVWRUWLRQ DQG VLJQDO
QRQOLQHDULW\DVZHOOLQFRQVLVWHQWFRQWUDVWPHFKDQLVPVEHWZHHQ
&7DQG05,
,Q WKLVSDSHUZHSUHVHQWDWRSOHYHOHQJLQHHULQJGHVLJQRI
WKHILUVW&705,VFDQQHUZKLFKLVDPDMRUUHILQHPHQWRIRXU
LQLWLDO FRQFHSW RXWOLQHG LQ >@7KH NH\ LGHD LV WR OHW&7DQG
05, IRFXV RQ D UHODWLYHO\ VPDOO UHJLRQ RI LQWHUHVW 52,
+HQFH HDFK LPDJLQJ PRGDOLW\ FDQ EH VLPSOLILHG DQG
SDUDOOHOL]HG7KHQWKH\FDQEHDFFRPPRGDWHGZLWKLQDVLQJOH
JDQWU\ZLWKRXW SK\VLFDO LQWHUIHUHQFH ,Q WKH QH[W VHFWLRQZH
*H:DQJFellow, IEEE)HQJ/LX)HQJOLQ/LX*XRKXD&DR+DR*DR0LFKDHO:9DQQLHU
7RS/HYHO'HVLJQRIWKH)LUVW&705,6FDQQHU
:
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ILUVWSUHVHQWRXURYHUDOOGHVLJQDQGDGGUHVVNH\SRLQWVIRUWKH
&7DQG05,VXEV\VWHPVUHVSHFWLYHO\,QWKHWKLUGVHFWLRQZH
VKRZ VRPH LQLWLDO VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV ,Q WKH ODVW VHFWLRQ ZH
GLVFXVVUHOHYDQWLVVXHVDQGFRQFOXGHWKHSDSHU
II. TOP-LEVEL DESIGN
7UDGLWLRQDO &7 PHWKRGV FDQQRW H[DFWO\ UHFRQVWUXFW DQ
LQWHULRU 52, VROHO\ IURP WUXQFDWHG SURMHFWLRQV DORQJ [UD\V
WKURXJK WKH52,7KLV LQWHULRU SUREOHPKDV EHHQ VWXGLHG IRU
GHFDGHVDQGWKHIDFWWKDWSUHFLVHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQFRXOGQRWEH
REWDLQHGIURPORFDOGDWDFRQWULEXWHGWRWKHORQJVWDQGLQJ&7
DUFKLWHFWXUHVZKHUHE\GHWHFWRUVDOZD\VIXOO\FRYHUDWUDQVYHUVH
VOLFH1RZLQWHULRUWRPRJUDSK\DOORZVIRUWKHRUHWLFDOO\H[DFW
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RYHU DQ 52, IURPSXUHO\ ORFDO GDWD DLGHG E\
SUDFWLFDO SULRU NQRZOHGJH 0RUH LPSRUWDQWO\ LQWHULRU
WRPRJUDSK\KDVEHHQH[WHQGHGDVDJHQHUDOLPDJLQJSULQFLSOH
DQGGHYHORSHG IRURWKHUPRGDOLWLHV VXFKDV05, >@63(&7
>@DQGRWKHUV7KDQNVWRLQWHULRUWRPRJUDSK\GDWDDFTXLVLWLRQ
PRGXOHRIGLIIHUHQWW\SHVFDQEHPDGHPRUHFRPSDFWRUVSDUVH
WRSURYLGHVSDFHDQGUHGXFHFRVWIRURPQLWRPRJUDSK\
A. Overall Description 
2XUSURSRVHG&705,V\VWHPLVLOOXVWUDWHGLQ)LJXUH7KLV
GHVLJQLVPDLQO\EDVHGRQWKHJHQHUDOL]HGLQWHULRUWRPRJUDSK\
SULQFLSOH DQG WZR SLHFHV RI SULRU DUW )LUVW DQ H[LVWLQJ RSHQ
05,DUFKLWHFWXUHJLYHVRSHQVSDFHEHWZHHQWZRGRQXWVKDSHG
PDJQHWV IRU &7 6HFRQG WKHZRUN RQ FRPELQDWLRQ RI [UD\
LPDJLQJ DQG05, VKRZV WKH FRPSDWLELOLW\ RI [UD\ LPDJLQJ
DQG05,>@
B. CT Sub-system 
$VVKRZQLQ)LJXUHWKH&7VXEV\VWHPFRQVLVWVRI[UD\
WXEHVHDFKRIZKLFKLVSDLUHGZLWKDGHWHFWRUDUUD\7KLVDOORZV
LQVWDQWDQHRXVGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQRIYLHZVWDUJHWLQJDKHDUW1LQH
YLHZV FRXOG EH HQRXJK LQ VSHFLDO FDVHV EXW DUH JHQHUDOO\
LQVXIILFLHQW IRU 52, UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI GLDJQRVWLF TXDOLW\
+HQFH WKH PXOWLVRXUFH GDWD DFTXLVLWLRQ DVVHPEO\ FDQ EH
URWDWHGIRURUVHWVRIYLHZV(DFKGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQVHVVLRQ
FDQEHV\QFKURQL]HGWRWKH(&*VLJQDOZLWKEUHDWKKROGLQJ,Q
DQ DOWHUQDWLYH GHVLJQ  RU PRUH FDUERQQDQRWXEH &17
[UD\IRFDOVSRWVFDQEHGLVWULEXWHGDORQJKDOIDFLUFOHRUDIXOO
FLUFOHIRUUDSLGO\PXOWLSOH[HGDFTXLVLWLRQLQYLHZJURXSV
7KH [UD\ WXEHV LQ WKH SURSRVHG &705, V\VWHP ZLOO EH
XQGHUDVLJQLILFDQWPDJQHWLFILHOGDERXW7ZLWKWKHFXUUHQW
GHVLJQIRUD7EDFNJURXQGILHOGLQWKHILHOGRIYLHZ+HQFH
WKH HOHFWURQ EHDPV LQ WKH [UD\ WXEHV ZLOO LQWHUDFW ZLWK WKH
PDJQHWLFILHOG7KHPDJQHWLFILHOGFDQDIIHFWWKHWUDMHFWRULHVRI
ERWKWKHSULPDU\HOHFWURQVLHWKHHOHFWURQIURPWKHFDWKRGH
DQG WKH EDFNVFDWWHUHG HOHFWURQV LH WKH HOHFWURQV
EDFNVFDWWHUHG IURP WKHDQRGH7KH SULPDU\ HOHFWURQV FDQEH
GHIOHFWHGE\WKHPDJQHWLFILHOG>@7KLVGHIOHFWLRQSUREOHPLV
PRUH VHYHUH ZKHQ WKH PDJQHWLF ILHOG LV REOLTXH WR WKH
FDWKRGHDQRGH HOHFWULF ILHOG LQ WKH [UD\ WXEH (YHQ LI WKH
PDJQHWLF ILHOG LV SDUDOOHO WR WKH FDWKRGHDQRGH HOHFWULF ILHOG
HOHFWURQ EHDP GHIRFXVLQJ UHPDLQV SUREOHPDWLF EHFDXVH
HOHFWURQV HPLWWHG IURP D WKHUPLRQLF FDWKRGH DUH
RPQLGLUHFWLRQDO DQG KDYH D GLVWULEXWLRQ RI LQLWLDO YHORFLWLHV
:KHQ WKH DFFHOHUDWHG SULPDU\ HOHFWURQV VWULNH WKH DQRGH D
VLJQLILFDQWSRUWLRQRIWKRVHHOHFWURQVZLOOEHEDFNVFDWWHUHG)RU
DQ[UD\WXEHZRUNLQJDWN9PRUHWKDQRIWKHHOHFWURQV
LQFLGHQWRQWKHWDUJHWDUHEDFNVFDWWHUHG>@:LWKRXWDPDJQHWLF
ILHOGRQO\DVPDOOIUDFWLRQRIWKHVHEDFNVFDWWHUHGHOHFWURQVZLOO
UHWXUQ WR WKH DQRGH +RZHYHU ZKHQ D VWURQJPDJQHWLF ILHOG
H[LVWV WKH EDFNVFDWWHUHG HOHFWURQV ZLOO KDYH DQ HOHYDWHG
SUREDELOLW\RIVWULNLQJWKHDQRGHDJDLQUHVXOWLQJLQDQLQFUHDVHG
WRWDO [UD\ RXWSXW VOLJKWO\ VRIWHQLQJ WKH [UD\ VSHFWUXP DQG
HQODUJLQJWKHIRFDOVSRWVL]H>@
,QWKHSURSRVHG&705,V\VWHPWKH[UD\WXEHVZLOOZRUNLQ
WKHVWDWLFPDLQPDJQHWLFILHOGIURPWKHPDLQPDJQHWVZLWKRXW
FRPSOLFDWLRQRIWKHPDJQHWLFILHOGVIURPWKHJUDGLHQWDQG5)
FRLOV 7KHPDLQPDJQHWLF ILHOG LV SDUDOOHO WR WKH ORQJLWXGLQDO
GLUHFWLRQRIWKH&705,V\VWHP8VLQJDUHIOHFWLRQW\SHDQRGH
DWD VXLWDEOH WDNHRIIDQJOHWKHFDWKRGHDQRGHD[HV LQDOO WKH
Figure 1. Rendering of the proposed CT-MRI scanner which is a special case 
of omni-tomography.
Figure 2. Geometric parameters of the proposed CT sub-system utilizing 9 
x-ray tubes that can be rotated and physiologically gated if needed.
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[UD\ WXEHV FDQ EH PDGH SDUDOOHO WR WKH GLUHFWLRQ RI WKH
PDJQHWLFILHOG2XUVLPXODWLRQVWXG\LQGLFDWHVWKDWD7VWDWLF
PDJQHWLFILHOGLVH[SHFWHGDWWKH[UD\WXEHSRVLWLRQ7RSUHYHQW
WKH EDFNVFDWWHUHG HOHFWURQV IURP UHWXUQLQJ WR WKH IRFDO VSRW
DUHD DFWLYH VKLHOGLQJ FDQ EH XVHG WRPLQLPL]H WKHPDJQHWLF
ILHOGQHDUWKHIRFDOVSRW>@
:LWKRXUGHVLJQWKHVWDWHRIWKHDUW&7LPDJHTXDOLW\FDQEH
GXSOLFDWHG H[FHSW IRU LPSURYHG WHPSRUDO UHVROXWLRQ :KHQ
VXIILFLHQWSULRULQIRUPDWLRQLVDYDLODEOHLQVWDQWDQHRXVYLHZ
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQFDQUHYHDOIHDWXUHVRILQWHUHVWLQVSHFLDOFDVHV,I
PRUH GDWD DUH QHFHVVDU\ IRU PRUH JHQHUDO DSSOLFDWLRQV WKH
YLHZEDVHGDFTXLVLWLRQSURFHVVFDQEH UHSHDWHGDWGLIIHUHQW
DQJXODU SRVLWLRQV E\ URWDWLQJ FRQYHQWLRQDO VRXUFHV ZLWK
SK\VLRORJLFDOJDWLQJRUPXOWLSOH[LQJQRYHO&17WXEHVQHDUO\LQ
UHDOWLPH  6SDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ FDQ EH LQLWLDOO\ VHW WR PP
ZKLFK FDQ EH UHILQHG DV QHHGHG 7KH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ
LPDJHQRLVHDQGUDGLDWLRQGRVHLVZHOONQRZQDQGZLOOEHXVHG
WRRSWLPL]HLPDJLQJSURWRFROV
C. MRI Sub-system 
7KH 05, VXEV\VWHP XVHV D KLJKO\ VRSKLVWLFDWHG
VXSHUFRQGXFWLQJ HOHFWURPDJQHW WHFKQRORJ\ 7KH SHUIRUPDQFH
RI WKH SDLUHG VXSHUFRQGXFWLQJ PDJQHWV LV FULWLFDO WR LPDJH
TXDOLW\7KHVWDWLFILHOGSURGXFHGE\WKHPDJQHWVLQWKHILHOGRI
YLHZLVUHOD[HGWREHPXFKVPDOOHUWKDQWKHFRXQWHUSDUWIRUD
FRQYHQWLRQDO05,VFDQQHUDQGQHHGVWREHVWURQJDQGQHDUO\
SHUIHFW D IHZ SDUWVSHUPLOOLRQ SSP YDULDWLRQ RQO\
WKURXJKRXW D FDUGLDF 52, 7KLV UHSUHVHQWV D PDMRU
VLPSOLILFDWLRQ UHODWLYH WR WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV IRU D PXFK ODUJHU
FRQYHQWLRQDOILHOGRIYLHZ7KHGHVLJQRIWKHVSOLWDUFKLWHFWXUH
ZLWK D ODUJH FHQWUDO JDS PRUH WKDQ FP LV FKDOOHQJLQJ
GHPDQGLQJ WKH IXOO FRQVLGHUDWLRQ RI WKH HOHFWURPDJQHWLF
PHFKDQLFDO DQG WKHUPDO SURSHUWLHV RI DOO WKH LQYROYHG
FRPSRQHQWV
$VVKRZQLQ)LJXUHRXUVXSHUFRQGXFWLQJ05,PDJQHWKDV
D WZROD\HU FRLO FRQILJXUDWLRQ 7KH ILUVW OD\HU ZLWK D VPDOO
UDGLXVFPSURYLGHVDSULPDU\PDJQHWLFILHOGLQWKHILHOGRI
YLHZ ZKLOH WKH VHFRQG OD\HU ZLWK D ODUJH UDGLXV FP LV
PDLQO\IRUVKLHOGLQJWKHVWUD\PDJQHWLFILHOGZLWKLQWKHGRPDLQ
RILQWHUHVWPLQOHQJWKDQGPLQUDGLXV7KHPDJQHWGHVLJQ
RIIHUVD7ILHOGRIYLHZRIDQDSSURSULDWHGLDPHWHUFP
ZKLFK GHILQHVD VSKHULFDO ILHOG RI YLHZ7KH ILHOGXQLIRUPLW\
LQVLGH WKH VSKHULFDO ILHOG RI YLHZ LV SSP SHDNSHDN7KLV
PDJQHWGHVLJQDOORZVWKHLQWHJUDWLRQRI&7LQWKHJDSEHWZHHQ
WKHSDLURIPDJQHWV'XULQJWKHGHVLJQDFXUUHQWGHQVLW\SDWWHUQ
ZDV ILUVW GHULYHG ZLWK D VLPSOLILHG OLQHDU ILHOGVRXUFH
UHODWLRQVKLS 7KHQ ZLUH OD\RXWV ZHUH GHWHUPLQHG XVLQJ D
QRQOLQHDURSWLPL]DWLRQVFKHPH>@$TXHQFKVLPXODWLRQVWXG\
ZDV FRQGXFWHG WR EDODQFH LPDJLQJ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG V\VWHP
FRVW 6LQFH HQJLQHHULQJ HUURUV XQDYRLGDEO\ FRPSURPLVH ILHOG
XQLIRUPLW\ D VKLPPLQJ WHFKQLTXH PXVW EH XVHG IRU ILHOG
FRUUHFWLRQ ,Q WKLV SURMHFW D UREXVW ILHOGEDVHG
SDVVLYHVKLPPLQJDOJRULWKP>@ZDVXVHG WRFRQWURO WKH ILHOG
XQLIRUPLW\ DQG KDUPRQLFV 0RUHRYHU FXUUHQWEDVHG DFWLYH
VKLPPLQJ WHFKQLTXHV ZHUH HPSOR\HG WR LPSURYH WKH ILHOG
KRPRJHQHLW\WKURXJKRXWWKHVSKHULFDOILHOGRIYLHZ
7KUHHRUWKRJRQDOJUDGLHQWFRLOVZHUHGHVLJQHG IRU WKHVSOLW
PDJQHWERUHWRRIIHUOLQHDUJUDGLHQWILHOGV,QSDUWLFXODUSDLUHG
VDGGOH FRLOV ZHUH XVHG IRU WKH [ DQG \ JUDGLHQW FRLOV $
0D[ZHOOSDLUVHUYHGDVWKH]JUDGLHQWFRLO0RUHVRSKLVWLFDWHG
FRLO SDWWHUQV DUH SRVVLEOH IRU DGYDQFHG05, DSSOLFDWLRQV >@
7KH HGG\ FXUUHQW HIIHFW FDQ EH PLQLPL]HG WKURXJK FRLO
UHILQHPHQWVKLHOGRSWLPL]DWLRQDQGJUDGLHQWSUHHPSKDVLV5)
FRLOV FDQ EH FRQVWUXFWHGZLWK DOXPLQXP WR EH WUDQVSDUHQW WR
[UD\V7RWUDQVPLWDQGDFTXLUH5)VLJQDOVDUUD\FRLOVFDQEH
DUUDQJHG DURXQG WKH VSKHULFDO ILHOG RI YLHZ >@ $OVR WKH
LQWHUDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ &7 FRPSRQHQWV DQG 05, FRLOV FDQ EH
PLQLPL]HGZLWKSDVVLYHDQGDFWLYHVKLHOGLQJ
:LWKRXUGHVLJQWKHFXUUHQW705,SHUIRUPDQFHFDQEH
DFKLHYHG7HPSRUDOUHVROXWLRQFDQEHLQLWLDOO\VHWWRPVRU
OHVV ,QSODQH VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ FDQ EH VSHFLILHG DW PP
ZKLFKLVDGHTXDWH IRUPRVWFDUGLDF IXQFWLRQVWXGLHVDOWKRXJK
KLJKHU VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ LV SRVVLEOH ZKHQ &7EDVHG PRWLRQ
FRUUHFWLRQWHFKQLTXHVDUHGHYHORSHG615GHSHQGVRQPXOWLSOH
IDFWRUVVXFKDVILHOGVWUHQJWKFRLOVHTXHQFHPRWLRQFRUUHFWLRQ
LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGVRRQ
III. INTERIOR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
:HSHUIRUPHGDSUHOLPLQDU\IHDVLELOLW\VWXG\RQLQWHULRU&7
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ >@ ZLWK  SURMHFWLRQV 7KH VLPXODWHG GDWD
ZHUH XVHG 7\SLFDO LPDJHV DUH LQ )LJXUH  ZKLFK ZHUH
UHFRQVWUXFWHGXVLQJWKHILOWHUHGEDFNSURMHFWLRQ)%3DOJRULWKP
DQG DQ LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKP EDVHG RQ WKH WHQVRU IUDPHOHW 7)
>@
7KHQXPHULFDOSKDQWRPLVDîFDUGLDFLPDJHZLWKD
FHQWUDO î 52, WR EH UHFRQVWUXFWHG DQG D
FRDUVHUHVROXWLRQYHUVLRQRIWKHLPDJHRXWVLGHRIWKH52,ZDV
DVVXPHG a priori WR IDFLOLWDWH WKH YLHZ LQWHULRU
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KLVQHZ W\SH RI NQRZOHGJH LV IHDVLEOH VLQFH
VWUXFWXUHV RXWVLGH WKH FDUGLDF 52, DUH UHODWLYHO\ PXFK PRUH
VWDWLRQDU\DQGFDQEHVFDQQHGLQDORZGRVHVHWWLQJLQDGYDQFH
RUREWDLQHGYLDHODVWLFPDWFKLQJWRDSDWLHQWDWODV$VVKRZQLQ
)LJXUH   SURMHFWLRQ YLHZV VHHP VXIILFLHQW IRU WKH LQWHULRU
LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ,QRXUUHFRQVWUXFWLRQD IDVWDQGKLJKO\
SDUDOOHODOJRULWKPZDVXVHGIRUFRPSXWLQJWKH[UD\WUDQVIRUP
> @ :LWK WKH *38EDVHG SDUDOOHO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
LPSOHPHQWHGRQDQRWHERRNFRPSXWHUZLWK1YLGLD*7;0
Figure 3. Geometric parameters of the proposed MRI sub-system with a split 
magnetic core and a two-layer coil configuration.
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 
WKH 7)EDVHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WRRN OHVV WKDQ V 7KH VSHHG
LPSURYHPHQWLVSRVVLEOHZLWK DEHWWHUDOJRULWKPLFGHVLJQDQG
PRUHDGYDQFHGFRPSXWLQJWHFKQLTXHV

)LJXUH  ,QWHULRU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK WKH WHQVRU IUDPHOHW 7) IURP 
SURMHFWLRQYLHZVD7KHLPDJHSKDQWRPZLWKDFHQWUDOî52,DQGD
FRDUVHUHVROXWLRQ YHUVLRQ RI WKH LPDJH RXWVLGH RI WKH 52, E DQG H WKH
LLPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWHGXVLQJ)%3DQG7)UHVSHFWLYHO\GWKHWUXH52,LPDJH
FDQGIWKHHUURULPDJHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKEDQGHUHVSHFWLYHO\
7KHDERYHVLPXODWLRQLVRQO\WKHILUVWSDUWRIRXUVLPXODWLRQ
GHVLJQ7KHVHFRQGSDUWLVFRPSUHVVLYHVHQVLQJEDVHGFDUGLDF
05, UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KHQ WKH WKLUG SDUW LV IXVHG &705,
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQKRSHWKDWWKHV\QHUJ\EHWZHHQ&7DQG05,
GDWDFDQEHXWLOL]HGWRUHGXFHWKHQXPEHURI;UD\SURMHFWLRQV
WRVRWKDWWKHUHZRXOGEHQRQHHGIRUDQ\&7VFDQ&XUUHQWO\
ZHDUHDFWLYHO\ZRUNLQJRQWKHVHWRSLFVDQGZLOOUHSRUWODWHULI
DQ\SURPLVLQJUHVXOWV
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
$OWKRXJK WKH DERYH &705, V\VWHP GHVLJQ LV EDVHG RQ
SK\VLFDO DQG HQJLQHHULQJ SULQFLSOHV FRQVWUXFWLRQ RI D UHDO
V\VWHP LV QRW DQ HDV\ WDVN VLQFH LW LV VLJQLILFDQWO\ PRUH
FRPSOLFDWHGWKDQDQ\PXOWLPRGDOLW\V\VWHPRQWKHPDUNHW:H
FRXOGVWDUWZLWKSURRIRIFRQFHSWSURWRW\SHVRIWRVKRZXQLTXH
XWLOLWLHVDQGWKHQJUDGXDOO\PRYHWRSURGXFWUHDG\SODWIRUPV
)RURXUXOWLPDWHJRDO±YXOQHUDEOHSODTXHFKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQZH
ZRXOG OLNHO\ QHHG ȝP VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ PV WHPSRUDO
UHVROXWLRQDQGRWKHUFXWWLQJHGJHTXDOLW\LQGLFHV7KHVHDUHIDU
IURP LPPHGLDWHO\ UHDFKDEOH EXW GR VHHP XQSUHFHGHQWHG
UHVHDUFKRSSRUWXQLWLHV
:KLOH WKH PXOWLPRGDOLW\ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV FXUUHQWO\
SHUIRUPHG PRGDOLW\ZLVH ZH K\SRWKHVL]H WKDW
RPQLWRPRJUDSKLF UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ FDQ EH GRQH LQ D
GLFWLRQDU\DWODV EDVHG IUDPHZRUN 7KHPRVW GHWDLOHG GRPDLQ
NQRZOHGJH FRXOG EH SXW LQWR D FRPSRVLWH
GLFWLRQDU\SDUDPHWHUL]HG DWODV LQ WKH LQYROYHG LPDJLQJ
PHFKDQLVPV7KH XQLILHG LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ FRXOG JRDV
IROORZVEDVHGRQWKHDWODVDQLQLWLDOFRPSRVLWHLPDJHLVVHW
DQLPDJHLVXSGDWHGZLWKDQRPQLWRPRJUDSKLFVFDQD
GLIIHRPRUSKLVPLVGULYHQYLDIORZVXFKDV5LFFLIORZXVHGWR
VROYHWKH3RLQFDUpFRQMHFWXUHE\WKHGLFWLRQDU\DWODV\LHOGLQJ
D%HOWUDPLFRHIILFLHQW%&GLVWULEXWLRQWKHFXUUHQWLPDJH
LVUHILQHGWRPLQLPL]HWKHGDWDGLVFUHSDQF\%&EDVHGVSDUVLW\
DQG RWKHU UHJXODUL]LQJ WHUPV LQFOXGLQJ FURVVPRGDOLW\
VLPLODULW\$VFKHPHLVWRFRPELQHDOOWKHILGHOLW\DQGSHQDOW\
WHUPV LQWR RQH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ DQG PLQLPL]HV LW XVLQJ D
VSOLW%UHJPDQW\SHVFKHPH
2PQLWRPRJUDSK\ RIIHUV ELRORJLFDO WHFKQLFDO SK\VLFDO
PDWKHPDWLFDO DQG HFRQRPLF RSSRUWXQLWLHV %LRORJLFDOO\ WKH
³all-in-one´ DQG ³all-at-once´ LPDJLQJ SRZHU DOORZV
REVHUYDWLRQRIZHOOUHJLVWHUHGVSDWLRWHPSRUDOIHDWXUHV in vivo
3K\VLFDOO\ PXOWLSK\VLFV PRGHOLQJ VXJJHVWV QHZ LPDJLQJ
PRGHV IRU V\QHUJLVWLF LQIRUPDWLRQ VXFK DV SKRWRDFRXVWLF
LPDJLQJ ZKLFK FRPELQHV XOWUDVRXQG UHVROXWLRQ DQG RSWLFDO
FRQWUDVW7HFKQLFDOO\DSDUDGLJPVKLIWRIV\VWHPHQJLQHHULQJ
LV UHTXLUHG WR PDUU\ GLIIHUHQW W\SHV RI LPDJLQJ FRPSRQHQWV
(FRQRPLFDOO\Done-stop-shopIRUGLDJQRVLVDQGLQWHUYHQWLRQ
PD\EHUHDOL]HGWKDWFRXOGEHRIWHQPRUHFRVWHIIHFWLYHWKDQD
IXOOIOHGJHG LPDJLQJ FHQWHU ZLWK LQGHSHQGHQW PRGDOLWLHV
2PQLWRPRJUDSK\ GRHV KDYH OLPLWDWLRQV GXH WR DQ
52,RULHQWHG UHVWULFWLRQ LQFUHDVHG FRPSOH[LW\ DQG SRVVLEOH
WUDGHRIIVDVPRUH LPDJLQJFRQWUDVWPHFKDQLVPVDUHLQYROYHG
1HYHUWKHOHVV WKHVH DUH WUDFWDEOH ZLWK LQQRYDWLYH WHFKQRORJ\
DQGPHWKRGV
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Extended Axial Field of View in Radiotherapy
Cone-Beam CT with Iterative Reconstruction
Andrew M. Davis1,2, Erik A. Pearson1,2, Charles A. Pelizzari1, and Xiaochuan Pan1,2
Abstract—The size of cone-beam CT (CBCT) detectors in
radiotherapy on-board imaging (OBI) systems limits the axial
ﬁeld of view (FOV). By acquiring two circular scans at different
axial positions, this axial coverage can be increased. However,
with analytic reconstruction, this results in cone-angle artifacts
severely degrading the image in the region between the circular
scans. Using iterative reconstruction techniques, we can extend
the axial ﬁeld of view while obtaining a better quality image in
the region between these two scans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite major advances in iterative reconstruction methods,
analytic algorithms are still the predominant means of recon-
struction in clinical CT scanners[1]. An analytic reconstruc-
tion algorithm is based on ﬁnding the analytic inverse to a
continuous-to-continuous (CC) imaging model. This method
of solving the inverse problem in CT reconstruction has been
very successful as attested to by the prevalence of ﬁltered
backprojection (FBP) in the CT industry. FBP is implemented
for cone-beam geometry via the FDK analytic reconstruction
algorithm[2]. However, due to the inherent discrete nature
of imaging detectors and the numerical arrays used to store
images, the implementation of such a CC model is actually
a discrete approximation of this model. Thus, there are strict
requirements on data sampling which necessitate the use of
densely sampled detectors and angular views.
In contrast to CC analytic methods, iterative reconstruction
methods directly address the inherent discretization of the
imaging modality by modeling it as a discrete-to-discrete (DD)
imaging system. This is often expressed as a linear system of
the form
g˜ = M f, (1)
where g˜ is the measured data, M is the system matrix, and
f is the image we wish to recover. In general, this linear
system cannot be directly inverted to obtain the image. As
such, iterative optimization techniques are used to solve this
problem. Using a well understood implementation of this
optimization problem, we show an example of how the more
robust nature of iterative reconstructions methods allows for
more ﬂexibility in CT imaging.
The use of cone-beam CT (CBCT) is becoming more preva-
lent in clinical settings. We are particularly interested in the
Department of Radiation and Cellular Oncology (1), and the Department of
Radiology (2), The University of Chicago, 5841 S. Maryland Avenue, Chicago
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use of CBCT for image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) in linac-
mounted imaging systems. These typically consist of a ﬂat-
panel detector opposite a kV x-ray source to acquire circular
scans which are then reconstructed with the analytic FDK
algorithm. Unfortunately, the use of such a CC imaging model
for reconstruction results in increasingly severe degradation of
the image quality in image slices away from the central plane
of the source with what are known as cone-angle artifacts.
In addition to this image degradation at the ends of the
axial ﬁeld of view (FOV), the axial coverage is limited by
the detector size. For example, for a typical detector length
of 30 cm parallel to the axial direction and a magniﬁcation
factor of 1.5, the resulting axial coverage is 20 cm. Combining
image degradation at the ends of the FOV with an already
limited axial coverage can reduce the clinical utility of the
linac-mounted imaging system.
It would seem reasonable to assume that the axial FOV
could be extended by acquiring two circular scans at two
different axial locations and then combining them to create
an extended image. However, in the region between the two
scans, the degradation from the cone-angle artifacts is the
most pronounced. Thus the central region of the resultant
image, which is presumably that of the greatest interest, is
most afﬂicted by these cone-angle artifacts. With iterative
reconstruction methods, it is possible to deﬁne the system
matrix such that the data from both circular scans can be used
to reconstruct a single image with an extended axial FOV.
To determine the extent to which iterative reconstruction
methods would allow us to extend the axial FOV, we simulated
two circular CT scans with different axial spacing between the
two scans. Pearson et al. have previously shown that in such
an acquisition scheme, iterative reconstruction methods can
extend the axial FOV more effectively than FDK[3]. Here, we
wanted to investigate what how much FOV coverage can be
achieved with iterative reconstruction techniques.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
We used a typical CBCT linac-mounted imaging system
geometry for our simulation as this extended axial FOV
approach has the potential to be clinically useful in IGRT.
Although iterative algorithms allow for non-circular scanning
trajectories, the two circle scan used in this study allows for
direct comparison to analytic reconstruction with FDK. Also,
such an acquisition trajectory can easily be acquired with
current linac-mounted imaging systems.
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In our simulations, each circular scan projected 330 uni-
formly spaced views over 360◦ onto a 40 by 30 cm detector
with a 1.5 magniﬁcation factor. With this geometry, the
maximum spacing of the two circular scans is 20 cm offset.
At this maximum spacing, the 20 cm axial coverage that can
be achieved with one detector is doubled. There is only a
small amount of data redundancy between the data acquired
from each circular scan from a slight overlap of the 30 cm
detector along the central plane at each scan position. In these
simulations we simulated dual circular scans spaced 10 and
20 cm apart.
The ﬁrst phantom we used was a Defrise-style geometric
disk phantom consisting of a 15.24 cm outer diameter tube in-
side of which are 5 mm thick alternating high and low density
disks[4]. We produced the forward projections analytically[5].
For the disk phantom, we also produced a voxelized truth
image in addition to projections at scan spacings of 12, 14,
16, and 18 cm for a comparison of the reconstructions to the
truth as a function of spacing.
The other phantom we used was the anthropomorphic
XCAT phantom from which forward projections were also
produced analytically[6]. In the case of the XCAT phantom,
the maximum 20 cm circular spacing extended the FOV into
the upper torso. To avoid truncation artifacts, we doubled
width and the number of bins of the detector in this proof-
of-concept study.
The forward projection used for both of these phantoms
attempts to model the physical projections created by the
incident beam. For both phantoms, we used a polychromatic
spectrum based on Monte Carlo simulations of our current
Varian On-Board Imager (OBI) systems. The simulated pro-
jections are noise free.
We chose the standard MLEM algorithm for the iterative
reconstruction as its use is well established. For the disk
phantom, we reconstructed onto a 256x256 image array in the
transverse plane using 1 mm isotropic voxels to determine the
axial length. For the XCAT phantom, we reconstructed onto
a 256x256 image array in the transverse plane using 2 mm
isotropic voxels.
As a comparison with FDK, we reconstructed each circular
scan separately using a standard Hann ﬁlter. To combine the
two separate reconstructed images, we used the central plane
between the two circular scan planes as a delimiter. Slices
superior to this plane were taken from the superior FDK
reconstructed image, while slice inferior to this plane were
taken from the inferior FDK reconstructed image. In the case
of the maximum 20 cm spacing, we combined the entire image
space from each reconstruction.
III. RESULTS
Figure 1 shows both the combined FDK and MLEM recon-
structions of the Defrise-style disk phantom from the circular
scans spaced 10 cm apart. The design of this phantom makes it
particularly susceptible to cone-angle artifacts in reconstructed
images. Figure 1a illustrates cone-angle artifacts in the middle
and at the axial ends of the image. Comparing this to the
MLEM reconstruction in Figure 1b, the uniform disks appear
much sharper, especially in the regions where the FDK image
suffers from cone-angle artifacts. The bottom row of Figure
1 demonstrates that the slice through the central high-density
uniform disk in the phantom appears to have values which
are more correct in the MLEM reconstruction than that of the
stacked FDK.
With a more extreme 20 cm offset between the two circular
scans, the difference between FDK and MLEM is even more
pronounced as shown in Figure 2. In the mid-sagittal slices
shown in the top row, the FDK reconstruction in Figure 2a
suffers from extreme cone-angle artifacts. Though some of the
disks in the center of the MLEM reconstruction in Figure 2b
are somewhat distorted, it does not exhibit the same degree of
degradation. In the mid-transverse slices shown on the bottom
row, the MLEM slice in Figure 2d shows some non-uniformity.
However, it is much better than the FDK reconstruction shown
in Figure 2c.
Using the voxelized version of the disk phantom, we com-
pared the MLEM and FDK reconstructions to the truth with
root-mean-square error (RMSE). Figure 3 shows a comparison
of the RMSE of MLEM and FDK reconstructions as a function
of spacing. This plot indicates that for all of the circular
scan spacings simulated in this study, MLEM consistently
outperforms the stacked FDK reconstruction. Furthermore, as
the spacing increases, the RMSE of FDK also increases. For
MLEM, the RMSE increases much more slowly than FDK
with increasing spacing.
For the XCAT phantom reconstruction, Figure 4 shows
slices of both the MLEM and the FDK stacked reconstructed
image volumes from the circular scans spaced 10 cm apart.
Comparing the two reconstruction methods, the overlap of
the image space seems sufﬁcient to avoid corruption of the
central plane from cone-angle artifacts. It is worth noting
that in the MLEM reconstruction, the edges of structures
such as the skull are sharper. Also, the optic chiasm can be
distinguished in the mid-transverse MLEM image shown in
Figure 4d whereas it cannot be seen in the corresponding
stacked FDK reconstruction shown in Figure 4c.
Figure 5 shows reconstructions of the XCAT with the
circular scans spaced at the maximum 20 cm apart. Figures
5a and 5c show FDK is unable to accurately reconstruct
the central region between the two circular scans. At this
maximum spacing, the worst-case manifestation of cone-angle
artifacts severely degrade the quality of the image’s central
volume. MLEM however, does a very good job of handling
this central region as shown in Figures 5b and 5d. Though
there are some streaks that can be seen in the central portion
of the MLEM image, it is a clear improvement to the extensive
image degradation seen in the stacked FDK images.
IV. CONCLUSION
These results show that iterative reconstruction methods can
be very effective in extending the axial FOV. MLEM was
much more successful in avoiding the cone-angle artifacts that
plagued the analytic FDK reconstruction in the region between
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the two circular acquisition planes. It is also clinically relevant
that the extended axial FOV obtained with this dual circle
acquisition is 40 cm. For the IGRT machine we based our
OBI geometry on in this study, the maximum beam coverage
is also 40 cm.
(a) FDK (b) MLEM
(c) FDK (d) MLEM
Fig. 1. Defrise-disk phantom reconstructions. The display window is [0, 0.3].
Top: mid-sagittal slice using two independent FDK reconstructions (a) and 200
iterations of direct MLEM reconstruction (b). Bottom: mid-transverse slices
from the FDK (c) and MLEM (d) volumes.
(a) FDK (b) MLEM
(c) FDK (d) MLEM
Fig. 2. Defrise-disk phantom reconstructions. The display window is [0, 0.3].
Top: mid-sagittal slice using two independent FDK reconstructions (a) and 200
iterations of direct MLEM reconstruction (b). Bottom: mid-transverse slices
from the FDK (c) and MLEM (d) volumes.
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Fig. 3. RMSE comparison of MLEM and FDK disk reconstructions with a
voxelized version of the disk phantom
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(a) FDK (b) MLEM
(c) FDK (d) MLEM
Fig. 4. XCAT phantom reconstructions from two circular scans 10 cm apart.
The display window is [0.1, 0.4]. Top: mid-sagittal slice using two independent
FDK reconstructions (a) and 200 iterations of direct MLEM reconstruction
(b). Bottom: mid-transverse slices from the FDK (c) and MLEM (d) volumes.
(a) FDK (b) MLEM
(c) FDK (d) MLEM
Fig. 5. XCAT phantom reconstructions from two circular scans 20 cm apart.
The display window is [0.1, 0.4]. Top: mid-sagittal slice using two independent
FDK reconstructions (a) and 200 iterations of direct MLEM reconstruction
(b). Bottom: mid-transverse slices from the FDK (c) and MLEM (d) volumes.
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1Noise Energy Estimation Based on the Sinogram
and its Application to the Regularization Parameter
Selection for Statistical Iterative Reconstruction
Ti Bai, Xuanqin Mou, Qiong Xu and Yanbo Zhang
Abstract—Regularized statistical CT reconstruction can yield
a high-quality image due to the incorporation of physical
constraints, accurate system model and stochastic property.
Nevertheless, regularization parameter that is related to noise
energy of measurements needs to be tuned properly so as to
acquire a good reconstruction. Unfortunately, little attention has
been paid to the estimation of noise . In this paper, we proposed
a novel method to estimate noise energy of measurements based
on the Fourier properties of sinogram. In addition, we applied
the noise energy estimated to adaptive selection of regularization
parameter. Numerical results indicated that our method can
estimate the noise energy precisely and robustly, by the way,
algorithm for adaptive selection of regularization parameter also
worked very well by making use of the noise energy estimated
by us.
Index Terms—Noise estimation, Fourier properties, sinogram,
regularization parameter, ASD-POCS
I. INTRODUCTION
BY formulating the statistical characteristics of projectiondata, statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) can ob-
tain better reconstruction quality compared with conventional
methods such as ﬁltered back projection (FBP) and alge-
braic iterative technique (ART). However, the unregularized
problem is poorly conditioned or even underdetermined, so
regularization term is required to ensure a stable solution.
Numerous regularizers have been proposed, which include
smooth regularizers [1] and sparsity-promoting ones [2]–
[4]. Among them, sparsity regularization based on dictionary
learning shows promising results in terms of low dose CT re-
construction [3], [4]. In general, regularization parameter that
balances data ﬁdelity term and regularization term needs to be
tuned carefully in order to obtain a high-quality reconstruction.
Various regularization parameter selection methods have
been proposed including the discrepancy principle (DP) [5],
generalized cross validation (GCV) [6], the L-curve method
[7] and Stein’s unbiased risk estimate (SURE) [8], [9]. The
use of DP and SURE require the knowledge of noise level
which is not necessary for the other two. Nevertheless, the L-
curve method can be computationally intensive and sensitive to
curvature estimation. As for GCV which is especially suitable
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for linear problem, it will become computationally involved
when applied to nonlinear problems. By the way, the ASD-
POCS algorithm proposed by Sidky E. Y. et al. [2] is a special
case of superiorization methodology which is proposed by
G.T. Heman et al. [10], both of them utilize the noise energy of
avaiable data. By and large, a good estimation of noise energy
in the data will beneﬁt a lot for the choice of regularization
parameter as mentioned above. Unfortunately, to the best of
our knowledge, little attention has been paid to this subject
in the ﬁeld of CT. The nonidentical distribution of noise in
raw projection which makes it troublesome to handle maybe
a major cause that leads to this phenomenon. A modeling
method to estimate the variance of projection data has been
proposed in the literature based on theoretical analysis and
experimental veriﬁcation [11], [12]. It is very complicated for
that the modeling method works by polynomial ﬁtting. T.Niu
et al. [13] proposed an appealing method by taking use of the
property of Poisson noise, however, it is difﬁcult in practical
applications because it must to complete a consecutive ﬂatﬁeld
scans. Based on the work of Samuel R. Mazin et al. [14]
describing Fourier properties of the full fan-beam sinogram,
in this paper, we proposed a novel method to estimate the
noise energy in the sinogram by making use of the Fourier
properties of the fan-beam sinogram. It is worthy to mention
that we just need the sinogram which is not the case of [13],
besides, the computation is also very cheap, one Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is enough.
In the next section, we will derivate the method for noise
estimation in details and describe one of its applications for
adaptive parameter selection in the dictionary learning based
statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR). In the third section,
numerical results will be shown to validate our method.
Finally, we will discuss some issues in this study and conclude
this paper.
II. METHODS
A. Noise Estimation
In this paper, we supposed that after the effective data
correction algorithms, including scatter and beam hardening
corrections, Gaussian noise on the projections is dominant.
Assuming the following Gaussian statistical model for mea-
surements of line integral:
p = p0 + n, (1)
we denoted by p0(γ, β) the noise-free ray indexed by (γ, β),
and p(γ, β) is the corresponding noisy counterpart, n repre-
sents the noise that is signal-dependent. In the following, we
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2will present the Fourier properties of both the free sinogram
and noise. Then, method to estimate the noise energy will be
derived by making use of this Fourier properties.
1) Fourier properties of the fan-beam sinogram: For the
amplitude of a two dimensional Fourier transform of full fan-
beam sinogram that is noise free, one of its noteworthy Fourier
properties of the sinogram is that there exists a region with the
shape of double-wedge whose energy is approximately zero.
For clarity, we present here the results derived in [14].
Considering an object f consists of a delta function locating
at distance rp from the origin and at angle φp with the x-axis,
γ is the cylindrical detector fan angle, β is the view angle,
L represents the distance from source to isocenter, then the
randon transform of f can be written as follows:
p0(γ, β) = δ(γ − γ0(β)),
where
γ0(β) = arctan[
rp
L cos(φp − β)
1− rpL sin(φp − β)
].
Taking two dimensional Fourier transform for the randon
transform of f , we have
P (q, k) =
1
2π
∫ π
−π
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(γ − γ0(β))e−j(qγ+kβ)dγdβ
≈ e−jk(φp+π2 )Jk((k − q)rp
L
), (2)
where q, k are the frequency variables corresponding to γ and
β respectively, Jk((k − q) rpL ) is a Bessel function of the ﬁrst
kind of order n with the argument (k−q) rpL . From the property
of Bessel function1, there exists a double wedge region where
the energy of the projections is equal to zero, which can be
segmented by checking if the frequencies (q, k) satisfy the
following condition:
‖ k
k − q ‖ >
rp
L
. (3)
2) Fourier properties of noise in the sinogram: Fourier
properties of noise will be derived in a discrete form. Denote
n(γ, β) the zero-mean real Gaussian random variable with
variance σ2(γ, β) that relates to the detector element (γ, β),
the discrete Fourier transform of noise can be written as:
N(q, k) =
∑
γ
∑
β
n(γ, β)e−j(qγ+kβ).
As N(q, k) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable,
we have
var(N(q, k)) =
∑
γ
∑
β
σ2(γ, β)
= E(N(q, k)×N(q, k))
= E(‖N(q, k)‖22), (4)
where N(q, k) denotes the conjugate, var(N(q, k)) is the
variance of N(q, k). (4) reveals that expectation of square of
the module of any Fourier coefﬁcient for noise is equal to the
summation of the variance of noise.
1The Bessel function drops dramatically and tends to zero when the
argument is less than its order.
3) Noise estimation based on the Fourier properties: On
the basis of the Law of Large Numbers and the deﬁnition of
noise energy and variance, we have
2 =
∑
γ
∑
β
(p(γ, β)− p0(γ, β))2 (5)
= E[
∑
γ
∑
β
(p(γ, β)− p0(γ, β))2]
=
∑
γ
∑
β
σ2(γ, β)
= E(‖N(q, k)‖22) (6)
Just as described above, there exists a approximately zero-
energy region in the two dimensional Fourier transform of
the free fan-beam sinogram while expectation of square of
the module in any point for the case of noise is equal and its
value is exactly noise energy 2. As for the linearity of Fourier
transform and the Law of Large Number once again, we can
estimate the noise energy as follows:
1) take Fourier transform of the noisy sinogram,
2) extract the region where the signal energy is approxi-
mately zero while the noise energy is reserved,
3) sum up the square of module in the extracted region and
average it, the result is just the noise energy we estimate.
B. Adaptive Regularization Parameter Selection
In order to demonstrate the efﬁciency to select the reg-
ularization parameter when the noise energy is avaiable by
our method, we designed a special algorithm that considered
the dictionary learning based sparsity regularization as a prior
information. Following the spirit of [2], [10], we selected the
optimal value of regularization parameter that should yield a
solution which is more tolerance-compatible than the phantom.
Image reconstruction can be formulated as follows:
xˆ = arg min
x,α
{1
2
(Ax− y)TC−1(Ax− y) +
+ β(
∑
s
‖Esx−Dαs‖22 + λ
∑
s
‖αs‖0)}, (7)
where x ∈ RN is the attenuation map to be reconstruct-
ed, we denoted by y ∈ RM the M-length data vector.
A = {aij}, i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, j ∈ {1, · · · , N} is the system
matrix, C = diag{σ2i } is the M × M covariance matrix.2
The operator Es extracts the sth patch from the current
reconstruction, and D is the pretrained dictionary under which
the sparse representation of the sth patch is αs. β is the
regularization parameter that is to be adaptively selected in
this study to control the tradeoff between data ﬁdelity term and
regularization term, and λ is the parameter for sparse coding
that is usually set to a constant.
Update of the attenuation map x are due to both data ﬁdelity
term and regularization term. In order to reserve medically
relevant features, overﬁtting is desirable [10] for that the
parameter β which results in a tolerance-compatible solution
will oversmooth the reconstruction. In this paper, we deﬁne the
feasible set as S = {x | 0.92 < ‖Ax− y‖22 < 0.922}, in
2For simplicity, we used σ2i = e
yi in this paper.
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3Fig. 1. Square of the module of Fourier cofﬁcients. (a)-(c) corresponds to
noisy sinogram, noise-free sinogram and pure noise, respectively. It can be
clearly seen that there exists a zero-energy region (inside of the red cross)
for that of noise-free sinogram, while for the case of pure noise, it is quite
stationary.
other words, if the current image belonged to S, we regarded
the current β as a potential optimal one and remain unchanged;
otherwise, if the current image satisﬁed ‖Ax− y‖22 > 0.922
and the ratio of update due to regularization term to that
due to data ﬁdelity is greater than rmax, it indicated that the
current β was too large, and we should reduce it by a constant
fraction βc; on the contrary, we should increase it by 1βc , repeat
this process until the algorithm converges. In this paper, we
initialized β by 1, and set rmax, βc as 0.98, 0.95 respectively,
the target error λ for sparse coding is ﬁxed with 1× 10−6.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. Results for Noise Estimation
To validate our algorithm, we presented numerical results
of noise estimation for two kinds of 672×580-view sinogram
which were numerically generated from two 2-D simulated hu-
man phantom with SIEMENS Somatom Sensation geometry.
Various Poisson noise of a range of number of incident photons
from 1 × 104 to 1 × 106 respectively were superimposed
into the raw noise-free projections to synthesize kinds of
dose data. Following the spirit of Section.II-A3, we took 2-
dimensional Fourier transform for the noisy sinogram, then
extracted the zero-energy region and averaged it to estimate
the noise energy.
Figure.1(a)-(c) illustrated results of Fourier tranform cor-
responding to noisy sinogram, noise-free sinogram and pure
noise, respectively. The zero-energy region of which we made
use to estimate the noise energy can be seen clearly in Fig.1(b).
By averaging this zero-energy region, we can estimate the
noise energy of some noisy sinogram. Fig.2 shows that the
estimations are quite robust for different kinds of noise level
regardless of different phantoms. The relative root mean square
error(RRMSE) for the abdomen phantom, see Fig.2(a), is
1.8%, while it is 0.64% for the human thorax phantom, see
Fig.2(b).
B. Results for Adaptive Regularization Parameter Selection
We used the 512 × 512 2-D abdomen phantom, illustrated
in Fig.2(a), to numerically generate two 672 × 580-view
sinograms with SIEMENS Somatom Sensation geometry cor-
responding to a monoenergetic source with 5×104 and 5×105
incident photons per ray, respectively. Then, we estimated the
noise energy of these two sinograms by our method. The
estimated values were 75.5886 and 7.5162 corresponding to
Fig. 2. Results of noise estimation for different noise level and different
phantoms. (a) and (b) are noise-free phantom corresponding to abdomen and
human thorax, (c) and (d) are results of noise estimation for phantom of
abdomen and human thorax, respectively. The blue circle represents the value
of real noise energy and its estimated counterpart. Analytic form of red line
is y = x. It indicated that the method for noise estimation was quite stable.
For (c), the RRMSE was 1.8%, while it was 0.64% for (d).
Fig. 3. Plot of SNR as a function of regularization parameter β selected
manually by trial and error. (a) and (b) are the case of 5× 104 and 5× 105
incident photons, respectively. The plots indicated that β selected adaptively
can always arrive at the approximately optimal value for different noise level
in the sense of SNR.
the case of 5×104 and 5×105 incident photons per ray while
their real value were 75.0190 and 7.4999, respectively.
With the estimated noise energy, we selected the regulariza-
tion parameter adaptively according to Section.II-B. Fig.3(a)-
(b) plotted results of adaptive regularization parameter selec-
tion corresponding to the case of 5×104 and 5×105 incident
photons, respectively, and indicated that we always can select
the approximately optimal β adaptively in terms of SNR. To
support our arguments further, we displayed reconstructions
for these two cases as shown in Fig.4. The images generated
using different β were illustrated in the 2th-4th column. The
ﬁrst column were reconstructions of adaptive algorithm while
the third column were the highest-quality reconstructions by
trial and error. It can be seen that images reconstructed by
adaptive algorithm were very similar to those reconstructed by
trial and error in the sense of visualization. To obtain images
similar to those reconstructed adaptively, β needs to be tuned
carefully in a large range when the noise energy changed. For
instance, β needed to increase by a factor of 4.5 when the
dose reduced 10 times.
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4Fig. 4. CT images reconstructed with different β for different noise level. The top row and the bottom row corresponds to the case of 5× 104 and 5× 105
incident photons. Images of the ﬁrst column were reconstructed adaptively while the others were reconstructed using different β, among which, the third
column had the highest quality in the sense of visualization. It can be seen that images reconstructed by adaptive algorithm were very similar to the highest
quality reconstruction by trial and error in the sense of visualization.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As demonstrated above, the proposed method can estimate
noise energy accurately and stably. Besides, we also applied
the estimated value to the adaptive selection of regularization
parameter and obtained a reconstruction similar to the highest-
quality image reconstructed by trial and error in the sense
of visualization. Nevertheless, there still exist some problems
needed to be studied more deeply. Firstly, the ﬁlter used to
extract the zero-energy region needs to be designed carefully
due to the gradual transitions out of the zero-energy region in
the transformed sinogram. In practice, we always extract the
signal in the region which is smaller than that deﬁned by (3).
Secondly, although we demonstrated that the proposed method
can estimate the noise energy accurately and stably when the
poisson noise in the raw data is dominant3 in this study, it
is still worthy to make it clear that whether the proposed
algorithm works well as usual when the data is not corrected.
Last but not least, the algorithm to select the regularization
parameter needs a deeper discussion. As mentioned above,
the reconstructions happening to be tolerance-compatible will
be oversmoothed, which will hamper the observation of ﬁne
image details. Algorithms with better parameter selection
framework should be explored.
In summary, we proposed a novel method to estimate the
noise energy and numerical results indicated that this method
is quite accurate and stable. Moreover, with the help of the
estimation of noise energy, we selected the regularization pa-
rameter adaptively and produced promising results suggesting
that images reconstructed by adaptive algorithm are parallel
to those reconstructed by trial and error.
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1Fast Variance Prediction for Iterative
Reconstruction of 3D Helical CT Images
Stephen M. Schmitt and Jeffrey A. Fessler
Abstract—Fast variance prediction for iteratively-reconstructed
helical CT images is useful for analysis of resulting images and
potentially for dynamic dose adjustment during a scan. Previous
methods require impractical computation times to approximate
the image variance; other methods are able to approximate
variance quickly but only for speciﬁc CT geometries, excluding
3D helical CT. In this paper we present an extension of these
previous fast methods to predict the variance of iteratively
reconstructed images for third-generation 3D helical CT scans.
We compare this method in computation time and error to the
empirical variance derived from multiple simulated reconstruc-
tion realizations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative reconstruction (IR) methods for computed tomog-
raphy are receiving increased attention for their improved
resolution and noise properties compared to FBP [7]. How-
ever, the statistical properties of IR reconstructions are
difﬁcult to compute compared to FBP. Closed-form but
computationally intractable expressions exist [1] for the
mean and covariance matrix of the reconstruction when
the weighting matrix W and covariance of the projections
are given, so faster prediction methods are desirable.
Prior work has exploited approximate local shift-invariance
to develop FFT-based approximations for the variance map
of the image, i.e., the diagonal of the covariance matrix, for
arbitrary system geometries [5]. Unlike empirical methods,
which can only be used to ﬁnd the variance map of the
entire image simultaneously, these FFT-based methods can
approximate the variance of one speciﬁc voxel of interest
at a time. However, these FFT-based methods are compu-
tationally intensive; they are useful for theoretical analysis
but require projection and back-projection of each voxel of
interest and are unsuitable for producing a variance map for
a whole volume. There are methods for 2D fan-beam [9], 3D
step-and-shoot [10], and 3D axial CT [6] that make further
approximations to greatly reduce the computational load
of this method and make it suitable for predicting variance
maps for an entire volume. None of these methods, though,
apply directly to 3D helical CT.
In this paper, we adapt [6] to the problem of predicting
approximate variance maps for iterative reconstruction of
3D helical CT scans. Like this prior work, the computational
This work was supported in part by NIH grant R01 HL-098686 and by
equipment donations from Intel.
Stephen M. Schmitt and Jeffrey A. Fessler are with the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann
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cost of the variance approximation is reduced by several
orders of magnitude compared to empirical estimation or
the FFT-based method in [5] for CT.
II. METHODS
A reconstruction method using a weighted least squares
data-ﬁt term using log-sinogram observations y, system
matrix A and a regularization term R is given by
xˆ= argminx
1
2
||y−Ax||2W+
α
2
R(x). (1)
With a weighting matrix W = cov(y)−1 and assuming that
the minimization algorithm is iterated until convergence,
the covariance matrix of xˆ in (1) is approximately [1]:
cov(xˆ)≈ (H+α∇2R(xˆ))−1H(H+α∇2R(xˆ))−1. (2)
If R(x) = ∑i ψ([Cx]i ) for a matrix C and a convex penalty
function ψ that is twice-differentiable in an open set con-
taining 0 with ψ(0)=ψ′(0)= 0, ψ′′(0)= 1, then
∇2R(x)=CTΨ¨(x)C, (3)
where Ψ¨(x) is a diagonal matrix with [Ψ¨(x)] j j =ψ′′([Cx] j ).
With a sufﬁciently large α, we would expect that, for most
voxels, [Cx] j is small and in the twice-differentiable region
of ψ and therefore, that Ψ¨(xˆ) ≈ I is a valid approximation
except near edges between regions of different attenuation
coefﬁcients in the image. Making this substitution trans-
forms (2) into
cov(xˆ)≈ (H+αCTC)−1H(H+αCTC)−1, (4)
where H  ATWA. However, direct computation of this
matrix is not computationally tractable.
A. Prior work
In [6], we deﬁne a continuous-frequency response operator
local to the j th voxel:
(
F 3j ,cont {x}
)
(ν)=
|N |∑
=1
x exp
(−ı2πν · (n−nj )) , (5)
where nj is the position, in 3 integer coordinates, of the
voxel j . We show that the variance of this voxel j can be
estimated by:
var(xˆ j )≈
∫
[− 12 , 12 ]3
Hj (ν)
(Hj (ν)+αR(ν))2
dν, (6)
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where Hj  F 3j ,cont{H∗ j }, representing the frequency re-
sponse of projection, weighting, and back-projection, and
R  F 3j ,cont{[CTC]∗ j }, representing the frequency response
of the regularizer when [Cx] j ≈ 0.
We also show that Hj (ν) can be written as Hj (ν)≈K · J (ν) ·
E j (Φ). Here, J depends only on the spatial frequency and
not the image or voxel location. E j is dependent on the
image and voxel location but only depends on the spatial
frequency via its angle Φ in cylindrical coordinates (ρ,Φ,ν3).
When Hj is speciﬁed in this form, (6) can be rewritten in
a single-integral form:
var(xˆ j )≈α−1
∫2π
0
F (Φ,α−1KE j (Φ))dΦ, (7)
where
F (Φ,γ)
∫ρmax(Φ)
0
∫ 1
2
− 12
γ · J (ρ,Φ,ν3) ·ρ
(γ · J (ρ,Φ,ν3)+R(ν))2
dν3 dρ. (8)
There is no closed form for (8), but we can numerically
integrate and tabulate it for many values of Φ and γ,
independently of the image or weighting matrix, for a
given CT geometry and regularizer. In doing so, variance
estimation via (7) is simply a one-dimensional numerical
integration of values looked up in a pre-computed table of
F .
We can import much of the derivation in [6] to apply to
helical CT instead of axial CT. In particular, we can still
approximate Hj (ν) ≈ K · J (ν) · E j (Φ), where for helical CT
one can show:
K = Δ3xΔzD2sd
/
D2s0ΔsΔtΔβ (9)
J (ρ,Φ,ν3) = sinc(ρ cosΦ)
2 sinc(ρ sinΦ)2 sinc(ν3)2
ρ
(10)
E j (Φ) =
∑
β∈B j (Φ)
D2s0w˚β, j
Dβ, j
√
Ds0− r 2j cos2(φ j −Φ)
. (11)
Here, Δx is the spacing between voxels in the x and y direc-
tions; Δz is the spacing between voxels in the z direction;
Δs , Δt are the spacings between pixels on the detector in
the s and t directions; Δβ is the spacing (in radians) of
detector angles between views; Dsd is the distance from
the x-ray source to the detector; Ds0 is the distance from
the source to the isocenter; Dβ, j is the distance from the
source to the voxel j when the source is at angle β; r j is
the distance from the isocenter to voxel j ; φ j is the angle
of voxel j when represented in cylindrical coordinates. All
distances given above ignore the z-coordinate; all points
are projected into the xy-plane before calculating distances.
The only term dependent on the object is w˚β, j , which is
discussed further in the next section.
B. Modiﬁcation for helical CT
The items changed by the transition to helical CT are B j (Φ),
which is the set of source angles β that solve
r j cos(φ j −Φ)=Ds0 cos(β−Φ), (12)
and w˚β, j . The term w˚β, j is the element of the statistical
weighting matrix W corresponding to the location on the
detector where a ray from the source at angle β passing
through the voxel j lands (or 0, if this ray does not land on
the detector).
Equation (12) is not changed by the transition to helical CT,
but the values of β that solve it are different. The solutions
are the set of source angles for which the ray passing
through voxel j is perpendicular to the frequency vector
ν, where the ray and frequency vector are both projected
into the xy-plane.
For axial CT, the set B j is given by:
B j (Φ)= {β+,β−}=
{
Φ±arccos
(
r j
Ds0
cos(φ j −Φ)
)}
. (13)
This covers all of the solutions in one turn, which covers
a maximum range of 2π. For helical CT with an arbitrary
starting and ending angles βmin, βmax,
B j (Φ)=
{
Φ±arccos
(
r j
Ds0
cos(φ j −Φ)
)
+k2π
}
∩ [βmin,βmax]
(14)
for k ∈ Z. Axial CT is then a special case of (14). Since
a large part of the computational cost of our method is
ﬁnding (11), the change to helical CT increases the cost of
our algorithm linearly in the number of turns.
The other quantity, w˚β, j , is unchanged except that the
lookup procedure is computed for helical CT instead of axial
CT.
III. RESULTS
To evaluate our prediction for the variance map, we
compared it to the variance map derived empirically by
simulating 93 reconstructions of a 512× 512× 500 XCAT
phantom (Fig. 1 displays axial, sagittal, and coronal slices)
with voxel size Δx ,Δy = 0.977mm,Δz = 0.625mm. The sys-
tem geometry, based on a third-generation GE helical CT
scanner, had Δs ×Δt = 1.0239×1.0964mm detector element
size, Dsd = 949.075mm source-to-detector distance, and
Ds0 = 408.075mm source-to-isocenter distance. In our sim-
ulations, the X-ray source went through 3 rotations of 984
views each, with a pitch of 1. Each reconstruction used an
ordered-subset method with 41 subsets for 100 iterations.
The regularization used a ﬁrst-order differencing matrix C
that considered the 6 face-neighbors of each voxel. These
differences were penalized by a Huber cost function:
ψ(x)=
{
x2/2, |x| ≤ δ
δ|x|−δ2/2, |x| > δ ,
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which satisﬁes our criteria for cost functions. The value
of δ was 200HU. The regularization parameter α was
equal to 128. The weighting W was normalized so that
unattenuated rays had a weight of 1. The simulated X-ray
beam intensity was 105 photons per view. For simplicity, we
used a standard edge-preserving regularizer, rather than the
modiﬁed regularizer considered in [2].
XCAT phantom
Fig. 1. XCAT phantom (top left is transaxial slice through center of volume;
bottom left is center coronal slice; top right is center sagittal slice.)
Figure 2 shows axial, sagittal, and coronal slices of the image
of the empirical standard deviation from our simulated
reconstructions. Since the results were noisy and the ground
truth standard deviation is slowly varying, we blurred the
empirical image with a gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 4
voxels each in the x and y directions. Figure 3 shows the
corresponding image from our approximation. Since stan-
dard deviation varies slowly, we only compute it once per
4×4×4 block and use nearest-neighbor interpolation to ﬁll
in the rest. More sophisticated interpolation could be used,
but the interpolation error is minimal compared to the
intrinsic error of our method. Figure 4 shows the magnitude
of the error of our approximated standard deviation. Figure
5 shows both the empirical and approximated standard
deviation along a one-dimensional proﬁle through a z-axis
of the image. The spike in the empirical map near the
end of the axial FOV is due to a suboptimal OS algorithm
implementation that is somewhat unstable in regions where
the helical sampling is poor. The OS algorithm in [4] would
reduce this instability and reduce the empirical variance in
the end slices.
The computation time of our method for the entire volume
using 4×4×4 downsampling was 1040 CPU-seconds using
one core of an Intel Core i7-860 with 16 GB of memory.
The empirical reconstructions took a total of 300.8 CPU-
days each using one core of an Intel X5650 processor
also with 16GB of memory; the range for the individual
reconstructions was 2.58 to 3.89 CPU-days.
The axial modulations seen in the coronal and sagittal
noise maps were a new phenomena in helical CT variance
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maps that we had not observed in our previous 3D axial
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CT noise predictions [6]. To help explain this behaviour,
we computed a 3D map that shows for each voxel how
many rays intersect that voxel. Intuitively, voxels with more
intersecting rays are better sampled and thus may have
lower variance. Figure 6 shows slices through this ray
counting map, and indeed we observe that the sampling
pattern inﬂuences the predicted and empirical noise maps.
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Fig. 6. Count of views that contribute to each voxel’s variance prediction
IV. DISCUSSION
The presented methods are able to predict the standard
deviation of most voxels in the reconstructed image within
an error of 20% in less time than the amount of time
empirical measurement takes by a factor of over 10000.
The more general (and accurate) approximation using a
forward- and back-projection takes 2400 CPU-seconds per
voxel (using the same Intel Core i7 above), a factor of over
4 ·106 times as long as our method for one voxel. Whether
the tradeoff for time at the expense of accuracy provided
by our method is acceptable depends on the application.
We also note that our methods would be applicable to axial
CT, including short scans, as a special case.
Outside the support of the object there is signiﬁcant ap-
proximation error because our method ignores the non-
negativity constraint of the reconstruction. The empirical
variance outside the object approaches zero, and so the
relative error of our method (which does not go to zero)
becomes inﬁnite. An extension to our method could use a
pilot reconstruction or masking method (e.g. [3]) to identify
external air regions and simply estimate the variance as
zero, or use a separate approximation that is more suitable
for these regions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a method that is able
to approximate the variance of each voxel of a 3D helical
CT image reconstructed using a penalized weighted least-
squares formulation. This method has a computational cost
that is smaller by several orders of magnitude compared to
existing variance prediction methods for helical CT, while
maintaining a reasonable error within regions of interest.
One direction of future work will be investigating the effect
of mismatch between the weighting matrix used for recon-
struction and the “optimal” weighting matrix, the inverse of
the sinogram covariance. Since the covariance matrix of the
sinogram is unknown, in practice we can only approximate
it. Knowing the effect of mismatch would also be useful for
cases where mismatch is intentional, e.g. [8], to mask out
observations known to cause artifacts.
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Abstract — In this work, we propose unified interpretations of 
two variants of the SART algorithms which accommodate 
weighting schemes. One of the variants is weighted SART and the 
other one is the weighted least square (WLS) approach. Following 
the interpretations of the conventional SART, we interpret both 
variants within the weighted least square solution framework and 
within the framework of preconditioned gradient descent 
minimization algorithm.  As a consequence of our interpretation, 
we proposed an alternative derivation of the WLS method without 
surrogate seeking. 
 
Index Terms—CT reconstruction, weighted SART, iterative 
reconstruction algorithm  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) played an 
important role in the image reconstruction techniques when the 
first generation of commercial CT scanner entered the market 
[1-2]. Its history can be even dated back to Kaczmarz [3].  ART 
possesses a solid foundation of mathematical interpretation, 
namely, it is a procedure of projection on convex sets to solve a 
set of large scale linear system equations [4-5].  Unlike the 
conventional expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [6] 
which is popular in emission tomographic imaging regime, ART 
does not necessarily require the positivity constraint on the 
object function, which provides more flexibility for ART to be 
applied in other imaging regimes [7].   It has been demonstrated 
that ART together with particular regularization term, such as 
total variation, can yield very accurate results in some 
incomplete data imaging scenario [5]. A disadvantage of the 
ART is that it is hard to be parallelized due to its ray by ray 
updating scheme although some effort had been devoted to 
parallelizing it [8]. The desire of being easily paralleled is due to 
the fact that in general iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms 
such as ART demands much more computational power than the 
analytic reconstruction methods such as the filtered 
backprojection (FBP) algorithm. Parallel computation is one 
way to speed up IR to make it commercially practical.  
Simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) is 
an interesting implementation of ART [9]. SART takes many 
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interesting features of the ART, such as no requirement of 
positivity constraint of the object function. The most attractive 
feature of SART is that it can be very easily parallelized. Due to 
the evolution of hardware development, such as the availability 
of graphics processing units (GPU), the easy parallelizability of 
SART had become a more important feature. However, the 
mathematical interpretation of SART was not provided in its 
original work [9]. Wang and Jiang provided a heuristic 
derivation of SART [10] and a preconditioned gradient descent 
interpretation of SART in [11]. The convergence properties of 
SART had been studied in their subsequent papers [11-12]. 
Gregor and Benson revisited SART and provided an interesting 
mathematical interpretation of the algorithm under the 
framework of a solution to the weighted least square 
minimization problem [13].    
It is generally believed that statistical information should be 
built into IR which accounts for the real physical imaging 
condition to yield images of better quality [14]. In their original 
format, neither ART nor SART took the statistical information 
into account. Weighted version of these algorithms can be 
viewed as variants of the original ART and SART. To 
accommodate the statistical information, Kohler [15] et. al. 
modified the standard ART reconstruction formula with 
application to PET imaging, where a weight function estimated 
by means of Gaussian error propagation was introduced. To 
build the statistical information into the conventional SART, the 
weighted version of SART had been proposed in Ref. [16]. 
However, the mathematical interpretation of weighted SART 
was not provided. The motivation of the weighted SART is that 
when weights are constant, the algorithm should reduce to its 
original form of SART [16].  In this work, we will follow the 
ideas of Gregor and Benson [13] to provide a mathematical 
interpretation of the weighted SART. We will also provide 
another interpretation of weighted SART under the framework 
of gradient descent minimization strategy.  Another interesting 
iterative reconstruction scheme which accounted for statistical 
information was proposed by Elbakri and Fessler [17]. The 
interesting part in their algorithm is that they started out from 
Poisson statistical model in x-ray CT and ended up with a 
weighted least square minimization problem. With some 
surrogate seeking, the final reconstruction formula closely 
resembles the conventional SART algorithm with weighting 
scheme.  Due to this similarity, we are going to propose an 
alternative derivation without using surrogate and an alternative 
Unified Interpretations of Variants of 
Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction 
Technique (SART) 
Daxin Shi 
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interpretation of this approach.  
II. REVIEW: INTERPRETATIONS OF SART  
A. Interpretations of SART Algorithm 
In this section, we review the mathematical interpretation of 
the conventional SART proposed in [13]. Consider the 
following unconstrained minimization problem, 
   pAxWpAxxfx FPJT
x
  
2
1)( minarg ,    (1) 
where we have modelled the x-ray CT projection as a linear 
system of equations 
                                pAx  .                                            (2) 
The matrix A is referred to as the system matrix, the vector x is 
the image volume to be reconstructed and the vector p represents 
the measured projection data.  Let ai,j denote the (i, j) entry of the 
matrix A, xj be the jth element of the image volume and pi be the 
ith datum read from a detector bin. Once the forward projection 
model is selected, elements of the matrix A are also defined. One 
of the simplest ways to determine the matrix A is to employ 
Siddon’s forward projection model [18]. The matrix WFPJ is a 
diagonal matrix which serves as a weighting scheme. The 
diagonal elements of WFPJ is defined as 
                                   ¦ 
j
ji
iiFPJ a
W
,
,
1 .                               (3) 
One can see the weighting matrix is related to the forward 
projection model and hence we call it forward projection model 
weighting (FPJ-weighting) matrix. The necessary optimality 
condition to Eqn. (1) is that the gradient of the objective function 
must vanish, resulting to solve the following equation, 
                             pWAAxWA FPJ
T
FPJ
T  .                    (4) 
To solve Eqn. (4), a preconditioning diagonal matrix C is 
multiplied on both sides of Eqn. (4) 
                           pWCAAxWCA FPJ
T
FPJ
T  ,                 (5) 
where the diagonal elements of C are defined as 
                                  ¦ 
i
ji
jj a
C
,
,
1
.                               (6) 
Eqn. (5) suggests an iterative reconstruction algorithm 
         pWCAxAWCAIx FPJ
Tk
FPJ
Tk   )()1( )( ,             (7) 
where the matrix I is the identity matrix. We recognize that Eqn. 
(7) is exactly SART which takes the following component-wise 
form 
              ¦
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¸¸
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
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jjii
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k
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k
j xx
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,
)()1( .                  (8) 
    Another interesting interpretation of SART was proposed in 
[11-12] within the framework of gradient descent algorithm. The 
matrix C preconditioned gradient of the cost function in Eqn. (1) 
is  
           pWCAAxWCAxfC FPJ
T
FPJ
T   )( .                 (9) 
The usual gradient descent algorithm takes the following form 
  )( )()()()1( pWCAAxWCAxx FPJ
Tk
FPJ
Tkkk   O , (10) 
where the quantity )(kO is the step size of the kth iteration.  
B. A variant of the conventional SART 
One can have a variant of the conventional SART by 
redefining the weighting matrix WFPJ and the preconditioning 
matrix C.  Let the weighting matrix WFPJ be the identity matrix I 
and redefine the diagonal matrix C as follows 
                           ¦ ¦ 
i k
kiji
jj aa
C
)(
1
,,
,
.                        (11) 
By these definitions, the component-wise formula of Eqn. (7) is 
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A similar preconditioned gradient descent interpretation of Eqn. 
(12) can be readily proposed using the same arguments as above.  
     It turns out the discussion of convergence property by using 
the interpretation in Eqn. (7) is simpler [13]. The sufficient 
condition for convergence is that the spectral radius of the 
matrix AWCAI FPJ
T   should be less than 1. The same argument 
applies to the variant in Eqn. (12). It should be noted that Eqn. 
(12) was proposed in [17] when the regularization term and the 
counts weighting scheme are neglected.   
III. INTERPRETATION OF WEIGHTED VERSION OF SART 
 
 To accommodate statistical information, the weighted SART 
algorithm had been proposed as follows [16]         
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where wi is the weight for each measured projection datum. In 
this sense, the weighted SART is also a variant of SART which 
accounts for weighting scheme. If we follow the interpretation of 
the conventional SART, the weighted SART can be very easily 
interpreted as minimizing the following objective function 
        pAxWpAxxfx T
x
  
2
1)( minarg          (14) 
where the diagonal weighting matrix W is defined as 
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j
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In other words, the weighting scheme is a product of the 
statistical information and FPJ-weighting. Correspondingly the 
preconditioning matrix C should be redefined as 
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By these definitions, the component-wise reconstruction 
formula in Eqn. (7), with the replacement of matrix WFPJ by 
matrix W, is  
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The preconditioned gradient descent interpretation of weighted 
SART takes the component-wise form in Eqn. (13). As in the 
discussion of the convergence property of the conventional 
SART, the sufficient condition for convergence of weighted 
SART is the requirement that the spectral radius of the matrix 
WACAI T be less than 1.  
     It has been demonstrated that the weighting scheme does not 
have to be limited to statistical weighting scheme. One can 
design the weighting scheme such as the smooth window 
weighting scheme in helical cone beam imaging case to mitigate 
artefacts or to improve image quality due to axial truncation in 
circular cone imaging case [19]. We call this smooth window 
type weighting scheme as analytical weighting scheme to 
distinguish it from the statistical information and the forward 
projection model related weighting scheme.  To simplify the 
notation, we incorporate this analytical weighting scheme into 
wi, while keeping in mind that wi can either be statistical 
weighting or analytical weighting or a multiplication of both. 
Because our definition of wi is extended to including designed 
weights, it can be easily seen that Eqn. (17) reduces to the 
conventional SART when weights are constant for all projection 
data. 
    If we adopt the following definitions of the diagonal 
weighting matrix W and the preconditioning matrix C,  
                                         iii wW  ,                                   (18) 
and 
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the component-wise reconstruction formula by Eqn. (7) is 
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One recognize that Eqn. (20) is the formula in [17] without the 
regularization term. It should be noted that in this alternative 
derivation, we do not have to seek any surrogate as was 
originally proposed in [17]. Another point we want to make is 
that Eqn. (20) in general cannot reduce to Eqn. (12) if we insist 
that the weighting scheme be the statistical information, because 
statistical information in general are not uniform.  The 
preconditioned gradient descent interpretation of Eqn. (20) can 
be easily obtained by simply adding a relaxation parameter in 
front of the image updating term. We emphasize that the 
weighting scheme wi in Eqn. (20) can also be designed to 
improve image quality in particular imaging problems.   
IV. SUMMARY 
In this paper, we interpreted two variants of the conventional 
SART, namely, weighted versions of the SART, following the 
interpretation of the conventional SART [11-13]. As a 
by-product, we proposed an alternative derivation of the WLS 
variant of SART without seeking any surrogate and provided a 
unified interpretation of it. The analysis in this paper provided 
some theoretic foundation to our proposed weighted SART in 
our previous work [16]. 
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Abstract—A possible quantitative relation between the image
sparsity and the number of CT projections views sufﬁcient
for accurate reconstruction through 1-norm minimization is
investigated empirically. In the setting of full and limited angular
range fan-beam and circular cone-beam CT the average number
of sufﬁcient views is determined as function of phantom image
sparsity over ensembles of randomly generated phantom images.
For two phantom classes with different degrees of structure we
ﬁnd a quantitative relation as well as a sharp transition from
inaccurate to accurate solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, sparsity-exploiting image recon-
struction methods for low-dose computed tomography (CT)
have gained interest motivated by the ﬁeld of compressed
sensing (CS) [1], [2]. Numerous studies have demonstrated the
potential for accurate reconstruction from a reduced number of
measurements both in simulation and on clinical data. As the
initial proof-of-concept has been carried out, the excitement
over potential large data reduction is developing into new
questions on what is missing before these techniques become
standard practice [3].
Many factors affect reconstruction quality of sparsity-
exploiting methods, including the amount and quality of data,
the choice of algorithm and underlying optimization problem
and the accuracy with which it is solved as well as the
complexity of the test phantom – the topic of the present study.
Typically, sparsity-exploiting methods involve many parame-
ters that must be set in just the right way to get a favorable
reconstruction, and the large size of realistic CT problems
make exhaustive parameter space exploration infeasible. As
a result, reconstruction quality of sparsity-exploiting methods
remains less understood than for analytical methods.
Recently, we have been studying the role of phantom image
complexity for reconstruction quality. Speciﬁcally, we have
been quantifying the amount of undersampling to expect of
a CS-based method in CT [4] and assessing the role of
the image sparsity [5], i.e., the number of nonzero pixel
values. Image sparsity is a key concept in CS but has to
our knowledge not been addressed systematically in CT. In
[5], we developed a so-called relative sampling-sparsity (RSS)
diagram for investigating a connection between the image
sparsity and the number of CT projection views required for
accurate reconstruction in the setting of few-view, full angular
range CT. The purpose of the present paper is two-fold: to
extend the approach to study limited angle problems and to
verify the connection between image sparsity and sufﬁcient
sampling predicted by small-scale 2-D fan-beam simulations
on a 3-D circular cone-beam case.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Sparsity-exploiting image reconstruction methods
Sparsity-exploiting methods are motivated by CS-results
demonstrating that an image can be reconstructed accurately
from a reduced number of measurements [2]. The assumption
is that the image is sparse, that is, has a representation with few
nonzero coefﬁcients, for example pixel values. For certain dis-
cretized forward operators such as partial Fourier matrices and
matrices with elements drawn from a Gaussian distribution,
theoretical results state how many measurements are needed
for guaranteed accurate reconstruction of an image of a given
sparsity. For system matrices in CT, however, we are unaware
of such guarantees, but can investigate a possible connection
between sparsity and the number of measurements needed
for accurate reconstruction empirically. The establishment of
such a connection will provide insight into the amount of
undersampling to expect for images of given a given sparsity.
Based on the so-called phase diagram introduced by Donoho
and Tanner [6], we proposed in [5] speciﬁc for X-ray CT
the relative sparsity-sampling (RSS) diagram for studying this
connection empirically. Using the diagram we demonstrated
the existence of a sharp transition from inaccurate to accurate
reconstruction as function of the sparsity and number of
measurements for X-ray CT with a 2-D few-view full-angular
range scanner conﬁguration. In the present work, we study a
limited-angle case using the RSS-diagram.
B. Scanner conﬁguration
We consider a 2-D fan-beam scanner conﬁguration with Nv
projections equi-distributed over 360◦ (full angular-range) or
90◦ (limited angular-range). The image is restricted to a disk-
shaped mask within a Nside×Nside square image, which makes
the number of pixels approximately N = π/4 · N2side. The
source-to-center distance is set to 2Nside and the fan-angle to
28.07◦ for illuminating the disk-shaped image. The detector
consists of Nb = 2Nside bins, which makes the total number
of measurements M = 2NsideNv. The line-intersection method
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is used for computing X-ray path lengths through the image
pixels, each ray yielding an equation of the form
bi =
N∑
j=1
Aijxj , i = 1, . . . ,M, (1)
where Aij is the path length of the ith ray through the jth
pixel and the system matrix A is of size M ×N .
We also consider a 3-D circular cone-beam scanner conﬁg-
uration with circular source trajectory over the same angular
ranges. The object is then restricted to a ball-shaped mask
within a Nside ×Nside ×Nside cube image and each projection
has size 2Nside × 2Nside detector bins.
C. Phantom classes
We use the class of phantoms introduced in [5] called the
p-power class. The class is originally described in [7] as a
background breast tissue model, here followed by threshold-
ing to create zero-valued pixels for obtaining sparse images
suited for the experimental design of the present study. The
parameter p governs the amount of structure. We can generate
random instances of a desired target sparsity from the p-power
phantom class and refer to a set of such instances as an
ensemble. In the present study we consider p = 0 and p = 2;
examples of phantom instances are seen in Fig. 1. The reason
for using different phantom classes is to see if sparsity alone
can explain the sampling needed for accurate reconstruction
or other factors, here structure, play a role as well.
Fig. 1. p-power phantom instances. Top, bottom: Structure parameter p =
0, 2. Left to right: relative sparsity κ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. Gray scale: [0,1].
D. Reconstruction problems and algorithms
For reconstruction, we consider the optimization problem
L1 : xL1 = argmin ‖x‖1 (2)
s.t. Ax = b. (3)
We wish to solve the optimization problem very accurately
to avoid false conclusions based on inaccurate solutions.
For this purpose, we employ the general-purpose commercial
optimization software MOSEK [8], which uses a state-of-the-
art primal-dual interior-point method. L1 can be recast as a
linear program (LP), a standard optimization problem to which
MOSEK produces a certiﬁed primal-dual solution.
For faster solution of the large-scale 3-D problem, we solve
instead the problem
Lδ1 : xLδ1 = argmin ‖x‖1 (4)
s.t. ‖Ax− b‖22 ≤ δ2 (5)
where the scalar parameter δ acts as a regularization parameter
governing the size of the allowed data misﬁt. For small values
of δ and consistent data, the Lδ1 solution closely approximates
the L1 solution. We use the Chambolle-Pock algorithm 1
described in [9] with δ = 10−5.
E. Simulation set-up
We create a phantom instance xorig with Nside = 64 from
one of the p-power classes and compute the ideal data b =
Axorig using different numbers of views, Nv = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 32.
We reconstruct by solving L1 to obtain xL1 . Reconstruction
error is measured as the relative 2-norm error to the original,
‖xL1−xorig‖2/‖xorig‖2. We accept xL1 as perfectly recovering
xorig if the error is below a threshold of  = 10−4.
With the chosen scanner conﬁguration, we ﬁnd for both
360◦ and 90◦ data that at N sufv = 26 or more views the
system matrix has full column rank, causing xorig to be the
unique solution to Ax = b. At fewer views, the linear system
is underdetermined, with inﬁnitely many solutions and 1-
norm minimization is used for selecting a sparse solution.
Using N sufv as a reference point of having sufﬁcient—or full—
sampling, we call μ = Nv/N sufv the relative sampling.
III. RESULTS
A. 2-D fan-beam simulation results: Single phantom instances
First, we wish to demonstrate that L1 can perfectly recover
the original image from 90◦ data, very similar to what we
observed in [5] for 360◦ data. Fig. 2 shows reconstructions
for both 360◦ and 90◦ data for Nv = 6, 8, 10, 12 of a 0-
power phantom instance (no structure) and relative sparsity
κ = 0.2. Also shown are difference images with the original
to better visualize the transition to recovery. In both cases, we
see that at Nv = 12 the reconstruction is numerically exact,
as the difference images consist only of zeros. Interestingly,
L1 reconstruction of a 0-power instance does not appear to
be more difﬁcult with the limited angular range of 90◦.
We repeat the same experiment with a 2-power phantom
instance of more structure and show results in Fig. 3. In
this case, Nv = 10 sufﬁces for accurate reconstruction from
the 360◦ data, while Nv = 12 is needed for the 90◦ data.
Apparently, from 360◦ data the structured phantom is easier
to reconstruct than the unstructured, while from 90◦ data no
difference due to structure is seen.
We repeat the experiment for relative sparsity of the 0-
power phantom instance increased from κ = 0.2 to 0.4, 0.6
and 0.8. In Fig. 4, reconstruction errors from 360◦ data are
plotted against numbers of views for the four κ-values. The
jump to an accurate solution at Nv = 12 for κ = 0.2 from
Fig. 2 is recognized. Similar jumps at Nv = 16, 20, 24 occur
for κ = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and we conclude that the number of
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Fig. 2. Left to right: Reconstructions from Nv = 6, 8, 10, 12 views of
a 0-power phantom instance of relative sparsity κ = 0.2. 1st/3rd row:
360◦/90◦ data reconstructions. Gray scale: [0, 1]. 2nd/4th row: 360◦/90◦
data reconstructions minus original image. Gray scale: [−0.1, 0.1].
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for 2-power instance of relative sparsity κ = 0.2.
views needed for accurate L1-reconstruction appears to grow
in a simple way with the relative sparsity κ. Put in another
way, we see that images with fewer nonzero pixels admit a
larger undersampling relative to the full-sampling reference
point of N sufv = 26, as marked by the vertical line in Fig. 4.
B. RSS-diagrams: Multiple phantom instances
A natural question at this point is whether these observations
are general or depend on the particular phantom instances
used in Figs. 2 and 3. To answer the question, we repeat
the experiment for 100 different phantom instances at each
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction errors ‖xL1 − xorig‖2/‖xorig‖2 as function of
numbers of views Nv for relative sparsity values κ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. In
all cases, a steep jump from inaccurate to accurate solution is seen and the
Nv at which the jump occurs increases with relative sparsity. The vertical line
marks the lowest Nv at which the system matrix has full rank.
of the relative sparsity values κ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. At each
Nv = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 32 we record the percentage of phantom
instances that are reconstructed to within a reconstruction error
of  = 10−4. The resulting percentages for the 0-power
and 2-power phantom classes and 360◦ and 90◦ data are
shown in what we call RSS-diagrams in Fig. 5. Each rectangle
represents the percentage of phantoms recovered, ranging from
0% (black) to 100% (white) and shown as function of relative
sparsity κ and relative sampling μ. For example, the black
bottom left rectangle corresponds to κ = 0.2 and 2 views, i.e.,
μ = 2/26 ≈ 0.08. In all four cases we recognize the simple
connection between relative sparsity and relative sampling
sufﬁcient for accurate reconstruction. For the 0-power class
we observe a very sharp transition from inaccurate to accurate
reconstruction in the sense that almost no difference in the
relative sampling needed for accurate reconstruction exists
among the 100 phantom instances. Furthermore, the RSS-
diagrams for 360◦ and 90◦ data are identical, which supports
our earlier conclusion that L1-reconstruction of the 0-power
phantom class is unaffected by the limited angular range.
For the 2-power class, the transition from inaccurate to
accurate reconstruction is slightly more gradual and for the
360◦ data occurs about one rectangle (2 views) lower than
for the 0-power class as well as for the 2-power class with
90◦ data. We conclude that for the more structured phantom
class 2-power, the limited angular range does make accurate
reconstruction with L1 more difﬁcult.
C. 3-D circular cone-beam simulation results
A practical use of the observed connection between relative
sparsity and the relative sampling required for accurate recon-
struction is to predict how many views will be needed in other
and more difﬁcult-to-simulate scenarios. In [5] we showed that
the RSS-diagrams are essentially independent of the image
size Nside, so that we can predict sufﬁcient numbers of views
at larger pixel arrays based on RSS-diagrams from smaller
pixel arrays such as 64×64. Here, we consider predicting the
sufﬁcient number of views on a different but related scanner
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Fig. 5. RSS diagrams: Percentage of accurately reconstructed phantom images as function of relative sparsity and relative sampling. Black=0%, white=100%.
Left to right: 0-power class with 360◦ data, 0-power class with 90◦ data, 2-power class with 360◦ data, 2-power class with 90◦ data.
conﬁguration, namely 3-D circular cone-beam. We use a 3-D
phantom instance of the 2-power class and size Nside = 32
with relative sparsity κ = 0.2. Using the Nside-independence of
the RSS-diagram we expect at the ﬁfth rectangle from below
in the κ = 0.2 column, which for Nside = 32 corresponds
to Nv = 5, to see a difference between 360◦ and 90◦ data.
Selected slices of the 3-D Lδ1-reconstructions are shown in
Fig. 6 and show excellent agreement with the expectation, as
the 360◦ reconstruction is accurate while the 90◦ one is not.
Interestingly, the central slice, which corresponds precisely
to the previous 2-D CT conﬁguration, appears to contradict
our expectation as accurate reconstruction is observed in both
cases. We explain this by the large degree of sparsity in this
plane of the particular phantom instance, because other planes
in the 90◦ reconstruction show prominent errors.
Fig. 6. Top row, left: Central slice (17 of 32 slices, parallel to the plane of the
source trajectory) of the 32×32×32 phantom instance from the 2-power class
of relative sparsity κ = 0.2. Middle: same slice of 3-D reconstruction from
360◦ data. Right: same slice of 3-D reconstruction from 90◦ data. Bottom
row: Same for off-central slice (8 of 32). Gray scale: [0, 1].
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The results presented here demonstrate empirically a rela-
tion between sparsity of the image to be reconstructed and
the average number of fan-beam views required for accurate
reconstruction with L1, both on full angular range and 90◦
limited angular data. Structured phantoms were found to
be accurately reconstructed from slightly fewer views than
unstructured phantoms of same sparsity, indicating that im-
age sparsity can only explain some of the variation of the
required number of views. The relation found can be used
for understanding what undersampling levels to expect when
reconstructing sparse images. The RSS-diagram can serve as a
tool to investigate such a relation on other sparsity-exploiting
methods, e.g., total variation for image gradient sparsity.
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Abstract—Limitations in X-ray flux lead to noisy CT
images. One can sacrifice a small amount of contrast
and resolution for a large gain in the signal-to-noise
ratio of the CT image using nonlinear regularization
techniques. Nonlinear regularized reconstruction requires
computationally-expensive iterative techniques and thus
efficient algorithms are needed to process the data.
In this paper we use analytic X-ray CT image recon-
struction techniques (e.g. filtered backprojection) to de-
sign preconditioners that improve the rate of convergence
of the gradient descent algorithm. We show that our
algorithms converge faster than gradient descent with a
2D ramp filter preconditioner using simulated conebeam
helical X-ray CT data.
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VRPH FDVHV WKH ;UD\ ÀX[ LV OLPLWHG 7KLV PD\ EH GXH
WR GRVH OLPLWDWLRQV WR WKH REMHFW EHLQJ VFDQQHG VFDQ
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/RZ ;UD\ ÀX[HV OHDG WR QRLV\ )%3 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV
7KURXJK UHJXODUL]HG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZH PD\ UHGXFH
WKH DPRXQW RI QRLVH LQ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH E\
VDFUL¿FLQJ VRPH FRQWUDVW DQG UHVROXWLRQ 1RQOLQHDU UHJ
XODUL]DWLRQ WHFKQLTXHV VXFK DV WRWDO YDULDWLRQ SURYLGH
D JHQHURXV WUDGHRII RI LPSURYHG VLJQDOWRQRLVH UDWLR
IRU D PRGHUDWH ORVV RI FRQWUDVW DQG UHVROXWLRQ 8Q
IRUWXQDWHO\ WKHVH WHFKQLTXHV UHTXLUH FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\
H[SHQVLYH LWHUDWLYH WHFKQLTXHV WR VROYH :LWK WKH KHOS
RI DGYDQFHV LQ FRPSXWLQJ DQG QHZ DOJRULWKPV LWHUDWLYH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV EHFRPLQJ WKH DOJRULWKP RI FKRLFH LQ
WKH FDVH RI QRLV\ GDWD ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR LQFRUSRUDWLQJ LP
DJH SULRUV LQWR WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LWHUDWLYH WHFKQLTXHV
DOORZ RQH WR WDNH WKH VWDWLVWLFV RI WKH PHDVXUHPHQWV
LQWR DFFRXQW
2QH FRPPRQ FKRLFH LV UHJXODUL]HG ZHLJKWHG OHDVW
VTXDUHV +HUH RQH DWWHPSWV WR PLQLPL]H WKH IROORZLQJ
FRVW IXQFWLRQ
Φ(f) :=
1
2
(Pf − g)TW (Pf − g) + S(f), 
ZKHUH P LV WKH GLJLWDO ;UD\ WUDQVIRUP IRUZDUG PRGHO
RI ;UD\ &7 f LV D WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO YR[HOL]HG
/DZUHQFH /LYHUPRUH 1DWLRQDO /DERUDWRU\ /LYHUPRUH &$ 
HPDLO FKDPSOH\#OOQOJRY
LPDJH g LV WKH PHDVXUHG GDWDW LV D PDWUL[ RI ZHLJKWV
RIWHQ WKH LQYHUVH FRYDULDQFH PDWUL[ RI g DQG S(·) LV D
SULRU WHUP WKDW HQFRXUDJHV VPRRWKQHVV RI WKH VROXWLRQ
HJ Lp QRUP RI WKH PDJQLWXGH RI WKH JUDGLHQW
0DQ\ LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKPV GHVLJQHG WR PLQLPL]H FRQ
YH[ FRVW IXQFWLRQV WDNH WKH IRUP
fn+1 = fn − λndn 
ZKHUH λn > 0 LV WKH VWHS VL]H DQG WKH GHVFHQW
GLUHFWLRQ dn VDWLV¿HV dTnΦ′(fn) > 0 7KH VHTXHQFH
{fn} FRQYHUJHV WR WKH PLQLPL]HU RI Φ(f) 2QH VXFK
LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKP LV SUHFRQGLWLRQHG JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW
ZKLFK LV JLYHQ E\
fn+1 = fn − λnQΦ′(fn)
Φ′(f) = PTW (Pf − g) + S′(f),
ZKHUH Φ′(f) LV WKH -DFRELDQ IXQFWLRQDO GHULYDWLYH
RI Φ(f) DQG Q LV SRVLWLYH GH¿QLWH 7KLV SDSHU LV
FRQFHUQHG ZLWK GHYHORSLQJ D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU Q WR
LPSURYH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH VSHHG RI WKH DERYH LWHUDWLRQ
,, 35(&21',7,21(5 '(6,*1
3UHFRQGLWLRQHUV VSHHG XS WKH FRQYHUJHQFH UDWH E\
GHFUHDVLQJ WKH FRQGLWLRQ QXPEHU RI WKH +HVVLDQ RI WKH
FRVW IXQFWLRQ LH
FRQG (QΦ′′(f)) < FRQG (Φ′′(f)) .
,Q RXU FDVH Φ′′(f) = PTWP + S′′(f) &HUWDLQO\
Q = [Φ′′(f)]−1 LV DQ H[FHOOHQW FKRLFH IRU D SUHFRQ
GLWLRQHU DQG OHDGV WR WKH 1HZWRQ5DSKVRQ PHWKRG
EXW ¿QGLQJ WKLV LQYHUVH LV RIWHQ PRUH GLI¿FXOW WKDQ
VROYLQJ WKH DFWXDO SUREOHP 7KXV ZH DWWHPSW WR ¿QG
DQ DSSUR[LPDWH OHIW LQYHUVH RI Φ′′(f)
:H GHYHORS RXU DOJRULWKP LQ FRQWLQXRXV VSDFH 7KXV
ZH GH¿QH P DQG S(·) DV WKH FRQWLQXRXV DQDORJV RI
P DQG S(·) UHVSHFWLYHO\ :H PDNH QR QRWDWLRQDO GLV
WLQFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH FRQWLQXRXV DQG GLVFUHWH YHUVLRQV
RI f DQG g /HW A EH D OHIW LQYHUVH RI P  LH
AP = I ZKHUH I LV WKH LGHQWLW\ WUDQVIRUP ,Q WKLV
SDSHU ZH PRVWO\ XVH A DV )%3 RU PRUH DFFXUDWHO\
VSHDNLQJ WKH GLVFUHWL]DWLRQ RI A LV )%3 EXW LW FDQ DOVR
EH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ ¿OWUDWLRQ .DWVHYLFK DOJRULWKP >@
7X\¶V DOJRULWKP >@ )LQFK¶V DOJRULWKP >@ RU DQ\ RWKHU
DQDO\WLF LQYHUVH RI WKH FRQWLQXRXV ;UD\ WUDQVIRUP
$ OHIW LQYHUVH GRHV QRW H[LVW IRU WKH GLVFUHWH ;UD\
WUDQVIRUP
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1RWH WKDW
Φ′′(f) = P∗WP + S′′(f).
:H PDNH WKH FRDUVH DSSUR[LPDWLRQ Φ′′(f) ≈ P∗P 
6LQFH A LV D OHIWLQYHUVH RI P  PA LV DQ RUWKRJRQDO
SURMHFWLRQ DQG WKXV
AA∗Φ′′(f) ≈ AA∗P∗P = A(PA)∗P
= APAP = I.
7KHUHIRUH AA∗ LV DQ DSSUR[LPDWH OHIW LQYHUVH RI WKH
+HVVLDQ RI WKH FRVW IXQFWLRQ DQG LV D VWURQJ FDQGLGDWH
IRU D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU :H KDYH DOVR VKRZQ WKDW ZKHQ
A LV RI ¿OWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ W\SH RQH FDQ GHULYH D
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ ¿OWUDWLRQ DOJRULWKP E\ (AA∗)P∗ 1RZ
WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHG JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW VWHS GLUHFWLRQ LV
JLYHQ E\
AA∗Φ′(f) = AA∗ [P∗W(Pf − g) + S′(f)]
= AW(Pf − g) +AA∗S′(f),
VLQFH
AA∗P∗ = A(PA)∗ = APA = A.
2QH FDQ ¿QG ĥ(x, ξ) VXFK WKDW
AA∗f(x) =
∫
R3
f̂(ξ)ĥ(x, ξ)e2πi<x,ξ> dξ,
ZKHUH x ∈ R3 LV WKH VSDWLDO FRRUGLQDWH RI WKH LPDJH DQG
ξ ∈ R3 LV WKH UHVSHFWLYH IUHTXHQF\ LQ )RXULHU VSDFH
,Q WKH FDVH RI D[LDO RU KHOLFDO DFTXLVLWLRQV RQH FDQQRW
XVH ))7 RSHUDWLRQV WR FRPSXWH WKH DERYH LQWHJUDO DQG
WKXV LWV FRPSXWDWLRQDO FRPSOH[LW\ LV O(N6) ,Q WKH
WZRGLPHQVLRQDO FDVH
ĥ(x, ξ) ∝
√
ξ21 + ξ
2
2 .
,Q WKH WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO FDVH WKLV LV D IDLUO\DFFXUDWH
DSSUR[LPDWH UHODWLRQ
,,, '(9(/230(17 2) $/*25,7+06
:H LQYHVWLJDWH WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI WZR DOJRULWKPV
PRWLYDWHG E\ WKH DQDO\VLV LQ WKH SUHYLRXV VHFWLRQ 7KH
DOJRULWKPV DUH JLYHQ E\ HTXDWLRQ  ZKHUH
dn := AA∗ [P∗W(Pfn − g) + S′(fn)] , 
dn := AW(Pfn − g) +
1
2πNconj
RS′(fn), 
DQG R LV WKH ' UDPS ¿OWHU ZKLFK LQ DUELWUDU\ GLPHQ
VLRQ LV JLYHQ E\
Rh(x) :=
∫
Rn
‖2πξ‖ĥ(ξ)e2πi<x,ξ> dξ
7KH WHUP Nconj ∈ Z LV HTXDO WR WKH PHDQ QXPEHU RI
FRQMXJDWH UD\V )RU D[LDO GDWD LW LV HTXDO WR RQH VKRUW
VFDQ RU WZR IXOO VFDQ DQG IRU KHOLFDO GDWD LV HTXDO WR
2/Δ̂ ZKHUH Δ̂ LV WKH QRUPDOL]HG KHOLFDO SLWFK :H
ZLOO UHIHU WR WKHVH LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKPV DV 6WDWLVWLFDO
$QDO\WLF 5HJXODUL]HG 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ  DQG  6$55
DQG 6$55 UHVSHFWLYHO\ )RU HLWKHU DOJRULWKP λn LV
JLYHQ E\
λn =
< Pdn,W(Pfn − g) > + < dn,S′(fn) >
< Pdn,WPdn > + < dn,S′′(fn)dn >
, 
DQG LV FKRVHQ WR DSSUR[LPDWHO\ PLQLPL]H Φ(fn −
λndn)
*UDGLHQW GHVFHQW RQO\ UHTXLUHV RQH IRUZDUG P DQG
RQH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ P∗ SHU LWHUDWLRQ EXW 6$55
UHTXLUHV WZR RI HDFK A UHTXLUHV EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DQG
A∗ UHTXLUHV IRUZDUG SURMHFWLRQ 6LQFH AA∗ LV PHUHO\
D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU RQH GRHV QRW QHHG WR LPSOHPHQW D
KLJKO\ DFFXUDWH IRUZDUG EDFN SURMHFWRU SDLU LQ WKH
FRPSXWDWLRQ RI AA∗ 7KXV RQH FDQ PLWLJDWH WKH FRP
SXWDWLRQDO EXUGHQ RI WKHVH H[WUD VWHSV E\ XVLQJ D FRDUVH
IRUZDUG EDFN SURMHFWRU SDLU LQ WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ RI
AA∗
5HJXODUL]HG LWHUDWLYH ¿OWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ >@ LV
JLYHQ E\
fn+1 = fn − λ [AW(Pfn − g) + S′(fn)] , 
ZKHUH λ > 0 LV D FRQVWDQW VWHSVL]H WKDW LV GHWHUPLQHG
KHXULVWLFDOO\ 7KLV LWHUDWLRQ GRHV QRW FRQYHUJH WR D
PLQLPL]HU RI Φ(f) DQG WKH PHWKRG WR LQFRUSRUDWH WKH
UHJXODUL]DWLRQ LV DOVR GRQH E\ KHXULVWLF PHDQV 7KH
6$55 DOJRULWKP LV YHU\ VLPLODU WR WKH UHJXODUL]HG
LWHUDWLYH ¿OWHU EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DOJRULWKP EXW 6$55
 LV GHVLJQ WR DSSUR[LPDWHO\ PLQLPL]H Φ(f) DQG
WKH GHVFHQW GLUHFWLRQ LV DSSUR[LPDWHO\ HTXDO WR WKH
1HZWRQ5KDSVRQ GHVFHQW GLUHFWLRQ 1RWH WKDW VLQFH
1
2πNconj
R ≈ AA∗ 6$55 ZLOO QRW FRQYHUJH WR WKH
PLQLPL]HU RI Φ(f) :H DUJXH WKDW WKH DSSUR[LPDWLRQV
PDGH GR QRW VWURQJO\ HIIHFW WKH VROXWLRQ DQG WKXV LW
PDNHV VHQVH WR FKRRVH WKH VWHS VL]H VHTXHQFH λn E\
PLQLPL]DWLRQ RI Φ(fn−λndn) 7KLV VHTXHQFH LV JLYHQ
E\ HTXDWLRQ  ZKHUH dn LV JLYHQ LQ HTXDWLRQ 
+HUH λn PD\ EH QHJDWLYH &OHDUO\ Φ(fn+1) ≤ Φ(fn)
EXW LQ PRVW FDVHV WKLV DOJRULWKP ZLOO QRW FRQYHUJH WR
WKH XQLTXH PLQLPL]HU RI Φ(·)
7KH ' UDPS ¿OWHU KDV EHHQ VWXGLHG DV D SUHFRQGL
WLRQHU LQ PDQ\ SXEOLFDWLRQV >@ >@ LQFOXGLQJ DWWHPSWV
DW DSSUR[LPDWLQJ (PTP)−1 DV D QRQVWDWLRQDU\ '
UDPS ¿OWHU >@ EXW WKH DXWKRUV GR QRW NQRZ RI DQ\
SXEOLVKHG ZRUN WKDW XVHV AA∗ DV D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU
7KH FORVHVW DOJRULWKP WR 6$55 LV WKH UHJXODUL]HG
LWHUDWLYH ¿OWHUHG EDFN SURMHFWLRQ 5,)%3 DOJRULWKP
7KH FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH QRQFRQVWDQW VWHS VHTXHQFH DQG
WKH WUHDWPHQW RI WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ WHUP LQ 6$55
GLIIHUV IURP 5,)%3 DQG LV XQLTXH
:H OHW
S(f) := β
∫
Rn
∫
Sn−1
hδ,p(DΘf(x)) dΘ dx 
hδ,p(t) :=
{
|t|p +
(
p
2 − 1
)
δp, |t| > δ,
p
2δ
p−2t2, |t| ≤ δ,

ZKHUH DΘ LV WKH GHULYDWLYH LQ WKH Θ GLUHFWLRQ p ≥ 1
DQG β ≥ 0 FRQWUROV WKH VWUHQJWK RI WKH LPDJH SULRU WHUP
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7KH UHTXLUHPHQW p ≥ 1 LV WR HQVXUH WKDW S LV FRQYH[
1RWH WKDW p = 1 OHDGV WR WRWDO YDULDWLRQ UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
DQG p = 2 OHDGV WR 7LNKRQRY UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
6ROYLQJ IRU WKH VWHS VL]HV λn UHTXLUHV FRPSXWDWLRQ
RI S′′(f) ,Q SUDFWLFH ZH XVH D TXDGUDWLF VXUURJDWH >@
,9 180(5,&$/ (;3(5,0(176
+HOLFDO FRQHEHDP GDWD LV SDUDPHWHUL]HG E\
Pf(α, β, v)
:=
∫
R
f
⎛
⎝
⎡
⎣R cosβR sinβ
Δβ
⎤
⎦+ t√
1 + v2
⎡
⎣− cos(α + β)− sin(α + β)
v
⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ dt.
:KHQ UHELQQHG LQWR FRQHSDUDOOHO FRRUGLQDWHV LW LV
JLYHQ E\
g(s, ϕ, v) := Pf(s, ϕ, v)
=
∫
R
f (y(s, ϕ) + tΘ(ϕ, v)) dt
ZKHUH
θ(ϕ) := (cosϕ, sinϕ, 0)T
θ⊥(ϕ) := (− sinϕ, cosϕ, 0)T
p(s, ϕ) := Δ
(
ϕ− sin−1
( s
R
))
y(s, ϕ) :=
√
R2 − s2θ(ϕ)− sθ⊥(ϕ) + p(s, ϕ)̂z
Θ(ϕ, v) :=
1
√
1 + v2
[−θ(ϕ) + vẑ]
IRU s ∈ [s0, send] ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, ϕend] DQG |v| ≤ vmax
7$%/( ,
6,08/$7,21 $1' 5(&216758&7,21 6(77,1*6
6RXUFH WR ,VRFHQWHU 'LVWDQFH  PP
6RXUFH WR 'HWHFWRU 'LVWDQFH  PP
1XPEHU RI 'HWHFWRU &ROXPQV 
1XPEHU RI 'HWHFWRU 5RZV 
1XPEHU RI 9LHZV SHU 5RWDWLRQ 
'HWHFWRU (OHPHQW 6L]H 2.09× 2.09 PP2
7DEOH )HHG  PP
5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ 5DGLXV 160 PP
5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ +HLJKW 64 PP
&RQH $QJOH ±3◦
1XPEHU RI 9R[HOV 320 × 320 × 64
p 
δ  +8
 
)RU WKH VDNH RI RXU FRPSDULVRQ ZH XVH WKH ZHLJKWHG
¿OWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DOJRULWKP :)%3 >@ ,Q FRQ
WLQXRXV VSDFH WKH DOJRULWKP LV JLYHQ E\
Ag(x) :=
1
2π
P∗wRCg(x),
Cg(s, ϕ, v) :=
1
√
1 + v2
g(s, ϕ, v)
P∗wg(x) :=
∫
M(x)
g(−x · θ⊥, ϕ, v(x, ϕ))w(x, ϕ)
×
1 + v2(x, ϕ)√
R2 − (x · θ⊥)2 − x · θ
dϕ
Pwf(s, ϕ, x) = P{f(x)w(x, ϕ)}(s, ϕ, v)
ZKHUH R LV WKH ' UDPS ¿OWHU DSSOLHG LQ WKH s
FRRUGLQDWH DQG
v(x, ϕ) :=
x3 −Δ
(
ϕ + sin−1
(
x·θ⊥
R
))
√
R2 − (x · θ⊥)2 − x · θ
w(x, ϕ) :=
√
R2 − (x · θ⊥)2 − x · θ
1 + v2(x, ϕ)
×
b
(
v(ϕ,x)
vmax
)
∑
k b
(
v(ϕ+kπ,x)
vmax
)
b(t) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, |t| ≤ 	,
cos2
(
π
2
|t|−
1−
)
, 	 < |t| ≤ 1,
0, |t| > 1,
M(x) := {ϕ ∈ [ϕ0, ϕend] : |v(ϕ, x)| ≤ vmax}.
7KH RULJLQDO :)%3 SDSHU >@ GRHV QRW LQFOXGH WKH
C WHUP EXW ZH DUJXH WKDW LWV LQFOXVLRQ LPSURYHV WKH
DFFXUDF\ RI WKH DOJRULWKP 1RWH WKDW WKH WHUP
1 + v2(x, ϕ)√
R2 − (x · θ⊥)2 − x · θ
LQ WKH GH¿QLWLRQ RI P∗w UHVXOWV IURP WKH GLYHUJHQW FRQH
SDUDOOHO FRRUGLQDWH V\VWHP 7KLV WHUP LV DXWRPDWLFDOO\
LQFOXGHG LQ UD\GULYHQ GLVWDQFHGULYHQ >@ DQG VHS
DUDEOH IRRWSULQW >@ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV EXW
QRW LQ YR[HOGULYHQ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ :H UHGXFH VRPH
RI WKH FRPSXWDWLRQDO EXUGHQ FRPELQLQJ WKH ¿OWHULQJ
RSHUDWLRQV RI A DQG A∗
AA∗ =
1
(2π)2
P∗wRCCRPw = −
1
(2π)2
P∗wD
2C2Pw,
ZKHUH D2 = ∂
2
∂s2

:H LPSOHPHQW WKH IRUZDUG EDFN SURMHFWLRQ SDLU
(P, P ∗) E\ WKH 6HSDUDEOH )RRWSULQW PHWKRG >@ :H
XVHG WKH 6KHSS/RJDQ GLJLWDO UDPS ¿OWHU ZKLFK LV JLYHQ
hsl[n] =
1
π
(
1
4 − n
2
) .
7KH GLUHFWLRQDO GHULYDWLYHV LQ S(f) ZHUH FRPSXWHG
XVLQJ IRUZDUG GLIIHUHQFHV RQ WKH  QHDUHVW QHLJKERUV
7KH VWDWLVWLFDO ZHLJKWLQJ PDWUL[ W  ZDV JLYHQ E\
W = GLDJ(e−g) 7KH &7 GDWD ZDV VLPXODWHG XVLQJ
DQDO\WLF UD\WUDFLQJ PHWKRGV DQG 3RLVVRQ QRLVH ZDV
DGGHG WR WKH WUDQVPLVVLRQ GDWD SUHORJ FRUUHFWHG
3DUDPHWHUV IRU WKH VLPXODWLRQ DQG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DUH
OLVWHG LQ WDEOH , 7KH DWWHQXDWLQJ REMHFW LV FRPSRVHG
HOOLSVRLGV RI YDU\LQJ DWWHQXDWLRQ ZLWKLQ D F\OLQGHU RI
ZDWHU DQG LV VKRZQ LQ ¿JXUH  7KH HGJHV RI WKH WZR
ODUJHVW HOOLSVRLGV DUH DSRGL]HG E\ D ZLQGRZ JLYHQ E\√
1− ‖x‖2 WR DYRLG H[FHVVLYH DUWLIDFWV LQ WKH UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ
:H WHVW RXU DOJRULWKPV YHUVXV JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW ZLWK
WKH UDPS ¿OWHU DV D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU $OO LWHUDWLRQV VWDUW
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7$%/( ,,
6,*1$/7212,6( 5$7,2 615 $1' 5(/$7,9( 506(
615 UHODWLYH 506(
:)%3  
3*'  
6$55  
6$55  
ZLWK f0 = Ag :H UDQ ¿YH LWHUDWLRQV RI WKH SUHFRQGL
WLRQHG ' UDPS ¿OWHU JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW 3*' 6$55
 DQG 6$55 DOJRULWKPV
9 5(68/76
7KH FHQWUDO D[LDO VOLFH RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV
ZLWK WKH :)%3 3*' DQG 6$55 DOJRULWKPV DUH
VKRZQ LQ ¿JXUH  7KH VLJQDOWRQRLVH UDWLR DQG UHODWLYH
URRW PHDQ VTXDUH HUURU 506( 506( LV QRUPDOL]HG
E\
√∑
i f
2
true,i ZKHUH ftrue LV WKH WUXH &7 LPDJH RI
HDFK DOJRULWKP LV VKRZQ LQ WDEOH ,, :H GR QRW VKRZ
WKH UHVXOWV IRU 6$55 EHFDXVH WKH\ DUH YHU\ VLPLODU
WR 3*' RQO\ VOLJKWO\ QRLVHU 7KH H[WUD IRUZDUG DQG
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RSHUDWLRQV DFW DV D ORZ SDVV ¿OWHU RQ
WKH VWHS GLUHFWLRQ DQG WKXV DUH XQDEOH WR FRUUHFW KLJK
IUHTXHQF\ DUWLIDFWV DV HI¿FLHQWO\
7UXH 3KDQWRP :)%3
+20
+10
+5
+3
1000 HU
+20
-20
+1000
+1000
3*' 6$55
)LJ  &HQWUDO D[LDO VOLFH RI &7 LPDJHV :LQGRZ OHYHO > @
+8
1RQH RI WKH DOJRULWKPV FRQYHUJHG LQ ¿YH LWHUDWLRQV
9, &21&/86,21 $1' ',6&866,21
:H XVHG DQDO\WLF ;UD\ &7 LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
WHFKQLTXHV HJ ¿OWHUHG EDFN SURMHFWLRQ WR GHYHORS
IDVW LWHUDWLYH WHFKQLTXHV 6$55 DQG 6$55 WR ¿QG
WKH UHJXODUL]HG ZHLJKWHG OHDVW VTXDUHV VROXWLRQ 2XU
H[SHULPHQWV VKRZ WKDW WKH 6$55 DOJRULWKP SURGXFHV
LPDJHV ZLWK VXSHULRU LPDJH TXDOLW\ KLJKHVW 615
ORZHVW 506( DQG OHDVW DUWLIDFWV FRPSDUHG WR :)%3
3*' DQG 6$55 DIWHU ¿YH LWHUDWLRQV
2QH RI WKH GUDZEDFNV RI WKH PHWKRGV SUHVHQWHG LQ
WKLV SDSHU LV WKH HI¿FLHQW FRPSXWDWLRQ RI AA∗ ,Q
6$55 ZH SURSRVHG VSHHGLQJ XS WKLV FRPSXWDWLRQ
E\ XVLQJ D IDVW IRUZDUG  EDFN SURMHFWRU SDLU VXFK DV D
UD\GULYHQ PHWKRG >@ 2WKHU WKDQ H[WUD FRPSXWDWLRQ
WKLV DOVR EOXUUHG WKH VWHS GLUHFWLRQ WRR PXFK &RPSX
WDWLRQ RI AA∗ ZDV FRPSOHWHO\ DYRLGHG LQ WKH 6$55
DOJRULWKP E\ XVLQJ DFFXUDWH VLPSOL¿FDWLRQV 2XU UHVXOWV
VKRZ WKDW WKHVH DSSUR[LPDWLRQV GR QRW VLJQL¿FDQWO\
HIIHFW WKH HQG UHVXOW
9,, $&.12:/('*(0(17
7KLV ZRUN SHUIRUPHG XQGHU WKH DXVSLFHV RI WKH
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Abstract—This work presents a novel Computed Tomography
(CT) reconstruction method for few-view problem based on
fractional calculus. To overcome the disadvantages of total
variation minimization method, we apply fractional-order total
variation in our method instead of traditional total variation and
the numerical scheme for our method is also given. We use the
root mean square error (RMSE) as a referee. The numerical
experiments demonstrate that our method achieves better per-
formance than existing reconstruction methods, including ﬁltered
back projection (FBP), expectation maximization (EM) and total
variation with projection on convex sets (TV-POCS).
I. INTRODUCTION
At present, Computed Tomography (CT) is still widely
used in clinical diagnosis and industrial inspection. It is well
known that X-ray is harmful to human body and it may cause
genetic diseases [1]. Reducing the radiation dose is playing a
more and more important role in our medical imaging topics.
To overcome this problem, there are many different methods
which can be divided into two categories: the ﬁrst one is to
lower the X-ray ﬂux and the second one is to reduce the X-ray
numbers across the human body. The former will lead to noisy
projection data. The later will cause incomplete projection
data in the forms of few-view, limited-angle, interior CT, etc.
Although both categories of methods can reduce the radiation
dose effectively, in this paper, we only focus on few-view
problem to validate the proposed model and it is direct to
extend our method to other topics.
Conventional analytic methods such as ﬁltered back pro-
jection (FBP) require a high sampling rate which can lead
to a satisfactory image quality. Incomplete projection data
will cause bad visual effects. Iterative algorithms are used
to deal with this problem. Over the past decades, much
effort was spent on this problem and lots of methods were
proposed such as algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)
[2], simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART)
[3], expectation maximization (EM) [4], etc. However, when
the projection data are highly undersampling, without extra
prior information, it is very hard to converge to the cor-
rect solution. Compressive sensing (CS) is one of the most
popular methods developed to handle an under-determined
problem [5]. Inspired by these works, Sidky introduced total
variation (TV) minimization to incomplete projection data
reconstruction and obtained very good result [6]. But TV is
based on a famous assumption that the signal is piecewise
smooth. This assumption makes TV algorithm suffer from
over-smoothing which means TV can not perfectly preserve
structure information like edges and shapes. To alleviate this
side-effect of TV, many methods were proposed. To ﬁx the
over-smoothing and staircase effect, You and Kaveh used
Laplacian of image to replace the ﬁrst-order gradient in TV
model [7]. Chan et al, added a nonlinear fourth-order diffusive
term to the Euler-Lagrange equations of the variational TV
model [8]. Lysaker et al, gave two high-order functionals to
measure oscillations in noisy images [9]. All these methods
can relieve the side effects of TV to certain extent, but results
in another problem, such as speckle noise.
Recently, as a new mathematical tool, fractional calculus has
been used in image processing. Zhang and Wei constructed
fractional bounded variation (fBV) space to recover more
texture information from noisy images [10]. Bai and Feng
generalized the anisotropic diffusion model into a fractional-
order version and when the order is 1.8 and 2.2, the peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) reached the maximum [11]. Two
fractional-order image inpainting models which respectively
correspond with image domain and wavelet domain were given
by Zhang et al [12]. Zhang et al, ﬁrst brought fractional
calculus into medical imaging issues. They proposed two
different fractional-order models to suppress metal artifacts
in CT imaging [13][14]. In these results, fractional calculus
showed some special strengths, such as multi-scale, robustness
and nonlinearity. Especially in [10] and [13], fractional-order
total variation was shown that it can effectively mitigate the
over-smoothing effect without introducing other drawbacks
like high-order methods [7][8].
In this paper, we will introduce fractional calculus to solve
the few-view problem in the form of fractional-order total
variation which is calculated from fractional-order gradient
of images. Unlike conventional image processing techniques
which usually handle an image pixel by pixel, the proposed
method process the image patch by patch. These patches
are extracted with our proposed fractional-order masks [15].
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Fig. 1: Position illustration for ux,y
.
The theoretical details are described in section 2 and some
numerical experiments will be provided in section 3. Finally,
the conclusion will be given.
II. METHOD
A. The TV-based image reconstruction method
Our method is an extended version of TV-based image
reconstruction. In this section, we will ﬁrst give a brief descrip-
tion of this method. Given a 2-dimensional image u = ux,y ,
whose size is M ×N , x ∈ [1,M ] and y ∈ [1, N ]. For any u,
the gradient operator is deﬁned as
∇u = (Δxu,Δyu), (1)
where Δx and Δy are the ﬁrst-order differential operators
along x-axis and y-axis respectively. Δx and Δy can be
represented as
Δxu = ux,y − ux−1,y,
Δyu = ux,y − ux,y−1. (2)
An illustration is given as Fig.1.
In traditional CT imaging problem, the sampling procedure
can be seen as a discrete linear transform,
Au = f, (3)
where A is the system matrix which is comprised of I row
vectors and f = (f1, f2, . . . , fI)T is the measurement vector .
The individual elements of the system matrix are Aij and j =
1, 2, ..., J . Without losing generality, the fan-beam projection
geometry can be demonstrated in Fig. 2.
To solve the linear system in (3), the TV-based image
reconstruction algorithm which was used to deal with the few-
view limitation is to optimize the following problem [6]:
min ‖u‖TV subject to u ≥ 0, Au = f, (4)
where ‖u‖TV can be considered as a L-1 norm of the ﬁrst-
order gradient image ∇u. The TV-based algorithm combined
the steepest decent method and the projection on convex sets
(POCS) to achieve the solution of (4) iteratively [6]. The
Fig. 2: Fan-beam CT geometry conﬁguration
.
steepest decent method is applied to optimize ‖u‖TV and the
POCS is applied for data consistency constraints.
B. The fractional-order TV-based image reconstruction
method
According to the ﬁrst-order TV-based algorithm, it is
straightforward that if an image is sparse with ﬁrst-order gra-
dient, and it will be also sparse with fractional-order gradient.
As mentioned in the ﬁrst section, the order of the regularization
item is critical. Over-smoothing effect will appear when ﬁrst-
order term is employed. High-order term will cause speckle-
like noise [9]. To achieve a good tradeoff between them, we
introduce fractional-order regularization item into TV-based
algorithm. The minimization problem can be written as
min ‖u‖FTV subject to u ≥ 0, Au = f, (5)
where ‖u‖FTV can be considered as a L-1 norm of the
fractional-order gradient image ∇αu. The other notations in
(5) is same as (4).
Fractional-order gradient can be viewed as a generalization
of the integer-order gradient composed of fractional-order
derivative of different direction. For computational simplicity,
we use the Gru¨wald-Letnikov fractional-order derivative which
is deﬁned as
Dαs(x) = lim
h→0+
∑
k≥0 (−1)kCαk s(x− kh)
hα
, α > 0, (6)
where s(x) is a real function, Cαk = Γ(α+1)/[Γ(k+1)Γ(α−
k+1)] denotes the generalized binomial coefﬁcient and Γ(x)
is the Gamma function. When α = 1, for k ≥ 2, (6) will be
the ﬁrst-order derivative. We choose grid length h = 1, so we
can obtain the ﬁnite fractional-order differential operator as
follow:
Δαs(x) =
K−1∑
k=0
(−1)kCαk s(x− k). (7)
Especially, when α = 1 and K = 2, (7) will be the ﬁrst-order
backward difference.
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For any 2-dimensional images, the discrete fractional-order
gradient ∇αu is given by
∇αu = (Δαxu,Δαyu), (8)
with
Δαxu =
K−1∑
k=0
(−1)kCαk ux−k,y,
Δαyu =
K−1∑
k=0
(−1)kCαk ux,y−k,
x = 1, 2, . . . ,M, y = 1, 2, . . . , N.
(9)
Setting k = n ≤ K − 1, the previous n + 2 approximate
extensive backward difference of the fractional-order differen-
tials with respect to the negative x- and y-axis of ux,y can be
expressed as (10) and (11).
For simplicity, we only use four directions in the fractional-
order masks for the computation, corresponding to positive x-
and y-axis, negative x- and y-axis. Let Dαx+, D
α
x−, D
α
y+ and
Dαy− denote the results for the four directions, see Fig.3.
The coefﬁcients of the masks in Fig.3 are:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Cu−1 =
α
4 +
α2
8
Cu0 = 1− α
2
2 − α
3
8
Cu1 = − 5α4 + 5α
3
16 +
α4
16
...
Cuk =
1
Γ(−α)
[
Γ(k−α+1)
(k+1)! ·
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
+Γ(k−α)k! ·
(
1− α24
)
+ Γ(k−α−1)(k−1)! ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
...
Cun−2 =
1
Γ(−α)
[
Γ(n−α−1)
(n−1)! ·
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
+Γ(n−α−2)(n−2)! ·
(
1− α24
)
+ Γ(n−α−3)(n−3)! ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
Cun−1 =
Γ(n−α−1)
(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
1− α24
)
+ Γ(n−α−2)(n−2)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)
Cun =
Γ(n−α−1)
(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)
(12)
III. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed FTV method,
we used some numerical experiments to compare our method
with other methods, including FBP, EM and TV-POCS. The
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3: Fractional-order differentials masks of four directions.
(a)Dαx+, (b)D
α
x−, (c)D
α
y+, (d)D
α
y−.
fan-beam geometry conﬁguration of the experiments is all
set as [6]. Using the Abdomen phantom shown in Fig.4(a)
[16], we obtain the projection data with 20 views which
are uniformly distributed over all 360 degree range. The
parameters of other methods are set as recommended. In
addition, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is employed
to give a quantitative measurement. The reconstruction results
are provided in Fig.4.
Due to incompleteness of the projection data , the classical
FBP can not achieve a good visual effect and the artifacts are
severe (see Fig.4(b)). Also it can be seen that after processed
by other methods, the artifacts are suppressed by different
degrees. Especially, in Fig.4(d) and Fig.4(e), the artifacts are
Δxu ∼=
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
ux+1,y +
(
1− α22 − α
3
8
)
ux,y
+ 1Γ(−α) ×
n−2∑
k=1
[
Γ(k−α+1)
(k+1)! ·
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
+ Γ(k−α)k! · (1− α
2
4 ) +
Γ(k−α−1)
(k−1)! ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
× ux−k,y
+
[
Γ(n−α−1)
(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
1− α24
)
+ Γ(n−α−2)(n−2)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
× ux−n+1,y + Γ(n−α−1)(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)
ux−n,y
(10)
Δyu ∼=
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
ux,y+1 +
(
1− α22 − α
3
8
)
ux,y
+ 1Γ(−α) ×
n−2∑
k=1
[
Γ(k−α+1)
(k+1)! ·
(
α
4 +
α2
8
)
+ Γ(k−α)k! · (1− α
2
4 ) +
Γ(k−α−1)
(k−1)! ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
× ux,y−k
+
[
Γ(n−α−1)
(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
1− α24
)
+ Γ(n−α−2)(n−2)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)]
× ux,y−n+1 + Γ(n−α−1)(n−1)!Γ(−α) ·
(
−α4 + α
2
8
)
ux,y−n.
(11)
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 4: The reconstruction results of Abdomen phantom. (a)is
original image, (b)is reconstructed by FBP and RMSE =
0.1479, (c)is reconstructed by EM and RMSE = 0.0388,
(d)is reconstructed by TV and RMSE = 0.0132, (d)is
reconstructed by FTV (α = 1.4) and RMSE = 0.0099.
almost eliminated except for some small details and the RMSE
is much better than FBP and EM. Compared with ﬁrst-order
TV, FTV has a better ability of structure preservation between
the high contrast and low contrast regions. The strength of
artifacts marked by white arrows in Fig.4(e) gets slightly
weaker compared with Fig.4(d). The other issue we should
mention here is about the order of our method. The order in
our experiments is set manually with experience. Generally
speaking, α should set between 1 and 2. If α = 1, our
method will be equal to ﬁrst-order TV [6] and if α = 2, the
performance will be similar with fourth-order diffusion [7].
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fractional-order total variation
algorithm for the constrained minimization reconstruction for
few-view CT problems. The proposed method use fractional-
order total variation regularization term instead of ﬁrst-order
total variation. Since ﬁrst-order TV usually smoothes structure
information, we adjust the order of regularization term to ﬁt
the data ﬁdelity better. The numerical experiments demonstrate
that the proposed method is more efﬁcient than other current
methods and as a result reconstruction image converges to a
better visual effect. Our future work will focus on the adaptive
selection of the order and exploring the relationship between
the order and the processing image.
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Model-based X-ray spectrum estimation
from scanning data of CT phantoms
Huitao Zhang and Peng Zhang
Abstract—X-ray spectrum plays an important role in dual
spectral X-ray CT imaging, CT beam hardening correction,
quantitative CT analysis and so on. The conventional methods
estimate the spectrum from a set of transmission data measured
directly for different thicknesses of step-wedge phantoms. In
this paper, we propose a novel estimation method of X-ray
spectrum. The proposed method has two features. First, we
restore the dependency of the transmission intensity with the
thickness of attenuation materials from the CT data of simple
phantoms. This not only simpliﬁes the phantom production and
the measurement process, but also can restore a more accurate
dependency of the transmission intensity with the thickness of
materials. Second, we suggest an improved parameter spectrum
model for the spectrum estimation, in which the effect of the
anode material is considered. However the spectrum estimation
under such model comes down to a nonlinear estimation of
multiple parameters. Hence we develop an alternative iteration
algorithm to solve it. The results of numerical experiments with
several simulation data suggest that the proposed method is
capable to reconstruct X-ray spectra more accurate and robust
for both bremsstrahlung and characteristic photons, compared
to some transmission measurement methods.
Keywords—X-ray spectrum estimation; parameter spectrum
model; CT scanning data; alternative iteration algorithm
I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray spectrum plays an important role in dual spectral X-
ray CT imaging, CT beam hardening correction, quantitative
CT analysis and so on. Due to the high photon ﬂux produced
by CT X-ray tubes, the spectrum is difﬁcult to be directly
measured. Therefore, various methods have been developed to
estimate X-ray spectrum.
The conventional methods estimate the X-ray spectrum from
transmission data measured directly for a set of thicknesses of
step-wedge phantoms made by some materials, for instance,
water (or polycarbonate) and aluminum for medical CT while
iron and copper for industrial CT. After discretization, the
spectrum estimation problem was converted to a linear system,
and expectation maximization (EM) method was used to solve
it [1, 4]. As mentioned in [4], the EM method cannot recover
the details of the spectrum such as a characteristic peak if
the initial guess does not contain a peak at the same energy.
In order to recover X-ray spectrum with the details of both
bremsstrahlung and characteristic peak, a parameter model
of X-ray spectrum was suggested in [2] and the estimated
characteristic peak was improved, but the bremsstrahlung
photons did not match with original one well. Another method
The authors are with The CT Laboratory, School of Mathematics, Capital
Normal University, Beijing, 10048, China; email: zhanght@mail.cnu.edu.cn
is to employ scattering measurements to reconstruct the X-
ray spectrum [5]. However this method needs to use an extra
detector to measure the scattered beam.
In this paper, we propose a novel estimation method of X-
ray spectrum. The proposed method has two features. First, we
employ the CT scanning data of some phantoms with simple
structures made by water (or polycarbonate) and aluminum to
estimate X-ray spectrum. Second, we suggest a new parameter
model of X-ray spectrum, which provides a mechanism to ex-
actly estimate both bremsstrahlung and characteristic peak. As
mention above, in conventional spectrum estimation methods
from transmission measurements, the step-wedge phantoms
such as polycarbonate and aluminum were used to produce
different attenuation levels. In this way, just a few to a dozen
thicknesses of phantoms could be measured, which will cause
the related linear system to be ill-conditioned. On the other
hand, both the production of the step-wedge phantoms and
their geometric placements need to be accurate and correc-
t. However, we reconstruct a polynomial approximation of
the inverse function of the transmission intensity with the
thickness of attenuation materials, from the CT data of the
phantoms with simple structures.
In order to estimate both bremsstrahlung and characteris-
tic photons accurately, we suggest an improved parameter
spectrum model for the spectrum estimation, in which the
effect of the anode material is considered. Different from
the conventional methods in [1, 4], the spectrum estimation
problem with the parameter model comes down to a nonlinear
estimation problem. Hence we develop an alternative iteration
algorithm to solve this problem.
The results of numerical experiments with several simu-
lation data suggest that the proposed method is capable to
reconstruct X-ray spectra more accurate and robust for both
bremsstrahlung and characteristic photons, compared to some
transmission measurement methods.
II. MODELS AND METHODS
In this section, we introduce the two related models and
methods, and then propose our model and method. The trans-
mission measurements of polychromatic X-ray intensity can
be formularized as
I(L) =
∫
S(E)e−
∫
L
μ(x,E) dldE, (1)
where E is the a photon energy; μ(x, E) is linear attenuation
coefﬁcient; L represent the path length of X-ray through the
object; S(E) is a normalized effective spectrum related to
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X-ray emission spectrum, the scintillator of detector, and the
material and thickness of ﬁlter, that is
∫
S(E)dE = 1.
When the detected object consists of single even material,
the transmission measurements of polychromatic X-ray inten-
sity can be written as
I(h) =
∫
S(E)e−hμ(E)dE, (2)
where h represents the length of X-ray through the object.
A. Linear Model and Method
For conventional spectrum estimation from transmission
measurements, I(h) is directly measured for a set of a given
thicknesses (h1, h2, · · · , hM ). Then, after discretizing S(E),
Eq. (2) is converted to a linear system
As = I + ε, (3)
where s = (S(E1), S(E2), · · · , S(EN )) is unknown spectrum
vector , ε is measuring error, I = (I(h1), I(h2), · · · , I(hM ))
is measurement vector, A is a known matrix with elements
deﬁned as
Aij = e
−hjμ(Ei)Ei, (4)
i = 1, 2, · · · , N ; j = 1, 2, · · · ,M .
The expectation maximization (EM) method was used to
solve Eq. (3). But it cannot recover the details of the spectrum
such as a characteristic peak if the initial guess does not
contain a peak at the same energy [1, 4].
B. Parameter Model and Method
In order to recover X-ray spectrum with the details of
both bremsstrahlung and characteristic peak, [2] suggested a
parameter spectrum model
S(E, b, c, d1) = (Φ(E, b) + Ψ(E, c))e
−d1E−3 , (5)
where Φ(E, b) represents bremsstrahlung spectrum emitted
from X-ray tube,
Φ(E, b) = b0 + b1E + b2E
2 + b3E
3, (6)
b = (b0, b1, b2, b3); Ψ(E, c) represents characteristic spectrum
emitted from X-ray tube,
Ψ(E, c) =
m∑
i=1
(ciδ(E − Ei)), (7)
c = (c1, c2, · · · , cm), δ is Dirac function, and e−d1E−3
represents attenuation rate when X-ray photons penetrate
through the intrinsic window of X-ray tube and ﬁlters. The
author estimated Tungsten Target X-ray spectrum from a few
transmission measurement data in [2]. This method could
improve the estimation of the characteristic peak, but could
not well restore the bremsstrahlung part.
C. Our Model and Method
Now we employ CT data of simple phantoms to estimate the
X-ray spectrum, instead of using transmission measurement
data of the step-wedge phantoms. Let μ(E) and f(x) represent
the linear attenuation coefﬁcient and density distribution of a
CT phantom respectively, and Ru,βf represent the fan-beam
projection transformation of f(x), where u is a coordinate
of detector and β is the rotation angle of the CT turntable
counterclockwise. Then the polychromatic CT data of the
phantom is described as follows
I(u, β) =
∫
S(E)e−μ(E)Ru,βf(x)dE. (8)
In order to recover X-ray spectrum with the details of
both bremsstrahlung and characteristic peak more accurate, we
suggest an improved parameter spectrum model as follows
S(E, b, c,d) = (Φ(E, b) + Ψ(E, c))Θ(E,d), (9)
where
Θ(E,d) = e−d1E
−3−d2μw(E), (10)
d = (d1, d2), in which we add d2μw(E), the effect of anode
material. We will verify in the next section that the improved
parameter model will match with the actual X-ray spectrum
much better.
In the following, we explain how to employ the CT data
of the phantom and the parameter spectrum model Eq. (9)
to estimate spectrum. We convert this problem into two
subproblems:
(i) To reconstruct an approximated relation function h =
H(I), from the CT data I(u, β) and the known structure of
the phantoms;
(ii) To estimate the X-ray spectrum form the following
optimization problem
(b, c,d) = arg min{
∫
(I−
∫
S(E, b, c,d)e−μ(E)H(I)dE)2dI}.
(11)
First, we consider the subproblem (i).
Set h(p) = a0 + a1p + a2p2 + a3p3 + a4p4, where p =
− ln(I(u, β)/I0). Similar to [3]., we can determine an(n =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4) by minimizing∫
w(x)((f(x)−
4∑
n=0
an(Fp
n)(x))2)dx, (12)
where w(x) is a weight image which can be used to accentuate
certain image areas, F is the ﬁlter back-projection operator.
Then we obtain h = H(I) deﬁned as
H(I) =
4∑
n=0
an(− ln(I))n. (13)
Next, we consider the subproblem (ii).
After discretizing E and I , optimization problem of Eq.
(11) becomes
(b, c,d) = arg min‖As(b, c, d)− I‖2, (14)
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where s(b, c, d) = (S(E1, b, c,d), S(E2, b, c,d), · · · ,
S(EN , b, c,d)), I = (I1, I2, · · · , IM ), and the element of A
is deﬁned as
Aij = e
−H(Ij)μ(Ei)Ei, (15)
while i = 1, 2, · · · , N ; j = 1, 2, · · · ,M . We develop an
alternative iteration algorithm to solve Eq. (14), i.e., by al-
ternatively using the iteration formula of solving
sˇ = arg min‖Asˇ − I‖2 (16)
and
(b, c, d) = arg min‖s(b, c, d)− sˇ‖2. (17)
We summary the steps of the algorithm as follows.
1 Selecting an initial spectrum vector s(0)
2 Suppose s(n) is known after nth interations, we
determine sˇ(n) by the iteration formula of SART
method for solving the problem A′Asˇ(n) = A′I
(remark: sˇ(n) is a solution of Eq. (16) if and only if
A′Asˇ(n) = A′I ).
3 Determining s(b, c, d)(n) by the iteration formula
of Levenberg-Marquardt method for solving the non-
linear optimization problem
min‖s(b, c, d)(n) − sˇ(n)‖2 (18)
4 Calculating
s(n+1) = sˇ(n)+α(s(b, c, d)(n)− sˇ(n)), α ∈ (0, 1)
5 Returning step 2, until ‖As(n+1) − I‖ is less than
the given threshold or n reaches the liminal number.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To verify our method, we use simulation data to carry
out the experiments. The simulation X-ray spectrum used
in experiments is obtained from the open source software
Spectrum GUI [6]. The attenuation coefﬁcient for each mate-
rial is obtained from the NIST(National Institute of Standard
Technology Web)[7].
A. Reconstruction of the relation h = H(I)
We use the simulation polychromatic CT data of the phan-
toms to verify our algorithm that reconstructs the relation
h = H(I). In experiments, we choose a pyramid-shaped
aluminum phantom. The cross section to be scanned is a
rectangule with a ratio of length to width 3. The choice of
the length depends on the voltage of X-ray tube. Under 140
kVp, we choose the length as 3 cm.
We ﬁrst reconstruct each Fpn(x) from polychromatic CT
data of the phantom, and then deﬁne the weight function
w(x) to be 0 at the two-pixel neighbourhood of the rectangle
boundary, and to be 1 in the other part. By minimizing Eq.(12),
we obtain a0 = 0.104578, a1 = 22.004794, a2 = 0.801286,
a3 = −0.033721, a4 = 0.000609. According to deﬁni-
tion Eq.(13), we get H(I) = a0(− ln(I)) + a1(− ln(I)) +
a2(− ln(I))2+a3(− ln(I))3+a4(− ln(I))4, as shown in Fig.1.
We can ﬁnd I = H(I) well match with the relationship of the
polychromatic transmission measurement with the thickness
of the phantom.
Fig. 1. The star points in the ﬁgure are the measurements of (I(h), h) at the
sampled thicknesses of the step-wedge phantom. The curve is the plot of the
function h = H(I) reconstructed by the CT data of the CT phantom with
rectangle-shape.
B. Rationality of the parameter spectrum model
In this subsection, we demonstrate the rationality of our
parameter spectrum model. We use our parameter spectrum
model and the parameter spectrum model in [2] to ﬁt some
typical spectra of GE Maxiray 125 and Dunlee PX1557 under
the voltages 80 and 140 kVp of X-ray tube with tungsten
target. Fig.2 show the ﬁtting results, from which one can
see that the spectra ﬁtted by our parameter spectrum model
match with original ones much well, while the spectra ﬁtted
by the parameter spectrum model [2] deviate from original
ones, especially at the neighbourhood of the absorption edge
of the anode material.
C. Results of spectrum estimation
We use the spectra of the X-ray tube of Dunlee PX1557
at 140 kVp and 80 kVp to verify our spectrum estimation
method, and compare the estimated results with those of the
EM method and the method in [2]. The cross section of the CT
phantom we use here is the same as that in the subsection A.
The CT data are simulated with 1730 bins for each view and
720 views for full turn. The comparisons of original spectra
with the spectra estimated show in Fig.3. The black curves are
the original spectra. The voltage of X-ray tube for (a)(b)(c) is
140 kVp while for (d)(e)(f) is 80 kVp respectively. The spectra
(the red curves) in (a) and (d) are estimated by our method,
in (b) and (e) by the method of [2], and in (c) and (f) by
the EM method. All spectra estimated are the results after
500 iterations. One can ﬁnd that the spectra estimated by our
method match the original ones better than those estimated by
other two methods. All data here are noise free. In fact, we
have made the experiments using the CT data with Poisson
noise. The results show that our spectrum estimation method
is robust to the CT data with Poisson noise.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel model and the related method to
estimate the X-ray spectra. Compared with transmission mea-
surement methods of the step-wedge phantoms, our method
has two beneﬁts: (i) the CT phantoms are easy to be produced;
(ii) the CT phantom need not be placed on CT turntable exact-
ly. We have veriﬁed that our parameter spectrum model is more
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. The comparisons of the spectra of the different X-ray tubes with the spectra ﬁtted by two parameter spectrum models. The black curves in (a) and
(c) are the spectra of the X-ray tube of the Dunlee PX1557 at 80 kVp and 140 kVp respectively, and in (b) and (e) are the spectra of the X-ray tube of GE
Maxiray 125 at 80 kVp and 140 kVp respectively. The red curves are ﬁtted by our parameter spectrum model, and blue curves are ﬁtted by the parameter
spectrum model of [2].
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3. The comparisons of original spectra (the black curves) with the spectra estimated (the red curves) by our method in (a) and (d), by the method of [2]
in (b) and (e), and by the EM method in (c) and (f). The voltage of X-ray tube for (a)(b)(c) is 140 kVp while for (d)(e)(f) is 140 kVp.
rational to describe spectra for various X-ray tubes, which is a
key that our method is able to reconstruct X-ray spectra more
accurate for both bremsstrahlung and characteristic photons.
The results of the simulation experiments have veriﬁed that the
proposed method is efﬁcient to estimate X-ray spectra under
different conditions. The further work is to check the method
in real CT systems. The optimization of phantoms in material,
structure and length also should be studied.
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Abstract— Iterative CT algorithms have become increasingly 
popular in recent years. They have been found useful when the 
projections are limited in number, irregularly spaced, or noisy, 
which are often encountered in low-dose CT imaging. One way to 
cope with the associated streak and noise artifacts is to interleave a 
regularization objective into the iterative reconstruction 
framework. In this paper we investigate a number of non-linear 
neighborhood filters within an iterative CT framework, OS-SIRT, 
and compare them with total variation minimization (TVM). We 
find that the Non-Local Means (NLM) filter provides the best 
performance, in particular its patch-based variant. Further, we 
also compare a scheme that exploits an artifact-free reference 
image for even better regularization performance. Finally, we also 
compare the studied filters in terms of their computational 
efficiency with acceleration on modern GPUs.        1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Low dose CT imaging has been gaining considerable momentum 
in recent years. However, low-dose CT leads to noisy and sparse 
X-ray projections, which subsequently lead to significant noise 
and streak artifacts in the reconstructions. In these adverse 
conditions iterative reconstruction algorithms are more 
favorably applied, especially when combined with 
regularization. Here, the method of Total Variation 
Minimization (TVM), has become rather popular and has been 
used in many frameworks, such as ASD-POCS [5]. However, 
TVM is an iterative global optimization algorithm and can be 
costly in compute, lessen practicality in clinical practice.  
    We study if non-iterative filters that only operate in a local 
neighborhood can lead to improved results. An advantage here is 
that they also lend themselves very well to GPU acceleration. 
We specifically study and compare the bilateral filter (BLF) [6] 
and the non-local means filter (NLM) [1]. While the use of local 
neighborhood filters within an iterative CT reconstruction 
framework is not conceptually new, this paper’s contribution is 
(1) a comparison of these both in terms of quality and speed, and 
(2) their extension into an adaptive form [3] and one that uses a 
prior image of the patient [11] .  
II. OVERVIEW 
Our reconstruction framework is fully iterative using our 
OS-SIRT pipeline [7][9] for reconstruction, interleaving 
regularization within each iteration. The regularization enforces 
constraints in the object domain, such as local smoothness and 
coherent edges, while the reconstruction ensures fidelity with the 
acquired data. This type of pipeline has also been used by others, 
but with different reconstruction algorithms and regularization 
schemes. All operations are accelerated on the GPU.  
A. Regularization as a denoising task 
In the context of mitigating artifacts in CT reconstruction, 
regularization is similar to the process of denoising in image 
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processing. In fact, the notion of noise is quite general and can 
include for example streak artifacts. We may distinguish 
between two families of denoising strategies: (i) global 
optimization and (ii) local filtering. Both can be iterative, where 
the former seeks to improve some global objective function and 
the latter repeats the filtering, possibly guided by some error 
criterion and varying parameters along the way. In fact, the two 
families can be unified into a mathematical framework which 
gives them a common theoretical underpinning. Elad [2] shows 
that both derive from a solid theory of statistical estimators and 
regularization. More specifically, the bilateral filter emerges 
from the Bayesian approach as a single iteration of the Jacoby 
normalized diagonal steepest descent algorithm.  
    For the remainder, we shall adhere to the terminology of 
image processing where the goal is to reduce artifacts in images.  
B. Regularization by local neighborhood filtering 
Local neighborhood filters have become popular in image 
processing since they can achieve better computational 
performance and also afford local control. They are 
non-iterative (although they can be applied repeatedly) and are 
based on pixel-wise operations over a small neighborhood.  
    In contrast to global optimization such as TVM, for nonlinear 
neighborhood filters (NNF) the updated value at a pixel x is 
determined by a weighted sum of a functional mapping Dof its 
local neighborhood Wx. This typically non-linear function 
Dtakes into account both spatial and value discrepancies with 
respect to x, as expressed in the following equation: 
( , , ( )) ( )
( , , , )
( , , ( ))
x
x
t W
x
t W
x t f x f x t
NNF x f W
x t f x
DD D


 ¦ ¦  (1) 
The normalization forces the sum of pixel weights to 1. The 
window area Wx defining the local neighborhood can vary in size 
for pixels at different positions. To compute the weights of the 
neighborhood, a distance metric measures the similarity between 
the pixel at x+t and the central pixel at x. Next, we use this 
general notation to express all filters we have studied.  
    The bilateral filter (BLF) [6]:  The filter only considers a 
fixed sized neighborhood around the target pixel x, and the 
weighting function DBLF is the product of spatial distance weight 
cd and range distance weight sr: 
             ( , , ) ( ) ( ( ), ( ))BLF d rx t f c t s f x f x tD    
(2) ( ) ( )ddc t G tV  
( ( ), ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ) 
rr
s f x f x t G f x f x tV     
where GV(x) is the Gaussian kernel  
2
22
1( ) exp( )
22r
xG xV VSV 
 (3) 
and Vd andVr control the amount of smoothing. The function cd 
acts as a domain filter to ensure spatial closeness to x such that 
far away pixels have no effects. On the other hand, the function 
sr acts as a range filter to ensure value closeness to f(x) such that 
the values of pixels from different nearby materials cannot 
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diffuse into the material represented by x. Similar to anisotropic 
diffusion it ensures that sharp edges are well preserved. 
The non-local means filter (NLM) [1]: Based on the 
assumption that there is a high degree of redundancy in a given 
image, the NLM filer consults similar pixel neighborhoods 
(called patches) in disjoint image regions and average their 
contributions for a more stable outcome: 
( ) ( , , , )NLM NLMf x NNF x f W D  (4) 
As such, the variable t parameterizes the offset within the search 
window as before. In order to gauge the similarity of a 
neighborhood patch at x+t with the neighborhood at x, the 
corresponding pixel-differences are weighted by a Gaussian 
kernel Ga with standard deviation σa, inside the patch area P: 
2
2
( ) ( ) ( )
( , , ) exp ap PNLM
G t f x p f x t p
x t f
h
VD § ·   ¦¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹
 (5) 
h acts as a filtering parameter which, when increased, allows for 
more dissimilar patches to contribute to the smoothing.  
The adaptive NLM filter (ANLM) [3]: In the NLM filter, 
the search window has typically a constant, pre-set size 
throughout the image. However, picking a good size of the NLM 
search window can be challenging, especially when noise levels 
and patterns are not spatially invariant, which is most often the 
case. Hence it is more appropriate to locally adapt the window 
size. Kervrann and Boulanger [3] describe an iterative approach 
(with usually less than 4 iterations) that adaptively grows the 
local search window to incorporate neighborhood statistics at an 
increasing level of scale. The expansion is terminated once the 
deviation bias of the weighted smoothing grows too large (i.e. 
the local estimates diverge at increasing scale). We call this 
approach adaptive NLM (ANLM) since it also determines the 
weight of a neighborhood pixel via its patch similarity (the patch 
size itself is fixed) – however, the similarity measure changes as 
the iterations proceed. At each iterative step i, the smoothed 
image fANML(i)(x) and the variance 2 ( )i xV  at position x of a 
neighborhood are calculated using the adaptive weights wi as:  
,
( ) ( 1)( ) ( , , ) ( )
x i
ANLM i i ANLM it W
f x w x t f f x t ¦  
(6) 
                       
,
2 2 2
0 1( ) ( , , )
x i
i i it W
x w x tV V P  ¦
Here, Wx,i is the current neighborhood size and Vis the initial 
standard deviation, estimated from the input image (more detail 
is provided in [3]). The current fANML(i)(x) and 2 ( )i xV  then serve 
as input to compute the weights for the next iteration:           (7)  
,
2
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There are five parameters: the initial noise variance 20 ( )xV , the 
patch size P, the parameter h (and a factor U), and the maximal 
number of iterations N. The 20 ( )xV can be automatically 
generated through robust estimation in the image. For P, we 
found a size of 7×7 practical in most cases. The other parameters 
were relatively insensitive to change within a normal range.   
The reference-based NLM filter (RNLM) [11]: Often prior 
scans of the patient are available which could be used as an 
external site for patch-based neighborhood matching. This gives 
rise to the following equations: 
( ) ( , , , , , )RNLM RNLM r rn RNLMf x NNF x f f f W D  
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Here, fr is the reference image containing similar features as the 
image f to be denoised, frn is the same reference image now 
augmented with similar artifact statistics, and t is some offset to x 
that locates areas with similar features. The value of t could be 
determined by a rough registration or an approximate feature 
matching using block-based histograms, etc. Our work in [11]  
used this filter to restore an image reconstructed with filtered 
backprojection. In the research presented here we use it as a 
regularization operator in an iterative reconstruction scheme. 
III. RESULTS 
We interfaced an NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU with an Intel 2 Quad 
CPU @ 2.66GHz host processor. For testing, we employed the 
NIH Visible Human’s torso (size 2563) which has a prominent 
spine structure with different bone sizes and small structures and 
a brain dataset (NIH Visible Human brain, size 2563) which also 
has some finer structures. We used a high-quality X-ray 
simulator to obtain various projection sets for torso and brain. 
    In our experiments, we explore the various regularization 
schemes within the interleaved reconstruction pipeline, for both 
the few-view and the noisy projection scenarios. We found the 
best parameters for each filter via experimentation.  
A. Qualitative and quantitative comparison: torso dataset 
We simulated 180 uniformly distributed projections over a 
half-circle trajectory. For the few-view case we selected every 
9th projection from the set, yielding a total of 20 projections. 
Then, for each of the 4 regularization schemes (BLF, TVM, 
NLM, and ANLM), we interleaved regularization with OS-SIRT 
(10 subsets) and ran this pipeline for a total of 200 iterations. For 
the second series of experiments, we added significant Gaussian 
noise (SNR=10) to all 180 projections and ran the same pipeline 
again, but this time for only 20 iterations since this yields about 
the same number of updates as the few-view case (this much 
noise typically also causes the reconstruction procedure to 
diverge when the noisy projections are not pre-filtered).  
    The results of these two experiments are shown in Figure 1 
along with the corresponding parameter settings and the best 
E-CC metric scores they could achieve. The E-CC is a 
perceptual quality metric and was introduced in [10] – it 
measures the cross-correlation (CC) of an edge-filtered image. 
We provide ROI zoomed results for two critical regions, spine 
and lung. The left-most full-body reconstructions were obtained 
without regularization. The first observation we make is that 
streaks seem to be easier to remove than heavy noise – the E-CC 
obtained with regularization is roughly 12-15% higher for the 
former for all regularization schemes. We also readily observe 
that all filters can reduce streaks and noise, recovering some 
structural parts which can be hardly seen in the non-filtered 
result. In the following we focus our detailed discussion on the 
spine – similar observations can also be made for the lung.   
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Figure 1. Torso dataset, reconstructed with the interleaved regularization pipeline both for the few-view (top, 20 projections) and noisy 
(bottom, 180 projections, SNR 10) scenarios. Zoomed results for two critical regions are shown, indicated by the orange (spine) and blue (lung) 
boxes in the left-most reconstructions obtained without regularization. The reconstructions appear ordered according to their E-CC scores. 
    The BLF and TVM perform quite similarly, but while the BLF 
keeps sharper edges and provides better streak removal than 
TVM, it also gives the image a more binary look signified by 
abrupt changes along adjacent varying-intensity areas. TVM, on 
the other hand, has smoother transitions here, and it also seems 
to perform better with noise. However, neither of the filters is 
able to recover more subtle features.  
The two NLM-based methods successfully master the 
problems encountered with BLF and TVM – both recover the 
gaps separating the individual vertebrae. The shape and 
structure of the vertebrae is also better described, delineating the 
bony shell around the vertebrae body well. However, for the 
noisy projections case, the ANLM filter is the only one to do so. 
B. Qualitative comparison: brain dataset 
We used the same conditions as for the torso dataset (20 
projections for the few-view case, 180 projections with SNR 10 
Gaussian noise added for the noisy case) and the same 
regularized construction strategy (200 iterations with 
interleaved OS-SIRT 10 for the few-view case, 20 iterations of 
OS-SIRT 10 for the noisy projection case).  
Figure 2a shows the results we obtained for the few-view case.  
We observe that in terms of sharpness and detail preservation 
ANLM and NLM have similar outcomes, but that the ANLM 
better preserves the small structures pointed by the arrow in the 
Original image. We further observe that the BLF produces 
slightly sharper and detailed images than TVM, but not quite as 
good as the NLM filter. The figure also examines the result 
obtained with the RNLM filter. Here we explored two different 
strategies (i) apply the reference image-based regularization 
only once (after the final iteration step), and (ii) apply it in an 
interleaved fashion. It can be clearly observed that the 
interleaved RNLM scheme preserves detail much better and 
restores some fine detail that the ANLM filter cannot, especially 
some of the interior detail of the bone structures. This fine detail 
is just not expressed at a strength that is sufficient enough for the 
(A) NLM filter to restore it from the patches found in the local 
image, making it necessary to use a clean source for these.    
Figure 2b shows the results for the noise case. Here the 
differences of NLM and ANLM are not as profound as for the 
streak case. However, similar qualitative differences can be 
observed for the BLF and TVM, as well as for the two RNLM 
strategies (see above). Interesting for the latter is the dark feature 
pointed to by the arrow in the Original image. This feature does 
not exist in either reference image and is instead restored using 
local NLM since the reference-image based matching did not 
return a sufficiently high sum of weights (while similar is also 
true for the streak case above but there the greater number of 
iterations also enabled a better OS-SIRT data-driven 
reconstruction). Nevertheless, this is a clear indicator that the 
RNLM scheme is very sensitive to the richness of the underlying 
prior and ongoing research seeks to improve on this.  
C. Time performance 
Table 1 lists the run times to filter images of 3 different sizes 
(2562, 5122, and 10242) on the GPU. We found that performing 
filtering in 3D did not yield any improvements so restricting our 
experiments to 2D is well justified. In the table we list both the 
timings for the non-optimized (NOPT) and the optimized (OPT) 
GPU implementation reported in [12]. This optimization 
achieve a speedup of about 1.2 for the BLF, about 4 for the NLM 
filter, and about 3.2 for the ANLM filter. Please note that these 
speedups are in addition to the two orders of magnitude speedup 
over a corresponding CPU implementation, as reported in [8].   
    To estimate the TVM performance on the GPU we used TVM 
GPU implementation of Pock et al. [4] as a reference. They used 
a NVIDIA 8800 GTX for their experiments and we report their 
timings in Table 2 as well. In order to make these timings 
comparable to ours we extrapolated them to the GTX 480 using 
commonly reported speedup numbers. We may add, however, 
that once the parameter λ grows larger, which is needed for the 
rather noisy data we have used here, the computation time tends 
to increase significantly over those listed here.  
    Overall there is about an order of magnitude difference in the 
run times for each of the filters: BLF, NLM, and ANLM, with 
BLF being the fastest. The TVM requires about the same time as 
NLM. The timing of the RNLM filter is comparable to that of the 
NLM filter since the matching process is similar.   
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Figure 2. Brain dataset, reconstructed with the interleaved regularization pipeline for the (a) few-view scenario (20 uniformly distributed 
projections, 200 iterations with OS-SIRT 10). (b) noisy data (SNR 10, 180 equi-angular projections, 10 iterations with OS-SIRT 10). 
(a) 
(b) 
Table 1. Wall clock time (in ms) of the GPU-accelerated BLF, NLM, and ANLM filters both optimized (OPT) and non-optimized (NOPT) for 
different image sizes. Ratio is the speedup NOPT/OPT. For TVM, the parameter λ grows larger for noisy data which further increases time. 
Test Size 
BLF NLM ANLM TVM (from [4]) 
NOPT OPT Ratio NOPT OPT Ratio NOPT OPT Ratio 8800 GTX GTX 480 
2562 0.65 0.53 1.23 51.09 12.70 4.02 142.32 43.57 3.27 17.50 6.74 
5122 2.15 1.76 1.22 182.49 42.06 4.34 374.8 117.24 3.20 59.60 22.95 
10242 8.08 6.54 1.24 699.23 161.25 4.34 2072.67 597.91 3.47 504.10 194.15 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have explored the use of local nonlinear neighborhood 
filtering as a non-iterative alternative to the popular TVM 
method for regularized CT reconstruction. Our results indicate 
that these types of filters can be advantageous to TVM, meeting 
and exceeding its capabilities.  
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Nonconvex optimization for improved exploitation of gradient
sparsity in CT image reconstruction
Emil Y. Sidky1, Rick Chartrand2, Jakob S. Jørgensen3, and Xiaochuan Pan1
Abstract—A nonconvex optimization algorithm is developed,
which exploits gradient magnitude image (GMI) sparsity for re-
duction in the projection view angle sampling rate. The algorithm
shows greater potential for exploiting GMI sparsity than can be
obtained by convex total variation (TV) based optimization. The
nonconvex algorithm is demonstrated in simulation with ideal,
noiseless data for a 2D fan-beam computed tomography (CT)
conﬁguration, and with noisy data for a 3D circular cone-beam
CT conﬁguration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much recent work in iterative image reconstruction in
computed tomography (CT) has focused on some form of total
variation (TV) minimization, and one of the motivations for
employing TV minimization is exploiting sparsity in the gradi-
ent magnitude image (GMI) to reduce sampling requirements
for the CT system. TV-minimization has been demonstrated,
in simulations and with real scanner data, to be effective
at allowing for projection view sampling reduction. There
is, however, potential to take the sparsity-exploiting principle
further, because TV-minimization is an 1-based convex relax-
ation of an ideal, nonconvex, sparsity-exploiting optimization
based on the 0-norm. To approach more closely the 0-based
minimization, we develop a GMI sparsity-exploiting algorithm
for CT based on an p-norm where p ∈ (0, 1). Section II
summarizes the theory and algorithm, and Sec. III shows
results based on 2D and 3D CT simulations.
II. CONSTRAINED, NONCONVEX OPTIMIZATION BY
REWEIGHTING
We brieﬂy state the rationale and methods for GMI exploit-
ing CT image reconstruction with nonconvex optimization. We
write the CT data model generically as a linear system
g = X f , (1)
where f is the image vector comprised of voxel coefﬁcients,
X is the system matrix generated by some approximation to
projection of the voxels, and g is the data vector containing
the estimated projection samples. The model can be applied
equally to 2D and 3D geometries, and we note that there
are many speciﬁc forms to this linear system depending on
sampling, image expansion elements, and approximation of
continuous fan- or cone-beam projection.
1The University of Chicago, Department of Radiology MC-2026, 5841 S.
Maryland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637. Corresponding author: Emil Y. Sidky,
E-mail: sidky@uchicago.edu. 2Theoretical Division, T-5, MS B284, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545. 3Technical University
of Denmark, Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science,
Matematiktorvet, bygning 303B, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark.
For the present work, we focus on CT conﬁgurations with
sparse angular sampling, where the sampling rate is too low
for Eq. (1) to have a unique solution. In this situation, there
has been much interest in exploiting GMI sparsity of the
object to narrow the solution space of Eq. (1) and potentially
obtain an accurate reconstruction from under-sampled data.
The formulation of this idea results in a nonconvex constrained
optimization:
f◦ = argmin
f
∥∥∥∥√(∂xf)2 + (∂yf)2 + (∂zf)2∥∥∥∥
0
such that gdata = X f , (2)
where the argument of the 0-norm is the voxel-wise magni-
tude of the image spatial gradient; the linear operators ∂x, ∂y ,
and ∂z are matrices representing ﬁnite differencing in their
respective labeled directions; the numerical gradient of the
image is formed by, ∇f = [∂xf , ∂yf , ∂zf ]T (2D is obtained by
deleting the third component); the 0-norm counts the number
of non-zero components in the argument vector; and gdata is the
available projection data. In words, this optimization seeks the
image f with the lowest GMI sparsity while agreeing exactly
with the data.
The optimization problem in Eq. (2) does not lead directly
to a practical image reconstruction algorithm, because, as of
yet, no large scale solver is available for this problem. Also,
the equality constraint, requiring perfect agreement between
the available and estimated data, makes no allowance for data
inconsistency. In working toward developing a practical image
reconstruction algorithm different relaxations of Eq. (2) have
been considered. One such relaxation is
f◦ = argmin
f
∥∥∥∥√(∂xf)2 + (∂yf)2 + (∂zf)2∥∥∥∥p
p
such that ‖gdata −X f‖2 ≤ , (3)
where the 0-norm is replaced by the p-norm,
‖v‖pp ≡
∑
i
|vi|p,
and the data equality constraint is relaxed to an inequality
constraint with data-error tolerance parameter . An important
strategy, which has been studied extensively in Compressive
Sensing [1], is to set p = 1, which corresponds to TV-
minimization. This, on the one hand, maintains some of the
sparsity seeking features of Eq. (2) and, on the other hand,
leads to a convex problem, which has convenient features for
algorithm development. For example, a local minimizer is a
global minimizer in convex optimization.
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Another interesting option for GMI sparsity-exploiting im-
age reconstruction is to consider Eq. (3) for 0 < p < 1. Such
a choice for p leads to nonconvex optimization, which can
allow for greater sampling reduction than the p = 1 case while
maintaining highly accurate image reconstruction. These gains
intuitively stem from the fact p < 1 is closer to the ideal
sparsity-exploiting case of p = 0; the catch, however, is on
the algorithmic side where one has to deal with potential local
minima, which are not part of the global solution set. Despite
this potential difﬁculty, practical algorithms based on this
nonconvex principle are available [2,3], and gains in sampling
reduction for various imaging systems have been reported for
both simulated and real data cases. For X-ray tomography,
use of this nonconvex strategy has shown promising results
[4,5], but the algorithms proposed in those works for CT are
only motivated by the optimization problem in Eq. (3) and
are not accurate solvers of this problem. An accurate solver is
important for theoretical studies of CT image reconstruction
with under-sampled data and may also aid in developing
algorithms for limited-data tomographic devices.
For CT, one of the barriers to developing an efﬁcient and
accurate solver for Eq. (3) in the nonconvex p < 1 case, is
that it is already challenging to develop such a solver for the
convex p = 1 case. In order to handle the latter convex, but
non-smooth case, we have been interested in an alternate line
of optimization problems, where the salient image metrics are
written as constraints instead of in an objective function. It
is a strategy similar to the set theoretic approach presented
in Ref. [6]; the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)
is a speciﬁc realization of this strategy; and this type of
approach can be useful for nonconvex constraint sets [7]. For
the alternate, constraint-based optimization problem there are
efﬁcient, large-scale solvers recently available [8,9].
Returning to GMI sparsity-exploiting image reconstruction,
we employ an approach developed in Ref. [9] and alter Eq.
(3) to the following
f◦ = argmin
f
1
2
‖f − fprior‖22 such that ‖gdata −X f‖2 ≤ 
and
∥∥∥∥√(∂xf)2 + (∂yf)2 + (∂zf)2∥∥∥∥p
p
≤ γ, (4)
which seeks the image f closest to a prior image fprior while
respecting constraints on the p-norm of the GMI and data-
error tolerance. We do not consider, here, the availability of
a prior image and set fprior = 0, keeping this vector only for
generality. Consider, ﬁrst, the case of p = 1; the constraint
on the GMI becomes a constraint directly on the image TV.
Constrained minimization of image TV is known to encourage
GMI sparsity. We do not directly minimize TV, rather we in-
dependently select parameters γ and . For sparsity-exploiting
image reconstruction, both of these parameters are chosen to
have small values: small  forces tight agreement with the data,
and small γ encourages GMI sparsity. We note that  = 0
corresponds to a data equality constraint, which may allow
no solutions when inconsistencies are present in the data. For
p = 1, the optimization problem in Eq. (4) is convex and the
algorithm presented in Ref. [9] can be used directly to obtain
the solution.
For this abstract, we are interested in developing an algo-
rithm for 0 < p < 1, where the GMI constraint becomes
nonconvex. The issue then becomes how to solve Eq. (4) for
p < 1, because the algorithm in Ref. [9] applies only to convex
problems. The approach taken involves approximating Eq. (4)
with a convex problem employing a weighted 1-norm:
f◦ = argmin
f
1
2
‖f − fprior‖22 such that ‖gdata −X f‖2 ≤ 
and
∥∥∥∥w√(∂xf)2 + (∂yf)2 + (∂zf)2∥∥∥∥
1
≤ γ, (5)
where the GMI constraint involves only the 1-norm and a
non-negative weight vector w. For a given w this optimization
problem is convex and can be solved efﬁciently using the
algorithm in Ref. [9]. To attack the nonconvex problem, we
employ a reweighting technique, where there are two loops: an
inner loop where Eq. (5) is solved given parameters γ, , and
weight vector w, and an outer loop where the weight vector
is adjusted based on the solution of the inner loop:
w =
(√
η + (∂xf)2 + (∂yf)2 + (∂zf)2
)p−1
.
The parameter η is needed to prevent the singularity at voxels
with zero GMI when p < 1. For all simulations in this abstract
η = 10−6. With a reweighting approach, an important question
is how accurately does the intermediate weighted problem
need to be solved in the inner loop so that overall convergence
of the outer loop is attained. It turns out for the present
reweighting scheme it sufﬁces to have only one inner iteration.
Thus, the complete algorithm is derived from the algorithm in
Ref. [9], and the weights are recomputed at every iteration
based on the current image estimate f .
III. RESULTS
To demonstrate the new image reconstruction algorithm, we
perform two sets of experiments. In the ﬁrst, we employ the
algorithm on ideal, noiseless fan-beam CT data where it is
possible to recover the exact image. With this ideal simulation,
we demonstrate the potential for angular sampling reduction.
In the second simulation, we apply the algorithm to circular,
cone-beam CT projections with noise. The purpose of the latter
simulation is to demonstrate that the algorithm can indeed by
applied to 3D CT, and to illustrate the impact of the nonconvex
algorithm on data inconsistency.
A. Ideal fan-beam CT simulation
For the 2D simulation we employ the breast phantom shown
in Fig. 1. In the ﬁgure, the phantom GMI is also shown, which
is seen to have many more zeros than the original phantom.
It is this sparsity in the GMI, which we seek to exploit in
order to reduce angular sampling. The phantom is discretized
on a 128×128 pixel array, which is 20 cm on a side. Only the
pixels within the largest inscribed circle are allowed to vary,
and pixels outside this 20 cm diameter circle are ﬁxed to zero.
The fan-beam CT simulation models an X-ray source 40 cm
from the isocenter, and a 80 cm source-to-detector distance.
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Fig. 1. Left: computerized breast phantom shown in a gray scale window
[0.95, 1.25]. Right: gradient magnitude image (GMI), which has greater
sparsity than the original phantom.
p = 0.8 p = 1.0 p = 2.0
Fig. 2. Reconstructed images for nonconvex p = 0.8, left column, compared
with convex p = 1.0, middle column, and p = 2.0, right column. The number
of views covering 360 degrees is 35, 30, and 25 for the top, middle, and bottom
rows, respectively. The gray scale window is [0.95, 1.25].
The detector consists of 256 bins in a linear conﬁguration,
which is long enough to capture the projection of the 20 cm
diameter pixel array. We consider only 360 degree scans, but
allow the number of projections to vary.
To illustrate the potential of nonconvex optimization for
sparsity-exploiting image reconstruction, we compare solu-
tions of Eq. (4) for p = 0.8, p = 1.0, and p = 2.0. The
latter two values lead to a convex problem, which can be
solved with the algorithm in Ref. [9], and the ﬁrst value leads
to a nonconvex problem solved by the proposed reweighting
algorithm using Eq. (5). For values p = 1.0 and p = 2.0, we
have a direct convergence check, but for the nonconvex case
we cannot claim to have found a global solution to Eq. (4).
Instead, we can verify that Eq. (5) is solved for the weights
w that are settled upon.
In applying the constraint-based optimization problem in
Eq. (4), we need to specify two parameters  and γ. The
data used in this simulation are ideal, and accordingly we
employ a tight data-error constraint and use a value for 
corresponding to an root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of 10−5.
For the image TV constraint we set γ to the value of the
Fig. 3. Images reconstructed from noisy projections of the FORBILD head
phantom. The rows show the results for p = 1.0, top, p = 0.8, middle, and
the phantom, bottom in a gray scale window of [1.0425, 1.0625]. The ﬁrst
column shows the midplane, and the second column shows a transaxial plane
near the top of the bony structure at the ear. The dashed lines in the phantom
midplane slice indicate the locations of the proﬁles for Figs. 4 and 5.
p-norm of the actual phantom GMI to the pth power. We
note that in actual application, access to this information
is unavailable and selection of γ would need to be based
on different image quality metrics. Here, however, we are
exploring the theoretical potential of the proposed algorithm.
Shown in Fig. 2, are image reconstruction results for 25,
30, and 35 simulated projections. The p = 1.0 case has
some potential to reduce angular sampling by exploiting GMI
sparsity. This is evident in the comparison with p = 2.0,
which does not exploit GMI sparsity; the p = 1.0 results show
visually accurate reconstruction for 35-view projection data
while the p = 2.0 results do not show accurate reconstruction
for any of the projection data sets. The nonconvex p = 0.8
results, however, extend the visually accurate reconstruction
range down to 25-view projection data.
B. Circular cone-beam CT simulation with noisy projections
For the 3D circular cone-beam CT simulation, we scale
up the problem approaching the scale of a realistic volume
CT system, and we include noise on the CT projections.
The phantom used for this simulation is the FORBILD head
phantom, which has many low contrast objects, with gray level
variations ranging from 0.25% to 1% of the phantom back-
ground, together with complex high-contrast bony structures.
This phantom is quite challenging, because even minor streaks
from the bony structures can interfere strongly with imaging
the low-contrast objects.
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Fig. 4. Proﬁle comparison corresponding to the images in Fig. 3 along a
line in the midplane, through the eyes.
The middle section of the head phantom is voxelized in a
256×256×32 volume array, and the projection data simulate
100 projections onto a 512×80 bin ﬂat-panel detector. Noise
on the projections is modeled by employing independent 1D
Gaussian distributions for each line-integration data value. The
mean of each Gaussian distribution is the value of the corre-
sponding line-integration over the phantom, and the standard
deviation is taken to be 1% of this mean. The parameters of
the simulation are such that it only makes sense to compare
algorithms that exploit GMI sparsity, and accordingly we show
results from Eq. (4) for p = 0.8 and p = 1.0. Larger p results
in images that are heavily polluted with streak artifacts. For
the constraint parameters, we employ an  corresponding to
an RMSE of 0.01, and for γ we use the value derived from
the test phantom.
For the speciﬁed parameters, the image reconstruction re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3 together with corresponding slices
in the phantom. The gray scale display window is 1% of
the phantom complete dynamic range; and streak artifacts are
difﬁcult to avoid due to the rapidly oscillating bone structures
near the ear at the bottom of the images. The results for
p = 1.0, in the top row of the ﬁgure, show such streaks,
even though this value for p does exploit GMI sparsity. The
middle row shows results for the nonconvex case of p = 0.8,
but the streak artifacts are nearly completely removed.
Inspection of the nonconvex results shows a rather interest-
ing behavior in that the image regularization is highly non-
uniform. The structures with the contrast of the eyes and
greater (≥ 1% of phantom background) appear to have sharp
edges, while the lower contrast structures are visible, yet,
are blurred relative to the same structures in the p = 1.0
images. This visual impression is borne out quantitatively
in vertical proﬁle plots shown through the eyes, in Fig. 4,
and through the ventricle and subdural hematoma, in Fig. 5.
In the former proﬁle, the nonconvex result has as sharp a
transition at the eye border as the convex p = 1.0 result
without the oscillations from the streaks. The latter lower
contrast structures show fewer oscillation for the nonconvex
result, but there is also a clear blurring as the transitions at the
ventricle and hematoma borders are more gradual for p = 0.8
than for p = 1.0. This feature of the proposed nonconvex
optimization can be understood from inspecting Eq. (5) where
we see that the image TV term has a spatially dependent
weighting. During the iteration of the nonconvex algorithm
the weighting w evolves in such a way that less weight, and
hence less smoothing, is applied to voxels with large gradient-
magnitude.
100 150 200
voxel number
1.045
1.050
1.055
1.060 p=1.0
p=0.8
Fig. 5. Proﬁle comparison corresponding to the images in Fig. 3 along a
line in the midplane, through the ventricle and subdural hematoma.
IV. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated GMI sparsity-exploiting image re-
construction by a nonconvex optimization algorithm. Under
ideal conditions we have shown that the algorithm is capable of
obtaining accurate image recovery with fewer projections than
convex TV-based image reconstruction. The algorithm can also
be applied to 3D cone-beam CT systems, and preliminary
results indicate that the nonconvex algorithm can be effective
in controlling steak artifacts resulting from a combination of
projection view under-sampling and the presence of complex
high-contrast structures.
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Up–To–Date Prior Knowledge via Motion
Correction for Low Dose Tomographic Fluoroscopy
Barbara Flach, Jan Kuntz, Marcus Brehm, Rolf Kueres, So¨nke Bartling, and Marc Kachelrieß, Member, IEEE
Abstract—To provide 4D (=3D+time) volume data for inter-
ventional image guidance tomographic data acquisition during
the whole intervention is necessary. But for the acceptance of
the method, which is also called tomographic ﬂuoroscopy or CT
ﬂuoroscopy, the patient dose level must be kept as low as in
2D+time ﬂuoroscopic guidance, which is the standard imaging
technique for today’s intervention guidance.
To achieve this goal a high quality prior volume acquired
before intervention is necessary to guarantee time frames of high
image quality during the intervention, despite the fact that these
volumes are based on a very sparse angular sampling at very
low dose. Depending on the type and duration of an intervention
patient motion can become a problem. Consequently, the prior
volume needs to be continuously updated.
We propose a prior that adapts itself by the combination of
the two concepts registration and substitution. In the registration
step a combination of afﬁne and deformable registration adapts
the prior to the current situation represented by a so–called target
image. In the subsequent substitution step a forward projection
of the deformed image yields virtual rawdata that are densely
sampled in the angular direction. The latest measured projections
are used to substitute the corresponding virtual projections. A
reconstruction of these substituted data yields the adapted prior,
the running prior.
Of course the success of the registration depends on the quality
of the target image. Therefore we analyze what image quality is
needed for the registration step to get acceptable results. For the
evaluation of the running prior technique we used the head scan
of a pig in vivo acquired by a prototype volume CT system.
We conclude that for preserving the image quality of the prior
it is necessary to use more projections for the target image
than used to reconstruct the temporal updates. However the
interventional material can be also identiﬁed in the time frames
if image quality is degraded by using only a reduced number of
projections for reconstructing the target image.
Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), interventional ra-
diology, undersampled reconstructions, minimally–invasive inter-
ventions, C-arm
I. INTRODUCTION
INTERVENTIONAL radiology comprises for exampleminimally–invasive procedures, stenting and aneurysm
coiling where interventional material like guide wires, stents
or coils are inserted into the patient’s vessels [1]. Today, these
procedures are guided via conventional (2D+time) ﬂuoroscopy,
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which we will call projective ﬂuoroscopy in the following.
However, projective ﬂuoroscopy only displays a superposition
of the anatomy and therefore is not always well–suited to
visualize complex structures and their spatial relationship. In
these cases the interventionalist often applies trial–and–error
approaches, e.g. to navigate an instrument through the vessels.
This is time–consuming, increases patient dose and operation
time, and leads in some cases to injuries of the vessel system.
Fig. 1. Volume rendering of two time frames of a stenting intervention
reconstructed with PrIDICT. On the left side the stent is still closed and
on the right side the stent is expanded.
Obviously, a continuous display of 3D volumes would
be nice to have, a 3D+time modality which we will call
tomographic ﬂuoroscopy in the following. To keep the x–
ray dose in tomographic ﬂuoroscopy as low as that used
in projective ﬂuoroscopy it is necessary to obtain low dose
tomographic data from a extremely low number of projections
per (half or full) rotation of the imaging system.
Our prior (but preliminary) work indicated, that about 10
to 20 projections should be sufﬁcient to update the volume
like shown in ﬁgure 1 [2]–[4]. To achieve that, a dedicated
reconstruction algorithm had to be applied that makes heavy
use of the prior volume. Another option may be using the
PICCS reconstruction algorithm of reference [5]. Existing
reconstruction algorithms that do not make use of a prior scan,
like the ASD–POCS algorithm [6] or the iTV algorithm [7],
are not able to provide images of sufﬁcient quality from this
extremely high undersampling.
By now, all known methods provide satisfying results only
in case of interventions without any patient motion. Our aim
is to provide a robust method that addresses this problem and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the updating process of the prior to yield a running prior which can be used in the PrIDICT algorithm. The last NU projections are
used to compute the time frame (in our experiments NU = 15. The last NT projections are used to compute the target image (typically NT ≥ NU).
allows for patient motion after the prior has been acquired.
In particular it is required that the temporal resolution of the
prior is high, corresponding to a minimum of projections, but
with image quality being equivalent to a reconstruction from
projections of a densely sampled rotation. We achieve this by
continuously updating the prior in two steps. First via regis-
tration the prior is deformed to the current situation, which is
represented by a so–called target image, and subsequently the
new acquired projections are incorporated into the prior [8].
In praticular, the focus of this work lies on analyzing which
image quality is required for the target image to get good
image quality in the time frames.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Reconstruction Using Prior Data
We realize low–dose tomographic ﬂuoroscopy using con-
tinuous CT scans with very few projections per rotation.
Applying the prior image dynamic interventional computed
tomography (PrIDICT) algorithm highly undersampled data
of a half rotation is sufﬁcient to update the volume [3], [4].
Due to the dose restrictions (that enforce sparse sampling)
only about 10 to 20 projections are available. In our study
we used NU = 15 projections for the calculation of each
time frame. To obtain high quality images the information
from a fully sampled (NP = 600 projections) prior scan
is used during image reconstruction. For reconstruction the
difference of the forward projection of the prior image and
the rawdata of the intervention scan (the update scan) is
computed and reconstructed. Ideally (in case of no motion)
there is only interventional material visible. Because of the
very sparse sampling the image quality is disturbed by streaks.
To reduce these artifacts the L0 norm is reduced by setting the
values of insigniﬁcant voxels (= voxels with a low attenuation
value) equal to zero. For display this image is added to
the prior image, possibly using color coding. In addition a
roadmap showing the vascular tree which is generated from
a contrast–enhanced scan can be added to the prior, too. The
resulting time frame shows the position and appearance of
the interventional material in relation to the high quality 3D
volume of the patient [3], [8].
B. Motion Correction
Up to here the algorithm works well in case of no or
negligible patient motion. To deal with patient motion we
introduce an additional step to adapt the high quality prior to
the changes in patient and organ position and shape. Since the
prior is adapted in each time step and this adapted prior serves
as new prior for the PrIDICT algorithm in the corresponding
time step, we call it running prior. For dose reasons only those
projections shall be used to update the prior that are acquired
anyway for the high temporal resolution intervention scan. The
update is realized by a registration of the current prior to the
target image, a Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) reconstruction
[9] that uses the projections of some latest projections NT.
Here we investigated the results for parametersNT = NU = 15
and NT = 120. The registration algorithm consists of an
afﬁne registration [10] which is then reﬁned by a deformable
registration algorithm [11]. As a ﬁnal step the deformed
image is forward projected using a densely sampled geometry
(NP = 600 projections, same number of projections as for the
reconstruction of the prior image). From these newly obtained
virtual rawdata the projections corresponding to projection
angles of the latest NU measured projections are substituted
by the measured data. The resulting rawdata that consist of
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NP −NU forward projected and of NU measured projections
are reconstructed to yield the running prior. The adaptation
of the prior is shown in ﬁgure 2. Here the replacement step
is realized in a computationally more efﬁcient but equivalent
procedure. That is in detail by forward projecting only the
NU projections that shall be substituted, subtracting these
projections from the NU real measured projections and adding
the reconstruction of this difference to the deformed image to
obtain the running prior for this time step.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We analyse the proposed method regarding the parameter
NT on the basis of a real dataset, the head scan of a pig in
vivo. Since there exists no dedicated 3D+time interventional
CT system so far we used a volume CT prototype, which
is a ﬂat detector mounted on a clinical gantry for continuous
rotation which is necessary for the intervention scan (ﬁgure 3).
Fig. 3. Measurement setup with volume CT prototype and pig in vivo.
The scan for the prior image as well as the time frames
is performed at 80 kV tube voltage and 50 mA tube current,
but the scan for the time frames was pulsed resulting in a
mean tube current of 18 mA. For the prior image we acquired
600 projections per full rotation at a rotation time of 20
seconds. The data for the intervention scan are acquired by a
standard protocol with sampling rate of 30 frames per second,
a gantry rotation time of 4 seconds. The total scan time was
30 seconds in this example. From these data we only used
every fourth projection for our investigations, i.e. three out
of four projections were completely ignored. This results in
15 used projections per half rotation. The intervention itself
consisted of inserting a guide wire into the pig’s carotid.
Between prior and intervention scan a 30 mm shift of the
pig’s head and during the acquisition motion resulting from
breathing occurred.
IV. RESULTS
In ﬁgure 4 the target images, the running priors and the time
frames for NT = 15 and NT = 120 at the beginning of the
intervention (means one registration and replacement step) are
compared. When using onlyNT = 15 projections for the target
image artifacts affect the registration process such that image
parts are not correctly adapted like the two regions pointed
to by arrows in ﬁgure 4. In addition the result with NT = 15
shows a wobbly bodyoutline for example in the encircled area.
This is not the case for NT = 120.
Fig. 4. Comparison of target image, running prior and time frame based on
NT = 15 and NT = 120 at the beginning of the intervention. The images
are displayed at a gray scale window C/W = 0 HU/2000 HU.
At the end of the intervention the running prior with NT =
120 shows good image quality. In contrast the running prior
with NT = 15 looks quite smooth like shown in ﬁgure 5.
This is a consequence of more small errors in the vector ﬁeld
(resulting from the quite poor image quality with NT = 15)
and the subsequent interpolation within the deformation.
The essential in interventional image guidance is that the
wire can be distinguished and this of course at the correct
position. This is possible in both cases like demonstrated in
ﬁgure 6.
V. DISCUSSION
The running prior technique guarantees signiﬁcantly in-
creased robustness compared to using a static prior. But the
exactness of the results strongly depends on the result of the
registration. It is a trade–off between a good image quality of
the target image (high NT), such that the registration result
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Fig. 5. Comparison of target image, running prior and time frame based on
NT = 15 and NT = 120 at the end of the intervention. The images are
displayed at a gray scale window C/W = 0 HU/2000 HU.
is not affected by the artifacts included in the target image,
and on the other side the actuality of the target image (lower
NT). Due to our results we conclude that NT = NU = 15
projections provide satisfying results for interventional image
guidance. The interventional material can be displayed at the
correct position. But for keeping the image quality of the
running prior almost at the same level as that of the static
prior acquired before intervention, it is necessary to use some
more projections, although not necessarily NT = 120. By this
good image quality is possible at the expense of a temporally
slightly delayed running prior.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the identiﬁcation of interventional material based on
NT = 15 and NT = 120 projections for the target image. In the left column
a transversal slice of the time frame is shown. In the right column the slice
corresponging to the yellow line through all z-positions is shown. In the upper
row for NT = 15 and in the lower row for NT = 120. The images are
displayed at a gray scale window C/W = 0 HU/2000 HU.
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Nested Loop Algorithm for Parallel Model Based
Iterative Reconstruction
Zhou Yu, Lin Fu, Debashish Pal, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Charles A. Bouman and Ken D. Sauer
Abstract— Model based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) algo-
rithms have been used in clinical studies to allow significant
dose reduction in CT scans while maintaining the diagnostic
image quality. Simultaneous-update algorithms, which can take
advantage of massively parallel computer architectures, are
promising to significantly improve the speed of MBIR. To achieve
this goal, we also need to improve the convergence speed of
these algorithms. In this paper, we propose a fast converging
simultaneous-update algorithm using a nested loop structure.
Preliminary experimental results show that the proposed algo-
rithm has faster convergence speed compared to algorithms such
as conjugate gradient and preconditioned conjugate gradient
methods.
Index Terms— Computed tomography, iterative reconstruction,
nested loop, preconditioner.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent applications of model based iterative reconstruction
(MBIR) algorithms to medical CT have demonstrated signiﬁ-
cant improvement in image quality by increasing resolution as
well as reducing noise and artifacts [1], [2]. Clinical studies
also show that MBIR algorithms can be used as a tool to
allow signiﬁcant dose reduction in CT scans while maintaining
diagnostic image quality [3]. With ever advancing computing
technologies, massively parallel architectures have emerged,
such as the newest multi-core CPUs and GPUs. These new
hardware technologies bring promise to signiﬁcantly speed up
the MBIR algorithms [4]. Taking advantage of these new tech-
nologies requires developing algorithms that are highly parallel
and yet have fast convergence properties. Simultaneous-update
algorithms, such as variations of expectation maximization
(EM) [5], conjugate gradients (CG) [6], and ordered subsets
(OS) [7], are attractive since they are easier to map on to
highly parallel computer architectures to reduce per iteration
computational cost. However, compared to sequential-update
algorithms such as iterative coordinate descent (ICD) [8], [9],
simultaneous-update algorithms tend to require many more
iterations to converge. Therefore, it is critical to speed up the
convergence of simultaneous-update algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a nested loop framework to
accelerate the convergence of simultaneous-update algorithms.
Our method is composed of inner and outer loop iterations. In
each outer loop iteration, we create a local approximation to
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the cost function. The approximate problem is then solved
by inner loop iterations with relatively low computational
cost. The inner loop solution is used to compute an update
direction for the outer loop. The outer loop then computes an
optimal step size so that it guarantees the cost function will
decrease monotonically. Similar nested loop algorithms have
been explored in PET reconstruction problems [10]–[12]. In
the CT reconstruction problem, we propose to construct the
inner loop problem using an image space approximation to the
Hessian matrix of the original cost function.
II. METHOD
A. Objective Function
MBIR algorithms typically work by ﬁrst forming an
objective function which incorporates an accurate system
model [13], statistical noise model [1] and prior model [14].
The image is then reconstructed by computing an estimate
which minimizes the resulting objective function.
Let x denote the image and y denote the measurement data.
We consider both x and y as random vectors, and our goal is to
reconstruct the image by computing the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate given by
x∗ = argmin f(x) (1)
f(x) = {
1
2
J(x, y) + Φ(x)} (2)
where J(x, y) is the log likelihood term that penalizes the
inconsistency between the image and the measurement, Φ(x)
is the negative log of the prior distribution that penalizes the
noises in the image. One example of J(x, y) is in quadratic
form
J(x, y) = ||Ax− y||2W (3)
where A is the system matrix, W is a diagonal weighting
matrix. The ith diagonal entry of the matrixW , denoted by wi,
is typically chosen to be approximately inversely proportional
to the estimate of the variance in the measurement yi [1], [9].
We will consider the data mismatch term in (3) to illustrate
the algorithm framework in this paper. However, the proposed
algorithm can also be applied to other forms of data mismatch
terms, such as the Poisson log likelihood function, as long as
f(x) remains strictly convex.
B. Nested Loop Algorithm
The idea in this paper is to create a sequence of sub-
problems that optimize simpler approximate cost functions,
while still guaranteeing that the solution of the sub-problems
will converge to the solution of the original cost function. To
achieve this, we propose a nested loop framework. Let n be
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the outer loop iteration index, and x(n) be the image estimate
after the nth iteration. In each outer loop iteration, we ﬁrst
create a local approximate cost function, h(n)(x), which must
satisfy,
∇h(n)(x(n−1)) = ∇f (n)(x(n−1)) (4)
We then minimize h(n) using inner loop iterations. If we up-
date the image directly using the inner loop solution, this does
not necessarily guarantee convergence. Instead, we use the
solution of the sub-problem to compute an update direction,
and then solve a 1D optimization problem to determine the
update step size. Since the cost function is minimized along
the search direction, it is guaranteed to decrease monotonically
with every outer loop iteration.
In the following, we propose a method to apply the nested
loop framework to CT iterative reconstruction problem. First,
we need to derive the approximate cost function used in each
outer loop. We can rewrite the cost function in (2) and (3) as
f(x) = ||x−x(n−1)||2AtWA +x
tΘ(n−1)+Φ(x)+c(n−1), (5)
where Θ(n−1) = AtW (Ax(n−1)−y) and c(n−1) is a constant.
In CT iterative reconstruction, the most expensive computation
components in each iteration are typically the forward projec-
tion and the back projection, i.e. A and At. Therefore, we
create the approximate cost function by replacing AtWA in
(5) with a simpler operator M , i.e.
h(n)(x) = ||x− x(n−1)||2M + x
tΘ(n−1) + Φ(x) + c(n−1) (6)
Written in this form, it is easy to verify that the condition
in (4) holds for the proposed h(n)(x). Notice that, the regu-
larization term in h(n)(x) is also calculated exactly. The only
approximation in h(n)(x) is in the second derivative of the
cost function by replacing AtWA with M .
DesigningM appropriately requires balancing between two
objectives. First, M needs to be a close approximation of
AtWA. Second,M must be easy to pre-compute so the matrix
vector multiplication can be computed at low cost. In this
paper, we use the approximation to AtWA operator proposed
by Fessler and Booth in [15], that is,
AtWA ≈ DKD, (7)
where D is a diagonal matrix, with the jth diagonal element
to be di =
√∑
j
a2
ij
wj∑
j
a2
ij
, and K is a circulant matrix approxi-
mation to the AtA operator. Notice that the proposed operator
is a pure image space operator. It is very easy to compute
since it only requires image scaling and ﬁltering, which can
be efﬁciently implemented with fast Fourier transforms (FFT).
Second, we solve the minimization problem of h(n) iter-
atively using inner loops. The inner loop problem described
in (6) is similar to an image space denoising problem. One can
solve this problem with a simple gradient based method, such
as gradient descent. Here, we can also accelerate the inner
loop convergence using an image space preconditioner, such
as Fourier based preconditioners proposed in [15] and [16].
Finally, we update the image based on the inner loop
solution. Let x˜(n) denote the solution of the inner loop. We
compute the update direction using u(n) = x˜(n)−x(n−1), and
then compute the step size β(n). The step size is computed to
minimize the cost along the update direction, that is,
β(n) = argmin
β
f
(
x(n−1) + βu(n)
)
(8)
This way, we can guarantee f(x(n)) < f(x(n−1)). We can
compute an approximate solution to (8) using a closed form
formula similar to the one used in [15]. Since the step size
formula is derived using a surrogate function, the monotonicity
of sequence {f(x(n))} is still guaranteed.
Fig. 1 shows the pseudo code of the proposed algorithm.
In each outer loop, we ﬁrst formulate an approximate cost
function, h(n)(x), which is then optimized by the inner loop
iterations in line 5. By eliminating A and At operation in
h(n), each inner loop has very low computational cost. In line
6, the result of the inner loop is used to compute the update
direction, followed by the step size calculation in line 7.
The outer loop algorithm is similar to a gradient descent
algorithm except the search direction is computed from the
inner loop solution rather than the gradient direction. We can
easily generalize this algorithm by using other gradient based
method in the outer loop such as conjugate gradient, etc.
1: x ← FBP reconstruction
2: Θ ← A′W (Ax − y)
3: repeat
4: xprev ← x
5: x ← argmin
v
||v − xprev ||
2
M + v
tΘ + Φ(v)
6: u ← x− xprev
7: β ← argmin
β
f (xprev + βu)
8: x ← xprev + βu
9: Θ ← Θ + βA′WAu
10: until x is converged
Fig. 1. Pseudo code of one example of nested loop algorithm. In each
outer loop, we ﬁrst formulate an approximate cost function. Line 5 is solved
iteratively using the inner loop iterations. The result of the inner loop is used
to compute an update direction in line 6. Finally, the line search step in line
7 guarantees the monotonicity of the cost function.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the convergence speed of Nested
Loop algorithm to CG and two variations of Preconditioned
CG algorithms. Here, the nested loop (NL) algorithm and PCG
algorithms use the same approximation to AtWA with image
space operator DKD, in which K is a shift invariant ﬁlter
with frequency response of the form K(f) = 1
|f |+c , where
f ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. The difference among the three methods lies
in the modeling of the regularization function. In the method
labeled as PCG-P1, the Hessian of the regularization term is
ignored. Therefore, its preconditioner is given by
P1 = D
−1K−1D−1. (9)
In the method labeled as PCG-P2, we model the Hessian of
the regularization term as DRD, where R has the frequency
response
R(f) = 1− cos(2πf). (10)
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In this case, the preconditioner is given by
P2 = D
−1(K + αR)−1D−1. (11)
Finally, in the nested loop algorithm, we compute the regular-
ization term exactly in the inner loop problem. The inner loop
is solved using 10 iterations of PCG, where we use P1 as the
preconditioner.
Fig. 2 shows the Fourier transform of the preconditioner
kernel used in the experiment. Notice that, by modeling the
regularization term in the cost function, the high frequency
gain in the preconditioner P2 is suppressed.
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Fig. 2. This ﬁgure shows the Fourier transform of the preconditioner kernel
used in the experiment, K−1 and (K + αR)−1 , where α = 10
The data we use to test the algorithm is a low dose axial
scan of the GE performance phantom shown in Fig. 3. In this
phantom, wires and resolution bars are used to measure the
spatial resolution of the reconstruction, and a uniform region
provides the noise measurements.
Fig. 3. This ﬁgure shows GE performance phantom used in the experiment.
We use the wire in the phantom to measure in-plane resolution and the uniform
region to measure the noise standard deviation
In Fig. 4, the results of various algorithms are compared
against a reference image computed from a sufﬁciently con-
verged reference NH-ICD [9] algorithm. In (a), we compute
the root mean squared difference (RMSD) in the ROI volume
between the current image and the reference image. Fig. 4 (b)
and (c) characterize the convergence speed of high frequency
components for each algorithm. In (b), we use the wire in the
image to measure the 50 percent MTF after each iteration, and
then plot the MTF convergence curve. The horizontal dashed
line shows the MTF achieved by reference NH-ICD algorithm
sufﬁciently converged after 20 iterations. In (c), we measure
the noise standard deviation in a uniform ROI after each
iteration. The horizontal line shows the noise level in a the
reference NH-ICD reconstruction. Comparing the convergence
plots, we ﬁnd a consistent trend: As expected, preconditioning
signiﬁcantly accelerates the convergence speed of CG. By
including the regularization term in the preconditioner design
(P2), we can further speed up the convergence. Finally, the
NL method has the fastest convergence speed, which can be
attributed to its ability to compute the regularization function
exactly in the inner loops.
As shown in (c), in the uniform area, the PCG-P2 algorithm
has a similar convergence speed to the NL algorithm. However,
in (b), the NL method appears to be much faster than the PCG
P2 method. This is probably because, in the PCG-P2 method,
we choose the parameter α to match the regularization strength
in the uniform area. Since we use an edge-preserving regular-
ization function, the same parameter can be too strong in the
area around the wire causing slower resolution recovery. On
the other hand, since the NL algorithm computes regularization
term exactly, it shows consistently fast convergence speed in
both the uniform area and around the wire without the need
to choose parameters to optimize the convergence behavior.
Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed image from a body scan
data, in which (a) shows the denoised FBP image used as
initial condition for the iterative reconstruction, (b) and (c)
shows the image after 3 and 10 iterations of the nested loop
algorithm, and (d) shows the fully converged image generated
using 20 iterations of NH-ICD algorithm. The ﬁgure shows the
image resolution improves very quickly using the proposed
algorithm, and reaches the same solution as the NH-ICD
algorithm.
Finally, let us comment on the computational cost of each
algorithm. Typically, forward and back projection are the most
computationally expensive components of each iteration. The
cost of applying preconditioners (additional FFTs) is relatively
low. Therefore, the per iteration cost of the PCG algorithm and
the CG algorithm are very similar. The nested loop algorithm
has slightly higher computational cost mainly due to multiple
FFTs per inner loop iteration. However, in general, the inner
loop cost may still be low compared to the projector costs. In
practice, one can adjust the number of inner loop iterations to
balance convergence speed and per iteration computation cost.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The idea of using an approximate cost function is also
used in the optimization transfer techniques. In these meth-
ods, one typically designs a surrogate function that satisﬁes
equation (4), and upper bounds f(x) for all x. However, to
satisfy the upper bound condition, h(n)(x) tends to have very
large curvature, and therefore, the update steps tend to be very
small. In our approach, we replace the upper bound condition
with a line search step, giving us more ﬂexibility to explore
different choices of h(n)(x).
The idea to approximate AtWA has been well explored
in preconditioner methods. In these methods, the idea is to
design a matrix operator P directly to approximate the inverse
of the Hessian H−1(x). However, in our approach, we only
attempt to approximate the forward Hessian matrix. In general,
approximating H(x) instead of H−1(x) has two beneﬁts.
First, we can compute part of the cost function, in our case,
the regularization term, exactly. In the typical preconditioner
methods, the Hessian matrix of the regularization function is
either completely ignored, or approximated. Using the same
approximation to AtWA, the proposed method outperforms
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Fig. 4. This ﬁgure shows convergence curves comparing the results of various
algorithms. In (a), we show the root mean squared difference (RMSD) between
the image and the fully converged reference image. In (b), we use the wire
in the image to measure the 50 percent MTF after each iteration, and then
plot the MTF convergence curve. The horizontal dashed line shows the MTF
achieved by ICD algorithm after 20 iterations. In (c), we measure the noise
standard deviation in a uniform ROI after each iteration. The horizontal line
shows the noise level in a fully converged ICD reconstruction. All convergence
curves show that the nested loop algorithm has the fastest convergence speed
of all methods considered here.
the preconditioner based methods mostly because it models
the regularization function exactly. Second, it provides us the
ﬂexibility to use more sophisticated and more accurate models
of the Hessian. In this paper, we construct the inner-loop
algorithm using well-known approximations. In future work,
we will further explore the ﬂexibility of the algorithm to design
a more sophisticated approximation of the AtWA operator.
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Abstract—C-arm cone-beam CT (CBCT) is entering a growing 
scope of applications in intraoperative imaging but typically 
exhibits limited soft-tissue imaging capability and is largely 
constrained to high-contrast imaging tasks. Statistical iterative 
reconstruction techniques offer major advances in image quality 
and considerable promise for low-dose soft-tissue imaging. This 
work adapts penalized likelihood (PL) reconstruction approaches 
facilitated by high-speed computing to C-arm CBCT and 
investigates performance in low-dose imaging of low-contrast 
(<100 HU) tasks pertinent to soft-tissue surgical guidance. Fair 
comparison of image quality performance in 3D filtered 
backprojection (FBP) and PL exercised careful matching of 3D 
spatial resolution (viz., matching the edge spread function across 
a low-contrast sphere) since each approach has parameters 
allowing distinct tradeoffs of noise and resolution.  
An anthropomorphic abdominal phantom with various tissue-
equivalent inserts was used to quantify contrast-to-noise / 
resolution tradeoffs in low-contrast structures when imaged 
using a mobile C-arm for CBCT. These comparisons of FBP and 
PL reconstructions across a range of low-dose protocols provided 
insight on low-dose limits, and sparse acquisitions were also 
considered as a method to reduce dose and data size. Statistical 
reconstruction increased soft-tissue image quality through 
reduction of noise and artifacts (e.g., 2-3 fold increase in CNR at 
equivalent spatial resolution), enabling a corresponding dose 
reduction wherein not only was the dose lower but also the image 
quality improved relative to FBP. The optimal reconstruction 
parameters were translated to imaging a cadaveric torso, where 
improved visualization of soft-tissue structures was confirmed.
The advances in low-dose soft-tissue image quality offered by 
statistical reconstruction demonstrate promise for intraoperative 
C-arm CBCT to overcome conventional tradeoffs in noise, 
resolution, and dose. 

Index Terms—Image Quality, Cone-Beam CT, Statistical Re-
construction, Imaging Task, Radiation Dose, Image Guidance 

, ,1752'8&7,21
,QWUDRSHUDWLYH LPDJLQJXVLQJPRELOHRU IL[HGURRP&DUPV
SURYLGHV UHDOWLPH ' LPDJLQJ IOXRURVFRS\ DQG YROXPHWULF
' LPDJLQJ FRQHEHDP &7 &%&7 IRU LPDJHJXLGHG
SURFHGXUHV:KLOH ' LPDJLQJ RQ &DUPV KDV EHFRPHPRUH
SUHYDOHQW FRQYHQWLRQDO ILOWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ )%3 LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ H[KLELWV OLPLWHG LPDJH TXDOLW\ ZLWK ORZ
FRQWUDVW YLVLELOLW\ EHLQJ VLJQLILFDQWO\ OHVV WKDQ GLDJQRVWLF&7
GXHWRKLJKHUOHYHOVRIQRLVHDQGDUWLIDFWVDULVLQJIURPVFDWWHU
WUXQFDWLRQDQGYLHZ VDPSOLQJ >@7KXV ORZFRQWUDVW VRIW
WLVVXHVUHTXLULQJFRQWUDVWUHVROXWLRQDW WKHOHYHORIVRI+8
DUHODUJHO\EH\RQGWKHFXUUHQWFDSDELOLWLHVRI&%&7XVLQJ)%3
EXWPD\EH HQDEOHGE\ LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ$GGLWLRQDOO\
WKH QHHG WR PLQLPL]H UDGLDWLRQ GRVH WR ERWK WKH SDWLHQW DQG
VXUJLFDOVWDIIPRWLYDWHVWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIORZGRVHLPDJLQJ
WHFKQLTXHV (QDEOLQJ KLJKTXDOLW\ ORZGRVH &DUP &%&7
ZRXOG WKHUHIRUH SURYLGH SK\VLFLDQVZLWK QHZ FDSDELOLWLHV IRU
VRIWWLVVXHVXUJLFDOJXLGDQFHVXFKDVPRUHSUHFLVHWDUJHWLQJRI
WXPRUVDQGDYRLGDQFHRIDGMDFHQWFULWLFDODQDWRP\
7KLV ZRUN OHYHUDJHV DGYDQFHV LQ VWDWLVWLFDO LWHUDWLYH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DQG FRPSXWDWLRQDO KDUGZDUH WR HQDEOH EHWWHU
YLVXDOL]DWLRQ RI ORZFRQWUDVW VRIWWLVVXHV $GYDQFHG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVVXFKDVSHQDOL]HGOLNHOLKRRG3/KDYH
LQFUHDVLQJO\ DWWUDFWHG DWWHQWLRQ WR PHWKRGV WKDW DFFRXQW IRU
IDFWRUV LQ WKH LPDJLQJ FKDLQ WR LPSURYH LPDJH TXDOLW\ DQG
HQDEOH ORZGRVH SURWRFROV :KLOH PRUH FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\
H[SHQVLYH WKDQ)%3 SDUDOOHOL]DEOH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV RQ KLJK
VSHHGFRPSXWHUDUFKLWHFWXUHFRQWLQXHVWRDFFHOHUDWHVWDWLVWLFDO
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV WR PHHW WKH GHPDQGV RI FOLQLFDO
ZRUNIORZ:H LQYHVWLJDWH WKHSRWHQWLDO IRU3/ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
WR LPSURYH VRIWWLVVXH YLVLELOLW\ LQ PRELOH &DUP&%&7 DQG
HQDEOHORZHUGRVHLPDJLQJSURWRFROVZKLOHPDLQWDLQLQJLPDJH
TXDOLW\ ,Q DGGLWLRQ WR ORZHULQJ WKH H[SRVXUH SHU SURMHFWLRQ
WXEH FXUUHQW VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ RI SURMHFWLRQV LV UHDGLO\
DFFRPPRGDWHGE\&DUP&%&7DQG LV LQYHVWLJDWHG QRW RQO\
DVDPHWKRGWRUHGXFHGRVHEXWDOVRWRSRWHQWLDOO\HQDEOHIDVWHU
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV GXH WR VPDOOHU GDWD VHWV 0HWKRGV IRU IDLU
FRPSDULVRQ RI )%3 DQG 3/ LQFOXGLQJ QRLVHUHVROXWLRQ
WUDGHRIIV DW PDWFKHG VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ DV PHDVXUHG E\ WKH
HGJH VSUHDG IXQFWLRQ DFURVV ORZFRQWUDVW VSKHUHV SURYLGHG
TXDQWLWDWLYH HYDOXDWLRQ RI ORZGRVH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV LQ DQ
DQWKURSRPRUSKLF SKDQWRP DQG KHOSHG WR VSHFLI\
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQSDUDPHWHUV WREHDSSOLHG LQ LPDJLQJDFDGDYHU
IRUVRIWWLVVXHLPDJLQJLQWKHDEGRPHQ

,, 0(7+2'6
A. Experimental Setup 
$ SURWRW\SH PRELOH &DUP V\VWHP ZLWK D IODWSDQHO GHWHFWRU
3D[6FDQ9DULDQZDVXVHGIRUYROXPHWULFLPDJLQJRI
DSKDQWRPDQGFDGDYHU )LJ7KHV\VWHPKDVDîî
FP ILHOGRIYLHZDQG DQJXODU UDQJHRI $ W\SLFDO ORZ
GRVH &%&7 DFTXLVLWLRQ FROOHFWHG  SURMHFWLRQV >î
SL[HOVîPRGH@DWN9SP$VFRUUHVSRQGLQJWR
P*\GRVHDWWKHFHQWHURIDFPERG\SKDQWRPFRPSDUHG
WRD W\SLFDOGRVH LQGLDJQRVWLFDEGRPLQDO&7 LQ WKH UDQJHRI
P*\>@$OO LPDJHVZHUHUHFRQVWUXFWHGZLWK LVRWURSLF
îî PP YR[HOV 6SDUVH DFTXLVLWLRQV HJ
XQGHUVDPSOLQJ WKH SURMHFWLRQV E\ î ZHUH FRQVLGHUHG
XWLOL]LQJHYHU\RWKHUSURMHFWLRQIRUUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
6WDWLVWLFDO5HFRQVWUXFWLRQIRU6RIW7LVVXH
,PDJLQJZLWK/RZ'RVH&DUP&RQH%HDP&7
$GDP6:DQJ-:HEVWHU6WD\PDQ<RVKLWR2WDNH*HUKDUG.OHLQV]LJ6HEDVWLDQ9RJW
$-D\.KDQQD=L\D/*RNDVODQDQG-HIIUH\+6LHZHUGVHQ
7KLV ZRUN LV VXSSRUWHG E\ DFDGHPLFLQGXVWU\ SDUWQHUVKLS ZLWK 6LHPHQV
+HDOWKFDUH;3'LYLVLRQ
$6:DQJ-:6WD\PDQ<2WDNHDQG-+6LHZHUGVHQDUHZLWKWKH
'HSDUWPHQW RI %LRPHGLFDO (QJLQHHULQJ -RKQV +RSNLQV 8QLYHUVLW\
%DOWLPRUH 0'  86$ HPDLO ^DGDPZDQJ ZHEVWD\PDQ RWDNH
MHIIVLHZHUGVHQ`#MKXHGX
* .OHLQV]LJ DQG 6 9RJW DUH ZLWK 6LHPHQV +HDOWKFDUH (UODQJHQ
*HUPDQ\HPDLO^JHUKDUGNOHLQV]LJVHEDVWLDQYRJW`#VLHPHQVFRP
$-.KDQQDLVZLWKWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI2UWKRSDHGLF6XUJHU\-RKQV+RS
NLQV8QLYHUVLW\%DOWLPRUH0'86$HPDLODNKDQQD#MKPLHGX
= /*RNDVODQ LVZLWK WKH'HSDUWPHQWRI1HXURVXUJHU\ -RKQV+RSNLQV
8QLYHUVLW\%DOWLPRUH0'86$HPDLO]JRNDVO#MKPLHGX
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 
$Q DQWKURSRPRUSKLF DEGRPHQ SKDQWRP )LJ  ZDV XVHG
WR TXDQWLI\ WKH LPDJLQJ SHUIRUPDQFH RI )%3 DQG 3/
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV DW GLIIHUHQW GRVH OHYHOV UDQJLQJ IURP  WR
P$V  WR  P*\ DW  N9S 7KH VLPXODWHG OLYHU
FRQWDLQHGPPGLDPHWHUVSKHUHVRIYDU\LQJFRQWUDVWDQGWKH
ORZFRQWUDVW VSKHUH DSSUR[LPDWHO\ +8ZDV VHOHFWHG DV
WKH WDUJHW IRUTXDQWLWDWLYHDQDO\VLV7KHVDPHGRVH OHYHOVDQG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SDUDPHWHUV ZHUH XVHG LQ LPDJLQJ D IUHVK
FDGDYHU WRUVR ZKLFK SUHVHQWHG UHDOLVWLF VRIWWLVVXH
YLVXDOL]DWLRQWDVNVLQFOXGLQJWKHOLYHUNLGQH\VDQGSURVWDWH
B. Statistical Iterative Reconstruction 
7KH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH ߤƸ  LV VROYHG IURP SURMHFWLRQ
PHDVXUHPHQWV y E\ LWHUDWLYH XSGDWHV XVLQJ WKH SDUDOOHOL]DEOH
VHSDUDEOH TXDGUDWLF VXUURJDWHV 646 WHFKQLTXH >@ WR VROYH
WKH 3/ RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP LQ  ZKLFK EDODQFHV GDWD
FRQVLVWHQF\ZLWKLPDJHUHJXODUL]DWLRQ

 ߤƸ ൌ 

ߤ ܮሺߤǢ ݕሻ െ ߚܴሺߤሻ 

7KH ORJOLNHOLKRRG WHUP L PD[LPL]HV FRQVLVWHQF\ RI WKH
IRUZDUGSURMHFWHG UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH Aμ ZLWK WKH
PHDVXUHPHQWV ZKLOH VLPXOWDQHRXVO\ DFFRXQWLQJ IRU WKH
VWDWLVWLFVRI WKH SURMHFWLRQ GDWDE\PRGHOLQJ WKH3RLVVRQGLV
WULEXWLRQRIDOOPHDVXUHPHQWV7KHHIIHFWLYH IZDVHVWLPDWHG
IURPPHDQDQGYDULDQFHPHDVXUHPHQWVRISURMHFWLRQVLQDLU

 ܮሺߤǢ ݕሻ ൌ σ ݕ௜ ൫ܫ଴ǡ௜݁ିሾۯఓሿ೔൯ െ ܫ଴ǡ௜௜א௉ ݁ିሾۯఓሿ೔ 

7KHVWUHQJWKRILPDJHUHJXODUL]DWLRQRμLVFRQWUROOHGE\WKH
SDUDPHWHUβDQGGHSHQGVRQWKHSHQDOW\IXQFWLRQψxRISL[HO
VLJQDOGLIIHUHQFHVZLWKILUVWRUGHUQHLJKERUV

 ܴሺߤሻ ൌ σ σ ߰ሺߤ௜ െ ߤ௝ሻ௝אே௜אூ  

:KLOH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ VHHNV WR UHGXFH QRLVH LWV EHKDYLRU
GHSHQGVQRW RQO\RQβ EXW DOVR WKH IXQFWLRQψxZKLFKZH
WDNHWREHWKHHGJHSUHVHUYLQJ+XEHUSHQDOW\3/+

 ߰ுሺݔሻ ൌ ቐ
ଵ
ଶఋ
ݔଶǡȁݔȁ ൑ ߜ
ȁݔȁ െ ఋ
ଶ
ǡȁݔȁ ൐ ߜ
 

7KLV+XEHUIXQFWLRQLVSDUDPHWHUL]HGE\D WUDQVLWLRQZLGWKį
EHORZZKLFKDTXDGUDWLFSHQDOW\LVDSSOLHGDQGDERYHZKLFKD
OLQHDUSHQDOW\VLPLODUWRWRWDOYDULDWLRQ79>@LVDSSOLHG$
VPDOOHUYDOXHRIįSURYLGHVD79OLNHSHQDOW\WKDWIDYRUVHGJHV
DQGXQLIRUPUHJLRQVZKLOHDODUJHUįWHQGVWRZDUGDTXDGUDWLF
SHQDOW\3/47KHSDUDPHWHUįFDUULHVWKHVDPHXQLWVDVWKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQDWWHQXDWLRQFRHIILFLHQWPPDQGLVFRQYHUWHG
WR+RXQVILHOGXQLWV+8E\DQDSSUR[LPDWHIDFWRURIî
7KH RSWLPL]DWLRQ ZDV VROYHG E\ LWHUDWLYHO\ XSGDWLQJ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG YROXPH XVLQJ LQKRXVH *38LPSOHPHQWHG
*7; Q9LGLD IRUZDUG DQG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RSHUDWLRQV
XVLQJWKHVHSDUDEOHIRRWSULQWVSURMHFWLRQPHWKRGIRULQFUHDVHG
DFFXUDF\ >@ 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ WLPH IRU WKH FXUUHQW XQ
RSWLPL]HG LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ UHPDLQV WLPHFRQVXPLQJ a
PLQ IRU îî YR[HO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV UXQ IRU 
LWHUDWLRQVZLWKRUGHUHGVXEVHWVWRHQVXUHFRQYHUJHQFHEXWZLOO
LPSURYH ZLWK RSWLPL]HG LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ DQG DGYDQFHV LQ
KDUGZDUH VLQFH FRPSXWDWLRQ VSHHG LPSURYHV DSSUR[LPDWHO\
OLQHDUO\ZLWKWKHQXPEHURISURFHVVLQJXQLWV&8'$FRUHVE\
YLUWXHRIWKHKLJKO\SDUDOOHOL]HGLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
7RKDQGOHWKHODUJHGHJUHHRIWUXQFDWLRQGXHWRWKHOLPLWHG
ILHOG RI YLHZ D WHFKQLTXH ZDV GHYLVHG LQ ZKLFK D YLUWXDO
HOOLSWLFDO ZDWHU F\OLQGHU )LJ  RI VL]H DQG ORFDWLRQ
GHWHUPLQHGIURPWKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDZDVHVWLPDWHGE\DFWLYH
VHWPLQLPL]DWLRQ RI WKHPHDQ VTXDUHG HUURU EHWZHHQ WKH OLQH
LQWHJUDOVRI WKHF\OLQGHUDQG WKHSURMHFWLRQGDWD7KLVHOOLSWLF
F\OLQGHU ZDV WKHQ XVHG WR LQLWLDOL]H 3/ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WR
UHPRYH WUXQFDWLRQ DUWLIDFWV DQG LPSURYH WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG
DFFXUDF\ ZLWKLQ WKH &DUP )29 7KH WHFKQLTXH SURYLGHG
VXSHULRU LQLWLDOL]DWLRQ FRPSDUHG WR DQ )%3 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ E\
JLYLQJDEHWWHUVXSSRUWUHJLRQRXWVLGHRIWKH&DUP)29
C. Image Quality Assessment 
)DLU FRPSDULVRQ RI LPDJH TXDOLW\ SHUIRUPDQFH LQ 3/ DQG
)%3LQYROYHVFDUHIXO³PDWFKLQJ´RIVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQRUQRLVH
VXFK DV FRPSDULVRQ RI FRQWUDVWWRQRLVH UDWLR &15
SHUIRUPHG DW HTXLYDOHQW VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ VLQFH HDFK
DSSURDFK KDV SDUDPHWHUV DOORZLQJ WUDGHRII RI QRLVH DQG
UHVROXWLRQ $W PDWFKHG DQG IL[HG VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ VLPSOH
PHWULFV VXFKDV WKH&15RI WKH ORZFRQWUDVW WDUJHWSURYLGHD
EDVLFFRPSDULVRQRIORZFRQWUDVWYLVLELOLW\DQGDVWDUWLQJSRLQW
IRU DVVHVVLQJ WKH SRWHQWLDO LPSURYHPHQW LQ LPDJH TXDOLW\ DW
GLIIHUHQW GRVH OHYHOV 7KH HGJH VSUHDG IXQFWLRQ (6) DFURVV
WKH ORZFRQWUDVW VSKHUH ZDV XVHG DV D PHWULF RI VSDWLDO
UHVROXWLRQ $Q HUURU IXQFWLRQ HUI ZLWK ZLGWK SDUDPHWHUL]HG
E\ ı PPZDV ILWWHG WR WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG YR[HO YDOXHV DV D
IXQFWLRQRIGLVWDQFHIURPWKHFHQWHURIWKHVSKHUHLQDQDUURZ
FRQLFDOUHJLRQDQH[WHQVLRQRIWKH'FDVHLQ>@7KHZLGWKı
RI WKH HUI ILW SURYLGHG D EDVLF PHDVXUH RI UHVROXWLRQ OHQJWK
ZKLOHLWVKHLJKWSURYLGHGDPHDVXUHRIFRQWUDVWVHHQDFURVVWKH
ERXQGDU\1RLVHZDVPHDVXUHGLQDVPDOOYROXPHRIWKHOLYHU
UHJLRQDGMDFHQWWRWKHORZFRQWUDVWVSKHUH
7KH QRLVHUHVROXWLRQ WUDGHRII ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH ORZ
FRQWUDVWVSKHUHZDVFDSWXUHGE\YDU\LQJWKH3/UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
SDUDPHWHUȕDQGWKH)%3DSRGL]DWLRQFXWRII IUHTXHQF\6LQFH
3/UHJXODUL]DWLRQZDVDSSOLHGLQDOOGLUHFWLRQVLQD'QHLJK
ERUKRRGD'DSRGL]DWLRQNHUQHOZDVDSSOLHGLQWKH)%3ILO
WUDWLRQVWHSWRSURYLGHIDLUPDWFKLQJRI'VSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQ

,,, 5(68/76
A. PL variants at low dose  
$VVKRZQLQ)LJUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRIWKHORZGRVHP$V
VFDQRIWKHSKDQWRPZLWK3/+įUDQJLQJIURPWR+8
3/4 DQG )%3 H[KLELWHG D QRLVHUHVROXWLRQ WUDGHRII WKDW
FOHDUO\ LOOXVWUDWHG WKHQRLVH UHGXFWLRQSURSHUWLHVRI WKH+XEHU


)LJ   0RELOH &DUP IRU LQWUDRSHUDWLYH &%&7 DQG WKH DQWKURSRPRUSKLF
DEGRPHQSKDQWRPFRQWDLQLQJDVLPXODWHGOLYHUDQGORZFRQWUDVWLQVHUWV

X-ray 
Source
Detector
Phantom
Diagnostic CT
C-arm 
FOVEllipse 
Initialization
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Target
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SHQDOW\IXQFWLRQ)LJHVSHFLDOO\ZLWKVPDOOHUį6HOHFWLQJį
 +8IRUVRIWWLVVXHWDVNVUHSUHVHQWHGDUHDVRQDEOHWUDGHRII
EHWZHHQ WKH GHVLUHG JDLQ LQ &15 DQG DYRLGDQFH RI
TXDOLWDWLYHO\SDWFK\ WH[WXUHRIWHQVHHQ LQ79DSSURDFKHVDQG
ZDVXVHGLQVXEVHTXHQWUHVXOWV
3/4 DQG 3/+ ZLWK į   +8 \LHOGHG VLPLODU
SHUIRUPDQFH WR )%3 ZLWK UHVSHFW WR ORZFRQWUDVW WDVNV 7KH
HGJHRIKLJKFRQWUDVWVSKHUHVPD\VWLOOEHLQWKHOLQHDUUHJLPH
RIWKH+XEHUSHQDOW\IXQFWLRQDQGZLOOEHEHWWHUSUHVHUYHGWKDQ
ZLWKDTXDGUDWLFSHQDOW\RU)%3:KLOH3/4DQG)%3KDYHD
VLPSOHDOPRVWOLQHDUUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQ&15DQG(6)WKH
+XEHU SHQDOW\ RIIHUHG D UDSLG LQFUHDVH LQ &15 ZLWK ORZHU
VSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQDWDUHVROXWLRQWKUHVKROGWKDWZDVGHSHQGHQW
RQWKHREMHFWįDQGGRVHDVGLVFXVVHGEHORZ
$QH[DPSOHRIPDWFKHGVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQ(6)ı PP
LV VKRZQ LQ WKH D[LDO VOLFHV RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG YROXPHV LQ
)LJ  GLVSOD\LQJ WKH UHGXFHG QRLVH RI WKH +XEHU SHQDOW\
%HFDXVHUHVROXWLRQLVFRQWUDVWDQGORFDWLRQGHSHQGHQWWKHUH
VROXWLRQZDVRQO\FRQVLGHUHGPDWFKHGZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKHORZ
FRQWUDVWVSKHUHZKLFKLVLQGLFDWLYHRIVRIWWLVVXHSHUIRUPDQFH
B. Low dose limits 
$V WKH GRVH ZDV UHGXFHG E\ IDFWRUV RI î DQG î E\
ORZHULQJWKHWXEHFXUUHQW3/+XEHUį +8FRQWLQXHGWR
VKRZ KLJKHU &15 WKDQ )%3 DW WKH VDPH VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ
:KLOH &15 DOVR GURSSHG IRU 3/ DW ORZHU GRVH LW UHPDLQHG
îKLJKHUDWWKHORZHVWGRVHP$VXSWRîKLJKHUIRU
KLJKHUGRVHP$VDWı PPUHVROXWLRQ)LJ3/KDG
D JUHDWHU UHODWLYH DGYDQWDJH DW KLJKHU GRVH ZKHUH WKH ORZ
FRQWUDVW WDUJHW ZDV EHWWHU GHILQHG DOORZLQJ IRU PRUH
DJJUHVVLYHQRLVHUHGXFWLRQ$WORZHUGRVHWKHEHQHILWIURP3/
FRXOG RQO\ EH UHDOL]HG DW ORZHU UHVROXWLRQ ZKHQ WKH LPDJH
ZDVPRUHKHDYLO\VPRRWKHGDQGUHJXODUL]DWLRQFRXOGVXSSUHVV
EDFNJURXQGQRLVH7KHJUHDWHU UHODWLYH DGYDQWDJHRI3/RYHU
)%3ZDVWKHUHIRUHPDLQWDLQHGLQWKHUHJLPHDERYHP$VLQ
WKLVVFHQDULR:KLOH&15LVDVLPSOLVWLFLPDJHTXDOLW\PHWULF
WKHUHVXOWVQRQHWKHOHVVVXJJHVW3/RIIHUVWKHSRWHQWLDOWRLPDJH
DWORZHUGRVHGXHWRWKHLPSURYHGLPDJHTXDOLW\)RUH[DPSOH
3/ LPDJHV DW  P$V \LHOG JUHDWHU &15 WKDQ )%3 DW 
P$V 6XFK GRVH UHGXFWLRQ PXVW RI FRXUVH EH FRQVLGHUHG
DORQJVLGH ULJRURXV DVVHVVPHQW RI WKH FOLQLFDO DFFHSWDELOLW\ RI
WKHLPDJHV±QRLVHLQWKHP$VVFDQPD\EHWRRKLJKWREH
FOLQLFDOO\DFFHSWDEOHHYHQZLWK3/
C. Sparse projections 
)LJ  FRPSDUHV 3/ LPDJLQJ SHUIRUPDQFH DQG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV IURP WKH IXOO\ VDPSOHG  P$V DFTXLVLWLRQ
ZLWK D VSDUVHGDWD VHWZKHUHKDOI WKHSURMHFWLRQVZHUH WDNHQ
IURPWKHP$VDFTXLVLWLRQQHWP$V\LHOGLQJWKHVDPH
GRVH7KH XQGHUVDPSOHG GDWD JHQHUDOO\ KDG ORZHU&15 WKDQ
WKH IXOO\ VDPSOHG GDWD RI WKH VDPH QHW GRVH WKRXJK LW
UHPDLQHGZHOODERYHWKDWRIWKHIXOO\VDPSOHGGDWDDWKDOIWKH
GRVHP$V$WORZHUUHVROXWLRQı!PPWKHVSDUVH
SURMHFWLRQV VWLOO SURYLGHG VXIILFLHQW VDPSOLQJ IRU WKH 3/+
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQWR\LHOGFRPSDUDEOHRUVOLJKWO\KLJKHU&15GXH
WRWKHUHGXFHGHIIHFWRIHOHFWURQLFQRLVH$[LDOLPDJHV)LJ
GHPRQVWUDWHG WKDW ZKLOH WKH+XEHU SHQDOW\ EHWWHU VXSSUHVVHG
XQGHUVDPSOLQJ VWUHDN DUWLIDFWV FRPSDUHG WR WKH TXDGUDWLF
SHQDOW\FRQFHQWUDWLQJWKHGRVHLQWRIHZHUSURMHFWLRQV\LHOGHG
ORZHU RYHUDOO SHUIRUPDQFH WKDQ ORZHULQJ WKH GRVH SHU
SURMHFWLRQZLWKDIXOOGDWDVHW
D. Cadaver images 
$SSO\LQJWKHVDPHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQSDUDPHWHUV\LHOGLQJı 
PP UHVROXWLRQ IRU ORZFRQWUDVW VWUXFWXUHV LQ WKH SKDQWRP WR
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRIDEGRPLQDOVFDQVRIDFDGDYHUGHPRQVWUDWHG
WKHSURPLVHRI3/LQ VRIWWLVVXH LPDJLQJ LQD UHDODQDWRPLFDO
FRQWH[W:KLOHWKHDSSURSULDWHSDUDPHWHUVJHQHUDOO\GHSHQGRQ

)LJ  7RS OHIW7UDGHRII LQ&15DQG UHVROXWLRQ IRUERWK3/DQG)%3DW
GLIIHUHQW ORZ GRVH OHYHOV 7RS ULJKW 7KH &15 IURP 3/ UHPDLQHG î
KLJKHUWKDQ)%3IRUGLIIHUHQWGRVHOHYHOVDWIL[HG(6)ı PP%RWWRP
$[LDOVOLFHVRI3/į +8DQG)%3UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVDWı PP
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)LJ7RS7UDGHRIIEHWZHHQ&15DQGUHVROXWLRQ(6)ZLWKUHVSHFWWRWKH
ORZFRQWUDVWVSKHUHIRU3/+ZLWKGLIIHUHQWFKRLFHVRIį3/4DQG)%3DW
P$V%RWWRP$[LDOVOLFHVRIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVIRU(6)ı PP
į +8LVVKRZQDWKLJKHUUHVROXWLRQı PPGXHWRWKHKLJKGHJUHH
RIHGJHSUHVHUYDWLRQ
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WKHREMHFWVL]HGRVHDQGFRQWUDVWDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHLPDJLQJ
WDVN WKH FDGDYHU ZDV DSSUR[LPDWHO\ WKH VDPH VL]H DV WKH
SKDQWRPDQG WKH LPDJLQJ WDVN UHPDLQHG WKDWRI ORZFRQWUDVW
YLVXDOL]DWLRQ$UHFRQVWUXFWLRQIRUDQRUPDOGRVHVFDQDW
P$VSURYLGHGUHIHUHQFHLPDJHVDQG3/UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVDW
P$V DQG  P$V IXOO\ VDPSOHG FRPSDUHG IDYRUDEO\ ZLWK
)%3LQGHOLQHDWLQJWKHERXQGDU\RIWKHNLGQH\DQGRWKHUVRIW
WLVVXHVDVZHOODVWKHILQHKLJKFRQWUDVWVWUXFWXUHVEHORZDQG
LQWKHVSLQH7KH3/LPDJHVGHPRQVWUDWHGUREXVWQHVVWRQRLVH
DQG DUWLIDFWV WKDW REVFXUHG VRIWWLVVXH YLVLELOLW\ LQ )%3
$GGLWLRQDOO\ EHFDXVH WKH )%3 LPDJHV ZHUH UHVROXWLRQ
PDWFKHGIRUVRIWWLVVXHVWKHKLJKFRQWUDVWVWUXFWXUHVZHUHDOVR
UHFRQVWUXFWHGDW WKHVDPHVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQDQGGLGQRWHQMR\
WKHHGJHSUHVHUYDWLRQSURYLGHGE\3/+
7KHVSDUVHGDWDVHWWKRXJKKDYLQJWKHVDPHQHWGRVHDVWKH
IXOO\ VDPSOHG  P$V DFTXLVLWLRQ DQG RIIHULQJ VRPH
VXSSUHVVLRQ RI XQGHUVDPSOLQJ DUWLIDFWV SUHVHQW LQ )%3
UHPDLQHG OHVVIDYRUDEOHWKDQ WKH IXOO\VDPSOHGGDWDVHWV7KH
UHVXOWVWKHUHIRUHVXJJHVWWKDWUHGXFLQJGRVHYLDIXOO\VDPSOHG
ORZHU P$V DFTXLVLWLRQV RIIHUV JUHDWHU SRWHQWLDO IRU GRVH
UHGXFWLRQZLWKLQWKLVORZGRVHUDQJH
,9 ',6&866,21$1'&21&/86,21
$SSOLFDWLRQRIDGYDQFHG'LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGV
VXFK DV 3/ KROGV FRQVLGHUDEOH SURPLVH IRU ORZGRVH VRIW
WLVVXH LPDJLQJ LQ &DUP &%&7 ,Q WKH LPDJLQJ VFHQDULRV
H[DPLQHG DQG ZLWK WKH FXUUHQW OHYHO RI HOHFWURQLF QRLVH
H[KLELWHG E\ IODWSDQHO GHWHFWRUV ORZGRVH DFTXLVLWLRQ
H[KLELWHGEHWWHULPDJHTXDOLW\WKURXJKWXEHFXUUHQWUHGXFWLRQ
UDWKHUWKDQVSDUVHVDPSOLQJ$UHJLPHZKHUHVSDUVHVDPSOLQJ
LV H[SHFWHG WRKDYH JUHDWHU DGYDQWDJH LVZKHQDGGLWLYHQRLVH
VRXUFHV LV WKH GRPLQDQW VRXUFH RI QRLVH DQG FRQFHQWUDWLQJ
GRVH LQWR IHZHU SURMHFWLRQV DOORZV IRU KLJKHU 615
0HDVXUHPHQWVRQ WKHFXUUHQW V\VWHPVKRZHGHOHFWURQLFQRLVH
ıe    DQDORJWRGLJLWDO XQLWV $'8 D VPDOO FRQWULEXWLRQ
FRPSDUHG WR WKH TXDQWXP QRLVH W\SLFDOO\ ıq !  $'8
XQGHU WKH FRQGLWLRQV LQ WKLV VWXG\ $V PRUH DGYDQFHG
PRGHOLQJRI WKH LPDJLQJFKDLQHQDEOHV3/UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRI
XOWUDORZGRVH SURWRFROV VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ PD\ EHFRPHPRUH
DGYDQWDJHRXV
7KHUHGXFWLRQRILPDJHQRLVHSURYLGHGE\3/RYHU)%3DW
PDWFKHG VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ LQ ORZGRVH VFDQV ZDV TXDQ
WLWDWLYHO\ GHPRQVWUDWHG LQ DQ DQWKURSRPRUSKLF SKDQWRP DQG
WKH UHVXOWLQJ LPSURYHPHQW ZDV YDOLGDWHG LQ FDGDYHU VWXGLHV
7KH UHVXOWV GHPRQVWUDWHG VXSHULRU VRIWWLVVXH YLVXDOL]DWLRQ
ZLWK3/UHFRQVWUXFWLRQHYHQDWORZHUGRVHWKDQ)%3LQFOXGLQJ
LPSURYHG GHOLQHDWLRQ RI WKH NLGQH\ DQG VXUURXQGLQJ VRIW
WLVVXHV 2QJRLQJ UHVHDUFK ZLOO LQYHVWLJDWH WKH ORZGRVH DQG
ORZFRQWUDVW OLPLWV PDGH SRVVLEOH E\ PRUH DGYDQFHG 3/
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQWKDW LQFRUSRUDWHVLPSURYHPHQWVVXFKDV VFDWWHU
DUWLIDFW FRUUHFWLRQ DQ HOHFWURQLF QRLVH PRGHO DQG HQKDQFH
PHQW RI UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ VSHHG WR IXUWKHU DGGUHVV IDFWRUV WKDW
FRQYHQWLRQDOO\OLPLW&%&7VRIWWLVVXHLPDJLQJSHUIRUPDQFH
5()(5(1&(6
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
)LJ7RS7UDGHRIILQ&15DQGUHVROXWLRQIRU3/+DQG3/4FRPSDULQJ
WXEH FXUUHQW UHGXFWLRQ  P$V IXOO\ VDPSOHG ZLWK XQGHUVDPSOHG
DFTXLVLWLRQVKDOIRI WKHP$VSURMHFWLRQV%RWWRP$[LDOVOLFHVRI WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV GHPRQVWUDWH WKDW 3/+ EHWWHU UHGXFHG WKH YLHZ DOLDVLQJ
DUWLIDFWVIURPXQGHUVDPSOHGSURMHFWLRQV
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
)LJ7RS$[LDOFRURQDODQGVDJLWWDOVOLFHVRIWKHFDGDYHU¶VULJKWNLGQH\
DWVWDQGDUGGRVHP$V0LGGOH&RURQDOVOLFHVRI3/+į +8DW
P$VIXOO\VDPSOHGKDOIRIWKHSURMHFWLRQVIURPP$VQHWP$V
P$VIXOO\VDPSOHG%RWWRP)%3ZLWKPDWFKHGORZFRQWUDVWUHVROXWLRQ
ı PPDVGHWHUPLQHGIURPWKHSKDQWRP
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6SDFH9DULDQW&KDQQHOL]HG3UHFRQGLWLRQHU'HVLJQIRU
',WHUDWLYH&75HFRQVWUXFWLRQ
/LQ)X=KRX<X-HDQ%DSWLVWH7KLEDXOW%UXQR'H0DQ0DGLVRQ*0F*DIILQDQG-HIIUH\$)HVVOHU
$EVWUDFW3UHFRQGLWLRQHUVHVSHFLDOO\GLDJRQDORQHVKDYHEHHQ
NH\ LQJUHGLHQWV LQ VHYHUDO VWDWHRIWKHDUW RSWLPL]DWLRQ
DOJRULWKPV IRU WUDQVPLVVLRQ DQG HPLVVLRQ WRPRJUDSKLF LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ %XW LW UHPDLQV FKDOOHQJLQJ WR GHVLJQ UREXVW
QRQGLDJRQDO SUHFRQGLWLRQHUV WKDW FDQ DFFRXQW IRU YDULRXV
VSDFHYDULDQW IDFWRUV VXFK DV IDQEHDPKHOLFDO VDPSOLQJ
JHRPHWU\QRQXQLIRUPVWDWLVWLFDOZHLJKWVDQGREMHFWGHSHQGHQW
UHJXODUL]DWLRQ ,Q WKLV VWXG\ ZH SURSRVH D FKDQQHOL]HG
SUHFRQGLWLRQHU GHVLJQ WKDW GHFRPSRVHV D SUHFRQGLWLRQHU LQWR
PXOWLSOHFKDQQHOV WKDWUHSUHVHQWGLIIHUHQW IUHTXHQF\VXEEDQGV
DQGRU RULHQWDWLRQV (DFK FKDQQHO LV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK D VSDWLDO
ZHLJKWLQJPDSWRPRGXODWHLWVJDLQDWGLIIHUHQWVSDWLDOORFDWLRQV
7KH PXOWLFKDQQHO GHVLJQ KDV WKH SRWHQWLDO WR SURYLGH PRUH
GHJUHHVRIIUHHGRPLQFRQWUROOLQJWKHORFDOL]HGVSHFWUDOUHVSRQVH
RIWKHSUHFRQGLWLRQHUZLWKRXWLQFXUULQJH[FHVVLYHFRPSXWDWLRQDO
RYHUKHDG ,QLWLDO DSSOLFDWLRQ WR PD[LPXP D SRVWHULRUL
SUREDELOLW\ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURPKHOLFDO [UD\&7GDWD LV
SUHVHQWHGKHUH
,QGH[ 7HUPV² FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ LWHUDWLYH LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQSUHFRQGLWLRQHU 
, ,1752'8&7,21
0RGHOEDVHGLWHUDWLYHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ0%,5WHFKQLTXHVIRU
[UD\FRPSXWHGWRPRJUDSK\&7KDYHEHHQGHYHORSHGRYHU
DGHFDGHDJR>@>@EXWKDYHRQO\EHHQUHFHQWO\LQWURGXFHG
FRPPHUFLDOO\ RQPXOWLVOLFH FOLQLFDO &7 VFDQQHUV %DVHG RQ
WKH SULQFLSOHV RI PD[LPXP D SRVWHULRUL SUREDELOLW\ 0$3
HVWLPDWLRQ WKH PRGHOEDVHG DSSURDFK LPSURYHV PXOWLSOH
DVSHFWVRILPDJHTXDOLW\DQGKDVGHPRQVWUDWHGSRWHQWLDOGRVH
VDYLQJVLQUHFHQWFOLQLFDO WULDOVFRPSDUHGWRWKHFRQYHQWLRQDO
ILOWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ )%3 PHWKRG DQG RWKHU
VWDWHRIWKHDUW&7UHFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGV>@>@ 
'XHWRWKHFRPSOH[LW\RIYDULRXVJHRPHWULFDOSK\VLFDODQG
VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHOV EHLQJ HPSOR\HG E\ 0%,5 DQG WKH ODUJH
VL]HRIGDWDDFTXLUHGE\WRGD\¶VPXOWLVOLFH&7VFDQQHUV WKH
FRPSXWDWLRQDOFRVWRI0%,5UHPDLQVDPDMRULPSHGLPHQWWR
LWV ZLGHVSUHDG XVH LQ FOLQLFDO HQYLURQPHQWV ,W LV D WRSLF RI
JURZLQJ LQWHUHVW WR GHYHORS DFFHOHUDWHG 0%,5 DOJRULWKPV
7KLVVWXG\ZLOO IRFXVRQJUDGLHQWEDVHGVLPXOWDQHRXVXSGDWH
RSWLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKPVZKLFKKDYH UHODWLYHO\ KLJK OHYHO RI
SDUDOOHOLVP DQG FRXOG SRWHQWLDOO\ WDNH IXOO DGYDQWDJH RI
PDQ\FRUHFRPSXWLQJGHYLFHV 

7KH SURMHFW GHVFULEHG ZDV VXSSRUWHG E\ *UDQW 1XPEHU
5+/ IURP 1,+ DQG LWV FRQWHQWV DUH VROHO\ WKH
UHVSRQVLELOLW\ RI WKH DXWKRUV DQG GR QRW QHFHVVDULO\ UHSUHVHQW WKH
RIILFLDOYLHZVRIWKH1,+
/ )X DQG % 'H 0DQ DUH ZLWK *( *OREDO 5HVHDUFK &HQWHU
1LVND\XQD 1<  = <X DQG -% 7KLEDXOW DUH ZLWK *(
+HDOWKFDUH 7HFKQRORJLHV :DXNHVKD :,  0 * 0F*DIILQ
DQG-$)HVVOHUDUHZLWKWKH(OHFWULFDO(QJLQHHULQJDQG&RPSXWHU
6FLHQFHGHSDUWPHQW8QLYHUVLW\RI0LFKLJDQ$QQ$UERU0,
6WDQGDUGJUDGLHQWEDVHG LWHUDWLRQVXVXDOO\FRQYHUJH VORZO\
IRU ODUJHVFDOH LOOFRQGLWLRQHG SUREOHPV (IIHFWLYH SUHFRQGL
WLRQLQJ WHFKQLTXHV DUH HVVHQWLDO IRU WKHLU DFFHOHUDWLRQ DQG
SUDFWLFDOVXFFHVV9DULRXVIRUPVRISUHFRQGLWLRQHUVKDYHEHHQ
VWXGLHGLQWKHFRQWH[WRILWHUDWLYHWRPRJUDSKLFUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
'LDJRQDOVFDOLQJPDWUL[LVWKHVLPSOHVWIRUPRISUHFRQGLWLRQ
HU6HYHUDOZLGHO\ XVHG LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKPV LQ HPLVVLRQ DQG
WUDQVPLVVLRQ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ FDQ EH YLHZHG DV GLDJRQDO
O\SUHFRQGLWLRQHG JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW DOJRULWKPV IRU LQVWDQFH
(0 >@ >@ 646 >@ DQG0/75 >@'LDJRQDO SUHFRQGL
WLRQHUVDUHDOVRFRPPRQO\FRPELQHGZLWKRWKHURSWLPL]DWLRQ
DOJRULWKPV VXFK DV FRQMXJDWHJUDGLHQW WR DFKLHYH PRUH
VLJQLILFDQW DFFHOHUDWLRQ >±@ 'HVSLWH WKHLU HIIHFWLYHQHVV
DQG UREXVWQHVV GLDJRQDO SUHFRQGLWLRQHUV DUH FRQVLGHUHG
UHODWLYHO\ FRQVHUYDWLYH DSSUR[LPDWLRQV WR WKH LQYHUVH RI WKH
+HVVLDQPDWUL[DQGFDQRQO\SURYLGHVXERSWLPDODFFHOHUDWLRQ
1RQGLDJRQDO)RXULHUSUHFRQGLWLRQHUVKDYHWKHSRWHQWLDOWR
DGGUHVV WKH RIIGLDJRQDO VWUXFWXUH RI WKH +HVVLDQ 6XFK
SUHFRQGLWLRQHUV DUH DOVR DWWUDFWLYH EHFDXVH RI WKHLU FORVH
FRQQHFWLRQ WR WKH UDPSILOWHU XVHG LQ )%3 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
7KHVH SUHFRQGLWLRQHUV FDQ EULQJ GUDPDWLF DFFHOHUDWLRQ IRU
VSDFHLQYDULDQWSUREOHPV>@EXW WKH\DUH OHVVHIIHFWLYH IRU
VSDFHYDULDQW UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ GXH WR IDFWRUV VXFK DV LUUHJXODU
JHRPHWULF VDPSOLQJ QRQXQLIRUP VWDWLVWLFDO QRLVHPRGHOLQJ
DQGORFDWLRQGHSHQGHQWLPDJHSULRUV 
7R LPSURYH FRQYHUJHQFH UDWHV LQ VSDFHYDULDQW UHFRQVWUXF
WLRQ%RRWKDQG)HVVOHUSURSRVHGDSUHFRQGLWLRQLQJWHFKQLTXH
EDVHG RQ WKH SURGXFW RI D )RXULHU NHUQHO DQG D SDUWLFXODU
GLDJRQDO PDWUL[ >@ 6XFK FRPELQHG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU \LHOGV
VLJQLILFDQWO\ IDVWHU FRQYHUJHQFH WKDQ HLWKHU )RXULHU RU
GLDJRQDO SUHFRQGLWLRQLQJ DORQH ,Q D VXEVHTXHQW ZRUN WKH
)RXULHU FRPSRQHQW ZDV IXUWKHU JHQHUDOL]HG E\ LQWHUSRODWLRQ
DPRQJPXOWLSOH ))7V WR SURYLGHPRUH HIIHFWLYH KDQGOLQJ RI
VSDFHYDULDQW UHJXODUL]DWLRQ VWUHQJWK >@ 0RUH UHFHQWO\
RSHUDWRU VSOLWWLQJ PHWKRGV KDV EHHQ SURSRVHG IRU SUHFRQGL
WLRQHUVWREHWWHUDGGUHVVVKLIWYDULDQWSUREOHPV>@>@
6RPH SURPLVLQJ UHVXOWV KDYH UHFHQWO\ EHHQ UHSRUWHG LQ
DSSO\LQJ SUHFRQGLWLRQLQJ WHFKQLTXHV WR DFFHOHUDWLQJ &7
0%,5 >@ ,W ZLOO EH RI JUHDW LQWHUHVW WR GHYHORS PRUH
HIIHFWLYHDQGHIILFLHQWSUHFRQGLWLRQHUVIRUPXOWLVOLFHPHGLFDO
&7V\VWHPVZKHUHWKHJHRPHWULFVDPSOLQJFDQEHLQFRPSOHWH
RUWUXQFDWHGDQGWKHVWDWLVWLFDOQRLVHLVKLJKO\DQLVRWURSLF7R
SURSHUO\DFFRXQWIRUWKHVSDFHYDULDQWHIIHFWVZHZRXOGQHHG
D VXIILFLHQW GHJUHH RI IUHHGRP LQ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH ORFDO
IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH RI WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU ZLWKRXW LQFXUULQJ
H[FHVVLYHFRPSXWDWLRQDORYHUKHDG ,Q WKLVVWXG\ZHSURSRVH
D FKDQQHOL]HG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU GHVLJQ LQZKLFK WKH SUHFRQGL
WLRQHU LV GHFRPSRVHG LQWR GLIIHUHQW FKDQQHOV UHSUHVHQWLQJ
GLIIHUHQW IUHTXHQF\ VXEEDQGV DQGRU RULHQWDWLRQV $ VSDWLDO
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ZHLJKWLQJPDSLVDSSOLHGWRHDFKFKDQQHOWRPRGXODWHLWVJDLQ
DWGLIIHUHQWORFDWLRQV:KLOHVLQJOHFKDQQHOPD\EHUHVWULFWLYH
LQPRGHOLQJ VSDFHYDULDQW IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH WKH FRPELQD
WLRQRIPXOWLSOHFKDQQHOVPD\SURYLGHDVXIILFLHQWGHJUHHRI
IUHHGRP LQ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH ORFDO IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVHZLWKRXW
LQFXUULQJH[FHVVLYHFRPSXWDWLRQRYHUKHDG
,, 7+(25<
$ 0$3FRVWIXQFWLRQ
2QH DSSURDFK WR VWDWLVWLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ [UD\
&7XVHVD0$3FRVWIXQFWLRQLQWKHIRUPRI

ZKHUH  GHQRWHV WKH YHFWRU RI XQNQRZQ '
LPDJH VSDFH  LV WKH YHFWRU RI VLQRJUDP
PHDVXUHPHQWV  GHQRWHV WKH V\VWHP PDWUL[
 LV WKHQHJDWLYHORJOLNHOLKRRGWHUPWKDWSHQDOL]HVWKH
LQFRQVLVWHQF\ EHWZHHQ WKH HVWLPDWHG SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DQG WKH
SK\VLFDO PHDVXUHPHQWV  LV WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQ
WKDWSHQDOL]HVWKHQRLVHLQWKHLPDJH 
,QWKLVVWXG\ZHXVH*DXVVLDQORJOLNHOLKRRGIXQFWLRQZLWK
WKH QRLVH FRYDULDQFH PDWUL[  DQG
 7KH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ IXQFWLRQ
 LVH[SUHVVHGE\D0DUNRY5DQGRP)LHOG05)LQWKH
IRUP RI  ZLWK 
GHQRWLQJWKHFROOHFWLRQRIWKHQHLJKERULQJSL[HOVIRUORFDWLRQ
  UHSUHVHQWLQJWKHSHQDOW\VWUHQJWKEHWZHHQSL[HO  DQG
 DQG  EHLQJ D SULRU SRWHQWLDO IXQFWLRQ :H XVH WKH
T**05) SULRU ZLWK  DQG 
WRHQVXUHFRQYH[LW\>@
% +HVVLDQPDWUL[DQGORFDOVSHFWUDODQDO\VLV 
7KH+HVVLDQPDWUL[IRUWKH0$3FRVWIXQFWLRQLV 

:H ZRXOG OLNH WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU  WR EH DQ HIIHFWLYH
DSSUR[LPDWLRQ WR WKH LQYHUVH RI WKH +HVVLDQ PDWUL[ VR WKDW
RUWKHFRQGLWLRQQXPEHURI  EHPLQLPL]HG7KLV
GLUHFW PDWUL[ RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP VHHPV QRW WUDFWDEOH VR
DSSUR[LPDWLRQVKDYHWREHXVHG 
%DVHGRQWKHFRQFHSWRIORFDOVKLIWLQYDULDQFH>@>@LW
LV JHQHUDOO\ DVVXPHG WKDW WKH +HVVLDQ PDWUL[ LV ORFDOO\
EORFN7RHSOLW] VR WKDW LW FDQ EH DSSUR[LPDWHO\GLDJRQDOL]HG
E\ )RXULHU WUDQVIRUPV 7KH ORFDO VSHFWUDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI
 DWWKHORFDWLRQRIWKH WKSL[HOLV 

ZKHUH  LV WKH  FROXPQ RI   LV WKH 
XQLW YHFWRU  UHSUHVHQWV D GLVFUHWH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUP 
DQG  DUH WKH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUPV RI WKH WK FROXPQ RI
 DQG UHVSHFWLYHO\ 

7KH WHUP  DGGV WKH DSSURSULDWH FRPSOH[
H[SRQHQWLDOV 
& 5DPSILOWHUEDVHGSUHFRQGLWLRQHU
,Q D SUHYLRXV VWXG\ >@ZH GHVLJQHG D UDPSILOWHU EDVHG
SUHFRQGLWLRQHU EDVHG RQ WKH FRPELQHG GLDJRQDOFLUFXODQW
IRUPXODWLRQSURSRVHGE\)HVVOHUDQG%RRWK>@,QWKLVVWXG\
ZH LPSOHPHQW D VLPLODU EXW LPSURYHG GHVLJQ DQG ZLOO
FRPSDUHLWVSHUIRUPDQFHWRWKHFKDQQHOL]HGSUHFRQGLWLRQHUWR
EH LQWURGXFHG LQ WKH QH[W IHZ VHFWLRQV 7KH UDPSEDVHG
SUHFRQGLWLRQHULQWKLVVWXG\WDNHVWKHIRUPRI 

ZKHUH  LV D VSDFHLQYDULDQW LVRWURSLF )RXULHU NHUQHO DQG
 LV D SDUWLFXODU VSDWLDO ZHLJKWLQJ IDFWRU WKDW PDNHV WKH
SUHFRQGLWLRQHU VSDFHYDULDQW >@ 7KH ILOWHU NHUQHO  LV
GHVLJQHG EDVHG RQ D FRQWLQXRXVVSDFH DSSUR[LPDWLRQ WR WKH
PDWUL[ VSHFWUD  DQG  >@ 7KH IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH RI
WKHILOWHUUHVHPEOHVDQDSRGL]HGUDPSILOWHU
ZKHUH  LV QRUPDOL]HG GLJLWDO IUHTXHQF\ DQG
  DQG  DUH SDUDPHWHUV WR DGMXVW WKH VKDSH RI WKH
IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH 7KH ILOWHU NHUQHO FDQ EH DGMXVWHG WR
PDWFK WKH +HVVLDQ RQO\ DW D VLQJOH ORFDWLRQ WKXV LW LV
UHVWULFWLYHLQPRGHOLQJKLJKO\VSDFHYDULDQWV\VWHPUHVSRQVH 
' &KDQQHOL]HGSUHFRQGLWLRQHU
7RSURYLGHPRUHGHJUHHVRIIUHHGRPLQDSSUR[LPDWLQJWKH
VSDFHYDULDQW IDFWRUV LQ WKH +HVVLDQ ZH SURSRVH D FKDQQHO
L]HG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU GHVLJQ LQ ZKLFK WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU
FRQVLVWVRI  SUHGHWHUPLQHGIUHTXHQF\FKDQQHOV

ZKHUH HDFK FKDQQHO UHSUHVHQWV D IUHTXHQF\ VXEEDQG DQGRU
VSDWLDO RULHQWDWLRQ  LV D SRVLWLYHGHILQLWH ILOWHU WKDW
GHILQHV WKH IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH RI WKH  FKDQQHO DQG 
LVDVSDWLDOZHLJKWLQJPDSWKDWPRGXODWHVWKHJDLQRIWKH 
FKDQQHODWGLIIHUHQWORFDWLRQV%\VSOLWWLQJWKHSUHFRQGLWLRQHU
LQWR GLIIHUHQW FKDQQHOV ZH FRXOG FRQWURO WKH JDLQ RI HDFK
FKDQQHO LQGHSHQGHQWO\ ZKLFK JLYHV WKH SRWHQWLDO WR
LQFRUSRUDWH PRUH VSDFHYDULDQW HIIHFWV 7KH UDPSEDVHG
SUHFRQGLWLRQHU LQWURGXFHG HDUOLHU FDQEHYLHZHG DV D VSHFLDO
FDVHZKHUHDVLQJOHKLJKSDVVFKDQQHOLVXVHG 
( &KDQQHOGHVLJQ
7R GHVLJQ WKH FKDQQHOL]HG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU ZH ILUVW GHWHU
PLQH WKHQXPEHURIFKDQQHOVDQG WKH IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVHRI
HDFK FKDQQHO 7KH FKDQQHOV DUH OLNH EDVLV IXQFWLRQV 0RUH
FKDQQHOV ZLOO LPSURYH WKH IUHTXHQF\ UHVROXWLRQ EXW DOVR
LQFUHDVH GHVLJQ FRPSOH[LW\ DQG FRPSXWDWLRQDO RYHUKHDG ,Q
WKLV LQLWLDOVWXG\PDNLQJQRDWWHPSW WRRSWLPL]H WKHFKDQQHO
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GHVLJQ LQ JHQHUDO ZH H[SORUH WKH SRVVLELOLW\ RI XVLQJ RQO\
WKUHHFKDQQHOV 7KHVHFKDQQHOVFRXOGEHLPSOHPHQW
HG LQ HLWKHU IUHTXHQF\ GRPDLQ RU VSDFH GRPDLQ +HUH ZH
SURSRVH LPDJHVSDFH NHUQHOV ZLWK YHU\ VPDOO IRRWSULQW
[[ ZKLFK KDV OHVV FRPSXWDWLRQDO RYHUKHDG WKDQ
LPSOHPHQWLQJWKHVHNHUQHOVLQ)RXULHUVSDFH



7KH ILUVW FKDQQHO UHSUHVHQWV ORZ IUHTXHQF\ LQSODQH [\
7KHVHFRQGRQHUHSUHVHQWVKLJKIUHTXHQF\LQSODQH[\DQG
ORZIUHTXHQF\DFURVVSODQH]$QGWKHWKLUGRQHUHSUHVHQWV
KLJK IUHTXHQF\ ERWK LQ SODQH [\ DQG DFURVV SODQHV ]
7KHVH FKDQQHOV DUH DSSUR[LPDWHO\ LVRWURSLF LH QR DQJXODU
SUHIHUHQFH +RZHYHU LW LV SRVVLEOH WR GHVLJQ FKDQQHOV ZLWK
GLIIHUHQWVSDWLDORULHQWDWLRQVWRDFFRXQWIRUDQLVRWURSLFHIIHFWV
LQ WKH +HVVLDQ 7KLV ZLOO EH D SRWHQWLDO WRSLF IRU IXUWKHU
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ $V ZLOO EH VKRZQ LQ WKH LQLWLDO UHVXOWV KHUH
HYHQ WKH UHODWLYHO\ VLPSOH WKUHHFKDQQHO GHVLJQ FDQ SURYLGH
VLJQLILFDQW LPSURYHPHQW RYHU WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO GLDJRQDO RU
FRPELQHGGLDJRQDOFLUFXODQWSUHFRQGLWLRQHUV 
) 6SDWLDOZHLJKWLQJGHVLJQ
1RZ ZH ZLOO GHVLJQ WKH VSDWLDO ZHLJKWLQJ  DVVRFLDWHG
ZLWKHDFKFKDQQHO:HZRXOGOLNHWRGHVLJQ  VRWKDW

,QORFDOVSHFWUDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQWKLVFRQGLWLRQEHFRPHV

ZKHUH  GHQRWH WKH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUP RI  LH
 DQG  LV WKH WK HOHPHQW RI WKH 
UHSUHVHQWLQJ WKH VSDWLDO ZHLJKWLQJ IRU WKH WK FKDQQHO DW
ORFDWLRQ $IWHUVLPSOLILFDWLRQZHREWDLQDV\VWHPRIOLQHDU
HTXDWLRQVWKDW  VKRXOGVDWLVI\ 

ZKHUH ³ ´ GHQRWH HOHPHQWZLVH PXOWLSOLFDWLRQ 7KLV
FRQGLWLRQPHDQVZHZRXOGOLNHWKHSUHFRQGLWLRQHGSUREOHPWR
KDYHD³IODW´VSHFWUXP7KHHTXDWLRQLVRYHUGHWHUPLQHGDQG
GRHVQRWKDYHDVWULFWVROXWLRQ$OWKRXJKYDULRXVJHQHUDOL]HG
LQYHUVHRURSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHGPHWKRGVPD\EHXVHGWRVROYH
VXFKDQRYHUGHWHUPLQHGSUREOHPKHUHZHSURSRVHWRILQGDQ
DSSUR[LPDWH VROXWLRQ WKDW RQO\ VDWLVILHV WKH HTXDWLRQV DW 
IUHTXHQF\VDPSOHV  « ,QPDWUL[IRUPWKLV\LHOGV

ZKHUH   
$VVXPLQJ WKH IUHTXHQF\ FKDQQHOV DUH OLQHDUO\ LQGHSHQGHQW
WKH VROXWLRQ LV REWDLQHG E\ LQYHUWLQJ WKH E\  PDWUL[
IRUPHGE\ 

,I WKH FKDQQHOV KDYH JRRG IUHTXHQF\ VHSDUDWLRQ ZH PD\
IXUWKHUDVVXPHWKH E\  PDWUL[LVDSSUR[LPDWHO\GLDJRQDO
ZKLFK\LHOGVDVLPSOHDSSUR[LPDWHVROXWLRQ 

&RPSXWLQJ V XVLQJ WKH DERYH H[SUHVVLRQ VWLOO UHTXLUHV
 EH REWDLQHG ILUVW (IILFLHQWPHWKRGV WR FRPSXWH 
KDYH EHHQ SURSRVHG ZKHUH FRPSXWDWLRQ PD\ EH SHUIRUPHG
RQO\DWVSDUVHO\VDPSOHGORFDWLRQVDQGWKHQEHLQWHUSRODWHGWR
RWKHUV >@>@  DQG  PD\ DOVR EH REWDLQHG XVLQJ
FRQWLQXRXVVSDFHDSSUR[LPDWLRQV 
7KHVSHFWUDOFRHIILFLHQWV  DUHQRWRQO\VSDFHYDULDQWEXW
DOVR DQLVRWURSLF GXH WR WKH KLJK G\QDPLF UDQJH RI WKH
VWDWLVWLFDOZHLJKWV 6LQFHZHDUHRQO\XVLQJDSSUR[LPDWHO\
LVRWURSLF FKDQQHOV LQ WKLV LQLWLDO VWXG\ ZH GHVLJQ WKH
SUHFRQGLWLRQHU E\ PDWFKLQJ WKH IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH LQ WKH
DQJXODU GLUHFWLRQ DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH VWURQJHVW VWDWLVWLFDO
ZHLJKWV 7KLV LV DPRUH FRQVHUYDWLYH FKRLFH FRPSDUHGZLWK
PDWFKLQJ WKH DYHUDJHG IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH RYHU DOO DQJXODU
GLUHFWLRQV DQG KHOSV PDNH WKH SUHFRQGLWLRQHU PRUH UREXVW
:H PD\ DOVR DSSO\ HPSLULFDO DGMXVWPHQW WR JDLQ RI WKH
VSDWLDOIUHTXHQF\FKDQQHOV)RUH[DPSOHZHPD\UHGXFHWKH
JDLQ RI KLJK IUHTXHQF\ FKDQQHOV LQ WKH UHJLRQV ZKHUH WKH
VDPSOLQJ LV LQFRPSOHWH DQG WKH +HVVLDQ LV KLJKO\
VSDFHYDULDQW

,,, $33/,&$7,2172+(/,&$/&7'$7$
:H WHVWHG WKH DOJRULWKPV XVLQJ D FKHVW VFDQ DFTXLUHGRQ D
VOLFH*(+'&7VFDQQHUDWN9ZLWKDKHOLFDOSLWFK
RI RQH 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ILHOGRIYLHZ ZDV  FP LQ
GLDPHWHUDQGFPLQ=GLUHFWLRQZLWKLPDJHPDWUL[VL]HRI
[[:HFRPSDUHGWKHFRQYHUJHQFHUDWHVRIIRXU
QXPHULFDODOJRULWKPVVWDQGDUGFRQMXJDWHJUDGLHQW &*&*
ZLWK VHSDUDEOHTXDGUDWLF VXUURJDWH 646SUHFRQGLWLRQHU >@
&* ZLWK UDPSEDVHG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU DQG &* ZLWK WKH
SURSRVHG FKDQQHO SUHFRQGLWLRQHU $OO DOJRULWKPV DUH
LQLWLDOL]HGZLWKVWDQGDUG)%3UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVDQGUXQZLWK
LWHUDWLRQV $Q DSSUR[LPDWHO\ IXOO\ FRQYHUJHG UHIHUHQFH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV JHQHUDWHG E\  LWHUDWLRQV RI
QRQKRPRJHQRXVLWHUDWLYHFRRUGLQDWHGHVFHQW,&'>@>@ 
 6DPSOH LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG IURPGLIIHUHQWPHWKRGVDUH
VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  $W RQO\  LWHUDWLRQV WKH SURSRVHG
FKDQQHOL]HG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU JHQHUDWHV LPDJHV WKDW KDYH
VLPLODUYLVXDOTXDOLW\DV WKH UHIHUHQFH0%,5 VROXWLRQZKLOH
RWKHU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV VKRZ OHVV VDWLVIDFWRU\ LPDJH
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TXDOLW\)LJXUHVKRZVWKHLPDJHGRPDLQ/GLVWDQFHWRWKH
UHIHUHQFH VROXWLRQ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI LWHUDWLRQ QXPEHU 7KH
FKDQQHOL]HG SUHFRQGLWLRQHU FOHDUO\ DFKLHYHV WKH IDVWHVW
FRQYHUJHQFHUDWH 

  
 
)LJXUH6DPSOHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVZLWKGLIIHUHQWPHWKRGV$OOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQV
DUHLQLWLDOL]HGZLWKWKH)%3LPDJH'LVSOD\ZLQGRZ >@+8
 
)LJXUH&RQYHUJHQFHFXUYHV
,9 6800$5<$1'',6&866,21
:HKDYHSUHVHQWHGDFKDQQHOL]HGSUHFRQGLWLRQHUGHVLJQIRU
&7 0%,5 SUREOHPV ,Q WKH SURSRVHG GHVLJQ WKH FKDQQHOV
UHSUHVHQWGLIIHUHQW VSDWLDO IUHTXHQF\VXEEDQGV DQG WKHJDLQ
IRU HDFK FKDQQHO LV VSDFHYDULDQW DQG LQGHSHQGHQWO\
PRGXODWHG E\ D VSDWLDO ZHLJKWLQJ PDS 7KH LQWURGXFWLRQ RI
WKH PXOWLSOH FKDQQHOV KDV WKH SRWHQWLDO WR SURYLGH PRUH
GHJUHHVRIIUHHGRPLQDSSUR[LPDWLQJVSDFHYDULDQWIDFWRUVLQ
WKH+HVVLDQPDWUL[&RPSDUHGWRWKHFKDQQHOL]HGGHVLJQWKH
FRQYHQWLRQDO GLDJRQDO SUHFRQGLWLRQHUV FDQ EH YLHZHG DV D
VLQJOHDOOSDVVFKDQQHOZKLOH WKH UDPSEDVHGSUHFRQGLWLRQHU
FDQ EH YLHZHG DV D VLQJOH KLJKSDVV FKDQQHO ERWK EHLQJ
VSHFLDOFDVHVRIWKHSURSRVHGFKDQQHOL]HGGHVLJQ 
8QOLNH SUHYLRXV PHWKRGV EDVHG RQ ))7V ZKLFK DLP WR
PRGHO WKH IUHTXHQF\ UHVSRQVH DFFXUDWHO\ ZH UHFRJQL]H WKH
WUDGHRII DPRQJ IUHTXHQF\ UHVROXWLRQ VSDFHYDULDQFH DQG
FRPSXWDWLRQDOFRVWDQGXVHGYHU\VPDOO[[SUHFRQGLWLRQ
HUNHUQHOVZKLFKEULQJOLWWOHFRPSXWDWLRQDORYHUKHDGWR0%,5
7KH QHZ DOJRULWKP LV WHVWHG ZLWK KHOLFDO &7 GDWD DQG
HIIHFWLYH DFFHOHUDWLRQ FRPSDUHG WR RWKHU FRQYHQWLRQDO W\SHV
RIGLDJRQDODQG)RXULHUSUHFRQGLWLRQHUVLVLOOXVWUDWHG 

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Abstract – Dynamic data acquisition and spatiotemporal 
reconstruction of the myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) using 
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) have 
been   drawing a significant interest for a decade. However, time-
varying nature of the radiopharmaceuticals as well as 
unavoidable involuntary motion of the heart due to quasiperiodic 
beating and the effects of respiration and diaphragm motion 
usually mar the quality of the image in this modality.  In this 
work, we developed a technique to reconstruct an accurate 
spatiotemporal distribution of the radiopharmaceutical in the 
myocardium by using the tensor product of different sets of basis 
functions that approximately describe the internal motion of the 
heart. The temporal basis functions were chosen to reflect the 
optimal tracer dynamics while the motion of the heart were 
described by a discrete set of cardiac and respiratory states. The 
voxelized three-dimensional (3D) physical space, the temporal 
variation of the tracer, and the gated cardiac and respiratory 
motion make the calculation fully six-dimensional (6D). 
 
Index Terms - Myocardial perfusion, dynamic-SPECT, 
motion correction, fully 6D.
*
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
oninvasive myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) has been 
a useful tool for both diagnostic and prognostic assessment 
of patients suffering from coronary syndromes including 
ischemia and myocardial dysfunction. There are a number of 
imaging modalities such as x-ray computer tomography (CT), 
positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT), and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) that have been used to assess the critical 
anatomical and functional impairments of the heart. In 
particular, emission tomography using dynamic PET and 
dynamic SPECT has been and continues to play a leading role 
in the clinical noninvasive diagnosis of myocardial ischemia 
[1]. However, despite widespread applications, images are 
often degraded by the involuntary motion of the heart leading 
to blurring, and sometimes to erroneous diagnosis.  Cardiac 
gating, which is generally considered a practical method to 
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assess the myocardial motion [2], lacks the simultaneous 
assessment of the temporal variation of the tracer. The main 
goal of this study is to simultaneously model the motion of the 
human heart (that includes both cardiac beating and motion 
due to respiration), and the distribution of the radiotracer for 
the dynamical MPI using SPECT. 
 
Fig. 1. Portrayal of cardiac states (top row), and a 
phantom torso [14] showing organs and corresponding 
simulated time-activity curves (bottom row).  

In this work, we formulate the reconstruction algorithm for 
the projection of dynamic cardiac SPECT data using the tensor 
product of the spatiotemporal basis functions and the basis 
functions of the subspaces of the cardiac and respiratory 
phases. Time-varying activity within a volume, in practice, 
can be modeled by selecting a set of temporal basis functions 
that are capable of representing approximate local time 
variations, and have desired smoothness properties. The 
functions such as splines, factor analysis of dynamic structures 
(FADS) [3], or other possible spectral decompositions [4] [5] 
are a few examples. Similarly, the spatially nonuniform 
activity concentration within a particular volume can be 
modeled by selecting an appropriate set of spatial basis 
functions defined within the volume. These could also be 
splines [6], point clouds of tetrahedral elements [7], blobs [8], 
various types of polynomial expansions or indicator functions 
corresponding to voxels. Furthermore, the basis function for 
the motion can be anything that optimally characterizes the 
movement of the heart. For instance, the quasiperiodic beating 
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 of the heart can be characterized by some periodic functions 
that reflect the different cardiac phases, while the motion due 
to respiration can be some linear translations. The number of 
basis functions and their spatial and temporal extents can also 
be varied so that they can optimally model the spatial and 
temporal content of the data with the fewest number of basis 
functions.  
A smooth time-varying concentration of the tracer activity 
in a given volume and the deformation of the heart were 
simultaneously solved using the maximum likelihood 
expectation maximization (ML-EM) algorithm [9]. The ML-
EM algorithm was successfully implemented in the past for 
modeling four-dimensional (4D) SPECT acquisition [10] as 
well as for five-dimensional (5D) PET [11] and SPECT 
acquisitions [12]. Recently, we have reported on a fully 5D 
reconstruction method using a continuous rotating SPECT 
system for dynamic MPI [13]. In this study, we extended our 
previous work to incorporate the effect of respiratory motion. 
Attenuation correction, a major degrading factor, has been 
explicitly employed in the calculation through the system 
matrix while scattering was neglected. Our approach is novel 
in its own right, and may give a handle to study the internal 
motion of any organ in a multidimensional space.  
II. 6D MODEL 
In dynamic SPECT, a photon emitting radionuclide, e.g., 
technetium tagged to sestamibi or tetrofosmin, is infused into 
patient’s vein and the emitted photons are detected and 
recorded continuously by the detector camera as it rotates. The 
detected photons so called ‘projections’ provide the 
information of the kinetics and dynamics of the tracer as well 
as the motion of the heart.  
The activity distribution of a radionuclide in the image 
space is represented by a function ))(),(,,( tttxA ζτ , where 
 is the spatial coordinate,  is the time coordinate,  is 
the cardiac phase coordinate, and )(tζ  is the cardiac 
displacement due to respiratory motion. We model the activity 
distribution as a tensor product of the spatiotemporal basis 
functions and the basis functions of the cardiac and respiratory 
phases: 
 
A(x, t,τ (t),ζ (t)) = amnqrSm
m,n,q,r
∑ (x)V n (t)Wq (τ (t))Rr (ζ (t)) , 
(1) 
where , , are spatial and , 
, are temporal basis functions, while 
, , and Rr (ζ (t)) , r =1,.......,L , 
are basis functions corresponding to the cardiac and 
respiratory phases, respectively. The expansion coefficients 
amnqr  give weights for each basis function. Although our 
formulation is more general, we provide a particular 
representation of the activity concentration in parametric space 
to include smooth temporal changes within the volumes when 
the volume itself is moving in time, and so to provide 6D 
representations of the dynamic reconstructions. 
The projections of the activity at any particular instant 
depend on the angular position of the detector.  The detector is 
also pixelized so that for an arbitrary ith  pixel, accumulation 
of the photons in a given small time  at a time point is 
given by, 
,      (2) 
where the spatiotemporal distribution of the activity is 
integrated out along the line in the image space . The 
weighting function F[x,di (t)]  maps the activity from a 
position  in the image space into the projection at the 
detector position di . Expanding the activity in terms of the 
basis functions, the projections can be modeled as 
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mnqr ζτζτ =  
.        (3) 
                       
Generally the projection data can be recorded as individual 
events of radioactive emissions (list mode) or the 
accumulation of events in a detector bin  over the 
acquisition time interval divided by the interval so that the 
value at all time points are in terms of activity concentration in 
units of counts per unit time. The projection at time kt  in 
projection bin I is the activity acquired during the time 
interval 
ktΔ : 
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where 
gτ  is the time of the cardiac phase and  lζ , is the time 
of the respiratory phase in the interval [ ]kkk ttt ,Δ−  that the 
projection samples ),,( lgktp ζτ , Ii ,...,1=  are acquired.  
We assume there are a sufficient number of cardiac and 
respiratory cycles during each time interval 
ktΔ . Since the 
respiratory period is larger than the cardiac period, for each 
time interval, we will assume that L ≥G ≥1 , where L  is the 
number of respiratory gates Ll ,...,1=  and G  is the number 
of cardiac gates Gg ,...,1=  during the respective respiratory 
and cardiac cycles. The total number of time samples 
Kk ,...,1=  is K . 
 
The expression in (3) can be represented in matrix form as 
x t )(tτ
)(xSm Mm ,......,1= )(tV n
Nn ,......,1=
))(( tW q τ q =1,......,Q
ktΔ kt
pi (tk,τ (tk ),ζ (tk )) = F[x,di (t)]χ∫
tk−Δtk
tk
∫ A(x, t,τ (t),ς (t))dxdt
χ
x
∫= χ dxxStdxFttdU miim )()](,[)),((
)( ki td
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,                                       (4) 
 
where p  is an IKGL -element column vector of modeled 
dynamic projection data values, F is a matrix operator of 
dimension IKGL× (MNQR) containing the elements 
( ) ∫
Δ−
=
k
kk
t
tt
l
r
g
qn
i
m
mnqikgl dttRtWtVttdUf ))(())(()()),(( ζτ
.  (5)
 
Here,  is anMNQR -element column vector of coefficients. 
The solution for the coefficients  in (4) can be estimated 
using maximum likelihood or Bayesian formulation. 
The matrix operator  is a linear transformation from the 
image space with elements  into the projection space with 
elements p , which, in principle, includes effects of all 
physical processes such as attenuation, scattering and 
geometric point response of the collimator. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Tree diagram representing temporal (T), 
respiratory (Rg), and cardiac gate (Cg) grouping for 
implementing the tensor product state (equation (1)) in the 
simulation. 
 
III. SIMULATION METHODS 
The mathematical cardiac torso (MCAT) phantom [14] was 
used to simulate the time-varying distribution of the 
radiopharmaceutical and motion of the heart due to respiration 
and cardiac beating. Time activity curves (TACs) for vital 
organs such as heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and several others 
were measured to simulate activity corresponding to a patient 
infused with the radiotracer 
99m
Tc-tetrofosmin (
99m
Tc, 140 
keV) in our ongoing dynamic cardiac SPECT studies. Using 
these activities as input parameters, the noise-free projection 
data sets were generated for the SPECT geometry of a 
commonly available single-head gamma camera. The beating 
of the heart along with the respiratory and diaphragm motion 
was incorporated in the simulation. The period of cardiac 
cycle was 1 sec, and each systolic phase was accompanied 
after 0.325 sec of the end-diastolic phase. The respiratory 
period was 5 sec and the maximum displacement of the heart 
due to diaphragm motion was 2 cm.  The camera rotation 
period was 15 sec such that there were 3 complete respiratory 
and 15 heart cycles for each rotation.  In the simulation, we 
considered 5 respiratory and 8 cardiac gates, and 120 frames 
per rotation.   
Although we simulated the activity over the whole torso, we 
particularly paid attention to the temporal evolution of the 
tracer diffusion in the myocardium. We considered the three-
dimensional (3D) image space voxelized into 128×128×128 
voxels of size 4.4 mm. A continuous spatial distribution using 
B-spline basis functions will delineate a smooth variation of 
the activity in space, and will be considered in future 
publications. Each detector was pixelized to a dimension of 
128×128 with a pixel size of 4.4 mm. Each projection image 
was attenuation corrected while scatter and geometric point 
responses were ignored in the simulation. 
We modeled the temporal dynamics of the tracer by 
modified B-spline basis functions that optimally capture the 
TACs for vital organs such as heart, lungs, and liver (see Ref. 
[19] for details). Although the beating of the heart is a 
continuous process, we assumed that the heart goes through a 
series of discrete cardiac states, as does the respiratory cycle. 
In order to obtain optimal temporal basis functions, we first 
fitted the TACs of the measured data. The basis functions for 
the cardiac and respiratory phases were chosen as Gaussians 
whose peaks corresponded to the discrete states in the cardiac 
coordinate. The widths of the functions were free parameters, 
and were tuned to maximally reflect the true motion of the 
heart.  
In Fig. 2, we show the tree diagram for the 6D image 
reconstruction. As discussed in the Section II, we assumed the 
order of the gating of the projection data followed a cardiac 
(Cg) - respiratory (Rg) -temporal (T) sequence.  
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Figure 3 shows sampled reconstructed images to 
demonstrate the temporal evolution of tracer for the initial 3 
minutes of infusion. There are particularly three different time 
scales: time for tracer uptake and wash out, the period of the 
respiratory cycle, and the period of the beating of the heart. In 
(A), we show the snapshots of the heart states for every 30 
second time span to demonstrate the tracer kinetics. In (B) and 
(C), we show the heart motion due to respiration and cardiac 
beating for 3 sec and 1 sec time period respectively. The 
image intensities are in arbitrary scale. Since the respiratory 
and cardiac motions are coupled, both the displacement and 
the beating of the heart are visible in (B) and (C). In particular, 
the reconstruction clearly demonstrated the thickening of the 
myocardium during systole and widening of the left ventricle 
during diastole. The displacement of the myocardium in the 
vertical direction may be accounted for the motion due to 
respiration.  
p = Fa
a
a
F
a
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed images of the cardiac phases of the heart using fully 6D model demonstrating (A) temporal, (B) 
respiratory, and (C) cardiac motion. (A) Snapshots of the image at every 30 sec of the tracer infusion. (B) Vertical 
displacement of the endocardium due to respiration shown by thin line. (C) Heart state in one complete beat cycle, end-
diastole (EndDias.) –Systole (Sys.)-Diastole (Dias.).
 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have simulated the temporal evolution of the 
radionuclides using dynamic SPECT in connection with 
myocardial perfusion imaging when the motion due to 
beating of the heart and respiration are explicitly 
incorporated. A six-dimensional (6D) multiresolution 
spatiotemporal parameterization of the gated cardiac and 
respiratory data delineated the changes in the deformation 
of the heart as well as changes in the intensity of the signal 
caused by uptake and washout of the radiopharmaceutical 
in the myocardium. We believe our approach permits direct 
6D quantitative visualization of the tracer distributions in 
moving organs and thus an accurate estimation of the 
parameter values that one can derive from the projection 
data set. Since the simulated parameters have been derived 
from a commonly available SPECT camera in the market, a 
future possibility of implementing the model in real patient 
data cannot be ruled out.  
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Abstract—We previously described a new approach using 
dual-time-point list-mode PET data to perform Patlak analysis. 
This approach can be used to compute wholebody Patlak 
parametric images from a two-pass PET scan.  Our method 
directly fits the Patlak slope and intercept at each voxel using the 
list mode arrival time for each event and a penalized maximum 
likelihood estimator. In order to make this method feasible for 
routine clinical studies, we need to address the following 
important issues in patient data processing: dynamic modeling of 
random and scattered events, estimation of the blood input 
function, and compensation for patient movement between 
frames. We describe how we handle each of these issues. We then 
illustrate the approach in application to wholebody FDG studies 
and compare our results to those obtained with standard static 
imaging and with fractional SUV methods.  
Index Terms—PET, Patlak, listmode, wholebody 
I. INTRODUCTION
TATIC positron emission tomography (PET) scan and 
semi-quantitative measurements such as the standardized 
uptake value (SUV) are widely used in cancer staging and 
in following response to therapy. SUV does not reflect the 
underlying dynamics of tracer uptake since it depends on 
uptake integrated over a single frame. Variations in protocols 
among clinical sites and the complex relationship between 
dose, uptake and body weight also limit its use as a 
quantitative biomarker. 
    To overcome these limitations others have investigated the 
use of dual-time-point PET scans. Studies have shown that 
this approach can improve diagnostic accuracy for certain 
cancers such as malignant lung nodules [1] and high-grade 
brain tumors [2] when comparing to the standard single frame 
SUV method. It is also useful in differentiating malignant 
lesions from benign ones [3]. However, dual-time-point SUV 
is still affected by some of the factors mentioned above and 
remains at best a semi-quantitative measure.  
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In contrast, pharmacokinetic models based on dynamic PET 
data offer the ability to fit quantitatively meaningful 
parameters that reflect underlying metabolic or other 
physiological processes. This in turn can lead to more accurate 
detection and staging of tumors as well as differentiation from 
other forms of enhanced uptake, such as regions of 
inflammation. Freedman et al. [4] found that discrepancies 
between SUV and Patlak values in patient therapy are 
primarily due to the unmetabolized FDG measured by 
SUV, which is important for the accurate determination of 
glucose metabolic rates. They concluded that the Patlak 
slope is more accurate in predicting response to treatment. 
Graham et al. [5] also concluded that Patlak slope is a better 
discriminator between normal tissue and tumors.
Clinical PET systems have limited axial extent that 
precludes wholebody dynamic scanning. Typically the patient 
is scanned for a few minutes at several contiguous bed 
positions and the reconstructed images are stitched together to 
form a wholebody image. If we want to perform dynamic 
analysis while still collecting wholebody data we can only 
sample part of the dynamic process and must then fit the 
dynamic model with only partial data. The Patlak model has 
only two parameters and does not directly use the earlier part 
of the time activity curve.  We can therefore compute these 
parameters from measurements collected over two time 
intervals or frames, provided sufficient time elapses between 
these frames.   
 Motivated by the goal of performing wholebody Patlak 
imaging we have developed a Patlak estimation method from 
dual-time-point list-mode data [6]. Simulation and Cramer-
Rao analysis in [6] suggest that this method can achieve 
superior differentiation of tumor from background in small 
tumors compared to using fractional changes in SUV 
computed from the same dual-time-point data. To apply this 
approach to clinical data we need to account for the time 
varying effect of random and scattered events and also for 
patient motion. In Section 2 we describe how we model these 
factors. We also describe how we estimate the input function 
necessary to perform Paltak analysis. Finally we apply our 
method to wholebody patient 18F-FDG data, and compare the 
Patlak image derived using our method with single and dual 
frame static PET images. 
II. METHOD
2.1 Patlak Estimation from two Frame List Mode Data:
    The Patlak graphical model applies to kinetic data beyond 
time ݐ ൒ ܶכ at which point changes are effectively due to 
irreversible trapping in a single compartment. Let ߟሺݐሻ be the 
Data Correction Methods for Wholebody Patlak 
Imaging from List-mode PET Data 
Wentao Zhu, Bing Bai, Peter S. Conti, Quanzheng Li, and Richard. M. Leahy 
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tracer time activity curve (TAC) with input function ܥሺݐሻ. We 
can write the Patlak equation as: 
ߟሺݐሻ ൌ ߢන ܥሺ߬ሻ݀߬ ൅ ݍܥሺݐሻ
௧
଴
where ߢ is the net influx rate, and ݍ is the intercept of the 
Patlak model. We can therefore model the rate function at 
voxel j after steady state ݐ ൒ ܶכ as a linear combination of two 
basis functions ܤଵሺݐሻ and ܤଶሺݐሻ:
ߟ௝ሺݐሻ ൌ෍ݓ௝௟ܤ௟ሺݐሻ
ଶ
௟ୀଵ
௝߱ଵ ൌ ߢ௝ǡ ௝߱ଶ ൌ ݍ௝ǡ ܤଵሺݐሻ ൌ න ܥሺ߬ሻ݀߬
௧
଴
ǡ ܤଶሺݐሻ ൌ ܥሺݐሻ
Consequently the rate function in sinogram space at line of 
response (LOR) i can be written as: 
ߣ௜ሺݐሻ ൌ ݁
ି௧ఛ෍෍݌௜௝ݓ௝௟ܤ௟ሺݐሻ
ଶ
௟ୀଵ
௡ೡ
௝ୀଵ
൅ ݎ௜ሺݐሻ ൅ ݏ௜ሺݐሻ
where ݌௜௝ is the probability of an event at voxel j being 
detected at detector pair i, and nv the number of voxels; the 
exponential term accounts for radioactive decay. Time series 
ri(t) and si(t) are the random and single rates for LOR i at time 
t. Assuming we have list mode data over the interval [ݐଵݐଶ]
and ሾݐଷݐସሿ, and that the arrival times follow the time-
inhomogeneous Poisson process ߣ௜ሺݐሻ, we estimate the Patlak 
parameters in a Bayesian framework. The log posterior 
function is: 
ܨሺܹሻ ൌ െ෍෍݈݋݃ߣ௜ሺܽ௜௞ሻ
௫೔
௞ୀଵ
௡೛
௜ୀଵ
൅෍ሺන ߣ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧మ
௧భ
௡೛
௜ୀଵ
൅ න ߣ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
௧ర
௧య
ሻ ൅ ߚ
ͳ
ʹ
ݓ்ܴௌݓ
where ܽ௜௞ is the arrival time of the ݇௧௛ event at LOR i, and ܴௌ
is the 2nd  derivative matrix of a quadratic spatial penalty (or 
equivalently the 2nd derivative of a quadratic Gibbs energy 
function). We do not regularize in time since we only have 2 
basis functions. We maximize ܨሺܹሻ to compute estimates of 
the Patlak parameters at each voxel. 
2.2 Randoms and scatters in dynamic list-mode data
Since we are using a list mode model, we need a 
continuous-time estimate of both randoms and scatters. As our 
protocol is composed of 2 listmode acquisition frames each 
with 5 bed positions, in preprocessing we obtained 10 pairs of 
static randoms and scatters estimates from 10 listmode files. 
We make the simplifying assumption that the temporal and 
spatial distribution of scatters and randoms are separable [7]. 
Let ܴ௕௜ denote the total number of delayed events for the ith
LOR integrated over the entire acquisition period of the bth
bed position. Let ݃௕ሺݐሻ be an estimate of the dynamic 
variation of randoms averaged over all LORs and normalized 
to integrate to unity over the acquisition time of the bth bed 
position. Then the estimated randoms rate function in the bth` 
bed position can be modeled as: 
ݎ௕௜ሺݐሻ ൌ ܴ௕௜݃௕ሺݐሻ          (8) 
Similarly, let ܵ௕௜ denote the total number of scattered events at 
the ith LOR in the bth bed position and ݄௕ሺݐሻ be a normalized 
estimate of the dynamic variation, then the scatter rate 
function in the bth` bed position can be modeled as: 
ݏ௕௜ሺݐሻ ൌ ܵ௕௜݄௕ሺݐሻ         (9) 
In the following, the integrated randoms ܴ௕௜ are computed 
from a sinogram of delayed events summed over the 
acquisition period of the bth` bed position. Integrated scatters 
ܵ௕௜ is computed from the sinograms generated by 
histogramming the list mode data of the bth bed position, in 
combination with a co-registered x-ray CT scan, using a 
deterministic scatter estimation method [8]. The temporal rate 
function of scatters for each bed position is assumed to be 
proportional to the rate function of prompts, and then 
normalized to unity over the frame, i.e. 
݄௕ሺݐሻ ൌ
௣್ሺ௧ሻ
׬ ௣್ሺ௧ሻௗ௧
ೆ್
ಽ್
       (10) 
where ܮ௕ and ܷ௕ are the starting and end time of the bth bed. 
The rate function of all prompts for each bed is obtained by 
first dividing the 5 min time into ten 30 sec subsets and 
counting the number of prompts for each subset, and then 
performing interpolation between the 10 data points. A similar 
process is used for estimating the randoms rate function ݃௕ሺݐሻ,
but since these vary as the square of activity we use: 
݃௕ሺݐሻ ൌ
௣್మሺ௧ሻ
׬ ௣್మሺ௧ሻௗ௧
ೆ್
ಽ್
       (11) 
2.3 Blood input function
Our goal in this work is to develop a practical method for 
wholebody clinical Patlak studies. Since routine measurement 
of the input function using arterial blood sampling is 
impractical, here we adopt a hybrid approach that combines a 
population based approach for ݐ ൏ ݐଵ with a simplified 
exponential model for ݐ ൐ ݐଵ.
We pooled data from a set of N=7 60min FDG dynamic 
scans of patients with liver cancer. We identified ROIs in the 
abdominal aorta in each subject from coregistered contrast 
enhanced CT images. We extracted estimates of activity in the 
aorta from MAP reconstructions [9] of each frame to fit a 
continuous model. We then scaled each input function to have 
unit integral. 
ܥ௦௖௔௟௘௜ ሺݐሻ ൌ ߙ௜ܥ௢௥௜௚௜௡௜ ሺݐሻ݅ א ͳǡʹǡ ǥܰ
ߙ௜ නܥ௢௥௜௚௜௡௜ ሺݐሻ݀ݐ
்
଴
ൌ ͳ
The population average was then generated by averaging over 
all scaled input functions, i.e. 
ܥ௦௧௔௡ௗ௔௥ௗሺݐሻ ൌ
ͳ
ܰ
෍ܥ௦௖௔௟௘௜ ሺݐሻ
ே
௜ୀଵ
We then adopt the following input function model:   
ܥሺݐሻ ؜ ൜
ߤܥ௦௧௔௡ௗ௔௥ௗሺݐሻݐ ൏ ݐଵ
ߚ ݁ݔ݌ሺߛݐሻ ݐ ൒ ݐଵ
where ݐଵis the scan start time, which is approximately 1 hour 
after injection.  
The constants ߤǡ ߚǡ ߛ are chosen so that the input function is 
continuous at ݐଵ. To find these constants we choose the two 
frames corresponding to the bed position that contains the 
abdominal aorta. For each frame we compute a static MAP 
reconstruction. An ROI within the aorta is manually delineated 
and the average activity in the ROI computed for both frames. 
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The parameters ߤǡ ߚǡ ߛ are then computed by fitting the model 
to these two values by integrating of their respective durations. 
Note that although there are three parameters, ߤ and ߚare
dependent because of the continuity constraint. This approach 
could be modified in a straightforward manner to include data 
from additional frames that also include large arterial vessels.  
2.4 Motion correction
Our motion correction technique performs pairwise 
nonrigid registration between each set of two frames that 
correspond to the same bed position. We first compute static 
MAP reconstructions for each frame at each bed position 
using a spatially variant smoothing function selected to 
achieve a constant count independent resolution [10].  We 
then use a non-rigid mutual information based registration tool 
[11] to find the deformation field that coregisters each pair of 
images. Patlak images are then computed using this 
deformation field.  Since we cannot warp the data for the 2nd
frame, the reconstruction method is modified so that the 
spatial mapping between the 1st and 2nd frame is propagated 
through the forward and backprojection operators when 
computing the gradient of the cost function with respect to the 
2nd frame.  
Fig. 1 (left) the input function from 7 liver scan patients. (right) the
average input function from time 0 to 60min, and (bottom) estimated 
the input function formed by extrapolation of the population average 
beyond 60mins using data from the abdominal aorta.  
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Blood input function estimation 
We used n=7 FDG liver scan data sets to train the input 
function. 60mins of data from the time of injection was 
collected and sorted into a total of 20 frames (6x30sec, 
7x1min, 4x5min, 3x10min). Each frame was reconstructed 
with matched resolution and the activity in a hand-drawn ROI 
computed for each frame. A continuous time function was 
fitted using spline interpolation and the curve normalized to 
integrate to unity from 0 to 60 min. The 7 normalized input 
functions are shown in Fig. 1 (left). Shown in Fig. 1 (right) is 
the average input function from 0 to 60 min. We then 
extrapolated these curves using the exponential model 
described above for each wholebody subject separately. Fig. 1 
(bottom) is the estimated input function using the exponential 
function approximation after 60 min for one of the whole body 
examples shown below. 
3.2 18F-FDG wholebody patient study 
We applied the dual-time-point list mode estimation method 
to wholebody patient data collected using a Siemens Biograph 
PET/CT scanner at the University of Southern California PET 
center. The 3D PET system’s diameter is 855.20mm. The 
detector size is 2.673mm ൈ 2.673mm ൈ 2.025mm. The 
number of rings is 55 and the maximum ring difference is 38. 
A span of 11 resulted in a total of 559 sinograms with 336 
angles of view by 336 radial LORs for each sinogram. List 
mode data was collected at 5mins per bed position starting at 
45mins and 105mins post injection respectively. Static 
reconstructions at matched resolutions were reconstructed 
from each frame and the Patlak image reconstructed from both 
frames using the motion correction and other calibration 
methods described above. The images were then stitched to 
form the wholebody images shown below.     
   
        
Fig. 2 Difference SUV images of frame 1 and frame 2 before (top 2 
images) and after registration (bottom 2 images)
Fig 2 shows the difference SUV images (SUV2-SUV1) for 
one patient before and after registration. In this example the 
patient left the table between the two scans presenting a more 
difficult registration challenge than in the typical case. From 
the top two images in Fig. 2 we can clearly see the bright and 
dark regions caused by misregistration in the heart, brain, liver 
and vertebrae. The post-registration result at the bottom of Fig. 
2 clearly shows significantly better alignment between the 2 
frames. The same deformation field was used to compute the 
Patlak images.  
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Fig. 3 shows Patlak slope images with and without random 
and scatter correction and motion compensation. Overall, 
these corrections produce noticeable improvements in contrast 
and noise suppression as well as improved boundary definition 
as a result of coregistration. This patient had a metal implant 
in the left leg which produces a clear artifact since the 
corrections we used do not account for its highly scattering 
and attenuating properties.  
For comparison we also computed a fractional SUV image 
as %DSUV = (SUV2-SUV1)/SUV1. Because the SUV 
normalization by weight and dose cancels in this ratio, we 
computed %DSUV directly from the MAP images. Since we 
computed these on a voxel wise basis, rather than over an ROI 
as would typically be done, the estimates are very noisy 
(column 4 in Fig. 4). While this would not be done in practice, 
the fact that the Patlak image quality is good indicates the 
potential of our approach to produce meaningful dynamic 
wholebody parameteric images in a manner that cannot be 
achieved using fractional SUVs.    
Comparing the Patlak image and static PET images (either 
frame) reveals only subtle differences visually, as shown in 
Fig. 4. However it is important to note that the Patlak result is 
a voxel-wise quantitative image so that the numerical values 
themselves should be more informative for staging and 
treatment planning.  
         
Fig. 3 Patlak slope images: (left) no scatter or random correction, no 
motion correction. (right) scatter, random correction, motion 
corrected.
IV. CONCLUSION
We addressed several practical issues in wholebody Patlak 
image estimation. We introduced a hybrid population-based 
method for estimating the blood input function. We also 
demonstrated the effectiveness of our random and scatter 
correction and of motion compensation. The wholebody 
patient data shows that we can produce Patlak images of 
equivalent quality to static PET scans. This is in contrast to 
dual-time point fractional SUV values which do not produce 
good quality images. Clearly further studies are required to 
determine whether this approach leads to improve diagnostic 
power relative to the alternatives. However, with the methods 
described about we are now in a position to perform these 
studies. 
     
                   
Fig. 4. First frame (column 1), second frame (column 2), Patlak 
(column 3) and %DSUV (column 4) wholebody reconstruction 
images. 
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Multi-dimensional sinogram restoration for
myocardial blood ﬂow estimation from
dose-reduced dynamic CT
Dimple Modgil, Adam M. Alessio, Michael D. Bindschadler, Kevin J. Little, David Rigie, Philip A. Vargas and
Patrick J. La Rivière
Abstract—Quantiﬁcation of myocardial blood ﬂow provides
valuable diagnostic and prognostic information for the evaluation
of coronary heart disease. Dynamic CT offers the potential of
a quick and cost-effective method to quantify the myocardial
blood ﬂow. However, a primary reason dynamic CT is not widely
employed is the large radiation dose imparted to the patient.
Radiation dose reduction is essential for clinical acceptance of
these studies. In order to achieve dose reduction, one needs
to be able to extract the same blood ﬂow information from
much noisier data. We propose that it is possible to do so by
applying sinogram restoration techniques to dynamic CT data.
So far, these techniques have only been applied to static data.
We expand this technique to also impose regularization in the
temporal domain. In this paper, we present preliminary results
using a variety of temporal regularization techniques on noisy,
simulated dynamic CT data.
Index Terms—Dynamic CT, sinogram restoration, coronary
heart disease, myocardial blood ﬂow, time attenuation curve
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiac diagnostics would beneﬁt greatly from an easy
and widely available technique for quantitative myocardial
blood ﬂow estimation. Quantiﬁcation of myocardial blood ﬂow
(MBF) is clinically very important for evaluation of coronary
heart disease (CHD). The most common diagnostic test for
CHD using angiography is insufﬁcient for clinical decision
making. Studies have shown that perfusion information leads
to better outcomes and reduced costs [1]. Unlike modali-
ties such as single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT), which can only detect unbalanced ischemia, quan-
tiﬁcation of MBF can assess triple vessel disease. While the
absence of ischemia is a good predictor of event-free survival,
the severity of ischemia, as measured with quantitative MBF,
is closely correlated to the occurrence of adverse events further
motivating quantiﬁcation of MBF. Dynamic CT offers a quick
method to measure MBF in absolute units (ml/g/min), but
it has a big drawback, namely, the large radiation dose that
is received by the patient during this test. CT manufacturers
have primarily focused their research and development on the
mainstream applications of static imaging with high anatomic
detail. As such, CT hardware and software are optimized for
high-ﬂux, high throughput imaging, with little optimization for
4D imaging of the time course of contrast agents.
Adam Alessio and Michael Bindschadler are in the Department of Ra-
diology at the University of Washington. The other authors are with the
Department of Radiology, The University of Chicago.
There are two potential methods to reduce dose from dy-
namic CT scans: reduced tube current or reduced time samples
or a combination of both. Both these strategies come at the
cost of increased noise while reducing dose. Several groups
have explored techniques to incorporate temporal variation in
cardiac imaging, for a low dose scan protocol. For example,
Sawall et al. [2], [3] used a variant of McKinnon-Bates
image reconstruction algorithm along with bilateral ﬁltering in
multiple dimensions (three spatial, three temporal: cardiac, res-
piratory and perfusion) to achieve low-dose phase-correlated
imaging in small animals. Ritschl et al. [4] used a new method
for spatial and temporal regularization for temporal-correlated
CT image reconstruction. Their method utilized total variation
constraint in both spatial and temporal dimensions. Chen et
al. [5] used a prior image constrained compressed sensing
algorithm in the context of time-resolved cardiac C-arm cone-
beam CT.
In this work, we explore 4D sinogram restoration methods
to restore noisy CT data so as to minimize the radiation dose
from dynamic CT. Ultimately, we want to verify that accurate
and precise time attenuation curves and parametric estimates
can be recovered from CT acquisitions with substantially lower
dose to patients.
II. METHODS
Noise in CT data is generally controlled through the
apodization of the kernel used in the ﬁltered backprojection
reconstruction. This simple approach does not model the
spatially variant noise properties inherent to the data and is
suboptimal. Iterative sinogram restoration has been proposed
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of CT data [6], [7].
These restoration strategies generally model several of the
degrading physical effects of the CT acquisition and attempt to
remove these degradations from the data through an iterative
deconvolution based on a reasonable stochastic model for the
data and a simple roughness-penalty term. These methods
offer the beneﬁts of both noise and artifact reduction. In this
paper, we propose tailoring these approaches for use with
dynamic CT data. We use the same general model that we
have used for static sinogram restoration [6], with a slightly
different interpretation of the terms. We assume the raw data
are modeled as:
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Yi =
∫
Poisson {I0(E) exp (−li)}EdE
+Normal{0, σ2i } (1)
li ≡
∫
Li
μ(x,E)dl. (2)
This represents the sum of a compound Poisson distribu-
tion and a Gaussian electronic noise term. Here, Yi are the
measurements recorded by an energy-integrating detector at
various bins, views and time frames, Li is a line through
the object for the ith measurement and I0(E) is the incident
polyenergetic X-ray spectrum. The total number of measure-
ments now is the product of the number of projection angles,
the number of detector bins and the number of temporal
frames. This model takes into account the polychromatic X-ray
spectrum, compound Poisson noise and electronic Gaussian
noise. To yield a tractable likelihood function, we model the
ﬁrst term as a scaled, over-dispersed Poisson likelihood and
add to it a constant derived from the electronic noise and
dark current. The distribution of the resulting shifted Poisson
variable matches the true distribution in the ﬁrst and second
moments [6]. The goal is to estimate the set of line integrals, li
(which are a function of projection bin, azimuthal angle, and
temporal frame), as accurately as possible from noisy data.
We do so through a penalized likelihood strategy tailored for
the dynamic CT application. We add to the cost function a
penalty term that will penalize the temporal variations in the
sinogram due to iodine transport. The general form of the
objective function is:
lˆ = argmaxp≥0 [L(l; y)− βR(l)− γC(l)] (3)
where the ﬁrst term is the usual Poisson log-likelihood
function, the second is a spatial roughness penalty, and the
third term is a temporal roughness penalty. We will try several
different penalty terms in the temporal domain:
1) γ = 0: smoothing only in the spatial domain.
2) β = γ: common strength for quadratic penalty over both
spatial and temporal domains.
3) β = γ: different strength for quadratic penalty over
spatial and temporal domains.
4) γ = γˆ(t): strength of temporal penalty is a function of
time to allow for variation in bias to variance tradeoff at
different times in the acquisition. This may be beneﬁcial
considering rising edge of iodine enhancement informs
the blood ﬂow estimate more than tail and has more sig-
nal change than the tail. This work will be investigated
later.
5) Temporal shape-based penalty: This will encourage ad-
herence of the temporal variation of the iodine enhance-
ment to the priors term that contains a priori knowledge
of the temporal variations due to iodine transport. This
constraint will encourage, but not require, adherence of
the reconstructed time attenuation curves to the priors.
This work will be investigated later.
A. Smoothing only in the spatial domain
In the ﬁrst case, we have no temporal smoothing term and
a quadratic smoothing penalty term in the spatial domain. The
objective function is given by [6]:
lˆ = argmaxl≥0 [L(l; y)− βR(l)] , (4)
R(l) =
K∑
k=1
ψk
⎛⎝ Np∑
j=1
tkj
⎞⎠ (5)
ψk(x) ≡ x
2
2
(6)
The inner sum over j involves the difference between the
kth projection bin and its nearest neighbors. In this work, we
chose tkj it to create pairwise combinations among a given
projection bin and its four nearest neighbors in the spatial
domain. Following the separable parabolic surrogate method
(SPS) to maximize the likelihood, as derived by Ergodan et
al. [8], and the approach by La Rivière et al. [6], the update
equation is given by:
l
(n+1)
i = l
(n)
i +
h˙i(l
(n)
i )− β
∑K
k=1
∑N
j=1 tkitkj l
(n)
j
c
(n)
i + βνi
, (7)
li ≡ f(lmonoi ) (8)
h˙i(l) = Iie
−l
[
1− yi
Iie−l + ri
]
, (9)
vi ≡
∑K
k=1 |tki|tk, with tk ≡
∑NY
i=1 tki, and the c
(n)
i are
the curvatures of the paraboloidal surrogates [6].
B. Common strength for quadratic penalty in the spatial and
temporal domains
In this case the objective function is given as above except
for a difference in the pairwise combinations:
lˆ = argmaxl≥0 [L(l; y)− βR′(l)] , (10)
R′(l) =
K∑
k=1
ψk
⎛⎝ Np∑
j=1
t′kj
⎞⎠ (11)
ψk(x) ≡ x
2
2
(12)
The inner sum over j involves the difference between the
kth projection bin and its nearest neighbors. In this work, we
choose t′kj it to create pairwise combinations among a given
projection bin and its four nearest neighbors in the spatial
domain and two nearest neighbors in the temporal domain.
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C. Different strength for quadratic penalty in the spatial and
temporal domains
In this case the objective function is given by:
lˆ = argmaxl≥0 [L(l; y)− βR(l)]− γC(l), (13)
C(l) =
K∑
k=1
ψk
⎛⎝ Np∑
j=1
t′′kj
⎞⎠ (14)
ψk(x) ≡ x
2
2
(15)
The spatial penalty term is the same as in section 2.1.
In the temporal penalty term, the inner sum over j involves
the difference between the kth projection bin and its nearest
neighbors. In this work, we chose t′′kj to create pairwise
combinations among a given projection bin and its two nearest
neighbors in the temporal domain. For the spatial penalty term,
we choose tkj to create pairwise combinations among a given
projection bin and its four nearest neighbors in the spatial
domain.
D. Data Generation and Image Reconstruction
We generated dynamic material phantoms to mimic the
exchange of iodine in the myocardium. Using the XCAT
phantom as the base image volume, we simulated 4D image
volumes with unique kinetics in the right ventricular cavity,
left ventricular cavity, aorta, and myocardium. These kinetics
were derived from our detailed mathematical model of iodine
exchange. Starting from a ventricular or aortic input signal,
the model accounts for the time delay and signal dispersion in
large vessels between the input measurement and myocardium.
In the tissue region of interest, the model accounts for ﬂow
heterogeneity and axial dispersion in the concentration of
iodine as it exchanges with the interstitial space. In addition,
the known differences between the systemic and microvascular
hematocrits are appropriately handled. This iodine exchange
model was informed by patient and porcine studies and
allows for generation of realistic iodine curves for a range
of physiologic states. These curves deﬁned the changes in the
dynamic phantom, which consisted of concentration maps of
three materials (water, bone and iodine), as shown in ﬁgure 1,
for each time frame.
Figure 1. A slice from one frame of the dynamic CT phantom consisting of
iodine, bone and water
We constructed a polyenergetic simulator for CT projection
data that uses the system model described above by eq. 1. The
spectrum and the system parameters used by our simulator
matched a CT scanner at the University of Washington (GE
Lightspeed 16-slice, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). Noisy
projection data was generated with a tube current of 25
mA for this phantom for 25, 1 sec time frames. The noisy
projection data was then processed through our proposed
sinogram restoration methods. Beam hardening correction
was computed for this spectrum assuming a uniform water
phantom at a monochromatic average energy of 62.33 keV.
This correction was applied to the restored sinogram data.
The images were reconstructed from the restored sinograms
using ﬁltered backprojection (FBP) with a Hann ﬁlter with
a cutoff of 0.46. We also reconstructed the images from the
noisy, non-restored sinogram data with FBP.
In the images for each frame, a mean value of Iodine
concentration was computed in four different ROIs in the
left myocardium. From this data, a plot of variation in iodine
concentration versus time was obtained. This curve is referred
to as a time attenuation curve (TAC). The shape and magnitude
of these curves can be used to estimate MBF using models of
iodine transport in the myocardium [9], [10].
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the heart region for images reconstructed
using both unrestored and restored sinogram data. Images
reconstructed using unrestored sinogram data are much more
noisy. The four ROIs chosen for computing the TACs were
placed in the wall region of the left ventricle.
Figure 2. Reconstructed image slice, showing the heart region, for time
frames at 6, 11, 16 and 21s: top- using unrestored sinogram data, bottom -
using restored sinogram data with β = 1000, γ = 500
The time attenuation curves are presented in ﬁgure 3. The
number of frames used for reconstruction were: 25, 12 and 8,
to represent three potential acquisition schemes acquiring an
image every second, every other second (1/2 dose), and every
3 seconds (1/3 dose). In this ﬁgure, the legend refers to the
following methods used for image restoration:
1) No restoration: FBP reconstruction with no sinogram
restoration
2) beta=1000, no temporal: sinogram restoration only in
spatial domain (β = 1000) followed by FBP
3) beta=gamma=1000: sinogram restoration with same
quadratic penalty in both spatial and temporal domains
followed by FBP
4) beta=1000, gamma=500: sinogram restoration with dif-
ferent quadratic penalty terms both spatial and temporal
domains followed by FBP
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Figure 3. Time attenuation curves obtained using sinogram data from 25,
12 and 8 frames
The enhancement as measured in the reconstructed images
is less than the true value due to beam hardening. Currently,
our beam hardening correction only corrects for water. We will
add multi-material beam hardening correction in the future. We
observe from the ﬁgure that the simulated TAC curves mimic
very closely the true TAC curve when all the time frames (25)
are used. The simulated curves reconstructed using smoothed
sinogram data match much better than the unsmoothed one.
Looking at the undersampled data using 12 frames, we observe
that the smoothed data with temporal smoothing follows the
true curve much more closely. This difference is even more
obvious when we use 8 frames for reconstruction. We do
not see any perceptible difference between performing the
temporal smoothing separately from spatial smoothing versus
performing the smoothing in both domains together.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We found that sinogram restoration in the spatial and
temporal domains reduces the variance in the time attenuation
curves, especially in undersampled temporal data. We found
that the slope of the curve, which is a predictor of ﬂow, is
closer to the true slope when sinogram restoration is performed
with spatial and temporal regularization.
In the future, we will explore the use of shape-based or
frequency-informed temporal priors in the temporal smooth-
ing. There are a variety of ways of obtaining suitable temporal
priors. We will also explore the use of the Karhunen-Loeve
(KL) transform of a sample covariance matrix calculated for
the portion of the sinogram data that is the forward projection
of a region of interest tightly encircling the heart. Prior work
with dynamic PET reconstruction has shown that there are
usually only a few signiﬁcant temporal components in the
expansion [11]. These will be used as the spatially-variant
priors in the above cost function. Unlike the work of Kao et al.,
which explicitly discards all other temporal components, the
cost-function based approach will only encourage adherence
to the priors while allowing the data to dictate other temporal
variations.
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Dynamic Reconstruction with Statistical Ray
Weighting for C-Arm CT Perfusion Imaging
Michael T. Manhart, Andreas Fieselmann, Yu Deuerling-Zheng, Andreas K. Maier and Markus Kowarschik
Abstract—Tissue perfusion measurement using C-arm angiog-
raphy systems is a novel technique with potential high benefit
for catheter-guided treatment of stroke in the interventional suite.
However, perfusion C-arm CT (PCCT) is challenging: the slow
C-arm rotation speed only allows measuring samples of contrast
time attenuation curves (TACs) every 5 – 6 s if reconstruction
algorithms for static data are used. Furthermore, the peaks of the
tissue TACs typically lie in a range of 5 – 30 HU, thus perfusion
imaging is very sensitive to noise. Recently we presented a
dynamic, iterative reconstruction (DIR) approach to reconstruct
TACs described by a weighted sum of linear spline functions
with a regularization based on joint bilateral filtering (JBF).
In this work we incorporate statistical ray weighting into the
algorithm and show how this helps to improve the reconstructed
cerebral blood flow (CBF) maps in a simulation study with a
realistic dynamic brain phantom. The Pearson correlation of the
CBF maps to ground truth maps increases from 0.85 (FDK), 0.87
(FDK with JBF), and 0.90 (DIR with JBF) to 0.92 (DIR with JBF
and ray weighting). The results suggest that the statistical ray
weighting approach improves the diagnostic accuracy of PCCT
based on DIR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perfusion CT (PCT) is an important imaging modality for
diagnosis in case of an ischemic stroke event. Time attenuation
curves (TACs) in tissue and vessels are extracted from a
time series of brain volumes acquired after a contrast bolus
injection. Perfusion parameter maps calculated from TACs,
which represent quantities such as cerebral blood flow (CBF),
cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean transit time (MTT),
provide information about the extent of the affected tissue.
They can be used to identify potentially salvageable ischemic
tissue that may be reperfused by catheter-guided stroke therapy
procedures such as intra-arterial thrombolysis. For this purpose
the patient is transported to an interventional suite equipped
with a C-arm angiography system, where perfusion mea-
surement is not yet available. Perfusion measurement using
C-arm systems would allow assessing the perfusion parameters
directly before, during and after the interventional procedure
and thus help to determine treatment success and endpoint
[1]. Current C-arm systems typically require about 4 – 5 s to
acquire the X-ray projection images needed to reconstruct one
volume and a pause of about 1 s between two successive
acquisitions, which limits the temporal sampling of the TACs
and makes perfusion C-arm CT (PCCT) challenging. Recently
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Figure 1. Basis functions for linear interpolation (red, solid) and relative
angular C-arm position (blue, dashed).
we proposed a new dynamic, iterative reconstruction algorithm
with a joint bilateral filter (DIR-JBF) [2] to reconstruct TACs
from a PCCT acquisition with increased temporal resolution
and improved CNR in the brain tissue compared to standard
FDK reconstruction. In this work, we additionally introduce a
statistical ray weighting to further improve the reconstructed
perfusion maps. We investigate the noise statistics of sub-
tracted projections and introduce a penalized weighted least
squares (PWLS) formulation extending the DIR-JBF algorithm
to the DIR maximum a-posteriori (DIR-MAP) algorithm. The
new DIR-MAP algorithm is evaluated using a digital brain
phantom and compared to the DIR-JBF algorithm, classical
FDK reconstruction and FDK reconstruction followed by
denoising with JBF (FDK-JBF).
II. ALGORITHM
A. Acquisition Protocol
This section describes the C-arm perfusion acquisition
protocol used for the simulation study. The parameters are
taken from an acquisition protocol available in state-of-the-
art C-arm systems (Artis zee, Siemens Healthcare, Germany).
Since currently available C-arm systems are not capable of
continuous, uni-directional rotations, the C-arm is rotated in
a bi-directional manner in forward and backward direction
during a perfusion scan. At first one C-arm rotation in forward
and one in backward direction acquires mask projection data
pM (M: mask) with the static anatomical structures. In each
rotation 248 projections covering an angular range of 197.6°
are acquired. After contrast agent injection the C-arm is rotated
Nrot = 7 times in bi-directional manner as shown in Figure 1
and acquires the projections pB (B: bolus) following the con-
trast bolus flow. Each rotation takes Trot = 4.3 s with a pause
of Tstop = 1.2 s between any two of them. After logarithmic
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pre-processing the pure contrast-enhanced projection data p
is computed by subtracting the mask projections pM from the
bolus projections pB.
B. Dynamic Iterative Reconstruction Algorithm
The DIR-JBF algorithm [2] represents the basis method
used to reconstruct the contrast time attenuation curves (TACs)
inside the volume of interest (VOI) from the dynamic projec-
tion data denoted by vector p ∈ RN , which comprehends
all rays during the contrast-enhanced acquisition after mask
subtraction. Each TAC inside the VOI is described by a
weighted sum of asymmetric linear spline functions. The knots
of the splines are placed at 0.25 ·Trot and 0.75 ·Trot of each C-
arm rotation (Figure 1). Consider the 4D volume denoted by
vector x describing the TACs sampled at the acquisition time
point of each acquired contrast-enhanced C-arm projection.
We introduce the matrix B, which interpolates x from the
weights of all basis functions denoted by vector w such that
x = Bw. The system matrix A describes the dynamic forward
projection p ≈ Ax. The DIR-JBF algorithm reconstructs
the basis weights w from p by minimizing the least-squares
distance between the measured projection data p and the
forward projected estimated 4D volume:
w˜ = argmin
w
1
2
‖ABw− p‖
2
2 . (1)
This large scale problem can be solved as described in [3]
by using a gradient-based iterative procedure based on the
Landweber scheme:
wk+1 = wk + β ·BTAT
(
p−ABwk
)
. (2)
The parameter β controls the step size of the parameter
update in each iteration, AB describes a linear interpola-
tion followed by forward projection and BTAT represents
a weighted backprojection of the error image onto the basis
weights. As described in [2] the gradient update step is
using a vessel-masked backprojection, where rays intersecting
with high contrast vessel structures are only backprojected
onto voxels belonging to the vessel structures. The weight
vector w is initialized from FDK reconstructions of the C-
arm rotations. Furthermore JBF is used for regularization.
JBF is an adapted version of the bilateral filter, where the
range similarity image is computed using a guidance image.
In the DIR-JBF algorithm the temporal maximum intensity
projections of the reconstructed TACs are used as guidance
image. We modify the JBF regularization compared to [2]:
after FDK initialization NJBF = 3 JBF iterations are applied.
During the DIR, JBF is applied once after every three gradient
update steps. To show the benefits of the dynamic iterative re-
construction algorithm compared to pure FDK reconstruction
followed by JBF the result of the initialization is included in
the evaluation. Applying only the initialization step is denoted
as the FDK-JBF algorithm.
C. Statistical Ray Weighting
In this section we discuss how we model the noise in the
subtracted projection data p and include a statistical noise
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Figure 2. First order Taylor approximation of logarithmic pre-processing
around a photon count of i = 1000 in the 3σP interval of the corresponding
Gaussian random process iˆ (99.7 % of measurements of 1000 photons will
be inside the interval [1000 − 3 σP 1000 + 3 σP] ; σP =
√
1000).
model into the DIR-JBF algorithm to extend it to the DIR-
MAP algorithm. The number of photons measured at the C-
arm detector is considered as a Poisson random process to
simulate quantum noise. The number of photons reaching a de-
tector pixel is related to the line integral p by i = iS exp (−p),
where iS denotes the number of photons emitted at the source.
Incorporating quantum noise, the number of actually measured
photons is a Poisson random process: iˆ ∼ P (μP = i) (P:
photons). Since we do tomographic brain imaging we assume
a large number of counts; i.e. i > 1000. For such large counts a
Gaussian process is an excellent approximation of the Poisson
process:
iˆ ∼ N
(
μP = i;σP =
√
i
)
.
The measured line integrals are also random variables and
related to the photon counts by pˆ
(
iˆ
)
= − ln
(
iˆ/iS
)
. As
discussed in [4] for large photon counts we can simplify the
logarithmic processing by a first order Taylor series develop-
ment of pˆ
(
iˆ
)
around μP = i:
pˆ
(
iˆ
)
≈ pˆ (i) + pˆ′ (i)
(
iˆ− i
)
= − ln
i
iS
+
i− iˆ
i
. (3)
Figure 2 shows that the first order development is an appropri-
ate approximation inside the 3 σP interval of iˆ. From Equation
3 we see that the logarithmic processing pˆ
(
iˆ
)
is mainly a scal-
ing with −1/i and shifting with − ln
(
i/iS
)
+1. Thus the line
integral random variable pˆ can also be described as a Gaussian
process with mean μL = μP/i − ln (i/iS) + 1 = − ln (i/iS)
and variance σL = σP/i (L: line integrals):
pˆ ∼ N
(
μL = − ln (i/iS) ;σL = 1/
√
i
)
. (4)
Modeling the noise in line integral domain by Gaussian
random processes allows to describe the subtraction of the
mask measurements from the contrast-enhanced measurements
as a subtraction of two independent Gaussian random pro-
cesses. Thus a mask-subtracted contrast measurement pˆS =(
pˆB − pˆM
)
(S: subtracted) is again a Gaussian process:
pˆS ∼ N
(
μSL = p
B − pM;σSL =
√
1/iB + 1/iM
)
. (5)
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Parameter FDK FDK-JBF DIR-JBF DIR-MAP
σK 1.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
σD 1.5 mm 1.5 mm 1.5 mm
σR0 0.001 0.001 0.001
σR 1.25 · 10−4 1.25 · 10−4 1.25 · 10−4
β 3 12
NJBF 3 3 3
NDIR 12 12
σK: smoothness of FDK filter kernel for initial reconstruction,
σD: spatial bandwidth of JBF, σR0: range bandwidth of initial JBF,
σR: range bandwidth of JBF, β: DIR update step size,
NJBF: number of initial JBF iterations,
NDIR: number of DIR-JBF/DIR-MAP iterations
Table I
PARAMETERS OF ALGORITHMS.
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the weights w
from projection data with Gaussian noise is provided by the
corresponding log-likelihood function [5], which combines
Equation 1 with the diagonal weighting matrix D to the
squared Mahalanobis distance D (w):
D (w) =
1
2
(ABw − p)T D (ABw − p) , (6)
where D = diag
{
1/
(
σSL,1
)2
, . . . , 1/
(
σSL,N
)2}
, with N de-
fined in subsection II-B. Note that in the case of non-subtracted
projections the ML estimation would be the same as in well-
known statistical reconstruction algorithms [6]. However, our
derivation also allows to describe the noise in subtracted
projections.
Elad [7] showed that the bilateral filter is related to Bayesian
noise removal. Thus we can combine the ML estimate of
the weights with a JBF penalty function RJBF (w) resulting
in the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimate, which can be
formulated as a PWLS problem :
w˜ = argmin
w
D (w) + λRJBF (w) . (7)
The weights are then updated by the following gradient-based
iterative procedure:
wk+1 = wk + β ·BTATD
(
p−ABwk
)
. (8)
Analogous to the DIR-JBF algorithm, the weights are initial-
ized from FDK reconstructions and filtered NJBF = 3 times
after FDK initialization and once after every three gradient
update steps. Also vessel masking is applied in the backpro-
jection step. In this work we use the approximation D =
diag
{
exp
(
−pM1
)
, . . . , exp
(
−pMN
)}
. The contrast attenuation
is very small compared to the attenuation of the anatomic
structures and thus σSL,i ≈
√
2/iMi =
√
2/ (iS exp (−pMi )),
which results in the above weighting matrix after omitting the
constants.
III. MATERIALS & METHODS
We evaluate the different approaches using the realistic
digital brain perfusion phantom, which was originally de-
scribed in [8] and extended for C-arm perfusion imaging in
[9]. The phantom is based on segmentation of a human MR
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Reference FDK-JBF DIR-MAP
Figure 3. Artifacts in CBF maps (units: ml/100 g/min) comparing DIR-MAP
and FDK-JBF reconstructions to the reference for two different slices. In the
second row, zoomed views of the CBF maps shown in Figure 4 are provided
as indicated by the rectangular regions in the lower left image.
FDK FDK-JBF DIR-JBF DIR-MAP
RMSE 8.4 4.6 6.2 3.7
PC (n =1815) 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.92
Table II
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS OF CBF MAPS FROM DIGITAL BRAIN PERFUSION
PHANTOM DATA RECONSTRUCTED WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES
(RMSE: ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR IN [ML/100 ML/MIN], PC: PEARSON
CORRELATION TO REFERENCE MAPS WITH SAMPLE SIZE N).
brain scan and simulates TACs inside a stroke-affected brain.
The phantom is available online [10]. Different regions with
reduced blood flow and volume were annotated in the brain
likewise as in [9]. The dynamic C-arm projection data was
created by forward projecting the 4D phantom according to
the acquisition protocol. Poisson-distributed noise was added
to the projections assuming an unattenuated X-ray density of
2.1 · 105 photons per mm2 at the detector. The CBF maps
were calculated from the reconstructed TACs using a standard
deconvolution-based approach [11]. In this study we compared
simple FDK reconstruction with the FDK-JBF, DIR-JBF, and
DIR-MAP approaches with the parameters shown in Table I.
We computed the RMSE and Pearson correlation (PC) of the
resulting CBF maps to reference maps created from ground
truth data using an automated ROI analysis [1]. Each of the 18
slices with stroke annotation of the CBF volume was divided
into quadratic ROIs of size 8 × 8 mm2 and the mean of
each ROI was considered as a measurement for RMSE and
PC computation. ROIs including voxels outside the brain or
vessels were ignored. The slow C-arm rotation speed also leads
to artifacts around arteries with high contrast dynamics if FBP-
type reconstruction algorithms are used [12]. A qualitative
comparison of DIR to FDK reconstruction with respect to such
artifacts was performed.
IV. RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the resulting CBF maps reconstructed with
the different approaches. The quantitative results are shown
in Table II. Figure 3 shows the artifacts around high contrast
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Figure 4. CBF maps (units: ml/100 ml/min) from digital brain perfusion phantom data reconstructed with different approaches.
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Figure 5. AIFs reconstructed with different approaches compared to ground
truth AIF.
vessels in detail for the evaluated algorithms. Figure 5 shows
the resulting arterial input functions (AIFs) of the discussed
approaches. The reconstructions were performed on a laptop
computer with an Intel i7 M 620 2 × 2.72 GHz CPU, 8 GB
RAM, and an Nvidia Quadro FX 880M graphics chip set. The
reconstruction of a typical 4D volume of size 256× 256× 86
voxels and 14 spline weights per voxel took about 25 min us-
ing the DIR-MAP approach and about 1.5 min using the FDK
approach, where the projection pre-processing and perfusion
parameter computation is not included.
V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
The CBF maps in Figures 4 and 3 and the AIFs in Figure 5
show how the new DIR-MAP algorithm helps to improve the
reconstructed blood flow maps and AIFs in comparison to the
other evaluated techniques. The FDK maps have clearly the
poorest quality: they are very noisy and the vessels are blurred
into the soft tissue due to the very smooth reconstruction
kernel. This also leads to a severe underestimation of the AIF
and an overestimation of the perfusion values. Furthermore
the stroke-affected areas are not well separated from the
healthy tissue. The edge-preserving filter in the FDK-JBF
reconstruction provides a highly improved noise level in the
tissue without blurring the vessels. However, due to low C-arm
rotation speed artifacts around high contrast vessels are visible
and the AIF is still considerably underestimated. The DIR-JBF
algorithm keenly reduces the FBP artifacts around the vessels
by including the contrast dynamics into an iterative reconstruc-
tion approach and the temporal resolution of the reconstructed
AIF is perceptibly improved. However, the resulting perfusion
maps look more noisy. By including a statistical noise model,
the new DIR-MAP compensates for this drawback. The DIR-
MAP technique provides improved results with low noise
level, reduced artifacts, improved AIF reconstruction, and
physically correct perfusion values. This corresponds to the
quantitative results in Table II. The DIR-MAP algorithm yields
the best results of all algorithms. Comparing DIR-MAP to
standard FDK reconstruction, the RMSE is reduced from 8.4
ml/100 ml/min to 3.7 ml/100 ml/min and PC is increased from
0.85 for standard FDK reconstruction to 0.92 on a sample size
of n = 1815 ROIs.
In this work we extended our DIR-JBF algorithm [2] by in-
cluding a statistical ray weighting to the DIR-MAP algorithm.
We showed that the DIR-based algorithms help to increase the
temporal resolution of the reconstructed TACs and provide
an improved estimation of the AIF compared to FDK-type
approaches. Furthermore the artifacts around vessels with high
contrast are keenly reduced. However, we also found that the
recently presented DIR-JBF algorithm produces more noisy
perfusion maps than the FDK-JBF technique. By introducing a
statistical ray weighting, we can compensate for this drawback.
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Systematic Performance Optimization
of Cone-Beam Back-Projection
on the Kepler Architecture
Timo Zinßer and Benjamin Keck
Abstract—Filtered back-projection algorithms are widely used
for the reconstruction of volumetric data from cone-beam pro-
jections in interventional C-arm computed tomography. Fur-
thermore, general-purpose GPUs have become a popular tool
for accelerating the reconstruction during time-critical clinical
procedures. In this work, we focus on the systematic performance
optimization of cone-beam back-projection on the latest archi-
tecture of CUDA-enabled GPUs. Our optimization approach is
based on the identiﬁcation of the major performance bottleneck
through the analysis of speciﬁcally modiﬁed kernels.
Our main contribution is a smart restructuring of the back-
projection algorithm that facilitates the simultaneous processing
of a large number of projections and improves the hit rate of the
texture cache at the same time. We use the well-known RabbitCT
benchmark to demonstrate the outstanding performance of our
implementation on a single Kepler-based GeForce GTX 680 GPU.
Our implementation performs the back-projection of 496 input
projections onto a cubic 5123 volume in less than one second,
which is three times as fast as the best competing implementation.
Our back-projection implementation is also able to reconstruct
a cubic 10243 volume in about six seconds, which is six times as
fast as the best competing implementation known to us.
Index Terms—computed tomography, CUDA, FDK, GPGPU
I. INTRODUCTION
There are cone-beam back-projection implementations for a
wide range of hardware platforms, including the Cell broad-
band engine [1], [2], multi-core CPUs [3], [4], and general-
purpose GPUs [5]–[7]. Performance comparisons of several
implementations have been provided in [1]–[3]. However, the
use of varying data sets and diverse reconstruction parameters
precludes a meaningful comparison of the existing implemen-
tations. This problem has been tackled with the creation of the
RabbitCT platform [8], which provides a standardized frame-
work for comparing both the accuracy and the performance of
cone-beam back-projection algorithms.
According to [9], ﬁltered back-projection was the ﬁrst non-
graphics compute application to be successfully accelerated
on a dedicated GPU. In the meantime, GPUs have evolved
into programmable many-core processors, and development
platforms like the CUDA framework [10] have simpliﬁed the
implementation of GPU-accelerated algorithms considerably.
Okitsu et al. present a comprehensive overview of techniques
for the efﬁcient implementation of cone-beam back-projection
on CUDA-enabled GPUs in [6]. Their most important con-
tribution is the substantial reduction of memory accesses by
T. Zinßer and B. Keck are with Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector, Imaging
& IT Division, P.O. Box 1266, D-91294 Forchheim, Germany. Corresponding
author: Timo Zinßer, E-mail: timo.zinsser@siemens.com.
processing several projections at a time. Papenhausen et al.
describe a back-projection implementation that is optimized
for Fermi-based GPUs with CUDA support in [7].
As we use the RabbitCT benchmark to evaluate our work,
we shortly describe the corresponding data set in Section II.
We then discuss several important aspects of GPU computing
in Section III. Our approach for systematic performance op-
timization, as well as the resulting optimized implementation,
are presented in Sections IV and V. We analyze the perfor-
mance of our cone-beam back-projection implementation in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this work.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The input data set of the RabbitCT benchmark consists of
N = 496 projections with a width of Su = 1248 pixels and a
height of Sv = 960 pixels. For every projection n, the data set
also contains a projection matrix P n ∈ R3×4, which describes
the transformation from the world coordinate system to the
detector coordinate system. An illustration of the acquisition
geometry can be found in [4]. Basically, the detector rotates on
a circular short-scan trajectory around the z-axis of the world
coordinate system, which is also the z-axis of the reconstructed
volume. This axis is roughly perpendicular to the u-axis of all
projections, as well as roughly parallel to their v-axis.
The task of a back-projection algorithm in the RabbitCT
benchmark is the reconstruction of a cubic volume with a side
length of 256 mm. The benchmark deﬁnes three problem sizes,
which correspond to volumes with a side length of 256, 512,
or 1024 voxels, respectively. During the kernel optimization in
Section IV, we focus on the 5123 volume. As every projection
has to be back-projected onto every voxel, the reconstruction
of the 5123 volume requires approximately 66.6 × 109 voxel
updates. This value is important for computing a common
alternative performance measure, the giga-(voxel)-updates per
second (GUPS). Please take note that we strictly differentiate
between decimal preﬁxes (1 gigabyte = 1 GB = 109 bytes) and
binary preﬁxes (1 gibibyte = 1 GiB = 230 bytes) to prevent
unnecessary ambiguities in this work.
III. GPU COMPUTING
In our experience, the full performance potential of any
new hardware platform can only be realized by speciﬁcally
optimizing the implementation of the deployed algorithms.
The main hardware platform of this work is the Kepler-based
GeForce GTX 680 GPU, which is compared to its predecessors
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TABLE I
RECENT GENERATIONS OF HIGH-END GPUS WITH CUDA SUPPORT
GPU GTX 280 GTX 480 GTX 580 GTX 680
Architecture Tesla Fermi Fermi Kepler
Performance [GFLOPS] 622.1 1345.0 1581.1 3090.4
Texture ﬁllrate [GT/s] 48.2 42.0 49.4 128.8
Bandwidth [GB/s] 141.7 177.4 192.4 192.3
in Table I. Evidently, the arithmetic throughput of these GPUs
has increased with every generation. It is important to note
that the speciﬁed peak performance is only achieved for fused
multiply-add operations. For other operations, the performance
is reduced at least by a factor of two. The texture ﬁllrate has
remained almost constant for several generations, but it has
more than doubled for the GeForce GTX 680. In contrast to
this, the memory bandwidth has all but stagnated in the latest
generation. As a consequence, the ratio between the texture
ﬁllrate and the memory bandwidth has also more than doubled.
In order to save memory bandwidth and fully utilize its texture
units, the GeForce GTX 680 buffers texture data in the read-
only caches of its streaming multiprocessors as well as in its
uniﬁed L2 cache. For convenience, we refer to the combination
of these caches as texture cache.
We use the CUDA framework for implementing GPU-based
algorithms. An overview of basic concepts of GPU computing
can be found in [9]. For advanced topics, we recommend
the documentation of the CUDA framework itself [10]. One
important aspect of optimization is the identiﬁcation of the
current performance bottleneck. Typically, the performance of
an algorithm is either limited by the instruction throughput, the
memory bandwidth, or the texture ﬁllrate. In contrast to this,
latencies are usually not a problem, as long as the algorithm
exposes enough thread-level or instruction-level parallelism.
Compared to a sequential CPU algorithm, the execution
order of a highly parallel GPU algorithm is more complicated
and less deterministic. The following overview identiﬁes var-
ious levels of temporal cohesion on a Kepler-based GPU:
• The 32 threads of one warp run in lockstep. They can
communicate via very efﬁcient shufﬂe instructions.
• One or more warps form a thread block. The threads in
one thread block can communicate via shared memory.
These threads can also be synchronized explicitly.
• One or more threads block are executed on a streaming
multiprocessor. These thread blocks share the L1 cache
and the read-only cache of the multiprocessor. The ratio
between the actual number of threads on a multiprocessor
and the theoretical maximum is called occupancy.
• In general, only a subset of all thread blocks ﬁts onto the
available multiprocessors at the same time. This subset
is called a wave. The thread blocks of a wave share the
uniﬁed L2 cache of the GPU.
Iterative loops inside a kernel exhibit less temporal cohesion
than the threads of a warp, and may have less temporal
cohesion than the threads of a thread block, if these threads
are synchronized after every iteration. The execution order of
instructions in different thread blocks is not deﬁned by the
CUDA programming model.
compute position of ﬁrst voxel
for I input projections do
compute homogeneous detector coordinates q[i] of ﬁrst voxel
end
for K consecutive voxels along the z-axis do
zero-initialize sum s of weighted back-projected values
for I input projections do
dehomogenize detector coordinates q[i]
compute back-projected value by texture fetching
update sum s of weighted back-projected values
update homogeneous detector coordinates q[i]
end
update volume at current voxel with computed sum s
(optionally) synchronize threads in thread block
end
Fig. 1. Pseudocode for cone-beam back-projection kernel A
IV. KERNEL OPTIMIZATION
The cone-beam back-projection kernel presented in Fig. 1
constitutes the starting point of our performance optimization.
The structure of this kernel is based on the structure of what is
referred to as the fully optimized conﬁguration in [7]. In our
kernel, one thread updates K voxels with the weighted back-
projected values of I projections. Every thread block consists
of Bx × By threads. The voxels updated by a single thread
block constitute a rectangular tile in the respective consecutive
xy-slices of the volume. A volume with Sx×Sy×Sz voxels is
processed by a grid of (Sx/Bx)× (Sy/By)× (Sz/K) thread
blocks. We use layered textures to simplify the texture fetching
for several projections. We also store the projection matrices
in constant memory, which is backed by the read-only cache.
Finally, we specify the number of projections as a template
parameter, which allows the compiler to automatically unroll
the corresponding loops of kernel A.
In this section, we ignore all data transfers involving the
host and focus on the computation times of the kernels for the
5123 volume. In order to identify the performance bottleneck
of a conﬁguration, we measure three additional computation
times. In the ﬁrst step, we reduce the voxel size from 0.5 mm
to 10-6 mm. As a result, all computed detector coordinates are
virtually identical, and the hit rate of the texture cache rises
to almost one hundred percent. In the second step, we disable
the texture fetching completely. In the third step, we also turn
off the volume update, which removes the memory accesses
and leaves only the arithmetic and control ﬂow instructions.
It is vital that these modiﬁcations do not allow the compiler
to eliminate more code than intended. As these modiﬁcations
also tend to reduce the register count, we allocate a suitable
amount of shared memory to retain the occupancy of the
original kernel. Using the letters I(nstruction), M(emory), and
T(exture), we label the corresponding additional computation
times as I |M|T, I |M| – , and I | – | – in Table II.
In our ﬁrst test, kernel A processes one projection at a time.
Each thread updates one voxel in every xy-slice of the volume.
The speciﬁed tile width Bx = 32 ensures that the volume
updates are performed by fully coalesced memory transactions.
Nevertheless, the ﬁrst row of Table II clearly shows that the
memory transfer takes much longer than the computation of
the arithmetic instructions. In addition to that, the computation
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE BOTTLENECK ANALYSIS FOR DIFFERENT KERNEL CONFIGURATIONS
Test Kernel Sync I K Bx By Occupancy I | – | – I |M| – I |M|T Time GUPS
1 A no 1 512 32 8 1.000 1091 ms 4710 ms 4707 ms 9141 ms 7.3
2 A no 4 512 32 8 0.750 575 ms 1199 ms 1196 ms 7802 ms 8.5
3 A yes 4 512 32 8 1.000 554 ms 1185 ms 1169 ms 2710 ms 24.6
4 A no 4 8 32 8 0.750 685 ms 980 ms 1085 ms 1990 ms 33.4
5 B — 4 8 32 8 0.875 542 ms 989 ms 1179 ms 1527 ms 43.6
6 B — 8 4 16 16 0.750 528 ms 725 ms 966 ms 1296 ms 51.4
7 B — 16 4 16 32 0.750 506 ms 550 ms 826 ms 1051 ms 63.4
8 B — 32 4 16 32 0.750 489 ms 494 ms 756 ms 969 ms 68.7
compute position of ﬁrst voxel
for K consecutive voxels along the z-axis do
zero-initialize sum s[k] of weighted back-projected values
end
for I input projections do
compute homogeneous detector coordinates q of ﬁrst voxel
for K consecutive voxels along the z-axis do
dehomogenize detector coordinates q
compute back-projected value by texture fetching
update sum s[k] of weighted back-projected values
update homogeneous detector coordinates q
end
end
for K consecutive voxels along the z-axis do
update volume at current voxel with computed sum s[k]
end
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for cone-beam back-projection kernel B
time of the kernel is almost doubled by the cache misses
of the texture fetching. When we process four projections in
one kernel, the memory transfer size is reduced considerably.
The compute-only kernel also runs much faster, because the
number of integer-based index computations is minimized as
well. However, the time penalty induced by the cache misses
of the texture fetching remains very high.
In the third test, we activate the optional synchronization
as indicated in Fig. 1. This change prevents the divergence of
the threads in one thread block with respect to the loop over
the voxels along the z-axis. As a result, the texture fetching is
accelerated considerably and the computation time is reduced
by about 65 percent. The conﬁguration of test 3 results in a
total of 16 waves of thread blocks, which iterate through the
volume along the z-axis one after another. In test 4, we relocate
the large scale movement along the z-axis from the loop inside
the kernel to the third dimension of the grid of thread blocks.
On the whole, the 1024 generated waves move through the
volume along the z-axis only once, which improves the hit
rate of the texture cache even more.
In all tests with kernel A, the cache misses of the texture
fetching constitute the major performance bottleneck. As the
innermost loop of this kernel iterates over different projections
for I > 1, the corresponding textures continuously contend
for the limited amount of cache memory. Furthermore, the
memory transfers for the volume update take longer than the
computations. This problem could be solved by increasing the
number of projections I , but this approach only exacerbates the
ﬁrst problem. We propose to solve both problems by reversing
the order of the two nested loops in kernel A. The result of this
restructuring is illustrated in Fig. 2. In kernel B, we specify
both I and K as template parameters. All iterations of the
innermost loop of this kernel access the same texture. While
kernel A uses 3I registers to store the homogeneous detector
coordinates, kernel B requires K registers for buffering the
computed volume updates. Consequently, our proposed kernel
is able to process a very large number of projections.
In test 5, we replace kernel A with kernel B, but keep all
other parameters identical. We clearly observe an improved
hit rate of the texture cache. In the following three tests,
we increase the number of projections I and tune the other
parameters to obtain minimal computation times. For I = 32
projections, the instruction throughput is not the bottleneck
and the impact of the memory transfer is negligible. The
computation time of the I |M|T modiﬁcation indicates that
our proposed kernel reaches more than 68% of the theoretical
texture ﬁllrate. The impact of the cache misses of the texture
fetching has also been reduced, resulting in a total computation
time of less than one second for the 5123 volume.
V. DATA TRANSFER OPTIMIZATION
For a useful comparison of our GPU-based implementation
with other hardware platforms, the data transfers between the
host and the GPU have to be taken into consideration. The
practically relevant data transfers consist of the upload of the
input projections and the download of the reconstructed vol-
ume. The reconstruction of the 5123 volume of the RabbitCT
benchmark results in the transfer of 2779 MiB of data, which
takes about half a second on our system. In order to hide the
additional time required for the described data transfers, we
use the ability of our GPU to overlap kernel execution and data
transfer. To this end, the CUDA API allows asynchronous ker-
nel launches and provides asynchronous memcopy functions.
However, there are no asynchronous API functions for binding
textures, which complicates both the memory management and
the texture handling in our implementation.
The timeline in Fig. 3 illustrates the data transfers and kernel
executions during the reconstruction of the 5123 volume. As
the ﬁrst data transfer cannot be overlapped with any kernel
launch, we start with I = 8 projections to keep the size
of this data transfer small. We add eight more projections
in every subsequent data transfer until we reach the optimal
value of I = 32 projections. As a second optimization, we
divide the reconstructed volume into two parts, which consist
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Fig. 3. This ﬁgure displays the timeline of the reconstruction of the 5123 volume. The ﬁrst line represents the data transfers, which comprise the upload of
the projections and the download of the volume. The other two lines illustrate the reconstruction of the ﬁrst and the second part of the volume, respectively.
Please note that the total computation time in this timeline is larger than one second due to proﬁling overhead.
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SELECTED CONE-BEAM BACK-PROJECTION
IMPLEMENTATIONS LISTED ON THE RABBITCT HOMEPAGE
Volume Implementation Type RMSE Time GUPS
fastrabbitEX [4] CPU — 7.45 s 8.94
5123 RapidRabbit [7] GPU — 2.98 s 22.3
Thumper [this work] GPU 0.021 HU 0.99 s 67.7
fastrabbitEX [4] CPU — 43.8 s 12.2
10243 CERA [-] GPU — 36.1 s 14.7
Thumper [this work] GPU 0.021 HU 6.04 s 88.2
of 384 and 128 xy-slices, respectively. In combination with
the buffering of a certain number of projections on the GPU,
this optimization makes it possible to overlap the download
of the ﬁrst part of the volume with the reconstruction of the
second part of the volume.
Our implementation also works with the 10243 volume of
the RabbitCT benchmark. However, this volume has a size of
4096 MiB, which is twice as large as the device memory of
our GPU. As there are no data dependencies between different
voxels or between different projections, we are free to adapt
the high-level data ﬂow of our implementation accordingly.
We have chosen to upload the ﬁrst half of the projections
onto the GPU and stream the 10243 volume using two buffers
with a size of 256 MiB each. We repeat this process for the
second half of the projections. Performance measurements for
this volume size are provided in the next section.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our presented cone-beam back-projection implementation
was evaluated on a GeForce GTX 680 GPU with 2048 MiB
RAM using version 4.2 of the CUDA framework. In Table III,
we compare the obtained results to the best competing im-
plementations listed on the RabbitCT homepage [11]. Our
implementation, alias Thumper, has a total computation time
of less than one second for the 5123 volume. This is three times
as fast as the best competing implementation RapidRabbit. As
both implementations were tested on the same GPU model, the
performance difference can be fully attributed to our proposed
optimizations. Furthermore, our implementation has a total
computation time of about six seconds for the 10243 volume.
This is six times as fast as the best competing implementation,
which uses a slower Fermi-based Tesla C2070 GPU.
The fastest CPU-based implementation in the RabbitCT
benchmark is called fastrabbitEX. Although a workstation
with 40 CPU cores was used to evaluate fastrabbitEX, our
implementation is more than seven times as fast for both
volume sizes. Due to an error in the reference volume of
the benchmark, we are unable to specify the accuracy of the
competing implementations in Table III. When we use the
corrected reference volume in ﬂoating-point format to assess
the accuracy of our implementation, we observe a root mean
square error of only 0.021 HU for both volume sizes.
VII. CONCLUSION
Using a systematic performance optimization approach, we
identify the bottlenecks of a state-of-the-art cone-beam back-
projection kernel. Our main contribution is a restructuring of
the kernel that deals with the two most prominent performance
bottlenecks all at once. Our implementation is three times as
fast as the best competing implementation for the clinically
relevant 5123 volume of the RabbitCT benchmark. Although
we focus on the optimization of a cone-beam back-projection
kernel for GPUs of the Kepler architecture, our optimization
approach is applicable to a wide range of GPU-based algo-
rithms. Furthermore, cursory tests with other CUDA-enabled
GPUs have conﬁrmed the portability of our optimizations.
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Fully 3D PET List-Mode reconstruction including
an accurate detector modeling on GPU architecture
Awen Autret, Julien Bert, Olivier Strauss and Dimitris Visvikis
Abstract—List-mode based image reconstruction is continu-
ously gaining ground in Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
imaging. Such reconstruction has many beneﬁts, as the preser-
vation of the temporal sampling of the acquired data that
facilitates the study and correction of dynamic processes, as
well as maintaining the highest spatial sampling available for
a given detector geometry. The centerpiece of the reconstruction
process is the projector. This projector computes on-the-ﬂy the
contribution of a line-of-response for each voxel of the ﬁeld-of-
view considering detector effects. In this study, we propose a
new projector that incorporates detector modeling including ge-
ometric and detector scatter effects to improve the reconstructed
image accuracy. As the computation burden is a main obstacle to
obtain such reconstruction, we implemented the reconstruction
including detector corrections on graphic processing units (GPU).
Results showed that our projector provides reconstructed images
with a high accuracy (low noise, high contrast and resolution).
Index Terms—PET reconstruction, detector modeling, IRIS
projector, intrinsic detector response function (IDRF), GPU
I. INTRODUCTION
POSITRON Emission Tomography (PET) is a nuclearmedical imaging modality that estimates the 3D image of
functional processes in the body. List-mode (LM) based PET
reconstruction has several advantages [1] over conventional
approaches. Advantages include preservation of the high fre-
quency and high spatial resolution of the acquired data, which
in turn facilitate a better handling of dynamic processes as
well as allow a ﬁner image spatial resolution.
In 3D PET reconstruction, the system response matrix
(SRM), which models the various effects from the imaging
system and the patient, plays a key role in both the qualitative
and quantitative performances of the reconstructed images.
Due to its high complexity and enormous size, this matrix may
be decomposed in multiple sub-matrices, each one accounting
for a different effect of the detection process [2].
Within the LM context, the sub-matrix modeling the proba-
bility density function (PDF) for each line-of-response (LOR)
to detect an annihilation from a speciﬁc position, can be com-
puted on-the-ﬂy using a projector. The physical reality of this
PDF is a 3D volume commonly named volume-of-response
(VOR), which has a complex varying shape according to the
LOR, its position in the ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) and the physical
effects such as detector scatter.
In classical PET image reconstruction using a projector, the
Siddon ray-tracer is used as projector [3]. This basic projector
does not handle any PET detector effects correction and
A. Autret, J. Bert and D. Visvikis are with the INSERM UMR1101, LaTIM,
CHRU Brest, France (e-mail: awen.autret@telecom-bretagne.eu).
O. Strauss is with the CNRS UMR5506, LIRMM, Universite´ Montpellier 2,
France.
consider the VOR as a simple voxelized line. A recent work
proposes a projector based on Gaussian functions to model the
VOR shape [4]. However, a simple function does not allow an
accurate modeling, especially for crystal scatter effects. In this
work, we propose a new projector that incorporates detector
corrections, including geometric and detector scatter effects,
providing the true complex varying shape of the VOR.
Therefore, such LM PET reconstruction suffers from a very
high computational time cost incompatible with clinical appli-
cations. Recently, graphics processing units (GPU) are becom-
ing the most suitable solution to resolve computational time
cost problems, due to their highly parallel architecture. Within
this context, a few PET image reconstruction implementations
designed for the GPU architecture have been recently proposed
[5], [6], tending to reach a run-time compatible with the
clinical constraints.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. LM-OSEM reconstruction
List-mode ordered-subsets expectation maximization (LM-
OSEM) PET reconstruction algorithm [7] was introduced to
accelerate the reconstruction time of list-mode expectation
maximization algorithm (LM-EM) [8]. An image update takes
the form,
λm,l+1j =
λm,lj∑I
i=1 wiiPij
∑
k∈Sl
Pikj
1∑J
b=1 Pikbλ
m,l
j
(1)
where λm,lj is the image estimation in the voxel j for the
mth iteration and lth list-mode subset, Pij (refers a SRM
element) is the probability of an emission from the voxel j
to be detected along the LOR i, wii is a sensitivity matrix
element and ﬁnally ik refers to the LOR index of the kth
list-mode event stored in the data subset Sl. The image is
updated after every subset processed deﬁning a complete
iteration and iterations are repeated until convergence. During
the reconstruction process one of the major issue is to access
the Pij elements, because of the huge size of the SRM. Our
work is based on the use of a projector which computes on-
the-ﬂy the Pij coefﬁcients related to each VOR i.
B. Detector modeling
In this reconstruction context, the main obstacle is to
propose a projector that includes an accurate modeling of the
PDF of the LORs (i.e. VOR) according to the PET detector
effects.
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A LOR is detected by two crystal detectors and the ﬁrst
interaction positions of detected photons within both detectors
are closely related to the LOR-PDF. These interaction posi-
tions within a crystal deﬁne a PDF called intrinsic detector
response function (IDRF). Authors in [9] proposed a way to
bind the LOR-PDF with the two involved IDRFs, i.e. those
provided by the detector pair that recorded the LOR. The
relationship between IDRF pair and the LOR-PDF is deﬁned
by the following stochastic equation,
X =
1
2
(1− t)Y1 + 1
2
(1 + t)Y2 (2)
where X is the random variable (RV) of the LOR-PDF,
(Y1, Y2) are the RVs of both IDRFs linking the LOR, and t a
RV uniformly distributed between [−1, 1].
Assuming the IDRFs and the PDF of t are known, it is
possible to estimate the PDF of the RV X (i.e. the VOR).
One possibility, proposed by [10], consists in using a random
sampling approach that can be seen as a Monte Carlo estima-
tor. From random samples of Y1, Y2 and t, samples of X can
be calculated by applying the relationship (2). The resulting
samples are then used to estimate the PDF of X .
Starting from this idea we proposed a new iterative random
IDRF sampling (IRIS) projector which includes an accurate
model of the IDRF, considering the detector geometry and the
detector scattering effects. The rendering process of a VOR
lies in iteratively generating two random points, one from
each two IDRF models related to the LOR, and rendering the
thin voxelized line connecting these two points. This step is
repeated, accumulating the rendered thin lines, until the VOR
estimation is consistent. This multiple-lines approach allows
rendering a VOR varying naturally inside the ﬁeld-of-view.
The IDRF model used by the IRIS projector is spatially
split in two parts. One inside the given crystal detector is
related to the geometric model of the crystal including its
rectangular shape, angle and position in the space and intra-
crystal penetration. A second one, in the neighbor crystals,
takes into account the inter-crystal scattering effects and the
inter-crystal penetration. The value Pin deﬁnes the probability
of the ﬁrst scattering position to be in the ﬁrst part of the
model and (1 − Pin) is the probability to be in the second
part. The ﬁrst part is modeled with a 3D function within
the given crystal and composed of a 2D uniform distribution
for the front plan of the crystal and a decreasing exponential
distribution with a decreasing factor λin in the depth direction.
The second part is modeled using a 3D function with a
prohibited region inside the involved crystal. The model is
composed of a decreasing exponential function along the
crystal depth direction with λout as decreasing factor and, in
the orthogonal plan, a decreasing exponential function with a
decreasing factor λ⊥out and a circular symmetry with Osym
as varying center of symmetry. Values of these ﬁve parameters
depend on the LOR and, instead of storing every IDRF model
required for the reconstruction, we parameterized this model
as a function of the incidence angle α between the LOR and
the crystal detector. This parameterization allows computing
on-the-ﬂy the IDRF model for any LOR. Due to the angular
Fig. 1. The two studied VOR sections, a centered one and a shifted one.
Images represent sections of each studied VOR recovered from Monte Carlo
simulation.
parameterization, values of the model are parameterized using
trigonometric functions as described below,
Pin = a1 cos(b1α)
λin =
1
a2 cos(α)
λout =
1
a3 cos(α)
λ⊥out = Constant
Osym = a4 sin(α)
(3)
where a1, b1, a2, a3, Constant and a4 are the global
parameters of the parameterization of the IDRF model. It has
the advantage of fully model the detector and varies depending
on the angle of incidence of the LOR in the crystal.
C. GPU Implementation
A GPU is a massively parallel processor that is composed of
thousands of threads, each one representing a data processing
unit. All threads will execute the same program code, called
kernel, in parallel on the different streaming processors, repre-
senting individual processing units. We choose a strategy that
consists of executing one thread per LOR. This implementa-
tion is based on NVIDIA GPUs, using its parallel computing
platform CUDA.
D. Evaluation Study
This study was based on a Philips GEMINI PET scanner
model [11] and performed with the Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS) GATE platform [12]. Measurements provided by MCS
are considered as gold standard. The IDRF model including
its parameterization and the Gaussian model were estimated
from measurements provided by MCS. Measured PSF FWHM
varied from 2.4mm in the center of the FOV to 8.4mm in the
edge.
We ﬁrst validated the capability of the IRIS projector to
build realistic and accurate VORs. Due to the high compu-
tation cost to perform MCS, our study was based only on
sections of two vertical and parallel LORs. The ﬁrst one
was centered on the FOV and the second one was radially
shifted by 216mm. One speciﬁc section per VOR was studied,
namely at the LOR center for the ﬁrst LOR and at a tangential
position of 156mm from the LOR center for the second one, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. These two VORs were rendered with the
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Fig. 2. Proﬁles through the sections from the (a) central LOR and (b) radially
shifted LOR. Sections were estimated from the MCS and both Gaussian
and IRIS projectors. To the upper right, the vertical lines on VOR sections
recovered from MCS indicate the location of the proﬁles.
IRIS and Gaussian projectors for a resolution of 0.13mm3. For
the IRIS projector the rendering was performed using 50.106
random lines to minimize the noise. The VOR sections were
compared to the respective measurements provided by MCS.
Finally, we evaluated the IRIS projector against the Siddon
and Gaussian projector within a reconstruction context. The
ﬁrst studied phantom was the NEMA IEC, which is composed
of a warm water cylinder containing four hot spheres of 10,
13, 17 and 22mm diameters and two cold spheres of 28 and
37mm diameters. The list-mode dataset was obtained from
MCS and 12 × 106 true unscattered coincidences were used.
The second phantom was a miniature Derenzo type composed
of a plastic cylinder of 45mm diameter and 16mm height with
six sections of hot activity rods of 1.2, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0 and
4.8mm diameters. The dataset provided from the MCS was
composed of 2.4× 106 true unscattered coincidences.
Both phantoms were reconstructed using the LM-OSEM
algorithm including normalization and attenuation correction,
with 1 subset and 30 iterations for the NEMA IEC NU2-2001
phantom and 3 subsets and 30 iterations for the miniature
Derenzo type phantom. Reconstructions were provided using
the Gaussian and IRIS projectors on one CPU core and one
GPU with voxels of 13mm3 for the NEMA IEC phantom and
0.53mm3 for the miniature Derenzo type phantom. Each VOR
estimated with the IRIS projector were sampled using 100 thin
lines.
For the Siddon projector the VOR is considered as a simple
voxelized line with a size depending of the crystal detector.
The voxel size of the reconstructed images is then constraint
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Central slice through the reconstructed images of the NEMA phantom
using the (a) Siddon projector with voxels of 43mm3 (CPU), (b) Gaussian
projector with voxels of 13mm3 (GPU) and (c) IRIS projector with voxels
of 13mm3 (GPU).
to the crystal size. Based on the PET scanner model used
in this study, reconstructions using the Siddon projector were
with a voxel size of 43mm3. The Siddon projector was
implemented only on one CPU core. Reconstructions were
performed with one GPU of a bi-GPU NVIDIA GTX590 (512
cores - 1.23GHz) and an Intel Core i7 CPU (3.4GHz).
From the reconstruction of the NEMA IEC the contrast
recovery coefﬁcient (CRC) was evaluated in the smallest
(10mm diameter) and the biggest (22mm diameter) hot spheres
from the equation above,
CRC =
rh − rb
rb
(4)
where, rh is the mean of the voxel values inside the
hot sphere, and rb is the mean of the voxel values in the
background warm cylinder. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
was also evaluated on the homogeneous warm background
based on [13] using the equation above,
SNR =
√
2
S
S∑
i
ai
dsdi
(5)
where ai is the average of all pixels within the background
in slice i and S indicates the total number of slices. dsdi is
the standard deviation between the different data as described
above,
dsdi =
√√√√n∑j dj2 − (∑j dj)2
n(n− 1) (6)
where dj is the difference between the pixel j of two
reconstructed images from different datasets and n is the
number of pixels in the region-of-interest in the slice i.
III. RESULTS
Proﬁles comparison between VOR cross sections from the
MCS, the Gaussian and IRIS projectors are presented in Fig. 2.
Proﬁles between sections recovered by the Gaussian projector
and the MCS are close but not completely identical. Large
differences on proﬁle tails indicate that the Gaussian projector
does not model properly scattering effects. On the other hand,
results between sections obtained by the IRIS projector and
the MCS show identical proﬁles. This suggests that the IRIS
projector is able to build accurate VOR including geometric
and scatter effects.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Central slice through the reconstructed images of the Derenzo
phantom using the (a) Siddon projector with voxels of 43mm3 (CPU), (b)
Gaussian projector with voxels of 0.53mm3 (GPU) and (c) IRIS projector
with voxels of 0.53mm3 (GPU).
Reconstructed images of the NEMA phantom using the
Siddon projector with one CPU core, the Gaussian and IRIS
projectors on one GPU are shown in Fig. 3. Each projector
implemented on both CPU and GPU has reconstructed iden-
tical images. Results on the evaluation study are presented on
the Table I. The CRCs in the biggest and smallest hot spheres
are respectively 3.1 and 1.8 using the Siddon projector, 3.4
and 2.4 using the Gaussian projector (GPU) and 3.6 and 2.4
using the IRIS projector (GPU). The SNRs are 2.9, 2.9 and
3.7 respectively for the Siddon, Gaussian and IRIS projectors.
These results show that the IRIS projector gave a better
or equivalent CRC with a lower noise on the reconstructed
images.
Reconstructed images from the Derenzo phantom using
Siddon projector on one CPU core, the Gaussian and IRIS
projectors on one GPU are shown in Fig. 4. A visual assess-
ment can be drawn between the methods. From the result given
by the Siddon projector, due to the large voxel size and basic
modeling, it is not possible to distinguish any rods, even the
largest ones of 4.8mm. When the Gaussian and IRIS projectors
are used, the rods are noticeable until 2.4mm. The detector
correction included in the IRIS projector largely surpasses the
Siddon projector in term of spatial resolution. Compared to the
Gaussian projector, the main difference with the IRIS projector
is the level of noise which seems smaller, improving the rods
structure recovering.
The reconstruction times in Table I show that the Gaussian
and IRIS projectors using one CPU core are completely
incompatible with the clinical time. Including the detector
correction raises the projector complexity and dramatically
drops the reconstruction time compared to a simple projector
like Siddon. However, in the case of the IRIS projector, our
GPU implementation improves this run-time and can reach a
speedup of 10 with one GPU. Considering both CPU and GPU
implementations, the IRIS projector is faster than the Gaussian
projector, respectively with a speedup factor of 9 and 1.9 for
the CPU and GPU versions.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a new projector that provides
detector corrections including at the same time the scanner
geometry and the detector scattering effects, with a high
performance implementation of a 3D LM-OSEM PET recon-
struction using GPU acceleration methods. Results showed
TABLE I
MEASUREMENTS ON RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES
Siddon Gaussian Gaussian IRIS IRIS
CPU CPU GPU CPU GPU
CRC1 3.1 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.6
CRC2 1.8 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
SNR 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.7 3.7
Run time 3.1s 13633s 288s 1527s 151s
Times are given for 106 processed events per iteration.
that the proposed projector provides better or equivalent con-
trast, lower noise and high resolution compared to the other
projectors, with a fast reconstruction time. Our future work
will consist of optimizing this new projector for the GPU
architecture and validate it on clinical data.
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High Performance Parallel Beam and Perspective
Cone–Beam Backprojection for CT Image
Reconstruction on
Pre–Production Intel R© Xeon PhiTM
Matthias Baer and Marc Kachelrieß
Abstract—With the Xeon PhiTM coprocessor Intel R© recently
introduced a new many core hardware platform. In this work
we want to present some of the basic hardware properties
of Xeon PhiTM as well as performance results of optimized
implementations of a parallel beam and a perspective cone–
beam backprojection. Results are compared to those achieved
on the CPU and the GPU.
Keywords: High performance computing, optimization, vec-
torization, parallel computing, image reconstruction
I. INTRODUCTION
Whenever a new compute architecture is introduced, exist-
ing code must be redesigned and optimized to get the highest
performance out of the new hardware. Recently Intel R©
introduced a many core computation platform named Xeon
PhiTM. The fact that Xeon PhiTM is a freely programmable and
not a special purpose processor makes it very attractive to
high–end applications such as medical imaging. The aim of
this investigation is to discuss some of the hardware features
of Xeon PhiTM and to implement an optimized parallel beam
and a perspective cone–beam backprojection algorithm for
Xeon PhiTM. Performance results on Xeon PhiTM will be
compared to the performance of CPU– and GPU–optimized
versions of the algorithms executed on a state–of–the–art
CPU and GPU.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Xeon PhiTM
1) Hardware Properties: The Xeon PhiTM performance
measurements presented in this paper were conducted on a
pre–production engineering hardware sample, stepping B0,
software version beta. Xeon PhiTM is a newly developed
coprocessor that is connected via the PCIe bus to a host PC,
similar as a GPU. However, the hardware layout of Xeon
PhiTM is not similar to that of a GPU at all. Xeon PhiTM
consists of many Pentium–like x86 cores — our Xeon PhiTM
has 61 cores each running at 1.2 Ghz — which are connected
via a ring bus for data transfer between the different cores.
Each of the cores has its own 32 kB L1 and a 512 kB L2
Dr. Matthias Baer, Prof. Dr. Marc Kachelrieß: German Cancer Research
Center (DKFZ), Im Neuenheimer Feld 280, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany.
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cache. All cores share their L2 cache via a ring network.
Additionally each of the cores features a 512 bit vector
unit which is accessed by a new instruction set. This means
that 16 32 bit ﬂoating point values (ﬂoats) or eight 64 bit
ﬂoating point values (doubles) can be processed with a single
instruction on Xeon PhiTM.
Besides the high level of parallelism Xeon PhiTM comes
with 8 GB of system RAM which is sufﬁcient also for
algorithms that have higher demands in terms of memory
as for example iterative image reconstruction algorithms.
2) Programming Model and Vector Instruction Set: Since
Xeon PhiTM’s processor cores are based on the x86 Pentium
architecture there is no need for a special programming
language, like CUDA on NVIDIA GPUs, to implement
algorithms for Xeon PhiTM. Code for Xeon PhiTM can be
developed using either C/C++ or Fortran. Regions in the
program which should be ofﬂoaded and executed on Xeon
PhiTM are marked by a simple pragma directive. Within
the ofﬂoad region C/C++ respectively Fortran can be used.
Parallelism can be added by using OpenMP. Due to this
simple programming model existing code can be easily
ported to Xeon PhiTM. Of course adding only the ofﬂoad
pragma does not ensure that the code is running efﬁciently
and fast on Xeon PhiTM. A key factor to achieve a high
performance is vectorization. Thereby the instruction set that
operates on the 512 bit registers is more ﬂexible and has
additional instructions as compared to the SSE and AVX
vector instruction sets on standard Intel R© CPUs. For the
implementation of the parallel beam and perspective cone–
beam backprojection especially the new fused multiply–add
and the scatter / gather functionality of the Xeon PhiTM
instruction set helped to ease or even to enable vectorization.
The fused multiply–add functionality for example can be
used to save instructions when implementing linear interpo-
lation. The gather instruction on the other hand allows to
load data from arbitrary memory locations into one register
and the scatter instruction can be used to store register
entries to arbitrary memory locations. This scatter / gather
functionality enables the vectorization of algorithms that are,
due to irregular data patterns, unvectorizable on standard
CPUs since their SSE or AVX instruction sets support only
load and store from contiguous and well aligned memory
locations.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the parallel beam backprojection.
In addition Xeon PhiTM also supports a 16 bit ﬂoating
point (half) data format. Data that are represented by halfs
in memory can be converted to ﬂoats while loading data
into the register. As long as the reduction in accuracy does
not impair the results, using halfs instead of 32 or 64 bit
ﬂoating point (ﬂoats/doubles) values is an option to speed–
up bandwidth–limited algorithms [1].
B. Parallel Beam Backprojection
We consider 2D parallel beam backprojections (ﬁgure 1)
of the type
f(x, y) =
∫
p
(
ϑ, ξ(ϑ, x, y)
)
dϑ
Here, ϑ is the projection angle, p(ϑ, ξ) are preprocessed and
convolved projection values, and f(x, y) is the image. The
function ξ(ϑ, x, y) is the distance of the origin to the ray
through the point (x, y) for projection angle ϑ. It is given
by
ξ(ϑ, x, y) = x cosϑ+ y sinϑ .
During the backprojection a mapping from continuous de-
tector coordinates ξ to discrete detector indices must be
done. For the performance evaluation on Xeon PhiTM we
investigated two interpolation methods: Nearest neighbor
(NN) and linear interpolation (LI). The generalization of
the parallel beam backprojection from 2D to 3D is straight
forward:
f(x, y, z) =
∫
p
(
ϑ, ξ(ϑ, x, y), z
)
dϑ.
Since the function ξ(ϑ, x, y) does not depend on the z–
coordinate of the volume, reconstructing a 3D volume in
parallel beam geometry is equal to the reconstruction of
several independent image slices (ﬁgure 1). The fact that
there is not data dependency between different slices offers
the possibility to vectorize the parallel beam backprojection,
i.e. to backproject several slices simultaneously. If the loop
over the z–coordinate is chosen as the innermost loop 16
Fig. 2. Volume layout with loop tiling. The volume is tiled in sub volumes
in order to increase the data locality and to reduce cache misses
image slices can be backprojected simultaneously by using
the 512 bit vector instruction set of Xeon PhiTM.
Besides vectorization we applied a second optimization
technique. To enhance data locality the projection data and
the volume are divided into sub volumes and sub projections
(ﬁgure 2). Assume that the volume consists of III×JJJ×KKK
voxels and is divided into II×JJ×KK sub volumes each
having I×J×K voxels. The projections are divided into NN
sub projections each holding N projections whereby the
total number of projections is given by NNN=NN×N. The
internal loop order of the parallel beam backprojection with
loop tiling is now as follows: First a given sub volume
is reconstructed from the ﬁrst N projections. Then the
next sub volume is reconstructed from these N projections.
This procedure is repeated until the ﬁrst N projections are
backprojected into the full volume. Afterwards the process
is repeated for the next N projections. The backprojection is
ﬁnished if all NN sub projections are backprojected into the
full volume. Dividing the volume and the projection data
into smaller sub volumes and sub projections reduces the
number of cache misses since due to the enhanced data
locality, data is more likely already present in the cache
when it is actually needed for computation. The reduction of
cache misses is essentially to achieve a high performance in
case of the parallel beam backprojection since this algorithm
is typically bandwidth–limited. To reduce the pressure on
system bandwidth we also tested the impact of using a
data format with reduced memory needs. As described
above Xeon PhiTM supports a 16 bit ﬂoating point format
(half). Using halfs instead of ﬂoats reduces the pressure
on the memory bandwidth by 50% which may result in a
doubled performance when switching from ﬂoats to halfs
iff the algorithm is purely bandwidth–limited. In reference
[1] it was shown that using halfs instead of ﬂoats does not
decrease image quality of reconstructed images.
C. Perspective Cone–Beam Backprojection
A possible way to reconstruct 3D volumes f(x, y, z)
from projection data in perspective cone–beam geometry
is the Feldkamp algorithm [2]. In this paper we want to
focus on the backprojection step of a cone–beam image
reconstruction and therefore we assume that projection data
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Fig. 3. Geometry of the perspective cone–beam backprojection. The
projection of a z bar results in constant u coordinates on the detector.
p are already preprocessed and convolved with a convolution
kernel. Making this assumption the backprojection equation
reads
f(x, y, z) =
∫
w2 p
(
α, u, v
)
dα.
Here α is the projection angle, u and v are detector coordi-
nates and w2 is the distance weight. The detector coordinates
and the distance weight can be expressed in terms of the
coefﬁcients cij that deﬁne the perspective transform from
the volume on the detector.
u(α, x, y, z) = (c00x+ c01y + c02z + c03)w(α, x, y, z)
v(α, x, y, z) = (c10x+ c11y + c12z + c13)w(α, x, y, z)
w(α, x, y, z) = (c20x+ c21y + c22z + c23)
−1
We here assume that the v–axis of the detector is aligned
parallel to the volume’s z–axis (ﬁgure 3). This yields c02 =
c22 = 0 [3] and now the projection coordinate u is the
same for all voxels in z–direction for given coordinates x
and y (ﬁgure 3). Additionally the weights w2 are also the
same for all voxels in z–direction with constant x and y.
This fact can be used to avoid divisions in the innermost
loop of the backprojection. If choosing this loop to run
over the z–coordinate of the volume the weights w2 can
be precalculated and since u remains the same for constant
x and y, the calculation of the projection coordinate v in the
innermost loop results in
v(α, x, y, z) = o+ sz.
The slope s and the offset o can be expressed by
s = w(α, x, y) · c12
o = w(α, x, y) · (c10x+ c11y + c13)
and remain constant for voxels with constant x and y.
As in the case of the parallel beam backprojection we
used vectorization and loop tiling optimization (ﬁgure 2).
Also for the perspective cone–beam backprojection the loop
over the z–coordinate was chosen as innermost loop. Since
the slope s and the offset o do not depend on z, detector
indices v for several succeeding voxels of one z bar can be
computed simultaneously. Using Xeon PhiTM’s 512 bit vector
unit, 16 detector indices v can be computed simultaneously.
Due to the relationship between z–coordinates and detector
coordinates v the data access to the projection data p for
voxels of a given z–bar is irregular. This fact hinders the
vectorization of the perspective cone–beam backprojection
on CPUs since their vector instruction sets, may it be SSE
or AVX, support only loads and stores from contiguously and
well aligned memory locations. Xeon PhiTM in contrast, has
gather / scatter support so even data from arbitrary spread
memory locations can be loaded into a single vector register.
Using this functionality now allows for vectorization by
processing the projection data according to 16 subsequent
voxels of a given z–bar simultaneously.
The loop tiling for the perspective cone–beam backpro-
jection was realized in the same way as in the case of
the parallel beam backprojection and also the usage of
halfs instead of ﬂoats to represent the volume and the
projection data was investigated as well as the two different
interpolation methods NN and LI.
D. CPU and GPU References
The reference CPU performance measurements were done
on the host PC of Xeon PhiTM. In our case the host PC
is equipped with 2 Intel R© Xeon E5–2670 processors. The
clock speed of the processors is 2.6 GHz and each processor
has 6 cores. This makes a total of 24 threads running
in parallel since hyperthreading was enabled. The CPU
implementation of the parallel beam and perspective cone–
beam backprojection were optimized to the same level as
the Xeon PhiTM implementations [4]. The vectorization of
the parallel beam backprojection was done using the AVX
instruction set. The perspective cone–beam backprojection
is unvectorizable on the CPU due to the missing gather /
scatter support.
The reference GPU performance measurements were done
on a NVIDIA Quadro 6000 GPU. Also in the GPU case the
implementation of the parallel beam and perspective cone–
beam backprojections were optimized to a high level, similar
to the optimization level of the Xeon PhiTM implementation
and the CPU implementation [5, 6].
E. Test Cases and Performance Metric
The test cases for the performance measurements were
chosen so that they meet typical problem sizes for CT
image reconstruction. For the parallel beam backprojection
we chose a volume having 5123 voxels, a detector size of
5122 and backprojected 512 projections. For the perspec-
tive cone–beam backprojection we chose a volume size of
5123, a detector having 10242 pixels and backprojected 720
projections.
As described above the volume and the projections were
divided into smaller sub volumes and sub projections (ﬁgure
2). The optimal size of these sub volumes and sub projec-
tions was determined empirically by choosing the setting
with the best performance.
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Xeon PhiTM Xeon PhiTM CPU GPU
(ﬂoats) (halfs) (ﬂoats) (ﬂoats)
NN 91 GUPS 165 GUPS 106 GUPS 25 GUPS
LI 58 GUPS 81 GUPS 51 GUPS 25 GUPS
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE PARALLEL BEAM BACKPROJECTION ON XEON
PHITM, CPU AND GPU FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) AND LINEAR
INTERPOLATION (LI).
The performance metric we used to quantify our results is
Giga Updates Per Second (GUPS). Thereby a single update
consists of loading a projection value, reading a value from
the volume, adding — with or without interpolation — both
values and storing the result back to the volume. So in case
of the parallel beam backprojection 5123 × 512 = 64 Giga
Updates (GU) are needed to backproject all projection data
into the volume. For the test setup of the perspective case
the total number of Giga Updates is 85.
III. RESULTS
In table I the maximum performance values for the par-
allel beam backprojection on Xeon PhiTM are depicted. For
comparison table I also shows the results for the CPU and the
GPU. The performance of Xeon PhiTM is at least by a factor
of two higher as compared to the GPU for all tested cases.
Here it must be noted that the GPU values given in table II
are those of the perspective cone–beam backprojection. The
NVIDIA Quadro 6000 GPU was not available to us the time
we wrote this paper but previous investigations [5] showed
that the performance of parallel beam and perspective cone–
beam backprojection is the same on the GPU. As compared
to the CPU Xeon PhiTM shows about the same performance
when using ﬂoats for the volume and the projection data. A
big impact on performance can be observed when switching
from ﬂoats to halfs. Doing so yields a speed–up of about
80% for the NN case and 40% for the LI case. The lower
impact of the reduction in data size on performance in the
LI case can be explained by the fact that here the ratio of
memory operations to computations drops as compared to
NN and therefore the reduction of bandwidth needs has a
lower impact on the ﬁnal overall performance.
The results for the perspective cone–beam backprojection
are given in table II. As compared to the CPU the perfor-
mance of Xeon PhiTM is at least by a factor of 3 higher.
As compared to the GPU, Xeon PhiTM is about a factor
of 2 faster in the NN case and reaches about the same
performance in the LI case. The impact of the data format on
the performance is not that high as in the parallel case. When
switching from ﬂoat to half the performance increases is only
by about 10% for both interpolation methods. The reason
for this may be the fact that the perspective backprojection
has a lower ratio of memory operations to computations and
therefore the impact of reduced bandwidth needs is not as
strong as for the parallel case.
Xeon PhiTM Xeon PhiTM CPU GPU
(ﬂoats) (halfs) (ﬂoats) (ﬂoats)
NN 53 GUPS 59 GUPS 17 GUPS 25 GUPS
LI 27 GUPS 31 GUPS 7 GUPS 25 GUPS
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF THE PERSPECTIVE CONE–BEAM BACKPROJECTION
ON XEON PHITM, CPU AND GPU FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN) AND
LINEAR INTERPOLATION (LI).
IV. CONCLUSION
We here implemented a parallel beam and a perspective
cone–beam backprojection algorithm on the Xeon PhiTM
coprocessor and compared the performance values to the
results achieved with a state of the art CPU and GPU.
When looking at the results it shows up that both the CPU
and the GPU have their favorites in terms of backprojection
algorithms. The CPU is faster than the GPU in the parallel
case while the GPU is faster in the perspective case. Xeon
PhiTM on the other hand is at least competitive with both
architectures even for their best cases and outperforms them,
at least slightly, if using the half format for the volume
and the projection data. Comparing the performance results
of Xeon PhiTM with those of the GPU it shows up that
Xeon PhiTM is faster than the GPU in all cases except
when linear interpolation is used. The reason for this is that
linear interpolation is implemented in hardware on the GPU
and therefore comes for free without extra computations
as compared to nearest neighbor. Nevertheless although
having no hardware support for linear interpolation Xeon
PhiTM reaches the same performance as the GPU, or slightly
outperforms the GPU when using halfs, even when linear
interpolation is used. In conclusion we think that due to its
good performance and due to the fact that porting existing
C/C++ code to Xeon PhiTM can be achieved with only minor
modiﬁcations, Xeon PhiTM may be a good workhorse in the
ﬁelds of medical imaging.
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 Cloud X: A Platform as a Service for CT 
Reconstruction Research and Development 
Eric Papenhausen, Ziyi Zheng, and Klaus Mueller
Abstract – Many CT reconstruction algorithms, especially in 
iterative CT, are constructed from a few common algorithms 
(e.g. backprojection and forward projection). These algorithms 
often dominate the computation cost during CT 
reconstruction. GPUs can provide an order of magnitude 
speed-up over conventional CPU implementations. However, 
without the proper hardware or willingness to develop the 
specialized software, these speedups will remain unexploited. 
In addition to implementing these common algorithms, sharing 
research can also be a burden. Assuming one is able to get the 
software to run someone else’s experiments, one can spend an 
entire work day tracking down the appropriate dependencies 
and modifying hard coded file paths to run it on a different 
machine. These obstacles hinder productivity and slow 
research. In this paper, we present a cloud computing 
framework that aims to make research in the medical imaging 
domain more efficient by providing a number of common GPU 
accelerated algorithms and allows for efficient sharing of 
research through a virtual workspace. It also has an interface 
that allows users to present and analyze their research. 
Index Terms—Cloud Computing, GPU, CT reconstruction 
1
I. INTRODUCTION 
With the introduction and rapid adoption of GPUs to the 
medical imaging domain [6][8][9][13], it is becoming 
increasingly important to leverage the processing power of 
GPUs to make the leap from research to clinical use. 
Developing software on GPUs, however, can seem like a 
daunting task. It not only requires the appropriate hardware 
and software tools, but a shift in the mindset of how a 
program operates. This can be especially difficult for 
theoretical researchers, who have to rely on someone else to 
accelerate their algorithms on graphics hardware. 
Furthermore, comparing different CT reconstruction 
methods can require a re-implementation of a previous 
technique. A popular iterative CT reconstruction algorithm 
is ASD-POCS [10]. When a new iterative CT algorithm is 
proposed, it is often compared to ASD-POCS and other 
techniques [1][2][3] to demonstrate the validity of the new 
algorithm. Researchers will often have to re-implement 
multiple reconstruction algorithms to compare to their new 
                                                          
Eric Papenhausen, Ziyi Zheng (now with Amazon.com, Seattle), and Klaus 
Mueller are (or have been) with the Visual Analytics and Imaging Lab, 
Computer Science Department, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY 
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method; then mention that they are unsure of their 
implementation of the old methods.  
Most research today is relatively one sided (i.e. the 
authors explain how an experiment was set up and then 
present results), but there is no easy way for the reader to 
validate and further explore a presented algorithm. There are 
a number of parameters that can affect the quality of a CT 
reconstruction algorithm (i.e. number of projections, dose 
per projection, anatomy and pathology, etc.), but only a 
subset of these parameters are typically presented. 
In this paper, we present a cloud computing framework 
that will be able to solve these problems by providing three 
main services. First, it will provide a virtual workspace 
which will facilitate the sharing of research and contain a 
number of pre-loaded GPU accelerated CT reconstruction 
algorithms. Second, it will allow remote execution of GPU 
accelerated algorithms, thus allowing users to take 
advantage of graphics cards without having to purchase the 
hardware or develop GPU accelerated applications. Finally, 
it will provide an interface that will allow authors to post 
their research and allow users to replicate experiments and 
explore the parameter space through their web browser.  
We begin in section II by presenting an interface that we 
have developed to allow users to explore the parameter 
space of an iterative CT reconstruction algorithm through 
their web browser. The rest of the paper will then be focused 
on how to build a scalable framework around this interface 
and the other services that this framework will provide. In 
section III, we will discuss the current technology that will 
allow us to build this cloud computing framework. Section 
IV will describe the architecture of our framework and 
introduce the concept of the virtual workspace. In section V, 
we revisit our web interface and describe how it will operate 
in the cloud. Section VI presents a library that will allow 
remote execution of GPU accelerated algorithms. Finally, 
section VII concludes the paper. 
II. WEB INTERFACE 
We have developed a prototype of a web interface that 
allows users to explore the parameter space of an iterative 
CT reconstruction algorithm. More specifically the 
algorithm is OS-SIRT [11] using a bilateral filter (BLF)[12] 
for regularization. The bilateral filter is defined in the 
following equations, where x is the location of smoothing, 
and t is an offset. The BLF is essentially a Gaussian that 
falls off as a function of both spatial and value deviation.   
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We allow the user to explore the filter’s parameter space 
interactively using a slider to determine the amount of 
smoothing. The slider changes the parameters of the BLF to 
control the smoothing such that the value chosen by the 
slider determines σr and σd (i.e. σr = σd).
We implemented this interface using HTML and 
JavaScript on the front end, PHP as the server side scripting 
language, and finally using C and CUDA to handle the CT 
reconstruction. The act of moving the slider triggers a
request to the web server. The web server then writes the 
parameter value, chosen by the slider, to a file. A simple C 
program waits for this file to be updated, and when it is, it 
calls the OS-SIRT function with the appropriate parameters, 
and waits for the volume to be reconstructed. The central 
slice of the reconstructed volume along with its E-CC score 
is then passed back to the webserver to be displayed to the 
user. Fig. 1 shows the web interface that the user sees. The 
graph on the left plots the quality metric curve evolved with 
each slider update and the right shows the current image. 
Currently, this setup is running on a single desktop 
machine with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480. It takes around 
11 seconds for each reconstruction (i.e. 5123 volume for OS-
SIRT 10 with 60 projections and a BLF for regularization). 
We have available to us, however, a GPU cluster that 
contains 8 NVIDIA Tesla M2050 GPUs. The framework 
that we present in the rest of this paper is designed to run on 
this GPU cluster. We expect the reconstruction time to drop 
to between 1.3 and 1.8 seconds. This, however, does not 
mean that the user will have to wait 1.3-1.8 seconds every 
time he moves the slider, since we will include a number of 
optimization strategies, presented throughout this paper.  
III. CLOUD COMPUTING 
With the popularization of cloud computing, a number of 
open source technologies have been developed to support 
the infrastructure and system level requirements that are 
required by cloud computing frameworks [4][7]. Openstack 
in particular is a popular cloud operating system. It contains 
a number of networking and storage solutions that are 
required by the typical cloud computing infrastructure. It 
also allows for the creation and management of multiple 
virtual machines (i.e. software that emulates the computer 
architecture of a real machine). This is particularly 
important for efficient sharing of computational resources. 
Unfortunately, openstack currently does not contain any 
resources for efficient GPU virtualization (i.e. sharing of 
GPU resources). 
Gvirtus is an open source GPU virtualization technology. 
It allows multiple virtual machines to share the 
computational resources provided by one or more GPUs. To 
a user operating on a virtual machine, however, it appears as 
if there is one dedicated GPU. This abstraction allows for 
efficient GPU sharing, while still providing the user an 
interface he is familiar with. 
Another important tool for cloud computing is the 
network file system[5] (NFS). This allows many users to 
connect to a single file system concurrently. To the user, 
however, the NFS looks like a regular file system. This 
allows for efficient sharing of information.  
IV. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE 
The cloud computing framework we are currently 
developing and have initial results for utilizes all of the 
technology presented in section III (i.e. openstack, gvirtus, 
and NFS) as well as custom improvements to make the 
overall system more efficient. The virtual workspace is 
designed as a “platform as a service” (PaaS) and will allow 
users to work in the cloud through their web browser. Each 
user will have a separate virtual machine assigned to them 
and will contain a number of relevant GPU accelerated CT 
reconstruction algorithms pre-configured on their 
workspace. There will be one virtual machine assigned to 
handle the remote execution of GPU accelerated CT 
reconstruction algorithms. Finally, there will be one virtual 
machine to function as a web server, and will be configured 
to allow users to upload their implementations, allowing it 
to be executed through a web browser. Since every service 
is being handled through virtual machines, the 8 GPUs in 
our cluster can be efficiently shared using gvirtus. 
Gvirtus consists of two segments, a front end, located on 
the virtual machine, and a back end, located on the host 
operating system. The front end provides a library that acts 
as a wrapper to many CUDA functions. The front end 
redirects calls to these functions to the back end. The back 
end executes the CUDA operations and returns the results 
back to the front end on the virtual machine. 
The network file system will contain a number of 
commonly used dependencies (i.e. CUDA libraries, include 
files, etc.) as well as a number of datasets available for CT 
reconstruction. It will also include a public folder for each 
user. The public folder allows a user to share his research 
with the rest of the community. Other users can easily 
download software from a public folder into their 
workspace. Since the dependencies are in a shared file 
system, the software will run without requiring additional 
modifications.  
Figure 1. A view of the web interface that we have developed.
(1)
(2)
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 The network file system will also contain a block of 
space to act as cache. A feature vector, containing all the 
parameters of a previously reconstructed volume (i.e. 
dataset, number of projections, etc.) and the volume itself, 
will be recorded. With this strategy, we can alleviate GPU 
resource contention by only executing CT reconstruction 
algorithms for which we do not already have the results. 
Figure 2 shows how this strategy interacts with the rest of 
the system. We will, however, provide a “no-cache” option 
for situations where obtaining accurate timings of an 
algorithm are important. 
V. WEB INTERFACE REVISITED 
A critical aspect of performing research is presenting the 
results. This is usually fulfilled by presenting an image of a 
slice of a reconstructed volume followed by a discussion of 
how it compares to a gold standard. The presented slice, 
however, is only one of many possible reconstructions. 
Results can vary greatly depending on the parameters that 
are chosen for the reconstruction. Moreover, the quality of 
the algorithm can differ depending on the anatomy of the 
dataset that is being reconstructed. By providing an interface 
that allows readers to access the research in question, 
experiments can be easily replicated and the algorithm can 
be thoroughly evaluated.  
In section II, we described the details of a prototype 
interface that addressed these problems. This, however, was 
specific to OS-SIRT and the BLF. To make this interface 
more useful, there needs to be a mechanism that allows 
researchers to attach their project to this interface. 
In order for researchers to utilize this interface, however, 
the process of uploading algorithms needs to be simple. The 
researcher will need to implement certain methods that will 
be called when a parameter is changed via a slider. These 
methods will provide the new parameter settings as an 
argument. The researcher will simply set the parameters of 
his algorithm based on the values provided by the web 
interface, and execute his algorithm. Figure 3 shows a 
pseudo-code example of the functions that will be needed by 
the web interface. 
Once the appropriate functions are implemented, their 
program will need to be compiled as a dynamic library. The 
compiled code will be placed in a directory that is accessible 
by the web server. By compiling the project as a dynamic 
library, the web server can call the functions it needs to, 
without having to restart the server itself. This is important 
because multiple users will be sharing the same web server. 
When the dynamic library is placed in the appropriate 
directory, users will be able to visit a web page specific to 
the project in question, and will be able to explore and 
execute the algorithm in real time. 
There are some performance issues since there will still 
be a noticeable delay from when the slider is changed, to 
when the reconstruction is complete. In section II, we 
anticipated that the reconstruction time would be between 
1.3-1.8 seconds using our cluster of 8 GPUs. With multiple 
users, this can take much longer since a user will have to 
wait for a GPU to be free before reconstruction can take 
place. Some extra optimization strategies are required to 
reduce GPU resource contention and ensure that web 
interface remains interactive. 
One strategy that we have already presented is the use of 
cache. Instead of immediately reconstructing the volume, 
we check to make sure that it has not already been 
reconstructed. If it has, we simply return the results without 
performing any extra computation. This is particularly 
useful with the slider, as users will often move the slider 
back and forth, reviewing parameter settings they have 
already seen. 
Another strategy is to only reconstruct a subset of the 
volume. Since only the central slice is displayed to the user, 
most of the three-dimensional volume is never seen. We 
estimate that we can reconstruct a 512x512x8 subset of the 
volume in 0.3-0.7 seconds using our 8 GPU cluster. This 
strategy combined with caching will greatly reduce the 
strain on the GPU server while still providing the user with 
a real-time interface in which he can explore the parameter 
space of a CT reconstruction algorithm. 
VI. REMOTE EXECUTION 
The virtual workspace provides a number of resources that 
are beneficial when starting a new project. This option may 
not be ideal, however, when maintaining an existing project. 
A researcher may still take advantage of the processing 
power of GPUs by using our remote execution library. This 
library aims to provide a simple method for executing a 
number of commonly required GPU accelerated algorithms 
(i.e. backprojection, forward projection, etc.) in the cloud. 
void sliderSetParam1(float val) { sigma = val; }
void sliderSetParam2(float val) { lambda = val; }
void execute() { . . .}
Figure 3. A pseudo-code example demonstrating the functions that 
will need to be defined for the web interface. The functions with the 
“slider” prefix will simply set the parameters of the algorithm. The 
execute function will actually perform the algorithm 
Figure 2. An illustration of the framework presented in this paper. When a function from the “GPU_CT_lib” is called, the system first checks the NFS to see 
if the result lies in cache. If so, the result is returned. On a cache miss, the appropriate reconstruction function is redirected to the back end (i.e. host machine) 
through Gvirtus; the result is reconstructed and returned. That result is then written to the cache on the NFS.
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 The remote execution library will provide a number of 
wrapper methods to the GPU accelerated algorithms that are 
provided in the virtual workspaces. These methods operate 
by acting as a liaison between the user’s machine, and the 
virtual machine in the cloud responsible for processing 
remote execution requests.  
Figure 4 shows a pseudo-code example of how users can 
interact with the remote execution library. On the server 
side, a virtual machine will be tasked with listening and 
waiting for a connection request from a client. On the client 
side, a TCP connection is initiated with the server. This 
allows for effective communication between the client and 
the server. A call to execute a GPU accelerated algorithm by 
the client sends a signal to the server, indicating the 
parameters the user requested (i.e. algorithm, dataset, etc.). 
The server then executes the requested function in a similar 
manner illustrated in Figure 2. The client can then request 
the results to be transferred from the cloud to the user’s 
machine. 
We recognize that most CT reconstruction pipelines (e.g. 
iterative CT), however, can be highly integrated (i.e. the 
results of the “project” section are given as input in the 
“backproject” section). To reduce the number of memory 
copies between the client and server, we provide a 
mechanism to allow the user to allocate space on the cloud. 
With this functionality, the user can allocate an array to 
store the results of the “project” function, and pass it as 
input to the “backproject” function. This reduces costly data 
transfers between the client and server.  
If, however, one component of this pipeline is missing in 
our library then it becomes useless; since any performance 
gained by exploiting GPUs will be wiped out by the cost of 
transferring data to and from the server on every iteration. 
To avoid this situation, we let users extend the remote 
execution library by allowing them to upload custom 
implementations to the remote execution server. A simple 
addition to the wrapper library, is then required. In this 
fashion, users can easily expand the library to suit their 
needs. 
With the remote execution library, users can exploit the 
massive speed-ups GPUs provide without the burden of 
developing highly specialized software. This library will be 
primarily useful for those looking to quickly replace 
sequential CPU implemented CT algorithms with GPU 
accelerated implementations. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we presented an interface for dynamically 
exploring the parameter space of an iterative CT 
reconstruction algorithm through a web browser. We then 
explained how we can build a scalable framework to allow 
many users to interact with this interface in a cloud 
environment while handling practical issues related to 
resource contention. The technology developed for cloud 
based computing infrastructures are quite powerful and 
allow us to do so much more than simply host web interface 
for exploring iterative CT reconstruction parameters. 
This cloud framework can be used to provide resources 
that are not necessarily available (i.e. hardware and 
software) to many researchers. We address many practical 
issues in the medical imaging community relating to the 
sharing and presentation of research. The cloud computing 
framework presented in this paper will be a powerful force 
for good in the medical imaging community.  
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cloudTCPConnect();
cloudAllocMem(vol, size);
cloudAllocMem(volp1, size);
cloudAllocMem(proj, projection_size);
for each iteration
cloudProject_GPU(vol, proj);
cloudCorrect_GPU(proj, “dataset”);
cloudBackproject_GPU(volp1, proj);
cloudBLF_GPU(volp1);
cloudVoxelUpdate_GPU(vol, volp1, lambda);
end for
cloudTCPDestroy();
Figure 4. An iterative CT implementation using the remote execution 
library. Functions with the prefix cloud will be executed on the cloud.
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1Iterative Helical CT Reconstruction in the Cloud
for Ten Dollars in Five Minutes
Jeffrey M. Rosen, Junjie Wu, Jeffrey A. Fessler, Thomas F. Wenisch
Department of EECS, University of Michigan
Abstract—Iterative statistical X-ray CT reconstruction algo-
rithms can improve image quality for low dose scans. Unfortu-
nately, their clinical utility has been hampered by their enormous
computational requirements; typical low-dose reconstructions
require about an hour on commercial systems. Most existing
parallel implementations use a shared memory programming
model, limiting available parallelism. We investigate using a
large compute cluster for a penalized weighted least-squares
algorithm using ordered subsets (PWLS-OS), scaled to hundreds
of cores to accelerate a single helical CT reconstruction problem.
Using Amazon’s Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) service, our
experimental results show that a typical helical chest scan can
be reconstructed in under ﬁve minutes at a cost under $10.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model-based iterative reconstruction for X-ray CT can
improve image quality and promises to enable X-ray dose
reductions compared to conventional ﬁltered back-projection
[1]. Such methods use statistical models and imaging system
models, improving image quality. The primary drawback of
statistical reconstruction methods is their massive computa-
tional requirement. Current commercial model-based recon-
struction methods can require about an hour to reconstruct a
typical helical chest scan. Improving reconstruction times is
essential to enable ubiquitous use of low-dose CT.
Researchers are developing reconstruction algorithms that
reduce computational requirements and/or converge more
quickly. For example, one recent ordered-subsets algorithm
reaches its limit cycle in about 20 iterations [2]. Nevertheless,
compute-times-per-iteration remain high (several minutes for
helical chest CT scans), so matching scanner and reconstruc-
tion throughput requires further improvements.
Parallelization can reduce time-per-iteration, leveraging the
multiple cores present in modern processors by partitioning
computation into multiple simultaneous sub-problems [3].
Most existing parallel implementations share image and sino-
gram data in a global main memory accessible to all processor
cores. Shared memory simpliﬁes parallelization—each core
computes a subset of the image/sinogram, and can read from
any part of the image/sinogram space with only infrequent
synchronization at coarse steps of each iteration. However,
shared memory approaches are limited by the number of cores
that can be provisioned in a single system—at most a few tens
of cores in conventional commodity systems.
In this work, we investigate the alternative of leveraging the
scalability of massive compute clusters to apply distributed
JAF supported in part by NIH grant R01 HL 098686 and by equipment
donations from Intel.
The authors thank Donghwan Kim for assistance with the algorithms in
[2, 8].
computing power to image reconstruction. We demonstrate
distributed image reconstruction using leased resources from a
commercial cloud computing provider. Cloud services provide
low-cost, on-demand, commodity computing resources. They
are relatively cheap when compared to purchasing a cluster,
and can either be used on-demand for ﬂexibility or reserved for
exclusive use and further discounted costs. They also provide a
low-overhead mechanism for expanding computational power.
To increase the number of nodes working on a problem, one
need only purchase more cloud compute time (only seconds
of setup time).
Although we use the cloud to demonstrate the perfor-
mance potential of distributed reconstruction, our methods
are applicable more generally to all distributed systems. For
example, researchers have accelerated reconstruction using the
parallelism in graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerators
[4]. However, ganging multiple GPUs for greater parallelism
presents a signiﬁcant challenge because they do not share
a single global address space, hence data dependencies are
problematic. Our methods could be applied to such a system
to sub-divide processing across distributed GPUs. Similarly,
emerging devices such as the Xeon Phi coprocessor can be
ganged together to achieve greater performance and scalability
using our approach.
To use distributed computing resources, one must parallelize
reconstruction algorithms across compute nodes that do not
share a single global memory. We follow the paradigm of many
large-scale scientiﬁc applications by using explicit message
passing to exchange updates to sinogram and image data
between compute nodes at appropriate synchronization points
in the reconstruction algorithm. As we will show, we can
easily scale the number of nodes collaborating on a single
reconstruction problem until performance is limited by avail-
able communication bandwidth; further speedups will require
either faster (and more expensive) interconnection networks or
innovations to reduce data communication.
Prior efforts to parallelize ﬁltered back-projection over a
cluster have used the MapReduce programming model [5, 6],
wherein the computation is translated into simple “map” and
“reduce” tasks and a runtime system orchestrates communi-
cation among these tasks. Though they ease programming,
publicly available MapReduce frameworks, such as Hadoop,
store intermediate results on disk when communicating, which
is extremely inefﬁcient for iterative reconstruction algorithms.
To our knowledge, there have been no prior reports of iterative
reconstruction of clinical helical CT scans (with thousands of
projection views) using hundreds of cores on a commodity
cloud computing service. The closest related work is the
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investigation by Gregor of an unregularized SIRT algorithm
on four 8-core nodes for axial micro CT with 360 views [7].
This paper investigates a penalized weighted least-squares
with ordered subsets (PWLS-OS) reconstruction algorithm [8]
that distributes computation across several multi-core nodes
that communicate via explicit message passing. This approach
scales beyond the limits of a single node, so the number of
cores working in parallel is limited only by available hardware,
communication bandwidth, and cost. We use Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) service to demonstrate the potential of
cloud computing environments and show that a 20-iteration
reconstruction of a 320-slice helical chest CT scan using
50 nodes (800 cores) requires less than ﬁve minutes at a
total computing cost under $10. A “private” cloud computing
environment (e.g., operated under contract for a large hospital
network) might approach similar costs.
II. METHODS
A. Background
We compute a reconstructed image xˆ by minimizing a
PWLS cost function [1]:
xˆ= argmax
x
1
2
‖y−Ax‖2W+R(x), (1)
where y denotes the observed X-ray CT sinogram data, W
denotes a diagonal statistical weighting matrix, A is the system
matrix [9], and R(x) is an edge-preserving regularizer that
balances noise and image resolution. We use an R(x) with
ﬁrst-order ﬁnite differences between a voxel and its closest 26
neighbors and a Fair edge-preserving potential [10], but our
methods can be extended to other regularizers.
The PWLS-OS iterative algorithm [3] involves four steps:
forward projection, back projection, regularization, and image
update. Figure 1 depicts the algorithm graphically. The ﬁrst
step involves forward projecting the estimate xn at the nth
iteration and calculating the weighted sinogram residual:
rn =W(Axn−y). (2)
The calculations for each residual are independent, so they
can be arbitrarily reordered or parallelized [9]. Iterating along
the scan axis in the innermost loop enables reuse of beam
geometry calculations. Only the projection views within a
given subset are projected in a given sub-iteration, so methods
that use fewer subsets, and hence more views per subset, e.g.,
[2], provide more opportunity for parallelism.
Back projection applies the transpose of the system matrix
bn = A′rn. (3)
Back projection must occur after forward projection because
of its dependency on rn. In principle, one can backproject
the residual into every voxel independently, allowing massive
parallelism over voxel space. In practice it is again more
efﬁcient to have an inner loop along the axial direction for
each thread [9]. This strategy leads to parallelization across the
≈ 5122 voxels in a single transaxial slice, which still allows
for tens of thousands of threads.
The regularization step calculates the gradient ∇ of the
regularizer at the current image xn:
gn = ∇R(xn). (4)
Because it depends only on xn, one can perform regularization
in parallel with back projection and in any voxel order.
Finally, the image is updated as follows:
xn+1 = xn−D(bn+gn), (5)
where D denotes a diagonal matrix that is precomputed prior
to iterating using optimization transfer principles [8]. We also
enforce non-negativity in this step.
Parallelism is readily available in each of these steps; in
principle, one could launch individual execution threads to
calculate each element in xn, rn, bn, and gn. In practice, it
is more efﬁcient to group calculations into threads that allow
common sub-expressions to be factored out of inner-most
loops. Most existing statistical reconstruction implementations
[4, 8] use programming interfaces such as POSIX threads,
which allow concurrent operation on a single copy of xn,
rn, bn, and gn stored in a shared main memory. As each
thread updates a disjoint subset of each matrix, the threads can
proceed without synchronization, except for a global barrier
between each step.
Though shared main memory provides a simple abstraction,
it limits performance scalability. Far greater performance can
be achieved by scaling a workload to execute on a large
cluster. Distributed computation in a cluster is particularly
cost-effective in cloud computing environments, where clusters
can be time-shared and compute time leased by the hour at
low cost.
B. Parallelizing over a cluster
A large cluster can bring far more compute cores to
bear on a problem, but data updates must be transmitted
explicitly between compute nodes. The central challenge of
implementing statistical reconstruction on such a cluster lies
in orchestrating this communication, requiring a fundamentally
different implementation approach than conventional parallel
statistical reconstruction.
Unfortunately, data structures are not easily partitioned and
distributed among nodes in statistical reconstruction algo-
rithms for X-ray CT. Both forward and back projection require
essentially all data in a particular transaxial slice. Data can
be somewhat partitioned along the scan axis, particularly for
small cone angles that limit the axial interaction distance
between image data and views. For a helical CT chest scan
with 320 slices, we partition the image volume into, say,
5 “slabs” of 64 slices each and reconstruct each of those
slabs by an independent set of compute nodes. Because of
the “long object problem” in helical CT, to reconstruct 64
slices of interest, we also reconstruct 32 padding slices on
each end of the slab. These padding slices are discarded after
reconstruction, and thus represent a somewhat undesirable
overhead of the slab-partition approach. This overhead means
that it is inefﬁcient to partition the volume into many more
slabs with fewer slices per slab.
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Fig. 1: Visual representation of computation phases. Arrows represent global barriers between steps.
Fig. 2: Sample execution timeline illustrating phases of computation
and communication. The color of Line 1 indicates the current
algorithmic step. Dark red indicates forward projection, dark blue in-
dicates communication after forward projection, light green indicates
back projection, light red indicates regularization, purple indicates
update, neon green indicates communication after the update step, and
pink indicates barrier synchronization. The remaining lines indicate
forward progress of individual threads on each core.
After each algorithm step, image/sinogram updates are
broadcast and merged with results from all other nodes partic-
ipating in the slab computation. We use the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) for inter-node communication. MPI provides
a means of sending and receiving data both synchronously
(blocking) and asynchronously (non-blocking), as well as
creating global barriers that prevent any node from proceeding
past the point of the barrier until all nodes have reached it.
A straightforward communication approach places a signif-
icant burden on the interconnection network between servers.
At the end of any given step, updating each node’s copy
of x requires each node to broadcast a copy of its portion
of the data to N − 1 other nodes, where N is the number
of nodes participating in a given slab’s reconstruction. An
entire X-ray CT image volume for a helical scan can occupy
about a gigabyte of memory (in single ﬂoat precision). With a
network bandwidth of 10 gigabits per second (as in Amazon’s
EC2 system), transferring several copies of the entire image
volume incurs considerable delay. Communication is needed
multiple times in each subset and iteration, so the total time
spent sending and receiving over the network ultimately limits
performance scalability. Hence, optimizing communication is
critical. Partitioning the problem into smaller-sized slabs is a
ﬁrst step towards reducing communication. We also broadcast
only those arrays that must be synchronized, which are the
residual rn and the updated image xn+1.
Figure 1 illustrates the reconstruction steps for a single
subset. The arrows represent global barriers between each step,
and the clouds represent the two necessary broadcast steps.
Figure 2 illustrates the computation timeline over about four
(out of 12) subset updates, derived from measured results for
execution on 10 nodes of 16 cores each. Each colored segment
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Fig. 3: Speedup of a single iteration of one slab for varying node
conﬁgurations.
of the top bar represents an individual task, and the segment
length indicates the amount of time taken for that task (in
seconds). The 16 bottom bars show execution time for each
core in the ﬁrst node to perform the task identiﬁed by the color
in the topmost bar. Synchronization and communication time
(dark blue, pink, and neon green in the top bar; large blank
regions in the remaining bars) occupy a signiﬁcant fraction of
overall execution time.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We report on our distributed version of PWLS-OS imple-
mented in the C99 programming language using the openMPI
and POSIX thread libraries. Our implementation produces
identical output to that of a previously existing multithreaded
version, conﬁrming our methods do not sacriﬁce image quality.
Our test environment consisted of Amazon EC2 HPC
cc2.8xlarge nodes, each having dual eight-core 2.6 GHz Xeon
processors, 60.5 GB of memory, and 10 gigabit ethernet. We
used Amazon’s group placement policy for all experiments to
ensure nodes were located physically close to each other.
We used simulated helical CT data where the image volume
for a single slab is 512× 512× 128 slices with a 70 cm
transaxial ﬁeld of view (FOV) and 0.625 mm slice thickness.
Out of an entire 9-turn helical scan, with pitch = 63/64,
we used 3 turns (2952 views) for reconstructing each slab.
The views were each 64 rows by 888 channels. We use the
separable footprint projector [9]. Voxels within the 70 cm FOV
are reconstructed using [8]. We used 12 subsets because that
is suitable for our latest accelerated OS algorithm [2].
Figure 3 shows the computational speedup for a single
iteration plotted for a single core up to 224 cores (each node
contains 16 cores) for our implementation compared to ideal
(linear) speedup. Speedup [11] for a system with n cores is
Time taken for 1 core
Time taken for n cores
. (6)
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Fig. 4: Timing results for a single iteration
on one slab for varying node conﬁgurations.
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Fig. 6: Cost for a single slab of a 20-iteration
scan for varying node conﬁgurations.
Figure 3 shows that the observed speedup growth slows as
nodes are added due to communication time and bandwidth
constraints. This behavior results in a knee in the speedup
curve as it approaches a maximum speedup of about 64.
Figure 4 depicts the time taken to complete a single iteration
for 1 core to 224 cores in 1-node increments. As expected, the
time curve decreases more and more slowly as the number of
nodes increases, asymptotically approaching a minimum of
about 12 seconds. Communication begins to dominate around
160 cores (10 nodes), at which point the beneﬁt of using more
nodes becomes insigniﬁcant.
Figure 5 shows computation times of individual steps for the
observed 10-node, 1-node, and ideal linear scaling 10-node
cases. Linear scaling for n nodes is deﬁned as achieving a
speedup of n, so a linearly scaled 10 node system would take
one tenth of the time of the 1 node case per iteration. The
actual time taken in each compute step (blue) is reasonably
close to the ideal linearly scaling case (red). Thus individual
steps scale well even though total iteration time exhibits much
less than linear speedup due to communication time. The
signiﬁcance of communication time is evident; it accounts for
nearly half the time per iteration in the 10-node case.
Figure 6 plots the cost of running 20 PWLS-OS iterations to
reconstruct a single 128-slice slab versus the number of nodes
used. The cost increases monotonically because communica-
tion is such a signiﬁcant factor in performance. The total cost,
however, is still inexpensive.
Based on diminishing returns when using more than 10
nodes, we focus on the 10-node case as a reasonable con-
ﬁguration. Using 10 nodes (160 cores) per slab, the total
time for reconstructing a 5-slab scan (320 usable slices) is
15 sec
iteration × 20 iterations = 300 seconds. Likewise, the cost of
performing a reconstruction is 10 nodesslab × 5 slabs× $0.00067sec ×
15 sec
iteration × 20 iterations = $10. For a longer helical scan with
640 slices the cost would scale to $20 (by using more nodes
for the additional slabs) but the 5-minute reconstruction time
would remain unchanged.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Use of statistical reconstruction methods is impeded by their
computation time. We have investigated using commercial
cloud computing to improve the speed of MBIR through
parallel computing. Our results, generated using Amazon’s
EC2 service, show that even with signiﬁcant communication
overhead, attractive reconstruction times (5 minutes) can be
achieved at a low price ($10). If high resolution targeting of
a region of interest (ROI) is needed, then a two-stage recon-
struction will be needed [12] that would increase the time and
cost accordingly. As expected, node-to-node communication
is a limiting factor on performance, even for a relatively small
number of nodes. Future work includes reducing communica-
tion by using data compression techniques, and by devising
iterative algorithms that do not require full synchronization
after every update.
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Extended Volume Image Reconstruction Using the
Ellipse-Line-Ellipse Trajectory for a C-arm System
Zhicong Yu, Fre´de´ric Noo, Gu¨nter Lauritsch, and Joachim Hornegger
Abstract—Recently, we proposed the Ellipse-Line-Ellipse tra-
jectory for extended volume imaging with a C-arm system.
Knowledge of the R-line coverage of this trajectory is well
understood, but how to use the R-lines remains unclear. In this
work, we establish a scheme for efficient and practical usage
of the R-lines of this trajectory. Using computer-simulated data,
we demonstrate this scheme by reconstruction results from the
differentiated backprojection method.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the development of extended volume
cone beam (CB) computed tomography (CT) using the C-arm
system in interventional radiology. For some intraoperative or
emergency cases where the entire aorta or the spine needs
to be examined, this tool could be crucial for patient health,
particularly because it would prevent transferring the patient
to the CT room, which is time consuming and increases risk
to the patient.
Currently, C-arm systems employ a circular trajectory,
which does not satisfy Tuy’s condition and can not address
extended volume imaging. A more sophisticated trajectory is
needed. The helical trajectory has been successful in traditional
CT systems, but it is not feasible on a C-arm system. Due to
the open design and lack of slip-ring technology, a C-arm
can not rotate infinitely in a single direction; in most cases,
it can only allow a short scan. To overcome this mechanical
limitation, the reverse helix [1] was proposed, which is like the
helix, but reverses its rotational direction after a certain angular
length. However, this trajectory does not have sufficient R-
line coverage (An R-line is any segment of line that connects
two source positions of the trajectory) in the middle of its
convex hull, and thus theoretically-exact and stable (TES)
reconstruction is challenging. Another possible solution would
be the Arc-Line-Arc trajectory [2]. Nevertheless, this trajectory
requires a full scan to achieve full R-line coverage in the
region-of-interest (ROI), regardless of the size of the ROI,
which is impractical for a C-arm system in most cases.
Recently, we have proposed a new geometry called the
Ellipse-Line-Ellipse (ELE) trajectory [3], [4]. This trajectory
possesses a reverse pattern in its rotational direction, and thus
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is feasible on a C-arm system. More importantly, we have
proved that, through a simple configuration using a short
scan, this trajectory provides sufficient R-lines for a typical
cylindrical ROI that is centered on the patient table and inside
the convex hull of the ELE trajectory.
At this stage, the R-line coverage of the ELE trajectory is
well understood according to [3], [4], however, an efficient and
practical scheme to select R-lines for TES image reconstruc-
tion yet needs to be established. In this work, we provide such
a scheme for each point within the ROI such that the usage of
the projection data varies smoothly when the point of interest
in ROI moves continuously. We demonstrate this scheme
by computer simulations using the method of differentiated
backprojection followed by inverse Hilbert transform (DBP-
HT) [5]. Reconstruction results show good image quality
with smooth transition in transversal, coronal and sagittal
directions.
II. THE ELE TRAJECTORY
A. Geometry
The ELE trajectory lies on a cylindrical surface of radius
R that is centered on the z-axis. This trajectory consists of
two elliptical arcs connected by a segment of line as shown
in the left of Figure 1, and we call the three components as
the upper T-arc, T-line and the lower T-arc, respectively. In
the attached (x, y, z)-coordinate system, the upper and lower
T-arcs are mirror symmetric relative to the (x, y)-plane, and
they lie in planes that are perpendicular to the (x, z)-plane,
whereas the T-line is parallel to the z-axis; see the middle
and right of Figure 1. Note that the ELE trajectory can be
periodically repeated along the z-direction, and thus is suitable
for extended volume imaging.
Let λ be the polar angle, and let γm be the fan-angle. We
denote au(λ) and al(λ) as vertex points on the upper and
lower T-arcs, respectively, and refer to b(z) as a vertex point
on the T-line. By definition, we have
au(λ) = (R cosλ,R sinλ,H + ΔH cosλ),
b(z) = (R cos γm,−R sin γm, z),
al(λ) = (R cosλ,R sinλ,−H −ΔH cosλ),
where λ ∈ [−γm, π + γm] and z ∈ [−H −ΔH cos γm, H +
ΔH cos γm], with H and ΔH being configuration parameters
as depicted in the right of Figure 1.
B. R-line coverage and ROI design
The R-line coverage of the ELE trajectory is composed of
three parts, i.e., R-lines that are generated by connecting the
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Fig. 1. Left: 3D illustration of the ELE trajectory. Middle: orthogonal projection onto the (x, y)-plane. Right: orthogonal projection onto the (x, z)-plane.
upper T-arc and the T-line (AL), the T-line and the lower T-
arc (LA), as well as the upper and lower T-arcs (AA). Because
the ELE trajectory is mirror symmetric relative to the (x, y)-
plane, its R-line coverage is mirror symmetric as well. Here-
after, we will only focus on the R-line coverage for the space
that is above the (x, y)-plane and within the convex hull of
the ELE trajectory.
According to [4], for a given cylindrical ROI of radius r <
0.85R, full R-line coverage in the ROI can be guaranteed using
the following configuration:
γm = arcsin(r/R) and ΔH/H = r/R.
C. Selection of R-lines
We define the surface generated by connecting one point
on the T-line or the lower T-arc to all the points on the upper
T-arc as the R-line surface, as shown in the left of Figure 2.
When the convergent point of the R-line surface moves from
the top point to the bottom point along the T-line, we obtain
the blue R-line surfaces; whereas when the convergent point
continues to move along the lower T-arc, we get the green R-
line surfaces. We call the region covered by the R-line surfaces
from the AL trajectory as the blue region, and refer to the
region covered by the R-line surfaces from the AA trajectory
as the green region.
It can be shown that when the convergent point on the lower
T-arc reaches a certain polar position λc, every point in the
ROI above the (x, y)-plane is covered by R-lines. For a typical
ROI with radius r < 0.5R, λc = 0. Therefore, besides the
upper T-arc and the T-line, only a small portion of the lower
T-arc is needed for TES reconstruction in the ROI that is above
the (x, y)-plane. In this work, for TES image reconstruction of
the ROI above the (x, y)-plane, the R-lines forming the blue
and green regions are selected.
The R-lines from the AL trajectory (blue) can cover a large
portion of the ROI. However, in the first and second quadrants,
some regions of the ROI are only covered by the R-lines from
the AA trajectory, as shown in the middle of Figure 2. Let Q
be a point in the green region, and refer to L(Q) as the line
parallel to the z-axis that goes through Q, as shown in the
right of Figure 2. As illustrated, the upper part (AB) of L(Q)
is covered by the R-lines from the AL trajectory and the lower
part (BC) is covered by the R-lines from the AA trajectory.
Note that, C is not necessary the lowest point of the R-line
coverage along L(Q) when the source position on the lower
T-arc moves from −γm to λc.
Some of the blue region is not only covered by R-lines
from the AL trajectory, but also by the R-lines from the AA
and LA trajectories. We disregard these contributions from the
AA and LA trajectories so as to create a continuous scan and
reconstruction flow. To the same reason, some of the green
region is covered by two R-lines from the AA trajectory, but
we only choose the one that has λ ∈ [−γm, λc].
III. RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
Using the concept of an R-line surface, we perform the TES
reconstruction using the DBP-HT method [5]. Let x be a 3D
point, and f(x) be the attenuation coefficient of the object at
x. We assume that f(x) is compactly supported.
To perform the DBP-HT method in an efficient way, we
now introduce a new coordinate system to describe the R-line
surfaces, as shown in Figure 3. Let b(h) be a point on the
T-line, and au(λ∗) be a point on the upper T-arc. We denote a
point on the R-line that connects b(h) and au(λ∗) as s(h, γ, t).
Let α be the vector pointing from b(h) to s(h, γ, t), and refer
to αxy as the orthogonal projection of α onto the (x, y)-plane.
Then γ and t are the polar angle and magnitude of αxy,
respectively. Because we are only interested in reconstructing
the ROI, we have γ ∈ [π − 2γm, π] and t ∈ [R− r,R + r].
The coordinate system for describing the R-lines from the
AA trajectory is similar to that from the AL trajectory, except
that we use ω to indicate a point on the lower T-arc, i.e., al(ω).
For r < 0.5R, ω ∈ [−γm, 0]. In this case, the range of γ is
dependent on ω, i.e., γ ∈ [π−γm+w, π+0.5γm+0.5ω]. The
lower bound of γ is set to make sure that the ROI is covered
by the R-line surfaces, whereas the upper bound of γ is set
to make sure that the R-line surfaces do not include R-lines
beyond the endpoint of the upper T-arc.
Based upon the above description, image reconstruction
from the ELE trajectory using the DBP-HT method can be
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Fig. 2. Selection of the R-lines of the ELE trajectory for TES image reconstruction. Left: the R-line surfaces associated to the AL (blue) and AA (green)
trajectories. Middle: the R-line coverage in the ROI in the (x, y)-plane. Right: R-line coverage along L(Q) that is from the AL (blue, composed of the upper
T-arc and the T-line) and AA (green) trajectories.
Fig. 3. The R-line surfaces of from the AL (left) and AA (right) trajectories
can be described by (h, γ, t)- and (ω, γ, t)-coordinate systems, respectively.
achieved by the following steps.
• perform the view-dependent differentiation for all the
projection data of the ELE trajectory;
• for each (h, γ, t) or (ω, γ, t), perform backprojection us-
ing the R-line segments that are selected in Section II-C;
• perform inverse Hilbert transform along t;
• rebin the reconstruction from the (h, γ, t)- or (ω, γ, t)-
coordinate system to the (x, y, z)-coordinate system.
Among the four reconstruction steps, the rebin process
deserves particular attention. For a given x, if there is an
R-line through this point from the AL trajectory, we should
perform the rebinning from the (h, γ, t)-coordinate system to
the (x, y, z)-coordinate system. Otherwise, we should perform
the rebinning from the (ω, γ, t)-coordinate system to the
(x, y, z)-coordinate system. The rebinning for the latter case
is not trivial, and a detailed solution can be found in [4].
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present our numerical results using
computer-simulated data. A modified FORBILD head phan-
tom was adopted for data simulation. This phantom was
obtained by stretching most of the FORBILD head phantom
in the x-direction by a factor of 1.25, so that the horizontal
slices of this phantom is circular, as shown in Figure 4.
This modification was made for a better illustration of the
reconstruction results from the AA trajectory.
The largest slice of the modified phantom appears at z =
0 cm with radius 12 cm, which, therefore, was set as the radius
Fig. 4. The modified FORBILD head phantom. Left: sagittal slice at x =
0 cm with z ∈ [0, 7] cm. Middle: transversal view at z = 0 cm. Right: coronal
view at y = 6 cm with z ∈ [0, 7] cm. Display window: [0, 100] HU.
of the ROI. For data acquisition, a flat panel detector of
bin size 0.06 cm×0.06 cm was used. This detector was large
enough to avoid truncation. The scan radius was 30 cm, and
the source-to-detector distance was 45 cm.
Regarding the ELE trajectory, we chose H = 5 cm and
ΔH = 2 cm so that R-line coverage was sufficient in the ROI.
For each of the upper and lower T-arcs, 500 CB projections
were generated over the angular range [−24◦, 204◦], whereas
for the T-line, 51 CB projections were generated. Note that the
z-range of the T-line was automatically generated using H ,
ΔH and the angular range of the T-arcs. All CB projections
were acquired using quarter detector pixel shift.
Regarding the DBP-HT reconstruction algorithm, we im-
plemented the view-dependent differentiation according the
the scheme presented in [6]. The resolution control parameter
ε used in our experiment was 0.001. The inverse Hilbert
transform was implemented according to Equation 18 of [7],
and the constant Ct in this equation was calculated using
Equation 20 from the same paper.
Reconstructions on the R-line surfaces from the AL and
AA trajectories are shown in Figure 5. For the AL trajectory,
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we selected 200 R-line surfaces with their convergent points
evenly distributed along the T-line. For each AL R-line sur-
face, 900 points were sampled evenly for γ over the range
[132◦, 180◦], whereas 900 points were sampled for t over the
range [16.5 cm, 33.5 cm]. For the AA trajectory, we selected
225 R-line surfaces with their convergent points uniformly
distributed along the lower T-arc over the range [−24◦, 0◦].
For each w, we evenly sampled 900 points for γ over the
range [π − γm + w, π + γm + w], with γm = 24π/180. The
grid for t was the same as that of the R-line surfaces from the
AL trajectory.
Fig. 5. Left: the reconstruction on the R-line surface at h = 0.0343 cm.
Right: the reconstruction on the R-line surface at w = −22.4◦ . Display
window: [0, 100] HU.
We obtained the final image reconstruction through rebin-
ning using triple linear interpolation with isotropical voxels of
size 0.02 cm×0.02 cm×0.02 cm. Part of the final image was
rebinned from the AL trajectory, and the rest was rebinned
from the AA trajectory. The rebinned images at z = 0 cm
from the AL and AA trajectories are shown in Figure 6. The
final rebinned results by using both AA and AL trajectories
are shown in Figure 7. As illustrated, the final reconstruction
results have good image quality with smooth transition in
coronal, sagittal and transversal directions.
Fig. 6. Left: image rebinned from the R-line surfaces of the AL trajectory.
Right: image rebinned from the R-line surfaces of the AA trajectory. Image
position: z = 0 cm. Display window: [0, 100] HU.
Fig. 7. Final image reconstruction rebinned through triple linear interpolation
using isotropical voxels of size 0.02 cm×0.02 cm×0.02 cm. Top: sagittal
view at x = 0 cm. Middle: transversal view at z = 0. Bottom: coronal
view at y = 6 cm. Display window: [0, 100] HU.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have proposed an efficient and practical method to use
the R-lines of the ELE trajectory for TES image reconstruc-
tion. For reconstruction of the ROI above the (x, y)-plane,
besides the upper T-arc and the T-line, only a small continuous
portion of the lower T-arc that is connected to the T-line is
needed.
Although we only demonstrated how to address the R-lines
for the ROI above the (x, y)-plane, it is straight forward to
extend this method to the whole ELE trajectory as well as its
duplicates. Also note that, in this work, we have used the DBP-
HT method for image reconstruction, however, other TES
methods such as Katsevich-type algorithms are also applicable.
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Abstract—In computed tomography reconstruction there are
several scenarios where data is acquired with a large cone angle
(e.g. microCT, breast CT, radiation therapy, surgical guidance).
In many cases only a short-scan of data is available: on many C-
arm interventional or surgical systems the mechanical constraints
of the system limit the acquisition to a short-scan (π + full fan
angle). The method frequently employed for these acquisitions is
to use a standard FDK based reconstruction with an approximate
view based weighting based on the 2D (fan-beam) view weighting.
The aim of this work is to compare this standard reconstruction
method with an approximate reconstruction algorithm derived
using the Katsevich framework for exact image reconstruction.
The assessment in this work employs a realistic anatomical
phantom (the XCAT) and focuses on the possibility of performing
quantitative imaging from only a short scan acquisition. The
results demonstrate that the algorithm derived using the exact
framework provides more quantitative results and the central
view angle dependence of the acquisition is signiﬁcantly reduced
compared with the standard reconstruction method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to compare this standard recon-
struction method with an approximate reconstruction algo-
rithm derived using the Katsevich framework for exact image
reconstruction [1], [2]. The derivation of this algorithm was
previously published, Arc based Cone-beam reconstruction
algorithm using an Equal weighting scheme (ACE), along
with an initial evaluation using the Shepp-Logan phantom
and a Defrise type phantom. The assessment in the current
work employs a more realistic anatomical phantom and the
evaluation is aimed at demonstrating improved quantitative
imaging from only a short scan acquisition. In addition to
assessing the reconstruction accuracy for a single acquisi-
tion we assess the variability in the reconstruction values
as a function of the central view angle. For instance in C-
arm imaging the reconstruction values of an object would
change depending of the patient position, e.g. prone or supine.
Additionally, for perfusion measurements it is important that
images reconstructed at different time points do not vary in
reconstruction value purely due to the difference in the central
view angle.
In wide-cone axial computed tomography there are many
factors which make quantitative imaging difﬁcult including
scatter, beam hardening, motion, data truncation and the effects
of image reconstruction. In this work we focus exclusively on
the effects of image reconstruction. In most evaluations of
quantitative accuracy simplistic (non-anthropomorphic) phan-
toms are used; and typically if data from a system is used
it is difﬁcult to separate the contribution of the inaccuracy
related to the different components. We use simulation data
in this case to separate the effects of the image reconstruction
from the other physical non-idealities such as scatter and beam
hardening.
Since the axial trajectory is easy to achieve mechanically it
is very popular for a number of medical systems which collect
projection data for CT reconstruction. While many other
options have been proposed for trajectories which offer exact
reconstruction, the ubiquitous nature of the axial trajectory
makes it an important case for algorithms with improved
reconstruction accuracy, even if exact reconstruction is not
achievable.
II. METHODS
A. Simulations
The simulations were performed with the standard male
phantom of the XCAT NURBs based phantom, where the
forward projection values were generated using the CatSim
software package. A cylindrical detector was simulated with
a fan angle of 48◦, a cone angle of 14.6◦, 888 detector
channels.. In the simulations multiple sampling rays were used
for each measurement. To assess the angular dependence of the
reconstruction accuracy short scans were performed with 15◦
spacing covering 360◦. The simulations were monoenergetic
at 70 keV, and a beam current of 550 mA was used for all the
simulations shown in the ﬁgures and no quantum noise was
simulated for the data used in the plots of quantitative metrics.
B. Implementation
The derivation based on the Katsevich framework and initial
implementation of the ACE algorithm has been previously
published [3], therefore here we only provide a high level
summary and highlight new features in the algorithm imple-
mentation presented here.
• Input data is from an equi-angular detector in the 3rd
generation geometry.
• Differentiate (along row, column, view) and scalar weight
data as described in [4].
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• Perform the Hilbert Filtering for three groups, for the two
non-horizontal groups of ﬁltering lines.
– Rebin from the cylindrical detector to a virtual ﬂat
panel detector
– 2D Bicubic interpolation onto the ﬁltering directions
on the virtual ﬂat panel detector
– Hilbert Filter as described previously[3], using a
boosted kernel to match the spatial resolution of
the FDK reconstruction (emperically matched MTF
values by using the frequency boost MTFFDKMTFACE ) and
upsample by a factor of 2 compared with FDK prior
to ﬁlter
– 2D Bicubic interpolation from the ﬁltering directions
onto virtual ﬂat panel detector
– Rebin from the virtual ﬂat panel detector to the
cylindrical detector
• In the backprojection process, calculate the weight based
on the (x-y) position of the voxels, and perform a
weighted sum from the three ﬁltering groups (weights
are saved as volume typically aligns with z).
The short scan FDK implementation used for comparison
here uses a Parker type weighting function [5] as in the
comparison in the early ACE paper [3], and the cone-parallel
geometry was used for the ﬁltering and backprojection process.
C. Quantitative Evaluation
Images were reconstructed using a centered image volume
(in-plane) with a ﬁeld of view of 320mm, with an image grid
on 512× 512, where the slices were reconstructed with equal
spacing covering a cone angle of 14.6◦. Given that only a
short scan of data is available there are some portions of a
cylindrical volume which have very little angular coverage
due to z-truncation. In this study a mask has been applied
such that only voxels which project onto the detector for
all views are included in the analysis and image display.
Since a numerical phantom has been used for this study it
is possible to compare the quantitative image values with the
ground truth phantom values. The reconstruction accuracy may
vary based on the phantom composition so three automated
Regions-of-Interest (ROIs) were deﬁned on a slice by slice
basis to quantify the accuracy and reproducibility of each
reconstruction algorithm. In Figure 1 a single central slice
is shown with the myocardium, fat and lung masks which
are determined by the values in the phantom and then eroded
with a disk structuring element of radius 5 pixels to prevent
partial volume effect from inﬂuencing the results. The standard
deviation of the voxel values as a funtion of central view angle
is also computed as a metric for reconstruction reproducibility
under different scanning conditions.
III. RESULTS
Comparisons will be made between the Parker type
weighted FDK (P-FDK) reconstructions and the ACE recon-
struction via image comparisons and measures of quantitative
accuracy and reproducibility with respect to view angle. In
Figure 2 the central sagittal and coronal slices are compared
Fig. 1. Demonstration of the automated ROIs for a given slice. Upper left:
Central slice used for demonstration purposes. Upper right: myocardium ROI.
Lower left: fat ROI. Lower right: lung ROI.
Fig. 2. Top: XCAT Phantom. Middle: P-FDK Reconstruction. Lower: ACE
Reconstruction. Left: The central sagittal slice. Right: The central coronal
slice. [-200 200] HU
between the P-FDK and ACE images. While some artifacts
are still visibile due to the missing data the artifacts are
greatly reduced in the ACE reconstructions. Sample axial
slices are shown in Figure 3 where the reduction in artifacts
is signiﬁcant. The quantitative accuracy of the reconstructions
for the three tissue types is shown in Figure 4, where both
algorithms perform better in the central slices and the ACE
values typically are closer to the true value.
The effect of changing the central view angle is demon-
strated in the images shown in Figure 5, where the strong an-
gular dependence of the P-FDK reconstruction is signiﬁcantly
reduced. The improvement in consistency across different
central views is quantiﬁed by computing the standard deviation
with respect to the central view angle of each voxel. Sample
maps for the same slice are shown in Figure 6. Note that
no low signal correction has been applied so there are some
noise streaks which lead to some signiﬁcant variance values
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Fig. 3. Left: XCAT Phantom. Middle: P-FDK Reconstruction. Right: ACE
Reconstruction. From the top to the bottom slices with cone angles of 6.27◦,
5.70◦, 5.13◦, 4.56◦, 4.0◦. [-200 200] HU
in the ACE reconstructions but overall the standard deviations
are much lower than the P-FDK results. The quantiﬁcation of
these results are given in Figure 7. The metric used here is the
fraction of the automated ROI which has a standard deviation
with respect to view angle of less than 10 HU. For these voxels
one may reliably compare multiple acquisitions with different
central view angles. As expected both algorithms performed
well in the central slices and the z range of reproducible values
was signiﬁcantly larger for ACE than P-FDK.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work the prospect of repeated quantitative CT
image reconstruction was studied using a realistic anatomical
phantom (ie the XCAT phantom). Multiple images volumes
were reconstructed based on short scan data which have
central view angles separated by 15◦. The standard FDK
Fig. 4. Plots of the average CT number in the automated ROIs for cardiac,
fat and lung tissue as a function of the z slice location. The blue line is the
ground truth, the blue (x) are P-FDK and the green (o) are the ACE results.
based reconstruction with a 2D Parker type weighting func-
tion (P-FDK) was compared with the ACE method. The
ACE method was derived using the Katsevich framework for
Filtered Backprojection type algorithms. It introduces non-
horizontal ﬁltering directions and a voxel speciﬁc backprojec-
tion operation in order to appropriately weight the acquired
data. However, there is still missing frequency data due to the
circular source trajectory. Even without employing additional
algorithmic approaches to estimate the missing frequency
data, signiﬁcant improvements in the quantitative accuracy
and the reproducibility of CT number values for different
angular scan ranges has been achieved compared with the
standard FDK based reconstruction. We note that the temporal
artifact behavior and temporal resolution of the algorithm is
the subject of future study.
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed images of a slice with cone angle 5.13◦. Left: P-
FDK Reconstruction. Right: ACE Reconstruction. In each case the same range
of view angles was input to the algorithms. The four different realization
correspond to center view angles each separated by 90◦. [-200 200]HU
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Fig. 6. Maps of the standard deviation in each pixel with respect to central
view angle from the multiple acquisitions each separated by 15◦ (for slice with
cone angle 5.13◦). Left: P-FDK Reconstruction. Right: ACE Reconstruction.
[-50 50] HU
Fig. 7. For each of the automated ROIs from top to bottom: cardiac, fat and
lung, the plots are given here of the fraction of voxels within that ROI which
has a standard deviation with respect to view angle of less than 10 HU.
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Abstract-- Full (necessary and sufficient) consistency condi-
tions are presented for cone-beam projections with sources on a
plane. The object support is assumed to lie entirely on one side of
the source plane. We have also established full consistency condi-
tions for planograms and linograms, in both parallel and diver-
gent beam formats. We show that moments of the appropriately
weighted cone-beam projections form polynomials in the source
variables, similar to the Helgason-Ludwig conditions. The degree
of the polynomial matches the degree of the moment. All the con-
sistency conditions stated here appear to be new. A simulation
example is presented for the circular tomosynthesis geometry.   
I. INTRODUCTION
In image reconstruction from projections, consistency
conditions (also known as range conditions) are mathematical
expressions that describe the crosstalk of information between
measured projections. Consistency conditions have been
widely used in reconstruction algorithms for a range of medical
imaging applications, with dozens of publications over the past
20 years in SPECT (e.g. [Nat93a] [Gli94] [Men99] [Erl00]), in
PET (e.g. [Def95] [Wel03] [Lay05] [Def12]), and in X-ray CT
(e.g. [Bas00] [Pat02] [Hsi04] [Yu07] [Tan11]). A typical ap-
proach is to use consistency to identify the parameters of some
systematic effect in the imaging model such as rigid motion
parameters, a photon attenuation coefficient, a beam hardening
scaling factor, an elliptical body outline, amongst various pos-
sibilities. So for many applications, a collection of necessary
conditions on the projections are needed in some convenient
format for processing. 
Consistency conditions for parallel projections in two
dimensions are well known and take different forms such as
the Helgason-Ludwig (HL) conditions [Lud66] [Hel80] or the
frequency-distance relation on the Fourier transform of a sino-
gram [Edh86]. For applications in SPECT, conditions for the
exponential ray transform (also called the exponential X-ray
transform) are known [Agu95], and necessary conditions are
also known for the two-dimensional (2D) attenuated Radon
transform [Nat83]. 
For cone-beam or fanbeam projections, much less is
known. Of the various publications on range conditions for
divergent projections (e.g. [Fin83a] [Fin83b] [Pat02] [Che05]
[Yu06] [Lev10] [Cla13]) most (not all) of them are just the par-
allel conditions re-expressed using fanbeam or cone-beam
variables. This approach presents the disadvantage that a com-
plete set of projections must be available so that the underlying
parallel geometry is completely sampled. Some of the other
formulations, not related to the parallel case also require a
complete set of projections [Lou89] [Nat93b] [Maz10]. For
applications, it is useful to have a method of processing a small
finite set of projections, so the conditions should be amenable
to this preference. A discussion of this point can be found in
[Cla13].
In this work we are considering cone-beam projections,
and we restrict our attention to planar source trajectories with
the object support being entirely on one side of the trajectory
plane. Currently, consistency conditions for this geometry can
be obtained by applying John’s condition (see [Fin85] [Pat02])
which is a partial differential equation with the disadvantage
that it only treats local information in the projections; or by
considering restrictions of the cone-beam geometry to fanbeam
cases [Lev10]; or by using Grangeat’s result [Gra91] which
also only uses lines of data on the cone-beam projections. The
conditions described below treat full cone-beam projections
and have the added appeal of being in the familiar form of
moments of the projections, similar to the HL conditions for
parallel projections. We also indicate that the consistency con-
ditions can easily be converted to planogram coordinates
[Bra04] and we give full (necessary and sufficient) consistency
conditions for planogram projections in both cone-beam and
parallel formats. Similar results for linograms [Edh87] are
readily extracted from the existing literature and will be stated
below too. 
II. THEORY
A. Cone-beam consistency for a planar source trajectory
Let the source trajectory be  and without loss of gen-
erality, define the coordinate system so that the trajectory plane
is  and the object lies in the  half-space. The  and
 axes can be chosen freely in the  plane. The unit
vector  is selected using conventional  coordinates, so
 = ( , , ). The cone-beam projec-
tion  is given by
                          (1)
For cone-beam consistency conditions, we first define
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(2)
for each . The cone-beam projections  will
then satisfy 
                (3)
for all  in the plane, where for each ,  is a
homogeneous polynomial of degree . 
These conditions are easily established. Simply substitut-
ing equation 1 into the expression for  given by equation 2,
and changing from spherical to cartesian coordinates 
= , with , and recalling that
, we quickly obtain
=                           (4)
where  = , and 
        (5)
so  is a homogeneous polynomial of degree  as claimed.
These consistency conditions are full because the converse
is also true. Given some projection function , which satisfies
equation 3 for each non-negative integer  and each  in the
plane, and where  is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
, there exists some function  such that equation 1 is satis-
fied. Our proof of this fact appeals to several existing theorems
in image reconstruction theory and is too long to be presented
in this abstract. To the best of our knowledge, these conditions
are new. 
For a flat detector parallel to the trajectory plane, these
consistency conditions can be written in simpler form as will
be shown below.
B. Full consistency conditions for planograms
Planogram coordinates [Bra04] are a three-dimensional
(3D) version of linogram coordinates [Edh85]. As shown in
fig. 1, planogram coordinates are suitable for a (conceptual)
PET system consisting of two parallel infinite flat detectors.
An integration line is specified by absolute coordinates on one
detector and relative coordinates on the second detector. For
convenience it is assumed that the distance between the detec-
tors is one (which is not restrictive because simply scaling the
units will accomplish this). We will assume that the first detec-
tor is in the  plane and the second detector in the 
plane. With an object  of compact support situated between
the detectors we define the planogram by
              (6)
Equation 6 is written  for short. The reason for the
“hat” is to emphasize that the planograms are in cone-beam
format. See fig. 1(a). For each source location  on the
first detector, the cone-beam projection  is given by
equation 6. A parallel projection version is defined below.
Equations 1 and 6 are linked by associating  = ,
and . It is then straight-
forward to verify that 
                    (7)
and the cone-beam consistency conditions can be readily con-
verted to full planogram consistency conditions which have a
much simpler form:
P1: Let . Then
 for some  if and only if for all 
                 (8)
where  is a homogenous polynomial of degree . 
Turning now to planograms in parallel format, the vari-
ables  are the projection indices, indicating the direction
of the projection, and the individual ray variables are now
 (see fig. 1(b)). The idea is that a parallel projection
 with direction  is measured on the first
detector. We write  for the equation
          (9)
so . However, it is important to
recognize that these are fundamentally different when consid-
ered as functions of their projection indices (the first 2 vari-
ables). Now theorem 4.3 in [Nat86] provides full consistency
for parallel projections in three-dimensions, and a simple
change of variables provides the following result:
P2: Let . Then
 for some  if and only if for all 
              (10)
where  is a homogenous polynomial of degree .
The remarkable symmetry of the two results P1 and P2
belies their mathematical equivalence. We found that proving
one from the other is not direct, and required the machinery of
[Edh96]. Even for the same f, the polynomials  and  are
not the same in general. 
C. Full consistency conditions for linograms
We present the corresponding linogram results, which are
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Fig 1. Planograms. (a) Cone-beam planograms. The source point (x, y) specifies
the projection. The rays within a projection are specified by direction (u, v).
(b) Parallel projection planograms. The direction of the projection is (u, v). The
projection rays are specified by their intersection point with the detector (x, y).
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the 2D versions of P1 and P2 above. Conceptually the two
detector lines are vertical, separated by a distance of one, and
the object lies between them.
 For linograms in fanbeam format, we define  by
                  (11)
and an elementary substitution of variables applied to
theorem 1 in [Cla13] immediately gives us
L1: Let . Then  for some  if
and only if for each , the function  is a poly-
nomial of degree . (I.e. .)
For linograms in parallel format, we define  by
                 (12)
and we note the misleadingly simple . From
the well-known 2D HL conditions, full consistency for parallel
linograms are easily derived and are given by
L2: Let . then  for some  if
and only if for each , the function  is a poly-
nomial of degree . (I.e. .)
The symmetry in the definitions and the stated results
suggest a much more trivial mathematical equivalence than
actually exists between the fanbeam and parallel linograms. 
III SIMULATIONS
A. Circular tomosynthesis geometry
Because recent advances have made progress with
straight-line source trajectories in cone-beam tomography
[Lev10] [Cla13], we chose to simulate a circular trajectory.
This scanning configuration was probably first known as circu-
lar tomosynthesis. Figure 2 illustrates the geometry and an
example projection of a high-contrast version of the 3D Shepp-
Logan phantom. The projections were simulated using analytic
line-length computations on the component ellipsoids. The
detector was fixed (did not move with or conjugate to the
source), and had 1024 x 1024 pixels. Thirty six projections
were taken at 10o increments along the source trajectory; this
was enough projections to validate the theory and demonstrate
the concepts. The cone-angle was a substantial 20o (41o full-
angle) to ensure a strong cone-beam effect and avoid being
perceived as ‘nearly parallel.’
B. Full consistency for fixed detector systems
The cone-beam measurements are given by  as
specified in equation 1. We immediately scale and weight the
projections so that the detector distance is one, and 
=  with the variables linked as follows: 
=  and  = . The “hat” on the  is a
reminder both that the detector is fixed, and more importantly,
that the raw projection measurements have been multiplied by
, which is the cosine of the angle of incidence of the ray
(  is the angle between the detector normal and the incoming
ray). This  term often appears in reconstruction algo-
rithms for cone-beam tomography. To compress the notation
slightly, we now use  instead of . It is easily
shown that 
     (13)
which is similar to the definition of  from equation 9. 
Full consistency conditions for  can be written
in the same form as for the planograms case. Defining
 = , it can be
shown that  satisfies equation 13 for some  if and only if,
for all , the equality
           (14)
holds for all  for some homogeneous polynomial  of
degree . (This function  is unrelated to the planogram )
C. Moment conditions on the projection data
To use the consistency conditions in practice, we first
define the - th moment of the (cosine-scaled) projection by 
            (15)
and we note that for any measured projection, the number 
is easy to compute (for any pair ). Note also from the def-
inition of  that (dropping the )
                                          (16)
Also, the function  is of the form
         (17)
Now, setting  and equating coefficients of
 in equations 16 and 17 leads to specific consistency con-
ditions in terms of . 
First, for , we immediately have , so
                    ( )
The sum of the (cosine-weighted) cone-beam projections is the
same for all projections.
For , we obtain  and  =
 so
             = 
 =        ( )
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Fig 2. Circular tomosynthesis geometry. (a) the source  lies on a circle
of radius 2 on the  plane. The center of the 3D Shepp Logan phantom is
in the  plane, and the detector is in the  plane. Detector
coordinates are . (b) One of the 36 simulated cone-beam projections.
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For  a similar analysis yields
    = 
 =      ( )
    = 
In summary
•  is a polynomial of degree  in 
•  is a polynomial of degree  in  (resp.  in )
• the coefficients for each  can be found by fitting polyno-
mials of degree  in  to each  with .
• for each , the coefficients of the polynomials in  
intertwine
D. Simulation results
We illustrate in fig. 3 the polynomials fit from the 36 sim-
ulated projections for the cases , , , , .
As expected for noise-free data, the fits are virtually perfect
(accurate to under 0.1%), and verify the consistency theory.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have derived new cone-beam consistency conditions
for sources lying on a plane. For consistent data the moments
of the projections must be polynomials in the source variables,
of the appropriate degree. Our simulations with ideal data were
in agreement with the theory.
The presented consistency conditions are necessary and
sufficient so in principle, other conditions can be derived from
them. However we have not yet linked our work mathemati-
cally to the conditions of John or Grangeat. 
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Fig 3. Projection moments, with polynomial fits. The horizontal axis is the
source position. The 36 calculated values for each moment are plotted with stars
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match the theory. Note that M10 and M01 have the same slope, as predicted. 
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Abstract—We present an algorithm for attenuation correction 
using a single view mammogram for a 3D PET scanner. The need 
for an x-ray based attenuation correction (XAC) algorithm is 
motivated by the development of a small application-specific 
breast-imaging PET scanner (PET/X) that attaches to a full-field 
digital mammography system. The intended applications of the 
PET/X scanner require accurate quantitation, so attenuation 
correction is required. 
Methods: The XAC method is based on the assumption of 
constant attenuation at 511 keV, thus only an accurate estimate 
of the boundary of the breast under mild compression is needed. 
Most of the breast is bounded by the upper compression paddle 
and the lower support, which have a known separation, leaving 
only the edges with unknown thickness. By using the unprocessed 
mammogram, the attenuation length in these regions can be 
directly measured. This XAC method is tested with simulation 
studies to determine the errors in the estimated attenuation 
boundary as well as the impact on the accuracy of the 
reconstructed PET images. A simplistic breast shape composed of 
adipose tissue imaged at 30 keV was converted to 511 keV 
attenuation image. The corresponding PET emission data was 
corrected with perfect and estimated attenuation factors and 
lesion uptake was compared. 
Results: The XAC method did not completely estimate the true 
attenuation boundary. This led to emission errors of 
approximately ±6%.  
Conclusions: The XAC method is a potentially viable 
approach for attenuation correction with the PET/X scanner. 
Challenges may arise if non-biological materials are in the field of 
view. However additional information including un-attenuated 
PET images, dual-kVp or tomosynthesis data can potentially be 
used to reduce these errors. Further investigation is needed. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Approximately 200,000 women in the U.S. are diagnosed with 
breast cancer annually [1]. Nearly all will receive some form 
of systemic therapy. As of 2007, there were 30 approved 
breast cancer therapies, the most of any cancer. Despite 
several biomarkers (e.g., tumor phenotype, receptor status) 
that are used to characterize the cancer and help determine 
treatment, efficacy is highly variable. More importantly, the 
success of therapy can only be determined after the patient has 
demonstrated significant changes in the size of their tumor, 
which usually does not occur until late in the course of 
treatment, i.e. after several months, and costs of tens of 
thousands of dollars. Early evaluation of response to therapy 
can be used to determine the efficacy of neoadjuvant therapy,  
 
 
 
i.e. therapy given in the week or two between initial diagnosis 
and removal of the primary tumor (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1. Quantitative FLT-PET images in a responding patient. (a) 
Pre-treatment and (b) 1 week into chemotherapy treatment images of a 
patient with grade II lobular carcinoma that responded to treatment [2]. 
This early assessment can provide valuable early information 
on the efficacy of adjuvant therapy that is planned to be used 
after surgery, which is the case for most breast cancer patients. 
We are developing a compact positron emission tomography 
(PET) imaging module that can be used as an add-on with 
full-field X-ray mammography scanners (Figure 2) [3]. The 
PET/X scanner is designed for use with breast cancer patients 
to select and monitor the choice of the most effective therapy. 
Two essential components needed for using the PET/X 
scanner in accurate serial studies are anatomical localization 
(so the same location is imaged and/or biopsied) and 
attenuation correction (to accurately measure FDG uptake in 
the lesion). We present in the next section an algorithm for 
attenuation correction using a single-view mammogram.  
 
II. THE X-RAY BASED ATTENUATION CORRECTION (XAC)  
Tomographic reconstruction of an attenuation image from a 
single-view mammogram projection violates Orlov's condition 
Attenuation Correction Using a Single-View 
Mammogram for a 3D PET Scanner  
PE Kinahan, C Zeng, LA Pierce II, KM Kanal, LR MacDonald 
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 [4] rather severely. In addition, mammogram images are 
acquired using a distribution of x-ray energies, typically 23 – 
35 kVp [5]. Thus even if a tomographic image were possible, 
conversion of the attenuation image to the true attenuation 
factors at 511 keV for PET would not have a unique solution. 
Fortunately, several constraints are available. First is that the 
two main components of breast tissue are adipose and 
fibroglandular tissue. While the attenuation coefficients are 
significantly different in the photon energy range for 
mammography, this difference is considerably reduced in the 
PET energy range and thus in a narrow range (Table 1).  
 
Table 1. Breast tissue properties [6].  
        Adipose  Fibroglandular Difference 
Density 
(g/cm3) 
 
 
         
        0.9500 
 
1.0600 
 
10% 
LAC @ 20keV 
(1/cm) 
 
        0.5393 0.8724 38% 
LAC @ 500keV         0.0921 0.1017 9% 
(1/cm)   
LAC is the linear attenuation coefficient. 
 
Thus estimation of the volumetric breast boundary and 
assignment of a constant attenuation coefficient that is the 
average of that for adipose and fibroglandular tissue at 511 
keV will provide a close estimate of the volumetric PET 
attenuation image. 
An additional constraint is that the geometry of the breast 
under mild compression is largely defined by the known 
separation of the compression paddle (Figure 3). In some 
cases the compression paddle may be slightly distorted and/or 
not parallel to the bottom support. However correction 
methods have been developed to account for these errors [e.g. 
7]. If the paddle separation (d in Figure 3) is known, then the 
remaining information needed for estimation of the volumetric 
PET attenuation image is the partial attenuation length (l in 
Figure 3). The partial attenuation length can be estimated from 
the unprocessed mammogram as we have presented previously 
[8]. Here we evaluate the impact of the XAC method of 
reconstructed PET images using simulations. 
III. METHODS 
We used the ASIM PET simulator [9] to generate noiseless 
emission and attenuation sinograms for a simplistic breast 
phantom consisting of adipose tissue that was contained in 16 
x 10 x 6 cm volume. The paddle separation (d in Figure 3) 
was 6 cm. The breast phantom also contained 3 spherical hot 
spots with diameters of 5, 10, and 20 mm and with a 6:1 
lesion:background ratio. Images were reconstruction 
analytically with STIR [10]. In addition, using a modified 
version of ASIM we simulated the cone-beam acquisition 
geometry of a mammogram using a 35 keV photon beam onto 
a 660 mm wide FOV with 1295 pixels (0.51 mm square 
pixels). The estimated volumetric attenuation image using the 
XAC method is compared with the true attenuation volume 
(Figure 4). 
  
Figure 3. Illustration of the x-ray based attenuation correction method. 
The attenuation length in the partial-cord regions (l) can be directly 
measured from unprocessed mammograms. The attenuation length (l) is 
then symmetrically distributed about the mid-plane to estimate these 
boundary regions 
 
 
Simulated mammogram 
 
 
 
Estimated attenuation volume 
Figure 4. Estimated volumetric attenuation image using the XAC method. 
 
IV. RESULTS/DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION 
Sections of the volumetric PET images containing the lesions 
are shown in Figure 5. There are small differences in the 
boundary locations of the volumetric attenuation images that 
are visible in Figure 4, but are better visualized with difference 
images (data not shown). These differences lead to emission 
errors of approximately ±6%. Reductions in these errors 
appear feasible by adding additional boundary information and 
dual-kVp and/or tomosynthesis mammogram data. The XAC 
method is a viable approach for attenuation correction with the 
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PET/X scanner. Potential challenges may arise with 
non-biological materials in the field of view. However 
additional information dual-kVp and/or tomosynthesis data 
can potentially be used to reduce these errors. Further 
investigations with more realistic data are underway. 
 
Volumetric PET emission image sections. 
 
 
Profiles (white dashed) through PET emission images. 
Figure 5. Reconstructed emission images using the true AC and the XAC 
methods. 
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A New CT Rawdata Redundancy Measure applied
to Automated Misalignment Correction
Christina Debbeler, Nicole Maass, Matthias Elter, Frank Dennerlein, and Thorsten M. Buzug
Abstract—In computed tomography, redundantly measured
rays (i.e. multiple measurements of a line integral through an
object) pose a computationally efﬁcient possibility to quantify
the rawdata quality in a cost function and thus to reduce many
kinds of artifacts. A general downside of such a cost function
is that the portion of redundant rays is generally small and
depends on the speciﬁc data acquisition geometry. The authors
propose using information associated to plane integrals instead
of line integrals in order to tremendously increase the rawdata
utilization when formulating a cost function that quantiﬁes the
rawdata quality. In the cone–beam data acquisition geometry,
which does not allow plane integrals to be measured directly,
plane–information is obtained using the 2D Radon transform
of the measured rawdata and a subsequent differentiation op-
eration. The new rawdata redundancy measure is successfully
applied for automatic misalignment correction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) is used on a daily routine
in medical and industrial applications. There are powerful
algorithms for 3D volume reconstruction such as the Feld-
kamp, Davis and Kress (FDK) algorithm [1], [2] and the
Clack-Defrise algorithm [3]. Exact knowledge of the scanning
device’s geometrical conﬁguration during the acquisition of
each projection is inevitable for any of these algorithms.
Otherwise severe misalignment artifacts like blurring and the
loss of spatial resolution degrade the image quality [4].
There is numerous prior art on computed tomography
misalignment correction. We focus on methods that do not
require an additional CT measurement of a calibration object
as it is described in reference [4]. We further do not want
to place additional markers in the ﬁeld of measurement [5].
Under these constraints, there are basically two ways described
in the literature to do misalignment correction: Image–based
[6], [7] and rawdata–based [8]. Both ways have in common,
that a cost function is formulated and minimized.
In image–based methods, the cost function is formulated on
the reconstructed image data (e.g. a sharpness criterion). As
the image data depends on the system geometry, which is to
be optimized, the computational load of each cost function
evaluation includes an image reconstruction and is thus very
high. On the upside, image–based methods inherently use
those rawdata for misalignment correction that contribute to
the ﬁnal image.
Rawdata–based misalignment methods formulate a cost
function that quantiﬁes the inconsistency of rawdata redun-
C. Debbeler and Prof. Dr. T. M. Buzug are with the Institute of Medical
Engineering, University of Lu¨beck, Lu¨beck, Germany. Dr. N. Maass, Dr. M.
Elter and Dr. F. Dennerlein are with the Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the circular 3D cone–beam acquisition geometry with
a ﬂat panel detector.
dancies, typically on the basis of redundantly measured rays.
This does not include an image reconstruction and is therefore
several orders of magnitude faster, however, the use of these
methods depends on redundancies of a speciﬁc trajectory.
For example, a circular short scan conﬁguration shows only
very few redundantly–measured rays, so that corresponding
misalignment methods are not able to optimize the system
geometry in combination with this trajectory. This is of special
interest for the geometry correction of C–arm CT systems,
which tend to exhibit mechanical instabilities resulting in
reduced spatial resolution [2]. Even for other popular source
trajectories, the portion of rays that are actually measured
redundantly is very low and therefore the practical use of the
computationally very efﬁcient rawdata–domain misalignment
methods is very restricted.
In section II we propose a method that allows using al-
most all acquired rawdata in a rawdata–based misalignment
correction scheme, in section III we describe our experiments,
which aim to proof the method, and in section IV we show
our results.
II. MATERIAL & METHODS
A. Deﬁnitions
Without loss of generality, we use ﬂat detector cone–
beam CT geometry throughout this work, as it is sketched
in Figure 1. Cone–beam projections
p(λ, u, v) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt f(s(λ) + tt(λ, u, v)) (1)
of the object f(x, y, z) are measured from N source positions
λn, with n ∈ [1, N ]. The scalar lambda parameterises the
piecewise continuous trajectory s(λ), that contains all source
positions s(λn), with λ ∈ [λmin, λmax]. The coordinates u and
v parameterise the ﬂat detector pixel’s columns and rows,
respectively, such that the triple (n, u, v) uniquely describes
one speciﬁc ray (line integral) through the object f(x, y, z).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the notations used for the Radon transform and the
correlation between two corresponding lines θ(n, μ, l) and θ(nˆ, μˆ, lˆ). The
plane Ω(n, μ, l) connecting those two lines is indicated in grey.
The right–handed world coordinate system (xyz) is ﬁxed
on the object, whereby the z–axis deﬁnes the rotation axis
(if there is any). The right–handed detector coordinate system
(uvw) is ﬁxed on the detector, whereby u, v, and w deﬁne
the unit vectors of the detector coordinate system in world
coordinates. Additionally, the o vector deﬁnes the origin of
the detector coordinate system in world coordinates. As the de-
tector position and orientation may change in different views,
these vectors (u, v, w, o) are dependent on the projection
number n. The u (v) vector points from one detector column
(row) to the next one and the detector indices are given as
u ∈ [0, U − 1], v ∈ [0, V − 1], with U (V ) being the number
of detector columns (rows).
Using these deﬁnitions, we can specify a ray (n, u, v) as
starting at s(λn) and pointing in the direction
t(n, u, v) =
o(n) + uu(n) + vv(n)− s(n)
|o(n) + uu(n) + vv(n)− s(n)| . (2)
One can see from ﬁgure 1 that the position of the detector
pixel (n, u, v) in world coordinates is o(n) + uu(n) + vv(n).
For the opposite direction the calculation of a projection
matrix P(n) is necessary, which projects a world coordinate
point on the detector using the geometry of view n [9]
P(n) : (x, y, z) → (u, v).
B. Ray–based rawdata redundancy
As motivated before, we want to focus on misalignment
correction methods that neither require markers nor dedicated
calibration measurements and that also do not involve costly
reconstruction procedures. This leads to approaches involving
rawdata redundancies [8] that typically quantify and minimize
the difference between redundant measurements of the same
ray. Many popular source trajectories contain redundant rays
s(nˆ) = s(n) + tt(n, u, v) ∧ t(n, u, v) · t(nˆ, uˆ, vˆ) = 1, (3)
with n 
= nˆ and t ∈ R. This can either be identical rays
(t(n, u, v) = t(nˆ, uˆ, vˆ)) or complementary rays (t(n, u, v) =
−t(nˆ, uˆ, vˆ)). According to (1), both types of redundant rays
(RR) should lead to identical projection values p(λn, u, v) =
p(λnˆ, uˆ, vˆ).
Consider, for instance, a full–scan circular source trajectory
scircle(λ) = (Rcos(λ), Rsin(λ), 0)
T, with R being the circle
radius and λcircle ∈ [0, 2π], which contains no identical rays,
Fig. 3. Projection image of the ﬁfty–spheres–phantom used for simulation
experiments.
but numerous complementary rays in the plane of the source
motion. A quantiﬁcation of rawdata inconsistencies could thus
involve the following cost–function
cRR = ||p(λn, u, v)− p(λnˆ, uˆ, vˆ)||2 ∀(n, u, v, nˆ, uˆ, vˆ), (4)
which is to be minimized in order to correct for geometrical
misalignment. Note, however, that even in case of a full–scan
trajectory, only a small portion of the acquired rawdata is
considered for the computation of cRR. In case of short–scan or
tomosynthesis geometries, only very few or even no redundant
rays might be found, prohibiting the use of such a ray–based
redundancy criterion.
C. Plane–based rawdata redundancy criterion
In order to establish a robust cost–function that incorporates
signiﬁcantly more rawdata than the approaches mentioned
earlier, we propose to use redundancies in the 3D Radon
domain of the object, i.e., information associated to planes.
Picture any plane Ω through the object that intersects the
source trajectory at least twice, at n and nˆ with n 
= nˆ.
Let us furthermore denote the intersection between Ω and the
detector plane Θ(n) : x = o(n) + au(n) + bv(n), a, b ∈ R, as
the line θ(n, μ, l), which is parameterised using the detector–
based quantities μ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] (line orientation) and
l ∈ [−Lmax, Lmax] (signed distance between line and detector
center (u0, v0)) (cf. Figure 2).
In a cone–beam CT system without rawdata truncation
(i.e. imaging the whole object in each projection), it is then
possible to compute two redundant values associated to Ω, one
involving data acquired from s(λn) along the line θ(n, μ, l)
and another one the data from s(λnˆ) along the line θ(nˆ, μˆ, lˆ).
To formulate the relationship between the line data, we
need to follow algorithmic steps similar to those that have
been discussed in reference [3] in the context of image
reconstruction. These steps operate partially in the 2D Radon
domain of the rawdata, and involve the following operations:
1) Inverse cosine weighting:
g1(λn, u, v) =
1
|w(n) · t(n, u, v)| p(λn, u, v) (5)
2) 2D Radon transform: Computation of the 2D Radon
transform of the weighted projection images g1, according to
g2(λn, μ, l) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt g1(λn, l cosμ−t sinμ, l sinμ+t cosμ).
(6)
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Fig. 4. Relative deviation of the cost function cRP from its ideal value for dejusts of selected geometry parameters (i.e. the lateral (u0) and axial (v0)
detector offset and the detector tilt (a), slant (b), and skew (c) as deﬁned in reference [8]). The x–axis of the plots shows a descretized number of dejust
steps, whereby 41 steps are used for each geometry parameter. The step size is individually chosen for each parameter to be the smallest precision that we
can reasonably achieve. This is Δu0 = 10% pixel width, Δv0 = 100% pixel height, Δa = 0.57◦, Δb = Δc = 0.11◦. Each curve is normalized separately
to ﬁt within a value range of 0..1 by application of an according offset and factor.
The function g2 is thus a sinogram–like representation of the
2D projection images.
3) Differentiation: Differentiation of the sinogram–
representation with respect to l.
g3(λn, μ, l) =
∂
∂l
g2(λn, μ, l) (7)
This ﬁnal function g3 then contains the announced redun-
dancies, which can now be utilized as follows:
We parameterise a plane Ω by the triple (λ, μ, l), i.e. using
a detector line and a source point s(λ) to specify Ω. In the vast
majority of cases, the same plane might be described using a
complementary triple (λˆ, μˆ, lˆ), with parameters depending on
Ω, and therefore given in long form as
λˆ = λˆ (Ω(λ, μ, l)) ,
μˆ = μˆ (Ω(λ, μ, l)) , and
lˆ = lˆ (Ω(λ, μ, l)) .
As discussed in reference [3] we can expect g3(λn, μ, l) =
g3(λˆ, μˆ, lˆ). However, while in reference [3], the authors nor-
malize the redundancy using a proper weighting function in
order to achieve accurate reconstruction results, we here intend
to utilize these redundancies for misalignment quantiﬁcation.
We therefore introduce a cost function that quantiﬁes data
inconsistency using redundant planes (RP):
cRP =
√√√√√N−1∑
n=0
π/2∑
μ=−π/2
Lmax∑
l=−Lmax
(g3(λn, μ, l)− g3(λˆ, μˆ, lˆ))2.
(8)
Note ﬁnally that the summation involves the fact that λ, μ,
and l are discretised quantities and that all planes for which
no complementary triple exists are excluded.
III. EXPERIMENTS
For a general proof–of–concept we have simulated a ﬂat
detector cone–beam CT scanner with a source–detector dis-
tance of D = 1000 mm and a source–object distance of
R = 500 mm. The detector has 256×256 pixel with a pitch of
2 mm and is ideally aligned such that a perpendicular through
the focal spot intersects the rotation axis. We have simulated
measurements using three different trajectories:
1) A full circular scan with 360 equianguarly distributed
projections,
2) a partial circle plus line (CPL) scan with 216 projections
on a circle segment of 216◦ and 114 projections on a
line which is perpendicular and symmetric to the plane
of rotation (line increment 8.7 mm), and
3) a helix scan with 960 projections using an angular
increment of 1◦ and an axial increment of 0.64 mm per
projection.
The simulated phantom consists of ﬁfty spheres with a diame-
ter of 10 mm that are randomly distributed within a cylinder of
256 mm diameter and 180 mm height. A projection image of
the ﬁfty–spheres–phantom is shown in ﬁgure 3. We evaluate
and plot the cost function value cRP as a function of dejusts
of different magnitude in each trajectory parameter.
After prooﬁng the general concept in the simulation study,
the cost function has been applied to twenty datasets of
different industrial cone–beam CT scanners. The datasets
include a stopwatch, a hearing aid device, a metal chain, a
vertebra, a computer mouse, and several electronic sensors
and circuit boards. For each dataset we have started with the
individual geometry that came with the dataset and varied the
(from our experience) most important geometrical parameters
(i.e. the lateral detector offset u0 and the detector slant b).
The cost function has been evaluated using each geometrical
conﬁguration and ﬁnally a reconstruction using the conﬁgura-
tion with the lowest cost function value has been performed.
For evaluation the reconstruction results have been visually
inspected. Thereby good image quality means that there are
no doubled structures, no obviously unsharp edges, and point–
like objects do not appear blurred or ring–like.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation study
Figure 4 shows the behavior of the cost function that we
obtained from our simulation experiments. For all trajectory
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(a) stopwatch inital (b) stopwatch optimized
(c) hearing aid device inital (d) hearing aid device optimized
(e) computer mouse inital (f) computer mouse optimized
Fig. 5. Selected industrial CT datasets before (left) and after (right) geometry
optimization. Top row: Stopwatch; center row: hearing aid device; bottom row:
computer mouse.
parameters we ﬁnd a strictly monotonic decrease of the cost
function value towards the optimum. The only exception is
the CPL trajectory, where the cost function additionally shows
local minima when applying a detector tilt (a). Note that the
CPL and the helix trajectories naturally include axial trunction
of the projection data. In the raw form of the cost function
presented here we have not used any algorithmic steps to
account for projection data truncation.
B. Industrial CT scans
We have found good image quality in 16 of the recon-
structed industrial datasets while four datasets appear to suffer
from misalignment after the correction with the proposed
cost function. Having a closer look into the rawdata of the
four cases, where the proposed cost function was not able to
quantify the rawdata misalignment correctly, shows that
• in one case a very high rawdata truncation might be the
reason,
• in one case the a parameter is the actual reason for the
misalignment (we optimize merely u0 and b),
• in one case the rawdata show very high jitter of the u0
value, which needs to be optimized for each projection
separately instead of globally, and
• in one case the optimization runs into a close local
minimum.
Note that industrial datasets generally suffer from projection
truncation in axial direction which arises from the specimen
holder. In addition to the specimen holder, a signiﬁcant axial
data truncation (caused by the object) appeared in twelve
datasets. Additionally, three of these twelve datasets have
shown signiﬁcant lateral data trunction.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We proposed a new rawdata redundancy criterion that
involves the 2D Radon domain of the acquired rawdata to
quantify CT rawdata inconsistencies and to ﬁnally correct for
geometrical misalignment.
Simulation experiments show that this cost function is able
to clearly identify the correct geometry of a CT dataset under
idealized simulation conditions. The simulations have also
shown that the method still converges to the correct geometry
if there are completely truncated projections part of the dataset.
Note that the helix trajectory was conﬁgured such that the ﬁrst
and the last projections are completely empty.
Experiments with twenty industrial cone–beam CT datasets
have shown the general applicability of the cost function to
real–world problems, however, further work is necessary in
order to increase its reliability. Further work will consider a
method to deal with truncated projections and to optimize the
projection matrix of each projection separately.
Disclaimer: The concepts and information presented in
this paper are based on research and are not commercially
available.
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A Translation-based Data Acquisition Method
for Industrial Computed Tomography:
Experimental Results
Tobias Scho¨n∗, Theobald Fuchs†, Kilian Dremel‡, Christian Reuß‡
Abstract—The translation-based data acquisition method is
taking advantage of the fact that variations of distance between
X-ray focal spot and detector will provide both different beam
angles and ray paths with respect to the object. Or, in other
words: the rotational movement is substituted by one or more
linear movements of the X-ray source towards the object under
inspection. We present the theoretical concept of this acquisition
scheme and show experimental results with real data.
Index Terms—keywords
I. INTRODUCTION
Most X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) systems which are
used in the ﬁeld of industrial non-destructive testing (NDT) or
in medical diagnostics are based on a more or less complete
rotation of the object. Alternatively, this can be achieved
by rotating the detector and the X-ray source around the
object. Typically, the CT systems use a fan-beam or cone-beam
geometry and acquire projection data from several hundreds up
to thousands of rotational directions by employing multi-row
or ﬂat-panel detectors.
However, there are numerous objects, mainly in NDT appli-
cations, which are desirable to be inspected by X-ray CT but
do not allow for a rotational movement. These are for example
very heavy or non portable objects which cannot be accessed
from all directions, for instance, a cable channel located tightly
inside the corner between the two walls of a building, see Fig.
1. Obviously, even if there is a chance to insert a ﬂat panel
detector behind the cable channel, a rotation of either the tube
and detector or the object itself is impossible. In this case,
the only way to obtain projections from different view angles,
which is essential for the reconstruction of CT slice images,
is to move the tube forward or backward towards the section
of interest of the object.
Supposably, several test situations could be possible in
industrial inspection and safety control for the translational CT
technique. But although an application in medical diagnostics
seems to be possible. A rudimental approach of our method
is already proposed by Yamato and Nakahama [1] who show
an application in dental radiology.
At ﬁrst, this article presents the theoretically concept of
translational data acquisition. Afterward, the concept is veri-
ﬁed by real data which are acquired by an experimental setup
at an industrial CT system.
Fig. 1. A tube located close to a wall. Although it is feasible to insert a
sensor into the gap between the object and the wall, the object is inaccessible
to the conventional 180◦ view angle data acquisition by rotating an X-ray
source and a detector.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The translational data acquisition scheme [2], [3] is based
on a linear, translational-only movement of the X-ray source.
Figure 2 describes the geometry for a 2-D CT. The x-y-
coordinate system is ﬁxed with the object which is located
within a circular ﬁeld of measurement (FoM) with radius rM .
The origin of the x-y-coordinate system is set in the center
of FoM. The positive direction of the x-axis is directed to the
right and positive direction of the y-axis to the top.
Given a certain distance from the source position xn to the
center of FoM, each detector position deﬁnes a different ray
angle θ with respect to the object. The t-coordinate describes
the shortest distance from the ray to the center of FoM.
The ray hitting the detector at exactly 90◦ is referred as
the central ray of the X-ray source. Thus, the central ray is
deliberately shifted to the edge of the FoM. dS is the maximum
distance from the source to the edge of rM . yD is the distance
from the central ray of the X-ray source to a ﬁxed detector
position. The translational movement of the source is executed
parallel to the x-axis. The detector is aligned parallel to the
y-axis.
In a 2-D plane each single ray can be deﬁned by the
two parameters t, θ and mathematically described by the two
equations:
θ = arctan
(
yD
xn + xD
)
, (1)
t = xn sin θ − rM cos θ, (2)
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the basic principle of the translational CT data acquisition
method: By changing the source position the angle θ of the ray measured at
a ﬁxed detector position changes accordingly.
where xn (n = 0, · · · , N − 1) is the distance from a certain
source position to the center of the FoM and xD is the distance
from the detector to the center of the FoM. N is the number
of projections acquired by a translational movement of the
source.
By the two equations (1) and (2) the data range within
parallel beam t-θ-coordinate space which is covered by one
single translational movement can be determined (ﬁgure 3).
An equidistant sampling of source positions xn between
the source start point x0 and stop point xN−1 causes a very
irregular spacing of data points within t-θ-coordinate space
of the the sinogram, see also [3]. Therefore, we use an
heuristic approach for the sampling of the source position.
φ = arctan( θt ) is the angle of a projection data-set in the
t-θ-space. According to
φStart = arctan(x
−1
N−1 π/2),
φEnd = arctan(x
−1
0 π/2),
Δφ =
1
N − 1 (φEnd − φStart) ,
xn = π/2 cot(φEnd − n ∗Δφ), (3)
with n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, a regular distribution of the data
points in the t-θ-space acquired by a single translation is
achieved, see ﬁgure 3.
Only a a small part of the full 180◦ parallel beam angular
range can be ﬁlled by a single translational movement of the
source, see ﬁgure 3. Already, in case of an inﬁnite detector
size and an inﬁnite translational axis of the source only about
one quarter of the sinogram can be ﬁlled up. Therefore, we
expect that image quality is not adequate for applications in
industrial CT using only one single translational movement
because of the limited angular range. In order to improve
the image quality we combine several translational movements
(see ﬁgure 9-11, the source moves along the marked red line,
the linear detector array is marked with green):
a) Translational data acquisition scheme based on two or-
thogonal translations along lines tangential to the FoM,
which intersect behind the object (ﬁgure 9): 2T90.
b) Translational data acquisition scheme based on two
translations parallel to each other (ﬁgure 10): 2Tpar .
c) A combination of 2Tpar and 2T90 (ﬁgure 11):
2(2Tpar)90.
Fig. 3. The region within the parallel beam t-θ-coordinate space which
can be ﬁlled by a single translational movement of the source with the non-
equidistantly sampling (3). Each line depicts the data measured at one source
position. The red lines show the maximum possible information which can
be acquired by a detector of inﬁnite size and no limit on the translational
axis. The thick black lines show the data achieved by geometry parameters in
ﬁgure 5. 10 source positions are sampled according to formula (3) along the
maximum translational movement distance of the source dS . The parameter
t in (2) is normalized to [−1, 1].
All measurements were acquired by the cone beam sub-
μ CT system (ﬁgure 4) located at the Fraunhofer EZRT in
Fu¨rth, Germany. This system consists of an X-ray source, an
X-ray detector and a manipulator system for translational and
rotational movements of source, detector and object. The X-
ray source is a commercially tube (FXE 160, FeinFocus from
YXLON) with a transmission head. With a selected output
power less than 3 W , the size of focal spot is 1.9 μm. The
maximum bias voltage is 160 kV with a maximum target
output power of 15 W . The X-ray detector is a commercially
available ﬂat panel sensor (C9312SK-06, Hamamatsu) with
2464× 2048 pixel elements and 50× 50 μm2 pixel size.
Fig. 4. The experimental setup of the cone beam sub-μ CT system: The
start position before the ﬁrst projection (left) and the end position after the
last projection (right). The left image shows the test object for this article, the
right image shows another test object which is not used in this publication.
Figure 5 shows the geometry parameters for one transla-
tional movement of the source. The ratio detector size to
FoM is about 2.5, ratio translational distance to FoM is 6.
200 source positions per translation were acquired. In all
reconstruction images the non-equidistant sampling (3) was
used for the source positions xn, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. The
reconstructed matrix was 1232 × 1232 with a voxel size of
50 μm, so the diameter of the reconstructed slice is 6.16 cm.
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Fig. 5. Geometry parameters for a translational movement of the source:
The detector size is 12.32 cm, the radius of the FoM rM is 2.5 cm and the
distance detector to the center of the FoM xD = 3.75 cm. The start and stop
position of the source is marked with a red circle. The source start position
x0 has a distance of 3.55 to the FoM and the maximum translational distance
of the source is dS = 30 cm.
The used bias voltage was 80 kV and the exposure time 500
ms for all projections. For the gain correction separated gain
images without object were collected for all source positions.
Fig. 6. The intensity image without gain correction (left) and the gain image
without object (right) which is collected for all source positions and is used
for the gain correction. From top to bottom: Focus detector distance is 7.3,
8.8, 10.9 and 37.3 cm.
In contrast to the classical CT acquisition geometries, such
as circular or helical ct, the distance source to detector vary
a lot during the data acquisition of the translational CT. In
order to achieve an almost uniform unweakened intensity
in all projections, the tube current was adapted during the
translational movement of the source by the inverse square
law. Otherwise, with the geometry parameters in ﬁgure 5 the
intensity would be decrease by a factor of about 25. For the
ﬁrst source position the current was 3.3 μA.
Because of the completely different source to detector
distances between ﬁrst and last projection you recieve an
unequal behavior of the measured intensity which typically
does not occur in classical CT acquisition geometries. Figure
Fig. 7. Line proﬁles of the intensity images without gain correction (top,
see left hand side of ﬁgure 6) and of the gain images without object (bottom,
see right hand side of ﬁgure 6)
6 shows the intensity images without gain correction (left
hand side) and gain images without object (right) for four
different source positions: 7.3, 8.8, 10.9 and 37.3 cm. The line
proﬁles of these images are depicted in ﬁgure 7. For the source
positions close to the detector (see e.g. black line in ﬁgure
7) you receive a strongly decrease between the intensities
measured by the central ray and the intensities measured by
the ray hitting the opposite side of the detector. In contrast to
this the intensities measured at the end position (see purple
line in ﬁgure 7 are clearly more homogeneous.
III. RESULTS
Out test object consists of 5 cylinders made of PVC, see
ﬁgure 8 (left hand side). The sinogram of the measured pro-
jections of the central detector row acquired by the geometry
2(2Tpar)90 is visualized in ﬁgure 8 (right hand side).
Fig. 8. Left: Cylindrical test phantom consisting of PVC(left) (diameter of
the outer cylinder is 5 cm, wall thickness is 2 mm and wall distance 3 mm).
Right: The measured sinogram of the central detector row acquired by the
geometry 2(2Tpar)90 (gain and offset corrected).
For all images the same standard SART reconstruction [4]
with ﬁve iterations was applied to all data-sets and no a-
prior information was utilized. All reconstruction images are
displayed with the grey scale [0.0; 1.1].
The simulation results in [3] illustrate that the image quality
obtained by a single translation is not appropriate for typical
applications in industrial CT. Therefore, we present reconstruc-
tions of real data for the three data acquisition schemes: 2T90
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Fig. 9. Translational data acquisition scheme based on two orthogonal
translations of the source (left) and the reconstruction of the central slice
(right, grey scale [0.0; 1.1]). This method is denoted as ”Two translations 90
degree” (2T90).
Fig. 10. Translational data acquisition scheme based on two translations
parallel to each other (left) and the reconstruction of the central slice (right,
grey scale [0.0; 1.1]. This method is called as 2Tpar.
(ﬁgure 9), 2Tpar (ﬁgure 10) and 2(2Tpar)-90 (ﬁgure 11). In
all images the central slice is reconstructed. Line proﬁles of
the central row and column with all three translational data
acquisition schemes are depicted in ﬁgure 12.
In agreement with the expectations, the reconstructed im-
ages by translational CT are distorted by artifacts in a very dif-
ferent and locally dependent way. The quality of the resulting
images depends on the position within the image and therefore
noise level as well as spatial resolution may vary strongly
within the same reconstructed slice, see the line proﬁles in
ﬁgure 12.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed results with real data of a new method for CT
data acquisition, which requires almost no rotational move-
ment of the system, respectively the object. The simulation
Fig. 11. A combination of 2T-par and 2T-90 (left) and the reconstruction
of the central slice (right, grey scale [0.0; 1.1]. This acquisition scheme is
denoted as 2Tpar 2(2Tpar)-90.
Fig. 12. Line proﬁle of the central row (top) and central column (bottom)
of the reconstructed images in ﬁgure 9, 10 and 11.
results of the Translational X-ray Computed Tomography in
[3] could be veriﬁed by real data. We have shown that imaging
of sections with Translational CT is feasible.
Concluding, substituting the rotational movements by linear
movements of the source towards or away from the object
allows for reconstructing images with adequate quality. Nev-
ertheless, the image quality achieved by Translational CT is
worse compared to a complete 180◦ parallel beam data set.
Future efforts will be made in improving the quality of the
translational CT reconstructions by exploring several ways:
The imaging characteristics of the translational data acquisi-
tion schemes with cone-beam geometry will be evaluated.
Real data will be acquired with a speciﬁc test specimen
to analyze the image quality more thoroughly. This have to
be done locally since the images with translational CT are
distorted by artifacts in a very different and locally dependent
way.
Last but not least, we are looking for an industrial partner
to realize the concept of translational data acquisition on the
basis of a real testing situation or an inspection problem.
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,,, (;3(5,0(176$1'5(68/76
7KHH[SHULPHQWDOVHWXSXVHGWRLPDJHIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VKDV
EHHQ GHYHORSHG >@  7KH FRGHG DSHUWXUH LPDJLQJ V\VWHP
GHVFULEHGLQ>@ LQFRUSRUDWHVDVTXDUHPPWKLFN7DQWDOXP
PDVN RI VL]H  PP WKDW LV DQ DUUDQJHPHQW RI  PP
KROHVLQ[17+7085$DQGIDEULFDWHGE\ODVHUPLOOLQJ
DVLWLVVHHQLQ)LJXUH7KHGHWHFWRUXVHGLVDQ$QGRU&&'
GHWHFWRURIDUUD\VL]HN[NZLWKDSL[HOVL]HRIPP7KH
GHWHFWRUGLPHQVLRQVDUHODUJHUWKDQWKRVHRIWKHPDVNVRWKDW
WKLVFRQILJXUDWLRQSURYLGHVD ODUJHU IXOO\FRGHG ILHOGRI YLHZ
)&)9)LJXUH LOOXVWUDWHV WKH FRQFHSWXDO VFKHPDWLF RI WKLV
H[SHULPHQWDO VHWXS ZKLFK LV GHVLJQHG IRU  PP UHVROXWLRQ
RYHU D ILHOG RI YLHZ )R9 RI  PP [  PP 7KH
VDPSOHDSHUWXUH DQG DSHUWXUHGHWHFWRU VSDFLQJ DUH ݀ଵ ൌ
͹Ͳ݉݉DQG݀ଶ ൌ ͶͲ݉݉UHVSHFWLYHO\










)LJXUH $PDJQLILHGSKRWRJUDSK RI WKH [17+7XVHG LQ WKH FRGHG
DSHUWXUH LPDJLQJ RI IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V ,W LV D VTXDUH PP WKLFN WDQWDOXP
PDVNRIVL]HPPWKDWKDVDQDUUDQJHPHQWRIPPKROHVGULOOHGE\D
ODVHUPLOOHU

7KHVDPSOHXVHGLQWKLVH[SHULPHQWLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH,W
FRQVLVWV RI HLJKW WKLQPDWHULDOV &U)H&X=Q*H=U0R
$J UDQJLQJ IURP  PP LQ VL]HV DQG  WR  PP LQ
WKLFNQHVVDQGZKLFKZHUHJOXHGRQDQ[UD\WUDQVSDUHQWWDSH
,WLVSODFHGZLWKLQWKHILHOGRIYLHZRIWKHV\VWHPDWDQDQJOH
RIRWRWKH[UD\VGLUHFWLRQDQGDWWKHGLVWDQFH݀ଵIURPWKH
FRGHG DSHUWXUH DQG ݀ ൌ ݀ଵ ൅ ݀ଶ IURP WKH GHWHFWRU 7KH
VDPSOHLVLUUDGLDWHGE\PRQRFKURPDWLFV\QFKURWURQ[UD\VDQG
WKH VWLPXODWHG IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V WKDW SDVV WKURXJK WKH
WUDQVSDUHQW SRVLWLRQV RI WKH FRGHG DSHUWXUH SDWWHUQ DUH
SURMHFWHG RQWR WKH GHWHFWRU IRUPLQJ D FRGHG LPDJH 7KHVH
PDWHULDOV ZHUH FKRVHQ EDVHG RQ WKHLU IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\
HQHUJLHV WR WHVW WKH FDSDELOLWLHV RI RXU FRGHG DSHUWXUH V\VWHP
IRUVFUHHQLQJDQGLPDJLQJGLIIHUHQWIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VHPLWWHG
IURPGLIIHUHQWPDWHULDOVDWGLIIHUHQW[UD\HQHUJLHV















)LJXUH  &RQFHSWXDO VFKHPDWLF RI WKH H[SHULPHQWDO VHWXS XVHG RI FRGHG
DSHUWXUH LPDJLQJIRUIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VHPLWWHGIURPVDPSOHZKHQLUUDGLDWHG
ZLWK[UD\V
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








6DPSOH
5HFRQVWUXFWHG
LPDJH
&RPSXWHU'HFRGLQJ
ଵ ଶ
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)LJXUH  5DGLRJUDSK\ LPDJH RI D VDPSOH ZKLFK FRQVLVWV RI VHYHUDO WKLQ
PHWDOV &U)H&X=Q*H=U0R$J WKDW HPLWWHG IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V 
.H9ZKHQLUUDGLDWHGE\WKHV\QFKURWURQUDGLDWLRQ

$W WKH[UD\PLFURWRPRJUDSK\%HDPOLQH $GYDQFHG
/LJKW 6RXUFH /DZUHQFH %HUNHOH\ 1DWLRQDO /DE WKH
PRQRFKURPDWLF V\QFKURWURQ[UD\VLOOXPLQDWHGWKHHLJKWWKLQ
PDWHULDOVZKLFKFDQHPLWDZLGHDQJXODUIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VRI
HQHUJLHV EHWZHHQ  DQG  NH9 JLYHQ DGHTXDWH H[FLWLQJ
IOXRUHVFHQFH [UD\ HQHUJ\ 7KHVH [UD\V SDVV WKURXJK WKH
WUDQVSDUHQWHOHPHQWVRI WKHFRGHGDSHUWXUHDQG IRUPDFRGHG
LPDJHRQWKHGHWHFWRUSODQDVLWLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHIRUWKH[
UD\HQHUJLHVRINH9DQGNH9UHVSHFWLYHO\

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







)LJXUH([DPSOHRIFRGHGLPDJHVZKHQWKHWHVWPDWHULDOVDUHLUUDGLDWHGZLWK
[UD\VRIDHQHUJ\NH9ENH9

7KH LPDJHV ZHUH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ FRQYROXWLQJ WKH FRGHG
LPDJHVDQG LWV FRUUHVSRQGLQJGHFRGLQJ IXQFWLRQVZKLFKZHUH
REWDLQHG E\ WKH PDVN GXSOLFDWLRQ DQWLPDVN GHULYDWLRQ
PDJQLILFDWLRQ DQG UHVFDOLQJ SURFHVV IROORZHG E\ WKH ))7
LQYHUVLRQ WHFKQLTXH)LJXUH VKRZVDOO UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV
RI IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V RI HQHUJ\ EHWZHHQ  DQG  NH9 WKDW
KDYH EHLQJ HPLWWHG IURP VHYHUDO PDWHULDOV ZKHQ LUUDGLDWHG
ZLWK[UD\V UDGLDWLRQRIGLIIHUHQWHQHUJLHV7DEOH LOOXVWUDWHG
WKH IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V HPLWWHG IURP HDFK PDWHULDO GHSHQGLQJ
RQ WKH [UD\V HQHUJLHV LUUDGLDWHG ZLWK )RU H[DPSOH DW [UD\
HQHUJ\RINH9RQO\H[FLWHV WKH&KURPLXPWULDQJOH WRHPLW
IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V ZKHUHDV DW  NH9 DOO PDWHULDOV RI WKH
PXOWLHOHPHQWVDPSOHHPLWWKHIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\V
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
)LJXUH   5HFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH RI IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V .H9 WKDW KDYH
EHLQJHPLWWHGIURPVHYHUDOPDWHULDOVZKHQLUUDGLDWHGZLWK[UD\VUDGLDWLRQD
NH9&UENH9&U)HFNH9&U)H&XGNH9&U)H
&XDQG=QHNH9&U)H&X=QDQG*HINH9&U)H&X=Q
*HDQG=UJNH9&U)H&X=Q*H=UDQG0RKNH9&U
)H&X=Q*H=U0R$J


;UD\V
NH9
&U )H &X =Q *H =U 0R $J
 [       
 [ [      
 [ [ [     
 [ [ [ [    
 [ [ [ [ [   
 [ [ [ [ [ [  
 [ [ [ [ [ [ [ 
 [ [ [ [ [ [ [ [

7DEOH5HSUHVHQWDWLRQRIIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VHPLWWHGIURPWHVWPDWHULDOVDVD
IXQFWLRQRIWKHV\QFKURWURQ[UD\VHQHUJLHV



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     
7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPDJHV DUH DEOH WR LPDJH DOO WKH
LQGLYLGXDOPHWDOVKDSHV6RPHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDUWLIDFWVUHPDLQ
LQWKHLPDJHVLQGLFDWLQJPRUHUHILQHPHQWLQWKHDOLJQPHQWDQG
FDOLEUDWLRQRIJHRPHWULFGLVWRUWLRQDUHQHHGHG7KHPRGXODWLRQ
WUDQVIHUIXQFWLRQ07)ZDVPHDVXUHGIURPWKHUHFRQVWUXFWHG
LPDJHV XVLQJ WKH VODQWHG HGJH PHWKRG DV LPSOHPHQWHG IRU
,PDJH->@















)LJXUH  0RGXODWLRQ WUDQVIHU IXQFWLRQ 07) DV D IXQFWLRQ RI F\FOHSL[HO
PHDVXUHG IURP WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHRI&KURPLXP WULDQJOH >LPDJH D RI
)LJXUH@

)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH07) RI WKH LPDJH D RI )LJXUH  DV D
IXQFWLRQ RI WKH F\FOHSL[HO 7KH LPDJH VKDUSQHVV LV FORVHO\
UHODWHG WR WKH VSDWLDO IUHTXHQF\ ZKHUH 07) LV  ,Q WKLV
LPDJH WKH RI WKH07) FRUUHVSRQGV WR  F\FOH SL[HO
7KH SL[HO VL]H RI WKH GHWHFWRU LV  PP WKXV WKH VSDWLDO
UHVROXWLRQLQWKLVGHFRGHGLPDJHLVDERXWaSL[HOVPPDW
07)7KLVUHVROXWLRQLVDSSUR[LPDWHO\HTXLYDOHQWWRWKDW
REWDLQHG IURP VLPSOH JHRPHWULF FRQVLGHUDWLRQV RI G G WKH
VL]HRIWKHDSHUWXUHVRIWKHPDVNDQG&&'SL[HOVL]H

,9 )8785('(9(/230(176
7KHDERYHUHVXOWVLQGLFDWHWKHLQLWLDOSURPLVHRIWKHWHFKQLTXH
7KH GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH WHFKQLTXH FDQ LQFOXGH WKH XVH RI DQ
HQHUJ\UHVROYLQJ&&'>@WRDOORZIRUHOHPHQWDOVSHFLDWLRQ
,PSURYHG VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ FDQ EH DFKLHYHG ZLWK VPDOOHU
FRGHGDSHUWXUHKROH VL]HDQG&&'SL[HO VL]H6HQVLWLYLW\FDQ
EHLPSURYHGE\FKDQJLQJWKHFXUUHQW17+7FRGHGSDWWHUQRI
RQO\RSHQDUHDWRD085$SDWWHUQRIRSHQDUHD$V
DQH[DPSOHRIWKHVHQVLWLYLW\RIWKHLQVWUXPHQWIRUH[DPSOHLQ
WKHFDVHRILUUDGLDWLQJDPVL]HGFRQWDPLQDQWRI8UDQLXP
LUUDGLDWHGZLWK[UD\VRIHQHUJ\NH9RIWKLVHQHUJ\LV
DEVRUEHG RI ZKLFK  LV UHLUUDGLDWHG LQ WKH IRUP RI /Į
IOXRUHVFHQW [UD\V*LYHQ D  RSHQ DUHD D085$ FRGHG
DSHUWXUH WKDW VXEWHQGV  VWHUDGLDQ DQG DFFHSWV  VWHUDGLDQ
7KH IOX[GHQVLW\DW WKH V\QFKURWURQ LV DURXQGaKȞVP
WKHPWKLFN8UDQLXPDEVRUEVaKȞDQGUHLUUDGLDWHV
aKȞVLQWRʌVWHUDGLDQ)OX[RQWKH&&'LVSUHGLFWHGWR
EHaKȞV$WD8UDQLXPFRQFHQWUDWLRQRIWKHIOX[
ZRXOG UHGXFH WRKȞV UHTXLULQJ VHYHUDOPLQXWHV WRFROOHFW
DQ LPDJH ' LPDJLQJ FDQ EH GHYHORSHG E\ VFDQQLQJ DQ
H[FLWLQJ;UD\VOLFHWKURXJKWKHVDPSOHEXLOGLQJXSWKHVDPSOH
IOXRUHVFHQW LPDJHV VHFWLRQ E\ VHFWLRQ ,Q WKLV ZD\ D '
HOHPHQWPDSFDQEHLPDJHGIURPZLWKLQVDPSOHV

9 &21&/86,21
7KH DOJRULWKPV >@ GHYHORSHG IRU WKH VHOIVXSSRUWHG FRGHG
DSHUWXUH SDWWHUQ RI WKH 1RQ 7ZR +ROHV 7RXFKLQJ 17+7
ZHUHXVHGWRUHFRQVWUXFWLPDJHVRIIOXRUHVFHQW[UD\VHPLWWHG
IURP GLIIHUHQW WHVW PDWHULDOV ZKHQ LUUDGLDWHG ZLWK [UD\V DW
GLIIHUHQW HQHUJLHV7KH FRGHSURGXFHG UHOLDEOH LPDJHVZLWK D
VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ RI a  PP ZKLFK LV DSSUR[LPDWHO\ WKDW
GHULYHG IURP VLPSOH JHRPHWULFDO FRQVLGHUDWLRQV 7KH
LQVWUXPHQW FDQ EH IXUWKHU GHYHORSHG WR LQFOXGH HOHPHQWDO
VSHFLDWLRQ E\ LQFOXGLQJ DQ HQHUJ\ UHVROYLQJ &&' >@
LPSURYHGVSDWLDOUHVROXWLRQE\WKHXVHRIVPDOOHUFRGHGKROHV
LPSURYHGVHQVLWLYLW\E\WKHXVHRI085$FRGHGDSHUWXUHVDQG
' LPDJLQJ E\ PHDQV RI VDPSOH LOOXPLQDWLRQ ZLWK [UD\
VOLFHV

9, $&.12:/('*(0(17
7KH $GYDQFHG /LJKW 6RXUFH LV VXSSRUWHG E\ WKH 'LUHFWRU
2IILFH RI 6FLHQFH 2IILFH RI %DVLF (QHUJ\ 6FLHQFHV RI WKH
86 'HSDUWPHQW RI (QHUJ\ XQGHU &RQWUDFW 1R '($&
&+


5()(5(1&(6
>@ .D]DFKNRY <X 3 6HPHQRY ' 6 DQG *RU\DFKHYD 1 3
³$SSOLFDWLRQ RI &RGHG $SHUWXUHV LQ 0HGLFDO JDPPDUD\ &DPHUDV´
,QVWUXP$QG([S7HFKQLTXHV
>@ &KHQ <: .LVKLPRWR .³7RPRJUDSK\ UHVROXWLRQ RI XQLIRUPO\
UHGXQGDQW DUUD\V FRGHG DSHUWXUH´ 5HY 6FL ,QVWUXP  

>@ $QGHUVRQ,60F*UHHY\5%LOKHX[+=(GV³1HXWURQ,PDJLQJ
DQG$SSOLFDWLRQV´6SULQJHU86,6%1
>@ 0HUW]/DQG<RXQJ12>3URF,QW&RQIRQ2SW@ ,QVWUXP7HFK
&KDSPDQDQG+DOO/RQGRQS
>@ &DUROL ( 6WHYHQ - % 'L&RFFR* 1DWDOXFFL / 6SL]]LFKLQR $
³&RGHG DSHUWXUH LPDJLQJ LQ[UD\ DQG*DPPDUD\$VWURQRP\´6SDFH
6FLHQFH5HYLHZV
>@ $+DERXE$$0DF'RZHOO60DUFKHVLQL'<3DUNLQVRQ&RGHG
DSHUWXUH LPDJLQJ IRU IOXRUHVFHQW[UD\V3URF63,($GYDQFHV LQ
;5D\(892SWLFV DQG&RPSRQHQWV9,,  2FWREHU  
GRL
>@ /LVD 3 &ROOHWWL DQG *HRUJH - +DYULOOD ³6SHFLPHQ 3UHSDUDWLRQ
OLPLWDWLRQV LQ WUDFH HOHPHQW DQDO\VLV TXDQWLILFDWLRQ XVLQJ PLFUR[UD\
IOXRUHVFHQFH´$GYDQFHVLQ;UD\$QDO\VLV
>@ 0LMWD &DUOHV DQG -DXPH (VFRIHW ³ 0HGLGD GH OD 07) HQ &DPHUDV
IRWRJUDILFDV GLJLWDOHV WK 5HXQLRQ 1DFLRQDO GH RSWLFD 8QLYHUVLGDG GH
&DQWDEULD6DQWDQGHU
>@ %RUHPDQ*OHQQ'0RGXODWLRQWUDQVIHUIXQFWLRQLQRSWLFDODQGHOHFWUR
RSWLFDOVXVWHPV´63,(3UHVV%HOOLQJKDP:DVKLQJWRQ
>@ 'RHULQJ ' &KXDQJ < ' $QGUHVHQ 1 &KRZ . &RQWDUDWR '
&XPPLQJV&'RPQLQJ(-RVHSK-3HSSHU-66PLWK%=L]ND
* )RUG & /HH : 6 :HDYHU 0 DWWKH\ / :HL]HRULFN -
+XVVDLQ = 'HQHV 3 ³'HYHORSPHQW RI D FRPSDFW IDVW&&' FDPHUD
DQG UHVRQDQW VRIW [UD\ VFDWWHULQJ HQG VWDWLRQ IRU WLPHUHVROYHG SXPS
SUREHH[SHULPHQWV´5HY6FL,QVWUXP
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Abstract—Photon counting detectors are expected to provide 
numerous advantages in x-ray imaging, including elimination of 
electronic noise, reduction of radiation dose, and spectral imaging 
capabilities. An example of such high-performance detectors is 
edge-on silicon-strip (Si-strip) detector array introduced in 
scanning slot mammography systems [1]. In this paper, we 
present one of the first realizations of volumetric CT imaging 
with this detector. While application of the technology in 
projection mammography is well underway, its application in CT 
is novel and challenging from the perspectives of both system 
design and reconstruction algorithm development. In particular, 
the detector consists of a sparse arrangement of line sensors with 
gaps between the sensors as large as 5 mm. Orbits combining 
rotational and translational motions are thus necessary to achieve 
coverage sufficient for CT imaging. Even with such orbits, the 
resulting sampling pattern is non-uniform in practical imaging 
scenarios that seek to minimize patient exposure and scan time, 
necessitating a reconstruction approach beyond conventional 
algorithms.  Iterative reconstruction approaches are known to 
optimally utilize all available projection data regardless of the 
sampling pattern and are usually more robust to under-sampling 
artifacts than conventional methods, pointing to such iterative 
methods as a natural choice for systems with sparse 
arrangements of radiation sensors. In light of these 
considerations, we have developed a bench-top photon counting 
CT system based on high-performance Si-strip detectors 
technology with capability for combined rotation-translation 
orbits and utilizing statistical iterative reconstruction to overcome 
sampling artifacts. This paper details the system design, 
optimization of source-detector scan orbits, performance of the 
reconstruction algorithm, and first image reconstructions of 
simple and anatomical phantoms, demonstrating the feasibility of 
photon-counting, volumetric CT with Si-strip edge-on detectors.   
 
Index Terms—Photon-counting Detectors, CT Reconstruction, 
Incomplete Sampling, Penalized-Likelihood Estimation, 
Extremities Imaging.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
The count rates achievable by currently available photon 
counting x-ray detectors (PCXDs) are approaching those 
required for x-ray CT imaging, spurring the development of 
prototype and bench-top photon counting CT systems [2-5]. 
Among the currently available photon counting detector 
technologies, Silicon strip sensors have entered clinical use in 
commercially available scanning-slot mammography systems. 
Adaptation of this relatively mature and high-performance 
PCXD technology to CT is compelling, but a number of 
challenging 3D image reconstruction and system engineering 
problems need to be addressed. Due to the detector geometry 
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and inability to fabricate silicon crystals of sufficiently large 
area coverage, the mammography detector consists of an array 
of line sensors separated by large gaps (up to 5 mm).  While 
this sampling pattern is perfectly appropriate in a scanned-slot 
mammography system by combining data acquired during 
motion of the scanning arm, achieving sufficient coverage and 
sampling for volumetric CT requires a dedicated optimization 
of the scanning orbit and reconstruction algorithm to the sparse 
sampling pattern of the detector. Model-based, iterative 
reconstruction algorithms are particularly well suited to such a 
complex detector layout, as such methods can account for 
arbitrary system geometry and scanning orbit and optimally 
use the available projection data through appropriate definition 
of the system matrix involved in the projection and 
backprojection. Iterative reconstruction is inherently more 
robust to sparse scanning patterns and exotic acquisition orbits, 
and its potential advantages for a sparse detector matrix has 
been indicated in earlier studies [6]. In the current work, we 
present a bench-top photon counting CT system based on a Si-
strip detector (Philips MicroDose, Solna, Sweden), investigate 
optimal acquisition orbits that minimize the effects of sparse 
detector sampling, and study the performance of iterative, 
statistical reconstruction in this imaging scenario.   
 
Fig. 1. (A) A photon counting Si-strip detector (developed for slot scan 
mammography) was used as a platform for photon-counting volumetric CT. 
The detector consists of an irregular, sparse array of Si-strip line sensors in 
edge-on configuration. The presence of significant detector gaps is challenging 
for conventional reconstruction algorithms and necessitates careful 
optimization of imaging orbits. (B) Experimental photon-counting CT bench 
with the Si-strip detector of (A) and a pulsed x-ray tube and motion stages 
allowing for combined rotation-translation scan orbits. (C) Top view of the 
PCXD bench with pertinent system dimensions. Note the half-fan imaging 
geometry.  
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II. METHODS 
A. Si-strip detector 
Figure 1 (A) illustrates the general design of the PCXD used 
in this work. The detector consists of an array of Si-strip line 
sensors with 50 Pm pixel pitch, arranged parallel to the long 
axis of the detector in edge-on configuration for increased 
capture efficiency [1, 7]. When used for CT imaging, the 
detector is mounted such that the line sensors are perpendicular 
to the axis of rotation [Figure 1 (B) and (C)], such that the long 
axis of the detector is identified as the “horizontal" axis, and 
the short axis is identified as the “vertical" axis. The line 
sensors are focused on the x-ray source along both detector 
axes and slightly angled to avoid interactions with dead areas 
on sensor edges. Due to the placement of readout electronics 
and the aforementioned tilt of the Si-strip sensors, the resulting 
coverage of the detector plane is sparse, with significant dead 
areas between the line sensors, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a 
small sub-region on the detector. There are a maximum of 21 
line segments along the short (vertical axis) of the detector 
with ~2.5 mm vertical separation between the segments. 
Horizontal distances between segments located in close 
vertical proximity are approximately 5 mm, noting that only a 
few line sensors present along a single horizontal slice. The 
total detector area is approximately 5x25 cm2 (vertical x 
horizontal) with ~100,000 active pixels  
 
B. Experimental bench and geometric calibration 
The CT imaging bench developed as a platform for the Si-
strip detector is shown in Figure 1 (B) and (C). A pulsed, fixed 
anode x-ray source (SourceRay, Ronkonkoma NY) and the 
photon counting detector are mounted on a rigid scanning arm 
to maintain geometric alignment and optimal detection 
efficiency with focused Si-strip detectors. The x-ray field of 
view of the detector in this geometry is a half-fan illustrated in 
Figure 1(C). The source-detector distance (SDD) is ~65 cm. 
The object is placed on a motorized rotating stage with the axis 
of rotation placed ~5 cm from the detector surface and laterally 
centered on the detector, resulting in ~10 cm axial Field-of-
View. Vertical translational motion of the object was obtained 
using a manual translation stage in initial studies. A 
combination of vertical advancement of the object (with x-rays 
off) and circular scan at each vertical step (x-rays on) was used 
to create the various rotation-translation orbits illustrated in 
Figure 2 and discussed below. The source was operated at 70 
kVp (+0.2 mm Cu, +2 mm Al) at 0.075 mAs per frame and 1 
fps (5 mA x 15 ms pulses). The bare beam detector exposure 
for these operating conditions was ~0.001 mGy/pulse, 
corresponding to bare beam signal of ~400 counts. All 
acquisitions were performed at 1o angular steps.  
Geometric calibration involved precise determination of the 
system SDD, horizontal coordinate of the projection of 
perpendicular ray on the detector, and location of the center of 
rotation with respect to the detector. The perpendicular ray is 
vertically centered at the detector through mechanical 
construction of the scan arm. Because of the sparse detector 
sampling pattern, typical geometric calibration phantoms with 
sets of   metal BBs are not well suited for this system. Instead, 
a phantom with two thin wires perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation was constructed. Sinograms of the two wires were 
extracted by vertically summing projection data for multiple 
line sensors to yield complete sampling of the wire motion. 
Geometric calibration parameters were found through a fit to 
the wire sinograms by means of a Nelder-Mead simplex 
algorithm. Ongoing work involves extending this approach to 
all geometric degrees of freedom of the system, including 
simultaneous determination of system geometry and exact 
position of each of the line sensors, which may be slightly 
misaligned compared to their design locations.    
C. Acquisition orbits 
 
Fig. 2. Top: Detector readout (sensitivity) pattern for a small sub-region of the 
detector with active detector elements marked in white. Below: object 
sampling patterns (back-projection of the detector sensitivity pattern) over a 
~80x80x15 mm3 volume centered on the axis of rotation are shown for four 
scan orbits considered in this study: a single 360o rotation, a set of six 
staggered 180o rotations with 0.5 mm vertical increment, a set of six staggered 
270o rotations with 0.5 mm vertical increment, and a set of six staggered 360o 
rotations with 0.5 mm vertical increment. 
 
The extremely sparse detector sampling pattern illustrated in 
Figures 1 and 2 does not yield sufficient sampling of the object 
to enable volumetric reconstruction by conventional means. A 
relatively straightforward approach for improving volumetric 
sampling is to combine vertical motion of the object with axial 
circular scanning. Due to the irregular arrangement of line 
sensors, it is difficult to theoretically predict the optimal 
imaging orbit. A number of orbits have therefore been studied 
in simulation and investigated experimentally on the imaging 
bench. These include a single axial circular acquisition 
(denoted 1x360o), and three rotation-translation orbits 
consisting of 6 staggered axial scans separated by a 0.5 mm 
vertical translation of the object. These orbits differed in the 
range of the axial scans, including a set of 180o scans (denoted 
6x180o), a set of 270o scans (denoted 6x270o), and a set of full 
circular scans (denoted 6x360o). While the system is ultimately 
likely to employ a spiral acquisition orbit, the examples 
considered here provide valuable insight into the complexities 
of object sampling and reconstruction performance for sparse 
detector arrays such as the Si-strip detector. 
 
D. Iterative statistical reconstruction for sparse detector 
configurations 
The complexities of the object sampling pattern of the Si-
strip PCXD are potentially challenging for analytical 
reconstruction and would likely require design of a specialized 
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analytical inversion formula. Iterative reconstruction 
inherently accounts for an arbitrary system geometry through 
the use of an appropriate system matrix in the forward- and 
back-projection process, and is thus more amenable to exotic 
scanning geometries and sampling patterns. In this work, an 
iterative, statistical reconstruction (SR) algorithm was used 
analogous to that of Erdogan and Fessler [8]. The algorithm’s 
objective function is based on Poisson likelihood for 
monoenergetic x-ray CT: 
  0 0( ; ) log
i il l
i i i
i
L y y I e I eP   ¦  (1)  
where P is the reconstructed attenuation and y is the vector of 
all measured projection values (thus the index i runs through 
all detector pixels at all orbital steps). The projection integral 
through volume P corresponding to measurement i is denoted 
as li, and I0i is the bare beam signal for measurement i. 
Reconstruction is obtained by maximizing the following 
objective: 
ˆ argmax ( ; ) ( )L y RPP P E P       (2) 
where R(P) is a regularization (penalty) term. In our model, the 
regions of the detector corresponding to gaps in coverage are 
modelled as pixels with zero counts in the bare beam (I0i). 
Those areas are thus included in the system model, simplifying 
the computation of the projection matrix, but are assigned a 
low weight by the reconstruction algorithm. The algorithm 
thus relies more strongly on regularization in areas 
corresponding to measurements that fell into the gaps. 
Projection and back-projection operations needed to solve Eq. 
(2) were performed using an in-house GPU-implementation of 
the separable footprint projector of [9].  Reconstruction in each 
case was performed with a voxel size of 0.2x0.2x0.5 mm3, and 
the reconstruction volumes were centered on the axis of 
rotation of the object stage. A total of 50 iterations of SR was 
used with 30 subsets. 
 
III. RESULTS 
 Figure 2 illustrates the object sampling pattern for each of 
the orbits considered in the experiments. The sampling patterns 
were obtained by back-projecting a mask consisting of pixels 
of value 1 in the regions corresponding to line sensors and of 
value of 0 in the gaps. Object sampling in the case of a single 
circular scan is highly discontinuous, and many voxels are not 
traveresed by any rays. This indicates the need to  extened 
beyond a single circular scan toward a  rotation-translation 
acquisition. While the orbits consisting of such staggered axial 
scans indeed show improvement in overall object sampling, a 
strong dependece of the sampling on the angular range of the 
axial scans is observed.  The size of the undersampled regions 
of the volume diminishes with increased angular coverage, but 
even the 6x360o orbit exhibits  some areas of poor sampling 
and strong non-uniformity in the density of rays traversing the 
volume. The effects of sampling denisty on the quality  of 
images obtained with SR is illustrated in Fig. 3. A hexagonal-
cylindrical water phantom (~8 cm diameter) containing two 
tissue-mimicking inserts (bone and adipose, Gammex RMI, 
Madison WI) and a Cu wire was scanned. The reconstruction 
used a quadratic penalty with  E=5, and the reconstructed 
volume was 80x80x15 mm3. The two axial slices shown in 
Fig. 3 for each of the acquisitions correspond to the two slices 
through the object sampling pattern exposed in Fig. 2. For the 
1x360o orbit, the slice at z=5 mm has both a region that is 
partly sampled, and a central area  that  is not sampled. The 
resulting reconstruction has a smooth region in the area 
corresponding to the lack of sampling, where regularization 
fills in the gap in coverage, and a noisier region where 
projection data was available. For the slice at 7.5 mm and the 
1x360o acquisition, no samples were avilable, and the smooth 
 
Fig. 3. Reconstructions of a water phantom with two tissue-mimicking inserts and an angled copper wire for the four orbits defined in Fig. 2. All images were 
obtained at 70 kVp and 0.075 mAs per frame. Two axial slices corresponding to the two slices through the object sampling pattern shown in Fig. 2 are 
displayed, along with a sagittal slice through the wire in the vertical strip inset on the right of each case. Regions of reduced sampling are largely filled by 
regularization from neighboring slices and voxels, yielding a blurry appearance in the reconstruction. Combined rotation-translation orbits involving 
staggered circular scans at broad angular range allow this sparse detector configuration to minimize image artifacts arising from sampling effects. 
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reconstruction appearance comes again from regularization 
filling in the gap with data from neighboring slices with better 
coverage.  The sampling greatly improves for staggered 
circular scans, as observed both in the axial and sagittal slices 
through the reconstruction. However, even the reconstruction 
for the 6x270o orbit exhibits significant areas indicative of 
heavy reliance on the regularizer, corresposponding to poor 
object sampling by the sparse detector array. There is a clear 
benefit from employing a  6x360o  orbit consisting of full 
circular scans at each vertical location. 
In Fig. 4, a 3D image reconstruction of a hand phantom 
(consisting of cadaveric wrist and hand bones embedded in 
tissue-equivalent plastic) is shown for a 6x360o acquisition. A 
total-variation (TV) penalty with E=0.1 was employed. The 
field of view was 80x80x25 mm3. Variations in cortical 
thickness can be appreciated, and the trabecular structure is 
discernible, indicating the potential for adequate imaging 
performance in realistic scenarios for this early prototype 
system. Residual artifacts and loss of spatial resolution are 
attributed to - aside from the complexities of sampling patterns 
described above - further refinement required in geometric 
calibration to account for small spatial variations in detector 
tiling. 
 
Fig. 4. Reconstructions of an anthropomorphic hand phantom with a cadaveric 
human skeleton in tissue-equivalent plastic.  Images were reconstructed using 
statistical reconstruction with a total variation penalty from a set of six 
staggered circular scans (70 kVp, 0.075 mAs per frame). Axial and coronal 
slices are shown, illustrating image quality characteristics of the initial 
platform configuration for photon counting CT. 
 
IV. DISCUSSION 
 The results demonstrate the feasibility of volumetric CT 
imaging using a photon counting Si-strip detector with sparse, 
irregular detector sampling. The challenging sampling pattern 
of this detector configuration was addressed through 
implementation of rotation-translation acquisition orbits and 
the use of iterative reconstruction methods. The ability to 
readily incorporate arbitrary system geometries and correctly 
handle zero-count data (corresponding to detector gaps) in 
iterative reconstruction was crucial in enabling CT imaging on 
this platform. Artifacts associated with undersampled (or un-
sampled) regions of the detector were reduced or eliminated 
with the iterative reconstruction approach, but images 
exhibited blur associated with strong regularization the gap 
regions. Undersampled regions in the volume resulted in a sub-
optimal image appearance, mainly in the form of regions of 
heavy regularization. This indicates that careful design of 
imaging orbits to provide more complete sampling patterns is 
necessary, with iterative reconstruction providing the 
capability to readily handle even very complex scan 
trajectories. Ongoing work includes investigation of object 
sampling in spiral acquisition, orbit optimization with respect 
to dose and scan time, and refinement of system geometry. 
Detailed models of detector physics are being developed for 
inclusion in statistical reconstruction system models. The 
benchtop provides a valuable platform for investigating 
advanced reconstruction techniques for systems with 
irregularly sampled acquisition patterns as well as a test-bed 
for applications and performance evaluation in spectral CT. 
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Abstract—The augmented Lagrangian (AL) method (and its
closely related cousin, the alternating direction method of mul-
tipliers, or in short, ADMM) is a powerful technique for solving
ill-posed inverse problems using variable splitting. In this paper,
inspired by the convergence analysis of a simpliﬁed CT prob-
lem with Tikhonov regularization, we focused on the diagonal
preconditioned AL method, where the step size of each entry
of the split variable is proportional to the statistical weighting
in the penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) formulation. To
solve the inner minimization problem efﬁciently, we used the
ordered-subsets (OS) algorithm due to its fast convergence rate in
early iterations. By combining AL method with OS, experimental
results show that the standard OS algorithm can be accelerated
remarkably.
I. INTRODUCTION
The augmented Lagrangian (AL) method [1] has drawn
more attention recently due to its scalability, simplicity, and
fast convergence property. In the ﬁeld of total-variation (TV)
denoising and compressed sensing, the AL method is used to
split a nonsmooth term, such as the TV-norm and 1-norm,
in the variational formulation, yielding a subproblem that has
a closed-form solution or can be solved almost exactly [2].
In the ﬁeld of statistical X-ray computed tomography (CT)
image reconstruction, the AL method is also used to separate
the statistical weighting matrix (which has huge dynamic
range) to make the inner least squares problem much easier
to precondition [3]. Aside from the standard AL method,
many extensions and variations have been proposed to further
accelerate convergence. A survey can be found in [4].
One variation of the AL method is to precondition the 2
penalty term in the augmented Lagrangian by some positive
deﬁnite matrix G. For example, when G is a diagonal matrix
with positive diagonal entries, we penalize each entry in the
split variable differently, which means we can have larger
steps for those entries that are still far from the solution by
increasing the penalty. However, such a diagonal matrix is
seldom used in practice because the diagonal preconditioning
matrix sometimes can ruin the opportunity to exploit fast
computation such as FFT and PCG for the inner problem in
the AL method.
In statistical X-ray CT image reconstruction, the image
reconstruction is usually formulated as a PWLS problem,
and the ordered-subsets (OS) algorithm [5] can be used to
accelerate its convergence in early iterations by a factor of M ,
the number of subsets. This M -time acceleration comes from
the “subset balance condition” by grouping the projections into
M ordered subsets and updating the image incrementally using
the M subset gradients. Although the standard OS algorithm
approaches some limit cycle eventually because of its incre-
mental gradient descent structure, the M -time acceleration of
solving a PWLS problem is still very promising for the AL
method with inexact updates. In this paper, we ﬁrst study the
convergence of a simple quadratic PWLS problem using a
general AL method to get intuition about how to choose the
diagonal preconditioning matrix. Then, we relax the choice
of preconditioned matrix by a scaling factor, apply it to the
statistical X-ray CT image reconstruction problem, and solve
the inner constrained PWLS problem by using the standard
OS algorithm.
II. METHOD
To describe our proposed algorithm more clearly, we ﬁrst
deﬁne the statistically weighted CT reconstruction problem as
follows:
xˆ ∈ argmin
x∈Ω
{
1
2
‖y −Ax‖2
W
+ R(x)
}
, (1)
where y is the noisy post-logarithm sinogram, A is the
system matrix of a CT scan, W is a diagonal weighting
matrix accounting for measurement variance, R is an edge-
preserving regularizer, and Ω is some convex set such as a
box constraint on the solution. Instead of solving it directly
using, for example, projected gradient descent method, we will
focus on solving an equivalent constrained problem. That is,
we are going to solve:
(xˆ, uˆ) ∈ argmin
x∈Ω,u
{
1
2
‖y − u‖2
W
+ R(x)
}
s.t. u = Ax , (2)
or equivalently, we must ﬁnd a saddle point of the correspond-
ing augmented Lagrangian of (2):
LA(x,u,d) 
1
2
‖y − u‖2
W
+ R(x) + ιΩ(x) +
1
2
‖Ax− u− d‖2
G
, (3)
where ιΩ is the characteristic function of set Ω, d is the scaled
dual variable of u, and G is some positive deﬁnite matrix, e.g.,
G = ηI with η > 0. This problem can be solved by using the
alternating direction method. In other words, we will minimize
LA with respect to x and u alternatively followed by a gradient
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ascent of d, and the iterates will be:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
x(j+1) ∈ argmin
x∈Ω
{
1
2
∥∥(u(j) + d(j))−Ax∥∥2
G
+ R(x)
}
u(j+1) = (W +G)
−1
(
Wy +G
(
Ax(j+1) − d(j)
))
d(j+1) = d(j) −Ax(j+1) + u(j+1) .
(4)
A. Analysis of CT problem with Tikhonov regularization
To simplify the convergence rate analysis of the proposed
algorithm, we ﬁrst assume that R(x) = α2 ‖Cx‖22, and Ω is
the entire space, where C is the ﬁnite difference matrix. Then,
the iterates in (4) have closed-from expressions, and by doing
some simple calculations, we can show that u(j) converges
to A (A′WA+ αC′C)−1A′Wy = Axˆ unconditionally and
linearly with rate
ρ
(
(W +G)
−1
(GAF+W)
)
, (5)
where ρ(K) denotes the spectral radius of matrix K, and
F  (A′GA+ αC′C)−1A′ (G−W) . (6)
Although there is no simple way to express the convergence
rate in (5) using G, one fairly good choice of G is G = W,
thus leading to spectral radius of 1/2, which is quite fast.
However, if we set G to be W, then the x subproblem is
the original weighted CT problem with a different sinogram.
In other words, the inner problem is as hard as the original
problem itself, and we would gain nothing from the AL
method.
B. Diagonal preconditioned AL method for CT problem
To gain something from the AL method, we must add
one more degree of freedom. In this paper, we consider the
preconditioning matrix G = ηW with η > 0, and the resulting
iterates become:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
x(j+1) ∈ argmin
x∈Ω
{
1
2
∥∥(u(j) + d(j))−Ax∥∥2
W
+ η−1R(x)
}
u(j+1) = 11+η
(
y + η
(
Ax(j+1) − d(j)
))
d(j+1) = d(j) −Ax(j+1) + u(j+1) .
(7)
Intuitively, this approach penalizes the more important line
integrals more, thus leading to larger step sizes for those rays.
By solving the last two equations in (7), we can get the identity
ηd(j+1) = y − u(j+1) . (8)
Substituting (8) into (7), the ﬁnal iterates are:⎧⎨
⎩
x(j+1) ∈ argmin
x∈Ω
{
1
2
∥∥z(j) −Ax∥∥2
W
+ η−1R(x)
}
u(j+1) = 11+η
(
u(j) + ηAx(j+1)
)
,
(9)
where z(j)  η−1y+
(
1− η−1)u(j). As can be seen from (9),
the x subproblem is a weighted CT problem with an updated
sinogram and a scaled regularizer.
To implement the proposed diagonal preconditioned AL
method, we need a method to solve the inner weighted CT
problem in (9). The OS algorithm is a good candidate here
because it is usually fast in early iterations, and it is very easy
to impose box constraints on the inner problem. Note that,
when η is equal to one, the x subproblem is exactly the same
as the original problem, and the iterates reduce to the standard
OS algorithm. Intuitively, if we use a noisy FBP reconstruction
as the initial guess and if we expect that the converged image
should be less noisy, then we would like to choose a small η
so the x iterate is more regularized. In general, we choose η
to be between 0.3 and 1 so that we will not regularize x too
much (η < 0.3) or too little (η > 1).
C. Practical implementation and discussion
Although (9) outlines the proposed algorithm, we usually do
not implement the algorithm exactly in that way. According to
the convergence theorem of ADMM methods [6, Theorem 8],
it sufﬁces for the errors of the inner minimization problems
to be absolutely summable. Therefore, to try to improve the
convergence behavior of our AL method, we run multiple OS
iterations to reﬁne x before updating the split variable u. The
practical algorithm should be as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
x(j+1) = OS1M
(
x(j); 12
∥∥z(j) −Ax∥∥2
W
+ η−1R(x) ,Ω
)
u(j+1) =
{
u(j) , if mod(j+1, P ) = 0
1
1+η
(
u(j) + ηAx(j+1)
)
, otherwise ,
(10)
where OSnM (x0; Ψ, C) denotes n iterations (M sub-iterations
per iteration) of the OS algorithm with initial guess x0, cost
function Ψ, and constraint set C, and P is the period of the
split variable update. Furthermore, to minimize the error of
x subproblem (at least for early iterations), we have to take
advantage of the M -time acceleration of the OS algorithm,
so the number of subsets should be large enough. However,
using more subsets leads to a “larger” limit cycle, which will
accelerate the error accumulation.
One could also accelerate the standard OS algorithm by
starting from a larger regularization parameter (assuming the
initial guess is noisy) and decreasing it gradually to one as the
algorithm proceeds. The beneﬁt of our proposed algorithm is
that, thanks to the AL method, we do not have to use such
continuation of the regularization parameter for convergence.
Note that since the OS algorithm itself does not converge,
instead of decreasing the regularization parameter (or η), we
would reduce the number of subsets and increase the period
of split variable update to achieve convergence in practice.
III. RESULT
In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithm using
a patient helical CT scan. To investigate the effects of η (the
AL penalty parameter) and P (the update period), we consider
three different AL penalty parameters (0.3, 0.5, and 0.7) and
three different update periods (1, 5, and 10) in our experiment.
The number of subsets is set to be 41. The standard OS
algorithm is the baseline method. Note that each split variable
update requires one “extra” forward projection compared to
the standard OS algorithm. To have a fair comparison, we
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FBP OS−SQS−41 (50) AL−OS−41−0.5−1 (33) AL−OS−41−0.5−5 (45)
AL−OS−41−0.5−10 (47) AL−OS−41−0.7−5 (45) AL−OS−41−0.3−5 (45) Converged
800
900
1000
1100
1200
Fig. 1: Cropped images from the central slice of the reconstructed patient helical CT scan, where FBP denotes the FBP
reconstruction, OS-SQS-M denotes the standard OS algorithm with M subsets, and AL-OS-M -η-P denotes the proposed
algorithm with M subsets, the AL penalty parameter η, and the update period P . Numbers in parentheses show the number of
iterations of each algorithm so that the total number of forward/back-projections is approximately 100. The AL-OS-41-0.3-5
result after 45 iterations is very similar to the converged image, whereas the other images exhibit residual streak artifacts for
the same computation time.
plot the root mean square (RMS) difference between the
reconstructed image and the converged reconstruction as a
function of the number of iterations and the number of
forward/back-projections (assuming that Ax and A′y have the
same computational complexity). Lastly, since the test helical
scan contains gain ﬂuctuations [7], we include blind gain
correction [8] in all of our reconstruction algorithms. With this
correction, the weighting matrix W and the preconditioning
matrix G are diagonal plus a rank-1 matrix rather than pure
diagonal, which is a simple extension of the proposed diagonal
preconditioned AL method.
Figure 1 shows the initial noisy FBP image, the recon-
structed images after about 100 forward/back-projections of
the standard OS algorithm and the proposed algorithm using
different values of η and P , and the converged image. As
can be seen in Figure 1, the shading artifacts due to gain
ﬂuctuations are largely suppressed, and the proposed algorithm
with all conﬁgurations outperforms the standard OS algorithm
in image quality, especially for smaller η and larger P .
Figure 2 shows the convergence rate curves of the proposed
algorithm with different values of P for the case η = 0.5,
where OS-SQS-M denotes the standard OS algorithm with M
subsets, and AL-OS-M -η-P denotes the proposed algorithm
with M subsets, the AL penalty parameter η, and the update
period P . As can be seen in Figure 2, the proposed algorithm
with update period P = 10 converges much faster than the
standard OS algorithm. There are sharp drops in the RMS
difference when the split variable is updated, especially for
larger P and in earlier iterations. This kind of acceleration
diminishes as the algorithm proceeds because the speedup of
OS algorithm saturates. To have more acceleration, we would
need to either increase P or decrease M to solve the inner
minimization problem in (9) more accurately.
Figure 3 shows the convergence rate curves of the proposed
algorithm with different values of η for the case P = 5, where
the naming convention is the same as in Figure 2. Note that the
standard OS algorithm is just a special case of the proposed
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Fig. 2: RMS differences between the reconstructed image and
the converged reconstruction as a function of (a) the number
of iterations and (b) the number of forward/back-projections
with different values of the update period P .
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Fig. 3: RMS differences between the reconstructed image and
the converged reconstruction as a function of (a) the number
of iterations and (b) the number of forward/back-projections
with different values of the AL penalty parameter η.
algorithm when η = 1. In this case, the value of P does not
matter because z(j) in (10) is independent of u(j). As can
be seen in Figure 3, the convergence rate curve converges
to the curve of the standard OS algorithm as η approaches
to unity. Smaller η shows faster convergence rate because
the converged image is smooth and edge-preserved; however,
when η is too small, for example, when η = 0.3, we can
see the problem (sharp increase in RMS difference) of over-
regularization in early iterations since the inner minimization
problem is too different from the original problem. When the
inner minimization problem is solved properly, i.e., smaller
error due to larger P or M , this “misdirection” can be
corrected by split variable updates, for example, the purple
curves in Figure 3. Furthermore, although we consider only
the standard OS algorithm in this paper, any fast variation of
the OS algorithm, e.g., [9] and [10], can be applied to the
proposed diagonal preconditioned AL method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed to combine the AL method
with OS. Inspired by the convergence analysis of the AL
method for quadratic PWLS problems, we focused on a
diagonal preconditioning matrix G that is proportional to the
statistical weighting matrix W. Experimental results show that
the proposed algorithm accelerated the standard OS algorithm
remarkably and provides a degree of freedom to ﬁne tune the
convergence rate. As possible future work, we will investigate
different splits in the proposed diagonal preconditioned AL
method. In addition, we are also interested in combining, for
example, the frequency analysis of the AL method with tuning
the AL penalty parameter η.
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1Sparse shift-varying FIR preconditioners for fast
volume denoising
Madison G. McGafﬁn and Jeffrey A. Fessler
Abstract—Splitting-based CT reconstruction algorithms de-
compose the reconstruction problem into a iterated sequence of
“easier” subproblems. One relatively memory-efﬁcient algorithm
decomposes the reconstruction problem into a several subprob-
lems, including a volume denoising problem. While easier to solve
in isolation than jointly, these subproblems have highly shift-
varying Hessians that are challenging to effectively precondition
with circulant operators. In this work, we present an algorithm to
design a positive-deﬁnite, Schatten p-norm optimal, ﬁnite impulse
response (FIR) approximation to a given circulant matrix. With
this algorithm, we generate efﬁcient space-varying precondition-
ers for the volume denoising problem. We demonstrate that
PCG with an efﬁcient space-varying preconditioner can converge
at least quickly as a split-Bregman-like algorithm while using
considerably less memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a statistical image reconstruction problem
x̂ = argmin
x
{
J(x) =
1
2
||Ax− y||2W + R(Cx)
}
, (1)
where A ∈ RM×N is the system matrix, W is a diagonal
matrix of statistical weights, and R(Cx) is a convex, smooth
and edge-preserving regularizer:
R(Cx) =
Nd∑
d=1
βd
N∑
j=1
κd,jφ
(
[Cdx]j
)
. (2)
The {Cd}Ndd=1 are circulant ﬁrst-order difference matrices,
e.g., Nd = 13 for 26-neighbor differences in 3D CT, and
the object-dependent but constant {κd,j}Nd,Nd=1,j=1 control local
regularizer strength [4]. The potential function φ is convex,
smooth, nonnegative and even.
This minimization problem is challenging to solve directly
due to the large dimension of A, the nonlinearity of the
regularizer, and the high spatial variance of the data-ﬁt and
regularizer Hessians, A′WA and ∇2R(Cx), respectively.
Variable splitting may be used to introduce auxiliary vari-
ables to separate the terms in (1). Enforcing equality con-
straints between the new variables and linear functions of x
then converts (1) into a new, equivalent, constrained minimiza-
tion problem. The alternating directions methods of multipliers
(ADMM) [2] may then be used to solve the new constrained
optimization problem via an iterated sequence of optimization
problems in each variable. This approach has the effect of
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University
of Michigan, 1301 Beal Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2122, U.S.A. Email:
{mcgaffin, fessler}@umich.edu. Supported in part by NIH grant
R01 HL 098686 and CPU donations by Intel. CT sinograms provided by GE
Healthcare.
splitting jointly difﬁcult terms from one another, e.g., the data-
ﬁt and regularization terms in (1). This technique has proved
quite fruitful, and can handle both non-smooth regularizers
and additional constraints like nonnegativity [10].
A relatively memory-efﬁcient splitting introduces two aux-
iliary variables u = Ax and v = x to separate the data-ﬁt and
regularizer terms [8]. Applying ADMM to the resulting con-
strained optimization problem leads to an algorithm involving
the following nontrivial inner optimization problems:
x(j+1) = argmin
x
μu
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣Ax− (u(j) − ηu(j))∣∣∣∣∣∣2
+
μv
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣x− (v(j) − ηv(j))∣∣∣∣∣∣2, (3)
v(j+1) = argmin
v
μv
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣v − (x(j+1) + ηv(j))∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + R(Cv),
(4)
with the scalar parameters μu and μv and the dual variables
ηu and ηv introduced by the ADMM algorithm.
The ADMM does not require these subproblems to be
solved exactly but only with summable absolute error taken
over all iterations [3]. In practice, the ADMM algorithm will
almost certainly not be run to convergence, and experience
indicates that more accurate solutions to the iterated sub-
problems improve convergence of the algorithm as a whole.
Consequently fast, even if not exact, solvers to problems (3)
and (4) are desirable.
Solving (3) and (4) in isolation is “easier” than solving them
jointly, but challenges in each problem remain. The tomog-
raphy problem Hessian, μvI + μuA′A, while free of shift
variance induced by the statistical weights, is still far more
shift-varying in cone-beam CT than in 2D, and evaluating
the gradient of (3) remains very computationally expensive.
While regularizer gradient evaluations are less expensive, the
regularizer Hessian in (4) is highly shift-varying.
The preconditioned conjugate gradients (PCG) algorithm
is an attractive candidate for both the tomography and de-
noising subproblems.1 If an effective preconditioning oper-
ator P ≈ (∇2J)−1 can be found, PCG converges quickly,
has modest memory constraints, and updates all coordinates
of the iterate simultaneously (which is attractive for high-
dimensional problems and modern parallel hardware). How-
ever, designing such preconditioners can be challenging.
1Other rapidly converging algorithms exist for the denoising problem in
particular, e.g., split-Bregman-like algorithms [6]. However, these can require
a prohibitive amount of memory for large reconstruction problems, e.g., typical
3D helical CT problems.
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Previously, the authors have preconditioned both the de-
noising problem and the tomography problem with circulant
matrices [8]. Circulant preconditioners are attractive in part
because they allow the algorithm designer to derive a shift in-
variant approximation of the Hessian, and immediately receive
an efﬁcient implementation of the approximation’s inverse
using FFTs. These features make them a good “default”
preconditioner choice, but leave room for improvement by
preconditioners which consider the spatial variance of the
Hessian.
Because PCG with an appropriate preconditioner converges
to an acceptably accurate solution using fewer gradient eval-
uations, we must measure the computational cost of a pre-
conditioner relative to the computational cost of a gradient
evaluation. If a preconditioner takes too much time to apply
relative to a gradient evaluation, it may be more efﬁcient
to use a less computationally expensive preconditioner. For
the denoising problem (4), gradient evaluations are relatively
inexpensive, even compared to applying an FFT. A more
computationally efﬁcient preconditioner is desirable; sparse
FIR ﬁlters may be sufﬁcient to replace the FFT operations
used to implement the conventional preconditioner.
In this work, we propose shift-varying preconditioners to
tackle the denoising problem (4). In Section II we present
an algorithm to design positive-deﬁnite FIR approximations
to approximate a given circulant matrix. In Section III, we
use these FIR ﬁlters to generate new preconditioners for
the denoising problem. Results of the ﬁlter design algorithm
and comparisons with other preconditioners and denoising
algorithms are given in Section IV.
A. Notation
If F ∈ RN×N is a circulant matrix, we use the lowercase
f ∈ RN to indicate the ﬁrst column or kernel of F. The DFT
of a vector f will be written using a hat, e.g., DFT{f} = f̂ .
The vectors and matrices of all ones and zeros are written
1 and 0 respectively, whose dimension should be clear from
context.
B. Schatten p-norms
If F is a matrix, the Schatten p-norm of F is the correspond-
ing vector p-norm applied to the singular values of F. The
Schatten p-norms are unitarily invariant, so if F is circulant,
||F||pp =
∣∣∣∣∣∣f̂ ∣∣∣∣∣∣p
p
.
II. PRECONDITIONER DESIGN
In this section, we describe an algorithm for designing a
sparse, positive-deﬁnite, computationally efﬁcient FIR ﬁlter to
approximate a given circulant ﬁlter. In our experiments, the
designed ﬁlters were restricted to symmetric n×n×n blocks.
One could instead use the following algorithm as an inner step
of e.g., the successive thinning algorithm [1] to algorithmically
determine the ﬁlter footprint.
Let G ∈ RN×N be a positive-deﬁnite circulant ﬁlter, and
let I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N} indicate the desired ﬁlter footprint.
Let Ω be the set of circulant ﬁlters with the desired footprint.
That is,
Ω = {X : X circulant and [x]i 
= 0 only if i ∈ I}. (5)
Our goal is to ﬁnd the closest, in a Schatten p-norm sense,
positive-deﬁnite ﬁlter in Ω to the given circulant matrix G.
Satisfying both the positive-deﬁniteness and the footprint
constraints simultaneously is challenging. In fact, the positive-
deﬁniteness requirement (and the choice of any Schatten p-
norm instead of the Schatten ∞-norm) distinguishes this
problem from the one solved by the classical Parks-McClellan
algorithm [9]. The Schatten p-norms are convex, and the set of
positive-deﬁnite ﬁlters in Ω is convex, so we can use variable
splitting to separate the constraints and use ADMM to solve
the original problem.
Let H ∈ RN×N be a circulant matrix and Γ ∈ RN×N
be the augmented Lagrangian dual variable. With the equality
constraint H = F, we have the following saddle point problem
involving the augmented Lagrangian-like function L:
min
F∈Ω,H0
max
Γ
L = 1
2
||H−G||pp +
μ
2
||H− (F+ Γ)||2F (6)
=
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ĥ− ĝ∣∣∣∣∣∣p
p
+
μN
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ĥ− (f̂ + γ̂)∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
,
(7)
with bothH and F restricted to be circulant matrices. Equation
(7) follows from the unitary invariance of the Schatten p-norms
and the fact that the argument of the Frobenius norm is always
a circulant matrix.2
Solving (7) with ADMM yields the following set of iterated
updates:
f (j+1) = projΩ
(
IDFT
{
ĥ(j) − γ̂(j)
})
, (8)
ĥ(j+1) = argmin
ĥ>0
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ĥ− ĝ∣∣∣∣∣∣p
p
+
μN
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ĥ− (f̂ (j+1) + γ̂(j))∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
,
(9)
γ̂(j+1) = γ̂(j) + f̂ (j+1) − ĥ(j+1). (10)
The f update requires only an FFT and zeroing of unneeded
coordinates, or an IFFT-like operation which efﬁciently com-
putes a small number of coefﬁcients.
The h update requires that H(j+1) be a positive-deﬁnite
matrix, i.e., ĥ > 0 (in practice, ĥ ≥ 
). For all p ∈ [1,∞),
the update (9) is separable. In these cases, the problem can be
solved unconstrained, and, because each separable problem is
convex, the solution in each coordinate can then be clamped
to [
,∞). If p = ∞, the h update is still convex but is
nonseparable. We suggest an inexact and relatively efﬁcient
solution to the p = ∞ problem in Figure 1.
III. DENOISING PRECONDITIONER DESIGN
We could use the ﬁlter design algorithm in Section II to
replace the denoising problem’s conventional circulant pre-
conditioner with a more efﬁcient FIR ﬁlter. In this section, we
2Both H and F are always restricted to be circulant matrices. The dual
variable update for Γ (10) with the standard initialization Γ(0) = 0 ensures
that Γ is also always circulant.
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1) Let d = max
{

, f̂ (j+1) + γ̂(j+1)
}
− ĝ, and
ĥ(η) = ĝ +min {|d|, η} · sign (d).
2) Compute ηmin and ηmax as the extrema of the
coordinates of |d|.
3) Perform a grid search over [ηmin, ηmax] using a
small number of points of
J(η) = 12η +
μN
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ĥ(η)− (f̂ (j+1) + γ̂(j+1))∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
to ﬁnd η∗.
4) Return ĥ(η∗).
Fig. 1: Approximate algorithm for the 2 − ∞ h update (9).
instead propose a collection of FIR ﬁlters to model the inverse
of the Hessian in different regions of the volume.
The Hessian of the denoising problem (4) can be written
∇2Jv(v) = μvI+
Nd∑
d=1
βdCd
′D(v)Cd, (11)
where D(v) is a diagonal matrix related to the {κd,j}Nd,Nd=1,j=1
and the second derivative of the potential function φ. At the
jth voxel, we locally approximate the Hessian with a circulant
ﬁlter parameterized by a voxel-dependent scalar. That is, for
voxels k near j,
ek
′[∇2Jv(v)]ej ≈ ek′(μvI+ αj Nd∑
d=1
βdCd
′Cd
)
ej . (12)
The scalars {αj}Nj=1, which are used to approximate the
variation in D(v), are computed for each voxel as
αj =
ej
′∇R(εej)
ej ′
(∑Nd
d=1 εβdCd
′Cd
)
ej
, (13)
with ε > 0 small enough (on the order of 10−2 for an image
in HU) that ej ′∇R(εej)/
 approximates the diagonal of the
regularizer Hessian.
For a purely circulant ﬁlter, a single α∗ is selected (e.g.,
from the center of the volume) to form the preconditioner(
μvI+ α∗
Nd∑
d=1
βdCd
′Cd
)−1
. (14)
In this paper, we instead now quantize the {αj}Nj=1 into P
classes, {bp}Pp=1, using e.g., the k-means algorithm. Empir-
ically, for reasonably small P , αj slowly varies over the
volume, yielding somewhat contiguous regions with similar
Hessian behavior. Motivated by this property, we propose the
following preconditioner,
Piir 
P∑
p=1
Mp
(
μvI+ bp
Nd∑
d=1
βdCd
′Cd
)−1
Mp, (15)
where the {Mp}Pp=1 are diagonal matrices with 0 or 1 entries
that partition the volume based on the voxel class assignments.
Figure 2 illustrates one such partition.
(a) Image (b) Class assignments
Fig. 2: Example class assignments from the center slice of a
volume with P = 6 classes. Note that the regions are some-
what contiguous and to a degree follow the anatomy in the
volume, due to the object-dependence of the {κd,j}Nd,Nd=1,j=1.
Each colored region will receive a different preconditioner.
As written, (15) requires a pair of FFTs for each region in
the image. This would be a signiﬁcant cost for the volume de-
noising problem because gradient computations are relatively
inexpensive. We suggest replacing the circulant inverses in
(15) with a sparse FIR ﬁlter for each region designed using
the algorithm described above:
Pﬁr =
P∑
p=1
MpFpMp, (16)
with 0 ≺ Fp ≈
(
μvI+ bp
∑Nd
d=1 βdCd
′Cd
)−1
. This precon-
ditioner attempts to handle the spatial variance of ∇2R, but
requires no relatively expensive FFTs.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The following experiments were performed on a helical
600 × 600 × 101-voxel dataset with 888 channels, 64 rows
and 2080 views provided by GE. The regularizer used 26
voxel neighbors (Nd = 13) and the Fair potential function
with δ = 10.0 Hounsfeld units:
φ(t) = δ2(|t/δ| − log (1 + |t/δ|)). (17)
All FFTs were computed using FFTW on a 2.8 GHz
Intel Core i7 CPU with 8 threads. All other operations were
performed on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 with 1.5 GB of
global memory using OpenCL through PyOpenCL. All data
was kept on the GPU unless it was necessary to page a buffer
off the GPU to RAM.
We generated a 1D version of the regularizer and ﬁt several
FIR ﬁlters to a circulant approximation of its Hessian using the
ﬁlter design algorithm in Section II. The results are given in
Figure 3, which illustrate the trade-offs, qualitatively speaking,
between different choices of Schatten p-norm and ﬁlter size.
We found that the choice of Schatten p-norm did not have a
signiﬁcant effect on the convergence rate of PCG. Empirically,
the Schatten 2-norm ﬁlter design problem seemed converge
more quickly than the other choices, so we designed the ﬁlters
in our next experiment with p = 2.
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Fig. 3: Proﬁles of 1D ﬁlters generated by the algorithm
in Section II. The target spectrum, a preconditioner for the
denoising problem with β = 24μv , is in black. Green, blue and
red correspond to the Schatten 1, 2 and ∞ norms, respectively.
(These are the lower, middle and upper series on the LHS for
each number of taps). The solid lines are 5-tap ﬁlters; the
dashed lines are 11-tap ﬁlters.
We solved the denoising problem using PCG with several
preconditioners and with a split-Bregman (SB) like algorithm
[6]. Figure 4 shows the RMSD of each algorithm to the
converged solution as a function of time and iteration.
The shift-varying preconditioner signiﬁcantly outperformed
the conventional circulant preconditioner, and replacing the
FFTs in (15) with FIR ﬁlters had nearly no effect on per-
iteration convergence rate. Remarkably, PCG with the shift-
varying preconditioner converged more quickly in time than
the split-Bregman algorithm. This is due in part to implement-
ing the split-Bregman algorithm’s FFTs on the CPU, which in-
curred GPU-CPU data transfer costs. However, to some degree
these costs are unavoidable for the split-Bregman algorithm,
due to the GPU’s limited memory and the split Bregman
algorithm’s signiﬁcant memory requirement. Either way, the
space-varying preconditioner is a dramatic improvement over
the conventional circulant ﬁlter.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented an algorithm to design a positive-deﬁnite
sparse FIR ﬁlter that approximates a given circulant matrix.
In our experiments, we heuristically chose ﬁlters with dense
cubical support, but we have no guarantee that this choice
is optimal. The successive thinning algorithm [1] provides
a greedy way to select the footprint algorithmically. An-
other possible extension is to replace the Schatten p-norm-
minimization with a minimum condition number criterion, as
in [7].
Sparse FIR ﬁlters can be used as part of a space-varying
preconditioner to signiﬁcantly accelerate the convergence of
PCG applied to the volume denoising problem. The resulting
algorithm is memory efﬁcient and performs comparably to the
traditionally more rapidly converging split Bregman algorithm.
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Fig. 4: Root mean-square differences (RMSD) to the con-
verged solution of a denoising problem using (P)CG with
shift-invariant (SI) and shift-varying (SV) preconditioners im-
plemented with FFTs and 7 × 7 × 7 FIR ﬁlters, and a split-
Bregman (SB)-like algorithm. Six classes (P = 6 in (16))
were used for the shift-varying preconditioners.
However, efﬁcient preconditioners for the 3D tomography
problem are still needed. Such preconditioners will likely need
to account for the spatial variance of A′A, and may beneﬁt
from the locality which FIR ﬁlters provide. Early work in this
direction has already been done by Fu et. al. [5].
Finally, while the variable splitting framework used to
separate the data-ﬁt and regularization terms has been helpful,
it may be useful to revisit frameworks which combine the two.
In this case, preconditioners that simultaneously account for
the spatial variance present in both the data-ﬁt and regularizer
Hessians will certainly be beneﬁcial.
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Abstract—Various scanning methods and image reconstruction 
algorithms are actively investigated for low-dose CT that can 
potentially reduce a health risk related to radiation dose. 
Particularly, compressive-sensing (CS) based algorithms have 
been successfully developed for reconstructing images from 
sparsely sampled data. Although these algorithms have shown 
promises in low-dose CT, it has not been studied how sparse 
sampling schemes affect image quality in CS-based image 
reconstruction. In this work, we present several sparse-sampling 
schemes for low-dose CT, quantitatively analyze the sampling 
density and data incoherency, and compare effects of the 
sampling schemes on the image quality. We find that both
sampling density and data incoherency affect the image quality, 
and suggest that a sampling scheme should be devised and 
optimized by use of these indicators.  

Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), Compressive 
sensing (CS), Incoherency, Sampling density, Low-dose 

, ,1752'8&7,21
RPSXWHG 7RPRJUDSK\ &7 LV ZLGHO\ XVHG LQ PHGLFDO
DSSOLFDWLRQVIRULWVULFKLPDJHLQIRUPDWLRQLQKLJKTXDOLW\
DQG IRU LWV UHODWLYHO\ VKRUW VFDQQLQJ WLPH+RZHYHUPXOWLSOH
&7VFDQVDQGRU&7VFDQVSRVVLEO\ZLWKDFDUHOHVVO\PDQDJHG
SURWRFRO LQGLDJQRVWLFDSSOLFDWLRQV LQFOXGLQJSHGLDWULF&7RU
GDLO\ &7 VFDQV LQ RWKHU DSSOLFDWLRQV VXFK DV LPDJH JXLGHG
UDGLDWLRQWKHUDS\,*57PD\OHDGWRDKLJKUDGLDWLRQGRVHWR
WKH SDWLHQW >@ /RZGRVH &7 LPDJLQJ LV WKHUHIRUH DFWLYHO\
LQYHVWLJDWHG WR DGGUHVV WKLV LVVXH >@ 5DGLDWLRQ GRVH FDQ EH
UHGXFHG E\ DSSURSULDWHO\ FKRRVLQJ WKH VFDQQLQJ SDUDPHWHUV
VXFKDV WXEHFXUUHQWWLPHSURGXFWP$V WXEHYROWDJHN9S
VHFWLRQ WKLFNQHVV QXPEHU RI VHFWLRQV DQG SLWFK >@ 'RVH
UHGXFWLRQ YLD FRQWUROOLQJ VXFK VFDQ SDUDPHWHUV VKRXOG EH
SXUVXHG EHDULQJ LQPLQG D WUDGHRII EHWZHHQ GRVH DQG LPDJH
TXDOLW\
5HFHQWO\ D FRPSUHVVLYH VHQVLQJ WKHRU\ WKDW H[SORLWV WKH
VSDUVLW\ RI WKH REMHFWLYH IXQFWLRQ WR UHFRQVWUXFW IURP
XQGHUVDPSOHGGDWDKDVEHHQVXFFHVVIXOO\WUDQVODWHGWRWKH&7
FRPPXQLW\ >@ /QRUPRIDVSDUVLI\LQJ WUDQVIRUPRIDQ

7KHZRUNZDV VXSSRUWHG LQ SDUW E\ WKH15) JUDQW 1 DQG E\ WKH
0(67JUDQW5DQG5LQ.RUHD

6DMLG $EEDV 7DHZRQ /HH DQG +\HN\XQ &KXQJ DUHZLWK WKH 1XFOHDU DQG
4XDQWXP(QJLQHHULQJ 'HSDUWPHQW .RUHD $GYDQFH ,QVWLWXWH RI 6FLHQFH DQG
7HFKQRORJ\.$,67'DHMHRQ.RUHD
-RQJGXN %DHN LV ZLWK WKH <RQVHL ,QVWLWXWH RI &RQYHUJHQFH 7HFKQRORJ\
,QFKHRQ.RUHD
6HXQJU\RQJ &KR LV ZLWK 1XFOHDU DQG 4XDQWXP (QJLQHHULQJ 'HSDUWPHQW
.$,67 'DHMHRQ .RUHD WHOHSKRQH  HPDLO
VFKR#NDLVWDFNU
LPDJHHJPDJQLWXGHRILPDJHGHULYDWLYHLVPLQLPL]HGZLWKD
FRQVWUDLQW RI GDWD ILGHOLW\ LQ WKH VRFDOOHG WRWDOYDULDWLRQ
PLQLPL]DWLRQDOJRULWKPIRUH[DPSOH7KH&6EDVHGDOJRULWKPV
RXWSHUIRUP WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO DQDO\WLFDO DOJRULWKPV VXFK DV
)HOGNDPS'DYLV.UHVV )'. DOJRULWKP LQ WKH LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQSUREOHPVZLWKVSDUVHO\VDPSOHGGDWD6SDUVHO\
YLHZVDPSOHG VFKHPH DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ D LV RQH SRVVLEOH
UHDOL]DWLRQ RI VSDUVH GDWD VDPSOLQJ DQG LW KDV EHHQ KHDYLO\
LQYHVWLJDWHGLQWKH&6IUDPH>@
+RZHYHUWKHVSDUVHO\YLHZVDPSOHGVFKHPHUHTXLUHVDIDVW
RQRIIVZLWFKLQJRIWKHWXEHSRZHUZKLFKPD\EHWHFKQLFDOO\
FKDOOHQJLQJSDUWLFXODUO\LQWKHGLDJQRVWLF&7V\VWHPV7XUQLQJ
RQRII RI D WXEH LQ DQ LQVXIILFLHQW VSHHG ZLWK D IDVW JDQWU\
URWDWLRQPD\UHVXOWLQDEXQFKHGVSDUVHYLHZGDWDVDPSOLQJDV
LOOXVWUDWHG LQ )LJ E :H KDYH HDUOLHU SURSRVHG D QRYHO
PHWKRG FDOOHG PDQ\YLHZ XQGHUVDPSOLQJ 0986 WKDW FDQ
SURYLGH D VSDUVH GDWD VDPSOLQJ ZLWKRXW VZLWFKLQJ WKH WXEH
SRZHU>@$PXOWLVOLWFROOLPDWRULVSODFHGLQEHWZHHQDWXEH
DQGDSDWLHQWDQGLWHIILFLHQWO\UHGXFHVWKHUDGLDWLRQGRVHWRWKH
SDWLHQW 7R LQFUHDVH WKH XQLIRUPLW\ RI VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ZH
SURSRVHG WR UHFLSURFDWH WKH FROOLPDWRU GXULQJ D VFDQ $Q
H[SHULPHQWDO VWXG\ LV DOVR LQ SURJUHVV DQG LWV SUHOLPLQDU\
UHVXOWVZLOOEHUHSRUWHGLQDQRWKHUSXEOLFDWLRQ
+DYLQJ WKHVH YDULRXV VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV LQ
FRQVLGHUDWLRQZHZHUHPRWLYDWHG WRLQYHVWLJDWH WKHHIIHFWVRI
VDPSOLQJVFKHPHVRQWKHLPDJHTXDOLW\6SDUVHGDWDVDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHV KDYH QRW EHHQ DGGUHVVHG EHIRUH LQ WKH FRQWH[W RI
&6EDVHGLPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQ&7DQGZHSUHVHQWVHYHUDO
VSDUVHVDPSOLQJVFKHPHVTXDQWLWDWLYHO\DQDO\]HWKHVDPSOLQJ
GHQVLW\ DQG GDWD LQFRKHUHQF\ DQG FRPSDUH HIIHFWV RI WKH
VDPSOLQJVFKHPHVRQ WKH LPDJHTXDOLW\V\VWHPDWLFDOO\ LQ WKLV
ZRUN
,, 0(7+2'6
,Q RUGHU WR DQDO\]H WKH GDWD SURSHUW\ ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH
&6EDVHGUHFRQVWUXFWLRQZH UHFUXLWHG WZRPHDVXUHV IRUHDFK
SL[HO VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ DQG GDWD LQFRKHUHQF\ 6DPSOLQJ
GHQVLW\UHIHUVWRWKHQXPEHURIUD\VWKDWSDVVWKURXJKDJLYHQ
SL[HO LQ WKH LPDJH VSDFH )RU VLPSOLFLW\ DQGZLWKRXW ORVV RI
JHQHUDOLW\ZHXVHGD'IDQEHDP&7JHRPHWU\LQWKLVVWXG\
,W LV VWUDLJKWIRUZDUG WR LPSOHPHQW IRU D ' FRQHEHDP &7
JHRPHWU\ :H ILUVW GLVFUHWL]HG WKH LPDJH VSDFH LQWR D '
VTXDUH DUUD\ ZLWK  E\  SL[HOV $ ' GHWHFWRU DUUD\
KDYLQJ  GHWHFWRU SL[HOV ZDV SODFHG DW  FP LQ D
FRQYHQWLRQDOJHRPHWU\$UD\GULYHQDSSURDFKZDVDGRSWHGWR
FDOFXODWHWKHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\LHWKHQXPEHURIUD\VWKDWSDVV
WKURXJKDQLPDJHSL[HODQGWKHLQWHUVHFWLRQOHQJWKVRIWKHUD\V
6DMLG$EEDV7DHZRQ/HH+\HN\XQ&KXQJ-RQJGXN%DHNDQG6HXQJU\RQJ&KR
(IIHFWVRI6SDUVH6DPSOLQJ6FKHPHVRQ,PDJH
4XDOLW\LQ/RZGRVH&7
&
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ZLWK WKH LPDJHSL[HOZHUH DFFXPXODWHG IRU HDFK LPDJHSL[HO
>@
7KHVXFFHVVRI&6DSSURDFK LV ODUJHO\GHSHQGHQWXSRQ WKH
LQFRKHUHQF\RI WKHPHDVXUHGGDWD(YHQ WKRXJK WKHVDPSOLQJ
GHQVLW\ RI D JLYHQ SL[HO LV KLJK WKH &6EDVHG LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ WKH SL[HOZRXOG QRW EH VXFFHVVIXO LI DOO WKH
PHDVXUHG GDWD DUH H[DFWO\ UHGXQGDQW IRU WKHZRUVW H[DPSOH
7KHLPDJLQJPRGHOFDQEHUHSUHVHQWHGDVEHORZ

ݕԦ ൌ ࡭ݔԦǡǤሺͳሻ

ZKHUHݕԦUHSUHVHQWVDYHFWRURIVL]HMFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHWRWDO
QXPEHURIUD\LQWHJUDOVݔԦLVDYHFWRUL]HGLPDJHRIVL]HN,DQG
࡭ UHSUHVHQWVWKHN by MV\VWHPPDWUL[WKDWGHVFULEHVHDFKUD\
LQWHJUDOV6SHFLILFDOO\DURZYHFWRURI࡭ ԦܽUHSUHVHQWVDVLQJOH
UD\ LQWHJUDO/HWXVVXSSRVH WKDW WKH WRWDOQXPEHURIUD\V WKDW
SDVVWKURXJKWKHNWKSL[HOLVmDQGWKDWWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJURZ
YHFWRUVDUHUHLQGH[HGIURPWRm:HFRQVLGHUDOOWKHSRVVLEOH
FRPELQDWLRQVRIWZRYHFWRUVRXWRIWKHmYHFWRUVDQGFDOFXODWH
WKHLU FRKHUHQF\ E\ XVH RI WKH LQQHU SURGXFW:H GHILQH GDWD
LQFRKHUHQF\',&RIWKHNWKLPDJHSL[HODVVKRZQLQ(T

',&N ͳ െ
σ σ ቤ
ೌഢሬሬሬሬറǤೌണሬሬሬሬሬറ
ȁೌഢሬሬሬሬറȁหೌണሬሬሬሬሬറห
ቤ೘ೕస೔శభ
೘
೔సభ
୫ሺ୫ିଵሻȀଶ
Ǥሺʹሻ

7KHYDOXHRI',&UDQJHVIURPWRDQGLWPHDQVWKDWDOOWKH
PHDVXUHPHQW YHFWRUV WKURXJK WKH NWK SL[HO DUH RUWKRJRQDO WR
HDFKRWKHULILWVYDOXHLV,IWKH',&YDOXHLVLWPHDQVWKDWDOO
WKHPHDVXUHPHQWVDUHLGHQWLFDO
7KHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\ DQG WKH',&DUHVXEMHFW WRVDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHV DQGZH SUHVHQW ILYH GLIIHUHQW VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV LQ
WKLVZRUN$OO WKH VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV DUH DVVXPHG WR DFKLHYH
SUHWW\ PXFK WKH VDPH UHGXFWLRQ RI UDGLDWLRQ GRVH LH 
UHGXFWLRQ LQ WKLVZRUNFRPSDUHG WRDFRQYHQWLRQDOVFDQ:H
GLYLGHG WKH VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV LQWR WZR EURDG FDWHJRULHV D
)HZYLHZ VDPSOLQJ DQG E 0DQ\YLHZ XQGHUVDPSOLQJ
0986 )HZYLHZ VDPSOLQJ LV IXUWKHU GLYLGHG LQWR 
VSDUVHYLHZDQGEXQFKHGVSDUVHYLHZVDPSOLQJV0986LV
GLYLGHGLQWRWKUHHW\SHV0986)LQH0986%XONDQG
09860RYLQJ6FKHPDWLFVRIWKHVHVDPSOLQJVFKHPHVDUH
VKRZQ LQ)LJ  ,Q HDFK FDVHZHXVHGRQO\ RI WKH IXOO\
VDPSOHGGDWDIRULPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ:HZLOOGLVFXVVDOORI
WKHVFKHPHVLQGHWDLOLQWKHIROORZLQJ
A. Few-View Sampling  
$GLUHFWDQGLQWXLWLYHDSSURDFKWRVSDUVHGDWDVDPSOLQJLVWR
XVH IHZHU SURMHFWLRQ YLHZV WKDQ FRQYHQWLRQDO )HZYLHZ
VDPSOLQJLVFODVVLILHGLQWRWZRW\SHV

1) Sparse-View Sampling 
,QWKHVSDUVHYLHZVDPSOLQJVFKHPHZHFDQVFDQWKHREMHFW
DWUHJXODULQWHUYDOVLQSURMHFWLRQDQJOH7KLVZRUNDVVXPHVWKDW
HYHU\IRXUWKYLHZGDWDLVXVHGLQWKHLPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ,Q
RWKHUZRUGVZHVHOHFWHGRI WKHGDWDZKLFKDPRXQW WR
YLHZVRXWRIYLHZVLQWKLVVWXG\


)LJXUH6FKHPDWLFLOOXVWUDWLRQRIVSDUHVDPSOLQJVFKHPHV

2) Bunched Sparse-View Sampling 
7KHWRWDOQXPEHURISURMHFWLRQYLHZVXVHGLQWKLVVDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHLVWKHVDPHDVLVXVHGLQWKHVSDUVHYLHZVDPSOLQJEXW
WKHSRVLWLRQVRIDQG WKH LQWHUYDOVEHWZHHQ WKHPDUHGLIIHUHQW
EXQFKHVHDFKRIZKLFKFRQVLVWVRIFRQVHFXWLYHSURMHFWLRQ
YLHZVZHUHXVHGLQWKLVVWXG\$QLQWHUYDOFRUUHVSRQGLQJWR
FRQVHFXWLYH YLHZV ZDV LQWURGXFHG EHWZHHQ HDFK RI WKH WZR
EXQFKHV
B. Many-view Under-sampling (MVUS) 
7KH 0986 PHWKRG VDPSOHV WKH GDWD E\ XVH RI D PXOWLVOLW
FROOLPDWRUUHVXOWLQJLQDVSDUVHVDPSOLQJLQWKHGHWHFWRUELQVIRU
DOOWKHSURMHFWLRQDQJOHV0986LVFDWHJRUL]HGLQWRWKUHHW\SHV
D0986)LQHE0986%XONDQGF09860RYLQJ

1) MVUS-Fine  
,QWKLVVDPSOLQJVFKHPHZHXVHGWKHGDWDIURPHDFKIRXUWKELQ
LQ D GHWHFWRU URZ ,Q FRQWUDVW WR WKH IHZYLHZ VDPSOLQJ
DSSURDFKSURMHFWLRQVRIDQREMHFWDUHDFTXLUHGIURPDOOWKH
YLHZV$OWKRXJKWKLVVDPSOLQJVFKHPHPD\QRWEHDPHQDEOHWR
EULQJLQWRSUDFWLFHZLWKWKHFXUUHQWWHFKQRORJ\EXWIRUWKHVDNH
RI XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG GHVLJQLQJ WKH VDPSOLQJ SURWRFRO ZH
LQYHVWLJDWHGWKLVVFKHPHDVZHOO

2) MVUS-Bulk 
,Q WKLV VFKHPH WKH VDPSOHG GHWHFWRUELQVZHUHEXQFKHG6L[
EXQFKHVZHUH SODFHG LQ D UHJXODU SDWWHUQZLWK DQ LQWHUYDO RI
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ ELQVDQGHDFKEXQFKLVFRPSRVHGRIELQV
7KLVVFKHPHHQVXUHVWKDWDERXWGRVHUHGXFWLRQLVH[SHFWHG
DQGWKDWWKHSUDFWLFDOLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRILWLVDYDLODEOH

3) MVUS-Moving  
7KLV VFKHPH XVHV D VLPLODU FROOLPDWRU WKDW LV XVHG LQ WKH
0986%XONEXWZHUHFLSURFDWHWKHFROOLPDWRUGXULQJDVFDQVR
WKDW WKH ;UD\V WKURXJK HDFK RSHQLQJ LQ WKH FROOLPDWRU FDQ
VZHHS WKH GHWHFWRU ELQV VLQXVRLGDOO\ 7KH DPSOLWXGH RI WKH
RVFLOODWLRQLVGHVLJQHGWRFRYHUHDFKSDUWLWLRQLHRQHEXQFKHG
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GHWHFWRU ELQV SOXV WKH EORFNHG ELQV FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR RQH
LQWHUYDOLQWKH0986%XON
:H XVHG D WRWDOYDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKP DQG
PLFUR&7GDWDRIDPRXVHKHDGIRULPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ(DFK
SURMHFWLRQGDWDLVLQD'DUUD\RIE\GHWHFWRUSL[HOV
DQG ZH XVHG RQO\ WKH PLGURZV RI WKH GDWD IRU LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH FHQWUDO VOLFH 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH
DUUD\VL]HLVE\9DULRXVGDWDVDPSOLQJVFKHPHVZHUH
QXPHULFDOO\UHDOL]HGEDVHGRQWKHPLFUR&7GDWD
,,, 5(68/76
&RQVLGHULQJ WKH F\OLQGULFDO V\PPHWU\ ZH DQDO\]HG WKH
PHDVXUHVRQO\LQWKHPLGGOHURZRIWKHLPDJHDUUD\0LGOLQH
SURILOHVRI WKHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\ IRUDOO WKHVDPSOLQJVFKHPHV
DUHVKRZQLQ)LJ,WLVQRWLFHGWKDWSURILOHVRIWKHVSDUVHYLHZ
DQG WKH EXQFKHG VSDUVHYLHZ DUHTXLWH XQLIRUP FRPSDUHG WR
RWKHUV 7KH 0986)LQH SURILOH LV UHODWLYHO\ XQLIRUP 7KH
09860RYLQJ OLQHSURILOH LV D ELW IOXFWXDWLQJ DQG WKH
0986%XON SURILOH VKRZV D JURVV IOXFWXDWLRQ LQ D
TXDVLSHULRGLFIRUP
)LJXUH&RPSDULVRQRIPLGOLQHSURILOHVRIWKHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\

0LGOLQHSURILOHVRIWKH',&IRUDOOWKHVDPSOLQJVFKHPHVDUH
DOVR VKRZQ LQ )LJ   ,W LV REVHUYHG WKDW ',&YDOXHV RI WKH
VSDUVHYLHZDQGWKH0986)LQHDUHKLJKHUWKDQWKHRWKHUFDVHV
DQGWKDWERWKVFKHPHVKDYHSUHWW\FORVH',&YDOXHVHDFKRWKHU
3URILOHRI WKH09860RYLQJ VKRZV KLJKHU',&YDOXHV WKDQ
WKRVH RI WKH0986%XON DQG WKH EXQFKHG VSDUVHYLHZ ',&
SURILOHRIWKH0986%XONVKRZVDVLPLODUIOXFWXDWLQJSDWWHUQ
DV LWVVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\SURILOH VKRZQ LQ)LJ7KHEXQFKHG
VSDUVHYLHZ FDVH VKRZV WKH ORZHVW ',& YDOXHV RXW RI WKH
LQYHVWLJDWHGVFKHPHV
5HFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV RI WKH PRXVH KHDG IURP WKH GDWD
SUHSDUHG E\ YDULRXV VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV DUH VKRZQ LQ )LJ 
1RWH WKDW WKH WRS SRUWLRQ RI HDFK LPDJH LV WULPPHG WR EHWWHU
XWLOL]HWKHGLVSOD\VSDFHLQ)LJ)RUFRPSDULVRQDUHIHUHQFH
LPDJHZDVDOVRUHFRQVWUXFWHGE\XVHRI WKH79PLQLPL]DWLRQ
DOJRULWKP IURP WKH IXOO SURMHFWLRQGDWD DQG LV VKRZQ LQ)LJ
D&RPSDUHGWRWKHUHIHUHQFHLPDJHZHREWDLQHGDFFHSWDEOH
TXDOLW\LPDJHVLQFDVHRIWKHVSDUVHYLHZWKH0986ILQHDQG
WKH 09860RYLQJ DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ E G DQG I
UHVSHFWLYHO\$OWKRXJKWKHLPDJHTXDOLW\DVVHVVPHQWVKRXOGEH
SHUIRUPHGLQDQREMHFWLYHPDQQHUVXFKDVGHWHFWDELOLW\PHDVXUH
GHSHQGLQJ RQ DQ LPDJLQJ WDVN ZH SURYLGH RQO\ D YLVXDO
FRPSDULVRQ KHUH 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH IURP WKH GDWD
DFTXLUHG ZLWK WKH EXQFKHG VSDUVHYLHZ VFKHPH VKRZV
SURQRXQFHG LPDJH DUWLIDFWV DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ F 7KH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH IURP WKH GDWD DFTXLUHG ZLWK WKH
0986%XON VFKHPH VKRZV ULQJVKDSH DUWLIDFWV DV VKRZQ LQ
)LJH
)LJXUH&RPSDULVRQRIPLGOLQHSURILOHVRI',&
,9 ',6&86,21
,PDJHV IURP WKH GDWD DFTXLUHG E\ WKH VSDUVHYLHZ
0986)LQH DQG 09860RYLQJ VDPSOLQJ VFKHPHV ZHUH
VXFFHVVIXOO\UHFRQVWUXFWHGDQGWKH\DUHDOOFRPSDUDEOH WR WKH
UHIHUHQFH LPDJH ,QWHUHVWLQJO\ WKH',&YDOXHV RI WKHVH WKUHH
VDPSOLQJVFKHPHVDUHDOOKLJKDQGUHODWLYHO\XQLIRUPEXW WKH
VDPSOLQJGHQVLW\YDULHVWRDFHUWDLQGHJUHHDPRQJWKHP
,Q WKH EXQFKHG VSDUVHYLHZ FDVH WKH VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ LV
TXLWHXQLIRUPEXW WKH',&YDOXHVDUH ORZSDUWLFXODUO\ WRZDUG
WKHFHQWHU+DYLQJVHHQWKHSRRULPDJHTXDOLW\RIWKHEXQFKHG
VSDUVHYLHZFDVHDIWHU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQRQHFDQFRQMHFWXUH WKDW
WKH',&SOD\V DGRPLQDQW UROH LQ WKH LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ
FRPSDULVRQZLWKWKHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\LQWKLVZRUN
7KH',&YDOXHVRIWKH0986%XONVFKHPHDUHIOXFWXDWLQJ
DQGDUHUHODWLYHO\KLJKHUWKDQWKRVHRIWKHEXQFKHGVSDUVHYLHZ
VFKHPH +RZHYHU WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH TXDOLW\ RI WKH
0986%XON LV PXFK ZRUVH WKDQ WKDW RI WKH EXQFKHG
VSDUVHYLHZ :H EHOLHYH WKDW WKH VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\
QRQXQLIRUPLW\ RI WKH 0986%XON DJJUDYDWHG WKH LPDJH
TXDOLW\SDUWLFXODUO\LQWKHUHJLRQVZKHUHSRRUVDPSOLQJRFFXUV
,QWHUHVWLQJO\ WKH UHJLRQV WKDW KDYH ORZ VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ DUH
DOVRVXEMHFWWRORZ',&LQWKH0986%XONFDVH$GGLWLRQDOO\
WKHQRQXQLIRUPLW\RIVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\ LVWKRXJKWWRFDXVH WKH
ULQJVKDSHDUWLIDFWVZKHUHDVWKHORZ',&LVPRUHUHODWHGWRWKH
VWUHDN\DUWLIDFWV
%DVHGRQWKHVHILQGLQJVZHVXJJHVWWRWDNHFDUHRIWKHWZR
PHDVXUHV LH VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ DQG ',&ZKHQ GHVLJQLQJ D
VSDUVHVDPSOLQJ VFKHPH IRU ORZGRVH &7 8QGHU D JLYHQ
FRQVWUDLQW RI GRVH UHGXFWLRQ LQ WKH &6EDVHG LPDJH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IUDPH RQH VKRXOG SXUVXH D VSDUVHVDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHWKDWKDVKLJK',&DQGXQLIRUPVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\
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 
)LJXUH  5HFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV RI D PRXVH KHDG ZLWK YDULRXV
VDPSOLQJVFKHPHVDUHVKRZQD5HIHUHQFHLPDJHEVSDUHYLHZF
EXQFKHG VSDUVHYLHZ G 0986)LQH H 0986%XON DQG I
09860RYLQJ
)RU H[DPSOHZKHQ D VFDQQLQJ SURWRFRO LV GHVLJQHG LQ WKH
ORZGRVH&7FRQWH[WZLWK WKH&6EDVHGDOJRULWKPV LWVKRXOG
EHNHSWLQPLQGWKDWGDWDUHGXQGDQF\LVXQGHVLUDEOHEHFDXVHWKH
UHGXQGDQF\ RI GDWD ZRXOG GHFUHDVH WKH GDWD LQFRKHUHQF\
$OWKRXJK WKH 0986%XON VFKHPH DVVXPHG UHJXODUO\
SDUWLWLRQHG RSHQLQJVZLWK D JLYHQ VL]H LQ WKLVZRUN LW KDV D
URRP WRH[SORUHIRUGHVLJQLQJ WKHRSWLPXPVDPSOLQJVFKHPH
DQGLVDFWXDOO\LQSURJUHVVLQRXUODE%HFDXVHRILWVVLPSOLFLW\
LQWHFKQRORJ\ZHEHOLHYHWKDWWKH0986VFKHPHVFDQSURYLGH
YHU\DWWUDFWLYHORZGRVHVFDQQLQJRSWLRQVQRWRQO\WRWKHQHZ
&7V\VWHPVEXWDOVRWRWKHH[LVWLQJ&7V\VWHPV
9 &21&/86,21
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH LQYHVWLJDWHG YDULRXV VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHVDQGWKHLUHIIHFWVRQLPDJHTXDOLW\:HSURSRVHGWRXVH
WZRPHDVXUHV LH VDPSOLQJ GHQVLW\ DQG GDWD LQFRKHUHQF\ WR
DVVHVVWKHXWLOLW\RIHDFKVDPSOLQJVFKHPH,WLVIRXQGWKDWERWK
WKHVDPSOLQJGHQVLW\DQGWKHGDWDLQFRKHUHQF\DIIHFWWKHLPDJH
TXDOLW\ LQ WKH&6EDVHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ $PRQJ WKH VDPSOLQJ
VFKHPHVWKDWZHLQYHVWLJDWHGWKHVSDUVHYLHZWKH0986)LQH
DQG WKH 09860RYLQJ KDYH VKRZQ SURPLVLQJ UHVXOWV ,Q
YDULRXVPHGLFDOLPDJLQJDSSOLFDWLRQVLQFOXGLQJGLDJQRVWLFVDQG
LQWHUYHQWLRQV GHVLJQLQJ D VDPSOLQJ VFKHPH ZRXOG EH YHU\
LPSRUWDQWZKHQ D VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ RSWLRQ LV FKRVHQ IRU GRVH
UHGXFWLRQ  :LWK WKLV VWUDWHJLF DSSURDFK RQH FDQ DFTXLUH
RSWLPDOO\VDPSOHGVSDUVHGDWDVRWKDWWKH&6EDVHGDOJRULWKPV
FDQEHVWSHUIRUPLQWHUPVRILPDJHTXDOLW\
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Optimized MAP Reconstruction of H2-weighted
Fourier Rebinned TOF PET
Yanguang Lin1, Bing Bai2, Wentao Zhu1, Ran Ren1, Quanzheng Li3, Magnus Dahlbom4, Frank DiFilippo5,
Richard M. Leahy1
Abstract—Time-of-ﬂight (TOF) information improves signal to
noise ratio in Positron Emission Tomography (PET) at higher
computation cost. We have previously developed approximate
Fourier methods that rebin TOF data into either 3D nonTOF
or 2D nonTOF formats. We refer to these methods respectively
as FORET-3D and FORET-2D. Here we describe maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimator for use with FORET rebinned data.
We ﬁrst derive approximate expressions for the variance of the
rebinned data. We then use these results to rescale the data so
that the variance and means are approximately equal allowing
us to use the Poisson likelihood model for MAP reconstruction.
Using these methods we compare performance of FORET-2D and
3D with TOF and nonTOF reconstructions using phantom and
clinical data. Our phantom results show a small loss in contrast
recovery at matched noise levels using FORET compared to
reconstruction from the original TOF data. Clinical examples
show FORET images that are qualitatively similar to those
obtained from the original TOF PET data but with a small
increase in variance at matched resolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, time-of-ﬂight (TOF) information
[1] have been used to improve Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) image quality. In TOF PET, the difference between
the arrival time of the photons is used to better localize the
emisssion source along the line of response (LOR). It has been
shown that using TOF information, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the image can be substantially improved [2].
Depending on the timing resolution, using TOF information
typically increases the size of the dataset by a factor of 10
to 20. The increased data size signiﬁcantly increases the PET
reconstruction time and presents challenges in fully using TOF
data in clinical PET studies.
One way to reduce computational cost is to exploit the
redundancy in the data. Generalized from Fourier rebinning
methods [3] that rebin 3D nonTOF PET to 2D nonTOF PET
data, we have derived a pair of Fourier rebinning methods that
rebin TOF singrams to either 2D or 3D nonTOF sinograms [4],
which we call FORET-2D or FORET-3D respectively.
1Y. Lin, W. Zhu, R. Ran and R. Leahy are with the Signal and Image
Processing Institute, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
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3Q. Li is with the Department of Radiology, Harvard Medical School/MGH,
Boston, MA 02114, USA
4M. Dahlbom is with the Department of Molecular and Medical Pharma-
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The FORET rebinned sinogram has a complicated noise
structure as opposed to the Poisson noise model for TOF
PET data. The reconstruction algorithm needs to consider this
noise structure to optimally utilize the SNR gain from TOF
information. To achieve this goal, inspired by [5], we ﬁrst
develop an approximate variance model for FORET rebinned
data. Using this variance model, which accounts for the
effects of random and scatter correction, rebinning and arc
correction, we then apply MAP [6] reconstruction methods to
the rebinned data. Similar approaches have been applied in
FORE reconstruction [7], [8].
Rebinned sinograms also suffer from propogated blurring
caused by the detector response as well as additional blurring
caused by interpolation, arc correction and other approxima-
tions. Resolution in the reconstructed images will be compro-
mised if this blurring effect is not taken into account when
reconstructing from rebinned data. Thome and Qi describe
a method for estimating the Fourier rebinning blur kernel
using point source data [9]. Here, we extend this approach
to rebinning of TOF data.
We evaluate the quality of FORET+MAP images using
phantom and patient scans. First resolution calibration curves
are calculated for each of the reconstruction methods. We
then compute MAP reconstructions at matched resolution from
FORET rebinned sinograms using the derived noise model and
estimated blur kernels. Finally we compare image quality in
terms of contrast recovery and variance in a phantom study
and conclude with a clinical example.
II. OPTIMIZED MAP RECONSTRUCTION FOR FORET
REBINNED TOF DATA
A. 3D TOF PET Data
FORET rebinning is based on a line integral model and the
discretized form assumes uniform sampling with respect to
the coordinates of the 3D TOF data. The measured TOF PET
data yTOF can be modeled as independent Poisson random
variables with mean and variance given by:
y¯TOF = var(yTOF ) = PTOFx+ r¯TOF + s¯TOF (1)
where x is the 3D tracer distribution or image, and y¯TOF ,
r¯TOF and s¯TOF are the means of the prompt, random and
scattered events in the 3D TOF data respectively; var(yTOF )
is a vector representing the variance for each LOR. PTOF is
the system matrix which can be written as:
PTOF = PTOFnormP
TOF
blur P
TOF
attn P
TOF
geom (2)
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Fig. 1. Flow chart for MAP reconstruction using FORET rebinned data.
Fig. 2. Blur kernel used for FORET rebinned data, from left to right: larger
radial displacement to smaller radial displacement.
where PTOFgeom is the geometric projection matrix for TOF data,
which is based on solid angle calculations with sensitivities
for each voxel weighted by the TOF kernel [6], [10]. PTOFnorm
and PTOFattn are the diagonal normalization and attenuation
matrices. PTOFblur operates on the data in sinogram space to
model detector response as a local blurring.
B. Noise Properties of FORET Rebinned Data
To account for the discrepancies between the line integral
and accurate system models above, we need to perform a
sequence of operations on the data as illustrated in Figure
1, ﬁrst to convert to a form suitable for FORET rebinning,
and then back to a form that can be combined with MAP
reconstruction of the 2D or 3D nonTOF data.
The FORET rebinned data after unarc correction in Figure 1
can be written as
yFORETunarc (3)
=MunarcRMarcP
TOF
norm
−1
PTOFattn
−1
(yTOF − r¯TOF − s¯TOF )
where yFORETunarc represents the unarc corrected 2D or 3D
nonTOF data. Marc and Munarc are two matrices repre-
senting the arc and unarc corrections and R is the matrix
representing FORET rebinning; r¯TOF and s¯TOF are the
estimated mean random and scatter sinograms.
The mean of the rebinned data is
y¯FORETunarc ≈ MunarcRMarcPTOFblur PTOFgeomx (4)
Although FORET is based on the line integral geometry
model, blurring associated with the detector response remains
in the data after rebinning. We therefore model the rebinned
data as:
y¯FORETunarc ≈ PblurPgeomx (5)
where Pblur is the estimated FORET blurring kernel (Fig.
2) which contains the propogated detector response blurring
kernels and the additional blurring introduced by FORET
rebinning. It was estimated from simulated point source data
using an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [9]. Pgeom
represents the 3D or 2D geometric projection matrix for
FORET-3D and FORET-2D respectively.
Comtat et al estimated the variance of FORE rebinned
nonTOF data [5]. Similarly we can derive expressions for
variance of the FORET rebinned TOF data as:
var(yFORETunarc ) = Gy¯
FORET
unarc + L(r¯
3D + s¯3D) (6)
where r¯3D and s¯3D are respectively the 3D estimates of
randoms and scatters. G and L are respectively matrices
combining all terms that result from the effect of applying the
operator deﬁned in (3) to the corrected data, which results in
the propagation of variance in the trues, scatters and randoms
into the ﬁnal rebinned variance.
Note that in equation (6) the rebinned sinogram are no
longer Poisson distributed. In particular, the variance of the
sinogram is typically signiﬁcantly smaller than its mean. A
direct MAP reconstruction from the rebinned sinogram will
yield a suboptimal solution because of the inaccurate noise
model. To compensate for the SNR improvement, we apply
an afﬁne transform to the rebinned sinogram so that the
transformed data are approximately Poisson and then perform
MAP reconstruction on these transformed data.
The afﬁne transformed data can be written as:
yLT = DyFORETunarc + d (7)
where D is a diagonal matrix and d a vector. It is straightfor-
ward to show that the mean and variance of the transformed
data are equal when
D = G−1
d = G−2L(r¯3D + s¯3D) (8)
This afﬁne transformation is applied to the rebinned data prior
to MAP reconstruction. The Poisson likelihood function used
in the MAP optimization is then based on the model for the
mean of the data:
y¯LT = Dy¯FORETunarc + d = DPblurPgeomx+ d (9)
III. RESULTS
A. Variance Estimation for FORET Rebinned Data
In this section, we use a realistic Monte Carlo simulation to
verify the variance calculation of FORET rebinned sinograms
(6). We simulated the geometry of the Siemens mCT TOF PET
scanner [11]. We selected the image for one bed position ex-
tracted from a whole-body patient study and smoothed with a
5mm Gaussian ﬁlter. We then forward projected the smoothed
image using the full system model to create noiseless 3D TOF
sinograms [10]. The normalization, attenuation correction,
randoms and scatters calculated from the scanner software
were used in the simulation. We then generated 100 datasets
from this mean data set using a Poisson random number
generator and rebinned them using our FORET methods.
Figure 3 shows proﬁles of the sample variance from the
Monte Carlo simulation and theoretical computation from (6)
for FORET-3D and FORET-2D. While there is still residual
Monte Carlo variability in the variance estimates, it is clear
that for both 2D and 3D rebinning, the variance estimates
are approximately correct. To look at these relationships in a
more general perspective, Figure 4 shows the histograms of the
ratio between mean and variance of the data after the afﬁne
transform using (7) at which point the mean and variances
should be equal. In both cases the ratios have their mode
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Fig. 3. Comparison of sample variance from Monte Carlo simulation and
estimated from (6), angle index=100, sinogram index=5. Left: FORET-3D,
Right: FORET-2D.
Fig. 4. Histogram of mean to variance ratios of FORET after the afﬁne
transform in (7) at which point the mean and variance should be equal.
Left:FORET-3D, Right: FORET-2D.
close to unity. The variability about this mode is in part due
to systematic errors in the variance approximation but also
residual variance in the variance estimated using the Monte
Carlo simulation (as also seen in Figure 3).
B. Resolution vs. β Calibration
We simulated a line source in a uniform cylindrical phan-
tom with low background activity concentration(ratio 300:1)
and reconstructed with different values of β to compute the
resolution vs. β calibration curves [12]. Results are shown
in Figure 5. These curves clearly show that dependence on
β varies with processing method. Note that as we reduce
dimensionality from 3D TOF to 3D nonTOF (either through
FORET-3D or summing over TOF bins) to 2D nonTOF
(through FORET-2D), larger values of β are required to meet a
given resolution for the lower resolution portion of the curves.
At higher resolutions the 3D and 2D nonTOF curves cross.
At these higher resolutions it is possible that the different
approximations as a function of rebinning scheme have a larger
impact on resolution resulting in the cross over of the curves.
C. Phantom Measurements
Reconstructed image quality was evaluated using an an-
thropomorphic torso phantom with breast attachments (Data
Spectrum, Hillsborough, NC). The phantom was ﬁlled with
18F-FDG and scanned for 10 minutes on a Siemens mCT
scanner. The phantom has liver and myocardium compart-
ments and two lesions represented using hot spheres with
15.9 mm and 12.7 mm diameter inserted in the abdominal
region. The relative activity concentration in the torso back-
ground, liver, myocardium and lesions was 1:1.91:3.85:3.85.
Fig. 5. Resolution vs. β calibration table generated from simulated line source
phantom data for the Siemens mCT scanner for each of the four different data
representations used in subsequent studies. voxel size is 2mm.
Fig. 6. Sample reconstructed phantom images using different data formats.
Upper left: TOF, upper right: nonTOF, lower left: FORET-2D, lower right:
FORET-3D.
Sample transaxial images reconstructed from 3D TOF data, 3D
nonTOF, FORET-3D and FORET-2D data are shown in Fig-
ure 6. An 8mm diameter region of interest (ROI) was drawn in
the center of the hot sphere on the right and a 24mm diameter
spherical ROI drawn in the body (red circle). We measured
the contrast recovery coefﬁcient (CRC) using the equation
CRC = (f¯hot − f¯bkg)/(a − 1), where f¯hot and f¯bkg are the
average values of the voxels in the hot ROI and background
ROI respectively; a is the true activity ratio (a = 3.85). The
CRC vs. noise result is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
the TOF images have the best quality, with lower noise at the
same contrast recovery level, while FORET-3D and FORET-
2D result in some loss of contrast at matched noise levels, but
still noticeably better than the nonTOF reconstructions. The
FORET-2D image also shows artifacts which may arise from
the less accurate approximation used in FORET-2D than in
FORET-3D. We also reconstructed the FORET data without
the afﬁne transform for variance matching and without blur
kernels. This clearly shows worse performance than all other
methods and indicates the importance of response modeling
and variance scaling.
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Fig. 7. Noise vs. contrast recovery curves of images reconstructed from TOF,
nonTOF, FORET-3D and FORET-2D data.
Fig. 8. Comparison of whole-body patient images. All images have resolution
of 6mm.
D. Whole-body Patient Scan
To illustrate the relative performance of the rebinning
methods in clinical studies we applied all four reconstruction
methods to a clinical whole-body scan collected using the
Siemens mCT scanner. The patient was a 66-year-old female,
weighting 85.7kg. 451 MBq of 18F-FDG was injected and
the scan started 46 minutes after injection. The patient was
scanned with six bed positions and three minutes per bed. The
smoothing parameter β was selected such that the resolution of
the reconstructed image was 6mm. In all the reconstructions,
we ran 1 iteration of 3D OSEM, which was used as initial
image for MAP reconstruction. We then ran 20 iterations
of MAP to ensure effective convergence. Coronal sections
through these images are shown in Figure 8. The ordering
of image quality is consistent with the phantom results.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have optimized MAP reconstruction for Fourier re-
binned TOF PET data. We derived a noise model for the
FORET rebinned data, and used this as the basis for an afﬁne
transform such that the transformed data are approximately
Poisson. Monte Carlo simulation results show that the vari-
ance calculations, although with several approximations, are
reasonably accurate. Phantom studies conﬁrmed that using the
new noise model can improve image quality.
Our results show a clear progression in quality from TOF
through FORET-3D, FORET-2D and ﬁnally nonTOF. This is
clear in both the phantom and clinical examples. While the
ordering is unsurprising, we expected that the FORET results,
particularly for 3D, would be closer in quality to TOF than
they are. Our basis for this assumption is that our earlier
results in [13] indicated that there was little information loss
in FORET rebinning. The cause of the somewhat worse than
expected performance for FORET may be due to correlation
introduced into the rebinned data which we do not account
for in the scaling process described here. The incorporation
of correlation information in nonTOF rebinning has been pre-
viously studied [7]. We plan to explore similar approaches to
improve our noise model for FORET rebinned data in future.
Despite this issue, however, the FORET rebinned images still
retain much of the advantage of TOF data in comparison to
nonTOF data.
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The Effect of Motion on Joint Estimates of Activity
and Attenuation from Time-of-Flight PET Data
Ahmadreza Rezaei1, Johan Nuyts1, and Michel Defrise2
Abstract— Recent studies show that joint reconstruction of
activity and attenuation is possible with time-of-flight PET data.
However, when there is motion during the acquisition of the
emission data, the properties of the reconstructions are not
known. In this study, we classify three theoretical types of motion
and analyze joint reconstructions when the emission data has
been affected by each type separately. We use the existing TOF-
MLAA algorithm for this purpose and observed that motion
during the scan can make the data inconsistent, such that the
resulting reconstructions are not only affected by motion blur,
but also suffer from artifacts.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that motion in PET and PET/CT can result
in errors due to incorrect attenuation correction in addition to
motion blur in the estimated emission image [1]. In [2], it was
shown that a difference in emission and transmission resolu-
tion can also introduce artifacts due to attenuation correction
of the emission data. Different methods have been proposed
to correct the emission data affected by motion during the
scan when gated data are not available [3]–[5]. In gated PET
studies however, it is preferable to acquire a single CT scan,
register the attenuation images non-rigidly to the PET images
before attenuation correction and correct for attenuation in
the data using the deformed (registered) CT scans for each
phase in the cardiac/respiratory cycle [6]–[8]. Recent studies
have shown that when time-of-flight (TOF) data are avail-
able, joint reconstruction of the activity and attenuation is
possible up to a scale factor [9]–[11]. Hamill and Panin [5]
have shown that when motion occurs during the PET-scan,
MLAA produces a blurred mu-map, yielding better attenuation
correction than is obtained from a fast, motion-free CT scan.
However, the exact effect of motion during acquisition on the
joint reconstruction of activity and attenuation is not clearly
known. In order to further investigate the effects of motion, we
identify different types of motion that theoretically could occur
during the emission measurements, simulate each type and
analyze the final activity and attenuation reconstructions. We
use the existing algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation
of activity and attenuation (MLAA) [10] and compare the
reconstructed images to reference ML images. The reference
activity image is produced with MLEM (maximum likelihood
expectation maximization) assuming that the attenuation is
known, and the reference attenuation image is computed with
MLTR (maximum likelihood for transmission tomography)
assuming knowledge about the true tracer distribution. Our
main result is that TOF-MLAA produces consistent pairs of
activity and attenuation reconstructions that best describe the
1 Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, B-3000,
Leuven, Belgium, 2Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
B-1090 Brussels, Belgium. E-mails: ahmadreza.rezaei@uz.kuleuven.be, jo-
han.nuyts@uz.kuleuven.be, and mdefrise@vub.ac.be
3This research is supported by a research grant (GOA) from K.U.Leuven.
emission data when the motion either affects the activity or the
attenuation (first 2 motion types), but not both. Our simulations
indicate that in the case of simultaneous motion in activity
and attenuation (type 3 motion), the emission data are no
longer consistent, i.e. there exists no value for the estimated
parameters (here the activity and the attenuation) that would
produce the measured data, using the current acquisition model
(the model here assumes a motion free object). Thus, TOF-
MLAA can only reconstruct the consistent portion of the
emission data. Nevertheless, we see that the region which is
not affected by the motion can be quantitatively reconstructed.
In the case of inconsistencies in the emission sinogram, it
is not known whether the emission measurements could be
split into multiple consistent emission measurements or if it is
possible to retrieve information about the motion by analyzing
the emission measurements.
II. METHODS
In order to have a better understanding of the effect of
motion in the joint estimation problem, we analyze three types
of motion, i.e. 1- motion in the activity image, 2- motion in
the attenuation image and 3- simultaneous motion in both
the activity and attenuation images. Although the first two
types of motion may not be as common as the third type
(type 2 motion in particular seems rather unrealistic), the
analysis gives additional insight into the problem of motion
in joint image reconstruction. We will simulate the motion in
successive frames, make projections of each frame and sum
over all projections. We then attempt to reconstruct the motion
affected measurements and compare the results with the total
activity (summed over all frames) and average attenuation
(average over all frames).
We model the TOF-PET expected counts y¯it = aipit for
line of response (LOR) i and TOF-bin t as the multiplication
of the (unattenuated) TOF projections of the activity image
pit and the attenuation factors ai which are computed as
pit =
J∑
j=1
cijtλj , ai = e−
PJ
j=1 lijμj (1)
where λj and μj are the activity and attenuation coefficient at
voxel j, J is the total number of voxels, cijt is the sensitivity
of the measurement bin at (i, t) for activity in j in absence
of attenuation and lij is the intersection length of LOR i with
voxel j.
A. Activity Motion
The measurements due to this type of motion can be
expressed as,
y¯it =
F∑
f=1
y¯fit = ai
F∑
f=1
pfit (2)
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where the superscript f determines the time frame and F is
the total number of time frames.
In this type of motion, the attenuation image remains
stationary over all time frames Thus reconstructing the mea-
surements y¯it, we expect to obtain the stationary attenuation
image together with the total activity image.
B. Attenuation Motion
The measurements due to this type of motion can be
expressed as,
y¯it =
F∑
f=1
y¯fit = Fpit
F∑
f=1
afi
F
(3)
In this type of motion, the activity is stationary. Recon-
structing the measurements y¯it, we expect to obtain F times
the stationary activity image together with some “equivalent”
attenuation image. Some attenuation correction methods use
the average of CT scans extrapolated to the required photon
energy of 511 keV. However, it can be seen from eq (3) that
the time averaging happens over the attenuation factors, and
not over the attenuation images [6].
C. Activity and Attenuation Motion
In this type of motion, since neither the activity image nor
the attenuation images are stationary, the measurements y¯it
can not be expressed in any simpler form. We define the
”residual error” (TOF) sinogram as the difference between the
measured data yit and the expected data y¯it corresponding
to the forward projection of the activity and attenuation
reconstructions. These residuals were very different from zero,
indicating that the measurements yit affected by this motion
are no longer consistent under a motion-free reconstruction
model.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
Just to keep things simple, we simulated the activity and
attenuation images in three different time frames (F=3), figure
1. A disk-like object was moved within the object to simulate
the three types of motions discussed. The disk-like object
was set to the background value to simulate the stationary
attenuation and activity phantoms in the first two types of
motion.
Fig. 1. Activity (top) and attenuation (bottom) images at three different
frames (left, center and right) used in the study.
For the simulations below, 2D TOF emission data were
generated and organized in 200 radial bins, 168 azimuthal
angles, 13 TOF-bins of 312 ps width and with an effective
TOF resolution of 580 ps. An oversampling of 3 (i.e. 3 rays
per LOR, 9 sub-pixels per image pixel) was used during the
simulation, to avoid an exact match between the simulation
and the (back)projection during reconstruction. The activity
and attenuation images were then reconstructed in a 200×200
pixel grid with a pixel size of 4.1×4.1 mm2. Activity and
attenuation reconstructed using MLAA are then compared to
activity reconstructions of MLEM with known attenuation and
to attenuation reconstructions of MLTR with known activity,
respectively. The MLAA reconstructions are after 3 iterations
of 28 subsets, cycling over the attenuation image 5 times for
each update of the emission image [10]. The reconstructions
of MLEM are after 3 iterations of 28 subsets and the recon-
structions of MLTR are after 15 iterations of 28 subsets.
A. Activity Motion - Type I
Since the attenuation image is stationary in this type of
motion, the exact attenuation image was projected and used
for attenuation correction of the reference MLEM emission
reconstruction. We also used the sum of all the activity images
as a blank scan to reconstruct the reference attenuation image
using the MLTR algorithm. Figure 2 shows horizontal profiles
through the center of the reconstructed activity and attenuation
images from MLTR, MLEM and MLAA.
Fig. 2. Horizontal activity (top) and attenuation (bottom) profiles through
the MLTR, MLEM and MLAA reconstructions affected by the type I motion.
The ML activity and attenuation profiles are compared to the total activity
and the average attenuation image of the different time frames, respectively.
The profiles reveal a close agreement between the MLAA
reconstructions and the ML reference images. As expected, it
can be seen that motion of the activity during the scan results
in smoothness (motion blur) of the reconstructed activity
image.
B. Attenuation Motion - Type II
In the type II motion, the activity image is stationary.
Hence, we use its projections (multiplied by F ) as a blank
scan to reconstruct the reference attenuation image using
MLTR. To simulate the approach where the resolution of the
attenuation and activity are matched, we use the projections of
the average attenuation image as the corresponding attenuation
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that needs to be accounted for during MLEM reconstructions
of the activity. Figure 3 shows similar profiles through MLTR,
MLEM and MLAA reconstructions of attenuation and activity.
Fig. 3. Horizontal activity (top) and attenuation (bottom) profiles through the
MLEM, MLTR and MLAA reconstructions affected by the type II motion.
It can be seen that given the total activity images over
multiple frames, MLTR produces an attenuation that is dif-
ferent from the average attenuation. Interestingly, we see that
MLAA has been able to produce an attenuation profile similar
to the one of MLTR. We will refer to this as an “equivalent”
attenuation image, which corresponds to the attenuation image
best describing the attenuation correction factors averaged over
the time frames as in eq (3) (as opposed to an average over the
attenuation images). The difference seen between the average
attenuation image and the equivalent attenuation image is due
to the nonlinearity of the exponential law of Beer-Lambert.
Figure 3 also shows that the activity profile that was pro-
duced using MLEM and the average attenuation image suffers
from artifactual increase of the tracer activity in the region
which has been affected by this type of motion. In contrast,
MLAA was able to produce activity and attenuation images
that are better consistent with the emission measurements.
C. Activity and Attenuation Motion - Type III
In this type of motion, neither the activity nor the attenuation
images are stationary. However, we will still use the projec-
tions of the total activity (which we optimistically would like
to recover) to reconstruct an attenuation image with MLTR and
use the average attenuation image, as before, to reconstruct the
activity image with MLEM. Figure 4 shows the two horizontal
profiles of the reconstructed activity and attenuation images
from MLTR, MLEM and MLAA.
The activity profiles of figure 4 show that neither MLAA
nor MLEM with knowledge of the average attenuation image
accurately estimate the total tracer distribution image. Further-
more, MLAA and MLTR with knowledge of the total activity
produced different horizontal attenuation profiles. We have
also tried reconstructing the total activity using MLEM with
the “equivalent” attenuation image, however the result differed
Fig. 4. Horizontal activity (top) and attenuation (bottom) profiles through the
MLEM, MLTR and MLAA reconstructions affected by the type III motion.
significantly from the true total activity and was also slightly
different from the MLAA activity (profile not shown here).
D. Inconsistencies Due to Motion
The residual error sinograms were calculated for the three
motion cases, and we observed signs of inconsistencies in
the case of the type III motion. Figure 5 shows (non-TOF)
sinograms of the mean and variance, computed by averaging
the residual error sinograms over the 13 TOF-bins.
Fig. 5. Mean (left) and variance (right) over the TOF-bins of the residual
error sinogram for the type I (top), type II (middle) and type III (bottom)
motions. The grey scale is identical for all images.
Figure 5 shows that when there is motion in the activity and
attenuation images (type III motion), the mean TOF-bin error
does not show significant signs of inconsistencies. However,
the variance image shows that in some LORs, there are fairly
large positive and negative errors, indicating that for this type
of motion the emission data are no longer consistent. We
believe that this is why MLAA has not been able to accurately
estimate the total activity image in the type III motion.
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Fig 5 also shows that the residuals are much larger near the
boundary of the sinogram. This is because these LORs have
a short intersection with the object, and therefore have few
counts, and provide only very limited information. This issue
is better described in [9].
E. Locality of the Motion-Affected Region
In the case of the type III motion, we analyzed the image
region that is affected. The same phantom of figure 1 was
used with the addition of extra details to the phantom. MLAA
activity and attenuation reconstructions after 10 iterations and
28 subsets were compared to the total activity and average
attenuation, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the reference images, the MLAA recon-
structions and the absolute value of the differences between
both. The difference images were multiplied with 10 and
displayed with the same intensity window as the corresponding
reconstructions.
Fig. 6. Reference (top), reconstructed (middle) and ten times the error
(bottom) between the activity (left) and attenuation (right) images affected
by type III motion. The three images in each column are displayed with the
same intensity window.
Figure 6 shows that motion affected the reconstructions
locally, while the regions not affected by motion were recon-
structed with a good quantitative accuracy.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
TOF-PET data determine the attenuation sinogram up to a
constant [9], and joint estimation of attenuation and activity
with a maximum likelihood algorithm was found to be suc-
cessful and surprisingly stable [10]. In clinical PET/CT imag-
ing, often attenuation correction artifacts are observed, which
are due to a geometric mismatch between CT and PET. This
mismatch can be caused by patient motion between the CT
and PET scans and by motion during the PET scan. The joint
estimation of attenuation and emission from the same scan data
obviously eliminates between-scan motion. Joint estimation
is also assumed to provide an ”optimal” reconstruction in
the case of in-scan motion, where ”optimal” means that the
solution maximizes the likelihood. However, it was not clear
to what extent this ”optimal” activity reconstruction would
correspond to the best image that one can hope to obtain from
a single ungated scan with motion, which is a motion blurred
version of the true activity image.
In this work, we classify motion in the measurements into
three types of motion, activity motion, attenuation motion
and simultaneous activity and attenuation motion. In the first
two types of motion, it was observed that MLAA was able
to reconstruct a pair of activity and attenuation images that
agreed (almost) exactly with the emission data. The MLAA
activity and attenuation images are quantitatively close to
MLEM reconstructions of activity with known attenuation and
MLTR reconstructions of attenuation with known activity. In
the case of type II motion, it was also shown that using the
projections of the average attenuation images can result in
motion errors in the reconstructed activity image.
In the case of type III motion, the MLAA activity and at-
tenuation profiles were significantly different from the activity
reconstruction of MLEM and the attenuation reconstruction of
MLTR in the motion affected regions of the reconstructions.
Apparently, in this case the emission data are no longer
consistent and MLAA has been able to reconstruct only the
consistent parts of the emission data. The inconsistency of
the data affected by the type III motion is suggested by large
values in the TOF residuals sinogram. In our simulations, it
appears that LORs which intersect the moving object the most,
happen to be the ones that see a high variance in the residual
error sinogram. Further investigation is required to check
whether or not is it possible to split an inconsistent sinogram
into multiple consistent ones or to retrieve information about
the motion by analyzing the inconsistencies in the residual
errors.
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Abstract—It is well established that when reconstructing an
image volume from a single circular CT scan (or a portion
thereof), cone-beam artifacts result. We describe three categories
of cone-beam artifacts. When less than a full scan of data is
available (as is typically the case in, e.g., cardiac CT or C-
arm volume imaging) and a traditional short-scan FBP-type
algorithm is employed, the artifacts from data mishandling
usually dominate over the bulk of the reconstructed volume.
We present an approach that is fairly straight-forward and
provides very good results even in the presence of object motion.
The presented approach (which we call the “Butterﬂy” method)
involves reconstructing two initial volumes, each of which applies
a higher view weight to the data at a different end of the short-
scan. Although the two reconstructions have severe streaking
artifacts, the direction of these artifacts is different between
the two. A simple Fourier transform based blending of these
two initial image volumes produces a ﬁnal image volume with
substantially reduced artifacts. Results are shown for simulated
axial data (with a cone angle of 14.6 degrees) of the XCAT
phantom.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short-scan image reconstruction is an important problem
since it is often not possible—or not desirable—to acquire a
full 360 degrees of data in axial tomography. For example,
C-arm systems often cannot complete a full-scan rotation due
to mechanical limitations. Also, in some cases, it is useful
to limit the data acquisition time as much as possible to
reduce motion artifacts (e.g., for cardiac CT). Unfortunately,
traditional short-scan reconstruction algorithms can produce
images with an unacceptable level of cone-beam artifacts when
the cone-angle is large enough to cover an entire organ in
a single scan. The purpose of this paper is to describe an
algorithm that produces images from such an acquisition that
are dramatically better than those produced by a traditional
short-scan FBP-type algorithm. The algorithm achieves this
goal without signiﬁcantly affecting noise or resolution and
without altering the inﬂuence of object motion on the images.
We begin by reviewing three challenges associated with
wide cone-angle axial reconstruction. First, even when ac-
quiring a full 360 degree scan, it is well-known that there is
missing frequency data due to fact that the axial trajectory does
not satisfy Tuy’s condition [1] for a 3D volume. Speciﬁcally,
there are planes that intersect our 3D volume that do not
intersect the source trajectory. This is true even when the
detector is large enough to cover the entire object from every
view. The result is that the reconstructed object ends up being
Fig. 1. Illustration of the three challenges in axial cone-beam reconstruction:
i) missing data, ii) z-truncation, iii) mishandled data.
similar to what one would get by applying a shift variant
ﬁlter to the original image. The ﬁlter has a cone of missing
frequencies in Fourier space, where the size/shape/orientation
of this cone changes depending on where you look in the
imaging volume [2]. Within the clinically relevant range of
cone/fan angles, the percentage of the frequency data that is
missing grows roughly in a quadratic manner with distance
from the scan plane, and does not reach 1 percent of the total
Fourier data for any points in the volume until the cone angle
exceeds 14 degrees. The method described herein does not
address this ﬁrst problem.
A second problem (that of z-truncation) arises when one
attempts to reconstruct voxels that project outside the detector
for some views, or when one uses a reconstruction method that
requires ﬁltering that extends to rays that are unmeasured due
to the limits of the detector size. In this paper, we will focus
primarily on the portion of the volume that always projects
on the detector, and we will use 1D ﬁltering in the projection
domain that is oriented only along the rows of the detector. As
such, we do not need see a need to face this problem directly
in this work.
A third problem in axial cone-beam tomography is the
handling of redundantly measured data. Traditionally, this
is done through a view-weighting that is adopted from 2D
algorithms, which can lead to signiﬁcant mishandling of the
data. For example, in an effort to reduce the time window
associated with the data that contributes to the reconstruction
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of each voxel, a binary (or nearly binary) view weighting
function can be used. This is done by selecting for each voxel
a segment of the axial scan that is centered on the motion
phase of interest and is just large enough to produce rays
through the voxel whose orientations span a full 180 degrees
in xy. For example, segments AC or BD each provide 180
degrees of data for a point in the center of ﬁgure 3. In this
case, there is a wedge of frequencies (containing as a subset
the missing cone spoken of above) that is either unaccounted
for or (equally problematic) over-weighted by a factor of
two in the reconstruction . The percentage of the frequency
data affected by this problem is larger than that affected by
problem 1, and grows roughly linearly with distance from the
scan plane (for clinically relevant distances). The percentage
reaches 1 percent for a coverage of about two degrees, and
reaches nearly 9 percent at the edge of a 14 degree cone
angle system. Often, reconstructions make use of more than
180 degrees of parallel data and use a smoother (less binary)
view weighting function to handle the redundancy. The view-
weighting function is subject to a normalization condition that
forces rays that are conjugate to one another in xy to have
weights that sum to one. As indicated in [4], such an approach
produces an image that is approximately a linear combination
of a series of reconstructions (each using a slightly shifted
180 degrees subset of parallel data for any given voxel). This
angular smoothing does not eliminate the artifacts associated
with the mishandled data, but does disperse (blur) them over
a larger area such that they are somewhat less problematic.
We now turn our attention to how this third problem (data
mishandling) has been addressed in the past. One approach is
to patch in the low frequencies from a full-scan by taking
a difference between the short- and full-scan images and
smoothing it before adding it back to the short-scan image
[3]. This helps some, but leaves high-frequency artifacts uncor-
rected and reduces the temporal resolution of low-frequencies.
An approach to handle all available data correctly is to use
three families of tilted ﬁltering lines as described in [5]. This
approach is quite effective and even works fairly well in the
presence of data truncation in spite of the fact that the ﬁltering
lines often extend off the edges of the detector in the z-
direction. Apart from the computational challenges, however,
this approach may also introduce streaky motion artifacts
due to the discontinuous behavior of the effective frequency
weighting. Another approach for dealing with this redundancy
that has a similar set of advantages and disadvantages is given
in [6]. Yet another approach [4] was designed to approximately
cancel out the mishandling errors described above without
affecting the noise or temporal behavior, but its effectiveness
degrades for frequencies that are close to the cone of missing
frequencies. Finally, there is an approach described in [7]
that introduces the concept of combining multiple suboptimal
reconstructions in a strategic way so as to leverage the good
properties of each.
II. METHOD
We consider now a new approach (which we call the
“Butterﬂy” method) that draws from several ideas introduced
in the approaches mentioned above. The main new idea is
to deal with data redundancy in the 2D Fourier space of the
reconstructed images rather than by attempting to solve the
redundancy through either view weighting, ﬁltering in the pro-
jection domain, or object dependent image blending. We ﬁrst
produce two image volumes that are complementary to each
other in the 2D Fourier space and then blend them together
with ﬁlters. The Butterﬂy algorithm operates as follows for a
cylindrical detector:
1) Data are rebinned to cone-parallel geometry and each
row is weighted by the cosine of the cone angle.
2) A ﬁrst view-weighting function is applied to the data.
3) The data set is ﬁltered with a ramp ﬁlter.
4) Backprojection is performed to produce a ﬁrst volume.
5) Steps 2-4 are repeated with a second view weighting
function to produce a second volume.
6) For each slice of the volume, the ﬁnal image (F )
is produced from the two initial images (I1 and I2)
by blending in 2D Fourier space as follows: F =
IFFT2d [WFFT2d(I1) + (1−W )FFT2d(I2)], where W
is a (smooth) weighting function.
Note that rebinning each detector row is done independently
of other rows. Also note that the view-weighting step and the
ramp ﬁltering step are often seen in the opposite order as
what we show here. Doing the view-weighting ﬁrst limits the
number of views that are needed for reconstruction. At the
same time, the validity of the algorithm is unaffected (in both
cases, the algorithm is “exact” in the central plane) since we
are in parallel beam geometry.1
The key motivation for this approach can be appreciated
by analyzing the frequency content of each of the two recon-
structions. We start by noting that the ramp ﬁlter is applied
in a direction that is tangent to the x-ray source path. This
means that we can simply count the number of intersections
between a Radon plane and the portion of the source path that
is used to reconstruct a particular voxel in order to determine
the effective weighting of the associated Fourier data. This is
in contrast to methods like [5] and [6] which use Hilbert ﬁlters
that operate in a different direction from the derivative in order
to give some frequency contributions a negative weight. We
can then make a map of this weight on a sphere in Frequency
space since the weight depends only on direction.
We can build the frequency weighting map by considering
a disk rotating in space. Each view contributes frequency
1The justiﬁcation for this can be found by analyzing the inﬂuence of a
delta function in the image domain at one point (P1) in the scan plane on the
reconstructed density at another point in the scan plane (P2). This contribution
can be further broken down into the contribution from each angle, where
conjugate views are considered together. It can be shown that the sum of the
two conjugate contributions are identical even if the individual contributions
are not always identical. In one case, the weighting is based on the view
weighting that P1 sees, whereas in the other the weighting is based on the
view weighting that P2 sees and both view weighting functions meet the same
normalization condition.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of how Fourier space is swept out by a disk orthogonal
to the ray direction for a source arc of length 180 degrees. Proceeding left-
to-right, we have a perspective view of the coverage; the “corrupted” data
wedge; and a view from the +z frequency direction.
Fig. 3. The two initial reconstructions are reconstructed from source arcs AC
and BD (each of which provides 180 degrees of data from the perspective
of the voxel). Combining the best sections of frequency data in these two
reconstructions nearly eliminates the mishandled frequencies.
information on a disk that is orthogonal to the ray direction.
As described in [4], for a voxel of interest in the scan plane,
this disk contains the axis about which it rotates (like a coin
spinning very fast on a table). For a voxel of interest away
from the scan plane, the disk is tilted such that it no longer
contains the z-frequency axis. As it spins, it wobbles like a
coin that is spinning slowly on a table. When all views that
cover a 180 degree range from the perspective of the voxel
are considered, this disk rotates and covers most of a sphere
as shown in ﬁgure 2. There are some points within the sphere
that are hit by the disk twice (notice the region where there
is overlap between the disks), and some that are never hit
by the disk (in the ﬁgure you can see a black sphere inside
the red shell at these locations). Together, these points form a
(double) wedge in frequency space of “corrupted” data (this
wedge is shown in blue in the central panel of ﬁgure 2). We
call this data corrupted, since it is accounted for either 0 or
2 times, while the remainder of the frequencies are weighted
uniformly by 1. If all frequencies were weighted uniformly,
we could have an “exact” reconstruction.
The wedge of “corrupted” Fourier data produces streaky
cone beam artifacts that are oriented more or less along the
direction connecting the endpoints of the segment of the source
trajectory used in the reconstruction. As long as this direction
is signiﬁcantly different for the two reconstructions, the two
wedges will have a small overlap in the frequency domain.
We can use the amount of overlap between any given vertical
plane in 3D Fourier space (which corresponds to a line in
2D Fourier space) and the wedge of mishandled frequencies
Fig. 4. XCAT phantom reconstructions (WW = 400 HU). top: two initial
images of slice at 75 percent of maximum cone angle, bottom left: traditional
Parker-FDK reconstruction , bottom right: Fourier combined (ﬁnal) Butterﬂy
reconstruction .
Fig. 5. Example weighting functions (W ) that can be used in the 2D Fourier
domain (white is 1, black is 0).
for the two different reconstructions as a way to select which
reconstruction has less corruption for that particular frequency
plane. This allows us to select the good regions from each
reconstruction by means of a simple 2D ﬁlter.
An illustration of the effect of this process in the frequency
domain is given in ﬁgure 3. One can appreciate that the
corrupted wedge is mostly contained within quadrants 1 and
3 for the ﬁrst initial reconstruction and is mostly contained
within quadrants 2 and 4 in the second initial reconstruction.
The result of the Fourier blending operation shows very little
corrupted data.
It turns out that in practice, it is best to use a weighting
function (W ) that changes more gradually in the angular
direction than the one used for illustrative purposes above. This
helps to mitigate streaks caused by object motion. In ﬁgure 5,
we show two sample weighting functions, one which changes
abruptly in the angular direction and one that exhibits angular
smoothing in order to mitigate artifacts from inconsistencies
between conjugate ray measurements arising due to motion,
scatter, etc.
We now discuss the view-weighting functions used for
the two initial reconstructions. Since these view-weighting
functions are 2D (independent of row), they can be created
by considering only rays in the central plane. Note that for a
partial scan, there are three types of such rays: i) those that
have conjugates within the scan at a later view, ii) those that
do not have conjugates, and iii) those that have conjugates
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Fig. 6. XCAT reconstructions (WW = 400 HU) top: slice at 44 percent
of max cone angle; mid: y = 18mm; bottom: x = 18mm; left: Traditional
short-scan FDK; right: Butterﬂy method.
within the scan at an earlier view. The three arcs (AB, BC,
and CD) in ﬁgure 3 have rays that correspond respectively
to these three types for a voxel located on the rotation axis
(assuming a clockwise source rotation). The goal in selecting
these view weighting functions is to make the orientation of
artifacts in the two image volumes as different as possible,
so as to minimize the amount of overlap between the two
“corrupted” data regions (see, e.g., the artifacts in the top
two panels of ﬁgure 4). If exactly a short-scan of views is
available, one of the two view weighting functions will have
values of one for rays of type (i) and (ii) and will have values
of zero for type (iii) rays. The other function will be one
for rays of types (ii) and (iii) and zero for type (i) rays.
This will ensure that the ﬁrst reconstruction volume always
uses the data that is as early as possible in the scan, while
the other reconstruction always uses data that is as late in
the scan as possible. If, however, the acquired data is much
larger than the minimum scan range required for recon (e.g.,
we have nearly a full scan), this approach fails to provide
maximum separation between the orientation of the artifacts.
One solution is to limit the angular range for each voxel to
270 degrees of parallel data. In the case where the acquired
data range is at least 270 degrees plus the full fan angle,
this produces a very simple view weighting function in the
parallel sinogram domain that depends only on angle: of the
270 degrees of parallel data, the ﬁrst 180 degrees produces
one reconstruction, while the last 180 degrees produces the
other reconstruction. To minimize backprojection effort, the
three 90 degree chunks can be backprojected separately and
then combined with the central volume being taken as is and
the other two ﬁltered by W and 1−W .
III. SIMULATIONS/RESULTS
In ﬁgures 4 and 6, we show results that illustrate the artifact
reduction provided by the Butterﬂy method. Data for the
XCAT phantom [8] was simulated with CatSim [9] in the
cardiac region. The number of views and columns simulated
was 984 and 888 respectively. The detector had a cone angle
of 14.6 degrees. Oversampling of the detector, source, and
view were performed. Reconstructions were performed with
both a traditional FDK-type algorithm with Parker-like view
weighting and the method proposed here.
IV. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS
It should be noted that the orientation of the “corrupted”
wedge of frequency data will be somewhat shift-variant in the
case where the view range of data is insufﬁcient to produce
270 degrees of rebinned data. One could conceivably use shift-
variant image ﬁltering in response, but we have found that
this complexity is usually not necessary in practice since the
amount of corrupted data in the ﬁnal recon is not very sensitive
to small changes in the image ﬁlter direction.
We wish to point out that the Butterﬂy approach can also be
used in the native geometry. In the cone-parallel geometry, the
ramp ﬁlter is applied across the rebinned rows, so the direction
of the ﬁlter is effectively always parallel to the vertex path
tangent. Note that a slight approximation is made here which
arises from the fact that our ﬁltering effectively takes place on
a curved surface rather than a plane, but this is not signiﬁcant.
In the native geometry, this approximation is not necessary.
In this case, steps 1–4 are replaced by: 1) ﬁltering, 2) view-
weighting (and cosine-cone-weighting), 3) backprojection with
a distance dependent weight.
The Butterﬂy method can produce high quality images from
wide cone partial scan data. This capability is critical to the
clinical success of a commercial wide-cone CT scanner. The
Butterﬂy method performs very well at correctly handling the
acquired frequencies. Although there are still some artifacts
due to missing data (as seen in the reformatted slices), the
images are far superior to those produced by a traditional
short-scan algorithm. Remaining artifacts can be addressed by
other means.
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Fast Computation of Projections
from Triangulated Surfaces
Stefan Sawall, Matthias Baer, Marcus Brehm, Michael Knaup, and Marc Kachelrieß
Abstract—The forward projection is an operation widely used
in computed tomgraphy, e.g. in iterative reconstruction methods
or the correction of prominent artifacts. In most cases voxels are
used as basis functions within these algorithms. The construction
of complex antropomorphic phantoms using voxels, however, is
very time consuming. In most cases simpler shapes like ellipsoids
are combined to construct complex objects. An alternative way to
represent objects has been used in computer graphics for the past
two decades: triangles. Especially computer aided design (CAD)
software provides objects with nearly arbitrary complexity that
might be used as phantoms or for artifact correction methods.
However, the forward projection of such a triangulated object
requires the calculation of all intersection points of a desired ray
with all triangles of the object. As several billion rays have to
be computed to obtain a complete CT dataset this method is
only feasible for small objects. The authors therefore propose a
fast method for the calculation of intersection lengths of highly
complex objects containing millions of triangles. This method
employs a spatial subdivision scheme to speed up the necessary
computations. The results indicate that CT projection images of
highly complex objects can be generated within seconds. This for
example allows for the incorporation of known, triangulated ob-
jects in novel CT reconstruction and artifact correction methods.
Index Terms—Computed Tomography, Forward Projection,
Artifact Correction
I. INTRODUCTION
THE forward projection is a common operation in com-puted tomography (CT). Applications include reconstruc-
tion algorithms [1, 2, 3], artifact correction methods [4] or
calibration procedures [5]. Hence, several algorithms have
been proposed in the literature to address this topic, e.g.
Joseph’s method [6] or Blobs [7]. All of these algorithms
compute projection images based on objects represented by
certain basis functions like voxels and Kaiser–Bessel func-
tions, respectively. Altough computationally highly efﬁcient,
the creation of complex, antropomorphic phantoms using these
object representations is a difﬁcult and time consuming task
as these phantoms are often constructed using only basic
shapes, e.g. ellipsoids and cylinders, and constructive solid
geometry (CSG) operations [8]. An alternate way of deﬁning
such phantoms is provided by computer aided design (CAD)
software that allows to model arbitrary objects represented by
spline surfaces. These surfaces can be sampled with almost
arbitrary precision resulting in a point cloud which can be
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triangulated using e.g. the marching cubes algorithm [9] or
Delauney triangulation [10]. Such an object represented by
triangles can be used to calculate projection images required
for image reconstruction or artifact correction. Prominent
applications of this approach other than phantom simulations
include the reconstruction of objects with known components
[11] or scatter correction methods in dimensional CT [12]
where CAD models of the objects are provided.
The authors herein propose a method for the fast forward
projection of triangulated surfaces to minimize the time re-
quired for the computation of CT projection images of highly
complex objects. This problem corresponds to the computation
of the intersection points of a ray originating at the x–ray
source heading towards a detector pixel with all triangles of
the object. To speed up this process we propose to use a spatial
subdivision structure to reduce the number of triangles that
have to be considered per ray. This allows for the computation
of projection images of highly complex objects containing
millions of triangles within only a few seconds.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Overview
The computation of CT projection images from triangulated
surfaces can be divided into the following three steps:
• Generation of the triangulated surfaces
• Computation of intersection lengths for all rays with these
surfaces
• Weighting of intersection lengths with attenuation coef-
ﬁcients to obtain projection images
We herein assume that the triangulated surfaces are provided
and will not further consider their generation. Additional
details can for example be found in reference [13]. We further
assume that the provided objects are watertight, i.e. that the
triangles associated to these objects provide closed surfaces
without any gaps.
The calculation of intersection lengths of a ray originating
at a source position heading towards a certain position on
the detector with an object requires the computation of the
intersection points between the ray and the triangles of this
object. Note that the source is not necessarily an x–ray tube.
Rays are also allowed to start within objects enabling the
simulation of positron emission tomography (PET) or single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) systems. The
fact that a densely sampled object may contain several million
triangles prohibits the calculation of the intersection points of
all triangles with every simulated ray. A typical CT dataset
requires the simulation of several billion rays and is therefore
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computationally highly demanding. To overcome this issue
we propose to use a spatial subdivision structure to speed up
these computations. In particular, we use an octree described in
section II-B to reduce the number of ray–triangle intersection
tests that have to be performed per ray. The result of the
remaining intersection tests is a sorted list of intersection
points with respect to the source position for a given ray with
an object. The used computations (see section II-C for details)
further allow to determine if the ray enters or leaves the object.
Thus, the intersection lengths can be computed by summing
the lengths between the intersection points corresponding to an
entrance into the object and the adjacent points corresponding
to an exit.
A subsequent step allows for a weighting of the obtained
intersection lengths with attenuation coefﬁcients of the desired
materials to obtain monochromatic projection images or the
usage of the intersection lengths in a polychromatic model to
include, e.g., beam hardening effects [14].
B. Spatial Subdivision
As it is not computationally reasonable to calculate the inter-
section points of all triangles with all simulated rays, a spatial
subdivision structure is used to speed up these computations.
In particular an octree is used in the following. An octree in
three-dimensional space is a tree structure with each node in
general containing eight child nodes. If we consider the root
node to be the bounding box of our triangulated objects these
child nodes correspond to equally sized spatial subdivisions,
i.e. rectangular boxes, of this bounding box. These nodes
will be referred to as internal nodes in the following. This
subdivision process continues by subdividing each child node
in eight boxes again. If the space enclosed by such a subbox
does not contain any triangles, it will no further be used to
spawn new child nodes. I.e. its parent node rejects this child
node and thus the number of childs is reduced by one. As soon
as certain termination criteria are met the process stops. The
subdivision in our case stops as soon as no new subboxes can
be generated that contain at least 16 triangles. The triangles
contained in a subbox are stored in a so–called external child
node. Note that several highly performant algorithms for the
creation of this data structure exist [15].
Fig. 1. Left: The bounding boxes in subdivision level 1 (green) and
subdivision level 2 (black) to sort the red triangles into an octree. Right:
The created octree and the considered nodes (green) for the ray shown left.
If the intersections of a ray with an object shall be computed
the octree is traversed. I.e., it is ensured that the ray intersects
with the bounding box of the root node. If this is not the
case the procedure is terminated. If the ray intersects the root
node all internal child nodes are recursively checked for an
intersection. If any of these nodes contains an external child
node the intersection points with the triangles enclosed therein
are computed. Using this spatial subdivision scheme ensures
that the number of triangles that have to considered per ray is
highly reduced and thus performance is increased.
This approach is illustrated in ﬁgure 1 for a two–
dimensional problem. The left part of ﬁgure 1 schematically
shows the created subboxes corresponding to some triangles
marked in red. As we only consider a two–dimensional
problem for illustration purposes the ﬁrst subdivision of the
bounding box creates four subboxes denoted with ABCD. The
next level of subdivisions partitions these boxes in Ai, Bi, Ci
and Di with 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. However, the branch of boxes Ai
is not included in the octree shown on the right hand side
of the ﬁgure, as box A does not contain any triangles. A ray
traversing this tree indicated in blue on the left thus only has
to consider the objects located in the boxes C2 and B2. This
is illustrated in green on the right hand side of the ﬁgure. All
other triangles are neglected as their corresponding nodes or
boxes, respectively, are never hit.
C. Ray–Triangle Intersection
The intersection of a ray with a triangle can be computed
using several methods, e.g. including Plu¨cker and barycentric
coordinates [16]. We use a variant of the method proposed
in reference [17]. This method brieﬂy works as follows. We
assume a triangle deﬁned by its three vertices v0,v1,v2 ∈ R3.
First of all a test is performed that ensures that a desired
ray r = s + λt with s ∈ R3 being the source position
and heading in direction of t ∈ R3 intersects with the plane
spanned by the vertices of the triangle. If this tests fails
the current intersection routine is aborted and the algorithm
proceeds with the next triangle. If the ray hits the plane several
tests are performed to ensure that the intersection point is
within the boundaries of the triangle. As a result the parameter
λ ∈ R is obtained as well as an information whether the ray
leaves or enters the object. The latter can easily be determined
using the normal vector of the triangle. These information
are sorted with respect to λ and are used in a subsequent
step to compute intersection lengths by summing the distances
between consecutive entry– and exit–points.
D. Test Conﬁguration
To illustrate the capabilities of the proposed method two
test objects have been designed. Both objects are procedurally
generated and allow to dynamically increase the number of
triangles. Object one is a sphere with a diameter of 35mm
located in the center of rotation. Each point on the surface of
the sphere was perturbed in radial direction using a uniform
distribution with a maximum deviation of 1mm to simulate
surface roughness. Object two consists of a 3× 3× 3 grid of
equidistantly spaced spheres, each with a diameter of 15mm,
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TABLE I: Total runtime of the algorithm in seconds using the test cases described in section II-D. Runtimes only include the
forward projection itself. Time to load the data and to create the octree is not included.
Test object 1 Test object 2
Cores
Triangles 2500 1 · 104 5 · 104 5 · 105 1 · 106 25 · 106 2500 1 · 104 5 · 104 5 · 105 1 · 106 25 · 106
1 246 s 309 s 355 s 529 s 610 s 3474 s 500 s 790 s 1040 s 1481 s 1610 s 3088 s
4 63 s 80 s 91 s 136 s 158 s 910 s 125 s 205 s 265 s 375 s 412 s 776 s
8 32 s 41 s 47 s 70 s 82 s 468 s 65 s 103 s 135 s 194 s 212 s 426 s
12 22 s 28 s 32 s 47 s 55 s 315 s 44 s 70 s 91 s 131 s 143 s 285 s
TABLE II: TCMR values in seconds for all test cases.
Test object 1 Test object 2
Cores
Triangles 2500 104 5 · 104 5 · 105 1 · 106 25 · 106 2500 104 5 · 104 5 · 105 1 · 106 25 · 106
1 0.34 s 0.43 s 0.49 s 0.73 s 0.85 s 4.83 s 0.69 s 1.10 s 1.44 s 2.06 s 2.24 s 4.29 s
4 0.35 s 0.44 s 0.51 s 0.76 s 0.88 s 5.06 s 0.69 s 1.14 s 1.47 s 2.08 s 2.29 s 4.31 s
8 0.36 s 0.46 s 0.52 s 0.78 s 0.91 s 5.20 s 0.72 s 1.14 s 1.50 s 2.16 s 2.36 s 4.73 s
12 0.37 s 0.47 s 0.53 s 0.78 s 0.92 s 5.25 s 0.73 s 1.17 s 1.52 s 2.18 s 2.38 s 4.75 s
to illustrate the performance in the presence of multiple
objects. The number of triangles per test object was varied
between 2500 and 25 · 106.
The simulated geometry provides a source–isocenter–
distance of 572mm and a isocenter–detector–distance of
375mm. A ﬂat detector with a matrix dimension of 1000 ×
1000 pixels, each of size 388μm, is used. A dataset consists of
720 projections equidistantly spaced in angular direction over
360◦. Thus, a complete dataset requires the intersection of
720× 10002 rays with the test objects. I.e. in case of 25 · 106
triangles per test object this results in about 1.8 · 1015 ray–
triangle intersection tests for a simulated dataset.
To objectively quantify the performance of the method the
time required per 220 simulated rays and CPU cores (TCMR)
for a given number of triangles per object is evaluated as
TCMR =
t ·NC
MR
. (1)
Therein MR is the number of simulated rays divided by
220 to obtain megarays. This is a constant of 720 in all
tests due to the number of projections and their size used.
The number of used CPU cores is denoted as NC and the
time required to complete a certain test, i.e. to create 720
projection images each of size 1000× 1000, is denoted with
t measured in seconds. This measure allows to quantify the
dependency of the algorithm on the number of triangles per
object and possible memory bootlenecks in the case of a
parallel processing. I.e., if the algorithm is not limited by
memory bandwidth TCMR is independent of the number of
used CPU cores for a given number of triangles.
All tests are conducted using single precision ﬂoating–point
arithmetic in a CPU implementation of the proposed method.
The system running the tests provides two Intel R© Xeon
X5690 hexacore processor, i.e. 12 physical processor cores
with 3.46GHz each, and 96GB of RAM. Hyperthreading was
disabled during all tests.
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows intersection lengths created by the proposed
method for the two test cases. These data were used to
reconstruct images assuming monochromatic radiation and
objects made of water. An evaluation of the CT values inside
the spheres resulted in a mean CT–value of 0HU with a
standard deviation of about 0.3HU.
Table I shows the runtime in seconds of the proposed
method for both test cases, different triangle counts per test
case and different numbers of CPU cores used to parallelize
the computations. Note that the creation of the octree is not
included in these measurements. In the worst case of 25 · 106
triangles per test case a complete dataset can be obtained
in less than 3500 seconds in all cases. Note that typical
datasets only contain one to two million triangles, resulting
in a complete dataset within less than a minute. Altough both
test cases provide the same triangle counts the total runtime
differs signiﬁcantly. E.g. using a single processor and 5 · 105
triangles results in a temporal demand of 529 s for test case 1
and 1481 s for test case 2. This is caused by the fact that
the octree contains many more nodes if multiple, spatially
disjunct objects are used and thus the time for tree traversal
is increased. In general the proposed, CPU–based method is
faster than other methods recently proposed in the literature.
Reference [18] for example reports the temporal demand for
the forward projection of 4.6 · 105 triangles onto a detector
of size 640× 480 using a GPU–based method as 173ms per
projection. If we assume that this method scales linear with the
number of simulated rays and the number of triangles, the time
to compute a projection of size 10002 from 5 · 105 triangles
would roughly be 612ms. This is more than three times slower
than the corresponding value of 188ms per projection (136 s
for a complete dataset) reported in table I using only four
CPU–cores.
The TCMR values obtained from the benchmarks are shown
in table II. The fact that these values for a given test object
and a given number of triangles do not signiﬁcantly vary with
the number of used CPU cores indicates that the proposed
methods is not bandwidth–limited and scales linear with the
number of processors used.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The authors proposed a method for the computation of
intersection lengths from triangulated surfaces. The algorithm
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Fig. 2. Intersection lengths computed for test case 1 (left) and test case 2
(right).
employs a spatial subdivision scheme to speed up the nec-
essary calculations. It was possible to demonstrate that inter-
section lengths of objects containing several million triangles
can be calculated in a few seconds using modern CPUs. The
proposed algorithm scales linear with the number of used pro-
cessor cores and thus provides highest performance on server
platforms, e.g. for the computation of projections from semi–
antropomorphic phantoms [19]. This enables the usage of
highly complex, triangulated objects for the simulation, image
reconstruction and artifact correction in computed tomography
and other imaging modalities.
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1Angular Rebinning for Geometry Independent
SPECT Reconstruction
Alexandre Bousse, Kjell Erlandsson, Stefano Pedemonte, Se´bastien Ourselin, Simon Arridge,
Brian F. Hutton
Abstract—This work proposes a novel approach to
model the collimator response in SPECT. The ap-
proach consists of projecting the activity volume on a
high number of virtual projection planes that are then
averaged with an angular point spread function. It was
motivated by the new possibilities oﬀered by GPU for
3-D projection/backprojection. This approach also al-
lows to model a wide range of SPECT imaging systems.
Results show that reconstruction using our resolution
modelling method is consistent with standard blurring.
As an example, we show how to implement a convergent
collimator response.
Index Terms—SPECT reconstruction, resolution
modelling, Hermitian adjoint
I. Introduction
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
imaging is a routine clinical procedure in nuclear medicine.
Accurate image reconstruction requires a precise knowl-
edge of the system matrix i.e. the probabilities that a
photon emitted from a given position is detected at a
given bin. This knowledge depends on several factors,
such as the attenuation map [1], [2], the gamma camera
geometry and septal penetration [3]. When the system
matrix is known, the activity distribution image can be
reconstructed by maximising the log-likelihood [4], [5] or
penalised log-likelihood [6], [7]. In parallel hole SPECT,
it is possible to eﬃciently project (resp. backproject) the
activity distribution (resp. the sinogram) by convolving
the activity volume slice by slice by a distant-dependent
point spread function (PSF) [2]. This approach usually
requires the assumption that the attenuation map within
the cone of detection corresponds to the attenuation along
the central line.
For other imaging system geometries (convergent
SPECT, multi-pinhole, etc.), the above approach is not
always feasible and projecting/backprojecting requires the
computation of the system matrix. This can be achieved
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by measuring point source responses [8], [9] or Monte-
Carlo simulation [10]–[12]. Obviously, in addition to being
unable to incorporate the patient-dependent attenuation
map, these approaches are normally too time consuming
to be performed on-line.
In this work we propose a 2 step projector that can
model a wide range of SPECT imaging systems. The idea
was suggested in [13]. The ﬁrst step consists of projecting
the activity distribution on a large number of “virtual” az-
imuthal and polar angles. This step is performed eﬃciently
using the GPU-accelerated Matlab toolbox NiftyRec [14].
The second step, presented in section II, is a data re-
binning operation that takes the form of an angular convo-
lution. Its adjoint operator can be computed so that exact
backprojection can be performed. The method does not
make use of the central line approximation with respect
to the attenuation. In section III two examples of angular
PSF are presented: parallel hole and fan-beam geometry.
Discussion and conclusion are given in section IV.
II. Theory
Let (o, −→x , −→y , −→z ) be an orthonormal coordinate system
in R3 and Ω ⊂ R3 be the ﬁeld of view. Without loss
of generality we can assume Ω to be the unit ball. The
activity distribution can be seen as a function f(r) with
r ∈ Ω. The operator P that maps f into the set of its line
integrals is called the X-ray transform [15]. The choice of
its parametrisation varies across the literature. For this
work we deﬁne it as follows: let P(ϕ, ϑ) be the plane
tangent to the unit sphere ∂Ω at o(ϕ, ϑ), the point of
spherical coordinates (1, ϕ, ϑ) where ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[ is the
azimuthal angle and ϑ ∈ [−π/2, π/2[ is the polar angle.
Let (o(ϕ, ϑ),−→i (ϕ, ϑ), −→j (ϕ, ϑ)) be a coordinate system
on P(ϕ, ϑ) such that it coincides with (o, −→x , −→z ) when
ϕ = ϑ = 0. The X-ray transform of f on P(ϕ, ϑ) at
position (x, y) is given by the line integral
Pf(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(pϕ,ϑ(x, y) + t
−→
d (ϕ, ϑ)) dt (1)
where −→d (ϕ, ϑ) is the unitary vector normal to P(ϕ, ϑ)
(pointing to the exterior of Ω) and pϕ,ϑ(x, y) is
the point of coordinates (x, y) on P(ϕ, ϑ) in the
(o(ϕ, ϑ), −→i (ϕ, ϑ), −→j (ϕ, ϑ)) coordinates system. When de-
ﬁned over a set of functions that are square-integrable,
P is a continuous operator (see [15], p. 17). In
SPECT imaging, the attenuation map μ(r) is incor-
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2porated by multiplying f(pϕ,ϑ(x, y) + t
−→
d (ϕ, ϑ)) with
exp
(
− ∫ +∞
t
μ(pϕ,ϑ(x, y) + t′
−→
d (ϕ, ϑ)) dt′
)
in (1).
The idea developed here is to re-bin a complete line
integral dataset h(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) = Pf(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) to model
a wide range of imaging systems. Continuous re-binning
of h(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) takes the form of data re-blurring with
some weighting function. Assume we wish to model a
SPECT gamma camera that rotates around the −→z -axis
at a distance ρ to the origin and such that each projection
plane is contained in a [−1, 1]2 square: the re-binned
projection data are obtained by an operator A deﬁned by
Ah(x, y, ϕ) =
∫ π/2
−π/2
∫ 2π
0
h(uϕ′(x), uϑ′(y), ϕ + ϕ′, ϑ′)
× w(x, y, ϕ′, ϑ′)χ(x, y) dϕ′dϑ′ (2)
where uδ(t) = ρ sin δ + t cos δ, χ(x, y) is the characteristic
function of [−1, 1]2 and w is some weighting function. The
angular blurring A can be easily interpreted: at camera
position ϕ and detector bin location (x, y), A accounts
for photons travelling in a direction deﬁned by (ϕ′, ϑ′)
with a contribution w(x, y, ϕ, ϑ). The two terms uϕ′(x)
and uϑ′(y) indicate where the corresponding photon tra-
jectories are located in the complete dataset h(x, y, ϕ, ϑ),
see ﬁgure 1. The geometry of the imaging system is
determined by the choice of w. For example, if w does not
depend on (x, y), A models a parallel hole collimator. The
theoretical observation operator with angular blurring-
based resolution modelling is H = AP.
In order to utilise A for iterative image reconstruction,
i.e. within an iterative algorithm [4]–[7], its Hermitian
adjoint (transpose) must be computed.
Proposition 1. Let A be as in (2) and denote T1 = [0, 2π]
and T2 = [0, 2π] × [−π/2, π/2]. Let X (resp. Y ) be the
subset of L2(R2 × T2) (resp. L2(R2 × T1)) composed of
functions compactly supported on [−1, 1]2 ×T2 (resp. R2 ×
T1). Assume there exists a function K : Ω → R+ such that
for all (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2, w(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) ≤ K(ϕ, ϑ) and
sup
ϑ,ϕ
K2(ϕ, ϑ)
| cosϑ cosϕ| = C(w) < +∞.
Then A is a bounded operator with ‖A‖ ≤ π3/2√2C(w)
and its adjoint operator A∗ : Y → X is given by
∀g ∈ Y, A∗g(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) =
∫ 2π
0
g(vϕ−ϕ′(x), vϑ(y), ϕ′)
× w(vϕ−ϕ′(x), vϑ(y), ϕ − ϕ
′, ϑ)
| cos(ϕ − ϕ′) cosϑ| χ(x, y) dϕ
′,
where vδ(t) = u−1δ (t).
Proof. The adjoint is obtained by substituting (x, y)
for vϕ′(x) and vϑ′(y) when writing the adjoint equality∫ Ahg = ∫ hA∗g. The division by | cosϑ cosϕ| is a Jaco-
bian. The same trick is used to ﬁnd an upper bound for
‖A‖. (Full proof available on demand).
The condition on w mean trajectories of the photons
should not be parallel to the gamma-camera, which is al-
ways true. In practice the X-ray transform P is discretised
Fig. 1. Illustration of the angular re-binding: uϕ′ (x) is the virtual
camera detection location of a photon hiting the true camera at
angular position ϕ at location x with an angle ϕ′.
to a N × m matrix P = DN,m(P) where D·,· is a discreti-
sation operator, and A is discretised to a n × N matrix
A = Dn,N (A). To perform the angular blurring (2) it is
required that N 	 n. The full SPECT ﬁnite-dimensional
projector is a n × m matrix H = AP and its transpose
used for iterative reconstruction is HT = P TAT. We
utilised Dm,N (P∗)DN,n(A∗) to approximate HT. In sec-
tion III we demonstrate that HT ≈ Dm,N (P∗)DN,n(A∗).
Resolution modelling utilising H and HT shall be referred
to as angular blurring projection (ABP). Standard resolu-
tion modelling shall be referred to as standard blurring
projection (SBP) implemented as in [2].
Because N 	 n (i.e. high number of virtual projec-
tions), P and P T should be implemented eﬃciently. For
this work we utilised the GPU-accelerated Matlab toolbox
NiftyRec [14].
III. Results
A. Validation of the adjoint operator
In this section we experimentally verify that
Dm,M (A∗) ≈ AT. This is can be considered as an
experimental veriﬁcation of proposition 1. For this
purpose we randomly generate two sequences {uk} and
{vk} where uk ∈ Rn and vk ∈ RN , N 	 n. For each k,
we verify that
〈Auk,vk〉RN ≈ 〈uk,DN,n(A∗)vk〉Rn . (3)
Figure 2 shows that (3) is a good approximation.
B. Imaging system examples
In this section we show 2 examples of SPECT systems:
parallel hole and convergent cone-beam collimators. As
brieﬂy explained in section II, parallel hole collimators
can be modelled with ABP using a position-independent
PSF. Here we used a two-dimensional Gaussian PSF with
diagonal covariance matrix i.e.
wpar(ϕ, ϑ) ∝ χR(ϕ, ϑ) exp(−ϕ2/2σ2ϕ) exp(−ϑ2/2σ2ϑ) (4)
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Fig. 2. Plot of 300 points whose coordinates are the left and right
hand side of (3).
(a) wpar (b) wconv
Fig. 3. Projection with resolution modelling following (2): (a) parallel
hole collimator i.e. using (4); (b) convergent fan-beam collimator i.e.
using (5)
where R is such that d(R, {−π/2, π/2}) > 0 and χR is the
corresponding characteristic function. The presence of χR
is necessary to ensure the hypothesis of proposition 1 is
true i.e. by excluding angles ±π/2. The convergent and
divergent geometry PSF’s are built upon wpar with the
introduction of a term that changes the angular centring
depending on the position (x, y) on the camera:
wconv(x, y, ϕ, ϑ) = wpar(ϕ + xϕmax, ϑ + yϑmax). (5)
We chose a linearly-dependent position centring but other
position dependencies can be used. Note that divergent
geometries can be implemented by replacing ϕmax and
ϑmax with −ϕmax and −ϑmax respectively. Figure 3 shows
the results of noiseless projection using parallel hole (ﬁg-
ure 3(a)) and convergent geometry (ﬁgure 3(b)). The
projected phantom consists of 64 spheres distributed uni-
formly in a cube. The volume size is m = 643 and the
projection data size is n = 642 × 120. We used 360 virtual
azimuthal angles ϕ and 360 polar angles ϑ to compute A
(i.e. N = 642 × 3602). With parallel geometry only the
ﬁrst layer is visible, whereas using convergent geometry
the 3 next layers are visible.
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0
0.01
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0.06
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SBP
MC
Fig. 4. Projected point source section using ABP and SBP projector
and MC. The rectangle represents the border of the attenuation
medium.
C. Monte-Carlo simulations
1) Point source in attenuated medium: We projected
a simulated point-source located in a rectangular phan-
tom containing water with the Monte-Carlo (MC) code
SIMIND [16], as well as using SBP and ABP. The point-
source was purposely located at the border of the attenua-
tion medium in order to assess the eﬀect of the central line
approximation. A section of the projected point-source is
shown in ﬁgure 4. It shows that the central line approxima-
tion results in an evenly distributed projected point-source
using SBP, whereas the projected point source using ABP
is similar to the MC projection.
2) Phantom evaluation: We evaluated our new
projector/back-projector using simulated data. MC
SPECT projection data were generated using SIMIND.
The activity distribution was a cylinder (28 cm diameter)
containing 4 cylindrical inserts of diﬀerent sizes (diameters
from 35 to 56 mm). The true contrast in all spheres
compared to the background was 3. Simulations were
done corresponding to a rotating scintillation camera
equipped with a LEHS collimator with a radius of rotation
of ρ = 192mm. The number of projection angles over
360o was 120 (n = 120 × number of pixels/projection).
The eﬀects of scatter were not simulated. The object
central slice was reconstructed in 2-D with ABP and
SBP. ABP was performed using 720 azimuthal polar
virtual angles (N = 720 × number of pixels/projection).
Activity images were reconstructed with a surrogate
based algorithm [7] with a quadratic smoothing prior
weighted by a parameter β. We used 3 diﬀerent values of
the regularisation parameter β.
The reconstructed images were assessed by their mean
contrasts in each cylinder as well as coeﬃcient of varia-
tion (COV) calculated across 10 MC realisations. Recon-
structed images using SBP and ABP are shown in ﬁg-
ure 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. The 2 images appear similar
although a weak dark ring can be seen in the SBP recon-
structed image close to the edge of the phantom, probably
due to inaccurate attenuation modelling. Figure 6 shows
the COV vs contrast curves of the penalised maximum
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4(a) SBP reconstruction (b) ABP reconstruction
Fig. 5. Reconstruction from MC data: (a) using SBP; (b) using ABP.
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Fig. 6. Penalised-ML reconstruction contrast vs COV for 3 diﬀerent
values of β: (a) 400 iterations; (b) 600 iterations.
likelihood (ML) reconstructed images using SBP and ABP
for 3 values of β after 400 iterations (ﬁgure 6(a)) and 600
iterations (ﬁgure 6(b)). The contrast was calculated over
the bottom right disk. Although results are very similar
after 600 iterations, ABP reconstruction performs better
than SBP when only 400 iterations are performed.
IV. Discussion and conclusion
Here we have presented a new projection/back-
projection technique for SPECT reconstruction, which is
based on an angular blurring approach instead of the
traditional distance dependent blurring approach. Our
new method utilises the speed-up obtained with a GPU-
device for parallel-beam forward and back-projection, and
has a high degree of ﬂexibility, allowing a wide range of
collimators to be modelled by simply changing a weighting
function. Here we have illustrated the ﬂexibility of the
method and we have shown that it produces results similar
to the traditional approach. In further work we intend to
model a wider range of imaging systems and optimise their
performances.
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A novel method of embedding additional
information into tensor diffusion ﬁltering as an
application for multi-modal reconstruction in ET
D. Kazantsev1, S. Ourselin2, B. F. Hutton3, W.R.B. Lionheart4 and S. R. Arridge2
Abstract—The fast development of hybrid imaging modalities
in tomography, such as SPECT (single photon emission com-
puted tomography)/CT (computed tomography), PET (positron
emission tomography)/MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and
PET/CT, have increased an interest for reconstruction algorithms
which are able to utilize a functional and anatomical information
at the same time.
In this paper a new method proposed for iterative reconstruc-
tion with anatomical prior in emission tomography (ET). The
introduced regularization term is a modiﬁed anisotropic tensor
diffusion ﬁlter which has shape-adapted smoothing properties.
The ﬁlter accommodates available anatomical information which
results in enhanced position and image dependent spatial reso-
lution of emission images. Based on underlying orientations of
normal and tangential vector ﬁelds for emission and anatomical
images, the diffusion ﬂux is rotated and scaled. Poisson likelihood
ﬁdelity and penalty terms are optimized separately by means of
forward-backward splitting (FBS) technique. Presented approach
is validated quantitatively using co-registered SPECT/MR syn-
thetic data and compared with another anatomically penalized
reconstruction as well as with iterative statistical reconstruction
without regularization.
Index Terms—emission tomography, hybrid modalities,
anatomical prior, image denoising, tensor diffusion, anisotropy,
regularization, splitting methods
I. INTRODUCTION
For reconstruction of activity distribution in ET, iterative
statistical methods, such as, maximum-likelihood expectation
maximization (MLEM) algorithm [1] are commonly used.
Since the reconstruction problem in ET is ill-posed and ill-
conditioned it requires additional regularization to ensure well-
posedness. From a Bayesian perspective, imposing desirable
properties (e.g. smoothness) on the solution leads to a prior
probability characterization. A maximum a posteriori proba-
bility (MAP) estimate or penalized likelihood are successful
methods employing the prior information. In the tomographic
reconstruction, the sum of the likelihood penalized by the noise
suppressing term is optimized [2].
The use of variational regularization techniques for to-
mographic reconstruction is signiﬁcantly supported by the
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successful development of image processing tools and cor-
responding mathematical framework [3]. Successfully dealing
with noise in images while leaving important features intact,
the penalties based on partial differential equations (PDE),
such as total variation (TV) [4] and anisotropic diffusion (AD)
[5],[6] are competitive means to regularize reconstruction in
emission tomography (ET).
The availability of side information from hybrid scanners
(SPECT/CT, PET/MRI and PET/CT) can improve resolution
of functional image by referring to prominent edges of anatom-
ical data [7]. In this paper we propose a new method to
smooth radiopharmaceutical distribution by means of available
anatomical information. Although the proposed method has
some similarities with previous work on modiﬁed diffusion
ﬁlters [8], [9] it is based on a very new idea of embedding
available data into the ﬁltering process.
To reach a desired solution we utilize the FBS approach
[10] for cost function iterative optimization. Cost function
is decomposed into two sub-problems which are optimized
separately. Similarly to [11] we split Poisson data ﬁdelity and
variational penalty terms. The resulting algorithm consists of
the classical MLEM step followed by the modiﬁed diffusion
step. The nature of the diffusion step is the main contribution
of this paper.
II. METHOD
A. Tensor based anisotropic diffusion ﬁltering (TBADF)
Following the Weickert’s approach [5] for evaluation of
local orientations of the image gradient ∇u(x) the struc-
ture tensor has to be build. Here we consider the 2D case
(x = (x, y)), however the proposed method can be easily
generalized for the 3D. To avoid false edge detections due
to noise, u(x) is convolved with a Gaussian kernel kσ ,
where σ is a differentiation scale: uσ(x) = (kσ ∗ u)(x).
The local information is averaged by convolving component-
wise ∇uσ∇uTσ with a Gaussian kernel kρ, where ρ is an
integration scale which controls the size of the neighbourhood
with gradients dominant orientations [3].
The structure tensor can be constructed as a symmetric,
positive semideﬁnite (PSD) matrix:
Jρ(∇uσ)(x) = kρ ∗ (∇uσ∇uTσ ). (1)
Principal axis transformation of (1) gives the orthonormal
eigenvectors v1 ‖ ∇uσ,v2 ⊥ ∇uσ , such as
lim
ρ→0
v1 =
∇uσ
|∇uσ| ; limρ→0v2 =
∇u⊥σ
|∇uσ| (2)
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where |∇u| =
√
u2x + u
2
y and the corresponding eigenvalues
deﬁned using the PSD matrix components as:
η1,2 =
1
2
(
j11 + j22 ±
√
(j11 − j22)2 + 4j212
)
, (3)
The eigenvalues η1,2 (averaged by the scale parameter ρ)
convey the level of intensity propagation along the given
directions v1,2. The eigenvalues characterize local geometrical
information, for isotropic areas η1 ∼= η2 ∼= 0 and η1  η2 or
η1  η2 for anisotropic (line structures).
Furthermore, based on η1,2 one can estimate the level of
anisotropy using the normalized measure of coherence [12]:
C(x) =
(
η1 − η2
η1 + η2
)2
; C(x) ∈ [0, 1], (4)
when C(x) = 1 the gradient is totally aligned, when C(x) =
0 it has no preferred direction. Note that the measure (4) is
undeﬁned for the uniform regions.
The diffusion PDE in its general form can be written as:{
∂tu = ∇ · (D(Jρ(∇uσ))∇u),
u(x, 0) = u0.
(5)
For D = I, (5) performs a linear isotropic diffusion, for D =
ϕ(|∇u|)I it is equivalent to a nonlinear isotropic diffusion (ϕ
is an edge preserving function [5]), and for
D = [v1 v2] ·
[
γ1 0
0 γ2
]
·
[
v1
T
v2
T
]
=
[
D11 D12
D12 D22
]
, (6)
equation (5) stands for anisotropic nonlinear diffusion driven
by the diffusion tensor with elements:
Di,j =
∑
n=1,...,2
γnvnivnj , (7)
The diffusion tensor (6) has a new eigenvalues γ1,2 which
deﬁne the strength of smoothing in the preferred directions
v1,2. A few different deﬁnitions for γn related to the edge
enhancing diffusion (EED) and the coherence enhancing diffu-
sion (CED) were proposed by Weickert [13]. In this paper we
will be using the EED approach, where smoothing in normal
direction is reduced by:
γ1 = ϕ(|∇u|) = exp (−|∇u|2/2), (8)
while the eigenvalue related to the tangential vector is γ2 = 1.
The threshold parameter  controls the strength of diffusion.
The diffusion tensor rotates and scales the ﬂux in order to
adapt it for underlying geometrical conﬁgurations of image
u(x).
B. Embedding additional information into the TBADF
Here we present a novel idea how to embed an additional
information μ into the image λ by means of the tensor based
diffusion ﬁltering.
Let us assume that the diffusion tensors Dμ and Dλ are
deﬁned for images μ and λ respectively.
The combined diffusion tensor can be deﬁned using follow-
ing arithmetic interpolation scheme between two given tensors
[14] as:
Dμ,λ = sDλ + (1− s)Dμ; s(x) ∈ [0, 1], (9)
Fig. 1: From left to right: Original image, noisy image λ
containing 10% of random noise and reference image μ
containing 1% of random noise.
Fig. 2: Example of the TBAD ﬁltering with a help of additional
information. Top row from left to right: denoised image λ
without use of the referenced image μ; ﬁltered λ using the
referenced image μ and the combined tensor (9). Bottom
picture is a plot of the horizontal middle section (the central
region) of the denoised images above and the original image.
In the marked areas edges are better preserved for the proposed
method.
where s(x) is a spatially variant parameter which should fulﬁl
the following properties:
Property (1): ∀x calculate θ(x) = acos(v1(μ) · v1(λ)); if
θ(x) ∈ [0◦, 0◦ + θa] or θ ∈ [180◦ − θa, 180◦], then s(x) = 0.
Property (2): ∀s(x) 
= 0: s(x) = Cλ(x) (4).
Property (3): ∀x where Cλ(x) is undeﬁned: s(x) = 0.
The ideas behind properties (1-3) are the following:
Property (1) is fulﬁlled when Cλ(x) ∼= Cμ(x)  0, which
is the case of an expressed anisotropy for both images. By
checking angles between the two principal vector bases for
images λ and μ one can estimate how bases are agreed
with each other. An acceptance angle θa is introduced as a
threshold parameter to make a decision on overlapping degree
of two vectors. Empirically we found that θa = 10◦ gives
satisfying results. When property (1) is fulﬁlled for some x,
so s(x) = 0, it gives Dμ,λ = Dμ, then the diffusion (5) is
performed using diffusion tensor of image μ.
Property (2) ensures that all values of s(x) which are not
equal to zero should be equal to Cλ(x). Based on the level of
anisotropy of image λ the interpolation between two tensors
(9) takes place. For areas with higher anisotropy on λ there
is less inﬂuence of μ.
Property (3) considers the uniform regions of image λ
where Cλ is undeﬁned (η1(λ)+η2(λ) = 0). If Cμ is undeﬁned
as well, then D = I.
The proposed method was tested for the simple denoising
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Fig. 3: The example of local geometrical structure represented
by two diffusion tensors for anatomical μ and emission
images λ. The combined diffusion tensor is constructed by
interpolation (9).
procedure of image λ having additional image μ as a refer-
ence, see Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the results of the ﬁltered image
λ without use of referenced image μ and with it. Note that
for places where edges of exact image matched the reference
sharp features are preserved, see plot in Fig. 2. This is the case
when the property (1) is taken place. For areas where there is
no additional information from μ the property (2) performs.
The idea of the combined tensor ﬁltering (9) can be used for
the hybrid imaging modalities having emission data registered
with anatomical one. The Fig. 3 explains how the combined
tensor can be used for the problem of reconstruction in ET
having data from MR scanner.
C. An anatomically driven tensor based anisotropic diffusion
ﬁltering (ADTBADF) for ET reconstruction
Lets consider the discrete activity distribution as N-dim
vector λ with elements λi, i = 1, . . . ,N and g is a measured
projection data (sinogram) with elements gj , j = 1, . . . ,M. In
the ET, g follows Poisson distribution with mean g = Pλ,
where projection or system matrix P : RN → RM depends
on system design and detector array geometry.
To reconstruct desired image λ from Poisson distributed
data g, the following constrained cost function needs to be
optimized:
min
λ
{
DKL(g,Pλ) + β
∫
Ω
h(|∇λ|)dΩ
}
S.T. λ ≥ 0, (10)
where DKL(g,Pλ) =
∫
[g − g log g] is a Kullback - Leibler
distance and second term is a convex energy functional con-
trolled by regularization parameter β [15].
The algorithms based on proximity operator properties [10]
can solve (10) by splitting regularization and data-ﬁdelity
terms in a way that two (generally less complex) sub-problems
have to be solved.
Similarly to [11], [8] a nested two step iteration algorithm
can be derived in a form:
λm+
1
2 = λ
m
P∗1P
∗ ( g
Pλm
)
, MLEM step
λm+1 = L
(
λm+
1
2
)
Filtering step
(11)
Where L is a diffusion operator which performs transition from
λm+
1
2 to λm+1 by minimizing the following function:
Ψ(λ) =
1
2
∫
Ω
P∗1
λm
(
λ− λm+ 12
)2
+ β
∫
Ω
h(|∇λ|)dΩ (12)
In this work we use a standard iterative gradient descent
algorithm to optimize (12):{
λl+1 = λl + τ(Ψ′(λ))
λ1 = λm+
1
2 ,
(13)
Ψ′(λ) =
P∗1
λm
(
λ− λm+ 12
)
+ β(∇ · (Dμ,λ∇λ)). (14)
The right part of (14) includes the sum of weighted data
ﬁdelity term and a nonlinear anisotropic diffusion term which
includes the proposed combined tensor (9).
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this work we compare several reconstruction techniques,
namely: an anatomically driven tensor based anisotropic dif-
fusion ﬁltering (ADTBADF) (11) with a ﬁltering step (14),
an anatomically driven nonlinear isotropic diffusion ﬁltering
(ADNIDF) with quadratic function (QADNIDF), with Huber
function (HADNIDF) and classical MLEM (step 1 in (11)).
The ADNIDF method is an iterative application of a Bowsher
prior (a local activity smoothing technique based on intensity
distribution in the neighbourhood of anatomical image, more
in [16]) in the second step of (11). More information about
this method can be found in [8].
For our experiments we used 2D synthetic Brainweb data
to perform quantitative analysis of methods. The proposed
algorithm can be generalized for 3D data, however the quan-
titative validation is much more time consuming in this case.
The synthetic activity phantom is projected to form noise-free
sinogram, then 30 Poisson noise realizations were generated
from the data. Due to lack of space we are not presenting
all necessary graphs for bias-variance analysis but we will
comment on them.
In Fig. 4 one can see that the MLEM image has poor
resolution and the highest variance for the hot lesion region
of interest (ROI). However, the level of intensity in lesion
ROI is high and the bias is very low. The use of quadratic
smoothing with QADNIDF gives a signiﬁcant enhancement
of resolution of emission image (the smallest variance). The
bias of QADNIDF is the highest due to over-smoothing of
activity. The use of Huber function in HADNIDF can increase
bias but as well as the variance. The reconstructed image
with HADNIDF is less smooth (piecewise-constant appearance
due to penalty function), but lesion is better quantiﬁed than
with QADNIDF. The proposed approach (ADTBADF) allows
to reduce bias further for approximately the same level of
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Fig. 4: left to right, top row: the 2D modeled activity phantom
with hot lesion pointed by the arrow (the dotted circle was
taken as a background region to calculate contrast for the
lesion nearby and the background variance, MLEM recon-
struction (m = 170) co-registered MR image; bottom row:
reconstruction with QADNIDF, HADNIDF and ADTBADF.
variance. The value of variance is lowest for the gray matter
region but the bias is slightly higher than for ADNIDF (edges
are blurred due to convolution).
Fig. 5: 1D slices of the the true activity (horizontal line across
the phantom in the Fig. 4), HADNIDF and ADTBADF images.
In the Fig. 5 one can see 1D slices of reconstructed images
comparatively to original phantom. The proposed method
gives smoother reconstruction but preserves an important
features in data.
IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm has four additional parameters to
control reconstruction comparatively to ADNIDF method (two
Gaussian kernels σ, ρ in (1), the edge preserving threshold  (8)
for image μ and the angle of acceptance θa. However it doesn’t
add any signiﬁcant difﬁculties to choose these parameters, ﬁrst
three can be estimated automatically based on the level of
noise in image μ. The optimal threshold parameter  is usually
harder to determine in blurred images, a few suggestions
for selection exist in literature [5]. In this work we didn’t
concentrate on this issue and the choice was empirical.
Here we present a binary decision procedure for the property
(1) based on θa threshold. However due to noise and blur
the local estimation of angles can be erroneous. Considering
principal directions in a non-local region can improve property
(1).
In ET reconstructed images are generally blurred (premature
stop of the MLEM algorithm or smoothing penalty applied).
The smooth appearance of the reconstructed images with the
proposed method can be beneﬁcial for clinicians who get used
to visual assessment of similar images. The strength of blur
for reconstructed images is controlled by width of Gaussian
kernels and can be optimized.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we present a novel approach of incorporating
available additional information into diffusion ﬁltering. The
process of embedding information is performed by scaling and
rotating the combined diffusion tensor of two images. Special
properties of the proposed tensor were tested on the simple
denoising example. The method shows the ability to detect
matching directions of tensor ﬁelds of two images, it helps to
retain edges and resolution in a ﬁltered image.
The proposed method is tested for the modelled case of
the SPECT reconstruction with co-registered MR data as a
reference image. It produces better results in terms of bias,
contrast and variance for lesions. Reconstructed images look
more favourable due to smooth appearance and well preserved
important features such as lesions.
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Abstract—This work is to investigate the feasibility of the 
megavoltage imaging quality improvement and imaging dose 
reduction for TomoTherapy, based on tensor framelet. That is, we 
aim to develop an effective and rapid reconstruction technique for 
the CT imaging on TomoTherapy to improve the imaging quality 
from the filtered backprojection, with full projection views or 
undersampled projection views. The phantom studies suggest that 
the tensor framelet method is robust for the low-dose imaging on 
TomoTherapy with 75% reduction of the projection views. 
 
Index Terms—TomoTherapy, low-dose, CT, tensor framelet, 
GPU, reconstruction. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
NTENSITY Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT), capable 
of delivering highly conformal dose to the tumor while 
sparing the adjacent normal structures, is becoming the 
standard treatment for head-and-neck (H&N) and prostate 
cancer since the late 90s [1, 2]. However, rapid dose falloff of 
IMRT plans generally calls for more reproducible patient 
positioning and therefore accurate treatment delivery. 
TomoTherapy Hi-Art Helical Radiotherapy System 
(Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA) is an integrated unit dedicated to 
IMRT using megavoltage CT (MVCT) as image guidance 
[3-5]. The utility of on-board CT detector ensures the accuracy 
of patient’s anatomy and alignment using a relatively low-dose 
on daily basis, but also allows us to assess treatment delivery 
verification for each radiation treatment by collecting MVCT 
data immediate prior or after treatment delivery. Large 
difference between the delivered dose and the planned dose 
generally implies an adaptive therapy such as re-planning. 
However, concerns have been raised for additional doses to 
patients due to daily image scans, which might lead to 
unnecessary toxicity for sensitive structures [6-8]. It has been a 
great challenge to improve the MVCT image quality while 
maintain low-dose due to imaging [9].   
On the other hand, inspired by compressive sensing [10, 11], 
there have been many efforts on iterative reconstruction 
methods for the low-dose image reconstruction with 
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undersampled CT or dynamic CT data, using the L1-type image 
regularization [12-18]. In our recent work on 4D cone beam CT 
[19], we have proposed the tensor framelet (TF), which is ideal 
for high-dimensional large-scale image reconstruction due to 
its significantly reduced demand on the memory and 
computational cost. 
In this work, using TF, we aim to develop new reconstruction 
method to further improve the MVCT imaging quality on 
TomoTherapy. Moreover, we investigate the possibility of the 
low-dose imaging with fewer projection views, to produce the 
comparable imaging quality. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
A. Least-square Formulation 
With the traditional FBP, the 3D CT images on TomoTherapy 
could be reconstructed slice by slice along the longitudinal 
direction based on the fan-beam geometry with curved 
detectors. To utilize the prior that the CT image or its derivates 
can be smooth and sparse for both the in-plane directions and 
the longitudinal direction, we formulate the image 
reconstruction as the following iterative least-square 
minimization problem, in which all slices are reconstructed 
simultaneously so that the image smoothness and sparsity along 
the longitudinal direction can be enforced, 
)(||||
2
1minarg 22 XRYAXX
X
O .      (1) 
In (1), the first term is the L2-norm data fidelity term with the 
imaging data Y and the 3D image X to be reconstructed, and the 
second term is the L1-norm image regularization term with the 
regularization parameter λ and the proper sparsifying 
transform, which will be discussed next.  
Here A is a linear operator on X that corresponds to the X-ray 
transform on X slice by slice. Considering the computational 
efficiency, we use our recently developed new parallel 
algorithm with O(1) per parallel thread [20, 21].  
In this paper, we consider two reconstruction settings with 
coarse and fine resolution respectively along the longitudinal 
direction. For the coarse-resolution reconstruction, every 
360-degree projection views are used to reconstruct one slice; 
for the fine-resolution reconstruction, every 360-degree 
projection views are used to reconstruct two slices, i.e., 
180-degree projection views for one slice. 
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B. Tensor Framelet 
We formulate TF [19, 22] at multilevel based on the 1D 
framelet operator w. Considering the 1D framelet transform up 
to L levels (larger number for coarser resolution), we start from 
the 1D refinement masks for w at Level 0≤l≤L 
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Then 1D framelet transform w of x is 
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and its transpose wT is 
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with * for convolution, x0=x, 0≤m≤2, and 0≤l≤L. 
 
Based on (3) and (4), the TF with multilevel is 
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and the adjoint TF with multilevel is 
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where Xx, Xy, Xz are the unfolded matrices of X along x, y, z 
dimension respectively, and the 1D framelet operator w and wT 
are with respect to the 1D unfolded dimension x, y, z 
respectively. For example, wxXx performs 1D framelet 
transform along each x-line for all combination of y- and z- 
variables. 
Finally, the isotropic TF norm at multilevel is defined as 
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Notice that the wavelet bases are orthonormal, while the TF 
bases are redundant. For example, the Haar wavelet includes 
the low-passed average and the first-order derivatives, while 
the piecewise-linear TF here also contains the second-order 
derivatives. In this sense, TF generalizes the wavelet with 
high-order derivatives for characterizing the smoothness and 
the sparsity. 
With TF, the formulation is a L1-norm-regularized 
least-square optimization. Here we choose the Split Bregman 
method [23] for solving this convex L1-type problem. The 
method was also used in our prior related work on CT 
[17,19,24]. 
III. MATERIALS 
We scanned a H&N anthropomorphic phantom, and a pelvis 
anthropomorphic phantom on our TomoTherapy HD unit using 
normal MVCT scan thickness. The detector data were exported 
out for each phantom immediately after each MVCT scan, an 
air scan was also acquired to normalize the raw detector output. 
Default image scanning parameters (TomoTherapy V4.2) were 
used in this study: jaws were set to a position of ±0.5 mm (J1), 
and the projected beam width at isocenter was approximately 
4mm, gantry period of 10 seconds with couch speed of 
8mm/rotation. The repetition rate for imaging mode was 80 Hz. 
As the geometric parameters for image reconstruction, the 
distance from source to the isocenter was 85 cm, the distance 
from the source to the detector was 144 cm. The detector array 
had 640 pixels and the central element was offset by 29.5 
pixels. There were 800 projection views per rotation and the 
couch speed was 8 mm per rotation. For the current system, the 
pixels from the 27th to the 554th were available for image 
reconstruction. Since the center of the actual curved detector 
array was different from the isocenter for TomoTherapy system 
to improve the efficiency of the outer channels, the virtual 
curved detector array centered at the isocenter was created with 
0.048 degrees as the angular pixel size. As a result, the 
reconstructed image per slice was 350u350 with 0.1 cmu0.1 
cm. The same imaging parameters were used for TF and FBP. 
The GPU-based reconstruction was implemented with a 
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 GPU card (1536 cores and 2.0 GB 
device memory). it took ~2 minutes for our GPU-based solver 
to reconstruct a 80-slice 350×350 3D image with 100 projection 
views per slice and 528 detections per view. 
To evaluate the imaging quality without undersampling, we 
first performed the coarse reconstruction (360-degree 
projection views per slice) with 800 projection per slice, and 
then the fine reconstruction (180-degree projection views per 
slice) with 400 projection per slice.  
To evaluate the imaging quality with undersampling, we first 
performed the coarse reconstruction (360-degree projection 
views per slice) with 200 projection per slice (25% data) and 
100 projection per slice (12.5% data) respectively, and then the 
fine reconstruction (180-degree projection views per slice) with 
100 projection per slice (25% data) and 50 projection per slice 
(12.5% data) respectively. 
IV. RESULTS 
A. H&N Phantom Study 
A coarse-resolution slice (360-degree projection views per 
slice), and the corresponding two fine-resolution slices 
(180-degree projection views per slice) are plotted in Fig. 1, 2, 
and 3 respectively. That is the total amount of 180-degree data 
for reconstructing two slices in Fig. 2 and 3 is the same as the 
amount of 360-degree data for reconstructing the single slice in 
Fig. 1. Here the coarse and the fine are with respect to the 
resolution along the longitudinal direction. 
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Fig. 6. Fine-resolution pelvis phantom results (180-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 400 projections (100%), 100 
projections (25%), and 50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 400 projections (100%), 100 projections (25%), and 
50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 180-degree projection 
views together with those for Fig. 5 are the same as the 360-degree projection 
views for Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. Fine-resolution pelvis phantom results (180-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 400 projections (100%), 100 
projections (25%), and 50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 400 projections (100%), 100 projections (25%), and 
50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 180-degree projection 
views together with those for Fig. 6 are the same as the 360-degree projection 
views for Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. Coarse-resolution pelvis phantom results (360-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 800 projections (100%), 200 
projections (25%), and 100 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 800 projections (100%), 200 projections (25%), and 
100 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 360-degree projection 
views are the same as the combined 180-degree projection views for Fig. 5 and
6. 
Fig. 3. Fine-resolution H&N phantom results (180-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 400 projections (100%), 100 
projections (25%), and 50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 400 projections (100%), 100 projections (25%), and 
50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 180-degree projection 
views together with those for Fig. 2 are the same as the 360-degree projection 
views for Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. Fine-resolution H&N phantom results (180-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 400 projections (100%), 100 
projections (25%), and 50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 400 projections (100%), 100 projections (25%), and 
50 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 180-degree projection 
views together with those for Fig. 3 are the same as the 360-degree projection 
views for Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Coarse-resolution H&N phantom results (360-degree projections per 
slice). (a), (b), and (c) are from FBP with 800 projections (100%), 200 
projections (25%), and 100 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively; (c), (d), 
and (f) are from TF with 800 projections (100%), 200 projections (25%), and 
100 projections (12.5%) per slice respectively. Here the 360-degree projection 
views are the same as the combined 180-degree projection views for Fig. 2 and 
3. 
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With 100% data, it is clear that TF (i.e., Fig. 1(d), 2(d), 3(d)) 
provides apparently better image quality than FBP (i.e., Fig. 
1(a), 2(a), 3(a)) with less artifacts. 
With 25% data, TF (i.e., Fig. 1(e), 2(e), 3(e)) still provides 
apparently better image quality than FBP (i.e., Fig. 1(b), 2(b), 
3(b)). Moreover, the image quality via TF with 25% data (i.e., 
Fig. 1(e), 2(e), 3(e)) is comparable to the image quality via TF 
with 100% data (i.e., Fig. 1(d), 2(d), 3(d)), and the image 
difference, i.e., ||X-X0||1/||X0||1, between X (from TF with 25% 
data) and X0 (from TF with 100% data) within the central ROI 
of the 256-pixel diameter is 2.8%, 3.2%, 3.4% for Fig. 1, 2, 3 
respectively. 
With 12.5% data, the reconstructed image via TF (i.e., Fig. 
1(f), 2(f), 3(f)) remains significantly better than that from FBP 
(i.e., Fig. 1(c), 2(c), 3(c)). And the image difference between X 
(from TF with 12.5% data) and X0 (from TF with 100% data) 
within the central ROI of the 256-pixel diameter is 4.7%, 5.5%, 
5.9% for Fig. 1, 2, 3 respectively. 
B. Pelvis Phantom Study 
A coarse-resolution slice (360-degree projection views per 
slice), and the corresponding two fine-resolution slices 
(180-degree projection views per slice) are plotted in Fig. 4, 5, 
and 6 respectively. That is the total amount of 180-degree data 
for reconstructing two slices in Fig. 5 and 6 is the same as the 
amount of 360-degree data for reconstructing the single slice in 
Fig. 4. Here the coarse and the fine are with respect to the 
resolution along the longitudinal direction.  
With 100% data, it is clear that TF (i.e., Fig. 4(d), 5(d), 6(d)) 
provides apparently better image quality than FBP (i.e., Fig. 
4(a), 5(a), 6(a)) with less artifacts. 
With 25% data, TF (i.e., Fig. 4(e), 5(e), 6(e)) still provides 
apparently better image quality than FBP (i.e., Fig. 4(b), 5(b), 
6(b)). Moreover, the image quality via TF with 25% data (i.e., 
Fig. 4(e), 5(e), 6(e)) is comparable to the image quality via TF 
with 100% data (i.e., Fig. 4(d), 5(d), 6(d)), and the image 
difference, i.e., ||X-X0||1/||X0||1, between X (from TF with 25% 
data) and X0 (from TF with 100% data) within the central ROI 
of the 300-pixel diameter is 1.8%, 2.3%, 2.2% for Fig. 4, 5, 6 
respectively.  
With 12.5% data, the reconstructed image via TF (i.e., Fig. 
4(f), 5(f), 6(f)) remains significantly better than that from FBP 
(i.e., Fig. 4(c), 5(c), 6(c)). And the image difference between X 
(from TF with 12.5% data) and X0 (from TF with 100% data) 
within the central ROI of the 300-pixel diameter is 3.2%, 3.8%, 
3.9% for Fig. 4, 5, 6 respectively. 
V. CONCLUSOINS 
We have proposed a novel TF-based image reconstruction 
technique that provides better image quality than FBP for the 
megavoltage CT imaging on TomoTherapy with full or 
undersampled projection views. In particular, the phantom 
studies suggest that the TF method is robust for the low-dose 
imaging on TomoTherapy with 75% reduction of the projection 
views. In addition, our GPU-based solver enables the rapid 
image reconstruction.  
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Abstract— The ability of photon-counting detectors to 
discriminate photons based on their energies has led to the 
development of new techniques in computed tomography (CT), in 
particular Spectral CT. The spectral measurements enable 
decomposition of the projection data into its basis components, 
thus providing additional information of the scanned object. This 
knowledge can possibly be used to improve the diagnostic quality 
in CT. In this work, we investigate the ability of additional 
spectral information to reduce metal artifacts caused by gold 
implants in dental cone-beam CT (CBCT). To reduce these types 
of artifacts we present a new algorithm, which we call Spectral 
driven Prior Information Reconstruction (SPIR). In step one of 
this algorithm a decomposition of the spectral data to determine 
the spatial location of the gold is performed, and in step two this 
information is incorporated as a prior into a penalized maximum 
log-likelihood reconstruction algorithm. To determine the 
diagnostic value of our reconstructions, subjective and objective 
image quality were assessed.  When incorporating spectral 
information, a significant improvement of image quality and a 
significant reduction of artifacts can be reported. 
 
Index Terms—Spectral CT, Artifacts reduction, Material 
decomposition, Statistical image reconstruction, dental CBCT. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The advancement in detector technology has 
made it possible to discriminate photons based on 
their energy in a single scan [1]. In this particular 
technique, also known as Spectral CT Imaging, 
photon-counting detectors split the x-ray spectrum 
into several pre-defined energy bins, enabling the 
acquisition of separate CT data in each energy bin. 
The promising prospect of Spectral CT as the next-
generation of CT systems has prompted more 
investigation into the various aspects of this 
technique [2]-[4]. 
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Our investigation focuses on Spectral CT for 
metal artifact reduction, especially in dental cone-
beam CT (CBCT). The presence of metal objects 
(high Z-number materials), such as dental implants, 
causes the x-ray to be heavily attenuated, resulting 
to a reduced number of photons reaching the 
detector. This can led to severe streaking and dark 
and bright shading around the metal implant, thus 
degrading the diagnostic quality of the CT image. 
Many techniques [5]-[6] were developed to 
overcome this artifact, but a unique approach from 
Stayman et al. [7] has shown that reconstruction 
with prior knowledge of the material can produce 
superior image quality. 
In this work, we investigate the ability of 
additional spectral information to be integrated into 
the reconstruction process. To reduce metal artifacts 
we present a new algorithm, which in step one 
performs a decomposition of the spectral data to 
determine the spatial location of the gold, and in 
step two incorporates that information as a prior 
into a penalized maximum log-likelihood 
reconstruction algorithm. Finally, we show and 
discuss the initial results from our algorithm.  
II. METHODS 
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our algorithm, 
which we call Spectral driven Prior Information 
Reconstruction (SPIR), where the Material 
Decomposition (A) and the Penalized Maximum 
Likelihood Iterative Reconstruction (B) are the 
main components. 
A. Material Decomposition 
As x-ray penetrates through an object, the 
transmitted x-ray spectrum is attenuated according 
to Beer’s Law,  
                               I= I0 ⋅ exp
− μ(  x ,E )∫ dx
 (1) 
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 where I0  and I are the initial and the measured 
intensity of the x-ray respectively. In a photon-
counting detector, I can be described as the number 
of photons reaching the detector while I0 the initial 
number of photons. The term   μ(
 
x ,E)dx∫  is the 
line integral of the attenuation coefficient along the 
x-ray path.  
In the diagnostic x-ray energy range, 
photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering 
attenuate the x-rays dominantly. The photoelectric 
effect can be approximated by the E
-3
 energy 
dependence while the Compton cross section can be 
derived from the Klein-Nishina function [8]-[9]. In 
the presence of material with a high Z-number such 
as gold, the linear attenuation coefficient can be 
described [9] as 
 
 
μ( x ,E)= A1(  x )
1
E 3
+ A2(
 
x ) fKN (E) + A3 fAu(E)  (2) 
 
where A1,A2,A3 denotes the local density of the basis 
function, fKN the Klein-Nishina function and fAu the 
mass attenuation coefficient of gold.  
From (2), a minimum number of three x-ray 
intensity measurements are necessary to estimate 
the parameters A. For this work, we simulated a 
photon-counting detector with 6 energy bins (N = 
6). Combining (1) and (2), the expected number of 
photons λ in the energy bin Bn can be described [9] 
as 
 
λn (A1,A2,A3) = Sn (E)Φ(E)exp−A1E
−3 −A2 fKN −A3 fAu D(E)dE
0
∞
∫
n =1,....,N  
(3) 
 
The index n refers to n
th
 energy window, while 
Φ(E) denotes photon fluence and Sn(E) the spectral 
response of the detector. 
As the number of energy bins exceeds the number 
of attenuation basis, the system is over-determined. 
We used the maximum likelihood parameter 
estimation method to estimate the line integrals of 
the individual components. As it is more convenient 
to minimize the negative log-likelihood [9], we can 
express the likelihood function in terms of the 
measurement results (m1…mN) with respect to the 
parameters A as: 
 
 L(m1...,mn | λ1(A),...,λn (A)) ≅ [λn (A) −mn lnλn (A)]
n=1
N
∑  (4) 
 
This maximum likelihood technique returns in 
our case sinograms of photoelectric effect, Compton 
scattering and the attenuation of gold. We 
reconstructed the sinograms using a conventional 
FBP. Next, we performed image-processing steps 
on the gold image to remove noise and better 
determine the position of the gold implant. The 
gained information (density and position of the 
implant) is passed as a prior into the next step. 
B. Penalized maximum likelihood iterative 
reconstruction 
For the iterative reconstruction, we used a 
modified version of the separable paraboloidal 
surrogate (SPS) technique [10] with Langes 
regularization. This Poison-statistics-based 
algorithm uses the raw measurements rather than 
the logarithms of the data, and thus is believed to 
solve nonlinearity of the logarithm and handle low 
radiation scans.  
The goal of the algorithm is to maximize a cost 
function Ψ, which consists of a likelihood term L 
 
Figure 1: The workflow of our algorithm. Box A shows the material 
decomposition flow; box B the penalized maximum-likelihood iterative 
reconstruction  
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 and regulation term R. L indicates how the 
reconstructed result matches the input sinogram; R 
is the penalty function, which reduce noise in the 
reconstructed slice (control of look and feel).  
 
     ˆ μ = argmaxΨ(μ),     Ψ(μ) = L(μ) − βR(μ) (5) 
 
where μ indicates the attenuation value in one pixel. 
In order to maximize this function, we made use 
of the order-subsets version of this algorithm. Each 
update step is given by: 
 
μ jn+1 = μ jn +
BP[bi exp(−FP[μ j ] − yi)] − β w jk ˙ ψ (x j − xk )k∑
BP[aiyi]+ β w jk ˙ ˙ ψ (x j − xk )k∑
⎡ 
⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎤ 
⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
+
(6) 
 
FP[] and BP[] denote the forward- and backward 
projection respectively; w jkψ()  the regulation term. 
We used Langes function as a regulation term 
which is weighted by β. Langes function acts as a 
bilateral filter that eliminates noise within a 
threshold δ and while at the time preserving edges 
of the image.  
 
ψ(t) = δ 2[| t /δ | −log(1+ | t /d |)] (7) 
 
As prior information the location and density of 
the gold (as determined in the previous section) is 
incorporated into the algorithm to enforce the 
correct gold attenuation. A simplified version of the 
algorithm can be found as pseudo code in 
Algorithm 1. 
C. Monte Carlo Simulation 
We simulated a phantom based on the 
information provided by the Phantom-Group [11] 
(IMP, University Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, 
Germany). It consisted of 32 teeth; while one of the 
teeth has a dental implant made out of pure gold 
(density 19.3 g/cm3). The photon transport 
mechanism was simulated using a Monte-Carlo 
simulator based on EGSnrc C++ class library [12-
13]. The x-ray source was generated at tube voltage 
of 125 kV with mean spectrum energy of 55.457 
keV. Six threshold levels were set at 25, 33, 51, 80, 
91, and 110 keV.  
 
 
III. RESULTS 
Figure 2 illustrates the three basis component 
images; (A) photoelectric effect, (B) Compton 
scattering and (C) gold attenuation. One can clearly 
distinguish the gold implant from the other 
anatomic structures of the phantom such as teeth 
and spine. 
 
 
Figure 2: After material decomposition the basis sinograms are reconstructed. 
Image A shows photoelectric attenuation; B shows the Compton scattering 
and C the gold attenuation. It can be seen that, the gold implant can be 
distinguished from other parts of the phantom, especially the teeth. 
 
Figure 3 presents the results of the different 
reconstruction. In FBP (A), it can be seen that the 
dental implant in the phantom causes severe 
streaking artifacts in the image and additional dark 
shadows around the dental implant as seen in the 
zoom-in in (D). Iterative reconstruction on the plain 
absorption data without prior information reduces 
the artifacts, as shown in (B) and (E), but 
reconstruction with prior information from the 
spectral CT delivers a significantly improved result 
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 as seen in (C) and (F). Streaking artifacts were 
reduced significantly, without compromising the 
detail of other parts of the image such as the teeth 
and spine. Further, the SPIR algorithm was able to 
significantly reduce the dark shading around the 
dental implant. 
 
 
Figure 3: The row above (A-C) are the reconstructions of the whole spectral 
data, while the row below (D-F) is the zoom in of the area near the dental 
implant of each reconstructed image. The images in the middle column (B and 
E) are iterative reconstruction of the data without prior knowledge, while 
images C and F are reconstructions with SPIR. Our algorithm has shown to 
significantly reduce streaking artifacts and dark shadows around the implant. 
  
In order to analyze the results quantitatively, we 
selected a ring-of-interest and collected pixel values 
along the circumference, as indicated in green in 
Figure 3. In Figure 4, one can see the pixel values 
(which are collected along the green ring in figure 
3) of different components (tissue and teeth) around 
the implant. The SPIR algorithm reflects the actual 
theoretical value better in comparison to the other 
algorithms. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that the combination of 
spectral information and statistical reconstruction 
can significantly improve image quality, especially 
in the presence of high Z-materials. . While the 
SPIR algorithm has proven to reduce streaking 
artifacts in dental cone-beam CT, our algorithm 
could be extended to other parts of body with metal 
prosthesis or implants such as the lower extremity 
or spine. While metal artifacts are one of the most 
common artifacts in CT, we believe that the 
information provided by Spectral CT can be useful 
in overcoming not only this image quality issues. 
One could foresee the integration of further 
information to improve the diagnostic image quality 
while possibly reducing the radiation dose to the 
general patient population.  
 
 
Figure 4: The graph above shows the pixel values around the circle drawn on 
the reconstructed images. (see Figure 3). The theoretical attenuation values for 
air, soft tissue and teeth is treated as the ground truth. It can be seen that our 
algorithm reflects the true value better in comparison to other reconstruction. 
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Grid-free backprojection-maximization algorithm for 3D
imaging using a vehicle-mounted coded aperture gamma
camera
Jonathan S. Maltz, Lucian Mihailescu, Donald L. Gunter, Tim Aucott, Grant T. Gullberg, and Kai Vetter
Abstract—Vehicle-based radioactive source detection systems play
an important role in contemporary strategies for detecting illicit
nuclear materials in civilian environments. Three-dimensional imaging
systems, such as coded aperture (CA) cameras, theoretically offer
improved sensitivity and localization performance over methods based
on 2D far-ﬁeld imaging, or solely on source strength. However, the
imaging grid needed to represent all possible source locations to an
acceptable resolution makes fully 3D imaging difﬁcult in practice. We
present a grid-free method of locating sources based on maximizing the
backprojection function using stochastic optimization. When multiple
sources are present, the algorithm sequentially locates the strongest
sources by penalizing the objective function near the positions of
previously detected sources. Test data are obtained using a truck-
mounted CA camera with a 10×10 array of 10×10×5 cm3 NaI
detectors to image a 1 mCi 137Cs source and a 2 mCi 131I source,
at respective distances of closest approach of 10 m and 25 m. To
enable receiver-operating characteristic analysis of the real data, we
obtained 53 minutes of background data while driving through an
urban environment. In a simulation study based on the real data, the
algorithm is able to locate the 1 mCi 137Cs source to within 27 cm of
its true position. When the algorithm is applied to real data, perfect
detection with no false alarms is achieved for both sources. Execution
speed 8 ms/event/core on a contemporary CPU, making the algorithm
practical for real-time deployment at realistic count rates and vehicle
velocities. The output of the algorithm can be used to design a variable
resolution grid for subsequent quantitative image reconstruction.
Index Terms—coded aperture imaging, image reconstruction, nu-
clear source detection
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle-mounted gamma imaging systems are an important part
of a strategy to detect the presence of illicit nuclear material. Most
existing implementations detecting sources by analyzing 2D far-
ﬁeld images obtained using coded aperture and Compton camera
systems. These images are then used to estimate the 3D locations
of point sources.
Without fully 3D imaging, it is not possible to make optimal use
of the parallax gained along the trajectory of a moving vehicle. In
far-ﬁeld imaging, all sources along each ray between the detector
and the source sphere contribute to each of the 2D bins, leading
to generally inferior signal-to-noise ratio when compared to the
case where the image support is partitioned into 3D voxels. System
detection performance should thus be improved in fully 3D imple-
mentations. However, quantitative 3D reconstruction is complicated
by the vast grid required for the image, and incomplete angular
tomographic sampling due to the irregular truck trajectory. Indeed,
full quantitation may often be impossible.
The algorithm presented here is a pragmatic semi-quantitative
approach towards solving the 3D source imaging problem in real
time. The output of the algorithm is a list of source locations based
on the maxima of the 3D backprojection function. This information
This work has been supported by the US Department of Homeland Security,
Domestic Nuclear Detection Ofﬁce, under competitively awarded contract/IAA
HSHQDC-08-X-00832 and by the U.S. Department of Energy, Ofﬁce of Science,
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Laboratory. TA, and KV are also with the Department of Nuclear Engineering,
University of California at Berkeley.
may then be used to construct either a mesh (e.g., octree), or point
cloud, so that the full reconstruction problem can be solved in an
efﬁcient way.
We formulate the method and then demonstrate that it can
accurately locate sources in 3D under realistic urban background
conditions. We also show that on-line operation of the algorithm is
feasible using contemporary computer hardware.
II. METHODS
We begin by formulating the backprojection (BP) function, upon
which the optimization objective function is based.
A. The backprojection function
The algorithm makes use of two co-ordinate systems. The world
co-ordinates are given by rw = (x, y, z). A position in the camera
frame is rc = (u, v, w).
Our approach involves ﬁnding the maximum of the BP function
of events obtained while the camera is moving. To perform this
optimization, candidate source points are generated stochastically in
the world frame. For each potential source point, the BP function is
evaluated only at that position. Since the measurements are recorded
in the camera frame, we need to a method of converting world co-
ordinates to camera co-ordinates.
The camera-to-world transformation matrix is:
T =
[
R11 R12 R13 u
R21 R22 R23 v
R31 R32 R33 w
0 0 0 1
]
(1)
where the R∗∗ are derived from the vehicle roll, pitch and yaw
(bearing, road forward inclination, and road lateral inclination in the
case of a truck). Representing the r∗ in homogeneous co-ordinates
as r′∗ = [r
T 1]T , we have r′c = T
−1r′w, which is the desired world-
to-camera transformation.
The measured data provide qnc , the location of the nth event
recorded in the detector. Let pc represent a candidate point at which
the BP value is to be calculated. For event n, the position of this
point in the camera frame is pnc
′ = T−1n p
′
w.
The matrix Tn is the camera-to-world transformation that applies
at the time event n is measured. The event-normalized BP value is
given by:
b(pc) = w(E)
1
(N2 −N1)
N2∑
n=N1
∫
rc∈Γn
d rc e−μ(rc,E) rc , (2)
where Γn = {rc | rc = qnc +λ(pnc −qnc ), λ ∈ [0, 1]}, and μ(rc, E)
is the volume containing the attenuation coefﬁcients for the mask
and truck body at energy E. N1 and N2 are the bounds of the event
window, which are based on the event partition strategy used (see
Section II-C below).
In out implementation, we use the energy weighting factor w(E)
to effect background subtraction. Events in the photopeak window
of length ΔEp are given a weight of unity. For events in window
k of K background windows, having width ΔEkb , the weight is
calculated as:
wk = − 1
K
ΔEp
ΔEkb
. (3)
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This gives equal weight to each of the background windows chosen.
B. Maximizing the backprojection function
The objective of the optimization is to solve:
pˆw = argmax
p′w
(t2 − t1) b(HT−1n p′w), n = N1, . . . , N2, (4)
where H = [I3×3 03×1] simply converts from homogeneous to
natural co-ordinates. t1 and t2 are the times at which events N1
and N2 are recorded, respectively. The objective function can be
viewed as assessing the amount of coherence in the backprojection,
normalized by the mean count rate in the event window.
Since the optimization problem (4) typically has multiple local
maxima, we use simulated annealing to ﬁnd a solution [1].
C. Selection of events
In standard tomography, we would solve (4) using all available
measured events. In the case of a truck, the path of the camera
is generally irregular and so only a subset of recorded events
are relevant to the current ﬁeld-of-view (FOV). A simple way of
addressing this issue is to assume the trajectory is piece-wise linear.
The FOV can then be calculated based on the initial and ﬁnal
positions of the vehicle for each linear part of the trajectory.
The FOV of the stationary camera is deﬁned to include only
those events that reach the detector after traveling through the mask
structure. The centers of the detector and the mask have (u, v, w) co-
ordinates (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, ls), respectively. The u-axis is oriented
along the forward direction of truck travel, and the v-axis increases
away from the ground. The tangent of the bounding view angle is
given by tan(θw) = ls/(wm +wd), where wm and wd are the half-
widths of the mask. Let s1 represent the start of a linear segment,
h be a unit vector containing the current heading, and lmax denote
the maximum expected distance to a source. The limit of the event
trailing window includes events that occur only after the truck passes
the point: st = s1 − lmax cot(θw)h. For retrospective analysis, the
forward limit is similarly sf = s2 + lmax cot(θw)h, where s2 is the
end point of the current linear segment. For prospective on-line use,
all data acquired after driving past st are used.
The linear constraints on the solution associated with the FOV
bounds prevent the simulated annealing algorithm from accepting
parameter states corresponding to out-of-bound source positions.
In many source detection settings, 3D optical camera information
and geographic information systems (GISs) may be used to adap-
tively set lmax in a rational way. This can improve performance by
limiting the event trailing window to the most relevant events.
D. Integration with a GIS
The truck GPS co-ordinates, as well as the solution locations
and objective function maxima for each time window, are fed to
the Google Earth (Google Inc., Mountain View, CA) GIS using
a keyhole markup language (kml) ﬁle that encodes the vehicle
trajectory as a “tour”, which can be viewed live or reviewed at
any time.
III. EVALUATION
A. Simulated data
The algorithm is applied to Monte Carlo-generated data modeled
realistically on an actual acquisition involving driving by a 1 mCi
137Cs source with a distance-of-closest-approach of 10 m. The
data are acquired by the Mobile Imaging and Spectroscopic Threat
Identiﬁcation (MISTI) platform described in [2]. An schematic
illustration of this truck appears in Figure III-A.
The source is moved in the camera reference frame in order to
simplify the simulation process. Background sources are modeled
Fig. 1. The MISTI truck contains a coded aperture camera with a 10×10 array of
10×10×5 cm3 NaI detectors. The detector plane is oriented parallel to the right side of the
vehicle. Image reproduced from [2] and adapted.
Fig. 2. These curves of cumulative counts versus vehicle position are derived from the
measurement data using counts from the photopeak and background energy windows. They are
used to produce a realistic Monte Carlo simulation of the image acquisition process.
as rays randomly intersecting the detector surface originating from
the random vertices of tesselated half-sphere centered at and in
front of the detector. The half-sphere has 512 vertices and a radius
of 5 m. Figure 2 shows the cumulative counts attributable to the
source and background, as well as the aggregate curve that matches
the measured cumulative-counts-vs-time curve.
A custom Monte Carlo code, named DOSxyznrc compt, is used
to perform the simulation. It is a version of the EGSnrc user code
DOSxyznrc [3] that we have modiﬁed to accommodate 3D phase
space input and particle tracking for Compton cameras. For use with
coded aperture imagers, the positions of ﬁrst energy deposition in
the detectors are used as the event locations within the detector.
To deﬁne the event windows for optimization, we set lmax=50 m.
We run the algorithm in prospective mode to simulate its on-line
application. The optimization problem (4) is solved for 11 adjacent
event windows over the 500 m truck trajectory. Overlap between
successive windows is set at lmax/5.
Since the simulated source and background events are all within
the photopeak window, we set w(E) = 1 in (2).
B. Real data
We examine two test scenarios, A and B. In both cases, the MISTI
truck is driven along a straight road at 15 mph. In Scenario A, the
truck drives past a 1 mCi 137Cs source at a distance-of-closest-
approach (DoCA) of 10 m. In Scenario B, we drive past a 2 mCi
131I source at a DoCA of 25 m.
We recorded 10 and 12 source runs for Scenarios A and B,
respectively.
To enable us to determine the receiver-operating-characteristic
(ROC) for detection, we obtained background data driving around
an urban area for 53 minutes.
Background energy window subtraction is effected using the
windows listed in Table I.
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TABLE I
PHOTOPEAK AND BACKGROUND WINDOWS (IN keV) USED TO IMPLEMENT
BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION DURING LIST-MODE BACKPROJECTION.
Source Photopeak Background Background
isotope window window 1 window 2
137Cs 635.5–691.8 540.0–580.0 740.0–800.0
131I 349.4–380.4 296.9–323.2 406.7–439.9
Fig. 3. ROC curve for detecting the 1 mCi 137Cs source at a minimum range of
10 m. The marker “x” indicates a threshold value sample used to form the curve.
The area under this curve is unity, indicating perfect detection at zero false alarm
rate.
As in the simulation study, we set lmax=50 m, with 10 m of
overlap between adjacent windows.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulated data
Figure 5 contains snapshots from a video recreation of the
view from the truck. The GPS co-ordinates recorded during the
measurement interval are fed to the GIS along with the markers
indicating the solutions to (4) obtained for each of the 11 event
windows. Figure 6 shows the maximum values of b for each of
the event windows. The true source is located in window 8, where
b = 0.753, which is 41% greater than the next highest value. It is
thus easy to set a threshold that will allow detection of the source
over background.
Figure 7 shows the BP function for event window 8 in the plane
containing the true source that is oriented parallel to the detector
face. The maximum of the objective function is very close to the
true solution (it is in fact 27 cm away).
The mean execution speed of the algorithm is 8 ms/event/core on
an Intel Xeon 5520 processor operating at 2.27 GHz. (Simulated
annealing is a highly parallel algorithm, so execution time scales as
the inverse of the number of cores.) The C-code is compiled using
gcc version 4.6.0 with the -O3 optimization setting.
B. Real data
The ROC curves for the 137Cs and 131I sources appear in Figures
3 and 4, respectively. ROC analysis shows that perfect detection
performance is possible at a zero false alarm rate.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm performs very well when applied to
imaging the relatively strong sources examined here. We intend
to extend our analysis to data generated by considerably weaker
sources, such as 350 mCi 131I sources at 25 m minimum range.
In the simulation run, when the ground truth source position was
known exactly, the 1 mCi 137Cs at 10 m was located to within
27 cm of its true position.
Fig. 4. ROC curve for detecting the 2 mCi 131I source at a minimum range of
25 m. The marker “x” indicates a threshold value sample used to form the curve.
The area under this curve is unity, indicating perfect detection at zero false alarm
rate.
Fig. 6. Bar plot of maximized objective function values for each of the 11 event
windows. The solution found for window 8 is the true solution, and corresponds to
an objective function value that is 41% higher than the next highest value.
When applied to real data acquired using the MISTI truck, perfect
detection at zero false alarm rate was demonstrated for both sources.
Computational requirements are modest in the context of contem-
porary parallel computer hardware capabilities, making it suitable
for on-line use.
This algorithm should be considered only a ﬁrst step in fully
3D source imaging. It is useful for initial detection of sources,
and as a basis for constructing multiresolution reconstruction grids.
Backprojection alone has limited resolving capabilities, and proper
solution of the inverse problem will produce more useful images,
particularly in cases where the vehicle trajectory produces higher
quality tomographic datasets. In practice, this may require driv-
ing around the putative source location (as identiﬁed using this
algorithm, or otherwise) in order to obtain more complete angular
sampling.
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Fig. 5. From top to bottom, the ﬁgures illustrate snapshots of a virtual rerun of the actual path taken by the truck. In the top and middle ﬁgures, solutions associated
with low values of the objective function (true negatives) are shown as black dots. In the lower ﬁgure, the actual source position (true positive) is indicated by the red dot.
The number labels indicate the index of the event time window used in the calculation
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Fig. 7. Backprojection function on plane through true source location, formed from
events within window 8. A strong local peak is visible in the immediate vicinity of
the true source.
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Volume Splitting Based Multi-GPUs Implementation
for 3D List-Mode PET Reconstruction
Zakaria Bahi, Julien Bert and Dimitris Visvikis
Abstract—In PET imaging, one main obstacle in obtaining
a fully quantitative list-mode reconstruction in a run time
compatible for clinical environment is the computation burden.
Among parallelization and optimization architectures, graphics
processing units (GPUs) represent today a powerful accelerators,
especially for medical image processing. However, a reconstruc-
tion on a single GPU is insufﬁcient to handle all the corrections
needed (patient and scanner) with a compatible time for a clinical
use. Multi-GPUs are now becoming the best solution to go
further for higher performance computing. Only one method
has been proposed recently on Multi-GPUs context for list-
mode PET image reconstruction. This method is not optimized
for a high-resolution reconstruction context. In this work we
propose a new Multi-GPU acceleration method that optimizes
the communication cost between GPUs. The results have shown
that we obtained a linear performance computing scalability,
that increases on higher resolutions, with a speedup factor of
x4.4 between 1 and 4 GPUs.
Index Terms—PET reconstruction, Multi-GPUs, high perfor-
mance computing, volume splitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN Positron Emission Tomography (PET) reconstruction,List-mode (LM) technique has several advantages [1] over
conventional approaches. Advantages include preservation of
the high frequency and high spatial resolution of the acquired
data, which in turn facilitates a better handling of dynamic
processes, as well as a ﬁner image spatial resolution. Such
reconstruction, suffers of high computational time cost, espe-
cially for a fully quantitative reconstruction within clinically
relevant execution times. Recently, graphics processing units
(GPUs) are becoming the most suitable solution to resolve
computational time cost problems, thanks to its highly parallel
architecture. Within this context a few PET image reconstruc-
tion implementations have been recently proposed on GPU
[2]–[4]. However a PET list mode based image reconstruction
that handles all necessary corrections and be executed on
single GPUs, will still not be fast enough to reach a run time
compatible with clinical environment requirements.
A solution consists of going further by using multiple
GPUs that allows a higher performance computing. Until now,
just one work was proposed on multi-GPUs for PET list-
mode reconstruction using the LM-OSEM algorithm [5]. This
method is based on subset splitting into chunks, each one on
a GPU, meaning that every GPU processes just a small num-
ber of lines-of-response (LORs) leading to low performance
computing. This method also requires maintaining the whole
reconstruction volume in each graphical card memory, which
Z. Bahi, J. Bert and D. Visvikis are with the UMR 1101 INSERM, LaTIM,
CHRU Brest, France (e-mail: zakaria.bahi@telecom-bretagne.eu).
Fig. 1. List-mode OSEM algorithm diagram, where FP is forward projection
operation, C is the correction operation, BP is back projection operation, U
is the update operation, l is the subset number, and m is the iteration number.
is a limitation in terms of handling large images and thus
allowing a high resolution reconstruction.
Instead of splitting subsets, in this work we propose a new
method that splits the volume directly and loading each portion
on a GPU. This technique facilitates the highest occupancy of
the GPU by processing the full subset of LORs on each one.
In addition, as the reconstructed volume is scattered in pieces
on each GPU memory it is possible to handle larger images
than the previously proposed subset splitting method.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. LM-OSEM reconstruction
List-Mode Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization
(LM-OSEM) PET reconstruction algorithm [6] was introduced
to accelerate the reconstruction time of Maximum Likelihood
Expectation Maximization algorithm (MLEM) without
degradation of image quality. This slight modiﬁcation of
MLEM uses subsets of the entire data set for each image
update in the form:
λm,l+1j =
λm,lj∑I
i=1 wiiPij
∑
k∈Sl
Pikj
1∑J
b=1 Pikbλ
m,l
j
(1)
Where λm,lj is the image estimation in voxel j (j=1,. . . , J)
at the mth iteration and the lth list-mode subset l (l=1,. . . ,
L) by dividing the data space into L subsets, and Pij is
the probability of an emission from voxel j being detected
along LOR i (often referred as the ’system matrix’), and wii
is the sensitivity matrix. ik refers to the LOR along which
the kth list-mode event is detected in the subsets number
L. Due to the system matrix high complexity and enormous
size, this matrix may be decomposed in multiple sub-matrices,
each accounting for different physical effects of the detection
process. Within the LM context, the sub-matrix modeling the
probability density function (PDF) for each line-of-response
(LOR) is computed on-the-ﬂy using a projector.
As it is shown in Fig. 1, the LM-OSEM reconstruction
algorithm consists of four main sequential stages: forward
projection, correction, back projection and the update stage.
The forward projection computes the sums of voxels values
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Fig. 2. Subsets splitting method ﬂow chart.
on each LOR in a single value Q, while the correction stage
computes the correction values C by reversing the Q values
i.e. C = 1/Q. This correction step will serve us in our
method structure and decomposition. The back projection step
traces the LORs using the correction values C of each LOR.
Therefore, the image is updated after each processed subset
deﬁning a complete iteration, and repeat it until convergence.
B. Subsets parallelization
The subsets splitting method [5] is based on subset paral-
lelization. By splitting every subset into N chunks, where N is
the GPUs number, each GPU process a chunk in a parallel way.
As it is known, LM-OSEM reconstruction algorithm comprises
four stages: forward projection, correction computing, back
projection and ﬁnally the update stage. In this subsets splitting
method, as it is shown in Fig. 2, the processing order does not
change for any subset chunk, so for each subset the processing
algorithm is performed in the simple order independently and
synchronized over all the GPUs, until the update computing
step, where this stage could not be performed unless with all
LORs back projection results of the subset. Thus a merge
operation is required over all GPUs nodes of each subset,
which we call reduce. This merging consists of adding together
results from the different GPUs into one speciﬁc GPU, called
the main node. This GPU will be in charge of performing the
update stage and broadcasting its result to the other GPUs in
order to start a new iteration. This communication time cost
has a negative impact signiﬁcantly on the global reconstruction
time, caused by the reduce process on the whole image volume
size over each subset.
C. Volume parallelization
In multi-GPUs PET reconstruction, there are two main
obstacles. The ﬁrst issue is the cost of the communications
between GPUs occurring for each subset, and the second
one is associated to the bottleneck of the GPU architecture,
which is the high latency in accessing the global memory. We
propose resolving both issues by a method that parallelizes the
reconstructed volume instead of the subsets. This method is
based on splitting the image volume into N portions according
to the number of GPUs, i.e. each portion for one GPU. The
GPU reconstruction run time is led by the memory access
to read values from the volume. By splitting the volume
into different portions, each GPU will decrease its memory
Fig. 3. Volume splitting method ﬂow chart.
bottleneck and run faster. As it is shown in Fig. 3, on each
subset computation, all GPUs are synchronized while they
are processing in an independent way the same subset. In
this method, the corrections were computed partially from a
volume chunk based on the same subset LORs. Therefore,
a reduce summation operation on all the LORs correction
values is required for all GPUs on each subset, followed
by broadcasting the resulting correction values to all GPUs.
Because of the small size of the correction vector (number
of LORs of a subset), the communication cost is very low
comparing to the subsets splitting method, which has to be
performed on the whole volume. After computing the back
projection step independently on each partial volume, the
update computation on this volume is done as well for each
GPU. The updating stage should be faster than a subset
splitting method because each partial volume is computed in a
parallel way. Finally, at the end of all iterations, a last reduce
is required to merge and recompose all GPUs partial volumes
to a ﬁnal and a complete one.
D. Implementation
The algorithm implementation is based on Nvidia GPU
parallel computing platform CUDA. This programming model
enables powerful increases in computing performance by
harnessing the power of GPU. The Nvidia GPUs is composed
of thousand of threads, each one representing a data unit, in
other words a piece of data that one wish to process. All
threads will execute the same program code, called kernel,
in parallel on the different streaming processing, representing
individual processor units. We choose a strategy that consists
of executing a thread per LOR (i.e. LOR chunk of a GPU
data) in an independent way. For multi-GPUs, we need a
speciﬁc communication interface between GPUs, Message
Passing Interface (MPI) is a speciﬁcation of message passing
libraries, used for distributed memory environment in parallel
programming models. All communications of reduce and
broadcast operations are handled with MPI, which is the
suitable communication interface for such distributed systems.
E. Evaluation study
1) Datasets: List-mode datasets were generated by a Monte
Carlo simulated PET scanner (Philips GEMINI) [7] using
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TABLE I
SUBSETS SPLITTING RECONSTRUCTION RUN TIME [S] FOR 2 GPUS
Resolution 43 mm3 23 mm3 13 mm3
Forward projection 5.2 24.24 201.7
Back projection 13.44 46.24 389
Comm. update 0.024 0.22 2.16
Update 3.5.10−5 5.10−5 5.4.10−5
Total comm. 0.072 0.67 6.48
Total run-time 57.43 212.1 1778.4
Comm/run-time 0.12% 0.31% 0.36%
Speedup / 1GPU ×1.99 ×1.88 ×1.87
TABLE II
VOLUME SPLITTING RECONSTRUCTION RUN TIME [S] FOR 2 GPUS
Resolution 43 mm3 23 mm3 13 mm3
Forward projection 5.44 21.04 200.08
Comm. correction 0.072 0.072 0.072
Back projection 14.24 44 370.4
Update 17.6.10−5 17.10−5 21.6.10−5
Comm. volume 0.001 0.01 0.08
Total comm. 0.2 0.2 0.2
Total run time 59 195.32 1713.8
Comm / run-time 0.33% 0.1% 0.01%
Speedup / 1GPU ×1.94 ×2.05 ×1.94
GATE [8]. A list-mode dataset of about 17.106 true unscat-
tered coincidences was simulated for NEMA-IEC phantom,
composed of a warm water cylinder containing four hot
spheres with diameters 10, 13, 17 and 22 mm and two cold
spheres with diameters 28 and 37 mm. From this phantom, the
corresponding attenuation map was built based on attenuation
coefﬁcients provided by a tissue atlas at 511keV.
2) Reconstruction: The reconstruction went with 3 different
resolutions with voxel sizes of 4×4×4 mm3, 2×2×2 mm3
and 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 for reconstruction volume sizes of
141 × 141 × 45, 283 × 283 × 89 and 565 × 565 × 177
voxels respectively. We used a Gaussian projector [9], [10]
with a stationary point spread function set with a full width
at half maximum at 2.4 × 3.6 mm2. The 3D LM-OSEM
algorithm was used on a convergence point of 3 iterations and
8 equal subsets with about 2.106 LORs for each subset. The
reconstructions were repeated by using 1, 2 and 4 GPUs for
both splitting methods. We used two bi-GPU graphical cards
(total of 4 GPUs) of NVIDIA GTX 590 with 512 CUDA cores
and 1.5 GB of global memory on each GPU.
III. RESULTS
In this section we present the results of both subsets splitting
and the volume splitting methods reconstructions. Tables I,
II and III, IV show the reconstruction performances for both
methods on 2 and 4 GPUs respectively. By looking at the
reconstruction performances on 2 GPUs, we observe two
main difference points for the two methods, communication
cost and run time. For subsets splitting method in table I,
TABLE III
SUBSET SPLITTING RECONSTRUCTION RUN TIME [S] FOR 4 GPUS
Resolution 43 mm3 23 mm3 13 mm3
Forward projection 2.8 11.36 97.6
Back projection 6.72 23.12 194.64
Comm. update 0.072 0.58 5.04
Update 34.4.10−5 45.10−5 35.10−5
Total comm. 0.22 1.77 15.12
Total run-time 28.7 105.2 891.84
Comm/run-time 0.8% 1.68% 1.7%
Speedup / 1GPU ×3.88 ×3.8 ×3.73
TABLE IV
VOLUME SPLITTING RECONSTRUCTION RUN TIME [S] FOR 4 GPUS
Resolution 43 mm3 23 mm3 13 mm3
Forward projection 3.44 13.44 100.56
Comm. correction 0.16 0.16 0.16
Back projection 6.56 18.48 153.36
Update 1.8.10−5 2.3.10−5 2.3.10−5
Comm. volume 0.003 0.03 0.21
Total comm. 0.5 0.5 0.5
Total run time 30.48 96.24 762.4
Comm / run-time 1.64% 0.52% 0.06%
Speedup / 1GPU ×3.75 ×4.16 ×4.36
the communication cost is increased according to the recon-
struction image volume, that started at 0.072s for 43mm3
resolution, 0.67s for 23mm3 resolution and ﬁnally 6.48s for
13mm3 resolution, with an increasing factor of more than
×9. This communication cost increase impacts the run time
speedup with ×1.87 factor for 13mm3 resolution, instead of a
theoretical factor of ×2 . But in the other side, in table II for
the volume splitting method, we see that the communication
cost is constant on 0.2s for all the 3 different resolutions, which
leads to a linear speedup of a ×1.94 for 13mm3 resolution.
For 4 GPUs reconstruction performances, we focus always
on the same two points of communication cost and speedup.
We still get the same observations for subsets splitting method
on the communication cost that still increasing by resolution
improvement, of 0.22s, 1.77s and 15.12s for 43 mm3, 23 mm3
and 13 mm3 respectively. The high communication cost has
a worst impact on the speedup more than the reconstruction
on 2 GPUs, with a ﬁnal speedup loss of ×3.73 for 13 mm3
resolution. Volume splitting method still has the same advan-
tage of keeping a constant communication cost of 0.5s for
all the 3 different resolutions, which allows reaching a better
speedup than the architecture parallelization of ×4 with factors
of ×4.16 for 23 mm3 and ×4.36 for 13 mm3 resolutions.
In images quality comparison, Fig. 4 shows 3 image slices
of different reconstructions on 1 GPU and 4 GPUs of both
methods, showing identical results over different GPUs im-
plementation. Their horizontal proﬁles located at the images
center in Fig. 5 conﬁrm the same conclusions that reconstruc-
tions for both splitting methods are completely identical.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. Image slices of 3 different reconstructed volumes, for (a) 1 GPU, (b)
the volume splitting method on 4 GPUs and (c) the subsets splitting method
on 4 GPUs.
IV. DISCUSSION
Regarding to the presented results, we could obviously
see the advantages of the volume splitting method over the
subsets splitting method on the main obstacles of a fully
quantitative PET reconstruction, of performance computing
and memory handling. The performance computing issue had
been resolved from two parts, minimizing the communication
cost and raising the GPU occupancy. In the volume splitting
method, the communication part was held on a vector of the
correction values that has a small size deﬁned by the LORs
number in a subset. This vector size is totally independent of
the reconstruction resolution, which explains the very low and
constant communication cost. Splitting the volume on portions
improves the GPU occupancy by better exploiting the CUDA
processing (enough data for CUDA processors). In other part,
it resolves the memory handling limitation.
Those two factors of low communication cost and better
GPU occupancy enabled a linear scalability performance,
which has been actually surpassed with a ×4.4 speedup, where
in an ordinal parallelization it will be less than×4 factor with 4
GPUs use. For the subsets splitting method, the scalability was
obstructed with the communication burden, with the speedup
decrease on 4 GPUs from ×3.88 in 43 mm3 resolution to
×3.73 in 13 mm3 resolution, which leads to a saturation status
with more GPUs number or higher resolutions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed in this study a new Multi-GPU acceleration
method, based on volume parallelization for list-mode PET
image reconstruction. Its speciﬁcity is optimizing the 3D
LM-OSEM algorithm computing time in order to obtain a
best run time suitable for a clinical context. We have shown
experimental results for the proposed volume parallelization
approach with high speedup factors ×4.4 that exceeded the
hardware acceleration (4 GPUs) with a very low and stable
communication cost over all different resolutions, compared to
an acceleration of ×3.7 for the previously proposed solution
that was hampered by the high communication cost. The
proposed method allows a such acceleration because of the
combination of the two factors of the very low communication
cost and the improved GPU occupancy. At the same time
the memory bottleneck is eliminated by splitting the volume
into separate portions on GPUs. With those two points of
high performance computing time and memory handling, this
Fig. 5. Proﬁles through image slices for the 3 different reconstructed volumes
on 1 GPU and 4 GPUs for both splitting methods.
work will continue in order to reach such real time for clin-
ical environment with better exploiting our volume splitting
method that allows to get a highest Multi-GPUs scalability
by multiplying the GPUs number, which is very important for
incorporating the corrections needed for a fully quantitative
reconstruction.
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Abstract—A comprehensive approach to Cone-beam Analytic
Reconstruction for Axial Tomography is proposed where three
separate algorithms have been developed to address fundamental
reconstruction problems. Cone-beam artifacts are mitigated by
addressing each of the root causes separately. The new algorithm
is compared to full scan and short-scan FDK algorithms using
the anatomically realistic XCAT phantom in both a static and
dynamic mode. The new algorithm demonstrates comparable
temporal resolution in the cardiac case and for both cardiac and
standard imaging signiﬁcant reduction in cone-beam artifacts is
observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been an increase of wide cone-beam systems for:
radiation therapy guidance, interventional and surgical guid-
ance, dental CT, breast CT, and micro-CT. Developing accurate
and efﬁcient methods for cone-beam image reconstruction
from an axial scanning trajectory involves solving three major
problems. The ﬁrst problem is missing frequencies even when
acquiring a full 2π scan; it is well-known that there is missing
data due to fact that the axial trajectory does not satisfy Tuy’s
condition [1] for a 3D volume. A second problem (missing
frequencies due to z-truncation) arises when one attempts to
reconstruct voxels that project outside the detector for some
views, or when one uses oblique ﬁltering directions which
extend beyond the range of the physical detector. A third
problem in axial cone-beam tomography is the handling of
redundantly measured data. Frequently, this is done via a view-
weighting based on 2D reconstruction algorithms, which can
lead to signiﬁcant mishandling of the cone-beam redundant
data. Additional description and references for these issues is
given in another abstract for this conference [2].
II. METHODS
A. Algorithm Description
As described above there are three fundamental problems
to solve in developing an analytic reconstruction method for
wide-cone axial tomography. Each of these three problems
is addressed with a separate component of the CARAT
(Cone-beam Analytic Reconstruction for Axial Tomography)
algorithm: Frequency Weighting (FW), Missing Frequency
Estimation due to axial Truncation (MFET) and Missing
Frequency Estimation (MFE) which occurs throughout the
volume (excluding the central slice) due to the axial trajectory.
Throughout the manuscript these separate components will be
referred to with subscripts.
1) CARATFW : In cone-beam tomography, each measured
ray contributes 3D Fourier information in a disk orthogonal to
the ray. In order to get an exact reconstruction at a partic-
ular voxel, we need to accumulate ﬁltered rays whose total
frequency contributions cover the frequency sphere uniformly.
With an axial scan, Fourier data is missing at locations outside
the scan plane, but we at least wish to have uniform weighting
of the data that is available. In the absence of z-truncation, the
data at each measured frequency is acquired at two different
views (these views correspond to the two views that intersect
a Radon plane that corresponds to the selected frequency for
the particular voxel). A standard fullscan FDK-type algorithm
can be used to average the contributions from these two
views together to produce uniform weighting of the measured
frequencies with good noise properties. However, there are at
least 3 cases for which uniform weighting of these two views
is not desirable: i) When temporal resolution is important,
we may wish to minimize the contribution of views that are
far from a particular selected view, which corresponds to a
particular motion phase; ii) In the presence of z truncation,
we wish to minimize the impact of a continuous subset of the
views at which a voxel of interest projects outside the physical
detector (where extrapolated data may be backprojected); iii)
When a continuous subset of the views are either missing (e.g.,
the acquired data is less than a full scan), corrupted, or noisy,
we may wish to minimize or eliminate the inﬂuence of these
views on the reconstructed image.
In all three cases, we desire to keep (or at least overweight)
the contribution of the view in each pair which is closer to a
particular view, while discarding (or underweighting) the other
view in the pair. We have developed an algorithm that allows
us to do just this. The process is as follows: First, input data
is rebinned from cone beam to cone-parallel geometry, ramp
ﬁltered, and cone weighted. Contiguous subsets of axial scan
data are backprojected and (in one of two cases) ﬁltered by
a Hilbert ﬁlter after which they are summed across subsets
creating two intermediate image volumes. The image volume
generated without the Hilbert ﬁlter gives equal weight to each
of the two contributions to each frequency component (as
does fullscan FDK), while the other contains the difference
between the two contributions. A second ﬁlter can be applied
to the second volume in order to control which of the two
contributions receives a positive weight and which receives
a negative weight. By summing these two volumes, one
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can achieve the desired result of selecting/overweighting the
inﬂuence of views that are nearer to the center view of the
good subset of view data. Cardiac phase selection is controlled
by the orientation of this second ﬁlter.
The net result is that cardiac reconstructions match or
slightly exceed the temporal resolution of short scan recon-
structions without the cone-beam artifacts caused by mis-
weighted frequencies. Alternatively, the second volume can
be discarded to produce a low noise image volume in the
portion of the volume for which 2π radians of data is available.
In both cases, the portions of the second image volume
where 2π radians of data are not available are ﬁltered by
a spatially variant 1D or 2D ﬁlter to select and weight
only the frequencies that are known to be non-truncated.
This novel method creates cardiac reconstructions free from
frequency mishandling artifacts and creates both cardiac and
standard reconstructions that minimize truncation artifacts and
frequency misweighting artifacts.
2) CARATMFET : The CARATMFET algorithm de-
scribed here acts on the data in the corner regions where
less projection data is available. If we examine a given voxel
in the far corner, this voxel projects onto the detector for
less than π radians of parallel beam data. Thus, the image
reconstruction problem faced here is directly analogous to
the problem of limited view angle reconstruction or so-called
tomosynthesis. Since there is missing data in the corner region
due to data truncation there is a desire to estimate this data.
If a prior image volume is available such as a helical scan
the data could be estimated from that scan. In the case when
an additional scan is not available a non-linear ﬁlter may be
used to reduce the impact of the azmuthial directional streaks
that are expected. The aim of this ﬁlter is to only correct the
data which is problematic in an appropriate conjugate domain.
For instance, a 3D x-ray forward projection operator may be
used considering a larger virtual detector, or other forward
models may be used such as a shift variant Fourier domain
model. The fundamental concept is to perform the forward
model of both the input image volume fI and the streak
reduced image volume fSR, such that the forward projection
is done onto a larger detector in z and the data from the
projection of the streak reduced volume is used where real
data is not available. In this case the initial reconstruction
must be performed on a large enough z grid to support the
forward projection operator. A simpliﬁed shift variant Fourier
model may also be used as the forward and inverse operators.
The corrected volume fC is achieved by applying the inverse
operator after the data combination step. In this manner only
the ray-sums or frequency components which were corrupt
initially are modiﬁed during the correction.
3) CARATMFE: The CARATMFE algorithm was devel-
oped to solve the missing frequency problem in wide cone
axial reconstruction that exists in both short scan and full scan
reconstruction. As demonstrated in [3], the missing frequency
for a given voxel can be characterized as a cone in the
frequency space that contains low in-plane frequency and mid-
to-high z-frequency. It is important to note that the missing
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the ﬂow to reduce artifacts from truncated
projection data (CARATMFET ).
frequency is shift-variant, i.e., the shape of the cone depends
on the voxel location.
The idea of the CARATMFE algorithm is to patch in the
missing frequencies from a different image volume that con-
tains these missing frequencies. One choice of such an image
volume can be helical scout images. If a helical scout is not
available, we can also use a similar two-pass approach as pro-
posed in [4] where a ﬁrst-pass reconstruction is segmented and
then used for correction. Speciﬁcally, let f be the original wide
cone reconstruction that has the missing frequency problem,
and fc the image that contains the missing frequency. First,
a ﬁlter F is applied on fc to extract the missing frequencies
while removing the complementary frequencies. The ﬁltered
result is denoted by f˜ . To avoid duplicating frequencies, the
complementary ﬁlter F¯ is applied to the original reconstruction
f . Then, we add f˜ back to the ﬁltered original image so that
the frequency space is complete in the corrected image fˆ . The
idea is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). It can be seen that the algorithm
can be implemented more efﬁciently as in Fig. 2(b).
As mentioned above, the ﬁlter F needs to be shift-variant
due to the nature of the missing frequency. Therefore, the-
oretically for every voxel we need to perform a different
ﬁltration. This leads to a signiﬁcant computation cost. Due to
the low in-plane frequency nature of the missing frequencies,
both the reconstruction fc and the frequency patching can
be realized on the down-sampled resolution to accelerate the
computation. The correction image can then be upsampled
(e.g., via interpolation) to the original resolution after ﬁltering.
B. Simulations/ Evaluation
The simulations were performed with the standard male
phantom of the XCAT NURBs based phantom, where the
forward projection values were generated using the CatSim
software package. A cylindrical detector was simulated with a
fan angle of 48◦, a cone angle of 14.6◦, 888 detector channels.
The simulations were monoenergetic at 70 keV. In the ﬁrst
case a static phantom was simulated with a beam current of
550 mA and in the second case a dynamic acquisition with a
simulated heart rate of 65 bpm was simulated without quantum
noise. Comparison with fullscan and short scan FDK were
implemented in the cone-parallel geometry and in the fullscan
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. The algorithm ﬂow of the CARATMFE method: (a) explicit
implementation; (b) improved implementation.
case 3D weighting was used [5]. Images were reconstructed
using a centered image volume (in-plane) with a ﬁeld of view
of 320mm, with an image grid on 512×512, where the slices
were reconstructed covering a cone angle of 14.6◦.
III. RESULTS
The results will be multiple image comparisons demon-
strating the CARAT algorithm including the standard ver-
sion CARATSTD and the cardiac version CARATCardiac.
Additionally comparisons will be made with standard FDK
type reconstructions to demonstrate the improvement in im-
age quality. Due to space constraints detailed quantitative
measurements of spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and
noise will not be included in this abstract. In Figure 3
images are presented in all three standard reformat planes after
each step in the CARAT algorithm with cardiac tuning (i.e.
CARATCardiac). The most obvious improvements in image
quality occur in the corner regions after the CARATMFET
algorithm and in the reformat planes after the CARATMFE
algorithm.
After demonstrating the impact of each algorithm within
CARAT , we show the improvement of the CARATSTD
and CARATCardiac compared with FDKFS and FDKSS
(Figure 4). In comparing the artifacts in the standard recon-
structions CARAT has reduced streaks from the ribs in the
outer axial slices and improved uniformity in the reformat
slices. For cardiac reconstruction the CARATCardiac has a
signiﬁcant reduction in cone-beam artifacts compared with
FDKSS , this is clearly visible in all planes.
After demonstrating the signiﬁcant reduction in cone-beam
artifacts using the CARATCardiac compared with FDKSS
we show that in the case of simulated cardiac motion (at
65 bpm, gated in diastole) that the temporal artifacts are
comparable between these methods. In Figure 5, it is shown
that signiﬁcant motion artifacts occur when a fullscan of data
is used and that the CARATCardiac has the desirable property
that it has the reduced temporal artifacts as FDKSS without
the increased cone-beam artifacts.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Static phantom demonstration of the impact of each step in
the CARAT algorithm, in this case with the cardiac tuning. For each
panel from top to bottom: Phantom, CARATFW , CARATFW−MFET ,
CARATFW−MFET−MFE . (a) Axial slice with cone angle of 7.13◦, (b-
upper) central coronal slice, (b-lower) central sagittal slice. [w/l 400,43] HU.
Note in the axial slices the reduction in the streaking from the ribs after
CARATFW−MFET and in the sagittal slices the signiﬁcant reduction in
the streaks from the spine after CARATFW−MFET−MFE
IV. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive solution has been proposed for Cone-
beam Analytic Reconstruction for Axial Tomography
(CARAT ). The algorithm aims at solving the three
fundamental problems in widecone analytic image
reconstruction: correct frequency weighting, estimation
of missing frequency data due to axial truncation and
estimation of missing frequency data due to a trajectory
lying in a single plane. A multi part framework has been
proposed which includes two special cases: CARATSTD
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Static phantom comparison of CARAT with FDK type re-
construction. For each panel from top to bottom: FDKFS , FDKSS ,
CARATCardiac,CARATSTD . (a) Axial slice with cone angle of 7.13◦,
(b-upper) central coronal slice, (b-lower) central sagittal slice. [w/l 400,43]
HU. (for phantom images see Fig. 4)
and CARATCardiac. Simulations of an anatomically realistic
phantom has demonstrated improved image quality for
both CARATSTD and CARATCardiac compared with
the FDK fullscan and shortscan respectively. Initial gated
cardiac reconstructions demonstrate that CARATCardiac has
comparable temporal characteristics to FDK shortscan, but
without the signiﬁcant conebeam artifacts which are present
in images reconstructed with shortscan FDK.
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Abstract—Local reconstruction in interior computed tomography 
(CT) problem is common in practical applications. Both prior 
knowledge- and compressive sensing-based methods have been 
developed in recent years to solve the interior problem. A 
two-dimensional (2D) image can be represented in a curvelet 
frame. A curvelet, which is localized in both radial and angular 
directions in the frequency domain, can be used to construct a 
curvelet frame in the Radon domain. Furthermore, the energy of 
a curvelet mainly concentrates in a local region. To use these 
properties, in this paper, we develop a local reconstruction 
approach for interior problem based on curvelet frames in both 
image and projection domains. The proposed approach allows a 
reduction of the size of the system of linear equations that is solved 
iteratively. Numerical simulation results demonstrate the 
feasibility of our approach. 

Index Terms— Local reconstruction, computed tomography 
(CT), Radon transform, curvelet transform, biorthogonal curvelet 
decomposition (BCD). 
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Fig.1. Illustrations of two curvelets at different scale. While the left curvelet 
has a coarse scale, the right one has a fine scale.  

Fig. 2. The Shepp-Logan phantom (left) with a display window [0, 1] and the 
truncated sinogram (right). 
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Fig. 3. The results of reconstructions from noise-free projections. The 1st row 
shows the reconstructed images with a display window [0, 1]. The white 
dashed circle indicates the ROI. The image on the left is reconstructed using 
the curvelets in step 3) (called ‘partial result’), the image on the right is the 
final result. The 2nd and 3rd rows show image profiles along the horizontal and 
vertical central lines, respectively. The ROI region is marked by two black 
vertical dashed lines. 
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but 3% Gaussian noise is added to the curvelet 
coefficients in step 3). 
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TV or not TV? That is the Question
Christian Riess, Martin Berger, Haibo Wu, Michael Manhart, Rebecca Fahrig and Andreas Maier
Abstract—Iterative reconstruction methods with regularization
become more and more popular. In the literature, amazing results
are reported that are able to reconstruct images from very few
views and from trajectories that do not acquire complete data sets
such as would be required for analytical reconstruction methods.
A large disadvantage of iterative methods is their high
computational demand. Bruder et al. have shown that if the
reconstruction is accurate enough, the regularization can be
performed in the reconstructed image only which allows for much
faster application of the regularization term.
In this paper, we present a heuristic compensation weight
that corrects for the loss of mass in a ﬁltered back-projection
type reconstruction given a limited angle problem. Although the
reconstruction contains artifacts, we show that the application
of a bilateral ﬁlter in the reconstruction domain is able to
recover almost the same signal as a TV-regularized iterative
reconstruction. The reconstruction error is reduced from 0.130
to 0.057 which is the same as for the iterative case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative reconstruction methods that use some kind of
regularization are becoming more and more popular. Using
certain assumptions, such as that the object of interest is
piece-wise constant, allows violation of the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem [1], [2]. Reconstruction time, however, is
often dramatically increased. Iterative regularized reconstruc-
tions are only feasible, if they are implemented on special
hardware such as graphics cards. Still, the reconstruction time
is an order of magnitude higher than the reconstruction time
in a traditional ﬁltered back-projection algorithm.
Recently, novel approaches have been presented providing
typical beneﬁts of iterative algorithms, but are based on a
ﬁltered back-projection (FBP) type algorithm. Hence, they do
not have to project forward and backward repeatedly in their
iterations. Bruder et al. have shown that there exists an image-
based non-linear ﬁlter that is equivalent to a full iterative
reconstruction with regularization [3]. However, the method
can only be applied if the initial reconstruction is sufﬁciently
accurate. Zeng presented an FBP-type algorithm, which has
similar characteristics to those of an iterative MAP (maximum
a posteriori) algorithm [4].
In general, analytic reconstruction methods face a challenge
if they have to reconstruct data from an incomplete trajectory
[5], [6]. A fan beam trajectory is complete, if 180◦ + 2δmax
are acquired, where δmax is the half fan angle. This is often
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referred to as a short scan in the literature. Redundant rays
can be weighted which provides a correct reconstruction [7].
Extensions to this weighting to incorporate larger areas of
redundancy [8] and to optimize the signal-to-noise-ratio [9]
exist. If less than a short scan is acquired, analytic reconstruc-
tion is still possible, but the ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) that allows
correct reconstruction is reduced [10]. In contrast, iterative
methods using regularization based on total variation (TV)
minimization allow the correct reconstruction of the complete
FOV, if the object of interest is piece-wise constant [1].
In this paper, we investigate this mismatch. We further
propose to use a compensation weight that is a heuristic
extension of the commonly used redundancy weights to im-
prove the analytical reconstruction. In order to obtain the ﬁnal
reconstruction, we then apply an image-based regularization
using a bilateral ﬁlter that enforces piece-wise constancy.
Results indicate that this analytical reconstruction delivers re-
constructions that are very close to the iterative reconstruction
method. Computation time, however, is an order of magnitude
lower compared to the iterative procedure.
II. METHODS
In the following section, we will shortly describe the
used reconstruction methods, beginning with the iterative TV-
regularized reconstruction. Next, the analytic reconstruction
methods and the different redundancy weights are detailed. At
the end of this section, we describe the error metrics that are
used in the results section.
A. Iterative Reconstruction
As a reference reconstruction system, we used an iterative
reconstruction with an augmented objective function
min
x
‖x‖TV subject to ‖Ax− b‖22
where x denotes the reconstruction volume, A the system
matrix that projects x on the detector where the line integrals
b are measured. Details on the implementation are given in
[11].
B. Analytic Reconstruction
In the following, we describe the analytical reconstruction
algorithm using a 2D formulation. Note that any of the pre-
sented concepts can easily be extended to a 3D reconstruction
using a Feldkamp-like approximation. The image f(x, y) is
reconstructed using a ﬁltered back-projection
f(x, y) =
∫
1
U2
∫
D√
D2 + s2
w(s, λ)g(s, λ)hR(s
′ − s)dsdλ
where D is the distance from the source to the center of
rotation, U the depth of the reconstruction point (x, y) and
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Fig. 1. Redundancy in the sinogram in a short scan (left) and a shorter scan:
While the short scan addresses only double rays in the light blue areas, the
shorter scan is also missing angles for the complete VOI in the dark red areas.
s′ its projection onto the detector g(s, λ) at gantry rotation
λ. s denotes the detector element and w(s, λ) a redundancy
weight that deals with inconsistent rays. For convenience, we
have virtually placed the detector into the center of rotation.
1) Redundancy Weights: To eliminate artifacts in the recon-
struction that are caused by rays which were acquired twice,
we use a redundancy weight as described in [8]. Let
η(λ, δ) = sin2
(
π
2
π + δx − λ
δx − 2δ
)
and (1)
ζ(λ, δ) = sin2
(
π
2
λ
δx + 2δ
)
(2)
denote the redundancy weights at the beginning and the end of
the scan, respectively. The weights wr(s, λ) are then computed
as
wr(s, λ) =
⎧⎨⎩ η(λ, δ) if π + 2δ ≤ λ ≤ π + δxζ(λ, δ) if 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2δ + δx
1 otherwise
In this formulation, δ denotes the angle associated with detec-
tor element s and δx is the scan range in which the redundancy
occurs. If δx = 2δmax Parker’s original formulation is obtained
[7]. Note that this formulation is also correct for δx < 2δmax.
The only problem that occurs is that some of the projections
(λ = 0 and λ = π+ δx) would get assigned a weight that is 1
for the non-redundant part and 0 for the redundant part. The
resulting step function would cause artifacts in the subsequent
reconstruction. In order to omit artifacts, we applied a low-
pass ﬁlter on the weights in these projections.
2) Compensation Weights: Figure 1 shows the difference
between a short scan and a scan conﬁguration with δx < 2δmax.
While the short scan only has to solve the redundancy in the
triangles described by π + 2δ ≤ λ ≤ π + δx and 0 ≤ λ ≤
2δ + δx that are shown in light blue in the ﬁgure, the shorter
scan is missing information in the triangle π + δx ≤ λ ≤
π+2δ that is shown in dark red. The missing data will cause
artifacts in the resulting reconstruction. Most of the artifacts
are caused by the missing mass during the back-projection.
The signal reduction is proportional to the amount of missing
angles. The rays in the triangles π + 2δx − 2δ ≤ λ ≤ π + δx
and 0 ≤ λ ≤ −δx−2δ that are shown in light red pass through
Fig. 2. Surface plot of an instance of compensation weights.
the area where the mass in the reconstruction is missing. In
order to create a reconstruction with equal mass distribution,
we now increase the weight of these rays with the following
compensation weight wc(s, λ):
wc(s, λ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
η(λ, δ) if π + 2δ ≤ λ ≤ π + δx
2− η(λ, δ) if π + 2δx − 2δ ≤ λ ≤ π + δx
ζ(λ, δ) if 0 ≤ λ ≤ 2δ + δx
2− ζ(λ, δ) if 0 ≤ λ ≤ −δx − 2δ
1 otherwise
Note that for the projections at λ = 0 and λ = π + δx the
weight takes the form of a step function as in the case of
the redundancy weights. We alleviated the problem by the
same low-pass ﬁlter as in the case of the redundancy weights.
Figure 2 demonstrates the shape of the compensation weights.
3) Bilateral Filtering: The bilateral ﬁlter, originally pro-
posed by Tomasi and Manduchi [12], is a smoothing operator
that protects sharp edges. The idea is that the spatial support
for a Gaussian operator is weighted. More speciﬁcally, let
f(x, y) and f∗(x, y) denote an intensity in the image at
position (x, y) and its bilaterally ﬁltered output, respectively.
Here, f∗(x, y) is computed by
f∗(x, y) =
∑
(x′,y′)∈N
g(‖(x′, y′)T − (x, y)T‖2, σg,1)
· g(|f(x, y)− f(x′, y′)|, σg,2)
(3)
where g(μ, σ) denotes the Gaussian function with mean μ and
standard deviation σ, and N denotes the set of all pixels within
a spatially close distance to (x, y).
C. Metrics
For quantitative comparison of the results, we compute three
distance metrics, namely the mean square error (MSE), the
relative root mean square error (rRMSE) and the structural
similarity index (SSID).
The mean square error denotes the pixelwise squared differ-
ence between the reconstructed volume and our ground truth,
the Shepp-Logan phantom. The relative root mean square error
(rRMSE) is similar to the MSE, but normalized with respect
to the variations in the image. Thus, it is deﬁned as
rRMSE =
‖x− x˜‖2
‖x˜‖ , (4)
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where x and x˜ denote the reconstructed intensities and the
ground truth phantom, respectively.
The structural similarity index is a widespread metric that
is based on the standard deviation of the reconstructed signal.
It is deﬁned as
4 · cov(x, x˜) · μμ˜
(μ2 + μ˜2) · (σ2 + σ˜2) , (5)
where σ and σ˜ denote the standard deviations of the re-
constructed image x and the ground truth x˜, respectively.
cov(x, x˜) denotes the covariance between the images. μ and
μ˜ are the mean values of x and x˜, respectively.
III. RESULTS
In our experiments, we demonstrate that we achieve a
similar image quality using compensation weights and bilateral
ﬁltering compared to a state-of-the-art TV-regularized iterative
reconstruction [11].
A. Experimental Setup
We evaluated our approach on a simulated 3D Shepp-Logan
phantom [13]. For the projection, we used a detector with
640 detector elements of size 0.5mm and we sampled the
phantom at 180 angles with an angular increment of 1. Source
to Detector distance was chosen to be 500mm. The detector
was virtually placed into the center of rotation. The phantom
was scaled to ﬁll the FOV without truncation As a result
of this conﬁguration, the redundancy weighted reconstruction
(see next Section) suffers from an undersampled region in the
upper part of the image.
B. Qualitative Assessment
Figure 3 shows the qualitative results for the proposed
method. On the left, the Shepp-Logan phantom and the result
for total variation regularization are shown. In the middle
column, the reconstruction results for the classical redundancy
weights are shown, with and without bilateral ﬁltering. The
right column shows the reconstruction result for the proposed
compensation weights.
As expected, Parker weights are not able to reconstruct the
area with missing angles correctly. This leads to the dark
area in the upper part of the phantom. The TV-regularized
reconstruction yields an excellent result. In particular, the
sparsity constraint of the algorithm almost perfectly restores
the phantom. The reconstruction using compensation weights
results in an image with a large number of high frequency
streak artifacts that result from the remaining missing infor-
mation. However, bilateral ﬁltering almost completely removes
these artifacts, yielding a result that is comparable to the TV
reconstruction result. The same observations can be obtained
by looking at the line proﬁles shown in Figure 4.
C. Quantitive Assessment
For quantitative evaluation, we selected a region of interest
(ROI) in the upper part of the phantom, i. e. where the
undersampling occurs. Figure 3a shows the region where the
ROI was selected.
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Fig. 4. Intensity proﬁle along a vertical line through the phantom.
rRMSE MSE SSIM
Redundancy 0.1301 0.0286 0.9528
Redundancy BF 0.1271 0.0273 0.9594
Compensation 0.0673 0.0076 0.9594
Compensation BF 0.0569 0.0055 0.9673
TV 0.0566 0.0054 0.9777
TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS.
Table I shows the results of the quantitative measurements.
The result of the qualitative assessment is conﬁrmed by all
reported measures. The quality of the TV-regularized recon-
struction is the best. The reconstruction with compensation
weights is very close to this result.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our observations conﬁrm the ﬁndings by Bruder et al.
[3]. We are able to enforce the regularization by applying a
bilateral ﬁlter in the reconstruction domain only. This enables
us to recover a reconstruction that is comparable to a TV-
regularized reconstruction. As commented by Bruder et al. the
reconstruction must yield an image quality that is sufﬁcient to
enforce the regularization in the reconstruction domain. This
is usually not the case in limited angle reconstructions as the
missing data leads to a deterministic decrease of reconstruction
values in the area with missing angle. We compensate for this
using a heuristic weighting procedure that increases weights
according to the amount of missing data. Thus we are able to
create a reconstruction that is improved but still suffers from
streak artifacts. The magnitude of these artifacts, however, is
an order of magnitude lower than the artifact resulting from
the missing angle. Subsequent use of a bilateral ﬁlter is able
to recover the original signal.
In the present study, we used a simple phantom that
is very popular when exploring reconstructions using TV-
regularization. We expect similar results when using other
piece-wise constant phantoms [14]. Note that the results
presented here required the 8-fold application of the bilateral
ﬁlter. Still the processing time was an order of magnitude
lower than the processing time of the iterative reconstruction
with 1000 iterations.
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(a) Phantom (b) Redundancy weights (c) Compensation weights
(d) TV-regularized (e) Redundancy weights+BF (f) Compensation weights+BF
Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of the reconstructed slices: The compensation weights in combination with a bilateral ﬁlter (BF) visually appears almost
identical to a TV-regularized reconstruction. The window for the visualization was chosen as [1.0, 1.4].
In real data, results may be quite different. However, we
still expect that our method is suited to initialize an iterative
reconstruction and will therewith decrease the number of
required iterations.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown a compensation method that allows recon-
struction of images that are comparable to the reconstructions
created with a TV-regularized iterative reconstruction. The re-
sult of the proposed method can be computed within seconds,
while the iterative procedure has a computation time that is
an order of magnitude higher.
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1Reduction of Periodic Artefacts for a
Switched-Source X-ray CT Machine by Optimising
the Source Firing Pattern
William M. Thompson1, William R. B. Lionheart1 and Dan O¨berg2
Abstract—The RTT system is a fast cone beam CT scanner
which uses a ﬁxed ring of multiple, discrete switchable sources. If
the sources are ﬁred in order to approximate a series of helical
source trajectories, as in conventional helical cone beam CT,
periodic artefacts are observed in the reconstructed images; it is
shown that the cause of these artefacts is an insufﬁcient range
of illumination angles for certain regions of the reconstruction
volume. By adopting an alternative continuum model and opti-
mising the pattern in which the sources are ﬁred to ﬁt this, the
range of illumination angles is shown to be much more even over
the whole reconstruction volume, leading to the elimination of
the periodic artefacts. Examples with simulated and real data
are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Real Time Tomography (RTT) system is a family of
fast cone beam CT scanners developed by Rapiscan Systems,
designed for applications where scan time is of critical im-
portance. The system achieves its high speed by using a ﬁxed
ring of discrete, switchable x-ray sources, and several ﬁxed
rings of detectors, offset in the longitudinal direction from the
plane of sources. The offset geometry and general concept of
the RTT system design are explained in [1].
Speciﬁcally, RTT80 is a production RTT system with 80cm
tunnel diameter, designed for use in airport baggage screening;
the system geometry is shown in ﬁgure 1. The system can be
operated in either a ‘fast’ or ‘slow’ mode, with feed rates of
respectively 500 or 250mms−1 in each case. In the slow mode
discussed in this paper, the complete set of sources is ﬁred so
as to simulate a virtual source rotation speed of 15 revolutions
per second.
In practice the sources are not ﬁred in strict rotational order,
instead being ﬁred such as to approximate a source scanning
trajectory of 4 separate intertwined helices. When compared
to the longitudinal extent of the detector, the absolute value of
the pitch of these helices is large, and this is generally believed
to give rise to periodic artefacts in the reconstructed images.
There are two obvious ways to solve this problem; either
slow down the feed rate, or increase the longitudinal extension
of the detector by adding more detector rings. However, neither
of these approaches is desirable, since the feed rate must
be kept high enough to avoid creating a backlog of bags
1. Henry Moseley X-ray Imaging Facility and School of Mathematics,
University of Manchester.
2. Rapiscan Systems.
Corresponding author: William R. B. Lionheart, E-mail:
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Fig. 1: The RTT80 geometry
on the conveyor feeding the scanner, and adding detector
rows would add to the ﬁnancial cost of the system and also
necessitate increasing the detector offset, with negative impact
on reconstructed image quality.
The work presented in this paper builds on the authors’
previous work in [2], and demonstrates that through careful
choice of the order in which the discrete sources are ﬁred, such
artefacts can be completely eliminated without using either of
the obvious approaches.
II. THE FIRING ORDER
A secondary advantage of the switched source system
design is the ability to switch the sources in almost any order
we desire; the order in which this is done is known as a ﬁring
order, and is deﬁned in general by the periodic extension of
the sequence
. . . , φ(1), . . . , φ(NS), . . . , (1)
determined by some function
φ : {1, . . . , NS} → {1, . . . , NS}, (2)
where NS is the total number of sources in the system. For
example, the standard ﬁring order used in the RTT80 system,
where NS = 768, is given by the function
φ(i) =
[(
192(i− 1) + ⌊(i− 1)/4⌋) mod 768]+ 1, (3)
where the operator . represents the integer part, and is
referred to as the RTT ﬁring order.
Using conventional CT theory, the ﬁring order is gener-
ally chosen to approximate the scanning trajectory that a
virtual rotating source or sources would follow. However,
it is technically possible to choose the ﬁring order almost
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completely arbitrarily; the only limitations are imposed by
thermal constraints to allow sources sufﬁcient time to cool
after each ﬁring event.
III. THE RTT CONTINUUM MODEL
The standard continuum model for 3D cone beam CT is
to consider divergent beam sources located at all points x
on some smooth curve L ⊂ R3, usually a circle or helix;
uniqueness results and analytical inversion formulae for this
model are well-known. For conventional 3D cone beam CT,
the motivation for choosing this model is clear; physically
rotating an x-ray source around a moving object samples
source positions on exactly this type of curve.
For switched-source CT systems such as RTT, an alternative
continuum model has been proposed, in which divergent beam
sources are located at all points x on the surface of a cylinder
C ⊂ R3. A uniqueness result for this is proved in [3]. The
motivation for choosing this model is that in the general case,
the ﬁring order may be chosen completely arbitrarily; therefore
this can always be chosen so as to generate a regular sampling
lattice, and as the number of sources tends to inﬁnity and the
time between ﬁring events tends to zero, points on the lattice
become arbitrarily close.
IV. AN OPTIMISED FIRING ORDER
Adopting the proposed continuum model, it no longer makes
sense to think of the ﬁring order as deﬁning the trajectory that
a virtual source follows. Instead, we abandon the concept of
a source trajectory completely, and regard the ﬁring order as
deﬁning an arbitrary sampling pattern of source points on the
sampling cylinder C.
Therefore, we seek to choose the ﬁring order so that this
sampling pattern is as even as possible. It is shown in [3] that
a ﬁring order with this property is given by the function
φ(i) =
[
35(i− 1) mod 768]+ 1. (4)
This ﬁring order is referred to as the k = 35 ﬁring order, and
also has the important property of rotational invariance, in
that the sampling pattern created is rotationally symmetric.
V. RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHMS
The standard RTT80 reconstruction algorithm as currently
used in production RTT machines is an analytical Feldkamp-
type approximate algorithm known as Advanced Cone-beam
Back Projection (ACBP) [1]. This is itself a development of
the EPBP algorithm [4], modiﬁed to cope with the offset de-
tector geometry of the RTT system. The authors are currently
working on a similar type of analytical algorithm designed to
work with more general ﬁring orders such as k = 35.
For the purposes of comparison between the two ﬁring
orders, the iterative CGLS algorithm is used [5]; the projection
matrix A is calculated using the 3D ray tracing algorithm of
Jacobs et al. [6]. In all cases, the reconstruction grid uses cubic
voxels of side length (25/24)mm.
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Fig. 2: Comparing the sampling pattern on a small section of
the sampling cylinder C
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE OPTIMISED FIRING ORDER
A. The Sampling Pattern
Figure 2 shows a small ﬂattened-out section of the sampling
cylinder C, and compares the sampling patterns created by the
two ﬁring orders under consideration. Note that the k = 35
ﬁring order creates a triangular lattice sampling, with a much
more even coverage of the cylinder surface than that created
by the RTT ﬁring order.
B. Distribution of Illumination Angles
It is possible to study the effect that the ﬁring order is likely
to have on reconstructed images by looking at the distribution
of angles of illumination across the reconstruction region of
interest (ROI). By this, we mean the range of angles θ ∈
[−π/2, π/2] that the rays intersecting a particular region of
the ROI make in the x-y plane; for some region R, we refer
to this as the angular distribution of R.
In the discrete case, the angular distribution of the complete
ROI can be studied from the projection matrix A representing
all rays intersecting an x-y slice. By the rotational invariance
of the ﬁring orders under consideration, the angular distri-
bution of all other slices will be the same up to rotational
symmetry.
The projection matrix is calculated on a square grid of
cubic voxels, covering the entire ROI. Angles of the rays
for all source-detector pairs are calculated, and then ray-voxel
intersection lengths are summed in angular bins of a deﬁned
width, in this case 10◦. Thus for every voxel, this gives the
angular distribution across the deﬁned bins.
Voxels where the angular distribution is incomplete, or
very uneven, will create problems for accurate reconstruction;
therefore, as a measure of the evenness of the angular dis-
tribution, the standard deviation across the bins is calculated
for each voxel. This may be viewed as an image, as in ﬁgure
3, which shows that the angular distribution created by the
k = 35 ﬁring order is in general much more even than that
created by the RTT ﬁring order.
In addition to this, the angular distribution for a particular
voxel may be plotted; ﬁgure 4 shows this for a voxel at the
isocentre. Note in particular the distribution for the RTT ﬁring
order is incomplete; we therefore expect to see limited angle
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(a) RTT (b) k = 35
Fig. 3: Images of the standard deviation of the relative ray
density across the angular bins for each voxel; grey-scale
window in both cases is [0, 0.05]
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Fig. 4: Comparing the distribution of relative ray density
across the angular bins for a voxel at the isocentre
type artefacts in reconstructions of data obtained with this
ﬁring order.
VII. RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
A. Simulated Data
Simulated noise-free data were generated for the Defrise
type line-pair phantom shown in ﬁgure 5a, consisting of a
series of 20 rectangular plates of size 100 × 10mm, and
thickness 2mm, spaced 2mm apart. The phantom is centred
at the isocentre and rotated about the y-axis by 45◦.
Figures 5b–5d compare reconstructions by 12 iterations of
the iterative CGLS algorithm for both ﬁring orders with recon-
struction by the analytical ACBP algorithm for the RTT ﬁring
order. As expected, reconstructions from data obtained with
the RTT ﬁring order show periodic artefacts, though the exact
form of these artefacts depends on the reconstruction algorithm
used. However, the reconstruction from data obtained with the
k = 35 ﬁring order is completely free from these artefacts.
For the CGLS reconstructions, ﬁgure 6 shows the 2-norm
of the error from the true image at each iteration, deﬁned as
ei = ‖xi − xtruth‖2, (5)
where xi is the image at the ith iteration, and xtruth represents
the known true image. Reconstruction from the k = 35 data
reaches a lower minimum value at 10 iterations, showing a
more accurate reconstruction.
(a) True image (b) RTT (ACBP)
(c) RTT (CGLS) (d) k = 35 (CGLS)
Fig. 5: Comparing reconstructions of the simulated Defrise
type phantom data; grey-scale window in each case is [0, 1]
in arbitrary units
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Fig. 6: 2-norm of the image error at each iteration for the
simulated data CGLS reconstructions
B. Real Data
Real data were obtained from scans of an ASTM test
phantom bag with both ﬁring orders. Figure 7 compares ACBP
and CGLS reconstructions of the RTT ﬁring order data with
a CGLS reconstruction of the data obtained with the k = 35
ﬁring order. Note that the data used for the ACBP reconstruc-
tion has been fully pre-processed with corrections for scatter,
beam hardening and other artefacts; these corrections were
not available for the CGLS reconstructions. In both cases the
CGLS reconstructions show the result after 12 iterations.
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Reconstructions of the RTT ﬁring order data show periodic
artefacts with both reconstruction algorithms, although to a
lesser extent in the case of the ACBP algorithm. The CGLS
reconstruction of the k = 35 data is completely free from
such artefacts; note in particular differences on the hinges of
the case, at the bottom of the images.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The work presented demonstrates that by adopting an alter-
native continuum model for the RTT reconstruction process,
and optimising the source ﬁring order to ﬁt this, a more
complete data set is obtained. Reconstructions of data collected
in this way show complete elimination of periodic artefacts
observed in reconstructions of original data sets, in both
simulated and real data test cases.
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Abstract—Image reconstruction from a straight-line trajectory 
may have interesting applications for industrial or security 
scanning. Theoretically, the straight-line trajectory violates Tuy’s
sufficiency condition and suffers from a limited-angle problem. In
this article, we propose a Fourier-based iterative approach, based 
on the recently developed “reconstruction from partial Fourier 
data”(RecPF) approach, together with a sparse resampling 
method, to recover the missing information for image recon-
struction from a linear scan tomography. The proposed method 
has some benefits. Firstly, it has computational efficiency as both 
the forward and back-projection are implemented by the fast 
Fourier transform(FFT). Secondly, it is efficient by using the 
classic penalty function approach as well as an alternating 
minimization technique. Thirdly, it provides improvement in the 
interpolation accuracy by the sparse resampling strategy. The 
numerical simulations show that the proposed method brings 
reasonable performance when applied to limited-angle imaging 
problem. 

Index Terms — straight-line trajectory imaging, limited-angle 
tomography, Fouried-based iterative reconstruction, sparse 
resampling. 
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DUWLIDFW  UHGXFWLRQ E\TXDQWLI\LQJ WKH UHVXOWLQJ LPDJHTXDOLW\
WKURXJK WKH QXPHULFDO VLPX ODWLRQV  RI )RUE LOG  KHDG SKDQWRP
7KHUHVXOWVVKRZWKDWWKHSURSRVHGPHWKRGEULQJVUHDVRQDEOH
SHUIRUPDQFHZKHQ DSSOLHG  WR WKH /&7 LPDJLQJ SUREOHP DV
PHDVXUHG E\ WKH PHWULF  RI URRW PHDQ VTXDUHG HUURU506(
6HFRQGO\ZHVKRZWKDWWKHREMHFWFDQEHUHFRQVWUXFWHGIURP
VSDUVH VDPSOLQJ LQ )RXULHU GRPDLQ 7KLV H[SHULHQFH VKRXOG
EURDGHQRXUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKH)RXULHUEDVHGUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
LVVXHDQGSURYLGHDQHZZD\WRUHGXFHWKHDUWLIDFWVFDXVHGE\
WKHLQWHUSRODWLRQVHUURUVLQIUHTXHQF\VSDFH
,, 0(7+2'
A. LCT Scan and Its Associated Sampling in Fourier Space 
7KH FRQILJXUDWLRQ RI/&7>@ LV VFKHPDWLFDOO\ LOOXVWUDWHG LQ
)LJD%RWKWKH[UD\VRXUFHDQGWKHGHWHFWRUZRXOGUHPDLQ 
VWDWLRQDU\DQGWKHREMHFWVFDQQHGLVPRYHGRQDVWUDLJKWOLQH
7KLVLVHTXLYDOHQWWR¿[LQJWKHREMHFWDQGKDYLQJWKHVRXUFHDQG
WKH GHWHFWRU WUDQVODWHG E\ WKH REMHFW )LJE VKRZV WKH
JHRPHWU\RIWKH/&7VFDQQLQJ/HW O GHQRWHWKHRULJLQLQWKH
REMHFWFRRUGLQDWHV   x y $QHTXLYDOHQWGHWHFWRUKRUL]RQWDOO\ 
SDVVLQJWKHRULJLQ O LVXVHG7KHVRXUFHLVLQGH[HG E\ l ZKLFK
LV LWV RIIVHW IURP 
O  (DFK GHWHFWRU HOHPHQW LV LQGH[HG E\ t 
ZKLFKLVLWVRIIVHWIURP 

O 7KHGLVWDQFHIURPWKHVRXUFHWRWKH
HTXLYDOHQW GHWHFWRU LV D +HQFH WKH SUR MHFWLRQ   p l t LV WKH
OLQH LQWHJUDO DORQJ WKH UD\ $% SDVVLQJ WKRXJK WKH VRXUFH
WUDMHFWRU\DW l DQGWKHGHWHFWRUHOHPHQWDW t 
)RXULHU%DVHG,WHUDWLYH5HFRQVWUXFWLRQIRU
/LPLWHG$QJOH7RPRJUDSK\
%LQ<DQ+DQPLQJ=KDQJ/LQ\XDQ:DQJ$LORQJ&DL;LDRTL;LDQG/HL/L
/
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$VLQ)LJERQHSURMHFWLRQGDWD   p l t VKDOOFRUUHVSRQGWR
RQHDQJOHWKHGDWDIURPHDFKGHWHFWRUHOHPHQWFRUUHVSRQGVWRD
FHUWDLQ YLHZ DQJOH RI SDUDOOHO EHDPV 7KXV   p l t IURP DQ
REMHFWIXQFWLRQ   f x y FDQEHZULWWHQDV
 
       FRV VLQ 
    
p l t f x y x y s dxdy
D t t
          f x y x y l t dxdy
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ZLWK WDQ   t DT S   DQG   s D l t tD    EHLQJ
WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ YLHZ DQJOH DQG GHWHFWRU SRVLWLRQ LQ WKH
SDUDOOHOEHDPVFDQJHRPHWU\UHVSHFWLYHO\ 
*HQHUDOO\DSDUWRIUDZSURMHFW LRQGDWDLVXVHOHVV IRUUHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ'DWDVKLIW SUHSURFHVVLQJ      q l' t p l' t t  ZLOO EH
XVHIXO IRU VDYLQJ FRPSXWDWLRQ DQG PHPRU\>@ $ )RXULHU
WUDQVIRUPRI   q l' t ZLWKUHVSHFWWR l' \LHOGV 
 
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
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ZKHUH Öf UHSUHVHQWV  WKH ')RXULHU WUDQVIRUPRI f  ,W FDQ EH
VHHQ WKDW WKH VDPSOLQJ RI Ö  q t[ LQ  )RXULHU VSDFH PHHWV  D 
OLQRJUDPVDPSOLQJ7KH)RXULHUVDPSOLQJRISURMHFW LRQIRUWKH
/&7VFDQLVGHVFULEHGLQ)LJ

B. Overview of the Reconstruction Scheme 
,Q SUDFWLFDO DSSOLFDW LRQV WKH /&7¶V HIIHFWLYH FRYHUDJH RI
SURMHFWLRQ DQJOH I LV OHVV WKDQS  6R LW LV D OLPLWHGDQJOH
SUREOHPDQGWKH)RXULHUVDPSOLQJLVLQFRPSOHWH7R VROYHWKLV
SUREOHPZH LQWURGXFH 5HF3) PHWKRG IRU LPDJH UHFRYHULQJ
IURPSDUWLDO )RXULHUGDWD7KHSUDFWLFDOUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVFKHPH
LV SHUIRUPHG LQ WKUHH SKDVHV $OO WKH VWHSV DUH VXPPDUL]HG
EHORZ
z '))7RIWKHSURMHFWLRQWREXLOGDOLQRJUDP')RXULHU
VSDFH
z /LQRJUDPWR&DUWHVLDQUHVDPSOLQJ
z &RPSXWDWLRQ RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG REMHFW E\ 5HF3)
PHWKRG

C. Recover Image from Partial Fourier Sampling based on 
RecPF Method 
/HW u GHQRWH WKH WZRGLPHQVLRQDO LPDJH $QG LWV SDUWLDO 
IUHTXHQF\REVHUYDWLRQLVJLYHQE\
pf PFu Z  
ZKHUH F UHSUHVHQWV WKH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUP PDW UL[ P LV D 
VHOHFWLRQPDWUL[DQGZ UHSUHVHQWVUDQGRPQRLVH
/HW p PFF  DQG


     p p pu f F fT    
u LVUHFRQVWUXFWHGDVDVROXWLRQRIWKHIROORZLQJPRGHO
 
DUJPLQ   i p
iu
D u u u fW PT7< ¦

  
ZKHUH ii D u¦  LVDGLVFUHWL]DWLRQRIWKH WRWDOYDULDWLRQ 79
RIu  __ __u7<  LVWKHlQRUPRIWKHUHSUHVHQWLRQu XQGHU< 
DQG  W P ! DUHVFDODUV ZKLFKDUHXVHGWREDODQFHUHJXODUL
]DWLRQDQGGDWD¿GHOLW\
%\ LQWURGXFLQJ DX[LOLDU\ YDULDEOHV  > @  N w w w WKH
DXJPHQWHG /DJUDQJLDQ PHWKRG$/0 ZKLFK VROYHV  HDFK
XQFRQVWUDLQHGVXESUREOHPDOPRVWH[DFWO\IRULVDQLWHUDWLYH
DOJRULWKPEDVHGRQWKHLWHUDWLRQ

 
 
  
 
  
 
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       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%\XWLOL]LQJWKHVHSDUDEOHVWUXFWXUHRIWKHYDULDE OHVLQ WKH
FKHDSHU DOWHUQDWLQJ GLUHFW LRQ PHWKRG $'0 LV XVHG WR
GHFUHDVH AL DW HDFK LWHUDWLRQ E\ MXVW RQH DOWHUQDWLQJPLQ LPL
]DWLRQIR OORZHGE\LPPHGLDWHPX OWLS OLHUXSGDWHV
/HW   s W E GHQRWHWKHRQHGLPHQVLRQDOVKULQNDJHRSHUDW
RUDQG   s E GHQRWHWKHWZRGLPHQVLRQDOVKULQNDJH7KH
$'0VROYHULPSOHPHQWV WKHIROORZLQJDOJRULWKPLFIUDPHZRUN
Detector
Source
Object
I
D
x
y
  p l t

O


O O
A l
t s T
Object
B

DE
)LJ6\VWHPDW LFGHVFULSW LRQRI/&7 D7KHVFDQJHRPHWU\ E3URMHFW LRQ
GDWDJHRPHWU\

ξ1
ξ2

)LJ7KHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVRIDQ/&7VFDQLQWKH)RXULHUVSDFH

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%\WKHXVHRIDOWHUQDWLQJPLQ LPL]DWLRQVFKHPHWKHPDLQFR
PSXWDWLRQRIWKHSURSRVHGPHWKRGRQO\LQYROYHV IDVWDQGVWDEO
HRSHUDWLRQV FRQVLVWLQJRIVKULQNDJHV DQG))7V DWHDFKLWHUDWLR
Q
D. Sparse Resampling for LCT Fourier Sampling 
,QWKH5HF3)VFKHPHWKHPLVVLQJGDWDLVUHFRYHUHGE\WKH
SULRUFRQVWUDLQWVDQGPDWKHPDWLFD OUHJXODUL]DWLRQEDVHGRQWKH
VHOHFWLRQ&DUWHVLDQSRLQWVLQ)RXULHUGRPDLQ6LQFHWKH)RXULHU
VDPSOLQJRIS URMHFWLRQVDUHLQ FRQFHQWULFVTXDUHVFRRUGLQDWHV
DQGWKHREMHFWLVLQ&DUWHVLDQFRRUGLQDWHVLQWHUSRODWLRQKDVWR
EH XVHG LQ WKH UHVDPSOLQJ IURP OLQRJUDP WR &DUWHVLDQ JULG
ZKLFK LQWURGXFHV DUWLIDFWV LQ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG REMHFW8QOLNH
LQWHUSRODWLRQV LQ UHDO VSDFHZKHUH WKH LQWHUSRODWLRQ HUURU LV
FRQVWUDLQHG LQ WKH QHLJKERULQJ DUHD LQWHUSRODWLRQV LQ )RXULHU
VSDFHDIIHFWWKHTXDOLW\WKURXJKRXWWKHHQWLUHLPDJH
$ EHWWHUVROXWLRQ LQ WKLV UHJDUG LVZKDWZH FDOO WKH VSDUVH
UHVDPSOLQJVWUDWHJ\ZKLFKZHSURSRVHDVDQHZFRQWULEXWLRQLQ
WKLV SDSHU *HQHUDOO\ WKH VHOHFWLRQ SRLQWV  IRU 5HF3) DUH
REWDLQHG IURP WKH LQWHUSRODWLRQ RI OLQRJUDP VDPSOLQJ LQ WKH
OLPLWHGDQJOHUDQJH7KHVSDUVHUHVDPSOLQJPHWKRGLVWRIXUWKHU
ILOWHUWKHVDPSOLQJGDWD LQWKH NQRZQDQJXODUUDQJHRQO\WKH
&DUWHVLDQ SRLQWZKLFK LVYHU\ FORVHWR RU FRLQFLGHQWZLWK WKH
SRLQW RI OLQRJUDP VDPSOLQJ LV DGGHG WR WKH VHW RI VHOHFWLRQ
SRLQWVDQGWKHLPSUHFLVHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVDUHWUHDWHGDVXQNRZQ 
GDWD LQ WKH )RXULHU VSDFH 7KH GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH VSDUVH
UHVDPSOLQJLVVKRZQLQ )LJ7KHSRLQWVRQRUDQJHOLQHVDUHWKH
VDPSOLQJ RI /&7 SURMHFWLRQV DQG WKH JUHHQ SRLQWV DUH WKH
VHOHFWLRQSRLQWVXVHGIRUD/&7UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
,Q WKLV SDSHU WKH DERYH LWHUDWLYH LV FDOOHG ³5HF3)65´
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP SDUWLDO )RXULHU GDWD EDVHG RQ VSDUVH
UHVDPSOLQJPHWKRG$QGWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDSSURDFKEDVHGRQ
5HF3) PHWKRG DQG EVSOLQH LQWHUSRODWLRQ LV WHUPHG ³5HF3)´ 
EHORZ

,,, 180(5,&$/(;3(5,0(176
7RYDOLGDWHWKHSUHVHQWHGPHWKRGIRU LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZH HYDOXDWHG LW RQ VLPXODWHG GDWD RI WKH )25%,/' KHDG
SKDQWRP ,Q WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI 5HF3) WKH SDUDPHWHU RI
D79LVWXQHGDQGJUDGXDOO\FKDQJHGZLWKLQWHUDWLRQQXPEHUIRU
WKHSUDFWLFDOVLWXDWLRQ
,Q D  /&7 VFDQ WKH DQJXODU FRYHUDJH RI OLPLWHGDQJOH  WR
PRJUDSK\ LV   GHJ7KH SHUSHQGLFXODU GLVWDQFHV  IURP WKH
VRXUFHWRWKHREMHFWFHQWHUDQGWRWKHGHWHFWRUDUHPPDQG
PP UHVSHFWLYHO\7KHWRWDOOHQJWKRIWKHGHWHFWRULV
PP7KHVDPSOLQJLQWHUYDOLQWKHVRXUFHGLUHFWLRQLVPPDQG
WKHHTXLYDOHQWLQWHUYDO LQWKHGHWHFWRUGLUHFWLRQ LVPP7KH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQKDV hS L[HOV ZLWKPPSHUS L[HOVL]H
,Q ERWK5HF3) DQG 5HF3)65 PHWKRGV WKH RYHUVDPSOLQJ 
IDFWRU LQ )RXULHU VSDFH LV VHW WR  VR WKH WRWDO QXPEHU RI
&DUWHVLDQ SRLQWV LV h   ,Q WKH 5HF3)65
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQWKHQXPEHURIWKHVSDUVHUHVDPSOLQJSRLQWV LQ
)RXULHUVSDFHLVWKHVDPSOLQJ UDWLR LVRQO\QHDUO\
7KH)RXULHUVDPSOLQJRI5HF3)65LVVKRZQLQ)LJ


)LJ7KHVDPSOLQJSRLQWVRI5HF3)65PHWKRGLQWKH)RXULHUGRPDLQ

7KHLPDJHVUHFRQVWUXFWHGIURP WKHVHWRIGDWDE\XV LQJWKH
')0 5HF3) DQG5HF3)65 DOJRULWKPV DUH VKRZQ LQ )LJ
(DFK QXPEHU RI LWHUDWLRQV IRU 5HF3) DQG 5HF3)65 UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQVLV7KHSURILOHVRIWKHVHLPDJHVDORQJWKHFHQWUDO
KRUL]RQWDOURZV RIWKHULJKWHDUDUHGLVSOD\HGLQ)LJ,WFDQEH
VHHQWKDWWKHDFFXUDF\RIWKH5HF3)65PHWKRGLVEHWWHUWKDQ
WKH5HF3)PHWKRG
7KHFRQYHUJHQFHVSHHGRIWKHVHPHWKRGVDUHSORWWHGRQ)LJ
E\HYDOXDWLQJWKH506(DIWHUHDFKLWHUDWLRQ:HFDQVHHWKDW
WKRXJK5HF3)65 LV FRQYHUJHG VORZHU LQ WKH ILUVW LW ZRXOG 
REYLRXVO\ JHW D PRUH DFFXUDWH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPDJH DIWHU D


)LJ7KHGHVFULSW LRQRIVSDUVHUHVDPSOLQJPHWKRGLQWKH)RXULHUVSDFH

Input:   pP f W P !  
Algorithm:
,QLWLDOL]H u u    OO     OO  
*LYHQ E ! 6HW k  
While³QRWFRQYHUJHG´Do
&RPSXWH]DQGZE\

 

 
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 
k k k
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k k k
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
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

&RPSXWH ku  E\DOHDVWVTXDUHVSUREOHPZKLFK
LVGLDJRQDOL]HGE\D'GLVFUHWH)RXULHUWUDQVIRUP
8SGDWHPXOWLS OLHUV O DQG O 
 k km  
End do
Output: ku  

)LJ2YHUYLHZRIWKH$'0DOJRULWKP

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
QXPEHURILWHUDW LRQV 
 
D3KDQWRP E')0
 
F5HF3) G5HF3)65
)LJ,PDJHUHFRQVWUXFW LRQRIWKH)25%,/'KHDGSKDQWRPIURPD/&7
VFDQ'LVSOD\ZLQGRZIRUDFGLV>@DQG>@IRUE


D5HF3)E5HF3)65

FOLQHSURILOH
)LJ/LQHSURILOHVDORQJWKHFHQWUDOKRUL]RQWDOURZVRIWKHULJKW HDU

)LJ5RRW PHDQVTXDUHGHUURUVDVDIXQFW LRQRILWHUDWLRQVIRU5HF3)DQG
5HF3)65PHWKRGVLQD/&7VFDQ
,9 &21&/86,21
,QWKLVSDSHU:HKDYHVKRZQWKDWD5HF3)DSSURDFKFRXOG
EH XVHG WR VROYH OLPLWHGDQJOH WRPRJUDSK\ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
SUREOHP7RGHFOLQHWKHLQWHUSRODWLRQHUURUDVSDUVHUHVDPSOLQJ
PHWKRG LV SURSRVHG 1XPHULFDO VLPX ODWLRQV VKRZ WKDW ERWK
5HF3) DQG 5HF3)65 DUH DEOH WR HIIHFWLYHO\ UHFRQVWUXFW
KLJKDFFXUDF\ LPDJHV IURP LQVXIILFLHQW VDPSOHG GDWD LQ 
SDUWLFXODUWKHDFFXUDF\RI5HF3)65 LVEHWWHUWKDQWKH5HF3)
PHWKRG
5()(5(1&(6
>@ 3 %OHXHW 5 *XLOOHPDXG/ 'HVEDW DQG ,0DJQLQ³$Q DGDSWHGSDQ
YROXPH VDPSOLQJ VFKHPH IRU ' DOJHEUDLF UHFRQVWUXFW LRQ LQ OLQHDU
WRPRV\QWKHVLV´  IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., YROQR SS

>@ (<6LGN\<=RX DQG;3DQ³9ROXPH LPDJHUHFRQVWUXFW LRQ IURPD
VWUDLJKWOLQHVRXUFHWUDMHFWRU\´IEEE Nucl. Sci. Symp. Med. Imag. Conf.
Record,SS
>@ + *DR / =KDQJ = &KHQ < ;LQJ - &KHQJ DQG = 4L ³'LUHFW
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1Simulation of Blurring Artifacts Using a
Blur-and-add Model for the Scanning Beam Digital
X-ray (SBDX) Tomosynthesis System
Meng Wu, and Rebecca Fahrig
Abstract—Tomosynthesis systems with a small tomographic an-
gle have signiﬁcant out-of-plane blurring artifacts. We propose a
tomosynthesis artifact suppression algorithm that utilizes a prior
CT volume to augment the run-time image processing. A blur-
and-add (BAA) analytical model, derived from the projection-to-
backprojection physical model, allows the generation of tomosyn-
thesis images that are a good approximation to the reconstructed
image. A computationally practical algorithm is used to simulate
images and out-of-plane artifacts from a patient speciﬁc prior CT
image using the BAA model. The accuracy of the BAA analytical
model and the subtraction results were evaluated using patient
CT data. Mean-squared-error measurements showed the BAA
was accurate when the displacement of volume centers between
the BAA and physical model is less than 10 mm. The nodule
visibility was improved by subtracting simulated artifacts from
the reconstructions, especially in the depth or slice direction.
Index Terms—Tomosynthesis, SBDX, Artifacts suppression
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital tomosynthesis is an imaging technique that has
radiation dose levels lower than standard CT, and at the
same time, provides depth information that is not available
in radiographic ﬂuoroscopy [1]. Through-plane resolution is
achieved by providing a relative motion between the x-ray
source and the detector through a limited angle about a fulcrum
plane, and reconstruction then provides a sharp image of the
objects in the plane of interest on which are superimposed
blurred images of object details outside the plane of interest.
The most commonly used analytical reconstruction algo-
rithm for tomosynthesis is shift-and-add (SAA). In the case of
parallel-path geometry of motion of the tube and/or detector,
SAA involves shifting each of the projection images by a
given amount and then adding them together. By selecting
the shift-per-image amount correctly, objects in a given plane
can be brought into sharp focus. In addition to SAA, two
deblurring algorithms that have received the most attention in
recent years are matrix inversion tomosynthesis (MITS) and
ﬁltered backprojection (FBP) [1].
A real-time tomosynthesis approach is available based on
the scanning beam digital x-ray (SBDX) hardware, originally
developed for cardiac applications by NovaRay, Inc. The
SBDX system is an inverse geometry ﬂuoroscopic system with
high dose efﬁciency and the ability to perform continuous real-
time tomosynthesis at multiple planes [2], [3]. Due to the very
Meng Wu is with the Electrical Engineering Departments, Stanford Uni-
versity, Stanford, CA, 94305 USA e-mail: mengwu@stanford.edu.
Rebecca Fahrig is with the Radiology Department, School of Medicine,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, 94305 USA e-mail: fahrig@stanford.edu.
small tomographic angle in the SBDX system, the acquired
information from the limited angle distribution is not sufﬁcient
to suppress the inter-plane artifacts through reconstruction
algorithm only, because the theoretical in-plane and inter-
plane resolution ratio is proportional to the tangent of the half
tomographic angle [4] which is less than 20 degrees for this
system.
In lung nodule transbronchial needle biopsy, patient-speciﬁc
prior CT volumes are available for biopsy path planning
[5]. Those CT images can also be used in tomosynthesis
reconstruction or post-processing to suppress out-of-plane
blurring artifacts and improve the depth resolution. We want to
develop a tomosynthesis reconstruction algorithm that utilizes
a prior CT volume to augment the run-time reconstruction
from the SBDX system. Yoon et.al. proposed a fast image-
based analytical simulation model that produces equivalent
tomosynthesis reconstructions to those from a physics-based
model [6]. In the analytical blur-and-add (BAA) model, to-
mographic blurring for the SBDX geometry is modeled as a
cylindrical blur function, where the radius of the blur function
varies as the distance from the focal plane times the tangent of
the half-tomographic angle. Summation through the convolved
slices provides an approximation to an SAA tomosynthesis
reconstruction of the SBDX system. An important advantage
of the BAA model is that each simulated slice is a summation
of the blurred planes in the entire volume, so that the blurred
out-of-plane structures, tomosynthesis artifacts, can be easily
computed by adding speciﬁc blurred planes. Subtracting these
simulated artifacts can possibly be used to improve the depth
resolution.
II. METHODS
A. SBDX System
The SBDX system consists of a scanning beam X-ray source
with 44-mm-thick 23 cm × 23 cm collimator and a 10.8 cm
× 5.5 cm CdZnTe detector array, which are mounted on a C-
arm gantry [3] [2]. The collimator has an array of 100 × 100
holes positioned on a 2.3 mm focal spot pitch. We modiﬁed
the system with 100 cm source to detector distance (Dsd) and
60 cm source to central slice (Ds0), for which tomographic
angles of the region-of-interest (ROI) are 15∼20o and 5∼15o
in x and y directions, respectively. The conventional SBDX
image reconstruction algorithm directly applies shift-and-add
to the detector data followed by a pattern correction technique
[3]. To use logarithmic data, as in common CT reconstruction,
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2Fig. 1. SBDX system coordinates deﬁnition. The space between the source
and detector is divided into two region by the critical distance (Dc).
the SBDX system needs to have more photon counts per pixel.
Therefore we proposed to use more repeated scan data as well
as binning the detector to 48×24 with 2.28×2.28 mm2 pixel
size.
The system geometry and coordinates are shown in Fig. 1
in two dimensions. The source lies on points on line s parallel
to the x axis. The ﬂat detector pixels lie on the line u parallel
to the x axis. The planes of the reconstruction volume are
parallel to both source and detector planes. The center of the
source plane and the center of the detector plane deﬁne the
vertical z axis. The origin of z axis is deﬁned at the source
plane. Since this system is separable in x and y directions, we
described our method in the x-z plane for simplicity.
B. Blur-and-add Model
Assuming the centers of the detector and source planes are
perfectly aligned, lines connect opposite boundaries of the
detector and source plane intersect at:
Dc =
lsrc
ldet + lsrc
Dsd, (1)
where ldet and lsrc are the widths of detector and source plane,
respectively. This critical distance (Dc) divides the space into
two regions. Most of the voxels above Dc (point A in Fig.
1) can ”see” the entire source plane but only part of detector.
The x-ray, passing through this region, is mainly truncated
by the ﬁnite size of source plane. In the same way, most of
the voxels below Dc (point B in Fig. 1) can ”see” the entire
detector plane but part of the source plane. The SAA back
projected image is:
fb(x, z) =
∫
s
∫
u
δ(x− uz
Dsd
− s(Dsd − z)
Dsd
)
∫
z′
∫
x′
f(x′, z′)δ(x′ − uz
′
Dsd
− s(Dsd − z
′)
Dsd
)dx′dz′duds
=f lowerb (x, z) + f
upper
b (x, z).
(2)
where f(x, z) denotes the image voxel values at the 2D
spatial location (x, z), and f upperb (x, z) and f
lower
b (x, z) denote
the content of the SAA reconstructed image contributed by
the region above and below the critical distance. The delta
functions imply the point-to-point projection process in the
SBDX system. We temporarily ignored the ray weighting
factors in both forward and backward projections because they
can be canceled in projectors.
The x-ray, passing through the lower region, is mainly
truncated by the ﬁnite detector. For the lower region, the
backprojected image is
f lowerb (x, z)
≈
∫ Dc
0
∫
u
∫
x′
f(x′, z′)δ(x′ − xDsd − z
′
Dsd − z + u
z − z′
Dsd − z )
Dsd
Dsd − z · rect(
x DsdDsd−z − u zDsd−z
lsrc
)dx′dudz′
=
∫ Dc
0
∫ +ldet/2
−ldet/2
Dsd
Dsd − z f(x
Dsd − z′
Dsd − z − u
z − z′
Dsd − z , z
′)
rect(
x DsdDsd−z − u zDsd−z
lsrc
)dudz′.
(3)
The term xDsd−z
′
Dsd−z − u z−z
′
Dsd−z describes the geometric defor-
mation of the SBDX system. The rectangular window function
denotes truncation by the ﬁnite size of the source plane. We
moved the truncation function into the blurring function by
approximating truncation at the central ray. Then the shift-
invariant BAA model for the lower region is
f lowerb (x, z) ≈
∫ Dc
0
a(Dsd − z)
(Dsd − z′)|z′ − z| rect(
xDsd−z
′
|z′−z|
ldet
)
∗
[
f(x
Dsd − z′
Dsd − z , z
′)rect(
x DsdDsd−z
lsrc + ldet
z
Dsd−z
)
]
dz′.
(4)
For the lower region, the truncation is dominated by the
detector, therefore we ignored the window function due to
the source plane. Within certain ﬁeld-of-view we could the
ignore the rectangular window function caused by the source
plane. The blurring kernel is a function of plane-to-source
distance z and plane-to-plane distance z′− z. Then we obtain
the convolution-based BAA model
f lowerb (x, z) ≈
∫ Dc
0
a(Dsd − z)
(Dsd − z′)|z′ − z|
f(x
Dsd − z′
Dsd − z , z
′) ∗ rect(
xDsd−z
′
|z′−z|
ldet
)dz′.
(5)
In the same way, the BAA model for the upper region is given
by:
f upperb (x, z) ≈
∫ Dsd
Dc
az
z′|z′ − z|f(x
z′
z
, z′) ∗ rect(
x z
′
|z′−z|
lsrc
)dz′.
(6)
C. Blur-and-add Artifact Simulation
To simulate SBDX tomosynthesis reconstruction analyti-
cally from CT images using the BAA model, we directly
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the proposed fast convolution-based BAA model
with rectangular blurring kernel for SBDX system . Voxels on each plane
are ﬁrst geometrically distorted following the center lines determined by the
system geometry and the plane z location. Geometrically distorted planes are
then convolved with an appropriately normalized blurring kernel determined
by the system geometry and the source-detector pair trajectory. To simulate
a tomosynthetic reconstruction onto a speciﬁed focal plane, all the convolved
plane data are summed in the z direction.
applied blurring to the volume data on a plane-by-plane
basis and summed the blurred planar images into a single
tomosynthesis image plane as
fsim(x, z) ≈
Dsd∑
z′=0
a(z, z′) [f(x · d(z, z′), z′) ∗ h(x, z; z′)] ,
(7)
where h(x, z; z′) is the blurring kernel of the plane at z′
relative to the tomosynthesis plane at z. The blurring kernel is
combined rectangular functions in (5) and (6). a(z, z′) is the
amplitude function such that
a(z, z′) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Δz(Dsd − z)
(Dsd − z′) if z
′ < Dc
Δzz
z′
if z′ > Dc;
(8)
and d(z, z′) is the geometric distortion function such that
d(z, z′) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Dsd − z′
Dsd − z if z
′ < Dc
z′
z
if z′ > Dc.
(9)
We used the blurring kernel at the center of each plane
as an approximation to the blur over the entire plane. This
approximation is quite accurate when the voxel is close to
the z axis. We could then use discrete convolution or FFT to
compute the BAA simulated image. Putting all the components
together, the BAA model is illustrated in Fig.2.
The ultimate goal of this study is to use a prior CT
volume to suppress out-of-plane structures that dominate the
artifacts in the tomosynthesis images. Since the blur-and-
add model describes tomosynthesis images on a plane-to-
plane basis, it is also easy to compute the undesired out-of-
plane structures within each reconstructed plane. The BAA-
simulated tomosynthesis artifact is given by
fart(x, z; t) =
∑
|z′−z|>tΔz
a(z, z′) [f(x · d(z, z′), z′) ∗ h(x, z; z′)] ,
(10)
where Δz denotes the slice thickness of images and t denotes
the number of slices that will be preserved. The out-of-plane
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Fig. 3. Accuracy assessment of the BAA analytical model against shift of
volume in x, y and z direction.
structures from the neighboring planes within the preserved
thickness is not considered to be artifacts fart(x, z; t). More-
over, instead of using a sharp step-like function to deﬁne
the preserved slice thickness, we suggest using a continuous
function such as
fart(x, z; k) =
Dsd∑
z′=0
(1− exp(−|z − z
′|
kΔz
))
× a(z, z′)[f(x · d(z, z′), z′) ∗ h(x, z; z′)],
(11)
where the value of the suppression parameter k controls how
aggressively we want to suppress the tomosynthesis artifacts.
Assuming that we have accurate 3D registration results be-
tween the SAA reconstructed image and the BAA simulated
image, the inter-plane artifact in the tomosynthesis image can
be suppressed by subtracting simulated artifacts from the SAA
reconstruction using
fsub(x, z; k) =
frecon(x, z)− μrecon
σrecon
− fart(x, z; k)− μsim
σsim
,
(12)
where fart(x, z; k) is the simulated artifact using the BAA
model. Both images are normalized before the subtraction if
they are at different magnitude levels. μ and σ denote the mean
and deviation of the images within the reconstructed volume.
III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We used the real lung cancer patient CT scan that includes a
pulmonary nodule of 12 mm in diameter. The CT image size
was 512×277×512 with spacing of 0.82×1.25×0.82 mm3.
The CT image was shifted to place the target nodules at
the center of the ROI. The reconstruction volume size was
128×128×32 with spacing of 0.5×0.5×3 mm3 in the x, y,
and z directions, respectively. The simulated image using the
BAA analytical model had a volume size of 256×256×52 with
the same spacing as the physical model.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the BAA analytical model,
we compared images using both the SAA physical model
and the BAA analytical model from the same CT scans. We
used ray-driven and pixel-driven methods for projection and
backprojection for (SAA) in the physical model. No additional
noise was added to the simulated projections or reconstructed
images. The BAA analytical model approximates the blurring
kernel of each plane by the kernel corresponding to that of
the voxel on the central axis. Therefore, the accuracy of the
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4Fig. 4. Subtraction-based artifact suppression images. The columns from left to right are: (a) CT images, (b) SAA reconstructions, (c) ML reconstructions,
(d) subtraction images with k = 2, (e) subtraction images with k = 8. The last column shows the simulated projection images. The top row is the coronal
view, and the bottom row is the axial view. The images are scaled to full range of colormap by Matlab.
analytical model may decrease as the reconstruction center
moves away from the simulation center. To evaluate the errors
caused by volume displacements, we simulated reconstruction
images with shifts from -25 to +25 mm in x, y and z directions
separately. Mean-square-errors (MSE) were then calculated
between the normalized (mean zeros and unit variance in ROI)
reconstructed images and its corresponding volume in BAA
simulated image.
Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of the BAA analytical model at
different displacements of patient CT data sets. The accuracy
of the analytical model decreases as the center of the recon-
struction volume moves away from the central axis in the x
and y directions. The displacement in z has less inﬂuence on
the accuracy, because it has small effect on the tomographic
angles of voxels and on geometric distortions. According to
MSE measurements, there is a range of shifts from -10 mm
to +10 mm in x and y directions, for which displacement
does not greatly inﬂuence the accuracy of the analytical
model. Therefore, we set 10 mm as the range for which the
BAA analytical model is accurate. Displacements larger than
this require either moving the patient or re-simulating the
image. The range gives us a 20×20 mm2 tolerable motion
of reconstruction volume in the x and y directions.
Fig. 4 shows coronal and axial views of images using the
proposed artifact subtraction approach in (12). The second and
third column show reconstructed images using the SAA and
Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithms. However, since the
SBDX system has a very small tomographic angle, neither
algorithm provided effective suppression of tomosynthesis
artifacts. In the coronal view, the nodule (in the middle) is
visible in both reconstructions, but the boundaries are not very
clear. The fourth and ﬁfth columns are subtraction images with
k = 2 and k = 8. In the coronal view, the subtraction images
show the pulmonary nodules with clearer boundaries than ei-
ther of the reconstructed images. The subtraction with smaller
suppression parameter provides improved nodule visualization,
and other lung structure details also appear in the image.
IV. CONCLUSION
Here we described a method for tomosynthesis artifact
suppression using simulated images and artifacts using a BAA
analytical model. We proposed a computationally practical
algorithm to simulate images and out-of-plane artifacts from
a patient speciﬁc prior CT image. The accuracy of the ana-
lytical model, as an approximation of the SAA reconstructed
image, was good when the displacement was within the ± 10
mm region in the x and y directions. Nodule visibility was
signiﬁcantly improved by subtracting simulated artifacts from
the reconstructions, especially in the z direction. The future
work of this project is ﬁnding fast 3D registration methods to
align the images before subtraction.
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Abstract—Linear-accelerator (LINAC) integrated, cone-beam com-
puted tomography (CBCT) systems are routinely used for image-guided
radiation therapy (IGRT). In recent years, remarkable development has
been achieved on optimization-based image-reconstruction algorithms,
which have demonstrated advantages over conventional, analytic-based
algorithms in a number of scenarios. However, CBCT image quality has
yet been explored for its full potential under conditions of practical IGRT
interest by use of optimization-based reconstruction. In this work, we in-
vestigate and exploit the image-quality potential of CBCT under current
IGRT imaging conditions via adapting an advanced, optimization-based
algorithm for image reconstruction from physical phantom and patient
data collected with imaging protocols of high clinical interest. We carry
out characterization studies for qualitatively and quantitatively assessing
the merit of the optimization-based algorithm under speciﬁc imaging
tasks. The results show that appropriately designed optimization-based
algorithms can yield CBCT images of improved quality than that of
conventional algorithms. The results have the implications of improving
the CBCT utility for current clinical IGRT applications, as well as
potentially enabling non-standard, novel IGRT applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear-accelerator (LINAC) integrated, cone-beam computed to-
mography (CBCT) systems [1] are routinely used for image-guided
radiation therapy (IGRT), where the treatment beam is guided,
monitored, and veriﬁed with the aid of CBCT images, for treating
cancers in head and neck, thorax, pelvis, and so forth [2]. Although
current CBCT image quality can be adequate for some of the IGRT
applications, the full image-quality potential remains to be explored.
Despite the rapid development of CBCT systems and improved
performance of novel hardware components, most clinical CBCT
systems still employs the conventional, analytic-based algorithms
such as FDK and its variants, for image reconstruction. Recent
remarkable development on optimization-based image-reconstruction
algorithms has demonstrated potential in numerous imaging conﬁg-
urations, such as sparse-view or low-dose imaging [3, 4]. However,
CBCT image-quality has yet been fully explored for its potential
under conditions of practical IGRT interest by use of optimization-
based reconstruction.
In this work, we investigate and exploit the image-quality potential
of CBCT under current IGRT imaging conditions via adapting one
of the advanced, optimization-based algorithms for image reconstruc-
tion. Speciﬁcally, we acquire raw projection data of calibration and
anthropomorphic phantoms by using protocols available on a clinical
CBCT system. The data are then corrected, by use of software utilities
provided by the manufacturer, in the same way that clinical CBCT
data are corrected. Then, we apply the adaptive-steepest-descent-
projection-onto-convex-sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm, to reconstruct
images from the corrected data. Finally, we characterize the recon-
struction quality with qualitative and quantitative metrics under the
context of speciﬁc imaging tasks.
II. DATA ACQUISITION
A. Phantoms and CBCT system
We scanned a standard phantom, the Catphan phantom, at three
sections for characterizing different image-quality properties. We also
scanned a anthropomorphic phantom, the Rando head phantom, and
a prostate patient. The CBCT system for data acquisition was an on-
board imaging (OBI) system on a Trilogy linear accelerator (Varian
Medical Systems). The OBI system consists of an X-ray source and
a ﬂat-panel detector, which is mounted on the accelerator gantry
orthogonal to the treatment beam. The ﬂat-panel detector has an
effective 1024 × 768 square pixel array, with a pixel size of 388
μm. The distance between X-ray source and detector is 150.0 cm
and the X-ray source to isocenter distance is 100.0 cm. The detector,
supported by a robotic arm, can be aligned with the source-isocenter
axis axis to form a full-fan geometry, or it can be shifted laterally to
form a half-fan geometry for enlarging scanning ﬁeld-of-view (FOV)
to accommodate larger body cross-sections such as the pelvis region.
We investigate in this work imaging protocols employing both full-
and half-fan geometries. Due to the limited space, we show only
phantom results of full-fan geometry, and will present additional
phantom and patient results of half-fan geometry at the conference.
B. Imaging protocols
We selected two imaging protocols available in the OBI application
software [5], which are high-quality head (HQH) and low-dose head
(LDH), for acquiring CBCT data. Both protocols employ full-fan
geometry, and projection data were collected with 100 kVp X-rays
at 360 views over a half-scan range of 200 degrees. The two protocols
differ by the tube current and exposure time, with HQH employing
80 mA and 25 ms, and LDH 10mA and 20 ms, resulting in a 10-fold
difference in total mAs. For each of the two clinical protocols, two
additional, customized protocols were also considered, including a
full-scan protocol by expanding the projection data set to include 640
views over 360 degrees, and a sparse-scan protocol of 180 views over
200-degree range by removing every other projection-view. We refer
to these additional protocols as HQH-f, HQH-s, LDH-f, and LDH-
s, where “f” denotes full-scan, and “s” sparse-scan. Thus, for each
phantom we obtained data from six protocols. We also investigated
additional imaging protocols, such as the low-dose thorax protocol,
and will present the results at the conference.
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C. Data preprocessing
We processed the acquired data sets by running them through the
processing chain corresponding to each clinical protocol available
in the iTools software utility provided by Varian Medical Systems,
which includes a sequence of operations for ﬂood-image normaliza-
tion and corrections for physical factors such as scatter and beam-
hardening effect. In this way, the condition of data prepared can be
regarded identical to that used by clinical reconstruction, and image-
reconstruction algorithm is isolated as the only variable of the study.
III. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
A. Optimization-based reconstruction and parameters
Imaging model A discrete-to-discrete imaging model is used for
summarizing the CBCT imaging process:
g = Hf , (1)
where vectors g and f of sizes M and N denote the discrete data
and the discrete image, and the M -by-N matrix H models the cone-
beam X-ray transform. Complete speciﬁcation of the imaging model
requires a number of parameters, such as the shape and size of
the image voxels, which we determine in this work according to
current clinical CBCT practice. The axial length of the voxels (i.e.,
slice thickness) is selected to be 2.5 mm, the default values for all
protocols under investigation. On the transverse plane the array is
represented by 512 × 512 voxels covering an FOV of 250 mm
diameters. Therefore, the resulting voxels are of cuboid shape with
dimension of 0.488 × 0.488 × 2.5 mm3.
Optimization-based reconstruction program To solve the imag-
ing model in Eq. (1), we formulate an optimization-based optimiza-
tion program,
D(f) ≤ , ||f ||TV ≤ t0, fj ≥ 0, and cα(f) ≤ γ, (2)
where D(f) = |Hf − g|/M denotes the average Euclidean data
divergence per detector pixel between measured data and imaging
model; ||f ||TV the image’s total variation (TV) (see, e.g., Eq. (9) of
Ref. [6]); parameter t0 constrains TV of the reconstructed image;
fj indicates the value at voxel j of image f , j = 1, 2, ..., N ; and
parameter γ constrains the metric cα(f) (deﬁned in Eq. (21) of Sidky
and Pan (2008)). Parameter  > 0 is designed to account for the
inconsistency between the measured data and the imaging model.
ASD-POCS algorithm We employ the ASD-POCS algorithm to
reach the solution set designed by the reconstruction program in
Eq. (2). The framework of the ASD-POCS algorithm, and numerical
techniques for monitoring algorithm convergence have been described
in detail elsewhere [6], and we focus in the current work on adapting
the algorithm to reconstructing CBCT images from data of clinically
relevant conditions.
B. FDK algorithm and parameters
We also reconstructed images from each of the prepared data
sets by using the FDK algorithm, because FDK is currently the
algorithm of choice in most clinical CBCT scanners. We use the FDK
Figure 1. Images of the Catphan phantom within the CTP404 section reconstructed
by use of the ASD-POCS (left) and FDK (right) algorithms from data acquired with
the HQH protocol.
reconstruction as the benchmark for the image quality typically seen
in clinical CBCT. For this purpose, we selected the Hann ﬁlter as the
reconstruction kernel for our FDK implementation. It is likely that the
image quality of FDK can improve for some of the studied tasks by
carefully adjusting reconstruction kernel parameters. However, such
an effort is beyond the scope of the work, and we chose the Hann
ﬁlter because it yields images of appearance close to that of typical
clinical reconstructions.
IV. RESULTS
A. Catphan CTP404 result
The section of CTP 404 contains both high- and low-contrast
structures, which resembles a realistic scenario in IGRT where both
boney structures and soft tissues (e.g., tumor) are present and used
for positioning adjustment and tumor localization.
We reconstructed images using the ASD-POCS algorithm from
data acquired with the three HQH-based and three LDH-based
protocols. We display in Fig. 1 the image reconstructed from data
acquired with the HQH protocol within the ROI including only the
central region of the phantom. As a reference we display the FDK
reconstruction with Hann kernel. It can be observed that the ASD-
POCS algorithm yields a reconstruction of moderately sharper ramps
and substantially improved contrast-noise-ratio (CNR)/detectability
than the FDK counterpart. Additional images and quantitative char-
acterization results will be presented at the conference.
B. Catphan CTP515 result
The section of CTP515 contains mainly low-contrast inserts, which
resembles a realistic scenario in IGRT where visibility of soft tissues
is the priority of imaging, whereas moderate compromise on spatial
resolution may be acceptable.
We reconstructed images using the ASD-POCS algorithm from
data acquired with the three HQH-based and three LDH-based
protocols. We display in Fig. 2 the image reconstructed from data
acquired with the HQH protocol within the ROI including only
the central region of the phantom. As a reference we display the
FDK reconstruction with Hann kernel. It can be observed that
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Figure 2. Images of the Catphan phantom within the CTP515 section reconstructed
by use of the ASD-POCS (left) and FDK (right) algorithms from data acquired with
the HQH protocol.
Figure 3. Images of the Catphan phantom within the CTP528 section reconstructed
by use of the ASD-POCS (left) and FDK (right) algorithms from data acquired with
the HQH protocol.
the ASD-POCS algorithm yields a reconstruction of substantially
improved CNR/detectability than the FDK counterpart. Additional
images and quantitative characterization results will be presented at
the conference.
C. Catphan CTP528 result
The section of CTP528 contains mainly high-contrast bar phan-
toms, which resembles a realistic IGRT scenario where accurate lo-
calization of high-contrast structures is the imaging priority, whereas
moderate compromise on noise property may be acceptable.
We reconstructed images using the ASD-POCS algorithm from
data acquired with the three HQH-based and three LDH-based
protocols. We display in Fig. 3 the image reconstructed from data
acquired with the HQH protocol within the ROI including only
the top right quarter of the phantom. As a reference we display
the FDK reconstruction with Hann kernel. It can be observed that
the ASD-POCS algorithm yields a reconstruction of substantially
improved spatial resolution than the FDK counterpart. Additional
images and quantitative characterization results will be presented at
the conference.
D. Additional phantom and patient results
We have reconstructed images from data acquired with Rando head
phantom and a prostate patient by using the ASD-POCS and FDK
algorithms. The head phantom and patient data help demonstrate
the algorithm performance for images of realistic human anatomy.
While the head phantom images contain mainly complex boney
structures, the prostate patient images contain moderately complex
boney structures and abundant soft tissues of low contrast. The
results show that ASD-POCS algorithms can yield images of reduced
artifacts and improved spatial- and contrast-resolution, which may
enhance CBCT’s utility for IGRT applications. Additional images
and characterization results will be presented at the conference.
V. DISCUSSION
We have investigated the potential room for improvement of CBCT
image quality by optimization-based reconstruction under conditions
of clinical IGRT interest. Based upon a discrete-to-discrete imaging
model, the appropriately designed optimization-based reconstruction
has shown the ﬂexibility of incorporating effective data and image
constraints, which can help to yield reconstructions of improved
quality for imaging tasks under consideration. The ASD-POCS
algorithm considered in the work represents one of such optimization-
based algorithms, albeit it is likely that other algorithms, when
appropriately designed and implemented, can also yield images
of comparable or improved quality. Therefore, our purpose is not
promoting any particular algorithm. Rather, we have demonstrated the
existence of potential in CBCT image quality that can be exploited by
advanced optimization-based reconstruction algorithms. The results
have implications of improving the CBCT efﬁcacy for current clinical
IGRT applications as well as potentially enabling non-standard, novel
IGRT applications.
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Abstract— We are developing an open-type PET “OpenPET” 
geometry. One possible geometry is a dual-ring OpenPET, which 
consists of two detector rings separated by a gap for entrance of a 
radiotherapy beam. In our previous simulations and experiments 
the OpenPET imaging geometry was shown to be feasible by 
applying iterative reconstruction methods. However, the gap 
violates Orlov’s completeness condition for accurate tomographic 
reconstruction. In this study, we propose a solution for the 
incompleteness problem by adding bridge detectors to fill in parts 
of the gaps of the OpenPET geometry; we call this bridged 
OpenPET. Although this geometry was considered previously, its 
analytical property was not discussed. Therefore, we applied the 
direct Fourier method as an analytical reconstruction method to 
the bridged OpenPET, dual-ring OpenPET and conventional 
cylindrical PET for comparison. Numerical simulations showed 
that the additional bridge detectors compensate for the 
incompleteness of the OpenPET by covering one direction 
perpendicular to the transaxial slices of the imaging subjects. 
 
Index Terms—Positron emission tomography, OpenPET, 
Whole-body PET, Image reconstruction 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
E are developing an open-geometry PET scanner, 
OpenPET, which has axially separated detector rings and 
a physically opened field of view [1]-[7] (Fig. 1). The 
OpenPET geometry can reduce patient stress due to 
claustrophobia during PET brain imaging. The OpenPET 
scanner also enables various applications such as in-beam PET 
imaging for particle therapy [8]-[14] and entire body PET 
imaging using fewer detector rings [4]-[6]. The OpenPET 
geometry that consists of two detector rings separated by a gap 
is called the dual-ring OpenPET. 
The open space between the detector rings is imaged only 
from oblique lines of response (LORs), in which low frequency 
components are lost [15]. There is no LOR that forms direct 
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planes. Thus, the OpenPET image reconstruction is an 
incomplete inverse problem because Orlov’s condition is not 
satisfied [16]. However, our previous simulations and 
experiments showed that it is feasible to obtain the 
reconstruction images even for the in-gap region by using 
iterative image reconstruction methods such as the maximum 
likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) which is the 
most commonly used iterative method for PET [1]-[5]. The 
effect to compensate for the incomplete data in the iterative 
methods was proven by applying the method of convex 
projections to analytically reconstructed OpenPET images [17]. 
In this study, we propose an alternative approach for the 
incomplete problem by adding bridge detectors to fill in parts of 
the gaps of the OpenPET geometry (Fig. 1). We call the 
OpenPET geometry with the bridge detectors connecting 
detector rings on both sides “bridged OpenPET”. To 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the bridged OpenPET, first we 
discussed theoretical aspects of the geometry in comparison 
with the dual-ring OpenPET and conventional cylinder PET. 
Next, we conducted numerical simulations by using the direct 
Fourier method [18] as an analytical method to evaluate the 
imaging performances of these geometries. 
II. THEORY 
Image reconstruction by the direct Fourier method requires 
2D projection data. Each 2D projection set is calculated for 
parallel LORs. If there are gaps in the 2D projection data, the 
reconstructed image will have artifacts. To simplify the 
problem, we used only projection angles without truncation as 
shown Fig. 2. Then, we focused on the imaging problem of the 
in-gap region for the OpenPET geometries, where the feasible 
imaging region is the rhombus region in Fig. 2. For the 
dual-ring OpenPET, only two projection angles are available. 
In addition to these angles, projection angles between 0 to ș are 
Simulation Study of the OpenPET Scanner with 
Bridge Detectors to Compensate for Incomplete 
Data 
Hideaki Tashima, Taiga Yamaya, Member, IEEE, and Paul E. Kinahan, Fellow, IEEE 
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Fig. 1.  Schematic illustrations of the dual-ring OpenPET and bridged 
OpenPET enabling radiation therapy during PET scanning and extension of
the axial FOV. 
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available for only one radial angle in the case of the bridged 
OpenPET.  
Orlov’s condition is useful for determining the data 
completeness of tomographic applications. We let ȍ be the set 
of endpoints of normal vectors of the non-truncated 2D parallel 
projections. Orlov’s condition states that the image can be 
reconstructed in a stable way from the set of non-truncated 
projections if and only if there is no great circle on the unit 
sphere that does not intersect the set ȍ. From the 
three-dimensional projection-slice (or central-section) theorem 
this can be interpreted as saying that every portion of the 
three-dimensional Fourier transform of the object is measured 
at least once [19]. Since an object and its Fourier transform are 
one-to-one linear transformations (for square-integrable 
functions), knowing the entire Fourier transform means the 
entire object is recoverable. Fig. 3 illustrates three unit spheres 
showing the set ȍ for the center region in conventional 
cylindrical PET, dual-ring OpenPET, and bridged OpenPET. 
We note that the set ȍ for the dual-ring OpenPET (Fig. 3(b)) is 
similar to that found in reconstruction problems for the 
off-center region in the cone-beam X-ray CT [20] and for 
ectomography [21]-[23]. From these illustrations, we found 
that the bridged OpenPET satisfies Orlov's completeness 
condition, while the dual-ring OpenPET requires compensation 
methods to image accurately in the gap region. 
III. SIMULATION METHOD 
To demonstrate the imaging performance of the bridged 
OpenPET compared with the dual-ring OpenPET and cylinder 
PET, we conducted numerical simulations using the geometries 
shown in Fig. 4. The detailed parameters are given in Table I. 
Common parameters were used for both geometries and the 
cylinder PET was assumed to just cover the object support; 
therefore, only the projection angle parallel to the transaxial 
plane was used in the direct Fourier image reconstruction 
method. The bridge detectors were designed to just fit the size 
of the object support in order to minimize additional cost; 
therefore, only one radial angle had projection angles between 
0 and ș. 
We simulated three test phantoms referred to as disk A, disk 
B, and spots. Each phantom had a cylindrical background 
region. The diameter of the cylinder was 150 mm and the axial 
length was 75 mm. The Disk A phantom included three disks 
with a thickness of 12.5 mm separated by12.5 mm. The Disk B 
phantom also included three disks but the thickness of each disk 
was 6.25 mm while the distance between them was 6.25 mm. 
The Disk A and B phantoms are similar to the Defrise phantom, 
which is used to evaluate cone-beam artifacts. The spots 
phantom included 15 spots symmetrically placed as shown in 
Fig 5. 
The projection data were generated by forward projection 
assuming detector rings and they were resampled into the plane 
z
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Fig. 2.  Available angles without truncation in 2D parallel projections for the
rhombus region. The bridged OpenPET can use projection angles between 0
and ș for only one radial angle. For the other radial angle, the available angle is 
the same as that of the dual-ring OpenPET. 
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Fig. 3.  Illustrations to indicate Orlov’s sphere for the center region in each
geometry. Orlov’s sphere indicates the set of endpoints of normal vectors of
the non-truncated 2D parallel projections as ȍ. 
TABLE I 
PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATED OPENPET SCANNERS 
Parameter Value 
No. of rings 48 (24×2) 
Gap 100 mm 
Radial sampling 3.125 mm 
No. of radial samples 128 
No. of angular samples 128 
Ring spacing 6.25 mm 
Image matrix size 128×128×128 
Voxel size 3.125×3.125×3.125 mm3 
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Fig. 4.  Simulation geometries for the dual-ring OpenPET (a) and for the 
bridged OpenPET (b). The bridge detector size is assumed to just cover the
imaging object support. 
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perpendicular to the projection angle. Poisson noise was added 
to the projection data and the noise level was around 5 %. The 
projection data were reconstructed by the direct Fourier method. 
The values in the truncated region in the Fourier domain for the 
dual-ring OpenPET was set to zero. 
IV. RESULTS 
Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed images and Fig. 6 shows the 
sagittal slices of the Disk B phantom. Fig. 7 shows the center 
profiles of the reconstructed images of the Disk B and Spots 
phantoms. The reconstructed images for the dual-ring 
OpenPET suffered from severe image artifacts along the axial 
direction. The reconstructed disk phantom images for the 
bridged OpenPET could significantly reduce the occurrence of 
image artifacts to the same level as the cylinder PET. The spots 
phantom was clearly reconstructed in all geometries except for 
the edge of the background cylinder in the image reconstructed 
for the dual-ring OpenPET. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The iterative MLEM has been shown to be an effective 
method for compensating for missing data. However, since 
MLEM is an non-linear method, its success for arbitrary objects 
cannot be determined a priori. As an alternative strategy to 
overcome the incomplete data problem in the OpenPET image 
reconstruction, we evaluated the bridged OpenPET geometry 
theoretically and numerically. The bridged OpenPET geometry 
increases the number of detector blocks, resulting in increased 
costs compared to the dual-ring OpenPET, but the number of 
blocks is still small compared with the conventional cylindrical 
PET with the same axial FOV. Furthermore, we showed that 
the bridged OpenPET geometry could satisfy Orlov’s condition. 
Therefore, we can in principle accurately reconstruct any object 
in the noise-free case. The numerical simulation showed that 
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Fig. 5.  The phantom images (a) and images reconstructed by the direct Fourier 
method for the bridged OpenPET (b), the dual-ring OpenPET (c), and the
conventional cylindrical PET (d). For each pair, the top is the transaxial slice 
and the bottom is the sagittal slice. The axial direction is the horizontal
direction in the sagittal images. 
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Fig. 7.  The center profiles of the reconstructed images of the Disk B (top row)
and Spots (bottom row) phantoms. 
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the improvement was substantial for the disk phantoms. Fig. 8 
shows the images reconstructed by the MLEM from projection 
data generated from the same phantoms. The occurrence of the 
image artifact in the axial direction was suppressed but still 
existed when the thickness of the disk was thin. It might be 
possible to further suppress these artifacts if we apply a 
compressed sensing based approach [24], [25]; however, that is 
beyond the scope of this article. When we scan subjects 
containing such structures by the OpenPET, it is worth 
considering adding bridge detectors to construct the bridged 
OpenPET. In addition, analytical image reconstruction methods 
are still preferably used in some areas of study such as brain 
functional imaging because of their quantitative properties. The 
bridged OpenPET geometry can be used for such applications if 
analytical methods or iterative image reconstruction methods in 
that quantitative performance is ensured are used.  
In this study, we assumed that the bridge detector was large 
enough to cover entire object for avoiding interior problem. 
Even when the bridge detector is small compared to the object, 
we expect that the imaging performance will be improved 
because the data incompleteness is mitigated. Further, there is 
the possibility of accurate reconstruction for a region of interest 
(ROI) with a priori knowledge for a small region in the ROI 
[26], [27]. 
In conclusion, we proposed the bridged OpenPET as an 
alternative approach which does not have the incomplete data 
problem. Our theoretical analysis and initial numerical 
experiment showed that the proposed approach could 
effectively improve the imaging performance, although at the 
cost of increasing the number of detector blocks. 
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Fig. 8.  The images reconstructed by the MLEM for the dual-ring OpenPET
shown in the same manner as Fig. 5. 
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1Memory access optimization for iterative
tomography on many-core architectures
Wim van Aarle, Pieter Ghysels, Jan Sijbers and Wim Vanroose
Abstract—Iterative tomographic reconstruction methods, de-
spite their virtues, are known to be slow compared to analytic
reconstruction methods, mainly because of the computationally
very intensive forward and backward projection operations. By
relying on many-core architectures with large vector registers,
modern high performance computing (HPC) systems can offer
relief. However, to optimally beneﬁt from such systems, the peak
performance of the algorithms should not be bound by the
memory bandwidth. In this work, a strategy is proposed that
improves the performance of the tomographic forward projection
by optimizing its memory accesses. Data locality is exploited to
hide data access latency and knowledge of the cache architecture
is used to optimally distribute the projection operation over
many computing cores. Experiments performed on the recently
introduced Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM
architecture conﬁrm a substantial
boost in projection performance.
Index Terms—Computed Tomography, High Performance
Computing, vectorization, many-core computing, Xeon Phi.
I. INTRODUCTION
ADVANCES in tomographic reconstruction techniquescontinue to lead to signiﬁcant improvements in re-
construction quality with an ever decreasing radiation dose.
Typically however, the price to pay for these improvements
is a vastly increased computation time. GPU computing has
already been widely applied to alleviate this downside [1],
but tomographic algorithms are also ideal algorithms for im-
plementation on general purpose high performance computing
(HPC) systems. The performance of high-end HPC systems
keeps on increasing exponentially; it is expected that by the
early 2020s the ﬁrst machines capable of performing one
exaﬂop (=1018 ﬂoating point operations) per second will start
appearing. To reach that goal, architecture manufacturers can
no longer rely on ever increasing clock frequencies — power
consumption has become a limiting factor — but are quickly
introducing systems with an increasing number of computation
cores, each with vector instructions for increasing vector
lengths.
Unfortunately, memory performance is not keeping up
with processor performance. Furthermore, as more cores are
performing computations simultaneously, more data must be
transferred from, to, and between these cores. Consequently,
data intensive algorithms reach their optimal performance only
if they are well adapted to the underlying system architecture.
A good measure to quantify algorithms is their associated
arithmetic intensity. For each algorithm, this is typically a
ﬁxed number and is deﬁned as the number of ﬂoating point op-
erations (ﬂops) executed per byte fetched from main memory.
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Fig. 1: Rooﬂine model for the maximum attainable ﬂoating
point performance for numerical algorithms as function of the
arithmetic intensity [2]. The numerical values shown here are
only an indication. In practice, they depend on the architecture.
The rooﬂine model, illustrated in Fig. 1, predicts the maximum
attainable performance of a computer algorithm, measured in
ﬂops per second, as a function of its arithmetic intensity [2].
The performance of algorithms with a low arithmetic intensity
is memory bandwidth bound, while algorithms with a high
arithmetic intensity are bound by the performance of the core
processing unit.
Tomographic (back-)projection is typically memory band-
width bound as the resulting code does not perform enough
ﬂoating point operations per byte fetched from memory to hide
the data access latency due to the limited memory bandwidth.
The program is then often waiting for data to arrive from main
memory. Each data access from main memory can take many
processor cycles. With data prefetching, large chunks of data,
called cache lines, are simultaneously brought closer to the
computing processor before the data is even requested. By
carefully exploiting data locality in the algorithm, data access
latency can thus be hidden.
For algorithms with a sufﬁciently high arithmetic intensity,
the attainable performance is limited by the number of ﬂops
each processing core can perform in a given time. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, for such cases the peak performance can be
substantially increased by vectorizing the program code, e.g.
with single instruction multiple data (simd) instructions. For
example, the recently introduced Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM
architec-
ture supports 512-bit vector registers, allowing one instruction
to simultaneously process 16 single precision ﬂoating points.
In this paper, high performance computing optimizations
are applied to the tomographic forward projection operation.
Section II suggests an approach that exploits data locality to
increase the beneﬁt of code vectorization. In section III, an
approach is suggested to distribute the algorithm on many-core
systems in such a way that the bandwidth usage is minimal.
Ultimately, Section IV concludes this work.
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2II. VECTORIZATION OF THE FORWARD PROJECTION
Let v = (vj) ∈ Rn denote a discretized square image of an
object, stored in row-major form, with n, the number of pixels.
In a 2D parallel beam geometry, projections of v are measured
along the lines x cos θ + y sin θ = t, where θ ∈ [−45◦, 135◦)
represents the angle between the line and the y-axis and t
represents the displacement, or detector offset, of the line.
Let m denote the total number of measured detector values
for all angles and let p = (pi) ∈ Rm denote the measured
projection data. The forward projection can then be modelled
as a linear operator W : Rn → Rm, that maps the volume
v to the projection data p, i.e. p := Wv. In this projection
equation, W is an m × n matrix where wij represents the
contribution of image pixel vj to detector value pi.
The projection weights, wij , can be modelled in various
ways. In [3], an overview is given of different methods. It
concludes that Joseph’s linear interpolation kernel [4] has a
sufﬁciently high accuracy and that it is well-suited for use in
high performance computing. It will therefore be used in the
remainder of this paper. In Joseph’s method, a distinction has
to be made between two types of ray. Deﬁne vertical rays as
those for which θ ∈ [−45◦, 45◦) and deﬁne horizontal rays as
those for which θ ∈ [45◦, 135◦).
A. Ray-driven projection
The ray-driven approach is a commonly used forward pro-
jection method in which each ray is cast through the volume,
thereby summing the contributions of each pixel as the ray
passes through. For a vertical ray i, at each row two pixels
are hit, i.e. have a non-zero contribution to the ray. Let j
denote the index of the left-most pixel. The weights wij and
wi,j+1 can then be computed and used to update pi with the
projection of pixels vj and vj+1. The order of the loops is
thus: (1) direction θ; (2) detector offset t; and (3) volume row
(for vertical rays) or column (for horizontal rays).
Listing 1: ray-driven projection
foreach ray i i n [ 0 ,m) :
i f d i r e c t i o n θ of ray i i s v e r t i c a l :
h i t rows ← l i s t o f the rows t ha t are h i t
foreach row in h i t rows :
j ← index o f l e f t h i t p i x e l
wij ← weight according to Joseph ’ s model
pi ← pi + wijvj + (cos θ − wij)vj+1
else :
analogue
Note that, in Listing 1, only rows are considered that are hit
inside the volume window. That way, there are no conditional
statements in the inner loop, which would otherwise have
prevented its automatic vectorization by modern compilers.
In an optimized C++ implementation, for each byte of
data accessed, only about 2 ﬂops are performed. For optimal
vectorization performance, it is therefore crucial that the
required data reaches the processor as soon as possible, which
can be achieved by making good use of data locality. This is
accomplished if subsequent data accesses are part of the same
cache line, i.e. if they are on the same row. That way, as large
chunks of data are prefetched into cache, it is often already
available upon request.
In Fig. 4a, the data accesses for a single ray are visualized.
It is clear that horizontal rays (e.g. θ = 70◦) much more often
require data on the same cache line than vertical rays (e.g.
θ = −20◦). It can therefore be expected that the performance
of the projection differs depending on the direction.
θ=-20°
θ=
70
°
(a) ray-driven
θ=-20°
θ=
70
°
(b) rayrow-driven
Fig. 4: Visualization of volume data accesses. (a) For a ray-
driven approach on row-major data, horizontal rays result in
a data access pattern (grey pixels) much more accommodated
to data prefetching than vertical rays (striped pixels). (b) For
a rayrow-driven approach, vertical rays result in an optimal
pattern, whereas horizontal rays result in a worst-case scenario.
B. Rayrow-driven projection
To improve the data access pattern for vertical rays, a
reordering of the loops is suggested. In the rayrow-driven
approach, the loop order becomes: (1) direction θ; (2) row
(for vertical direction) or column (for horizontal direction);
and (3) detector offset t. A row (vertical direction) or column
(horizontal direction) is thus entirely projected in the direction
θ before the next row or column is considered.
Listing 2: rayrow-driven projection
foreach v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n θ :
foreach row :
h i t r a y s ← l i s t o f the rays t ha t h i t the row
foreach ray i i n h i t r a y s :
j ← index o f h i t p i x e l
wij ← weight according to Joseph ’ s model
pi ← pi + wijvj
foreach ho r i z on t a l d i r e c t i o n θ :
analogue
Listing 2 can be implemented such that, for each byte of
data accessed only 1 ﬂop is performed.
In Fig. 4b, the data accesses for a single row/column are
visualized. For horizontal directions, the data accesses are
in fact always optimal and high performance can thus be
expected. Vertical directions, however, result in the worst-case
scenario in which there is no data locality whatsoever.
C. Hybrid approach
The ray-driven approach shines for horizontal rays, but is far
from optimal for vertical rays. For the rayrow-driven approach,
exactly the opposite is true. On their own, neither can fully
utilize vectorization capabilities of modern architectures.
Fortunately, these two methods are complementary and a
hybrid approach can easily be constructed by applying the
ray-driven approach for horizontal rays, and the rayrow-driven
approach for the vertical rays. By selecting the best of both
worlds, a great performance improvement can be expected.
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Fig. 2: The effect of vectorization for the ray- and rayrow-driven approaches, as a function of the projection angle. (a,b)
For volumes that ﬁt into the L2 cache, data accesses are fast enough to beneﬁt from vectorization. (c,d) For larger volumes,
vectorization is only useful if data locality can be exploited.
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Fig. 3: Experimental results of various projection implementations as a function of the volume size.
D. Experiments
To investigate the performance of the three previously
mentioned projection approaches, a series of experiments was
performed on a single core of an Intel R© Xeon Phi
TM
“Knight’s
Corner (KNC)” co-processor. A KNC supports 60 cores,
each of which can simultaneously run 4 threads. Combined
with 512-bit vector instructions, the peak double precision
performance is 1.2 TFlops/s. Each core has 512kb of L2 cache
and a stream benchmark measures a bandwidth of 150GB/s.
As KNC is an x86-architecture, C++ code can be easily
compiled for it. All experiments were performed 5 times of
which the median values are presented here.
In Fig. 2, the projection runtime for a single direction
is plotted as a function of the angle θ, with vectorization
enabled and disabled. Ray- and rayrow-driven approaches are
compared for a small volume (n = 2562), and a large volume
(n = 40962). As predicted, both methods are complementary,
with the ray-driven method performing well when the rayrow-
driven method is slow, and vice versa. For small volumes,
vectorization always results in a substantial speedup as the
entire volume then ﬁts into the L2 cache and there is little data
latency. For larger volumes, a speedup can only be achieved
for directions with good data locality.
In Fig. 3a, the projection time of the different methods
is plotted as a function of the volume size n. In total, 240
projection directions were used. The hybrid approach clearly
offers a substantial performance increase. Fig. 3b shows the
projection time divided by the number of pixels in the volume
size. It shows that the advantage of the hybrid method is larger
for volumes larger than n = 2562, which roughly coincides
with the maximal volume size that ﬁts in the L2 cache of a
single Xeon Phi computing core. Fig. 3c clearly shows that
the hybrid method beneﬁts the most from vectorization.
III. FORWARD PROJECTION ON A MANY-CORE
ARCHITECTURE
As all rays can be handled independently, forward projection
lends itself perfectly to parallel computation on modern many-
core architectures. This section investigates the optimal way
to distribute the workload over the different cores.
A. Direction-based parallelism
A simple approach to improve performance on many-core
systems, is to distribute the outer loop of the algorithms
presented in Section II. Each core then computes projection
data for one projection direction.
It should be noted that in such an approach, each core needs
to access the entire volume data, leading to a vast increase of
required memory bandwidth. As such, the conclusions drawn
in section II can not be generalized to many-core systems and
the performance is not likely to scale well.
B. Patch-based parallelism
In Section II and Fig. 2, it was demonstrated that for
volumes that ﬁt entirely into the L2 cache of a core, vec-
torization is always beneﬁcial. Once the entire volume is
loaded into the cache, all data accesses are very fast and do
not contribute to the used memory bandwidth. With a patch-
based projection strategy, this observation is used to improve
projection performance, even for very large volumes.
With the patch-based strategy, the projection operation is
split into many smaller sub-projections. The projection data
is subdivided into a series of patches (Fig. 5a), which can
be easily distributed over multiple cores. Furthermore, also
the volume data is subdivided into patches, each with a size
small enough to ﬁt into the L2 cache (Fig. 5b). That way, the
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4projection of each small patch can be done very efﬁciently and
substantial performance increases can be expected for large
volumes. Also, as the use of memory bandwidth is limited,
performance is likely to scale well over multiple cores.
(a) projection data p (b) volume data v
Fig. 5: Projection and volume data split into patches. Only a
few volume patches contribute to a certain projection patch.
From Fig. 5, it is clear that only a few volume patches
actually contribute to a certain projection patch. Therefore,
only those patches should be handled, which requires some
extra logic at the start of each sub-projection. Also, to increase
performance, the data should be stored in patch-major form
instead of row- or column-major form.
C. Experiments
As in section II, a Xeon Phi co-processor is used to
demonstrate the patch-based approach. The patch size for the
projection data is chosen at 10× 256 and that for the volume
patches 256× 256. The hybrid projection approach is used to
project each patch.
Firstly, the hybrid approach is compared with the patch-
based projection approach on a single core. Fig. 6a shows the
runtime per pixel as a function of the volume size. It should
be noted that the hybrid approach has a clear performance
decrease as volumes become larger than n = 2562. Many
memory accesses are then required as the volume no longer
ﬁts into the L2 cache. With a patch-based approach, these
memory accesses are limited in number and the runtime per
pixel remains constant as the volume size increases.
Secondly, the same experiment is repeated using all 60 cores
of the Xeon Phi. The workload is distributed over different
cores using the Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) library.
From Fig. 6b, the substantial performance increase of the
patch-based method over the direction-based method, is clear.
This can also be seen in Table I, where projection times are
listed comparing all projection approaches discussed in this
work.
projector type serial many-core speedup
ray-driven 714.21s 7.50s 95.2
direction-based rayrow-driven 753.12s 7.57s 99.4
hybrid 138.99s 2.83s 49.1
ray-driven 79.55s 1.41s 56.4
patch-based rayrow-driven 112.60s 2.11s 53.4
hybrid 32.58s 0.45s 72.4
TABLE I: Forward projection times of a 4096× 4096 volume
with the different approaches discussed in this work.
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Fig. 6: Experimental results of many-core adaptations of the
forward projection as a function of the volume size.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, initial efforts were presented that optimize the
memory accesses of iterative tomographic methods for use on
modern many-core systems.
To reach optimal performance on such systems, vector-
ization is crucial. It was shown that vectorization is only
beneﬁcial for algorithms with a high arithmetic intensity or
for algorithms where the data access latency can be hidden
by exploiting data locality. For the tomographic projection
operation, this can be accomplished by combining a common
ray-driven approach, which has good data locality for some
directions but bad data locality for others, with a rayrow-driven
approach, where the data locality is perfectly complementary
to the one of the ray-driven approach.
It was also shown that even with data locality, vectorization
can not be achieved if the memory bandwidth is saturated.
Therefore, a strategy was proposed to distribute the workload
of a forward projection over multiple cores with a limited
amount of data transfer. This patch-based method subdivides
the projection problem into many sub-problems that are small
enough to be stored in the L2 cache of a core.
Experiments performed on an Intel Xeon Phi co-processor,
conﬁrm that with the proposed strategies, the tomographic
projection operation much more utilizes the capabilities of the
architecture, resulting in a substantial performance increase.
Future work will focus on the back-projection, for which
the same principles hold, and on algebraic reconstruction
techniques.
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An Algorithm for Interior Tomography
Gangrong Qu
Abstract—A algorithm for interior tomography is pro-
posed by constructing a special smooth rectangular window
and it can be used to reconstruct interior tomography
availably. The complexity of the algorithm is the same as
the classical FBP algorithm. The error analysis and the
simulations are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interior tomography, also called local or region of in-
terest (ROI) image reconstruction, means reconstructing
a local region image from the original image projections
through the local region plus a fewer extra projections
[1]. Interior tomography can reduce the radiation for
body and the measurement requirements, also oversize
specimens that exceed the scanner ﬁeld of view could
be at least partially imaged [2].
Wavelet-based interior tomographies have been stud-
ied [3]–[6], [9].
Recently, signiﬁcant progresses have been made main-
ly by Y. Zou and X. Pan, F. Noo and etc., M. Defrise
[14], Kudo, G. Wang, H. Yu and Y. Ye et al. in accurate
interior tomographies, based on back-projection ﬁlter
(BPF) method of image reconstruction. Y. Zou and X.
Pan established the fan-beam and cone-beam BPF for-
mulae for image reconstruction, based on A.Katsevich’s
FBP formula of spiral CT [12]. These formulae are ac-
curate for particular local region for interior tomography.
Noo et al. also derived the same results independently,
using the ﬁnite Hilbert transform and FBP formula [13].
Ye, Yu et al. proved that if the image in a subregion of the
local region is known, these reconstruction methods have
uniqueness theoretically [16], Kudo also established the
results independently [15]. Yu et al. gave the simulations
[17]. The detail summary for these interior tomographies
is in [2].
The TV minimum methods for interior tomography
emerge recently [17], [18].
In this article, we propose a FBP algorithm for interior
tomography based on constructing a smooth rectangular
window, inspired by [8], [9]. The FBP algorithm is
simple and easy to implement and its complexity is the
same as the classic FBP algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we discuss the FBP algorithm and its convergence. In
Gangrong Qu is with the School of Science, Beijing Jiaotong
University, Beijing 100044, China. E-mail: grqu@bjtu.edu.cn.
section II.1, The algorithm for interior tomography is
established and the simulations are showed. In section
V, we discuss some relative problems.
II. FBP ALGORITHM
Assume that f(x) ∈ L2(Rn) is compactly supported.
The Radon transform R maps a function f(x) into the
set of its integrals over the hyperplanes of Rn. Let Sn−1
be an unit sphere in Rn. Then for ω ∈ Sn−1 and p ∈ R1,
(Rf)(p, ω) =
∫
p=xω˙
f(x)dσ =
∫
ω⊥
f(pω + y)dy (1)
is the integral of f over the hyperplane perpendicular
to ω at a distance p from the origin. Rf is an even
function on the cylinder Sn−1 × R1 of Rn+1, i.e.,
(Rf)(−p,−ω) = (Rf)(p, ω) [1].
Theorem II.1. Assume that the function FA(v) satisﬁes
1) 0 ≤ FA(v) ≤ 1 and if v ≥ A2 , FA(v) = 0;
2) FA(v) with respect to v is a monotone non-
increasing function;
3) limA→∞ FA(v) = 1.
Let qA(u) = 2
∫ A/2
0
vn−1FA(v) cos(2πvu)dv. Then at
any continuous point of f(x)
lim
A→∞
1
2
∫
Sn−1
dω
∫ ∞
−∞
Rf(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt = f(x).
(2)
Theorem II.1 is proved by the delta sequence of
generalized function.
III. FBP ALGORITHM FOR INTERIOR TOMOGRAPHY
We construct a smooth rectangular window to imple-
ment the interior tomography. FA(a) is different from
the window functions of the classical FBP which is
discontinuous at the endpoints of the windows [20]. We
will see in the following that the smoothness of FA(a)
is one of the keys for interior tomography. Let
h(t) =
{
e
1
1−|t|2 , |t| < 1
0, |t| ≥ 1 ,
and hα(t) = h( tα ) with α > 0. Then hα(t) is of C
∞ and
its support, supphα ⊂ [−α, α]. Assume that χα(t) is the
characteristic function of interval (−1/2+2α, 1/2−2α).
χα(t) =
{
1, |t| < 1/2− α
0, |t| ≥ 1/2− α ,
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and F (t) is the constant C multiplying the convolution
of χα(t) and hα(t), Cχα ∗ hα(t).
F (t) = Cχα ∗ hα(t) (3)
where C =
∫ α
−α hα(t)dt. Then F (t) = 1 if |t| < 1/2−
2α, F (t) = 0 if |t| ≥ 1/2 and F (t) is of C∞. Let
FA(t) = F (
t
A
). (4)
Then FA(t) satisﬁes the three conditions of Theorem II.1
and (2) holds.
In two-dimensional case, ω = (cos θ, sin θ), and by
(Rf)(−p,−ω) = (Rf)(p, ω),∫
|ω|=1
dω
∫ +∞
−∞
Rf(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt
= 2
∫ π
0
dθ
∫ +∞
−∞
Rf(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt, (5)
qA(s) = 2
∫ A/2
0
aFA(a) cos(2πas)da. (6)
By Theorem II.1, at the continuous points of f(x),
lim
A−→∞
∫ π
0
dθ
∫ +∞
−∞
Rf(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt = f(x).
(7)
IV. FBP ALGORITHM FOR INTERIOR TOMOGRAPHY
Now we discuss the problem of local reconstruction.
Suppose f(x) ∈ L∞(R2) has a compact support and
Suppf ⊂ {x||x| < E}. Then Rf(ω, s) ∈ L∞(Z). Let
B(x0, t) = {x | |x−x0| ≤ t}. We reconstruct the image
on B(x0, R) using the projection data Rf(t, ω) through
B(x0, R + τ), i.e, Rf(t, ω) with |t − x0 · ω| ≤ R + τ
and ω = (cos θ, sin θ). Let
fA(x) =
∫ π
0
dθ
∫ +∞
−∞
Rf(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt. (8)
By (8), we can use fA(x) as the global reconstructed
image. In general, the reconstructed local image has a
constant bias besides the error [1]. A method to reduce
the bias is to extrapolate the missing projections as the
constants [5].
(Rf)ext(t, ω) = (Rf)(t, ω) (9)
if
|x0|ω · ω0 − (R+ τ) ≤ t ≤ |x0|ω · ω0 +R+ τ, (10)
(Rf)ext(t, ω) = (Rf)(R+ τ + x0 · ω, ω) (11)
if
|x0|ω · ω0 +R+ τ < t < E, (12)
(Rf)ext(t, ω) = (Rf)(−R− τ + x0 · ω, ω), (13)
if
E < t < |x0|ω · ω0 − (R+ τ). (14)
We use (Rf)ext(t, ω) as the projection data to recon-
struct the local image. Now for x ∈ B(x0, R), the local
reconstructed image
flocal(x) =
∫ π
0
dθ
∫ +∞
−∞
(Rf)ext(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt
=
∫ π
0
dθ
∫ E
−E
(Rf)ext(t, ω)qA(x · ω − t)dt. (15)
In (15) the convolution integration is from −E to E
because supp (Rf)ext,ω(t) = (Rf)ext(t, ω) ⊂ [−E,E]
by the support theorem of the Radon transform [21].
For x ∈ B(x0, R), let r(x) = flocal(x) − fA(x) be the
truncated error function, and G(t, ω) = (Rf)ext(t, ω)−
Rf(t, ω). By (5),
r(x) =
1
2
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫
|t−x0·ω|>R+τ,|t|<E
G(t, ω)
·qA(x · ω − t)dt,
r(x)− r(x0) = 1
2
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫
|t−x0·ω|>R+τ,|t|<E
G(t, ω)
·(qA(x · ω − t)− qA(x0 · ω − t)dt
=
1
2
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫
|t|>R+τ,|t+x0·ω|<E
G(t+ x0 · x, ω)
·(qA((x− x0) · ω − t)− qA(−t))dt.
Let q(s) = q1(s). For s = 0, using integration by parts,
we get
q(s) = − 2
(2πs)2
+
Cm(s)
(2πs)m
(16)
where m is a positive integer and
Cm(s) = 2
∫ 1/2
0
[mF (m−1)(a) + aF (m)(a)]
· cos(2πas+ mπ
2
)da. (17)
From (6) and (16),
qA(s) = A
2q(As) = − 2
(2πs)2
+
Cm(As)
Am−2(2πs)m
. (18)
So, by (18),
r(x)− r(x0) = − 1
4π2
∫ 2π
0
dω
∫
|t|>R+τ,|t+x0·ω|<E
·G(t+ x0 · ω, ω)( 1
(t− (x− x0) · ω)2 −
1
t2
)dt
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− 1
Am−2(2π)m
∫ 2π
0
dω
∫
|t|>R+τ,|t+x0·ω|<E
·G(t+x0 ·ω, ω)(Cm(A(t− (x− x0) · ω))
(t− (x− x0) · ω)m +
Cm(At)
tm
)dt
=: R1 +R2. (19)
By Shwartz’s inequality, |R1| ≤ C1(R+τ, R)‖G‖L2(Z),
where
C1(R+ τ, R) =
1
4π2
(
∫ 2π
0
∫
|t|>R+τ
(
1
(t−R cos θ)2
− 1
t2
)2dtdθ)1/2
is a small number [1]. From (17) and Riemann-Lebseque
Lemma,
lim
A→∞
Cm(As) = 0. (20)
If x ∈ B(x0, R), then −R ≤ (x − x0) · ω ≤ R, and
τ −R ≤ t− (x− x0) · ω ≤ t+R for R+ τ < |t| < E.
So, we assume that
|Cm(A(t− (x− x0) · ω)|, |Cm(At)| ≤ δA. (21)
Therefore,
|R2| ≤
δA‖G‖L∞(Z)
2Am−2(2π)m
∫ 2π
0
∫
|t|>R+τ,|t+x0·ω|<E
·( 1
(t− (x− x0) · ω)m +
1
tm
)dtdθ
≤ δAπ‖G‖L∞(Z)
Am−2(2π)m
∫
|t|≥τ
(
1
tm
+
1
(t+R)m
)dt
≤ 4δAπ‖G‖L∞(Z)
(m− 2)Am−1(2π)m
1
τm−1
.
If we use the extra margin of k pixels to reconstruct the
image in x ∈ B(x0, R), then τ = kd and A = 1d [20].
So,
|R2| ≤ 4 inf
m>2
δA
(m− 2)km−1(2π)m−1d · ‖G‖L∞(Z).
By the analysis above, if we know the value of one
point of the original local image, for example, f(x0),
we can eliminate the constant bias, using the following
reconstruction formula
f¯A(x) =
∫
|ω|=1
dω
∫ E
−E
(Rf)ext(t, θ)qA(x·ω−t)dt+r(x0)
(22)
with r(x0) = flocal(x0)− f(x0).
The followings are the stimulation results with
alpha = 0.1.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1
In Fig. 1, (a) is the local original image of radius 50
pixels of 512×512 Shepp-Logan head phantom, (b) is
the reconstructed local image by (15) using local data
with 2 pixels extra margin and (c) is the reconstructed
local image by (22) using local data with 2 pixels extra
margin.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2
In Fig. 2, (a) The reconstructed curve picture with
pixel x = 256 compare with the original picture by (15),
(b) The reconstructed curve picture with pixel x = 256
compare with the original picture by (22).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3
In Fig. 3, (a) is the local original image of radius 25
pixels of 512×512 Shepp-Logan head phantom, (b) is
the reconstructed local image by (15) using local data
with 2 pixels extra margin, (c) is the reconstructed local
image by (22) using local data with 2 pixels extra margin.
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Fig. 4
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In Fig. 4, (a) The reconstructed curve picture with
pixel x = 256 compare with the original picture by (15).
(b) The reconstructed curve picture with pixel x = 256
compare with the original picture by (22)
V. DISCUSSION
The window function FA(a) in this paper is of C∞
which is different the window function of FBP in [20].
Therefore the FBP algorithm can be used to reconstruct
the interior tomography and its complexity is the same
as the classical FBP algorithm. It is easier to implement,
comparing with the BPF algorithms. The reconstruction
error R1 is in agreement with the theoretical results of
interior tomography [1]. Besides for the error R1, the
unknown constant bias can be reduced by the continua-
tion method in section III and if we know the value of
the image but need not know the value of a subregion
of the local region, the constant bias can be eliminated.
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5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK 9DULDEOH 5HVROXWLRQ
LQ &DUP &RQHEHDP &7
=KHQJ =KDQJ -XQJXR %LDQ ;LDR +DQ -RVHSK - 0DQDN (PLO < 6LGN\ DQG ;LDRFKXDQ 3DQ
Abstract—In tomographic imaging applications, one is interested
often in precise knowledge within a region of interest (ROI) and
in rough information outside the ROI. Current optimization-based
(i.e., iterative) reconstruction algorithms can yield image values
only on uniform grids. It is of practical value to develop iterative
algorithms for image reconstruction with variable resolution — a
high-resolution ROI image and a coarse image outside the ROI.
In this work, we investigate optimization-based algorithms for
image reconstruction with variable spatial resolution in C-arm
CBCT, and apply the algorithm to data collected with a C-arm
CBCT in a head study of patient in which the cerebral ventricle
is of interest. The results of our study show that optimization-
based algorithms developed can yield an ROI image containing
the cerebral ventricles of high spatial resolution, while producing
a coarse image outside the ROI. The proposed algorithm can be
exploited for lowering computational memory and load and, more
important, may reduce artifacts within the ROI resulted from data
truncation.
, ,1752'8&7,21
$ &DUP V\VWHP ZLWK D ÀDW SDQHO GHWHFWRU FDQ EH XVHG IRU
FROOHFWLQJ &%&7 GDWD IURP ZKLFK ' LPDJHV FDQ EH UHFRQ
VWUXFWHG ,Q WKH ODVW GHFDGH RU VR D JUHDW GHDO RI LQWHUHVW KDV EHHQ
GHYHORSHG LQ XVLQJ &DUP &%&7 DV DQ LPDJLQJ WRRO IRU JXLGLQJ
VXUJHU\ LQ RSHUDWLQJ URRP 25 GXH WR LWV HDV\ DFFHVVLELOLW\ DQG
SRUWDELOLW\ >@ >@ ,Q FRQWUDVW WR WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO ÀXRURVFRS\
PRGH &%&7 LPDJLQJ FDQ GLVFHUQ RYHUODSSLQJ VWUXFWXUHV DQG
\LHOG LPDJHV ZLWK LPSURYHG VRIWWLVVXH WH[WXUHV 2Q WKH RWKHU
KDQG LQ FRPSDULVRQ WR GLDJQRVWLF &7 &DUP &%&7 V\VWHPV
FDQ EH RI KLJKHU ÀH[LELOLW\ ZKHQ DSSOLHG WR PHGLFDO LQWHUYHQ
WLRQDO SURFHGXUHV 7KH XQLTXH SURSHUWLHV RI &DUP &%&7 KDV
HQDEOHG QXPHURXV LPSRUWDQW LPDJLQJ WHFKQLTXHV IRU FOLQLFDO
DSSOLFDWLRQV LQFOXGLQJ LWV LPDJLQJ RI KHDG ZLWK ORZFRQWUDVW
FHUHEUDO YHQWULFOHV
&DUP &%&7 W\SLFDOO\ FROOHFW GDWD RYHU D VKRUWVFDQ DQJXODU
UDQJH RI π SOXV IDQ DQJOH DQG WKH )'. DOJRULWKP >@ LV
XVHG WR UHFRQVWUXFW LPDJHV 7KHUH KDV EHHQ LQFUHDVHG LQWHUHVW
LQ GHYHORSLQJ RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV IRU LPDJH UHFRQ
VWUXFWLRQ EHFDXVH WKH\ FDQ EH PRUH ÀH[LEOH WKDQ WKH )'.
DQG RWKHU DQDO\WLF DOJRULWKPV LQ GHDOLQJ ZLWK QRQFLUFXODU JH
RPHWULF DQG FKDOOHQJLQJ VDPSOLQJ FRQGLWLRQV +RZHYHU FXUUHQW
RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV FDQ UHFRQVWUXFW LPDJHV RQ LPDJH
JULGV ZLWK D VLQJOH XQLIRUP UHVROXWLRQ 7KLV FDQ EH WLPH DQG
VWRUDJH FRQVXPLQJ ZKHQ D IXOO\ ' LPDJH LV UHFRQVWUXFWHG IURP
&%&7 GDWD ,Q PDQ\ DSSOLFDWLRQV KRZHYHU LW LV QRW XQFRPPRQ
WKDW RQH LV LQWHUHVWHG LQ ¿QH LQIRUPDWLRQ RQO\ ZLWKLQ D UHJLRQ RI
= =KDQJ - %LDQ ; +DQ DQG ( < 6LGN\ DUH ZLWK WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI
5DGLRORJ\ WKH 8QLYHUVLW\ RI &KLFDJR
-RVHSK - 0DQDN LV ZLWK ,QWHUYHQWLRQDO 6\VWHPV /DERUDWRU\ *( *OREDO
5HVHDUFK
; 3DQ LV ZLWK 'HSDUWPHQWV RI 5DGLRORJ\ & &HOOXODU 2QFRORJ\ WKH 8QLYHUVLW\
RI &KLFDJR
LQWHUHVW 52, ZKLOH FRQVLGHULQJ URXJK NQRZOHGJH RXWVLGH WKH
52, DFFHSWDEOH 7KHUHIRUH LW LV RI SUDFWLFDO YDOXH WR GHYHORS
RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKPV WKDW FDQ \LHOG D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RQ
JULGV ZLWK YDULDEOH UHVROXWLRQ ¿QH JULGV IRU WKH 52, ZKHUHDV
FRDUVH JULGV IRU WKH UHJLRQ RXWVLGH WKH 52,
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH GHYHORS D FRQVWUDLQHG 79PLQLPL]DWLRQ
SURJUDP IRU WKH SUREOHP DQG XVH WKH DGDSWLYH VWHHSHVW GHVFHQG
 SURMHFWLRQ RQWR FRQYH[ VHWV $6'32&6 WR VROYH WKH SUR
JUDP >@±>@ ,Q SDUWLFXODU ZH DSSO\ WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP
GHYHORSHG WR UHFRQVWUXFWLQJ LPDJHV IURP GDWD FROOHFWHG LQ D
SDWLHQW KHDG VFDQ ZLWK D *( &DUP V\VWHP )RU EHQFKPDUNLQJ
WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZH DOVR XVH H[SHFWDWLRQPLQLPL]DWLRQ (0
DQG VLPXOWDQHRXV DOJHEUDLF UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WHFKQLTXH 6$57 WR
UHFRQVWUXFW LPDJHV ZLWK YDULDEOH UHVROXWLRQ IURP WKH GDWD ,Q
WKH DEVWUDFW ZH LQFOXGH UHVXOWV REWDLQHG RQO\ ZLWK WKH PRGL¿HG
$6'32&6 DOJRULWKP DQG ZLOO UHSRUW UHVXOWV REWDLQHG ZLWK WKH
RWKHU DOJRULWKPV DW WKH FRQIHUHQFH
,, 0$7(5,$/6 $1' 0(7+2'6
A. Data acquisition
$ &DUP V\VWHP *( +HDOWKFDUH %XF )UDQFH ZDV XVHG IRU
GDWD DFTXLVLWLRQ LQ D EUDLQ VFDQ RI D SDWLHQW 7KH &DUP VXSSRUWV
DQ ;UD\ VRXUFH DQG D ÀDWSDQHO GHWHFWRU DW RSSRVLQJ HQGV DQG
URWDWHV WKHP LQ D FLUFXODU WUDMHFWRU\ 7KH GLVWDQFH IURP ;UD\
VRXUFH WR WKH URWDWLRQ D[LV LV  FP DQG WKH GLVWDQFH IURP ;
UD\ VRXUFH WR WKH GHWHFWRU LV  FP 7KH GHWHFWRU LV FRPSRVHG
RI DQ DUUD\ RI 500×500 HOHPHQWV RI VL]H 0.06×0.06 FP2 7KH
¿HOG RI YLHZ )29 LV DERXW  FP ZLWKLQ WKH WUDQVYHUVH SODQH
3URMHFWLRQ GDWD RI WKH VXEMHFW ZHUH DFTXLUHG DW  YLHZV RYHU D
VKRUWVFDQ DQJXODU UDQJH RI 193.8◦ /LPLWHG E\ WKH VL]H RI )29
WKH GDWD FRQWDLQ WUDQVYHUVH WUXQFDWLRQ IURP WKH RXWHU SDUW RI WKH
SDWLHQW KHDG DQG IURP WKH VXSSRUWLQJ FRXFK :H KDYH SHUIRUPHG
JHRPHWULF FDOLEUDWLRQ DQG DUWLIDFW FRUUHFWLRQ E\ XVLQJ WKH *(
PHWKRGV >@±>@ ,Q SDUWLFXODU WKH JHRPHWULF PDWUL[ IRU WKH
DFWXDO VFDQQLQJ WUDMHFWRU\ ZDV LQFRUSRUDWHG LQWR WKH DOJRULWKP
IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
B. Image arrays of voxels with variable sizes
:H UHFRQVWUXFW LPDJHV XVLQJ DQ LPDJH DUUD\ FRQVLVWLQJ RI
SL[HOV ZLWK GLIIHUHQW VL]HV ZKLFK LV UHIHUUHG WR DV D YDULDEOH
UHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ 6XFK D YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ LPDJH DUUD\ FDQ EH
GHVLJQHG DV IROORZV WKH VL]H RI YR[HO ZLWKLQ 52, LV a DQG WKH
VL]H LQ WKH YROXPH RXWVLGH 52, LV b DV VKRZQ RQ WKH OHIW SDQHO
RI )LJ  :KHQ a = b REYLRXVO\ WKH YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\
EHFRPHV D FRQYHQWLRQDO XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK LGHQWLFDO
YR[HOV &RQVLGHULQJ D 52, LPDJH ZLWK UHVROXWLRQ ¿QHU WKDQ RWKHU
UHJLRQV RQH FDQ FKRRVH a < b DQG REWDLQ GLIIHUHQW W\SHV RI
YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ LPDJHV E\ FRQWUROOLQJ WKH UDWLR RI a WR b
6SHFL¿FDOO\ LQ WKLV VWXG\ ZH ¿[HG a = 0.04 FP DQG FRQVLGHUHG
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GLIIHUHQW UDWLRV ZLWK b = 0.04 FP 0.08 FP 0.16 FP DQG 0.32
FP UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH ¿UVW FRPELQDWLRQ RI a DQG b \LHOGV D
XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ LPDJH DUUD\ DQG RWKHUV UHSUHVHQW GLIIHUHQW
OHYHOV RI YDULDEOH UHVROXWLRQ :H DOVR LQYHVWLJDWH LPSDFWV RI WKH
UDWLR RQ 52, LPDJH TXDOLW\
C. Optimization-based iterative algorithms
7KH LPDJLQJ PRGHO LQ &7 FDQ EH H[SUHVVHG DV D GLVFUHWH
OLQHDU V\VWHP >@±>@
g0 = Hf, 
ZKHUH ZH XVH DQ MFRPSRQHQW YHFWRU g0 WR UHSUHVHQW WKH PRGHO
GDWD DQG DQ NFRPSRQHQW YHFWRU f WR UHSUHVHQW WKH LPDJH H LV
DQ M× N V\VWHP PDWUL[ PRGHOLQJ WKH ;UD\ WUDQVIRUP
:H IRUPXODWH WKH LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DV D FRQVWUDLQHG
RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP
f∗ = argmin ‖ f ‖TV s.t. D(f) ≤ ε and f ≥ 0. 
,Q (T  ‖ f ‖TV GHQRWHV WKH 1QRUP RI WKH GLVFUHWH JUDGLHQW
PDJQLWXGH RI WKH LPDJH DQG LV UHIHUUHG WR DV WKH LPDJH WRWDO
YDULDWLRQ 79
D(f) =| Hf− g | 
GHQRWHV WKH (XFOLGHDQGDWD GLYHUJHQFH DQG g LQGLFDWHV WKH
PHDVXUHG GDWD
:H XVH WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP WR VROYH WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ
SURJUDP LQ (T  ,I QHFHVVDU\ ZH XVH GDWD GLVWDQFH JUDGLHQW
GHVFHQW LQVWHDG RI 32&6 WR IXUWKHU DSSURDFK WKH QHFHVVDU\
FRQGLWLRQ GHULYHG SUHYLRXVO\ >@
D. ASD-POCS algorithms for image reconstruction with vari-
able resolution
$Q DQDO\WLFEDVHG DOJRULWKP LV EDVHG XSRQ D FRQWLQXRXVWR
FRQWLQXRXV && LPDJLQJ PRGHO :KHQ DSSOLHG WR GLVFUHWH GDWD
LWV SRUWLRQ UHODWHG WR GDWD LV GLVFUHWL]HG +RZHYHU WKH DOJRULWKP
LQ VXFK D GLVFUHWH IRUP FDQ VWLOO \LHOG D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ YDOXH DW
DQ\ SRLQW LQ WKH LPDJH VSDFH 7KHUHIRUH LPDJHV ZLWK GLIIHUHQW
UHVROXWLRQ FDQ UHDGLO\ EH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI DQDO\WLFEDVHG
DOJRULWKPV $Q RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJRULWKP KRZHYHU LV EDVHG
XSRQ D GLVFUHWHWRGLVFUHWH LPDJLQJ PRGHO &XUUHQW LWHUDWLYH
DOJRULWKPV DUH GHVLJQHG RQO\ IRU \LHOGLQJ DQ LPDJH RQ DQ DUUD\
RI LGHQWLFDO YR[HOV DQG EHFDXVH LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DW DQ
LWHUDWLRQ QHHGV LQIRUPDWLRQ RI LPDJH RI WKH SUHYLRXV LWHUDWLRQ
WKH IRUZDUG DQG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DUH FDOFXODWHG RQ WKH DUUD\
ZLWK LGHQWLFDO YR[HOV
7KH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP LV GHYHORSHG RULJLQDOO\ IRU XQL
IRUP LPDJH JULGV ,Q WKLV ZRUN LW LV PRGL¿HG WR DFFRPPR
GDWH LPDJH JULGV ZLWK YR[HOV RI YDULDEOH VL]HV ,Q WKLV FDVH
LPDJH DUUD\ f FDQ EH H[SUHVVHG DV FRPELQDWLRQ RI WZR YHFWRUV
f = fH + fL ZKHUH fH DQG fL GHQRWH KLJK DQG ORZUHVROXWLRQ
LPDJH DUUD\ UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP FRQVLVWV
RI WZR PDMRU SURFHGXUHV 32&6 DQG 79 JUDGLHQW GHVFHQW ,Q
32&6 HOHPHQWV RI V\VWHP PDWUL[ H DUH GLIIHUHQW IRU fH DQG fL
EHFDXVHH FDQ EH FRQVLGHUHG WR UHSUHVHQW WKH IRUZDUGSURMHFWLRQ
SURFHVV DQG HDFK HOHPHQW LV ZHLJKWHG E\ WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
YR[HO VL]H 7KHUHIRUH HOHPHQWV RI H DFWLQJ RQ fH DQG fL DUH
ZHLJKWHG YHU\ GLIIHUHQWO\ GXH WR GLIIHUHQW YR[HO VL]HV 6LPLODUO\
ZKHQ FDOFXODWLQJ ‖ f ‖TV IRU FRQYHQWLRQDO XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ
LPDJH DUUD\ HOHPHQW YDOXH RI HDFK YR[HO LV FDOFXODWHG XVLQJ WKH
)LJXUH  /HIW $ YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ,W LQFOXGHV D UHFWDQJXODUVKDSHG
52, FRQVLVWLQJ RI SL[HOV RI VL]H a DQG WKH UHJLRQ RXWVLGH WKH 52, FRPSRVLQJ
RI SL[HOV RI VL]H b 5LJKW 3DWLHQW KHDG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'
32&6 DOJRULWKP LQ ZKLFK 52, LV LQGLFDWHG E\ WKH ZKLWH VROLG OLQHV 7KH SL[HO
VL]H RI  FP LV XVHG LQ WKH XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ IRU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
VDPH ZHLJKWLQJ IDFWRU ² WKH YROXPH VL]H RI WKH YR[HO %XW LQ D
YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ LPDJH DUUD\ VL]H RI YR[HOV FDQ EH GLIIHUHQW
DQG DUH FDOFXODWHG GLIIHUHQWO\ WRR
,,, 5(68/76
:H KDYH FRQGXFWHG DQ LQYHUVHFULPH VWXG\ WR VKRZ WKDW
XQGHU LGHDO FRQGLWLRQ WKH SURSRVHG DOJRULWKP FDQ VROYH WKH
FRQWUDLQHG 79PLQLPL]DWLRQ SURJUDP IRUPXODWHG IRU DQ LPDJH
DUUD\ FRQVLVWLQJ RI WZR UHJLRQV VSDQQHG ZLWK YR[HOV RI WZR W\SHV
RI VL]HV 7KH UHVXOWV RI WKH LQYHUVHFULPH VWXG\ VKRZ WKDW WKH
DOJRULWKP FDQ VROYH QXPHULFDOO\ WKH SURJUDP FRQ¿UPLQJ WKDW
WKH DOJRULWKP LV D QXPHULFDOO\ DFFXUDWH VROYHU RI WKH SURJUDP
%HORZ ZH SUHVHQW UHVXOWV RI LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP UHDO GDWD
FROOHFWHG LQ D SDWLHQW VFDQ
:H SHUIRUPHG $6'32&6 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RQ D XQLIRUP
UHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ FRQVLVWLQJ RI SL[HOV RI VL]H a = b = 0.04 FP
ZKLFK LV LQ WKH ULJKW SDQHO RI )LJ  7KH 52, HQFORVHG E\
ZKLWH VROLG OLQHV LQFOXGHV SDUW RI WKH FHUHEUDO YHQWULFOHV ZKLFK
DUH UHODWHG WR VHYHUDO EUDLQ RU PHQWDO GLVHDVHV DQG WKXV DUH D
UHJLRQ RI KLJKO\ LQWHUHVW 7KH 52, LQ D ]RRPHGLQ YLHZ LV VKRZQ
RQ WKH OHIW SDQHO LQ WKH VHFRQG URZ RI )LJV  DQG LV XVHG DV
D JROG VWDQGDUG DJDLQVW ZKLFK 52, UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV RQ YDULDEOH
UHVROXWLRQ DUUD\V DUH FRPSDUHG )RU FRPSDULVRQ ZH DOVR FDUULHG
RXW $6'32&6 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV RQ XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ LPDJH
DUUD\V ZLWK WKUHH DGGLWLRQDO SL[HOV RI VL]H  FP  FP
DQG  FP UHVSHFWLYHO\ DQG LOOXVWUDWH WKHLU 52, LPDJHV RQ
WKH ULJKW SDQHO LQ WKH VHFRQG URZ RI )LJV 
:H DOVR SHUIRUPHG $6'32&6 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV RQ WKUHH
GLIIHUHQW YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\V LOOXVWUDWHG LQ WKH PLGGOH
SDQHO RI )LJV  DOVR ZLWK WKH 52, LQ ]RRPHGLQ YLHZ
%HFDXVH WKH FRQWUDVW RI YHQWULFOH RYHU LWV VXUURXQGLQJ WLVVXHV
LV TXLWH ORZ LQ RUGHU WR UHYHDO GHWDLOV RI WKH YHQWULFOH UHJLRQ ZH
GLVSOD\HG LPDJHV DW D QDUURZ GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ > @ FP−1
&RPSDULQJ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV E\ XVLQJ WKH YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ
PHWKRG ZLWK WKH JROG VWDQGDUG LPDJH LQ )LJV  LW FDQ EH
REVHUYHG WKDW UHJLRQV RXWVLGH 52, ZLWK SL[HO VL]H LQFUHDVLQJ
ORVH WKHLU UHVROXWLRQ UDSLGO\ ZKLFK FDXVHV VHYHUH SL[HOL]DWLRQ
SKHQRPHQD +RZHYHU WKHUH LV OLWWOH LPSDFW RQ WKH LPDJH TXDOLW\
ZLWKLQ WKH 52, DQG WKH WH[WXUH FRQWUDVW DQG UHVROXWLRQ RI WKH
VWUXFWXUHV DUH FRPSDUDEOH WR WKRVH LQ 52, RI RXU JROG VWDQGDUG
7R IXUWKHU GHPRQVWUDWH KRZ WKH SL[HO VL]H DIIHFWV LPDJH TXDOLW\
ZH FRPSDUH DQ 52, LPDJH LQ YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
WR DQ 52, LPDJH LQ XQLIRUP ORZUHVROXWLRQ LPDJHV 2Q WKH ULJKW
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)LJXUH  52, LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP IURP SDWLHQW KHDG GDWD RQ D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP OHIW D
YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ VSHFL¿HG E\ WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI a = 0.04 FP DQG b = 0.08 FP PLGGOH DQG D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP ULJKW
$ GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ > @ FP−1 LV XVHG
SDQHO RI )LJV  ZH REVHUYH WKDW DV SL[HO VL]H LQFUHDVHV
WKH 52, LPDJH ORRNV PRUH SL[HOL]HG WKH ERXQGDULHV RI WKH
YHQWULFOH EHFRPH EOXUUHG DQG ZRUVHGH¿QHG DQG WKH FRQWUDVW RI
WKH YHQWULFOH GHWHULRUDWHV WRR ,QVSHFWLRQ RI WKH UHVXOWV VXJJHVWV
WKDW WKH SURSRVHG LWHUDWLYH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP FDQ \LHOG D
KLJKUHVROXWLRQ 52, WKDW LV HPEHGGHG LQ D ORZUHVROXWLRQ LPDJH
DQG LPDJH TXDOLW\ ZLWKLQ DQ 52, FDQ EH FRPSDUDEOH WR WKH 52,
RI UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RQ D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\
,9 ',6&866,216
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH KDYH LQYHVWLJDWHG RSWLPL]DWLRQEDVHG DOJR
ULWKPV IRU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK YDULDEOH UHVROXWLRQ $Q
LQYHUVHFULPH VWXG\ ZDV FDUULHG RXW WR FRQ¿UP WKDW WKH DOJRULWKP
GHYHORSHG FDQ QXPHULFDOO\ VROYH DFFXUDWHO\ WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ
SURJUDP IRUPXODWHG IRU WKH YDULDEOH UHVROXWLRQ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
)XUWKHUPRUH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV IURP SDWLHQW GDWD FROOHFWHG ZLWK
D *( FOLQLFDO &DUP V\VWHP LQGLFDWH WKDW WKH SURJUDP DQG
DOJRULWKP FDQ \LHOG 52, LPDJHV ZLWK TXDOLW\ FRPSDUDEOH WR
WKDW REWDLQHG ZLWK XQLIRUP KLJKUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\V 9DULDEOH
UHVROXWLRQ LWHUDWLYH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV FDQ EH RI SUDFWLFDO
XWLOLW\ EHFDXVH WKH\ FDQ UHGXFH FRPSXWDWLRQDO PHPRU\WLPH DQG
EHFDXVH WKH\ PD\ SRWHQWLDOO\ EH DEOH WR UHGXFH LPSDFW RI GDWD
WUXQFDWLRQV RQ 52, LPDJHV
5()(5(1&(6
>@ ' -DIIUD\ - 6LHZHUGVHQ * (GPXQGVRQ - :RQJ DQG $ 0DUWLQH]
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± 
>@ - 6LHZHUGVHQ ' 0RVHOH\ 6 %XUFK 6 %LVODQG $ %RJDDUGV % :LOVRQ
DQG ' -DIIUD\ ³9ROXPH &7 ZLWK D ÀDWSDQHO GHWHFWRU RQ D PRELOH
LVRFHQWULF &DUP 3UHFOLQLFDO LQYHVWLJDWLRQ LQ JXLGDQFH RI PLQLPDOO\
LQYDVLYH VXLJHU\´ Med. Phys. YRO  SS  ±  
>@ / $ )HOGNDPS / & 'DYLV DQG - : .UHVV ³3UDFWLFDO FRQHEHDP
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FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ E\ FRQVWUDLQHG WRWDOYDULDWLRQ PLQLPL]DWLRQ´ Phys.
Med. Biol. YRO  SS ± 
>@ ; 3DQ ( < 6LGN\ DQG 0 9DQQLHU ³:K\ GR FRPPHUFLDO &7 VFDQQHUV
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SS 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)LJXUH  52, LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP IURP SDWLHQW KHDG GDWD RQ D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP OHIW D
YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ VSHFL¿HG E\ WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI a = 0.04 FP DQG b = 0.16 FP PLGGOH DQG D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP ULJKW
$ GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ > @ FP−1 LV XVHG
)LJXUH  52, LPDJHV UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ XVH RI WKH $6'32&6 DOJRULWKP IURP SDWLHQW KHDG GDWD RQ D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP OHIW D
YDULDEOHUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ VSHFL¿HG E\ WKH FRPELQDWLRQ RI a = 0.04 FP DQG b = 0.32 FP PLGGOH DQG D XQLIRUPUHVROXWLRQ DUUD\ ZLWK SL[HO VL]H  FP ULJKW
$ GLVSOD\ ZLQGRZ > @ FP−1 LV XVHG
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Abstract— Optical tomography of mammalian cells has the 
potential to open new avenues into understanding subcellular 
organization and cell structure, function and behavior. We 
present an implementation of cell-level optical tomography called 
cell CT. The advantages of cell CT include isotropic spatial 
resolution, the combination of structural absorption imaging 
with functional fluorescence imaging and cost effectiveness.  The 
primary limitation on resolution and contrast in the projections 
acquired from the instrument is the extended point spread 
function. We propose a simultaneous iterative reconstruction 
technique (SIRT) to deconvolve each individual projection, using 
the forward projection to improve the quality of the blur 
estimate, and then updating the reconstruction volume with the 
improved true image. This technique allows the cell CT 
pseudoprojections to be treated as pencil beam projections and 
also could allow super-resolution optical tomography by the use 
of multi-frame image reconstruction. 
Index Terms— computed tomography, reconstruction 
algorithms, iterative methods, biomedical optical imaging, optical 
microscopy, medical diagnostic imaging, biological cells. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
E propose a robust method to produce tomographic
reconstructions of cells by the use of a modified
brightfield microscope. The images are improved using a blind 
deconvolution algorithm that is tolerant of the aberrations 
inherent to the image formation process in a brightfield 
microscope. We show that this method results in 
reconstructions with improved resolution and contrast for 
small absorbing features in the cellular environment. The 
technique may also improve the resolution limit of images of 
absorption-stained samples.   
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Because of its ability to provide fully 3D images, 
tomography has revolutionized the study of biology and the 
diagnosis of diseases[1]. Optical tomography provides an 
important addition to medical imaging[2].  Cellular optical 
projection tomography (Cell-CT™, VisionGate, Inc., Phoenix, 
Arizona) has been developed as a new imaging modality 
poised to facilitate significant advances in biological imaging 
and cytological diagnosis[3]. The Cell-CT augments the 
standard brightfield microscope with the power of the latest 
advances in microfluidics, electronic cameras and image 
reconstruction algorithms, provided in a comfortable and 
familiar environment for the clinical pathologist. 
At the same time, Cell-CT provides a unique set of 
challenges and advantages, some of which relate to the impact 
of the novel data collection mode on the choice and design of 
the reconstruction algorithm.  This paper explores several 
tomographic reconstruction algorithms to determine which 
method minimizes the artifacts unique to this novel 
tomographic modality and brings the technique firmly within 
the realm of pencil beam tomography.  We develop an 
effective method to deconvolve the aberrations from the 
projection formation process in optical projection tomography, 
to produce higher quality reconstructions.  We invoke a 
minimal amount of simulation, working within the setting of 
an actual reconstruction. 
II. PSEUDOPROJECTION ACQUISITION
The projection acquisition process is shown schematically in 
Figure 1 [3]. Cells are embedded in a thixotropic carrier gel 
that is optically matched to the surrounding capillary 
(horizontal sidewalls shown). The cells are then moved into 
the field of view of a high numerical aperture (NA) immersion 
objective lens for data acquisition. The focal plane is scanned 
through the volume of the cell, while the illumination is held 
constant. This process is similar to the method used for 
optically sectioning an object, except that the infinite number 
of collected planes is integrated onto the camera, and no 
focused planes are imaged. While these scanned optical 
projections are mathematically similar to those formed by 
parallel, straight-line x-ray pencil beams, the formation 
process and resulting artifacts and aberrations are distinct to 
this image formation mode. For these reasons, the projection 
data are referred to as “pseudoprojections”. A full 
electromagnetic analysis of the image formation has been 
performed by Coe and Seibel [4], forming a strong theoretical  
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basis for treating Cell-CT pseudoprojections as 
approximations of their pencil-beam x-ray counterparts.  In 
order to improve this approximation, we will start with the 
more intuitive geometric optics to highlight the image 
formation process and then invoke blind deconvolution to 
obtain a true pencil beam pseudoprojection. 
As shown in Figure 1B, when an optical section is formed, 
the signal detected at each projection image pixel arises from a 
cone of rays that pass through the corresponding voxel in 
object space.  The detected optical density with a single ray 
can be described as 
 (1) 
where d is the detected value at the camera pixel and µ  is the 
optical density. The expansion of Equation 1 to a cone that is 
translated through the object along the Z direction is 
impractical to integrate; it does show that, for 
pseudoprojections, almost all the optical density of the imaged 
object will be added with some weight into each detector 
pixel. 
While geometric optics provides an intuitive description of 
how the optical image is formed, the formation of an image in 
an optical absorption microscope is more commonly described 
as the object density convolved with the 3D point spread 
function (PSF) of the microscope to avoid the impractical 
integrals and deal more efficiently with aberrations. This 
formulation is good enough to produce very high quality 
images.  The image formation is described as 
   ∗   	  (2) 
where V is the original optical density distribution, v is the 
measured volume, F is the 3D PSF and n is the noise from the 
imaging system (normally a mixture of Poisson and Gaussian 
noise). Assuming an infinite scan range and a finite object 
(partially false, due to the optical gel), the projection formed 
in the Cell-CT instrument by sweeping the focal plane through 
V with the camera shutter open can be described as the 2D 
projection of this convoluted volume H.  This process can be 
represented as: 
 (3) 
where pp denotes the 2D pseudoprojection of the convolved 
volume, 
 indicates integration over z = -∞ to ∞, F is the 3D 
PSF of the microscope, and V is the true 3D optical density. 
To reach the pencil beam formulation, Equation 3 is expanded 
into its integral form: 
 (4) 
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(5) 
As the second integral is performed over all possible 
, the 
offset z’ can be ignored, giving 
 (6) 
And finally 
 (7) 
where f is the 2D pencil beam projection of F, and PP is 
defined as the true pencil beam projection. 
III. BLIND DECONVOLUTION
Many methods have been created to use a known PSF to 
deconvolve an optically sectioned volume[5, 6]. However, as 
outlined in Holmes and O’Conner[7], the optical brightfield 
microscope is prone to a number of effects that make 
experimental estimation of the PSF problematic [5, 7].  These 
include phase behavior, scattering, uneven illumination, and 
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the lack of sub-resolution phantoms that absorb sufficiently to 
be detected.  A further argument for using blind deconvolution 
within the framework of cell CT can be understood by taking a 
closer look at pseudoprojection formation. The optical 
microscope suffers from a number of common aberrations 
including spherical, astigmatism and coma. As the cell 
precesses through its rotation, each pseudoprojection is 
affected by a unique combination of these aberrations.  
Blind deconvolution determines the PSF directly from the 
pseudoprojection, alleviating most of the problems that have 
been described above. Applying the methods  used by Hirsch 
et al.[8] to Equation 7, with alterations appropriate for 
brightfield illumination, it is possible to deconvolve the 
measured pseudoprojection, pp, to obtain the true pencil-beam 
projection, PP. Using the pseudoprojection pp and its mirror 
from 180 degrees, ppm, the true pencil beam pseudoprojection, 
PP, can be determined by using the probability function: 
 (8) 
where &' is the partition function, which is dependent on the 
measurement precision τ[8], and B is the brightfield 
background to help make the deconvolution convex. 
Estimates of PP and f are obtained by minimizing the log-
likelihood of the cost function
 (9) 
As both PP and f will always be positive, this equation can be 
solved as a nonnegative quadratic programming problem.  Sha 
et al.[9] provide an auxiliary function to solve for f and PP 
which leads to an update of the form 
 (10) 
for brightfield deconvolution, where ( is a block-Toeplitz 
structured matrix; and ʘ and the quotient indicate an 
elementwise multiplication and division. Equation 10 can 
reversed to find the PSF, f, by the commutativity of the 
convolution. ( never has to be calculated explicitly as it has 
the convenient property 
 (11) 
Without a regularization step, the PSF tends to collapse into 
a delta function or to spread to unity before reaching the 
correct solution.  Following Holmes [7], a limit was set to the 
physically allowable values for the PSF. When the PSF 
wanders from the allowed values, the offending values are 
reset to the limiting PSF. This allows the PSF to adapt to the 
irregularities of position and depth without taking on 
unphysical solutions.   
There are a number of effective super-resolution 
microscope devices for fluorescence imaging, but absorption 
imaging remains constrained by the diffraction limit. Cell CT 
might be an attractive platform for achieving enhanced 
resolution due to the availability of angular oversampling and 
the fact that many of the bugs of brightfield imaging (such as 
spherical aberration) become features with the formation of a 
pseudoprojection. Deconvolution of the pseudoprojections can 
be utilized to improve the final tomographic reconstruction by 
performing an image reconstruction while deconvolving. 
Hirsch devised a variant of this method using blind 
deconvolution and a resizing matrix to achieve super 
resolution in an astronomy image series [10].  In this case, the 
probability function, Equation 8, is altered to 
 (12) 
)*
+*
 is a resizing matrix designed to keep the total power in the
image constant: 
     (13) 
where In is the n x n identity matrix, 1n is a column vector of 
length n and value 1, and , denotes the Kronecker product. 
IV. FILTERED BACKPROJECTION RECONSTRUCTION
We performed the parallel beam FBP experiments by first 
subtracting the background, then deconvolving the 
pseudoprojection with Equation 10.  Finally, we reconstructed 
the 3D volume using a Hann filter and bilinear interpolation. 
An example result is shown in Figure 3A and B.  Fine image 
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detail is improved by the process, and there is a slight 
alteration of the noise profile. 
We have not yet devised an effective phantom (~10 micron 
test object containing subresolution absorbers) to validate our 
results.  We instead used a simulated system by reducing the 
resolution of the input projections to half the original 
resolution by simple pixel binning. The reconstruction 
“recovered by deconvolution” was then compared to the 
original reconstruction to determine whether fine detail was 
salvaged or lost in the reconstruction from compromised 
projections. 
The multiple frames we used to improve the resolution of 
the images were the pseudoprojection at one angle and its 
opposing view. Capillary runout effectively wobbles the 
camera pixels in both the Z and azimuthal directions, a 
prerequisite for improving the resolution of the images. As can 
be seen in Figure 3F, there is the unanticipated result that the 
restored image seems to have even more fine detail than the 
original image, which may be a result of the denoising 
inherent in this method. 
V. SIRT RECONSTRUCTION 
Blind deconvolution of the projections offers a number of 
advantages for iterative reconstruction methods. Within the 
framework of SIRT, instead of first completely deconvolving 
all the pseudoprojections and then backprojecting, the forward 
and backprojection processes become part of each 
deconvolution iteration, allowing the determination of 
successively improved estimates, PP, by leveraging 
information available from the projection set as a whole.  The 
breakdown of the technique is as follows:  For each projection 
angle over 180 degrees, estimate initial PP and f by using the 
acquired projection (pp) and its mirror twin (180-degree pair). 
Perform SIRT to create a crude reconstruction using all 
acquired projections (current estimate of V). Forward project V 
to get PP and use this image to provide the current estimate 
for the deconvolution. Refine f and PP using Equation 10 for 
several iterations using the pp and its mirror twin.  The 
additional benefit of this operation is that pp alignment is 
refined on each iteration. Backproject the difference (error 
function) between the current forward projection and pp. 
Repeat until a stop condition is reached. 
 This method is more computationally expensive than 
standard SIRT methods, but much less intensive than a model 
reconstruction.  The cost must be balanced carefully by pre-
estimation of the reconstruction and PSF for each projection. 
As shown in Figure 3C and D, our SIRT technique produces a 
reconstruction with improved fine detail.  The standard SIRT 
method provides a higher quality reconstruction than the FBP 
method due to the high levels of noise rejection. The 
deconvolution does not reveal additional details, but does 
provide a better estimate of the chromatin texture, which is 
important for cancer cell classification. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Blind pseudoprojection deconvolution improves the contrast 
and resolution of the reconstructions produced by FBP and 
modified SIRT.  The technique is very computationally 
intensive; however, Figure 3 shows  the results to be superior 
to those obtainable by mere deconvolution of the 3D volume. 
The method does have a computational advantage over a full 
model reconstruction due to the total number of rays that must 
be traced through the volume to deal with the incoherent 
angular illumination. Care must be taken when interpreting 
these results as the scheme shows vulnerabilities (instabilities) 
to some types of artifact that can result from the acquisition 
process. However, when the acquisition is perfected to the 
extent possible, the increased conspicuity of fine detail like 
chromatin texture in the reconstructions is evident. 
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Abstract—The development of dual-energy and multi-energy 
computed tomography makes it possible to calculate the 
composition density of different basis materials, or the 
distributions of electron density and atomic number, which are 
useful in medical applications and industrial inspections. In this 
paper, we propose a slow-change kVp multi-energy CT scan 
scheme (SegMECT) that is convenient to be implemented on a 
conventional single-energy CT. In our SegMECT, a circular 
trajectory in a CT scan is angular-equally divided into several 
arcs for which a certain kVp is chosen. Thus, during the scan, we 
only need to make a few step changes to the X-ray energy to 
complete multi-energy data acquisition. In this situation, the 
image reconstruction problem belongs to the limited-angle 
problem, which is of practical significance and difficulty. Inspired 
by the prior image constrained compress sensing (PICCS), we 
present a prior image based reconstruction techniques to solve 
this problem. Both numerical simulation and practical 
experiment are carried out to validate the proposed method and 
system. The results demonstrate its potential for practical 
applications.  
 
Index Terms—Iterative reconstruction; Limited angle; 
Material Decomposition; Multi-Energy; Prior Image;  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
UAL energy CT (DECT) has been widely utilized in 
clinical applications due to its ability of material 
separation. Physically, the linear x-ray attenuation coefficient 
of a material can be contributed to two major photon 
interactions: photoelectric effect and Compton scatter when 
x-ray photon energy range is below 200 keV. In  DECT 
reconstructions, generally two basis materials can be selected 
for decomposition, for example, water and iodine, bone and 
soft tissue. There are two kinds of dual energy material 
decomposition methods in the literature: pre-decomposition 
and post-decomposition. Pre-decomposition utilizes the 
spectral information of low and high energy thus is considered 
as accurate and exact while post-decomposition ignores the 
nonlinear property of polychromatic spectrums thus is 
approximate. If a constraint of volumetric fraction is applied, 
three-material decomposition with dual-energy or two-material 
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decomposition with single-energy becomes possible.  
There are three most common configurations for the 
dual-energy data acquisition: dual-source, sandwiched 
dual-layer/photon-counting detectors and fast kVp-switching. 
A dual-source DECT has two sets of X-ray tube and detector. 
Each of them with individual filtering operates on kVp energy. 
The drawback of this setup is scatter interference and high 
system cost. A dual-layer DECT has one X-ray tube and two 
overlapping detector layers. Its front layer primarily absorbs the 
lower energy photons while the under layer detects the rest 
higher energy photons behind a metal filter. The cost of this 
setup is still higher than a conventional single energy CT. For a 
fast kVp-switching DECT, its X-ray tube voltage alternates 
rapidly between low and high kVp and the detector acquires 
two projections at each view. In such a system, the X-ray tube 
voltage must be switched at least about 2 kHz to meet modern 
CT imaging requirement. Very recently, a dual-energy CT 
using slow kVp switching acquisition and a prior image 
constrained compressed sensing is proposed which reduces the 
voltage switch frequency to one eighth of the original rate and 
produces comparable image quality[1].  
In this work, we present a new dual-energy scheme suitable 
for conventional single energy CT systems with few hardware 
modifications. In the proposed scheme, a circular trajectory is 
separated into two semi-circles. For each semi-circle, the X-ray 
tube operates at low or high voltage respectively, i.e., [0, ʌ] for 
low energy and [ʌ, 2ʌ] for high energy. Therefore, both the low 
and high energy projection is of limited angular coverage. In 
general, this approach can be naturally extended to tri-energy or 
even more multi-energy. We refer this scheme as segmented 
trajectory multi-energy CT (SegMECT). Compared with a fast 
kVp-switching DECT, the voltage change frequency of 
SegMECT is reduced to Hz magnitude. A prior image based 
iterative reconstruction algorithm is proposed to solve this 
limited-angle MECT problem, which is described in detail in 
the following sections.  
II. METHOD 
A. Multi-Energy Material Decomposition 
The physical model of dual-energy CT is based on 
polychromatic X-ray imaging. The detector output signal I can 
be expressed as:  
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where S(E) denotes the low and high energy spectrum of the 
X-ray tube, D(E) the detector response, W(E) the energy 
weighting (always proportional to energy), and ȝ(E,r) the 
spatial distribution of linear attenuation coefficient. According 
to the material decomposition method, the linear attenuation 
coefficient can be expressed as linear combination of two basis 
material:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2,E b E b Eμ μ μ= +r r r  (2) 
If the attenuation images of dual-energy ( )lowμ r  and ( )highμ r  
are reconstructed, the basis coefficients distribution b1(r) and 
b2(r) can be calculated by solving the following linear 
equations:  
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The coefficient matrix is usually generated via a calibration 
scan of the two basis materials under the same dual-energy 
spectra. Compared with (2), the energy variable is neglected in 
(3), thus, the finally decomposition results may suffer from 
beam-hardening or metal artifacts. When it comes to 
multi-energy, suppose there are M different spectra and N basis 
materials (with the constraint M  N), the equations become:  
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B. Multi-Energy Iterative Reconstruction Algorithm   
We show in Fig.1 the multi-energy CT scan scheme with 
three energy spectrums with angular segments  of 2ʌ/3. In 
general, suppose there are M  spectrums, and the scan range of 
jth spectrum would be [2ʌ(jí1)/N, 2ʌ/N ] (commonly N<6). 
Denote the collected limited-angle projection data (with 
logarithmic transform) as 
jE
p , the 2 / Nπ  limited-angle 
projection matrix as 
jE
H  and the corresponding attenuation 
image as 
jE
f . The multi-energy reconstruction problem can be 
formulated as:  
    1, ,
j j jE E E
j M= =H f p "  (5) 
The above problem is likely to be rather ill-posed. In order to 
get better image quality, additional constraint is involved. Total 
variation minimization is a kind of widely used constraints. 
Among them, the anisotropic total variation (ATV) is a recent 
proposed constrained minimization reconstruction framework 
for a limited-angle CT problem[2]. Instead of 2D isotropic TV 
minimization, the ATV method solves a multi-1D TV 
minimization along a series of specific directions:  
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where tk  is the normalization weighting factor and 
( )cos ,sin
t t tα
α α∇ = ∇<  is the directional gradient operator. A 
practical discrete implementation can be expressed as:  
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Although the intensity of attenuation images at different 
energy differs from each other, there is strong structural 
similarity between them. Based on this similarity, a prior image 
can be generated to help to constrain the iteration progress. For 
the energy jE , first the complete projection data is generated 
with intensity equalization:  
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Then a standard FBP reconstruction is carried out and the prior 
image 
jE
f  is obtained. In the PICCS algorithm [1] the target 
image is reconstructed by minimize the following objective 
function:  
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The functions Ȍ1 and Ȍ2 are some sparse transforms, typically 
the gradient norm. This constrained minimization problem is 
usually solved by alternative minimizing between data fidelity 
and TV norm. In this work, we use ATV for Ȍ1. Moreover, 
rather than using the TV norm of the difference image f í fp, we 
apply TV norm of quotient image to be the second objective 
term[3]:  
 
Fig. 1.  Illustration of multi-energy (with 3 energy spectrums) data acquisition
scheme.  
 
Fig. 2.  Phantoms and  their ROI used in this work. Left: Digital dental 
phantom for numerical simulation. Right: Physical cylindrical phantom for the 
practical experiment. 
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The overall objective function is:  
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After all the attenuation images are reconstructed, the 
post-process material decomposition is carried out by a simple 
matrix inversion on (4) to obtain the basis coefficients.  
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTS 
A. Polychromatic Data Simulation  
A dental phantom (in Fig.2 left) based on B-spline curve was 
constructed with about 10 materials, such as bone, muscle, 
adipose, dentine, enamel, etc. The elements composition and 
concentration were collected in [4]. Linear attenuation 
coefficients were generated by the XCOM program[5].  
X-ray spectrums were calculated with the SpekCalc 
software[6]. The spectrums used for simulation are shown in 
Fig.3. The 90 and 120 kVp energies with 2.0 mm of Cu 
filtration were configured for dual-energy simulation. The 
energy-integrated spectral projection were calculated by (1). 
For dual-energy CT, the dental phantom was sized to 38 cm. A 
detector with 960 channels was placed 75 cm always from the 
X-ray source. A total of 360 view angles were acquired per 
rotation. The initial photon numbers for each detector bin are 
4.76e5 of 120 kVp and 7.27e5 of 90 kVp, which yield about 
equivalent noise level of the dual-energy projection data.  
B. Experimental Measurements with a Physical Phantom 
As shown in Fig. 2 right, we manufactured a PMMA cylinder 
of 5 cm diameter with five cylindrical inclusions of descending 
diameter filled with Teflon rod, polyimide rod, iodine solution 
and alcohol listed in Table. I. The projection data was acquired 
on a circular cone-beam CT with a flat panel detector. Three 
complete measurements were taken for 60, 90, 120 kVp 
energies respectively. The number of views per rotation is 360. 
One third of each data made up the limited-angle data for 
SegMECT of 3 segments.  
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Numerical study 
The minimization problem in (11) was numerically solved 
by the ASD-POCS algorithm[7]. Since the total variation of the 
quotient image previously defined in (10) may be impacted by 
the noise in the prior image, noise suppression was performed 
to get a clear prior image. When calculating the steepest descent 
direction of the total variation, pixels representing air in the 
prior image were ignored to avoid the division by zero. The 
threshold of air and object was set to be 0.035. We show final 
results in Fig. 4. Compared with the FBP results, the proposed 
algorithm gets rid of noise and streaking artifacts. Besides, the 
edges and structures are well preserved because of the prior 
information. The noise standard derivation of the proposed 
 
Fig. 4.  Reconstruction results of dual-energy CTs. First row: results from 
standard FBP algorithm with complete data. Second row: results from our 
proposed algorithm with the limited-angle data from a SegMECT of 2 
segments.  
 
Fig. 5.  Dual-energy decomposition coefficients of basis materials resulted
from the attenuation images in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 3.  Synthetic spectra (120 and 90 kVp) for dual-energy CT simulation.  
TABLE I 
MATERIAL DEFINITION OF PHYSICAL PHANTOM 
Index Material 
1 PMMA 
2 absolute alcohol
3 20% iodine solutiona, 80% alcohol 
4 Teflon 
5 polyimide 
6 100% iodine solution 
aAnerdian, a commonly used medical disinfectant. Ingredients: 0.2% 
iodine, 70% alcohol. 
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algorithm is an order of magnitude less than that of FBP results. 
The decomposition images of bone and soft tissue are presented 
in Fig. 5. In the FBP results, the noise is amplified by the 
inversion coefficient matrix in (3) since its entries’ absolute 
values are much larger than 1. While in the proposed results, the 
absence of noise in dual-energy attenuation images maintains a 
lower noise level in the decomposed images. However, slight 
limited-angle artifacts appear in the bilateral boundaries of the 
phantom, which are more than likely to be suppressed by 
carefully tuned parameters.  
B. Experimental Results 
In order to make a fair comparison, we denoised the acquired 
projection data in the projection domain. Meanwhile, only air 
threshold of 0.03 was applied in the iteration. The attenuation 
images of three energies are shown in Fig. 6. Images in the first 
row are the standard reference images of FBP with complete 
data. Images in the second and third rows are the prior images 
and final reconstruction results of the proposed method. The 
results of our proposed method are free of limited-angle 
artifacts. The SNR and CNR of the proposed method are close 
to those of FBP algorithm. The region of interest (ROI) circled 
by dashed red line refer to 100% iodine solution. The 
expectation values of it are greater than, equal to and less than 
the background of PMMA for 60, 90, 120 kVp in the true 
images. However, the ROI areas in the prior images are always 
greater than the background for all three energies. Even so, this 
improper prior of density can be corrected during the iteration 
by the data fidelity term. The error images in the last row 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The 
decomposition images of PMMA, absolute alcohol and iodine 
solution are presented in Fig. 7. The proposed results also have 
a better SNR than the FBP results. The emphasizing of iodine 
component in the decomposed images implies the ability of 
material separation in multi-energy CT when contrast agent 
gets involved in.  
C. Discussion 
According to the numerical and experimental studies we 
carried out, our proposed method proves to be capable of 
dealing with the limited-angle reconstruction problem derived 
by the slow-switch multi-energy CT scheme SegMECT. 
Because of the X-ray polychrome, the line-integral model (5) 
no longer establishes. Thus, the inconsistent error would spread 
along the direction of missing data. The prior image generated 
by the combination of multi-energy data can provide most of 
the structure and detail information. Noise suppression and 
other correction such as metal artifact reduction are essential to 
be carried out so that better image quality can be obtained.  
V. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we proposed a new SegMECT to enable 
multi-energy scan on a conventional CT system with little 
additional cost. A constrained objective function based on the 
TV norm of a quotient image and ATV was established. The 
post-decomposition of sbasis material was utilized to obtain the 
material specific images. Both numerical simulation and 
practical experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm.  
Although the angular coverage of each spectrum is equal 
here, there might be alternations, e.g., a short scan for low 
energy and the rest angular range for high energy. Thus, the 
prior image may be accurately reconstructed without any 
artifact, which could be more helpful in solving the 
limited-angle problem. This work can be easily extended to 
volumetric + spectral imaging. 
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Fig. 6.  Experimental results of attenuation of 60, 90, 120 kVp. All images are
displayed at [-0.05, 0.5] cm-1. First row: standard images of FBP for reference.
Second row: prior images of three energies. Third row: results of the proposed
algorithm. Bottom row: error images between the results and reference
images.  
 
Fig. 7.  Coefficients of three-energy basis material decomposition. 
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Abstract-- We report on early results of our combined respiratory 
and rigid-body motion compensation strategy in 17 gated cardiac 
perfusion single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
patient studies, employing a visual tracking system (VTS). Patient 
volunteers with written consent were imaged employing list-mode 
acquisitions during gated stress Tc-99m sestamibi perfusion SPECT 
on a BrightView SPECT/CT (Philips, Cleveland, OH). Motion 
tracking was performed using 5 near infrared Vicon cameras in 
combination with 6 or 7 retro-reflective markers. Processing steps 
included, down sampling VTS positional data from 30 Hz to 10 Hz 
(100 ms), synchronizing down sampled VTS data with 100 ms 
SPECT frames, separating rigid-body and respiratory motion, 
estimating 6-DOF rigid-body motion using singular value 
decomposition (SVD), amplitude binning 100 ms non-gated SPECT 
frames into respiratory projection sets, amplitude binning 
individual 8 ECG gates with frame lengths varying between ~70 ms 
and 112 ms into 8 respiratory projection sets, reconstructing the 
non-gated SPECT respiratory projection sets with rigid-body 
motion compensation, estimating cardiac respiratory motion 
employing intensity based registration, combining rigid-body and 
respiratory motion estimates, and reconstructing non-gated and 
gated amplitude binned SPECT projections with combined 
compensation. We determined in the first 17 patient acquisitions 
that combined respiratory and rigid-body motion compensation is 
possible for gated perfusion SPECT without noise degradation 
compared to standard gated perfusion SPECT. Although 
respiratory estimates in the 16 patients were of small to moderate in 
extent (1-15.75 mm in the axial direction), improved cardiac motion 
clarity was observed due to the reduction in respiratory blurring. It 
is envisaged that respiratory compensation will be most beneficial 
for patients with small to moderate sized hearts with respiratory 
amplitudes larger than 10 mm. 
  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since the early days of cardiac perfusion single photon 
emission computed tomography (SPECT) it has been known that 
respiratory motion reduced image quality [1]. More than a 
decade ago we demonstrated this degradation in a digital cardiac 
perfusion phantom study [2] and others have confirmed our 
findings [3-5]. Since that time we have implemented various 
rigid-body and respiratory motion compensation strategies [6-
13], either separately [8-10, 13] or in some combination [6, 7, 
11]. We are now able to correct for both these corrections with 
minimal initial user interaction employing a visual tracking 
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system (VTS) from Vicon Motion Systems, Inc. (Lake Forest, 
CA) for motion tracking.  
In this study we report on early results of our combined 
respiratory and rigid-body motion compensation strategy in 17 
gated cardiac perfusion single photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT) patient studies, employing the visual 
tracking system (VTS). 
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
A. Patient Acquisitions 
Patient volunteers with written consent were asked to breathe 
normally during a list-mode gated stress Tc-99m sestamibi 
SPECT perfusion acquisition as part of a rest-stress perfusion 
exam. The acquisition was performed using the standard clinical 
protocol with 64 projections acquired through 180 degrees 
employing a two-headed BrightView SPECT/CT scintillation 
camera (Philips, Cleveland, OH), which rotated with 2.825-
degree steps during emission acquisition. The pixel size was 
0.4662 cm in a 128x128 acquisition matrix. Cone-beam CT 
acquisitions were acquired through 360 degrees in 0.83-degree 
steps. The patients were monitored by the VTS throughout the 
whole study with markers positioned as detailed below.  
B. Visual Tracking System Acquisitions 
Motion tracking was accomplished by employing 5 near-
infrared Vicon cameras in combination with the retro-reflective 
markers positioned on the patient volunteers. The placement of 
the retro-reflective markers is shown in fig 1, with 2 on the right 
side of the chest and 3 on the left. In the current study one retro-
reflective marker was placed on the abdomen to track abdominal 
respiration and an additional retro-reflective sphere was placed 
on the lower right edge of the ribcage in a subset of patients to 
add more stability to the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
estimation of motion (fig 1). 
Two different ways were used to accurately synchronize the 
VTS and SPECT system. In the first method a repeating digital 
pulse, with a period of 1s, generated by the VTS system was 
inserted into the list during list mode acquisition starting 240 sec 
after commencement of visual tracking. At the same time ECG 
gate signals were also inserted into the list by the standard 
Philips hardware. To accomplish this without disrupting the 
normal acquisition flow, the two signals are inserted via two 
different digital ports. Activation of the second port to acquire 
synchronization signals required intervention by Philips 
personnel and was disabled whenever the acquisition computer 
was rebooted. Second, we developed a method to insert a unique 
sequence of short pulses 25 sec after visual tracking starts, but 
before the start of the emission acquisition (during the CT 
acquisition). This sequence of pulses was multiplexed with the 
ECG signal. This enabled us to synchronize the VTS with the 
Combined Respiratory and Rigid-Body Motion 
Compensation in Gated Cardiac Perfusion 
SPECT using a Visual Tracking System 
P. Hendrik Pretorius, Michael A. King, Karen L. Johnson, and Michael O’Connor. 
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SPECT system acquisition without the need to enable the second 
port.  
 
 
Fig 1: The placement of the retro-reflective markers on patient volunteers. 
C. Rigid-Body and Respiratory Motion Estimation 
Processing was fully automatic except for the placement of a 
predefined ellipsoidal region of interest (ROI) around the heart 
using an initial reconstruction. Processing steps were 1) 
reformatting list-mode data into 64 projections as well as 100 ms 
frames, 2) down sampling the 30 Hz VTS positional 
measurements to 10 Hz (100 ms) and temporal synchronization 
with 100 ms SPECT frames, 3) separating rigid-body and 
respiratory motion components of the motion tracking signals 
from the VTS and estimating 6 degrees-of freedom (DOF) rigid-
body motion as described in [11] using SVD, 4) amplitude 
binning the 100 ms frames into an odd number (N) of respiratory 
projection data sets for both non-gated and gated SPECT 
reconstruction, 5) scaling and reconstruction with rigid-body 
motion compensation N-1 projection sets, with the center or 
reference bin excluded [7], 6) scaling and reconstructing with 
rigid-body motion compensation N-1 unique reference projection 
sets such that each reference projection set has the same number 
of non-zero projections as the individual projection sets in 
previous step [7], 7) estimating respiratory motion employing the 
ellipsoidal ROI to isolate the heart on the reconstructed reference 
bin in combination with an intensity based estimation method, 
and 8) combing rigid body and respiratory motion estimates in a 
final single non-gated reconstruction as well as 8 gated 
reconstructions employing all the acquired data. 
D. Reconstructions 
An ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) 
algorithm incorporating a 3-dimensional Gaussian rotator [6] was 
used for all reconstructions. During respiratory estimation 
reconstructions, 16 projections per subset were employed. The 
reason for the large number of projections per subset during 
respiratory motion estimation reconstruction was to minimize 
reconstruction artifacts when incomplete data were present 
(amplitude bins with little or no counts at some projection angles 
were discarded), but still obtain some measure of speed up 
compared to our first efforts in [9] where maximum likelihood 
expectation maximization (MLEM) were used. Only 3 iterations 
of OSEM were employed (~12 MLEM equivalent iterations as in 
ref. 9). The final combined compensation for rigid-body and 
respiratory motion were implemented by reconstructing each 
projection as N sub-projections (equal to the number of 
respiratory amplitude bins) sequentially before stepping to the 
next projection in the subset. Each of the sub-projections was 
weighted with its fractional contribution to the full projection. 
Rigid-body motion compensation reconstructions (without 
respiratory motion compensation) were also performed for
comparison. The gated reconstructions with and without 
respiratory motion compensation were reconstructed with 8 
projections per subset All reconstructions included attenuation, 
non-circular resolution, and triple-energy window scatter 
compensation. 
E. Image Analysis and Evaluation 
These final reconstructions were Gaussian post-reconstruction 
filtered, and reoriented to short axis, horizontal long axis, and 
vertical long axis slices. Visual inspection of the gated data and 
polar map quantification of the non-gated data were used for 
evaluation. It is planned to further analyze the gated data by 
determining the change in ejection fraction between standard and 
respiratory motion corrected data sets. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We determined from the first 17 patient acquisitions that 
combined respiratory and rigid body motion compensation is 
possible for gated perfusion SPECT with little noise degradation 
compared to standard gated perfusion SPECT. As expected, little 
or no body motion was detected as the patients were asked not to 
move. Although respiratory estimates in the 17 patients were of 
moderate extent (<1-15.75 mm in the axial direction), improved 
cardiac motion clarity was observed. For larger respiratory 
motion, compensated gated SPECT shows an increase in inferior
and anterior uptake as well as improved base to apex motion for 
the respiratory compensated data. Such a patient example is 
given in fig’s 2-5. In our patient set, the patient with the smallest
heart (visually determined using size and number of slices) had 
an estimated 8.9 mm respiratory motion. Non-gated polar maps 
of this patient show a slight improvement in inferior and anterior 
uptake after respiratory compensation (fig. 6, left) compared to 
the standard reconstruction (fig. 6, center), while the difference 
image clearly demonstrate the improvement. A larger dynamic 
range in counts for respiratory motion compensated gated polar 
maps (bottom row, fig. 7) are notable compared to polar maps 
using the standard reconstruction (fig. 7, top row). A larger 
dynamic range in counts is indicative of improved function. 
Based on our studies thus far we hypothesize that respiratory 
compensation will be most beneficial for patients with small to 
moderate sized hearts with respiratory amplitudes larger than 10
mm. In this study 3 of the patients have respiratory estimates in 
excess of 10 mm. In a previous study of 32 patients, 11 of the 
patients had respiratory estimates larger than 10 mm [11]. 
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Figure 2: Short axis slices of a male volunteer with approximately 15.75 mm respiratory motion. Respiratory motion corrected data are given in column B while the 
standard gated reconstructions are displayed in column A. Eight gates (1-8) are given, each displayed to its own maximum. The effect of respiratory motion is clearly 
seen in both the slightly elongated shape of the cavity and the blurring of the heart wall. Note the inferior cooling that persist throughout in column A compare to 
column B. The liver counts in the background are helpful to judge the change in myocardial counts between gates. Note that the background counts appear to be less in 
column B, indicating higher count levels in the heart wall. 
 
 
Fig 3. Short-axis slices in absence of ECG GATING of the same male patient volunteer as in fig. 2. Notice the improved blood pool and wall visualization in bottom 
row with respiratory motion correction compared to the top row. The cooling in the inferior wall when respiratory compensation is absent is also visible (top row). 
 
 
Fig 4: Polar maps of the short axis slices displayed in fig. 3. On the left the polar map generated from the data with respiratory compensation, in the center data without 
respiratory motion compensation, and a difference polar map on the right. Note the differences in the inferior and anterior portions of the polar maps indicating the 
reduction in the artifactual cooling in these walls due to the superior / inferior motion of the heart with respiration. 
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Fig 5: Polar maps of the short axis slices displayed in fig. 2. The top row depicts the polar maps of the standard gated reconstructions while the bottom row are the polar 
maps generated using the respiratory compensated data. Both rows of data were normalized to the maximum count in the row (polar map with highest counts in the 
row). The variation in thickness during contraction and relaxation are therefore shown as an increase and decrease in counts (see color bar).  The top row again shows 
the artifactual cooling in the inferior and anterior portions of the polar map due to respiratory motion. 
 
Fig 6: Non-gated polar maps for the patient with the smallest heart. On the left the polar map with respiratory motion compensation, in the center the polar map without 
respiratory motion compensation, and a difference image on the right. Even with only 8.9 mm respiratory motion, the differences in uptake in the inferior and anterior 
portions of the polar maps are visible. 
 
Fig 7: Gated polar maps for the patient with the smallest heart. The top row depicts the polar maps of the standard gated reconstructions while the bottom row are the 
polar maps generated using the respiratory compensated data.  The dynamic range in counts, an indication of improved function is visible in the bottom row. 
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Abstract—A typical PET scanner acquires data from a patient
for several bed positions, with some overlap between bed posi-
tions. When the bed is aligned with the scanners axial direction,
the sampling for portions of the body acquired over more than
one bed position does not change. When a small rotation is
introduced, combined with vertical stepping and near-continuous
axial translation, multiple data sets, each with a unique position
relative to the scanner’s lines of response, are acquired. These
super-resolution data sets can be combined in reconstruction to
potentially yield a higher resolution reconstruction with reduced
artifacts.
Index Terms—PET, sampling, super-sampling, wobbling.
I. INTRODUCTION
IT has been shown in clinical and preclinical systems thatsuper-sampling (e.g., controlled wobbling of the bed) leads
to improved reconstruction uniformity with a reduction in
aliasing artifacts [1]–[9]. In fact, early PET scanners used
wobbling techniques to improve reconstruction quality that
was degraded from undersampling. However, the introduction
of block detectors enabled the evolution to smaller crystal sizes
and improved angular and radial sampling [5], [7], [9]. Their
use made whole-body scanners commercially viable [5], [7],
[9] and reduced the impact of crystal size on overall resolution
compared to other effects, such as acolinearity and the block-
detector effect. This had the effect of improving sampling
compared to resolution, reducing the impact of wobbling
on reconstruction quality. Thus, when producing the ﬁrst
whole-body PET scanners, manufacturers dropped wobbling
as mechanically cumbersome, unneeded for reconstruction,
and an extra expense.
Two important characteristics of scanners have changed,
making it important to reconsider super-sampling: (i) scanners
are now 3D, providing more counts, allowing accurate recon-
struction of ﬁner structures [10]; and (ii) iterative algorithms
with resolution modeling have changed again the relationship
between reconstruction resolution and sampling, making it
important to boost the number of samples. Consequently, it
is possible that super-sampling in modern PET scanners will
allow resolution improvement with iterative algorithms using
resolution-recovery, beyond what those algorithms can achieve
without super-sampling.
Clinical acquisitions often use multiple bed positions, where
the patient is scanned for a few minutes and then shifted by a
S.D. Metzler, Y. Li, J.S. Karp, and S. Matej are with the Department of
Radiology, The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA.
E-mail: metzler@upenn.edu.
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Fig. 1. Right-handed coordinate system describing the PET-scanner geometry.
The z axis is aligned with the scanner’s axial direction. The bed’s in/out
direction (z′) is in an x−z plane, with angle α between its direction and the
z axis; the primed axes (red) are rotated by α about the y (vertical) direction.
The value of α is exaggerated for clarity.
fraction of the axial ﬁeld of view (FOV) along the scanner’s
axial direction. After the axial shift, the voxels remaining
in the FOV have the same position relative to the lines of
response (LORs), at least in the transverse directions (i.e., the
horizontal and vertical shifts are zero) and usually in the axial
direction; this wastes an opportunity to improve the sampling
at essentially no cost. We exploit this opportunity by introduc-
ing a small angle between the bed motion and the scanner’s
axial direction to super-sample in the horizontal direction. In
conjunction, we use vertical bed movement to super-sample in
the vertical direction. Axial super-sampling comes from axial
bed shifts by a non-integral number of crystal pitches. An
additional beneﬁt of using nearly continuous axial motion is
axial uniformity of sensitivity (noise).
II. METHODS
A. Super-Sampling with Near-Continuous Bed Motion
Figure 1 shows the right-handed coordinate system used
in this paper. The z axis corresponds to the scanner’s axial
direction. The y axis is vertical, corresponding to the bed’s
up/down direction. The x axis is in the horizontal direction.
The z′ axis corresponds to the bed’s in/out direction. The x′
axis corresponds to the side-to-side direction, which typically
is not under motorized control. The x′ and z′ axes make an
angle α with the x and z axes, respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) A high-resolution image (512x512; 0.125 mm pixels) of a hot-rod phantom (50 mm diameter; rod diameters: 1.2, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, and 4.8 mm) on
a warm background (hot:back=5:1). The image is blurred (2.0 mm FWHM Gaussian) and down-sampled to 64x64 (1 mm) pixels in (b)-(e), but with relative
shifts in the horizontal and vertical directions (in mm) of (0,0), (-2.5,0), (0,-2.5), and (-2.5,-2.5), respectively. This half-integer bin shifting (2.5 instead of 2)
results in averaging different high-res pixels in (a) into lower resolution pixels for (b)-(e).
In a typical PET system, α = 0. Consider a point (e.g., a
voxel) that does not move relative to the bed. When the bed
moves in/out, the voxel’s z and z′ coordinate values change
by the same amount, but the transverse coordinates relative
to the scanner (x, y) are unchanged. By introducing a small,
non-zero angle for α, we can change the voxel’s x position
relative to the scanner’s coordinate system when the scanner
moves in and out. Combining this change in x when z changes
during small in/out shifts (i.e., nearly continuous bed motion)
with coordinated, small up/down (y) shifts, we can obtain
many samples for a voxel at different shifts relative to the
scanner; this is exactly what is needed for super-sampling and
is equivalent to wobbling by known amounts.
B. Super-Sampling of PET Images
PET reconstructions are digital images, which inherently
average over a small area or volume to produce pixel/volume
values. Figure 2 shows several examples of the effect of that
averaging by shifting the edge of the ﬁrst pixel between down-
samples ((b)-(d)), and adding additional blurring (2 mm).
These images can be thought of as being reconstructions
with slightly different positioning of the object. We apply a
maximum-likelihood estimation-maximization (MLEM)-type
algorithm to image-process these four samples – by including
the relative shift information – to reconstruct a single com-
posite image.
III. 3D SAMPLING UNIFORMITY
We evaluated the 3D quality of the sampling for different
possible conﬁgurations, including bed vertical stepping and
different values of α. There are numerous ways to calculate
this uniformity. Herein, we used as our metric the normalized
standard deviation of the weighted distances of super-sampling
points in a unit cell to all points in that cell:
Sampling Uniformity =
√
d2 − d2
d
, (1)
where d(r) is the weighted distance of super-sampling points
(e.g., there are 64 super-sampling points in 82 sampling) to
point r:
d(r) =
∑
s
e−(r−rs)
2/(2σ2) (2)
with σ = 0.1mm; rs is the position of sampling point s in the
unit cell and the sum is over all sampling points. We deﬁne
dn =
∫
dn(r)dV∫
dV
(3)
as the volume-averaged value over the unit cell. This metric,
although somewhat arbitrary, is related to the number of
unique samples of a voxel.
A. Reconstructions of 2D Super-Sampled PET Acquisitions
We reconstructed simulated 2D acquisitions of a hot-rod
phantom on our whole-body research scanner, La-PET, which
has 4 mm × 4 mm LaBr3 crystals in a 93 cm ring. The simu-
lation assumed perfect detection (i.e., no degradation beyond
position uncertainty from the crystal size). The phantom was
moved through different sampling positions over a 2D unit
cell. We considered four sampling conﬁgurations: 12, 22, 42,
and 82, where the base indicates the number of steps over
a unit cell (i.e., a voxel) in each direction and the exponent
indicates the number of orthogonal directions sampled during
the scan. For example, 42 indicates 4 steps, each 1/4 of
voxel in both the horizontal and vertical directions, for a total
of 16 acquisition positions. The phantom had hot rods with
diameters: 1.2, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, and 4.8 mm on a warm
background (hot:back = 5:1).
The reconstruction used a standard MLEM algorithm and
incorporated the known object shifts. A total of 1000 iterations
were run for each sampling case and for each noise level (105,
106, 107, 108, and 109 total counts).
B. Quantitative Analysis of Reconstructions
Reconstructions were evaluated for quantitative accuracy
by employing normalized RMS error (NE) [11] over the
image, adding a scaling factor k. This metric is deﬁned for
a reconstruction with value vi in voxel i in comparison to that
voxel’s true value, ri:
NE =
√
(kv − r)2√
(r − r)2
(4)
where the overline indicates average values over the voxels and
k scales the reconstruction to the reference for fair comparison
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3Fig. 3. Super-resolution using post-reconstruction algorithm on images (b)-(e)
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. Sampling Uniformity Metric vs. α for different possible acquisition
parameters. These represent samples of the full parameter space, which needs
further exploration. Smaller values of this metric indicate better sampling
uniformity. This calculation is for one particular metric, described in the text,
further exploration of the choice of metric is also required. Note that the
curves have more than one minimum, often because of sampling periodicity.
A small value for leads to a negligible loss in ﬁeld of view. For comparison,
the horizontal lines indicate the metric values for 23 and 43 uniform sampling.
between iterations, count level, and sampling techniques. The
value of k is that which minimizes NE:
k =
vr
v2
. (5)
IV. RESULTS
A. Super-Sampling of PET Images
Figure 3 shows the result of post-reconstruction super-
resolution using an MLEM algorithm to combine the four
samples in Fig. 2((b)-(e)), each on a 64x64 grid, back into
a 512x512 grid (as in the high-resolution image (Fig. 2(a)).
Please note that the original resolution is not fully restored
– due to Gaussian blur and information loss from down-
sampling – but the image’s improved resolution signiﬁes
information recovery.
B. 3D Sampling Uniformity
Figure 4 shows the Sampling Uniformity Metric for several
shift sequences. The horizontal reference lines (e.g., 23 and 43
Sampling) are the theoretical values for grids that are spaced
exactly uniformly. The curves vs. α show how the 3D sampling
changes as the bed direction changes for different numbers of
samples. These curves include the constraint of using only the
two motors available on a PET bed. The results show that
3D sampling uniformity comparable to the theoretical limit is
achievable using only 2 degrees of freedom.
Fig. 5. Normalized RMS error for the reconstructions compared to the digital
phantom as a function of iteration number for different count levels. This
example is for 12 sampling but other samplings show a similar pattern. Note
that each count level shows a minimum for normalized error, but the minimum
can occur at different iterations.
Fig. 6. The minimum normalized RMS error as a function of count rate for
different sampling levels
C. Quantitative Analysis of Reconstructions
Figure 5 shows the Normalized Error, deﬁned in (4), for
12 sampling for several different count levels, as a function of
iteration number. All the curves initially improve as a function
of iteration number but then ﬁnd a minimum error due to
increasing noise; higher count levels require more iterations
to achieve this minimum error.
Figure 6 shows the value of the minimum error for different
sampling conﬁgurations and for different count levels.
D. 2D Reconstructions of Super-Sampled PET Acquisitions
Figure 7 shows non-TOF reconstructions of simulated 2D
acquisitions on LaPET of a hot-rod phantom in a uniform
background. The rows represent different count levels, where
the background level in a single 4-mm slice of a clinical scan
would often correspond to being between the top and middle
rows. The bottom row is a high-count limit, which would be
typical for longer scans of single organs (e.g., brain), or for
phantom studies.
Columns indicate the amount of super-sampling. The ﬁrst
column has only 1 acquisition. Other columns boost the
number of sampling positions in each of the 2 dimensions
(e.g., 82 sampling is 64 samples on an 8x8 uniform grid).
Each reconstruction is shown at the iteration minimizing its
normalized RMS error (NE) [11].
V. DISCUSSION
We have taken two reconstruction aproaches. The ﬁrst is
demonstrated in Fig. 3, where images equivalent to four
different reconstructions (Fig. 2) with small shifts of the object
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4Fig. 7. 2D reconstructions of 50-mm hot-rod phantom (same as in Fig. 2(a)) simulated acquisitions on LaPET. The rows represent low-, medium- and
high-count acquisitions, respectively. The columns are for different 2D sampling conﬁgurations. 12 indicates 1 sample. 82 indicates 8 sampling positions in
both x and y (64 total). The rods seen in the smallest sector for the 12 sampling are artifactual, not occurring in the same position as the phantom. Higher
counts levels also allow recovery of ﬁner structures, agreeing with [10].
in between were combined using an MLEM algoritm. The
resulting image has much higher resolution indicating that
there is greater information content in the set of images than
in any individual image.
Figure 3 shows that the method of introducing a small
angle (∼1.5◦) for the bed direction, combined with vertical
movements of the bed, yields sampling uniformity similar
to that obtained from exactly regular spacing, which would
require an extra degree of freedom in the bed’s motion.
Figure 5 shows that the metric we are using to evaluate
reconstruction accuracy has a minimum as a function of
iteration. Figure 6 compares different sampling densities and
count levels at that iteration. For all sampling cases, the error
decreases with increased counts, due to lower noise in the
data. As the count level increases, the difference in error
between 12 sampling and the other cases increases. This is
because the additional information from super-sampling aides
the reconstruction. The advantage seems to saturate quickly
with little difference between 22 and 42 sampling; 42 and 82
are nearly identical.
Figure 7 shows the reconstructions with different sampling
and numbers of counts. At low counts (106) there is little
difference between the reconstructions, but at higher count
levels, the differences become more apparent [10]. Although
the 12 sampling seems to show rods in the smallest sector,
these are located in the wrong place; they are artifactual
due to insufﬁcient sampling. On the other hand, the rods
in the smallest sector are correctly located, and partially
resolved in the columns with higher sampling. There are
also advantages seen in the next-to-smallest sector (1.6 mm
rods). The difference between 22 and higher sampling is not
evident, suggesting that the limitation is the detector’s spatial
resolution. Moreover, sampling is a limitation for the 12 (i.e.,
typical scan) case.
VI. CONCLUSION
Sampling uniformity similar to complex 3D motion can
be achieved by combining a small-angle rotation with axial
and vertical bed shifts. The increased uniformity improves
reconstruction accuracy and reconstruction resolution.
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Abstract:  In this work we propose a new regularization 
algorithm to an optimization problem of generating input blood-
activity function from dynamic imaging in SPECT. The 
algorithm exploits masking with anatomical structures of the 
imaged subject from a reconstruction of consistent projection 
data of later tomographic acquisitions.  We develop a hybrid 
approach, where we use a b-spline method to obtain the initial 
estimates of the time-activity curves and then, those initial 
estimates are fed to the FADS (factor analysis of dynamic 
structures) approach for further refinement. Furthermore, we 
also include a new technique of auto-updating of regularization 
weighting-parameters within the iterations of the algorithm. 
Finally, the proposed method is tested and the results are shown 
for SPECT data from a NCAT simulation and a rat study. 
 
Index Terms: Dynamic SPECT, Image Reconstruction, 
Regularization, Optimization, Regularization parameter selection. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ynamic SPECT imaging aims to determine the kinetic 
parameters of wash-in and wash-out of a tracer for 
different tissue types that are imaged [1]. This needs accurate 
estimation of blood input functions or time activity curves 
(TAC). Our work involves finding these functions from 
inconsistent projection data over the first rotation when the 
tracer is being injected. However, this is a severely under-
determined problem.  
For a given vector P of measured data (i.e. sinogram), a 
system matrix S, and the imaged volume/subject V, dynamic 
SPECT problem can be modeled by the following system of 
equations: 
    
 
where m is the projection or frame index, n is the pixel 
index over all frames, and k is the voxel index of the imaged 
volume. In our problem of dynamic SPECT-imaging, the 
projection number m also represents the time points of 
acquiring the data. Upper case of each index will indicate 
corresponding maximum number, as a matter of convention. 
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The goal is to estimate m volumes or all Vk,m from the 
measured data P (i.e. sinogram). Clearly, eq. (1) is an 
underdetermined problem (also, ill-posed) since it demands 
estimating each volume from a very limited number of 
projections (one projection, in case a single head is used to 
acquire each timeframe). In this context, we refer to the 
volumes Vk,m over m as Time Activity Curves (TACs).  
To reduce the dimensionality of the problem, time-
dependent voxel intensities can be expanded in terms of a 
small number J of time basis functions or factors, i.e. at any 
time point or frame/projection m. The intensity in the k
th
 voxel 
is assumed to be a linear combination of J time basis 
functions/factors fj: 
     


 
 
where C is the set of coefficients for the factors f. 
Plugging eq. (2) into eq. (1), we get the factored model for 
a dynamic sinogram: 
 
    
 
Typically, the following objective function is minimized to 
estimate the time basis functions/factors and their coefficients. 
 
 
         
 
 
where T denotes the transpose and w is the weighting 
diagonal matrix of the estimated noise variance. However, the 
exact w is unknown since the true projection is unknown in 
advance. In practice, w is simply set to P or estimated from the 
measured data [2]. Since the problem is underdetermined, 
regularization is typically added to the objective function (eq. 
4) and then solved by any minimization technique (e.g. 
gradient search). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 
two, a summary of related work is given. Next, a description 
of our methods is given in section three. Results of the 
proposed methods are shown in section four. Finally, a 
conclusion is drawn in section five. 
 
II. RELATED WORKS 
 
Several methods have been proposed to tackle the problem 
in equation (1), including b-spline based methods [3][4], 
Factor Analysis of Dynamic Structures (FADS) methods 
[1][5], and a dSPECT algorithm [6][7].   
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In the first approach, the time basis functions are set to a 
chosen set of b-splines (typically, cubic splines) that have the 
capability of representing the temporal behavior of the 
radiotracer in relevant tissues. Hence, eq. (4) is minimized 
only for the coefficients of those b-splines and then, the voxel 
values and corresponding TACs can be obtained from eq. (2). 
Some results of b-spline techniques are shown in [3][4]. 
Usually, b-spline methods produce smooth TACs even in the 
presence of a high level of noise. This is because the algorithm 
is restricted for estimating the coefficients of the chosen b-
splines only. However, estimated TACs are highly dependent 
on the choice of b-splines and not always represent the true 
TACs precisely [1].  
  Factor Analysis of Dynamic Structures (FADS) method 
tries to estimate the time basis functions or factors and their 
coefficients at the same time by minimizing the objective 
function in eq. (4) for both unknowns. The main issue in this 
approach is that optimization for two unknowns will not 
guarantee a unique solution due to the fact that the problem is 
highly underdetermined [7].  
dSPECT method on the other hand,  tries to estimate the 
time activity curve without factoring the time-dependent 
volumes  . The method imposes a temporal regularization 
constraint that enforces the estimated TACs for each voxel 
 to obey certain rules. Namely, the activity in a voxel can 
only follow one of these patterns: it can increase and then 
decrease once, or only decrease, or only increase to only one 
peak. However, the method may have reconstructions with 
poor contrast between tissues due to the fact that the algorithm 
does not assume knowledge of spatial locations of the 
dynamic regions corresponding to those constrained curves 
[1][7].  
 
III. METHODS 
 
Since the problem is highly underdetermined, we first add an 
anisotropic total variance (ATV) regularization function to 
problem in eq. (4). Second, a hybrid method of b-splines 
followed by a FADS approach is introduced for estimation of 
TACs. Third, for automatically adjusting the regularization 
parameters, an auto-updating method is included. 
 
A. Regularization Functions Used 
Our problem of highly underdetermined and noisy data 
necessitates regularization with constraints in minimizing the 
objective function in eq. (4). We identified three main 
constraints. First, the coefficients within the region of the 
same tissue-type (e.g. myocardium) must not have high 
variation, but the coefficients of different tissues may vary. 
Second, only one of the coefficients for a voxel that contain 
only one tissue type (e.g. either contains blood, myocardium, 
or liver) must have non-zero value and the rest must be zero or 
close to zero. On the other hand, multi-tissue type voxels, 
which are the voxels located on the boundaries between 
tissues, possibly coming from partial volume effect, can be 
allowed with multiple non-zero values as their coefficients. 
Third, estimated time basis functions or factors should be as 
smooth as possible. In our work, non-negativity was enforced 
by zeroing the respective value. 
To enforce the above constraints, three regularization 
functions were added to the objective function (4) as follows: 
 
               (5) 
 
where: 
1. ,, and  are regularization weighting-parameters; 
2.   is a penalty function that prevents coefficient mixing. 
Currently, we use a function similar to the regularization 
used in [5], which minimizes the dot-product between the 
coefficient-vectors. The main difference is that   in our 
method is applied only to the voxels that have undesired 
coefficient mixing (See the following section for more 
explanation on how those voxels are identified). If the 
function is applied to all voxels equally, some voxels will be 
undesirably forced to go to zero; 
 
3.  is an anisotropic  total variation (ATV) function. 
Again, the function is applied to the voxels that belong to 
the same tissue. This technique allows the algorithm to 
smooth the regions within the same tissue type. In this way, 
all boundaries/edges are preserved and not mixed with other 
regions;  
 
4.   is a smoothing function that minimizes the first 
derivative of each time basis function/factor.  
As mentioned above, regularization functions are only 
applied to the voxels that obey certain criteria. This is 
achieved by creating a non-binary mask that identifies each 
recognized tissue-type with a unique index on the mask and 
marks each unrecognized/uncertain region with a different 
label. In more details, the mask is built from two binary masks 
with the following steps (we refer to these masks as static and 
dynamic masks, respectively):   
1. Static Mask: since the later frames of the acquired 
sinogram are consistent  (tracer has settled by then), and 
the relevant tissue types appear clearly on them, a static 
reconstruction is obtained from those frames. Then, a 
binary mask  is created from the reconstructed static 
image.   
 
2. Dynamic Mask: At each iteration of the dynamic 
reconstruction algorithm (i.e. the minimization of eq. (5)), 
another binary mask is created from the currently 
estimated coefficients by thresholding. The size of this 
mask is equal to the size of the coefficients (i.e. ) 
since there are J factors and K voxels.  
Then the intersection of two masks  and  forms the 
final non-binary mask M as follows: 
 
 
     
     
   
 
 
                                       
 
where u is a constant unique number that labels uncertain 
regions from the rest of the identified segments. 
B. TACs Estimation Method 
 
The b-spline method provides a good initial estimate of the 
TACs. We cluster these initial curves by the k-means 
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algorithm, each cluster representing a tissue type. Then a 
representative of each cluster is used as initialization to the 
FADS approach. The main rationale is that, the FADs 
approach cannot guarantee the uniqueness of the solution. 
Therefore, we used the b-spline method to get a good initial 
starting point that likely puts the result of the FADS algorithm 
close to the global minimum.  
Clustering the time activity curves also provided an 
automatic way to segment the tissues. The resulted segments 
were used to initialize the coefficients in the FADS approach. 
It was important that before clustering, the curves that had 
very low variation (flat) were considered as background or 
noise and were excluded from clustering. 
 
C. Regularization Parameter Selection 
 
We used the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm for optimizing 
the error function (eq. 5). It was essential to find the optimal 
values for the regularization weighting (RW) parameters. Our 
experiments show that if these parameters were not selected 
carefully the estimated TACs would not be accurate. A typical 
approach is to use the L-curve technique. Unfortunately, the 
L-curve approach could be used for selecting only one 
regularization parameter and this method does not guarantee 
the optimal selection of parameter values [8]. Therefore, a 
Balancing Principal (BP) technique [9] was used to estimate 
the RW parameter values within each iteration of the CG 
algorithm. The BP technique tries to keep the balance between 
fitting the model to data and regularization functions. To show 
the RW parameter-updating method, we rewrite the objective 
function as the following: 
 
           
 
where: 
-          Weighted least squares function. 
-      
  Anisotropic  coefficients' mix function. 
 
-      Anisotropic  total variation function. 
 
-       Factors' smoothness function. 
 
 
There are three lambdas (RWs) in the minimized objective 
function and the updating formula is in the algorithm below 
(Fig. 1): 

1:        
2:   
3:     
					
4:       
5:     
6:    

 
 	
7:   
8: 	
				
9:      

10:     

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
 


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
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
Fig.  1.   Regularization parameter updating method 
 
We refer to [9] for detailed description of the parameter 
updating method. 
 
IV EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
A. Simulation 
  
First, the proposed technique was tested on a simulated 
dataset. The dynamic sinogram was created using 80x80x80 
NCAT SPECT-phantom (Fig. 3b) with three tissue-types: 
blood (blue), myocardium (red) and liver (green). TACs used 
to mimic the temporal behavior of the tracer in each tissue-
type are shown in Fig. 3a. A number of  180 (90 
frames/head) frames of size 128x128 bins were generated for 
90 seconds (acquisition time is 1 second/frame) using H-
shaped dual-head SPECT scanner with a pinhole collimator 
setting. Several simulation experiments were conducted. First, 
sets of different initial b-splines were selected to test the 
hybrid method on each set. The number and shape of each b-
spline varied from one set to another. This is to verify how 
many b-splines are good enough to estimate the initial TACs.  
Then, for each set/experiment the objective function (eq. 5) 
was minimized according to the steps mentioned in the 
previous subsection using the conjugate gradient algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the results from the algorithm. 
The first experiment (top row) was performed using a set of 
two b-splines. Then, the TACs were estimated using the b-
spline method (second column) by k=3 clustering. The TACs 
were then further refined using them as input factors to the 
FADS algorithm and results are shown in the third column. 
The algorithm recovers the original TACs used in the 
simulation (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2.  Simulation dataset. 
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 B. Rat Results 
 
The same settings and protocols used to generate the 
simulated data were also used for imaging a number of SHR 
and WKY rats. Animals were anesthetized and first injected 
with 1 mCi of 
201
Tl and scanned for 12 rotations. Each rotation 
consisted of 180 angular frames (2 opposing projections 
acquired every 1 sec). Then, the animals were injected with 5 
mCi of 
123
I-MIBG and imaged for another 60 time frames. 
A ROI of blood and myocardium was selected by 
segmenting the static reconstruction and TACs were estimated 
from the first rotation using the proposed method. Fig. 3 
(bottom row) shows a sample result from a WKY rat. The 
three factors recovered are from right ventricle, left ventricle 
and the myocardium. First few seconds’ projections were 
excluded from the input to the FADs algorithm to ensure that 
noise from the bolus is reduced. Even then, clearly the 
myocardium still picks up signals from blood. We will need 
more constraints to be included in the eq. 5 that should model 
the compartmental kinetics and sparse spatial constraints [1].  
 
V. CONCLUSION 
 
A combination of regularization methods is proposed for 
estimating TACs or input functions in dynamic SPECT 
imaging. The regularization functions exploit the anatomical 
structures obtained from the static reconstruction of the later 
consistent frames, and masks dynamically created from the co-
efficients’ of factors within the iterations of the optimization 
algorithm.  This helps the algorithm to identify the regions that 
are in need of regularization. Furthermore, we incorporate a 
new regularization weighting-parameters selection process to 
this optimization problem. We are highly encouraged that we 
could recover tracer-temporal behaviors in blood and tissue 
regions from such a severely underdetermined problem. Our 
effort is now directed toward enhancing our set of constraints 
bringing in more physiological knowledge. 
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Fig. 3.  Results of simulation after 150 iterations  (top row) and rat results after 600 iterations (bottom row). 
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Abstract— Hysteresis is when the heart follows two different 
trajectories during inspiration and expiration. In cardiac SPECT 
imaging, conventional respiratory correction methods based on 
amplitude binning of a respiratory signal from the abdomen do 
not take hysteresis into account. This leaves the reconstructed 
cardiac SPECT images with residual blurring after correcting for 
respiratory motion. Therefore, prediction of heart motion solely 
from the abdomen can be suboptimal. We address this problem 
by implementing the Bouc-Wen (BW) Model of Hysteresis using 
the signals obtained from external markers placed on both the 
abdomen and chest. We study the efficacy of the proposed 
method through analytical simulations of the NURBS-based 
cardiac-torso (NCAT) phantoms and evaluate the performance of 
the hysteresis compensated respiratory binning method in 
comparison with conventional methods. We found that the 
motion estimates obtained from the BW model were closer to the 
true respiratory motion of the heart in comparison with the 
conventional methods for both hysteretic and non-hysteretic 
cases.  The results of our study indicated that our proposed 
method provides robust motion estimation and could be used for 
respiratory amplitude binning to reduce image degradation 
associated with respiratory hysteresis. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
ESPIRATORY motion causes image artifacts and affects 
clinical diagnosis in myocardial SPECT images. 
Conventional respiratory correction methods based on 
amplitude binning of a respiratory signal (e.g., tracking an 
external marker or a pneumatic bellow on the abdomen)[1, 2], 
assumes that the heart follows the same path for both 
inspiration and expiration. However, studies have 
demonstrated that certain patients exhibit a pattern in which 
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the heart moves in a different trajectory for the inspiration and 
expiration phases of the respiratory cycle [3]. Such complex 
internal behavior suggests that predicting the motion from a 
single parameter (such as the respiratory signal related to 
abdominal motion) may not fully describe the motion 
trajectories of the heart and would likely introduce errors 
thereby reducing the effectiveness of amplitude binning. 
Although the respiratory binning methods would help by 
reducing the blurring due to respiratory motion, the final 
cardiac SPECT images are left with some residual blurring 
due to hysteresis thereby degrading lesion detection. 
As reported in [4] we investigated the relationship between 
the anterior-posterior (AP) motions of the external markers on 
the chest and the abdomen from a Visual Tracking System 
(VTS). In synchrony with external tracking, the relationship 
between the superior-inferior (SI) motions of the heart and the 
diaphragm are obtained using the MR-Navigator technique as 
internal markers. We concluded from this study that if 
hysteresis is present internally between the heart and 
diaphragm similar behavior can be manifested externally in 
the chest and the abdomen respiratory signals. Such hysteretic 
behavior can be predicted using an appropriate model for 
hysteresis based on the acquired external respiratory 
information. The Bouc-Wen (BW) hysteresis model, desired 
in mechanical and structural engineering due its ease of 
numerical implementation, has the ability to represent a wide 
range of hysteretic loop shapes. Therefore, in this study the 
BW model of hysteresis is used to describe the hysteretic 
respiratory motion and hence predict the respiratory motion of 
the heart devoid of hysteresis.   
We used the realistic NCAT [5] human anthropomorphic 
phantom to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
hysteresis compensated respiratory binning method in 
comparison with conventional methods in correcting 
respiratory motion in cardiac SPECT studies. To model the 
respiratory motions (including hysteresis) of the heart and 
other internal organs, internal MRI navigator data from human 
volunteer studies were used. The known through simulation 
respiratory motion of the NCAT heart served as the basis of 
truth for evaluation of the binning methods considered in this 
study.  
 
II. METHODS 
 
The flow chart in Fig. 1 illustrates the steps involved in this 
study:  
 
 
Evaluation of Bouc-Wen Model Corrected 
Respiratory Motion in Cardiac SPECT 
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 A. Phantoms 
We performed analytical simulations of cardiac perfusion 
SPECT imaging using the NCAT torso phantom. We 
simulated hysteretic and non-hysteretic respiratory motion 
patterns of the liver, heart and spleen in the SI direction. 
Respiratory motion of the heart is typically smaller in extent 
than that of the liver and spleen [3, 4, 6]. In addition, a phase 
difference is observed in the presence of hysteresis [3, 4]. In 
the default NCAT respiratory motion, organs are restricted to 
move linearly (i.e., in phase) and a hysteretic pattern is not an 
available option. In order to accommodate hysteretic pattern, 
the NCAT phantom was specifically modified to allow the 
independent motions of heart, liver and spleen. For each of the 
hysteretic and non-hysteretic respiratory motion patterns, three 
hundred NCAT phantoms (matrix size: 256×256×256 and 
voxel size: 0.2332 cm) were generated based on the 
volunteers’ MRI navigator data of the internal organ motions 
acquired over a period of five minutes. Hence, each NCAT 
phantom represents an instant of the respiration with realistic 
organ motions. In addition, average cardiac motion due to 
beating heart was included based on 16 time frames.  
 
B. Projection Data  
We used an analytical projector [7], modeling attenuation 
(without scatter effect) and distance-dependent collimator 
blurring (low energy high resolution - LEHR) to obtain 60 
projections (radius of rotation: 25 cm) covering 180
o
 around 
each NCAT phantom, from 45
o
 right anterior oblique to 45
o
 
left posterior oblique, representing a cardiac SPECT 
acquisition in the presence of respiration. Then, 256x256x60 
projection data were resized to 128x128x60 and scaled to ~ 7 
million total counts to match the Poisson noise level of a 
99m
Tc-Sestamibi cardiac SPECT study. With this set-up, unlike 
the variation seen in patient breathing, the 300 NCAT 
respiratory states were repeated for every projection angle due 
to the limited number of respiratory samples.  
 
C. Bouc-Wen Model of Hysteresis and Hysteresis 
Compensation 
The respiratory motion information from the chest and the 
abdomen regions is incorporated in the modified Bouc-Wen 
model, which is used to model hysteresis in predicting the 
heart motion. 
 The modified BW model is expressed as following [8]  
 
w = ρ  ( x +δ  x | w |− σ | x |w−γ  w | w |)                                (1)  
 
where ρ, δ, σ and  γ are parameters that determine the shape 
and extent of hysteresis in modified Bouc-Wen model, x(t) 
and w(t)  are the anterior-posterior (AP) displacements of the 
abdomen and chest markers, respectively. 
As previously illustrated in [4], the variation of the 
respiratory motion between the chest and the abdomen is 
similar to that of the heart and the liver. We are interested in 
the variation of respiratory motion between the chest and the 
abdomen regions, rather than the respiratory rates. Hence, the 
term dw/dx, conveying the variation of respiratory motion 
between the chest and the abdomen region in (2) is derived by 
rearranging (1) and dividing it by the respiratory rate dx/dt: 
 
wpred =
dw
dx
=
ρ  (1−  σ   w sgn(x) )
 (1−  ρ  δ  x  sgn(w)+ ρ  γ  wsgn(w) )
                 (2)              
 
The differential term dw/dx represents the predicted data 
points in the hysteretic loop, which describes the heart motion 
relative to the abdomen. We then optimized the model 
parameters (using parametric optimization algorithm, 
MATLAB) for each respiratory cycle to minimize the error E 
in (3), the difference between the model-predicted heart 
motion (wpred) and the experimental value of the chest marker.   
                                       
E = (wpred (n)−w(n))2
n=1
N
∑                                                         (3)
 
 
Using the respiratory motion signal acquired from the 
external VTS we determined the respiratory motion of the 
heart based on the BW model fit. Two sets of volunteer 
respiratory data, one depicting a hysteretic and the other non-
hysteretic case, were used for the data fitting in this study.  
 
D. Amplitude Binning and Application of RM Correction 
Amplitude binning was performed for four different cases: 
1) ideal case which used the actual heart displacements of the 
NCAT phantom; 2) using the BW model obtained from the 
abdomen and the chest markers; 3) using just the chest 
markers; 4) using just the abdomen markers. For each binning 
case, the projection data was sorted into nine equal bins 
between the end-inspiration and end-expiration. The binned 
projection sets were then reconstructed using an OSEM 
algorithm with attenuation correction, resolution recovery and 
motion compensation. Attenuation correction was performed 
using the respiratory blurred attenuation map averaged over 
300 NCAT phantoms. For the estimation of motion, the 
intermediate respiratory state was considered as the reference 
state while the remaining respiratory states were considered as 
motion states. The motion estimates were obtained by 
registering the motion states to the reference state. Finally, 
using these estimates motion compensated reconstruction was 
obtained. 
The performance of the BW and conventional methods 
were evaluated using the motion estimates in comparison with 
the ideal case.  
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In Fig. 2 (a), the correlation between the anterior-posterior 
(AP) motion of the external chest and abdomen markers shows 
hysteretic loops with different paths for inspiration and 
expiration. The BW model fit (in red) demonstrates that our 
proposed model has captured the relationship between 
inspiration and expiration accurately (top left).  In addition, 
the SI motion of the heart is correlated with the BW signal and 
the AP motion of the external chest and abdomen markers are 
depicted as scatter plots (blue). The BW signal shows a better 
agreement with the heart motion compared to the signal 
obtained from the abdomen marker. The chest marker also 
shows a better agreement with the heart motion. 
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 Fig. 2 (b) shows the plots of respiratory motion estimates 
(for 10 noise-realizations) from the BW signal, the external 
chest and abdomen markers compared to the actual 
displacement of the heart. The respiratory motion estimates for 
the BW signal appear to be closer to the actual heart 
respiratory motion estimates compared to that of the external 
chest and abdomen markers. Furthermore, the trend exhibited 
by the heart motion estimates from the BW signal shows a 
greater linear tendency compared to that of the chest and 
abdomen markers. This indicates that BW method better 
represents the heart motion compared to conventional methods 
using abdomen or chest markers only.   
Fig. 3 (a) shows the correlation between the AP motion of 
the external chest and abdomen markers for a non-hysteretic 
case. The BW model fit (in red) has captured the relationship 
between inspiration and expiration accurately. The SI motion 
of the heart is correlated with the BW signal and with the AP 
motion of the external chest and abdomen markers. Although 
the external chest and abdomen markers correlate well with 
the heart, the BW signal still shows a better agreement with 
the heart motion. However, in this particular non-hysteretic 
case between the abdomen and chest markers, the chest 
marker shows a poorer correlation with the heart motion, 
contrary to the observation made in the hysteretic case. This 
fact demonstrates that the BW signal is more reliable than the 
chest and abdomen markers in estimating the respiratory 
motion of the heart. 
Further, the respiratory motion estimates (for 10 noise-
realizations) from the BW model, the chest and abdomen 
markers are compared to the heart are shown in Fig. 3 (b). It is 
noticeable from the plot that the respiratory motion estimates 
for the BW signal and the external markers show a linear 
trend. However, on careful observation the estimates from the 
BW signal are closest to the true heart motion estimates in 
comparison to that of the external markers, suggesting a strong 
correlation between the motions of the heart and the BW 
signal. This demonstrates the potential of the BW model to 
predict the non-hysteretic cardiac respiratory motion patterns. 
The estimations obtained from the BW model are more 
reliable for both the hysteretic and non-hysteretic respiratory 
patterns compared to the conventional methods, which rely on 
just a respiratory signal from abdominal motion. Thus, the BW 
model provides a robust approach for the amplitude binning of 
the cardiac SPECT studies.   
IV. CONCLUSION 
We presented in this study a model to correct for hysteresis 
observed in respiratory motion of the heart by incorporating 
the Bouc-Wen model. The need for this correction was 
demonstrated with lifelike simulations using the specially 
modified NCAT phantom. Our preliminary results from these 
simulation studies have shown that hysteretic loops from the 
proposed BW model are in better agreement with the “true” 
respiratory motions of the heart for both the hysteretic and 
non-hysteretic scenarios. The successful modeling of 
hysteresis in the hysteretic and non-hysteretic cases 
demonstrates the capability of the BW model on describing 
various hysteretic phenomena. However, these results were 
based on only two sets of volunteer respiratory data. Future 
work includes the testing of this method with more respiratory 
datasets and its evaluation of the diagnostic performance on 
lesion detection by adding lesions of known sizes at known 
locations to the NCAT heart. Ultimately, the BW method can 
be extended to respiratory amplitude binning in clinical 
studies. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Scatter plots of the external marker breathing curves (black) and its corresponding BW model fit (red). Also shown are the true heart locations (blue) 
for a non-hysteretic case versus abdomen, chest, and BW model values. (b) Plot of respiratory motion estimates versus the amplitude bins for respiratory 
signals obtained from the Bouc-Wen signal (red), the abdomen marker (green) and the chest marker (blue) are compared against the respiratory motion estimates 
obtained from actual respiratory motion of the heart (black) which is considered as the ideal binning case.  
                                          
 
Fig. 2. (a) Scatter plots of the external marker breathing curves (black) and its corresponding BW model fit (red). Also shown are the true heart locations (blue) 
for a hysteretic case versus abdomen, chest, and BW model values. (b) Plot of respiratory motion estimates versus the amplitude bins for respiratory signals
obtained from the Bouc-Wen signal (red), the abdomen marker (green) and the chest marker (blue) are compared against the respiratory motion estimates 
obtained from the actual respiratory motion of the heart (black) which is considered as the ideal binning case.  
  
 
 
Fig. 1.  Flow chart illustrating the simulation of NCAT lifelike respiratory motion with its estimation and correction based on actual respiratory signals. The
internal respiratory motions of the organs are captured by the MRI navigator and are then used to create the corresponding organ motion in the NCAT. An 
analytical projector was used to obtain projections similar to that of the cardiac SPECT studies. Projections were binned based on the corresponding respiratory 
amplitudes to determine the motion estimates and obtain motion compensated reconstruction. 
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Abstract—We investigate the tradeoffs between number of
views and dose per view in ultra-low dose CT imaging with
analytical and statistical reconstruction algorithms for use in
PET attenuation correction. We simulated CT and PET imaging
scenarios using a 3D NCAT phantom with inserted lesions.
CT simulations modeled geometry, Poisson noise and electronic
noise while PET simulations modeled geometry, attenuation and
Poisson noise. Simulated CT acquisition protocols ranged from
984 views at 1 mA down to 24 views at 41 mA such that the total
dose was approximately constant. 20 CT noise realizations were
generated for each protocol and images were reconstructed using
3D FDK and OS-SPS using edge-preserving and approximate
total variation penalties. Resulting images were then used for PET
attenuation correction in OSEM reconstructions of the NCAT
phantom. Bias/variance analysis was performed on 10 and 15
mm, 3:1 contrast PET lesions in the lung and liver using 20
PET noise realizations. Simulation results show that the best
PET lesion bias/variance tradeoffs with FDK CT reconstructions
were achieved with acquisitions of 123 views at 8 mA and that
the fidelity of lesion values with FDK reconstruction were highly
dependent on CT acquisition technique. On the contrary, OS-
SPS CT reconstructions provided PET lesion values that were
consistent across acquisition techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Combined Positron Emission Tomography (PET)/ Com-
puted Tomography (CT) scanners are in common use for
oncology diagnosis and staging [1] where CT images provide
anatomical localization and patient attenuation information for
PET imaging. When CT images are not intended for diagnostic
use and are acquired primarily for PET attenuation correction,
the CT radiation dose can be reduced with minimal impact on
PET quantitation performance [2], [3]. Overall dose benefits
of reducing the CT radiation dose become more pronounced
in motion-corrected PET imaging where multiple CT datasets
corresponding to different motion gates need to be acquired
[4].
In our recent work [4], we investigated selected combina-
tions of dose reduced acquisition methods including spectrum
optimization, tube current levels and beam filtration as well as
noise reduction techniques such as sinogram smoothing. In this
paper we investigate different CT data acquisition and image
reconstruction approaches where the total dose delivered to
the patient is preserved. We simulated acquisitions ranging
from full 984 views at 1 mA down to 24 views at 41 mA.
Fig. 1. Central NCAT phantom slices showing the true linear attenuation
coefficients at 70 keV (left) and the true activity distribution. All five inserted
lesions are visible.
Full view acquisitions do not suffer from missing data but
have very noisy data at each view where electronic noise
also plays a significant role. Sparser view acquisitions, on
the other hand, have higher data quality at each view but
need to deal with missing views. Determination of the optimal
acquisition protocol provides valuable information on how
the dose should be delivered and also depends on the CT
reconstruction algorithm.
We used both analytic (FDK: Feldkamp, Davis, Kress)
and statistical reconstruction algorithms (OS-SPS: (Ordered
Subsets-Separable Paraboloidal Surrogates) for CT reconstruc-
tions and statistical reconstructions (OSEM: Ordered Subsets
Expectation Maximization) for PET reconstructions. We eval-
uated acquisition protocols in terms of PET lesion quantitation
performance. We accounted for the two random components
(attenuation correction factors and photon noise) in PET
imaging simulations by generating multiple noise realizations
in both CT and PET simulations and analyzing the results
statistically across all PET/CT image combinations.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. CT Simulations
1) Simulation Setup: We simulated a 512×512×72 NCAT
phantom with 1 mm isotropic voxels. The 72 mm section
of the phantom included lungs and portions of the liver. We
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 2. Representative central slices reconstructed with FDK for (a): 984 views at 1 mA, (b):328 views at 3 mA, (c):123 views at 8 mA, (d):41 views at 24
mA, (e):24 views at 41 mA. Streaks due to missing data are particularly visible for the 24 and 41 view cases and effects of data noise are dominant in the 1
and 3 mA cases. The linear attenuation coefficient range for all images is 0-0.06 1/mm.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 3. Representative central slices reconstructed with OS-SPS using the hyperbola penalty with β = 216 and δ = 0.2 for (a): 984 views at 1 mA, (b):328
views at 3 mA, (c):123 views at 8 mA, (d):41 views at 24 mA, (e):24 views at 41 mA. The linear attenuation coefficient range for all images is 0-0.06 1/mm.
used the Computer Assisted Tomography Simulator (CatSIM)
[5] to simulate the 3D geometry of the GE VCT scanner
with a 70 mm detector, using cone-beam data and a 140
kVp spectrum modeled as approximately monochromatic at 70
keV. The gantry rotation time was 0.35 seconds and we also
included electronic noise at 32 electrons per ray. Images were
reconstructed directly at the PET resolution of 128×128×11
volumes with 4×4×3.27 mm voxels. Figure 1 shows central
slices from the true attenuation and activity distributions used
in the simulations and Table I lists the settings that were
simulated. We note that at 0.35 mAs these simulations have
approximately two orders of magnitude less dose compared
to diagnostic CT scans [2], however they result in mean PET
quantitation within 10% of the results obtained with full dose
CT attenuation correction using 984 views at 500 mA (Figures
??-??).
TABLE I
SIMULATED EQUAL-DOSE CT DATA ACQUISITION SCHEMES
Number of views Tube current
Protocol 1 984 views 1 mA
Protocol 2 328 views 3 mA
Protocol 3 123 views 8 mA
Protocol 4 41 views 24 mA
Protocol 5 24 views 41 mA
2) Image Reconstruction: CT images were reconstructed
using both analytic and statistical reconstruction techniques.
While analytic methods do not model either the compound
Poisson or electronic noise encountered at ultra-low dose
levels and can not statistically handle sparse views, they never-
theless provide a baseline against which statistical techniques
can be measured.
Analytic reconstructions were performed using the FDK al-
gorithm [6] commonly used for small-angle cone-beam recon-
structions as in our simulations and statistical reconstructions
used the ordered-subsets separable paraboloidal surrogates
(OS-SPS) [7] algorithm with the penalized weighted least-
squares cost-function (resulting from a second order Taylor
Series expansion of the Poisson log-likelihood) and the fol-
lowing hyperbola penalty for which OS-SPS is monotonic:
ψ(t) = δ2
[√
1 + |t/δ|2 − 1
]
(1)
where t denotes the difference between neighboring voxels
and δ is a penalty parameter.
Note that for δ values much smaller than typical voxel dif-
ferences, this penalty approximates the total variation penalty
[8]. For larger δ values, it is an edge-preserving penalty that
becomes approximately linear at large differences. We used
δ = 0.2 and δ = 0.0001 in our reconstructions to evaluate
both penalty behaviors.
Neither analytic nor statistical reconstructions used sino-
gram smoothing techniques, including interpolation for miss-
ing data. An intermediate smoothing level (corresponding to
β = 216) was used for OS-SPS. All reconstructions were di-
rectly performed at the PET resolution of 128×128×11 image
volumes with 4×4×3.27 mm voxels, which provided signifi-
cant computational efficiencies for statistical reconstructions.
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Fig. 4. Representative central PET-image slices from approximately equal
dose CT attenuation correction (CTAC): (a) 984 views, 1 mA/view with FDK
reconstruction, (b) 24 views, 41 mA/view with FDK reconstruction, (c) 984
views, 1 mA/view with OS-SPS (β = 216, δ = 0.2) reconstruction, and (d)
24 views, 41 mA/view (β = 216, δ = 0.2)with OS-SPS reconstruction. All
images have identical colorscales.
Sample FDK and OS-SPS reconstructions for the protocols in
Table I are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Reconstructed images were then converted into linear atten-
uation coefficient maps at 511 keV by classifying each voxel as
air, soft tissue or bone and using the corresponding 70 to 511
keV conversion factors. The resulting attenuation maps were
then used to obtain the attenuation correction factors (ACFs)
for PET image reconstruction.
B. PET Simulations
1) Simulation Setup: We simulated the fully 3D geometry
of the GE Discovery 600 scanner but used a single block
ring consisting of 6 axial detectors resulting in 31 direct and
oblique planes. Scanner geometry and attenuation effects were
modeled. Scatter, randoms, detector blurring and normalization
were not modeled as our simulations were focused on the
effects of attenuation correction inaccuracies on PET quanti-
tation. 10 and 15 mm diameter lesions were inserted into the
NCAT phantom with a contrast of 3:1 with respect to the liver.
5M counts were generated per dataset to simulate a count level
of approximately 5 mean counts per non-zero sinogram bin.
2) Image Reconstruction: Each of the 20 different PET
noise realizations were reconstructed with each of the 20
511 keV ACFs into 128× 128×11 images with 4×4×3.27
mm voxels using ordered-subsets expectation maximization
(OSEM) with 2 iterations, 16 subsets, 4 mm FWHM Gaussian
in-plane post-filtering and a 1-6-1 axial smoothing post-filter.
As a result, each setting in Table 1 resulted in 400 separate
PET images. Figure 4 shows representative PET images recon-
structed using attenuation correction factors from CT images
reconstructed using FDK and OS-SPS.
3) Quantitation Metrics: Our PET quantitation metrics
were the ensemble bias and variances of mean and max activity
values (SUV: standardized uptake values) at lesions across
PET noise realizations. Note that PET lesion quantitation is
affected by two random vectors: random PET data and ran-
dom ACFs due to randomness in CT data/images. Therefore
ensemble mean and variances are calculated via conditional
expectation and variance formulas:
E[SUVmean] = ExCT [E(SUVmean|xCT )] (2)
var(SUVmean) = ExCT [var(SUVmean|xCT )] (3)
+ varxCT [E(SUVmean|xCT )]
where xCT denotes the CT image and the expectations and
variances in the equations are estimated from their respective
sample means and standard deviations. SUVmax statistics
were calculated similarly. These calculations were performed
for each of the five CT data acquisition protocols and each of
the five inserted lesions.
III. PET QUANTITATION RESULTS
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the PET quantitation results for
mean activities across all five inserted lesions as a function
of CT data acquisition settings for FDK and OS-SPS re-
constructions. We see that while FDK reconstructions work
better with intermediate acquisition protocols (Protocols 2-
4), OS-SPS reconstructions result in approximately equal PET
quantitation for all protocols. We observed similar results for
max. lesion activity comparisons. It is interesting to note that
even though the CT images have visible differences between
the protocols, the differences fall within the errorbars. We also
note that while the approximate total variation penalty might
be able to better handle increasingly fewer views [9], for the
protocols under examination, it only provided increased edge
preservation which had almost no impact on PET quantitation.
IV. DISCUSSION
We investigated the effects of ultra-low dose CT data acqui-
sition protocols in combination with analytic and statistical CT
reconstruction techniques on PET attenuation correction and
therefore quantitation. The results of such an analysis depend
on a large number of parameters in both CT and PET data
acquisition and reconstruction, we fixed all parameters except
CT acquisition protocols and reconstruction algorithms to gain
insight into better ways of utilizing a fixed, very-low CT dose.
Our results showed that while analytical techniques suffer
from either very low dose per view or very few views,
statistical techniques are better able to cope with both cases
and are more robust to acquisition protocol variations. The
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Fig. 5. PET quantitation results for attenuation correction with FDK reconstructed CT images. Black bars correspond to PET quantitation with a full dose
CT acquisition with 984 views at 500 mA.
Fig. 6. PET quantitation results for attenuation correction with OSSPS-PWLS reconstructed CT images (δ = 0.2, β = 216). Black bars correspond to PET
quantitation with a full dose CT acquisition with 984 views at 500 mA.
Fig. 7. PET quantitation results for attenuation correction with OSSPS-PWLS reconstructed CT images (δ = 0.0001, β = 216). Black bars correspond to
PET quantitation with a full dose CT acquisition with 984 views at 500 mA. Quantitation results are very similar to the δ = 0.2 case indicating that the level
of edge-preservation in the CT reconstruction has a minimal effect on PET lesion quantitation.
level of edge-preservation in the CT statistical reconstructions
appeared to have very little impact on PET quantitation. We
plan to further investigate the effects of other imaging pa-
rameters such as TOF-PET reconstruction, smaller and lower
contrast lesions to determine if a preference among protocols
emerges for statistical reconstructions.
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 Abstract—We propose a one-step Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) 
method to estimate attenuation sinogram from TOF PET emission 
data and co-registered anatomical image through TOF data 
consistency condition and joint entropy based prior. TOF data 
consistency condition provides the possibility of evaluating 
gradient of attenuation sinogram from TOF PET emission data. 
We combine gradient estimation and integration into one step to 
formulate a data fitting term, and use joint entropy between 
feature vectors extracted from the anatomical sinogram and 
attenuation sinogram as a prior term in a Bayersian framework.  
The feature vectors are defined by scale-space theory to 
emphasize prominent boundaries, which are likely to present in 
both sinograms. The resulting problem is solved by conjugate 
gradient with a backtracking-Armijo line search. Through 
simulations with PET and MRI images generated from a thorax 
phantom, we evaluate the performance of this method by 
comparing it to a two-step estimation method only using TOF 
data consistency condition. The results demonstrate our one-step 
MAP method can estimate attenuation sinogram with superior 
accuracy. 

Index Terms—Attenuation estimation, anatomical prior, 
mutual information, joint entropy, time of flight positron emission 
tomography, simultaneous PET/MRI. 
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UREXVWUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVWKDQPXWXDOLQIRUPDWLRQSULRUV>@KHUH
ZH GHILQHDሺX,YሻLQ WHUPV RI MRLQW GHQVLW\ EHWZHHQ D VHW RI
IHDWXUHYHFWRUVDV

   ¦ i ii YXHYXD  

ZKHUHXiDQGY௜ DUH WKH i WK IHDWXUH YHFWRUV H[WUDFWHG IURPX
DQGܻUHVSHFWLYHO\
6FDOHVSDFHPHWKRG VHUYHV DV DPDMRU EDVLV IRU H[WUDFWLQJ
IHDWXUH YHFWRUV DQG XWLOL]LQJ DQDWRPLFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ DV LW
HPSKDVL]HVSURPLQHQWERXQGDULHV>@ZKLFKDUHPRVWOLNHO\WR
EHFRUUHODWHGLQERWKVLQRJUDPV7KLVPHWKRGJHQHUDWHVDVHWRI
LPDJHIHDWXUHVIURPWKHRULJLQDO LPDJHE\EOXUULQJLWZLWKDQ
LQFUHDVLQJILOWHUZLGWKDQGVRJUDGXDOO\ZLSHVRXWGHWDLOVDQG
XQGHUOLQHV SURPLQHQW ERXQGDULHV DV LPDJH VFDOH LQFUHDVHV
6LQFHWKHIHDWXUHYHFWRUVQHHGWREHXSGDWHGLQHYHU\LWHUDWLRQ
ZHRQO\GHILQHWKUHHIHDWXUHVIURPERWKVRQRJUDPVWRVLPSOLI\
WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ SURFHGXUH VLQRJUDP LWVHOI PRGHUDWH
*DXVVLDQEOXUUHGVLQRJUDPDQG/DSODFLDQRIEOXUUHGVLQRJUDP
7KHVXPRIWKUHHVLPLODULW\PHWULFVIURPWKHVHIHDWXUHYHFWRUV
DOORZV XV WR DVVLJQ D PRGHUDWH ZHLJKW WR ERXQGDULHV
LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG DFFHOHUDWH WKH FRQYHUJHQFH UDWH DW VLQRJUDP
ERXQGDULHV
7R FRPSXWH WKH MRLQW HQWURS\ WKH PDUJLQDO DQG MRLQW
SUREDELOLW\GHQVLW\IXQFWLRQVDUHHVWLPDWHGXVLQJWKH*DXVVLDQ
NHUQHOEDVHG3DU]HQZLQGRZPHWKRG>@7KHJUDGLHQWRIMRLQW
GHQVLW\ FDQ EH UHDGLO\ DSSUR[LPDWHG XVLQJ D IDVW
)RXULHUFRQYROXWLRQ EDVHG PHWKRG VXJJHVWHG LQ >@ 7KH
QRQFRQYH[LW\RIMRLQWHQWURS\ZRXOGQRWLPSHGHFRQYHUJHQFH
RIWKLVPHWKRGDVORQJDVWKHZHLJKWRILWVJUDGLHQWLVQRWYHU\
ODUJHFRPSDUHGWRWKHJUDGLHQWRIGDWDILWWLQJWHUPWKXVWKHFRVW
IXQFWLRQ LQ  FDQ EH HIILFLHQWO\ PLQLPL]HG XVLQJ URXWLQH
JUDGLHQWEDVHGRSWLPL]DWLRQPHWKRG1RWLFHWKHFRPSXWDWLRQRI
OHDVWVTXDUHJUDGLHQWLVPXFKPRUHH[SHQVLYHWKDQWKDWRIMRLQW
HQWURS\JUDGLHQWDQGGRPLQDWHVWKHFRPSXWDWLRQDOFRPSOH[LW\
RIWKLVPHWKRG6LQFHA1A2DQGBFDQEHSUHFRPSXWHGIURP
72)HPLVVLRQGDWDEHIRUHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQDQGERWKDݏDQGD߶
DUHVSDUVHPDWULFHVLIWKHHPLVVLRQGDWDVL]HLVNsN׋NtWKHQIRU
HDFK LWHUDWLRQ WKH FRPSOH[LW\ RI JUDGLHQW HVWLPDWLRQ LV
ܱ൫NsN׋Nt൯
%HFDXVH WKH 72) FRQVLVWHQF\ FRQGLWLRQ EDVHG HVWLPDWLRQ
PHWKRG FRXOG RQO\ GHWHUPLQH WKH DWWHQXDWLRQ VLQRJUDP WR D
FRQVWDQW >@ D FRQVWDQW HVWLPDWLRQ VWHS VXFK DV LPDJH
VHJPHQWDWLRQDQGFODVVLILFDWLRQ LVUHTXLUHGDIWHURSWLPL]DWLRQ
WR FRUUHFW WKH FRQVWDQW RIIVHW ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH DVVXPH WKH
DWWHQXDWLRQYDOXHVLQDVPDOOUHJLRQRIWKHVLQRJUDPDUHJLYHQ
DQGFDQEHDSSOLHGWRFRUUHFWWKHVLQRJUDPUDQJH,QSUDFWLFH
WKLVFRQVWDQWFDQEHHDVLO\FRPSXWHGIURPD05LPDJH
,,, 180(5,&$/$1$/<6,6$1'5(68/76
A. Phantom and simulated data 
:H HYDOXDWH WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKLV PHWKRG WKRXJK
VLPXODWLRQVRQD'DQWKURSRPRUSKLFSKDQWRP)LJXUHVKRZV
WKHWUXHDFWLYLW\HPLVVLRQLPDJHDWWHQXDWLRQLPDJHDQG05,
LPDJHFRPSXWHGIURPWKHVDPHSKDQWRPDOORIVL]H[
DQGYR[HOVL]HFP7KHDWWHQXDWLRQFRHIILFLHQWVDUH
FPIRUOXQJFPIRUERQHDQGFPIRU

)LJ7KHWUXHDFWLYLW\LPDJHOHIWDWWHQXDWLRQLPDJHPLGGOHDQG05,
LPDJHULJKW
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 RWKHUWLVVXH
7KH ' 72) HPLVVLRQ VLQRJUDP ZDV JHQHUDWHG XVLQJ D
72)3(7 IRUZDUG SURMHFWRU EDVHG RQ 6LGGRQ¶V UD\ WUDFLQJ
DOJRULWKP 7KH ' DWWHQXDWLRQ VLQRJUDP DQG 05 VLQRJUDP
ZHUHREWDLQHGXVLQJ WKH VDPHSURMHFWRUE\GLVDEOLQJ LWV72)
IXQFWLRQ7KHUDGLXVRIVFDQQHUULQJLVFP7KH72)NHUQHO
LV*DXVVLDQZLWKD VSDWLDO):+0RIFPSV 7KH
QXPEHUVRIGHWHFWRUVUD\VSHUDQJOHDQG72)ELQVDUH
DQG  UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH 72) GDWD ZHUH LQWHUOHDYHG LQWR
VLQRJUDPVL]H[[ZLWKWKHSL[HOVL]HRIDORQJ׋
FPDORQJsDQGFPDORQJtDQGWKHDWWHQXDWLRQGDWD
ZHUH LQWHUOHDYHG LQWR VL]H [ZLWK WKH VDPH WUDQVYHUVH
SL[HOVL]H7KHPLQLPXPDWWHQXDWLRQSHUFHQWDJHLV,Q
WKH DWWHQXDWHGHPLVVLRQ GDWD WKH DYHUDJH DQG KLJKHVW SKRWRQ
FRXQWVDUHDQGUHVSHFWLYHO\
%HIRUH WKH HVWLPDWLRQ RI DWWHQXDWLRQ VLQRJUDP D 72)
LQWHUYDO ሾt1,t2ሿ DORQJ t ZDV FDUHIXOO\ VHOHFWHG WR FRYHU WKH
ODUJHVWREMHFWGLDPHWHU$ VLQRJUDPVXSSRUWZDV DFTXLUHGE\
IRUZDUGSURMHFWLQJWKHLPDJHVXSSRUWDQGWKHQIXUWKHUUHGXFHG
E\PDVNLQJ SL[HOVZLWK YDOXHV EHORZ VRPH WKUHVKROG LQ DQ\
HPLVVLRQ VLQRJUDP ZLWKLQ ሾt1,t2ሿ  7KH QRLVHOHVV RU QRLV\
DWWHQXDWHG HPLVVLRQ VLQRJUDP ZDV VPRRWKHG E\ D *DXVVLDQ
ILOWHUZLWKRUSL[HOVWUDQVYHUVDO):+0DQGSL[HOV72)
):+0 DQG WKH YDOXH RI ı ZDV WKHQ DSSUR[LPDWHG DV
ı2=ıTOF2 +ሺ16¨tሻ2ZKHUH¨tLVWKHELQLQWHUYDODORQJt
B. Simulaton Results 
7KH WZRVWHSV HVWLPDWLRQ PHWKRG LQ >@ ZDV XVHG DV D
EDVHOLQHPHWKRG7KH WZRGHULYDWLYHVDsX DQGD׋XZHUH ILUVW
HVWLPDWHGE\SHUIRUPLQJD OHDVWVTXDUHV ILWWLQJ LQtZLWKLQ WKH
LQWHUYDOሾt1,t2ሿ)RUHDFKGHULYDWLYHWKHLQDFFXUDWHHVWLPDWLRQV
ZLWKYHU\ODUJHDEVROXWHYDOXHVDURXQGERXQGDULHVDVZHOODV
WKHLU IRXU QHDUHVW QHLJKERUV LQ WKH VDPHsDQG׋ZHUH ILOWHUHG
RXW XVLQJ WKHPD[LPXPRI WKH DEVROXWH YDOXHV LQ WKH FHQWUDO
UHJLRQ RI WKH GHULYDWLYH VLQRJUDP DV D WKUHVKROG 7KH
DWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPZDVWKHQHVWLPDWHGE\LWHUDWLRQVRI
/DQGZHEHUDOJRULWKPDVVXJJHVWHGLQ>@DQGRIIVHWFRUUHFWHG
XVLQJWKHJLYHQDWWHQXDWLRQYDOXHVLQWKHSUHGHILQHGUHJLRQ
7R VROYHRXU0$3PHWKRGZLWK DQDWRPLFDOSULRUZHXVHGD
FRQMXJDWHJUDGLHQW&*PHWKRGWRPLQLPL]HWKHFRVWIXQFWLRQ
7KH LQLWLDOXZDVHVWLPDWHGXVLQJ WKH LQYHUVHRI WULPPHG
GLDJRQDO HOHPHQWV LQ WKH+HVVLDQPDWUL[ZKRVH VPDOOYDOXHV
EHORZDFHUWDLQWKUHVKROGDUHH[FOXGHG7KHSHQDOW\SDUDPHWHU
ȕZDV  IRU QRLVHOHVV FDVH DQG  IRU QRLV\ FDVH )RXU
LWHUDWLRQVRI VWHHSHVWGHVFHQWZLWKDYDQLVKLQJ VWHSVL]HZHUH
XVHGWRZDUPXSWKHSURFHVVIROORZHGE\LWHUDWLRQVRI&*
ZLWKDEDFNWUDFNLQJ$UPLMROLQHVHDUFK$WHDFKLWHUDWLRQWKUHH
IHDWXUHVDUHH[WUDFWHGIURPXSGDWHGVLQRJUDPZLWKDJDXVVLDQ
NHUQHO RI VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ  SL[HOV DQG D  /DSODFLDQ
)LJ$WWHQXDWLRQHVWLPDWLRQUHVXOWVDQGELDVPDSVXVLQJWKHWZRVWHSPHWKRG>@DQG0$3PHWKRGZLWKMRLQWHQWURS\SULRU7RS
/WR5WUXHDWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPLQMHWFRORUPDSWUXHDWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPLQJUD\PDSZLWKUHGVTXDUHRIVL]HPDUNLQJWKH
SUHNQRZQUHJLRQDQG IRXUQXPEHUHGEOXH VTXDUHVRI VL]HPDUNLQJ UHJLRQVRI LQWHUHVW IRUELDV FDOFXODWLRQ05VLQRJUDP
0LGGOH/WR5HVWLPDWHGDWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPE\WKHWZRVWHSPHWKRGDQG0$3PHWKRGXVLQJQRLVHIUHH72)GDWDHVWLPDWHG
DWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPE\WKHWZRVWHSPHWKRGDQG0$3PHWKRGXVLQJQRLV\72)GDWD%RWWRPELDVPDSVRIWKHHVWLPDWHGUHVXOWVLQ
WKHPLGGOHURZ
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 NHUQHOJLYHQE\൥
Ͳ ͳ Ͳ
ͳ െͶ ͳ
Ͳ ͳ Ͳ
൩ZKLFKDUHWKHQXVHGWRFRPSXWH
WKH JUDGLHQW RI MRLQW HQWURS\ 7KH ILQDO VLQRJUDP LV WKHQ
DGMXVWHGZLWKWKHJLYHQFRQVWDQWDWWHQXDWLRQYDOXH
)LJXUH  VKRZV HVWLPDWHG UHVXOWV DQG WKHLU ELDV LPDJHV ,W
FOHDUO\GHPRQVWUDWHVWKHGLUHFW0$3HVWLPDWLRQXVLQJDQDWRPLF
SULRU KDV VXSHULRU LPDJH TXDOLW\ HVSHFLDOO\ DW WKH WKLQ
ERXQGDULHV (YHQ IRU D YHU\ QRLV\ GDWD ZH XVHG LQ WKLV
VLPXODWLRQ ZH FDQ VWLOO HVWLPDWH D UHDVRQDEOH DWWHQXDWLRQ
VLQRJUDP:HDOVRFRPSXWHGWKHPHDQUHODWLYHELDVYDOXHVDQG
WKHLUVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQVLQSHUFHQWDJHLQWKHZKROHVLQRJUDP
DV ZHOO DV IRXU VPDOO UHJLRQV RI LQWHUHVW IRU HDFK HVWLPDWLRQ
UHVXOW ,Q WKH QRLVHIUHH FDVH WKH DWWHQXDWLRQ VLQRJUDP
HVWLPDWHGE\ WKH0$3PHWKRG\LHOGHG VLJQLILFDQWO\ S
VPDOOHU ELDV r LQ DOO UHJLRQV DV FRPSDUHG WR WKH
WZRVWHS PHWKRG r ,Q WKH SUHVHQFH RI 3RLVVRQ
QRLVH WKH0$3 HVWLPDWLRQ \LHOGHG DFFXUDWH HVWLPDWHV RI WKH
DWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPELDVRIrZKLOHWKHDQDO\WLFDO
DSSURDFK GHSDUWHG VLJQLILFDQWO\ IURP WKH WUXH DWWHQXDWLRQ
GLVWULEXWLRQV ELDV RI r S %LDV YDOXHV DQG
VWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQVLQIRXUUHJLRQVRILQWHUHVWDUHOLVWHGLQWDEOH

7KHPDMRUSUREOHPRIERWKPHWKRGVLVLQFRUUHFWHVWLPDWLRQ
RIOHIWDQGULJKWERXQGDULHVRIWKHVLQRJUDP$VVLJQLQJDODUJHU
ZHLJKW WR DQDWRPLFDO SULRU FDQ UHGXFH WKLV HUURU EXW WKH
FRQYHUJHQFH FRXOG EH VDFULILFHG GXH WR WKH QRQFRQYH[LW\ RI
MRLQWHQWURS\$VSDWLDOO\YDU\LQJZHLJKWPD\EHVXLWDEOHWRWKLV
VLWXDWLRQ LI QHFHVVDU\NQRZOHGJHDERXWERXQGDU\ ORFDWLRQV LV
JLYHQ $QRWKHU SUREOHP LV WKDW FHUWDLQ NLQGV RI DUHDV LQ
DWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPVXFKDVWKHVSLQHUHODWHGVLQHZDYHIURP
OHIWERWWRPWRULJKWWRSLQWKHWUXHDWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPLQILJXUH
 DUH PLVVLQJ LQ 05 VLQRJUDP GXH WR ORZHU FRQWUDVW RI
ERQHWLVVXHERXQGDULHVLQUHJXODU05LPDJLQJWKDQLQ&7VFDQ
,Q VXFK FDVHV HQIRUFLQJ WKHPD[LPL]DWLRQ RI VLPLODULW\ FRXOG
QRWSURYLGHPXFKKHOSWRWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ

7$%/(,
%LDVDQG6WDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQLQ52,V
0HWKRG 52, 52, 52, 52,
VWHSQRLVHIUHH r
r

r

r

0$3QRLVHIUHH r
r

r

r

VWHSQRLV\ r
r

r

r

0$3QRLV\ r
r

r

r


,9 &21&/87,21$1'',6&866,21
7KH SULPDU\ JRDO RI WKLV SDSHU LV WR SUHVHQW D 0$3
HVWLPDWLRQPHWKRGZLWK DQDWRPLFDO SULRUEDVHGRQ WKHQHZO\
GHYHORSHG72)3(7DWWHQXDWLRQHVWLPDWLRQPHWKRG:HKDYH
YDOLGDWHGWKHPHWKRGWKRXJKLGHDOL]HGVLPXODWLRQVRQDVLPSOH
WKRUD[ SKDQWRP ZLWK FRPSDULVRQ WR WKH RULJLQDO WZRVWHS
PHWKRGWKDWGRHVQRWXWLOL]HDQDWRPLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQ:HKDYH
VKRZQWKDWLQERWKQRLVHIUHHDQGQRLV\FDVHVWKH0$3PHWKRG
DFKLHYHG VXSHULRU HVWLPDWLRQ DFFXUDF\ DQG SUHFLVLRQ RI WKH
DWWHQXDWLRQVRQRJUDP:KLOHDSURWRW\SH72)3(705,ZLWK
SVWLPLQJUHVROXWLRQLVUHSRUWHGLQZHEHOLHYHWKH
HVWLPDWH UHVXOWV XVLQJ QRLV\ VLQRJUDP FDQ EH VLJQLILFDQWO\
LPSURYHGZLWKEHWWHU72)UHVROXWLRQDQGWKHUHIRUHRXUPHWKRG
FRXOGEHDSUDFWLFDODSSURDFKIRUWKHDWWHQXDWLRQFRUUHFWLRQRI
IXWXUH FOLQLFDO 3(705 VFDQQHU ZLWK VWDWHRIDUW 72)
FDSDELOLW\
7KHPDLQOLPLWDWLRQVRIWKLVPHWKRGDUHWKDWQRQFRQYH[LW\
RI DQDWRPLFDO SULRU GHWHULRUDWHV WKH FRQYHUJHQFH RI
RSWLPL]DWLRQ DOJRULWKP LI ODUJHO\ ZHLJKWHG DQG PRGDOLW\
PLVPDWFK EHWZHHQ 05 DQG DWWHQXDWLRQ LPDJHV PD\ FDXVH
HVWLPDWLRQDUWLIDFW3RVVLEOHVROXWLRQVVXFKDVVSDWLDOO\YDU\LQJ
ZHLJKWDOWHUQDWLYHLQIRUPDWLRQWKHRUHWLFPHWULFDQGDWWHQXDWLRQ
GHGLFDWHG05VHTXHQFHZLOOEHLQYHVWLJDWHGLQWKHIXWXUHZRUN
)XUWKHUPRUH WKH YDOLGDWLRQ LQ WKLV VXPPDU\ LV TXLWH
SUHOLPLQDU\ ZH GLGQ¶W \HW HYDOXDWH WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI
DWWHQXDWLRQ DQG HPLVVLRQ LPDJHV XVLQJ HVWLPDWHG DWWHQXDWLRQ
VLQRJUDPZHZLOO H[WHQG RXUPHWKRG WR ' DQG WKRURXJKO\
YDOLGDWH LWXVLQJERWK'VLPXODWLRQV DQGFOLQLFDOGDWD LQ WKH
IXWXUH
5()(5(1&(6
>@ -1X\WV et al. 6LPXOWDQHRXVPD[LPXP D SRVWHULRUL UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI
DWWHQXDWLRQ DQG DFWLYLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQV IURP HPLVVLRQ VRQRJUDPVIEEE 
Trans. Med. Imag.,YROQRSS
>@ $5H]DHL et al6LPXOWDQHRXVUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIDFWLYLW\DQGDWWHQXDWLRQ
LQ7LPHRI)OLJKW3(7in Conf. Rec: IEEE Nucl. Sci. Symp. Med. Imag. 
Conf.SS
>@ 0'HIULVH$5H]DHLDQG-1X\WV³7LPHRIIOLJKW3(7GDWDGHWHUPLQH
WKHDWWHQXDWLRQVLQRJUDPXSWRDFRQVWDQW´Phys. Med. Biol.YROQR
SS
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1Soft Classiﬁcation with Gaussian Mixture Model
for Clinical Dual-Energy CT Reconstructions
Ruoqiao Zhang, Student Member, IEEE, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, Member, IEEE,
Charles A. Bouman, Fellow, IEEE, and Ken D. Sauer, Member, IEEE
Abstract—We study the distribution of the clinical dual-energy
CT (DECT) reconstructions by applying a soft classiﬁcation
method with Gaussian mixture model. With a pre-described
subclass number, this method estimates the parameters of each
subclass and performs classiﬁcation based on the posterior proba-
bility. Our study on the clinical data shows that the classiﬁcation
result relates closely to the actual material composition in the
human body, with each material represented by a particular
cluster. Also, the study shows that the edges in the DECT images
follow a Gaussian mixture distribution, where each subclass has a
distinguishable covariance or direction that represents a particu-
lar type of edges. Potential usage of this soft classiﬁcation method
includes MRF prior design and accurate material separation.
Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), dual energy, sta-
tistical method, Gaussian mixture, material separation, material
classiﬁcation, Markov random ﬁeld (MRF) design.
I. INTRODUCTION
DUAL-ENERGY CT (DECT) scanners, which collect X-ray projections with two distinct spectra, are of great
interest in applications such as disease diagnosis [1] and
security inspection [2]. A DECT reconstruction typically pro-
duces cross-sections corresponding to the equivalent densities
of two basis materials, where the linear combination of the
two uniquely determines the energy dependent attenuation
[3]. Typical reconstruction approaches include ﬁltered back-
projection (FBP) methods and statistical iterative methods. The
statistical approaches allow an accurate model for imaging
system and detector noise, which consequently reduce the
noise and improve the resolution of the images as compared
to FBP.
As for statistical iterative reconstruction approaches, it is
critical to build an accurate prior model to represent the image
characteristics. This requires knowledge of the distribution of
the reconstructed quantities. The Markov random ﬁeld (MRF)
has been applied widely in iterative CT reconstruction as
a prior model during the recent past [4]–[6]. Conventional
MRF priors for single-energy CT only depend on local pixel
differences. However, the distribution of the pixel differences
in clinical DECT reconstructions remains unclear. Applying
the MRF prior to each basis material components separately,
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as stated in [7], ignores the correlation between different
components. Thus, it is necessary to learn the distribution of
the pixel differences in clinical DECT reconstructions. More-
over, since the DECT reconstructions may potentially subject
to contamination between different material components, it
is also beneﬁcial to enforce material separation during the
reconstruction. One possible approach is to introduce material
density information in the MRF prior, which is neglected in
conventional MRF model. This also requires knowledge of the
distribution of clinical DECT reconstructions.
In this paper, we study the distribution of the clinical DECT
reconstructions by using a soft classiﬁcation method with
Gaussian mixture model. By using this method, we model
the distribution of the reconstructions as a mixture of several
distinct subclasses, each of which follows a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution. Given the total number of the subclasses,
we estimate the mean, covariance, and prior probability of
each subclass. Based on the estimated parameters, we then
classify each data point based on the posterior probability.
We use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to solve
this problem. The classiﬁcation result on the clinical data
reveals the distribution of neighboring pixel differences and
pixel densities of the DECT reconstructions.
This soft classiﬁcation method can also be used to segment
the DECT images. DECT has the potential to determine
the materials in the scanned object. Previous classiﬁcation
methods generally threshold the reconstructed values to dif-
ferentiate the materials [8], [9]. In particular, Zamyatin et al.
[9] applied a Gaussian-based approach after thresholding to
simply determine the boundary of the clusters produced by
thresholding. These methods substantially depend on prede-
ﬁned thresholds and may not be robust when two distinct clus-
ters overlap extensively. In contrast, the classiﬁcation method
we use in this paper is fundamentally different from what
Zamyatin used in [9], since in this soft classiﬁcation method
the prior distribution of each Gaussian is not uniform and
the parameters remain unknown before the algorithm starts.
The clinical result of the soft classiﬁcation method shows a
desirable segmentation on the DECT images, especially for
highly overlapping soft tissues.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. DECT reconstruction
We use the joint dual-energy model-based iterative re-
construction (JDE-MBIR) approach [7] to reconstruct basis
material densities. The JDE-MBIR method incorporates a
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2quadratic approximation to the polychromatic log-likelihood
with an accurate noise model that fully accounts for the
statistical dependency in the decomposed sinograms. This
approach has been demonstrated to reduce noise and improve
spatial resolution as compared to the ﬁltered back-projection
(FBP) and other decomposition-based statistical methods that
employ decoupled likelihood model [7].
B. Soft classiﬁcation with Gaussian mixture model
Let Y = {Yn}Nn=1 be a sequence of N multivariate
random vectors of dimension M . Each Yn is modeled by the
same Gaussian mixture distribution with K subclasses. Each
subclass k is speciﬁed by the parameters θk = (πk, μk, Rk),
deﬁned as the prior probability, mean, and covariance for
subclass k, respectively. Furthermore, let Xn be a random
variable that determines the subclass label for Yn. Then, the
conditional probability of Yn given Xn = k and parameter θ
is given by
p(yn|k, θ) = 1
(2π)
M
2
|Rk|− 12 exp
{
− (yn − μk)
tR−1k (yn − μk)
2
}
.
(1)
Then the conditional probability of Yn given θ is,
p(yn|θ) =
K∑
k=1
p(yn|k, θ)πk. (2)
The log-likelihood of the entire sequence, Y , is then given by,
log p(y|K, θ) =
N∑
n=1
log
(
K∑
k=1
p(yn|k, θ)πk
)
. (3)
In this paper, we empirically ﬁx the number of subclasses,
K. Then the unknown parameter, θ, can be computed as the
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate given by
θˆ = argmax
θ
log p(y|K, θ). (4)
Due to the unknown state of the labels, {Xn}Nn=1, we use
the EM algorithm to solve this problem. The EM algorithm
works by ﬁrst estimating {Xn}Nn=1 by clustering the data,
{Yn}Nn=1, according to the current subclass parameters, θ.
Then it reestimates θ based on this clustering result. This leads
to an iterative procedure that alternates between classiﬁcation
and parameter estimation. At the ith iteration, the probability
that yn belongs to subclass k can be computed by using Bayes
rule,
p(k|yn, θ(i)) = p(yn|k, θ
(i))πk∑K
j=1 p(yn|j, θ(i))πj
. (5)
This gives the classiﬁcation at the ith iteration. This is a ”soft”
classiﬁcation since the membership of yn to each subclass is
represented by a probability. Then based on this classiﬁcation
result, we can update the parameters by maximizing the
expectation function,
θ(i+1) = argmax
θ
E[log p(y,X|θ)|y, θ(i)]. (6)
A substitution function approach is used to simplify the
computation [10]. The updated parameters for each iteration
are given by
N¯k =
N∑
n=1
p(k|yn, θ(i)), (7)
π
(i+1)
k =
N¯k
N
, (8)
μ
(i+1)
k =
1
N¯k
N∑
n=1
ynp(k|yn, θ(i)), (9)
R
(i+1)
k =
1
N¯k
N∑
n=1
(
yn − μ(i+1)k
)(
yn − μ(i+1)k
)T
p(k|yn, θ(i)).
(10)
The ﬁnal classiﬁcation is computed by
Xˆn = argmax
k∈K
p(k|yn, θˆ). (11)
The initial condition can be chosen in the same manner as
stated in [10],
π
(1)
k =
1
K
(12)
μ
(1)
k = yl, where l =
⌊
(k − 1)(N − 1)
(K − 1)
⌋
(13)
R
(1)
k =
1
N
N∑
n=1
yny
t
n (14)
where · takes the greatest smaller integer. Notice that the
initial condition does not require any knowledge of each
subclass.
C. Data Formulation
We proposed two different formulations of the reconstructed
values to study the distribution of a single pixel and its
neighbors.
1) Material distances within neighboring pixels: We ﬁrst
study the distribution of the material distance that is measured
as the difference within the same material between neighboring
pixels. More precisely, let m1 and m2 be the reconstructed
water and iodine density images, respectively. Furthermore,
let s and r be the locations of two pixels in the image. Then
we formulate the 2D distance vector as
y{s,r} = (m1,s −m1,r,m2,s −m2,r).
We then formulate a sequence y as a collection of all such 2D
vectors over the entire 8-neighborhood system, C. The soft
classiﬁcation is performed on y, with the subclass number,
K, empirically ﬁxed to 7.
2) Material densities within neighboring pixels: We formu-
late a 4D vector that includes the material density information
of a neighboring pixel pair. More precisely, for a neighboring
pair {s, r}, the data vector is formulated as
y′{s,r} = (m1,s,m2,s,m1,r,m2,r).
The soft classiﬁcation is performed on y′, which is the
sequence of all such 4D vectors over C, with K empirically
ﬁxed to 10.
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Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of the 2D distance vector for FBP images. The scatter-plot shows the classiﬁcation result, with each color specifying a particular cluster.
Then ﬁve out of seven subclasses are shown individually on the image, with each represent a particular type of edges. The other two subclasses basically
represent DC components and are generally not of great interest.
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Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation of the 2D distance vector for JDE-MBIR images. The scatter-plot shows the classiﬁcation result, with each color specifying a particular
cluster. Then ﬁve out of seven subclasses are shown individually on the image, with each represent a particular type of edges. The other two subclasses
basically represent DC components and are generally not of great interest.
III. RESULTS
We applied the soft classiﬁcation method on DECT clinical
reconstructions. Raw data were acquired on a Discovery
CT750 HD scanner (GE Healthcare, WI, USA) in dual-
energy fast kVp switching acquisition mode, with tube voltage
alternating between 80 kVp and 140 kVp in 540 mAs. We use
two methods to reconstruct the water- and iodine-equivalent
densities, the FBP method with a standard reconstruction ﬁlter
kernel and the JDE-MBIR method. We then experimented with
the same slice reconstructed by different methods, where the
data y and y′ were formulated in the manner described in Sec.
II-C. We applied the soft classiﬁcation on y and y′ separately.
Fig. 1 and 2 show the classiﬁcation results on the 2D
distance vectors for FBP and JDE-MBIR, respectively. The
color-code remains the same for the scatter-plot and the images
and the same for FBP and JDE-MBIR cases as well. The
results show that the clusters correspond to different types of
edges in the images. The clusters have zero mean but different
covariances or directions from each other. This suggests an
MRF prior that models the distribution of each edge cluster
such that different edges can be treated in different ways based
on their covariances.
It is also shown in the scatter-plots in Fig. 1 and 2 that
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Fig. 3. Classiﬁcation of the 4D density vector for FBP images. Upper row
shows the material density images used in the classiﬁcation. The classiﬁcation
result is shown on the segmentation map on lower left, with each color
specifying a particular cluster. The classiﬁcation is also shown in the scatter-
plot on lower right with the same color code.
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Fig. 4. Classiﬁcation of the 4D density vector for JDE-MBIR images.
Upper row shows the material density images used in the classiﬁcation. The
classiﬁcation result is shown on the segmentation map on lower left, with
each color specifying a particular cluster. The classiﬁcation is also shown in
the scatter-plot on lower right with the same color code.
JDE-MBIR changes the distribution of edges as compared to
FBP, where the edges between different material components
are positively correlated in JDE-MBIR images. The classiﬁ-
cation result on the JDE-MBIR images captures and separates
different type of edges better than that on the FBP images. As
shown in Fig. 2, the high contrast edges (bone-tissue edges
(red) and air-tissue edges (green)), and the soft tissue edges
(magenta and blue), have been well classiﬁed. This is because
the JDE-MBIR method produces shaper edges and smoother
texture than the FBP method [7].
The classiﬁcation results of the 4D density vectors are
shown in Fig. 3 and 4 for FBP and JDE-MBIR, respectively.
Both results show that the clusters relate closely to different
compositions of human body, such as fat, muscle, bone, blood,
and air. As shown in the images, the soft classiﬁcation method
performs well in differentiating highly overlapping tissues.
Moreover, the 4D classiﬁcation also produces clusters that
reﬂect the edges. For example, the cyan cluster in JDE-
MBIR result stands for air-tissue edges. These results indicate
the possibility of designing an MRF prior that models both
the density distribution and the edge distribution to improve
material separation and edge performance simultaneously.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a study on the distribution of the clinical
DECT reconstructions by using a soft classiﬁcation method
with Gaussian mixture model. The soft classiﬁcation method
estimates the parameters of each subclass and performs clas-
siﬁcation based on the posterior probability. Clinical results
have shown that the classiﬁcation results relate closely to
different types of edges in DECT images and different body
compositions. Future investigation includes accurate material
separation and correlation-based MRF prior design.
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1Metal artifact reduction based on the combined
prior image
Yanbo Zhang, Xuanqin Mou
Abstract—Metallic implants introduce severe artifacts in CT
images, which degrades the image quality. It is an effective
method to reduce metal artifacts by replacing the metal affected
projection with the forward projection of a prior image. How
to ﬁnd a good prior image is the key of this class methods,
and numerous algorithms have been proposed to address this
issue recently. In this work, by using image mutual correlation,
pixels in the original reconstructed image or linear interpolation
corrected image, which are less affected by artifacts, are selected
to build a combined image. Thereafter, a better prior image is
generated from the combined image by using tissue classiﬁcation.
The results of three patients’ CT images show that the proposed
method can reduce metal artifacts remarkably.
Index Terms—Computed tomography, metal artifact reduction,
prior image, mutual correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
METAL artifact reduction (MAR) is a major problemin x-ray computed tomography. Metallic implants can
introduce bright and dark streaks and shadows in CT images,
which degrades the image quality severely and become a
major limiting factor in clinical diagnosis. During past three
decades, various metal artifact reduction approaches have been
proposed. However, there is still no robust solution to this issue
and it remains a challenging problem.
The projections passing through metals are distorted by
various errors such as severe beam hardening and noise
[1]. As a result, many MAR methods treat metal affected
projections as to be missing, and they are replaced by surrogate
projections. Some methods complete the projection by using
an interpolation scheme, e.g., linear interpolation [2] (denoted
as LI-MAR), which is simple and with low computation cost.
However, interpolation based MAR methods may introduce
secondary artifacts.
Recently, a class of MAR methods, which complete the
missing projection dataset by using forward projection of a
prior image, are widely investigated. The information of the
prior image is exploited to complete the projection, as a result,
the method can get an excellent result if the prior image
contains few artifacts and is close to the ground truth image.
Therefore, how to ﬁnd a good prior image is crucial in these
forward projection based methods. Generally, a prior image
is generated from the original reconstructed image or pre-
corrected image. Seemeen Karimi et al. [3] obtained the prior
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image by segmenting regions of the original image. Metal arti-
facts regions were identiﬁed and then replaced with a constant
soft tissue value. Bal and Spies [4] employed the k-means
cluster technique to segment the adaptively ﬁltered image into
ﬁve classes. Prell et al. [5] segmented three dimensional inter-
polation corrected image into air, soft tissue and bone. Philips
Healthcare recently developed a commercial orthopedic metal
artifact reduction function (O-MAR) which produced the prior
image from the original image [1]. Meyer et al. [6] produced
prior image from different images depending on the strength of
existing artifacts. The original image was chosen to generate
prior image in the case of existing minor artifacts, otherwise,
LI-MAR corrected image was selected instead. There are two
main drawbacks for these methods. In some cases, there exist
wrong tissue classiﬁcation due to severe artifacts. Besides,
pixel values in bone remain unchanged because they vary over
a large range; as a result, the artifacts in bone remain. These
factors result in generating poor prior image and ﬁnally lead
to dissatisfactory correction performance.
All the above mentioned methods employ the information
in only one image, while we try to make the best of the
information in both the uncorrected original image and LI-
MAR corrected image. The distributions and intensities of
artifacts are different in the original image and LI-MAR
corrected image, so the pixels containing fewer artifacts in the
two images are selected to build a combined image, which is
used to generate a good prior image. Thereafter, the forward
projection of the prior image is used to complete the projection
dataset and the corrected image is reconstructed using FBP.
II. METHOD
The main idea of our approach is to generate the prior image
that is obtained from the combination of original image and LI-
MAR corrected image. The proposed method is composed of
three steps: Metal traces segmentation, prior image generation
and projection completion followed by image reconstruction.
A. Metal traces segmentation
In the original reconstructed image, metals are segmented
out based on thresholding [7]. Then the forward projection of
the obtained metal only image is performed to get the metal
traces, which speciﬁes the projections affected by metals.
These affected projections are replaced in the ﬁnal step.
B. Prior image generation
1) Linear interpolation: For a given original sinogram p,
whose the ith view jth bin pixel is denoted as pi,j . In each
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2Fig. 1. Generation of the combined images of patient 1. (a) is the original
image, (b) is LI-MAR corrected image, (c) is the difference between (a) and
(b), where the metal pixels are excluded. (d) and (e) are the correlation maps
of (a) and (b), respectively. (f) is the combined image. The display windows
are (WL=0HU, WW=1500HU) for (a–c) and (f), and [-1, 1] for (d) and (e).
view of the sinogram, e.g. in the ith projection view, if the
projections pi,k and pi,k+Δ+1 are unaffected by metal, and the
Δ projection pixels between them, {pi,j |j ∈ [k + 1, k +Δ]},
are in metal trace, then the projections {pi,j |j ∈ [k+1, k+Δ]}
are replaced by the linear interpolation of pi,k and pk+Δ+1,
which is stated as follows.
pLIi,j = pi,k +
pi,k+Δ+1 − pi,k
Δ+ 1
(j − k). (1)
Sometimes the unaffected projections are smoothed before
interpolation in order to decrease the impact of noise. The
unaffected projections remain unchanged in pLI . Then the LI-
MAR corrected image is reconstructed using FBP.
2) Artifacts splitting: The original image fO can be regard-
ed as the ground truth image plus a metal artifacts image, and
the LI-MAR corrected image fLI can be treated as the ground
truth image plus a LI-MAR artifacts image consisting of
uncorrected metal artifacts and secondary artifacts. Therefore,
the difference of these two reconstructed images, fO − fLI ,
represents the superposition of metal artifacts and the negative
LI-MAR artifacts, called as artifacts superposition image and
denoted as fA. Figure 1(c) gives the artifacts superposition
image of a patient (patient 1) containing a metallic clip. It
can be seen that all metal artifacts and LI-MAR artifacts are
presented and there is no information of patient’ tissues.
3) Correlation maps: Image mutual correlation [8] has
been widely used to assess the degree of similarity of two
images. The mutual correlation of two vectors x and y is
calculated as follows:
C(x, y) =
2〈x, y〉+ 
‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 +  . (2)
where symbol 〈·, ·〉 represents the inner product, and  is a
small positive constant to make sure that the denominator is
not zero. The value range of C(·, ·) is (−1, 1].
Generally, the distributions and intensities of metal artifacts
and LI-MAR artifacts are different (e.g., Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)),
so it is possible to build a combined image with fewer
artifacts from the two images fO and fLI . Speciﬁcally, for an
arbitrary pixel position (i, j), the pixel value of the combined
image is selected as fOi,j or f
LI
i,j , depending on that whose
CT number is less affected by artifacts. For this purposes,
two reconstructed images fO and fLI as well as the artifacts
superposition image fA are divided into blocks (called image
patches), and denoted as bOi,j , b
LI
i,j and b
A
i,j , respectively, where
the subscript (i, j) is position index of the central pixel of the
image patch. Each patch has 9×9 pixels. As known to us, CT
number of soft tissue is around 0 HU; thus, in cases of heavy
artifacts, the CT number is dominated by artifacts in soft tissue
region in the reconstructed images. Therefore, in soft tissue
region, correlation value between two corresponding patches
in the reconstructed image and in artifacts superposition image
describes the correlation degree of contained artifacts in this
patch in the reconstructed image, which is calculated by
Eq. 3.1 {
COi,j = C(b
O
i,j , b
A
i,j),
CLIi,j = −C(bLIi,j , bAi,j).
(3)
These correlation values obtained form Eq. 3 compose cor-
relation maps CO and CLI . Since the artifacts is continuous
along the directions of streaks, correlation values in bone can
be estimated by using neighbourhood interpolation. Then two
correlation maps CO and CLI are obtained. Figures 1(d) and
1(e) are the two correlation maps of patient 1.
4) Generation of combined prior image: If the correspond-
ing correlation value of fOi,j is smaller than that of f
LI
i,j , then
fOi,j is likely to contain fewer artifacts and is selected to
build the combined image; otherwise, fLIi,j is chosen. Thus the
combined image fC is obtained according to Eq. 4. Figure 1(f)
shows the combined image of patient 1, which contains lighter
artifacts than Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
fCi,j =
{
fOi,j , if C
O
i,j < C
LI
i,j
fLIi,j , others.
(4)
The prior image is obtained via tissue classiﬁcation of the
combined image [5]. The pixels with CT numbers larger than
200 HU are regarded as bone, which are unchanged; the pixels
whose CT numbers are smaller than -600 HU, are assumed as
air and set to -1000 HU; while the pixels with CT numbers
between -600 HU and 200 HU are treated as soft tissue, which
are uniformly set to 0 HU. Then the combined prior image is
obtained.
1The artifacts superposition image is deﬁned by fA = fO − fLI , so the
negative sign is used in Eq. 3 to guarantee the positive correlation of LI-MAR
induced artifacts between two corresponding patches in fLI and fO − fLI .
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3Fig. 2. Reconstructed images and prior images of patient 1 with a surgical
clip. (a) is the original image, the corrected images are obtained by using (b)
LI-MAR, (d) FP-MAR1, (f) FP-MAR2 and (h) the proposed method, respec-
tively. (c), (e) and (g) are the prior images of (d), (f) and (h), respectively.
The display windows are (WL=50HU,WW=400HU) for reconstructed images
and (WL=0HU,WW=1500HU) for prior images.
C. Projection completion and image reconstruction
If the metal trace pixels are directly replaced with the
corresponding projections obtained by the forward projecting
of the combined prior image, it may lead to discontinuity
at the boundary of the metal traces, which introduces new
streak artifacts. So it is necessary to prevent generating the
discontinuity in replacement. Similar to our previous work
[9], we apply linear interpolation again to generate a con-
tinuous transition pT between the forward projection pC
and the original sinogram p. The metal affected projections
are replaced with the sum of pC and pT . In this way, the
affected projections can be completed seamlessly. Thereafter,
the corrected image is reconstructed using FBP, and the metal
obtained in the ﬁrst step is inserted into the corrected image.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
In this study, we compare the performance of the proposed
method with competing methods on the scanned datasets of
three patients. A patient with a surgical clip (patient 1) was
scanned on a Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 16 scanner CT
using helical scanning geometry. The measurement of patient
1 was acquired with 1160 projection views over a rotation
and 672 detector bins in a row. A patient with a dental ﬁlling
(patient 2) and a patient with a hip prosthesis (patient 3) were
scanned on a kV on-board imaging (OBI) system integrated
in a TrueBeamTM medical linear accelerator (Varian Medical
System, Palo Alto, CA). The projection datasets were acquired
with 364 projection views over 200◦ in full-fan mode for
patient 2, and 656 projection views over 360◦ in half-fan mode
for patient 3, respectively, and their effective detector bins
were 512. The matrix of reconstructed image is 512 × 512,
corresponding pixel sizes are 0.776mm×0.776mm for patient
1 and patient 2, and 1mm× 1mm for patient 3.
B. Results
In this paper, the forward projection based MAR methods
which use the prior images generated from the original image
and LI-MAR corrected image are denoted as FP-MAR1 and
FP-MAR2, respectively. FP-MAR1 is the same to Prell et al.
proposed method [5] except that the conventional LI-MAR
is used instead of 3D LI-MAR. LI-MAR, FP-MAR1 and FP-
MAR2 are implemented to compare with the proposed method.
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed images and the prior
images of patient 1. The original image contains heavy metal
artifacts in the vicinity of metallic clip as indicated by arrow
1 in Fig. 2(a). Thus the prior image obtained from the original
image is not good enough due to wrong tissue classiﬁcation
as shown in Fig. 2(e), which results in severe artifacts in the
corresponding reconstructed image (Fig. 2(f)). Figure 2(b) is
the LI-MAR corrected image, which contains remarkable new
artifacts as indicated by arrows 3 and 4, and the structure of
bone is distorted highlighted by arrow 2. As a result, these
artifacts and wrong structures are remained in the prior image
(Fig. 2(c)) obtained from LI-MAR corrected image, leading
to the similar artifacts and wrong structures as indicated by
arrows in Fig. 2(d). By contrast, the combined prior image
is obtained from Fig. 1(f). Therefore, there is no previously
mentioned wrong tissue classiﬁcation as indicated by arrows
in Fig. 2(g), and the corrected image has no obvious artifacts
(see Fig. 2(h)).
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed images of patient 2. There
are obvious streak artifacts in both the original image and LI-
MAR corrected image. FP-MAR1 can remove most of streaks
except the one pointed out by the arrow in Fig. 3(c). In com-
parison, FP-MAR2 can suppress the streaks indicated by arrow
better. Nevertheless, artifacts around the metal is remarkable in
FP-MAR2 corrected image. The proposed method can reduce
both streaks and artifacts around the metal greatly.
Figure 4 shows the reconstructed images of patient 3.
There are bright and dark shadows in the original image,
which can be reduced remarkably by LI-MAR. With the prior
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4Fig. 3. Reconstructed images of patient 2 with a dental ﬁlling. (a) is the original image, the corrected images are obtained by using (b)LI-MAR, (c) FP-MAR1,
(d) FP-MAR2 and (e) the proposed method, respectively. The display window is (WL=0HU,WW=750HU).
Fig. 4. Reconstructed images of patient 3 with a hip prosthesis. (a) is the original image, the corrected images are obtained by using (b)LI-MAR, (c)
FP-MAR1, (d) FP-MAR2 and (e) the proposed method, respectively. The display window is (WL=0HU,WW=750HU).
image obtained from LI-MAR, FP-MAR1 can further alleviate
artifacts. On the contrary, FP-MAR2 can hardly reduce bright
artifacts around the hip prosthesis. The image corrected by the
proposed method is similar to that by FP-MAR1, because the
two prior images obtained from LI-MAR image and combined
image are both good enough.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The distributions of artifacts in the original image and
in LI-MAR corrected image are different, so the proposed
method sufﬁciently exploits information of the pixels with
fewer artifacts to compose a new image, which is used to
generate a good prior image. As illustrated in the results of
patient 1 and patient 2, images corrected by the proposed
method are superior to that corrected by FP-MAR1 and FP-
MAR2, because the combined prior image can avoid wrong
tissue classiﬁcation that appeared in the prior images of FP-
MAR1 and FP-MAR2. For patient 3, since the prior image of
FP-MAR1 has no wrong tissue classiﬁcation and is superior to
that of FP-MAR2, the prior image and corrected image of the
proposed method are almost the same to that of FP-MAR1.
Besides, for simplicity, LI-MAR method is adopted to generate
the combined image in this work, while other MAR methods
can also be used instead which will be our future work.
In conclusion, we introduce a new method to generate
better prior image for the forward projection based metal
artifact reduction method. By using image mutual correlation,
pixels in the original image or linear interpolation corrected
image, which are less affected by artifacts, are selected to
build the combined image. Based on this image, a more
accurate prior image can be obtained. The results demonstrate
that the proposed method can achieve better artifacts removal
performance than the competing methods. In the future, the
developed method will be evaluated by clinicians to validate
the clinical usefulness.
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1Bone artifact reduction in differential
phase-contrast CT
Dieter Hahn, Pierre Thibault, Andreas Fehringer, Martin Bech, Peter B. Noe¨l and Franz Pfeiffer
Abstract—In this work we present an image reconstruction
technique for grating-based phase-contrast computed tomogra-
phy. The main purpose is the reduction of artifacts, similar to
metal artifacts known from conventional absorption imaging,
caused by the presence of highly absorbing and scattering
objects, e.g. bones. The method is based on a statistical iterative
reconstruction algorithm utilizing maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)
principles and integrating the statistical properties of the raw
data as measured with a grating interferometer. As data pro-
cessing is needed to calculate the ﬁnal absorption, darkﬁeld and
differential phase-contrast signals from the raw projections, the
measurement errors are propagated through the processing steps
to obtain estimates of the statistical uncertainties to be used in
the reconstruction procedure. To a good approximation these
uncertainties follow a Gaussian probability distribution, leading
to the formulation of a penalized log-likelihood cost function with
a weighted least-squares data-ﬁdelity term, complemented with
one or more regularization terms incorporating prior knowledge
of the reconstructed image. Information about the position of
dense materials is gained from the absorption signal and utilized
in the phase reconstruction. The technique is demonstrated
on experimental data from a synchrotron X-ray source as
well as from a laboratory setup. The results clearly show an
improvement in image quality and are another step in proving the
feasibility of phase-contrast techniques for clinical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years grating-based X-ray phase-contrast
imaging has increasingly attracted attention [1]–[3] because
of its high potential to be introduced into clinical settings. In
addition to the conventional attenuation information it provides
a differential phase-contrast signal with a high sensitivity to
small electron density variations, leading to an increased soft
tissue contrast. This makes it a promising tool, for example,
in early tumor detection. This high sensitivity, however, also
causes one of its main challenges. Performing phase-contrast
tomography of soft tissue regions in the presence of highly
absorbing or scattering objects, e.g. bones, these structures
will cause streaking artifacts in a conventional ﬁltered back-
projection reconstruction, the current standard reconstruction
method [4]–[7]. These artifacts mainly arise due to high at-
tenuation, phase wrapping and scattering of the bone material.
Because in medical phase-contrast imaging these artifacts
mostly appear near bones, we term them ’bone artifacts’.
These bone artifacts drastically impair the diagnostic quality of
the reconstructed images and could prevent the introduction of
D. Hahn, P. Thibault, A. Fehringer, M. Bech and F. Pfeiffer are with
the Chair for Biomedical Physics and the Institute for Medical Engineering,
Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Munich, Germany
P.B. Noe¨l is with the Department of Radiology, Technische Universita¨t
Mu¨nchen, Munich, Germany
Fig. 1. X-ray intensity curve recorded during phase-stepping in a single pixel
as a function of the position of the analyzer grating. Indicated are the Fourier
coefﬁcients (a0, v and φ1) and the new ﬁt parameters (A0, A1 and B1), as
well as their statistical uncertainties.
the technique into clinical routine. Luckily, with the increase in
computational power available today, iterative reconstruction
techniques have become a feasible alternative to the ﬁltered
backprojection algorithm. Their main advantage is the ability
to use prior knowledge of the reconstructed image [8], i.e.
fully modelling the physical and statistical processes involved
in the imaging procedure.
In this work we propose a bone artifact reduction algo-
rithm based on statistical iterative reconstruction (SIR) using
maximum-a-posteriori principles. Further a simple alternative
to the conventional Fourier data processing used to calculate
the absorption and differential phase-contrast signals from the
raw data is presented.
A grating interferometer basically consists of two gratings.
The ﬁrst so-called phase grating creates intensity modula-
tions on the length scale of the grating period downstream
of the beam. A phase-shifting object in the beam causes
slight deviations of this pattern proportional to the angles of
refraction caused by the object. A second absorbing grating
with a period matched to that of the intensity pattern acts as
an analyzer to resolve the fringes with a conventional X-ray
detector. The pattern is scanned by moving one of the gratings
perpendicular to the beam, thus recording an intensity curve
for each individual pixel. Fourier analysis is typically used to
retrieve attenuation, phase-contrast and darkﬁeld signals from
these curves. As we want to use the statistical uncertainties of
the three signals to aid in the reconstruction, we use a weighted
least-squares approach to directly ﬁt a periodic curve to the
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2measurements.
S =
∑
j
1
σ2j
(Ij −A0 −A1 cos(xj)−B1 sin(xj))2 . (1)
A typical intensity curve and the relation between the
conventional Fourier coefﬁcients and the ﬁtting parameters are
shown in ﬁgure 1.
II. THE PROBLEM
With the statistical uncertainties of our projection data
at hand, we have the ﬁrst ingredient for our bone artifact
reduction method. But before we go into the details of the
reconstruction procedure we want to brieﬂy discuss the causes
that lead to the appearance of the bone artifacts.
1) The strong absorption of dense materials leads to photon
starvation and loss of information.
2) Small-angle scattering inside these porous materials
causes a loss of coherence and thus limits the ability
to reliably determine the phase gradient.
3) Measurement of the phase gradient is intrinsically re-
stricted to the interval [−π, π]. Gradients exceeding this
range are wrapped back into this interval, causing an
undeﬁned value at this position, thus lowering its statis-
tical signiﬁcance. This phase-wrapping usually occurs
at strong edges, where the differential phase shift is
especially high, e.g. at the boundary between soft tissue
and bones.
All of the above effects lead to a differential phase shift that
is no longer uniquely deﬁned at certain positions and thus
does not represent reliable information for the tomographic
reconstruction.
III. METHODS AND MATERIALS
To reduce the inﬂuence of these unreliable measurements we
propose an algorithm that is based on statistical modeling of
the processes involved in differential phase-contrast imaging.
The probability distributions of the signals and their statistical
uncertainties obtained after the processing procedure follow
to a good approximation a Gaussian distribution. Gaussian
behavior of a statistical model means that the log-likelihood
in a Bayesian sense is written as a weighted sum of squared
differences plus regularization terms embedding prior knowl-
edge of the reconstructed image. The resulting cost function,
called the penalized log-likelihood is to be minimized with
respect to the reconstructed image ρ given the corresponding
measured sinogram s and uncertainties σ:
L(ρ) =
∑
x,θ
1
(σθx)
2
⎛⎝sθx −∑
j
∂xA
θ
x,jρj
⎞⎠2 +∑
k
λkRk(ρ).
(2)
Here x is the coordinate of the pixels along a detector line,
θ the projection angle and ∂xAθx the differential forward
projection operator, projecting a tomogram into a differential
sinogram, to take into account the differential nature of the
phase-contrast projections. The Rk are the regularization terms
with each having a strength factor λk. We minimize this
cost function using a standard non-linear conjugate gradient
algorithm.
But how can we use this algorithm to solve the problems
stated above? Looking at the equation of the differential phase
uncertainty unveils that it is inversely proportional to the
darkﬁeld signal (also shown theoretically in [9] and [10]),
which is a direct measure for the small angle scattering
in a sample. Another look at the phase uncertainty shows
that it is also directly proportional to the absorption. Thus,
using the phase uncertainty directly in the SIR should take
care of problems 1. and 2. Problem 3 on the other hand
requires more preparation. We know that phase-wrapping is
most likely to occur at the boundaries between low and
high absorbing regions and from an absorption reconstruction
we can get information on the exact location of strongly
absorbing objects. The absorption tomogram is thresholded
and forwardprojected into a new sinogram. This sinogram is
then differentiated along the detector coordinate direction to
get an estimate of where strong edges occur. The weighting
term 1/σ2 in the cost function is then modiﬁed using this
’mask’ to decrease the weighting of pixels, which have a high
probability of containing phase-wrapping.
In addition to the weighting, there is another part of the cost
function that can be used to improve the reconstruction result,
and this is the regularization.
In this work four regularization terms are utilized. Three of
those are globally applied to the reconstructed image, the last
one only works locally.
Quadratic regularization
The quadratic regularization term enforces a smooth recon-
struction by quadratically penalizing the difference between
a voxel and its surrounding neighbors. In three dimensions
Nj is the neighborhood of voxel j and wi,j is a weighting
factor taking into account the different distances of adjacent
and diagonal neighbors.
RQ(ρ) =
∑
j
∑
i∈Nj
wi,j (ρj − ρi)2 (3)
Huber regularization
The Huber regularization term has an additional parameter
that can be tuned. Differences larger than this threshold γ
are penalized only linearly, while for differences smaller than
γ the usual quadratic penalty is applied. This term enforces
smoothness for already uniform regions, but preserves edges
found in the image.
RH =
∑
j
∑
i∈Nj
⎧⎨⎩
(ρj−ρi)2
2γ2 for |ρj − ρi| < γ
|ρj−ρi|−γ/2
γ for |ρj − ρi| > γ
(4)
Mean regularization
This term penalizes large differences of voxel values to the
mean of their neighborhood. The size of the neighborhood can
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3Fig. 2. Axial (top), sagittal (middle) and coronal (bottom) cuts through the
X-ray phase-contrast CT of an ex-vivo mouse using ﬁltered backprojection.
The streaking artifacts caused by the spine are clearly visible in the axial view
and also show an inﬂuence on the perpendicular views as strong pixel value
variations. More details on the experiment can be found in [11]
be chosen freely. The purpose of this term is to enforce the
reduction of long range deviations.
RM =
∑
j
(
ρj − 〈ρ〉Nj
)2
(5)
Bone regularization
This term is only applied to pixels that contain dense
material using the mask b generated from an absorption
reconstruction. The value of affected voxels is forced to be
similar to absorption values scaled by a factor c. This factor
Fig. 3. Axial (top), sagittal (middle) and coronal (bottom) cuts through the X-
ray phase-contrast CT of an ex-vivo mouse measurement using the proposed
SIR algorithm. Compared to the ﬁltered backprojection reconstruction in
ﬁgure 2, the streaking artifacts are clearly reduced in the axial view and the
stripes and structural artifacts in the perpendicular views are also suppressed.
is ideally chosen as δ/μ for the underlying material to enforce
’correct’ phase values.
RB(ρ) =
∑
j
bj (ρj − c · a)2 (6)
IV. RESULTS
The algorithm’s ability to reduce bone artifacts is demon-
strated on two experimental datasets. The ﬁrst one is an ex-
vivo phase-contrast CT scan of a mouse measured at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble. Here
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4Fig. 4. Reconstructions of a carotid artery measured at a laboratory setup. The artery contains calciﬁed plaque causing streaking artifacts as seen in the FBP
reconstruction on the left. The middle plate shows a reconstruction using the proposed algorithm only utilizing statistical weighting and Huber regularization.
The streaking artifacts are suppressed but there are dark shadows left around the calciﬁcations. These can be removed by further constraining the reconstruction
with the bone regularizer as seen in the image on the right.
we present the results of reconstructions performed using
the conventional ﬁltered backprojection (ﬁgure 2) and the
proposed method (ﬁgure 3). Shown in the ﬁgures are an axial
slice (top) and sagittal (middle) and coronal (bottom) cuts
through the center of the volume. The FBP reconstruction
exhibits strong streaking artifacts that manifest as vertical lines
in the sagittal view and a noise-like structure in the coronal
view obstructing most of the ﬁne detail. While there are still
artifacts left in the reconstruction with the presented method,
their intensity and extension is drastically reduced, making the
detection of small details a lot more feasible. This becomes
most apparent in the coronal view, where the inﬂuence of
the artifacts is no longer visible. In addition to the artifact
reduction, the iterative reconstruction results in sharper images
with more local contrast.
To demonstrate the general applicability of the method, it
was also used on a second dataset measured at a laboratory
setup with a conventional rotating anode X-ray source. The
sample is an excised carotid artery with calciﬁed plaque. The
results are shown in ﬁgure 4 with the FBP reconstruction on
the left, an SIR reconstruction without the bone regularizer in
the middle and an SIR reconstruction with bone regularizer
on the right. It is apparent from the left image, that these
calciﬁcations cause artifacts impairing the detectability of
details in the underlying tissue. Using only the information on
the statistical uncertainties in the iterative reconstruction, the
streaking artifacts are suppressed, leaving only dark shadows
around the calciﬁcation, as seen in the middle plate. These
can also be removed by further constraining the reconstruction
with the help of the bone regularizer, shown in the right
image, further increasing detail visibility in the vicinity of the
calciﬁcation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a new method for reducing the inﬂuence
of strongly absorbing and scattering objects on the reconstruc-
tion of differential phase-contrast tomography data, decreasing
the negative impact the resulting artifacts have on medical
diagnosis. This work thus expands the potential use cases
of grating-based differential phase contrast for biomedical
imaging from currently mostly soft tissue applications to a
much wider range. With our method’s ability to decrease
the inﬂuence of bone artifacts X-ray phase-contrast imaging
becomes one step closer to being clinically feasible.
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FULLY THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION IN RADIOLOGY AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE 1
A New Method for
Windmill Artifact Reduction
Johan Sunnega˚rdh, Karl Stierstorfer, Siemens Healthcare, Germany
Abstract—A common problem in helical cone-beam Computed
Tomography (CT) is windmill artifacts. We propose a new
method for reduction of such artifacts, based on estimation and
subsequent subtraction of the artifacts. Experiments on different
phantoms demonstrate the reduction of windmill artifacts, and
the surprising side effect of enhancement of high contrast edges.
In the ﬁnal section, we discuss how certain low-pass ﬁlter
parameters affect the result, as well as possible improvements
of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
W INDMILL artifacts typically occur in helical cone-beamCT. In reconstructed axial images, the artifacts appear
as alternating dark and brigth areas emanating from objects
containing sharp edges in the z-direction. The cause of these
artifacts is aliasing of high frequencies in the z-direction [1].
To see this, we assume a point focus, and a detector that has
a sampling distance S projected to the iso-center in the z-
direction. Typically, a CT detector has an aperture that as
approximately as large as the samling distance. Thus, the
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the detector aperture
is a sinc function with its ﬁrst zero at 1/S, i.e., twice the
Nyquist frequency of the detector in the z-direction. Since this
function only falls to approximately 0.6 of its maximum at the
Nyquist frequency, its anti-aliasing properites are insufﬁcient.
A hardware solution to the windmill artifact problem is
the z-Flying Focal Spot (z-FFS) [2]. By rapidly deﬂecting
the electron beam so that the focal spot jumps between two
different z-positions, an effective detector sampling distance
of S/2 is obtained. This corresponds to the increased Nyquist
freqency of 1/S, coinciding with the ﬁrst zero of the detector
aperture MTF. Thus, the most severe aliasing distortion is
avoided. While very effectively suppressing the windmill arti-
facts already at the sampling stage, z-FFS has the disadvantage
that it increases the complexity and cost of the x-ray tube.
Since windmill artfacts are mainly caused by high frequen-
cies in the z-direction, a straightforward way to reduce the
artifacts is to apply a low-pass ﬁlter in the z-direction. The
artifact reduction would then come to the cost of reduced cross-
plane resolution.
Several software approaches for windmill artifact reduction
have been proposed. One approach is to adaptively mix sharp
and soft contributions, either in the projection domain [3], [4],
or in the image domain [5]. Another approach is to upsample
data using shifted linear interpolation prior to backprojection
[6]. Recently, Brown and Zabic [7] proposed the Windmill
Artifact Reduction Processing (WARP) algorithm, which em-
ploys Total Variation (TV) minimization in different directions,
to extract and subtract windmill artifacts. Although all of these
methods are better than simple low-pass ﬁltering, they all
seem to contain steps that potentially might compromise z-
resolution.
In the following, we propose a three step algorithm for
reduction of windmill artifacts. First, an edge recovery operator
is applied to the image in order to recover the strucures that
cause windmill artifacts, i.e., high contrast edges orthogonal to
the z-axis. Second, windmill artifacts are estimated by forward
projecting and reconstructing the edge image. In the ﬁnal
step, the estimated windmill artifacts are subtracted from the
original reconstruction.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Windmill artifact reduction algorithm
We use a vector/matrix notation for representing images
and data, and linear operations. The vector p ∈ RM denotes
projection data and the vector f ∈ RN denotes images. The
matrix Q ∈ RN×M denotes a reconstruction operator, and the
matrix P ∈ RM×N denotes a forward projector. In our case,
Q is the Weighted Filtered Backprojection (WFBP) [8], and P
is the forward projection by Joseph [9]. However, most ideas
presented here should be valid for other linear reconstruction
methods and forward projectors.
The new method is based on the assumptions that windmill
artifacts mainly are caused by high-contrast edges orthogonal
to the z-axis, and that there is a nonlinear operator F : RN →
R
N that approximately can recover these edges from recon-
structed images. Of course, these assumptions are not correct
in all cases. There are high-frequency non-edge structures that
may cause windmill artifacts, and there are nonregular edges
that cannot accurately be approximated from reconstructed
images. However, in many situations this assumption seems
to be satisﬁed.
In the following, we consider forward projection followed
by reconstruction to be the sum of a low-pass ﬁlter L ∈ RN×N
and a linear operator A ∈ RN×N that causes artifacts (streaks,
cone artifacts, and windmill artifacts):
QP = L+A. (1)
The operator L reﬂects low-pass ﬁltering caused by interpola-
tions in the forward projection and backprojection. Although
these effects are normally spatially variant, we will approx-
imate L with a spatially invariant ﬁlter, implying that any
spatial deviations are considered to be artifacts, i.e. part of
A.
As a preparation, a reconstructed image f˜ = Qp containing
windmill artifacts and other artifacts is calculated. The correc-
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tion step is now given by
f = f˜ − (QP −L)︸ ︷︷ ︸
artifact operator
F (f˜)︸ ︷︷ ︸
edges
. (2)
First, the edge recovery operator F is used for calculating
an approximate edge image F (f˜). Then, the artifact operator
A = QP − L is applied in order to obtain estimates of the
artifacts. In the ﬁnal step, the estimated artifacts are subtracted
from the original image f˜ .
B. The edge recovery operator F : RN → RN
The main goal of F is to undo the smoothing that occurs
during data acquisition and reconstruction, assuming that the
edges originally were as sharp as step functions. Preferably,
low contrast regions should become smoother, since this would
reduce any impact the method might have on low contrast
structures. There are probably many suitable approaches for
solving this problem. In this paper we have employed a simple
modiﬁed median ﬁlter approach.
For each output voxel fi, a set Ωi of neighborhood input
voxels is considered. Algorithm 1 below contains a detailed
pseudocode which is processed for each output pixel. The
operator is a median ﬁlter in low-contrast regions. In high-
contrast regions, i.e., where the difference between maximum
and minimum values in Ωi is larger than a threshold T , the
input voxel value is mapped to a value close to the minimum
or close to the maximum depending on which is closer.
Algorithm 1 The inner loop of the edge recovery algorithm
1: parameters: T ∈ (0,+∞), m ∈ [0, 1], and γ ∈ (0, 1]
2: fi,min ← min(Ωi)
3: fi,max ← max(Ωi)
4: fi,med ← median(Ωi)
5: fi,contr ← fi,max − fi,min
6: fi,marg ← m · fi,contr
7: if fi,contr < T then
8: return fi,med
9: else
10: L ← fi,min + fi,marg
11: H ← fi,max − fi,marg
12: if fi < L ∨ fi > H then
13: return fi,med
14: else
15: return gL,H,γ(fi)
16: end if
17: end if
The function gL,H,γ : R → R describes a transition between
L and H , and is deﬁned by
gL,H,γ(x) =
sign(x′) |x′|γ (H − L)
2
+
L+H
2
x′ = 2
(x− L+H2 )
H − L . (3)
For γ = 1, the transition is linear, and for γ close to zero, the
transition resembles a step function.
C. Relation to Regularized Iterative Weighted Filtered Back-
projection (RIWFBP)
If F is the identity mapping, i.e. F = I , the correction
equation (2) is identical to Regularized Iterative Weighted
Filtered Backprojection (RIWFBP) [10] with a step length of
α = 1. To see this, let F = I and formulate equation (2) as
an iterative update step
fk+1 = f˜ − (QP −L)fk. (4)
This update step can be stabilized by constructing each new
iterate as a convex combination of the old iterate and the right
hand side of the above equation, i.e.,
fk+1 = α
(
f˜ − (QP −L)fk
)
+ (1− α)fk. (5)
By substituting L with the linear regularization operator
Rβ  I −L, we arrive at
fk+1 = fk − α(QPfk − f˜ +Rβfk), (6)
which is the image based version of RIWFBP. By linearity,
this update equation is equivalent to the projection domain
formulation
fk+1 = fk − α(Q(Pfk − p) +Rβfk). (7)
The new formulation of the iteration shows that if the
RIWFBP regularization operator Rβ is chosen as Rβ = I−L,
where L models the low-pass caused by the QP operator,
undesired modiﬁcation of the MTF caused by the RIWFBP is
avoided. This is also valid for the converged result, since
f∞ = (QP +Rβ)
−1Qp = (I +A)−1Qp. (8)
D. Experiments
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed method, two
mathematical phantoms: the Turbell clock phantom [11] and
the Forbild head phantom [12], and two physical phantoms:
an anthropomorphic head phantom and the Catphan R© high
resolution module CTP 528 were used. The clock and head
phantoms were used to study reduction of artifacts, and pos-
sible side-effects, and the high resolution module was used
to study cross-plane resolution. Scanning and reconstruction
parameters are listed in Table I. Pitch factors for the different
data sets were 1.35 for the clock phantom, 0.36 for the Forbild
head phantom, 0.3 for the anthropomorphic head phantom, and
0.55 for the CTP528 module. The CTP528 module was rotated
so that the 7 line pair per centimeter pattern was oriented along
the z-axis.
In all cases, the operator L was a Gaussian ﬁlter with stan-
dard deviation coefﬁcients (σx = 0.35, σy = 0.35, σz = 0.9)
(voxel units). These coefﬁcients were empirically determined
by studying the difference (QP − L)F (f˜) for different
choices. In order to avoid loss of resolution due to spatial
variances in the MTF of QP , the standard deviations were
set to be slightly lower than necessary. This leads to a slight
enhancement of high contrast edges, but should not noticably
affect low contrast structures.
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TABLE I. SCANNING AND RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS.
Number of channels Nch 736
Number of detector rows Nrows 32 (Clock:64)
Number of projections/turn Nproj,2π 1152
Scanning Field of View (SFOV) RSFOV 500mm
Slice width S 1.2mm
Voxel volume in-plane sampling distance Δxy 0.5mm
Voxel volume cross-plane sampling distance Δz 0.3mm
Median ﬁlter dimensions kx, ky, kz 3,3,11
Contrast threshold T 300HU
Relative contrast margin m 0.05
Transition function shape factor γ 0.25
WFBP redundancy weight Q 0.8
To model the detector size, each detector element measure-
ment was calculated as a mean of 2×2 line integrals. Although
this does not reﬂect the actual physical data acquisition, it
preserves the linearity of the forward projection model.
In order to simulate the data acquisition accurately, forward
projection was done to the original (non-rebinned) cone-
beam scanner geometry instead of the semi-parallel (rebinned)
geometry suggested in [10].
For the initial reconstructions, i.e., f˜ = Qp, clinical
reconstruction kernels (rampﬁlters) were used: “B31” for the
clock and head phantoms and “B60” for the CTP528 module.
In the correction step, the Shepp-Logan kernel [13] was used.
III. RESULTS
Fig. 1 a) and b) show a normal WFBP reconstruction of the
clock phantom. Since the cone angle is relatively high (±3.7◦),
not only windmill artifacts, but also low-frequency cone-
artifacts due to the non-exactness of the WFBP reconstruction
appear.
Fig. 1 c) shows the result after one RIWFBP iteration, or
equivalently, after the correction step with F = I . In this result,
most low-frequency cone-artifacts have been suppressed, but
the windmill artifacts remain.
Fig. 1 d) shows the result of the proposed method. Here,
also the windmills are less pronounced, although some higher
frequencies still distort the image. The standard deviation in
the center of the phantom is 8.7HU for the initial WFBP
reconstruction, 5.0HU for the case where F = I , and 3.2HU
for the new method. Apart from the reduced windmill artifacts,
the new method also improves the reconstruction of the upper
12 o’clock sphere, which displays a cone-artifact in Fig. 1 b)
that has not been perfectly suppressed in Fig. 1 c).
Fig. 2 a) - c) show the corresponding results for the Forbild
head phantom. This phantom poses a greater challenge for the
edge recovery operator, since it contains densely packed edges
with high curvature in the inner ear region. As in the clock
phantom case, the WFBP reconstruction again shows a mixture
of cone artifacts and windmill artifacts. Correction without
the edge recovery operator slightly improves both types of
artifacts, but the improvement is more pronounced with the
new method. The difference image in Fig. 2 d) veriﬁes that
while windmill artifacts are reduced, low-contrast structures
remain unchanged. The obvious side effect is an enhancement
of high-contrast edges.
a) WFBP (f˜ ) b) WFBP (f˜ ), Zoomed
c) RIWFBP f1, (F = I) d) New method
Fig. 1. Turbell clock phantom reconstructions. Greyscale window
(C:1000HU, W:80HU).
a) WFBP (f˜ ) b) RIWFBP f1, (F = I)
c) New method d) (c)-(a)
Fig. 2. Forbild head phantom reconstructions. Greyscale window
(C:1050HU, W:50HU).
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a) WFBP (f˜ ) d) New method
Fig. 3. Anthropomorphic head phantom reconstructions. Greyscale window
(C:1080HU, W:150HU).
a) WFBP (f˜ ) b) New method
c) WFBP (f˜ ) d) New method
Fig. 4. Coronal slices of reconstruction of the Catphan R© CTP528 module.
The z-axis points in the vertical direction, and the 7 line pairs per centemeter
pattern is perfectly orthogonal to the z-axis. Greyscale window (C:2600HU,
W:500HU) for a) and b), and (C:1100HU, W:300HU) for c) and d).
Reconstructions of the anthropomorphic head phantom are
shown in Fig. 3. Here, the WFBP reconstruction show almost
no cone-artifacts, but relatively strong windmill artifacts, which
are much less pronunced in the corrected image. The difference
image (not shown) shows windmill artifacts and high contrast
edges similar to Fig. 2 d).
Fig. 4 shows coronal images of the CTP528 module. Here,
enhanced edges can be observed, but there are no signs of
reduced spatial resolution. Since the high frequency pattern
causing windmill artifacts cannot be recovered by the edge
recovery operator, no reduction of windmill artifacts can be
seen in Fig. 4 c) and d).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As shown in the previous section, the proposed method re-
duces windmill artifacts without losing resolution or changing
the noise texture in the images. Furthermore, the new method
removes high frequency cone artifacts that are not properly
suppressed by the RIWFBP.
One side effect is a change of edge responses: by construct-
ing L to be slightly sharper than QP , high contrast edges
are slightly enhanced, and by constructing L to be softer
than QP , a blurring of high contrast edges will be seen.
Another potential side effect introduction of new artifacts due
to erroneous recovery of edges, or a bad system model P .
However, this effect was not observed in the experiments.
Clearly, further investigations are needed to understand
why windmill artifacts remain in the corrected images. Many
possible explanations exist, for instance, inaccurate recov-
ery of edges, inaccurate system model (means calculated in
attenuation domain instead of intensity domain, focal spot
not modeled, reading integration not modeled), or mismatch
between the reconstruction kernel used for initialization and
the kernel used in the correction step.
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 Abstract—Patients often undergo repeated x-ray CT 
acquisitions in both diagnostic imaging (e.g., lung nodule 
surveillance) and image-guided interventions (e.g., biopsy needle 
guidance). Radiation dose is a particular concern in such 
sequential CT studies. Traditional imaging paradigms treat each 
acquisition in isolation, neglecting a wealth of patient-specific 
anatomical information from previous studies and failing to seize 
an opportunity for dose reduction and/or image quality 
improvement. We propose a reconstruction framework that 
incorporates a previously unregistered patient-specific prior 
image as part of a penalized-likelihood (PL) reconstruction. The 
method jointly estimates patient motion between the original 
acquisition and the current data, and the image attenuation 
parameters that are part of traditional reconstruction. Central to 
this approach is a deformable registration scheme that can 
accommodate motion – in the case of thoracic imaging, arising 
primarily from respiration and variations in patient setup. To 
investigate the performance of this approach, we performed 
cadaver experiments on a cone-beam CT test-bench simulating a 
lung nodule surveillance scenario with highly downsampled 
acquisitions (a factor of 18 exposure reduction). The proposed 
approach yields reconstructions with a major increase in image 
quality compared to traditional approaches as well as model-
based approaches that neglect prior information or use an 
unregistered prior image, suggesting great potential for dose 
reduction while preserving image quality. 
Index Terms—Deformable Motion Estimation, Prior Image 
Reconstruction, Penalized-likelihood Reconstruction 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Sequential CT acquisitions are conducted in many clinical 
scenarios. In diagnostic imaging, for example, lung nodule 
surveillance scans are used to assess tumor growth rates 
through estimation of doubling times or to monitor patients 
following therapy. In image-guided interventions, a pre-
operative scan is typically used for surgical planning, and 
(perhaps multiple) intra-operative scans may be acquired for 
up-to-date visualization of tissue change or localization of 
surgical tools, e.g., guidance of a needle or other interventional 
device. Such imaging studies are traditionally formed through 
a series of complete acquisitions, making radiation dose a 
particular concern.  Simply reducing the exposure per 
projection will increase noise in reconstructions, while 
reducing the number of projections makes the reconstruction 
problem more ill-posed, often resulting in significant artifacts 
and thereby reducing image quality. Thus, reconstruction 
methods that seek to preserve image quality in low-dose 
imaging should better utilize noisy measurements and/or 
incorporate additional information to overcome limited data. 
*The authors are with Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21212
USA (corresponding author is J. W. Stayman, phone: 410-955-1314; fax: 
410-955-1115; e-mail: web.stayman@jhu.edu).  
This work was supported in part by Varian Medical Systems, Inc. 
Model-based iterative reconstruction (e.g., penalized-
likelihood estimation) is one strategy that improves the 
utilization of noisy measurements. The general framework of 
the model-based approach permits incorporation of many 
aspects of the physical detection process (e.g., noise, arbitrary 
geometry, scatter, etc.). Moreover, the framework allows for 
various penalties for enforcing or encouraging desirable image 
properties to provide improved trade-offs between dose and 
image quality. However, such techniques rarely leverage the 
rich information found in sequential studies. 
Despite the wealth of information that is shared in repeated 
acquisitions, traditional imaging paradigms treat each 
acquisition in isolation, neglecting previously measured 
patient-specific anatomical information (e.g., prior images) 
from prior acquisitions and an opportunity for dose reduction. 
The idea of incorporating prior images directly into 
reconstruction has been established in methods such as Prior 
Image Constrained Compressed Sensing (PICCS) techniques 
[1-2] in which an objective encouraging similarity with the 
prior image is posed, but sparse differences are allowed 
through the use of l1 norms. Data consistency is typically 
enforced through a linearized equality constraint, which may 
place limits on the complexity of the forward model and 
disregard noise. More recent PICCS techniques additionally 
incorporate a noise model [3].  
We previously introduced a prior-image-based 
reconstruction approach [4] that combines both the likelihood-
based framework and penalty functions that integrate prior-
information. The approach allows for a great deal of flexibility 
in the sophistication of the forward model and noise model, 
since an explicit linearization of the model is not required.  
A critical aspect of efficient use of previous anatomical 
information in any prior-image-based approach is the 
compensation of patient motion between acquisitions. Without 
motion compensation, prior-image-based reconstruction 
approaches cannot differentiate between true anatomical 
change (e.g., tumor growth or tissue resection) and change due 
to motion. Ambiguity between these two types of change 
makes true anatomical change difficult to recognize and could 
easily lead to introduction of false anatomical changes. 
We choose to compensate patient motion by incorporating a 
proper 3D deformation model into a model-based iterative 
reconstruction method, and to use an optimization framework 
that jointly estimates deformation and the image 
reconstruction. The concept of joint estimation has been 
studied to recover periodic motion (e.g., cardiac and lung) 
from a single gated acquisition [5-7], but has had less attention 
within the context of prior-image-based reconstruction. In this 
work, we propose a framework that incorporates a patient-
Hao Dang, Adam S. Wang, Zhe Zhao, Marc S. Sussman, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen, J. Webster Stayman* 
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specific prior image with a cubic B-spine based deformation 
model into penalized-likelihood estimation. An alternating 
maximization optimization was applied to solve the joint 
estimation problem, and the approach was evaluated in 
cadaver experiments emulating lung nodule imaging scenarios.  
II. METHODS
A. Forward Model and Penalized-Likelihood Estimation 
In x-ray CT, a discretized object μ can be related to mean 
measurements y  via Beer’s Law, with a forward model written 
in matrix-vector form as 
{ }exp( ),y g l l P   D A                          (1) 
where D is an operator converting a vector of measurement-
dependent gains g to a diagonal matrix, l denotes the vector of 
line integrals, and A is the M × N system matrix (i.e., linear 
projection operator).  
While one can apply an arbitrary noise model for the 
measurements, we choose a Poisson model with independent 
measurements yi to yield the log-likelihood function in Eq. (2): 
> @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where hi denotes a marginal log-likelihood for each i.  
A general penalized-likelihood estimation (PLE) can then 
be formed as the maximizer of the log-likelihood above with a 
general image regularizer R(μ), written as: 
     arg max log ; , R
R
p
R R p
L y R R
P
P P P P E P   <      (3) 
A specific image roughness penalty has been chosen 
containing an image gradient operator ΨR, a p-norm, and a 
scalar control parameter βR. 
B. Deformable Prior Image Registration, Penalized-
Likelihood Estimation (dPIRPLE) 
We modify (3) with an additional prior penalty term that 
encourages similarity between the current estimate and the 
prior image μP after applying a deformation W(λ). We denote 
the proposed approach as dPIRPLE, and its objective function 
Φ can be written as Eq. (4): 
^ `     
,
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where the additional prior penalty term contains its own image 
gradient operator ΨP, a p-norm, and a scalar βP. The p-norm 
value pP can be freely chosen to achieve different 
performance. For example, pP=2 tends to enforce smooth 
differences thereby blending features in the prior image and 
current measurements, while pP=1 tends to encourage sparse 
differences (as one finds in compressed sensing).
The deformation W(λ) permits any suitable model. In this 
work, we adopted a cubic B-spline deformation model [8]: 
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i
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where β(·) is the tensor product of cubic B-spline functions, xi 
are the control points, σ is the control point spacing, λi is the 
B-spline coefficient vectors (i.e., control point displacements), 
and Nx is the set of control points within the support of the 
B-spline at x. If W(λ) is removed in (4), the prior image μP 
will not be motion compensated, referred to simply as Prior 
Image, Penalized Likelihood Estimation (PIPLE). 
C. Optimization Algorithm for dPIRPLE 
A modified p-norm function has been implemented in which 
the original p-norm in a δ-neighborhood around the origin is 
replaced by a quadratic function so that the new function 
becomes differentiable at the origin. When p=1, the modified 
p-norm is equivalent to the sum of Huber loss functions 
evaluated at each element. 
Although (4) becomes differentiable with a modified p-norm, 
it is still generally a nonconvex function of (μ, λ) and therefore 
challenging to optimize. The optimization can be simplified by 
using an alternating maximization approach in which we 
maximize over μ with fixed λ and vice versa, i.e.: 
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Image update: With fixed λ, (4) becomes a standard PLE 
with two penalty terms. This allows for the use of well-known
optimization approaches for PLE. We choose the separable 
paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) approach [9], which makes the 
image update easily parallelizable for each voxel. Both penalty 
terms (for p≥1) meet the five criteria in [9] so that their 
surrogates can be found. 
Registration update: With fixed μ, (4) reduces to the prior 
image penalty term (dropping two constant terms) - i.e., the 
difference between the current estimate and the deformed prior 
image. This is essentially a standard image registration 
problem, with a modified p-norm as a similarity metric, which 
can be solved efficiently using existing registration software 
with minor modifications. For example, for pP=2, this is 
equivalent to deformable registration with a Sum of Squared 
Difference (SSD) similarity metric. We choose to use a 
Limited-memory variant of BFGS (L-BFGS) [10] to 
approximate the Hessian matrix in our implementation. The 
gradient of (4) in the registration update is: 
         , , TP i P P Pi
i
fO P O P O O P P O PO
w ª º )  )   ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼w Ψ W Ψ W
    (7)
A pseudo-code representation of the optimization algorithm 
for dPIRPLE is in Algorithm 1.  
Algorithm 1: dPIRPLE 
Input μ0, λ0, 0, Inverse Hessian H0, 0 
for n = 0 to max_iteration - 1 
if do registration at iteration n 
  for r = 1 to R     % Registration update  
Compute gradient using (7), update Hn,r from H0,0, do line 
search with Wolfe condition, update λn, r from λn, r-1
  end for 
  1,0 ,n n RO O    
end if 
for j = 1 to N     % Image update 
  Update 1njP   from njP
end for 
end for 
return P   and O  
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Fig. 1.  (a) Cadaver and CBCT bench. (inset: petroleum jelly injector) (b) Patient-specific prior image, PLE of a complete pre-injection (nodule-absent) 
acquisition (360 views over 360o). (c) Current anatomy, PLE of a complete post-injection (nodule-present) acquisition. The nodule is marked by an arrow. 
 
Fig. 2.  (a-c) Difference between current anatomy and prior image before registration (a), after 1st registration update (b), and after 20th registration update (c). 
(d) Final deformation field estimated by dPIRPLE. (e) ‘Optimal’ deformation field acquired by two fully sampled datasets. Each vector represents the in-plane 
displacement of one voxel with vector magnitude scaled by a factor of 2 for visualization.  
Whereas keeping the objective function strictly the same in 
two updates is preferred in solving a single objective function, 
in practice, one may choose different pP in the two updates. 
This can yield desirable convergence performance in both 
registration (where low p values can lead to poor convergence) 
and the image update (which requires low p values to 
encourage sparse differences). We implemented the dPIRPLE 
algorithm in Matlab, with computationally intensive functions 
(e.g., projection/backprojection) calculated using CUDA-
based libraries and the registration toolbox Elastix. [11] 
D. Cadaver Experimental Methods 
We conducted cadaver experiments on a flat-panel cone-
beam CT (CBCT) test-bench (Fig. 1(a)) to evaluate the 
dPIRPLE approach. The imaging task was to reconstruct a 
newly formed lung nodule (introduced between scans) in the 
presence of deformable patient motion between two 
acquisitions. The detector (PaxScan 4343CB, Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA) had 1536×1536 pixels at 
0.278×0.278 mm2 pixel pitch after 2×2 binning. The system 
geometry involved a 150 cm source-to-detector distance and 
120 cm source-to-axis distance. All data were reconstructed 
with 260×300×330 voxels and 1×1×1 mm3 voxel size. 
To simulate tumor growth between acquisitions, ~1 cm3 
Petroleum jelly (~0.013 mm-1 attenuation) was injected into the 
right lung of the cadaver by a thoracic surgeon. Two fully 
sampled datasets (360 views over 360o at 100 kVp and 450 
mAs) were acquired before and after the injection. PLE (pR=2, 
βR=106) was applied to both the nodule-absent and nodule-
present datasets to obtain the patient-specific prior image and 
current anatomy, respectively (Fig. 1(b-c)). Motion imparted 
between scans is evident in the difference image in Fig. 2(a). 
From the post-injection data, 20 projections equally spaced 
over 200o (25 mAs) were selected to simulate an undersampled 
low-dose follow-up lung surveillance image at 1/18 the 
exposure of a fully sampled acquisition.  
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We reconstructed highly undersampled projections using 
FBP (filtered-backprojection), PLE (FBP initialization, pR=1, 
βR=10), PIPLE (PLE initialization, pP=1, βP=104, pR=1, 
βR=103.5), and the proposed dPIRPLE (same parameters as 
PIPLE but with pP=2 in registration update). In dPIRPLE, 
each registration update consisted of four levels of image 
pyramids (10×10×10 mm3 grid size at the finest level) 
followed by 50 image updates. We choose ΨP equal to 
identity, ΨR as the first-order spatial difference operator, and 
δ=10-4 mm-1 in the modified p-norm. The total run time for 50 
iterations was about 4 min for PLE, 7.5 min for PIPLE, and 
14.5 min for dPIRPLE on a high performance workstation. 
A. Convergence 
Fig. 2 (a-c) shows the evolution of the deformation estimate 
versus iteration number. Specifically, we show the difference 
between the deformed prior image and current anatomy at 
different stages. We observe that most motion was 
compensated after the 1st registration update, which 
substantially prevented incorrect structures from being injected 
into subsequent image updates. The remaining differences 
(arrows in Fig. 2(b-c)) continued to be reduced after 20 
updates, demonstrating the importance of joint estimation. The 
final deformation field estimated by dPIRPLE (Fig. 2(d)) 
closely matches an ‘optimal’ deformation field derived from 
Fig. 3.  (a) dPIRPLE objective function difference versus iteration. (b) Root 
Mean Square (RMS) difference from current anatomy versus iteration for 
PLE, PIPLE, and dPIRPLE. The asterisk indicates Iteration 0 outside the plot. 
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the fully sampled reconstructions (Fig. 2(e)). We computed 
root mean square (RMS) differences between the current 
anatomy and the deformed prior image in a Region of Interest 
(ROI, 100×100×100 voxels centered on the nodule): 76.5×10-4 
mm-1 (at iteration zero), 24.6×10-4 mm-1 (after 20 registration 
updates), and 22.6×10-4 mm-1 (with ‘optimal’ registration). 
Fig. 3(a) shows the objective function difference for 
dPIRPLE as a function of iteration. The objective function 
value at the solution, Φ*, is estimated using 1000 iterations of 
dPIRPLE. The objective increases monotonically within every 
50 image updates due to the monotonicity of SPS. The 1st 
registration yields a dramatic objective increase with smaller 
increases in subsequent registrations, consistent with Fig. 2. In 
plots of RMS difference from current anatomy versus iteration 
(Fig. 3(b)), PLE quickly reduced RMS difference, but 
plateaued. In contrast, dPIRPLE saw reduction throughout, 
and reduced 2× faster than PIPLE. 
B. Reconstruction 
Fig. 4 compares the reconstruction results from different 
approaches. We ran 1000 iterations of PLE, PIPLE, and 
dPIRPLE to generate (nearly) converged images. While FBP 
exhibits substantial artifacts that would defy confident nodule 
detection, PLE has reduced artifact but low spatial resolution 
owing to strong regularization and rendering makes the nodule 
difficult to detect. PIPLE exhibits higher contrast in the nodule 
area, but severe mismatches due to lack of proper registration 
distorts the nodule shape and introduces a considerable 
number of ambiguous structures which do not reflect true 
anatomy. Finally, dPIRPLE presents an accurate estimate of 
the true anatomy and renders the nodule clearly. The RMS 
difference from current anatomy within the ROI was 36.8×10-4 
mm-1, 31.1×10-4 mm-1, and 31.9×10-4 mm-1 for FBP, PLE, and 
PIPLE, respectively, and 16.3×10-4 mm-1for dPIRPLE. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The proposed dPIRPLE approach demonstrates a major 
improvement in image quality under conditions of highly 
undersampled data compared to traditional approaches and 
model-based approaches that neglect prior information or use 
an unregistered prior image. This suggests that the dPIRPLE 
approach could be valuable in clinical scenarios offering a 
patient-specific prior and requiring dose reduction without loss 
in image quality. The dPIRPLE approach also shows that the 
joint maximization estimates patient motion more accurately 
than staged registration and yields an improved representation 
of true anatomy without false structures arising from 
misregistration. A limitation of the current work includes a 
residual registration error, which we plan to reduce using more 
sophisticated registration techniques, such as [12]. 
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Fig. 4.  Reconstruction results from 20 projections (equally spaced over 200o) acquired on a CBCT test-bench. Axial slices for FBP (a), PLE (b), PIPLE (c), 
dPIRPLE (d); coronal slices for FBP (e), PLE (f), PIPLE (g), dPIRPLE (h). 
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Sparse Sampling for CT Dose Reduction
Kevin M. Brown1, Thomas Koehler2 , Frank Bergner2, Rolf Bippus2, Bernhard Brendel2, Stanislav Zˇabic´1,
W. Clem Karl3, Sarabjeet Singh3, Atul Padole3, and Synho Do3.
Abstract—Two approaches are compared for reducing dose
in CT imaging, both using a penalized-likelihood algorithm for
reconstruction: reducing dose by reducing the tube current, and
reducing dose by acquiring fewer projections (sparse sampling).
Results show that the sparse sampling approach has advantages
at dose levels yielding signiﬁcant photon starvation, and the
advantages grow as the dose becomes smaller.
Index Terms—CT, reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of tomographic reconstruction from sparsely
sampled data (also known as compressed sensing) has been
an area of much research in recent years. In such acquisi-
tions, projections are acquired in a non-continuous fashion,
often with large angular gaps between subsequent projections.
Sparse sampling schemes have been investigated in detail in
many tomographic imaging modalities, including breast CT
[1], small animal imaging [2], rotational x-ray [3], and radio-
therapy planning [4]. One advantage of a sparse sampling ap-
proach in these modalities is that often a signiﬁcant reduction
in the time to acquire the scan can be achieved.
In medical CT however, up to this point there has been
somewhat less motivation for adopting sparse sampling strate-
gies. This is partly due to the fact that no rotation speed or
scan speed advantage is gained, since in most medical CT
scanners the rotation speed is limited mainly by the gantry
hardware, and not by the detector readout speed or tube power.
In other words, acquiring fewer projections does not allow
one to scan any faster. In addition, most currently used x-
ray tubes in medical CT scanners are designed for continuous
high-ﬂux utiliztion, and do not support the rapid on and off
switching of the x-ray tube current required to support these
sparse sampling strategies. As a result, only very little work
(viz., [5]) has been published in the area of clinical application
of sparse sampling in CT so far.
However, the desire to signiﬁcantly lower doses for routine
CT scans raises a motivation to investigate sparse sampling for
clinical CT. For very low tube currents or large patients, very
few photons will penetrate to the detector, and many detector
pixels will measure no photons during an integration period.
This means that such a projection will contribute very little
real information into the resulting reconstruction. In addition,
at severely low photon levels, effects from detector electronic
noise and non-linearities become more pronounced, and can
lead to undesireable image artifacts.
1 Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH. E-mail: kevin.m.brown@philips.com.
2 Philips Technologie GmbH, Innovative Technologies, Research Labora-
tories, Hamburg, Germany
3 Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA
One strategy to overcome the photon starvation problem
is to acquire fewer projections, and increase the dose in
each projection. This can be done easily by extending the
integration period of each projection, and still acquiring in
a continuous fashion. However, this approach comes with a
corresponding loss of spatial resolution, due to the additional
angular blur in each projection. Acquiring fewer projections
in a sparse fashion might overcome the photon starvation
problem with less penalty in terms of resolution, thus enabling
scans at signiﬁcantly lower doses than can be achieved today.
An interesting question then becomes: given a tube with the
ability to deliver dose either in a low-ﬂux, continuous fashion,
or a high-ﬂux, sparse fashion, which approach yields the best
image quality for a ﬁxed dose? Jørgensen et. al. [1] made an
attempt to evaluate this trade-off in the domain of breast CT,
and conclude that higher sampling rates always yield the best
image quality. However, the problem of photon starvation was
not speciﬁcally addressed in this work, and the image quality
was judged only for simulated breast micro-calciﬁcations.
Han et. al. [4] performed a similar study for CBCT, but
again dose levels which yield photon-starved projections were
not considered. In this paper we investigate sparse sampling
schemes for medical CT with the goal of achieving sub-mSv
dose levels for large BMI patients.
The inclusion of clinical data presents an additional prob-
lem: how to generate different datasets of the same patient
for various sparse and low-dose sampling schemes, without
performing additional patient scans. Fortunately, Philips has
been developing software which can accurately simulate low-
dose projections from original high-dose scans [6], including
accurate models of the electronic noise. Sparse scans can be
simulated simply by selecting subsets of projections from the
original scan, or from simulated lower mA datasets. Thus, a
complete set of sparse sampling schemes can be generated
from a single routine-dose patient dataset, eliminating prob-
lems such as patient motion or changing contrast levels, which
might arise when comparing multiple real scans.
The issue of reconstruction algorithms also comes into play,
since traditional FBP reconstruction suffers from aliasing and
streaking artifacts when applied to sparse data. The plethora
of papers on this topic in recent conferences (see for example
Jørgensen [1], Langet [3], and Han [4], as well as Sidky
[7] and Huang [8]) shows that the optimal reconstruction
algorithm for sparsely sampled data is by no means a resolved
problem. In this work we evaluate a penalized maximum-
likelihood algorithm on both continuous and sparsely-sampled
acquisitions, at a constant low dose.
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II. METHODS
A. Data Generation
We chose a clinical CT dataset (Philips iCT) with a rea-
sonably large patient (108 kg), such that an aggressive dose
reduction would likely lead to severe photon starvation. The
original patient scan was at 150 mAs (200 mA), resulting in
an effective dose of 7.4 mSv. Low-dose datasets where then
generated from this original data in one of two ways.
First, selecting a subset of the projections from the original
dataset, such as every 8th projection, yields a low-dose dataset
with a uniform sparse angular sampling pattern. We abbrevate
this method of dose reduction as a sparse sampling factor
(SSF).
The second method involves regenerating projections from
the original dataset to simulate projections acquired at a lower
tube current and dose. The low-dose simulation follows the
method given in [6], and accurately accounts for both quantum
and electronic noise, as well as taking into account the inherent
noise in the original dataset. In this way, problems occuring
from multiple scans (such as the movement of the patient) can
be eliminated while still allowing the use of clinical data for
the evaluation. We abbreviate this method of dose reduction
as a tube current reduction factor (TCF).
A total dose reduction can then be achieved either indepen-
dently by TCF or SSF, or by a combination of the two (the
product of TCF and SSF gives the total dose reduction factor).
For this study we compared 3 strategies of progressive dose
reduction which yield the same total dose:
1) SSF=1 (full sampling), with TCF (simulated tube cur-
rent) of 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 30.
2) TCF=1 (full tube current), and SSF (sparse sampling)
of 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 30. This is also denoted as
sampling strategy s1.
3) TCF=2 (half tube current), and SSF of 4, 5, 6, 7.5, 10
and 15 (sampling strategy s2).
To give one example, a dose reduction factor of 20 can be
achieved by SSF=1 and TCF=20, or SSF=20 and TCF=1, or
SSF=10 and TCF=2. Effective doses thus range from 0.9 mSv
down to 0.25 mSv for the cases listed above.
An important point is that only method (1) is achievable
on most clinical CT systems today, and there is often a limit
to the minimum tube current as well. Furthermore, Figure 1
shows how the projection quality in the ventral and lateral
directions is degraded at very low tube currents. White spots
indicate detectors which measured no photons during a given
integration period (or where electronic noise caused the signal
to go negative). At a TCF=30, these points represent about
20% of the detector pixels measuring line integrals through the
patient in the lateral projection. The primary motivation then
in this study is to investigate the sparse sampling approach as
a means for aggressively lowering dose while avoiding these
photon starvation effects.
B. Reconstruction Algorithm
For reconstruction we use a penalized maximum-likelihood
approach, with a cost function of the form
Ψ(u) = −L(Au|y) + βR(u) (1)
(a) TCF=1 (b) TCF=8
(c) TCF=15 (d) TCF=30
Fig. 1. Example log projections along the ventral (top) and lateral (bottom)
axes, for varying tube current factors (TCF). White spots indicate detectors
that measured no photons during the given projection, or where the signal
became negative due to electronic noise.
Fig. 2. Reference images ( δ = 2 HU, σ = 3 HU). W/L = 500/50 HU.
with system matrix (or forward projection operation) A, an
image u, measured data y, and roughness penalty R(u). As
an algorithm to solve for an image which optimizes this cost
function, we take the ordered-subsets version of the separable
paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) algorithm [9]. For the roughness
penalty R(u) we use the Huber function with the transition
from quadratic to linear at a value of δ. For the regularization
strength β the algorithm uses an automated regularization
controller as described in [10] to achieve a pre-selected target
noise level σ (pixel standard deviation) in the image.
We reconstructed images with the following pairs of param-
eters:
• δ = 2, 5, 10, and 20 HU
• σ = 5, 7, 7, and 10 HU
The likelihood function assumes Gaussian noise for the
higher tube currents (TCF=1 and 2), and Poisson noise for
TCF≥ 81. Note that other than the likelihood and the change
in the data size, there is no difference in the algorithm used
for the fully sampled (SSF=1) or sparsely sampled (SSF> 1)
datasets, and that our β-selection method ensures that we
compare images with the same noise for a given value of δ.
III. RESULTS
Figure 3 shows plots of the Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
2 of the dose-reduced images relative to reference images
1The Gaussian noise model was also investigated for the low tube currents,
and found to yield images with a larger bias than the Poisson model.
2We evaluated also the root mean square metric with qualitatively the same
results.
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(a) δ = 2 HU (b) δ = 5 HU
(c) δ = 10 HU (d) δ = 20 HU
Fig. 3. Mean Absolute Error (in HU) from the original full-dose images,
calculated over the whole volume. x-axis is the total dose reduction factor
reconstructed from the original full dose dataset (see Figure
2), for different values of δ. The mean is taken over the entire
3D image volume. While MAE is not a fool-proof method of
evaluating image quality, some general trends are clear from
the graphs. The ﬁrst is that the MAE is always lower for
sampling s2 than for s1. This agrees with the result from [1]
that higher sampling rates are generally better, when the ﬂux
is high enough to avoid photon starvation. Figure 4 shows
one comparison between the two sampling rates for a dose
reduction factor of 15; the angular aliasing artifacts can be
clearly seen with SSF=15.
The second important observation is that, while methods
full-sampling and s2 have about the same MAE at a dose
reduction factor of 8, as the dose is lowered further the error in
the fully-sampled images increases much faster than the error
in the sparsely-sampled images. This points to an advantage
of the sparse sampling at extremely low doses, where this
approach allows avoiding severely photon-starved projections.
A third point is that the MAE values are very similar for
different values of δ. This is somewhat surprising given the
preference of many researchers for the total variation (TV)
penalty in sparse sampling applications (which is most similar
to the δ = 2 case), but the graphs suggest that the Huber
penalty also offers a ﬂexible way to adjust image quality by
allowing images with less ”ﬂat” noise patterns than TV.
The remaining ﬁgures show some example images which
give a visual conﬁrmation of the results discussed above.
Figure 5 shows axial images comparing TCF=2 and SSF=1
at equivalent doses, for the algorithm setting δ = 2 HU.
Note that three calciﬁcations in the kidneys are visible at all
dose levels for the sparse sampling datasets (5-a), but one
calciﬁcation rapidly disappears in in the fully-sampled images
(5-b, red arrow). Also the ribs rapidly become blurry in the
Fig. 4. Axial images comparing SSF=15 (left) and SSF=7.5 (right) for an
equal dose reduction factor of 15.
fully-sampled images. Figure 6 shows the same comparison for
a coronal slice. There a change in the resolution of the objects
in the kidneys can be observed as well for full-sampling, but
more apparent is the degradation in the pelvis region (red oval)
for the fully-sampled images.
Figure 7 shows axial and coronal images for the setting
δ = 10 HU, for a total dose reduction factor of 20, with
sampling s2 and full sampling. A reasonable image quality
is maintained here as well using s2, with a less ”ﬂat” noise
pattern which could be more acceptable to radiologists.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that sparse sampling can deliver
improved image quality over tube-current reduction for aggres-
sive low-dose scans. In particular, the value of sparse sampling
increases as the total dose is lowered, or more speciﬁcally,
as the photon-starvation problem increases. In other words,
the results show that image quality always decreases as the
total dose decreases, but it decreases at a slower rate if
sparse sampling is used. Future work may involve determining
minimum dose levels and optimal sampling patterns for a
range of clinical applications.
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(a) TCF=2, and various SSF (method s2). (b) SSF=1 and various TCF (full sampling).
Fig. 5. Axial example images for δ = 2 HU, σ = 5 HU. W / L = 500 / 50 HU. vpt = number of views per turn of the x-ray tube.
(a) TCF=2, and various SSF (method s2). (b) SSF=1 and various TCF (full sampling).
Fig. 6. Coronal example images for δ = 2, HU σ = 5 HU. W / L = 500 / 50 HU. vpt = number of views per turn of the x-ray tube.
(a) TCF=2, and SSF=10 (left) and TCF=20, SSF=1 (right). (b) TCF=2, and SSF=10 (left) and TCF=20, SSF=1 (right).
Fig. 7. Axial (a) and coronal (b) example images for δ = 10 HU, σ = 7 HU. W / L = 500 / 50 HU.
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Challenges posed by statistical weights and data
redundancies in iterative X-ray CT reconstruction
K. Schmitt, H. Scho¨ndube, K. Stierstorfer, J. Hornegger, F. Noo
Abstract—Statistical iterative reconstruction methods are cur-
rently under extensive investigation for x-ray computed tomog-
raphy. Among many options, the maximum likelihood solution
is often preferred, particularly because it can be reduced to a
weighted least-square problem. This solution may be sought using
a moderate number of iterations of a speciﬁc algorithm such
as Landweber’s method (or an ordered-subset variant of this
algorithm), or may be sought with a penalty term and a number
of iterations large enough to reach convergence. In the ﬁrst case,
the iteration number serves as a regularization means, whereas
in the second case the penalty term deﬁnes the regularization
procedure. It is well-known that the iteration number creates a
(shift-variant) trade-off between resolution and noise, and that
such a trade-off has been found useful in nuclear medicine. In
this work, we show that the noise-resolution trade-off introduced
by the iteration number is not always attractive for CT imaging,
particularly when statistical weights and data redundancies are
involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical iterative reconstruction methods are currently
under extensive investigation for x-ray computed tomography
(CT), as they may offer signiﬁcant gains in terms of image
quality at equal dose, and thereby allow reduction in x-ray
dose. There are many ways to formulate a statistical recon-
struction method for x-ray CT. In particular, the maximum
likelihood solution without and with constraints on the image
appear both highly popular, particularly because ﬁnding this
solution in CT can be reduced to a weighted least-square
problem. In the ﬁrst approach, the user formulates an iterative
algorithm that converges towards the maximum likelihood
solution and deﬁnes the reconstruction as the application of
a ﬁnite number of iteration steps. Using this approach, the
iteration number is essentially seen as a regularization means.
Recall that the CT reconstruction problem is mildly ill-posed,
so that regularization is essential to achieve satisfactory image
quality. In the second approach, the regularization is not
left to the iteration number; it is enforced directly by the
constraint and the user iterates as long as needed to reach to
minimum of the objective function. Popular constraints include
the generalized Gaussian prior and the Huber penalty.
In this paper, we investigate the usefulness of the ﬁrst
approach for CT imaging, that is we study the effectiveness of
regularization based on a ﬁnite number of iterations. Our study
K. Schmitt, H. Scho¨ndube and K. Stierstorfer are with Siemens AG, Health-
care Sector. J. Hornegger is with the Pattern Recognition Lab, University of
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includes essential aspects of CT imaging, namely non-uniform
statistical weights and data redundancies.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
A. Data simulation
All simulations were performed in fan-beam geometry (3rd
generation CT curved detector) using the FORBILD head
phantom. Thus, each ray was parameterized by two angles,
λ and γ, where λ is the polar angle specifying the source
position and γ is the angle between the ray and the line that
connects the source to the rotation center.
Full scans and short scans were both considered with
parameters given in table 1. Also, note that a sub-sampling
of each detector was employed to model the blurring that
results from the ﬁnite size of the detector elements, and
thereby mitigate high-frequency errors in the reconstruction.
Speciﬁcally, each measurement was simulated as the average
of ﬁve line integrals equally spaced over the detector width
(non-linearities were neglected).
B. Image representation and forward projection model
We decided to represent the attenuation function by its val-
ues on a Cartesian grid of points. The coordinates associated
with this grid are called x and y. 350 by 350 locations were
considered with a uniform sampling distance of 0.075 cm in
both x and y.
The link between the attenuation function and the mea-
surements was described using the principles of the distance-
driven method [1]. That is, each line integral was evaluated
as a simple sum in x or y together with a linear interpolation
between grid points in y or x, respectively. As suggested by
this method, note that the direction of summation was ﬁxed
for all lines within a fan-beam view, i.e., the position of the x-
ray source deﬁned the summation direction for all rays within
the view. Also, the interpolation kernel accounted for both the
sampling distance in γ and the sampling distance in x (or y
depending on the interpolation direction).
C. Reconstruction technique
Let c be the vector of unknown image coefﬁcients, let g be
the vector grouping the CT measurements, and let A be the
matrix that links c to the CT measurements, as deﬁned by the
distance-driven method. Each reconstruction was performed
using a moderate number, m, of iterations given by the
following equation:
c(n+1) = c(n) + η ·ATC−1
(
g −Ac(n)
)
(1)
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where C is a constant diagonal matrix and η is a factor
controlling convergence speed. The value for η was chosen
as 0.90 times 2/σmax where σmax is the maximum singular
value of the matrix C−1/2A, estimated using three iterations
of the Power method [2]. The initial image vector, c(0) was
always chosen as the zero vector.
Conceptually, our iterative procedure can be interpreted as
the application of Landweber’s method to ﬁnd the minimum-
norm minimizer of
J(c) = ||C−1/2(Ac− g)|| . (2)
However, this minimizer was never reached since reconstruc-
tion was based on a moderate number of iterations. Recall
that singular value decomposition analysis reveals that using a
ﬁnite number of Landweber’s iterations amounts to performing
minimization with regularization. Given that the CT recon-
struction problem is mildly ill-posed, regularization is actually
essential. That is, the minimum-norm minimizer of J(c) is not
attractive.
It is well-known that the iteration number generates a trade-
off between resolution and noise. In PET imaging, this trade-
off is often used to select the number of iterations. In this work,
we will show that the resolution-noise trade-off induced by the
number of iterations is unfortunately not often attractive for
CT imaging, because it does not account for reconstruction
errors other than resolution effects.
III. RECONSTRUCTION WITH STATISTICAL WEIGHTS
In this section, matrix C is interpreted as the covariance
matrix for the CT measurements. Because these measurements
are assumed to be statistically independed, C is a diagonal
matrix, with each element on the diagonal representing the
variance of one measurement. This variance is equal to the
inverse of the number of photons reaching the detector, which
itself is inﬂuenced by the incoming number of photons, the
shape of the bowtie ﬁlter and the attenuation property of the
interrogated object.
A. Bowtie ﬁlter model
On x-ray CT scanners, the bowtie ﬁlter is a shaped piece
of material (usually metal) which is placed between the x-ray
source and the patient. It is designed to equalize the intensities
of the rays hitting the detector for a given attenuating object.
The primary purpose of the bowtie ﬁlter is to decrease the
patient radiation dose near the edges of the scanning ﬁeld-of-
view (FOV) [3].
The effect of the bowtie ﬁlter is to make the number of
photons going into the scanned object, Nin, vary with γ. In
presence of a bowtie ﬁlter, we model the number of photons
entering the interrogated object as
Nin(γ) = N0 · e−η(γ) , (3)
where N0 is the number of photons leaving the source and
η(γ) is a function which models the effect of the bowtie ﬁlter.
Let μBF be the linear attenuation coefﬁcient for the bowtie
ﬁlter and let dBF be its thickness at γ = 0. Then η is deﬁned
as
η(γ) = gob(0)− gob(γ) + dBF · μBF , (4)
Fanbeam scanning parameters:
Source trajectory radius R 57 cm
Source to detector distance (D) 104 cm
Number of detector elements 340
Angular detector width (Δγ) 0.1368 radians
full scan:
Number of projections per turn 2320
short scan:
Number of projections per turn 870
short-scan start angle λs 0 radians
short-scan stop angle λe 3π/4 radians
angular interval d 0, 5, 30
Bowtie ﬁlter:
Bowtie ﬁlter radius (rBF ) 8.0 cm
Bowtie ﬁlter attenuation (μBF ) 0.54 cm−1
Bowtie ﬁlter thickness parameter (dBF ) 0.50 cm
TABLE I
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Fig. 1. Some expamples for the shape of a bowtie ﬁlter.
where gob is the line integral through the object along the line
L(λ, γ) for some ﬁxed λ. Note that if the object is centered at
the origin, η(γ) is circularly symmetric, and any ﬁxed value
of λ will sufﬁce for the deﬁnition of gob.
B. Experiment details
A full scan acquisition with a bowtie ﬁlter is used. We
consider two phantoms: the FORBILD head phantom and a
simpler phantom that consists only of the outer two ellipses of
the FORBILD head phantom. Figure 1 show two bowtie ﬁlters.
Here, we used a bowtie ﬁlter shaped as bowtie ﬁlter 1 and 2,
respectively. The value of each statistical matrix element is
deﬁned by C−1ij = Nin · exp(−μW · gmij ), where Nin are the
remaining photons after the bowtie ﬁlter (Eqn. 3) to go through
the phantom, μW is the attenuation factor of water and gmij
is an element of the fan-beam data set. Bias was evaluated as
the mean reconstruction error over pixels located within the
dark ring in Fig. 5. The error for any given pixel was deﬁned
as the absolute difference between the reconstructed value and
the true attenuation value of the hatched area, which is 50 HU.
C. Results
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed images for the two phan-
toms with bowtie ﬁlter 1 and bowtie ﬁlter 2, respectively. The
number of the photons after bowtie ﬁlter 1 and bowtie ﬁlter 2
is shown in ﬁgure 3. Figure 4 shows the bias as a function of
the iteration number for bowtie ﬁlter 1 and bowtie ﬁlter 2.
Using bowtie ﬁlter 1 in our reconstruction algorithm (Eqn. 2)
cause a ring artifact in the reconstructed images. This ring
artifact can be traced back to the fact that the function Nin(γ)
is not smooth since the radius of that ring has the same
radius as the one of bowtie ﬁlter, rBF . By iterating a very
long time the thickness of the ring decrease. Finally, the
ring disappears completely ﬁrst after 1640 iterations. When
we use a more complex phantom, we see similar artifacts
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Fig. 2. Iterative reconstruction obtained from (ﬁrst row) 250 iterations
and (second row) 1640 iterations of the Landweber algorithm using bowtie
ﬁlter 1, (third row) iterative reconstruction obtained from 250 iterations of the
Landweber algorithm using bowtie ﬁlter 2. Grayscale: [1 1.1].
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appearing due to lack of smoothness in the statistical weights,
but now replacement of the statistical weight with a smoother
expression becomes a challenging question.
IV. DATA REDUNDANCIES
It is often the case that a CT scan involves redundant data.
For example, each line integral is measured twice when a full
scan is performed. However, not all line integrals are always
measured the same number of times. In particular, when
performing a short scan, some line integrals are measured
twice whereas others are only measured once. In analytical
reconstruction, non-uniform redundancies such as those en-
countered with the short scan need to be carefully addressed
to avoid artifacts. A common approach is the utilization of a
Parker-like weight. In iterative reconstruction, there is a priori
no need to use such a weight, but, if desired this weight can
be introduced as part of the deﬁnition of C. In this section,
we assume that all measurements have the same variance, and
we study the impact of using a Parker-like weight for the
deﬁnition of C versus using the identity matrix.
A. Data redundancy handling
To handle redundancies in the fan-beam data for the case
of a short scan, we use a smooth weighting function
m(λ, γ) =
c(λ)
c(λ) + c(λ+ π − 2γ) , (5)
where
c(λ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
cos2
(
π(λ−λs−d)
2d
)
if λs ≤ λ < λs + d
1 if λs + d ≤ λ < λe − d
cos2
(
π(λ−λe+d)
2d
)
if λe − d ≤ λ < λe
(6)
with d being the angular interval over which c(λ) smoothly
drops from 1 to 0 [4]. If d is small, then the weighting function
is similar to that of [5]. On the other hand, if d is large, then
the weighting function is similar to Parker weighting [6].
B. Experiment details
In this second experiment, we investigate the inﬂuence of
handling data redundancy in the Landweber algorithm. For
this investigation, we created both full scan and short scan
fan-beam data sets of the FORBILD head phantom. The data
redundancy can be handled by setting the statistical matrix
elements, C−1ij , equal to the result of Eqn. 5. We choose the
angular interval d = 0, 5, 30 in the function c(λ) in Eqn. 6,
where d = 0 means using no weights since m(λ, γ) = 1. For
that experiment, we created additionally 10 noisy realizations
of each fan-beam data set.
1) Image quality: Image quality was assessed in terms of
resolution, bias and noise properties. Our noise measurements
include the square root of the pixel variance, σ. All bias and
noise metrics were computed for the reconstructions obtained
every ﬁfth iteration.
2) Resolution: The modulation transfer function (MTF)
was used to evaluate resolution. This function was obtained
using a phantom that consists only of the central low contrast
ellipse within the FORBILD head phantom (see Fig. 6, area 2).
For any reconstruction of this phantom, an edge proﬁle that
gives the reconstructed value as a function of the distance
from the ellipse is computed. Then, the MTF is obtained as
the Fourier transform of the differentiated edge proﬁle. Due
to our linear reconstruction method, this approach is suitable
to evaluate the resolution achieved within area 2 in Fig. 6.
Since the resolution varies from one image representation
to the other and also changes at a different pace for each
representation, we present all our ﬁgures of merit as a function
of the mean MTF value. To obtain the mean MTF value, we
computed the area under the MTF curve over the range deﬁned
by the Nyquist frequency for the data. This was done for every
ﬁfth iteration up to 1000 iterations.
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Fig. 5. The dark ring area was
used for the calculation of the bias
for the bowtie ﬁlter experiment.


Fig. 6. The hatched area 1 was
used for the calculation of the bias
since this area is not affected by
edge artifacts. Area 2 was used for
the MTF calculation.
3) Bias: Bias was evaluated as the mean reconstruction
error over pixels located within the hatched white area 1 in
Fig. 6 since this area is not affected by edge artifacts. The
error for any given pixel was deﬁned as the absolute difference
between the reconstructed value and the true attenuation value
of the hatched area, which is 50 HU.
4) Noise metrics: The image noise was analyzed over a
region of interest (ROI) that corresponds to the hatched area 1
in Fig. 6. The noise magnitude, σ, was evaluated from pixel
variance computations. Using our 10 noise realizations, we
ﬁrst subtract the bias image from the noisy image. Then, the
pixel variance was estimated for each pixel location in the
ROI. Afterwards, the results were averaged over all pixels in
the ROI. The square root of this mean was deﬁned as σ.
C. Results
Figure 7 shows the reconstructed images for the short scan
case with an angular interval of d = 0, 5, 30 and for the full
scan case without and with noise. The bias metric and the
mean standard deviation as a function of the mean MTF value
is shown in Fig. 8 and in Fig. 9.
Taking data redandancy into account helps to reduce image
artifacts in reconstructed short scan images. However, this has
some strong side effects (Tab. II). On the one hand, the bias in
the image can be reduced by some HU so that less iterations
are required to obtain good looking images but on the other
hand, the noise level is negatively inﬂuenced by that.
iteration number
scan to reach the mean absolute error mean std value
modus MTF value 0.70 [HU] σ
full 240 1.07 50.63
short, d = 0 265 6.21 52.95
short, d = 5 385 3.37 61.18
short, d = 30 360 1.98 60.89
TABLE II
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown in this work that utilizing the iteration
number is rarely an effective means to regularize the re-
construction in x-ray CT imaging. As we have seen, both
statistical weights and redundancies in the data set can easily
introduce signiﬁcant errors that differ from resolution errors
and only dissapear after a large number of iterations. Whereas
the resolution reached after say 250 iterations may be deemed
satisfactory, the user will generally observe that the image
Fig. 7. Iterative reconstruction obtained from 250 iterations of the Landweber
algorithm: (ﬁrst row, left) in short scan geometry with d = 0, (ﬁrst row, right)
with d = 5, (second row, left) with d = 30, (second row, right) in full scan
geometry. Grayscale: [1, 1.1].
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Fig. 8. Bias as a function of the
mean MTF value obtained by vary-
ing the number of iterations by steps
of 5 beginning with 50 iterations.
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Fig. 9. Mean standard derivation as
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obtained by varying the number of
iterations by steps of 5 beginning
with 50 iterations.
quality is not. Hence, it is needed to iterate far beyond the
desired resolution to ﬁrst remove bias, and then post-smooth
the result to attain the desired resolution. Under such circum-
stances, the penalized maximum-likelihood solution might be
perceived as a more attractive reconstruction procedure. An
alternative approach might be to initialize the reconstruction
process with a ﬁltered-backprojection procedure. However, in
this case, it is important to understand what component of this
ﬁrst image remains when the reconstruction is completed.
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SHQDOW\IXQFWLRQV
䠙 䠇
Object : [ Background : E Spot : V 
)LJ7KH626VSRWVRQVPRRWKLPDJHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQPRGHO>@

% 3UREOHP)RUPXODWLRQ
,Q WKH 6260$3 PHWKRG WKH DFWLYLW\ LPDJH [ LV
UHFRQVWUXFWHG LQGLUHFWO\ZLWK[ EV E\ VROYLQJ WKH IROORZLQJ
RSWLPL]DWLRQ SUREOHP RI HVWLPDWLQJ VHSDUDWHO\ DQG
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\WKHEDFNJURXQGLPDJHEDQGWKHVSRWLPDJHV

VXEMHFWWR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
ZKHUH/EVLVWKHZHOONQRZQQHJDWLYH3RLVVRQORJOLNHOLKRRG
RIWKHPHDVXUHGGDWD8EEDQG8VVDUHWKHORFDOVPRRWKQHVV
SHQDOWLHVIRUEDQGVUHVSHFWLYHO\'VLVWKHVSDUVHQHVVSHQDOW\
IRUVDQGEEEVDQGJDUHWKHK\SHUSDUDPHWHUV7KHIXQFWLRQDO
IRUPRIHDFKUHJXODUL]DWLRQWHUPLVDVIROORZV>@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ZLWK
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ZKHUH:LVWKHVHWRIDOOWKHSL[HOLQGH[HVPMELVWKHMWKSL[HO
YDOXH LQ WKH ORFDOO\VPRRWKHG LPDJHRIE1ME DQG1MV DUH WKH
QHLJKERUKRRG UHJLRQV FHQWHUHG RQ WKH MWK SL[HO LQ WKH
EDFNJURXQGDQGVSRWLPDJHVUHVSHFWLYHO\ZMOLVWKHVPRRWKLQJ
ZHLJKW DVVLJQHG WR WKH SL[HO FOLTXH MO LQ WKH EDFNJURXQG
LPDJH GMO LV WKH (XFOLGLDQ GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH MWK DQG OWK
SL[HOV )RU SUHVHUYLQJ SRWHQWLDO DFWLYLW\ GLVFRQWLQXLW\ LQ WKH
EDFNJURXQGQRUPDOLPDJHWKHYDOXHRIWKHVPRRWKLQJZHLJKW
ZMOLVGHILQHGZLWKWKHDVVLVWDQFHRIWKHDQDWRPLFDOLPDJHLH
&7RU05,]DVIROORZV
¦   EM1O OMOMMO W]]KW]]KZ 
 
      
ZKHUHK㺃LV*DXVVLDQIXQFWLRQZLWKVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQRIRQH
DQG W LV WKHSDUDPHWHU FRQWUROOLQJ WKH HGJH VHQVLWLYLW\ IRU WKH
DQDWRPLFDOLPDJH7KHYDOXHVRIZMOZRXOGEHODUJHLIMWKDQG
OWKSL[HOVEHORQJWRWKHVDPHDQDWRPLFDOUHJLRQDQGYLFHYHUVD
,Q WKH DERYH GHILQLWLRQ8EE LV WKH ZHLJKWHG PHDQ SULRU
HQFRXUDJLQJWKHLQWUDUHJLRQORFDOVPRRWKQHVVRIE8VVLVWKH
ZHOONQRZQTXDGUDWLFSULRUHQFRXUDJLQJ WKH ORFDO VPRRWKQHVV
RI V DQG 'V LV WKH / QRUP SULRU QRQGLIIHUHQWLDEOH
HQFRXUDJLQJWKHVSDUVHQHVVRIV7KHVSDWLDOVL]HRI1MEDQGWKH
YDOXHRIEEDUHWKHFUXFLDOSDUDPHWHUV IRUHOLPLQDWLQJ LVRODWHG
VSRWV IURP WKH EDFNJURXQG LPDJH DQG WKH YDOXH RI J LV WKH
FUXFLDOWKUHVKROGOLNHSDUDPHWHUIRUGLVFULPLQDWLQJOHVLRQVLH
VLJQDO WR SUHVHUYH DQG VWDWLVWLFDO IOXFWXDWLRQ LH QRLVH WR
HOLPLQDWH 7KH ORJOLNHOLKRRG WHUP DQG DOO WKH UHJXODUL]DWLRQ
WHUPV LQ  DUH FRQYH[ ZUW ERWK E DQG V DQG WKHQ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SUREOHP  LV D ORZHUERXQGFRQVWUDLQHG
QRQGLIIHUHQWLDEOHFRQYH[RSWLPL]DWLRQSUREOHP
& ,WHUDWLYHDOJRULWKP
:H LPSOHPHQWHG WKH LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKP >@ GHYHORSHG IRU
VROYLQJWKHRSWLPL]DWLRQSUREOHP7KHDOJRULWKPXSGDWHVWKH
LPDJHYDULDEOHVEDQGVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\LHQRWDOWHUQDWHO\
7KHGHULYDWLRQRIWKHDOJRULWKPLVEDVHGRQWKHPDMRUL]DWLRQ
PLQLPL]DWLRQ WHFKQLTXH >@ ZLWK 'H 3LHUUR¶V DGGLWLYH DQG
PXOWLSOLFDWLYHFRQYH[LW\WULFNV>@IRUFRQVWUXFWLQJVHSDUDEOH
VXUURJDWHIXQFWLRQIRUDOOWKHQRQVHSDUDEOHWHUPV/EV8EE
DQG8VVDQGWKHVRIWWKUHVKROGLQJVKULQNDJHRSHUDWLRQ>@IRU
KDQGOLQJWKHQRQGLIIHUHQWLDELOLW\RIWKH/QRUP'V
7KH FRPSXWDWLRQDO FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH LWHUDWLYH DOJRULWKP LV
DOPRVWVDPHOHYHOZLWKWKH'H3LHUUR¶V0$3(0>@EHFDXVH
WKH DOJRULWKP PDLQO\ UHTXLUHV WR FRPSXWH L WKH JUDGLHQW RI
/EV8EEDQG8VVDWHDFKLWHUDWLRQDQGLLWKHFXUYDWXUHRI
WKHVHSDUDEOHVXUURJDWHIXQFWLRQVIRU8EEDQG8VVZKLFKDUH
FRQVWDQWWKHQSUHFRPSXWDEOHDQGLLLWKHQH[WLWHUDWHXVLQJWKH
H[SOLFLWO\GHILQHGXSGDWHIRUPXODRPLWWHGIRUVDYLQJVSDFHLQ
ZKLFKWKHVRIWWKUHVKROGLQJRSHUDWLRQLQGXFHGE\WKH/QRUPLV
LPSOLFLWO\HPEHGGHG7KLVDOJRULWKPVDWLVILHVDXWRPDWLFDOO\WKH
QRQQHJDWLYLW\ FRQVWUDLQW IRUE  V GXH WR WKH WHUP ORJEMVM
DSSHDUHGLQWKHVXUURJDWHIXQFWLRQ,Q>@WKHLQLWLDOHVWLPDWHVRI
EDQGVDUHVHWWRWKH0/LPDJHDQG]HURLPDJHUHVSHFWLYHO\,Q
WKLVFDVHDVLWHUDWLRQSURFHHGVWKHQRQVPRRWKFRPSRQHQWLQE
LH LVRODWHG VSRWV LV JUDGXDOO\ GLVDSSHDUHG WKHQ E JHWV
VPRRWKHU DQG DW WKH VDPH WLPH WKH GLVDSSHDUHG VSRWV DUH
UHFRYHUHGLQVLILWVPDJQLWXGHRILQWHQVLW\LVODUJH
,,, ,0$*,1*6,08/$7,216
7KLV VHFWLRQ H[SODLQV WKH VLPXODWLRQ VHWXS LQ WKH GDWD
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JHQHUDWLRQ DQG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ H[SHULPHQWV DQG WKH
PHWKRGRILPDJHTXDOLW\DVVHVVPHQW
$ 6LPXODWLRQ6HWXS
,Q WKLV VWXG\ ZH WHVWHG WKH UHYHUVH 8VKDSHG SDUWLDOULQJ
JHRPHWU\LQ)LJDDQGFRPSDUHGZLWKDIXOOULQJJHRPHWU\
7KH GLDPHWHU RI WKH GHWHFWRU DUFULQJ ZDV  PP DQG WKH
GLDPHWHURIWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQILHOGRIYLHZ)29ZDVPP
,QWKHSDUWLDOULQJJHRPHWU\WKHFHQWUDODQJOHRIHDFKGHWHFWRU
DUFZDVGHJUHHDQGWKHQWKHWRWDODQJXODUFRYHUDJHZDV
GHJUHH 7KH WLPLQJ UHVROXWLRQ ZDV SV  FP ):+0
6LPXODWHG GDWD IRUPDW ZDV D ' 72) VLQRJUDP VL]HG 
>UDGLDO ELQ@ î  >DQJXODU ELQ@ î  >72) ELQ@ 7KH UDGLDO
VDPSOLQJLQWHUYDOZDVPP,QWKHGDWDJHQHUDWLRQSURFHVV
WKH SKRWRQ DWWHQXDWLRQ LQ WKH REMHFW ZDV VLPXODWHG EXW RWKHU
SK\VLFDOIDFWRUVILQLWHFU\VWDOVL]HGHWHFWRUUHVSRQVHVFDWWHU
DQG UDQGRP HYHQWV HWF ZHUH QRW 7KH 72) VLQRJUDP ZDV
JHQHUDWHGE\WKHQXPHULFDOFRQYROXWLRQRIWKHDFWLYLW\IXQFWLRQ
DORQJDQ/25DQGWKH72)NHUQHOWKHFRQYROXWLRQRI*DXVVLDQ
IXQFWLRQ RI  FP ):+0 DQG D UHFWDQJXODU IXQFWLRQ
FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHVSDWLDO72)ELQ
FOV
(D=550mm)
Detector arc
(D=600mm)
Bed
0.195 0.056
0.344 0.2612
[cm-1]
* Photon attenuation by the
patient bed is not simulated.
(a) Simulated partial-ring
geometry
(b) Anatomical CT image used
in the smoothing penalty 8E(E)
240 deg.

)LJD7KHVLPXODWHGSDUWLDOULQJJHRPHWU\DQGEWKHDQDWRPLFDO&7
LPDJHXVHGLQWKH6260$3UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ

:HXVHGDVDQDFWLYLW\GLVWULEXWLRQDKXPDQERG\SKDQWRP
VKRZQLQ)LJDVL]HGîSL[HOVDQGWKHSL[HOVL]HLV
PP7KHSKDQWRPFRQWDLQVILYHKRWOHVLRQVVL]HGPPLQ
GLDPHWHU7KHOHVLRQWREDFNJURXQGDFWLYLW\UDWLRZDVIRXUIRU
DOOWKHOHVLRQV7KHWRWDOFRXQWLQWKHIXOOULQJJHRPHWU\ZDVVHW
WRFRXQWVDQGWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJ3RLVVRQQRLVHZDVDGGHG
7KHQWKHWRWDOFRXQWLQWKHSDUWLDOULQJJHRPHWU\KDYLQJPLVVLQJ
/25VZDVOHVVWKDQFRXQWVLHHPLVVLRQVFDQGXUDWLRQZDV
DVVXPHGWREHHTXDOLQERWKWKHIXOODQGSDUWLDOULQJJHRPHWULHV
7KLUW\ QRLVH UHDOL]DWLRQV RI VLQRJUDP ZHUH JHQHUDWHG DQG
UHFRQVWUXFWHGIRUWKHHQVHPEOHDVVHVVPHQWRILPDJHTXDOLW\
,PDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZDV SHUIRUPHG ZLWK WKH $:
DWWHQXDWLRQZHLJKWHG0/(0>@DQGWKH6260$3IRUWKH
SDUWLDOULQJ72)3(7GDWDDQGZLWK WKH$:0/(0 IRU WKH
IXOOULQJ QRQ72) 3(7 GDWD ,Q WKH 6260$3 ZH WHVWHG
VHYHUDOFRPELQDWLRQVRIWKHK\SHUSDUDPHWHUVEEEVJDQGWKH
RWKHUSDUDPHWHUVLQLWLDOHVWLPDWHRILWHUDWLRQWKHVL]HRI1ME
DQG1MV WKH YDOXH RI W ZHUH VHW HPSLULFDOO\ 7KH SDUDPHWHU
VHWWLQJLQWKH6260$3ZDVVXPPDUL]HGLQ7DEOH$OVRWKH
QRLVHIUHH &7 LPDJH  NH9 LQ )LJ  EZDV XVHG DV WKH
DQDWRPLFDOLPDJHIRUFRPSXWLQJWKHVPRRWKLQJZHLJKWV^ZMO`LQ
:H QRWH WKDW WKH DQDWRPLFDO LPDJH GRHV QRW FRQWDLQ WKH
OHVLRQV7KHFRQYHQWLRQDO DQDWRPLFDOO\JXLGHG0$3PHWKRGV
> @ RIWHQ UHTXLUH OHVLRQ ERXQGDULHV IRU DFKLHYLQJ WKH
OHVLRQSUHVHUYLQJ GHQRLVLQJ EXW WKH 6260$3 GRHV QRW
UHTXLUHVWKDWEHFDXVH WKH OHVLRQSUHVHUYLQJGHQRLVLQJ LVEDVHG
RQWKHVSDUVHQHVVQRWVPRRWKQHVV

7DEOH7KHSDUDPHWHUVHWWLQJLQWKH6260$3
,QLWLDO
HVWLPDWH
%DFNJURXQG$:0/(0LWHUDWLRQ
6SRW]HURLPDJH
RILWHUDWLRQ 
EE ^`
EV ^îîîî`
J ^`
1ME &LUFOHUDGLXVSL[HOV
1MV 5HFWDQJOHîSL[HOV
W FP
% ,PDJH4XDOLW\$VVHVVPHQW
,PDJHTXDOLW\ZDVHYDOXDWHGTXDQWLWDWLYHO\ZLWKWKHFRQWUDVW
UHFRYHU\ FRHIILFLHQW &5& DQG WKH FRQWUDVWWRQRLVH UDWLR
&15GHILHGDVIROORZV
     u %*63 0HDQ0HDQ&5&   
%*9DU%*63 0HDQ0HDQ&15        
ZKHUH0HDQ%* DQG0HDQ63 DUH WKH PHDQ UHFRQVWUXFWHG SL[HO
YDOXHV RI WKH EDFNJURXQG DQG VSRW 52,V UHVSHFWLYHO\ DQG
9DU%* LV WKHYDULDQFHRI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG SL[HO YDOXHV LQ WKH
EDFNJURXQG52,7KH&5&DQG&15DUHFDOFXODWHG IRUHDFK
OHVLRQDQGWKHEDFNJURXQG52,LVSODFHGQHDUHDFKOHVLRQ
,9 5(68/76$1'',6&866,21
7KH VDPSOH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV E\ WKH$:0/(0 
LWHUDQGWKH6260$3DUHVKRZQLQ)LJ7KHLPDJHVRIWKH
6260$3 PHWKRG LQ )LJ  DUH WKH VXP RI WKH HVWLPDWHG
EDFNJURXQGDQGVSRWLPDJHVVKRZQSDUWLDOO\LQ)LJ
(a) Full-ring non-TOF (ML) (b) Partial-ring TOF (ML)
(c) Partial-ring TOF (SOS-MAP, Eb=104)
J
Es
0.1 0.3 0.5
1e-2
2e-2
4e-2
[0:8.5]
1 2
3
4
5

)LJ  6DPSOH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJH RI WKH GLIIHUHQW JHRPHWU\ DQG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQFRQGLWLRQV7KHLPDJHRIWKH6260$3PHWKRGLVWKHVXPRI
WKHHVWLPDWHGEDFNJURXQGDQGVSRWLPDJHV
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J0.1 0.3 0.5
Back-
ground
Spot
(EE EV ) 
)LJ6DPSOHUHFRQVWUXFWHGEDFNJURXQGDQGVSRWLPDJHVE\WKH6260$3
PHWKRGEE EV î

7KHYLVXDO DSSHDUDQFHRI WKH VXP LPDJH RI WKH6260$3
ZDVQRWVRVHQVLWLYHWRWKHYDOXHRIEELQWKHUDQJHWHVWHGKHUHVR
WKDWRQO\WKHUHVXOWVZLWKEE DUHVKRZQLQ)LJDQG)LJ
7KH&5&YHUVXV&15SORWVIRUHDFKJHRPHWU\UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
FRQGLWLRQDUHVKRZQLQ)LJ+HUHWKHSORWVIRUWKHOHLRQLQ
WKH OHIW OXQJDQG WKH OHVLRQQHDU WKHEDFN LH WKHGHWHFWRU
RSHQVSDFHDUHVKRZQ7KHSORWSRLQWVDUHGUDZQDWHYHU\WHQ
LWHUDWLRQV DQG WKH DUURZV LQ )LJ  D LQGLFDWH WKH GLUHFWLRQ
FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHLQFUHDVHRIWKHLWHUDWLRQQXPEHU
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(a) Lesion-1 (left lung) (b) Lesion-5 (back) 
)LJ7KH&5&YHUVXV&15SORWVIRUHDFKJHRPHWU\UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVHWWLQJ

7KH0/UHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQWKHSDUWLDOULQJ72)VFDQQHULQ)LJ
 E KDV D ODUJHU QRLVH WKDQ WKDW LQ WKH IXOOULQJ QRQ72)
VFDQQHU LQ )LJ  E 7KH ODUJH QRLVH LV GHJUDGLQJ WKH VSRW
YLVLELOLW\DQGDOVRWKHGLUHFWLRQDOQRLVHDQGHGJHEOXUULQJDUH
REVHUYHG 7KLV LV DSSDUHQWO\ GXH WR WKH PLVVHG VSDWLDO DQG
VWDWLVWLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQLQWKHSDUWLDOULQJJHRPHWU\+RZHYHUDV
)LJ FVKRZV VXFK LPDJHTXDOLW\GHJUDGDWLRQ LV LPSURYHG
ZHOOE\WKH6260$3UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKWKHSURSHUVHOHFWLRQ
RI WKH K\SHUSDUDPHWHUV 3DUWLFXODUO\ LQ WKH 6260$3
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH LPDJH QRLVH DQG WKH VSRW YLVLELOLW\ ZHUH
LPSURYHGZHOOE\WKHFRPELQDWLRQRIWKHVPRRWKLQJHIIHFWVRI
WKHWHUPV8EDQG8VDQGWKHVSDUVLI\LQJHIIHFWRIWKHWHUP
'VDQGDWWKHVDPHWLPHWKHHGJHEOXUULQJZDVUHGXFHGE\WKH
DQDWRPLFDOO\JXLGHGLHHGJHSUHVHUYLQJVPRRWKLQJHIIHFWRI
WKH WHUP 8E $OVR )LJ  VKRZV WKDW WKH VHSDUDWH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKHSLHFHZLVHVPRRWKEDFNJURXQGLPDJHDQG
WKHVSDUVHVSRWLPDJHVXFFHHGHGLQWKH6260$3PHWKRG
)LJVKRZVWKDWLQWKHSDUWLDOULQJ72)UHFRQVWUXFWLRQWKH
FRQWUDVWUHFRYHU\RIWKH6260$3PHWKRGLVORZHUWKDQWKDWRI
WKH0/UHFRQVWUXFWLRQDWWKHILQDOLWHUDWLRQ7KLVLVXQDYRLGDEOH
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Abstract—Task-based metrics of image quality provide valu-
able insight into the utility of images in CT. However the
computation of these metrics can be intensive and rife with
complications which arise from the properties of the recon-
struction operation. Here, we investigate the computation of
regularized forms of the 3D Hotelling template and the impact
of regularization on SNR of the model observer as well as on
computational efﬁciency. Results are presented for detection of
an ellipsoidal signal with size on the order of a detector element,
meant to mimic microcalciﬁcations in cone-beam breast CT. We
hypothesize that, through Tikhonov regularization in the solution
of the 3D Hotelling template, structurally simple templates can be
constructed whose performance mimics that of human observers,
while simultaneously easing the computational burden inherent
in solving for 3D Hotelling observer performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The plethora of image quality metrics which exists can
lead to a difﬁcult choice when seeking metrics to aid in
imaging system design, including the image reconstruction
algorithm. Task-based evaluation arguably provides the most
meaningful metrics [1], [2], but application of these metrics
to tomographic imaging comes with certain difﬁculties and
necessary considerations not encountered in other forms of
medical imaging [3]. For instance, the noise in a reconstructed
image can have a high degree of correlation and is often
sensitive to small implementation or design differences in
the reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, in order to make
full use of task-based metrics, a detailed investigation of the
impact of the reconstruction algorithm on the formulation of
these metrics is warranted. Researchers such as those in [4]
have performed some investigations of channelized Hotelling
observers (CHOs), but in the current work, we shall focus
on computing ideal observer performance, rather than attempt
to estimate human observer performance. This provides a
clear upper bound on the performance of any human or
mathematical observer.
In this work, we investigate the case of circular cone-beam
CT reconstruction when the reconstruction operation can be
represented as a linear discrete-to-discrete (matrix) operator.
We compute the 3D Hotelling observer SNR (SNRHot) for a
signal detection task. Further, we discuss the non-uniqueness
of the Hotelling template in this case and demonstrate the use
of Tikhonov regularization in solving for a unique template
which approximates the behavior of the 3D Hotelling template
while obtaining a structure which more closely resembles the
signal of interest. We hypothesize that templates which most
closely resemble the reconstructed signal could be predictive
of human observer performance.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Linear Reconstruction Algorithm
The particular image reconstruction algorithm used in this
study is the back-projection ﬁltration (BPF) image reconstruc-
tion algorithm developed by our group [5]. In this algorithm,
the imaging volume is decomposed into individual chords
of the scanning trajectory, along which the reconstruction
takes place. Although this algorithm is developed based on
a continuous-to-continuous model, in practice the reconstruc-
tion is performed using discretized versions of the various
continuous inversion operations that comprise the algorithm.
In general terms, we consider a linear image reconstruction
algorithm A that takes a discrete set of data g and produces
a discrete representation of an image in the form of voxel
coefﬁcients y:
y = Ag (1)
where bold denotes quantities which are statistically variable.
As the BPF algorithm consists of many linear processing
steps, it is useful to consider A as the product of matrices
representing each processing step:
A =
∏
i
Ai. (2)
The BPF algorithm can be said to consist of eight distinct
processing steps as follows:
(1) Derivative ﬁltration of the projection data
(2) Back-projection onto the chords comprising the image
volume
(3) Computation of boundary terms for back-projection
(4) Weighting of chord proﬁles
(5) Inverse Hilbert transform of chord proﬁles
(6) Evaluation and addition of constant offset to chord proﬁles
(7) Inverse weighting of chord proﬁles
(8) Interpolation onto 3D Cartesian grid.
In our case, the ﬁnal step is trivial, as we consider reconstruc-
tion onto a set of chords deﬁned on a Cartesian grid, but it is
included here for completeness.
It should be emphasized that A can be treated as a matrix.
Therefore, if one considers the data covariance matrix Kg
whose (i, j)th entry is deﬁned by
(Kg)i,j = Cov
(
gi, gj
)
(3)
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this representation of the reconstruction algorithm can be used
to construct the image voxel covariance matrix Ky as
Ky = AKgA
T (4)
where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose.
B. Binary Detection
The task we consider is a signal detection task. This task
is a binary decision in which an observer is asked to view an
image and to make a decision between two hypotheses: signal
absent or signal present. In order to represent these hypotheses
mathematically, consider a continuous object function f(r)
deﬁned for r ∈ R3. We then denote the continuous-to-discrete
forward projection operation as the action of the operator P ,
which maps the continuous object function f(r) to the discrete
data vector g:
g = Pf + n (5)
where n is an additive measurement noise term in the projec-
tion data domain. We consider the different elements ni of the
vector g to be independent and drawn from identical Gaussian
distributions.
We shall label the signal-absent and signal-present hypothe-
ses as H0 and H1, respectively. Since we consider detection
in the reconstructed image domain, we must apply the re-
construction operator A to the data vectors representing each
hypothesis. The resulting hypotheses may then be expressed
mathematically as
H0 : y = A (Pfb + n)
H1 : y = A (P (fb + fs) + n)
(6)
where fb and fs represent the background object and signal
object, respectively. The task we consider is a signal-known-
exactly, background-known-exactly (SKE/BKE) task, meaning
that the observer has full knowledge of the reconstructed signal
and the image noise statistics.
C. 3D Hotelling Observer
The Hotelling observer (HO) is the optimal linear mathe-
matical model observer; i.e. the HO uses an optimal method
of linearly combining the elements of y to make a decision
between signal-absent and signal-present [1]. The Hotelling
SNR is the ﬁgure of merit used in this work, and its compu-
tation is performed as follows: First, one must solve for w,
the 3D Hotelling template, which is the image with which
the HO masks a reconstructed image y in order to make the
decision between signal-absent and signal-present. w is found
by solving the linear equation
Kyw = Δy¯, (7)
where Ky is the image covariance matrix and Δy¯ is the mean
difference between the hypotheses H0 and H1 of Eqn. 6. Since
the only source of statistical variability in Eqn. 6 is the additive
noise term, the quantity Δy¯ can simply be computed as
Δy¯ = (AP (fb + fs) +An¯)− (APfb +An¯) = APfs, (8)
where n¯ is a vector whose elements represent the mean detec-
tor element noise. Note that the quantities fb and fs are not
statistically variable in this case, as the task chosen is a signal-
known-exactly / background-known-exactly (SKE/BKE) task.
Eqn. 8, therefore, contains no statistically variable quantities.
Although the form of Eqn. 7 is compact, obtaining a direct
solution for w is computationally nontrivial, since the matrix
Ky can be too large to be stored in computer memory and
is non-diagonal. In fact, the computational burden of solving
Eqn. 7 is the basis for much active research. Here, we restrict
ourselves to a small system so that direct matrix inversion
is still feasible and the matrix Ky can be stored directly in
computer memory, however in general iterative methods must
be applied to Eqn. 7 in order to obtain the 3D Hotelling
template.
Finally, after obtaining a solution to Eqn. 7, the HO SNR for
a signal-detection task is computed by applying the Hotelling
template w to the mean difference between the image vectors
for the hypotheses H0 and H1, Δy¯:
SNR2Hot = w
TΔy¯. (9)
where Δy¯ is again given by Eqn. 8. The calculated HO
performance can then provide an absolute upper bound on
measured human observer performance.
One complication which arises in the case of applying
the metric given in Eqn. 9 to computed tomography is that
the matrix A deﬁned by the reconstruction algorithm has a
non-trivial nullspace. In order to illustrate this nullspace, the
singular value decomposition of the reconstruction algorithm
used in this work was computed, and the singular value
spectrum is shown in Figure 1. Double precision ﬂoats were
used, so that any singular value on the order of 10−15 or less is
essentially equal to zero. The reconstruction parameters used
to construct A in this case are discussed in section III-A1.
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Fig. 1. The singular value spectrum of the reconstruction operator A
corresponding to the BPF algorithm. Note that of the roughly 4100 singular
values, approximately 1600 are zero, to within numerical precision.
One crucial consequence of the nullspace of A is that
the matrix Ky becomes singular. This implies that the 3D
Hotelling template w is no longer unique.
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In order to enable us to investigate the effects of template
structure on non-ideal model observer detectability, we have
investigated the application of Tikhonov regularization to the
solution of Eqn. 7. Through iterative methods, we have solved
the related minimization problem deﬁned by
w = argmin
x
{
||Kyx−Δy¯||2 + λ2 ||x||2
}
(10)
for various values of the damping parameter λ. The problem
deﬁned in (10) is guaranteed to have a single, unique solution.
In addition to the appeal of a unique solution to (10), there is a
further motivation for using regularization, namely metric util-
ity. We hypothesize that humans cannot perform the complex
prewhitening of K−1y , which has long range voxel correlations,
reﬂected in the complex structure of the weakly regularized
template in Fig 3. Therefore, templates with more compact
structure resembling the signal of interest could lead to more
informative metrics relevant to human observer performance.
III. METHOD
A. Generation of Images
1) The Reconstructed Signal: The signal of interest was
chosen to be an ellipsoid with axes of lengths 4 detector
bin widths and 2 detector bin widths, and its location was
ﬁxed to the center of the ﬁeld of view for reconstruction.
We investigate a small high-contrast signal, which can be
seen as a model of micro-calciﬁcation detection in breast
CT. The signal was deﬁned in the continuous object domain
and discretized by a continuous-to-discrete forward projection
operator, previously denoted as P .
The reconstruction algorithm used was the BPF algorithm
discussed in section II-A. Projection data were acquired over
an angular range of 1.128π, corresponding to 180 degrees
of trajectory around each chord used for reconstruction. 32
evenly spaced views were used with a 16×8 array of detector
elements. The reconstruction was performed onto 128 chords
with 32 points along each chord. The chords were arranged
in three rows of 32 chords each, so that the reconstructed
image volume was rectangular with 32 × 32 × 4 voxels. The
ratio of the source-to-detector distance to the source’s radius
of rotation was 8 : 5. The reconstructed difference between
signal hypotheses Δy¯ is shown in Fig. 2. Visible artifacts in
the reconstructed signal are a result of the discretization in the
sinogram and image domains and the small size of the signal.
In this study, we chose to use very coarse discretization so that
the matrix Ky would have dimensionality low enough that it
could be stored directly in computer memory and a direct
matrix inverse could be obtained. However, it should be noted
that this small system can be relevant to real CT applications,
since this level of discretization is what might be seen in an
actual microcalciﬁcation ROI.
2) Noise Model: After computing the discrete projection
data g = Pf , zero-mean, independent, identically distributed
Gaussian noise was added to the projection data. The standard
deviation of the additive noise was uniform across the detector
elements and equal to roughly ten times the maximum value
Fig. 2. The reconstructed noiseless signal Δy¯, i.e., the mean difference
between image hypotheses. The display window used is [-2,15].
of the signal in the projection data domain. This implies that
the data covariance vector Kg is diagonal such that
(Kg)i,j =
{
α : i = j
0 : i = j (11)
where α is a constant. We then have that the reconstructed
image covariance matrix will be given by
Ky = AKgA
T = αAAT (12)
where A is the reconstruction matrix described in Section II-A,
and Ky is again the reconstructed image covariance matrix.
Inspecting this expression for the image covariance matrix,
it becomes obvious why the inversion of this matrix can be
nontrivial. Ky has dimensionality M × M , where M is the
number of voxels in the reconstructed image. Further, various
components of the matrix A such as the matrix representing
the weighted back-projection step in the FBP algorithm make
Ky non-diagonal.
B. Model Observer Computation
HO SNR was computed as in Eqn. 9, where the image
covariance matrix Ky is given by Eqn. 12. The Hotelling SNR
was computed by obtaining the singular value decomposition
of Ky and constructing the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse to
solve Eqn. 7. Solutions to the minimization problem (10)
were obtained using the LSQR algorithm [6]. The damping
parameter in (10) was varied from 10−3 to 102 with power of
10 increments. The resulting SNR of each regularized template
was then compared to SNRHot via an efﬁciency metric deﬁned
by
ε =
SNR2
SNR2Hot
(13)
Further, the number of iterations of the LSQR algorithm was
stored in order to quantify the computational gains arising
from obtaining a regularized solution.
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IV. RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the results of solving the optimization
program (10) with varying degrees of regularization, as de-
scribed above. Note that with increasing values of the damping
parameter λ, the template recovers the structure of the signal,
shown in Fig. 2. In fact, the template obtained with λ = 100
is practically indistinguishable from the signal.
Fig. 3. Templates obtained through varying degrees of regularization of the
solution to the Hotelling template equation, Eqn. 7. Note that the most heavily
regularized template is practically indistinguishable from the mean signal Δy¯
shown in Fig 2.
Table I presents the results of obtaining each of the six
regularized templates shown in Fig. 3. Note that increasing
the amount of regularization in the solution of the template
greatly decreases the number of iterations needed to solve the
optimization program (10).
TABLE I
PROPERTIES OF REGULARIZED TEMPLATES
λ ε # of iterations
0.001 0.99999 8192
0.01 0.99994 8192
0.1 0.99694 1579
1 0.95423 197
10 0.61955 25
100 0.47123 5
V. CONCLUSION
We computed SNR values for 6 templates that were com-
puted as regularized versions of the 3D Hotelling template
and compared these values to the Hotelling SNR. Further, we
inspected the structures of the templates themselves (as the
construction of the minimization program from which they are
derived ensures their uniqueness), and noted the computational
burden of calculating each template.
The point of regularization at which the templates begin
to resemble the signal can be seen as the point at which
the corresponding observer trivializes the prewhitening task
in detecting the signal of interest. Given the intuitive view
that humans are likely to perform detection tasks by a simple
template matching paradigm, with a template that structurally
resembles the signal, we hypothesize that it is approximately
at this level of regularization that the model observer’s perfor-
mance becomes predictive of human observer performance. In
this case, this would correspond to an efﬁciency of ε ≈ 0.5.
If this hypothesis proves correct, there could be valuable
implications regarding computational efﬁciency of these model
observer metrics. Namely, it could be possible to obtain a
metric which is predictive of human performance with a
computational effort that is orders of magnitude lower than
full computation of 3D Hotelling observer performance. In
this case, a reduction of FLOPs by two orders of magnitude
was observed, as seen in the third column of Table I. Future
work could be performed to compare human observer perfor-
mance through 2AFC trials to these model observer results in
order to investigate a possible correlation between template
regularization and a point at which these templates become
predictive of human performance.
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Abstract—A variety of helical reconstruction approaches are
investigated and evaluated for cone-beam helical scans including:
the Feldkamp algorithm (FDK) without view weighting, a view
weighted FDK algorithm, a theoretically exact Katsevich algo-
rithm and an iterative reconstruction method. These approaches
address the root causes of the cone-beam artifacts in helical
reconstruction from different perspectives. Simulated wide cone-
beam helical data is used to assess the relative merits of the
different algorithms in terms of cone-beam artifacts, noise, and
motion sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the detector size continues to increase in computed
tomography (CT) helical scans, it becomes more difﬁcult
to reconstruct an image volume which is not corrupted by
cone-beam artifacts. The cone-beam artifacts in helical scans
are primarily due to truncation and mis-handled frequencies
in weighting of redundant data. The truncation artifacts are
caused by interrupted illumination where some of the voxels
in the volume project off the detector for some views. The
second problem which occurs is due to incorrect weighting
of redundant measurements in Radon space (which can also
be viewed as the local Fourier space of the image object).
These errors due to incorrect frequency weighting typically
manifest themselves as artifacts which have low in-plane
spatial frequencies. For a more detailed description of these
issues, please refer to another paper in this meeting [1].
Traditionally, the FDK-type algorithms [2] have been widely
used by many of the major CT manufacturers because of their
simplicity and the desirable and predictable image charac-
teristics they produce. Within the general FDK framework,
sophisticated view weighting methods are generally adopted to
suppress the cone beam artifacts, while maintaining the desired
noise statistics [3], [4]. Theoretically exact algorithms have
been proposed for helical reconstruction by A. Katsevich and
others [5]. By deﬁnition, these theoretically exact algorithms
generate reconstruction image volumes with little or no cone-
beam artifacts. However, they also lead to different noise
characteristics compared to the FDK-type algorithms. More
recently, iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms have been
proposed for CT reconstruction and showed great promise in
reducing both noise and cone-beam artifacts [6], [7]. However,
IR algorithms are generally associated with a signiﬁcant com-
putational penalty and therefore the reconstruction is slower
than other methods. In this work, different approaches are in-
vestigated and evaluated for cone-beam helical reconstruction.
II. METHODS
A. Notation
In a helical scan, the source trajectory can be expressed as
s(β) = (R sinβ,R cosβ,
H
2π
β), β ∈ [βs, βe] , (1)
where R is the radius of the helical source trajectory, βs and βe
correspond to the starting and ending view angles of the helical
source trajectory, respectively, and H is the distance traveled
by the source point per rotation along z-axis. The normalized
helical pitch, denoted as h, is deﬁned as the ratio of H over
detector size at ISO. The cone-beam transform of a 3D object
f (equivalently f(x, y, z) or f(x) with x = (x, y, z)) can be
written as
p(s, θ) := D(f) =
∫ +∞
0
f(s(β) + tθ)dt , θ ∈ S , (2)
where S is the set of all possible unit vectors in space. Note
that the cone-beam projection is a function of both θ and s
parameterized by the angular position of the source point β.
The objective of reconstruction is to obtain an estimate of the
object f based on the measured projection data p.
It is common for reconstruction algorithms to implement the
reconstruction in the so-called cone-parallel geometry that can
be obtained through row-wise fan-to-parallel rebinning in the
native cone-beam geometry [3]. In the rebinned cone-parallel
geometry, any projection data p can be determined by the
cone angle α, view angle β and orthogonal distance t from
the ISO-ray. Therefore, we can re-parameterize the projection
data p(s, θ) as pr(α, β, t) in the cone-parallel geometry. Note
that after row-wise cone-parallel rebinning, the curvature of
the resultant virtual detector is inverted and the 1D ramp
ﬁltering is applied along the tangential direction of the helical
source trajectory, which signiﬁcantly improves reconstruction
accuracy.
Next, we discuss various reconstruction algorithms that can
be used for cone-beam helical scans.
B. FDK Algorithm Without View Weighting
In the cone-parallel geometry, one FDK-type algorithm to
reconstruct an object f(x) from data acquired with a helical
scan without any view weighting can be written as
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fˆ(x) =
π
βmax − βmin
∫ βmax
βmin
p˜r(α, β, t) cosαdβ , (3)
p˜r(α, β, t) = pr(α, β, t)
⊗
g(t) , (4)
where g(t) denotes the 1D ramp ﬁlter kernel and
⊗
denotes
the 1D convolution operator. The interval [βmin, βmax] deﬁnes
the view range over which the projection data are used to
reconstruct the image intersecting the helical trajectory at view
angle β = (βmin + βmax)/2. The view range is generally a
multiple of π. The factor π/(βmax − βmin) normalizes the
reconstruction when different view ranges are used. This cone-
beam FDK-type algorithm is mathematically approximate in
nature as it does not address either truncation or mis-handled
frequencies. The FDK algorithm without view weighting can
lead to signiﬁcant cone beam artifacts and therefore is not
commonly used for helical reconstruction in practice.
C. View Weighted FDK Algorithm
View weighting has been extensively employed as an im-
provement to the FDK algorithm [3], [4]. Here, we introduce
a view weighting scheme that is an extension of the 3D view
weighting approach proposed in [3] that has been demonstrat-
ed to work well when the detector size is less than or equal
to 40mm at ISO center. Mathematically, it can be written as
fˆ(x) =
∫ βmax
βmin
w(α, β, t, r)p˜r(α, β, t) cosαdβ , (5)
where
w(α, β, t, r)
=
w2d(β, t) tan
k(h,r)(αc)
w2d(β, t) tan
k(h,r)(αc) + w2d(βc, tc) tan
k(h,r)(α)
,
(6)
where r :=
√
x2 + y2 and the subscript c represents the
corresponding parameters of the conjugate ray. Here w2d can
be any 2D view weighting function that is used traditionally
in 2D reconstruction or in the case of a small cone angle. This
2D view weighting must meet the constraint
w2d(β, t) + w2d(βc, tc) = 1.0 . (7)
The simplest case is a full scan where one may use w2d(β, t) =
0.5. Note that the FDK algorithm without view weighting can
also be viewed as constant view weighted FDK algorithm, i.e.
w(α, β, t, r) = π/(βmax − βmin).
In addition to its dependence on α, β and t as in its original
form in [3], the new view weighting is also a function of
the distance between the voxel to be reconstructed and the
ISO, r. The additional dependence on r allows the view
weighting function to apply different weighting strength on
different voxels depending on their location. This is to take
into account of the fact that the amount of measured projection
data varies with respect to the location of a voxel. The view
weighting function can be extended to various pitches through
the dependence of k on the pitch h. Note that the speciﬁc value
of k(h, r) needs to be experimentally tuned in order to achieve
optimal image quality (IQ) for different pitches.
By introducing the view weighting, the reconstruction can
suppress most of the truncation artifacts by reducing the
weights on the projection data that is not physically measured
by the detector while using all the measured data to maintain
a low noise level. However, the mis-handled frequency that
is intrinsic to the cone-beam is not be well addressed by the
view weighting.
D. Katsevich Algorithm
The Katsevich algorithm was proposed by A. Katseivch [5]
and is theoretically exact for helical scans if the detector is
large enough to capture a region slightly larger than the Tam-
Danielsson window [8]It was developed based on the concept
of π-line that connects the voxel to be reconstructed and two
source points on the helical scan trajectory. Mathematically,
the reconstruction in native cone-beam geometry can be writ-
ten as follows
fˆ(x) =
− 1
2π2
∫
Iπ(x)
1
|x− s(β)|
∫ 2π
0
∂
∂q
p(s(q),Θ(β, x, γ))|q=β dγ
sin γ
dβ ,
(8)
where Iπ(x) deﬁnes the π-line passing through
x, Θ(β, x, γ) := cos γθ(β, x) + sin γe(β, x) and
e(β, x) := θ(β, x) × u(β, x). For details, please see
[5]. Note that the Katsevich algorithm is realized in a
traditional ﬁltered back projection framework and employs
a shift-invariant ﬁlter, which makes the algorithm practical.
The difference from traditional FDK algorithms is that the
ﬁltering is generally done along tilted lines instead of the
detector row direction. In this way the measured frequencies
for a given voxel can be handled correctly and therefore
the reconstruction is exact if the projection data is not
contaminated by noise. Our implementation of the Katsevich
algorithm is based on native cone-beam geometry.
Although the Katsevich algorithm is mathematically accu-
rate and elegant, it has thus far not been adopted by the vendors
of diagnostic CT scanners. One major reason is that while
the algorithm is exact, it is not optimal from the perspective
of dose utilization due to its difﬁculty in handling redundant
data. Another reason is the discontinuous nature of the view
weighting in the Katsevich algorithm. These generally lead to
non-uniform noise texture and motion artifacts as we will see
in next section.
E. Iterative Reconstruction
Iterative reconstruction has been intensively studied as an
alternative to analytical reconstruction algorithms in CT re-
cently. There are two categories of iterative methods in CT
reconstruction: one is statistical iterative reconstruction that
generally performs a global minimization or maximization of
a certain probability measure, such as maximum likelihood
or maximum a posteriori probability [6]; another is more
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straightforward effort of matching the measured data, which
can be based on an algebraic solution [9] or iterations of FDK-
type reconstruction [7]. Here we use the second class as an
example that can be expressed as
f0 ← D−1(p)
For k = 1, 2 . . .K
fk ← fk−1 + λ1D−1(p−D(fk−1)) + λ2R(fk−1)
(9)
Here the inverse operator D−1(p) represents the reconstruction
from the projection data p which, for example, can be an FDK
algorithm; the forward re-projection operator D(fk) simulates
the line integral process of the helical scan based on the current
reconstruction fk, which can either be in native cone-beam
geometry or rebinned cone-parallel geometry; and R(fk) is a
regularization term that is used to impose a priori knowledge,
e.g. smoothness, on the reconstructed image. The iterative
reconstruction handles the cone-beam artifacts (both trunca-
tion and mis-handled frequency) implicitly through enforcing
ﬁdelity with the measured data.
In this study, the view weighted FDK algorithm in cone-
parallel geometry in Section II.C is used for the inverse oper-
ator and the distance driven re-projection in native cone-beam
geometry is used for the forward operator [10]. Therefore, a
rebinning operator is required after the re-projection although
it is not explicilty shown in (9). No regularization term is
used here. The iterative reconstruction is run for K = 1
iteration as most of the low frequency cone-beam artifacts are
already effectively mitigated for the test cases considered here.
Therefore, it is simply one more iteration of the view weighted
FDK algorithm. With more iterations and more sophisticated
design of the system and regularization models, it is possible
to achieve higher resolution and lower noise variance; but this
is not within the scope of this work.
III. EVALUATION
In this section the reconstruction algorithms discussed above
are evaluated using simulated cone-beam helical data from
different IQ perspectives: cone-beam artifact, noise and motion
sensitivity. The simulations were performed using the CatSim
software. A cylindrical detector was simulated with a cone
angle of 7.32 degree and a fan angle of 47.6 degree. The helical
data are simulated with the following scan protocol: 70keV,
1.0 sec/rotation and a normalized pitch of 0.99. The helical
body phantom (HBP) that was specially designed to challenge
helical reconstruction algorithms and a more clinically relevant
nCAT phantom are used in the simulations. Images were
reconstructed using a 2π view range of data with a ﬁeld of
view of 500mm on an image grid of 512 × 512 and a slice
spacing of 0.625mm.
A. Cone Beam Artifacts and Noise
To evaluate the cone-beam artifacts and the noise texture, a
helical scan of the HBP phantom was simulated with a beam
current of 300 mA. Reconstruction results of the different
algorithms are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the
FDK reconstruction without view weighting is dominated by
cone-beam artifacts (mostly truncation artifacts). The view
weighted FDK reconstruction effectively mitigates most of the
truncation artifacts. There is still some frequency mis-handling
in the image which can be seen as dark shading near the
air hole. The Katsevich reconstruction does not contain any
low frequency cone-beam artifacts as expected. Compared to
the view weighted FDK, the extra iteration enables the IR
reconstruction to remove the residual cone-beam artifacts and
improve the resolution which results in some aliasing due to
the large pixel size used in this case.
Ignoring the cone-beam artifacts, the FDK without view
weighting, view weighted FDK, and IR reconstructions show
typical FBP noise texture while the Katsevich reconstruction
shows high and non-uniform noise. The standard deviation
measured in the rectangle ROI show are 29.7, 33.8, 73.9 and
37.3 HU in Fig. 1(a)-(d), respectively.
B. Motion Sensitivity
Motion exists in clinical helical scans that can be caused by
undesired patient respiratory and cardiac motion. Therefore,
it is important for reconstruction algorithms to be robust to
motion of at least a certain level. To evaluate this, a helical
scan of a dynamic HBP phantom was simulated with a beam
current of 300 mA, where the HBP was moving from left to
right with a speed of 1 mm/sec. Reconstruction results of the
different algorithms are shown in Fig. 2. From the results it
can be seen that the FDK-type algorithms are more robust
to this level of motion while motion artifacts in the form of
streaks and object shifts are clearly visible in the Katsevich
and IR reconstructions, respectively.
C. Overall Image Quality
To evaluate overall IQ in a more clinically relevant setting,
a helical scan of the nCAT phantom was simulated with a
beam current of 500 mA. The axial images and the reformatted
images of different reconstructions are shown in Fig. 3. In
general the results agree well with what was observed in the
HBP simulations, i.e., the FDK reconstruction without view
weighting has overwhelming cone-beam artifacts mostly due
to truncation; the view weighted FDK reconstruction contains
slight cone-beam artifacts due to mis-handled frequency (more
visible in the reformatted image); the Katsevich reconstruction
has high and non-uniform noise but with little cone-beam
artifacts; and the IR reconstruction reduces the residual cone-
beam artifacts while having higher resolution and noise as
compared to the view weighted FDK reconstruction.
IV. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive investigation and evaluation of reconstruc-
tion approaches for wide cone-beam helical scans has been
provided. While the cone angle of the beam is too large to
be ignored, the cone-beam artifacts can be effectively mitigat-
ed through view weighting, exact reconstruction or iterative
reconstruction. However, different algorithms demonstrated
different image properties. An appropriate reconstruction ap-
proach should be chosen in practice depending on what is
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Fig. 1. Cone-beam artifacts and noise comparison of different reconstruction algorithms for simulated HBP cone-beam helical scan: (a) FDK without view
weighting; (b) View weighted FDK; (c) Katsevich algorithm; (d) IR. The arrows in (a) and (b) point to cone-beam artifacts. The arrows in (c) point to
non-uniform noise. The standard deviations in the rectangle ROIs are 29.7, 33.8, 73.9 and 37.3 in (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. (W/L = 200/0)
Fig. 2. Motion sensitivity comparison of different reconstruction algorithms for simulated dynamic HBP cone-beam helical scan: (a) FDK without view
weighting; (b) View weighted FDK; (c) Katsevich algorithm; (d) IR. The arrows point to motion artifacts. (W/L = 200/0)
Fig. 3. Overall image quality comparison of different reconstruction algorithms for simulated nCAT cone-beam helical scan: (a)(e) FDK without view
weighting; (b)(f) View weighted FDK; (c)(g) Katsevich algorithm; (d)(h) IR. The arrow points to cone-beam artifacts caused by mis-handled frequency. (W/L
= 200/0)
the most relevant factor as well as other practical constraints
(e.g. temporal resolution) for a given application.
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 Penalized weighted least-squares image reconstruction for 
low-dose CT using adaptive MRF coefficients predicted 
from normal-dose scan 
Hao Zhang, Hao Han, Yan Liu, Hongbing Lu, Jianhua Ma, Jing Wang, and Zhengrong Liang 
 
Abstract–Low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) is 
desirable due to the growing concerns about excessive radiation 
exposure in clinic.  One common strategy to achieve low-dose is 
to lower the mAs setting in currently available CT scanners, but 
the image reconstructed by conventional filtered backprojection 
(FBP) is severely degraded due to excessive quantum noise.  
Statistical reconstruction (SR) algorithms have shown the 
potential to significantly improve the reconstructed image quality 
from the noisy projection.  In this work, we present a penalized 
weighted least-squares (PWLS) iterative reconstruction scheme 
to improve low-mAs CT reconstruction by incorporating a 
quadratic-form Gaussian Markov random field (MRF) 
regularization with coefficients adaptively predicted from the 
corresponding normal-dose scan.  More specifically, given the 
FBP reconstruction result of the normal-dose scan, we compute 
its object scale map (which describes the uniformity of local 
structures) and exploit the map to determine the MRF window 
size in a pixel-by-pixel fashion.  The rationale behind this is that 
the more uniform the local structure is, the smaller region the 
frequency spectrum will spread, so a smaller MRF window 
should be adopted, and vice versa.  For each pixel, we adopt a 
reasonable larger sample window to predict the MRF coefficients 
via least-squares regression.  The MRF coefficients, adaptively 
predicted from the normal-dose scan, are then used to help the 
following up low-dose scans reconstruction.  Experimental results 
with both physical phantom and patient data demonstrated that 
the presented regularization is superior to conventional 
quadratic-form Gaussian MRF regularization using a fixed 
window and equal coefficients for neighbors of equal distance.  
Further quantitative evaluations of the proposed method are still 
under progress. 
 
Index Terms – low-dose CT, penalized weighted least-squares, 
Markov random field, predicted coefficients, normal-dose scan 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ow-dose CT has attracted increasing attentions due to 
growing concerns about radiation exposure and the 
potential side effects in clinical practice.  One simple and cost-
effective way to reduce the radiation dose is to lower the X-
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ray tube mAs setting in currently available CT scanners when 
acquiring projection data.  However, the quality of 
reconstructed CT images by FBP from the low-mAs 
acquisition will be degraded dramatically due to the excessive 
noise. 
Many methods [1-11] have been proposed to improve the 
reconstruction of low-dose CT from noisy projections.  
Although the filter based algorithms [1-3] are computationally 
efficient and can suppress the noise to some extent, they often 
sacrifice structural details which could be critical in clinic, due 
to a lack of noise modeling.  Statistical reconstruction (SR) 
algorithms [4-11], which take into account of statistical noise 
properties with accurate modeling, are superior to FBP in 
suppressing quantum noise and artifacts.  SR algorithms 
reconstruct the CT images by maximizing or minimizing a 
cost function for an optimal solution in a statistical sense, 
where the cost function usually consists two terms.  The data-
fidelity term models the statistics of measured data, and the 
regularization term reflects a prior information.  One 
commonly used regularization term is the quadratic-form 
Gaussian Markov random field (MRF) [5][7], which uses 
equal coefficients for neighbors of equal distance without 
considering discontinuities in images, thus may lead to over 
smoothing of edges or fine structures.  Some non-quadratic 
penalties can preserve edges, but they often introduce piece-
wise constant blocky artifacts and the results are also sensitive 
to the hyper-parameter that controls the shape of the penalty 
function [12].  In addition, they make the cost function non-
quadratic and may complicate the computation. 
Recently, Wang et al. [13] explored the potential of larger 
neighborhoods in MRF to include higher frequencies for the 
prior model.  They utilized a large MRF window and 
estimated the MRF coefficients from a high-quality bone-
region sample image, and incorporated this single set of MRF 
coefficients into the iterative CT reconstruction framework.  
Their preliminary results demonstrated the inner bone 
emphasis similar to that of conventional FBP with commercial 
bone kernel.  Inspired by their work, we investigate to design 
a quadratic-form Gaussian MRF regularization term which 
exploits space-variant MRF window size and adaptive 
coefficients predicted from local sample window of a normal-
dose scan, to help the following up low-dose scans CT 
reconstruction.  In this way, both the MRF window size and 
corresponding coefficients are adaptive and could better 
reflect the prior information in space and frequency domain.  
Thus, it is expected that with the proposed regularization term 
predicted from a normal-dose CT scan, the following up low-
dose scans reconstruction could be substantially improved. 
L
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 II. METHODS 
A. Statistical model 
    With the assumption of monochromatic x-ray generation, 
the acquired CT transmission data I can be described by: 
2
, ,Poisson ( ) Normal( , )i i e i e iI mO V      (1) 
where Ȝi is the mean number of x-ray photons collected by the 
detector bin i in repeated measurements, me,i and ı2e,i are the 
mean and variance of the electronic noise associated with the 
measurement Ii, respectively.  For practice applications, me,i is 
often calibrated to be zero.  Based on this noise model, a 
formula of relationship between the mean and variance of the 
log-transformed projection data was proposed in [14]: 
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where pi is the log-transformed projection datum (which is 
also called the line integral) in detector bin i and ip  is the 
mean value of it in repeated measurements, 0
iI  is the mean 
number of incident photons along the projection path i. 
B. PWLS iterative image reconstruction 
    Based on the noise properties of CT projection data, the 
PWLS cost function in the image domain can be written as 
[7]: 
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Tp A p A RP P P E P)   ¦           (3) 
The first term in (3) is a weighted least-squares (WLS) 
measure, where p is the vector of the log-transformed 
projection data, μ is the vector of attenuation coefficients to be 
reconstructed, A is the system matrix with its element Aij the 
intersection length of projection ray i with pixel j,  is a 
diagonal matrix with its ith element the variance of line 
integral at the detector bin i estimated from (2).  The symbol T 
and -1 herein is transpose and inverse operator respectively. 
The second term in (3) is a roughness penalty or a 
regularization constraint, where the smoothing parameter ȕ 
controls the strength of regularization. 
C. Regularization terms 
    Under the Gaussian MRF model, a quadratic-form penalty 
is widely used for iterative image reconstruction: 
2( ) ( )
j
jm j m
j m N
R bP P P

 ¦ ¦                  (4) 
where index j runs over all the pixels in the image domain, Nj 
denotes the small fixed neighborhood (typically 8 neighbors in 
the 2D case while 26 in the 3D case) of the jth image pixel, 
and bjm are the directional weighting coefficients.  The 
coefficients were usually set 1 for first-order neighbors and 
1/ 2  for second-order neighbors.  The major drawback of 
this regularization is that it only considers distance 
information but fails to take the discontinuities in images into 
account, thus may lead to oversmoothing of edges or fine 
structures. 
Inspired by the work of Wang et al [13], we investigate to 
design a quadratic-form Gaussian MRF regularization term 
which exploits space-variant MRF window size and adaptive 
coefficients predicted from local sample window of a normal-
dose scan, to help the following up low-dose scans CT 
reconstruction. 
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however, Nj is no longer a fixed neighborhood, but varies 
based on the object scale.  Also, the coefficients are no longer 
constant but adaptively predicted from the normal-dose scan. 
1) Computation of object scale 
   The scale at every pixel j, K(j), is defined as the radius of 
the largest hyperball centered at the pixel j such that all 
pixels within the ball satisfied a predefined image intensity 
homogeneity criterion [15].  It is computed as follows: K(j) is 
initialized as one.  Then we iteratively increase the ball 
radius r by one and check the value of FOr(j) ("fraction of 
object").  When the first time this fraction falls below ts 
(usually set to be 85%), we consider that the ball contains an 
object region different from that to which j belongs and set 
the scale value of K(j) as  r – 1 [16]. 
 
Fig. 1: (a) One transverse slice reconstructed by FBP with hanning filter from 
the sinogram data acquired with 100mAs (b) corresponding object scale map. 
2) Determination of MRF/sample window size 
     For each pixel in the FBP reconstructed image from the 
normal-dose scan, we have an specific MRF window for it 
with the size determined by the object scale, which is a 
quantitative measure of local uniformity described above.  The 
rationale is that the more uniform(larger object scale) a local 
region is, the smaller area the frequency spectrum will spread, 
so a lower-order MRF penalizing only differences among 
immediately neighboring pixels is enough.  On the contrary, 
the more non-uniform a local region is, the larger area the 
frequency spectrum will spread, so a higher-order MRF 
should be adopted.  Then for each pixel's MRF coefficients, 
they were predicted adaptively from a local sample window. 
Statistically, to ensure the power of a least-squares linear 
regression with a certain number of predictors, the required 
sample size need to be determined.  For our situation, to 
achieve a prediction power of at least 90% at the medium 
effect size (Cohen’s f2 = 0.15) given a significance level of 
less than 5%, the sample window size can be calculated by 
using the G*Power software [17], and the results are 
summarized in the following table. 
Table1: MRF and sample window setting based on object scale 
Object 
scale 
MRF 
window 
size 
Num.of 
predicted 
coefficients 
Sample 
needed  
Sample 
window 
size  
>7 3×3 8 136 13×13 
6-7  5×5 24 206 15×15 
4-5 7×7 48 278 17×17 
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 2-3 9×9 80 355 19×19 
0-1 11×11 120 435 21×21 
Then, for each pixel in the image, we have an adaptive 
MRF window size and corresponding sample window.  Figure 
2 shows us an example of that for a pixel in the image. Similar 
MRF/sample window choosing is performed for pixels in the 
image one by one. 
 
Fig. 2: Illustration of MRF and sample window choosing for one pixel. 
 
3) Prediction of MRF coefficients 
 
     After we have the MRF and sample window size for each 
pixel in the FBP reconstructed image of the normal-dose CT 
scan, we can predict the corresponding MRF coefficients for 
each pixel via least-squares regression, because every pixel 
could be predicted from a linear combination of its clique-
mates.  The clique-mates of current pixel here are the 
neighbors within the MRF window. According to [13], the set 
of coefficients for the clique-mates can be formulated as: 
1
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where bj is the vector of MRF coefficients for the neighbors of 
pixel j within the MRF window, Sj is the  sample window of 
pixel j, Nk represents the set of neighbors for pixel k within 
the MRF window and 
kN
ȝ is the vector of corresponding 
attenuation value for them.  The symbol ND is short for 
normal-dose. 
D. Summary of presented PWLS reconstruction method 
     With the weighted least-squares (WLS) criterion and the 
new designed quadratic-form Gaussian MRF regularization 
presented above, our PWLS iterative reconstruction scheme 
for low-dose CT reconstruction can be summarized as 
follows: 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Flow chart of proposed PWLS reconstruction method for low-dose CT. 
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The cost function is of quadratic form and the iterative 
successive over-relaxation (SOR) algorithm could be used to 
calculate the solution.  Details about the implementation are 
described in the appendix of [10]. 
 
III. RESULTS 
A. Anthropomorphic head phantom study 
    An anthropomorphic head phantom was used to evaluate 
the performance of the presented algorithm.  The projection 
data were acquired by ExactArms of a Trilogy(tm) treatment 
system.  The tube current was set at 80mA(normal dose) and 
10mA (low dose) respectively, with X-ray pulse duration at 
each projection view 10 ms.  One slice of the reconstructed 
images are shown in Fig. 4.  The noise level (red square 
labeled 40×40 uniform region, std=7.5×10-4 mm-1) of the 
reconstructed images in (c) and (d) match that of the 80mA 
image shown in (a). 
    
                       (a)                                                    (b) 
    
                       (c)                                                     (d) 
Fig.4: Reconstructed transverse slice of the head phantom:(a) FBP 
reconstruction from 80mA sinogram. (b) FBP reconstruction from the 10mA 
sinogram. (c) PWLS-isotropic reconstruction from the 10mA sinogram.  (d) 
Proposed reconstruction from the 10mA sinogram. The display window is [0 
0.03] mm-1. 
B. Patient data study 
   The projection data of a lung patient was acquired using a 
Siemens SOMATOM Sensation16 CT scanner. The tube 
current was set to 200mA and rotation speed is 0.5 seconds 
per rotation, that was 100mAs.  We regarded this acquisition 
as the normal-dose scan, and instead of scanning the patient 
twice, we simulated the corresponding low-dose projection by 
adding noise to the normal-dose projection data based on 
equation (1) with I0=5e4 and ı2e,i =10.  Each rotation included 
1160 projection views evenly spanned on a circular orbit, and 
each view included 672 detector bins.  One slice of the 
reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 5.  The noise level 
(red square labeled 40×40 uniform region, std=1×10-3 mm-1) 
FBP reconstruction 
step: 
FBP reconstruction of 
normal- and low-dose 
CT scans. The former is 
used to estimate local 
MRF coefficients in step 
2, while the latter is used 
as initial of iterative 
PWLS reconstruction in 
step 3 
MRF coefficients 
estimation step: 
Exploit the FBP 
reconstruction result of 
normal-dose scan to 
estimate local MRF 
coefficients pixel by 
pixel with the multiple 
least-squares regression 
method.  
Iterative PWLS 
reconstruction step: 
Utilize above predicted 
adaptive MRF 
coefficients to formulize 
the penalty term of PWLS 
cost function, and then  
use the successive over-
relaxation  algorithm to 
calculate  the  solution. 
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 of the reconstructed images in (c) and (d) match that of the 
normal-dose scan image shown in (a). 
        
                       (a)                                                    (b) 
        
                       (c)                                                     (d) 
Fig.5: Reconstructed transverse slice of the patient: (a) FBP reconstruction 
from the normal-dose sinogram. (b) FBP reconstruction from the simulated 
low-dose sinogram. (c) PWLS-isotropic reconstruction from the simulated 
low-dose sinogram.  (d) Proposed reconstruction from the simulated low-dose 
sinogram. The display window is [0 0.04] mm-1. 
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Fig. 6: Horizontal profiles located at the pixel position y=172 labeled in Fig 
5(a). The corresponding methods are illustrated in figure legend. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
    In this work, we presented a penalized weighted least-
squares (PWLS) iterative reconstruction method for low-mAs 
CT reconstruction by incorporating a quadratic-form Gaussian 
MRF regularization with adaptive MRF window size and 
adaptive coefficients predicted from the adaptive local sample 
window in the FBP reconstructed image of the corresponding 
normal-dose scan.  Preliminary reconstruction results showed 
advantages over that with conventional quadratic-form 
Gaussian MRF penalty. However, in this proof-of-concept 
study, the image registration between the low-dose scan and 
corresponding normal-dose scan was not fully considered 
temporarily. This issue will be detailedly discussed in our 
future work. Also, further quantitative evaluations of the 
proposed method using more data are needed to demonstrate 
the advantages of proposed method. 
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 

Abstract—The dual-energy performance of two x-ray CT 
configurations was investigated: CT with fast kVp switching and 
with an energy-discriminating photon-counting detector. The 
pile-up effect in a photon-counting detector was simulated with a 
pulse pile-up model. Both the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a
monochromatic image and the decomposition error were used as 
the evaluation criteria. A range of performance was considered 
for the photon-counting detector capability. The impact of the 
pile-up effect was dependent on the detector’s maximum periodic 
counting rate (N0). When N0 was 1 Mcps/mm2, the pile-up effect 
corrupted almost all simulation cases. For N0 equaling 10
Mcps/mm2, about half of the simulation cases were adversely 
affected. When N0>100 Mcps/mm2, the pile-up effect did not have 
significant impact on performance metrics except for small 
phantoms with high mA. Fast kVp switching methods perform 
favorably when compared to the current state of the art systems 
utilizing photon-counting detectors. For an ideal photon-counting 
CT system (without pile-up effect), the entitlement is about 5%-
15% higher than that of fast kVp switching in terms of SNR in 
monochromatic images. The count rate performance and clinical 
scan conditions are essential in evaluating the potential of a 
photon-counting system for routine clinical imaging. 

Index Terms—dual-energy, fast kVp switching, photon-
counting detector, pulse pile-up

, ,1752'8&7,21
8$/HQHUJ\FRPSXWHGWRPRJUDSK\'(&7GLIIHUHQWLDWHV
DQG FODVVLILHV PDWHULDOV E\ XWLOL]LQJ DWWHQXDWLRQ YDOXHV
DFTXLUHG XVLQJ WZR GLIIHUHQW HQHUJ\ VSHFWUD 7KH LGHD RI
'(&7 GDWHV EDFN WR WKH HDUO\ V ZKHQ +RXQVILHOG ILUVW
SURSRVHG WRXVHDQ LPDJHEDVHGPHWKRG WRGLVWLQJXLVK LRGLQH
DQG FDOFLXP >@ $OYDUH] DQG 0DFRYVNL ILUVW SURSRVHG WKH
SURMHFWLRQEDVHG PDWHULDO GHFRPSRVLWLRQ PHWKRG ZKLFK
GHFRPSRVHG PHDVXUHG DWWHQXDWLRQ FRHIILFLHQWV XVLQJ WZR
OLQHDU EDVLV IXQFWLRQV EDVLFDOO\ FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR WKH
SKRWRHOHFWULF DEVRUSWLRQ DQG WKH &RPSWRQ (IIHFW >@ 7KH
UHODWLYH DPRXQWV RI WZR PDWHULDOV ZHUH REWDLQHG DIWHU
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ IURP ZKLFK PRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJHV DW
GLIIHUHQWHQHUJ\OHYHOVFRXOGEHFDOFXODWHG

<DQQDQ-LQ3HWHU0(GLFDQG%UXQR'H0DQDUHZLWKWKH&76\VWHPVDQG
$SSOLFDWLRQV/DERUDWRU\*(*OREDO5HVHDUFK1LVND\XQD1<86$
(PDLOMLQ#JHFRPHGLF#JHFRPGHPDQ#JHFRP
*HQJ)XDQG9ODGLPLU/REDVWRYDUHZLWKWKH'HWHFWRU/DERUDWRU\*(*OREDO
5HVHDUFK 1LVND\XQD 1<  86$ (PDLO JIX#JHFRP
OREDVWRY#JHFRP
6HYHUDO &7 FRQILJXUDWLRQV KDYH EHHQ GHYHORSHG WR UHDOL]H
WKHGXDOHQHUJ\WHFKQLTXH2QHRIWKHILUVWFRQILJXUDWLRQVXVHG
PXOWLOD\HUGHWHFWRUV>@DQDSSURDFKZKLFKVXIIHUVIURPSRRU
VSHFWUDO VHSDUDWLRQ  'XDOVRXUFH WHFKQRORJ\ >@ DQG WKH
URWDWHURWDWH DFTXLVLWLRQ DSSURDFK UHVROYH WKLV FKDOOHQJH EXW
DUH KLJKO\ VHQVLWLYH WR REMHFWSDWLHQW PRWLRQ GXH WR WKH
WHPSRUDO GHOD\ EHWZHHQ WKH KLJK DQG WKH ORZN9S
PHDVXUHPHQWV ,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH IRFXV RQ WKH WZR &7
FRQILJXUDWLRQVWKDWFRPELQHJRRGVSHFWUDOVHSDUDWLRQZLWKORZ
RUQRWHPSRUDOGHOD\N9SVZLWFKLQJ>@DQGSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ
GHWHFWRUV>@5DSLGWXEHYROWDJHVZLWFKLQJZDVILUVWDWWHPSWHG
DERXWWZRGHFDGHVDJR>@EXWRQO\UHFHQWO\EHFDPHSUDFWLFDO
WKDQNV WR DGYDQFHV LQ [UD\ JHQHUDWLRQ DQG GHWHFWLRQ
WHFKQRORJLHV,QDGGLWLRQWRRIIHULQJHQHUJ\UHVROYHGLPDJLQJ
SKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUVKDYHWKHDGGLWLRQDODGYDQWDJHVWKDW
WKH\ VLJQLILFDQWO\ UHGXFH WKH LPSDFW RI HOHFWURQLF QRLVH DQG
VZDQNQRLVH>@
,QVSLWHRIWKHLQVSLULQJIXWXUHRISKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUV
WKHUHDUHVWLOOWHFKQLFDOFKDOOHQJHVLPSHGLQJLWVSUDFWLFDOXVHLQ
FOLQLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQV 2QH RI WKH PDLQ REVWDFOHV LV WKH
UHVWULFWLRQRQPD[LPXPGHWHFWDEOH IOX[ UDWH&OLQLFDO&7KDV
SKRWRQIOX[HVRIDSSUR[LPDWHO\SKRWRQVVPPLQUHJLRQV
ZLWK PLQLPDO DWWHQXDWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH [UD\ VRXUFH DQG
GHWHFWRU ZKLFK LV ZHOO EH\RQG WKH OLPLWV RI WKH SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ GHWHFWRUV DYDLODEOH WRGD\ >@ ,Q WKLV VWXG\ ZH
VLPXODWHGDUHDOLVWLFSKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUPRGHOLQFOXGLQJ
SXOVHSLOHXSXVLQJDPRGHOSURSRVHGE\$GDP:DQJet al
LQ>@
7KH DLP RI WKLV VWXG\ LV WR FRPSDUH WKH GXDOHQHUJ\
SHUIRUPDQFH EHWZHHQ [UD\ &7 V\VWHPV XWLOL]LQJ SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ GHWHFWRUV DQG [UD\ &7 V\VWHPV XVLQJ IDVW N9S
VZLWFKLQJWHFKQLTXHV)RUERWKFRQILJXUDWLRQVWKHGXDOHQHUJ\
SHUIRUPDQFHV ZHUH TXDQWLWDWLYHO\ HYDOXDWHG IRU GLIIHUHQW
SKDQWRP W\SHVVL]HV DQG GLIIHUHQW P$ OHYHOV 7KH SLOHXS
HIIHFW RI WKH SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ GHWHFWRU ZDV VLPXODWHG DQG
HYDOXDWHG6LJQDOWRQRLVHUDWLRLQPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHVDQG
'XDOHQHUJ\SHUIRUPDQFHRI[UD\&7ZLWKDQ
HQHUJ\UHVROYHGSKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRULQ
FRPSDULVRQWR[UD\&7ZLWKGXDON9S
<DQQDQ-LQ*HQJ)X9ODGLPLU/REDVWRY3HWHU0(GLF%UXQR'H0DQ
'
  
)LJXUH  3KDQWRPV XVHG LQ WKH VLPXODWLRQ VWXG\ D FLUFXODU SKDQWRP E
WKRUD[ SKDQWRP DQG F DEGRPHQ SKDQWRP7KH GLDPHWHUV RI VPDOOPHGLXP
DQG ODUJH FLUFXODU SKDQWRPV FRUUHVSRQG WR  FP  FP DQG  FP
UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH FURVV VHFWLRQV RI VPDOO PHGLXP DQG ODUJH WKRUD[ DQG
DEGRPHQSKDQWRPVFRUUHVSRQGWRFP[FPFP[FPFP[
FPZLGWK[KHLJKWUHVSHFWLYHO\
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PDWHULDO GHFRPSRVLWLRQ DFFXUDF\ZHUH GHILQHG DV WKH ILJXUHV
RIPHULWXVHGIRUFRPSDULVRQ
,, 0$7(5,$/6$1'0(7+2'6
A. Scanning modality 
,QWKLVVWXG\ZHXVHGWKHJHRPHWU\RIDURZFOLQLFDO&7
VFDQQHU 'LVFRYHU\ &7 +' *( +HDOWKFDUH :DXNHVKD
:,DQGDIDVWVZLWFKLQJSURWRFRORIN9S)RUSKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ&7 WKH VDPH VFDQQLQJ JHRPHWU\ZDV XVHG DQG WKH
GHWHFWRU PRGXOH ZDV VLPXODWHG DV DQ HQHUJ\GLVFULPLQDWLQJ
SKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUSURYLGLQJWZRHQHUJ\ELQV
B. Phantoms 
%RWK FLUFXODU ZDWHU SKDQWRPV DQG VHPLDQWKURSRPRUSKLF
&,56 SKDQWRPV &,56 1RUIRON 9$ ZHUH XVHG LQ
VLPXODWLRQV DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  (DFK SKDQWRP KDV WKUHH
GLIIHUHQW VL]HV FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR VPDOO PHGLXP DQG ODUJH
REMHFWV 7KH IRXU LQVHUWV LQ HDFK SKDQWRP ZHUH LRGLQH URGV
ZLWKFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRIPJRILRGLQHSHUP/
C. Spectrum 
7KH VSHFWUD IRU N9S VZLWFKLQJ DQG SKRWRQ FRXQWLQJ 3&
&7 V\VWHP FRQILJXUDWLRQV DUH VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  7KH
VSHFWUXPIRUSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7ZDVV\QWKHVL]HGE\DGGLQJ
WKH WZR VSHFWUD IRU N9S VZLWFKLQJ ZKLFK ZHUH ZHLJKWHG
DFFRUGLQJWRWKHUDWLRRIWXEHFXUUHQWV7KLVVHWWLQJHQVXUHVWKH
PDWFK RI GRVH OHYHO LQ SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ DQG N9S VZLWFKLQJ
FRQILJXUDWLRQVZKLFKVLPSOLILHVWKHHYDOXDWLRQSURFHVV
D. Photon-counting detector 
$GHGLFDWHG VRIWZDUHPRGXOHZDVGHYHORSHGDQGDGGHG WR
WKH &7 VLPXODWLRQ HQYLURQPHQW FDOOHG &$76LP >@ 7KH
PRGXOH ZRUNV DV D FDOOEDFN IXQFWLRQ WR VLPXODWH WKH SXOVH
SLOHXS HIIHFW LQ D SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ GHWHFWRU 7KH SK\VLFDO
HIIHFWVWKDWDUHVLPXODWHGDUH
x 'HWHFWLRQHIILFLHQF\ 
x 3LOHXSGLVWRUWLRQ>@
x (QHUJ\ELQQLQJ
x 'DWD$FTXLVLWLRQ6\VWHP'$6
x (OHFWURQLFQRLVH
,QWKHVLPXODWLRQRISKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7LQFOXGLQJGHWHFWRU
SLOHXS HIIHFWV WKH KLJKHVW SKRWRQ IOX[ RFFXUV LQ DQ ³DLU´
DFTXLVLWLRQ  DOO WKH SKRWRQV DUULYH DW WKH GHWHFWRU ZLWKRXW
EHLQJ DWWHQXDWHG E\ WKH REMHFW ,Q WKLV VWXG\ZH XVHG WKH DLU
VFDQVZLWKRXWSLOHXSHIIHFWDVVXPLQJWKDWSLOHXSLQDLUVFDQV
FDQEHHOLPLQDWHGE\VFDOLQJWKHDLUVFDQDFTXLUHGDWORZHUP$
DQGDYHUDJHGWRLPSURYHVLJQDOWRQRLVHUDWLR
E. Evaluation criteria 
7KH FRQWUDVW RI D FHUWDLQ PDWHULDO ZDV GHWHUPLQHG E\
DYHUDJLQJ WKH &7 YDOXHV LQ D KRPRJHQRXV UHJLRQ RI LQWHUHVW
52,4XDQWXPQRLVHZDVDGGHGWRVLPXODWHGSURMHFWLRQGDWD
$IWHUUHFRQVWUXFWLRQWKHLPDJHQRLVHOHYHOZDVGHWHUPLQHGE\
FDOFXODWLQJ WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ RI WKH &7 YDOXHV LQ WKH
FHQWUDO52,
7R HYDOXDWH WKH GXDOHQHUJ\ SHUIRUPDQFH ZH IRFXVHG RQ
WKH PRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJH ZKLFK KDV WZR ILJXUHVRIPHULW
)20 7KH ILUVW )20 LV WKH VLJQDOWRQRLVH UDWLR 615
ZKLFKLVGHILQHGDV
ܴܵܰெ௢௡௢ ൌ
஼௢௡௧௥௔௦௧ಾ೚೙೚
ே௢௜௦௘ಾ೚೙೚
Ǥ
7KH VHFRQG )20 LV WKH GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURU LQ WKH
PRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHZKLFKLVGHILQHGDV
ܧݎݎ݋ݎெ௢௡௢ ൌ ฬ
ܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐெ௢௡௢ െ ܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐூ௢ௗ
ܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐூ௢ௗ
ฬ ൈ ͳͲͲΨ
:KHUHܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐெ௢௡௢LVWKHDYHUDJHG&7YDOXHRIWKHLRGLQH
LQVHUW LQ WKH PRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJH DQG ܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐூ௢ௗLV WKH
ÄWUXHெYDOXHRILRGLQHDWNH9
ܥ݋݊ݐݎܽݏݐூ௢ௗ ൌ
ߤூ௢ௗሺ͹Ͳܸ݇݁ሻ െ ߤௐ௔௧௘௥ሺ͹Ͳܸ݇݁ሻ
ߤௐ௔௧௘௥ሺ͹Ͳܸ݇݁ሻ
ൈ ͳͲͲͲ
F. Simulation scheme  
7KHVLPXODWLRQRIERWKN9SVZLWFKLQJDQGSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ
ZLWK DQG ZLWKRXW SLOHXS HIIHFW &7 FRQILJXUDWLRQV ZDV
FRQGXFWHG XVLQJ VSHFWUD JHQHUDWHG ZLWK WXEH YROWDJHV RI 
DQG  N9S %DVHOLQH SKDQWRP FRQILJXUDWLRQV ZHUH VFDOHG
IRU ERWK WKH WKRUD[ DQG DEGRPHQ SKDQWRPV WR HPXODWH OHDQ
QRUPDO DQG REHVH SDWLHQWV 7KH 615 RI PRQRFKURPDWLF
LPDJHV ZDV HYDOXDWHG 7KH HQHUJ\ WKUHVKROG RI SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ &7ZDV GHWHUPLQHG E\PDWFKLQJ WKH QRLVH OHYHO LQ
WKHORZDQGKLJKHQHUJ\ELQV

)LJXUH6SHFWUDIRUWKHVLPXODWLRQVWXG\RIN9SVZLWFKLQJOHIWDQGSKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ&7ULJKW7KHVSHFWUXPIRUSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7LVV\QWKHVL]HGE\
VXPPLQJWKHWZRVSHFWUDIRUN9SVZLWFKLQJZKLFKZHUHZHLJKWHGDFFRUGLQJ
WRWKHUDWLRRIWXEHFXUUHQWVDWN9SDQGN9S


)LJXUH  )ORZFKDUW IRU SURMHFWLRQ GDWD JHQHUDWLRQ PDWHULDO GHFRPSRVLWLRQ
DQG WKH JHQHUDWLRQ RIPRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJHV IRU ERWK N9S VZLWFKLQJ OHIW
DQGSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7ULJKW
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 
7KHIORZFKDUWRIWKHVLPXODWLRQVRIWZDUHLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
 7KH &$76LP VRIWZDUH ZDV H[HFXWHG ZLWK GLIIHUHQW
GHWHFWLRQPRGXOHV WRJHQHUDWH UHTXLVLWH SURMHFWLRQGDWD1RWH
WKDW N9S VZLWFKLQJ DQG SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ &7 FRQILJXUDWLRQV
VKDUHGWKHVDPHFRQILJXUDWLRQILOHWRHQVXUHWKHVDPHVFDQQLQJ
JHRPHWU\DQGUHOHYDQWVFDQQLQJSDUDPHWHUV
$IWHU WKH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD ZHUH JHQHUDWHG PDWHULDO
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ0'ZDVFRQGXFWHGWRGHFRPSRVHSURMHFWLRQ
GDWD LQWR ZDWHU DQG LRGLQHGHQVLW\ LQWHJUDOV ZKLFK ZHUH
VXEVHTXHQWO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG LQWR GHQVLW\ LPDJHV DQG WKHQ
FRPELQHG DV PRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJHV 1RWH WKDW WKH0' DQG
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOVR VKDUHG WKH VDPH FRQILJXUDWLRQ ILOH WR
HQVXUHWKHVDPHVHWWLQJIRUGXDON9SDQGSKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7
FRQILJXUDWLRQV
,,, 5(68/76
A. kVp switching vs. photon counting 
7KH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV LQ )LJXUH  LOOXVWUDWH UHVXOWV RI WKH
PDWHULDOGHFRPSRVLWLRQSURFHVV7KH[UD\ WXEHZDVRSHUDWHG
DWN9SDQGWXEHFXUUHQWVZHUHVFDOHGDSSURSULDWHO\WR
PDWFK WKH SURMHFWLRQ QRLVH 7KH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DW ORZ DQG
KLJKHQHUJ\ZHUHGHFRPSRVHGLQWRWKHSURMHFWLRQLQWHJUDOVRI
WKH GHQVLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ RI LRGLQH DQG ZDWHUHTXLYDOHQW
PDWHULDOV $IWHU LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH GHQVLW\ LPDJHV
FHQWUDO FROXPQ LQ )LJXUH  ZHUH FRPELQHG WRJHWKHU WR
JHQHUDWHWKHPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHULJKWFROXPQLQ)LJXUH
1RWH WKDW WKH WKRUD[ SKDQWRP FRQWDLQV PXVFOH ZKLFK LV QRW
SXUH ZDWHUHTXLYDOHQW WKXV WKHUH DUH VRPH UHVLGXDOV LQ WKH
EDFNJURXQGRI WKH LRGLQHGHQVLW\ LPDJHDOWKRXJKGLIILFXOW WR
VHHLQ)LJXUHJLYHQWKHGLVSOD\UDQJHXWLOL]HG
$SUHYLRXV VWXG\ LQGLFDWHG WKDW WKHUH LV DQRSWLPDO HQHUJ\
OHYHODWZKLFKWKHPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHKDVWKHKLJKHVW615
>@ ,Q WKLV VWXG\ ZH IROORZHG WKH UHVXOWV LQ OLWHUDWXUH DQG
FKRVH  NH9 DV WKH HQHUJ\ OHYHO IRU WKH PRQRFKURPDWLF
LPDJH
)LJXUHVKRZVWKHPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHVRIYDULRXVVL]HV
RI WKH FLUFXODU ZDWHU SKDQWRP DFTXLUHG ZLWK N9S VZLWFKLQJ
WRS URZ LGHDO SKRWRQ FRXQWLQJ PLGGOH URZ DQG SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJ ZLWK N0   0FSVPP ERWWRP URZ 7KH WXEH
FXUUHQWZDVP$DWN9SDQGZDVVFDOHGDWN9SIRU
GLIIHUHQW SKDQWRP VL]HV WR PDWFK WKH SURMHFWLRQ QRLVH 1RWH
WKDW VHYHUHSLOHXS DUWLIDFWV RFFXU LQ WKH SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ&7
LPDJHZLWKN0 0FSVPP
7DEOH  JLYHV WKH TXDQWLWDWLYH UHVXOWV RI 615 YDOXHV LQ
GLIIHUHQW SKDQWRP W\SHV DQG SKDQWRP VL]HV $OO UHVXOWV ZHUH
QRUPDOL]HG WR WKH 615 RI N9S VZLWFKLQJ 7KH 615 IRU 3&
ZLWK SLOHXS HIIHFW ZDV QRW LQFOXGHG VLQFH WKH LPDJHV ZHUH
FRUUXSWHG DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  7KH UHVXOWV IRU ODUJH WKRUD[
DQG ODUJH DEGRPHQ SKDQWRPV ZHUH QRW LQFOXGHG GXH WR WKH
VWUHDNDUWLIDFWVFDXVHGE\SKRWRQVWDUYDWLRQ
B. Ideal PC vs. pile-up PC 
$VGLVFXVVHGLQ6HFWLRQ,,'ZHDVVXPHWKDWSLOHXSLQWKH
DLUVFDQFDQEHFDOLEUDWHGE\VFDOLQJDQGDYHUDJLQJDLUVFDQVDW
ORZ P$ )RXU 52,ெV RI LRGLQH URGV LQ HDFK SKDQWRP ZHUH
XVHG WR FDOFXODWH WKH GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURU DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH
HTXDWLRQV LQ6HFWLRQ,,(7KHHUURUVFDOFXODWHGIRUHDFK52,
ZHUHWKHQDYHUDJHGIRUWKHUHVXOWVVKRZQLQ7DEOH
)LJXUH  'HFRPSRVLWLRQ UHVXOWV RI WKH PHGLXP WKRUD[ SKDQWRP ZLWK N9S
VZLWFKLQJ 7KH OHIW FROXPQ FRUUHVSRQGV WR WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG LPDJHV DW ORZ
ERWWRPDQGKLJKHQHUJ\WRSWKHFHQWUDOFROXPQLVWKHGHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQ
RIZDWHUWRSDQGLRGLQHHTXLYDOHQWERWWRPLPDJHVWKHULJKWFROXPQLVWKH
V\QWKHVL]HGPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJH

)LJXUH  0RQRFKURPDWLF LPDJHV RI VPDOO OHIW FROXPQ PHGLXP PLGGOH
FROXPQ DQG ODUJH ULJKW FROXPQ FLUFXODU ZDWHU SKDQWRPV XVLQJ N9S
VZLWFKLQJ XSSHU URZ LGHDO SKRWRQ FRXQWLQJ PLGGOH URZ DQG SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJZLWKN0 0FSVPPERWWRPURZ
7DEOH615LQPRQRFKURPDWLFLPDJHV1RUPDOL]HGWRN9SVZLWFKLQJ

Circular Thorax Abdomen
kVp 
Switching
Ideal 
PC
kVp 
Switching
Ideal 
PC
kVp 
Switching
Ideal 
PC
Small      
Medium      
Large      


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7KH GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURUV IURP 3&&7 LQFOXGLQJ SLOHXS
HIIHFWV IRU FLUFXODU SKDQWRPVRIGLIIHUHQW VL]HV DUH VKRZQ LQ
)LJXUH  )RU DOO SKDQWRPV WKH HUURUV LQ WKHPRQRFKURPDWLF
LPDJHV IURP LGHDO 3&&7 ZHUH EHORZ  UHVXOWLQJ IURP
PRGHO HUURU LQ RXU GHFRPSRVLWLRQ PHWKRGRORJ\ :KHQ WKH
GHWHFWRUெVPD[LPXPSHULRGLFUDWH ଴ܰLV0FSVWKHSLOHXS
HIIHFW GLG QRW KDYH VLJQLILFDQW LPSDFW RQ GHFRPSRVLWLRQ
DFFXUDF\HUURUH[FHSWIRUVPDOOFLUFXODUSKDQWRPZKHQ
WXEH FXUUHQW ZDV DERYH P$:KHQ ଴ܰ LV 0FSV WKH
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURU FDXVHG E\ WKH SLOHXS HIIHFW ZDV
VLJQLILFDQW IRU DERXW KDOI RI WKH VLPXODWHG FDVHV %XW IRU WKH
ODUJH SKDQWRP XVLQJ  P$ RU OHVV WKH UHVXOWV ZHUH VWLOO
UHODWLYHO\DFFXUDWHHUURU7DEOHVKRZVWKDWDWP$
WKHGHWHFWRUZLWKN 0FSVRXWSHUIRUPHGWKHGHWHFWRUZLWK
N    0FSV LQ WHUPV RI GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURU ZKLFK
LQGLFDWHV WKDW DW ORZ SKRWRQ IOX[ WKH SLOHXS IRU ERWK FDVHV
ZHUH OLPLWHG DQG WKH HUURU ZDV PDLQO\ GXH WR WKH
GHFRPSRVLWLRQPRGHO:KHQ ଴ܰLV0FSVWKHGHFRPSRVLWLRQ
HUURUZDVDERYHIRUPRVWRIWKHFDVHV
,9 ',6&866,21
7KH HYDOXDWLRQ VFKHPH LQ WKLV VWXG\ LV IRFXVHG RQ GXDO
HQHUJ\ DSSOLFDWLRQV WKDW DUH DYDLODEOH WRGD\ ,W GLG QRW WDNH
LQWR DFFRXQW WKH SRWHQWLDO RI VRPH QHZ WHFKQRORJLHV VXFK DV
WKHUHFHQWGHYHORSPHQWRIQRYHOQDQRSDUWLFOHFRQWUDVWDJHQWV
6SHFLILF LPDJLQJ RI VXFK KLJK= PDWHULDOV LV SRVVLEOH LI WKH
HQHUJ\WKUHVKROGLVFKRVHQDWWKH.HGJHRIWKDWPDWHULDORIWHQ
UHIHUUHGWRDVÄ.HGJHLPDJLQJெ>@
8QOLNH WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO GXDOHQHUJ\ WHFKQLTXH .HGJH
LPDJLQJ RIWHQ UHTXLUHV WKH FROOHFWLRQ RI GDWD LQ PXOWLSOH
HQHUJ\ ELQV ! DQG XWLOL]HVPRUH DGYDQFHG0' DOJRULWKPV
VXFK DV WKH 0D[LPXP /LNHOLKRRG 0/ PHWKRG 3UHYLRXV
VWXGLHVLQGLFDWHGLPSURYHG615LQGHFRPSRVHGLPDJHVZKHQ
.HGJH SURFHVVLQJ WHFKQLTXHV DUH XWLOL]HG LQ PDWHULDO
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ >@ +RZHYHU LW LV VWLOO FKDOOHQJLQJ WR
IRUPXODWH QDQRSDUWLFOHV ZLWK KLJK ORDGLQJV RI KLJKZ
HOHPHQWVWKDWDUHDOVRQRQWR[LFDQGDEOHWREHFOHDUHGIURPWKH
ERG\LQDWLPHO\IDVKLRQ>@
9 6800$5<
,Q VXPPDU\ WKH LPSDFW RI SLOHXS HIIHFW IRU SKRWRQ
FRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUVZDVGHSHQGHQWRQWKHGHWHFWRUெVPD[LPXP
SHULRGLF UDWH N :KHQ N ZDV  0FSVPP WKH SLOHXS
HIIHFWFRUUXSWHGWKHLPDJHVZLWKGHFRPSRVLWLRQHUURUJUHDWHU
WKDQ LQPRVWRI WKHFDVHV)RUNRI0FSVPP WKH
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ HUURU FDXVHG E\ WKH SLOHXS HIIHFW ZDV
VLJQLILFDQW IRU ODUJH SKRWRQ IOX[ ODUJH WXEH FXUUHQW HJ
P$ DQG P$ VHH WDEOH  DQG )LJ  )RU N!
0FSVPP WKHSLOHXSHIIHFWGLGQRWKDYH VLJQLILFDQW LPSDFW
RQ GHFRPSRVLWLRQ DFFXUDF\ HUURU   H[FHSW IRU VPDOO
FLUFXODU SKDQWRPZKHQ WKH WXEH FXUUHQW ZDV DERYH P$
)DVW N9S VZLWFKLQJ PHWKRGV SHUIRUP IDYRUDEO\ ZKHQ
FRPSDUHG WR WKH FXUUHQW VWDWH RI WKH DUW LQ SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ
GHWHFWRUV SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ &7 V\VWHPV XVLQJ D UHDVRQDEOH
YDOXH RI N  0FSVPP GRHV QRW SURYLGH VXIILFLHQW
GHFRPSRVLWLRQ DFFXUDF\ IRU FOLQLFDO XVDJH 7KH GXDOHQHUJ\
SHUIRUPDQFH RI LGHDO SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ &7 LV DERXW 
KLJKHUWKDQWKDWRIWKHVLPXODWHGN9SVZLWFKLQJPRGHLQWHUPV
RI615LQPRQRFKURPDWLF LPDJHV+RZHYHUGHYHORSPHQWRI
SKRWRQFRXQWLQJGHWHFWRUVZLWKKLJKFRXQWLQJUDWHVZKLFKDUH
QHHGHG WR DFKLHYH WKLV SRWHQWLDO LV D IRUPLGDEOH FKDOOHQJH
7KH FRXQWUDWH SHUIRUPDQFH DQG FOLQLFDO VFDQ FRQGLWLRQV DUH
HVVHQWLDO LQ HYDOXDWLQJ WKH SRWHQWLDO RI D SKRWRQFRXQWLQJ
V\VWHPIRUURXWLQHFOLQLFDOLPDJLQJ
7DEOH'HFRPSRVLWLRQHUURULQPHGLXPVL]HGWKRUD[SKDQWRP

Pile-up PC Ideal PC 
mA 1 Mcps 10 Mcps 100 Mcps λۻ܋ܘܛ
    
    
    
    







)LJXUH'HFRPSRVLWLRQHUURU LQVPDOOPHGLXPDQGODUJHFLUFXODUSKDQWRPV
IRU D WXEH FXUUHQW RI       P$ 7KH GHWHFWRUெV PD[LPXP
SHULRGLFUDWH ଴ܰZDVλ0FSVPP
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Practical Noise Correlation Modeling for Fluence Field 
Modulated Computed Tomography 
 
Steven Bartolac and David Jaffray 
 
Abstract ---- Fluence field modulated CT (FFMCT) proposes a 
novel approach for effective management of the tradeoff 
between radiation dose and image quality in CT by allowing the 
pattern of X-ray fluence incident on the patient to change as the 
source rotates about the detector. The specific modulation 
pattern can be optimized for the imaging task given some a 
priori information about the patient.  The purpose of this work 
is to empirically model the noise response of the detector to 
allow for more accurate noise prediction when optimizing 
modulation patterns for prescribed image quality criteria.  
Local measurements of variance in an FFMCT reconstruction 
(generated using modulated projections synthesized from 
experimentally acquired projection sets) were compared to the 
predicted outcome and found to agree within 3%.  This work 
highlights the importance of detector specific noise modeling for 
accurate noise prediction and image reconstruction in FFMCT.  
Significant dose reductions observed also support the advent of 
FFMCT in practice.   
I.  INTRODUCTION  
 
A recent increase in concern over radiation due to CT 
procedures has largely emerged due to several publications 
over the last decade that have indicated both that the number 
of CT scans is rising substantially each year (on the order of 
10% per annum[1]), and that the radiation dose to patients 
may have non-negligible lifetime attributable risk (LAR) of 
cancer[2, 3], especially when patients receive multiple CT 
scans.  Appropriate selection of imaging parameters in CT 
inherently involves carefully balancing the tradeoff between 
the desired image quality (e.g. image noise) and the radiation 
delivered to the patient.   
 
Limited modulation of the incident X-ray beam is already 
implemented in current CT units for decreasing dose to the 
patient while maintaining or bettering image quality 
compared to unmodulated approaches. The onset of 
automatic exposure control [4]  combined with bow-tie filters 
[5-7],  have made great strides towards more efficient 
management of the X-ray fluence.  However, the ideal 
allocation of X-ray fluence would take into account both 
patient-specific anatomy as well as the imaging task, which 
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suggests a filter that can be changed dynamically with respect 
to the X-ray tube source.  Previous work [8, 9]  has shown 
that optimizing the incident X-ray fluence, allowing its 
pattern to change spatially across the X-ray beam, and 
independently for each projection, may improve or maintain 
image quality where it is required, and allow for poorer 
image quality elsewhere in order to significantly decrease 
radiation dose to the patient.  
 
An illustration of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 
1.  The methodology shares parallels with fluence planning 
and delivery used in intensity modulated radiation therapy 
(IMRT), and so was previously referred to as intensity 
modulated CT (IMCT). However, to avoid confusion with 
other tube current modulation techniques and to emphasize 
that changes can occur over the entire incident fluence field, 
the approach is now referred to as fluence field modulated CT 
(FFMCT). 
 
In previous simulation studies, a parallel ray model and 
simplistic noise model were used to study the benefits of 
FFMCT to first order.  The purpose of this work is to 
empirically model detector noise correlations for prediction 
of the noise in the reconstructed images, using real 
experimental data.   This work is an extension of and builds 
in part on work presented at the Second CT Meeting [10].    
 
  
 
FIGURE 1 : Schematic of FFMCT illustrating that the incident pattern of 
fluence can change both across the field of view and between projections.    
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II.  METHODS 
The proposed method for FFMCT requires first specifying 
target image quality objectives and/or dose constraints for the 
patient.  The incident fluence pattern is then optimized as a 
function of angle and detector position using the preferred 
optimization algorithm.  Implicit to this method is that some 
a priori information of the object is available; this 
information could be provided from a previous scan or could 
be inferred from a patient population model. Details 
regarding the methodology used for generating modulation 
profiles to meet prescribed image quality characteristics are 
found elsewhere [10, 11].   
The present experiments were performed using an 
experimental cone-beam CT unit, consisting of an amorphous 
silicon flat panel detector (Paxscan 4030A, Varian, Palo Alto) 
with 194 μm pixel pitch, and a 600 kHU x-ray tube (Rad-94, 
Varian, Palo Alto).  In this arrangement, the X-ray tube and 
detector are fixed in position, with the phantom mounted on a 
precision rotation stage, as shown in Figure 2.   
The phantom imaged was a small cylindrical water phantom 
containing high contrast polytetrafluoroethylene rods and low 
contrast acrylic spheres of varying sizes (Figure 2).  In order 
to generate a projection with a modulated fluence pattern, 
multiple scans of the object were taken of the phantom at 
different mAs settings (from 0.4 – 4 mAs per projection).  A 
set of synthesized modulated projections were then created 
from the available projection sets, according to the 
modulation profile prescribed by the optimization method. 
The input model of the object was taken from a 
reconstruction of the object using a 1.25 mAs/projection 
setting.   
    The electronic noise in the detector is assumed to be 
fluence independent (i.e. the magnitude of electronic noise is 
the same irrespective of the mean photon counts at the 
detector).  Electronic noise is measured by acquiring 100 
dark field images (i.e. images with zero incident fluence) and 
measuring the variance in the pixels after subtracting the 
mean.   
The variance in flat panel detectors is inherently less than 
what would be predicted purely from Poisson statistics.  
Siewerdsen et al.[12] describe in detail the various stages of 
detector readout and the associated gain and blurring that 
cause this effect.  Though accurate modeling of the different 
factors involved is quite complex, a simplified empirical 
model describing the variance in a detector reading, based on 
the results of Siewerdsen et al.[12], was used instead: 
var( ) 2N aN d     (1.1) 
where the factor a  is an empirically determined parameter 
meant to account for the reduced variance of the pixels due to 
blurring effects in the detector, and d is the measured standard 
deviation of the noise in the dark fields (i.e. “electronic 
noise”).   
 
A variance map based on the approach by Zhu et al. [13] was 
used in order to predict the noise distribution within the 
reconstructed image.  This approach was derived for the fan-
beam case with a flat panel detector, which corresponds with 
the present experiment.  Further, it explicitly includes the 
transfer function for the noise which describes the nature of 
the noise correlation between pixels.  From Zhu et al.’s 
algorithm, the variance in the image reconstruction data is 
approximated by  
var(f(r) (( * ( * ) , )
( )
2
2 2
4 2
1 w
B v g h u
l r N           
(1.2) 
where B represents the filtered backprojection operator, l and 
w are weighting terms applied in fan-beam filtered 
backprojection, Δu is the pixel width at the detector, is 
the angular increment between projections, v  is the variance 
in the projection data, and g is the transfer function 
governing the noise correlations between detector pixels.  
Dependencies on angular and detector position have been 
dropped to simplify the equation.  Eq. (1.2) was derived 
assuming a white noise field, with variance v , that is 
subsequently convolved with the transfer function g.  
Therefore, v  for the Poisson component would not be 
described by aN as defined in Eq. (1.1), since this value 
would represent the variance after convolution with g.  Eq. 
(1.1) is therefore not convenient since we cannot directly 
measure v .  However, once the function g is determined, the 
relationship between the variance of a hypothetical white 
noise field, and the variance of the same field after 
convolution with g can be found empirically in order to 
derive a proportionality constant.  Therefore, for the Poisson 
component of noise 
 
v abN        (1.3) 
 
where b represents the empirically determined proportionality 
constant between noise fields before and after convolution 
 
 
FIGURE 2: (a) Photo of experimental cone-beam CT unit.  In this 
arrangement the x-ray tube and the detector are stationary, and the 
phantom rotates about a central axis on a rotation stage. (b) The phantom 
design used in this experiment consists of a 5 cm acrylic tube filled with 
acrylic spheres of varying sizes, polytetrafluoroethylene rods, and water.   
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with g.  Since the electronic noise is independent of the 
Poisson noise, it can be considered separately.  The 
proportionality constant and a separate transfer function can 
also be determined for the electronic noise component. 
 
We note that in their paper, Zhu et al. use the transfer 
function g synonymously with the modulation transfer 
function (MTF).  However, the transfer function for noise 
modeled here is proportional to the root of the magnitude of 
the noise power spectrum (NPS).  The MTF and NPS are 
related functions but need not share the same profile or shape; 
therefore in the present study g is not assumed to be the MTF 
as executed in the paper by Zhu et. al.  Further, as noted 
above, the electronic noise and the Poisson noise may not 
exhibit the same correlations between pixels, and so g should 
be evaluated separately for each.        
Analysis of the electronic noise was performed by acquiring 
100 dark acquisitions without any fluence incident on the 
panel.  Analysis of correlations is performed by calculating 
the discrete linear Fourier transform of each dark field using 
the Matlab fast Fourier transform (FFT) function, and 
observing the average magnitude of the Fourier components.  
As shown in the results section, the electronic noise was 
found to behave as a white noise field, so no further steps in 
analysis were required in terms of calculating the transfer 
function for electronic noise.   
These steps were repeated for flood fields (no object in the 
field of view), with tube current settings ranging from 0.4 – 1 
mAs.  The flood fields contain both Poisson and electronic 
noise.  Variances of independent noise sources are added in 
quadrature, so the electronic noise component can be 
separated from the Poisson noise component by first squaring 
the mean absolute FFT of the flood fields and then 
subtracting the square of the FFT of the electronic noise.  
Taking the square root of the result provides a measure of the 
FFT of the noise due to Poisson statistics alone.  Finally, the 
transfer function was modeled in the Fourier domain by 
fitting a Gaussian curve to the FFT.  In order to calculate the 
proportionality constant in Eq. (1.3) white noise fields were 
generated and then convolved with g.  The variance was 
calculated before and after the convolution and the results 
compared to derive b.  Calculation of g in the real domain 
would require an inverse FFT of the fitted function in the 
Fourier domain.  However, practically, the convolution in Eq. 
(1.2) of g and h is done directly in the Fourier domain and 
therefore this last step is not required.   
A variance map for a high resolution FFMCT image was 
generated using Eq. (1.2).  Variance measurements in the 
FFMCT reconstructed data were then compared to the 
predicted variance map for evaluation of the accuracy of the 
fan-beam prediction model in conjunction with the noise 
modeling of the detector specific to the imaging system used.   
 
III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
   
Figure 3 shows the average magnitude of the FFT for a 
measured flood field (1 mAs) fitted with a Gaussian curve.  
As shown, the fit agrees well with the measured data and is 
used to model the magnitude of the FFT of the transfer 
function g required in Eq. (1.2).  Figure 3 also shows the 
amplitude of the FFT of a simulated white noise field before 
and after convolution with g.  Agreement of the simulated 
and real noise distributions gives confidence that the modeled 
transfer function accurately characterizes the correlations in 
the noise.  The form of the normalized transfer function was 
also found to be consistent for different flood fields 
suggesting that the relative shape of g is not dependent on the 
magnitude of the incident fluence.  Comparison of the 
variance of the white noise field prior to and after 
  
 
FIGURE 3: Average magnitudes of FFTs for simulated and real data.  The 
simulated white noise signal shows as a flat spectrum in the FFT; after 
filtration, the simulated noise shows the same spectral characteristics as 
the real experimental data.  The Gaussian fit shows good agreement with 
the shape of the FFT curve, and suggests a good choice for modeling the 
noise transfer function.  A characteristic white spectrum is seen in the 
FFT of the dark fields (electronic noise).  Note also that the magnitude of 
the electronic noise is also much less than the Poisson component. 
  
 
FIGURE 4: (a) Reconstruction of data acquired using a 1.25 mAs tube 
current setting.  (b) Reconstruction of data using synthesized modulated 
projections, where the tube current setting ranged from 0.4 – 4 mAs. The 
bottom right corner in the modulated projection data set illustrates the 
predicted SNR distribution.  Colour washed regions in (a) correspond to 
regions of high and intermediate image quality predicted in the FFMCT 
case for visual comparison. 
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convolution with g yielded a value of 2.12 for the 
proportionality constant b.  The same result for b was found 
regardless of the magnitude of the white noise distribution.  
Also shown in Figure 3 is the average magnitude of the FFT 
of electronic noise (from acquired dark field data).  Note that 
the FFT for the electronic noise is approximately flat across 
frequency bins.  The transfer function was therefore assumed 
to be unity for the electronic noise, and the proportionality 
constant is also assumed to be 1 in that case. 
 
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the reconstructions of the 
cylinder using synthesized FFMCT projections versus a 
reconstruction using an unmodulated beam and using a 1.25 
mAs tube current setting.  The FFMCT reconstruction shows 
better image quality within the prioritized region of interest 
for the FFMCT case, with reduced quality elsewhere, 
following closely with the predicted image quality map.  
Dose reduction in the FFMCT case was also found to be on 
the order of 40%.  
 
A variance map for the high resolution data is shown in 
Figure 5 (a), with the corresponding water signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) distribution also shown in Figure 5 (b).  
Measurements of the variance within the regions indicated in 
Figure 5 (a) were made using the reconstructed data shown in 
Figure 4 (b).  Results indicated agreement within 3% between 
the predicted and experimental results. 
 
IV.  CONCLUSION 
 
The outcomes of this study further support that FFMCT could 
potentially be applied with success in real clinical CT 
systems, provided that a suitable method for modulation be 
found.  Results show very good agreement between predicted 
and measured noise outcomes, as well as significant 
reductions in dose.  
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(a) 
  
 
FIGURE 5: (a) Variance distribution predicted using the Eq. derived by 
Zhu et. al.  The mean variance in regions A, B and C were compared to 
the actual measured variance in the experimental data and found to agree 
well within 5%. (b) Predicted ratio of water signal to noise. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
We present a new non-uniform sampling method for 
tomographic sensing systems that allows super-resolution 
image reconstruction. In conventional tomographic systems, 
the resolution is determined by the detector size and the 
angular sampling interval. In this work, we propose a non-
uniform sampling scheme based on an Archimedean spiral 
sampling pattern that allows for an enhanced reconstruction 
resolution much greater than the detector size to be achieved. 
We present an associated model-based iterative image 
reconstruction approach that achieves this enhanced 
resolution. Initial simulation results demonstrated a many-
fold resolution improvement in parallel beam geometry. In 
addition, we show that the proposed method can be 
implemented in helical cone-beam Multi-row Detector CT 
(MDCT) configurations by modifying the flying focal spot 
motion instead of the detector motion, allowing its application 
to current commercial systems. 
 
Index Terms— Radon space, Sinogram, Super-
resolution, Computed tomography, Iterative reconstruction, 
MDCT 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
There have been many advances in the physics of medical 
tomographic imaging systems, especially in the advent of 
multi-detector row helical systems [1] [2] [3]. The resolution 
of the conventional tomographic systems is driven by the 
detector size and angular sampling. Historically these 
quantities have been constrained to a regular grid. Quarter 
detector off-set [4] and the use of a Flying Focal Spot (FFS) 
[5] [6] can improve the sampling density, and thus the 
resolution of CT systems.  
 
Non-uniform sampling schemes based on general k-space 
trajectory studies [7] [8] [9] and encoding methods [10] [11] 
have been proposed in the domain of Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) to improve speed [12] [13] and sampling 
density [14] [15]. These methods aim to reduce data sampling, 
and mitigate under-sampling artifacts and motion artifacts by 
combining the non-uniform sampling with advanced 
reconstruction methods.  
 
In this paper, we propose a novel spiral sampling pattern for 
tomographic imaging problems based on fractional shifts of 
the system detectors on an Archimedean spiral on Radon 
Space (ASRS). We couple this non-uniform sampling pattern 
with a model-based reconstruction approach using an accurate 
system model [16] demonstrating the super-resolution 
properties of the resulting system. In addition, we show that 
the proposed method can be implemented in helical cone-
beam Multi-row Detector CT (MDCT) configurations by 
modifying the flying focal spot motion instead of the detector 
motion, allowing its application to current commercial 
systems.. 
 
 
2. METHOD 
 
The Archimedean or arithmetic spiral (AS) is the locus of 
points corresponding to the locations over time of a point 
moving away from a fixed origin with a constant speed along 
a line, which rotates with constant angular velocity [17]. The 
radial distance, r , follows the following function: 
 kbar
1T  (1) 
where T  is the polar angle and a  and b  are constants. When 
k changes from -2 to 2, the spiral wraps tightly. Figure 1 
shows the trajectory of (T , r ) in a Cartesian grid with 0 a , 
1 b , and 5400 ddT . 
 
We propose applying this trajectory as a sampling pattern for 
tomographic systems by shifting the detector system 1/n of 
the detector size for each of n angular sampling positions to 
create an Archimedean spiral (k = 1) sampling pattern on 
Radon space. The schematic diagram of such a fractional shift 
is illustrated in Figure 2-(a). At each angular sample, the 
detector system performs a fractional shift. This shift can be 
defined by the polar angleT .  
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The resulting sampling trajectory can be interpreted in the 
Sinogram domain. In Figure 2-(b), the detector sampling 
trajectories without shift are shown as straight solid lines 
while the sampling trajectories with shift are shown as broken 
lines. The broken lines are slanted in the Sinogram space 
which makes it possible to acquire sub-detector pixel 
information at each view. These tilted lines on the Sinogram 
are equivalent to ASs on Radon space. 
 
This proposed method to produce an irregular sampling 
pattern on Radon space for each detector element is exactly 
described by the modified AS: 
 knbar
1
)2( Tc  (2) 
where a  is the initial detector location, 'b  is the normalized 
detector span pitch, and n is rotation/180 degree. We used k=1 
for our simulation. The modified AS can easily model 
multiple spirals from multiple detector elements. 
 
Figure 2. A diagram of fractional shift of detector systems. (a) 
Detector system shifts 1/n of detector size for n angular 
sampling position (b) In the Sinogram domain, we can 
compare sampling trajectories with detector shifts (broken 
line) and without shifts (solid line). 
 
We define a geometric system model corresponding to the 
sampling pattern defined c.f. Eq. (2). By collecting variables 
in a vector-matrix equation we can write the set of 
observations as: 
 Tfy   (3) 
where y is the set of projection observations, f is the set of 
unknown pixel values, and T is the matrix that relates the two 
to each other.  
 
We produce an image as the solution of the following 
optimization problem: 
 pDfTfyf O 2minargˆ  (4) 
where D is a gradient operator and p=1. The details of  
implementation can be found in [18]. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
To illustrate the proposed method, we initially simulate 
tomography for a 12x12 pixel field.  The corresponding 
sinogram is created using only 2 detector elements covering 
the field of view and 100 angular sampling positions as shown 
in Figure 3-(a). This sinogram is generated by the proposed 
detector shifting scheme as shown in Figure 2.  
 
The system matrix of this projection scheme (including 
detector shifting) is configured as a sparse matrix as shown in 
Figure 3-(b). The size of system matrix is 144 (12 x 12) by 
200 (2 x 100). The system matrix is used for iterative image 
reconstruction with L-1 norm [18]. Figure 4 compares 
reconstructed images: (a) Ideal image (12 by 12), (b) 
Reconstructed image by conventional method, (c) Error in 
conventional image (true-conventional). (d) reconstructed 
image with the proposed method, and (e) error of new method 
(true-new). Note that the scale of difference map is very small 
in Figure 4-(e). 
 
 
Figure 1. A generalized Archimedean spiral with k = [-2,-
1,1,2]: Cartesian grid drawing of Archimedean spiral with 
a=0, b=1, 5400 ddT  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3, Sinogram and system matrix generated by 
proposed method: (a), Sinogram generated by 2 detector 
elements with detector shifts. (b) System matrix includes 
geometry of scanner and detector motion 
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Our shifting scheme produces a 6-fold resolution 
improvement over the native detector resolution. The 
sampling patterns on Radon space (i.e., a polar view of Radon 
space compared to Sinogram) are compared in Figure 5. The  
conventional sampling patterns with 12 and 64 detector 
elements are shown in Figure 5-(a) and (d). The reduced 
detector sampling patterns with a conventional method show 
coarse sampling trajectories in Figure 5-(b) and (e). In 
contrast, the proposed method can generated sparse, irregular 
patterns on Radon space as shown in Figure 5-(c) and (f). 
Both sparseness and irregularity are important components in 
compressed sensing theory [19, 20]. 
 
We also implemented the proposed ASRS method in helical 
cone beam clinical scanner geometry (Brilliance 64-MDCT, 
Philips Healthcare) with patient data. Instead of detector 
system motion, we simulated slowly changing the Flying 
Focal Spot location (small-step FFS). While the total distance 
traveled by the focal spot in small-step FFS is the same as it 
does in conventional FFS, it travels the distance in many 
smaller steps, rather than simply moving from end to end as it 
does in conventional FFS. However, the degree of total 
deviation is very close to the real FFS. This is a source motion 
encoding method compared to the detector motion encoding 
approach we described in the previous simulation. Both 
approaches generate similar spiral sampling patterns on 
Radon space even though it's more difficult to visualize spiral 
patterns in a 3D helical case. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we present a novel Archimedean spiral sampling 
method on Radon space for a super-resolution image 
reconstruction. We implemented the exact form of modified 
Archimedean spiral equation in 2D and 3D cases. We 
proposed two approaches to generate Archimedean spiral 
patterns on Radon space: 1) fractional shifts of the detector 
and/or 2) X-ray focal spot motion encoding. In the noiseless 
case, we could easily achieve many-fold resolution 
improvement. In summary, the resolution of tomographic 
system is not limited by the detector size but by the sparseness 
of sampling on Radon space. 
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Figure 4, Image comparison: (a) Ideal image (12 by 12), (b) 
Reconstructed image by convention method, (c) Difference 
map between (a) and (b). (d) Reconstructed image with the 
proposed method, and (e) Difference map between (a) and 
(d). 
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(f) 
Figure 5, Sampling pattern comparison: (a) conventional sampling pattern with 12 detector elements and 12 angular 
positions, (b) conventional sampling pattern with 4 detector elements and 12 angular positions, (c) the proposed method 
with 4 detector elements and 12 angular positions. (d) convention sampling pattern with 64 detector elements and 64 angular 
position (e) conventional sampling pattern with 4 detector and 64 angular positions, and (f) the proposed method with 4 
detector elements and 64 angular positions. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 6, Reconstructed image comparison (Coronal Views): (a) Original image (dx=dy=0.75, dz=0.625) displayed in 
contrast window [-500 500] HU. The image is reconstructed by 672-column and  64-row detector system with 18444 
angular views (b) images reconstructed by the proposed method with three times bigger detector elements covering the same 
field of view so that we used 226-column and 64-row detector system with 18444 angular views, (c) The images are 
reconstructed with three times bigger detector elements with 50% of angular views so that we used 226-column and 64-row 
detector system with 9222 angular views, (d) shows the difference map between (a) and (b), and (e) shows the difference 
map between (b) and (c) 
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Abstract— In quantitative PET and SPECT imaging signal 
activity is typically estimated from calculations in a 3D region of 
interest (ROI) of the reconstructed slices. However, 
unpredictable bias arising from the null functions of the imaging 
system affects ROI estimates. It has been shown that the scanning 
linear estimator (SLE), which operates on the raw projection 
data, is an unbiased estimator of activity when the size and 
location of the signal are known. In this work, we compared the 
ROI and SLE methods through analytic simulations of a realistic 
NCAT human phantom. The task was to estimate the signal 
activity of a lesion in an 
111In-Octreotide SPECT study when the 
size and location of the signal are known. Quantification in terms 
of the total count ratio (TCR) was determined for signals of 
varying sizes and contrast levels. The performance of SLE and 
ROI were compared for 3 conditions: 1) noiseless measurements 
and a constant background, 2) noisy measurements and a 
constant background, and 3) noisy measurements and a variable 
lumpy background. In summary, we showed that the SLE 
outperformed the ROI method by always achieving a lower bias 
with a lower variance except for the smallest lesion.   
 
Index Terms— Quantitative SPECT, ROI, SLE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N quantitative emission tomography, the activity in a lesion 
is typically estimated based on the counts in a 3D region of 
interest (ROI) of the reconstruction. However, ROI methods 
are subject to unpredictable bias arising from the null 
functions of the imaging system and the object. It has been 
shown that scanning linear estimation (SLE), which is 
calculated from the raw projection data, provides unbiased 
results (i.e., the average estimate equals the true value) for 
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activity estimation when the signal size and location are 
known [1, 2]. 
 To demonstrate a clinical application of SLE we have 
considered 111In-Octreotide SPECT studies. We compared the 
performance of the ROI and SLE methods through an 
analytical imaging simulation of a realistic NCAT phantom 
[3]. The task was to estimate the activity of a spherical lesion 
of known diameter and location that has been added to the 
non-targeted activity in the liver. Estimation performance was 
compared for varying signal sizes and contrast levels. Lesion 
sizes reported in the literature varied from ~1-6 cm (mostly 1-
2.5 cm range) [4] with uptake ratio (tumor / liver background) 
of ~ 1-7 [5]. In this work, 4 signal diameters from 1-3 cm were 
simulated and for each size the contrast ratio varied from 1-10. 
II. METHODS 
We compared the performance of ROI and SLE for a range 
of signal sizes and activity levels in three different conditions: 
1) noiseless measurements and a constant background, 2) 
noisy measurements and a constant background, and 3) noisy 
measurements and a variable background. For case 2 and 3, 
statistics are reported from 100 independent sample images. 
In the following sections, preparation of the phantom, the 
imaging simulation, and SLE and ROI estimation methods are 
described.  
A. Phantom and Projection Data 
 We generated NCAT activity and attenuation phantoms 
(matrix size: 256x256x256 and pixel size: 0.2332 cm) with 
slices outside the liver region set to zero. The coefficients of 
the attenuation phantom were based on the 171 keV emission 
photons of 111In radionuclide (245 keV emission was not 
considered). In the activity phantom simulated signals were 
added to the liver. Varying the signal diameter from: 1, 1.5, 2 
and 3 cm and the contrast ratios from 1-10, we created an 
ensemble of signals, where the contrast ratio (CR) is defined 
as CR = (Signal – Background) / Background. 
 Using an analytical projector with photon attenuation 
(without scatter effect) and distant-dependent collimator 
blurring (medium energy collimator), projections were 
obtained over 120 angles covering 360 degrees around the 
phantom. Then, 256x256x120 projection data were resized to 
128x128x120 and scaled to ~ 5 million total counts, which 
represented the average count level of an 111In-Octreotide 
SPECT study.  
Comparison of the Scanning Linear Estimator 
and 3D ROI Operator for Quantitative         
111
In-Octreotide SPECT Imaging 
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B. Scanning Linear Estimator (SLE) Method 
 The SLE of activity was calculated from the raw projection 
data using the following estimation rule, which was derived in 
[1, 2]. 
 
 
This activity estimate was compared to the truth using the total 
count ratio, TCRSLE % = 100 x SLE / TRUE.  
 The average value of the SLE is equal to the true value of 
activity  
 
 
C. Region of Interest (ROI) Method 
 For the ROI studies, the projection data were reconstructed 
using an iterative reconstruction algorithm (OSEM:                  
5 iterations and 30 subsets) with attenuation correction, 
resolution compensation and without post-filtering. With the 
known signal size and location, the total count ratio (TCR) [6] 
of the reconstructed and true object was obtained within the 
3D ROI (signal support). 
III. RESULTS 
 Fig. 1 shows sample images for the constant (size: 1-3 cm) 
and lumpy background (size: 2 cm) studies at CR=5. At this 
contrast level, 1 and 1.5 cm signals are difficult to identify 
visually even in the noiseless projections. While TCRSLE was 
100% for all noiseless cases, TCRROI ranged from 48-59% for 
1 cm and 65-85% for 1.5 cm diameter signals; respectively. At 
2 and 3 cm, ROI estimations were closer to the true values and 
with less variation, especially among higher contrast levels. 
The results for the noiseless ROI measurements are 
summarized in Fig. 2. 
 SLE and ROI mean and standard deviation (SD) of TCR, 
based on 100 independent samples, are presented in Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4; respectively. SLE was unbiased (i.e., mean TCR 
~100%) in all cases except for the lowest contrast ratio for the 
diameter of 1 and 1.5 cm. This is due to the greater variance in 
SLE estimates of small and weak signals. The ROI estimation 
bias depended strongly upon the signal size and activity level. 
Mean TCRROI values ranged from 50-100% over the ensemble 
of signals. As the signal size increased, the performance of 
both estimation methods improved. When the signal size was 
3 cm, the average value of TCRROI was near the 100% level.  
IV. DISCUSSION  
 The results showed that the SLE performed better than the 
ROI method by having a much lower bias and a somewhat 
lower variance across all sampled lesion parameters except for 
the smallest signal size of 1 cm diameter which is not typical 
for liver lesions [4, 5]. The bias of ROI estimation is highly 
dependent upon both signal contrast and size, which has 
indications for its utility in monitoring response to treatment. 
V. CONCLUSION 
 We showed with a series of 111In-Octreotide SPECT 
simulations SLE outperformed the ROI method with unbiased 
estimations and lower variability in the results. In future work, 
we will be investigating the performance of the SLE method 
in various liver textures, more realistic simulations, and usage 
of patient data to estimate the image covariance matrix.  
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                      ˆ α SLE (g) =
st  K
gα 
−1
 (g − b )
st  K
gα 
−1
 s
                                     (1)
s :  noise - free projection data of unit activity signal and st : transpose(s)
K
gα = K n + K g 
bkgd   (ensemble average of covariance matrix)
K
gα 
−1 :  inverse (K
gα  )
g :  noisy projection data of the background and the signal
b :  noise - free projection data of the background
          ˆ α SLE (g) gα =
st  K
gα 
−1
 (α s + b − b )
st  K
gα 
−1
 s
 =α                    (2)
where  α  is  the   true  signal   activity  and  g =α s + b   is the 
projection    data    averaged    over   noise    and  background
realizations.  When  the  uptake  in  the  liver  is  random,  the
covariance   matrix   becomes    non - diagonal   and   poses  a 
challenging computational task to SLE implementation.
           TCRROI % = 100 ⋅
(Grecon − B recon )
sphere
∑
(Gtrue − Btrue )
sphere
∑                         (3)
Grecon :  Noisy reconstruction of the background and signal
B recon :  Noise - free reconstruction of the background 
Gtrue   :  True object with signal
Btrue   :  True background object (without signal)
where  Grecon →G recon  for the noiseless case.
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Fig. 1. Rows 1-4: Sample images from noiseless and noisy studies for 4 different signal sizes at a contrast ratio of 5. At this contrast ratio, 1 – 2 cm signals are 
difficult to identify even in the noiseless projections (anterior view is shown). Last row shows the images for the lumpy background for signal size of 2 cm and 
contrast ratio of 5. 
 
 
Fig.2. % Total count ratios (TCR) for four signal sizes and ten contrast ratios obtained within the ROI. TCR= 100 x total (estimated) / total (true). The bias of 
ROI estimation is highly dependent upon both signal contrast and size, which has indications for its utility in monitoring response to treatment. At 2 cm size and 
relatively high contrast ratio, the bias is small indicated by a TCR close to 100. At 3 cm size, the TCR is close to 100 for all contrast ratios. 
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Fig. 3. % Mean total count ratios (TCR) of the SLE (red markers) and ROI (black markers) methods based on 100 noise realizations for each contrast ratio and 
calculated from TCR= estimated / true total counts. SLE showed unbiased measurements with the mean ratio of ~100 % in all cases except for the lowest contrast 
ratio for the signals 1 and 1.5 cm diameters. The ROI measurements were biased depending on the signal size and contrast ratio. With increasing signal size and 
contrast ratio the ROI bias decreased. However, only when the signal size was 3 cm did the mean TCR-ROI value approach 100 % level. Preliminary results for 
the ROI-lumpy background studies are shown for a signal size of 2 cm (blue markers).  
 
 
Fig. 4. % Standard deviation of total count ratios (TCR) of the SLE (red markers) and ROI (black markers) calculated from 100 sample images. The SD values 
decreased with sphere size and contrast ratio for both SLE and ROI methods. SLE showed lower SD for the 1.5, 2, and 3 cm signal diameters for all sphere 
activity levels except the lowest contrast ratio in 1.5 cm diameter sphere. The variance of the SLE increases for smaller and weaker signals. Preliminary results 
for the ROI-lumpy background studies for a signal size of 2 cm (blue markers) showed a slight increase in SD compared to the case with constant background.  
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OpenCL-Accelerated  
Computation of a 3D SPECT Projection Operator 
 for the Content Adaptive Mesh Model 
Francesc Massanes, Jovan G. Brankov 
Medical Imaging Research Center, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616,
Abstract – In this manuscript, we present a preliminary 
evaluation of a fully 3D projection operator calculation  
aimed at emission tomography on a non-circular orbit. 
The proposed methodology uses the content-adaptive mesh 
model (CAMM) for volumetric data representation. The 
CAMM is an efficient data representation based on 
adaptive non-uniform sampling and linear interpolation.  
The presented projection operator model incorporates 
the major data degradation models, namely object 
attenuation and detector-collimator spatial response, 
referred to as distance dependent blur. The projection 
operator is calculated using a ray-casting algorithm and 
can be adjusted to any scanning geometry and collimator 
design (e.g. parallel, focusing and pinhole).  
Open CL implementation allows shortening of 
computation time in comparison to standard single CPU 
implementation. 
In this work we successfully tested implementation of the 
CAMM projection operator by reconstructing images 
obtained from a realistic data simulation with SIMIND on 
a non-circular camera orbit. In the future, we will add 
other collimator designs.  
Index Terms – GPGPU, CUDA, OpenCL, Backprojection, 
Mesh Introduction 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In tomography it is customary to represent volumetric data 
using uniform sampling and voxel (pixel) bases functions. In 
[1] and [2] we proposed a content-adaptive mesh model 
(CAMM) reconstruction framework in which the image to be 
reconstructed is represented by non-uniform sampling (see 
Figure 1) and mesh model basis functions (see Figure 1). In 
[3] and [4], Sitek et al., proposed a similar adaptive approach 
under a point cloud name. Both models involve sampling the 
image domain on a non-uniform grid (mesh nodes), followed 
by partitioning into a collection of non-overlapping patches 
(mesh elements). 
 
   
Figure 1. Emission image (left), attenuation image (center) of NCAT 
[7] and the mesh structure (right) generated to represent both images. 
 
We reported the initial implementation using graphic 
processing units (GPUs) acceleration in [5]; however, the 
evaluation was limited to a circular orbit. In this paper we test 
an implementation of the projection operator by reconstructing 
images obtained from a realistic data simulation with SIMIND 
on a non-circular camera orbit. In the future we will evaluate 
alternative collimator designs as well. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
A. Mesh representation of volumetric images 
Let 
 
f  denote a volumetric image function defined over a 3 
dimensional (3D) domain  D⊆ R3  and let us assume that 
this domain D has already been meshed, so it is divided into a 
set of M non-overlapping tetrahedrons 
 
D
m
. Thus, the 
 
f  
function is represented over each 
 
D
m
 as follows: 
f x( ) = f xnm( )ϕn,m x( )
n=1
4∑ iff x∈Dm  
where 
 
ϕ
n,m
(x)  is the interpolation basis function associated 
with the n-th node 
 
x
n
 of 
 
D
m
. Note that, in the 3D cases, this 
interpolation basis function is also known as the barycentric 
coordinates of  x  within  
D
m
. This equation can be re-written 
into vectorial form, leading to the next equation: 
f (x) =ϕmT (x)fm iff x∈Dm  
where fm  and ϕm (x)  are: 
 and 
 
ϕ
m
(x) = ϕ
1,m
(x),ϕ
2,m
(x),ϕ
3,m
(x),ϕ
4,m
(x)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T
. 
B. Projection operator calculation by Ray-Casting 
algorithm 
In [2], we showed that the mesh tomographic model can be 
expressed as follows: 
E g[ ] = H f + r  
where  f  denotes a vector formed from the nodal values of 
the mesh structure representing the emission image (the image 
which we seek to reconstruct), 
 
E[.]  is the expectation 
operator,  r  represent random detections, and  
g  denotes the 
fm = f x1
m( ), f x2m( ), f x3m( ), f x4m( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T
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collection of the projection bins. Note that the projection 
matrix, H , depends on the attenuation image and the detector-
collimator spatial response as well as the geometry of the 
tomographic imaging system.  
The proposed CAMM projection operator,  H , was 
calculated using a ray-casting algorithm. The ray-casting 
algorithm projects a ray from each bin into the mesh model. 
The first step is to find the entry point from the ray into the 
mesh (lower red point on Figure 2). The algorithm is finished 
once the ray exits the model (top red point on Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2. Ray tracing scheme (2D example is shown for clarity). 
 
A parallel implementation on a GPU is straightforward- it 
requires generating a thread for each ray. Each thread will then 
have to process a given element , compute how much each 
vertex contributes to sum along the ray, and compute the exit 
point of the ray so that it can find the next mesh element to 
process. 
In [5] we also showed a 140 speed up of a GPU based 
implementation over a convectional central processing unit 
(CPU) implementation. 
Phenomena like attenuation or scattering have been added to 
the algorithm. Attenuation is computed per each ray, and thus 
each ray will attenuate its total sum depending on the values of 
the attenuation map at its path. Scattering is modeled by 
having more than one ray per bin with slightly different 
directions and different weighting factor (see [5] for details).
C. CAMM generation 
Due to the space constraints of this abstract, we refer the 
reader to [1] for the specific details on how the CAMM is 
generated. In short, the CAMM uses a pre-reconstruction as an 
image to choose the optimal placement of the nodes in the 
CAMM. This means that some prior knowledge on the 
reconstructed volume is required in order to properly generate 
the CAMM. For the pre-reconstructed image, a filtered back 
projection (FBP) image is typically used. 
III. EXPERIMENTS 
A. Simulated data  
We used the Monte Carlo simulation system SIMIND [9] to 
simulate a Pricker Prism3000 SPECT system with a low-
energy high-resolution (LEHR) collimator and a Tc
99m
 labeled 
sestamibi as the imaging agent. The emission and attenuation 
images used have been generated using the 4D NURBS-based 
cardiac-torso (NCAT) 2.0 phantom [7]. However, since our 
CAMM model is non-temporal (imaging is not synchronized 
with cardiac motion) we reduced the 4D phantom to 3D by 
temporally summing along the time domain. 
In order to further demonstrate the ability of our 
implementation, we chose a non-circular orbit as shown in Fig 
3. in which the long radius is 28.5 cm and the short radius is 
26.6 cm. We simulated 64 projections. 
 
 
Figure 3. The orbit used in this experiment. 
 
To test reconstruction performance we chose two different 
levels of detected photons, the first one having 500,000 counts 
detected from the heart region and the second simulation, 
more clinically realistic, has 50,000 detected counts from the 
heart region.  
As we indicated previously, the CAMM requires some prior 
knowledge to generate the mesh model. To check the 
correctness of the projection operator first, we used the true 
attenuation and activity maps (from the phantom) to generate 
the CAMM which will be used to reconstruct imaging with a 
high number of counts. However, to fully test the capabilities 
of CAMM on the 50,000 counts simulation, we used no prior 
knowledge from the true activity map. Thus, in order to 
generate the CAMM, we generate pre-reconstruction image by 
using a filtered back projection (FBP), which assumes circular 
orbit, with a Butterworth [8] filter of order 4 and cutoff 
frequency of 0.22 pixels/cycle post reconstruction filtering 
(see Fig. 4). 
 
 
Slice 21      Slice 36 
Figure 4. FBP images after post reconstruction filtering used for 
CAMM generation. 
 
B. Hardware and Software 
The projection operator was calculated using OpenCL 1.1 in 
a Tesla C2070 and a sixteen core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
E5520 at 2.27Ghz with 94GB of RAM. Since OpenCL can be 
run equally in both platforms, we split the computation 
between both of them.  
After the projection operator is calculated, we used 
maximum likelihood expectation maximization (ML-EM) 
iterative reconstruction [10] using MATLAB in an Intel i7 at 
2.4Ghz with 8GB of RAM. 
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IV. RESULTS 
A. High-count results 
The first set of simulated images have a 500,000 detected 
photons from the heart region, the projections are quite 
noiseless and we have used the true attenuation and activity 
map to actually generate the CAMM. This can be seen as the 
best case scenario for the proposed method. 
We executed the ML-EM algorithm for 50 iterations and the 
results are shown in Fig. 5. For comparison purposes we also 
include the circulate orbit pixel ML-EM and FBP images. 
Note that pixel ML-EM does not account for the different 
radius of the camera so, as one can expect, it contains model 
mismatch artifacts more than the FBP images since FBP is not 
an iterative method. 
 
Figure 5. The high count reconstruction results. 
 
B. Low-count results 
More practical results are shown next. Here we used noisier 
data and the CAMM was generated from a pre-reconstructed 
(using an FBP) image.  
These results are shown in Fig. 6 along with a circulate orbit 
pixel ML-EM. One can observe that the CAMM ML-EM 
produces the expected results, whereas the pixel ML-EM fails 
due to the model mismatch.  
 
Figure 6. The low count reconstruction results. 
 
Next we evaluated PSNR for the CAMM ML-EM method 
versus the number of iterations. We also marked PSNR for the 
FBP images. One can observe that the images presented in 
Fig. 5 and 6 represent the best-case scenario for CAMM 
reconstruction. 
 
Figure 7. Comparison of the methodologies, the pixel ML-EM 
will not be shown on this figure. 
Finally, in Table 1, we report needed execution time. These 
results show that proposed CAMM iterative reconstruction has 
shorter computation time, over pixel based reconstruction,  
even with overhead of 112 seconds needed to compute 
projection matrix. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this preliminary work we successfully tested
implementation of the projection operator by reconstructing 
images obtained from a realistic data simulation with SIMIND 
on a non-circular camera orbit. By the time of the conference 
we hope to expand evaluation section by evaluation heart 
defect detectability. 
 
Table 1. Computation time  
Comp. time pixel ML-EM CAMM ML-EM 
 50 iter. 29 iter. 50 iter. 29 iter. 
Seconds 335 186 112+24 112+13 
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UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV DFFHOHUDWHG E\ XWLOL]LQJ *UDSKLFV 3URFHVVLQJ
8QLWV *38V )UDPHZRUNV IRU *HQHUDO 3XUSRVH &RPSXWDWLRQV
RQ*38V DUH D SURYHQ WRRO WR DFFHVV WKH UHVRXUFHV RI JUDSKLFV
FDUGV:LWK WKH2SHQ&RPSXWLQJ/DQJXDJH 2SHQ&/ WKH ILUVW
RSHQVWDQGDUGIRUFURVVYHQGRUDQGFURVVSODWIRUPSURJUDPPLQJ
HPHUJHG ZKLFK DOORZV WR DFFHOHUDWH DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ
KHWHURJHQHRXVHQYLURQPHQWV
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH SUHVHQW DQ LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI DQ 2SHQ&/
DFFHOHUDWHGYROXPHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQEDVHGRQWKH)HOGNDPSFRQH
EHDP &7 DOJRULWKP 2XU DSSURDFK HQDEOHV WKH XWLOL]DWLRQ RI
PXOWLSOH2SHQ&/GHYLFHVLQSDUDOOHO)XUWKHUPRUHWKHGHYHORSHG
GDWD PDQDJHPHQW DOORZV WR KDQGOH YROXPHV ODUJHU WKDQ WKH
GHYLFHPHPRU\
,Q H[SHULPHQWV ZH SURYHG WKH SRUWDELOLW\ RI RXU
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RQ VHYHUDO GHYLFHV IURP GLIIHUHQW YHQGRUV
$GGLWLRQDOO\ WKHSHUIRUPDQFHVFDODELOLW\RYHUPXOWLSOH2SHQ&/
GHYLFHVZDVLQYHVWLJDWHG,QDPXOWL*38HQYLURQPHQWFRQVLVWLQJ
RI WKUHH 19,',$*7;  RXU DSSURDFK DFKLHYHG XS WR 
*LJD8SGDWHVSHU6HFRQGDQGVKRZVDVSHHGXSIDFWRURIRYHU
DVLQJOH*38UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
,QGH[ 7HUPV²*3*38 )'. YROXPH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
2SHQ&/ KHWHURJHQHRXV V\VWHPV FRQHEHDP FRPSXWHG
WRPRJUDSK\PXOWL*38
, ,1752'8&7,21
1 UHFHQW \HDUV WKH VWHDGLO\ LQFUHDVLQJ SHUIRUPDQFH RI
*UDSKLFV 3URFHVVLQJ 8QLWV *38 DQG WKH DGYDQFLQJ
GHYHORSPHQW RI JUDSKLFV FDUG SURJUDPPLQJ WRROV HQDEOH WKH
WUDQVIHU RI FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ GHPDQGLQJ FRPSXWDWLRQV IURP
&38 WR *38 *HQHUDO 3XUSRVH &RPSXWDWLRQV RQ *UDSKLFV
3URFHVVLQJ8QLWV*3*38HQDEOHWKHSURJUDPPHUWRSHUIRUP
FRPSXWDWLRQV RQ *38 ZLWKRXW DQ\ QHHG RI NQRZOHGJH LQ
JUDSKLFV SURJUDPPLQJ 3URSULHWDU\ IUDPHZRUNV IRU *3*38
SURJUDPPLQJ OLNH WKH &RPPRQ8QLILHG'HYLFH$UFKLWHFWXUH
&8'$ >@ IURP 19,',$ DUH SODWIRUP DQG YHQGRU
GHSHQGHQW +HQFH SURJUDPV ZULWWHQ LQ &8'$ FDQ RQO\ EH
H[HFXWHGRQJUDSKLFFDUGVIURP19,',$
0 .lVHEHUJ 6 0HOQLN DQG 3URI 'U (UZLQ .HHYH DUH ZLWK WKH
)UDXQKRIHU ,QVWLWXWH IRU 3URGXFWLRQ 6\VWHPV DQG 'HVLJQ 7HFKQRORJ\ ,3.
3DVFDOVWUDVVH±%HUOLQ*HUPDQ\
3URI 'U (UZLQ .HHYH LV ZLWK WKH 'HSDUWPHQW RI0D[LOORIDFLDO 6XUJHU\
DQG &OLQLFDO 1DYLJDWLRQ &KDULWp ± 8QLYHUVLWlWVPHGL]LQ %HUOLQ
$XJXVWHQEXUJHU3ODW]%HUOLQ*HUPDQ\HPDLONHHYH#FKDULWHGH
+RZHYHU PRGHUQ FRPSXWHU V\VWHPV DUH KHWHURJHQHRXV
V\VWHPVZKLFKGRQRWRQO\FRQVLVWRID*38EXWDOVRRIRQHRU
PRUH &38V RU DGGLWLRQDO *38V )RU PLQLPDO FRPSXWDWLRQ
WLPHVWKHIXOOFDSDFLW\RIDV\VWHPKDVWREHXWLOL]HG)RUWKDW
SXUSRVHDSURJUDPPLQJODQJXDJHIRUKHWHURJHQHRXVV\VWHPVLV
QHHGHG:LWK WKH 2SHQ &RPSXWLQJ /DQJXDJH 2SHQ&/ WKH
ILUVW RSHQ VWDQGDUG IRU SDUDOOHO SURJUDPPLQJ RI FURVVYHQGRU
DQGFURVVSODWIRUPV\VWHPVHPHUJHG2SHQ&/>@HQDEOHVWKH
XVHRILGHQWLFDOFRGHRQGLIIHUHQWGHYLFHVOLNH*38V&38VRU
'63V 7KLV ZD\ FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ GHPDQGLQJ WDVNV FDQ EH
DFFHOHUDWHG LQGHSHQGHQW IURP WKH XVHG KDUGZDUH )XUWKHU
2SHQ&/ DOORZV WR GLVWULEXWH FRPSXWDWLRQV DPRQJ GLIIHUHQW
GHYLFHV HJ PXOWLSOH *38V ZKDW UHVXOWV LQ IXUWKHU
LPSURYHPHQWVLQVSHHG
,Q>@D&8'$EDVHGDOJRULWKPIRU*38DFFHOHUDWHGFRQH
EHDP UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV SUHVHQWHG %\ UHGXFLQJ WKH RIIFKLS
PHPRU\ DFFHVVHV DQG PHPRU\ ODWHQF\ KLGLQJ D ñYR[HO
YROXPHZLWKðSL[HO LPDJHVZDV UHFRQVWUXFWHG LQ
VHFRQGV&RQWUDU\WRWKHSUHVHQWHGDSSURDFKDERYHZKHUHWKH
HQWLUHYROXPHLVVWRUHGLQYLGHRPHPRU\WKHPHWKRGSURSRVHG
LQ >@ DOORZV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI YROXPHVZKLFK GR QRW ILW
HQWLUHO\ LQ YLGHR PHPRU\ %\ XVLQJ WKH SURSRVHG PHWKRG
YROXPHV XS WR ñ YR[HOV ZHUH UHFRQVWUXFWHG (QKDQFHG
RSWLPL]DWLRQV ZHUH GRQH E\ 2NLWVX HW DO LQ >@ ZKHUH
H[SHULPHQWVKDYH VKRZQ WKDW WH[WXUH FDFKHRSWLPL]DWLRQVDUH
DQLPSRUWDQWIDFWRU7KHSURSRVHGPHWKRGRUJDQL]HVWKUHDGVLQ
D PDQQHU WKDW WH[WXUH DFFHVVHV DUH FORVHO\ ORFDWHG WR
PD[LPL]H FDFKH HIILFLHQF\ 7KH SUHVHQWHG PHWKRG ZDV
HYDOXDWHGRQDVLQJOH*38DQGDPXOWL*38V\VWHPFRQVLVWLQJ
RI WZR 19,',$ 7HVOD & JUDSKLFV FDUGV +RZHYHU WKH
YROXPHZDV VWRUHG HQWLUHO\ LQ YLGHRPHPRU\ 7KLV DSSURDFK
ZDV HQKDQFHG LQ >@ E\ XVLQJ XS WR IRXU JUDSKLFV FDUGV
19,',$7HVOD&VHUYHU%\SRUWLRQLQJWKHYROXPHLQWR
VPDOOHUVXEYROXPHVDñYR[HOYROXPHZDVUHFRQVWUXFWHG
,Q FRQWUDVW WR WKH SUHVHQWHG &8'$ LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV WKH
FRQHEHDPUHFRQVWUXFWLRQWDVNLQ>@ZDVGRQHZLWK2SHQ&/
)RU HYDOXDWLRQ D YROXPHRI WKH VL]H [[YR[HOV
ZDV UHFRQVWUXFWHG RQ D VLQJOH *H)RUFH *7;  $
SHUIRUPDQFH FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ &8'$ DQG 2SHQ&/ ZDV
GRQH LQ>@ IRUDQRSWLPL]HG)'.LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ6DZDOOHW
DOUHVXOWVKDYHVKRZQWKDW&8'$RXWSHUIRUPV2SHQ&/7KLV
FLUFXPVWDQFHZDVOHGEDFNWRWKHGLIIHUHQWGHYHORSPHQWVWDWHV
RI2SHQ&/DQG&8'$
2SHQ&/$FFHOHUDWHG0XOWL*38
&RQH%HDP5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ
0DUF.lVHEHUJ6WHIIHQ0HOQLNDQG(UZLQ.HHYH
,
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,, 0(7+2'6
$ )'.
7KH DOJRULWKP RI )HOGNDPS 'DYLV DQG .UHVV >@ LV D
JHQHUDOL]DWLRQ RI WKH ILOWHUHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ IRU FRQHEHDP
FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ 7KH )'. VROYHV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
SUREOHP E\ SURFHVVLQJ WZR VWHSV WKH SUHZHLJKWLQJ DQG
ILOWHULQJ RI SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DQG WKH ZHLJKWHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
7KH SUHZHLJKWLQJ RI UDZ SURMHFWLRQ GDWD FRUUHFWV WKH
PHDVXUHG OLQH LQWHJUDOV VLQFH LQFUHDVLQJ RSHQLQJ DQJOHV OHDG
WRORQJHUUD\OHQJWKVIURPVRXUFHWRGHWHFWRU$IWHUZHLJKWLQJ
WKHSURMHFWLRQLPDJHVDUHURZZLVHILOWHUHGHJZLWKWKH5DP
/DNILOWHU>@'XHWRSHUIRUPDQFHLVVXHVWKHILOWHULQJLVGRQH
LQIUHTXHQF\GRPDLQ
7KHEDFNSURMHFWLRQRIDQLPDJHPXVWEHSURFHVVHGDIWHUWKH
ILOWHULQJ 'XULQJ WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ WKH ILOWHUHG LPDJHV DUH
SURMHFWHGWKURXJKHYHU\YR[HORIWKHYROXPHDFFRUGLQJWRWKH
SURMHFWLRQJHRPHWULHV+RZHYHU WKHYR[HOVFDQEHSURFHVVHG
LQSDUDOOHODQGLQGHSHQGHQWIURPWKHRUGHURIWKHLPDJHV
% ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH)'.
,QRXUDSSURDFKWKHILOWHULQJLVGRQHE\WKH&38ZKHUHDVWKH
EDFNSURMHFWLRQLVSHUIRUPHGE\RQHRUPRUH2SHQ&/GHYLFHV
HJ *38 7KH DFWLYLW\ GLDJUDP RI WKH LPSOHPHQWHG )'.
DOJRULWKPLVVKRZQLQILJXUH$IWHUWKHILOWHULQJRIDVHWRI
LPDJHV WKH LPDJHV DUH WUDQVIHUUHG WR WKH2SHQ&/ GHYLFH IRU
WKHEDFNSURMHFWLRQVWHS,QJHQHUDOWKHILOWHULQJRIDQLPDJHRQ
&38 LV PXFK IDVWHU WKDQ LWV EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RQ DQ 2SHQ&/
GHYLFH7KHUHIRUH WKH ILOWHULQJRI WKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDDQG WKH
EDFNSURMHFWLRQFDQEHSHUIRUPHGLQSDUDOOHO
&RPSDUHGWRWKHFRPSXWDWLRQVWKHGDWDWUDQVIHULVRIWHQWKH
PRVWWLPHFRQVXPLQJSDUW*LYHQDILOWHUHGðSL[HOLPDJH
LQIORDWDQGDQLPDJHVHWVL]HRI 0%KDYHWREH
WUDQVIHUUHGWRWKH2SHQ&/GHYLFH7RVSHHGXSWKHDOJRULWKP
WKH LPDJH GDWD LV WUDQVIHUUHG LQ SDUDOOHO WR WKH 2SHQ&/
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ FRPSXWDWLRQV ,Q WKLV ZD\ ZH SUDFWLFDOO\
HOLPLQDWHGWKHGDWDWUDQVIHURYHUKHDG
)RUEDFNSURMHFWLRQDYR[HOGULYHQPHWKRGLVXVHG6LQFHWKH
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ LV D GDWD SDUDOOHO WDVN HYHU\ YR[HO LV
LQGHSHQGHQWO\ SURFHVVHG LQ D VHSDUDWH 2SHQ&/ NHUQHO
LQVWDQFH 7KDW ZD\ D YDVW RI YR[HOV FDQ EH SURFHVVHG LQ
SDUDOOHO 7KH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ LV ILQLVKHG ZKHQ DOO SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHVZHUHVXFFHVVIXOO\EDFNSURMHFWHGLQWRWKHYROXPH
)RU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH YROXPH PXVW EH VWRUHG LQ GHYLFH
PHPRU\HJYLGHRPHPRU\,IWKHYROXPHLVWKDWODUJHWKDWLW
FDQQRWEHVWRUHGLQGHYLFHPHPRU\RXUDOJRULWKPGLYLGHVWKH
YROXPH LQWR VPDOOHU VXEYROXPHV 7KH VXEYROXPHV DUH
FRQVHFXWLYHO\ UHFRQVWUXFWHG RQ WKH GHYLFH 7KLV DSSURDFK
HQDEOHVWRUHFRQVWUXFWYROXPHVRIDQ\VL]HHYHQLIWKHYROXPH
LV ODUJHU WKDQ WKH DYDLODEOH GHYLFH PHPRU\ $IWHU
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH VXEYROXPH LV FRSLHG WR &38 IRU SRVW
SURFHVVLQJ DQG YLVXDOL]DWLRQ ,Q WKH FDVH RI D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZLWK PXOWLSOH VXEYROXPHV WKH SDUWV DUH PHUJHG WR D ILQDO
YROXPH
& .HUQHO'HVLJQ
'XULQJWKHEDFNSURMHFWLRQWKHLQIRUPDWLRQLQHYHU\SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJH LV XVHG WRXSGDWH WKHYROXPH GDWD'XH WR LWV VL]H WKH
YROXPH LV VWRUHG LQ JOREDO PHPRU\ RI WKH 2SHQ&/ GHYLFH
6LQFH JOREDOPHPRU\ DFFHVVHV DUH YHU\ VORZ WKHVH DFFHVVHV
DUH UHGXFHG E\ XSGDWLQJ WKH YROXPH RQFH IRU  LPDJHV7R
EHQHILW IURPKDUGZDUH DFFHOHUDWHG LQWHUSRODWLRQ RQ*38 WKH
SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHVDUHVWRUHG LQ WKH WH[WXUHPHPRU\2SHQ&/
 VSHFLILHV DQ DUUD\ RI WH[WXUHV 8QIRUWXQDWHO\ WKH ODWHVW
19,',$2SHQ&/ GULYHUV RQO\ VXSSRUW 2SHQ&/  VR WKDW
WKLVIHDWXUHFRXOGQRWEHXVHGIRURXUDSSURDFKDQGWKHILOWHUHG
LPDJHVDUHJLYHQWRWKHNHUQHODVDUJXPHQW6LQFHWKHQXPEHU
RI DUJXPHQWV LV OLPLWHG RQO\D IHZ LPDJHVFDQEHSURFHVVHG
GXULQJDNHUQHOH[HFXWLRQDWDWLPH7RLQFUHDVHWKHQXPEHURI
LPDJHV SURFHVVHG GXULQJ D VLQJOH NHUQHO H[HFXWLRQ LQ >@
PXOWLSOH LPDJHV ZHUH VWRUHG LQ RQH WH[WXUH )RU WKH
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RI DOO LPDJHV WKH 2SHQ&/ NHUQHO LV H[HFXWHG
PXOWLSOHWLPHVRQFHIRUHYHU\LPDJHVHW7KHLPSOHPHQWHG
EDFNSURMHFWLRQZRUNVDVIROORZV
$WILUVWWKHH[DFWSRVLWLRQRIWKHYR[HOFHQWHULVFRPSXWHG
XVLQJ WKH JOREDO 2SHQ&/ WKUHDG LQGH[ $IWHUZDUGV D
SURMHFWLRQPDWUL[ LVXVHG WR FDOFXODWH WKH LPDJH LQGH[ZKHUH
WKH YLHZ UD\ IURP WKH [UD\ VRXUFH SRVLWLRQ WKURXJK WKH
FXUUHQW YR[HO FHQWHU LQWHUVHFWV WKH LPDJH SODQH >@ 7KH
SURMHFWLRQPDWUL[ LVSUHFDOFXODWHGIRUHYHU\LPDJHRQ&38
7KDWZD\WKHDPRXQWRIUHJLVWHUVSHUNHUQHOFDQEHPLQLPL]HG
7KH LPDJH LQGH[ LV FDOFXODWHG DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH IROORZLQJ
HTXDWLRQZKHUH JLYHVWKHFXUUHQWYR[HOSRVLWLRQ
)LJ$FWLYLW\GLDJUDPRIWKHSURSRVHG&%&7DOJRULWKPIRUKHWHURJHQHRXV
V\VWHPV
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7KHUHVXOWLQJLPDJHLQGLFHVXDQGYDUHJLYHQLQSL[HODQG
LV D QRUPDOL]DWLRQ IDFWRU WKDW LV DOVR XVHG IRU EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
ZHLJKWLQJ7RJHWWKHLQWHQVLW\RIWKHLPDJHDWWKHLQWHUVHFWLRQ
SRLQW WKH IRXU VXUURXQGLQJ SL[HO YDOXHV DUH ELOLQHDU
LQWHUSRODWHG 7KHUHIRUH D KDUGZDUH DFFHOHUDWHG 2SHQ&/ LQ
EXLOG IXQFWLRQ LV XVHG $IWHUZDUGV WKH LQWHUSRODWHG YDOXH LV
ZHLJKWHG >@ DQG DGGHG WR WKH FXUUHQW YR[HO YDOXH 7KH
FDOFXODWLRQVDUHSHUIRUPHGZLWKRXWDQ\VLPSOLILHGDVVXPSWLRQV
DERXW WKH LPDJLQJ SDUDPHWHU DQG DFTXLVLWLRQ WUDMHFWRU\ HJ
FLUFXODUSDWK6LQFHWKHNHUQHOLVH[HFXWHGRQYDULRXVV\VWHPV
QR GHYLFH VSHFLILF RSWLPL]DWLRQV ZHUH GRQH 1RWH KHUH WKDW
RXU DSSURDFK LV DOVRQRW RSWLPL]HG UHJDUGLQJ WH[WXUH FDFKLQJ
\HW1HYHUWKHOHVVEHFDXVHRIVLJQLILFDQWVSHHGXSVUHSRUWHGLQ
>@>@DQG>@WKHNHUQHOVKRXOGEHLPSURYHGWKDWZD\LQ
IXWXUHZRUN
' :RUNORDGEDODQFLQJ
6LQFH GLIIHUHQW KDUGZDUH GHYLFHV DUH YDU\LQJ LQ
SHUIRUPDQFH DQG UHVRXUFHV IRU PXOWL GHYLFH H[HFXWLRQ WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZRUNORDGKDVWREHSURSHUO\GLVWULEXWHGDPRQJ
WKH GLIIHUHQW GHYLFHV7KH DLP LV WR HQVXUH WKDW HYHU\ GHYLFH
KDV EHHQ ILQLVKHGZLWK LWV FRPSXWDWLRQ DW WKH VDPH WLPH DQG
WKDW IDVWHU GHYLFHV GR QRW EHFRPH LGOH EHIRUH WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQLVGRQH)RUWKDWSXUSRVHDZRUNORDGEDODQFLQJ
ZDV LPSOHPHQWHG EDVHG RQ D GHYLFH VSHFLILF SHUIRUPDQFH
LQGH[6LQFHDUFKLWHFWXUDOGLVSDULWLHVRIGLIIHUHQWSODWIRUPVWKH
SHUIRUPDQFH LQGH[ FDQQRW EH GHULYHG IURP KDUGZDUH
SURSHUWLHV 2XU DSSURDFK XVHV D EHQFKPDUN IRU SHUIRUPDQFH
HVWLPDWLRQ LQVWHDG )RU DQ RSWLPDO ZRUNORDG EDODQFLQJ WKH
EHQFKPDUN VKRXOG FRUUHVSRQG ZLWK WKH PDLQ DSSOLFDWLRQ DV
PXFK DV SRVVLEOH )RU WKDW UHDVRQ WKH LPSOHPHQWHG
EDFNSURMHFWLRQ LWVHOI LV XVHG DV EHQFKPDUN 'XH WR SRVVLEOH
DEQRUPDOLWLHV LQ UXQWLPH FDXVHG E\ 2SHQ&/ LQLWLDOL]DWLRQ
NHUQHO FRPSLODWLRQ DQG PHPRU\ FDFKLQJ HIIHFWV WKH
EHQFKPDUN LV SHUIRUPHGPXOWLSOH WLPHV >@)URP WKHPHDQ
YDOXH RI WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ WLPHV WKH SHUIRUPDQFH LQGH[ LV
GHULYHGDQGXVHGWRSRUWLRQWKHGHYLFHVSHFLILFZRUNORDG
,,, 5(68/76$1'',6&866,21
$ +HWHURJHQHRXVV\VWHPV
7RHYDOXDWHRXUSURSRVHG2SHQ&/)'.DOJRULWKPLQUHVSHFW
WR FURVVYHQGRU DQG FURVVSODWIRUP FDSDELOLW\ ZH SHUIRUPHG
WKH DOJRULWKP RQ GLIIHUHQW 2SHQ&/ GHYLFHV DQG FRPSXWHU
V\VWHPV$GGLWLRQDOWRVLQJOHDQGPXOWLSOHGHYLFHVRIWKHVDPH
W\SH WKH WHVW ZDV SHUIRUPHG RQ D KHWHURJHQHRXV *38
HQYLURQPHQWFRQVLVWLQJRIGLIIHUHQW*38VIURP19,',$DQG
$0' )RU SHUIRUPDQFH FRPSDULVRQ RQO\ WKH UXQWLPH RI WKH
2SHQ&/ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ NHUQHO ZDV PHDVXUHG )RU DOO
PHDVXUHPHQWV WKH VDPH NHUQHO ZDV XVHG ZLWKRXW DQ\
PRGLILFDWLRQV$VWHVWFDVHZHSHUIRUPHGDUHFRQVWUXFWLRQRID
ñYR[HO YROXPH ZLWK  ðSL[HO SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV
RQ HDFK V\VWHP 7KH SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH WHVWHG 2SHQ&/
GHYLFHV GHQRWHG DV *836 *LJD 8SGDWHV SHU 6HFRQG LV
VKRZQLQILJXUH,QRXUPHDVXUHPHQWVVRPHJUDSKLFVFDUGV
OLNH WKH 19,',$  *7; DUH VORZ FRPSDUHG WR WKHLU
WKHRUHWLFDO SHUIRUPDQFH 7KLV DJUHHV ZLWK WKH FRQFOXVLRQ RI
>@ DQG >@ WKDW WKH 2SHQ&/ FRGH LV SRUWDEOH EXW QRW WKH
SHUIRUPDQFH
% 0XOWLSOH*38V
,QDGGLWLRQWRWKHSRUWDELOLW\HYDOXDWLRQZHKDYHLQYHVWLJDWHG
WKH FDSDELOLW\ RI 2SHQ&/ WR XVH PXOWLSOH GHYLFHV )RU WKDW
SXUSRVHWKH)'.DOJRULWKPZDVSHUIRUPHGRQ1 DQG
19,',$ *7;  JUDSKLFV FDUGV 7KH PHDVXUHPHQWV ZHUH
GRQHIRUDYDULDEOHYROXPHVL]HIURPñXSWRñYR[HOV
ZLWKLPDJHVRIððDQGðSL[HOV,QILJXUH
WKH2SHQ&/EDFNSURMHFWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHLQ*836LVVKRZQ

)LJ   (YDOXDWLRQ UHVXOWV RI RXU LPSOHPHQWHG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ NHUQHO RQ
GLIIHUHQW2SHQ&/GHYLFHV *38VIURP$0'DQG19,',$DQG&38VIURP
,QWHO
)LJ%DFNSURMHFWLRQSHUIRUPDQFHIRURQHWZRDQGWKUHH19,',$*7;
JUDSKLFVFDUGVLQ*LJD8SGDWHVSHU6HFRQG*836)RUWKUHHGLIIHUHQWLPDJH
UHVROXWLRQV ð ð DQG ðSL[HO WKH YROXPH VL]H ZDV YDULHG IURP
ñXSWRñYR[HOV
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,IRQH UHJDUGV WKH WKUHHGLIIHUHQWFKDUDFWHULVWLF OLQHVRIRQH
*38FRQILJXUDWLRQ1 RULWLVDSSDUHQWWKDWWKHOLQHV
IRU ODUJHU YROXPHV QHDUO\ PDWFK 7KLV UHVXOWV IURP WKH
RYHUODSSLQJ RI GDWD WUDQVIHU DQG FRPSXWDWLRQV 7KH LPDJH
UHVROXWLRQ RQO\ HIIHFWV WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ WLPHV RI VPDOOHU
YROXPH VL]HV ZKHUH GDWD WUDQVIHU WDNHV ORQJHU WKDQ WKH
FRPSXWDWLRQV )RU PXOWL*38 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKLV HIIHFW
DSSHDUVPRUH HDUO\ VLQFH WKHYROXPH LVSRUWLRQHG LQ VPDOOHU
ZRUNORDGV DQG WKH YROXPH VL]H SHU *38 GHFUHDVHV 7KH
DPRXQW RI GDWD WUDQVIHU FDQ EH UHGXFHG E\ VWRULQJ WKH
SURMHFWLRQLPDJHVLQKDOIIORDWSUHFLVLRQIRUPDW7KHLPSDFWLQ
PHDQV RI LPDJH TXDOLW\ ZDV HYDOXDWHG LQ >@ $QRWKHU
PHWKRG LV WR LGHQWLI\ WKH LPDJH VHFWLRQV ZKLFK DUH DFWXDOO\
UHTXLUHG IRU WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ FRPSXWDWLRQ RI WKH FXUUHQW
VXEYROXPH DQG RQO\ WUDQVIHU WKLV GDWD >@ ,W FDQ DOVR EH
REVHUYHG WKDW WKH YHUWLFDO JDSV EHWZHHQ WKH OLQHV RI D *38
FRQILJXUDWLRQ 1     RU  EHFRPH ODUJHU ZLWK LQFUHDVLQJ
QXPEHURIXVHG*38V:HDVVXPHWKDWWKLVEHKDYLRULVFDXVHG
E\FDFKLQJHIIHFWVGXULQJELOLQHDULQWHUSRODWLRQ
$QRWKHUFKDUDFWHULVWLFIHDWXUHRIWKHSORWVLVWKHSHUIRUPDQFH
EUHDNGRZQ IRU FHUWDLQ YROXPH VL]HV )RU ñ YR[HOV WKH
PRVW *83V FDQ EH REVHUYHG ZKLOH DW D YROXPH VL]H RI HJ
ñYR[HOVWKHSHUIRUPDQFHGHFUHDVHV$OWKRXJKWKHQXPEHU
RIWKUHDGVLVG\QDPLFDOO\DGDSWHGGXHWRKDUGZDUHUHVWULFWLRQV
VPDOOYDULDWLRQVLQGHYLFHRFFXSDQF\FDQRFFXU
2Q RQH *38 D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI WKH ñYR[HO YROXPH
ZLWK  ðSL[HO SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV WDNHV  VHFRQGV
 *836 ZLWK WZR *38V  VHFRQGV  *836
DQG DERXW  VHFRQGV  *836 ZLWK WKUHH JUDSKLFV
FDUGV7KLV LVHTXDO WRD VSHHGXSRIDQGFRPSDUHG WR
WKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQZLWKDVLQJOH*387KHUHDFKHGVSHHGXSLV
DOPRVWLGHDO7KHQRWH[DFWOLQHDUVFDOLQJZLWKWKHQXPEHURI
*38VFDQEH WUDFHGEDFN WR WKH LQFUHDVLQJGDWDPDQDJHPHQW
DQGGDWDWUDQVIHURYHUKHDG
,9 &21&/86,21
,QWKLVSDSHUZHSUHVHQWHGDQ2SHQ&/LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH
)'. UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP IRU &%&7 7KH DOJRULWKP LV
FDSDEOHRIUHFRQVWUXFWLQJODUJHYROXPHVRIDQ\VL]HDVORQJDV
WKHYROXPHFDQEHKROGHQWLUHO\LQ5$0)XUWKHURXUDSSURDFK
LVDEOHWRXVHPXOWLSOH2SHQ&/GHYLFHVLQSDUDOOHO
7KHH[SHULPHQWVKDYHVKRZQWKDW2SHQ&/LVZHOOVXLWHGIRU
WKH KDUGZDUH DFFHOHUDWLRQ RI FRPSXWDWLRQDOO\ GHPDQGLQJ
SURJUDPPLQJ WDVNV RQ KHWHURJHQHRXV V\VWHPV 7KH 2SHQ&/
FRGH ZDV SHUIRUPHG RQ HYHU\ WHVWHG GHYLFH ZLWKRXW DQ\
PRGLILFDWLRQV +RZHYHU WKH TXDOLW\ DQG SHUIRUPDQFH RI WKH
GLIIHUHQW YHQGRU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV RI 2SHQ&/ DUH YDU\LQJ
)XUWKHUPRUHLQRXUH[SHULPHQWV2SHQ&/ZDVDEOHWRPDQDJH
GLIIHUHQW GHYLFHV LQ SDUDOOHO 'XULQJ WKH PXOWL*38
SHUIRUPDQFH HYDOXDWLRQ ZH DFKLHYHG D VSHHGXS RI  ZLWK
WZR JUDSKLFV FDUGV FRPSDUHG WR D VLQJOH 19,'$ *7; 
DQGDVSHHGXSIDFWRURIZLWKWKUHH*38V,QIXWXUHZRUN
ZHSODQWRUHGXFHWKHGDWDWUDQVIHUEHWZHHQPDLQPHPRU\DQG
WKH2SHQ&/ GHYLFHV WR LQFUHDVH WKHSHUIRUPDQFH IRU VPDOOHU
YROXPHVL]HV$OVRDQRSWLPL]DWLRQ UHJDUGLQJWH[WXUHFDFKLQJ
VHHPVWREHDSURPLVLQJDSSURDFKIRUDQRYHUDOOVSHHGXS
5()(5(1&(6
>@ 19,',$ ³&8'$ & 3URJUDPPLQJ *XLGH ´ 19,',$ 
$YDLODEOHKWWSGRFV19,',$FRPFXGDFXGDFSURJUDPPLQJJXLGH
>@ $ 0XQVKL % 5 *DVWHU 7 * 0DWWVRQ - )XQJ DQG ' *LQVEXUJ
³2SHQ&/ 3URJUDPPLQJ*XLGH´ VW HG $PVWHUGDP $GGLVRQ:HVOH\
/RQJPDQ
>@ < 2NLWVX ) ,QR DQG . +DJLKDUD ³$FFHOHUDWLQJ FRQH EHDP
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ XVLQJ WKH &8'$HQDEOHG *38´ +LJK 3HUIRUPDQFH
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VFKHPH IRU &7 EDFNSURMHFWLRQ´ 1XFOHDU 6FLHQFH 6\PSRVLXP
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Aortic Root Motion Correction in C-Arm
Flat-Detector CT
Julia Wicklein, Gu¨nter Lauritsch, Kerstin Mu¨ller, Holger Kunze, Willi A. Kalender, and Yiannis Kyriakou
Abstract—Treatment of cardiac diseases via minimally invasive
procedures is of major interest in the clinics. An angiographic
C-arm CT system is state-of-the-art in an interventional cardiac
laboratory. It opens up the possibility of 3D reconstruction during
the procedure. Due to the long acquisition time of several seconds
of the C-arm, imaging of dynamic structures is a challenging
problem. Therefore, motion correction for cardiac applications
is an issue for this imaging device. New minimally invasive
procedures like the recently introduced TAVI (transcatheter
aortic valve implantation) suffer from cardiac motion. The 3D
image of the aorta is acquired during rapid pacing of the patient
to minimize the cardiac motion and to reduce the blood ﬂow. We
present a new algorithmic approach for motion compensation of
the aortic root for TAVI procedures under sinus rythm to make
rapid pacing unnecessary. Our optimization routine was tested
on three clinical datasets of the aortic root, wherein all three
show promising results.
Index Terms—Flat-Detector CT, Cardiac imaging, Aortic root,
Motion correction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) is a
minimally invasive procedure that spares high risk or elderly
patients open-heart surgeries to treat severe aortic valve
stenosis (see Ref. [1]). By default preoperative surgical
planning is performed using 3D computed tomography (CT)
images. For example the diameter of the annulus of the aortic
outﬂow tract is measured to make the right choice for the
prosthetic valve size. Modern hybrid operating rooms are
equipped with ﬁxed C-arm systems, providing the physicians
with real time 2D ﬂuoroscopic images for guidance during
the surgery. Recently, the authors of Ref. [2] introduced an
automatic aorta segmentation approach for TAVI.
Ref. [3] introduces a TAVI imaging procedure which
makes use of the C-arm CT for both, the 3D volume and
the 2D ﬂuoroscopic images. This allows for an accurate
and straightforward 2D/3D overlay during the intervention.
The short interval between the 3D aquisition and the valve
deployment leeds to a better reﬂection of the patient’s
anatomy during the intervention. The 3D image is aquired
during a 5 seconds scan taking 248 projections over 200°.
Selective contrasting was proposed. A pigtail catheter is
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placed in one of the cusps (typically the non-coronary cusp).
Thus, only the aortic root is contrasted. Unfortunately we do
not see the aortic outﬂow tract since this object is beyond
the aortic valves. In order to minimize artifacts caused by
cardiac motion, rapid ventricular pacing is applied of 180 -
220 bpm and patient breathing is supended. Figure 1 shows
an aortic root segmentation illustrating the basic anatomy of
a normal aortic valve with three cusps and the ostium of the
two coronary arteries.
Fig. 1. 3D C-arm CT reconstruction of the aortic root with the TAVI product
software from Siemens AG showing typical anatomic landmarks.
Rapid pacing might cause instabilities to the circuit of
the patient. There is a clinical desire avoiding rapid pacing
and performing imaging in the Sinus rhythm of the patient.
Cardiac motion can be treated algorithmically by estimation
of the motion from the imaging data and compensating the
motion in the reconstruction step. Ref. [4] performs motion
estimation on segmented projection images. The accuracy
of segmentation is sensitive to the quality and the contrast
to noise ratio of the images. Ref. [5] estimates the motion
by 3D-3D registration of ECG-gated volume images. A
long acquisition time of many heart cycles is needed in Flat
Detector CT (FD-CT) for generating ECG-gated volume
images (see Ref. [6]). In this paper, we present a novel
algorithmic approach to reduce motion artifacts of the aortic
root without the need for rapid pacing. It makes use of an
entropy based motion and misalignment correction method
introduced in Ref. [7].
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The method was originally developed to reduce misalignment
and motion artifacts for neuroradiology applications. We
adopt the main part of the original approach that is responsible
for motion correction tasks. In a two step procedure, aortic
root motion is estimated by counteracting variations of the
system geometry parameters, which are illustrated in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. FD-CT geometry according to Ref. [8]. O deﬁnes the detector origin
point, S the source position, D the source-detector distance, u, v the detector
coordinates and S′ the projection of S onto the detector-plane. The rotation
axis is parallel to the zW -coordinate.
The efﬁciency of our approach was evaluated on three
clinical datasets. The data was acquired with the TAVI protocol
without rapid pacing. We present the results and illustrate the
amenities of our motion correction method for interventional
aortic root imaging in the interventional suite.
II. METHOD
A. Motion Artifacts Metric
In Ref. [8] several image features were investigated with
respect to their sensitivity for misalignment artifacts. An
entropy criterion based on the gray-level histogram of the
reconstructed images was identiﬁed to be the most promis-
ing one for medical FD-CT applications. Fig. 2 shows the
deﬁned FD-CT geometry. Therefore, we chose this feature as
motion artifacts metric (MAM) for our motion compensation
approach. The histogram (H) of the intensity values q provides
a global description of an image. Entropy E using the gray
level histogram H is calculated according to:
E = −
Q∑
q=0
(h(q)· log h(q)),
with
h(q) =
H(q)
N
,
where Q is the maximum intensity value, h is the normal-
ized histogram or probability distribution of the image and N
is the number of image pixels.
B. Optimization Routine
We assume that the motion of the aorta is rigid without
major deformations. Therefore, an adaption of the algorithm
introduced in Ref. [7] is used to correct for cardiac motion (i.e.
orgen- or respiratory motion) without a-priori information.
Figure 3 illustrates the estimated parameters which are
explained in the following paragraph.
Fig. 3. Example for an object motion: The object point F moves to
F2 (translation in detector-u direction). This causes a translation of the
projection of F onto the detector-plane from F ′ to F ′2 (a). Compensation
with simultanious detector and source translation (from O to O2 and from S
to S2) (b).
The movement of the object is compensated by an
appropriate variation of the underlying system geometry.
A number of four system parameters need to be estimated
for motion correction. Parameters like detector- or source-
translation or a detector rotation are used to compensate
patient motion. Figure 3(a) shows an object translation in
detector-u direction. Figure 3(b) shows the compensation
by translating detector and source in the same direction.
Furthermore a translation in detector v-direction and a
detector rotation is optimized to correct object motion in
3D-space.
During the optimization routine, the MAM criterion is
used to estimate the mentioned parameters. This is done by
minimizing the entropy of the reconstructed images within a
gradient descent algorithm with adaptive step size, based on
Newton’s method:
xk+1 := xk + αkdk,
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with
dk = f ′′(xk)−1(−f ′(xk)),
for updating the function value xk from iteration k to k +
1, where dk deﬁnes the Newton-direction with a constant α.
The secant method is used to approximate the two derivatives
f ′(xk) and f ′′(xk) of the optimization function f , representing
the MAM criterion:
f ′(xk) ≈ f(x
k + 1)− f(xk − 1)
(xk + 1)− (xk − 1) ,
f ′′(xk) ≈ f(x
k + 1) + f(xk − 1)− 2f(xk)
( (x
k+1)−(xk−1)
2 )
2
.
Entropy minimization is performed during a blockwise and
a projectionwise parameter optimization. We reconstructed
three transverse slices (z = 0, z = 20 pixels, z = -20 pixels)
for the optimization algorithm with a size of 256 pixels ×
256 pixels and a pixel size of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm.
1) Blockwise Optimization: The ﬁrst step iteratively adjusts
blocks of projections covering a certain range of the scan. This
range enables the correction for cardiac without conﬂicts of
different heart phases. These are adjusted through a number
of iterations.
2) Projectionwise Optimization: The second step performs
projectionswise adjustments of the whole scan within a few
iterations. This procedure removes streak artifacts caused by
deviations of single projections.
III. MEASUREMENTS
We evaluated three datasets scanned with 248 projections
over 200° using the Siemens Artis zeego system (Siemens
AG, Healthcare Sector, Forchheim, Germany) with a detector
of size 616 pixels × 480 pixels and a pixel size of 0.616 mm
× 0.616 mm, a source-isocenter distance of 785 mm and
a source-detector distance of 1200 mm. The aortic root was
contrasted with a pigtail catheter placed close to the aortic
valve.
IV. RESULTS
The proposed algorithm for motion compensation of the
aortic root was evaluated on three clinical datasets. Figures 4,
5 and 6 show the preliminary results. The original standard
FDK reconstruction according to Ref. [9] is displayed in (a).
It is visible that the image quality of the FDK reconstruction is
degraded by motion artifacts. The three leaﬂets are highly cor-
rupted by motion blur. The motion corrected reconstructions
in Figure 5(b), 6(b) and 7(b) show the improvements in the
area of the aortic root. Each Subﬁgure shows the multi-planar
reconstruction images (long axis view top left and right, short
axis view bottom left) and volume rendering (bottom right).
The results presented in Figure 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the
effect of the optimization approach. The aortic roots after
optimization appear less artifact afﬂicted. The cusps of the
aortic valve and even the commissures of the leaﬂets are
speciﬁable after applying the correction routine. We tested the
approach on three different datasets, wherein all three show
comparable good results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The ﬁrst results with the new motion correction algorithm
on three clinical datasets show very promising results. The
motion correction approach works without a-priori knowledge
and gives the possibility to do interventional aortic root
imaging without the need for rapid pacing or with less contrast
agent insertion.
Fig. 4. Aortic root reconstruction of dataset 1: Original (a). Optimization
result (b). Each including the saggital cut (x = 0, upper left), the coronal cut
(y = 0, upper right), the transverse cut (z = 0, lower left) and the volume
image (lower right).
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Fig. 5. Aortic root reconstruction of dataset 2: Original (a). Optimization
result (b). Each including the saggital cut (x = 0, upper left), the coronal cut
(y = 0, upper right), the transverse cut (z = 0, lower left) and the volume
image (lower right).
The concepts and information presented in this paper are based
on research and are not commercially available.
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Abstract—Regularization approaches for the limited-angle re-
construction problem in digital breast tomosynthesis are widely-
used. Though, their beneﬁts depend largely upon a suitable
regularization parameter estimation. We aim to evaluate the
reconstruction quality of precise small contrast features objec-
tively with the help of an automated process. These features were
represented by so-called Landolt ring (LR) structures of descend-
ing sizes contained in an especially designed mammography test
object (Quart Mam/Digi Phantom).
A GPU-based iterative Barzilai-Borwein (BB) algorithm is
applied to solve the inverse reconstruction problem using total
variation (TV) regularization. Exemplarily, we analyzed limited-
angle breast projection images from a commercially available
digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) system (Siemens Mammomat
Inspiration). We show that the TV regularization parameter and
number of iterations can be chosen in such a way that the
detection rate for the LR features is considerably higher than
that obtained from the manufacturer’s reconstruction (modiﬁed
ﬁltered backprojection).
Index Terms—X-ray tomography, computed tomography, re-
construction algorithms, iterative algorithms, mammography,
digital breast tomosynthesis, cone-beam geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer remains a signiﬁcant threat to woman’s health
and the earlier the detection, the higher the chances for good
healing prognoses. As tumor size at diagnosis is one of the
main predictive factors for survival, all efforts are made to
improve detection of small lesions. The 2D mammography
is still the standard diagnostic method for screening and
the diagnostic setting, although many studies showed limited
sensitivity in dense breast tissue [1]. Now, that fast detectors
and computers are available, standard tomography has been
revitalized in breast diagnostics. In this technique, a 3D
volume, respectively a stack of 2D slices, is computed by
the use of a few projected X-ray images. The generated
3D information in digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) should
improve lesion detection through reduction of superimposition.
For reconstruction of the volume there are different algorithms
like ﬁltered back-projection (FBP), shift-and-add (SAA) or
algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART). The results in [2]
indicate that there may also be a substantial advantage in using
TV regularization for microcalciﬁcation imaging. In [3] the
inﬂuence of TV regularization on digital breast tomosynthesis
data taken from a Hologic Selenia Dimensions system was
analyzed.
In this paper, we investigate iterative image-reconstruction
in DBT based on ART and TV with respect to detection of
small clearly deﬁned contrast features e.g. Landolt rings (LR)
(see Fig. 1,2).
Fig. 1. 2D projection of the Quart Mam/Digi phantom. Step 11 and 12 are
not displayed.
ART formulates the projection of a volume to images as the
system of linear equations
Ax = y, (1)
where x ∈ Rn is an unknown 3D volume composed of n
voxels written as a vector, y ∈ Rpm is the set of p 2D images,
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Fig. 2. A reconstructed Landolt ring sequence at one step of the Quart
Mam/Digi phantom: six LRs at step 10, 200mAs, 30 kVp, BB reconstruction,
TV λ = 0.2, iterations 1 up to 20. On the right-hand side the corresponding
Siemens Mammomat Inspiration reconstruction at step 10 with 200mAs is
shown.
each consisting of m pixels. The matrix A ∈ Rpm×n is the
discretization of a line integral operator deﬁned by the X-
ray geometry. Solving (1) means reconstructing the volume.
Since this inverse problem is ill-posed, it is also important
to consider additional information. Other groups have shown,
that TV-regularization leads to a better signal to noise ratio
and to a reduction of streaking artifacts [4], [5], but one
may ask, whether small structures are better recognizable.
With TV-regularization the linear equation becomes a convex
optimization problem of the form
min
x
f(x) := ‖Ax− y‖22 + λTV (x) . (2)
For feasibility reasons, we use a differentiable approximation
of the total variation TV (x) which is deﬁned as
TV (x) :=
∑
ijk
√
d(xi,j,k) + β2 (3)
with a small β > 0 and
d(xi,j,k) := (xi−1,j,k − xi,j,k)2 + (4)
(xi,j−1,k − xi,j,k)2 + (5)
(xi,j,k−1 − xi,j,k)2 (6)
where the indices i, j and k denote the position in the 3D
volume. In [6] the iterative Barzilai-Borwein (BB) solver was
successfully used for reconstruction of low-dose cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) images, delivering good results
after just a few (12-30) iterations.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Tomosynthesis System
The system that we used for our reconstructions is a
Siemens Mammomat Inspiration. Its X-ray source moves with
an angular range of maximal 50 ◦ and under our operating
conditions between −24.82 ◦ and +21.14 ◦. During this pro-
cess the system exposes 25 projection images with a size of
about 2400×3600 pixels and a pixel spacing of 0.085×0.085
[mm]. The rotation center is at 4.7 cm above the detector and
the distance between the x-tube and the detector is about 66 cm
[7]. We evaluate one series with 30 peak kilovoltage (kVp) and
an overall exposure of 200mAs (8mAs per projection), which
is higher than the system’s automatic mode with an exposure
value deﬁned at 105mAs for 30 kVp for the mammography
phantom.
B. Reconstruction Method
The volume, that we reconstruct, is a box with about
2400× 3600× 47 voxels and a voxel size of 0.085× 0.085×
1mm3. It is located close upon the detector and contains the
whole phantom. To avoid artifacts and minimize the memory
required, our volume is deﬁned exclusively by voxels that are
projected into regions of the phantom. Exterior voxels are set
to 0.
We applied the algorithm by Barzilai and Borwein, which
is based on a Quasi-Newton-Method [8]. Thereby an iteration
step has the form xn+1 = xn−H−1n ∇f(xn) where Hn is an
approximation to the Hessian of f(x). Barzilai and Borwein
set H−1n = αnI where αn is given by
αn =
(xn − xn−1)T (∇f(xn)−∇f(xn−1))
(xn − xn−1)T (xn − xn−1) (7)
minimizing ‖(xk − xk−1)− αn(∇f(xn)−∇f(xn−1))‖.
Since the total variation is not differentiable as a function of
x, we use the differentiable approximation TV (x) as deﬁned
in (3). Then, the iteration step becomes
xn+1 = xn − αn ( 2AT (Ax− y) + λ∇(TV (x)) ) . (8)
The inﬂuence of TV on the reconstruction process can
be managed by the regularization constant λ in (2) and (8)
respectively. To speed up the reconstruction process forward
and back projection (A and AT , respectively) are written as
shaders running on the graphics processing unit (GPU), see
[9].
C. Quart Phantom
To evaluate the quality of our reconstructions we used a new
mammography phantom, the Quart Mam/Digi phantom [10].
The most interesting features for our reconstruction are the
so-called Landolt rings (see Fig. 1,2). These are special rings
with a gap in one of the four directions: right, left, bottom or
top. The phantom has 12 steps with increasing densities and
each step contains a group of six LRs with diameters from
800μm down to 260μm.
Fig. 1 shows a projection image of the Quart Mam/Digi
phantom. A detailed reconstruction of a group of Landolt
rings is depicted in Fig. 2. Furthermore, in the latter the
identical region from the Siemens Mammomat Inspiration
reconstruction is given. The more LRs are detected correctly
in a reconstruction, the better the image quality is. For a fast
and objective evaluation we implemented a fully automatic
LR detection algorithm based on standardized 12-bit DICOM
input datasets.
D. Automatic Landolt Ring Detection
Fig. 3(a) shows a schematic representation of a LR. To
measure the detection quality of a LR, three features are
calculated (see also Fig. 3(b)):
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Fig. 3. (a) LR with gap on the right side. (b) Marked features: center of ring (dot), path inside the ring (line), path in the gap (dotted line) and circle-path
outside (line). (c) LRs on Step 7, Exposure 99 mAs, Barzilai Borwein reconstruction, TV λ = 0.5 . (d) Visual output of the automatic LR detection for the
ﬁrst Ring in (c): center, ring and gap are marked correctly. (e) Values on the circle-path through the ring and the gap: the highest peak belongs to the gap.
1) Contrast c, based on the gray value v1 at the center, the
mean value v2 of the intensities along a circular path
on the ring and the mean value v3 on the circle-path
outside: c = ((v1 − v2) + (v3 − v2))/2,
2) Standard deviation sd of the ring values,
3) Difference d between mean gap value and mean ring
value.
The calculations are performed with sub-pixel accuracy using
bilinear interpolation. The positions of the 12 groups of LRs in
the phantom are ﬁx. In order to ensure a more ﬂexible usability
of the detection method, offset jumps from an automatically
detected landmark to the LR groups are used. Caused by small
inaccuracies in the landmark detection, a small search window
of 0.5×0.5×1.0mm3 for searching the center of the ﬁrst LR
of a group is used - this ensures that the ﬁrst ring of a group
can be determined correctly. A ring is marked at the position
where the sum
D = ω1c+ ω2sd+ ω3d, withω = (ω1, ω2, ω3) = (3,−1, 1)
(9)
is maximized, varying the center of the LR and the position
of the gap. ω was heuristically deﬁned. A ring is counted as
detected if the detection sum D is greater than a threshold κ
and the attitude of the gap is correctly detected. Suitable values
for the detection threshold κ can be chosen taking the density
range of the reconstructed DICOM datasets into account. The
correct gap positions are known a priori for all LRs of the
phantom.
III. RESULTS
We assign 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 1.0 and 10.0 to the TV
regularization constant λ and compare the reconstructions
using up to 22 iteration steps. The Landolt ring detection
threshold κ is varied to control its inﬂuence on the detection
rates.
Fig. 4 shows some volume statistics for assigned λ values
(0, 10−1, 100, 101). On the left side (a) the residual norm ||y−
Ax||2 is plotted versus the iteration number, whereas on the
right side the total variation ||x||TV of the volume is shown. As
one expects, the ﬁgure shows decreasing residual norms in (a)
and simultaneously increasing total variations of the volumes
in (b) with respect to the regularization parameter. Already
after 20 iteration steps the desired regularization characteristics
are achieved. The differences within the volume statistics for
λ ∈ [0.1, 0.3] are marginal. Thus they are omitted in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows the LR detection results for assigned λ values
(λ = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 ). Two different LR detection thresholds
κ were used to deﬁne a correct ring count D > κ (see
(9)): in Fig. 5 (a) κ = 50 and in (b) κ = 75. For a higher
detection threshold κ less rings were detected e.g. 33 instead
of 38 for the Siemens reconstruction. Our results seem to
be nonsensitive to threshold variations, because of the higher
contrast of our volumes. Both shapes of our data proﬁles look
nearly identical.
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Fig. 5. LR counts for TV reconstructions with different λ values. In
comparison to the Siemens reconstruction λ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 values mostly
deliver higher LR counts after 4 iterations.
The computer used for reconstruction had an Intel Core
i7 CPU with 2.97 GHz clock speed and 12 GB RAM. We
used a 64-bit Windows 7 OS; the GPU is a NVIDIA GeForce
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Fig. 4. Iterative reconstruction characteristics for different TV regularization values λ = 0, 10−1, 100, 101: (a) residual norm ||y−Ax||2 and (b) TV norm
||x||TV .
GTX 280. The reconstruction program is compiled as an 32-
bit application. Intermediate reconstruction volumes needed
during the reconstruction process had to be stored on the
hard disk, because of the large size of the Quart Mam/Digi
phantom. The runtime for one iteration was approx. one up to
two minutes.
IV. DISCUSSION
We showed in this paper that the Landolt ring component
of the speciﬁc phantom is an adequate tool for the evaluation
of DBT algorithms with respect to the representation of small
dense structures. TV regularization yielded better perceptibil-
ity of the LRs contained in the Quart Mam/Digi phantom,
when the parameter λ is adjusted carefully. With the correct
iteration number we ﬁnd more rings, than the reconstruction
provided by the manufacturer. A possible explanation for this
is a lower standard deviation sd of the values on the ring and
thus less noise for comparable contrast values, when using the
non-linear TV-regularization.
The following additional steps are planed as future research.
We will systematically evaluate our reconstructions for more
than 20 iterations over the whole exposure range and time.
Investigation and possibly modiﬁcation of other regularization
methods e.g. the L1 norm are planed. With ongoing im-
provement of the algorithm the required radiation dose could
possibly be further reduced.
We will compare the results of the automatic LR detection
with the reading of radiologists to evaluate reconstruction
quality in a clinical context. Furthermore, we hope that our
method can be applied in the context of limited angle breast
tomography in order to improve the detection of clinical
pathologies (e.g. microcalciﬁcations).
V. CONCLUSION
We conclude that our iterative TV-regularized reconstruction
method can be almost optimally adapted to improve the
depiction of small clearly deﬁned contrast features in limited-
angle cone-beam reconstruction problems.
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Abstract—Differential phase contrast imaging (DPCI) enables
the visualization of soft tissue contrast using X-rays. In this
work we introduce a reconstruction framework based on curvelet
expansion and sparse regularization for DPCI. We will show
that curvelets provide a suitable data representation for DPCI
reconstruction that allows preservation of edges as well as an
exact analytic representation of the system matrix. As a ﬁrst
evaluation, we show results using simulated phantom data.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main shortcomings of conventional x-ray com-
puted tomography (CT) is the low contrast within the soft
tissue regions. Differential phase-contrast imaging (DPCI)
is an emerging imaging modality which was developed to
address this issue. It was shown in [1], that this technique
improves the visualization of soft tissues upon conventional
X-ray computed tomography (CT).
The basic idea of DPCI consists in performing phase-
sensitive x-ray measurements (rather than imaging the ab-
sorption coefﬁcient) and the reconstruction of the refraction
coefﬁcient f : R2 → R. The mathematical model describes
the relationship between the phase change and the refraction
coefﬁcient f in the following way, cf. [1], [2], [3],
Pf(θ, s) = ∂
∂s
∫
L(θ,s)
f(x) dx, (1)
where L(θ, s) = {x ∈ R2 : x1 cos θ + x2 sin θ = s} denotes
a line with the normal direction (cos θ, sin θ)T and the signed
distance from the origin s ∈ R. Given the measurements
y = Pf , the reconstruction problem amounts to ﬁnding the
refraction coefﬁcient f from the phase shift data Pf . In this
work, we consider the following noisy reconstruction problem
yδ = Pf + η, (2)
where η is the noise component with a noise level δ > 0, i.e.,
‖η‖2 ≤ δ. To this end, we ﬁrst note that the DPCI model (1) is
essentially given by the ﬁrst derivative of the classical Radon
transform
Rf(θ, s) =
∫
L(θ,s)
f(x) dx, (3)
such that Pf(θ, s) = ∂∂sRf(θ, s). Therefore, techniques
which were originally developed for conventional CT can
be transferred to DPCI. For example, in [4], the well-known
ﬁltered backprojection (FBP) algorithms has been adapted for
reconstruction from DPCI data. However, in order to achieve
an adequate reconstruction quality, FBP needs a large number
of projections. In addition to that, it is well-known that FBP
performs poorly in the presence of noise.
To address these issues, we propose a reconstruction method
that is based on a series expansion framework (often called
algebraic or iterative reconstruction). In this framework, the
unknown function f is expanded with respect to a given
dictionary (ψn)Nn=1 via f =
∑N
n=1 cnψn. Then, the expansion
coefﬁcients (cn)Nn=1 are determined from the measurements
ym = Pf(θm, sm) =
N∑
n=1
cnPψn(θm, sm). (4)
by solving the linear system of equations
y = Pc, (5)
where y = (y1, . . . , yM )ᵀ and P = (Pm,n) is the M × N
system matrix with entries Pm,n = Pψn(θm, sm).
Several choices of dictionaries have been proposed for
reconstruction in DPCI. For example, in [5], Ko¨hler et al. con-
sidered a series expansions based on Kaiser-Bessel functions
(also known as isotropic blob functions). Another example
is the B-Spline series expansion which was investigated by
Nilchian et al. in [6].
In this work, we propose an approach that is based on the
expansion of f with respect to the curvelet frame, [7]. An
advantage of using curvelets over other dictionaries lies in
the fact that curvelet expansions allow for an edge-preserving
reconstruction. In addition to that, curvelets admit an analytic
representation of the system matrix.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we recall the
deﬁnition of curvelets and recall some of their basic properties.
In Section III we describe our curvelet-based discretization
used for the explicit computation of the system matrix P as
well as the resulting reconstruction method. Finally, in Section
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IV, we illustrate our method by reconstructions of simulated
phantom data.
II. CURVELETS
The curvelet dictionary is a family of functions ψj,l,k :
R
2 → C which has a multi-scale structure and whose main
advantage is the high directionality of its ﬁne scale atoms [7].
The construction of curvelets is done in the Fourier domain.
We will make use of the following deﬁnition of the Fourier
transform
fˆ(ξ) =
1
2π
∫
R2
f(x)e−ixξ dx.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the generating curvelets ψj,0,0 at scale 2−j ,
j ∈ N0, by using polar coordinates ξ = reiθ in the Fourier
domain:
ψ̂j,0,0(re
iθ) = 2−3j/4 ·W (2−j · r) · V
(
2 j/2+1
π
· θ
)
, (6)
where W is a radial window and V is an angular win-
dow, respectively. We require the windows W , V to be real
and smooth (W,V ∈ C∞) such that suppW ⊂ (1/2, 2),
suppV ⊂ (−1, 1). Moreover, V and W have to satisfy
proper admissibility conditions, cf. [7]. The family of curvelets
{ψj,l,k}j,l,k is constructed by translation and rotation of the
generating curvelets ψj,0,0. That is, at scale 2−j , the curvelet
ψj,l,k is deﬁned via
ψj,l,k(x) = ψj,0,0(Rθj,l(x− bj,lk )), for x ∈ R2. (7)
Here Rθj,l denotes the rotation matrix
Rθj,l =
(
cos θj,l − sin θj,l
sin θj,l cos θj,l
)
with respect to the scale-dependent rotation angles θj,l and the
scale-dependent locations bj,lk which are deﬁned by
θj,l = l · π · 2−j/2−1, −2 j/2+1 ≤ l < 2 j/2+1, (8)
bj,lk = R
−1
θj,l
(
k1
2j
,
k2
2j/2
)
, k = (k1, k2) ∈ Z2. (9)
Clearly, each curvelet is supported on a polar wedge in the
Fourier domain which has a positive distance to the origin.
We complete the curvelet system with the generating low-pass
function ψ−1,0,0, deﬁned in the Fourier domain by
ψ̂−1,0,0(reiθ) = W0(r), W 20 (r) := 1−
∞∑
j=0
W 2(2−jr),
with all of its translates {ψ−1,0,k}k∈Z2 . The index set of the
completed curvelet dictionary is now given by
I = {(−1, 0, k) : k ∈ Z2}∪{
(j, l, k) : j ∈ N0, k ∈ Z2, −2 j/2+1 ≤ l < 2 j/2+1
}
One of the fundamental properties of the curvelet dictionary
is that it constitutes a normalized tight frame for L2(R2), cf.
[7]. In particular, each f ∈ L2(R2) can be expanded in terms
of curvelets via
f =
∑
(j,l,k)∈I
〈ψj,l,k, f〉ψj,l,k. (10)
Note that the representation (10) is directional. Indeed, in
addition to the scale-parameter j and the location parameter
k = (k1, k2), the orientation parameter l corresponds to
directional features of f .
III. CURVELET SERIES EXPANSION FOR DPCI
We now use curvelets in order to discretize the DPCI
operator P which is deﬁned in (1). To this end, we model
f as a ﬁnite linear combination of curvelets via
f =
N∑
n=1
cnψn, (11)
where n = n(j, l, k) is an enumeration of the curvelet index set
I and N = |I|. In the following, we also assume that a ﬁnite
number of measurements is available, ym = Pf(θm, sm),
1 ≤ m ≤ M ∈ N. Using (11), each measurement ym can
be expressed as
ym = Pf(θm, sm) =
N∑
n=1
cnPψn(θm, sm). (12)
The discrete (noise free) reconstruction problem then reads
y = Pc, (13)
where P is the system matrix which is deﬁned by
Pm,n = Pψn(θm, sm), 1 ≤ m ≤ M, n ∈ I. (14)
An advantage of using curvelets for the discretization lies in
the fact that the Radon transform of curvelet elements can be
computed analytically. In analogy to [8], we have the following
result.
Theorem III.1. Let ψj,l,k be a curvelet (cf. (7)) and denote
e(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ)ᵀ. Then,
Pψj,l,k(θ, s) = 25j/4V ∗
(
2 j/2+1
π
(θ − θj,l)
)√
2π
îW ∗
(
2j
(〈
bj,lk , e(θ − θj,l)
〉
− s
))
where bj,lk and θj,l are deﬁned in (8) and (9). Further,
W ∗(r) = rW (r) with the radial window function W as given
above and V ∗(α) = V (α)+V (α−sgn(α)π) with V denoting
the angular window function.
We now consider the discrete noisy reconstruction problem
yδ = Pc+ η, (15)
where η ∈ RN denotes the noise component. In order to
minimize the inﬂuence of noise to the reconstruction, we use
variational regularization which amounts to the minimization
of an energy functional of the form
‖Pc− y‖22 + αΛ(c), (16)
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where the ﬁrst term controls the data error and the second
term Λ : RN → [0,∞) is a penalty function which encodes
the a-priori information about the unknown object f .
Our goal is to design an edge-preserving reconstruction
method based on curvelet coefﬁcients. For this purpose, we
take advantage of the ability of curvelets to provide optimally
sparse representation of functions with sharp edges, cf. [9].
In order to obtain a sparse vector of curvelet coefﬁcients
through minimization of (16), we use the paradigm of sparse
regularization, cf.[10]. In this context, it is well-known that
the 1-norm favors sparse solutions. Therefore, we solve the
problem (15) by minimizing the 1-penalized functional
cˆ = arg min
c∈CN
{
1
2
∥∥Pc− yδ∥∥2
2
+ ‖c‖1,w
}
, (17)
where ‖c‖1,w =
∑
k wk |ck| denotes the weighted 1-norm
with a weight sequence w satisfying wk ≥ w0 > 0. Having
computed cˆ, a solution for the original problem (2) is then
given by applying the synthesis operator to the regularized
curvelet coefﬁcients cˆ, i.e.,
f∗ =
N∑
n=1
cˆnψn. (18)
The computation of a reconstruction by (17), (18) is stable
and edge-preserving.
IV. RESULTS
A. Implementation
Our implementation of the curvelet transform is written in
C++ and is based on polar coordinates in the Fourier domain.
Note that the CurveLab toolbox [11] uses a slightly differ-
ent approach with coronization based on concentric squares
instead of concentric circles.
For sparse regularization, one of the most effective methods
is the iterative soft-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) as suggested
in [10]. We implemented the fast iterative soft-thresholding
algorithm (FISTA) variant as proposed in [12]. In both algo-
rithms every minimizer c∗ of the 1-penalized reconstruction
problem is a ﬁxed point of the following iteration:
c∗k+1 = Sλw
(
c∗k − λP∗(Pc∗k − yδ)
)
.
Here, Sτ denotes the soft-thresholding operator of x with
threshold τ :
Sτ (x) =
{
x− sgn(x)τ |x| ≥ τ
0 else.
The step-size λ > 0 is chosen according to the Barzilai-
Borwein method (cf. [13]). For our ﬁrst reconstructions, we
use a constant parameter w = 0.01. We will refer to our 1-
regularized reconstruction as Curvelet Sparse Regularization
(CSR), cf. (17) and (18). Additionally, we implemented the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. We have used the CG to
solve the un-regularized tomographic problem (15). In the
following, we will compare the results of reconstructions ob-
tained via FBP to those of the CG based reconstruction as well
as our CSR based reconstructions. In both implementations,
CSR as well as CG, we have used the closed form formula
given in Theorem III.1 in order to compute the elements of
the system matrix.
B. Setup and datasets
To evaluate our method, we applied the forward model to the
Shepp-Logan phantom. We compare FBP (with the adjusted
ﬁlter for DPCI [4]) to both of our curvelet based iterative
methods - CG and CSR. Both reconstructions, CG and CSR,
were produced using 200 iterations. We start our evaluation by
taking 360 projections within the angular range of 0◦ -180◦ .
The results are shown in Fig. 1.
(a) (b) (c)
0 50 100 150 200
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
FBP
CG
CSR
Ground Truth
(d)
Fig. 1. (a) FBP (SNR: 12.7 dB), (b) CG (SNR: 15.7 dB), (c) CSR (SNR:
15.9 dB), (d) Line proﬁle (y = 100)
The curvelet based methods provide visually promising
results. Additionally, we present a line proﬁle (see. Fig. 1 (d))
which clearly shows our curvelet based methods to be much
closer to the ground truth than the FBP method. The signal to
noise ratio (SNR) shows an increase from 12.7dB for FBP up
to 15.9dB for CSR.
However, having a closer look we observe two additional
phenomena: First, our current implementation of the curvelet
based methods exhibits Gibbs-like effects. Second, we ﬁnd the
CG results to show high frequent noise in contrast to the FBP
results. Thus, we suppose this noise is linked to the oscillating
behaviour of the curvelet elements. This noise gets clearly
reduced by the CSR method, while sharpness of the edges is
preserved. The given line proﬁle additionally shows, this noise
reduction when using CSR in contrast to the CG method.
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We continue our evaluation by reducing the number of
projections taken to 60 by increasing the angular spacing from
0.5◦ to 3◦ . The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 2.
The line proﬁle in Fig. 2 (d) as well as the SNR increase
from 11.1dB (FBP) to 14.3dB (CSR) emphasizes our previous
results. However, in this case, we also observe Gibbs artefacts
and a noise reduction when using the CSR method.
(a) (b) (c)
0 50 100 150 200
0
0.02
0.04
0.06 FBP
CG
CSR
Ground Truth
(d)
Fig. 2. (a) FBP (SNR: 11.1 dB), (b) CG (SNR: 13 dB), (c) CSR (SNR: 14.3
dB), (d) Line proﬁle (y = 100)
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we have introduced a curvelet based framework
for differential phase-contrast imaging. In particular, we have
presented an analytically exact discretization of the DPCI oper-
ator. Moreover, we applied the curvelet sparse regularization to
the reconstruction problem of DPCI. Our ﬁrst reconstruction
results show that the method is promising, but still requires
further work to achieve better results.
We believe that the curvelet representation provides a solid
basis for extending reconstruction methods towards reducing
the radiation exposure by exploiting the sparsity and edge-
preserving properties of curvelets.
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Directional X-Ray Scattering Tomography
Andreas Malecki, Guillaume Potdevin, Thomas Biernath, Elena Eggl, Tobias Lasser, Jens Maisenbacher, Jens
Gibmeier, Alexander Wanner, and Franz Pfeiffer
Abstract—Since the introduction of dark-ﬁeld imaging as a
novel x-ray contrast method, a broad range of additional sample
features have become accessible with laboratory-based tomogra-
phy for the ﬁrst time. Here contrast is caused by scattering inside
the specimen and thus strongly depends on structures on a scale
below the detector resolution. Simple x-ray dark-ﬁeld tomogra-
phy is in principle compatible to existing techniques with respect
to the dose but only gives good reconstruction results when all
structures inside the sample are isotropic meaning the scattering
in each volume element does not change when recording the
projections. Additionally a radiographic method exists that takes
the changes in the scattering strength into account when rotating
the sample: Directional dark-ﬁeld radiography. But this method
suffers from being applicable only to thin specimens. Here we
present a novel method, directional x-ray scattering tomography,
which combines directional dark-ﬁeld imaging with a direction-
aware reconstruction approach, and demonstrate its validity with
experimental data from a well-deﬁned specimen. With this novel
method medical diagnosis based on non-resolvable structures for
example in the case of bone strength could drastically improve.
Index Terms—X-ray dark-ﬁeld imaging, grating interferome-
try, scattering tensor tomography
I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray grating interferometry provides two novel contrast
channels in addition to conventional absorption-based imag-
ing: differential phase and dark-ﬁeld contrast. In x-ray dark-
ﬁeld imaging [1] the signal represents the amount of coherent
scattering of the penetrating x-ray wavefront at small structures
inside the sample [2], [3]. Thus dark-ﬁeld radiography and
tomography allow to draw conclusions about the morphology
of a sample’s micro-structures [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. At the same time no high resolution detectors are
required, which makes dark-ﬁeld based methods especially
interesting for medical applications because of almost equal
dose requirements.
Whenever oriented sub-pixel size structures are present in
the sample, the amount of scattering strongly depends on the
current orientation of the specimen. Therefore the intensity of
the dark-ﬁeld signal oscillates when rotating of the specimen
around the x-ray beam. Directional dark-ﬁeld imaging [12],
[13] evaluates these oscillations and allows to deduce the
micro-structural orientation and anisotropy of thin specimens.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the x-ray grating interferometry setup used to obtain
the directional dark-ﬁeld projections. The setup consisted of an x-ray tube
(X), a cubic specimen (S), a three-grating interferometer (G0, G1, and G2)
and a detector (D). The sample was rotated around a ﬁxed point. It was
mounted on an Eulerian cradle such that certain spatial angular positions had
to be excluded for which the goniometer would shadow the cube partially or
completely. The lab and sample coordinate systems are indicated as well.
Here it is crucial to examine only rather thin specimens where
the x-ray beam then only penetrates one structure at maximum.
Otherwise, whenever several structures overlap along the ray
path and scatter in different directions, which is rather likely
in thick specimens, further knowledge about the sample is
required to distinguish between several contributing structures
or a single one [14], [15]. The main limitation in this case
is that it is unknown where along the beam path which
contribution to the measured dark-ﬁeld signal originates.
Directional dark-ﬁeld imaging is a radiographic method.
Computed tomography, however, allows to reconstruct
position-dependent sample properties. As long as the scattering
inside the sample is isotropic, tomographic reconstructions
on the basis of the dark-ﬁeld signal are feasible simply by
replacing the measured transmission by the dark-ﬁeld data
[6]. But if the scattering inside the sample is anisotropic,
neglecting the direction dependence of the scattering in dark-
ﬁeld tomography leads to incorrect reconstructions. When the
sample is rotated around the tomographic axis, the amount
of scattering strongly and non-linearly changes between sub-
sequent projections. Consequently, coupling directional dark-
ﬁeld imaging to a direction-aware computed tomography
method could overcome the limitations of both simple dark-
ﬁeld tomography and directional dark-ﬁeld imaging.
Here we show how to combine the directional dark-ﬁeld
signal with computed tomography and reconstruct the lo-
cal direction-dependent scattering of the sample. Based on
experimental data obtained from a well-deﬁned specimen
we qualitatively account for the correct reconstruction of its
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scattering parameters.
For this study we used a typical laboratory-based exper-
imental setup (see ﬁg. 1). It consists of an x-ray tube as
source (X), a Talbot-Lau grating interferometer with three
gratings (G0, G1, and G2), and a detector (D). In such a setup,
the ﬁrst grating (source grating, G0) ensures a sufﬁciently
coherent illumination of the actual interferometer formed by
the phase and analyzer gratings (G1 and G2). The sample (S)
was mounted on an Eulerian cradle placed between source and
phase grating. Consequently, its orientation could be chosen
almost arbitrarily within a wide spatial angular range only
limited by the goniometer’s metal ring.
It has been shown before (cf. [14], [15]) that the physical
model behind x-ray directional dark-ﬁeld imaging is in a sense
similar to the Beer-Lambert law known from absorption of x-
rays and can be described by
D(x, y) = exp
[
−
∫
〈(x, y, z), t〉2 dz
]
. (1)
Here D denotes the measured dark-ﬁeld signal, and 〈·, ·〉 the
Euclidian scalar product, (x, y, z) ∈ R3 is the location-
dependent scattering introduced by the sample, and t ∈ R3
the sensitivity vector of the grating interferometer. t describes
the absolute sensitivity and its direction at the same time. It
always points in a direction parallel to the grating surface
but perpendicular to the grating lines. The magnitude of the
sensitivity vector depends on the setup parameters of the
interferometer, the sample location, and the x-ray energy. The
scattering as well is energy-dependent and characterized by
its direction and magnitude represented by . For this work
we ignored all deviations that may have been caused by the
polychromatic energy spectrum and reconstructed effective
values.
To combine x-ray directional dark-ﬁeld imaging with com-
puted tomography, we generalized the existing model in eq. (1)
by allowing a ﬁnite number of different scattering directions
i in every sample point. When performing tomography, the
sample is rotated relative to the penetrating beam. As a
consequence, the scattering at each location also depends on
the direction of the incoming beam s relative to the sample
orientation. These considerations lead to
D(x, y) = exp
[
−
∫ ∑
i
〈i(s, x, y, z), t〉2 dz
]
. (2)
As already shown in [14], [15], it is impossible to dis-
tinguish between an isotropic scatterer and two completely
anisotropic layers put close to each other but with a relative
orientation of 90◦. Thus we can ignore constant scattering con-
tributions by absorbing them in two perpendicular anisotropic
contributions. We only have to ensure that enough different
scattering directions are available.
To be able to perform a reconstruction, we still need to
specify how i(s, x, y, z) changes when rotating the sample,
which is equivalent to changing the direction of the incoming
beam s. Here we assume that the scattering direction is always
ﬁxed with respect to the sample coordinate system but the
amount changes with the relative orientation of i and s like
i(s, x, y, z) = |sˆ× i(x, y, z)| ˆi. (3)
Here sˆ and ˆi are equal to s and i normalized to Euclidian
unit length.
Using (3) we can substantiate (2):
D(x, y) = exp
[
−
∫ ∑
i (|i(x, y, z)| |t|)2
(|sˆ× ˆi| 〈ˆi, tˆ〉)2 dz
]
(4)
All values of the weight factor (|sˆ× ˆi| 〈ˆi, tˆ〉)2 can be
precalculated from the corresponding sample orientation when
the setup geometry is known. For parallel geometry they are
constant for all rays contributing to a single projection. The
results presented below show the reconstruction of the product
of the absolute values of i(x, y, z) and t. This is equivalent
to the assumption that all sample volume elements (voxels)
contain an identical distribution of scatterers with respect to
their size and material. If one can furthermore assume that the
sensitivity is more or less constant and known, this directly
allows to reconstruct the scattering caused in each sample
voxel. In general this is not applicable, as the sensitivity
strongly depends on the x-ray energy and structure dimensions.
How to separate the two contributions from scattering and
sensitivity and correctly model the energy dependence will be
part of future examinations.
For the reconstruction we used the simultaneous algebraic
reconstruction technique (SART) [16]. The underlying model
was modiﬁed to ﬁt to the experimental data by reconstructing
several volumes in parallel, one for each scattering component
(see Methods & Materials for details).
II. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
For this study we used a 1.03 cm×1.03 cm×1.02 cm large
cube sample made of carbon ﬁber enforced carbon (CFC).
The sample contained eight layers of oriented ﬁbers with the
ﬁbers in each layer mainly pointing in one identical direction
parallel to the layer. The layers were separated by thinner
felt layers with an arbitrary ﬁber orientation. Groups of two
equally oriented layers were oriented perpendicular towards
each adjacent group and parallel to the upper/lower surface of
the cube. From the top to the bottom all layers were connected
by additional strings of ﬁbers.
As the contribution of each scattering component depends
on the relative orientation with respect to the beam direction,
it was necessary to rotate the sample not only around a single
rotation axis but freely around the center of rotation of the
Eulerian cradle. Otherwise, there would have been scattering
coefﬁcients with a constant weight factor equal to 0. The
orientation of the specimen in this case are deﬁned by the three
Eulerian angles θ, ψ, φ and in total 2416 different projections
were recorded (see Methods & Materials for details).
Fig. 2 shows two representative slices of the raw results
gained from reconstructing the scattering coefﬁcients for the
following seven different scattering orientations, along the
three Cartesian coordinate axes and the four space diagonals
(coordinates given with respect to the sample coordinate
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Fig. 2. Reconstructed slices and direction-dependent scattering strength. (a)-(g) show the scattering strength with respect to the scattering direction of
the same central slice parallel to the sample’s y-z plane. (h)-(n) show the same scattering components but now in a plane parallel to the x and z axes. The
broken lines mark the position of the images shown. From top to bottom the strongest scattering direction inside the sample alternates between the x direction
and the z direction. The scattering along the y axis is almost constant throughout the whole specimen. At the locations of the intermediate felt layers the the
scattering power is equally distributed of over all scattering components.
system):
ˆ1 =
(
1 0 0
)T
, ˆ2 =
(
0 1 0
)T
, ˆ3 =
(
0 0 1
)T
,
ˆ4 =
1√
3
(
1 1 1
)T
, ˆ5 =
1√
3
(
1 −1 1)T ,
ˆ6 =
1√
3
(
1 1 −1)T , ˆ7 = 1√
3
(
1 −1 −1)T .
We limited the number of scattering directions to seven to
save memory and computation time. In the ﬁgure it becomes
evident that the scattering happening inside the sample is
mainly along the Cartesian coordinate axes and alternating
between the x and the z direction, when moving along the y
axis, while it is almost constant in the y direction throughout
the whole specimen. Mainly only at the locations of the
intermediate felt layers the diagonal scattering components
show a signiﬁcant contribution. For a ﬁxed height y the
scattering in all components is rather homogeneous.
In general scattering only occurs perpendicular to the
structures in the sample. This leads to a strong dark-ﬁeld
signal pointing in these directions. From the reconstructed
scattering components one can deduce that because of the
maximum scattering strength alternating between the x and
z direction, the main orientation of the structures between
the corresponding layers must be alternating as well. Strictly
speaking, the scattering structures in the uppermost layer and
the second lowest have to point in the z direction and the
features in the remaining two layers have to point in the x
direction. As all ﬁber layers are stacked on top of each other
in y direction, no change in the vertical scattering component
can be observed. All these ﬁndings agree with the morphology
of the sample resulting from its production process.
III. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
In summary we have shown that the directional dark-
ﬁeld signal obtained with x-ray grating interferometry allows
to tomographically reconstruct the local direction-dependent
scattering properties of a specimen. For that purpose we
extended the well-known physical model behind directional
dark-ﬁeld imaging to allow different scattering directions in
every sample voxel.
In the future, this method can be extended to represent the
scattering properties of the sample by a tensor in every sample
voxel. If one takes the energy dependence of the scattering
into account and energy-resolving pixelated detectors become
available, it should also be possible to reconstruct the size
distribution of the sub-pixel features causing the scattering.
This technique in principle could also have a large impact
in the medical ﬁeld, for example in the diagnosis of bone
pathologies like osteoporosis.
IV. METHODS & MATERIALS
The dark-ﬁeld projections were obtained at a laboratory
setup at the Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen (cf. sketch in
ﬁg. 1). We used a high power x-ray tube (MXR-160HP/11
by COMET AG, Switzerland) at 90 kV and 8mA and an
additional 3.0mm aluminium ﬁlter. The x-ray detector was
a Varian PaxScan 2520D with a CsI scintillator and a pixel
pitch of 127μm (Varian medical systems, USA).
The interferometer consisted of two transmission gratings
(G0 and G2) with a silicon substrate height of 500μm and
150μm and 160 − 170μm high gold lines and spaces ﬁlled
with SU-8. Our phase-shifting grating (G1) induced a phase
shift of π/2 at the targeted design energy of 56.9 keV and was
made of 10μm high nickel lines on a 200μm thick silicon
substrate. We used a symmetric setup with an inter-grating
distance of L = d = 1.15m. The period of the gratings
was 10μm for the absorption gratings and 5μm for the phase
grating and all duty cycles were 0.5.
The sample was mounted on an Eulerian cradle manu-
factured by Huber Diffraktionstechnik GmbH & Co. KG,
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Germany, and located 89 cm from the source grating. With
a resulting magniﬁcation of 2.6 and a sample size of 1 cm
this allowed to use parallel beam geometry as a very good
approximation for this reconstruction problem.
Projections were taken for the following Eulerian angle
values given as (θ, ψ, φ) with coarse steps in θ and φ and ﬁne
steps in ψ. With x, y, z being the Cartesian sample coordinate
axes and x′, y′, z′ the Cartesian lab coordinate system, θ was
the angle between the y′ and y axis, ψ the rotation angle
around y′ and φ the rotation angle around y. During the
experiment ψ was used as fastest and φ as slowest axis. This
resulted in a total number of 2416 projections. For each sample
orientation the phase grating was scanned in 8 steps over one
grating period (phase stepping, cf. [17]). Reference images
were taken each time between a full scan along the fast axis.
We calculated the dark-ﬁeld contrast signal from the Fourier
transform of the resulting intensity variation (cf. [17], [1]).
The carbon cube specimen was created from several layers
of carbon ﬁbers, which were then inﬁltrated with the carbon
matrix by chemical vapor inﬁltration (CVI). This was done at
the Institute for Chemical Technology and Polymer Chemistry
at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).
Blocks of 15 × 50 × 55mm3 size were streamed under
isothermal and isobaric conditions with methane. The spe-
ciﬁc correlations between inﬁltration parameters and resulting
carbon-carbon structures can be found in [18]. The specimen
researched in this work has been inﬁltrated at 1095 ◦C and
25 kPa for 90 h with a dwell time of 0.1 s. The carbon ﬁber
laminate is commercially available (“Surface Transforms”,
Ellesmare Port, UK) and consists of HT-ﬁbres (Panox R©,
SGL Carbon) with a Young’s modulus of 190GPa and a
density of 1.72 g/cm3. From one of the large carbon blocks
a cube of size 1.03 cm × 1.03 cm × 1.02 cm was cut, which
served as specimen in our study. It contained 4 groups of 2
adjacent layers with alternating orientation between the groups
as described above.
As already mentioned above we used the SART algorithm
for reconstruction. We stopped after 4 iterations, after which
no further signiﬁcant changes were introduced to the result.
For forward and backward projection we used trilinear inter-
polation. The reconstructed volume contained 358×358×358
volume elements with an edge length of 49μm each.
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Abstract—Metallic implants will cause serious artifacts in CT 
images. The artifacts may increase the difficulty of diagnosis,
especially in dental CBCT where metallic implants appear in 
more than 50% clinical cases. A novel metal artifact reducing 
method based on three approximately orthogonal projections has 
been presented and proved to be effective by experimental data. 
Here in this article, we improve this method to adapt to the dental 
CBCT with a half-size detector. Scanning data from clinical case 
was used to illustrate the effect of the method.

Index Terms—Dental CBCT, half-size detector, metal artifact. 

, ,1752'8&7,21
(7$/ DUWLIDFWV PD\ VHULRXVO\ GHJUDGH WKH TXDOLW\ RI
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQLPDJHVLQPHGLFDO&7V\VWHPLQFUHDVLQJ
WKHGLIILFXOW\RIGLDJQRVLV(VSHFLDOO\LQGHQWDO&7RYHURI
WKHFOLQLFDOFDVHVDUHZLWKPHWDOOLFLPSODQWV7KHVKDSHDQGWKH
PDWHULDO RI WKH PHWDOOLF LPSODQWV DUH PXOWLIDULRXV DQG WKH
VSDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQLVDOZD\VFRPSOLFDWHG7KHVHPD\LQFUHDVH
WKHGLIILFXOW\RIDOJRULWKPGHVLJQ
6HYHUDOPHWDODUWLIDFWUHGXFLQJPHWKRGVKDYHEHHQSXEOLVKHG
LQ SDVW \HDUV ZKLFK FDQ EH FODVVLILHG LQWR WKUHH JURXSV
SURMHFWLRQ GDWD SUHSURFHVVLQJ PHWKRGV>@>@>@>@ LWHUDWLYH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV>@>@ DQG LPDJH SRVWSURFHVVLQJ
PHWKRGV>@ ,Q  .DOHQGHU HW DO FUHDWHG D SUHFHGHQW IRU
UHGXFLQJPHWDODUWLIDFWVLQ'&7LPDJHVXVLQJWKHSURMHFWLRQ
GDWDSUHSURFHVVLQJPHWKRG>@7KH\ILUVWORFDWHGWKHPHWDOSDUW
LQWKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDDQGWKHQPRGLILHGWKHPHWDOSURMHFWLRQ
GDWD XVLQJ WKH LQWHUSRODWLRQ DOJRULWKP 7KH &7 LPDJH ZDV
UHFRQVWUXFWHGIURPWKHPRGLILHGGDWDDQGWKHPHWDOSDUWZRXOG
EHSDVWHGEDFN7KLVLGHDKDVEHHQGHYHORSHGWRGHDOZLWKWKH
PHWDO DUWLIDFWV LQ GLIIHUHQW W\SHV RI &7 V\VWHPV HYHU VLQFH
+RZHYHU PRVW RI WKHVH PHWKRGV UHTXLUH SUHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
ZKLFK ZRXOG UHGXFH WKH FRPSXWLQJ VSHHG ORZHULQJ WKH
SUDFWLFDOLW\RIWKHPHWKRGVLQ&%&7V\VWHP

7KLVZRUNLVVXSSRUWHGE\1DWLRQDO.H\7HFKQRORJ\5	'3URJUDPRIWKH
0LQLVWU\RI6FLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\1R%$,%
$OO WKHDXWKRUVDUHZLWK'HSDUWPHQWRI(QJLQHHULQJ3K\VLFV7VLQJKXD
8QLYHUVLW\%HLMLQJ&KLQD.H\/DERUDWRU\RI3DUWLFOH	5DGLDWLRQ
,PDJLQJ7VLQJKXD8QLYHUVLW\0LQLVWU\RI(GXFDWLRQ%HLMLQJ&KLQD
/L=KDQJ(PDLO]OL#WVLQJKXDHGXFQ

,Q=KDQJHWDOSURSRVHGDPHWKRG LQZKLFK WKHXVHU
QHHGV WR VHJPHQW WKHPHWDO DUHDVPDQXDOO\ LQ WKH SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHVDWWZRFKRVHQDQJOHV>@7KHPHWKRGORFDWHGWKHPHWDOOLF
LPSODQWV LQ WKH ' VSDFH E\ JHRPHWU\ FDOFXODWLRQ DQG WKHQ
VHJPHQWHG DQG PRGLILHG WKH PHWDO DUHD LQ HDFK SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHXVLQJ WKHPHWDO ORFDWLRQV DV D SULRUL LQIRUPDWLRQ7KLV
PHWKRG KDV EHHQ SURYHG WR EH DV HIILFLHQW DV WKH
SUHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGVLQWKHFOLQLFDOH[SHULPHQWEXWZLWK
ORZHU FRPSXWDWLRQDO FRVW +RZHYHU WKH PRGH RI
KXPDQFRPSXWHULQWHUDFWLRQPHDQVWKHXVHU¶VH[SHULHQFHPD\
DIIHFWWKHUHVXOWDORW
$ PHWDO DUWLIDFW UHGXFLQJ PHWKRG EDVHG RQ WKUHH
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ RUWKRJRQDO LPDJHV ZDV SUHVHQWHG LQ >@
7KLV PHWKRG ILUVW UHFRQVWUXFWV WKH SDUDOOHOEHDP SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJH DORQJ WKH =D[LDO GLUHFWLRQ RI WKH )29 7KLV
SDUDOOHOEHDP SURMHFWLRQ LPDJH ZLOO KHOS WR FKRRVH WKH WZR
SURMHFWLRQLPDJHVLQZKLFKWKHPHWDODUHDVGRQRWRYHUODS7KHQ
WKHWZRFKRVHQSURMHFWLRQLPDJHVDQGWKHRYHUKHDGYLHZLPDJH
ZLOO EH XVHG WRJHWKHU WR FDOFXODWH WKH ' FRRUGLQDWHV RI WKH
PHWDOOLFLPSODQWV7KHFODVVLFDOUHJLRQJURZLQJPHWKRGDQGWKH
ELOLQHDULQWHUSRODWLRQPHWKRGDUHXVHGWRPRGLI\WKHSURMHFWLRQ
GDWDRIWKHPHWDODUHDVLQHDFKSURMHFWLRQLPDJH7KLVPHWKRG
FDQ UXQDXWRPDWLFDOO\DQGKDVEHHQSURYHG WREHHIILFLHQWE\
H[SHULPHQWDOGDWDRIDVLPSOHPRGHO
$&%&7V\VWHPZLWKDKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRUKDVEHHQGHYHORSHG
WREHDSSOLHGLQFOLQLFDOGHQWDOGLDJQRVLV$VVKRZQLQ)LJ
WKHDSSOLFDWLRQRI WKHKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU LQ&%&7FDQH[SDQG
WKHLPDJLQJILHOGRIYLHZ)29DQGUHGXFHWKHPDQXIDFWXULQJ
FRVWRIWKHV\VWHP+HUHLQWKLVSDSHUZHLPSURYHWKHPHWKRG
PHQWLRQHGLQWKHSUHYLRXVSDUDJUDSKLQVRPHNH\VWHSVWRDGDSW
WRWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIWKHGHQWDO&%&7ZLWKDKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU
6FDQQLQJ GDWD IURP FOLQLFDO FDVH ZLWK PHWDOOLF LPSODQWV ZDV
XVHGWRLOOXVWUDWHWKHHIIHFWRIWKHPHWKRG
,, 0$7(5,$/$1'0(7+2'6
A. Systems 
)LJ  VKRZV WKH JHRPHWU\ RI WKH &%&7 V\VWHP ZLWK D
KDOIVL]H GHWHFWRU Oxyz UHSUHVHQWV D &DUWHVLDQ FRRUGLQDWH
V\VWHP  S E LVWKHIRFDOVSRWRIWKH;UD\VRXUFHZKHUH E LV
WKH DQJXODU SDUDPHWHU 7KH IODW SDQHO GHWHFWRU LV D
 mm mmu VTXDUHZLWK  u SL[HOV7KHVWUDLJKWOLQH
5HGXFLQJ0HWDO$UWLIDFWV%DVHGRQ7KUHH
$SSUR[LPDWHO\2UWKRJRQDO3URMHFWLRQV
3UHOLPLQDU\5HVXOWVLQ'HQWDO&%&7ZLWKD
+DOIVL]H'HWHFWRU
4LQJOL:DQJ/LDQJ/L/L=KDQJ
0
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FRQQHFWLQJWKH;UD\VRXUFHDQGWKHFHQWHURIURWDWLRQSDVVHV
WKURXJK WKH SL[HO DW 5RZ  &ROXPQ  RI WKH GHWHFWRU
YHUWLFDOO\ 3UHYLRXV UHVHDUFKHV VKRZ WKDW WKH KDOIGHWHFWRU
&%&7 V\VWHP FDQ DFFXUDWHO\ UHFRQVWUXFW H[DPLQHG REMHFWV
XVLQJGDWDRIGHJUHHSURMHFWLRQV>@


)LJ$VFKHPDWLFGLDJUDPVKRZLQJWKHKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU&%&7V\VWHP

B. Metal Artifact Reducing Method Based on Three 
Approximately Orthogonal Projections 
$ PHWDO DUWLIDFW UHGXFLQJ PHWKRG EDVHG RQ WKUHH
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ RUWKRJRQDO SURMHFWLRQV KDV EHHQ SUHVHQWHG
SURYLGLQJ D IDVW VROXWLRQ WR UHGXFLQJ WKHPHWDO DUWLIDFW LQ WKH
&%&7 V\VWHP>@ 7KLV PHWKRG FDQ EH DFKLHYHG LQ SUDFWLFDO
DSSOLFDWLRQVWKURXJKWKHIROORZLQJIRXUVWHSV
Step 1:6\QWKHVLV WKHSDUDOOHOEHDPSURMHFWLRQ LPDJH IURP
WKHRYHUKHDGYLHZ
/L HW DO SURSRVHG DQ H[DFW PHWKRG WR V\QWKHVL]H
SDUDOOHOEHDP SURMHFWLRQV DORQJ WKH =D[LV IURP FRQHEHDP
SURMHFWLRQV>@ 7KH DOJRULWKP LQFOXGHV WZR VWHSV )LUVW WKH
GHULYDWLYHV RI 5DGRQ GDWD LQ WKH SODQH SHUSHQGLFXODU WR WKH
=D[LVFDQEHFRPSXWHGDFFRUGLQJWRHTXDWLRQ
      



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$VLWLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHC LVDSRLQWZLWKLQWKHKRUL]RQWDO
VXUIDFH:  DQG s UHSUHVHQWV WKH OHQJWK RI OC  ZKLOH m 
UHSUHVHQWV WKH XQLW YLFWRU RI OC   fR s m LV WKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ 5DGRQ YDOXH RI WKH SDUDOOHOEHDP SURMHFWLRQ
DORQJWKH=D[LV   P u vE LVWKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDRIWKHUD\
SA 
7KHQZHPD\XVHD%3)PHWKRGDVVKRZQLQHTXDWLRQ
WR V\QWKHVL]H WKH SDUDOOHOEHDP SURMHFWLRQ LPDJH DORQJ WKH
=D[LV

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ZKHUH  GHQRWHV WKH FRQYROXWLRQ RSHUDWLRQ DQG  Hh s LV
WKH+LOEHUWILOWHUGHILQHGDV
       LL VLJQ GsHh s e S UU Uff   ³  
7KLVVWHSFDQEHWUDQVSODQWHGWRWKHKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU&%&7
V\VWHP ,Q WKH FOLQLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQV VRPH LPSURYHPHQW LV
QHFHVVDU\ZKLFKZLOOEHLQWURGXFHGKHUHLQDIWHU


)LJ'LDJUDPPDWLFVNHWFKRIV\QWKHVL]LQJWKHSDUDOOHOEHDPSURMHFWLRQLPDJH
IURPWKHRYHUKHDGYLHZLQFLUFXODU&%&7

Step 2:/RFDWHWKHPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVLQWKH)29
,Q WKLV PHWKRG D SRLQW LQVLGH WKH PHWDOOLF LPSODQW QDPHG
µPHWDO DQFKRU SRLQW¶ 0$3 LV XVHG WR ORFDWH WKH PHWDOOLF
LPSODQWLQWKH'VSDFH7RORFDWHWKH0$3VLQWKH)29WKH
PHWDODUHDVDUHILUVWPDUNHGLQWKHRYHUKHDGYLHZLPDJHE\D
WKUHVKROGLQJ VHJPHQWDWLRQ PHWKRG 7KHQ WKH RYHUKHDG
SURMHFWLRQ LPDJH LV XVHG WR FKRRVH WKH RWKHU WZR KRUL]RQWDO
FRQHEHDPSURMHFWLRQLPDJHVIURPWKHVFDQQHGGDWDLQZKLFK
WKH SURMHFWLRQ DUHDV RI GLIIHUHQW PHWDOOLF LPSODQWV DUH QRW
RYHUODSSLQJRUWKHRYHUODSSLQJDUHDVDUHDVVPDOODVSRVVLEOH
7KHVH WKUHH SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV RQH RYHUKHDG LPDJH DQG WZR
KRUL]RQWDO FRQHEHDP SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV ZLOO EH XVHG WR
FDOFXODWH WKH ' FRRUGLQDWHV RI WKH 0$3V DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH
&%&7 VFDQQLQJ JHRPHWU\ 7KH GHWDLO RI WKLV 0$5 ORFDWLQJ
PHWKRGFDQEHIRXQGLQWKHUHIHUHQFH>@

Step 3: 6HJPHQW DQGPRGLI\ WKHPHWDO DUHDV LQSURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHV
2QFHWKH'FRRUGLQDWHVRIDOO WKH0$3VDUHREWDLQHGWKH
IRUZDUG SURMHFWLRQV RI WKH 0$3V ZKLFK QDPHG PHWDO VHHG
SRLQWV063VFDQEHORFDWHGLQHDFKSURMHFWLRQLPDJH6LQFH
WKHVH063VDUHQHFHVVDULO\ORFDWHGZLWKLQWKHPHWDOSURMHFWLRQ
DUHDVWKHFODVVLFDOUHJLRQJURZLQJPHWKRG>@FDQEHH[HFXWHG
WRVHJPHQWWKHPHWDODUHDVRXWRIWKHSURMHFWLRQLPDJHXVLQJ
WKH063VDVDSULRULLQIRUPDWLRQ
$IWHU PDUNLQJ DOO WKH PHWDO DUHDV RXW RI HDFK SURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHDELOLQHDULQWHUSRODWLRQDOJRULWKPLVH[HFXWHGWRPRGLI\
WKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDRIWKHPHWDODUHDV
7KLVVWHSVKRXOGEHPRGLILHGLQ&%&7V\VWHPZLWKKDOIVL]H
GHWHFWRUZKLFKZLOOEHLQWURGXFHGODWHURQ
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Step 4:5HFRQVWUXFWWKH&7LPDJH
7KH)'.DOJRULWKPLVXVHGWRUHFRQVWUXFWWKH&7LPDJHIURP
WKH DERYHPRGLILHGSURMHFWLRQGDWD7KLVPHWKRG FDQ DOVREH
XVHGLQWKH&%&7V\VWHPZLWKDKDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU
C. Synthesis the overhead view image  
7KHPHWKRGPHQWLRQHGDERYHZKLFKV\QWKHVLVWKHRYHUKHDG
YLHZLPDJHFDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGLQWKH&%&7V\VWHPZLWKD
KDOIVL]HGHWHFWRU
,I WKH SURMHFWLRQ GDWD DUH WUXQFDWHG DORQJ WKH =D[LV WKH
RYHUKHDG YLHZ LPDJH FDQQRW EH PDWKHPDWLFDOO\ H[DFW
+RZHYHUWKHLPDJHZKLFKLVDSSUR[LPDWHO\FDOFXODWHGFDQDOVR
EHXVHGIRUORFDWLQJPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVDVORQJDVDOOWKHPHWDOOLF
LPSODQWV DUH LQ WKH )29 DQG WKH FRQWUDVW RI WKH PHWDOOLF
LPSODQWV LQ WKH RYHUKHDG YLHZ LPDJH LV KLJK HQRXJK WR EH
LGHQWLILHG
,Q WKH FOLQLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQV SDWLHQW¶V KHDG LV IL[HG RQ WKH
FDUULDJHVRWKHPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVRQWKHWHHWKDUHDOZD\VLQD
FHUWDLQKHLJKWUDQJH,QHTXDWLRQZHFDQVHOHFWWKHYDOXHRI
t DQG t WRPDNHVXUHWKDWDOOWKHPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVKDVEHHQ
FRQWDLQHGLQWKHRYHUKHDGYLHZLPDJH0HDQZKLOHDVVKRZQLQ
)LJWKHOLQH  t t VKRXOGEHDVVKRUWDVSRVVLEOHWRHQKDQFH
WKH FRQWUDVW RI WKH PHWDOOLF LPSODQWV LQ WKH RYHUKHDG YLHZ
LPDJH


)LJDLVDSURMHFWLRQLPDJHELVWKHRYHUKHDGYLHZLPDJHV\QWKHVL]HGE\
WKH GDWD IURP 5RZ  WR 5RZ  ZKLOH F LV WKH RYHUKHDG YLHZ LPDJH
V\QWKHVL]HGE\WKHGDWDIURP5RZWR5RZ7KHPHWDOVLQLPDJHFDUH
PRUHSURPLQHQW
D. Locate the MSP 
7KH063VFDQEHORFDWHGE\WKHIRUZDUGSURMHFWLRQVRIWKH
0$3V 7KHQ WKH UHJLRQ JURZLQJ PHWKRG DQG WKH ELOLQHDU
LQWHUSRODWLRQ FDQ EH XVHG WR PRGLI\ WKH PHWDO DUHDV RI WKH
SURMHFWLRQ LPDJHV +RZHYHU DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ  DOO WKH
SURMHFWLRQLPDJHVDUHWUXQFDWHGDWWKHULJKWVLGHRIWKHKDOIVL]H
GHWHFWRUVRPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVZRXOGEHWUXQFDWHGLQHYLWDEO\LQ
VRPHRIWKHSURMHFWLRQLPDJHV
6RPHWLPHVZKHQWKHPHWDOOLFLPSODQWLVWUXQFDWHGWKH063
PD\EHSURMHFWHGRXWVLGHWKHGHWHFWRUDVWKHSRLQW$VKRZQLQ
)LJF$QHZVHHGSRLQWLVQHFHVVDU\WRVXSSRUWWKHUHJLRQ
JURZLQJ PHWKRG ZKLFK ZRXOG EH ORFDWHG E\ WKH IROORZLQJ
VWHSV
6WHS,IWKHGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQ$DQGWKHGHWHFWRUERXQGDU\
LVOHVVWKDQSL[HOVZHILUVWORFDWHWKHSL[HO%LQWKHVDPHURZ
ZLWK$DWWKHERXQGDU\RIWKHGHWHFWRU
6WHS/RFDWH WKHSL[HO FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WKHPD[LPXPJUD\
YDOXHIURPWKHUHJLRQZLWKUHGVKDGRZDQGQDPHWKHSL[HODV&
7KHSL[HOVRIWKHUHGVKDGRZUHJLRQDUHDOODWWKHERXQGDU\DQG
WKHGLVWDQFHVEHWZHHQWKHVHSL[HOVDQG%DUHOHVVWKDQSL[HOV
6WHS&ZRXOGEHUHJDUGHGDVWKHQHZVHHGSRLQWLIWKHJUD\
YDOXHRI&LVKLJKHUWKDQDSUHVHOHFWHGWKUHVKROG2WKHUZLVH
WKHUH LV QR PHWDOOLF LPSODQW WUXQFDWHG LQ WKLV UHJLRQ ,Q WKLV
ZRUNWKHWKUHVKROGLVVHWDWHPSLULFDOO\


)LJ%RWKRIWKH063VDUHSURMHFWHGLQWKHPHWDODUHDVLQLPDJHDZKLOHRQH
RIWKH0$3VLVRXWVLGHWKHGHWHFWRULQLPDJHEFLVWKHSDUWLDOHQODUJHGYLHZ
RIWKHUHJLRQZKHUHPHWDOLVWUXQFDWHG
,,, (;3(5,0(17$1'5(68/76
7KH H[SHULPHQWDO GDWD ZDV FROOHFWHG IURP RXU KDOIVL]H
GHWHFWRU GHQWDO &%&7 V\VWHP 7KH IODW SDQHO GHWHFWRU LV D
 mm mmu VTXDUHZLWK  u SL[HOV7KHVWUDLJKWOLQH
FRQQHFWLQJWKH;UD\VRXUFHDQGWKHFHQWHURIURWDWLRQSDVVHV
WKURXJK WKH SL[HO DW 5RZ  &ROXPQ  RI WKH GHWHFWRU
YHUWLFDOO\ 7KH GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH ;UD\ VRXUFH DQG WKH
URWDWLRQD[LV R mm ZKLOHWKHGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQWKH;UD\
VRXUFH DQG WKH GHWHFWRU D mm  7KH YROWDJH DQG WKH
FXUUHQW RI WKH ;UD\ WXEH DUH keV DQG mA UHVSHFWLYHO\
$VWKHV\VWHPURWDWHVWKHGHWHFWRUFROOHFWVGDWDDWLQWHUYDOVRI
RQH GHJUHH VR WKH ZKROH GDWD WR EH SURFHVVHG LQFOXGH 
SURMHFWLRQLPDJHV7KHVFDQQLQJGDWDDUHIURPFOLQLFDOFDVHVRI
YROXQWHHUV
:HILUVWV\QWKHVL]HWKHSDUDOOHOEHDPSURMHFWLRQLPDJHIURP
WKHRYHUKHDGYLHZXVLQJWKHSURMHFWLRQGDWDEHWZHHQ5RZ
DQG 5RZ  RQ WKH GHWHFWRU $ WKUHVKROGLQJ VHJPHQWDWLRQ
PHWKRG LVXVHG WRPDUN WKHPHWDODUHDV LQ WKHRYHUKHDGYLHZ
LPDJH7ZRSDLUVRIFRQMXJDWHGKRUL]RQWDOSURMHFWLRQLPDJHV
LQZKLFKWKHPHWDOOLFLPSODQWVDUHQRWRYHUODSSLQJDUHFKRVHQ
IURPWKHFHUWDLQDQJOHVGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHVHJPHQWHGRYHUKHDG
YLHZLPDJH$VVKRZQLQ)LJWKHILYHVHJPHQWHGSURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHVZRXOGEHXVHGWRORFDWHWKH0$3VLQWKH'VSDFH7KH
FRRUGLQDWHVRIWKH0$3VDUHVKRZQLQ7$%/(,
:LWKWKHKHOSRIWKH0$3VZHFDQORFDWHWKH063VLQHDFK
FRQHEHDPSURMHFWLRQLPDJH7KHUHJLRQJURZLQJVHJPHQWDWLRQ
PHWKRGFDQPDUNWKHPHWDODUHDVEDVHRQWKHORFDWLRQVRIWKH
063VDQGWKHELOLQHDULQWHUSRODWLRQPHWKRGFDQPRGLILHGWKH
SURMHFWLRQGDWDRIWKHPHWDODUHDVDVVKRZQLQ)LJ
5HVXOWVREWDLQHGE\RXUPHWDODUWLIDFWVUHGXFLQJPHWKRGDUH
VKRZQLQ)LJ7KHVWUHDNDUWLIDFWVDQGWKHFXSSLQJDUWLIDFWV
DUHVXSSUHVVHG%XWVRPHRULJLQDOVWUXFWXUHKDVEHHQEOXUUHG
7$%/(,
&225',1$7(62)7+(0$36
1XP 'FRRUGLQDWHV[\]PP
 
 
 
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
)LJDLVWKHVHJPHQWHGRYHUKHDGYLHZLPDJHZKLOHEFGHDUHWKH
WZRSDLUVRIFRQMXJDWHGKRUL]RQWDOSURMHFWLRQLPDJHVIURPWKHSURMHFWLRQDQJOH

oE  

oE  

oE  

DQG

oE  7KHPDVVFHQWHURIHDFK
PHWDODUHDLVPDUNHGDVKLJKOLJKWLQWKHLPDJHV


)LJDVKRZVWKH063VDVKLJKOLJKWLQWKHFRQHEHDPSURMHFWLRQLPDJHE
LV WKH UHVXOWRI WKH UHJLRQJURZLQJVHJPHQWDWLRQPHWKRG F LV WKHPRGLILHG
UHVXOWRIWKHELOLQHDULQWHUSRODWLRQPHWKRG
,9 ',6&866,21$1'&21&/86,21
7KH PHWDO DUWLIDFW UHGXFLQJ PHWKRG EDVHG RQ WKUHH
DSSUR[LPDWHO\ RUWKRJRQDO LPDJHV SURYLGHV D IDVW VROXWLRQ WR
UHGXFH WKH PHWDO DUWLIDFWV LQ WKH &%&7 V\VWHP ZLWKRXW
SUHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ+HUHZHLPSURYHWKHPHWKRGWRDGDSWWRWKH
FOLQLFDO DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ WKH GHQWDO &%&7 ZLWK D KDOIVL]H
GHWHFWRU7KHH[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWVRIWKHVFDQQLQJGDWDIURPWKH
FOLQLFDO FDVHV VKRZ WKDW WKLVPHWKRG FDQ VXSSUHVV WKH VWUHDN
DUWLIDFWV DQG WKH FXSSLQJ DUWLIDFWV +RZHYHU EHFDXVH RI WKH
HUURU LQWURGXFHG E\ WKH VHJPHQWDWLRQ DQG LQWHUSRODWLRQ
DOJRULWKP VRPH RULJLQDO VWUXFWXUHV PD\ EH EOXUUHG
V\QFKURQRXVO\
,QRUGHU WRPDNH WKLVPHWKRGPRUHSUDFWLFDO VRPH IXUWKHU
UHVHDUFKHVQHHGWREHIRFXVRQWKHIROORZLQJLVVXHV)LUVWLQWKH
FOLQLFDODSSOLFDWLRQVRIWKHGHQWDO&%&7LWLVGLIILFXOWIRUWKH
UHJLRQ JURZLQJ DOJRULWKP WR HQVXUH D KLJK DFFXUDF\ %HWWHU
VHJPHQWDWLRQDOJRULWKPLVWKHNH\WRLPSURYHWKHSHUIRUPDQFH
RI WKH PHWKRG )XUWKHUPRUH ELOLQHDU LQWHUSRODWLRQ DOJRULWKP
FDQQRW HQVXUH WKH LPDJH LV VPRRWK DW WKH ERXQGDU\ RI WKH
LQWHUSRODWLQJUHJLRQDQGWKLVPD\LQWURGXFHUDGLDODUWLIDFWVLQ
WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LPDJHV EOXUULQJ WKH RULJLQDO VWUXFWXUHV
6RPH PRUH SUDFWLFDO LQWHUSRODWLRQ PHWKRGV VKRXOG EH
LQWURGXFHGWRPDNHWKHPRGLILFDWLRQRIWKHSURMHFWLRQLPDJHV
FORVHUWRUHDOLW\

)LJ  D LV UHFRQVWUXFWHG IURP WKH RULJLQDO SURMHFWLRQ GDWD ZKLOH E LV
UHFRQVWUXFWHGIURPWKHPRGLILHGGDWDFGHDQGIDUHWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJ
SDUWLDOHQODUJHGYLHZLPDJHV
5()(5(1&(6
>@ : $ .DOHQGHU HW DO 5HGXFWLRQ RI &7 DUWLIDFWV FDXVHG E\ PHWDOOLF
LPSODQWV5DGLRORJ\YROSS$XJ
>@ 0HLOLQJHU 0 HW DO 0HWDO DUWLIDFW UHGXFWLRQ LQ FRQH EHDP FRPSXWHG
WRPRJUDSK\XVLQJIRUZDUGSURMHFWHGUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQIRUPDWLRQ=0HG
3K\VYROSS6HS
>@ <RQJELQ=KDQJHWDO5HGXFLQJPHWDODUWLIDFWVLQFRQHEHDP&7LPDJHV
E\SUHSURFHVVLQJSURMHFWLRQGDWD5DGLDWLRQ2QFRORJ\%LRO3K\V9RO
SS±
>@ 4LQJOL:DQJHWDO$QRYHOPHWDODUWLIDFWUHGXFLQJPHWKRGIRUFRQHEHDP
&7EDVHGRQWKUHHDSSUR[LPDWHO\RUWKRJRQDOSURMHFWLRQV3K\V0HG%LRO
9ROSS±-DQ
>@ *H:DQJ HW DO ,WHUDWLYH GHEOXUULQJ IRU PHWDO DUWLIDFW UHGXFWLRQ ,(((
7UDQV0HG,PDJLQJYROSS
>@ % 'H 0DQ HW DO $Q LWHUDWLYH PD[LPXPOLNHOLKRRG SRO\FKURPDWLF
DOJRULWKP IRU &7 ,((( 7UDQV0HG ,PDJLQJ YRO  SS 

>@ 91DUDQMRHWDO$QHZ'SDUDGLJPIRUPHWDODUWLIDFWUHGXFWLRQLQGHQWDO
&7 ,((( ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ ,PDJH 3URFHVVLQJ ,&,3
%UXVVHOV%HOJLXP6HSSS
>@ /LDQJ/HWDO$1HZ&RQHEHDP;UD\&76\VWHPZLWKD5HGXFHG6L]H
3ODQDU'HWHFWRU&KLQHVH3K\VLFV6RFLHW\&YROSS
>@ /LDQJ /L HW DO $ JHQHUDO H[DFWPHWKRG IRU V\QWKHVL]LQJSDUDOOHOEHDP
SURMHFWLRQVIURPFRQHEHDPSURMHFWLRQVYLDILOWHUHGEDFNSURMHFWLRQ3K\V
0HG%LROYROSS2FW
>@ 5$GDPVHWDO6HHGHGUHJLRQJURZLQJ,(((7UDQV3DWWHUQ$QDO0DFK
,QWHOOYROSS-XQ
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 Abstract—We present an approach that combines the 
application of ECG-gated single photon emission tomographic 
imaging of the heart with finite-element mesh modeling of the 
heart. ECG-gated image datasets of the heart have been used to 
create a hexahedron-based FE model of the left ventricle. This 
mesh has been previously used to model the work of the heart 
muscle. We propose to combine the validated moving hexahedral 
mesh occupying the space of the heart muscle with a deformable  
tetrahedral mesh occupying the field of view of the scanner 
detector. The resulting mesh is used as an image representation 
for the radiotracer concentration distribution function. The 
tomographic problem for the constant intensities inside each 
polyhedron of the mesh is solved using ML-EM algorithm. Since 
the underlying hexahedral mesh is designed to model the  cardiac 
motion, the new image representation allows us to reconstruct a 
single intensity value per volume element using projection data 
from all cardiac gates, thus improving the reconstructed image 
quality. After the motion-corrected 3D image is computed, it is 
used to re-assess the input data and improve both the mesh 
geometry and the cardiac motion modeling. Repeating this 
process iteratively, we aim to determine the best mesh-based 
representation and the most accurate motion model from the 
initially acquired projection dataset. This approach is directed 
toward enabling automatic generation of the initial FE model of 
the heart. The main challenges encountered in the work are 
achieving a successful combination of a hexahedral and a 
tetrahedral mesh and in preserving the topological integrity of 
the mesh during motion. 
Index Terms—SPECT, cardiac imaging, finite element 
modeling, non-uniform meshes, multiresolution, image 
reconstruction, motion corrected image reconstruction.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
ARDIAC single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT) is a method of determining three-dimensional 
distributions of injected radiotracers with selected biochemical 
properties inside the patient’s heart. Wide access to SPECT 
scanners and availability of a variety of radiotracers makes 
SPECT one of the most popular cardiac diagnostic modalities. 
The main challenge of cardiac SPECT (as well as another 
nuclear emission imaging modality, PET) is the low quality of 
the reconstructed images manifested in terms of image 
artifacts. The major sources of imaging artifacts are high noise 
content in the acquired data and patient motion. Reducing 
image artifacts caused by these factors is one of the primary 
goals of modern nuclear emission technology research. 
The noise content in the data acquired in emission 
tomography is determined by the dose of the injected 
radiotracer, camera sensitivity, and the imaging time, thus the 
noisiness of the reconstructed images has to be reduced by 
data processing tools. A promising approach to reducing noise 
content in the target images is using image representation 
 
1 R. Boutchko and G. Gullberg are the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Rd., MS 55R0121, Berkeley, CA 94730, Email: 
rbuchko@lbl.gov.  A. Veress is at the University of Washington, Seattle, WA 
methods that permit spatially varying resolution, e.g. larger 
voxel sizes in those part of the image where the spatial 
resolution can be partially compromised. Triangular (in 2D) 
and tetrahedral (in 3D) meshes of non-uniform density have 
been used as multiresolution image representation in the past 
[1-6]. These meshes offer both a multiresolution data 
representations and a convenient tool for incorporating motion 
into the image reconstruction process. One of the main 
challenges in the practical implementation of tomographic 
reconstruction on a polyhedral mesh is generating the mesh 
geometry that is optimal for the particular imaging problem. In 
this work, we propose to generate the reconstruction mesh 
using both the projection data and the results of the finite 
element (FE) mechanical modeling study described below.  
The most straightforward and common technique for cardiac 
motion compensation is motion gating. Usually, electrocardio-
graphy (ECG) is used to divide the acquired tomographic data 
into several temporal bins corresponding to different phase 
values of the quasi-periodic ECG signal. (Respiratory motion 
compensation is conceptually similar, although amplitude-
based rather than phase-based binning and different motion 
tracing methods are used.) After the acquisition, each gate is 
reconstructed separately, providing a movie-like sequence of 
stationary volumes. Unfortunately, straight-forward gating, 
while reducing in motion artifacts, also reduces the SNR of 
each reconstructed image. The SNR degradation can be 
mitigated by temporal processing of the images during 
reconstruction, in other words, by switching from independent 
reconstruction of each time frame to a model that incorporates 
the frame-to-frame motion [7]. A number of different models 
have been proposed in the field, including describing motion 
using a deformable tetrahedral mesh [8]. In order to imple-
ment any of such reconstruction techniques, it is crucial to 
establish and validate the parameters of the modeled motion. 
When identified and modeled correctly, cardiac motion as 
detected during a SPECT or a PET scan can provide important 
diagnostic information, such as an estimate of stress or strain 
in the heart tissue. One of the proposed techniques aimed at 
extracting this type of information from tomographic datasets 
is finite element (FE) modeling. FE computational models of 
the heart have been developed to gain a greater understanding 
of the regional stresses and strains in both the normal and 
pathological heart [9,10]. These models incorporate patient-
specific geometry as well as the fiber-sheet microstructure of 
the myocardium to predict regional distributions of myocardial 
deformation over the heart cycle. These models can function 
as valuable simulation tools and have been used to study 
alterations in myocardial contraction resulting from cardiac 
disease processes [11] as well as provide estimates of wall 
stress which is believed to be the driving force behind 
remodeling of the myocardium.  
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This manuscript is organized in the following manner. 
Section II explains the concept of a polyhedral mesh and how 
it is used for tomographic image reconstruction, for motion 
modeling and for the mechanical modeling. Section III 
explains our experiment and data processing algorithm. 
Section IV shows the initial results. Section V discusses 
further direction of our research, and Section VI formulates 
the preliminary conclusions. 
II. FINITE ELEMENT MESHES AND IMAGING 
A finite element mesh is a combination of a number of point 
nodes and linear chords connecting these nodes. Thus, in order 
to define a mesh in 3D, it is sufficient to provide an indexed  
set of node coordinates rn and a set of pairs of node indices 
(n1, n2) specifying the  chords. A polyhedral mesh is a more 
structured type of FE mesh, in which nodes and chords form 
polyhedra of various types. In addition to nodes and chords, a 
polyhedral mesh has two other types of elements: individual 
polyhedra and faces. Depending on the specific FE modeling 
problem, all or some of the mesh elements may be assigned 
different parameters such as intensities, mechanical properties, 
heat conducting properties, etc. In this manuscript, we use a 
combined geometry with hexahedral elements within the heart 
muscle and tetrahedral elements elsewhere in the volume of 
reconstruction. 
A. Tetrahedral Meshes and Tomographic Reconstruction 
The simplest polyhedral mesh in 3D is a mesh formed by 
non-overlapping tetrahedra or tetrahedral mesh. A tetrahedron 
(Figure 1(a)) is a simplex, the simplest non-degenerate 
polyhedron that can be constructed in three dimensions. In our 
previous work [6], we defined the mesh as:  
          K nodes Rk with assigned intensities Ik, 
     M tetrahedra Tm with vertices {mi, m2, m3, m4},           (1) 
                          where 1 ≤ mj ≤ K. 
Within each tetrahedron, the intensity varied linearly 
between the vertices, thus the image intensity distribution 
function was represented by a region-wise-continuous linear 
function. We used an analytic expression for the parallel 
projection of a linear distribution within a tetrahedron onto a 
plane to generate the system matrix and an ML-EM algorithm 
to reconstruct the vertex intensities Ik from projections. The 
optimal mesh geometry was achieved by iterative adaptive 
coarsening of the initially dense mesh with manually specified 
optimization parameters. More conservative optimization 
parameters for the portion of the image near the heart (the 
main region of interest) were selected.  
A slightly different form of the image representation is used 
in this work for reasons to be explained in subsection 3.C. 
Instead of region-wise continuous approximation, we choose 
regionwise-constant approximation, with a constant intensity 
Im assigned to each tetrahedron. This approach increases the 
number of unknown intensities to be reconstructed (since the 
number of nodes in a typical mesh is 2-3 times smaller than 
the number of tetrahedra), but simplifies the system matrix 
generation and allows defining sharper boundaries. 
B. Hexahedral Meshes: FE Modeling of the Heart Mechanics 
A hexahedron is a 3D figure with six quadrangular faces, 
eight vertices, and  twelve chords (Fig. 1(b)). Unlike a 
tetrahedron, it requires that both the coordinates and the 
correct order of the vertices be specified. A significant 
complication presented by a hexahedral model is the fact that 
a deformation of a hexahedron can lead to one or more faces 
losing their planar configuration as shown in Fig. 1(c). The 
hexahedral mesh of the left ventricle is obtained by semi-
automatic boundary segmentation of the epi- and endocardium 
in diastolic and systolic images and by the application of  
True-Grid software (www.truegrid.com). Within the mesh, the 
myocardium is represented as a transversely isotropic 
hyperelastic material [12] with fiber definitions published in 
the literature [13].  Subsequent mechanical analysis is 
performed using NIKE3D [14], a large deformation, non-
linear finite element modeling software package. 
C. Combined-Type Polyhedral Mesh  
Our primary goal is creating a mesh that combines the 
hexahedral mesh H used in the mechanical model and is only 
defined for the myocardial tissue with the tetrahedral mesh T 
that occupies the rest of the region of reconstruction. Each 
hexahedron in H is divided into five tetrahedra as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). This subdivision uniquely determines the geometry 
of each face and, therefore, uniquely determines the subdivi-
sion of all of the interconnected elements of mesh H. Because 
of the complex topology of H, a consistent subdivision is not 
guaranteed, and we may encounter cases shown in Fig. 2(b). 
For the case of linear intensity approximation, this 
inconsistency would be irresolvable or would require further 
subdivision of some hexahedra causing unnecessary 
complexity. In the case of constant intensity approximation, 
we only encounter such problems if the compromised face is 
deformed: in that case, a small overlap between several 
neighboring tetrahedra may occur. Since the number of such 
image representation defects and the volume of each overlap is 
small, we ignore them in our tomographic problem.  
An important component of the image representation is 
limiting the number of intensities to reconstruct from 
projections. We reduce the number of intensities to  be 
reconstructed by bunching several mesh elements together:  
• Intensities of all tetrahedra inside a single hexahedron are 
assumed to be identical, i.e., although tetrahedral 
geometry is used for constructing the system matrix, the 
 
Fig. 1. (a) A tetrahedron: the 3D simplex. A non-degenerate tetrahedron is 
always convex, independently of the ordering of vertices, however, 
preservation of the vertex order is an important parameter for ensuring the 
mesh integrity.  (b) A hexahedron. Ordering of the vertices is essential in 
order to define a hexahedron. A concave hexahedron is possible, however, 
only convex hexahedra are considered in this work. (c) Deforming a face of a 
hexahedron can make this face non-planar: the example shows how the vertex 
in the top right corner is below the plane formed by the other three vertices. 
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system matrix entries correspond to hexahedra. 
• If the relative difference between the intensities of two 
elements i and j sharing the same face is below a pre-set 
threshold  
                            |Ii – Ij| / min(Ii , Ij) <ε         (2) 
for more than half of the motion frames, then the 
intensities of these two elements are reconstructed as one, 
effectively performing local image segmentation. More 
than two elements may be bunched in this manner, but 
only elements of the same type can form one segment. 
Mesh deformation in H is computed during the mechanical 
modeling stage. We extend the deformation to T by 
subdividing it into three sub-regions as in Figure 3. Region A 
is the same as mesh H, where the motion is defined. Region B 
is the portion of the tetrahedral mesh within 5-7 cm of region 
B. Region C is the rest of the image. No node motion in region 
C is permitted. Nodes can move in region B, driven by the 
motion of its boundaries, the displacement of the nodes Rk, 
k∈B, is determined by solving the optimization problem: 
                       Σk∈B |ΔRk,| is minimized;  
  motion of AB is accommodated, BC is stationary;       (3) 
   mesh integrity is preserved (no overlaps). 
 
III. IMAGING EXPERIMENT AND DATA PREPROCESSING 
A. Data Acquisition 
A dual head GE Millennium VG Hawkeye SPECT/CT 
system with high resolution parallel-hole collimators was used 
to image the distribution of 
99m
Tc-sestamibi in the 
myocardium of patients.  Acquisition was performed 1.5 hours 
after the injection of 20 mCi of 
99m
Tc-sestamibi. Two 
detectors in L-mode rotated 90° obtaining a total of 30 
projections per detector.  Each 128×88 projection was binned 
into 8 bins of the same length, depending on the ECG phase, 
thus, eight projection sinograms of length N=128×88×60 were 
created. An X-ray CT transmission study was performed 
immediately prior to the SPECT scan. An average of 6 ×105 
counts was acquired by each detector head for each angular 
view per one cardiac gate. 
B. Initial Image Reconstruction 
The acquired projection data were reconstructed using 20 
iterations of the ML-EM algorithm with attenuation and point 
response corrections. The system matrix was constructed 
using a standard ray-tracing algorithm. The diverging ray 
geometry was realized by tracing multiple rays with the 
intensity dependence on the divergence direction established 
empirically (as a point-spread function) for the given 
scanner/collimator combination. Scanner-acquired CT images 
were used to compute the attenuation correction for each ray.  
The initial images were reconstructed on a 128×128×88 
grid with 0.442 cm voxel size. Each of the eight time frames 
was reconstructed separately.  
C. Combined Mesh Generation 
The initial hexahedral FE model was developed to study the 
effects of the infarct on contractile function for a 60 year old 
male patient with a lateral wall infarct. The node coordinates, 
element definitions and node order for this mesh were defined 
based on the SPECT images to be consistent with 
requirements of NIKE3D, which was used for subsequent 
mechanical modeling. Normal pressure loads for the cardiac 
cycle were used for the model analysis with [15,16]. As the 
result of the modeling, complete information about the node 
coordinates, mesh topology, and node displacements for 
different motion frames was generated and validated. 
A tetrahedral mesh was generated in the region outside of 
the myocardium and connected to the hexahedral mesh 
described above. The nodes of the tetrahedral mesh were 
generated at a random location within each voxel, whereas the 
probability p of creating a node inside voxel n changed from 
0.1 outside of the torso to 0.9 in the regions near the heart. The 
TetGen software package was used to generate the nodes in 
constrained geometry with defined faces. After the bunching 
process described in equation (2), a total of M intensities was 
reconstructed.  
D. Motion-Compensated Image Reconstruction 
Using the deformation model, a system matrix that related 
the mesh element intensities to the projection bins was 
generated. The system matrix entries inside the deformable 
elements were modified by the relative changes in the element 
volume in order to take into account the conservation of mass. 
(This operation was not applied to the tetrahedra inside the LV 
cavity since variable volume is expected there.) Ultimately, 
the M×(8N) system matrix was created, relating all of the 
projection data to M unknown intensities. ML-EM algorithm 
was used to reconstruct the intensity values. 
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Figure 3 shows some of the preliminary results that are 
available at this time. In Fig. 3(a), we show the voxel-based 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Splitting a hexahedron into five tetrahedra. (b)  Subdividing 
neighboring hexahedra (black lines) into tetrahedra (colored lines, in reality 
should coincide with the corresponding black lines. The arrow points at the  
internal face divided differently from he two sides: the red and the blue 
tetrahedra share only the gray portion of the face, while the red-shaded and 
the blue-shaded corners of the respective tetrahedra do not interface. If the 
hexahedral face were non-planar, then the blue and the red tetrahedrons 
would intersect. 
 
Fig. 3. Mesh deformation, triangles and quadrangles used to illustrate 
tetrahedra and hexahedra. Region A is a portion of H, with the motion 
model defined during mechanical modeling. Region C is the stationary 
portion of the tetrahedral mesh. Region B deforms driven by its boundaries 
(stationary boundary BC and moving boundary AB).  
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reconstruction of the diastolic motion frame and the schematic 
illustration of the hexahedral mesh generation. The actual FE 
mesh generated for this experiment is shown in Fig. 3(b). The 
results of the mechanical modeling study are analogous to the 
previous study described in [16].  
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Our future work on this project includes generating images 
reconstructed with and without the deformation model, and 
demonstrating incremental improvements  to the mesh 
geometry and reconstructed intensities that can be achieved by 
iterative application of motion-compensation reconstruction 
and re-meshing, and local segmentation of the image. 
Generation of the reliable non-rigid motion model is one of 
the most difficult steps of any motion-compensation 
methodology, therefore, the first and the most obvious result 
of the presented method is in recycling the motion information 
obtained and validated during the mechanical modeling stage.  
Another important result of our work is further development 
of the methodology of FE generation and application in 
tomography, specifically, combining meshes of different 
topologies in one problem, using mesh elements with constant 
intensity, and reduction of the number of reconstructed 
intensities by applying local segmentation (mesh element 
bunching). We feel that FE meshes are underutilized as data 
representation and post-processing tools in tomographic 
imaging and that further research in this field is needed. At 
this stage, the crucial step of the presented work (generating 
the LV mechanical model) is performed semi-manually. In the 
future, we aim to research the application of tetrahedral mesh 
for modeling tissue properties. A tetrahedral mesh can be 
generated and segmented using our currently available tools, 
which means that the mechanical modeling and analysis can 
become fully automated.  
VI. CONCLUSION 
We developed a method of incorporating the motion 
information and finite element mesh geometry developed 
during mechanical modeling of the heart motion based on the 
gated SPECT images to allow a cardiac motion-compensated 
image reconstruction method. The images are represented as 
intensities inside the elements of a combined hexahedral-tetra-
hedral deformable mesh. The mesh deformation model was 
derived from the gated images and validated by modeling the 
local stress and strain in the myocardial tissue. Local 
segmentation  was used to decrease the number of unknown 
intensities and thus reduce the image noise. The modeling and 
motion-compensation reconstruction may be repeated 
iteratively improving the intensity images and optimizing the 
FE mesh. Further development of this method may lead to 
automatic mesh generation directly from projections. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Processing SPECT_reconstructed images to create the 
hexahedral mesh. (b) The mesh used in mechanical modeling of LV motion 
using NIKE3D software. 
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Abstract—Traditionally, there are two strategies to reduce x-ray 
radiation dose: one is to reduce the x-ray flux towards each 
detector element, and the other is to decrease the number of 
measurements across a whole object to be reconstructed. 
Inspired by compressive sensing theory, the total variation (TV) 
minimization based algorithms were developed to reconstruct 
high-quality CT images from few-view data. However, some 
detailed structures may be removed by the TV-based 
regularization. In this paper, we propose to improve the image 
quality from few high resolution views aided by ultra-low-dose 
(low-resolution) projections. That is, projections are a 
combination of few-view high resolution and regular low-
resolution projections. To analyze the performance of the 
proposed reconstruction scheme, a clinical experiment is 
performed. The results show the merits of the proposed 
methodology. 
Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), low-dose CT, 
compressive sensing (CS), few-view data, low-dose/low-resolution 
data.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
-RAY computed tomography (CT) has been extensively 
used in clinics as a primary diagnostic imaging modality 
since its invention. However, the x-ray radiation is 
harmful which may induce genetic, cancerous, and other 
diseases [1-3]. Because of the concerns the x-ray radiation to 
the patients, minimizing the radiation dose has been one of the 
major endeavors in the current computed tomography (CT) 
examinations [3, 4]. As a result, the well-known ALARA (as 
low as reasonably achievable) principle is well accepted to 
avoid excessive radiation dose in the medical community. 
Therefore, it is highly desirable to reduce the radiation dose 
while maintaining the clinically acceptable image quality. 
There are two strategies to reduce radiation dose: one is to 
reduce the x-ray flux towards each detector element, and the 
other is to decrease the number of x-ray projections across a 
whole object to be reconstructed. The former is usually 
implemented by reducing the x-ray dose to lower mAs levels 
or tube current modulation. Nonetheless, this approach will 
result in an insufficient number of x-ray photons detected at 
the detector and hence elevate the quantum noise level on the 
projections. As a consequence, the quality of the CT images 
reconstructed from a conventional filtered backprojection 
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(FBP) algorithm [5] will be degraded by the noisy projection 
data. The latter necessarily produces insufficient data 
measurement suffering from serious streaking artifacts in the 
reconstructed CT images, since the FBP algorithm requires 
that the sampling rate of projections should satisfy the 
Shannon sampling theorem [6]. 
Recently, the compressive sensing (CS) theory shows that a 
compressible signal can be accurately reconstructed from 
samples far less than what is required by the Shannon/Nyquist 
sampling theorem [7, 8]. The key is to enforce some additional 
constraints to select the “best” candidate. It has been shown 
that finding the candidate with the minimum ݈ଵ norm, which is 
closely related to the total variation (TV) minimization in a 
number of imaging cases assuming a piecewise constant 
image model [9], is the most reasonable choice [7, 8]. In such 
an approach, the regularization term of a TV form is 
minimized under the data fidelity constraints posed by the x-
ray projections. This approach has also been widely applied in 
many other imaging modalities [10-13] and its efficacy has 
been improved by incorporating prior information [14, 15]. 
In this paper, we improve the TV-minimization based image 
quality for few high-resolution (HR) views CT reconstruction 
by incorporating ultra-low-dose low-resolution (LR) 
projections. Extensive clinical experiments will be performed 
to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the proposed data 
acquisition protocol and reconstruction algorithm. The rest of 
this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will 
describe the reconstruction approach and its implementation. 
In Section III, we will report representative results from 
clinically acquired datasets, and quantify the performance of 
our proposed methodology. Finally, in Section IV we will 
conclude the paper. 
II. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
A. CT Imaging System Model 
Many imaging systems, such as CT scanners, can be modeled 
by the following linear equations [16]: 
ܹ݂ ൌ ݌,                                            (1) 
where ݌ א ܲ represents projection data, ݂ א ܨ represents an 
unknown image, and the non-zero matrix ܹ ׷ ܨ ՜ ܲ is a 
projection operator. Although equation (1) is not new, it 
should be pointed out the projection data ݌ includes 
measurements from both high-resolution few-view projections 
and low-resolution regular projections, which make it different 
from the existing few-view reconstruction methods in the CT 
field.   
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B. Minimization Algorithm 
A CT reconstruction problem is formulated as to reconstruct 
the unknown vector ݂based on the system matrix ܹ and the 
observation vector ݌. When it comes to an undersampled 
problem where the row size is smaller than the column size of 
ܹ, the equation (1) becomes underdetermined and there exist 
infinitely solutions. However, if the gradient of the image ݂ is 
sparse, it can be solved by minimizing the cost function with a 
TV regularization term: 
݂ ൌ ௙ԡܹ݂ െ ݌ԡଶଶ ൅ ߤ ȉ ܬሺ݂ሻ          (2) 
Where ԡȉԡ௡ denotes the ݈௡ norm. 
 The solution of equation (2) can be determined iteratively 
by an alternative minimization method with two major steps. 
In equation (2), the first term is known as a data fidelity term. 
The ordered-subset simultaneous algebraic reconstruction 
technique (OS-SART), and some other algorithms can be used 
to fulfill this step to get a rough solution. For example, we can 
use the OS-SART method [20] to update the reconstructed 
intermediate image: 
௡݂
ሺ௞ାଵሻ ൌ ௡݂
ሺ௞ሻ൅ߣ௞ σ
ఠ೘೙
σ ఠ೘ᇲ೙೘ᇲചದ೗
௠ఢம೗
௣೘ି௣೘̱
ௐ೘శ
, 
݇ ൌ Ͳǡ ͳǡ ʹǡ ǥǡ                            (3) 
where ݇ indicates the number of iteration, ߣ௞ is relaxation 
parameter (in our implementations, we set ߣ௞ to be 1 for 
simplicity), Ԅ௟ represents the set of ray indexes in the ݈௧௛ 
subset (݈ ൌ ݇݉݋݀ܰథ ൅ ͳ߳ሼͳǡ ʹǡ ǥ ǡ థܰሽ, థܰ is the total 
number of subsets), ݌௠̱ ൌ σ ߱௠௡ே௡ୀଵ ௡݂
ሺ௞ሻand ௠ܹା ൌ
σ ߱௠௡ே௡ୀଵ , which can be viewed as the normalized length of 
the ݉௧௛ ray path through the object. When all equations in (1) 
are used in one iteration step, it becomes SART [20].  
 The second term in equation (2) is a regularization term, 
which is chosen to be a TV norm. Specifically, the TV 
regularization term of image ݂ ൌ ሺ ௜݂ǡ௝ሻ א ܴூ ൈ ܴ௃ can be 
defined as [21, 22] 
ܬሺ݂ሻ ൌ ԡ݂ԡ்௏ ൌ σ ඥሺ ௜݂ǡ௝ െ ௜݂ିଵǡ௝ሻଶ ൅ ሺ ௜݂ǡ௝ െ ௜݂ǡ௝ିଵሻଶ௜ǡ௝  .     (4) 
A scalar ߤ is used to adjust the relative weights between the 
data fidelity term and the regularization term, which was 
chosen empirically to yield a good reconstruction in this work. 
In order to implement the TV minimization, we use the 
steepest descent search algorithm (TVM-SD) [21]. 
 The weighted method in the fast iterative shrinkage-
thresholding algorithm [23] was employed to accelerate the 
convergence of the OS-SART. The pseudo-code of the 
algorithm in this paper is summarized in Table I. In each of 
the main loop, the OS-SART is used to enforce data 
consistency, the TVM-SD is used to minimize the image TV 
and the weighting is to speed up the convergence. The three 
steps are applied iteratively until the stopping criteria are 
satisfied, which are a maximum number of iterations and an 
error threshold in the projection domain. The stopping criteria 
for iterative reconstruction were theoretically and 
experimentally studied before.  The optimal rules for the 
proposed algorithm are open to be investigated, and preferably 
in a task-specific fashion.  Given the pilot nature of this 
technical contribution, we will perform neither mathematical 
analysis nor systematic simulation but we will follow up along 
this direction in a future study. 
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
A. Clinical Study 
1) Data Acquisition:  
The proposed few-view reconstruction method was evaluated 
by a group of existing raw projections collected in a cardiac 
perfusion CT study for other purposes. The patient was 
scanned by a state-of-the-art GE discovery CT750 HD scanner 
to examine the coronary artery. After appropriate pre-
processing, a fan-beam sinogram was used in the study. The 
radius of the scanning trajectory was 53.852 cm. Over a 360 
scanning range, 2200 projections were uniformly acquired. 
For each projection, 888 detector elements were equi-
angularly distributed over an FOV of 24.92 cm in radius. We 
combined two, four and eight detector elements into one to 
simulate three sets of low-resolution projections with 444, 222 
and 111 detector elements, respectively.  
 Then we reconstructed images from few-view high-
resolution projections aided by low-resolution datasets. For 
different projection datasets, the same parameters, such as the 
relaxation parameter and the number of views in each subset, 
were used in the OS-SART algorithm. The initial images were 
set as zero and the size of all the subsets of OS-SART was set 
to 11. The reconstructed images included ʹͺͻ ൈ ͵ͷ͵ pixels.    
Each pixel covered an area of Ͷͷ͹Ǥ͹ ൈ Ͷͷ͹Ǥ͹μ݉ଶ, which is 
comparable to resolution of the original projection data with 
888 detector elements.  
2) High Resolution Few-view Test 
Reducing the number of projections is important to reduce 
radiation dose. The HR projections were down-sampled from 
2200 views to 583, 396 and 209, respectively. Each down-
sampled subset of projections were interpolated uniformly 
around 360 degrees. Images were reconstructed from the 
down-sampled dataset using the OS-SART with TV 
regularization. The reconstruction from 2200 HR projections 
using OS-SART was selected as the reference image for 
analysis. 
Qualitative Indexes Evaluation: the image quality of the 
reconstructed images was visually evaluated. As shown in Fig. 
TABLE I 
PSEUDO-CODE OF THE ALGORITHM 
 
Choose parameter ߤ. 
Initialize iteration number ݇ ൌ Ͳ and ݂௞ 
Step 0. Take ݄ଵ ൌ ݕଵ ൌ ݂଴ א ܴ௡, ݐଵ ൌ ͳ. 
Step ݇ሺ݇ ൒ ͳሻ. Compute 
      OS-SART: ݂௞ ൌ OS-SARTሺݕ௞ሻ 
      TVM-SD:  ݄௞ ൌTVM-SDሺ݂௞ሻ 
       Fast Weighted: ݐ௞ାଵ ൌ
ଵାටଵାସ௧ೖ
మ
ଶ
 
                                 ݕ௞ାଵ ൌ ݄௞ ൅ ቀ௧ೖିଵ
௧ೖశభ
ቁ ሺ݄௞ െ ݄௞ିଵሻ 
Repeat step ݇ until the stopping criteria is satisfied. 
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1, the first image in was reconstructed from all the HR 
projections (2200 views).. The second to fourth images were 
reconstructed from down-sampled high-resolution projections 
(583, 396 and 209 views, respectively). It can be seen that the 
very good image was reconstructed from 583 views. The 
image reconstructed from 396 views was blurred in some finer 
details such as the region indicated by an arrow ‘A’. The 
image reconstructed from 209 views was more blurred and 
even missing some finer details such as the details around the 
region indicated by the arrow ‘A’. This image was also blocky 
in the region indicated by the arrow ‘B’.  
    
Fig. 1. Magnified cardiac regions of the reconstructed images from high-resolution projections. The left image was reconstructed OS-SART method from all 
the projections(2200 views), and the 2nd to 4th images were reconstructed by the OS-SART & TV regularization method from down-sampled 583, 396 and 
209 projections, respectively. The display window was [-100 1000] HU.  
    
    
    
    
Fig. 2. Magnified cardiac regions of the reconstructed images from 583 projections. In the first column, from left to right, the images were reconstructed from 
projections with 888(HR), 444, 222 and 111 detector elements, respectively. The images in the second to fourth columns, from left to right the first row 
images were reconstructed only from 11, 22 and 33 HR projections, respectively.  The images in the second to fourth columns, from the second to fourth 
rows, were reconstructed from LR projections corresponding images in the first column by combining 11, 22 and 33 HR projections, respectively.  The 
display window is [-100 1000] HU. 
 
Quantitative Indexes Evaluation: The reconstructed images 
were quantitatively evaluated using the image quality 
assessment index for structural similarity (SSIM). SSIM was 
designed to improve the traditional methods such as the peak 
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE), 
which have been shown to be inconsistent with human visual 
A 
B 
A 
B 
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perception [14]. The SSIM index is a well-established metric 
to measure the image quality relative to the reference image. If 
the measured image is exactly same with the reference image, 
the SSIM index will be equal to 1. With the OS-SART 
reconstruction from all the HR projections as the reference, we 
evaluated the reconstructed images in terms of SSIM as listed 
in Table II. We can see that the SSIM values of the 
reconstructed images from 396 views to 583 views don’t 
change too much.  
From the above analysis, it seems that 583 views are 
sufficient to obtain good enough image quality. We will select 
583 views as an example to analyze the proposed approach in 
the mixed resolution (MR) reconstruction experiment. 
3) Mixed-resolution (MR) Experiment  
In order to evaluate the proposed reconstruction technique, we 
performed the MR experiments. We selected the same 583 
projection views in each LR projection data (projection data 
with 444, 222 and 111 detector elements). Then we replace 
some of the LR projection data with the same number of HR 
projection data in the same acquisition angle. Here the HR 
projection number was set as 11, 22 and 33. Then the images 
were reconstructed by the OS-SART and TV regularization 
method. To demonstrate the merits of the proposed approach, 
images were also reconstructed images only from the few-
view HR projections (11, 22 and 33 views). The results were 
shown in Fig. 2.   
Quantitative Indexes Evaluation: The SSIM values were 
computed. The reference image was selected as the 
reconstructed image from 583 HR projections.  As indicated in 
Table III, the image quality of few-view reconstruction from 
HR projections (second row) was significantly improved by 
incorporating low-resolution projections. For the reconstructed 
images from the projection data with same number of LR 
detector elements (third to fifth rows in the table), the image 
quality increase as the number of HR projection views 
increase. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, we have proposed and evaluated a few-view 
reconstruction strategy for high-resolution images aided by 
low-resolution projections. Our results confirm that the 
proposed method can significantly increase the image quality. 
In the near future, we will further investigate the proposed 
technique in in biomedical applications, experimentally 
establish the relationship between the reconstructed image 
quality, the high-resolution and low-resolution view numbers, 
as well as radiation dose, which will result in practical ultra-
low-dose CT protocols. 
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TABLE II 
SSIM comparison of the reconstructed images from down-sampled high-
resolution projections 
Views 583 396 209 
SSIM 0.8270 0.7964 0.6918 
 
TABLE III 
SSIM values of the reconstructed images with the result from 583 HR 
projections as the reference. The numbers in first column represent the 
number of detector elements in the projections. The numbers in the first row 
represent the number of HR projections used in reconstruction. The second 
row values are the SSIM values of the images reconstructed only from few-
view HR projections without LR projection constraints.  
 
 0 HR 11 HR 22 HR 33 HR 
No LR  0.1328 0.1820 0.2116 
LR(111) 0.5510 0.5591 0.5677 0.5760 
LR(222) 0.7167 0.7222 0.7290 0.7357 
LR(444) 0.8800 0.8824 0.8841 0.8859 
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Abstract—It is well-known that the radiation dose and spatial 
resolution in CT with filtered backprojection algorithm for image 
reconstruction observes the 4th-power law. To break down this 
dose-demanding law, iterative image reconstruction with various 
regularization schemes has recently become a subject of active 
research. We propose and implement an ordered-subset 
Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (OS-SIRT) 
with Total Variation (TV) regularization for advanced clinical 
applications that require low radiation dose and high spatial 
resolution simultaneously. In this work, using a performance 
phantom, we conduct a quantitative study to investigate the 
cost-effectiveness (reduction of noise vs. degradation of spatial 
resolution) in iterative image reconstruction using the OS-SIRT  
combined with TV regularization. In addition, we explore the 
strategy of recovering the degradation in spatial resolution caused 
by the TV regularization in the OS-SIRT algorithm. It is believed 
that the preliminary results presented in this paper can provide 
information adding to an insightful understanding of the 
cost-effectiveness of OS-SIRT algorithm with TV regularization 
in noise reduction and spatial resolution maintenance. 
Index Terms—Filtered backprojection, Ordered-subset, 
Simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique, Total variation, 
Spatial resolution, Noise 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In vast majority of clinical CT scanners, images are 
reconstructed by the filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm 
[1], in which the required radiation dose is proportional to the 
4th-power of spatial resolution [2]. With an increasing 
awareness of the radiation dose associated with x-ray CT and 
its potential biological consequences [3], a break-down of this 
4th-power law through algorithmic solutions has become a 
subject of active research [4]. In the image reconstruction using 
FBP algorithms, linear low-pass filtering or smoothing is an 
effective way to reduce radiation dose, but always at the cost of 
spatial resolution degradation in observation of the 4th-power 
law [2]. Another approach is the image reconstruction using 
iterative algorithms combined with various regularization 
schemes [4], in which the noise is substantially reduced while 
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the spatial resolution is maintained significantly better than that 
in its FBP counterpart [1]. Numerous iterative image 
reconstruction algorithms differing in the regularization 
schemes have been proposed and most of them have shown 
great results. However, we believe that the cost-effectiveness of 
iterative image reconstruction combined with various 
regularization schemes in reducing noise and maintaining 
spatial resolution deserves a further and in-depth scrutiny.  
Using a performance phantom and the ordered-subset 
Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (OS-SIRT) 
[5,6] combined with Total Variation (TV) regularization 
scheme [7], we carry out a quantitative investigation in this 
work. The primary purpose is to answer the following 
questions: (i) how the trade-off between noise and spatial 
resolution in the reconstruction using the OS-SIRT algorithm 
without regularization scheme is different from that using the 
FBP algorithm; (ii) how the regularization scheme, e.g., total 
variation, can be a game changer in the trade-off between noise 
and spatial resolution in image reconstruction using the SIRT 
algorithms; and (iii) if a boosting of high frequency 
components in the projection domain prior to the iterative 
reconstruction can recover the degradation in spatial resolution 
caused by the regularization.  
II.THEOREM BACKGROUND 
A.  Geometry of Data Acquisition and Image Reconstruction 
The equi-angular fan-beam geometry is shown in Fig.1, 
where O-xy represents the Cartesian coordinate system, and S  
is the focal spot of x-ray source. P(x, y) denotes a point within 
the object to be imaged. The ray emanating from focal spot S 
and passing through P(x, y) is determined by its view angle K 
and fan angle J. Then, the circular source trajectory is 
expressed as, 
    > sin , cos , 0,2 .ST R RK K K K S             (1) 
B. Image Reconstruction by FBP 
The FBP reconstruction algorithm in the equi-angular fan- 
beam geometry can be expressed as [1], 
   
2
0
1
, , ,
2
hf x y g d
S
K J K ³
  
                      (2) 
where  
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, , ,hg g hK J K J J 
               
(3) 
   , , ,g fK J K J D                   (4) 
h(J) is the ramp filter kernel expressed in the equi-angular 
fan-beam geometry, and D
 
represents the projection operator. 
In practice, the spatial resolution of the image reconstructed by 
the FBP algorithm can be tuned by the rolling-off and 
cutting-off parameters of a window function, which is 
equivalent to a linear low-pass filtering or smoothing, applied 
on the ramp filter kernel h(Ȗ) in the frequency domain. 
 
Fig.1. A diagram showing the equi-angular fan-beam geometry of data 
acquisition and image reconstruction. 
C. Image Reconstruction by SIRT 
The SIRT algorithm in the equi-angular fan-beam geometry 
can be expressed as [5], 
   ( 1) ( ), ,k kf x y f x y  
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  (5) 
where Ȧ denotes the relaxation parameter ranging in (0, 2), and 
a(x, y; Ș, Ȗ)
 
is the normalized intersection area of the strip 
determined by the detector cell at (Ș, Ȗ) and the image pixel at (x, 
y) [8]. The SIRT algorithm given in eq. (5) is essentially the 
gradient descent scheme to minimize the objective function [9], 
   2 , ,SIRT W W)     f g wf g wf g wf      (6) 
where the weighting matrix W is diagonal with its element W[i, 
i] = W[(Ș, Ȗ), (Ș, Ȗ)] = 1/Ȉ(x,y)a(x, y; Ș, Ȗ), andǇ•,•ǈdenotes an 
inner product in the projection domain. 
 D. Image Reconstruction by SIRT with TV regularization 
In order to investigate the tradeoff between noise and spatial 
resolution in the SIRT iterative algorithm [5], the TV 
regularization is employed [7], in which an unconstrained 
minimization strategy is adopted [10]. The objective function is 
designed by linearly combining the weighted L-2 norm 
corresponding to the SIRT reconstruction  [9] and the L-1 norm 
of image gradient corresponding to the TV regularization [7], 
     SIRT TV SIRT TVO)  )  )f f f
 2 ,
W TV
O  g wf f
         
 (7)
 
1
,
TV
 f f                          (8) 
where Œ•Œ1 and ͪ denote the L-1 norm and gradient 
operations, respectively, and parameter Ȝ is used to adjust the 
contribution to the reconstruction from the TV regularization.  
Unfortunately, the objective function defined above is not 
quadratic even though it is convex. Similar to the strategy 
exercised in [11], the TV part of the objective function is 
substituted by a sequence of quadratic ones, 
 2 ( )1 2 2 .k d  f f f
                
(9) 
Consequently, the original objective function given in eqs. (7) 
and (8) becomes, 
   2 2( ) ( )2 2 .k kSIRT TV W O)      f g wf f f
     
(10) 
In such a way, the following relationships hold, 
   ( ) ,kSIRT TV SIRT TV ) t ) f f
            
(11)
    ( ) ( ) ( ) .k k kSIRT TV SIRT TV )  ) f f
          
(12)
 
With the mathematical treatment detailed above, the SIRT 
algorithm with TV regularization can be expressed as  
   ( 1) ( ), ,k kf x y f x y  
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In order to speed up the convergence of the SIRT 
reconstruction with TV regularization, ordered-set technique is 
employed in a way similar to that in [6]. In this work, the 
number of ordered sets is empirically determined as 40.
 
E.  SIRT with Boosting of High Frequency in Projection Data 
To recover the spatial resolution degraded by the TV 
regularization in the SIRT reconstruction, a boosting of high 
frequency components is carried out in the projection domain  
         , , 1 1 2 , , 1 ,g g g gK J D K J D K J D K J      
 
(14)
 
where parameter D is used to adjust the intensity of boosting, 
and is empirically set as 0.05 in this work. 
III. NUMERICAL EVALUATION 
A performance phantom with its target deployment detailed 
in Fig. 2 is utilized to conduct the simulation study, in which the 
detector array for projection data acquisition is cylindrical. The 
distance from the x-ray focal spot to the axis of rotation (R) is 
541.0 mm. The full fan-angle of x-ray beam is 54.89q, spanned 
by 888 detector cells. A total of 1,160 projection views are 
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 uniformly acquired over angular range [0, 2S), i.e., a full scan. 
The matrix dimension of reconstructed transaxial images is 
1,024 u 1,024, and the reconstruction field of view (FOV) is 
240 mm, leading to image voxel size 0.2344 u 0.2344 mm2. In 
the data acquisition, the x-ray techniques are 120 kVp and 600 
mAs. Both quantum and electronic noise are modeled to 
observe the Poisson and Gaussian distributions, respectively, in 
a way similar to that in [12]. 
 
 
 
 
A. Images Reconstructed by FBP Algorithm 
  A number of rolling-off and cutting-off parameters in 
frequency domain are used to investigate the trade-off between 
noise and spatial resolution in FBP reconstruction. Due to 
space limitation, only the two cases corresponding to the 
standard case and an extremely boosted case in the spatial 
resolution are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the noise increases 
dramatically with increasing spatial resolution, as evidenced by 
the sharper wire in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) and the modulated 
transferring function (MTF) presented in Fig. 3 (a') and (b'). 
B. Images Reconstructed by OS-SIRT with TV 
Regularization 
  The transverse images reconstructed by the OS-SIRT 
algorithm without (O = 0.0) and with TV regularization (O = 
10-6, 5.5u10-6 and 10-5 ) are presented in Fig. 4, in which all 
images are acquired at the 50th iteration. A visual inspection of 
Fig. 4 (a – d) shows that, the TV regularization in the OS-SIRT 
algorithm reduces noise substantially, and degrades the spatial 
resolution too, but to an extent that is significantly less than the 
linear low-pass filtering or smoothing in an FBP 
reconstruction.   
C. Evaluation of Cost-Effectiveness over Algorithms  
    Inclusively, the behavior of noise (gauged by the standard 
deviation (SD) in a water area surrounding the tungsten wire) 
and spatial resolution (MTF at 5%) in the image 
reconstructions by the OS-SIRT, OS-SIRT with TV 
regularization and its combination with the projection domain 
boosting are plotted in Fig. 5, while the quantitative 
measurement results are itemized in Table I. Served as a 
baseline, the profile in green color corresponding to the FBP 
reconstruction is also presented. Noted that, the metric of 
vertical axis of Fig. 5 is noise, and thus the profile 
corresponding to FBP reconstruction observes the 2nd-power 
law [13].  
 
 
 
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
  Using a performance phantom, we carry out a quantitative 
study to investigate the cost-effectiveness (reduction of noise 
vs. degradation of spatial resolution) of the OS-SIRT with TV 
regularization scheme in this work. In addition, we explore the 
strategy of recovering the degradation in spatial resolution 
caused by the regularization scheme in the OS-SIRT algorithm. 
Referring to Fig. 5, a summary of observations is given below.  
  As anticipated, if each detector cell is a two-dimensional 
square, the noise (dose) and spatial resolution in the image 
reconstructed by the FBP algorithm observes the 2nd-power 
(4th-power) law. The accountable for this poor 
cost-effectiveness is the ramp filter kernel [2,13]. In the images 
reconstructed by the OS-SIRT without TV regularization, both 
noise and spatial resolution increase with the number of 
iteration increases. Initially, the noise increase in a manner that 
is less aggressive than the FBP algorithm. However, if the 
number of iteration exceeds a threshold, the noise increases 
with spatial resolution in a manner that is even more aggressive 
than the FBP algorithm, i.e., there exist an inflection point in 
the cost-effectiveness of noise reduction in the image 
reconstructed by the OS-SIRT algorithm without regularization. 
Moreover, as illustrated by the corresponding profile, the 
OS-SIRT with TV regularization at O = 10-6 cannot suppress 
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Figure 2. A transverse image of the performance phantom used to investigate 
the trade-off between noise and spatial resolution, in which a 50 Pm tungsten 
wire and its surrounding area filled with water are used for MTF and noise 
measurement, respectively. 
Figure 3. The transverse images of the performance phantom reconstructed by 
FBP algorithm with the standard (a) and extremely boosted (b) spatial 
resolution and their corresponding MTFs (ac & bc). 
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 the noise very well with increasing spatial resolution, but 
avoids entering the over-aggressive region while the number of 
iteration is over the threshold. However, at O = 10-5, the spatial 
resolution in the image reconstructed by the OS-SIRT 
algorithm increases with the number of iteration, but the noise 
does not. This demonstrates that an adequate TV regularization 
can keep the noise stable while the spatial resolution increase 
with the number of iteration and is exactly what is desired. 
   
Fig.4. The zoom-in images of the performance phantom reconstructed by the 
SIRT algorithm with TV regularization at Ȝ equal to 0, 10-6, 5.5×10-6 and 10-5. 
 TABLE I. THE SPATIAL RESOLUTION (5%MTF) AND NOISE (SD) OF THE FBP 
ANALYTIC AND THE SIRT-TV ITERATIVE RECONSTRUTIONS. 
Reconstruction algorithm 
Spatial resolution 
(5%MTF [lp/cm]) 
Noise 
(SD [10-4/mm]) 
FBP standard 10.2882 2.2699 
FBP boosted 14.4209 4.6403 
no boost 16.8224 6.1274 SIRT-TV 
Ȝ=0 boosted 16.8194 7.0967 
no boost 14.8351 2.5482 SIRT-TV 
Ȝ=10-6 boosted 15.2228 3.2377 
no boost 14.2521 0.4683 SIRT-TV 
Ȝ=5.5×10-6 boosted 14.5470 0.5142 
no boost 13.5325 0.3070 SIRT-TV 
Ȝ=10-5 boosted 14.0657 0.3275 
It should be pointed out that, since the OS-SIRT with TV 
regularization is basically a nonlinear algorithm, the denotation 
of its spatial resolution by the 5% MTF is quite heuristic, and 
the ultimate assessment of image quality should be carried out 
via human or model observer study. In addition, it should be 
noted that, even though in a much tamer manner than the 
low-pass filtering or smoothing in the FBP reconstruction, the 
TV regularization in the OS-SIRT degrades spatial resolution 
compared to the OS-SIRT without regularization. However, as 
demonstrated by the thin tip at the right end of the profiles 
corresponding to O = 10-5, the spatial resolution degradation 
caused by TV regularization can be recovered by boosting the 
high frequency of projection data before iterative 
reconstruction. A quantitative study is being conducted to 
investigate how much of the degraded spatial resolution can be 
recovered by such a projection domain boosting strategy, and 
the results will be promptly published in the near future.  
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Fig.5. Variation of noise over spatial resolution denoted by 5%MTF in image 
reconstructions using FBP and OS-SIRT with TV regularization and projection 
domain boosting of high frequency (boosted), wherein the solid green curve is 
fitted by a 2nd-power function [11]. 
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Abstract—Optical Computed (or Projection) Tomography is 
an exciting emerging field. Sharpe et al (Science, 2002), Fauver & 
Siebel et al (Optical Express, 2005), Miao et al, (J. of Biomedical 
Optics, 2009) used optical lenses to obtain approximately parallel 
projections (extended depths of fields) of a cellular object and 
used the Filtered Back Projection (FBP) algorithm for 
reconstructing 3D images of cells. They reported in their systems 
a resolution of 10-0.35 μm. Sun et al, (J. of Applied Physics, 2010) 
fabricated atomically sharp nano-tip tungsten field-emission 
arrays. Based on this prior work, as well as optical response 
studies of graphene (Wang et al, ACS Nano, 2012), Ya-Hong Xie 
at UCLA conceived of a sub-wavelength, nano-scale optical 
computed tomographic system (SNOCT) where thousands of 
light emitters (built with phosphor layers in between field-emitter 
(cathode) and graphene rod anodes), emitting green light at 
~540nm wavelength. The object is placed close to the light source 
and light is detected by a CMOS photo-detector array. The aim is 
to reconstruct the total attenuation profile in isolated cells. The 
system has no high precision moving parts or optical lenses and is 
expected to yield sub-micron resolution. In this work we show 
one potential (cone-beam) geometry of the system with 49 source 
positions spaced mP apart with ~100 degree coverage.  We built 
a cone-beam forward simulator and a penalized maximum 
likelihood algorithm to reconstruct example objects. The ROI is
mmm PPP  uu . A uniform object and an object with an 
off-axis spherical attenuator yielded reconstruction results with 
overall 2.2% absolute error or less (from original object). The 
current system resolution is 0.5 microns isotropic (reconstruction 
speed being the primary limitation). Ongoing and future work 
involves a full forward simulator of the propagation through 
tissue using the P3 approximation of the radiation transport 
equation; speeding up the reconstruction to enable sub-micron-
scale resolution reconstruction.  

, ,1752'8&7,21
37,&$/3URMHFWLRQRU&RPSXWHG7RPRJUDSK\RU237LQ
VKRUW>@>@LVDQHPHUJLQJPRGDOLW\ZKLFKDOORZVUDSLG


-R\RQL 'H\ LV ZLWK 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0DVVDFKXVHWWV 0HGLFDO 6FKRRO
:RUFHVWHU 0$ &RQWDFW HPDLO MR\RQLGH\#XPDVVPHGHGX <RQJ :X
;XQGRQJ:X0LQJ;LD=KRQJER<DQ(QULFR6WHIDQLDQG<D+RQJ;LHDUH
DWWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI&DOLIRUQLD/RV$QJHOHV

' PDSSLQJ RI WLVVXH GLVWULEXWLRQ XVLQJ PXOWLSURMHFWLRQ
LOOXPLQDWLRQ LQVWHDG RI REWDLQLQJ GDWD LQ ³RSWLFDO VHFWLRQV´
XVHG LQ RWKHU FRQYHQWLRQDO PLFURVFRSLF V\VWHPV FRQIRFDO
PLFURVFRS\ ZLWK GHFRQYROXWLRQ DQG RSWLFDO FRKHUHQFH
WRPRJUDSK\ $FTXLULQJ ' GDWD WUDQVPLVVLRQ DQG
IOXRUHVFHQFH LPDJLQJ UDSLGO\ DOORZV IRU EDVLF ELRORJLFDO
WHPSRUDO VWXGLHV RI JURZWK RI HPEU\RV RUJDQHOOHV 51$
GLVWULEXWLRQ SURWHLQ H[SUHVVLRQ JHQH IXQFWLRQ VWLPXOXV
UHVSRQVH RI FHOOV DQG VR RQ >@ DQG KDV WKH SRWHQWLDO WR
DGYDQFHWKHILHOGRIEDVLFELRORJLFDOUHVHDUFKWUHPHQGRXVO\
,Q >@>@ RSWLFDO OHQVHV ZHUH XVHG WR REWDLQ QHDUSDUDOOHO
SURMHFWLRQDQG WKXV)%3UHFRQVWUXFWLRQZDVXVHG ,Q>@KLJK
UHVROXWLRQ'YROXPHVRIERWKIOXRUHVFHQWDQGQRQIOXRUHVFHQW
ELRORJLFDO VSHFLPHQ XS WRPPWKLFNQHVVFRXOGEH LPDJHG
ZLWKDQH[SHFWHGUHVROXWLRQRIPLFURQDQGSURMHFWLRQ
LPDJHV ZHUH XVHG IRU )%3 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ,Q >@ FHOOXODU
QXFOHLZHUHLPDJHGXVLQJSURMHFWLRQVH[WHQGHGGHSWKVRI
ILHOGV IURP  GHJ DQG )%3 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ ZLWK 
PLFURQRIH[SHFWHGUHVROXWLRQ,Q>@IOXRUHVFHQWLPDJHVZHUH
DOVRXVHGDQGWKHH[SHFWHGUHVROXWLRQZDVPLFURQV
6XQ HW DO >@ IDEULFDWHG DWRPLFDOO\ VKDUS QDQRWLS WXQJVWHQ
ILHOGHPLVVLRQ DUUD\V%DVHG RQ WKLVPHWKRGRORJ\ DVZHOO DV
RSWLFDO UHVSRQVH VWXGLHV RI JUDSKHQH >@;LH FRQFHLYHG RI D
VXEZDYHOHQJWK QDQRVFDOH RSWLFDO FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSKLF
V\VWHP612&7ZKHUHWKRXVDQGVRIOLJKWHPLWWHUVEXLOWZLWK
SKRVSKRU OD\HUV LQ EHWZHHQ ILHOGHPLWWHU FDWKRGH DQG
JUDSKHQH URGV DQRGH HPLWWLQJ JUHHQ OLJKW DW aQP
ZDYHOHQJWK7KHREMHFWLVSODFHGFORVHWRWKHOLJKWVRXUFHDQG
OLJKWLVGHWHFWHGE\D&026SKRWRGHWHFWRUDUUD\7KHDLPLV
WR UHFRQVWUXFW WKH WRWDO DWWHQXDWLRQ LQ LVRODWHG FHOOV 7KH
V\VWHPLVH[SHFWHGWR\LHOGVXEPLFURQUHVROXWLRQ7KHV\VWHP
KDV QR KLJK SUHFLVLRQ PRYLQJ SDUWV RU RSWLFDO OHQVHV DQG LV
H[SHFWHG WR EH VLJQLILFDQWO\ OHVV FRVWO\ WKDQ D KLJKHQG
PLFURVFRSHFRVWLQJa..
,Q WKLV ZRUN ZH LQYHVWLJDWH D JHRPHWULF FRQILJXUDWLRQ IRU
612&7  7KHUH DUHPXOWLSOH VWDWLRQDU\ VRXUFH ILHOG HPLWWHUV
DQG WKH GHWHFWRU LV D SDQHO RI SKRWRGHWHFWRU DUUD\V )LJXUH
D 7KH REMHFW LV SODFHG FORVH WR WKH VRXUFH WR REWDLQ WKH
GHVLUHG PDJQLILFDWLRQ 7KH VRXUFH ILHOG HPLWWHUV PD\ EH
GLVWULEXWHG DERXW QP DSDUW ,Q EHWZHHQ ILHOG HPLWWHU
FDWKRGHV DQG DQRGHV PDGH RI JUDSKHQH XVHIXO IRU QHDU
3HQDOL]HG0D[LPXP/LNHOLKRRG,WHUDWLYH
5HFRQVWUXFWLRQIRU6XEZDYHOHQJWK1DQRVFDOH
2SWLFDO&RPSXWHG7RPRJUDSK\612&7IRU
,VRODWHG&HOO,PDJLQJ
-R\RQL'H\Member IEEE<RQJ:X;XQGRQJ:X0LQJ;LD=KRQJER<DQ(QULFR
6WHIDQLDQG<D+RQJ;LH
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RSWLFDO WUDQVSDUHQF\ D WKLQ ILOP RI HOHFWUROXPLQHVFHQW
SKRVSKRUOD\HUFRQYHUWVWKHNLQHWLFHQHUJ\RIWKHILHOGHPLWWHG
HOHFWURQVLQWRSKRWRQV(DFKVRXUFHFRXOGEHWXUQHG212))
7KH SURMHFWLRQ RI HDFK VRXUFH LV REWDLQHG LQGLYLGXDOO\ 7KH
VRXUFHV HPLW JUHHQOLJKW QP ZDYHOHQJWK EXW RWKHU
ZDYHOHQJWKVQHDULQIUDUHGDUHSRVVLEOH612&7PD\DOVREH
XVHGLQIOXRUHVFHQFHPRGH
,, 0(7+2'6
A. System Geometry 
)LJXUH E VKRZV D SRWHQWLDO V\VWHP JHRPHWU\ RI 612&7
7KH GHWHFWRU SDQHO LV FP FDQ EH  WR  FP ZLWK SKRWR
GHWHFWRUV WKDW DUH PLFURQ DSDUW  7KH VRXUFH WR GHWHFWRU
GLVWDQFH LV mmmA P    7KH UHJLRQ RI LQWHUHVW LV
mmm PPP  uu  DQG WKH REMHFW FHQWHU LV mH P 
IURP WKH FHQWUDO VRXUFH 7KLV ZRXOG DIIRUG D PDJQLILFDWLRQ
IDFWRU RI    HA  7KXV WKH VPDOOHVW YR[HO
VL]HWKDWZRXOGEHPDSSHGWRDGHWHFWRUSL[HORI mx P '
LV  nmmv   u ' P  7KXV DV IDU DV WKH
JHRPHWU\ LV FRQFHUQHG DW OHDVW ZH FDQ H[SHFW WR EH DEOH WR
UHFRQVWUXFWLQWHQVRIQDQRPHWHUV7KHZLGWKRI WKHUHJLRQRI
LQWHUHVW mW P   LV PDSSHG WR mmX   :LWK RXU
VLPSOHVWJHRPHWU\UHVROYLQJREMHFWV LQWKHGLUHFWLRQVSDUDOOHO
WRWKHGHWHFWRU[]GLUHFWLRQKHUHPLJKWEHHDVLHUWKDQWKDWLQ
WKH VRXUFHGHWHFWRU GLUHFWLRQ \GLUHFWLRQ ,Q WKH \GLUHFWLRQ
FDOOHGD[LDOKHUHWKHQHWDWWHQXDWLRQSUHVHQWHGE\WKHREMHFW
RI mP WKLFNQHVVZRXOGEHDERXW7KHG\QDPLFUDQJHRI
GHWHFWRU LV G% DOORZLQJ GHWHFWLRQ RI D  LQ DPSOLWXGH
LH RQO\ DERXW  WLPHV VPDOOHU WKDQ WKH WRWDO DWWHQXDWLRQ
2QHFRQFHUQ LV WKDW VFDWWHUPD\RFFXS\ VRPHRI WKHGHWHFWRU
UDQJH7RWDODWWHQXDWLRQGXH WR EDFNVFDWWHUDQGDEVRUSWLRQ
LVDSDUDPHWHUZHH[SHFW WR LPDJH DVSHU UDGLDWLYHWUDQVSRUW
HTXDWLRQ EXW VFDWWHUHG SKRWRQV GHWHFWHG IURP GLIIHUHQW
GLUHFWLRQVLVH[SHFWHGWREHORZEHFDXVHRI WKH ODUJHGHWHFWRU
GLVWDQFH IURP WKH REMHFW FRPSDUHG WR WKH VL]H RI WKH REMHFW
6FDWWHUDSSHDUVQRWWRSRVHFKDOOHQJHVLQ>@>@ZKHUHD)%3
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ \LHOGHG JRRG UHVXOWV ,Q RQJRLQJIXWXUH ZRUN
ZHZLOOWKHRUHWLFDOO\DQGH[SHULPHQWDOO\LQYHVWLJDWHWKHHIIHFWV
RI VFDWWHU $ [ JULG RI HPLWWHUV LV FKRVHQ IURP WKH VRXUFH
SDQHO7KHVRXUFHVDUHWREHWXUQHGRQRQHDWDWLPH+RZHYHU
IURP GLIIUDFWLRQ OLPLW FRQVLGHUDWLRQV D VSDFLQJ RI mP RU
DERXW  [ WKH ZDYHOHQJWK LV XVHG WR PDNH VXUH WKDW WKH
SURMHFWLRQV IURP RQH HPLWWHU WR QH[W ZLOO \LHOG DGHTXDWHO\
GLVWLQFW LQIRUPDWLRQ7KHDQJXODUFRYHUDJH LVGHJV LQ
WZRGLUHFWLRQV7KH[JULGHQVXUHVQRSURMHFWLRQLVWUXQFDWHG
E\WKHFPZLGHGHWHFWRU2QHFDQDGGRWKHUGHWHFWRUPRGXOHV
KRUL]RQWDOO\ RU YHUWLFDOO\ LQ WZR VLGHV WR KDYH PRUH DQJXODU
FRYHUDJH,QWKLVZRUNZHZLOOLQYHVWLJDWHWKHVLPSOHVWVLQJOH
GHWHFWRU SDQHO JHRPHWU\ WR VHH LI LW FDQ JLYH DFFXUDWH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQXVLQJLWHUDWLYHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQPHWKRGV
B. Forward Model and Reconstruction 
$QDO\WLFDOIRUZDUGPRGHOLVGHYHORSHGXVLQJ6LGGRQOLNHUD\
WUDFLQJ:HXVHQRQVXEVHWYHUVLRQRIWKH3HQDOL]HG0D[LPXP
/LNHOLKRRG 30/ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKP >@>@ IRU
&RPSXWHG 7RPRJUDSK\ ZKLFK PD[LPL]HV WKH OLNHOLKRRG
IXQFWLRQ ZKLOH DOVR LQFOXGLQJ D UHJXODUL]LQJ SULRU KDV EHWWHU
KDQGLQJ IRU WUXQFDWLRQ HIIHFWV QRLVH KDQGOLQJ 7KH 30/
DOJRULWKP XVHV EUHDNV WKH OLNHOLKRRG IXQFWLRQ DQG WKH
UHJXODUL]LQJ SULRU LQWR VHSDUDEOH SDUDEROLF VXUURJDWHV DQG
1HZWRQ¶V PHWKRG LV XVHG WR RSWLPL]H WKH IXQFWLRQDO 7KH
XSGDWHHTXDWLRQIRUWKHDWWHQXDWLRQ P DWWKH WKj YR[HOLVJLYHQ
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ZKHUH \   LV D SULRU IXQFWLRQ LQ WKLV FDVH FKRVHQ WR EH WKH
+XEHU SULRU x
xw \\  LVDQDSSUR[LPDWLRQRIWKHVHFRQG
GHULYDWLYHRIWKHIXQFWLRQ E LVDSDUDPHWHUZKLFKGLFWDWHVWKH
UHODWLYH ZHLJKW RI WKH OLNHOLKRRG DQG WKH VPRRWKLQJ SULRU ,I
VRPHVWULFW FRQGLWLRQV HJPRQRWRQLFLW\ WKH VHFRQG WHUP LQ
WKH QXPHUDWRU LV QRW XVHG DQG WR VDYH &38WLPH WKH jd
FXUYDWXUH FDQ EH SUHFRPSXWHG >@ :H XVH WKH VLPSOLILHG
YHUVLRQ RI WKH HTXDWLRQ 7KH E LV RSWLPL]HG IRU DQ H[DPSOH
FDVHRIDQXQLIRUPREMHFW
,,, 5(68/76
A. Projection (Forward Model) 
7KHDQDO\WLFIRUZDUGPRGHORIWKHV\VWHPLVXVHGWRREWDLQ
SURMHFWLRQVIRUGLIIHUHQWREMHFWV7KHVRXUFHLQWHQVLW\LVWDNHQ
DV XQLW\ 7KH YR[HO YDOXHV RI REMHFWV DUH WKH RUGHU RI
PDJQLWXGHIRUWRWDODWWHQXDWLRQLQWLVVXH per-micron)LJXUH
VKRZVDOOWKHSURMHFWLRQVIRUWKH[GHWHFWRUFP
[FPDW mP IRUDXQLIRUPREMHFW:HQRWHWKDWQRQHRIWKH
SURMHFWLRQVDUHWUXQFDWHG
B. Reconstruction 
7KH 30/ DOJRULWKP LV XVHG IRU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ $ [[
YROXPHLVUHFRQVWUXFWHGZLWK nmm   P YR[HOVL]H7KLV
WDNHVVHFLWHUDWLRQ7KHUHDVRQIRUFKRRVLQJWKLVUHVROXWLRQ
LVWKDWUHFRQVWUXFWLRQLVDV\HWWRRVORZIRUDVPDOOHUYR[HOVL]H
HJ[[YROXPHDW nm $UHFRQVWUXFWHGXQLIRUP
REMHFW LV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  <GLUHFWLRQ LV DORQJ VRXUFH WR
GHWHFWRU 6OLFHV LQ [] DQG [\ GLUHFWLRQ DUH VKRZQ :KLOH
VPDOO WKH \GLUHFWLRQ LV VOLJKWO\ PRUH LQKRPRJHQHRXV WKDQ
RWKHU GLUHFWLRQV DV PLJKW EH H[SHFWHG IRU OLPLWHG DQJOH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV +RZHYHU TXDQWLWDWLYHO\ WKH ELDV HUURU LV
VPDOO LQ DOO GLUHFWLRQV DQG PDUJLQDOO\ GLIIHUHQW LQ WKH \
GLUHFWLRQIURPRWKHUGLUHFWLRQV7KH E LVEURNHQLQWRWZRSDUWV
bu E  )RU   u  WKH SDUDPHWHU b  LV YDULHG LQ WKUHH
RUGHUVRIPDJQLWXGHDQG7KHQHWDEVROXWHHUURURU
ELDV DYHUDJHG DFURVV WKH HQWLUH REMHFW YROXPH OHDYLQJ RXW D
IHZ ERUGHULQJ SL[HOV LQ HDFK GLUHFWLRQ LV PHDVXUHG ZLWK
LWHUDWLRQ $IWHU  LWHUDWLRQV QHDUO\ FRQYHUJHG WKH EHVW
SHUIRUPDQFH LV REWDLQHG DURXQG b  
 7KH ELDV DW 
LWHUDWLRQV IRU WKLV E  LV RQO\  7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LV
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Image Grid Invariant Regularization for Iterative
Reconstruction
Zhou Yu, Charles A. Bouman, Jean-Baptiste Thibault, and Ken D. Sauer
Abstract— Regularization methods have been successfully ap-
plied to various reconstruction and denoising problems. In these
problems, one needs to choose regularization parameters that
properly balance resolution and noise. These parameters need
to be adjusted when the image grid pattern changes. In this
paper, we present a theory on regularization design derived
from a continuous image model so that the regularization
method is invariant to image grid pattern. We can use this
theory to compute regularization parameters for various image
grid patterns. To illustrate the idea, we applied this theory to
regularization design on a rectangular image grid.
Index Terms— Iterative reconstruction, regularization method,
image model, multi-grid
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative reconstruction (IR) methods have been widely
applied to solve various reconstruction and denoising problems
in medical imaging, security CT, electron-microscopy, etc [1]–
[3]. IR methods typically solve the reconstruction problem by
formulating mathematical models of the physics and statistics
of the imaging process and the image itself.
One important aspect of the modeling is to ﬁnd a dis-
crete model of the image and physical processes which are
generally speaking continuous in nature. In a p-dimensional
reconstruction problem, we typically model the image object
as a continuous function f(r) : p → , where r is the vector
representing spatial location. The input to a reconstruction
problem is a set of discrete measurements denoted by a vector
y. The output of the reconstruction is a discrete image array
denoted by vector x. To deﬁne a discrete representation of the
image, one can deﬁne x to be the samples of f ,
xi = f(ri) (1)
where i is the pixel index and ri are typically chosen to fall
on a periodic grid.
The imaging process can be modeled as a mapping from
f to y, that is, y = F (f). For example, in 2D parallel beam
CT reconstruction, F is the Radon transform. Once we deﬁne
a discrete representation of f , we can also derive a discrete
forward model, y ≈ F˜ (x), mapping from x to y. In the CT
reconstruction problem, for instances, various discrete forward
models have been proposed [4]–[7]. Once the models are built,
one can formulate a cost function to ﬁnd the solution that
best ﬁts the model. In general, the image is reconstructed by
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Fig. 1. This ﬁgure shows an example neighborhood on a non-rectangular
periodic 2D image grid.
minimizing a cost function such as,
xˆ = argmin
{
G(F˜ (x), y) + U(x)
}
, (2)
in which G(F˜ (x), y) is the data mismatch term that penalizes
the differences between the image x and the measurement y
according to the forward model F˜ and a statistical model,
and U(x) is the regularization function that penalizes the
roughness in the image [8]–[10]. U(x) is typically derived
from a prior model of the image, such as the Markov random
ﬁeld (MRF) model [11]. The regularization term U(x) plays
a very important role in deﬁning the image quality [12].
In many imaging problems, the image grid might vary
from case to case. For example, when reconstructing images
on rectangular grids, the sampling rate along each direction
might vary depending on the desired resolution. In other
cases, the images might not necessarily fall on rectangular
grids. Therefore we would like to design a cost function that
is invariant to the image grid. In equation (2), the discrete
forward model F˜ naturally takes the pixel size and location
into consideration. In equation (28) of [13], Oh et.al proposed
a scale invariant design of U(x), assuming the sampling
pattern (in this case, the pixel’s aspect ratio) remains the same.
In this paper, we propose a general theory to design U(x) to
be image grid invariant. To do this, we ﬁrst approximate U(x)
to be an integral of f . In order to be image grid invariant, this
integral must not depend on the pixel location or the choice of
the neighborhood. Based on this condition, we can derive a set
of sufﬁcient conditions to guide the design of U(x). We found
that these conditions can be satisﬁed in the case of quadratic
regularization or when U(x) has a special form. To provide an
example of the theory, we describe a design for a commonly
used 3D rectangular grid in section III. Finally, we apply the
design to the 3D CT reconstruction problem as an example.
II. THEORY
Let us ﬁrst introduce notation to describe a periodic image
grid. We use i = (i1, i2, . . . , ip) and j = (j1, j2, . . . , jp) to
denote p-dimensional discrete indexes; and s to denote the
coordinates of a pixel. Let S be a lattice of pixels at locations
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si ∈ 
p taking on the values f(si). Furthermore, let P ⊂ S2
be a neighborhood system on S, where P consists of all voxel
pairs {i, j} where i is a neighbor of j. We assume that the
lattice S has a periodic structure, so the neighbors of i ∈ S are
j = i+k where k ∈ W , and W is a set of neighboring pixels’
index displacements. We also assume that W is symmetric,
so that if k ∈ W then −k ∈ W . We deﬁne J as a p by
p transform matrix that computes the displacement of two
neighboring pixels from k,
sj − si = Jk. (3)
In this notation, the neighborhood is deﬁned by the set W
describing the selection of the neighboring pixels and the ma-
trix J describing the displacement between each neighboring
pixel pair. Fig. 1 shows an exemplary neighborhood on a non-
rectangular periodic 2D image grid, in which each pixel has
6 neighbors.
Let us also assume the prior distribution of x as a Markov
random ﬁeld (MRF), and we will discuss a general form later.
In the MRF case, U(x) is of the form,
U(x) =
1
α
∑
{i,j}∈P
bj−iρ(xj − xi) (4)
where ρ(·) is the potential function. Our objective is to design
α and bj−i so that U(x) is invariant to the image grid.
We ﬁrst derive U(x) as a discrete approximation to an
integral of f . To do this, we use the ﬁnite difference in the
image to approximate the local directional gradient of f , that
is,
xj − xi ≈ ∇f(si)
tJ(j − i). (5)
Using this approximation, we can rewrite U(x) as,
U(x) =
1
α
∑
{i,j}∈P
bj−iρ(xj − xi)
=
1
2α
∑
i∈S
∑
k∈W
bkρ(xi+k − xi)
≈
1
2α
∑
i∈S
∑
k∈W
bkρ(∇f(si)
tJk)
=
1
2α|J |
∑
k∈W
bk
∑
i∈S
ρ(∇f(si)
tJk)|J |
≈
1
2α|J |
∑
k∈W
bk
∫
p
ρ(∇f(s)tJk)ds, (6)
where |J | is the determinant of matrix J .
Notice that, in equation (6), the right hand side is a
summation of integrals, in which each integral is based on the
gradient along the direction of a speciﬁc neighbor, k. Since the
right hand side approximation still depends on the choice of J
and W , it is not image grid invariant in general. However, in
some special cases, it is possible to use bk to compensate for
the directional change in the neighborhood. In the following,
we derive a sufﬁcient condition that bk needs to satisfy to yield
an image grid invariant regularization in two cases. In the ﬁrst
case, ρ must be a quadratic function. In the second case, ρ can
be of a general form, however we need to introduce a minor
modiﬁcation to the form of U(x).
A. Quadratic Regularization
Assume ρ(Δ) = Δ2, then
U(x) ≈
1
2α|J |
∫
p
∑
k∈W
bk∇f(s)
tJkktJ t∇f(s)ds
=
∫
p
||∇f(s)||2Hds (7)
where,
H =
1
2α|J |
∑
k∈W
bkJ(kk
t)J t (8)
To use equation (8) to design U(x), we ﬁrst need to choose a
desired H matrix, such as an identity matrix. We then choose
the image grid and neighborhood, i.e. J and W . Finally, we
ﬁnd bk so that the equation (8) holds. Therefore, equation (8)
gives a sufﬁcient condition for image grid invariant regular-
ization design.
B. General Potential Function
In many imaging applications, ρ(x) is designed to suppress
noise while preserving spatial resolution. To apply the theory
to general potential functions, we would like to propose a
different form of U(x), where
U(x) =
1
α
∑
{i,j}∈P
ρ(b2i−j(xj − xi)
2) (9)
In this form, we sum over the squared difference between each
neighboring voxel pairs ﬁrst, then apply the penalty function
ρ(·). Similar to the derivation of equation (6) and (7) , U(x)
can be shown to approximate the following integral,
U(x) ≈
1
2α|J |
∫
p
ρ(||∇f(s)||2H)ds, (10)
where H is given by equation (8)
III. APPLICATION TO 3D RECTANGULAR GRID
In this section, we would like to provide an example design
for a 3D rectangular image grid, with voxels spacing Δx =
Δy , and Δz , where Δx and Δy are voxel sizes along x, y and
z axis respectively.
We assume W to be a 3 by 3 by 3 cubic neighborhood,
therefore, W = {−1, 0, 1}3. In this case,
J =
⎡
⎣
Δx 0 0
0 Δy 0
0 0 Δz
⎤
⎦
The geometry of the voxel neighborhood is illustrated in
Fig. 2, in which θ is the angle between k = (1, 0, 1)t and the x
axis as shown in (a), and γ is the angle between k = (1, 1, 1)
and the x − y plane as shown in (b). Thus, cos θ = 1√
1+β2
and cos γ =
√
2√
2+β2
, where β = ΔzΔx is the aspect ratio of the
voxel in this particular case where Δx = Δy . When the aspect
ratio changes, the direction between two neighbor voxels,
Jk, also changes. Without proper compensation using bk, the
regularization might be stronger in one direction relative to
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the other. Let us assume we would like the regularization to
be isotropic. Therefore, we choose H = I . In the following
we will derive a solution for bk so that equation (8) holds in
this case.
Let Rk = (Jk)
tJk
||Jk||2 , so that we can rewrite equation (7) as
1
2α|J |
∑
k∈W
bk||Jk||
2Rk = H (11)
A sufﬁcient condition for equation (11) to hold is α = 12|J| ,
bk =
wk
||Jk||2
, where wk satisfy,
∑
k∈W
wkRk = H (12)
Notice that, ||Jk|| is the distance between the two-voxel pair
(i, i + k). Therefore, in this case, bk is inversely proportional
to the squared distance, and wk is computed to compensate
for the different effective regularization strength along the
direction of the neighbors deﬁned by the image grid. We can
derive the Rk matrices for each direction as follows:
R±1,0,0 =
[
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
]
, R0,±1,0 =
[
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
]
;
R0,0,±1 =
[
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
]
;R±1,±1,0 =
[
1
2
±
1
2
0
±
1
2
1
2
0
0 0 0
]
;
R±1,0,±1 =
[
cos2 θ 0 ± sin θ cos θ
0 0 0
± sin θ cos θ 0 sin2 θ
]
;
R0,±1,±1 =
[
0 0 0
0 cos2 θ ± sin θ cos θ
0 ± sin θ cos θ sin2 θ
]
;
R±1,±1,±1 =
⎡
⎣
1
2
cos2 γ ± 1
2
cos2 γ ± 1√
2
cos γ sinγ
±
1
2
cos2 γ 1
2
cos2 γ ± 1√
2
cos γ sinγ
±
1
√
2
cos γ sinγ ± 1√
2
sin γ cos γ sin2 γ
⎤
⎦
(13)
In general the solution to equation (12) might not be unique.
In the following we will derive a solution for wk when H = I .
Instead of solving for 26 unknown wk coefﬁcients, we propose
to apply a constraint on the solution such that neighbor voxel
pairs of symmetric directions will have the same wk values.
This allows us to reduce the problem to 7 unknown variables.
We assign the weight wx to the direction k = (±1, 0, 0) and
wy to k = (0,±1, 0). Next, we assign wxy to the set of
directions k = (±1,±1, 0), so that
∑
k1=±1,k2=±1,k3=0
wxyRk1,k2,k3 = 4wxy
⎡
⎣
1
2 0 0
0 1
2 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎦
Notice that the matrices sum up to be a diagonal matrix.
Similarly, we assign wz to directions k = (0, 0,±1), wxz to
directions k = (±1, 0,±1), wyz to directions k = (0,±1,±1),
and wxyz to the directions k = (±1,±1,±1)
Substituting (13) into (12), we can verify that by setting the
coefﬁcients in the symmetric way, the non-diagonal entries
will all cancel out. Therefore, we only need to consider the
constraints of the three diagonal entries, which give us the
following equations{
2wx + 4×
1
2
wxy + 4wxz cos2 θ + 8×
1
2
wxyz cos2 γ = 1
2wy + 4×
1
2
wxy + 4wyz cos2 θ + 8×
1
2
wxyz cos2 γ = 1
2wz + 4wxz sin2 θ + 4wyz sin2 θ + 8wxyz sin2 γ = 1
(14)
The above equations still do not have a unique solution.
Here we propose to formulate a cost function that minimizes
the total energy of the wk coefﬁcients subject to (14) and a
non-negativity constraint.
w∗ = arg min
wk≥0
∑
k∈W
w2k
= arg min
wk≥0
{2w2x + 2w
2
y + 2w
2
z
4w2xy + 4w
2
xz + 4w
2
yz + 8w
2
xyz} (15)
The above constrained optimization problem yields the fol-
lowing analytical solution
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
wx
wy
wxy
wz
wxz
wyz
wxyz
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1/12 17β
4+4+24 β6+9β8
14 β4+4+8β2+10 β6+3β8
1/12 17β
4+4+24 β6+9β8
14 β4+4+8β2+10 β6+3β8
1/12 17β
4+4+24 β6+9β8
14 β4+4+8β2+10 β6+3β8
1/6 12 β
2+2β4+12+β8
14β4+4+8 β2+10β6+3 β8
1/12
(1+β2)(5β4+4+16 β2+2β6)
14 β4+4+8β2+10 β6+3β8
1/6
(2+β2)(5β4+1+2β2+β6)
14β4+4+8 β2+10β6+3 β8
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (16)
where β = Δz
Δx
. Fig. 3 shows wk as a function of β.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply the proposed regularization model
to 3D CT reconstruction problems. In computed tomography,
the resolution and noise properties are mainly determined by
system geometry and scan techniques. Therefore, this paper
does not focus on achieving speciﬁc image quality properties
such as uniform or isotropic resolution in the general case for
any scanning geometry. Instead, we would like to demonstrate
that with the proposed model, image quality is less sensitive
to voxel size changes compared to the baseline methods.
The methods in comparison are the proposed regularization
model, and two baseline methods. In the ﬁrst baseline method,
we choose α = 1
2|J| and bk =
1
||Jk||2 , that is, we set wk
to be a constant in all directions. In the second baseline
method, we choose bk = 1||Jk||2 and α to be a constant for all
voxel sizes. In both baseline methods, we adjust the over-
all regularization strength to match the proposed model at
dx = dy = dz = 0.625mm. At this point, all three models
yield identical regularization parameters.
To measure image quality, we simulated a 3D digital
phantom containing an array of high contrast point sources as
shown in Fig. 4. We test the proposed and baseline algorithms
with various voxel sizes dx = dy at ﬁxed dz = 0.625mm. In
Fig. 5, we measure the 50% MTF (lp/cm) in x− y plane, full
width half maxium (FWHM) in mm along the z axis and noise
standard deviation (HU) in the uniform portion of the phantom.
Considering the variations of these image quality metrics when
the voxel size changes, we notice that the proposed method is
less sensitive to the voxel size change compared to the baseline
methods. Furthermore, the baseline 1 is also less sensitive
compared to the baseline 2, since it is closer to the proposed
model.
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Fig. 2. This ﬁgure illustrates the geometry of the voxel neighborhood on a
rectangular grid. In (a), we show the voxels in the x − z plane. The angle
between the diagonal voxel and the x axis is denoted as θ. In (b), we show
the voxels in the ﬁrst octant, in which γ is the angle between the corner voxel
shown in red and the x− y plane.
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Fig. 3. This ﬁgure shows wk as a function of voxel aspect ratio parameter
β
Fig. 4. The ﬁgure shows the digital phantom used in the experiment.
Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows the IQ metrics when dx = dy changes at ﬁxed
dz. The proposed method appears less sensitive to such changes compared to
the baseline methods.
V. DISCUSSION
The theory proposed in this paper can be useful in many
reconstruction as well as denoising problems. In our example,
we change the pixel size independently of slice thickness,
which yields a non-isotropic voxel. Without modeling non-
isotropic sampling in U(x), one could end up with over-
regularized results along certain directions while other di-
rections are under-regularized. In 4D reconstructions (3D +
temporal), the voxel size and temporal sampling rate can also
be adjusted independently. The proposed theory can be used
to yield a consistent design balancing spatial and temporal
resolution. Although our derivation assumes a periodic lattice,
the theory can also be extended to non-periodic lattices where
bk needs to be computed for each location.
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Ultrafast Fully Analytical Iterative Model-based
Statistical 3D Reconstruction Algorithm
Robert Cierniak and Michal Knas
Abstract—The orginally formulated by us a 3D reconstruction
algorithm for spiral cone-beam x-ray tomography is presented.
This appraoch to the 3D reconstruction problem is based on
the fully analytical formulation of the reconstruction problem.
Additinally, statistical considerations involved with the form of
noise present in x-ray measurement system at the formulation of
this problem are taken into account. This conception signiﬁcantly
improves quality of the obtained after reconstruction images
and decreases the complexity of the reconstruction problem in
comparison with other approaches. The carried out computer
simulations shown that presented here reconstruction algorithm
outperforms conventional analytical methods in obtained image
quality. The GPU realization of our algorithm shows that this
algorithm can be fully applicable for commercial use in the sense
of the obtained image quality and the time of reconstruction
process.
Index Terms—Computed tomography, 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm, image reconstruction from projections problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, statistical reconstruction methods are being ac-
tively developed because they allow us to improve the reso-
lution of reconstructed images and/or decrease x-ray intensity
while maintaining the quality of the CT images obtained. This
is because the signals are adapted to the speciﬁc statistics of
a given technique and consequently the algorithms can yield
a reduction in radiation dose during human body examination
[1]. It is worth to note that there are several commercially
developed and introduced statistical iterative reconstruction
algorithms and iterative image based denoising algorithms, e.g.
Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstruction (ASIR), Iterative
Reconstruction in Image Space (ARIS), Adaptive Iterative
Dose Reduction (AIDR) or iDose algorithms.
Generally, one can say that all most signiﬁcant existing
reconstruction algorithms belong to two basic approaches,
taking into account the methodology of the used in them signal
processing concepts: these called the analytical methods, and
those assigned to strategy called the algebraic reconstruction
technique. We can suppose that the implementation of the ART
in the historical ﬁrst CT apparatus was caused for lack of
alternative at that time. Next generation of CT systems used
only reconstruction algorithms based on analytical method-
ology. The main reason of this situation was the huge sizes
of matrices appeared in the algebraic reconstruction problem,
and caused by this the calculation complexity of reconstruction
method based on this methodology. The analytical methodol-
ogy simpliﬁes drastically the number of neccessary calculation
Corresponding author: Robert Cierniak, Institute of Computational Intel-
ligence, Czestochowa University of Technology, Armii Krajowej 36, 42-200
Czestochowa, Poland, e-mail: cierniak@kik.pcz.czest.pl
and in this way is more appealing. The algebraic approach was
taken ﬁrstly into consideration (see e.g. [2], [3]) for design of
the statistical reconstruction algorithms because it allows for
accurate modelling of the statistics of projection data and it
helps to avoid most of distortion caused by them. Presented
in above publications reconstruction idea is based on the
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation approach.
That application of the algebraic reconstruction technique has
some signiﬁcant technical difﬁculties at practical realization,
namely: in the case of algorithms for 3D spiral cone-beam
scanners, it is complicated to establish the coefﬁcients of
forward model for ART at this geometry of scanner [3], [5],
[4]; this methodology forces simultaneously calculations for
all voxels in range of reconstructed 3D image what makes the
reconstruction problem extremely complex.
We could avoid the mentioned above difﬁculties connected
with using of ART methodology using an analytical strategy
of the reconstructed image processing. In previous papers we
showed how to formulate the analytical reconstruction problem
consistent with the ML methodology for parallel geometry of
scanner [6]–[8], for fan-beams [9], and ﬁnally we proposed
the scheme of reconstruction method for the spiral cone-
beam scanner [10]. Our statistical 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm has some serious adventages compared with algebraic
methodology. Firstly, we establish certain coefﬁcients in our
method, but it is performed in much more easer way than in
comparative method. Secendly, we can perform reconstruction
process only in one plane in 2D space, what simplify the
problem. The reconstruction process can be performed for
every cross-section image separately. After this, it is possi-
ble to reconstruct whole 3D volume image from set of the
reconstructed before 2D images. Additionally, we use during
reconstruction process the FFT what signiﬁcantly decreases
the time of the reconstruction process. Moreover, we propose
such modiﬁcation of the imposed loss function in the applied
ML estimation that it is unnecessary to use any additional
regularization term (a priori term). Thanks to this modiﬁcation
we prevent any unstabilities in reconstruction process and we
simplify the loss function adapted to statistics of projection
data involved in the x-ray computed tomography.
II. 3D RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM FOR SPIRAL
CONE-BEAM SCANNER
We have formulated orginally the 2D analytical approximate
reconstruction problem for parallel geometry of scanner (see
e.g. [7], [8]). Presented there idea can be incorporated into the
Feldkamp-type reconstruction methodology for design of 3D
reconstruction algorithm for the spiral cone-beam geometry
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Fig. 1. An image reconstruction algorithm for the cone-beam geometry
scanner
of the scanners. We will show in the following subsections
how can adapt our orginal idea to the 3D reconstruction
problem. Additionally, we will describe the statistical nature
of our method, what lead to the design of the 3D iterative
model-based reconstruction algorithm. The general scheme of
proposed by us reconstruction procedure is depicted in Fig. 1.
Presented here iterative statistical reconstruction algorithm
uses projections obtained in an spiral cone-beam scanner. After
selecting a position zp on the z-axis of the reconstructed cross-
section of a body, the reconstruction of image at this position
is performed.
In a real spiral cone-beam projection system, the recon-
struction algorithm can only make use of projections obtained
at certain angles and measured only at particular points on
the partial cylindrical-shaped screen. In our case, the beam of
x-rays reaches the individual detector rows k = 1, 2, . . . ,K,
where K is a number of rows placed on the screen. In every
row, selected rays strike the detectors, each of which is indexed
by the variable η = − (H− 1) /2, . . . , 0, . . . , (H− 1) /2,
where H is an odd number of detectors in each channel
of the array. Detectors are placed on the screen separated
by a distance Δk in each row, and by an angular distance
Δη in each channel. Additionally, only a limited number of
projections are performed, each of which is indexed by the
variable θ = 0, . . . ,Θ − 1, where Θ − 1 is the total number
of projections made during the examination. Every projection
is carried out after rotation by Δθ. We can sum up these
practical conditions by saying that the reconstruction algorithm
has available to it the projection values ph
(
βη, α
h
θ , z˙k
)
, in
the ranges: η = − (H− 1) /2, . . . , 0, . . . , (H− 1) /2; θ =
0, . . . ,Θ− 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
Several following after the acquisition of projections process
operations are the same as in the case of the reconstruction
algorithm designed for parallel-beam scanner. The only def-
ference between 2D and 3D approaches lies in performance of
the back-projejection operation, and this operation is presented
as the next one.
A. Back-projection Operation
It is at this stage of the process that the three-dimensional
back-projection is performed. Every point in the coordinate
space is given a value equal to the sum of all the projection
values from all the rays passing through the point. For the
projections p˙h (βij , θ, z˙ij) made at angle θ; θ = 0, . . . ,Θ− 1,
the operation can be written:
μ˜ (i, j, zp) ∼= Δhα ·
∑
θ
p˙h (βij , θ, z˙ij) , (1)
Often there is no ray that actually passes exactly through a
particular discrete point in space, or voxel, (i, j, zp) and so
there is no projection value available to the reconstruction
algorithm. This means that the missing projection value has
to be interpolated based on measurements ph (η, θ, k), using
for example the technique of bilinear interpolation:
p˙h (βij , θ, z˙ij) =
4∑
n=1
cn,θ,ijp
h
n,θ,ij (2)
where the coefﬁcients of interpolation cn,θ,ij can be estab-
lished in the following way:
cn,θ,ij =
(
1− |Δβ|
Δη
)
·
(
1− |Δz˙|
Δz˙k
)
, (3)
where the quantities βij and z˙ij represent the coordinates of
the discrete point (i, j, zp) expressed as parameters of the
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projection carried out at the angle θ. It can easily be shown
that z˙ij is calculated as follows:
z˙ij (θ) =
Rf · (zp − z0 (θ))
Rf − uij (4)
where Rf is the radius of the circle described by the focus of
the tube, and
z0 (θ) = λ · θΔ
h
α
2π
(5)
and
uij = iΔxy · sin
(
θΔhα
)− jΔxy · cos (θΔhα) , (6)
where: Δxy is the interval between individual points on the
reconstructed image.
The value of βij is easily determined from the following
formula:
βij (θ) = arcsin
⎛
⎝ sij√
R2f + z˙ij − uij
⎞
⎠ , (7)
where
sij = iΔxy · cos
(
θΔhα
)
+ jΔxy · sin
(
θΔhα
)
, (8)
and uij has already been determined in equation (6).
It is easy now to explain how are chosen these four
projections phn,θ,ij used in bilinear interpolation (2): they
are determined as the nearest neighbours of the projection
p˙h (βij , θ, z˙ij), taking into account the parameters βij (θ) and
z˙ij (θ) (equations (7) and (4), respectively).
B. Iterative Reconstruction Procedure
The main goal of the presented here iterative statistical
procedure is to reconstruct image according to the maximum
likelihood (ML) methodology of estimation of expected value
of image for certain pixels, holding the analytical scheme of
image processing in given reconstruction algorithm. After deep
statistical analysis, we propose the following form of objective
to be optimized during this iterative reconstruction procedure:
μ∗min = argmin
μ∗
⎛
⎝1
2
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
1
σ2Σ (i, j)
f (e (i, j))
⎞
⎠ , (9)
where:
e (i, j) =
∑
i¯
∑
j¯
μ∗ (¯i, j¯) · hΔi,Δj − μ˜ (i, j) , (10)
and (what can be shown)
hΔi,Δj = hi,j =
Δα ·
Ψ−1∑
ψ=0
¯int (i cosψΔα + j sinψΔα) , (11)
where ¯int is an interpolation function used in the back-
projection operation; Δi = |i − i¯|, Δj = |j − j¯|, Δα = 2ΠΨ ,
and
σ2Σ (i, j) ∼=
1
n0
Ψ−1∑
ψ=0
∑
n
c2n,θ,ije
phn,θ,ij , (12)
where n0 is the initial number of x-ray photons. Thus, it will be
possible to ﬁnd the optimal image μ∗ in the sense of estimation
of the expected values of the reconstructed image μ. Note, that
in Eq. (10) μ˜ means an image obtained after back-projection
operation, hΔi,Δj are constant coefﬁcients of the convolution,
f (•) is a penalty function. We propose the following form of
the function f (•):
f (e (i, j)) = λ · ln cosh
(
e (i, j)
λ
)
. (13)
where: λ is a slope coefﬁcient. It is worth emphasizing
strongly that the introduction of this function instead of
the quadratic ampliﬁcation of the error in each pixel is not
inconsistent with the main idea of the statistical reconstruction
approach – that of matching an appropriate divergence func-
tion with the probabilistic distribution present in the measured
signals. The form of function (13) overlaps with the quadratic
form in the wider neighbourhood of their minimums.
Formula (9) can be the basis for the formulation of many
solutions to the image reconstruction from projections prob-
lem, consistent with ML methodology. Although, there are
several methods of searching for the optimal solution, we
propose the gradient descent method. In this case, the pixels
in reconstructed image will be adjusted in the following way:
μ∗(t+1) (i, j) = μ∗(t) (i, j)−
c ·
I∑
i¯=1
J∑
j¯=1
1
σ2Σ (¯i, j¯)
f ′
(
e(t) (¯i, j¯)
)
hΔi,Δj , (14)
where f ′ is a deriviation of the function (13).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we have adapted the well-known Shepp-
Logan phantom of the head (see e.g. [11]) for 3D spiral cone-
beam projections. Parematers: λ was set to be 2.5, and Rf
to be 1200. During the simulations, we ﬁxed H = 1025
measurement points (detectors) on the screen at virtual parallel
projections, and K = 121. The number of projections was cho-
sen as Θ = 3220 rotation angles, and the size of the processed
image was ﬁxed at I×J = 1024×1024 pixels. The coefﬁcients
hΔi,Δj were precomputed before we started the reconstruction
process and these coefﬁcients were ﬁxed for the subsequent
processing. We started the actual reconstruction procedure and
perform the back-projection operation to get a blurred image
of the x-ray attenuation distribution in a given cross-section of
the investigated object. The image obtained in this way was
then subjected to a process of reconstruction (optimization)
using an iterative statistically-tailored procedure. It is worth
noting that we can choose the starting point of this procedure
to be a result of using any standard reconstruction method,
for example a reconstruction Feldcamp-type FBP algorithm.
Because the set of possible states of matrix μ∗ is convex
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and the function from relation (3) is convex, the optimization
process starting from any point of the convex set μ∗ yields a
unique solution. The convolutions in iterative procedure were
calculated in frequency domain to accelerate reconstruction
procedure. The whole iterative process was implemented for
GPUs with the NVIDIA CUDA framework and executed on
the GeForce GTX 680 graphics card. In this case, the iterative
reconstruction process (3000 iterations) has taken 53s.
Views of the reconstructed images of the mathematical
phantom in the cross-section after 3000 iterations are presented
(Table I.c for stochastic signals. For comparison, the original
phantom image (Table I.a) and the image reconstructed by
a standard Feldkamp-type FBP reconstruction method (Table
I.b) are also presented.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown in this paper fully feasible 3D statistical
reconstruction algorithm. The use of analytical scheme of
signal processing allows us to avoid very serious difﬁculties
associated with the algebraic reconstruction technique, which
are particularly noticeable in reconstruction algorithms for
spiral scanners. Globally, our reconstruction problem is very
easy and compact. There is not used any additional geometrical
correction of the projection lines in this approach. Elements
of the matrix hΔi,Δj (see Eq. 11) can be calculated before
we start the reconstruction procedure and they are the same
for all pixels in the reconstructed image. Simulations have
been performed, which prove that our reconstruction method
is extremely fast (the whole iterative reconstruction process
with 3000 iterations takes 53s) and stable without introducing
any additional regularization term, in contrast to the max-
imum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation. We have
achieved this thanks to the introduction of a new form of
penalty function in the form of a loss function which prevents
the occurrence of possible instabilities in the reconstruction
process. The image of the cross-section of the mathematical
phantom was reconstructed with high accuracy compared with
the standard method (in our experiments the Feldkamp-type
algorithm), as measured both in the subjective way and using
the objective quality measure.
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$QDO\WLFDO RU 0RQWH &DUOR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH IRU
SLQKROH 63(&7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ"
3DEOR $JXLDU )UDQFLVFR 3LQR 'RPCHQHF 5RV -DYLHU 3DYÕD DQG =LDG (O %LWDU
Abstract—In recent years, many papers on the different meth-
ods of obtaining the system response for SPECT reconstruction
have been published related. The present work compares the
system response obtained by means of analytical and Monte Carlo
calculations. To this end, the projections of point sources placed at
different distances from a pin-hole collimator obtained by using
the analytical and Monte Carlo projectors were compared with
experimental data. Our findings show a good agreement between
the results obtained with the Monte Carlo method and those using
the analytical method including an experimental characterization
of the system response. A good agreement was also obtained
between the PSF calculated by means of the two projectors and
that determined experimentally.
Index Terms—System response matrix, pinhole SPECT recon-
struction, Monte Carlo, Raytracing.
, ,1752'8&7,21
S0$// DQLPDO SLQKROH 63(&7 KDV EHFRPH DQ HVVHQWLDOWRRO LQ SUHFOLQLFDO UHVHDUFK >@ EHFDXVH RI LWV FDSDELOLW\
WR SURYLGH LPDJHV RI SHSWLGHV DQWLERGLHV DQG KRUPRQHV 7KH
GLIIXVLRQ RI WKHVH PROHFXOHV LV VORZ WKXV HQDEOLQJ XV WR
REWDLQ LPDJHV RI SURFHVVHV VXFK DV FHOO GLYLVLRQ LQIHFWLRQ DQG
LQÀDPPDWLRQ )XUWKHUPRUH WKH DGYDQWDJH RI WKH SLQKROH RYHU
SDUDOOHOKROH FROOLPDWRUV LV WKDW YHU\ KLJK VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ
LPDJHV FDQ EH REWDLQHG ZKHQ WKH REMHFW LV SRVLWLRQHG FORVH
WR WKH SLQKROH 7KLV DGYDQWDJH FRPHV DW WKH H[SHQVH RI D
UHGXFHG ¿HOG RI YLHZ ZKLFK DOWKRXJK LW UHVWULFWV WKH FOLQLFDO
XVH RI WKHVH LPDJLQJ V\VWHP LW FRQWLQXHV WR EH VXLWDEOH IRU
SUHFOLQLFDO LPDJLQJ 7KH XVH RI SLQKROH FROOLPDWRUV DOORZV
XV LPDJH TXDQWL¿FDWLRQ LQ VPDOO DQLPDOV ZLWK VXEPLOOLPHWULF
VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ 7KLV KLJK VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ SHUIRUPDQFH
VKRXOG EH FRPELQHG ZLWK D GHJUHH RI VHQVLWLYLW\ VLPLODU WR
WKDW IRXQG LQ KXPDQ VWXGLHV
,Q WKLV UHJDUG VWDWLVWLFDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRGV >@ >@
SOD\ D YLWDO UROH LQ WKH LPDJH TXDOLW\ EHFDXVH WKH\ FDQ LQFOXGH
DFFXUDWH GHVFULSWLRQV RI WKH DFTXLVLWLRQ SURFHVV OHDGLQJ WR
LPDJHV RI D KLJKHU KLJK VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ >@ 7KH NH\
HOHPHQW RI WKHVH VWDWLVWLFDO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV LV WKH
3 $JXLDU LV ZLWK 0ROHFXODU ,PDJLQJ *URXS 1XFOHDU 0HGLFLQH 'HSDUW
PHQW &RPSOH[R +RVSLWDODULR 8QLYHUVLWDULR GH 6DQWLDJR GH &RPSRVWHOD DQG
,',6,',&+86 6SDLQ
) 3LQR DUH ZLWK 8QLWDW %LRIÕVLFD 8QLYHUVLWDW GH %DUFHORQD DQG 6HUYHL
GH )ÕVLFD 0CHGLFD L 3URWHFFLR 5DGLROCRJLFD ,QVWLWXW &DWDOCD G¶2QFRORJLD
/¶+RVSLWDOHW GH /OREUHJDW 6SDLQ
' 5RV DUH ZLWK 8QLWDW %LRIÕVLFD 8QLYHUVLWDW GH %DUFHORQD DQG &,%(5
%LRLQJHQLHUÕD %LRPDWHULDOHV \ 1DQRPHGLFLQD &,%(5%%1 6SDLQ
- -DYLHU 3DYÕD LV ZLWK +RVSLWDO &OÕQLF GH %DUFHORQD DQG &,%(5 %LRLQJH
QLHUÕD %LRPDWHULDOHV \ 1DQRPHGLFLQD &,%(5%%1 6SDLQ
= (O %LWDU LV ZLWK ,PDELR ,QVWLWXW 3OXULGLVFLSOLQDLUH +XEHUW &XULHQ ,3+&
&156 805 &156,13 DQG 8'6 6WUDVERXUJ )UDQFH
FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH ZKLFK UHODWHV WKH LPDJH
DQG WKH SURMHFWLRQ VSDFH ,Q UHFHQW \HDUV PDQ\ SDSHUV KDYH
EHHQ SXEOLVKHG UHODWHG WR GLIIHUHQW PHWKRGV RI REWDLQLQJ WKH
V\VWHP UHVSRQVH DQG EDVLFDOO\ RQH FDQ VD\ WKDW WKH PRGHOOLQJ
FDQ EH FDUULHG RXW DQDO\WLFDOO\ RU E\ XVLQJ 0RQWH &DUOR
VLPXODWLRQV
,I WKH PRGHOOLQJ RI WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH LV FDUULHG RXW
DQDO\WLFDOO\ GLIIHUHQW UD\WUDFHUV >@ >@ >@ FDQ EH XVH
WR FRPSXWH WKH JHRPHWULFDO FRPSRQHQW 2WKHU HIIHFWV VXFK
DV LQWULQVLF VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ ¿QLWH DSHUWXUH HIIHFW DQG
VHSWDO SHQHWUDWLRQ DUH FRPSXWHG VHSDUDWHO\ >@ UHTXLULQJ D
ODERULRXV FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ RI WKH V\VWHP WKURXJK H[SHULPHQWDO
PHDVXUHPHQWV >@ >@ 2QFH WKHVH HIIHFWV DUH PRGHOHG WKH
DQDO\WLFDO FRPSXWDWLRQ RI WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH LV IDVW DQG
LW FDQ EH REWDLQHG on-the-fly GXULQJ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SURFHVV
$V DQ DOWHUQDWLYH WR WKH H[SHULPHQWDO FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ
0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQV FDQ EH DOVR XVHG WR FRPSXWH
WKH FRPSOHWH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH QRW RQO\ WKH JHRPHWULFDO
FRPSRQHQW ZLWKRXW H[SHULPHQWDO PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KH
UREXVWQHVV RI WKHVH WHFKQLTXHV LQ 63(&7 IRU SDUDOOHO >@ DQG
SLQKROH FROOLPDWRUV >@ KDV EHHQ SURYHG
6R IDU LW VWLOO UHPDLQV XQFOHDU ZKLFK RI WKH WZR PHWKRGV
IRU FRPSXWDWLQJ WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH LV PRUH VXLWDEOH IRU
SLQKROH 63(&7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KH DLP RI WKH SUHVHQW ZRUN
LV WR FRPSDUH WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH REWDLQHG E\ PHDQV RI
DQDO\WLFDO DQG 0RQWH &DUOR FDOFXODWLRQV
,, 0(7+2'6
A. Pinhole SPECT scanner
2XU ZRUN IRFXVHV RQ D SLQKROH 63(&7 V\VWHP >@
ZKLFK FRQVLVWV RI D URWDWLQJ ÀDW GHWHFWRU ZLWK D PRQROLWKLF
VFLQWLOODWRU FU\VWDO &HVLXP ,RGLQH &V, RI 50 × 50 × 4mm3
FRXSOHG WR + 36307 DQG 1 mm GLDPHWHU WXQJVWHQ
SLQKROH >@ 7KH JDPPD FDPHUD LV DWWDFKHG WR D YDULDEOH
UDGLXV V\VWHP LQ RUGHU WR RSWLPL]H VHQVLWLYLW\ DQG UHVROXWLRQ
E\ DGMXVWLQJ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ WR WKH VL]H RI WKH REMHFW
B. Analytical system response and experimental PSF
7KH FRPSXWDWLRQ RI WKH GLIIHUHQW HOHPHQWV RI WKH V\VWHP
UHVSRQVH PDWUL[ FDQ EH D YHU\ WHGLRXV WDVN EHFDXVH RI WKH
ODUJH VL]H RI WKH PDWUL[ 7R IDFLOLWDWH WKH FRPSXWDWLRQ WKH
FRPSOHWH PDWUL[ ZDV IDFWRUL]HG LQWR VHYHUDO VXEPDWULFHV >@
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HDFK RQH UHODWHG WR D UHOHYDQW DVSHFW LQ WKH LPDJH IRUPDWLRQ
SURFHVV
1) Geometrical component: WKH JHRPHWULFDO FRPSRQHQW
RI WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH ZDV REWDLQHG E\ XVLQJ D IDVW 6LGGRQ
UD\WUDFHU >@ VR WKDW IRU HDFK ELQYR[HO HOHPHQW WKH UHVSRQVH
ZDV FRPSXWHG DV WKH OHQJWK RI LQWHUVHFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH OLQH
UHODWHG WR WKH ELQ DQG WKH YR[HO
2) Intrinsic spatial resolution: LQ DGGLWLRQ WR WKH
JHRPHWULFDO FRPSRQHQW 36) HIIHFWV UHODWHG WR WKH LQWULQVLF
VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ ZHUH DOVR LQFOXGHG $ FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ
RI WKH LQWULQVLF VSDWLDO UHVROXWLRQ ZDV FDUULHG RXW WKURXJK
H[SHULPHQWDO PHDVXUHPHQWV IURP SRLQW VRXUFHV XVLQJ D SHQFLO
EHDP DQG D VHW RI GHWHFWRU LQWULQVLF 36)V ZDV REWDLQHG IRU
GLIIHUHQW LQFLGHQFH DQJOHV
3) Finite aperture and septal penetration: DQDO\WLFDO
PRGHOV RI ¿QLWH DSHUWXUH DQG VHSWDO SHQHWUDWLRQ ZHUH DOVR
LQFOXGHG 7R WKLV HQG ZH FRQVLGHUHG DQ HTXLYDOHQW DSHUWXUH
GLDPHWHU \LHOGLQJ D JHRPHWULF UHVROXWLRQ HTXDO DV WKH WRWDO
UHVROXWLRQ RI WKH UHDO SLQKROH >@ 7KH VFDWWHU LQ WKH
FROOLPDWRU ZDV QRW FRQVLGHUHG
C. Monte Carlo system response
0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQV ZHUH XVHG WR REWDLQ DQ DFFXUDWH
GHVFULSWLRQ RI DOO WKH SKHQRPHQD LQYROYHG LQ WKH 63(&7
LPDJLQJ SURFHVV ZKLFK UHODWH WKH DFWLYLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ DQG WKH
SKRWRQV FROOHFWHG E\ WKH GHWHFWRU
1) GEANT4 simulations: WKH FRPSOHWH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH
ZDV REWDLQHG E\ XVLQJ *($17 VLPXODWLRQV >@ RI D F\OLQGHU
ZLWK XQLIRUP DFWLYLW\ FRQFHQWUDWLRQ >@ >@ 6LPXODWLRQ WRRN
LQWR DFFRXQW PRVW RI WKH SK\VLFDO SKHQRPHQD LQYROYHG LQ WKH
UDGLDWLRQPDWWHU LQWHUDFWLRQ LQFOXGLQJ WKH JDPPD HPLVVLRQ
SLQKROH FROOLPDWLRQ DQG JDPPD GHWHFWLRQ 7KXV SKRWRHOHFWULF
DEVRUSWLRQ &RPSWRQ VFDWWHULQJ DQG 5D\OHLJK VFDWWHULQJ ZHUH
DFWLYDWHG LQ WKH VLPXODWLRQV 7XQJVWHQ FKDUDFWHULVWLFV [UD\V
ZHUH QRW LQFOXGHG 7R WDFNOH WKH KLQGUDQFH RI ODUJH FRPSXWLQJ
WLPH SDUDOOHO VLPXODWLRQV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG RQ D FRPSXWLQJ
JULG FRPSRVHG RQ  FRPSXWLQJ HOHPHQWV
2) Variance reduction: YDULDQFH UHGXFWLRQ PHWKRGV EDVHG
RQ IRUFHG GHWHFWLRQ ZHUH QHHGHG WR REWDLQ QRLVHIUHH
VLPXODWLRQV ZLWKLQ UHDVRQDEOH WLPH 7KXV DFFHOHUDWHG 0RQWH
&DUOR VLPXODWLRQV >@ ZHUH FDUULHG RXW E\ IRUFLQJ WKH
GLUHFWLRQ RI SKRWRQV WRZDUGV D FLUFXODU DUHD FHQWHUHG DW WKH
SLQKROH FROOLPDWRU 7KH GHWHFWHG SKRWRQV ZHUH ZHLJKWHG WR
FRPSHQVDWH WKH IDFW WKDW HPLVVLRQ ZDV FRQVWUDLQHG ZLWKLQ D
OLPLWHG VROLG DQJOH
D. Mechanical misalignments
7KH PHFKDQLFDO PLVDOLJQPHQWV DQG V\VWHP UHVSRQVH
PRGHOLQJ DUH FORVHO\ UHODWHG WRSLFV LQ SLQKROH 63(&7
LPDJLQJ DQG D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ PHWKRG LPSOHPHQWHG ZLWKRXW
WKH FDSDELOLW\ RI FRUUHFWLQJ IRU JHRPHWULF PLVDOLJQPHQWV PD\
EH RI OLWWOH LQWHUHVW LQ SUDFWLFDO PROHFXODU LPDJLQJ VWXGLHV
7KDW LV ZK\ WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RI SLQKROH 63(&7 GDWD
UHTXLUHV D FRUUHFW GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH DFTXLVLWLRQ JHRPHWU\ DQG
WKLV LQIRUPDWLRQ KDV WR EH LQFOXGHG LQ ERWK WKH DQDO\WLFDO
FDOFXODWLRQV DQG 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQV 7KHVH PHFKDQLFDO
PLVDOLJQPHQWV ZHUH FRPSOHWHO\ GHVFULEHG WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW
WKH UDGLXV GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH FHQWHU RI WKH KROH DQG WKH
FHQWHU RI URWDWLRQ WKH IRFDO OHQJWK GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH
FHQWHU RI WKH KROH DQG WKH GHWHFWRU WKH PHFKDQLFDO RIIVHW
GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ WKH URWDWLRQ D[LV DQG WKH SLQKROH SURMHFWLRQ
UD\ RUWKRJRQDO WR WKH GHWHFWRU WKH WLOW DQJOH DQJOH EHWZHHQ
WKH GHWHFWRU DQG WKH URWDWLRQ D[LV WKH WZLVW DQJOH GHVFULELQJ
D URWDWLRQ RI WKH GHWHFWRU DURXQG DQ D[LV SDUDOOHO WR WKH
FHQWUDO UD\ DQG WKH HOHFWULFDO VKLIWV GHVFULELQJ D FROOHFWLYH
WUDQVODWLRQ RI WKH SURMHFWLRQ LPDJH FDXVHG E\ GULIW RI WKH
GHWHFWRU KDUGZDUH >@
,W UHPDLQV XQFOHDU LI RWKHU XQFHUWDLQWLHV VXFK DV SLQKROH
RSHQLQJ DQJOH 90 deg WKH SLQKROH RULHQWDWLRQ RU WKH SLQKROH
KHLJKW 2 cm FDQ DIIHFW WKH LPDJH TXDOLW\ )XWXUH LQYHVWLJD
WLRQV LQ WKLV UHJDUG ZRXOG EH RI JUHDW LQWHUHVW
E. Calibration
7KH FDOLEUDWLRQ SDUDPHWHUV ZHUH REWDLQHG IURP D VL[W\ SUR
MHFWLRQV DFTXLVLWLRQ RI D WKUHHSRLQW P7F SKDQWRP >@ DQG
PLQLPL]LQJ D SHQDOW\ IXQFWLRQ GH¿QHG DV WKH VXP RI TXDGUDWLF
GLIIHUHQFHV RI WKH FRRUGLQDWHV RI WKH SURMHFWHG FHQWHUV RI WKH
SRLQW VRXUFHV DQG WKH H[SHULPHQWDO DFTXLUHG FHQWHUV
F. Experimental and simulated images of point sources
$ FRPSDULVRQ RI WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOV LQ WHUPV RI
36) ZDV FDUULHG RXW 7R WKLV HQG SRLQW VRXUFHV ZHUH SURMHFWHG
E\ XVLQJ DQDO\WLFDO LQFOXGLQJ H[SHULPHQWDO FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ
DQG 0RQWH &DUOR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH 36) SDUDPHWHUV ZHUH
REWDLQHG IURP SUR¿OHV RI LPDJHV RI D SRLQW VRXUFH SODFHG DW
GLIIHUHQW GLVWDQFHV DQG DQJOHV RI WKH SLQKROH FROOLPDWRU 7KH
SRLQW VRXUFHV ZHUH SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV JUHDWHU 26.4 mm
27.2 mm DQG 29.1 mm DQG VPDOOHU 16.6 mm 17.9 mm
DQG 18.1 mm WKDQ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ DQG IRU WKUHH
GLIIHUHQW LQFLGHQFH DQJOHV   DQG  GHJ ([SHULPHQWDO
36)V ZHUH DOVR REWDLQHG IRU FRPSDULVRQ
,,, 5(68/76 $1' ',6&866,21
A. Calibration parameters
7KH JHRPHWULFDO SDUDPHWHUV REWDLQHG IURP WKH FDOLEUDWLRQ
DFTXLVLWLRQ E\ XVLQJ WKH WKUHHSRLQW P7F SKDQWRP ZHUH
LQFOXGHG LQ ERWK DQDO\WLFDO DQG 0RQWH &DUOR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH
PRGHOLQJ 7KH HVWLPDWHG UDGLXV ZDV 22.5 mm DQG IRFDO
GLVWDQFH ZDV 33.1 mm WKXV VKRZLQJ D PDJQL¿FDWLRQ IDFWRU
RI 1.47 :LWK UHVSHFW WR WKH SDUDPHWHUV UHODWHG WR WKH GHWHFWRU
WKH PHFKDQLFDO RIIVHW ZDV 3.1 mm WLOW DQJOH ZDV 0.75◦ WZLVW
DQJOH ZDV 0.69◦ DQG WKH HOHFWULFDO VKLIWV ZHUH −4.5 mm DQG
2.3mm IRU WUDQVYHUVH DQG D[LDO GLUHFWLRQV UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KHVH
UHVXOWV VXJJHVW WKDW WKH FDOLEUDWLRQ RI WKH PHFKDQLFDO RIIVHW DQG
WKH HOHFWULFDO VKLIWV FDQ EH HVVHQWLDO IRU WKLV DFTXLVLWLRQ
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Parameter Value
5DGLXV RI URWDWLRQ 22.5 mm
)RFDO OHQJWK 33.1 mm
0HFKDQLFDO RIIVHW 3.1 mm
7LOW DQJOH 0.75 deg
7ZLVW DQJOH 0.69 deg
7UDQVYHUVH VKLIW −4.5 mm
$[LDO VKLIW 2.3 mm
7$%/( ,
&$/,%5$7,21 3$5$0(7(56
)LJ  6\VWHP UHVSRQVH IRU SRLQW VRXUFHV SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV JUHDWHU WKDQ
WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ > 22mm IRU GLIIHUHQW DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH 4◦ 13◦
DQG 20◦ 7KH WUDQVYHUVH SUR¿OHV ZHUH REWDLQHG WKURXJK SURMHFWHG SRLQWV E\
XVLQJ 0RQWH &DUOR DQG DQDO\WLFDO V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOOLQJ
B. Comparison between system response models
)LJXUH  DQG )LJXUH  VKRZ WKH WUDQVYHUVH SUR¿OHV REWDLQHG
WKURXJK SURMHFWHG SRLQWV E\ XVLQJ 0RQWH &DUOR DQG DQDO\WLFDO
V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOLQJ DQG DOVR WKH WUDQVYHUVH SUR¿OHV
IURP H[SHULPHQWDO PHDVXUHPHQWV IRU FRPSDULVRQ ,W FDQ EH
REVHUYHG WKDW WKH SURMHFWLRQ IRU VPDOO DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH
IRU H[DPSOH 4◦ FRUUHVSRQGV WR D SRLQW DW WKH HGJH RI WKH
GHWHFWRU QRW DW WKH FHQWHU RI WKH GHWHFWRU DV H[SHFWHG 2Q
WKH RWKHU KDQG SRLQW VRXUFHV DUH GHWHFWHG DW WKH FHQWHU RI WKH
GHWHFWRU IRU DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH RI 13◦ 7KHVH ¿QGLQJV FDQ
EH H[SODLQHG E\ WKH PHFKDQLFDO PLVDOLJQPHQWV SDUWLFXODUO\
WKH PHFKDQLFDO RIIVHW DQG HOHFWULFDO VKLIWV WLOW DQG WZLVW
DQJOHV ZHUH TXLWH VPDOO < 1◦  ,W LV QRWHZRUWK\ WKDW DQ
H[FHOOHQW DJUHHPHQW H[LVWV LQ WKH SRVLWLRQ RI HDFK SURMHFWHG
SRLQW VRXUFHV PHDVXUHG 0RQWH &DUOR DQG DQDO\WLFDO WKXV
)LJ  6\VWHP UHVSRQVH IRU SRLQW VRXUFHV SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV VPDOOHU WKDQ
WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ < 22 mm IRU GLIIHUHQW DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH 4◦ 13◦
DQG 20◦ 7KH WUDQVYHUVH SUR¿OHV ZHUH REWDLQHG WKURXJK SURMHFWHG SRLQWV E\
XVLQJ 0RQWH &DUOR DQG DQDO\WLFDO V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOOLQJ
GHPRQVWUDWLQJ WKH FRUUHFW LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI WKH GLIIHUHQW
FDOLEUDWLRQ SDUDPHWHUV
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH IRU SRLQW VRXUFHV
36)V SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV JUHDWHU WKDQ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ
> 22 mm IRU GLIIHUHQW DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH 4◦ 13◦ DQG
20◦ 7KH SORWV RI )LJXUH  LQGLFDWH WKDW LQ JHQHUDO WHUPV
WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOLQJ E\ XVLQJ DQDO\WLFDO DQG 0RQWH
&DUOR LV LQ JRRG DJUHHPHQW ZLWK PHDVXUHG GDWD WKHUHE\
GHPRQVWUDWLQJ WKH DFFXUDF\ RI ERWK DSSURDFKHV
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH V\VWHP UHVSRQVH IRU SRLQW VRXUFHV
36)V SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV VPDOOHU WKDQ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ
< 22 mm IRU GLIIHUHQW DQJOHV RI LQFLGHQFH 4◦ 13◦ DQG
20◦ ,Q JHQHUDO WHUPV D JRRG DJUHHPHQW EHWZHHQ VLPXODWHG
DQG H[SHULPHQWDO GDWD LV DOVR REVHUYHG
$ GHWDLOHG DQDO\VLV RI WKH 36)V VKRZV VRPH UHOHYDQW LVVXHV
WKDW VKRXOG EH PHQWLRQHG 7KXV H[SHULPHQWDO DQG VLPXODWHG
36)V REWDLQHG IURP SRLQW VRXUFHV SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV JUHDWHU
WKDQ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ 27.2 mm 29.1 mm DQG 26.4 mm
VKRZ D EHWWHU DJUHHPHQW WKDQ WKRVH REWDLQHG IURP SRLQW
VRXUFHV SODFHG DW GLVWDQFHV VPDOOHU WKDQ WKH UDGLXV RI URWDWLRQ
17.9 mm 16.6 mm DQG 18.1 mm ,Q WKLV FDVH WKH 36)V
REWDLQHG IURP WKH DQDO\WLFDO PRGHOLQJ ZHUH VOLJKWO\ QDUURZHU
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WKDQ WKRVH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ WR H[SHULPHQWDO PHDVXUHPHQWV
ZKHUHDV 36)V REWDLQHG IURP WKH 0RQWH &DUOR PRGHOLQJ
ZHUH VOLJKWO\ ZLGHU WKDQ WKRVH REWDLQHG H[SHULPHQWDOO\
7KH ODWWHU LV SDUWLFXODUO\ UHOHYDQW IRU DQ DQJOH RI LQFLGHQFH
RI 4◦ ZKLFK FRUUHVSRQGV WR D SRLQW DW WKH HGJH RI WKH GHWHFWRU
'XH WR WKH IDFW WKDW RQO\ VOLJKW GLIIHUHQFHV ZHUH IRXQG
EHWZHHQ WKH 36)V REWDLQHG XVLQJ WKH DQDO\WLFDO DQG 0RQWH
&DUOR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH LQ WKH HOHFWLRQ RI RQH RU RWKHU
DSSURDFKHV VKRXOG WDNH LQWR DFFRXQW WKH H[SHULHQFH LQ WKHVH
¿HOGV 7KH DQDO\WLFDO V\VWHP UHVSRQVH UHTXLUHV DQ H[SHULPHQWDO
FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ WR DFKLHYH D SHUIRUPDQFH VLPLODU WR WKDW
REWDLQHG E\ XVLQJ 0RQWH &DUOR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH EXW WKH ODWWHU
UHTXLUHV ODUJH FDOFXODWLRQ WLPHV DQG DQ H[WHQVLYH EDFNJURXQG
LQ WKH XVH RI 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQ WRROV
,9 &21&/86,21
$ FRPSDUDWLYH VWXG\ EHWZHHQ WZR V\VWHP UHVSRQVH PRGHOV
KDV EHHQ FDUULHG RXW IRU SLQKROH 63(&7 UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ LQ
WHUPV RI 36)V
$ JRRG DJUHHPHQW ZDV IRXQG EHWZHHQ WKH UHVXOWV REWDLQHG
ZLWK WKH 0RQWH &DUOR PHWKRG DQG WKRVH XVLQJ WKH DQDO\WLFDO
PHWKRG LQFOXGLQJ DQ H[SHULPHQWDO FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ RI WKH
V\VWHP UHVSRQVH $ JRRG DJUHHPHQW ZDV DOVR REWDLQHG
EHWZHHQ WKH 36)V FDOFXODWHG E\ PHDQV RI WKH WZR SURMHFWRUV
DQG WKRVH GHWHUPLQHG H[SHULPHQWDOO\ DOWKRXJK VOLJKW
GLIIHUHQFHV ZHUH IRXQG IRU SRLQW VRXUFHV FORVH WR WKH SLQKROH
)XUWKHU VWXGLHV DUH EHLQJ FRQGXFWHG WR DVVHVV WKH HIIHFW RI
WKHVH VOLJKW GLIIHUHQFHV RQ WKH TXDOLW\ RI WKH UHFRQVWUXFWHG
LPDJHV
$&.12:/('*0(176
7KLV ZRUN ZDV VXSSRUWHG LQ SDUW E\ )RQGR GH ,QYHVWLJD
FLRQHV 6DQLWDULDV GHO ,QVWLWXWR GH 6DOXG &DUORV ,,, 3URMHFW
1RV 36 DQG 3, DQG ;XQWD GH *DOLFLD
&6$35 3DEOR $JXLDU ZDV DZDUGHG D 6DUD %RUUHOO
IHOORZVKLS E\ )RQGR GH ,QYHVWLJDFLRQHV 6DQLWDULDV GHO ,QVWLWXWR
GH 6DOXG &DUORV ,,, 7KH DXWKRUV DOVR DFNQRZOHGJH WKH VXSSRUW
RI ,3+& IRU SURYLGLQJ FRPSXWLQJ UHVRXUFHV RQ WKH 5HJLRQDO
*ULG ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH KWWSZZZJUDQGHVWIU
5()(5(1&(6
>@ 0HLNOH 65 .HQFK 3 .DVVLRX 0 %DQDWL 5%³6PDOO DQLPDO 63(&7 DQG
LWV SODFH LQ WKH PDWUL[ RI PROHFXODU LPDJLQJ WHFKQRORJLHV´ 3K\V 0HG
%LRO 50  55 
>@ 6KHSS / DQG 9DUGL < ³0D[LPXPOLNHOLKRRG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IRU HPLVVLRQ
WRPRJUDSK\´ ,((( 7UDQV 0HG ,PDJLQJ 1  
>@ +XGVRQ + DQG /DUNLQ 5 ³$FFHOHUDWHG LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ XVLQJ RUGHUHG
VXEVHWV RI SURMHFWLRQ GDWD´ ,((( 7UDQV 0HG ,PDJLQJ 13  

>@ )UHVH 7 5RX]H 1 %RXPDQ & 6DXHU . DQG +XWFKLQV * ³4XDQWLWDWLYH
FRPSDULVRQ RI )%3 (0 DQG %D\HVLDQ UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ DOJRULWKPV IRU WKH
,QG\3(7 VFDQQHU´ ,((( 7UDQV 0HG ,PDJLQJ 22   
>@ 6LGGRQ 5 ³)DVW FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH H[DFW UDGLRORJLFDO SDWK OHQJWK IRU D
WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO &7 DUUD\´ ,((( 7UDQV 0HG ,PDJLQJ 12 
>@ :X ; ³$Q HI¿FLHQW DQWLDOLDVLQJ WHFKQLTXH´ $&0 &RPSXWHU *UDSKLFV
6LJJUDSK &RQI 3URF 4   
>@ 6FKUHWWHU & ³$ IDVW WXEH RI UHVSRQVH UD\WUDFHU´ 0HG 3K\V 33 
 
>@ 4L - /HDK\ 5 &KDW]LLRDQQRX $ &KHUU\ 6 DQG )DUTXKDU ) ³+LJK
UHVROXWLRQ ' %D\HVLDQ LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ XVLQJ WKH PLFUR3(7 VPDOO
DQLPDO VFDQQHU´ 3K\V 0HG %LRO 43   
>@ YDQ GHU +DYH ) 9DVWHQKRXZ % 5HQWPHHVWHU 0 DQG %HHNPDQ )- ³6\VWHP
FDOLEUDWLRQ DQG VWDWLVWLFDO LPDJH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IRU XOWUDKLJK UHVROXWLRQ
VWDWLRQDU\ SLQKROH 63(&7´ ,((( 7UDQV 0HG ,PDJLQJ 27 

>@ )HQJ % &KHQ 0 %DL % 6PLWK $0 $XVWLQ ': 0LQW]HU 5$ 2VERUQH
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Abstract—The rapid developments in technologies of microCT 
and nanoCT bring forth large amounts of data. Reconstruction 
often forms a bottleneck in data processing. Hardware 
acceleration has become a hot topic, especially the usage of 
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Using the C-like language
CUDA provided by NVIDIA, we have developed a GPU-based 
reconstruction package, which can run with multiple GPU’s on 
one or more PC’s. This paper describes and discusses the 
strategies we use to deal with reconstruction of very large data 
volumes on GPU’s with limited on-board memory. The 
reconstruction algorithm is the commonly used FDK algorithm 
for circular orbit cone-beam CT. We attempt to achieve the best 
overall performance. Therefore, not only the back projection 
kernel on GPU’s needs to be optimized, but also the task division
and the data flow, between hard drive and CPU memory and 
between CPU memory and GPU memory, need great attention. 
Evaluation of this software package on up-to-date CUDA-
enabled GPU’s is performed for datasets up to, but not limited to, 
675 Giga voxels (15Kx15Kx3K).  

Index Terms—Cone-beam CT, image reconstruction, multi-
GPU, distributed, CUDA, FDK algorithm 

, ,1752'8&7,21
+( DLP RI *38EDVHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ SURMHFW ZDV WR
SURYLGH RXU PLFUR&7 DQG QDQR&7 XVHUV ZLWK DQ
DIIRUGDEOH DQG FRQYHQLHQW VROXWLRQ WR  UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ
DFFHOHUDWLRQ 7KH DOJRULWKP LQ XVH LV WKH FRPPRQO\ XVHG
)HOGNDPS>@ZKLFK LV VWLOO WKH JROGHQ VWDQGDUG IRUPLFUR&7
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ 7KH JRRG SHUIRUPDQFH RI&8'$EDVHG*38
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQGHPRQVWUDWHG E\PDQ\DXWKRUV LQ UHFHQW \HDUV
>@WKHZLGHVSUHDGXVDJHRI19,',$*38¶VDQGWKHLUIDVW
DQG VWHDG\ GHYHORSPHQW DQG WKH VLPSOLFLW\ DQG PDWXULW\ RI
&8'$IUDPHZRUNDQGWRROLQJKDYHHQFRXUDJHGXVWRFKRRVHD
&8'$EDVHG*38LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
2QH SDUWLFXODU FKDOOHQJH IRU WKLV SURMHFW LV WKH VL]H RI WKH
GDWDYROXPHV7KH&8'$HQDEOHG19,',$*38¶VKDYHRQ
ERDUGPHPRU\ UDQJLQJ IURP0%WR*%>@ WKHPDMRULW\
KDV a*%PHPRU\  7KH GDWD YROXPH ZH DUH GHDOLQJ ZLWK
JRHVIURPWR[YR[HOVUHVXOWLQJLQ*%WR
*%LQIORDWLQJSRLQWIRUPDW0RVWDXWKRUV>@GLYLGH
DQLPDJHYROXPHLQWRVXIILFLHQWO\VPDOOHUVXEYROXPHVVRWKDW
WKHVHFDQEHNHSWRQ*38PHPRU\GXULQJRQHEDFNSURMHFWLRQ

$OO DXWKRUV ;XDQ /LX HPDLO [XDQOLX#EUXNHUPLFURFWFRP 6WHSKDQ
%RRQVHPDLOVWHSKDQERRQV#EUXNHUPLFURFWFRPDQG$OH[DQGHU6DVRYH
PDLO DOH[DQGHUVDVRY#EUXNHUPLFURFWFRP DUH  ZLWK %UXNHUPLFUR&7
.DUWXL]HUVZHJ%.RQWLFK%HOJLXP
VXEWDVN 7KLV ZLOO EHFRPH KLJKO\ LQHIILFLHQW ZKHQ WKH VXE
YROXPHVDUH UHGXFHG WRD IHZVOLFHV LQFDVHRIH[WUHPH ODUJH
GDWDVHWV UHODWLYH WR WKH DYDLODEOH *38 PHPRU\ 6XFK
LQHIILFLHQF\ LV FDXVHG E\ RYHUKHDG LQWULQVLF WR FRQHEHDP
JHRPHWU\DVH[SODLQHGLQVHFWLRQ,,$
$³YHU\ ODUJHGDWDYROXPH´FDQEHXQGHUVWRRGDV QHLWKHU
WKHFRPSOHWHLQSXWQHFHVVDU\IRUUHFRQVWUXFWLQJDVXEYROXPH
QRU WKH IXOO UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ YROXPH FDQ EH SXW LQWR &38
PHPRU\ OHW DORQH WKH VPDOOHU DQG VFDUFHU RQERDUG *38
PHPRU\7KLVLPSOLHVWKDWIRUD&8'$EDFNSURMHFWLRQVXE
WDVNQHLWKHUWKHHQWLUHLQSXWQRUWKHHQWLUHRXWSXWFDQEHNHSW
RQERDUG:HVROYHWKLVSUREOHPE\XVLQJDVXIILFLHQWO\ODUJH
VOLFHEXIIHU RQ &38 ZKLFK LV XSGDWHG VOLFH E\ VOLFH ZKLOH
*38EDFNSURMHFWVYLHZVVXEVHWE\VXEVHW7KLVVFKHPHZRUNV
HIILFLHQWO\ LI WKHEXIIHU VL]HV RQ&38DQG*38 DUH FDUHIXOO\
FKRVHQ WR JXDUDQWHH HIILFLHQW GDWD IORZ DQG WKH GDWD WUDQVIHU
WLPHEHWZHHQ&38DQG*38FDQEHKLGGHQVXIILFLHQWO\
7KLVSDSHUSUHVHQWVVWUDWHJLHVRIGDWDPDQDJHPHQWDQGWDVN
GLYLVLRQVLQUHFRQVWUXFWLQJODUJHGDWDYROXPHVLQDGLVWULEXWHG
PXOWL*38V\VWHP
,, *38%$6('5(&216758&7,21
A. The FDK algorithm  
7KH )'. DOJRULWKP FRQVLVWV RI WKUHH LQGHSHQGHQW VWHSV
SUHSURFHVVLQJ ILOWHULQJ DQG EDFNSURMHFWLRQ  7KH SUH
SURFHVVLQJ VWHS LQFOXGHV ULQJ DUWLIDFW FRUUHFWLRQ EHDP
KDUGHQLQJ FRUUHFWLRQ VPRRWKLQJ DQG DSSO\LQJ ORJDULWKPLF
FRQYHUVLRQ
,QRXU*38LPSOHPHQWDWLRQWKHSUHSURFHVVLQJLVVWLOOGRQH
RQ&38ZKHUHDV WKH ILOWHULQJDQGEDFNSURMHFWLRQKDYHEHHQ
SRUWHGWR*38
7KLVDOJRULWKPLVZHOOVXLWHGIRUSDUDOOHOSURJUDPPLQJ:H
GLYLGHDIXOOLPDJHYROXPHLQWRVPDOOHUFKXQNVHDFKFRQWDLQV
D VHFWLRQ RI FRQWLJXRXV VOLFHV  7KHVH VXEYROXPHV FDQ EH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG FRPSOHWHO\ LQGHSHQGHQWO\ 7KHUH LV KRZHYHU
GXH WR WKH FRQHEHDP JHRPHWU\ DQ RYHUODSSLQJ LQ SUH
SURFHVVLQJ DQG ILOWHULQJ RI WKH SURMHFWLRQ OLQHV EHWZHHQ
DGMDFHQW FKXQNV DV VKRZQ LQ ILJ    7KH RYHUODSSLQJ
EHFRPHV ODUJHU ZKHQ WKH FRQH DQJOH LQFUHDVHV DQG LV WKH
ODUJHVWIRUVXEYROXPHVDWERWWRPWRS7KHRYHUKHDGEHFRPHV
VLJQLILFDQW ZKHQ LPDJH YROXPH LV YHU\ ODUJH FRPSDULQJ WR
DYDLODEOH PHPRU\ DQG WKH QXPEHU RI VOLFHV LQ RQH FKXQN
EHFRPHVVPDOOHU ,Q&38 LPSOHPHQWDWLRQZHXVHGLVNDVDQ
H[WHQGHG EXIIHU WR NHHS ILOWHUHG SURMHFWLRQV VR WKDW WKH
RYHUODSSHG SURMHFWLRQ VHFWLRQV GR QRW QHHG WR EH UHGRQH ,Q
*38LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ WKLV LVQR ORQJHUDQRSWLRQDV WKHGLVN
6WUDWHJLHVIRU*38EDVHGFRQHEHDP&7
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQIRUYHU\ODUJHGDWDYROXPHV
;XDQ/LX6WHSKDQ%RRQV$OH[DQGHU6DVRY
7
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DFFHVVEHFRPHVPXFKVORZHUWKDQUHFRQVWUXFWLRQ)RUWXQDWHO\
WKHILOWHULQJ WLPHRQ*38ZLWK&XGD))7 LVDOPRVWQHJOLJLEOH
FRPSDUHG WR EDFNSURMHFWLRQ 7KHUHIRUH ZH KDYH FKRVHQ WR
UHSHDWWKHSUHSURFHVVLQJDQGILOWHULQJRIRYHUODSSLQJVHFWLRQV
ZKHQHYHUQHFHVVDU\ZKLOHPD[LPL]LQJLPDJHEXIIHURQ&38
7R DYRLG QHWZRUN DQG GLVN ODWHQF\ FDXVHG E\ UHDGLQJ D
UHODWLYHO\ODUJHSURMHFWLRQEXIIHULQ&38PHPRU\LVXVHG

)LJ6FKHPHRIWDVNGLYLVLRQ7KHIXOOLPDJHYROXPHLVGLYLGHGLQYHUWLFDO
GLUHFWLRQLQWRVXEYROXPHVZKLFKFDQEHUHFRQVWUXFWHGLQGHSHQGHQWO\'XHWR
WKHFRQHEHDPJHRPHWU\WKHDUHDVRQFDPHUDUHTXLUHGIRUUHFRQVWUXFWLQJWKH
VXEYROXPHVGRRYHUODS
B. Distributed multi-GPU architecture  
0DLQVWUHDP 3&¶V FDQ KRVW RQH RU WZR *38¶V ZKLOH
GHGLFDWHGKDUGZDUHDOORZVXSWR*38¶V :KHQGHGLFDWHG
KDUGZDUHLVQRWDYDLODEOHDGLVWULEXWHGYHUVLRQVLPLODUWRWKH
&38FRXQWHUSDUW >@ RI RXU VRIWZDUH LV D ORJLFDOZD\ WRXVH
PRUH *38¶V LQ RQH VHWXS DV VKRZQ LQ ILJ   )RU EHVW
SHUIRUPDQFH WKH3&¶V UHIHUUHGDVQRGHV VKRXOGEHZLWKLQD
ORFDO QHWZRUN FRQQHFWHG E\*LJDELW VZLWFK RU ,QILQL%DQG$
FOLHQWVHUYHU V\VWHP ZLWK VWDQGDUG VRFNHW FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LV
XVHG WKH FOLHQW SURJUDP KDV D XVHU LQWHUIDFH IRU FRQILJXULQJ
WKHQRGHVVHWWLQJWKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQSDUDPHWHUVDQGPDQDJLQJ
WKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQZLWKVHUYHUVUXQQLQJRQQRGHVZKHUHDVD
VHUYHUSURJUDPRQHDFKQRGHUHFHLYHVVXEWDVNVDQGSHUIRUPV
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQXVLQJ*38¶VDYDLODEOH WR LW 7KHFRRUGLQDWLRQ
LVGRQHE\ WKHFOLHQWDQG WKHQRGHVZRUN LQGHSHQGHQWO\ IURP
HDFKRWKHU
7KH QRGHV GR QRW QHHG WR EH LGHQWLFDO DV WKH VL]HV RI WKH
FKXQNVDUHFDOFXODWHGDFFRUGLQJWRWKHFDSDFLWLHVRIWKHQRGHV
2QHDFKQRGH WKH WDVNZLOO EH IXUWKHUGLYLGHG LQWR VXEWDVNV
DPRQJ WKH*38¶V DVGHVFULEHG LQ VHFWLRQ'7KH*38¶V RQ
HDFKQRGHVKRXOGEHLGHQWLFDOIRURSWLPDOSHUIRUPDQFH
C. Optimization on GPU 
:H KDYH LPSOHPHQWHG D UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ OLEUDU\ XVLQJ
&8'$ %RWK IRUZDUGSURMHFWRU DQG EDFNSURMHFWRUV DUH
LQFOXGHG)RUWKLVSDSHURQO\WKHEDFNSURMHFWRULVXVHG7KH
YR[HOGULYHQPHWKRGLVXVHGIRUEDFNSURMHFWLRQ
0DQ\ DXWKRUV KDYH ZRUNHG RQ RSWLPL]DWLRQ RI EDFN
SURMHFWLRQXVLQJ&8'$>@7KHFRQYHQWLRQDOZLVGRP
FDQ EH VXPPDUL]HG DV WKH IROORZLQJ   $FFHVV WR JOREDO
PHPRU\ LV YHU\ H[SHQVLYH ! F\FOHV VR WKLV VKRXOG EH
NHSWWRDPLQLPXP,ILWFDQQRWEHDYRLGHGLPSURYLQJDFFHVV
ORFDOLW\ FDQ KHOS  ,I SRVVLEOH XVH WKH UHDGRQO\ WH[WXUH
PHPRU\LWKDVQRWRQO\WKHPXFKPRUHHIILFLHQWPHPRU\UHDG
GXHWRFDFKLQJEXWDOVRKDUGZDUHDVVLVWHGIDVWLQWHUSRODWLRQ



)LJ   'LVWULEXWHG PXOWL*38 DUFKLWHFWXUH  2QH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WDVN LV
GLVWULEXWHGDPRQJVHYHUDO QRGHV 3&¶VHDFKRI WKHPLVHTXLSSHGZLWKRU
PRUH*38¶V
%DVHG RQ WKHVH YDOXDEOH REVHUYDWLRQV ZH KDYH FKRVHQ WR
NHHSSURMHFWLRQV LQ WH[WXUHPHPRU\DQG WKH LPDJHYROXPHLQ
WKH JOREDO OLQHDU PHPRU\  %\ XVLQJ 0 !  SURMHFWLRQV
ZLWKLQ RQH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ NHUQHO WKH UHTXLUHG QXPEHU RI
JOREDO PHPRU\ DFFHVV LV UHGXFHG E\ D IDFWRU RI 0 DV WKH
YR[HO YDOXH FDQ EH NHSW LQ UHJLVWHU GXULQJ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ
7KLV VSHHGV XS WKH EDFNSURMHFWLRQ NHUQHO XS WR  WLPHV DV
VKRZQLQILJ

)LJ%DFNSURMHFWLRQVSHHGLQIXQFWLRQRIQXPEHURISURMHFWLRQV07KLV
WHVWZDVGRQHRQD7HVOD&FDUG 0SURMHFWLRQVRI.[.ZHUHEDFN
SURMHFWHG WR  .[. VOLFHV 7KH WLPHV VKRZQ DUH QRUPDOL]HG WR
PLOOLVHFRQGV SHU SURMHFWLRQSHU VOLFH 'DWD WUDQVIHU WLPH EHWZHHQ&38 DQG
*38ZDVQRWLQFOXGHG

'XH WR OLPLWHG *38 PHPRU\ WKH SURMHFWLRQV DQG LPDJH
VOLFHV KDYH WR EH SDUWLWLRQHG 7R ILQG WKH PRVW RSWLPDO
SDUWLWLRQLQJ ZH KDYH LQYHVWLJDWHG WZR GLIIHUHQW SDUWLWLRQLQJ
VFKHPHV PXOWLSOHSURMHFWLRQVDQGVLQJOHVOLFH0366 IHZ
SURMHFWLRQV DQG PXOWLSOHVOLFHV )306  )LJ  DQG ILJ 
VKRZWKHSVHXGRFRGHIRUHDFKVFKHPH
,QWKH0366VFKHPHRQO\RQHVOLFHWZRVOLFHEXIIHUVDUH
DOORFDWHG LI DV\QFKURQRXV WUDQVIHU LV XVHG LV NHSW RQ *38
7KHQXPEHURISURMHFWLRQV0LVWKHQPD[LPL]HGDFFRUGLQJWR
WKH DYDLODEOH *38 PHPRU\ 7KH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ SURMHFWLRQ
VHFWLRQV DUH FRQFDWHQDWHG LQ RQH ' WH[WXUH  /D\HUHG '
WH[WXUHZRXOGEHDEHWWHUFKRLFHEXWZDVQRWXVHGIRUWKHWLPH
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EHLQJGXH WRGLPHQVLRQ OLPLWDWLRQV LPSRVHGE\&8'$2QH
OLPLWDWLRQ RI D ' WH[WXUH LV WKH PD[LPXP KHLJKW 
OLQHVZKLFKKDV WREH WDNHQ LQWR DFFRXQWZKHQGHWHUPLQLQJ
0    'XULQJ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ RI HDFK VXEVHW HDFK RI WKH 6
VOLFHV QHHGV WR EH WUDQVIHUUHG EDFN WR &38 :H DYRLG
XSORDGLQJ RI VOLFHV E\ GRLQJ WKH VXPPDWLRQ LQ &38 LQ D
VHSDUDWH WKUHDG ZKLOH *38 LV EXV\ ZLWK WKH QH[W VOLFH ,Q
SULQFLSOHWKHGDWDWUDQVIHUWLPHFDQEHKLGGHQRQPRVWGHYLFHV
E\ RYHUODSSLQJ GDWD WUDQVIHU DQG NHUQHO H[HFXWLRQ 7KLV LV
HIILFLHQW DV ORQJ DV WKH WUDQVIHU WLPH GRHV QRW H[FHHG WKH
FDOFXODWLRQ WLPH 7KLV FRQGLWLRQ LV ZHOO VDWLVILHG LI 0 LV
VXIILFLHQWO\ ODUJH 7DNLQJ D .[. GDWDVHW UXQQLQJ RQ 7HVOD
&DVDQH[DPSOHZKHQ0 WKHVSHHGLVPVSHU
SURMHFWLRQ SHU VOLFH  WKXV WKH WRWDO EDFNSURMHFWLRQ WLPH RI D
VXEVHWLV PVGDWDWUDQVIHUUDWHEHWZHHQ&38
DQG*38LVVOLJKWO\PRUHWKDQ*%VJLYLQJDWUDQVIHUWLPHRI
PV$V0LQFUHDVHVWKHSURSRUWLRQRIGDWDWUDQVIHUWLPHLQ
WKHWRWDOWLPHGURSVSURSRUWLRQDOO\7KLVLVDQRWKHUUHDVRQZK\
ZHZDQWWRPD[LPL]H0HYHQWKRXJKWKHNHUQHOVSHHGGRHVQ¶W
LQFUHDVHVLJQLILFDQWO\EH\RQG0 ,QSUDFWLFH0LVXVXDOO\
ODUJHUWKDQVRWKDWWKHWUDQVIHUWLPHLVDOPRVWQHJOLJLEOH

// Scheme Multi-projections and single-slice (MPSS)
    For each projection-subset  (N subsets)
         Upload the M projections in the subset to GPU 
         Apply filtering   
  For each slice  (S slices) 
              Zero slice-buffer 
   For each voxel (X x Y voxels)
    Back-project from the M projections in the subset  
   End for each voxel  
          Transfer slice back to CPU for summation   
      End for each slice  
      End for each projection-subset   
)LJ3VHXGRFRGHIRUEDFNSURMHFWLRQVFKHPH0366


// Scheme Few-projections and Multi-slices (FPMS)
    Zero S-slice buffer  
    For each projection-subset  (n subsets)
         Upload m projections in the subset to GPU 
         Apply filtering     
  For each slice  (S slices) 
   For each voxel   (X x Y voxels)
    Back-project m projections in the subset  
   End for each voxel  
      End for each slice  
      End for each projection-subset  
      Download all S slices back to CPU   

)LJ3VHXGRFRGHIRUEDFNSURMHFWLRQVFKHPH)306

,Q WKH)306VFKHPH WKHQXPEHURI VOLFHVRQ WKH*38 LV
PD[LPL]HG DFFRUGLQJ WR DYDLODEOH PHPRU\ ZKLOH
JXDUDQWHHLQJ D EXIIHU RI PLQLPXP  SURMHFWLRQV 7KH PDMRU
DGYDQWDJHRI WKLV VFKHPHLV WKDW WKHVXEYROXPHVWD\VRQ WKH
*38GXULQJWKHHQWLUHEDFNSURMHFWLRQ
,QRXU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQZHFKRRVHRQHRI WKH WZRVFKHPHV
DXWRPDWLFDOO\ DFFRUGLQJ WR GDWD YROXPH DQG WKH DYDLODEOH
&38*38PHPRU\ )306VFKHPHLVUDUHO\LQDFWLRQGXHWR
LWV H[FHVVLYH GHPDQG RQ *38 PHPRU\ ZKHUHDV 0366
VFKHPH LV DOZD\V DSSOLFDEOH DV ORQJ DV WKH*38PHPRU\ LV
ODUJHHQRXJKWRKROGRQHVOLFH
D. Data flow and task division between CPU and GPU’s
7RDFKLHYHJRRGRYHUDOOSHUIRUPDQFHLW LVFUXFLDO WRDYRLG
ERWWOHQHFNV GXULQJ WKH IXOO F\FOH RI UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ IURP
UHDGLQJ SURMHFWLRQV WR ZULWLQJ UHVXOWV EDFN WR GLVN 1RW RQO\
WKH XSORDGLQJ WR DQG GRZQORDGLQJ IURP D *38 QHHG WR EH
VFKHGXOHG FDUHIXOO\ EXW DOVR WKH UHDGLQJ DQGZULWLQJ UHTXLUH
PRUH DWWHQWLRQ EHFDXVH WKH GLVN EDQGZLGWK LV XVXDOO\ PXFK
ORZHUWKDQWKDWIRU*38
6LPLODU WR WKH WDVN GLYLVLRQ RQ WKH OHYHO RI QRGHV WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ YROXPH RQ D VLQJOH 3& LV IXUWKHU GLYLGHG LQ
FKXQNV 7KH PD[LPXP QXPEHU RI VOLFHV FRQWDLQHG LQ RQH
FKXQNLVGHWHUPLQHGE\DYDLODEOH&38PHPRU\)LJVKRZV
WKH VFKHPH IRU UHFRQVWUXFWLQJRQH VXFKFKXQN 7RKLGHGLVN
ODWHQF\ D UHDGLQJ WKUHDG PDQDJHV WKH UHDGLQJ WR WKH EXIIHU
FRQWDLQLQJ 3 SURMHFWLRQV LQ WKH PHDQZKLOH DQRWKHU WKUHDG
SUHSURFHVVHV WKHDYDLODEOHSURMHFWLRQV:HVHW3 WREH ODUJHU
WKDQ0 WR KLGHSRWHQWLDO UHDGLQJSUHSURFHVVLQJGHOD\V(DFK
*38LVPDQDJHGE\RQH&38WKUHDGZKLFKFRRUGLQDWHVGDWD
WUDQVIHU WRIURP *38 DQG V\QFKURQL]HV ILOWHULQJ DQG EDFN
SURMHFWLRQSURFHVVHVRQ*387RKLGHWKHGLVNODWHQF\GXULQJ
ZULWLQJDZULWLQJWKUHDGPRQLWRUVWKHVWDWXVRIHDFKVOLFHDQG
WKH ZULWLQJ RI D VOLFH LV VWDUWHG DV VRRQ DV LW LV UHDG\ 7KH
ZULWLQJ FRQWLQXHV ZKLOH WKH UHDGLQJ SUHSURFHVVLQJ DQG
ILOWHULQJDUHJRLQJRQIRUWKHQH[WFKXQN

)LJ5HFRQVWUXFWLRQVFKHPHZLWKDVLQJOH&38HTXLSSHGZLWKRQHRUPRUH
*38¶V &38 PDLQWDLQV D EXIIHU ZLWK 3 SURMHFWLRQV ZKLFK DUH UHDG SUH
SURFHVVHG DQG VHQW WR HDFK *38 DQG DQ  LPDJH YROXPH ZKLFK ZLOO EH
UHFRQVWUXFWHG E\ *38¶V DQG ZULWWHQ WR GHVWLQDWLRQ GLVN  (DFK *38 LV
FRQWUROOHGE\RQH&38WKUHDGIRUILOWHULQJDQGEDFNSURMHFWLRQ
,,, (9$/8$7,21219$5,286+$5':$5(
:H KDYH HYDOXDWHG WKH *38EDVHG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ RQ
YDULRXV *38¶V LQFOXGLQJ WKH PRVW UHFHQW *H)RUFH JDPLQJ
FDUGV WKH 4XDGUR FDUGV DQG WKH 7HVOD FDUGV  2XU &38
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRIWZDUH>@ZDVXVHGDVUHIHUHQFH 1RLPDJH
GHJUDGDWLRQ ZDV REVHUYHG IRU WKH *38 LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
UHVXOWVQRWVKRZQ
7RFRPSDUHVSHHGWKHPXOWLWKUHDGHG&38UHFRQVWUXFWLRQV
ZHUH GRQH RQ RXU FXUUHQW VWDQGDUG UHFRPPHQGHG FRPSXWHU
QRWRQWKHPRVWSRZHUIXOSHUVRQDOFRPSXWHU$VHWRIW\SLFDO
GDWDVHWVZLWKGLIIHUHQWGLPHQVLRQVDUHXVHGDV OLVWHG LQ WDEOH
7KHODUJHVW.GDWDVHWLVQRWLQFOXGHGLQWKHFRPSDULVRQ
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DVLWZRXOGKDYHWDNHQYHU\ORQJWRFRPSOHWHDOOWHVWV2QO\WKH
&;7 ZLWK  7HVOD &¶V FRXOG ILQLVK WKH
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQLQUHDVRQDEOHWLPHKRXUVWRUHFRQVWUXFWD
YROXPHRI[.[.IURPSURMHFWLRQVRI.[
.

GDWDVHW . . . .
YLHZV
:LGWK
+HLJKW












LPDJHV
6L]H








7DEOH'LPHQVLRQVRIWKHWHVWGDWDVHWV

A. Single GPU’s
7DEOH VKRZV WKH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WLPHVRI WKH WHVWGDWDVHWV
RQLQGLYLGXDOFDUGV$VWKHJUDSKLFVFDUGVFRPHZLWKGLIIHUHQW
VL]HVDQGYDULDEOHSRZHUUHTXLUHPHQWLWLVQRWSRVVLEOHWRWHVW
WKHP DOO RQ D FRPPRQ 3& $WWHQWLRQ ZDV SDLG WR WKH
SHUIRUPDQFH RI KRVWLQJ 3&¶V VR WKDW WKH *38 SHUIRUPDQFH
ZDVQRWQRWLFHDEO\GHJUDGHGE\,2DQG&38SURFHVVLQJ7KH
VSHHGXSVUDQJHIURPWRWLPHV
 . . . .
& V PV KP KP
*7;D V PV PV KP
*7;D V PV KP KP
*7; V PV KP KP
*7; V PV KP KP
); V PV KP KP
4XDGUR V PV KP KV
CPU b) 3m58s 58m 15h13m 59h12m
7DEOH5HFRQVWUXFWLRQWLPHVRQYDULRXV*38¶VD7KHVHGHYLFHVFRQWDLQ
XQLWV SHU FDUG  E )RU &38 YHUVLRQ D '(// 5 3& ZLWK   ;
SURFHVVRU*+]FRUHVDQG*%5$0ZDVXVHG
B. Multi- GPU’s
:H KDYH DPXOWL*38 VHWXS RQ D &;7ZLWK  7HVOD
&¶V $V VKRZQ LQ WDEOH  WKH VSHHG LQFUHDVHV DOPRVW
OLQHDUO\ ZLWK WKH QXPEHU RI FDUGV H[FHSW IRU WKH VPDOOHVW
GDWDVHW ZKHUH WKH GDWD WUDQVIHU EHFRPHV PRUH LQIOXHQWLDO
IRURYHUDOOSHUIRUPDQFH

 . . . .
[& V PV KP KP
[& V PV PV KP
7DEOH/LQHDULW\WHVWUHVXOWVIRUDPXOWL*38VHWXS
C. Distributed multi-GPU’s
7R WHVW WKLV FRQILJXUDWLRQZH EXLOW D QRGH FOXVWHU 7KH
QRGHVZHUHFRQQHFWHGZLWKD*LJD%LWVZLWFK(DFKQRGHKDGD
*7;FDUG*38¶VSHUFDUGWKHIDVWHVWVLQJOHGHYLFHDW
WKHPRPHQWRI WHVWLQJ$VVKRZQLQ WDEOHZHREWDLQVSHHG
DGYDQWDJH XS WR  QRGHV 7KH SHUIRUPDQFH GHJUDGDWLRQ
VWDUWLQJIURPQRGHVLVGXHWRWKHVORZQHWZRUNVSHHGPDLQO\
GXULQJZULWLQJ$OWHUQDWLYHPHFKDQLVPVKRXOGEH VHDUFKHG WR
IXUWKHU KLGH WKH QHWZRUN ODWHQF\ $Q ,QILQL%DQG LQVWHDG RI
*LJD%LWVZLWFKFRXOGEHDSRVVLEOHKDUGZDUHVROXWLRQ

 . . . .
QRGH V PV KP KP
QRGHV V PV PV KP
QRGHV V PV P KP
QRGHV V PV P KP
7DEOH/LQHDULW\WHVWUHVXOWVIRUDGLVWULEXWHGPXOWL*38VHWXS
,9 &21&/86,216
:H KDYH GHYHORSHG D GLVWULEXWHG PXOWL*38 )'.
UHFRQVWUXFWLRQVRIWZDUHSDFNDJH IRUPLFUR&7 :HVKRZWKDW
)'.DOJRULWKPFDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGHIILFLHQWO\IRUYHU\ODUJH
GDWD IRUPDW IRU*38GHYLFHVZLWKPRGHVWRQERDUGPHPRU\
)RU WKH WLPH EHLQJ ZH UHTXLUH WKH DPRXQW RI PHPRU\ RQ
GHYLFHVKRXOGEHODUJHHQRXJKWRKROGRQHVOLFH7KHOLPLWDWLRQ
FDQLQSULQFLSOHIXUWKHUUHGXFHGDVLWLVQRSUREOHPWRGLYLGHD
VOLFH LQWR VXEVOLFHV LQ YR[HOGULYHQ EDFNSURMHFWLRQ DQG LW
ZLOOUHPDLQHIILFLHQWDVORQJDVWKHGDWDWUDQVIHUEHWZHHQ&38
DQG*38FDQEHVXIILFLHQWO\KLGGHQ
7R REWDLQ JRRG RYHUDOO SHUIRUPDQFH IRU ODUJH GDWDVHWV DQ
RSWLPDO GDWD IORZ KDV EHHQ GHVLJQHG WR UHGXFH ODWHQFLHV DW
GLIIHUHQW OHYHOV $W *38 OHYHO WKLV LV GRQH E\ FKRRVLQJ
FDUHIXOO\WKHUHFRQVWUXFWLRQVFKHPHVRWKDW WKHXSORDGLQJDQG
GRZQORDGLQJ WLPHFDQEHHLWKHUHIILFLHQWO\KLGGHQRU UHGXFHG
WR D QHJOLJLEOH OHYHO $W &38 OHYHO WKLV LV GRQH E\ FDUHIXO
SDUWLWLRQLQJDQGV\QFKURQL]DWLRQDPRQJUHDGLQJZULWLQJSUH
SURFHVVLQJ DQG UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKUHDGV VR WKDW UHDGLQJ SUH
SURFHVVLQJDQGZULWLQJWLPHFDQEHODUJHO\KLGGHQ
)URPSHUIRUPDQFHSRLQWRIYLHZDVLQJOH3&ZLWKPXOWLSOH
*38¶V LV PXFK PRUH HIILFLHQW WKDQ D GLVWULEXWHG V\VWHP DV
UHDGLQJZULWLQJYLDQHWZRUNTXLFNO\IRUPVDERWWOHQHFNIRUWKH
ZKROHGDWDIORZ
$&.12:/('*0(17
:HWKDQNFROOHDJXHVDW%UXNHU0LFUR&7DQGGLVWULEXWRUVRI
%UXNHU0LFUR&7 IRU WKHLU WHVWV DQG VXJJHVWLRQV:HDUH DOVR
JUDWHIXO WRRXUXVHUV IRU WKHLUJUHDWHQWKXVLDVP LQ WKLVSURMHFW
DQGIRUWKHLUYDOXDEOHIHHGEDFN
5()(5(1&(6
>@ /$ )HOGNDPS /& 'DYLV DQG -: .UHVV ³3UDFWLFDO FRQHEHDP
DOJRULWKP´-2SW6RF$P$YROSS±
>@ 66DZDOO HWF ³3HUIRUPDQFH&RPSDULVRQRI2SHQ&/DQG&8'$E\
%HQFKPDUNLQJ DQ 2SWLPL]HG 3HUVSHFWLYH %DFNSURMHFWLRQ´ 3URF )XOO\
'PHHWLQJ3RWVGDPSS
>@ ( 3DSHQKDXVHQHWF *38^$FFHOHUDWHG %DFN3URMHFWLRQ
5HYLVLWHG 6TXHH]LQJ 3HUIRUPDQFH E\ &DUHIXO 7XQLQJ´ 3URF
)XOO\'PHHWLQJ3RWVGDPSS
>@ < 2NLWVX ) ,QR DQG . +DJLKDUD ³+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH &RQH
%HDP 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ 8VLQJ &8'$ &RPSDWLEOH *38V´
3DUDOOHO&RPSXWLQJ
>@ KWWSZZZQYLGLDFRXNREMHFWFXGDBJSXVBXNKWPO 
>@ ; /LX DQG $ 6DVRY ³&OXVWHU UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ VWUDWHJLHV IRU
PLFUR&71DQR&7 VFDQQHUV´ 3URFFully 3D meeting 6DOW /DNH FLW\

>@ 64 =KHQJ HWF ³$ 'LVWULEXWHG0XOWL*38 6\VWHP IRU +LJK
6SHHG (OHFWURQ 0LFURVFRSLF 7RPRJUDSKLF 5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ´
8OWUDPLFURVFRS\-XO\±
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Multi-Material Beam Hardening
Correction(MMBHC) in Computed Tomography
Qiao Yang, Nicole Maass, Mengqiu Tian, Matthias Elter, Ingo Schasiepen, Andreas Maier, and Joachim Hornegger
Abstract—In computed tomography (CT), the nonlinear at-
tenuation characteristics of polychromatic X-rays cause beam
hardening artifacts in the reconstructed images. State-of-the-
art methods to correct the beam hardening effect are mostly
single material precorrections (e.g. water-precorrection), which
are far less efﬁcient when more than one material is present in
the ﬁeld of measurement. The use of those techniques is limited
by speciﬁc restrictions to the objects, computational loads, and
inaccurate segmentations. In this paper, we present a practical
multi-material beam hardening correction(MMBHC) approach
that employs material decomposition technique maintaining CT
values from dual-energy CT. This separates single energy CT
images into spatial density images and images containing material
information. The segmentation maintains the original X-ray
attenuation coefﬁcients, such that the original CT attenuation
image can be exactly recovered. Therefore, segmentation errors,
which result in invalid material properties to the voxel, only
have minor effects on the beam hardening correction and do
not cause an atypical image impression or introduce additional
artifacts. A multi-material beam hardening correction procedure
is formulated to iteratively correct the artifacts but shows
satisfactory image quality after the ﬁrst iteration. Based on
experiments with simulated CT data, it is shown that the
proposed method can efﬁciently reduce beam hardening artifacts.
In addition to the performance beneﬁts, our approach can be
ﬂexibly applied to imaging geometries and achieve efﬁcient, fully
3D reconstructions.
Index Terms—CT reconstruction, beam hardening, artifact
reduction, segmentation, spatial resolution, image quality
I. INTRODUCTION
In computed tomography (CT), standard reconstruction
techniques are generally based on the assumption that the X-
ray beams are monochromatic and the measured projection
images contain line integrals through the objects. However,
in practice, the X-rays are polychromatic and lower energy
photons are more easily absorbed than the higher energy
photons, resulting in nonlinear characteristics of the X-rays,
the so-called beam hardening phenomenon. The polychro-
matic characteristic of X-rays leads to the attenuation of a
homogeneous object not being proportional to the thickness of
the object along the ray. Consequently, severe artifacts such
as cupping and streak artifacts appear in the reconstruction,
which compromise the reconstruction quality and diagnostic
Q. Yang, Dr. Andreas Maier and Prof. Dr. J. Hornegger are with the Pattern
Recognition Lab, Department of Computer Science, Friedrich-Alexander-
University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Martenstrasse 3, Erlangen, Germany and
the Erlangen Graduate School Heterogeneous Imaging Systems. Dr. Andreas
Maier and Prof. Dr. J. Hornegger are with the Erlangen Graduate School in
Advanced Optical Technologies (SAOT). Q. Yang, Dr. N. Maass, M. Tian,
Dr. M. Elter and I. Schasiepen are with the Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector,
Erlangen, Germany. This work was partly supported by the Research Training
Group 1773 ”Heterogeneous Image Systems”, funded by the German Research
Foundation (DFG).
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Fig. 1: Flowchart of our proposed algorithm
accuracy. Therefore, an effective beam hardening correction
approach is important in both medical and industrial CT
applications to improve image quality.
To mitigate beam hardening, common methods are
hardware-based approaches to reduce the polychromaticity of
the incident X-rays. State-of-the-art beam hardening correction
(BHC) algorithms used in clinical CT are mainly based on
single material (e.g. water) calibration and can efﬁciently
correct objects consisting of materials that are spectrally alike
[1]. In dual energy CT, the aim is oftentimes to reconstruct
images of material densities and as a side-effect, the beam
hardening artifacts can be exactly corrected [2]–[5].
In this work, we focus on the single energy CT of objects
that consist of multiple materials (with different spectral prop-
erties). Prior research on this topic requires a segmentation of
the attenuation image from a single energy CT scan into differ-
ent materials [6]–[14]. A major limitation of these techniques
is the computational complexity. Moreover, require previous
knowledge, the objects’ characteristics such as number of
materials, material’s inhomogeneity and the shape of different
materials also render those techniques unsuitable for practical
usage. The high computational load of these methods is often
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caused by missegmentation of materials in early iterations,
which slows down convergence and may result in atypical
image impression and additional artifacts.
We present an application of the dual-energy reconstruction
technique presented in reference [5] with a sophisticated
segmentation method which makes it applicable to single
energy CT. Both methods calculate polychromatic raw data
from material density images of base materials. While the
calculation of base material density images is the aim of
dual energy CT, we use maintained CT attenuation values for
segmentation in single energy CT to generate material density
images. Thereby, the CT attenuation value conservation leads
to a situation where the consequences of missegmentation in
the beam hardening correction are minor. We do not make any
assumptions on the scanned object, but we assume to know
the major materials’ spectral properties, of which the object
is composed. This knowledge may be obtained from a single
calibration scan [4].
Section II outlines the theoretical aspects of the proposed
algorithm. The method has been evaluated for simulated X-ray
CT data, which is presented in section IV. Finally, we discuss
relevant issues to conclude the paper in section V.
II. METHODS
Assume a dataset consists of M materials with attenuation
coefﬁcients μm(E), m = 1, ...,M , which depend on the X-
ray photon energy E. Specifying a reference density of each
material, ρm, the mass attenuation coefﬁcient for material m is
κm(E) = μm(E)/ρm. Denote r as spatial location on recon-
struction grid. Knowing the spatial density distributions ρm(r)
and effective energy E0, the monochromatic CT attenuation
image can be calculated:
f(r) =
M∑
m=1
ρm(r)κm(E0). (1)
pm(L) =
∫
L
dlρ(r) is the line integral over projection ray L
through a material density image ρ(r). When a monochromatic
X-ray beam traverses a homogeneous object, according to
Lambert-Beer’s law, the total attenuation coefﬁcient is linearly
related to the thickness of the object along the ray. The
monochromatic intensity for a given E0 can be expressed as
Imono(L) = I0(E0) · e
−
M∑
m=1
pm(L)κm(E0)
. (2)
However, in real CT, the emitted X-ray photons have varying
energies E ∈ [0, Emax]. Therefore, the measured intensity
of a polychromatic beam can be written as the sum of the
monochromatic contributions for each energy E:
Ipoly(L) =
∫
dEI0(E)e
−
M∑
m=1
pm(L)κm(E)
, (3)
where I0(E) is referred as normalized source-detector energy
spectrum (
∫
dEI0(E) = 1). The measured initial polychro-
matic attenuation qinitial(L) along a ray path L is deﬁned by
qinitial(L) = − ln Ipoly(L). (4)
A. Single-material precorrection
Generally, when datasets consist of only one material, a
precorrection can be carried out to reduce cupping artifacts
caused by beam hardening. In clinical CT, water precorrection
is widely used to reduce cupping artifacts. In industrial CT
we usually precorrect for the most dominant material (i.e. the
material which covers the most volume). The single material
precorrection linearizes the projections at the ﬁrst place in
order to deliver improved and quantitative reconstruction for
a better initial segmentation. In any case, the single material
precorrection is a nonlinear preprocessing step of the initial
rawdata:
qprecorrinitial (L) = q
precorr
initial (qinitial(L)). (5)
B. Multi-material correction approach
A ﬂowchart of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.
From the precorrected rawdata, we perform a preliminary
ﬁltered backprojection
ginitial(r) = R−1{qprecorrinitial (L)}, (6)
where R−1 denotes a ﬁltered backprojection (FBP) recon-
struction. The initial reconstruction is then segmented into
M materials. We thereby require to know the number M of
signiﬁcant materials and the mass attenuation coefﬁcient of
these materials. The spectral properties can either be calibrated
[4] or obtained as tabulated data from reference [15]. As
quantitative CT values in the image are unreliable due to beam
hardening, we use automatic centroids selection for k-means
clustering [16], [17]. After segmenting ginitial(r) into M masks
wm(r), we maintain the original CT value by storing density
volumes
ρˆm(r) =
wm(r) · ginitial(r)
κm(E0)
, (7)
rather than the mask volumes wm(r). From the selected
centroids at k-means clustering, effective energy E0 can be
obtained by choosing corresponding monochromatic energy at
the centroid attenuation coefﬁcients for each material. From
the segmentation result, the CT attenuation image ginitial(r)
could be calculated according to Eq. (1). For each material,
line integrals
pˆm(L) = R{ρˆm(r)} =
∫
L
dlρˆm(r) (8)
are calculated, where R denotes the calculation of line inte-
grals through the volume along the originally measured lines
L (forward projection). The line integrals are combined to a
polychromatic rawdata set
qˆ(L) = − ln
∫
dEI0(E)e
−
M∑
m=1
pˆm(L)κm(E)
, (9)
which incorporates the spectral properties of each material
κm(E), as mentioned above. The polychromatic rawdata are
then reconstructed again (including the single material precor-
rection) to obtain a recalculated image
gcalc(r) = R−1{qˆprecorr(L)}. (10)
During segmentation and forward projection steps, errors
which arise from beam hardening are additionally introduced.
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The difference between the initially reconstructed volume and
the recalculated volume can be used to estimate the beam
hardening error:
gBH(r) = gcalc(r)− ginitial(r). (11)
It has to be noted that spatial resolution mismatch occurs
between ginitial(r) and gcalc(r). Therefore, a spatial resolution
matching technique should be applied before the subtraction to
maintain the spatial resolution of the ﬁnal image. In general,
resolution can be modulated by using boosting or smoothing
kernels. In this paper, an optimized Gaussian smoothing kernel
is applied to ginitial(r) before the subtraction, such that
gˆBH(r) = gcalc(r)− Gauss(0, σ) ∗ ginitial(r), (12)
with argminσ ||gˆBH(r)||2. We ﬁnally use the spatially
resolution-matched beam hardening image gˆBH(r) to subtract
the beam hardening from the initial reconstruction.
gcorrected(r) = ginitial(r)− gˆBH(r). (13)
As the corrected image could be used to obtain a better
segmentation in the ﬁrst place, the method can be repeated
iteratively. Using the superset i ≥ 0 to denote the iteration
number and initializing with g0corrected(r) = ginitial(r), we can
formulate a ﬁxed-point equation
gi+1corrected(r) = ginitial(r)− gˆBH(gicorrected(r)). (14)
III. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, polychromatic cone-
beam CT simulations were carried out using a FORBILD
hip prosthesis phantom [18]. The dataset consists of soft
tissue, bone, and the prosthesis (Ti). The projection data were
obtained by using CT simulation software DRASIM (Siemens
AG, Forcheim, Germany), and circular 3D raw data were
reconstructed using a standard FDK reconstruction algorithm
[19]. At a tube voltage of 100 kV we simulated 450 angular
samples on a full circle, with a detector of 512× 512 pixels,
0.5mm in pixel size. All projection images are reconstructed
on a 512× 512× 512 grid with a voxel size of 0.4mm.
For further examination of the algorithm, a real multi-
material dataset containing four cylinders of different materials
was evaluated. A 120 kV tube voltage was applied. Detector
pixels are 1024 × 1024 with size of 0.4mm. All projection
images are reconstructed on a 400 × 400 × 600 grid with a
voxel size of 0.5mm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Beam hardening reduction
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 illustrate the results from reconstructions
and horizontal line proﬁles for simulated and real datasets,
respectively. In comparison with original reconstructions (left),
the recalculated polychromatic (middle) images show en-
hanced beam hardening artifacts. This illustrates our assump-
tion in Eq. (12). The right ﬁgures show the ﬁnal result, where
beam hardening artifacts are hardly noticeable and the spatial
resolution is maintained.
Fig. 2: Reconstruction results from hip prosthesis phantom
with corresponding horizontal line proﬁles (yellow line). From
left to right: original reconstruction, recalculated reconstruc-
tion, result after ﬁrst iteration. The line proﬁles and images
show attenuation coefﬁcients (Level 0.10; window 0.22.)
Fig. 3: The beam hardening image gˆBH(r) according to Eq. 12.
B. Spatial resolution matching
In Fig. 3 the beam hardening image gˆBH(r) according to
equation 12 is presented. The enhancement of object borders
is visible from this image remains after spatial resolution
matching and is caused by beam hardening.
Running a forward projection with subsequent reconstruc-
tion reduces the spatial resolution of an image. Calculating
the difference between original and recalculated images would
correspond to a high-pass ﬁltering of the original image. As the
initial image is linearly combined with the difference image,
we need measurements to maintain the spatial resolution,
especially when more than one iteration is applied.
Fig. 4: Reconstruction results from 4-cylinder real dataset with
corresponding horizontal line proﬁles (yellow line). From left
to right: original reconstruction, recalculated reconstruction,
result after ﬁrst iteration. The line proﬁles and images show
attenuation coefﬁcients.
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Fig. 5: Horizontal line proﬁle plots from corrected reconstruc-
tions with (a) and without (b) spatial resolution matching.
(a) Original reconstruction (b) Polychromatic Recalculation
(c) Correction without spatial
resolution matching
(d) Correction with spatial
resolution matching
Fig. 6: Examination of spatial resolution matching using a
zoom-in on the hip prosthesis phantom (Grayscale: level 0.04;
window 0.06).
Fig. 5 presents the line proﬁles from reconstructions with
(Fig. 5a) and without (Fig. 5b) the spatial resolution match-
ing. It can be seen that calculation without consideration of
resolution matching yields errors at object edges (red circle)
and increases the level of aliasing.
A closer evaluation of spatial resolution inﬂuences on
reconstructions of the hip prosthesis phantom are illustrated
in Fig. 6. The polychromatic recalculation (Fig. 6b) has a
lower resolution than the original reconstruction (Fig. 6a).
Additionally, the enhanced cupping and streak artifacts can
be noticed. Running the proposed method without spatial
resolution matching, the object edges appear over-enhanced
and the aliasing is increased as shown in Fig. 6c. However, if
spatial resolution matching kernels are applied, beam harden-
ing reduced reconstructions with maintained image impression
can be achieved (Fig. 6d).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an image-based beam hardening reduction
algorithm that combines material density distribution with
a polychromatic model of X-ray propagation is introduced.
The algorithm has been implemented for a 3D cone beam
geometry and was shown to yield excellent results in reducing
cupping and streak artifacts. During iterations, segmentations
with density information is retained to achieve more accurate
results for reproducing a polychromatic model in forward
projecting. In contrast to other iterative BHC approaches,
our method distinctly preserves better original reconstruction
information, which facilitates faster convergence. A spatial
resolution matching technique is applied in order to improve
image quality and overall performance.
Disclaimer: The concepts and information presented in
this paper are based on research and are not commercially
available.
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Abstract—Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images 
are obtained repeatedly in the course of radiation therapy. 
Scanning strategies such as the prior image constrained 
compressed sensing (PICCS) method of Chen et al. have been 
developed to take advantage of the redundancy between scans to 
enable reconstruction from fewer projections or lower dosage, 
thereby reducing the patient’s radiation exposure. In this work, 
we use a prior full projection scan and the recent block matching 
3D (BM3D) frame regularization of Danielyan et al. to guide the 
reconstruction from sparse-view data. The prior scan is first 
registered with an initial reconstruction estimate, and the BM3D 
frame is created. The prior image induced frame is then used to 
regularize the final reconstruction. Experiments show that this 
prior-BM3D-frame reconstruction strongly suppresses noise for 
sparse-view reconstruction compared with other methods. A fast 
algorithm is developed for solving the reconstruction problem 
using the split Bregman algorithm. This work may have great 
significance for image-guided radiation therapy when CBCT is 
used repeatedly. 
 
Index Terms— CBCT, Image Reconstruction, BM3D-frame, 
prior image constrains, split-Bregman 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) technologies [1, 
2] are widely adopted as an effective imaging tool in 
radiotherapy to help patient position setup and as an assistance 
in image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) [3, 4]. CBCT images 
are taken repeatedly during 2~4 weeks in one course of 
radiation therapy treatment. Reducing patients’ accumulated 
radiation exposure is of top priority, as daily use of CBCT 
imaging produces a considerable amount of excessive radiation 
dose to radiotherapy patients [5, 6, 7]. However, conventional 
linear reconstruction algorithms such as 
Feldkamp–Davis–Kress (FDK) are significantly affected by 
geometric distortion and high noise ratios in low-dose scan 
protocols (such as fewer projections, lowering the tube current 
or voltage), leading to images of poor quality. Thus there is a 
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demand for more robust reconstruction algorithms suitable for 
low dose scans. 
Full projections are taken on the first day of radiation therapy 
treatment, and then in subsequent scans, the prior full 
projections are used as a reference, enabling reconstruction 
from only a sparse set of projections. Alternatively or in 
combination, subsequent scans can be made with lower dose in 
exchange for higher noise level. This prior image constrained 
scanning protocol shows a factor of 10–40 dose reduction 
compared to using full projections for all scans. We apply this 
scanning protocol in this work. 
In this article, we propose a prior image induced 3D block 
matching frame regularization method (prior-BM3D-frame) for 
the sparse-projection reconstruction under the prior image 
constrained scanning protocol. The prior-BM3D-frame is 
motivated by the recent work on the frame interpretation of 
BM3D introduced by Danielyan, Katkovnik, and Egiazarian [8] 
and the prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) 
method of Chen et al [9].  
The innovation of our proposed method lies in that unlike [8], 
which generate the BM3D-frame transformation matrices 
according to the initial estimated image, we construct the 
BM3D-frame transformation matrices from a registered image 
between the prior image and roughly reconstructed sparse-view 
image using conventional linear reconstruction algorithms. The 
method is illustrated in Section II and the effectiveness of our 
proposed prior-BM3D-frame approach is shown numerically in 
Section III. 
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
A. Model 
The CBCT image reconstruction problem can be treated as a 
discrete linear inverse problem: 
Au b ,                           (1) 
where u is a N -dimensional vector of attenuate coefficients 
for reconstruction and b is a M -dimensional vector of 
log-transformed data for each projection, A is a M Nu  
system matrix that includes weighting values for each pixel, and 
could be generated by Siddon’s ray-tracing algorithm [10] after 
the projection geometries for each patient case is given.  
As conventional linear reconstruction algorithms (i.e. FBP 
for 2-dimensional case and FDK for 3D case) for solving the 
Sparse-view cone-beam CT reconstruction via 
previous normal dose scan induced 
BM3D-frame regularization method 
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under-determined equation may not be feasible due to the 
limited number of views and the noise in the projection data, 
more decent and effective methods are called for. The 
emergence of Compressed Sensing (CS) theory [11] provides a 
new prospective for solving these kind of problems by 
minimizing the following objective function iteratively: 
2
2 1min || || | |
2u
Au b uP O  )                    (2) 
The first term is for data-fidelity where 
2
2|| ||  denotes the 
Euclidean norm, the second term plays as a penalized 
regularization term where 1| |  denotes the 
1A  norm, 
0P ! and 0O ! are weighting parameters that decides the 
proportion of data-fidelity and regularization in equation 
respectively. ) is defined as sparse representation 
transformation.  
Danielyan et al. [8] showed that the BM3D filtering 
technique can be formulated in terms of an overcomplete sparse 
frame representation to extend the scope of BM3D filtering to 
deblurring and other inverse problems. We present here the 
analysis based prior image induced BM3D-frame for 
sparse-view CBCT image reconstruction. The analysis frame 
interpretation of BM3D is to reconstruct the image u  by 
solving the convex minimization problem (2), and ) is 
block-matching 3D frame transformation matrix which acts as 
the Patch matching and Analysis substeps of BM3D filtering 
method [12, 13].  
We exploit the prior image priu generated from full-scan as a 
patch-matching reference, we use the registered image regu  
acquired from the demons registration [14] 
2 2
( )
| | ( )
pri est est
reg
est pri est
u u u
u
u u u
 
 
  
                     (3) 
where estu  is the roughly reconstructed image generated by 
sparse-view scan using FBP as the static image. The iteration 
times of demons algorithm is set to 5 according to the pre-tests 
within the clinical position setup error [15].  
The patch matching substep is defined as followes in detail: 
Let y denote the noisy image and let my denote the 
N Nu square patch of y whose top-left corner is pixel m of the 
image. Let mP denote the patch extraction operator such that 
m mP y y                                          (4) 
For each my , the image is searched over a square 
neighborhood with side sN for similar patches,  
2( ) { : }m nN m n y y W  dý ý                     (5) 
where W is a threshold. 3D groups are formed by stacking 
similar patches. The m th 3D group is:  
 
( )
stack nn N m
y

                                     (6) 
where stack denotes stacking of N Nu patches to create a 3D 
array of size | ( ) |N mN Nu u . Since ( )N m  is a set, its order 
is arbitrary, we put the set in a declination order according to 
the value of 2m ny yý ý .  
 For the m th 3D group, define m) as: 
3
( )
: stackm reg D n regn N m
u P u

*)                         (7) 
where regu denotes a N Nu  square matrix of attenuate 
coefficients acquired from the Demons registration, nP  denotes 
the patch extracts operators defined in (4). The 3D transform 
3D*  is constructed as a separable combination of a 2D 
transform 
2D*  applied on each patch and a 1D transform 
1D* applied along the third dimension of the 3D group. This 
structure allows 2D* to be applied to each patch before 
stacking,  
1 2
( )
stackD D nn N m
y

* *                                (8) 
Reasonable choices for the 1D and 2D transforms include 
wavelet transforms, discrete cosine and sine transforms, and the 
Walsh–Hadamard transform. We use a 1D Walsh–Hadamard 
transform for 1D*  and the “bior1.5” biorthogonal spline 
wavelet transform with 1 analysis and 5 synthesis vanishing 
moments for 2D* as suggested by [13]. 
 
B. Algorithm 
The formation of )  in (2) can be concluded as: m)  
extracts patches, stacks them into a 3D group of size 
| ( ) |N mN Nu u , and applies the transform 3D* . In 
matrix-vector notation,  
Nu R  where N  is the number of 
pixels in the image and m)  is a | ( ) |N mN Nu u  by N  
matrix. m)  are vertically concatenated to create matrix )  of 
size | ( ) |N mN Nu u  by N ,  
1
... .
M
u u
ª º)
)
)
« » « »
« »¬ ¼
#                                  (9) 
For the solution of (7), it will be useful to compute the 
transpose of 
T) . It can be represented functionally as  
3
( )
( )T T Tn D m n
m n N m
PZ Z

)  ¦ ¦ *             (10) 
where mZ  is the | ( ) |N mN Nu u array of coefficients 
corresponding to the m th 3D group of Z  and 3( )
T
D m nZ*  
denotes the nth patch in the 3D group.  
 With all the parameters required (system matrix A , 
projection data b , registered image regu , sparse 
transformation matrix ) ,  and initial estimated image estu  
reconstructed by FBP using sparse view projection data) being 
calculated or detected, we use the split Bregman method 
proposed by Goldstein and Osher [16] for solving equation (2), 
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which has been proved efficiently in many related applications 
[17, 18]. The whole algorithm can be concluded as:  
 
Input: projection data b , system matrix A , initial estimated 
image estu  using FBP, prior full-scan image priu , 
1: Demons registration: Demons ( ; )reg pri estu u u , 
2: calculate BM3D frame matrices using equation (9) and (10):  
, T) )  
3: Initial estimate: 0 estu u  ; 0d  = 0; 0f  = 0; 
4: while 1 4| | 1 10k ku u  t u do 
5: (a) CGLS (solve for 
1ku  ): 
1 1( )T k T T k k kA Au A b d u fP P O ) )     
6: (b) Shrinkage: 
1 1shrink( ,1/ )k k kd u f O  )   
where 1shrink( ) sign( ) max{| | ,0},x x x x R
O
    
7: (c) Update f  : 
 1 1 1k k k kf f u d   )   
8: 1k k   
9: end while 
Output: reconstructed final image u . 
 
The parameters P and O  are empirically chosen and the 
optimized P and O are case-to-case different. However, 
according to the pretests, our method performs better with 
parameter 100 ~1? 00P   while 0.1~?O   times that of P  with 
different number of views for our experiment cases. The 
stopping criteria 1| |k ku u   is set to 41 10u for a balance 
between better image quality and algorithm speed.  
 
III. RESULTS 
In this proof-of-concept study, we implement our proposed 
prior-BM3D-frame algorithm in 2D phantom, rather than 3D, in 
a 512 by 512 spatial grid. Projection data were acquired by 
Siddon's algorithm in the 2D fan beam scanning geometry. The 
distance from the source to the isocenter is 100cm and the 
distance from source to the detector center is 150cm., being  
similar to a typical  middle slice of a cone-beam CT. We 
implement the sparse-view protocol with different number of 
projections: 10,20,40.NT   
 
A. Phantom and Geometry Setup 
The Simulated digital NURBS-based cardiac-torso (NCAT) 
phantom Figure 1(a), which maintains a high level of detailed 
anatomical realism Figure 1(b), is generated at one thorax 
region slice of size 512 512u  pixels, and the X-ray detector is 
modeled as a 512-element vector . In the modeled sparse-view 
protocol, the projections are generated on equally spaced views 
covering an entire 360D  rotation with Siddon’s ray-tracing 
algorithm [10], performed on the NCAT phantom (Figure 1(a)). 
The prior image we use here is the NCAT phantom with slight 
rotation (2o) and translation (10 pixels) that is set to simulate the 
clinical position setup error [15]. The NCAT phantom (Figure 
1(a)) serves as the ground truth, the rotated and translated 
NCAT phantom shows the prior image.  
 
B. Prior-BM3D-frame implementation 
We execute our algorithm with parameters selected as in 
Section II, with 0.2O P while 1000P   for 20,40NT  and 
100P   for 10.NT   We also compare our proposed algorithm 
with conventional FBP method with Hamming filter, TV 
minimization and the BM3D-frame regularization without 
using a  prior image.  By omitting the substeps 1 and 2 in the left 
column and calculating  , T) ) using estu  instead of regu , we 
can easily get BM3D-frame regularization without prior image. 
The TV minimization formula is as follows: 
2
2 1min || || | |
2u
Au b uP O                        (11) 
Both TV minimization and BM3D-frame without prior image 
are solved iteratively by the split-Bregman method. For 
comparison, the parameters are set the same as in 
prior-BM3D-frame. With the priors, the streaking artifacts on 
the images are strongly suppressed compared to the FBP 
reconstructions, and the image is detailed in structure and small 
bronchioles are visually discernible as shown in Figure 2, 3, 4. 
It is easy to observe that 20 projections are enough for 
prior-BM3D-frame to reconstruct image with clear details, 
while FBP, TV and BM3D-frame cannot . 
C. Quantify  the results 
We quantify the results by computing the relative error (Err) 
defined as   
0 2
0 2
|| ||
|| ||
u uErr
u
                        (12)   
where 0u  is the ground truth and u  is the reconstructed 
image. See Table I for the quantitative summarization. Figure 5 
shows the faster convergence of  prior-BM3D-frame.  
 
 
 
Fig.1. The NCAT phantom generated in a 512 by 512 spatial grid. (a) the 
Ground Truth, and (b) the prior image (the NCAT phantom with slight rotation 
(2o) and translation (10 pixels) 
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Fig. 5. The decline curve of relative error using 10 and 20 projections of 
NCAT phantom. (a) TV, BM3D-frame, a priori-BM3D-frame convergence 
curve using 10 projections. (b) TV, BM3D-frame, a priori-BM3D-frame 
convergence curve using 20 projections. 
TABLE I 
RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES USING FBP, TV, 
BM3D-FRAME, PRIOR-BM3D-FRAME AND GROUND TRUTH. 
 
# of 
projectio
n 
FBP TV BM3D-Frame  
prior- 
BM3D-
Frame 
 
10 0.7606 0.3086 0.2851  0.2714  
20 0.5322 0.1253 0.1037  0.0627  
40 0.3143 0.0568 0.0427  0.0098  
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the images reconstructed by FBP, TV, BM3D-frame, a 
priori-BM3D-frame with 40 projections generated by NCAT phantom. The
window length for each image is adjusted to [0 MAX], where MAX represents
the largest. 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the images reconstructed by FBP, TV, BM3D-frame, a 
priori-BM3D-frame with 20 projections generated by NCAT phantom. The 
window length for each image is adjusted to [0 MAX], where MAX represents
the largest. 
Fig. 2. Comparison of the images reconstructed by FBP, TV, BM3D-frame, a 
priori-BM3D-frame with 10 projections generated by NCAT phantom. The 
window length for each image is adjusted to [0 MAX], where MAX represents
the largest. 
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An algorithm for full 3D reconstruction with
an arbitrary trajectory
9LFWRU 3 3DODPRGRY Fellow, AMS
Abstract-A method of full 3D reconstruction from X-ray
data is presented for a source orbit of general form. The
algorithm is of O
(
N4
)
operations long
, $1$/<7,& 5(&216758&7,21
*LYHQ D IXQFWLRQ f LQ DQ (XFOLGHDQ ' VSDFH E ZLWK
FRPSDFW VXSSRUW WKH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUP
F (f) (ξ) =
∫
E
f exp (−2πi 〈ξ, x〉) dV
FDQ EH UHFRYHUHG IURP VXI¿FLHQWO\ ULFK GDWD RI UD\ LQWHJUDOV
g (x, ν) =
∫ ∞
0
f (x+ tv) dt
ZKHUH x LV D VRXUFH SRLQW DQG v LV D XQLW GLUHFWLRQ YHFWRU $
IDPLO\ Σ RI UD\V R ⊂ E3 LV FDOOHG complete LQ D VHW U ⊂ E3
LI IRU DQ\ SRLQW p ∈ U DQG DQ\ SODQH H WKURXJK p WKHUH H[LVWV
D UD\ R ∈ Σ VXFK WKDW p ∈ R ⊂ H.
Theorem. Let Γ be a piecewise C1-continuous curve in E3
such that the family Σ(Γ) of rays with sources in Γ is complete
in a compact set K ⊂ E. For any function f with support in
K the Fourier transform F (f) can be reconstructed as follows
F (f) (τω) =
1
iτ
∫
R
exp (−i2πτp) dp
·
∑
ε (s, ω)
∫
v∈Cω
〈ω,∇v〉 g (x (s) , v) dv 
Here ω is an arbitrary unit vector and τ ∈ R,
x = x (s) , s ∈ [0, 1] is a parametrization of Γ and
p = 〈x (s) , ω〉 , dp = 〈x′ (s) , ω〉 ds
Cω is the unit circle in a plane orthogonal to ω and dv is the
angular measure on the circle,
ε is an arbitrary bounded function in [0, 1] satisfying a
normalizing condition
∑
x(s)∈H(ω)
ε (s, ω) = 1
for any plane H (ω) orthogonal to ω WKDW PHHW WKH VXSSRUW RI
f.
$ SURRI LV VWUDLJKW IRUZDUG ([LVWHQFH RI D IXQFWLRQ ε IROORZV
IURP WKH FRPSOHWHQHVV DVVXPSWLRQ
,, '(6&5,37,21 2) $/*25,7+0
$Q DOJRULWKP EDVHG RQ  FDQ EH LPSOHPHQWHG LQ D IHZ
VWHSV
 &DOFXODWH RI D IXQFWLRQ ε. $ FRQWLQXRXV H J D SLHFHZLVH
OLQHDU IXQFWLRQ ε LV SUHIHUDEOH WR VXSSUHVV DUWHIDFWV
 6FDOH WKH (XFOLGHDQ PHWULF LQ VXFK D ZD\ WKDW diamK =
1 /HW N EH WKH UDGLXV RI D IUHTXHQF\ GRPDLQ ZKHUH ZH ZDQW
$GGUHVV 7HO $YLY 8QLYHUVLW\ ,VUDHO (PDLO SDODPRGR#SRVWWDXDFLO
WR REWDLQ UHOLDEOH UHVROXWLRQ &KRRVH D VWHSVL]H h ≈
√
3N DQG
WDNH D VHW Ω ⊂ E RI O
(
N2
)
VXFK WKDW dist (θ,Ω) ≤ h IRU DQ
DUELWUDU\ XQLW YHFWRU θ.
 )RU HDFK ω ∈ Ω ZH FKRRVH D JULG Gω RQ WKH OLQH Rω
ZLWK VWHSVL]H h 7DNH DOO SRLQWV s = s1, ..., sM ∈ [0, 1] VXFK
WKDW ε (si, ω) 
= 0 DQG p = 〈x (si) , ω〉 DUH QRGHV RI WKH JULG
:H PD\ DVVXPH WKDW M ≤ 2N 
 )RU DQ\ ω ∈ Ω DQG DQ\ i = 1, ...,M GHWHUPLQH D VHW
RI GHWHFWRUV dk, k = 1, ..., O (N) WKDW DUH QHDUHVW WR WKH SODQH
H (p, ω) WKURXJK x (si) RUWKRJRQDO WR ω.
 &DOFXODWH WKH GHULYDWLYH h (ω, v) = 〈ω,∇v〉 g (x (si) , v)
IRU
v = vik =
dk − x (si)
|dk − x (si)|
, k = 1, ..., O (N)
$Q LQWHUSRODWLRQ FDQ EH XVHG LQ WKH VHW RI GHWHFWRUV FORVH WR
H (ω) .
 &DOFXODWH WKH VXPV
S (p, ω)
.
=
∑
i,〈x(si),ω〉=p
ε (si, ω)
∑
k
h (ω, vik)ϕik
IRU HDFK SRLQW p ∈ Gω ZKHUH ϕik LV WKH DQJOH EHWZHHQ vik
DQG vik−1. $OO WKH WHUPV YDQLVK LI p GRHV QRW EHORQJ WR WKH
SURMHFWLRQ RI K WR WKH OLQH Rω KHQFH WKH VXSSRUW RI S LV
FRQWDLQHG LQ DQ LQWHUYDO RI OHQJWK  6WHSV  DQG  QHHG
O
(
N2
)
RSHUDWLRQV IRU HDFK YHFWRU ω ∈ Ω ZKLFK FRVWV WRWDOO\
O
(
N4
)
RSHUDWLRQV
 /DVW VWHSV DUH VLPLODU WR WKH PRGL¿HG )RXULHU DOJRULWKP
IRU 5DGRQ WUDQVIRUP DV LQ [1] ,&K9 )LUVW FDOFXODWH WKH GLVFUHWH
)RXULHU WUDQVIRUP Sˆ (τ, ω) = Fp→τS (p, ω) IRU τ = 1, ..., T.
7KLV FRQVXPHV O (N logN) IRU HDFK ω DQG O
(
N3 logN
)
RSHUDWLRQV IRU DOO ω.
 ,QWHUSRODWH WKH IXQFWLRQ FS (f) (τω) = (iτ)
−1
Sˆ (τ, ω)
IRUP WKH VSKHULFDO JULG {ζ = τω, 0 < τ ≤ T, ω ∈ Ω}
WR D IXQFWLRQ FC (f) RQ D &DUWHVLDQ JULG C =
{k ∈ Zn, |kj | ≤ N, j = 1, ..., n} DQG VHW FCf (0) = 0
+HUH ZH XVH DQ LPSURYHG LQWHUSRODWLRQ PHWKRG DV LQ [1]
 &DOFXODWH WKH LQYHUVH )RXULHU WUDQVIRUP fC =
F−1 (FC (f)) . 7KH ODVW WZR VWHSV PD\ FRQVXPHO
(
N3 logN
)
RSHUDWLRQV
 7KH UHFRQVWUXFWLRQ fC LV DQ DSSUR[LPDWLRQ WR f + c0
ZKHUH c0 LV FRQVWDQW GXH WR YDJXHQHVV RI FCf (0) H[SHFWHG
VPDOO 7KLV FRQVWDQW FDQ EH HDVLO\ IRXQG VLQFH f = 0 RQ WKH
ERXQGDU\ RI K.
7KXV WKH WRWDO QXPEHU RI RSHUDWLRQ LV VWLOO O
(
N4
)
ZKHUHDV
WKH VWDQGDUG DOJRULWKPV [2, 3, 4] FRVW DSSDUHQWO\ O
(
N5
)
RSHU
DWLRQV DQG DOJRULWKP  PLJKW EH FRPSHWLWLYH
5()(5(1&(6
[1] ) 1DWWHUHU 7KH PDWKHPDWLFV RI FRPSXWHUL]HG WRPRJ
UDSK\ % * 7HXEQHU 6WXWWJDUW -RKQ :LOH\ 	 6RQV /WG
&KLFKHVWHU 
[2] $ .DWVHYLFK $Q LPSURYHG H[DFW ¿OWHUHG EDFNSURMHF
WLRQ DOJRULWKP IRU VSLUDO FRPSXWHG WRPRJUDSK\ Advances in
Applied Mathematics, YRO   SS 
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Abstract—Neutron imaging is complementary to x-ray imaging
in that materials such as water and plastic are highly attenuating
while material such as metal is nearly transparent. We showcase
tomographic imaging of a diesel particulate ﬁlter. Reconstruction
is done using a modiﬁed version of SIRT called PSIRT. We expand
on previous work and introduce Tikhonov regularization. We show
that near-optimal relaxation can still be achieved. The algorithmic
ideas apply to cone beam x-ray CT and other inverse problems.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Neutrons can be used for tomographic imaging in a manner
similar to x-rays since both are subject to absorption and
scattering when penetrating matter which leads to contrast. The
main difference between the two is that neutron attenuation
depends on a material property called the neutron cross-section
but not on the atomic number which inﬂuences the probability
of x-ray attenuation. Neutrons are thus attenuated more so by
hydrogenous materials such as water and plastic than by dense
material such as metal. In contrast, x-rays are attenuated less so
by the former than by the latter. As illustrated in Fig. 1, neutron
and x-ray images therefore convey complementary information.
A main goal of neutron imaging is to determine the material
level macroscopic cross-section Σ = Nσ where N denotes
atomic density and σ denotes the atomic level microscopic
cross-section which models the energy dependent likelihood
that a neutron will interact with a target nucleus. From this, it
can be seen that knowledge of Σ provides indirect information
about other material properties since σ= ρNA/M where ρ is
material density, NA is Avagadro’s number, and M is molar
mass. Macroscopic cross-section has dimension of 1/cm which
makes it analogous to the linear attenuation coefﬁcient of x-
rays. Indeed, from a mathematical point of view, obtaining
one is no different from obtaining the other since Beer’s Law
describes the behavior of both [1]. For neutrons:
I1 = I0 e
−∫
L
dl Σ (1)
where I0 and I1 denote the intensity of the incident and
transmitted neutron beam, and L denotes the beam path through
the object.
Neutron beams are typically generated by a reactor but could
also be produced by a spallation source. The experimental work
presented here is based on the former and showcases data from
the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) located at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Used for a wide
variety of applications ranging from food science and plant
systems biology to energy storage and material science, the
CG-1D beamline was recently used to image diesel particulate
Fig. 1. Projection image of camera casing obtained using neutrons (left) and
x-rays (right). [Images from http://www.psi.ch/niag/what-is-neutron-imaging]
ﬁlters which serve to prevent soot and other biologically
and environmentally harmful particulates from being emitted
into the air. We discuss the CG-1D beamline and the diesel
particulate ﬁlter application in more detail below.
Log-normalization and discretization of (1) yields a linear
system of equations which we solve using the SIRT (Simultane-
ous Iterative Reconstruction Technique) algorithm [2]. Having
been applied to a wide range of inverse problems in medicine
and biology as well as other ﬁelds, SIRT is an example of
a Richardson Iteration which is a classical numerical method
for solving a linear system of equations. We have previously
shown that near-optimal relaxation can be achieved by means
of eigenvalue analysis and introduced a scalar-preconditioned
version called PSIRT [3]. We improve on this work by intro-
ducing ﬁrst a simple way to compute an upper bound on the
smallest eigenvalue and then adding Tikhonov regularization
in the form of a minimum norm constraint within the relaxed
PSIRT framework. The algorithmic ideas are generic and apply
to cone beam x-ray CT and other inverse problems.
II. SIRT: ALGORITHMIC DEVELOPMENT
Let x and b denote image and log-normalized projection data,
A the system matrix that connects the two, and R and C two
diagonal matrices of inverse row and column sums of A. Then
SIRT solves the weighted least-squares problem:
x∗ = argmin ‖Ax− b‖2R (2)
The solution is computed using the relaxed iteration:
x(k+1) = x(k) + α CATR(b−Ax(k)). (3)
In practice, updating takes place using an ordered subsets
approach. See [3], [4] for details.
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A. Near-Optimal Relaxation
SIRT is a Richardson Iteration. Convergence is guaranteed if
0 < α < 2/λmax with the fastest rate of convergence obtained
for α∗ = 2/(λmax + λmin). Here λmax and λmin refer to the
largest and smallest eigenvalues of matrix CATRA. Assuming
A has full column rank, both eigenvalues are strictly positive.
Stemming from the fact that non-negative matrices CAT and
RA are both stochastic, it follows that λmax=1. This implies
1≤α∗=2/(1 + λmin)< 2. Empirical comparisons of residual
norms have consistently found α= 1.99 to converge twice as
fast as α= 1.00 in terms of requiring half as many iterations
to achieve the same result. This indicates λmin  1. Until
now this ﬁnding has not been quantiﬁed, but we here detail a
straightforward pathway.
The trace of an N×N matrix is equal to the sum of the
eigenvalues of that matrix [5]. Clearly, the smallest eigenvalue
must be less than or equal to the average of all eigenvalues.
For SIRT, we can establish an even tighter bound, namely:
λmin ≤ tr(CA
TRA)− 1
N− 1 (4)
where we have subtracted off the value of the largest eigenvalue
and computed the average of the remaining eigenvalues. We
will use λ∗min to refer to this bound below.
B. Scalar Preconditioning
Matrix C merely serves to precondition the normal equations
associated with (2). We have introduced an alternative scalar
preconditioning scheme [3]. The resulting PSIRT algorithm is
given by:
x(k+1) = x(k) + α p ATR(b−Ax(k)) (5a)
p = 1/‖A‖1 (5b)
where ‖A‖1=maxj
∑
iaij denotes the maximum column sum
of the system matrix. The advantage of PSIRT over SIRT is best
seen when ordered subsets are used and the code is executed
in a distributed environment. SIRT requires matrix C to be
recomputed each iteration on a per subset basis which is costly
as it calls for a global reduction of equally many image-sized
data structures. In contrast, PSIRT need do so only the ﬁrst time
as the set of scalars replacing the matrices can conveniently be
stored for future use.
C. Tikhonov Regularization
The condition number of matrix A is the ratio of its largest
and smallest singular values [5]. A small condition number
indicates that the linear system Ax = b can be solved with
great precision. Conversely, a large condition number indicates
that no algorithm can guarantee to ﬁnd a solution with any
provable accuracy.
Tikhonov regularization is a widely used technique for im-
proving the numerical stability of an algorithm for solving a
poorly conditioned linear system [6]. In our case, it leads to
the weighted least-squares problem:
x∗ = argmin ‖Ax− b‖2R + β ‖Qx‖2 (6)
where matrix Q is chosen to emphasize structural characteris-
tics of x that are undesirable. We obtain a SIRT-like update
scheme by preconditioning the normal equations associated
with (6) by matrix C followed by matrix splitting:
x(k+1) = (I− β CQ)x(k) + α CATR(b−Ax(k)). (7)
We consider the special case where Q = I for which preference
is given to a minimum norm solution. Combined with the
scalar preconditioning used by PSIRT, we obtain the following
simpliﬁed update scheme:
x(k+1) = (1− β p)x(k) + α p ATR(b−Ax(k)). (8)
Near-optimal relaxation is achieved for α∗ = 2/(1 + λ∗min +
2β p). Assuming λ∗min is negligible, a value of β p < 0.025
leads to α > 1.90 which is within 5 percent of the 1.99 value
achieved without regularization.
The condition number for the underlying linear system is
given by:
κ =
√
σ2max + β p
σ2min + β p
(9)
where σmax and σmin denote the largest and smallest singular
values of matrix pATRA. Regularization is needed when σmin
is close to zero. In this case, which follows when λ∗min is close
to zero since σmin ≤ λmin, the approximation κ = σmax/
√
β p
implies even a relatively small value of β p has the potential
to greatly improve the conditioning and thus the numerical
stability of a PSIRT based reconstruction. We have found
β = 0.01/p to strike a good balance between relaxation based
on α = 1.95 and thus a less than two percent decrease in
the maximum rate of convergence rate increase possible, and
achieving regularization approximately equal to κ = 10σmax
which is a substantial improvement relative to the unregularized
case.
III. SIRT: IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW
At Fully3D 2011, we presented an implementation of PSIRT
for execution on a small cluster of multi-core PCs [4]. We
brieﬂy summarize that work as it forms the foundation for the
regularized version of PSIRT we present in the experimental
work section.
POSIX threads are used to allow the cores on each PC to
compute concurrently while accessing shared-memory. Use of
costly mutex-locks is kept to a minimum by processing the
projection data in blocks that guarantee the threads perform
voxel updates for non-overlapping image subvolumes. The only
mutex-locks needed are for synchronizing the threads as they
move from one set of projection blocks to the next. There are
four such sets per projection.
OpenMPI based global reductions synchronize the computa-
tion across the PCs and tie together the distributed-memory
deﬁned thereby. The projection data blocks are distributed
across the nodes in a round-robin fashion. Meanwhile, each
node maintains a full copy of the image and other auxiliary
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data structures. An image-sized global reduction is performed
at the end of each iteration to complete image update vector:
u(k) = ATR(b−Ax(k)). (10)
During the ﬁrst iteration, a second image-sized global reduction
establishes preconditioning scalar p = 1/‖A‖1. Following these
global reductions, each local image copy is updated:
x(k+1) = (1− β p) x(k) + α p MPI(Σ u(k)). (11)
Ordered subsets are handled by means of an outer loop that
controls the extent of the forward and backprojections.
The system matrix is based on trilinear interpolation in the
image space. The immense size of it necessitates that we
compute it on-the-ﬂy on a ray-by-ray basis. Repeatedly having
to do so is costly. This part of the code is therefore vectorized
to take advantage of Intel’s multi-variable SSE instructions.
The Siddon-like code for advancing along the projection ray is
vectorized to simultaneously do so in the x, y, and z directions.
The code for computing the trilinear interpolation coefﬁcients
at each step is vectorized in a more traditional sense, namely,
by making four otherwise sequential arithmetic computations
take place in parallel.
IV. HFIR CG-1D COLD GUIDE BEAMLINE
HFIR produces high energy neutrons. After having been
moderated, the neutrons travel down a long, slightly curved
guide before they exit through a collimator which has an
aperture of diameter D. The neutrons then travel a distance L
as a focused beam till they reach the object which is placed on
a rotating stage. Transmitted neutrons continue a short distance
d before they hit an LiF/ZnS scintilator. The visible light
produced thereby is bounced off a mirror and then recorded by
a CCD camera. We use the term detector as a collective noun
for the combined scintilator, mirror and CCD camera subsystem
when the individual components need not be identiﬁed.
The effective resolution of the system depends on several
factors. For example, a large L/D ratio leads to higher res-
olution as does a small value of d. See [1] for details. All
three parameters have practical limits associated with them. The
experimental work reported below was done using the settings
L = 5800mm, D = 8mm, and d = 100mm. The values for
distances L and d are hard to change due to physical constraints
imposed by the building and the rotation stage, respectively.
Aperture diameter D was chosen as a compromise between
focusing the beam tightly and ensuring enough ﬂux be available
for the exposure time allocated to each projection. The latter
was set by dividing the total beamtime available by the number
of projections needed.
Data is typically acquired for several minutes for each view
of the object. The longer the exposure time, the greater the
likelihood that the neutron data is corrupted by gamma-ray
strikes generated by the reactor core or by interactions between
neutrons and elements in the CG-1D beamline itself. These
random events are suppressed using an adaptive median ﬁlter
which only replaces extreme values within its window. Other
corrections needed include dark current subtraction, scaling of
the data to compensate for variations of the beam intensity, and
geometric alignment with the optical axis of the system.
V. DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTER IMAGING
Emissions regulations in the United States require that every
on-road diesel vehicle be equipped with a ﬁlter that captures
soot and other particulate. The ﬁlter can be described as a
cylindrical object equipped with numerous parallel channels
half of which are plugged in one end and the other half
plugged at the other end. Made from porous material such as
cordierite or silicon carbide, exhaust gases can ﬂow through the
ﬁlter walls and thus continue through the exhaust system but
particulate matter gets trapped. Every so often, the ﬁlter must
be run at a high temperature to regenerate (oxidize) the soot
deposits. The logistical process of trapping and regenerating the
soot is well-understood but there is no general understanding of
how the deposits are distributed in the ﬁlter nor is it known how
much fuel is required to adequately regenerate a ﬁlter. Adding
to the complexity of the problem, a number of un-regenerable
particulates accumulate thereby reducing both fuel efﬁciency
and the effective volume of the ﬁlter. The interaction between
soot and this “ash” is not well-understood either.
Destructive testing of a ﬁlter prevents longitudinal studies.
Additionally, it is likely that the mechanical action of the
cutting process will disturb the position and density of the
particulate layers. Non-destructive testing is therefore desirable.
One possibility is to use x-ray imaging. However, since both
the ﬁlter and the particulate matter is hygroscopic (able to hold
water), we have chosen to instead investigate use of neutron
imaging. As an added beneﬁt, this allows the ﬁlter to remain in
its metal casing. A collection of ﬁlters have been loaded with
varying amounts of soot and other particulate. Tomographic
images are generated and analyzed over the course of several
regeneration cycles. The analysis consists of segmentation and
quantiﬁcation of deposited matter.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We acquired 366 projections of an assembly holding two
diesel particulate ﬁlters. Each projection was exposed to the
neutron beam for 220 seconds. The angular increment between
projections was 0.5 degrees for a total angular span of 180
degrees plus fan angle which satisﬁes the basic requirements
for shortscan imaging. See Fig. 2 for an example of a projection
after corrections and log-normalization. With transaxial detail
being more important, all projections were axially downsam-
pled a factor x16 to a size of 2048×128 resulting in 38×608 μm
detector pixels.
PSIRT was executed for 36 iterations using 20 ordered
subsets. We used x(0) = 0. Reconstruction was restricted to
a cylinder with a radius of 0.85 of the support cone as it
contained all the data. This effectively reduced the projections
to a size of 1740×128 and resulted in an image of size
1642×1642×98 with 40×40×800 μm voxels. Trace analysis
of the corresponding system matrix revealed a value of λ∗min=
0.0005 emphasizing the need for regularization. The largest
column sum was 25.00 for the system matrix as a whole and
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Fig. 2. Diesel particulate ﬁlter projection (top) and reconstruction (bottom).
1.25 for any one ordered subset. Accordingly, we used α=1.95
for relaxation and β=0.0125 for regularization.
Figure 2 illustrates the quality of a reconstructed image
which was cropped and contrast enhanced for illustrational
purposes. We make the following observations. The internal
ﬁlter structure is clearly visible. All channels appear square in
the left ﬁlter but many are rounded to point of being almost
circular in the right ﬁlter. This is not a reconstruction artifact
but rather a reﬂection of the true geometry of the ﬁlters. The
outer layer of the left ﬁlter is substantially brighter than for the
one to the right. This is also not a reconstruction artifact but a
result of material differences of the ﬁlters. The bright spot in
the middle of the right ﬁlter is a form of particulate but it is
not soot. The neutron cross-section for soot is very similar to
that of the ceramic ﬁlter walls it attaches to making build-up
difﬁcult to discern visually. However, the reader may notice that
some of the channels in the left image appear smaller than the
channels adjacent to them. This subtle difference indicates the
presence of particulate on those walls. We quantify build-up by
TABLE I
TIMING RESULTS FOR NEUTRON DPF APPLICATION
Iteration Matrix FBProj MPI Update Total
k=0 78.7 s 353.8 s 85.8 s 4.4 s 522.7 s
k=1 78.7 s 256.6 s 43.0 s 4.4 s 382.7 s
segmenting the images and comparing the results over time as
the ﬁlters go through the process of regeneration.
To provide context for the image resolution and quality
achieved, we point out that the linear system being solved is
heavily under-determined with 81.5 million equations available
to determine 198.8 million unknowns. Ideally, the situation
should be the exact opposite, but that would have required
taking more projections than possible within the beamtime
allotted.
Table I summarizes timing results for the ﬁrst (k=0) and
second iteration (k=1) with the latter being representative of
all subsequent iterations. The computer platform consisted of
four Dell PCs equipped with dual quad-core Xeon processors
running at 2.26 GHz. The network was 10G InﬁniBand. We
note that the elements of the system matrix (“Matrix”) are
computed in about a third of the time it takes to perform the
forward and backprojections (“FBProj”). A single MPI based
global reduction (“MPI”) costs half as much again and does
consequently not contribute much to the overall cost. The image
update which includes relaxation and regularization takes negli-
gible time (“Update”). The difference in cost between the ﬁrst
and all subsequent iterations is due to preconditioning scalar
p being computed once, then stored and reused later. A total
of 1.039 trillion interpolation coefﬁcients are computed and
used each full iteration. For the second iteration and onward,
that translates into a computational cost of 23 clock cycles per
coefﬁcient which is very low. Moreover, it indicates that the
code is cache and pipeline friendly and that further speedup
most likely will have to come from an algorithmic reduction in
the amount of data considered and/or use of more/faster PCs
rather than from implementation improvements.
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Abstract—Proton CT (pCT) nowadays aims at improving
hadron therapy treatment planning by mapping the electron
density of materials. The main information used is the energy
of the protons. However, during a pCT acquisition, the spatial
and angular deviation of each particle is recorded and the
information about its transmission or not is implicitly available.
The pCT scan of a realistic head phantom with tumours of
different chemical compositions but the same electron density was
simulated and images were reconstructed using these observables.
The ﬁrst reconstructions do not allow to conclude on the potential
determination of chemical composition using these observables
yet. Nevertheless, preliminary results indicate these observables
could bring information of interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, a great interest has been shown
for hadrontherapy, as many centres for proton or 12-C therapy
have opened. These particles offer the advantage of allowing a
more localized dose deposition than conventional radiotherapy,
delivering a higher dose to the lesion, while sparing the tissues
around. However, this interest has resulted in the need for more
precise tools for treatment planning. Treatment plans estab-
lished nowadays are based on X-ray Computed Tomography
images and are of limited accuracy because of the difference
in the nature of the interactions between photon and protons
or carbon ions. The acquired CT numbers are converted into
water-equivalent stopping powers using a calibration curve [1].
It has been shown that the uncertainty on CT numbers due
to beam hardening effects as well as inaccuracies due to the
calibration curve used for the conversion can induce a shift in
the depth of the Bragg peak up to 2% [2]. This translates to
a range uncertainty between 1 and 3 mm in typical treatment
situations.
Proton imaging has been put forward as a way to address
this problem: the principle of pCT is the mapping of the
relative electron density of the materials with respect to water,
and thus the stopping power of the tissues protons went
through, by using the information on their energy loss. Protons
of energy high enough to have the Bragg peak after the object
to image are generated. The position and direction of each
particle before and after the object are recorded, as well as
the exit energy of the protons [3]. The aim is to be able to
map the relative electron density of the materials with respect
to water, and thus the stopping power of the tissues protons
passed through, by using the information on their energy loss,
through the Bethe-Bloch theory. Therefore one of the main
parts of a proton scanner is the calorimeter. However, the
main challenge was long considered to be the poor spatial
resolution issue due to MCS. The use of the trackers, coupled
to a list-mode acquisition, allows the determination of the
path of individual protons for image reconstruction. While the
fastest solution as far as image reconstruction is concerned
is the straight line approximation, it results in a decrease in
the spatial resolution. The use of the Most Likely Path [4],
computed using the entry and exit position and direction of
each particle, supposing the object is made of water, currently
gives the most accurate results [5].
Over the years, a few studies have taken different ap-
proaches about proton imaging. For example, it was proposed
to use the nuclear scattering of 500 to 1000 MeV protons to
obtain a three-dimensional image reconstruction of an object
in one exposure and getting information on densities as well as
hydrogen concentrations of materials [6]. Proton radiography
using MCS has also being evoked [7], although for its edge-
delineation properties.
In a similar fashion, other studies have put forward dif-
ferent potential sources of inaccuracies or important effects
to consider during hadrontherapy treatment planning other
than the range uncertainty. The inﬂuence of the chemical
composition of the materials on the dose deposit, and the
interest of assigning nuclear interaction cross sections to the
materials for treatment planning was studied [8]. It was shown
that the conversion of CT number without taking into account
the composition of the materials could induce a difference in
the maximal energy deposit up to 1.5% for a 12-C beam in
materials presenting the same CT numbers [9].
The aim of this study is to explore the possibility to
acquire different information about the materials using the
data available from a pCT scan. The possible differentiation
of materials, some presenting the same electron density, will
be investigated.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Outputs of a pCT scan and observables
During a pCT scan, the data recorded for each particle are
the following:
• the energy after the object. Supposing the beam energy
is known, this gives us access to the energy loss used to
calculate the water equivalent path length of each particle.
This makes it possible to reconstruct an image of the
electron density of the materials.
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• the positions and directions before and after the object to
image.
Through these data, we have deﬁned observables of the
interactions of protons with the matter at our disposition
after a pCT scan. The information on the energy also gives
access to the information on the straggling of the energy
loss, which is described by Bohr’s [10] and Tschalar’s [11],
[12] theories. However, the variations of this observable with
different materials are very small compared to the potential
resolution of a calorimeter. Because of that, it was not studied
here.
The information from the trackers gives us access to the
spatial and angular deviation of each particle, due to MCS.
This information is used in order to calculate the most likely
path (MLP) of each particle and improve the spatial resolution
during image reconstruction. The distributions of the spatial
and angular deviation are proportional, and depend mainly
on the energy of the particles and the radiation length of the
materials. Because of this, it could help differentiate materials.
Because of its invariance with respect to the position of the
trackers, the angular deviation was the observable we kept for
this study.
As the trackers record the positions and directions of each
particle before and after the object, the information on the
transmission or not of each particle is also implicitly available.
The attenuation of the particles is due to non-elastic nuclear
interactions, and the reconstruction of transmission images
could bring information on the interaction cross section of
protons in the materials.
A previous study has showed that the information on the
angular deviation and transmission rate could bring comple-
mentary information about the materials, and might be used
to detect hypoxia [13]. The statistical uncertainty on these two
observables is higher than the one on the energy, indicating
the pertinence to study a voxel or a region of interest (ROI) in
a reconstructed image. This makes it possible to get access to
high statistics while limiting the dose delivered to the potential
patient.
B. Simulation of a pCT scan of a realistic head phantom
Simulated pCT scan data were generated using the Gate
platform [14]. The phantom used was a dedicated MRI head
phantom [15]. To each part of the head, a material was
attributed. Two lesions were also inserted inside the brain:
two carcinoma with different ratios of oxygen but the same
electron density. Mono-energetic 200 MeV protons were sent
from a plane source, all along the same direction (Figure 1).
A set of 256 projections was simulated with 100 protons per
square millimetre. Secondary protons created from nuclear
interactions were not considered in the analysis. The dose
delivered for the acquisition amounts to 2.5 mGy.
C. Pre-processing of the observables
1) From energy to electron density: At the energies con-
sidered of pCT (typically 200 MeV for a head scan, 250-
300 MeV for a torso scan) the energy loss of the protons
through inelastic collisions with electrons is described by the
Fig. 1: pCT scanner system simulated. (A) Parallel proton
source, (B) Trackers, (C) Calorimeter.
Bethe-Bloch theory and can be written as follows in order to
reconstruct an image:∫ Eout
Ein
dE
F (Iwater, E)
=
∫
L
ηe(r)dl (1)
where Ein and Eout are the energies of the proton before and
after the object, and F a function depending on the proton
energy and the water ionization potential Iwater. L is the
proton path in the object and ηe the relative electron density
(or stopping power) with respect to water.
This data was binned into projections according to the entry
positions of the protons as well as from the median position
of the particles on the MLP.
2) Pre-processing for transmission imaging: Non-elastic
nuclear interactions lead to a reduction of proton ﬂuence with
increasing thickness of the object. The attenuated ﬂuence of
protons can be expressed as follows in the continuous slowing
down approximation:
Φ(r) = Φ0 exp
(
−
∫
L
κ(r)dl
)
(2)
in the materials. This lead us to reconstruct a transmission
image, in a similar way to X-ray CT.
The list-mode data was binned into projections according to
the entry position of the particles with in each pixel, the value
V :
V = −log N
N0
(3)
with N and N0 respectively the number of protons sent and
detected.
3) Pre-processing for the deviation – integration along the
most likely path: The deviation angle of each particle is only
representative of the materials encountered in a statistical way.
In order to keep the advantage of each proton carrying its own
information, we quantiﬁed the deviation of each proton. As
particles can exit with similar deviation angles but different
positions (Fig. 2), the information on the deviation was not
used directly. We have calculated the most likely path for each
proton, and integrated the deviation along the path as shown
on Fig. 3.
This data was then binned into projections according to the
source position of the particles.
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Fig. 2: Two protons with the same deviation angle but different
histories and exit positions
Fig. 3: Integration of the deviation along the most likely path
D. Reconstruction algorithms
Different algorithms were tested to reconstruct the pre-
processed data binned into projections: the Filtered Back-
projection (FBP) algorithm, the Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique (ART) and the Maximum-Likelihood Expectation-
Maximization (ML-EM). The ART + Total Variation (TV) was
also used, both on projections and on the list-mode data for
the reconstruction of the relative electron density.
E. Contrast study of the images
Three ROIs were deﬁned in the reconstructed images as
follows: one inside each carcinoma and one in the brain tissue,
as shown on Figure 4. The contrast in these regions was
studied using the following Figure of Merit (FOM):
FOM =
BrainROI− LesionROI
BrainROI
(4)
Fig. 4: Transverse slice of the phantom. In red (top left) and
green (top right) ROIs inside the carcinoma tissues, in yellow
(bottom) a ROI taken in the brain tissue.
(a) Relative electron
density radiography
(b) Log transmission
radiography
(c) Angular devia-
tion radiography
Fig. 5: Radiographies of the head phantom using different
observables
(a) Transmission
(b) Integrated deviation
Fig. 6: Transmission and Integrated deviation images recon-
structed with FBP
III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A. Projections using different observables
The projections at one acquisition angle for the three pre-
processed data (relative electron density, transmission and
deviation) are shown in Fig. 5. The quantity of information
contained in the transmission and deviation is important.
The low statistics used to generate the projections (100
protons/mm2) results in a low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),
for the transmission and for the integrated deviation.
B. Reconstructions
The ART algorithm alone does not show good results with
noisy data, and thus was not appropriate for the reconstruction
of the transmission and deviation. FBP reconstructions of the
transmission and deviation are shown in Fig. 6. The SNR ratio
in both images is quite low. Qualitatively, the different soft
tissues are hardly differentiable. Nevertheless, the differences
due to the lesions in the brain can be made apparent by
changing the contrasts in the image.
C. Contrast study
The values of the contrast FOM for the two carcinoma
are shown in Table I for the different observables and re-
construction algorithms. The contrast is higher for both the
transmission and the deviation image than for the electron
density.
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TABLE I: Contrast FOM as deﬁned in equation (4) between
the two carcinoma and the brain ROIs. Results shown for
images binned according to the entry position of the protons.
Left carcinoma Right carcinoma
Electron density FBP 3.1% 2.3%
ML-EM 2.8% 2.1%
ART+TV 2.9% 2.3%
Transmission FBP 11.2% 9.8%
ML-EM 14.1% 12.6%
Integrated deviation FBP 9.7% 12.0%
ML-EM 10.9% 12.2%
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The information on the transmission and deviation of the
particles acquired during a pCT scan is not yet used to its full
potential. The head radiographies using the different outputs
shown on Fig. 5 indicate that the quantity of information
carried by the transmission and deviation is important.
The SNR of the radiographic projections suggest that
reconstructions will be noisy. The FBP reconstructions shown
on Fig. 6 conﬁrm this. Nevertheless, the two carcinoma can
be differentiated from the brain using both the transmission
and the deviation. The contrast study shown in Table I
indicates a higher contrast between the lesions and the brain
in the images of transmission and deviation than in the
images of the electron density. This could be of interest
in diagnostics. However, the low SNR in the images does
not allow to conclude yet on the potential detection of
hypoxia. The differences in contrast between the left and
right carcinoma are too small compared to the noise in the
images. In order to get more information on the materials,
more appropriate reconstruction algorithms need to be
developed. As an example, while binning the data according
to the entry position of the particles seems natural as far
as the transmission information is concerned. It has been
shown that it is not the most efﬁcient as far as the electron
density is concerned. Results indicate that a more precise
approximation of the particles paths should be considered
when reconstructing the deviation of the protons. Indeed,
one can notice that there is a slight discrepancy between the
positions of the lesions and the localization of the effect of
this difference in the reconstruction of the deviation (Fig. 6b).
A reconstruction using the list-mode data and the MLP for
each proton should give better results.
On-going studies include the quantiﬁcation of the effect of
the binning (entry position vs. median position on the MLP),
the effect of the statistics, as well as the effect of cuts on
the exit angles in order to eliminate particles that underwent
nuclear scattering on the reconstruction of the deviation.
These cuts are expected to greatly improve the SNR in the
deviation images.
This study is a ﬁrst step towards the possibility to identify
the chemical composition of materials using proton imaging.
One possible research axis for further work could be the
development of a reconstruction algorithm taking into account
more than one of the observables.
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